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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plain~iff-Respondent-Cross Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 43027
43028
43029

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION;
Defendant-Appellant-Cross Respondent,
and
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Defendants-Cross Respondents.
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
•
Defendants.

000001

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE PATRICK H. OWEN

MERLYN W. CLARK
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
-CROSS RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
-CROSS APPELLANT
BOISE, IDAHO

PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
-CROSS RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO

STEPHEN R. THOMAS
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
-CROSS RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO
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In the Supreme Co11rt of the ·State. of Idaho
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
.

Plail)tiff-R,espo_ndel)t-Cross Appellant,

v..
IDAHO.DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATI,ON,
D~f~nd~t-Appellant-Cross
Re.spondent, . ·
and
ENA SEI_lVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
Inc., a Delaware corporation; QWEST
· COMMl)NICATiON'S, LLC, a Delaware
lim_ited liability 9ompany,
Defendaiits:-Cross Respondents.
SYRINGA_NETWORK.S, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability· company,
·Plaintiff-Respondent,
V.

ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
Inc., a De1awa:re torporatjon,,
Defen~ant-Appellant,
and

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; QWEST
CQMivRJNJGA'J'IQ'.NS, LLC, a :Delaware
limit~d. lial,ili!Y company,
Defendants. . . .. .

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
Supreme Court Docket No. 43027-2015
Ada County No. CV-2009-23 757

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 43028-2015
Ada County No. CV-2009-23757

'ORDER _CONS0LIDAT1NG N1PEA.1;S FOR ALL PURPOSES - Docket Nos. 43027/43028/43029
000003

SYRINGA NETWORKS,. LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

v.
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a
Delaware, limited lia,bility company,
Defendant;..Appellant,
and
IDAHODEPA.RTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of'EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMEE.lCA,' Inc., ~ Delaware corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 43029-2015
Ada County No. CV-2009-23757

)
)
)
)
)
)

-Defendants.

A NOTICE OF APPEAL was filed with the District Court Clerk and taken from Orders
entered fn Ada. County District Court No. CV-2009-23757, in which the same documents and
transcript are being requested in e~ch of these three appeals. Thereafter, a NOTICE OF CROSSAPPEAL w~ ·filed with the _District Court in which the documents designated by Appellants in the
jnitial No!ic~ of' Appeal ·were reqµested as well as those ad_ditional documents listed therein;
therefor<::,

lT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Supreme Court Docket Nos. 43027, 43028 and 43029 shall
be CONSOLIDATED'FOR ALL PURPOSES and the District Court Clerk shall prepare and file a
CLERK'S REQORD with this Court, which sh~l contain the documents requested in these Notices
of AppeaJ. and tl!_e Notic~ of Cross;.Appeal in Docket Nos. 43027, 43028 and 43029 together With a·
copy oft.bJs Orge_r;. Fw:th~rmore,the Court Reporter ~hall prepare and lodge with the District Court
Clerk a .REPORTER'S TRANSCi.UPT which shall include the proceeding requested in the Notices
ofA~pe~ _ln Pock¢t Nos. 43027, 43,0.28, .and 43029.

it FURTHER IS ORDERED that the due date for the filing of the CLERK'S RECORD
AND REPORTER'S-TRANSCRIPT shall be set and upon this Court's receipt of those items, the
due date for filing APPELLANT'S BRIEF in these consolidated appeals shall be set.
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS
- Docket Nos. 43027/43028/43029
...
.
- FOR ALL PURPOSES
.
000004
~

..

.

~

1P

DATED this ,

if:

day of 'May, 2015.

Karel A. Lehrman, Chie eputy Clerk for -::
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk' .
-.
cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
Court Reporter
District Judge Patrick H. Owen

~

.

--

'o-·

Entered on JS/

By:_

.

ORDE~ CONSOLI.QATING APPEALS FOR ALL PURPOSES - Docket Nos. 43027/43028/43029
000005

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
.

.

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent-Cross Appellant,
V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant-AppellantCross Respondent,
and
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
Inc., a Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company,
Defendants-Cross Respondents.
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
v.
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
Inc., a Delaware corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER AUGMENTING APPEALS
Supreme Court Docket No. 43027-2015
Ada County No. CV-2009-23757

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 43028-2015
Ada County No. CV-2009-23757

ORDER- Docket Nos. 43027-2015 (43028-2015)(43029-2015)
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SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court Docket No. 43029-2015
Ada County No. CV-2009-23757

)

V.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,
'

.

Defendant-Appel Iant,
and

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

'

)
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC, )
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
)
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
)
)

Defendants.

A Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcripts was filed in Docket No. 38735 on September
19, 2011, and a Supplemental Cle~k' s Record was filed November 22, 2011; therefore,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the Appeal Record in consolidated cases 43027, 43028 &
43029 shall be AUGMENTED to include the Court File, Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcripts
filed in No. 38735.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare and file a CLERK'S
RECORD with this Court, which shall contain the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal in
43027, 43028 & 43029, together with a copy of this Order, but shall not duplicate any documents
included in the Clerk's Record filed in prior appeal No. 38735.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED t~at the District Court Reporter shall prepare and lodge any
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS requested in the Notices of Appeal in 43027, 43028 & 43029, but
shall not duplicate any proceedings included in the Reporter's Transcripts filed in prior appeal No.
38735. The CLERK'S RECORD and REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS in 43027, 43028 & 43029
shall be ~led with this C~ after s~ttlement.
DATED this

I_ day of June, 2015.

ORDER.- Docket Nos. 43027-2015 (43028-2015)(43029-2015)
000007

For the Supreme Court

Stephen' W. Kenyon, GJkrk

cc:

Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
Court Reporter
District Judge Patrick H. Owen

ORDER-Docket Nos. 43027-2015 (43028-2015)(43029-2015)
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Date: 8/7/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court ~ Ada County

Time: 04:41 PM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 29

User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen
Syriaga Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal.

Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie,
Qwest Communications Corp
Date

Code

User

12/15/2009

NCOC

MCBIEHKJ

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Ronald J. Wilper

COMP

MCBIEHKJ

Ronald J. Wilper

SMFI

MCBIEHKJ

Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
Filed
(5) Summons Filed

Ronald J. Wilper

AFOS

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit Of Service 12.15.09

Ronald J. Wilper

AFOS

CCHOLMEE

(5) Affidavit Of Service 12.16.09

Ronald J. Wilper

12/23/2009

AFOS

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit Of Service (12/15/09)

Ronald J. Wilper.

12/28/2009

AFOS

CCTOWNRD

(2) Affidavit Of Service (12-15-09)

Ronald J. Wilper

ACCP

CCTOWNRD

(2) Acceptance Of Service (12-15-09)

Ronald J. Wilper

12/31/2009

NOAP

CCLATICJ

Ronald J. Wilper

1/7/2010

NOAP:

CCLATICJ

1/11/2010

NOAP

CCNELSRF

MODQ

CCNELSRF

Notice Of Appearance (Thomas for Qwest
Communications Company, LLC)
Notice Of Appearance (Oberrecht for ENA
Services, LLC)
Notice Of Appearance (Merlyn Clark for Idaho
Dept of Admin, J Michael Gwartney and Jack
Zickau)
''
Motion To Disqualify w/o Cause

ORDQ

CCNELSRF

Order to Disqualify

Ronald J. Wilper

CHJS

CCNELSRF

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Patrick H. Owen -

DISF

CCNELSRF

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCNELSRF

1/20/2010

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Notice of Reassignment to Judge Patrick H Owen Patrick H. Owen
(2)Motion for Limited Addition Pro Hae Vice
Patrick H. Owen

1/25/2010

ANSW

CCNELSRF

Answer (Stephen Thomas for Qwest)

MOTN

CCNELSRF

Defendant Qwest Motion to Dismiss Counts Four, Patrick H. Owen
and Five

MEMO.

CCNELSRF

Memorandum in Support

Patrick H. Owen

ANSW

CCBOYIDR

Patrick H. Owen

ANSW

CCWRIGRM

ORDR

CCHUNTAM

ORDR

CCHUNTAM

NOTS

CCWRIGRM

Answer and Demand for Jury Trial (Oberrecht for
ENA Services)
Answer of Defendants Idaho Dept of Admin, J
Michael Gwartney and Jack G Zickau to Verified
Complaint (Merlyn Clark, attorney)
Order Approving Limited Admission (Pro Hae
Vice) Re: B. Lawrence Theis on Behalf of QWest
Communications Company, LLC
Order Approving Limited Admission (Pro Hae
Vice) Re: Steven Perfrement on Behalf of QWest
Communications Company, LLC
Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCRANDJD

Motion for Limited Admission

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM,

CCRANDJD

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

AMEN

CCTOWNRD

Amended Notice of Scheduling Conference

Patrick H. Owen

12/18/2009

1/14/2010

2/2/2010

2/3/2010

Judge

~

Ronald J. Wilper
Ronald J. Wilper

Ronald J. Wilper

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
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Date: 8/7/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 04:41 PM

ROA Report
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User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen
Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal.

Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie,
Qwest Communications Corp
Date

Code

User

2/3/2010

HRSC

CCTOWNRD

Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference
03/08/2010 03:30 PM) telephonic

Patrick H. Owen

2/11/2010

ORDR

CCHUNTAM

Order Granting Motion for Limited Admission
(Robert S Patterson)

Patrick H. Owen

2/22/2010

NOHG.

CCGARDAL

Notice Of Hearing Motion to Dismiss Counts 4
and 5 3.10.1 O @ 4 pm

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG.

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Hearing re Defendant Qwest
Patrick H. Owen
Communications Company, LLC's Motion to
Dismiss Counts Four and Five (03/10/10 @4pm)

HRSC

CCGARDAL

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/10/201 O 04:00
PM) to dismiss counts four and five

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion for Order to Show Cause (Oral Argument Patrick H. Owen
Requested)

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Affidavit of Greg Lowe

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Affidavit of Molly Steckel

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Affidavit of Susan Heneise

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCLATICJ

Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Order to Show Cause

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG.

CCKELLMA

Notice Of Hearing 03/24/201 O @4pm

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCKELLMA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/24/201 O 04:00
PM) Motion For Order to Show Cause

Patrick H. Owen

3/3/2010

MEMO

MCBIEHKJ

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Patrick H. Owen
Counts Four and Five

3/8/2010

REPL

CCNELSRF

Defendandt Qwest Communications Compnay
Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss Counts
Four and Five

HRHD

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Patrick H. Owen
03/08/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Held telephonic

NOHG

CCMASTLW

Amended Notice Of Hearing

HRVC

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Motion held on 03/24/2010
Patrick H. Owen
04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion For Order to
Show Cause

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/13/201 O 03: 00
PM) Mo/OSC

Patrick H. Owen

3/18/2010

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion held on 03/10/201 O
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

Patrick H. Owen

3/19/2010

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion to File Over Length Brief re Motion for
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MOSJ

CCWRIGRM

Motion For Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Mark Little

Patrick H. Owen-

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affioavit of J Michael Gwartney

Patrick H. Owen
000010

2/23/2010

2/25/2010

3/9/2010

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Date: 8/7/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 04:41 PM

ROA Report
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User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen
Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal.

Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie,
Qwest Communications Corp
Date

Code

User

3/19/2010

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Bill Burns

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCWRIGRM

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion to File Over Length Brief

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCWRIGRM

Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion
for Order to Show Cause

Patrick H. Owen

3/22/2010

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

(2)Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

3/25/2010

NOTH

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Hearing (05/25/10 @ 3:30pm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCWRIGRM

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
05/25/2010 03:30 PM) Motion for Summary
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

4/2/2010

MOTN

CCDWONCP

Motion for Limited Admission Pro Hae Vice Re
Meredith Johnston (to Appear on Behalf of
QWest Communications Company LLC)

Patrick H. Owen

4/5/2010

OPPO:

CCWRIGRM

Opposition to Motion to File Over Length Brief

Patrick H. Owen

BREF

CCWRIGRM

Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for
Order to Show Cause

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCWRIGRM

(2) Notice of Compliance

Patrick H. Owen

NOTS

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCMCLILI

Qwest Communication Company, LLC's Joinder Patrick H. Owen
in Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion
for Order to Show Cause

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion to Shorten Time on Defendants' Motion to Patrick H. Owen
Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause
or, in the Alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for
Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding

MOTN,

CCLATICJ

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to
Show Cause or, in the Alternative, Convert
Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause to a
Rule 65 Proceeding

MEMO

CCLATICJ

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Patrick H. Owen
Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause
or, in the Alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for
Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding

NOHG

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Hearing re Defendants' Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen
Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause or, in
the Alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for
Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding
(04/13/1 O @ 3 pm)

OPPO

CCSULLJA

Opposition to Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Patrick H. Owen
Order to Show Cause or, in the Alternative,
Convert Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show
Cause to A Rule 65 Proceeding and Opposition to
Motion to Shorten Time

MOTN

CCSULLJA

Motion to Strike QWest Communication Co.,
LLC's Joinder in Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause

4/6/2010

4/8/2010

J

4/9/2010

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

000011

Date: 8/7/2015

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 04:41 PM
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User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen
Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal.

Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie,
Qwest Communications Corp
Date

Code

User

4/12/2010

RESP

CCMASTLW

Response To Opposition to Motion to Strike

AMEN

CCWRIGRM

Second Amended Notice of Hearing (04/13/10@ Patrick H. Owen
2:00pm)

AMEN

CCWRIGRM

Second Amended Notice of Scheduling
Conference (05/03/1 O @ 4:00pm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCWRIGRM

Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference
05/03/2010 04:00 PM) Telephonic

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

'

Judge
Patrick H. Owen

4/13/2010

DCHH.

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion held on 04/13/201 O
03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

4/14/2010

ORDR

CCHUNTAM

Order Approving Limited Admission Pro Hae Vice Patrick H. Owen
Re: Meredith A Johnston on Behalf of Qwest
Communication Company, LLC

4/23/2010

MOTN.

CCRANDJD

Motion for Partial Continuance of Summary
Judgment Proceedings

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCRANDJD

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial
Continuance

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCRANDJD

Affidavit in Support of Motion for Partial
Continuance

Patrick H. Owen

CCNELSRF

Stipulation RE: Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Can't
of Summary Judgement Proceedings

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

4/29/2010

STIP

5/4/2010

DEOP

DCLYKEMA

Memorandum Decision and Order

5/5/2010

HRHD

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Patrick H. Owen
05/03/2010 04:00 PM: Hearing Held Telephonic

5/11/2010

OPPO

CCNELSRF

Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCNELSRF

Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCTOWNRD

Motion to Shorten Time; Motion to Strike;
Memorandum in support of Motion to Strike

Patrick H. Owen

REPL

CCTOWNRD

Reply in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Counsel re State Defendants Motion
for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

5/21/2010

OPPO

CCWRIGRM

Opposition to Motion to Strike Testimony from the Patrick H. Owen
Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe

5/24/2010

REPL

CCHOLMEE

Reply in Support of Motion to Strike

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion to Shorten Time Re Motion to Strike

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion to Strike
5.25.10@330PM

Patrick H. Owen

DCHH.

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Patrick H. Owen
05/25/201 O 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
000012
estimated: Less than 100 pages

5/18/2010

,
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
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User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen
Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal.

Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie,
Qwest Communications Corp
Date

Code

User

5/25/2010

OPPO

MCBIEHKJ

6/18/2010

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

MEMO

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

6/23/2010

NOTO

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Taking Deposition

Patrick H. Owen

6/29/2010

NOHG

CCLATICJ

HRSC.

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Compel Discovery Patrick H. Owen
Responses from Idaho Department of
Administration (08/03/10 @4 pm)
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel
Patrick H. Owen
08/03/201 O 04:00 PM) Motion to Compel
Discovery Responses from Idaho Department of
Administration

ORDR:

CCCHILER

Order Goveming Proceedings and Setting Trial

HRSC

CCCHILER

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/11/2011 09:00 Patrick H. Owen
AM) 20 days

HRSC

CCCHILER

HRSC ·

CCCHILER

7/9/2010

NOTS

CCTOWNRD

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
03/14/2011 03:00 PM)
Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone
02/03/2011 03: 15 PM)
Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

7/13/2010

NOTS

CCCHILER

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

7/15/2010

DEOP

DCLYKEMA

Memorandum Decision and Order

Patrick H. Owen

7/22/2010

MOTN

CCRANDJD

Motion for Protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCRANDJD

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Patrick H. Owen
Order

AFFD

CCRANDJD

Affidavit in Support of Motion for Protective Order Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCRANDJD

Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe

MOTN

CCRANDJD

DEOP

DCLYKEMA

AMEN

CCRANDJD

Motion for Order Shortening Time to Hear Motion Patrick H. Owen
for Protective Order
Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order
Patrick H. Owen
Amended Notice of Deposition
Patrick H. Owen

NOTC ·

MCBIEHKJ

NOTC:

CCRANDJD

7/26/2010

OBJE

MCBIEHKJ

7/27/2010

AFFD

CCKINGAJ

Notice of Errata Regarding the Third Affidavit of
Greg Love
Notice of Errata Regarding the Affidavit in
Support of Motion for Protective Order
Objection and Response to Motion for Order
Shortening Time to Hear Motion for Protection
Order
Amended Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe

AFFD

MCBIEHKJ

Affidavit in Opposition to Motion to Compel

7/1/2010

7/23/2010

Judge
Opposition to Motion to Shorten Time and Motion Patrick H. Owen
to Strike Testimony
Motion to Compel Discovery Responses from
Patrick H. Owen
Idaho Department of Administration
Affidavit of David Lombardi in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen
to Compel

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

000013
Patrick H. Owen
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User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen
Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal.

Syringa Networks, LLC vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie,
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7/27/2010

MEMO

MCBIEHKJ

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Compel Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Motion to Shorten Time Continue Hearing on
Motion to compel and Memo in Support of
Motion to Contiinue

Patrick H. Owen

7/29/2010

MISC

CCSIMMSM

State Defendants' Joinder in Qwest's Objection
and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion for Protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

7/30/2010

OPPO.

CCAMESLC

Opposition to Motion for Protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

RSPS

CCRANDJD

Response to Motion for Protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

RPLY

CCWRIGRM

Reply to Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion to Compel Discovery Responses and
Response to Defendants Motion to Continue
hearing on Motion to Compel Discovery

Patrick H. Owen

8/2/2010

REPL

CCSULLJA

Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Protective
Order

Patrick H. Owen

8/3/2010

NCOM

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Compliance

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM

CCSWEECE

Affidavit Of Steven F Schossberger Re: Plaintiffs Patrick H. Owen
Motion To Compel

AFFD

CCSWEECE

Affidavit Of Greg Zickau Re: Plaintiffs Motion To Patrick H. Owen
Compel

DCHH

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on
Patrick H. Owen
08/03/2010 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100 Motion to Compel
Discovery Responses from Idaho Department of
Administration

8/4/2010

HRSC

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
08/05/201 O 04:00 PM) Oral Ruling on Motion to
Compel.

',

OBJT ,

CCAMESLC

Objections and Notice of Designation of Witness Patrick H. Owen

8/10/2010

STIP

CCNELSRF

Stipulation for Protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

NOTS

CCSIMMSM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

8/12/2010

NOTS

CCDWONCP

Notice Of Service of Discovery Requests

Patrick H. Owen

8/13/2010

HRVC

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
08/05/2010 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Oral
Ruling on Motion to Compel.

Patrick H. Owen

8/17/2010

MOTN

CCSWEECE

Motion For Reconsideration Of the Dismissal Of
Counts Two and Three Of Syringa's Complaint
(Oral Argument Requested)

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCSWEECE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/07/2010 04:30
Patrick H. Owen
PM) Motion For Reconsideration Of the
Dismissal of Counts 2 & 3 Of Syringas Complaint

Judge

Patrick H. Owen
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8/20/2010.

MEMO

CCWRIGRM

Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Patrick H. Owen
Reconsideration of Dismissal of Counts Two and
Three of Syringa Complaint

8/25/2010

NOTC:

CCKINGAJ

Notice of Compliance

8/26/2010

ORDR

CCNELSRF

Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Patrick H. Owen
Plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery Responses
from Idaho Dept of Administration

NOTS

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

8/27/2010

NOTS

CCCHILER

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

8/30/2010

NOTS

CCKINGAJ

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

8/31/2010

MEMO

CCKINGAJ

The State Defendants' Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for
Reconsideration of the Dismissal of Counts Two
& Three of Plaintiffs Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

9/2/2010

NOTS

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

9/3/2010

BREF;

MCBIEHKJ

Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of
The Dlsmissal

Patrick H. Owen

MOSJ,

CCLATICJ

Motion For Summary Judgment on Count Four of Patrick H. Owen
Plaintiffs Complaint

NOHG·

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Hearing re State Defendants' Motion for Patrick H. Owen
Summary Judgment on Count Four of the
Complaint (11/30/10 @ 3:30 pm)

HRSC

CCLATICJ

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Patrick H. Owen
Judgment 11/30/2010 03:00 PM) Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment on Count Four of
the Complaint

9/8/2010

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion held on 09/07/201 O
Patrick H. Owen
04:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter:
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion For Reconsideration Of the
Dismissal of Counts 2 & 3 Of Syringas Complaint

9/10/2010

NOTC

CCLATICJ

Notice of Compliance

Patrick H. Owen

9/13/2010

CONT

CCHUNTAM

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
11/30/2010 03:30 PM) Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment on Count Four of the
Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

MISC

CCJOYCCN

Plaintiffs Expert Witness Disclosure

Patrick H. Owen

NOTS,

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

9/17/2010 .

NOTS

CCCHILER

9/27/2010

NOTC

CCNELSRF

Notice Of Service of Supplemental Production of Patrick H. Owen
Documents
Patrick H. Owen
Notice of Compliance

NOTD

CCWRIGRM

(5) Notice Of Taking Deposition

Patrick H. Owen

9/29/2010

NOTS

CCSIMMSM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

10/7/2010

NOTD

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Taking Deposition

Patrick H. Owen

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

J

.,
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10/14/2010

NOTS

CCRANDJD

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

10/15/2010

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

10/22/2010

NODT

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of
Greg Lowe

Patrick H. Owen

10/25/2010

NOTO

CCMASTLW

Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition

Patrick H. Owen

11/1/2010

MOSJ

CCHOLMEE

Motion For Partial Summary Judgment on Counts Patrick H. Owen
Four & Five of the Complaint

MEMO.

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

MISC

CCHOLMEE

Statement of Undisputed Facts in Support of
Motion

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Meredith A Johnston

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion for Summary
Judgment 11.30.10@330PM

Patrick H. Owen

DEOP:

DCLYKEMA

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Syringa
Networks, LLC's Motion to Reconsider

Patrick H. Owen

11/2/2010

Judge

MEMO

'CCKINGAJ

AFFD

CCKINGAJ

Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger in Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on
Count Four of the Complaint

11/8/2010

STIP

CCLATICJ

Stipulation and Order to Amend Scheduling Order Patrick H. Owen
(Stipulation Only)

11/12/2010

NOTC

CCGARDAL

Notice of Complaince

Patrick H. Owen

11/15/2010

NOSV

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

NOTS

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

ORDR

CCHUNTAM

Order to Amend Scheduling Order

Patrick H. Owen

MISC

CCLATICJ

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO

CCLATICJ

OPPO

CCLATICJ

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Plaintiff's Statement of Material Facts in Support
of Response to Defendants' Motions for Partial
Summary Judgment
Document sealed
Opposition to State Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment re Count Four of Plaintiff's
Complaint
Document sealed
Opposition to Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment on Counts Four and Five of the
Complaint
Document sealed
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Plaintiff's Opposition to Motions for Partial
Summary Judgment
Document sealed

11/16/2010

Memorandum in Support of the State Defendants' Patrick H. Owen
Motion for Summary Judgment RE Count Four of
Plaintiff's Complaint
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
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User

11/16/2010

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion for Continuance of Summary Judgment
Proceedings Under IRCP 5 6(f)

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Motion for Continuance of Summary Judgment
Hearing Under IRCP 56(f)

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCLATICJ

Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Continuance of Summary Judgment Hearing
Under IRCP 56(f)

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion to Exceed Page Limit for Statement of
Facts

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD ,

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Leslie Hayes in Support of Ena
Services' Motion for, Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCMASTLW

Memorandum in Support

Patrick H. Owen

RPLY

CCGARDAL

Reply to Opposition to Motion for Summary
Judgment on Count Four of Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCGARDAL

Affidavit of Steven Schlossberger in Opposition to Patrick H. Owen
Motion to Continue and in Support of Reply to
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment

AFFD

CCGARDAL

Affidavit of Merlyn Clark in Opposition to Motion to Patrick H. Owen
Continue

MOTN

CCGARDAL

Motion_ to Strike Testimony

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCGARDAL

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike
Testimony

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCGARDAL

Motion to Shorten Time

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCGARDAL

Affidavit of Jennifer Pike

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCGARDAL

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for
Continuance of Summary Judgment Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

RPLY

CCWRIGRM

Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant
Qwest Communications Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment on Counts Four and Five of
Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

RSPN

CCWRIGRM

Response to Motion for Continuance of Summary Patrick H. Owen
Judgment Proceedings

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Stephen R Thomas

NOHG.

CCMASTLW

Notice Of Hearing (Motion to Strike) (11 /30/1 O @ Patrick H. Owen
3:30 PM)

NOTS

CCRANDJD

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

REPL

MCBIEHKJ

Reply in Support of Motion for Continuance of
Summary Judgment Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO.

MCBIEHKJ

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCGARDAL

Opposition to Motion to Strike and Disregard
Testimony
Notice Of Hearing 12.22.10 @2 pm

HRSC

CCGARDAL

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 12/22/2010 02:00 PM)

Patrick H. Owen

11/23/2010

11/24/2010

11/26/2010

11/29/2010

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
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11/29/2010

REPL.

CCNELSRF

Reply In Support of the State Defds' Motion to
Strike and Disregard Testimony

Patrick H. Owen

11/30/2010

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Stipulated Motion for Extension of Time

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC.

CCLATICJ

Notice to Taking Deposition Upon Oral
Examination of Jeremy Chou

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCLATICJ

Notice of Taking Deposition Upon Oral
Examination of Kenneth McClure

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion to Extend Discovery Deadline and
Memorandum in Support

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCLATICJ

State Defendant's Motion to Compel Plaintiffs
Production of Documents

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Patrick H. Owen
State Defendants' Motion to Compel Plaintiffs
Production of Documents

MEMO

CCLATICJ

NOHG

CCLATICJ

Memorandum in Support of State Defendants'
Patrick H. Owen
Motion to Compel Production of Documents
Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Extend Discovery Patrick H. Owen
Deadline (12/22/10@ 2pm)

NOHG

CCLATICJ

Notice Of Hearing re Defendants' Motion to
Compel Plaintiffs Production of Documents
(12/22/10 @2 pm)

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCHUNTAM

Notice of Deposition of Charles Creason

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCHUNTAM

Notice of Deposition of Steve Maloney

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC.

CCHUNTAM

Notice of Hearing (Motn to Compel 12/22/1 O)

Patrick H. Owen

AMEN

CCWRIGRM

Amended Notice of Hearing re Defendant ENA
Services Motion for Summary Judgment
(01/20/2011 @ 1:OOpm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC.

CCWRIGRM

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
01/20/2011 01 :00 PM) Motion for Summary
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

12/6/2010

AMEN

CCLATICJ

Patrick H. Owen

12/8/2010

MOTN

CCAMESLC

Amended Notice of Deposition of Charles
Creason
Defendant Quest Communications
CompanyMotion to Compel

AFFD

CCAMESLC

Affidavit of Steven Perfrement

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCAMESLC

Memorandum in Support of Motion To Compel

Patrick H. Owen

12/10/2010

NOTS

CCAMESLC

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

12/13/2010

NOTC

CCWRIGRM

Notice of Compliance

Patrick H. Owen

MOSJ

CCAMESLC

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCAMESLC

NOTC

CCHOLMEE

Defendant's Second Motion For Summary
Judgment
Notice of Hearing (Motion for Summary
Judgment 01/20/2011 01 :00 PM)
Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Ed
Lodge

12/1/2010

12/14/2010

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
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12/14/2010

NOTC ·

CCHOLMEE

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Skip
Smyser

12/15/2010

HRVC

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen
held on 11/30/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on
Count Four of the Complaint; Mo/Strike

OPPO

CCWRIGRM

Opposition to State Defendants Motion to Compel Patrick H. Owen
Production of Documents

· CCWRIGRM

AFFD
OPPO
12/16/2010

AFOS
OPPO

Judg~
Patrick H. Owen

Affidavit of David R Lombardi

Patrick H. Owen

CCWRIGRM

Plaintiffs Opposition to State Defendants Motion
to Extend Discovery Deadline

Patrick H. Owen

CCJOYCCN

Affidavit Of Service (12/15/2010)

Patrick H. Owen

:

CCJOYCCN

. Opposition to Defendant Qwest Communications Patrick H. Owen
Company, LLC's Motion to Compel Discovery

AFFD

CCJOYCGN

Affidavit o fAmber N. Dina in Support o fPlaintiff's Patrick H. Owen
Opposition to Qwest's Motion to Compel
Discovery

AFFD

CCJOYCCN

Fourth Affidavit of Greg Lowe

Patrick H. Owen

NOTS:

CCJOYCCN

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM

CCAMESLc·

Affidavit In Support Of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCAMESLC

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

12/23/2010

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen
held on 12/22/2010 02:00 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

12/28/2010

AFOS.

CCSIMMSM

Affidavit Of Service 12-20-10

12/29/2010

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion to Modify Protective Order and Supporting Patrick H. Owen
Memorandum

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of David R Lomardi in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion to Modify
12.1.11@4PM

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCHOLMEE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/12/2011 04:00
PM) Motion to Modify Protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

1/3/2011

NOTD ·

CCMASTLW

2nd Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition

Patrick H. Owen

1/4/2011

BREF

CCHOLMEE

Supplemental Brief in Opposition to Motion for
Patrick H. Owen
Summary Judgment and Qwest Communications
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Supplemental Affidavit of David R Lombardi in
Support of Opposition to Motions for Partial
Summary Judgment
Document sealed

12/22/2010

'

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
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Date

Code

1/4/2011

MISC·

CCHOLMEE

Supplemental to Statement of Material Facts in
Support of Response to Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Patrick Roden

Patrick H. Owen

RSPN

CCGARDAL

Document sealed
Response to Motion to Modify protective Order

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCGARDAL

Affidavit in Support of Response

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO

CCGARDAL

Opposition to Plaintiffs motion for Protective
Order

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCGARDAL

Affidavit of Leslie Hayes in Support of Opposition Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCGARDAL

Affidavit of Philip Oberrecht in Support of
Opposition

NOHG

CCMASTLW

Notice Of Hearing re Motion for Partial Summary Patrick H. Owen
Judgment on Counts 4 and 5 of the Complaint
(01/20/11 @ 1PM)

MISC

CCLATICJ

State Defendants' Joinder in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion to Modify Protective Order

1/5/2011

1/6/2011

User

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
;,

STIP

CCSULLJA

Stipulation for Extenstion of Time to File Briefing
and Affidavits in Response to ENA'S Motions for
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion to File Overlength Brief

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Plaintiffs Motion for Continuance of Summary
Judgment Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Dennis Reinstein in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCWRIGRM

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO

CCWRIGRM

Opposition to Defendant ENA Services LLCs
Motion for Summary Judgment .

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO

CCWRIGRM

Opposition to Defendant ENA Services LLCs
Second Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

BREF

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Amber N Dina in Support of
Patrick H. Owen
Opposition
Affidavit of Kevin Johnsen in Suppport of Plaintiffs Patrick H. Owen
Opposition to ENAs Motions for Partial Summary
Judgment
Document sealed
Supplemental Reply Brief in Support of Defendant Patrick H. Owen
Qwest Communications Company Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment on Counts Four and
Five of Complaint

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Steven J Perfrement

1/12/2011

NOTC

CCGARDAL

1/13/2011

RSPN

CCWRIGRM

AFFD

, CCWRIGRM

Notice Vcating Hearing on Motion to Modify
Patrick H. Owen
Protective Order
Response of Defendants J Michael Gwartney and Patrick H. Owen
Jack G Zickau
000020
Patrick H. Owen
Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger

1/7/2011

1/11/2011

Patrick H. Owen
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Judge

1/14/2011

NOTS

CCMASTLW

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCJOYCCN

Second Affidavit of Stephen R. Thomas

Patrick H. Owen

MISC

CCWRIGRM

Patrick H. Owen

RPLY

CCWRIGRM.

Supplemental Submission in Opposition to
Defendant ENAs Second Motion for Summary
Judgment
Document sealed
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment

I
Patrick H. Owen
'

RPLY

CCWRIGRM

i
Reply Memorandum in Support of Second Motion Patrick H. Owen
for Summary Judgment

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Counsel

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

MCBIEHKJ

Second Affidavit of Stephen R Thomas

Patrick H. Owen

1/18/2011

OPPO

MCBIEHKJ

Opposition to Motion for Continuance of
Summary Judgment Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

1/19/2011

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion held on 01/12/2011
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

Patrick H. Owen

1/20/2011

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen
held on 01/20/2011 01 :00 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Patrick H. Owen
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
01/20/2011 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

RSPS

CCRANDJD

Response to Motion to Stike

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO

CCSIMMSM

Defendant ENA Services, LLC's Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion to Strike

Patrick H. Owen

1/27/2011

NOSV

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

2/3/2011

NOTS,

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

2/4/2011

HRVC

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Status by Phone held on
02/03/2011 03:15 PM: Hearing Vacated

Patrick H. Owen

2/9/2011

DEOP

DCLYKEMA

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions
for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

2/14/2011

MISC

CCSULLJA

Withdrawal of Defendant ENA Services, LLC's
Second Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

3/8/2011

JDMT

DCOLSOMA

Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

1/24/2011
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3/8/2011

CDIS

DCOLSOMA

Civil Disposition entered for: Ena Services Lie,,
Patrick H. Owen
Defendant; Gwartney, J Michael, Defendant;
Idaho Dept Of Administration,, Defendant; Qwest
Communications Corp, Defendant; Zickau, Jack
G, Defendant; Syringa Works,, Plaintiff. Filing
date: 3/8/2011

HRVC

DCOLSOMA

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
03/14/2011 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated

Patrick H. Owen

HRVC

DCOLSOMA

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 04/11/2011
09:00AM: Hearing Vacated 20 days

Patrick H. Owen

STAT

DCOLSOMA

STATUS CHANGED: closed

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCMASTLW

ENA Services' Motion for Costs and Attorneys
Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Robert S. Patterson

Patrick H. Owen .

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Phillip S. Oberrecht

Patrick H. Owen

MEMC'.

CCMASTLW

Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCLATICJ

Affidavit of Steven J. Perfrement in Support of
Memorandum of Costs and Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCLATICJ

Defendant Qwest Communications Company,
LLC's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H Owen

BREF

CCLATICJ

Defendant Qwest's Brief in Support of
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMC.

CCWRIGRM

State Defendants Memorandum Of Costs And
Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCWRIGRM

State Defendants Memorandum in Support of
Request for Costs and Attorneys Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Merlyn W Clark

Patrick H. Owen

OBJE

CCLATICJ

Plaintiff's Objection to the State Defendants'
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

OBJE

CCLATICJ

Plaintiff's Objection to Qwest Communication
Company LLCs' Memorandum of Costs and
Attorneys Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCLATICJ

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Patrick H. Owen
the Qwest Communications Company LLCs'
Memoradum of Costs and Fees

OBJE

CCLATICJ

Plaitniff's Objection to ENA's Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

MEMO

CCLATICJ

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Patrick H. Owen
ENA's Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees

NOTH·

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Hearing (04/27/11 @ 4:00pm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC.

CCWRIGRM

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
04/27/2011 04:00 PM) Objections

Patrick H. Owen

STAT

CCWRIGRM

STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk
action

Patrick H. Owen

3/21/2011

4/4/2011

4/6/2011

Judge

Patrick H. Owen
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Judge

CCLUNDMJ

Notice of Appeal (Lombardi for: Syringa
Patrick H. Owen
Networks) Date corrected to reflect the document
File Stamp date (clerk error).

BREF.

CCVIDASL

Defendants Quest Brief in Support of
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCHEATJL

State Defendant's Motion For Leave To amend
Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Leave to Patrick H. Owen
Amend Memorandum

MOTN

CCHEATJL

Motion For Order To Shorten Time

Patrick H. Owen

RPLY

CCWRIGRM

Reply in Support of Verified Memorandum of
Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCRANDJD

Second Motion for Leave to Amend
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCRANDJD

Second Affidavit in Support of State Motion for
Costs and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN,

CCRANDJD

Motion to Shorten Time on Motion

Patrick H. Owen

RPLY '

CCSIMMSM

Reply to Plaintiff's Objection to the State
Patrick H. Owen
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney
Fees

NOHG.

CCNELSRF

Notice Of Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
06/14/2011 03:30 PM) Fees and Objections

Patrick H. Owen

HRVC

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
04/27/2011 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated
Objections

Patrick H. Owen

RQST

CCLUNDMJ

Defendant/Respondent ENA Services, LLC's
Request for Additional Record

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCHOLMEE

Notice of Cross Appeal

Patrick H. Owen

5/27/2011

OPPO'

CCWRIGRM

Plaintiffs Opposition to the State Defendants
Motion for Leave to Amend Memorandum of
Costs and Attorneys Fees

Patrick H. Owen

5/31/2011

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Unopposed Motion to Withdraw Meredith A.
Johnston, Esq. as Co-Counsel to Defendant
Qwest Communications Co. LLC

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of David R Lombardi

Patrick H. Owen

6/6/2011

REPL

CCNELSRF

State Defs Reply in Support of First and Second
Motions for Leave to Amend Memorandum of
Cost and Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

6/14/2011

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Patrick H. Owen
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
06/14/2011 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages

4/18/2011

4/22/2011

4/25/2011

4/28/2011

5/5/2011
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Code
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6/20/2011

ORDR·

CCHUNTAM

Order Granting Unopposed Motion to Withdraw Patrick H. Owen
Meredith A Johnston as Co-Counsel of Record for
Defendant QWest Communicaitons Co. LLC

6/28/2011

VOIR

CCWATSCL

Voided Receipt (Receipt# 54504 dated 5/5/2011) Patrick H. Owen

7/7/2011

STIP

MCBIEHKJ

Stipulation Waiving Bond

Patrick H. Owen

7/18/2011

NOTC

CCTHIEBJ

Notice Of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court
Docket No. 38735

Patrick H. Owen

7/25/2011

MISC

CCKHAMSA

Supplemental Idaho Supreme Court Authority On Patrick H. Owen
Issue Re: Expert Witness Fees

8/4/2011

DEOP

DCLYKEMA

8/12/2011

AMEN

'CCWRIGRM

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Costs and Patrick H. Owen
Attorney Fees
Amended Notice of Appeal
Patrick H. Owen

8/15/2011

MISC

CCWRIGRM

Syringa Filing Pursuant to IAR 29

Patrick H. Owen

8/18/2011

AMEN

CCTHIEBJ

Amended Notice of Cross-Appeal

Patrick H. Owen

9/16/2011

NOTC

CCTHIEBJ

Notice Of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court
Docket No. 38735

Patrick H. Owen

10/27/2011

JDMT

DCJOHNSI

Judgment Re: Costs and Fees

Patrick H. Owen

12/15/2011

JDMT

CCHUNTAM

Amended Judgment re: Costs and Attorney Fees Patrick H. Owen

STAT

CCHUNTAM

STATUS CHANGED: closed

Patrick H. Owen

1/9/2012

NOTC

CCVIDASL

Patrick H. Owen

1/10/2012

NOTC

CCWRIGRM

Defendant Quest Communications Companny
LLC Notice of Change of Firm Name
Notice of Firm Name Change

4/9/2013

MISC

CCTHIEBJ

Opinion - Supreme Court Docket No. 38735

Patrick H. Owen

4/18/2013

MOTN

CCMARTJD

Motion to Amend Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM

CCMARTJD

Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Amend
Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

4/19/2013

MEMO

CCBOYIDR

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint Pursuant to Rules 60(b)(6) and 15(a)
I.R.C.P.

Patrick H. Owen

4/25/2013

NOHG

CCKHAMSA

Notice Of Hearing

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCKHAMSA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
05/16/2013 03:00 PM)
STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk
action
Objection to Notice of Hearing
'
Affidavit of Matthew Gordon

Patrick H. Owen

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 05/16/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated
Motion To Amend Complaint
Remittitur-Vacated in Part/Affirmed in Part Supreme Court Docket No. 38735
Order Awarding Costs and Attorney Fees Supreme Court Docket No. 38735

Patrick H. Owen

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

1

STAT

CCKHAMSA

OBJT

CCSWEECE

AFFD

CCSWEECE

5/15/2013

HRVC

CCHUNTAM

9/9/2013

REMT

CCTHIEBJ

9/10/2013

ORDR

CCTHIEBJ

5/10/2013

,I

Patrick H. ·owen
Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
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Code
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10/28/2013

JDMT

CCHUNTAM

Judgment for Costs and Attorney Fees on Appeal Patrick H. Owen

12/2/2013

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Motion To Rename Count 3 And To Amend
Paragraph 94 Of Plaintiffs Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Rename
Count 3 And To Amend Paragraph 94 Of
Plaintiffs Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCMARTjD

Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Amend Complaint Patrick H. Owen
(1.14.14@3pm)

HRSC

CCMARTJD

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend
01/14/2014 03:00 PM)

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO'

CCOSBODK

Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion
To Amend Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCOSBODK

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion To
Patrick H. Owen
Rename Count Three And Amend Paragraph 94
Of Plaintiffs Complaint

1/10/2014

RPLY

CCHEATJL

Combined Reply Memorandum In Support Of
Motion To amned Complaint and Motion to
Rename Count Three and Amend Paragraph 94
Of Plaintiffs Complaint

1/14/2014

DCHH

CCHUNTAM

Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Patrick H. Owen
01/14/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Kasey REdlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 paes

2/24/2014

AFFD

CCNELSRF

Supplemental Affidavit of Merlyn W. Clark in
Opposition to Plfs Motion to Amend Complaint

2/25/2014

MEMO

DCTAYLME

Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Motions to Patrick H. Owen
Amend

2/26/2014

AFFD : ·

CCSWEECE

2/27/2014

SATJ

CCSWEECE

Supplemental Affidavit of David R Lombardi in
Support of Syringas Motion to Amend Complaint
Pursuant to Rule 60(b)(6) and Rule 15(a) IRCP
and in Response to the Feb. 24, 2014
Supplemental Affidavit of Merlyn W Clark
Satisfaction Of Judgments

3/14/2014

AMEN

CCVIDASL

First Amended Post Appeal Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial

Patrick H. Owen

3/20/2014

MOTN

CCOSBODK

Motion For Partial Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCOSBOOK

Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Partial
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM,

CCOSBODK

Affidavit Of David R Lombardi In Support Of
Motion

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion For Partial
Summary Judgment (4.22.14 @ 3:30pm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC.

CCOSBODK

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/22/2014 03:30
PM) Motion For Partial Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

12/4/2013

1/7/2014

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
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Code

User

3/24/2014

AMEN

CCVIDASL

Amended Notice of Hearing Re Motion for Partial Patrick H. Owen
Summary Judgment (3.24.14 @4:00 PM)

HRSC

CCVIDASL

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/24/2014 04:00
PM) Motion for Summary Judgment
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion To
Change The Caption And Memorandum In ·
Support

NOTH

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Hearing (4.24.14 at 4:00 PM) Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion To
Change The Caption And Memorandum In
Support

MOTN

TCLAFFSD

NOTH

TCLAFFSD

3/28/2014

MISC

CCOSBODK

Idaho Department of Administration's Motion To Patrick H. Owen
Strike Portions of The First Amended Post Appeal
Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial And
Memorandum In Support
Notice Of Hearing (4.24.14 at 4:00 PM) Idaho
Patrick H. Owen
Department of Administration's Motion To Strike
Portions of The First Amended Post Appeal
Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial And
Memorandum In Support
Supplement To Idaho Department Of
Patrick H. Owen
Administrations Motion To Strike Portions Of The
First Amended Post Appeal Complaint And
Demand For Jury Trial And Memorandum In
Support

4/1/2014

NOTC

CCNELSRF

4/7/2014

HRVC'

DCJOHNSI

4/8/2014

AMEN

TCLAFFSD

HRSC

TCLAFFSD

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

NOHG

CCMCLAPM

HRSC

CCMCLAPM

3/27/2014

4/10/2014

Judge

Notice of Request for Documents Obtained by
Subpoena
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
04/22/2014 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion
For Partial Summary Judgment
Second Amended Notice of Hearing (5.6.14 at
3:00 PM)
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment 05/06/2014 03:00 PM)
Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion for
Enlargement of Time 4.29.14 @ 4:00 PM
Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion for Rule
56(f) Continuance 4.29.14 @ 4:00 PM
Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion to Strike
5.6.14@3:00 PM
Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion to
Change the Caption and Memorandum 5.6.14 @
3:00 PM
Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion for
Reconsideration of Order 5.6.14@ 3:00 PM
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/29/2014 04:00
PM) Motion for Rule 56(f) and Motion for
Enlargement of Time

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H." Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
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Code
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4/11/2014

NOHG,

CCTHIEKJ

Notice Of Hearing (4/29/14 @4pm)

4/14/2014

HRVC

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Patrick H. Owen
04/24/2014 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion
for Summary Judgment & Motion to Change
Caption & Motion to Strike Portions of the First
Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand
for Jury Trial

4/15/2014

ACCP

CCHEATJL

Acceptance Of Service 04.07.14

MOTN.

CCHEATJL

Defendnat's Motion To Enlarge Time To Oppose Patrick H. Owen
Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of Defendnat's Motion Patrick H. Owen
To Enlarge Time To Oppose Plaintiff's Motion For
Partial Summary Judgment

MOTN

CCHEATJL

Defendnat's IRCP Rule 56(F) Motion For
Patrick H. Owen
Continuance Of Hearing On Plaintiff's Motion For
Partial Summary Judgment

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of Defendnat's IRCP
Rule 56(F) Motion For Continuance Of Hearing
On Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Summary
Judgment

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of Steven F Schossberger In Support Of Patrick H. Owen
Defendnat's IRCP Rule 56(F) Motion For
Continuance Of Hearing On Plaintiff's Motion For
Partial Summary Judgment

AFFD

CCHEATJL '

Affidavit Of Elissa Homenock

Patrick H. Owen

RQST

CCHEATJL

Request For IRCP Rule 16(b) Scheduling
Conference

Patrick H. Owen

4/16/2014

MEMO

CCSCOTDL

Errata Memorandum in Support of Defendants
IRCP Motion for Cont of Hearing on Plaintiffs
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

4/22/2014

MOTN

CCMARTJD

Motion to File Over Length Brief in Support of
Motion for Reconsideration

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN ·

CCMARTJD

Motion for Reconsideration re the Memorandum
Decision and Order

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Brady Kraft In Support Of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Elissa HHomenock

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Bob Collie

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Joel Strickler

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Gregory Lindstrom in Support of
Motion for Reconsideration

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Steven Schossberger in Support of
Motion

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Sarah Hilderbrand in Support of
Motion

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Greg Zickau in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Motion

Judge
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

r

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
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4/22/2014

MEMO

CCMARTJD

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial
Reconsideration

Patrick H. Owen

NOTC

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Non Opposition To Idaho Department
Of Administrations Motion To Change The
_Caption

Patrick H. Owen

RSPS

CCOSBODK

Response To DOA's Motion To Strike Portions Of Patrick H. Owen
The First Amended Post Appeal Complaint And
Demand For Jury Trial

MEMO

CCOSBODK

Memorandum In Opposition To Defendants
Patrick H. Owen
Motion To Enlarge Time And To Continue The
Hearing On Syringas Motion For Partial Summary
Judgment

AFFD

CCOSBODK

Affidavit Of David R Lombardi In Opposition To
Defendants Rule 56 Motions

Patrick H. Owen

4/23/2014

OBJT

CCTHIEKJ

Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's Motion to File
Overlength Brief in Support of its Motion for
Reconsideration

Patrick H. Owen

4/24/2014

NOWD

CCTHIEKJ

Notice Of Withdrawal of Pleadings: (1) Notice of Patrick H. Owen
Non-Opposition (2) Response to DOA's Motion to
Strike

4/25/2014

NOTS

CCOSBODK

Notice Of Service

REPL

CCOSBODK

Reply In Support Of Rule 56(c) Motion To Enlarge Patrick H. Owen
Time and Rule 56(f) Motion To Continue Hearing
On Motion For Partial Summary Judgment

AFFD

CCOSBODK

Second Affidavit Of Brady Kraft In Support Of
Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And IN
Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion For Partial
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

4/28/2014

AMEN,

CCTHIEKJ

Third Amended Notice of Hearing (6/16/14@
3pm)

Patrick H. Owen

4/29/2014

DCHH

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Patrick H. Owen
04/29/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel1
Court Reporter: redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing .
estimated: Motion for Rule 56(f) and Motion for
Enlargement of Time-50

AFFD

CCTHIEKJ

Second Affidavit of Bill Burns

Patrick H. Owen

NOTS

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Service

Patrick H. Owen

CCMARTJD

Plaintiffs Amended Response to Motion to Strike
Portions of the First Amended Post Appeal
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO'

CCMARTJD

Opposition to Defendant DOA'S Motion for Partial Patrick H. Owen
Reconsideration

AFFD .

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of David Lombardi in Opposition to
Defendants Motion for Partial Reconsideration

Patrick H. Owen

OPPO:

· CCMARTJD

Opposition to Idaho Department of
Administrations Motion to Change the Caption

Patrick H. Owen

AMEN

I

I

Judge

Patrick H. Owen
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Code
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Judge

4/30/2014

NOTC

CCMURPST

Notice of Withdrawal of Pleadings: (1) Affidavi of Patrick H. Owen
Bob Collie (2) Affidavit of Elissa Homenock
(3)Affidavit of Joel Strickler

5/2/2014

REPL

CCSCOTDL

Reply in Support of Defendants Motion to Change Patrick H. Owen
the caption and Motion to Strike Portions of the
First Amended Post Appeal Complaint and
demand for Jury Trial

REPL'

CCSCOTDL

Reply in Support of Defendants Motion for Partial Patrick H. Owen
Reconsideration

AFFD

CCSCOTDL

Affidavit of Bob Collie in Support of Defendants
Motion for Reconsideration and In Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

AFFD

CCSCOTDL

Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendants Patrick H. Owen
Motion for Reconsideration and in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

AF.FD

CCSCOTDL

Second Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger in
Patrick H. Owen
Support of defendants Motion for Reconsideration
Motion to Change Caption Motion to Strike
Portions of the First Amended Post Appeal
Complaint and demand for Jury trial and in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment

AFFD,

CCSCOTDL.

Third Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of
Defendants Motion for Reconsideration and in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCSCOTDL

Third Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger in
Support of Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration Motion to Change Caption
Motion to Strike Portions of the First Amended
post Appeal Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

5/5/2014

AFFD

CCMARTJD

Affidavit of Elisa Homenock in SUpport of Motion Patrick H. Owen
for Reconsideration and for Opposition to Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment

5/6/2014

DCHH;

DCJOHNSI

OBJE

CCSCOTDL

6/3/2014

HRVC

DCJOHNSI

6/4/2014

NOTC

CCHEATJL

6/24/2014

MEMO

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment scheduled on 05/06/2014 03:00 PM:
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:50
Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants Untimely
Affidavits
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment scheduled on 06/16/2014 03:00 PM:
Hearing Vacated
Notice Vacating Hearing On Plaintiff's Motion For
Partial Summary Judgment
Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motion to
Reconsider

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen
Patrick H. Owen
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Date

Code

6/25/2014

COMP

CCSCOTDL

Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and
demand for Jury Trial

Patrick H. Owen

7/2/2014

MISC

CCRADTER

Summons for Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial

Patrick H. Owen

7/7/2014

MOTN

CCMARTJD

Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Post Appeal Patrick H. Owen
Complaint or in the Alternative for Enlargement of
Time to Respond to the Second Amended
Complaint

AFSM.

CCMARTJD

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCMARTJD

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG.

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Dismiss Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint (8.4.14@3pm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

CCMARTJD

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/04/2014 03:00
PM) Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Post
Appeal

Patrick H. Owen

MISC

CCTHIEKJ

Joinder in Idaho Department of Administration's Patrick H. Owen
Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint or, in the Alternative for Enlargement
of Time to Respond to the Second Amended
Complaint

7/8/2014

AFOS;

CCSCOTDL

Affidavit Of Service (7-3:-14)

Patrick H. Owen

7/17/2014

MOTD ··

TCLAFFSD

ENA Services LLC's Motion To Dismiss

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Support of ENA Services LLC's
Motion To Dismiss

Patrick H. Owen

NOTH

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Hearing (8.4.14 at 3:00 PM)

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN

CCSCOTDL

Idaho Department of Administrations Motion to
Strike Portions of the Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCSCOTDL

Idaho Department of Administration
Memorandum in Support Motion to Strike
Portions of the Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG

CCSCOTDL

Notice Of Hearing re Idaho Department of
Patrick H. Owen
Administrations Moiton to Strike Portions of the
Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint (8-4-14

7/18/2014

User

Judge

@3PM)
7/22/2014

MOTN ·

TCMEREKV

ENA Services, LLC's Motion To Strike Count Six
Of The Second Amended {Post Appeal
Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

NOTH

TCMEREKV

Notice Of Hearing 8.25.14@ 3:00 PM

Patrick H. Owen

HRSC

TCMEREKV

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/25/2014 03:00
PM) Motion to Strike Count Six Of The Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

HRVC

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on

Patrick H. Owen

08/04/2014 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion
to Dismiss Second Amended Post Appeal
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7/23/2014

NOTC

CCGARCOS

Amended Notice of Hearing Re Idaho Department Patrick H. Owen
of Administration's Motion to Strike Portions of the
Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and
Motion for Enlargement of Time to Respond

NOTC

CCGARCOS

Notice of Withdrawal in Part Re Idaho
Patrick H. Owen
Department of Administration's Motion to Dismiss
the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint

8/6/2014

STIP

TCMEREKV

Stipulation RE Service By Electronic Means

8/11/2014

MOTN ·

CCTHIEKJ

Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Patrick H. Owen
Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Motion for
Summary Judgment

MOTN

CCTHIEKJ

Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM

CCTHIEKJ

Affidavit of Bill Burns In Support Of Defendant
Idaho Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCTHIEKJ

Memorandum In Support Of Defendant Idaho
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

NOHG·

CCTHIEKJ

HRSC

CCTHIEKJ

MOSJ

TCLAFFSD

AMEN

'\

Judge

Notice Of Hearing RE Idaho Administration's
· Motion for Summary Judgment (9.9.14@
3:00pm)

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 09/09/2014 03:00 PM)
Joinder In Idaho Department Of Administration's
Motion For Summary Judgment And Motion To
Shorten Time For Hearing On Motion For
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

CCTHIEKJ

Amended Notice of Hearing RE Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment (9.9.14@ 3:30pm)

Patrick H. Owen

HRVC ·

CCTHIEKJ

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen
scheduled on 09/09/2014 03:00 PM: Hearing
Vacated

HRSC

CCTHIEKJ

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 09/09/2014 03:30 PM)

8/18/2014

HRVC

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Patrick H. Owen
08/25/2014 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion
to Strike Count Six Of The Second Amended
Post Appeal Complaint

8/19/2014

NOTH.

CCGARCOS

AMEN

CCVIDASL

8/12/2014

Patrick H. Owen

Patrick H. Owen

Second Amended Notice Of Hearing RE Idaho
Patrick H. Owen
Department of Administration's Motion to Strike
Portions of the Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint and Motion for Enlargement of Time to
Respond
. Amended Notice of Hearing Re Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen
Count Six of the Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint and Motion to Dismiss (9.09.14@ 3:30
000031
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8/20/2014

CONT.

DCJOHNSI

Continued (Motion 10/10/2014 01:00 PM) and
Motion to Strike Count Six of the Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Motion to
Dismiss

Patrick H. Owen

AMEN

TCMEREKV

Second Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion
To Strike Count Dix Of The Second Amended
Post Appeal Complaint+ Motion To Dismiss
10.10.14@ 1:00 PM

Patrick H. Owen

AMEN

CCVIDASL

Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing Re Motion for Patrick H. Owen
Partial Summary Judgment (10.10.14@ 1:00
PM)

NOTH

CCGARCOS

Third Amended Notice Of Hearing RE: Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment ( 10/10/2014@1 pm)

Patrick H. Owen

OPPo·

CCVIDASL

Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of
Administrations Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCVIDASL

Affidavit of David R Lombardi in Support of
Opposition to Department of Administrations
Motion for Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCRADTER

Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion
. for Partial Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

9/29/2014

MEMO·

TCLAFFSD

Joinder in Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Memorandum In Opposition To
Plaintiffs Motion For Plaintiffs Motion For Partial
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

10/3/2014

REPL

CCMURPST

Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

RSPN

CCWEEKKG

Plaintiffs Response to Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion to Strike Portions of the
· Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

RSPN

CCWEEKKG

Plaintiffs Response to ENA Services, LLC'S
Motion to Strike Count Six of the Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

RSPN

CCWEEKKG

Plaintiffs Response to ENA Services, LLC's
Motion to Dismiss

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCWEEKKG

Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Opposition to
Patrick H. Owen
Idaho Department of Administration and Qwest's
Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint or, in the Alternative, for Enlargement
of Time to Respond to the Second Amended
Complaint

RPLY

CCWEEKKG

Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Patrick H. Owen
Partial Summary Judgment

OBJT

CCWEEKKG

Plaintiffs Rule 56(e) Objection to Affidavits and
Deposition Testimony Filed by the Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration

8/22/2014

9/26/2014

Judge

Patrick H. Owen
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10/3/2014

MISC .

CCWEEKKG,

Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of
Administration and Qwest's Motion to Dismiss
Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint or, in
the Alternative, for Enlargement of Time to
Respond toe the Second Amend Complaint

Patrick H. Owen

10/8/2014

MEMO'

CCREIDMA

Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion to
Strike Portions of the Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint

Patrick H. _Owen

RPLY

CCREIDMA

Idaho Department of Administration's Reply to
Plaintiffs Rule 56(E) Objection

Patrick H: Owen

MEMO

CCMCLAPM

Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services
LLC Motion to Dismiss

Patrick H. Owen

10/10/2014

DCHH

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Patrick H. Owen
10/10/2014 01:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: and Motion to Strike Count Six of the
Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and
Motion to Dismiss and Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment-100

11/10/2014

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order re: Pending
Dispositive Motions

MOTN

CCMCLAPM

Defendants Quest Communications Company
Patrick H. Owen
LLC Motion for Withdrawal of B. Lawrence Theis

MOTN

CCMARTJD

Motion for Reconsideration and or Clarification re Patrick H. Owen
the Courts Memorandum Decision

MEMO

CCMARTJD

Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration

Patrick H. Owen

CCMARTJD

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Patrick H. Owen

OBJC

CCVIDASL

Quest Communications Companys Objection to
Proposed Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

OBJC

CCVIDASL

Idaho Department of Administrations Objections
to Plaintiffs Proposed Form of Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

11/19/2014

OBJT:

CCMARTJD

Objection to Form of Proposed Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

11/24/2014

MOTN

CCMCLAPM

Defendants Qwest Communications Company
LLCs Motion for Clarification and/or
Reconsideration of the Courts 11/10/2014
Memorandum and Decision and Order RE
Pending Dispositive Motions

Patrick H. Owen

BREF,

CCMCLAPM

Defendants Qwest Communications Company
Patrick H. Owen
LLCs Brief in Support of Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration of the Courts 11/10/2014
Memorandum and Decision and Order RE
Pending Dispositive Motions

MOTN·

TCLAFFSD

ENA Services LLC's Motion For Reconsideration Patrick H. Owen
Re Memorandum Decision & Order Re Pending
000033
Dispositive Motions

11/18/2014

· AFSM

12/8/2014

Judge

Patrick H. Owen
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12/8/2014

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Support of ENA Services LLC's Patrick H. Owen
Motion For Reconsideration Re Memorandum
Decision & Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions

12/9/2014

MISC

CCREIDMA

Plaintiff's Response to Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Reconsideration
and/or Clarification Re the Court's 11/10/14
Memorandum Decision and Order RE Pending
Dispositive Motions

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCREIDMA

Affidavit of david R. Lombardi In Support of
Plaintiff's Response to Department of _
Administration's Motion for Reconsideration
and/or Clarification

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCBARRSA

Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger in Support of
Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO'

CCBARRSA

Reply Memorandum in Support of Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification Re the
Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions

Patrick H. Owen

12/23/2014

RSPS

TCLAFFSD

Plaintiff's Response To Qwest Communications
Company, LLC's Motion For Clarification And/Or
Reconsideration Of The Court's 11/10/14
Memorandum Decision And Order Re Pending
Dispositive Motions

Patrick H. Owen

1/5/2015

RESP

CCVIDASL

Plaintiffs Response to ENA Services LLCs Motion Patrick H. Owen
for Reconsideration Re Memorandum Decision
and Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions

1/14/2015

RPLY

CCSNELNJ

Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, Patrick H. Owen
LLC'S Motion for Reconsideration

REPL

CCRADTER

Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Reply
Brief in Support of its Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum
Decision and Order RE Pending Dispositive
Motions

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

DCJOHNSI

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to
Reconsider

Patrick H. Owen

12/17/2014

2/11/2015

'

Judge

'--

2/13/2015
2/17/2015

JDMT

DCJOHNSI

Judgment and IRCP Certificate

Patrick H. Owen

NOTA

TCWEGEKE

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Patrick H. Owen

APSC

TCWEGEKE

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Patrick H. Owen

NOTA

TCWEGEKE

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Patrick H. Owen

APSC

TCWEGEKE

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Patrick H. Owen

NOTA

TCWEGEKE

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Patrick H. Owen

APSC

TCWEGEKE

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Patrick H. Owen
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2/25/2015

MOTN

CCHEATJL

Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Judgment, Or In The Patrick H. Owen
Alternative, For Partial Reconsideration And/Or
Clarification Of The Court's February 11,2015
Memorandum Decision And Order RE: Motion To
Reconsider

AFFD

CCHEATJL

Patrick H. Owen
Affidavit Of Melodie A. McQuade In Support Of
Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Judgment, Or 111 The
Alternative, For Partial Reconsideration And/Or
Clarification Of The Court's February 11,2015
Memorandum Decision And Order RE: Motion To
Reconsider

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs Motion To
Amend Judgment, Or In The Alternative, For
Partial Reconsideration And/Or Clarification Of
The Court's February 11,2015 Memorandum
Decision And Order RE: Motion To Reconsider

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum Of Costs And
Request For Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

CCHEATJL

Affidavit Of David R. Lombardi In Support Of
Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum Of Costs And
Request For Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCHEATJL

Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs Verified
Memorandum Of Costs And Request For
Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MOTN.

CCMYERHK

Plaintiffs Ex Parte Motion To Seal Exhibit 1 To
The Affidavit Of David R Lombardi In Support of
Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs &
Request For Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AFSM.

CCMYERHK

Affidavit Of David R Lombardi In Support Of
Plaintiffs Ex Parte Motion To Seal Exhibit 1 To
The Affidavit Of David R Lombardi In Support of
Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs &
Request ForAttorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AMEN

CCHOLDKJ

Plaintiffs Amended and Supersending Verified
Patrick H. Owen
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney
Fees

AMEN'

CCHOLDKJ

OPPO'

CCMYERHK

Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R Patrick H. Owen
Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Amended and
Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and
Request for Attorney Fees
Idaho Department Of Administration's Opposition Patrick H. Owen
To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Judgment, Or In
The Alternative, For Partial Reconsideration
And/Or Clarification Of The Court's February 11,
2015 Memorandum Decision And Order Re:
Motions To Reconsider

MOTN

CCMYERHK

Idaho Department Of Administration's Motion To
Disallow Costs & Attorney Fees

AFFD

2/27/2015

3/2/2015

3/10/2015

i

Patrick H. Owen
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3/10/2015

MEMO

CCMYERHK

Memorandum In Support Of Idaho Department Of Patrick H. Owen
Administration's Motion To Disallow Costs &
Attorney Fees

3/11/2015

NOTC

CCRADTER

Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Notice
of Joinder in the Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney Fees

3/13/2015

MISC

CCMURPST

ENA Services, LLC's Response to Plaintiffs
Patrick H. Owen
Motion to Amend Judgment, Or in the Alternative,
for Partial Reconsideraztion and/ or Clarification

3/17/2015

AFFD

CCRADTER

Affidavit of Phillip S Oberrecht Regarding
Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs and
Request for Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

3/20/2015

RPLY

CCMARTJD

Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Motion to Amend
Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

3/30/2015

OPPO,

CCHOLDKJ

Quest Communications Company LLC's
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend
Judgment, or in the Alternative for Partial
Reconsideration and or Clarification

Patrick H. Owen

4/6/2015

OPPO

CCRADTER

Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney's Fees

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

· CCRADTER

Judge

Patrick H. Owen

Affidavit of Patrick J Miller in Support of Syringa's Patrick H. Owen
Opposition to Doa's Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney Fees

4/7/2015

MEMO.

DCJOHNSI

Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motion to
Amend/ Reconsider (Denied)

Patrick H. Owen

4/20/2015

NOTA

CCHEATJL

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL

Patrick H. Owen

ORDR

DCJOHNSI

Order Granting Ex-Parte Motion to Seal Affidavit

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

DCJOHNSI

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion for
Costs/Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MEMO

CCSNELNJ

Plaintiffs Supplmental Verified Memorandum of
Costs and Request for Attorney Fees (re Costs
and Fees in Fee Application)

Patrick H. Owen

AFFD

CCSNELNJ

Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Plaintiff;s Supplmental Verified Memorandum of
Costs and Request for Attorney Fees

Patrick H. Owen

5/1/2015

OBJE

TCHEISLA
,

Objection to Proposed Supplemental Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

5/15/2015

REPL

CCHOLDKJ

Reply to Defendant Idaho of Administration's
Objection to Proposes Supplemental Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

6/24/2015

NOTA

TCWEGEKE

Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL (DOA's)

Patrick H. Owen

NOTA •

CCHOLDKJ

Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL (DOA's)

Patrick H. Owen

6/29/2015

NOTA

TCWEGEKE

Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL (DOA's)
[original]

Patrick H. Owen

6/30/2015

NOTA

CCSNELNJ

Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL (ENA's)

Patrick H. Owen

4/29/2015
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6/30/2015

MEMO

DCJOHNSI

Memorandum Decision and Order on
Supplemental Judgment for Costs and Fees

Patrick H. Owen

MISC

DCJOHNSI

Supplemental Judgment

Patrick H. Owen

7/6/2015

NOTA

CCGRANTR

7/10/2015

NOTA

CCGRANTR

Second Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL (DOA's) Patrick H. Owen

8/7/2015

NOTC '.

TCWEGEKE

· Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court No. Patrick H. Owen
43027 - 43028 - 43029

· Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL by Qwest
Communications Company LLC

Patrick H. Owen

000037

•

•

__,zF.f.:.1T;,~s---

NO-----;;;F"ILE:Ft-cl

A.M.,----·l':J1._.:.~--

•· RICH, Clerk
B~ll!~;JOHNSON
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYR INGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 0923757
Plaintiff,

JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal official capacity of Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCAT ION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.

Based upon this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Costs and Attorney Fees,
entered on August 4, 2011, and good cause appearing:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that judgment is entered
in favor of defendant ENA and State defendants and against Plaintiff as follows:
JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 1

000038

ENA Local Counsel Costs as a matter of right in the amount of $11,423.60;
ENA Local Counsel Attorneys' fees awarded in the amount of $176,613.00;
ENA Out ofState Counsel Attorneys' fees awarded in the amount of$113,500; and
ENA Out ofState Counsel Legal Research $2,039.89.

Judgment in favor of defendant ENA: $303,576.49.
State Defendants costs as a matter of right to the in the amount of $11,787.21;

Judgment in favor of State defendants: $11,787.21.
DATEDthis

Z5 dayo~r,2011.

onorable Patrick J. Owen
District Judge

JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 2

000039

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

&-vt-

~

1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .Jtj_ day of S'epteftle€r, 2011, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES, by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1300

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS&
HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384

r

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M. Hayes
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, PA
PO Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271
Fax: (208) 395-8585

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Y

JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 3

000040

Angela Hunt
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Merlyn Clark <mclark@hawleytroxell.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2011 04:45 PM
Steven Perfrement; Angela Hunt
Amber Dina; David Lombardi; Jane Heard; Karen Foruria; Leslie Hayes; Lisa Bush; LuAnn
Clothier; Phillip Oberrecht; Robert S Patterson; Sara Chadek; Steve Schc(>ssberger; Sherry
Montosa; Tina Youtz; Steve Thomas
RE: Syringa Networks v State of Idaho, et al CVOC0923757

Angie, The State Defendants have no objection to the entry of the proposed Amended Judgment Re: Co$ts and Attorney
Fees. Merlyn

From: Steven Perfrement [mailto:Steven.Perfrement@hro.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Angela Hunt
Cc: Amber Dina; David Lombardi; Jane Heard; Karen Foruria; Leslie Hayes; Lisa Bush; LuAnn Clothier; Merlyn Clark;
Phillip Oberrecht; Robert S Patterson; Sara Chadek; Steve Schossberger; Sherry Montesa; lina Youtz; 'Steve Thomas'
Subject: RE: Syringa Networks v State of Idaho, et al CVOC0923757

Angie-In accordance with the messages below, attached is a proposed Amended Judgment Re: Costs and Attorney
Fees to correct the amount of the Judgment in favor of the State, and to include the award of fees and costs
awarded to defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC.
If counsel for the other parties have no objection to this Amended Judgment, we would appreciate your advising
the Court.
Thank you for your attention to this matter,
Steve Perfrement
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP

Confidentiality Notice - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain
information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible fo~ delivering it to
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you must not read or play this transmission and that any disclosure, copying,
printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is Strictly Prohibited. If you have
received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or return e-mail and delete the !original
transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you.
1

1

Federal Tax Advice Disclaimer - We are required by U.S. Treasury Regulations to inform you that, to the extent this message
includes any federal tax advice, this message is not intended or written by the sender to be used, and cannot be used, !for the purpose of
avoiding federal tax penalties.

From: Steve Thomas [mailto:SRT@moffatt.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 201112:26 PM
To: Angela Hunt; Amber Dina; David Lombardi; Jane Heard; Karen; Leslie Hayes; Lisa Bush; LuAnn Clothier; Merlyn
1

000041

Clark; Phillip Oberrecht; Robert S Patterson; Sara Chadek; Sherry; Steven Perfrement; Steven Schossberger; Tina Youtz

Subject: RE: Syringa Networks v State of Idaho, et al CVOC0923757

Angie,
As it happens, I dictated a letter to the Judge on this general subject first thing this morning. For the sake of
efficiency, I send it below, via email only. The short answer from Qwest is, No, we have no objection to the
proposed Judgment as far as it goes; however, it is not complete in that it omits the attorney fees awarded to
·
Qwest. Mr. Perfrement is now in trial.
Thank you,
Steve Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS

"
Honorable Patrick H. Owen
District Court Judge
Ada County
200 West Fort Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

Re:
Syringa Networks v State of Idaho, et al
Ada County, State of Idaho No. CVOC0923757
MTBR&F File No. 24662.0000
Dear Judge Owen:
As Your Honor may recall, this firm together with Holme Roberts & Owen represents Defendant Qwest
Communications in the captioned case. We have recently seen a proposed Judgment for attorney fees submitted
by Mr. Oberrecht on behalf of ENA Services, Inc. which also included an attorney fee award for ifu.e State of
Idaho but nothing for Defendant Qwest.
·
Please understand that we are currently negotiating with Syringa attorney David Lombardi relative to the
correct numbers for that Judgment in favor of Qwest based upon Your Honors Order dated August 4, 2011
awarding attorney fees for Holme Roberts. (The figure for Moffatt Thomas is not at issue). However, Mr.
Lombardi is out all of this week and preparing for a four week trial before Judge Greenwood, so that process
has been delayed somewhat. We will get a stipulated proposed Judgment for Qwest to the Count as soon as
possible and do appreciate your indulgence.
Very truly yours,

Stephen R. Thomas

2
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From: Angela Hunt [mailto:cchuntam@adaweb.net]

Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 201111:27 AM
To: Amber Dina; David Lombardi; Jane Heard; Karen; Leslie Hayes; Lisa Bush; LuAnn Clothier; Merlyn Clark;
Phillip Oberrecht; Robert S Patterson; Sara Chadek; Sherry; Steve Thomas; Steven Perfrement; Steven
Schossberger; Tina Youtz
Subject: Syringa Networks v State of Idaho, et al CVOC0923757
Good morning,
Judge Owen has reviewed the proposed Judgment re: Costs and Fees submitted by ENA. He al$o reviewed the
letter from counsel representing the State of Idaho stating there was no objection to the form of the proposed
Judgment. Are there any objections to the form of the proposed order by the Qwest or the Syringa parties?
THANK YOU! Angie

Angie Hunt
In-Court Clerk to District
Judge Patrick H Owen
Clerk of the District Court
200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702
(208) 287-7524

NOTICE: This e-mail, including attachments, constitutes a confidential attorney-client communication. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any
unauthorized persons. If you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system without copying it. and notify the sender
by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected. Thank you.
NOTICE: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations. we inform you that. unless expressly stated otherwise. any U.S. federal tax advioe contained in this email, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be
imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.
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Gary G. Allen

601 W. Bannock S!reet

Peter G. Barton

PO Box 2720, Boise, Idaho 83701
TELEPHONE: 208 388·1200
FACSIMILE: 208 388-1300
WEBSITE: www.glvenspursley.com

Christopher J. Beeson
Cllnt R. Bolinder
Erik J. Bollnder
Jeremy C. Chou
Wilffam C. Cole
Michael C. Creamer
Amberl\!.Ofna
Btzabeth M. Denick
ThomasE. Dvorak
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Juadn M. Fredin
Martin C. Hendrtckaon

David R. Lombardi
Cortillod Civil Trial Spedallst

drl@gims,urnlev com

Steven J. Hlppler
Donald E. Knickrehm
Debora K. l<ristensen
Anne C. Kunkel
Mldlael P. Lawrence
Frunkffn G. Lee
David ft.Lombardi

Emily L. McClure
Kenneth R McClure
Kelly Greene McConnell
Alex P. Mcl.aughlln
Cynthia A. MeJlllo
Christopher H. Meyer
L Edward MIiler

Patrick J. Miner
Judson B. Morltgomery
Deboreh E. N~
Kelsey J. Nun~
W. Hugh O'Rlorden. LLM.
Angela M. Relld
Justin A. Steln!,r
Robert B. White

OfCounsel
ConleyEsWllJIJ

Retired
Kenneth L Putsley
James A. Mcclure (1924-2011 J
Raymond D. Qlvens (1917-2008)

December 12, 2011

. VIA FACSIMILE-287-7529

Patrick Owen
District Judge
Ada County Courthouse
500 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
R~

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept of Administration, et al.
Ada'County Case No. CV OC 0923757
GP File 5821-79

Dear Judge Owen:
The Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC has no objection to the entry of the proposed
Amended Judgment Re: Costs and Attorney Fees that was forwarded to the Court by Steve
Per.frement on December 8, 2011.

DRL/lkb

cc: Counsel of Record (via email)
Client
134126S_1
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Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@mojfatt.com

•

FILED

P.M----

DEC 15 2011
By

c~ry,Clerk

B. Lawrence Theis (Pro Hae Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hae Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
tarry. theis@hro.com
steven.perfrement@hro.com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest
Communications Company, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION;
J. MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal
and official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, in his
personal and official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of the CIO;
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company,
Defendants.

Case No.CV OC 0923757

AMENDED JUDGMENT RE:
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

AMENDED JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 1
#1571952 vi den

000045

Based upon this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Costs and Attorney Fees,
entered on August 4, 2011, and good cause appearing:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that judgment is entered

in favor of defendant ENA and State defendants and against Plaintiff as follows:
ENA Costs as a matter of right in the amount of$1 l,423.60;
ENA Local Counsel Attorneys' fees awarded in the amount of $176,613.00;
ENA Out of State Counsel Attorneys' fees awarded in the amount of$113,500; and
ENA Out of State Counsel Legal Research $2,039.89.

Judgment in favor of defendant ENA:

$303,576.49.

State Defendants costs as a matter of right to the in the amount of $9.904.65;

Judgment in favor of State defendants:

$9,904.65.

Qwest Costs as a matter of right in the amount of $11,787.21;
Qwest Local Counsel Attorneys' fees awarded in the amount of$63,225.77;
Qwest Out of State Counsel Attorneys' fees awarded in the amount of $303,210.5!0;

Judgment in favor of defendant Qwest:

$378,223.48.

DATED this l4 day of December, 2011.

onorable Patric
District Judge

AMENDED JUDGMENT RE: COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES - 2
#1571952 vl den
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OCT 2B 2013

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 0923757
Plaintiff,
JUDGMENT FOR COSTS AND·
ATTORNEY FEES ON APPEAL

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal official capacity of Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.

Pursuant to the September 9, 2013 Idaho Supreme Court Order Awarding Casts and
Attorney Fees,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED:
Defendant ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., is awarded judgment against Plaintiff SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, in the

JUDGMENT FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES ON APPEAL - I
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•

•
O~

amount of $36,134.47.
DATED this

4

day of S~tenrber, 2013.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of S0pt~mber, 2013, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each
of the following:

..:1JL

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT P.A.
950 W. Bannock, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 319-2601

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

David R. Lombardi
Patrick J. Miller
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1300

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th FL
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT
CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Fax: (615) 252-6335

B. Lawrence Theis

L--

v

Steve Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln St., Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200

~le~

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

o
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!FEB 2 5 2014
1

CHRISTOPfitER O. RICH. lerk
Sy MERSJHA TAYLOR

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

3

IJEP'U1"r'

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4
5
6

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

7

8

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-OC-09-23757

vs.
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE:

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
J. MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his
personal and official capacity as Director and
Chief Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; Department
of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

1) MOTIONTOAMEND
COMPLAINT AND
2) MOTION TO RENAME
COUNT THREE AND TO
AMEND PARAGRAPH 94.

19

Defendants.
20

On January 14, 2014, the Court heard argument on Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Sytinga")
21
22

23

April 18, 2013 Motion to Amend Complaint and Syringa's December 2, 2013 Motion to Rename
Count Three and to Amend Paragraph 94. Syringa was represented by David R. Lombardi,

24

Givens Pursley, LLP. The Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), J. Michael Gwartney

25

("Gwartney") and Jack G. Zickau ("Zickau") were represented by Steven F. Schossberger,

26
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Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP. The Court took the matters under advisement. For the
1
2

3

reasons set forth below, the Court will deny the Motion to Amend Complaint, and the Court will
grant the Motion to Rename Count Three and to Amend Paragraph 94.
Background and Prior Proceedings

4

As detailed in Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Department ofAdministration, l 55

5

6

Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499 (2013), Syringa filed this action challenging the bidding process which

7

excluded Syringa from providing technical network services for the Idaho Education Network

8

("IEN"), a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network.

9

Syringa's Verifi.ed Complaint asserted numerous causes of action against the DOA,
10

Gwartney 1, DOA's Director during the bid process, Zickau, Chief Technology Officer and
11

12
13

Administrator ofDOA's Office of the Chief Information Officer, Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwest") and ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), a division of Education Networks

14

of America, Inc. In Count One of the Complaint, Syringa alleged that DOA breached contract

15

obligations by awarding the work proposed for Syringa to Qwest. In Count Two, Syringa sought

16

a declaratory judgment that the award of work to Qwest was a violation of Idaho Code§ 67-

17

5726.2 In Count Three, Syringa sought declaratory judgment that the award of work to Qwest

18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

1 Gwartney

has retired since the commencement of this action.
"1) No contract or order or any interest therein shall be transferred by the contractor or vendor to wh:om such
contract or order is given to any other party, without the approval in writing of the administrator. Transfer of a
contract without approval shall cause the annulment of the contract so transferred, at the option of the $tate. All
rights of action, however, for any breach of such contract by the contracting parties are reserved to the $tate. No
member of the legislature or any officer or employee of any branch of the state government shall directly, himself,
or by any other person in trust for him or for his use or benefit or on his account, undertake, execute, hold or enjoy,
in whole or in part, any contract or agreement made or entered into by or on behalfofthe state ofldaho, if made by,
through, or on behalf of the department in which he is an officer or employee; or if made by, through or on behalf of
any other department unless the same is made after competitive bids.
(2) Except as provided by section 67-5718, Idaho Code, no officer or employee shall influence or attempt to
influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to deprive any vendbr of an
acquisition contract.
2

26
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was a violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A. 3 In Count Four, Syringa alleged that the conduct of
1

2
3

the DOA, Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest constituted tortious interference with Syringa's "teaming
agreement" with ENA. In Count Five, Syringa asserted that Qwest's conduct constitutedtortious

4

interference with Syringa's prospective arrangement with ENA. In Count Six, Syringa alleged

5

that ENA breached its obligations under the teaming agreement.

6

7
8

In earlier decisions, this Court granted summary judgment against Syringa on all dounts
and, on March 8, 2011, entered judgment in favor of the Defendants. Syringa appealed this
judgment. In its decision, the Supreme Court determined that this court erred in dismissing

9

Count Three of the complaint. The Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of all other couints.
10

To better understand the context of the pending motions, the Court will summarize the
11

12

relevant facts. In December, 2008, DOA issued a Request for Proposals to provide goods, and

13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24
25

(3) No officer or employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with
an officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to
deprive a vendor of an acquisition award.
(4) No officer or employee shall fail to utilize an open contract without justifiable cause for such action. No officer
or employee shall accept property which he knows does not meet specifications or substantially meet the original
performance test results.
(5) Deprivation, influence or attempts thereat shall not include written reports, based upon substantial evidence, sent
to the administrator of the division of purchasing concerning matters relating to the responsibility of vendors.
(6) No vendor or related party, or subsidiary, or affiliate of a vendor may submit a bid to obtain a contract t<1> provide
property to the state, if the vendor or related party, or affiliate or subsidiary was paid for services utilized in
preparing the bid specifications or if the services influenced the procurement process." Idaho Code§ 67-5726.
"I) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing
may make an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property where more than
one (1) contractor is necessary:
(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state agencies;
(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for state agencies; or
(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property previously acquired.
(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section unless the administrator of the
division of purchasing makes a written determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (1) or more of the
criteria set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in accordance with this section, a
state agency shall make purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability,
support services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be made when a single bidder can
reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the
number of bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies." Idaho Code§ 67-5718A.

26
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technical services for the first phase of implementing the IEN, which included connecting every
1

2
3

Idaho public high school with a high speed network connection. In broad terms, the first phase
would involve two main aspects: 1) providing the network "backbone" connectivity, and 2)

4

providing statewide E-rate4 services. ENA submitted a proposal in which ENA would be

5

responsible for E-rate services. ENA proposed to use Syringa to provide the backbone. Qwest

6

also submitted a proposal in which Qwest proposed to provide both backbone and E-rate

7

8

services. On January 28, 2009, DOA issued two (2) nearly identical contract awards for the first
phase implementation of the IEN, one to ENA, and the other to Qwest. On February 26, 2009,

9

DOA issued change orders to each contract. The effect of the change orders was to make Qwest
10

the exclusive provider of backbone services, and to make ENA the exclusive provider of E-rate
11

12

services.
In Count Three of the Complaint, Syringa alleged that the multiple awards violated Idaho

13

14

Code§ 67-5718A. Syringa claimed that DOA should have made only one award: to

15

ENA/Syringa. Syringa sought a ruling that the award to Qwest violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A

16

by making two awards. Syringa sought an order vacating the original award to Qwest. In

17

granting summary judgment against Syringa on Count Three, this Court determined that Syringa

18

was barred from pursuing a judicial challenge to the bidding process because Syringa did not

19

pursue any administrative remedy.
20

In its Opinion, the Supreme Court reversed the ruling that Syringa failed to exhaust its
21

administrative remedies, finding that there was no administrative remedy for Syringa to pursue. 5
22

23
24

25

E-rate is a reference to the Schools and Libraries Program of the Universal Service Fund. See February 9, 2011
Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions for Summary Judgment at p2-3.
5 On appeal, Syringa abandoned the argument that the multiple awards violated Idaho Code § 67-571 SA. In fact,
Syringa conceded that the original awards to ENA and Qwest "complied with Idaho Code§ 67-5718A." Set
4

26
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•
However, rather than simply reverse on this point and remand, the Supreme Court also
1
2
3

analyzed the manner in which DOA made these awards. · The Supreme Court found that the
contract amendments making ENA the E-rate service provider and making Qwest the backbone

4

provider constituted a material variation from the terms of the RFP in that ENA and Qwest were

5

no longer providing the same or similar goods and services in violation of Idaho Code § 67-

6

5718(2)6 and IDAPA 38.05.01.052 7 The Supreme Court ruled that the amended contracts did not

7

conform to the RFP's description of the property to be acquired because the RFP did not seek

8

one bid for the backbone and a separate bid for the E-rate services. The Supreme Court s1Jated:

9

"[a]ll contracts made in violation of [Idaho Code§ 67-5718] are void and any money advanced
10

by the State in consideration of such contracts must be repaid." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho
11

12
13

14

Dep't ofA_dmin., 155 Idaho 55, _ _, 305 P.3d 499, 504 (2013). The Supreme Court opinion
indicated that multiple awards that do not require the same or similar property would also
constitute a violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.

15

In its Conclusion, the Supreme Court stated:

16

We remand [count three] for further proceedings that are consistent with this
opinion. We reverse Qwest's award of attorney fees against Syringa. We remand
to the trial court the determination of whether any of the State Defendants are
entitled to an award of attorney fees against Syringa for proceedings in the district
court.

17
18
19

Id at 512.

20
21
22

23

24
25

Plaintiffs/Appellants Opening Brief at p. 16 (Supreme Court Docket No. 38735-2011). Instead, Syringa argued that
DOA violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A by making multiple awards for dissimilar services. Id at p. 16.
6"Notice shall be posted of all acquisitions of property, unless otherwise excepted by rules of the division. The
notice may be posted electronically. The administrator shall also cause all invitations to bid and requests for
proposals to be posted manually in a conspicuous place in the office. The notice shall describe the property to be
acquired in sufficient detail to apprise a bidder of the exact nature or functionality of the property required; and shall
set forth the bid opening date, time and location." Idaho Code§ 67-5718 (2).
7 "An invitation to bid or request for proposals may be changed by the buyer through issuance of a written
addendum, provided the change is issued in writing prior to the bid opening date and is made available to all vendors
receiving the original solicitation...." IDAPA 38.05.01.052
·
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In his concurring opinion, Justice J. Jones made the following statement:
1

2
3

4
5

6

Because the teaming agreement was insufficient for enforcement, Syringa's claim
against Mr. Gwartney for tortious interference with contract is not sustainable.
That claim was alleged specifically against Gwartney, the Department of
Administration, Zickau and Qwest. The tortious interference with prospective
economic advantage claim was alleged only against Qwest. That claim did not
depend upon the existence of an enforceable contract. Had it been alleged against
Gwartney, I would have found sufficient evidence and inferences in the record to'
allow the matter to go trial. . . . In all, there was sufficient evidence to have
sustained a cause of action for tortious interference with prospective advantage as,
against Gwartney, had one been pleaded against him. However, it was not.

.7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, _ _, 305 P.3d 499,512 (2013).
Justice Horton concurred with this assessment.
The Remittitur was entered on September 8, 2013. It orders the Court to comply with the
directive of the Supreme Court's Opinion.
A short time after the Supreme Court Opinion was entered, and prior to the entry of the
Remittitur, Syringa filed a motion to amend the complaint pursuant to I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6) and
15(a). In the motion, Syringa seeks to set aside the Court's March 18, 2011 Judgment to permit

15

Syringa to allege a new claim against Gwartney and Zickau for tortious interference with
16

prospective economic advantage with ENA. The motion was supported by an affidavit of
17
18

counsel, and later, a supporting memorandum. On December 2, 2013, Syringa filed a motion to

19

amend the remanded Count Three to include a new claim seeking a declaration that the award to

20

ENA was void. Syringa filed a supporting memorandum. On January 7, 2014, DOA, Gwartney

21

and Zickau filed an opposition to the initial motion to amend. On January 7, 2014, DOA filed a

22

separate opposition to the second motion to amend. On January 10, 2014, Syringa filed a

23

combined reply to the oppositions.

24

25
26
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Discussion
1

2

A. The motion to amend re: Gwartney and Zickau.
The motion to set aside the judgment is based upon I.R.C.P. 60(b)(6) which providles that:

3

"[o]n motion and upon such terms as are just, the court may relieve a party or his legal
4

representative from a final judgment . . . for the following reasons: ... (6) any other reason
5

justifying relief from the operation of the judgment." It is settled that to obtain relief und¢r Rule
6

60(b)(6): "[t]he party making a Rule 60(b)(6) motion must demonstrate unique and comp¢lling
7

circumstances justifying relief." In re Estate ofBagley, 11 7 Idaho 1091, 1093, 793 P .2d 1263,
8

1265 (Ct. App. 1990). While a court has broad discretion to grant or deny a Rule 60(b) motion,
9

the court's discretion is limited under Rule 60(b)(6) in the sense that the court must find
10

circumstances that are unique and compelling. Printcraft Press, Inc. v. Sunnyside Park Utilities,
11

Inc., 153 Idaho 440,449, 283 P.3d 757, 766 (2012).
12

Syringa points to its July 9, 2009 tort claim notice in which Syringa alleged upon
13

information and belief that Syringa had a claim for tortious interference with prospective
14

economic advantage against DOA's employees. However, Syringa's complaint did not include
15

this claim against Gwartney or Zickau. Syringa asserts that it did not develop facts that would
16

support the claim oftortious interference with prospective economic advantage against DOA
17

employees until it was able to take a number of depositions in late 2010. Syringa also asserts
18

that it would have been futile to file a motion to amend to state these claims after the Court
19

issued its summary judgment ruling on February 11, 2011 in which the Court indicated that the
20

failure to exhaust administrative remedies would bar a claim oftortious interference based upon
21

non-compliance with a bidding statute, i.e. making a multiple award. See February 9, 2011
22

Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions for Summary Judgment at pp. 2-3.
23

As an exercise of discretion, the Court does not find that these circumstances demdnstrate
24

unique and compelling circumstances. Syringa filed this complaint on December 15, 2009. It did
25
26
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1

not allege a claim of interference with prospective economic advantage against Gwartney or

2

Zickau. The trial of this matter was scheduled to begin on April 11, 2011. Syringa has no

3

explanation why it did not conduct discovery into this issue early on, or why it did not file a

4

motion to amend prior to entry of summary judgment.

s

could have developed facts and presented this issue prior to the entry of summary judgmeht,

6

Syringa has failed to demonstrate unique and compelling circumstances.

7

In the Court's view, because Syringa

The Court first addressed the failure to pursue an administrative remedy in its Substitute

s

Memorandum Decision and Order entered on July 23, 2010. In this decision, the Court ruled

g

that Syringa had an administrative remedy under Idaho Code § 67-5733 and that Syringa Was

10

barred from pursuing the challenge to the RFP awards in Count Two and Count Three of the

11

complaint. Since the breach of contract claim in Count One was based upon the claim th~t DOA

12

improperly made a multiple award, the Court ruled that Syringa was barred from pursuing the

13

contract claim in Count One. The Court also stated that the failure to exhaust administrative

14

remedies was not fatal to the tortious interference with contract claim ruled that because it did

1s

not appear that the tortious interference claim was based upon DOA's decision to make multiple

16

awards.

17

The Court also addressed the exhaustion of administrative remedy in its Memorandum

1s

Decision and Order re: Motions for Summary Judgment entered February 9, 2011. DOA,

19

Gwartney and Zickau moved for summary judgment on the claim in Count Four that the

20

Gwartney and Zickau wrongfully interfered with the teaming agreement between ENA and

21

Syringa. In its opposition, Syringa asserted that Gwartney and Zickau argued that the wrongful

22

act, in part, was the issuance of the amendments that were not for the same or similar property in

23

violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A. See January 4, 2011 Supplemental Brief in Opposition to

24

State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and Qwest Communications Company tLC's

2s

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at p. 7. In its decision, the Court held that the torti<t>us

26
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1

interference claim was barred to the extent that it relied on non-compliance with the bidding

2

statute.
While the Court agrees that Syringa likely was justified in failing to pursue the claim for

3

4
5

interference with prospective economic advantage after the February 9, 2011 decision, Syringa
certainly had more than a year after the filing of the complaint to pursue this claim. In the

6

Court's view, failing to do so does not present a unique or compelling circumstance.

7

Accordingly, as an exercise of its discretion, the Court will deny the motion to set aside the

8

judgment against Gwartney and Zickau to permit Syringa to file new claims against them.

9

10

B. The motion to amend re: ENA
In the December 2, 2013 motion to amend Count Three, Syringa proposes: 1) to ac:ld

11

specific references to Idaho Code§ 67-5718; 2) to make specific reference to the amended
12

awards to Qwest and ENA; and 3) to seek a ruling: a) that the awards to Qwest and ENA are
13
14
15

void as a matter of law; and b) enjoining DOA from using Qwest and ENA as contractors for the
JEN RFP. DOA argues that the motion should be denied because granting the motion would

16

exceed the scope of the Remittitur. DOA argues that the court lacks jurisdiction to permit an

17

amendment to the complaint that is beyond the scope of the Remittitur. DOA also argues that

18

Syringa is estopped from asserting that the original RFP awards were unlawful.

19
20

In this case, the Supreme Court has ruled that in amending the awards, DOA violated
Idaho Code§ 67-5718. The Supreme Court was clear on this matter:

21
22

By amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer furnishing the
same or similar property, the State has, in effect, changed the RFP after the bids
had been opened in violation of Idaho Code§ 67-5718 and IDAPA 38.05.01.052.

23

Syringa, 305 P.3d at 506. In the original complaint, Syringa did not seek to invalidate the award
24
25

to ENA. Count Three was specific to Qwest. The Remittitur requires this Court to comply with

26
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the directive of the Supreme Court Opinion. The Opinion remands Count Three for further
1

2
3

proceedings consistent with the Opinion. The Supreme Court has ruled that DOA violated Idaho
Code§ 67-5718 in making the amended awards to Qwest and ENA. In the Court's view, the

4

proposed amendment to Count Three is consistent with the Opinion of the Supreme Court.

5

Accordingly, the Court will find there is good cause to grant the motion to amend Count Three.

6
7

8

Conclusion

As explained above, the Court will deny the motion to set aside the judgment so that new
claims can be asserted against Zickau and Gwartney, and the Court will grant the motion to

9

rename and amend Count Three.
10

IT IS SO ORDERED.
11

12
13
14

Dated this

)..!J

day of February, 2014.

~En~
District Judge

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
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GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-23757

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS
OF AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware
corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

FIRST AMENDED POST APPEAL
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL

Defendants.
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), pleads, alleges and complains as follows fdr cause
of action against Defendants:
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This lawsuit concerns conduct by the Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA")
and several of its officials who worked in conjunction with Qwest, a private vendor, in violation
of the public procurement process. The DOA and Qwest colluded to deprive Syringa - part of
the vendor team which had the lowest responsible bid - from rightfully providing
telecommunications services for the Idaho Education Network (the "IEN"). Their actions not
only wronged Syringa, but most importantly, they deprived the people of the State ofldaho from
receiving the benefit of the best telecommunications services - evaluated by the State's own
officials - at the lowest offered price.
The Idaho Education Network

The IEN is the embodiment of an effort to enable the use of telecommumcations
technology in Idaho schools and libraries. The IEN is composed of two major components:
educational content and telecommunications services. Once implemented, the IEN is planned to
provide fast internet service, two-way interactive video, streaming video courses and other
benefits to Idaho students.
The DOA was responsible to procure the educational content and to implement and
install internet connections to Idaho schools for the IEN through the use of the State of Idaho's
competitive bidding process. By using the competitive bidding process, it was believed that the
purchasing power of the State of Idaho could obtain the best technology at the lowest price.
Undertaking a valid competitive bidding process was also a precondition for the State to obtain
federal funding known as E-Rate funding which would reduce the State funds needed for the
project.
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DOA Found the JEN Alliance and Syringa to be
the Lowest Responsible Bidder

In December 2008, the DOA issued the JEN Request for Proposal to procure educational
content and telecommunication services and equipment. Syringa responded to the JEN Request
for Proposal by forming the JEN Alliance with Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"),
to submit a joint bid proposal. Companies such as Qwest, Verizon and Integra Solutions also
submitted bids. All bids were evaluated by an impartial evaluation team selected by DOA. The
impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the JEN Alliance was the least
expensive and most technically proficient bidder in almost every category.
To Date, Syringa Has Not Received Any JEN Work
Due to DOA 's Arbitrary Acts

Despite the JEN Alliance being the best in almost every technical category evaluated by
the impartial evaluation team and despite the fact that the JEN Alliance submitted the lowest cost
bid, the DOA issued a multiple award of the JEN Request for Proposal - awarding the
telecommunication services component to Qwest and awarding the educational component to the
JEN Alliance - as a practical matter, to ENA.
The DOA decision to award ENA- Syringa's partner- all of the substantive educational
components of the JEN implementation and to award Qwest all of the JEN telecommunication
services was unnecessary, arbitrary and a violation of law. It also constituted a breach of the
representations made by DOA which induced Syringa to participate in the JEN Alliance bid
proposal. Most important, the DOA's wrongful acts breached the confidence placed in the DOA
by State of Idaho schools.
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II.

1.

PARTIES

Plaintiff, Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), 1s an Idaho limited liability

company with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho.
2.

Syringa was formed in 2002 by a group of rural Idaho telephone companies who

were determined to improve telecommunication and rural broadband services in Idaho.
3.

Syringa has, to date, invested over 40 million dollars in the State to become one

of Idaho's leading fiber optic network providers.
4.

Defendant, Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA"), is an executive

branch department of the State of Idaho generally responsible for procurement of goods and
services for most State agencies, holds the Office of the Chief Information Officer ("OC]O") for
the State of Idaho and provides administrative oversight for the Idaho Education Network
("IEN') under Idaho Code Section 67-5745D(3).

5.

Defendant, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney ("Gwartney''), is a resident of Ada

County, Idaho, and is the Director of DOA and Chief Information Officer for the State ofldaho.
6.

Defendant, Jack G. "Greg" Zickau ("Zickau"), is a resident of Ada County, Idaho,

and is the Chief Technology Officer and Administrator of the OCIO.
7.

Defendant, ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of

America, Inc. ("ENA"), is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in
Nashville, Tennessee.
8.

ENA provides managed network and communication services to customers in the

education, library and government sectors in Idaho.
9.

Defendant, Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest"), is a Delaware

limited liability company with its principal place of business in Denver, Colorado.
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10.

Qwest provides telecommunication services in Idaho.

III.
11.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature ("State Legislature") determined that Idaho

lagged behind in the use of high-bandwidth connectivity and technology to deliver educational
opportunities to students and teachers. See Idaho Sess. Laws 2008, ch. 260 § 1. As a result, the
State Legislature established the public policy of the State that high-bandwidth connectivity be
an essential component of education infrastructure in the 21st century. Id.
12.

In furtherance of this goal, the State Legislature authorized the creation of the

13.

IEN is planned to become a coordinated, statewide telecommunications

IEN.

distribution system, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access and other
telecommunications services for providing distance learning and connecting each instruction of
higher education and other locations as necessary to facilitate distance education, teacher training
and other related services for distance learning for every Idaho public school. See Idaho Code §

67-5745D(2).
14.

As part of the State's IEN efforts, DOA is statutorily required to:
a) procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface

equipment for public education facilities;
b) procure telecommunications servtces and equipment on behalf of public
education; procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance
learning;
c) procure telecommunications services and equipment for the IEN through an
open and competitive bidding process; and
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•
d) in conjunction with the State Department of Education, apply for state and
federal funding for technology on behalf ofIEN. See Idaho Code § 67-5745D(2).
15.

In December 2008, the DOA, through the Division of Purchasing ("DOP"), issued

Request for Proposals 02160 concerning the IEN for the State of Idaho (the "IEN RFP") to
procure telecommunication services, content and equipment for the IEN.
16.

A true and correct copy of the IEN RFP is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

17.

The IEN RFP sought proposals for "a total solution, education-focused managed

internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts
with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation
and associated services support for our IEN network." Id.,§ 3.1 Vision at p. 12.
18.

The IEN RFP was later updated to include integration with existing state m.etwork

infrastructures such at IdaNet- a combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ATM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise, Meridian, Lewiston and Coeur D-Alene. See

Id.
19.

IdaNet currently serves 57 state organizations which is monitored and managed

by the Idaho Department of Labor. Id.
20.

Several of the IdaNet service contracts were, in December, 2008, with Syringa.

21.

The IEN RFP specifically contemplated proposals that incorporated "partnerships

Id.

between multiple providers." Id. at § 3 .3 .b.
22.

The IEN RFP stated, "[s]trong consideration will be given to proposals that

incorporate partnerships between multiple providers. Vendors must explain their partnering plan
within their RFP response." Id.
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23.

The IEN RFP Updates dated December 29, 2008 and made part of the RFP, stated

that "we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable" (Ex. A,
IEN RFP, Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up, at Q.-10), and explained its "preference to
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including [sicJ legacy
Idanet/State Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the finger pointing often
associated with multi-award contracts." Id. at RFP IEN Questions submitted in response to
RFP02 l 60 and their respective answers, Q-1.
24.

Based on the representations contained in the IEN RFP, on or about January 7,

2009, Syringa and ENA entered into an agreement {"Teaming Agreement") to jointly submit a
bid proposal to the IEN RFP.
25.

The Teaming Agreement delineated duties and responsibilities between Syringa

and ENA should the two be awarded the bid.
26.

On or about January 12, 2009, Syringa and ENA jointly submitted a response to

the JEN RFP as the IEN Alliance ("IEN Alliance Proposal").
27.

A true and correct copy of the IEN Alliance Proposal to IEN RFP is attached

herein as Exhibit B.
28.

Under the IEN Alliance, Syringa was responsible for the IEN telecommunication

services and equipment, including local access connections, routing equipment, network and
backbone services.
29.

The IEN Alliance Proposal cover letter stated in part:

ENA [] and Syringa [] responding jointly as the JEN Alliance, appreciate the
opportunity to respond to the State ofldaho's Request for Proposal #02160 for the
implementation and ongoing support of the Idaho Education Network (IEN). We
are pleased to provide a response that represents a collaborative approach and
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leverages the existing infrastructure as well as the collective skills, experience and
capacity of a wide variety of service providers and industry leaders in delivering
and managing statewide education networks.
Id., IEN Alliance Proposal cover letter dated January 12, 2009 to Mark Little, p. 1.

30.

The DOA did not reject the IEN Alliance Proposal as non-responsive or a non-

responsible bid.
31.

On or about January 20, 2009, DOP issued a Letter of Intent to award the RFP to

both Qwest and the IEN Alliance.
32.

A true and correct copy of the Letter of Intent to award dated January 20, 2009

from Mark Little to David Pierce is attached herein as Exhibit C.
33.

The Letter of Intent to award indicates that the IEN Alliance Proposal - listed by

DOA as "ENA" below - prevailed over Qwest and Verizon in every single technical evaluation
category and overall cost as follows:
Criteria

Points

Qwest

ENA

Prior Experience

200

110

145

65

Legislative Intent

100

73

83

15

Management Capacity

100

56

72

35

Financial Risk

100

29

82

35

Subtotal

500

268

382

150

E-Rate Cost( 1)

400

267

400

278

Non-E-Rate(l)

100

100

74

64

1000

635

856

492

TOTAL

Verizon

Id.
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34.

•

The majority of the points awarded to the JEN Alliance in the categories of Prior

Experience, Legislative Intent, Management Capacity and E-Rate Cost was, a direct nesult of
evaluating Syringa's contribution to the proposal.
35.

Despite being evaluated by the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA as the

most technically proficient in every category and the lowest cost bidder for the E-Rate portion of
the JEN RFP, the DOA issued a multiple award of the JEN RFP to both Qwest and the IEN
Alliance.
36.

Upon information and belief, the issuance of the multiple award of the IEN RFP

to both Qwest and JEN Alliance was at the direction of Gwartney and/or Zickau.
37.

Upon information and belief, the issuance of the multiple award of the IEN RFP

to both Qwest and JEN Alliance was unnecessary, unreasonable, arbitrary and/or capricious.
38.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau had meetings and

conversations with Qwest officials before and after the issuance of the IEN RFP multiple award.
39.

Upon information and belief, during those meetings and conversations, Qwest

attempted to, and in fact, unduly influenced the DOA to inappropriately split the proposal
submitted by the IEN Alliance and to contract with Qwest for the JEN technical network
services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without
regard to the price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the State, to
the detriment of Syringa.
40.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau agreed with Qwest officials

that DOA would contract with Qwest rather than Syringa for the JEN technical network services,
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services despite the State
evaluation team's conclusions.
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41.

The DOA decision to contract with Qwest was made without regard to price,

availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the State.
42.

To date, Syringa has received no direct purchase orders from DOA for the JEN

implementation despite having the lowest cost for the JEN technical network services, local
access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services.
43.

Upon information and belief, Syringa has not received any work for the JEN

implementation because DOA has failed and/or refused to consider price, availability, support
services and delivery that are most advantageous to DOA and the State of Idaho as required by
Idaho Code for multiple bid awards.
44.

Upon information and belief, ENA, part of the JEN Alliance, has made numerous

requests that the State use Syringa for the JEN technical work. See E-mail from Bob Collie,
ENA, to Greg Lowe, Syringa, dated July 27, 2009 and attached herein as Exhibit D. ("ENA has
requested multiple times that the State use any local loop provider who can deliver the quality,
price and time requirements, similar to what we contemplated in the proposal. The State has
rejected requests to use Syringa for the JEN technical work.... [t]he State has made it impossible
for [ENA] to use Syringa or anyone other than Qwest for that matter, to provide 100% of the
local loop, backbone and core equipment. .. ").
45.

Upon information and belief, ENA has been instructed by Gwartney, Zickau

and/or others at DOA not to use Syringa for any of the JEN implementation.
46.

In fact, Gwartney has represented and made statements to Syringa representatives

that Syringa would not work on the JEN implementation regardless of the competitive bidding
process or consideration of price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous
to DOA and the State ofldaho as required by Idaho Code for multiple bid awards.
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47.

Gwartney has also informed Syringa representatives that other State contracts

with Syringa such as agreements between State agencies and Syringa under IdaNet would be
placed in jeopardy if Syringa continued to discuss IEN procurement irregularities with others
and/or pursue its remedies.
48.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau intentionally, capriciously

and without authority, informed and directed State agencies and political subdivisions such as the
Idaho Department of Fish and Grune, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, the Idaho
Department of Labor and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for
telecommunications services regardless of price, availability, support services and delivery that
are most advantageous to those State agencies and political subdivisions.
49.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau unduly influenced the IEN

RFP award to Qwest and unduly, unlawfully, and without authority, split and divided the IEN
Alliance Proposal to deprive Syringa of any of the IEN implementation work.
50.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau also conspired with Qwest to

influence the award of the IEN implementation to Qwest to the detriment of Syringa.
COUNT ONE
Breach of Contract
DOA

51.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 50 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

52.

In December 2008, the DOA issued the IEN RFP to procure telecommunication

services and equipment for the IEN.
53.

The IEN RFP constitutes a solicitation for bids for a total solution, edueation-

focused managed internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure
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and contracts with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the
essential foundation and associated services support for our IEN network.
54.

The IEN RFP specifically contemplated proposals that incorporated partnerships

between multiple providers.
55.

The IEN RFP established the rules by which proposals were to be submitted and

evaluated.
56.

Syringa and ENA jointly submitted the IEN Alliance Proposal in reliance on

DOA's solicitation for bids and the representations contained in the IEN RFP, on or about
January 7, 2009.
57.

On or about January 20, 2009, the DOA accepted the IEN Alliance Proposal.

58.

The IEN RFP, IEN Alliance Proposal and the DOA's acceptance of the IEN

Alliance Proposal created a contractual obligation by all parties involved in the transactions to
follow the process and criteria contained in the IEN RFP.
59.

DOA changed and/or did not follow the process and criteria contained in the IEN

RFP and breached the contract which arose from the IEN RFP and its acceptance of the IEN
Alliance Proposal.
60.

Such failure to adhere to the IEN RFP rules, terms and conditions for the award of

the project constitutes a breach of contract by DOA.
61.

Syringa has been damaged by DOA's breach of contract in an amount to be

proven at trial.

COUNT TWO
Declaratory Relief
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5726 by Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest
62.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 61 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
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63.

Under Idaho Code § 67-5726(2) "no officer or employee shall influence or

attempt to influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to
deprive any vendor of an acquisition contract."
64.

Idaho Code§ 67-5726(3) states that "[n]o officer or employee, shall conspire with

a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee, to
influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a
vendor of an acquisition award."
65.

The impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the IEN Alliance

was the lowest responsible bidder.
66.

The impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the IEN Alliance

Proposal had the most advantageous price, availability, support and service terms.
67.

A multiple award was not necessary as the evaluations show that the IEN Alliance

could have reasonably served the acquisition needs of the entire State.
68.

Despite the conclusions of the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA, DOA

rejected and continues to reject the involvement of Syringa in the IEN implementation in lieu of
Qwest.
69.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA amended the IEN Purchase Order to list Qwest

as the general contractor and awarded Qwest the IEN technical network services, local access
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without regard to which vendor
team had the best terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A.

See

ExhibitE.
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70.

•

Upon information and belief, Qwest drafted and then provided DOA with the

amended JEN Purchase Order.
71.

Upon information and belief, Qwest's actions unduly influenced DOA's <il.ecision

to award Qwest part of the JEN implementation without regard to the most advantageous price,
availability, support and service terms.
72.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau conspired with Qwest to

deprive Syringa of an acquisition award in violation ofldaho Code § 67-5726.
73.

Upon information and belief, ENA has been directed by individuals such as

Gwartney and/or Zickau at DOA not to use Syringa for any of the JEN implementation.
74.

Gwartney has represented to Syringa representatives that Syringa would not get

any of the IEN work.
75.

Gwartney has also informed Syringa representatives that other State contracts

with Syringa would be placed in jeopardy if Syringa continued to discuss the IEN procurement
with others and/or pursue remedies.
76.

Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA declaring its award of the

IEN Purchase Order to Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725
and/or permanent injunctive relief prohibiting the State and Qwest from performing under the
JEN Purchase Order.
COUNT THREE
Declaratory Relief
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A and 67-5718

77.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 76 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

78.

Under Idaho Code§ 67-5718A, a multiple award may only be awarded to furnish

the same or similar property where more than one (1) is necessary: 1) to furnish types and
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quantities needed; 2) to provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition; or 3) to enable
agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property previously acquired. Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A.
79.

There are several limitations for a multiple award under Idaho Code § 67-S718A:

(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section
unless the administrator of the division of purchasing makes a written
determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (1) or more of the criteria
set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in
accordance with this section, a state agency shall make purchases from the
contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support
services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be
made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state
agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the number of
bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies.
Idaho Code§ 67-5718A (emphasis added).
80.

The DOA through Gwartney and Zickau failed to adhere to the statutory

limitations delineated for multiple awards.
81.

On June 29, 2009, Syringa made a public records request for the written

determination of the Administrator ofDOP justifying a multiple award.
82.

In response, Syringa received a copy of a letter dated June 30, 2009 constituting

the Administrator's written determination - more than four (4) months after the multiple award
was made. See Letter from Bill Burns to Melissa Vandenberg, attached and fully incorporated

herein as Exhibit F.
83.

Based on DOA' s own evaluation team's conclusions, the IEN Alliance is the

lowest responsible bidder.
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84.

The DOA's evaluation team determined that the IEN Alliance Proposal had the

most advantageous price, availability, support and service terms, and a multiple award was not
necessary as the evaluations showed that the IEN Alliance could have reasonably served the
acquisition needs of the entire State.
85.

Despite the DOA's own evaluation team's conclusions, DOA has rejected and

continues to reject the involvement of Syringa in the IEN implementation in lieu of Qwest, who
received only 635 out of 1,000 points during the evaluation, as opposed to 856 points received by
the IEN Alliance.
86.

More than one bid award was not necessary in this case.

87.

More than one bid award was not necessary to furnish types and quantities needed

for the IEN RFP.
88.

More than one bid award was not necessary to provide expeditious and cost-

efficient acquisition.
89.

More than one bid award was not necessary to enable agencies to acquire property

which is compatible with property previously acquired.
90.

When a multiple bid award is made, the DOA is required to conduct due diligence

and to purchase from the vendor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability,
support services and delivery are the most advantageous to the State.
91.

The price, availability, support services and delivery proposed by Syringa under

the IEN Alliance Proposal for the IEN technical network services, local access connections,
routing equipment, network and backbone services far exceed the same proposed by Qwest.
92.

Syringa has not received one direct purchase order from DOA for the project.
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93.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily amended the IEN Purchase Order to

list Qwest as the contractor for all of the IEN technical network services, local access
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without regard to which vendor
team had the best terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation ofldaho Code § 67-5718A.
94.

Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of Pwrchasing

declaring the January 28, 2009 and February 26, 2009 IEN Purchase Orders to ENA ancl Qwest
were issued in violation of Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 and are void ab initio and
permanently enjoining the State from performing thereunder.
COUNTFOUR
Tortious Interference with Contract
DOA, Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest

95.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 94 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

96.

ENA and Syringa entered into a valid Teaming Agreement wherein each party

had an obligation to perform certain duties should the IEN Alliance be awarded a contract with
the State of Idaho.
97.

DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew of the existence of the Teaming

Agreement between ENA and Syringa.
98.

DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew that should the IEN Alliance be

awarded the IEN Purchase Order, Syringa would implement the IEN technical network services,
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services.
99.

Upon information and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau instructed

ENA to work only with Qwest during the IEN implementation despite knowledge of the
existence of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa.
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100.

Upon information and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau have

intentionally, capriciously and without authority, informed and directed agencies and political
subdivisions such as the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Labor,
and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for telecommunications services.
101.

The conduct summarized above constitutes interference of the contract between

ENA and Syringa by DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau.
102.

Syringa is informed and believes, as set forth in summary fashion above, that the

conduct of DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau was at least negligent or reckless al!ld may,
depending on facts which are not yet fully known, be revealed to be intentional.
103.

On or about July 20, 2009, Syringa filed with the Idaho Secretary of State its

Notice of Tort Claim, attached and fully incorporated herein as Exhibit G.
104.

Such interference with contract has resulted in accrued and future damage, the

exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be approximately $251,061
monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year period; and $60,254,640 over a
twenty (20) year period.
COUNT FIVE
Tortious Interference with
Prospective Economic Advantage
Qwest

105.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 104 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

106.

Qwest had knowledge that Syringa, as part of the vendor team who was evaluated

by the DOA as having the lowest responsible bid, had a right to be awarded a contract for the
IEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and
backbone services.
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107.

Despite this knowledge, Syringa is informed and believes that Qwest conspired

with Gwartney and Zickau to prevent Syringa from receiving work for the IEN technical network
services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services in
violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.
108.

As a direct and proximate result of Qwest's interference with S;Yringa's

prospective economic advantage and IEN Purchase Order, Syringa has incurred damage and
future damage, the exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be
approximately $251,061 monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year period;
and $60,254,640 over a twenty (20) year period.
COUNT SIX
Breach of Contract
ENA

109.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 108 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

llO.

On or about January 7, 2009, Syringa and ENA entered into a Teaming

Agreement to jointly submit a proposal to the IEN RFP.
111.

On January 20, 2009, ENA and Syringa were awarded the IEN RFP by DOA.

112.

ENA had and continues to have an absolute duty to perform its obligations to

Syringa now that the IEN RFP has been awarded to them.
l13.

ENA has failed and continues to fail to perform its obligations to Syringa under

the Teaming Agreement.
114.

Such failure to perform its obligations to Syringa under the Teaming Agreement

constitutes a material breach.
l15.

Syringa has suffered damages as a result of ENA's breach of the Teaming

Agreement to be determined at trial.
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IV.

ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS

For the reasons set out in paragraph 1 through 115, Syringa was required to retain the
services of Givens Pursley LLP to prosecute this matter. Syringa has incurred and will continue
to incur attorneys' fees and costs in connection with this lawsuit. Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12101, 12-117, 12-120, and 12-121 Syringa is entitled to its reasonable attorneys' fees and costs
incurred in the prosecution of this matter.

V.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Syringa hereby demands a trial by jury ofno less than twelve (12) persons on all issues
so triable.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Syringa requests the following relief:
1.

Declaratory judgment including a finding that the contract and/or purchase

order(s) between DOA, Qwest and ENA are unlawful and void ab initio;
2.

Temporary, preliminary and permanent orders enjoining Qwest's involvement in

the JEN implementation;
3.

Judgment against DOA, Gwartney and Zickau for damages to Syringa, the exact

amount of which is unknown but in excess of the jurisdictional limit of the District Court and
which will be proven at trial.
4.

An award of costs and attorneys' fees to Syringa in connection with this litigation

under Idaho Code §§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, and 12-121, and other applicable authority
including the private attorney general doctrine; and
5.

Such further relief as the Court determines is warranted.
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DATED this }~day of March, 2014.

:~NSPUR~
David R. Lombardi
Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

I hereby certify that on this L(~ of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" ZicktlU

~ S . Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 and
954-5260)

David R. Lombardi
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•

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

The following dates are tentative and subject to amendment
BIDDERS Conference: 29 December 2008
Deadline to Receive Emailed Questions on RFP02160: S January 2008
RFP02160 Closing Date and Time: 12 January 2009, 5PM MST

2.0

DEFINmONS

24 x 7 x 52: Stands for ''twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and fifty-two weeks
per year." When used, this term describes access, services or support that is expected to be
available at all times during a year.

Access Point: A physical connection between a User's private network and the commercial
Internet that facilitates exchanging e-mail, transferring files, viewing public web pages,
delivering streaming audio and video, using voice over IP ("VoIP'') and enabling other value..
added hosted services.
Appropriation: Legislative authorization to expend public funds for a specific purpose. Money set
apart for a specific use.
Award: All purchases, leases, or contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded
according to the provisions in the Request for Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part. The State reserves
the right to waive any deviations or errors that are not material, do not invalidate the legitimacy of the
proposal, and do not improve the bidder's competitive position. All awards will be made in a manner
deemed in the best interest of the State.

Bell Schedules: Public School terminology for the scheduling of daily classes. Bell Schedules need
to be taken into account when it comes to scheduling of Synchronous Distance Leaming experiences
and other distance learning programs\activities that are real.time dependent
Bid Bond: Ensures that bidder will enter into the contract and is retained by the State from the date of
the bid opening to the date of contract signing.

Business: Any corporation, partnership, individual, sole proprietorship,joint-stock company,joint
venture, or any other private legal entity.

Calendar Day: Every day shown on the calendar, Saturday, Sundays and holidays included;
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Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA): The Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA)
is a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content
over the Internet on school and library computers. CIPA imposes certain types of
requirements on any school or library that receives funding for Internet access or internal
connections from the E-rate program -a program that makes certain communications
technology more affordable for eligible schools and libraries.
CMFONI: A high speed, fiber-optic-based network serving the Capitol Mall. CMFONI
facilitates state agencies' connectivity to a variety of networked-based services including the'
commercial Internet.
Cost Effective: Defined as meeting both the economic needs of the State, and is a solution
that is leading edge in terms of networking equipment, associated system protocols and
industry best practices.
Contract: The agreement between the Contractor and the State. Contract shall be comprised
of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document and all
attachments either written or electronic, and the terms and conditions set forth for the
Request for proposal within sicommnet (stated and referenced).
Contractor: The Vendor to whom the State awards a Contract for this purchase.
Customer Owned and Maintained Equipment ("COAM"): Telecommunications,
networking or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by a Mandatory or
Voluntary User and which connects a User's private network to a Proposer's commercial
Internet Service. COAM may be located in a building occupied by Users or in co-location
facilities operated by a Proposer. In any case, the User retains title to such equipment and is
responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Education Entity: As defined by 67-5745D, Idaho Education Network, an education entity is any
public school district; including public Charter schools, educational service units, libraries;
community college; state college; or nonprofit private postsecondary educational institutions.
E-Rate: E-Rate is a Federal Fllll.ding program administered by the Schools and Libraries Division
(SLD) of the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) on behalf of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) that provides financial discounts to help schools obtain
affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

Evaluated: A requirement or specification that will receive evaluation points that will be
used in detennining the award(s).

Flexible: Vendors proposals for proposed IEN network designs need to be flexible in terms
of leveraging existing legacy technologies (e.g. Microwave systems, IdaNet, etc.) and also in
tenns of interfacing with State Core Network Core Legacy equipment (e.g. Cisco
routers\switches\ASRs, Checkpoint firewalls, Polycom and TANDBURG VTC equipment
etc).

'
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IAW: In Accordance With (IA W)
JEN: Idaho Education Network (IEN)

J!!!f .. ··,,

~,. ·. · ,.

\<.

ITRMC: Information Technology Resource Management Council. ITRMC reviews and
evaluates the information technology and telecommunications systems presently in use by
State agencies, recommends and establishes statewide policies, and prepares statewide short
and long-range information technology and telecommunications plans.

Idaho Optical Network (IRON): A commercial broadband provider that will facilitate
advanced networking among institutions in Idaho and the Northern Tier States. Participants
include institutions of research, education, health care, state government, and partner
organizations that support research, education, and economic development in Idaho and the
States of the Northern Tier. S~ific network information concerning IRON can be found at
the following URL: ~\.lp~J.:'.~i[~~.
(M): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (M), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, non-compliance will result in immediate disqualification and no
further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State reserves the right to determine
whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this solicitation.
(ME): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (ME), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, and will also be evaluated and scored; non-compliance will result

in immediate disqualification and no further evaluation of the proposal will occur, The State
reserves the right to determine whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this
solicitation.
Mandatory User(s): Mandatory User(s) are all departments and institutions of state
government referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(i), including but not limited to
departments, agencies, commissions, councils and boards, which must be provided Internet
services under this RFP and any awarded contract.
OCIO: Office of the CIO, State ofldaho.
Proposer: A vendor who has submitted a proposal in response to this request for proposals
for property to be acquired by the state.
Property: Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible,
including, but nonexclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights
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and interests in such property. This term also includes concession services and rights to
access or use state property or facilities for business purposes.
Proposal: A written response including pricing information to a request for proposals that
describes the solution or means of providing the property requested and which proposal is
considered an offer to perform a contract in full response to the request for proposals. Price
may be an evaluation criterion for proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant
basis for contract award.
Proprietary Information: Proprietary information is defined as trade secrets, academic and
scientific research work which is in progress and unpublished, and other information which if
released would give advantage to business competitors and serve no public purpose.

Public Agency: Has the meaning set forth in Idaho Code §67-2327. The term generally
refers to any political subdivision of the state ofldaho, including, but not limited to, counties;
cities; school districts; highway districts; and port authorities; instrumentalities of counties,
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the state of Idaho.
QoS: Quality of Service. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to
selected network traffic over various technologies, including Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802. l networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that may use any or all
of these underlying technologies.
Representative: Includes an agent, an officer of a corporation or association, a trustee, executor or
administrator of an estate, or any other person legally empowered to act for another.
Request for Proposal (RFP): All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized
for soliciting competitive proposals.

Responsible Proposer: A proposer who has the capability in all respects to perform fully the
contract requirements, and the experience, integrity, perseverance, reliability, capacity,
facilities, equipment, and credit which will assure good faith performance.
Responsive Proposer: A proposer that has submitted a timely proposal or offer that
conforms in all material respects with the submission and fonnat requirements of the RFP,
and has not qualified or conditioned their proposal or offer.
Sicommnet or Sieomm: State's e-Procurement applications service provider.
Scalable: Proposed Vendor solutions need to be scalable in terms of future growth, without
major build outs or "fork lift" equipment upgrades required in later Phases of this IEN
project. It must also be scalable in terms of providing quality services support (e.g. QoS,
Bandwidth, reliability, etc.) to all areas of the State ofldaho, where education, library and
State entities are located.

Shall: Denotes the imperative, required, compulsory or obligatory.
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Solicitation: The process of notifying prospective bidders or offerors that the State of Idaho wishes to
receive proposals for furnishing services. The process may consist of public advertising, posting
notices, or mailing Request for Proposals and/or Request for Proposal announcement letters to
prospective bidders, or all of these.

State: State ofldaho government.

Users: Mandatory or Voluntary User(s), as defined herein, or both, as the case may be.
Vendor Owned and Managed Equipment ("VOME"): Telecommunications. networking
or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by the Proposer, or its partners. which
is integral to a Proposer's provisioning of basic or value-added commercial Internet services.
VOME may be located in a building occupied by a User, in co-location facilities operated by
the Proposer, or in the Proposer's backbone. In any case, the Proposer retains title to such
equipment and is responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Voluntary User(s): Voluntary User(s) are institutions of higher education and elected
officers in the executive department, as referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(ii) and the
legislative and judicial departments as referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(iii) along with
a Public Agency, as defined herein, which may be provided commercial Internet services
under this RFP and any awarded contract.

VTC: Video Teleconferencing
WAN: Wide Area Network. A communications network that connects computing devices
over geographically dispersed locations.

I
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3.0

GENERALINFORMATION

3.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

High-speed broadband access and connectivity are vital for economic growth, global
competitiveness, education, innovation and creativity. Ensuring high-speed broadband access for all
students has become a critical national issue especially when considering preparing our students for
work and life in the 21 51 Century. The Governor and our legislature, as well as members of our greater
Idaho educational community, recognize the need for providing robust high-speed broadband access
to all of our state public schools, as it will accelerate our teachers' ability to teach and our students'
ability to learn. Through recent legislative efforts, several key issues facing our educational
institutions have been identified as well as specific requirements for our stat.e and public school
districts to meet in implementing high-speed broadband access in their schools.

Key Issues:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Our Idaho public schools need high-speed broadband access to effectively create rigorous,
technology-infused learning environments.
Our teachers need guaranteed, long-term access to high-speed broadband to enrich the
curriculum to include technology applications such as videoconferencing and distance
learning.
Our teachers also need high-speed broadband access for professional development"currently the supply of certified teachers in the State of Idaho does not meet the demand;
additionally, our rural schools struggle to fill their classified staff positions due to low salary
wages established by current funding formulas"l
Our Administrators need high-speed broadband access to conduct on-line assessments and to
access data for effective decision making.
Our students need high-speed broadband access in their schools to take advantage of a wide
range of new and rich educational tools and resources available for anytime, anywhere
learning.
Our students also need high-speed broadband access to overcome the digital divide in rural
and low socio-economic areas.
Our ability to provide adequate funding to support our public schools remains a
critical issue in our abilities to execute this IEN initiative, as the State of Idaho is

currently mandating even more severe budget cuts to all state entities given the weak
state of our economy; however that said, the Governor and Legislators, supporting of
this IEN project are pressing forward with a conservative 2010 IEN budget request,
given the fact that our children our Idaho's economic future and we must continue to
invest in their future success.

t Idaho Rural

Edutladon Task Fon;,,. 2008 Legls/Bllvr, Report
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Vision:
The State of Idaho will actively pursue and contract for a total solution, education-focused managed
internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts with
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation and
associated services support for our JEN network. Recent studies of other successful statewide
implementation efforts have shown that this model is the most cost effective and expeditious means to
provide a cohesive, statewide, education-centric network that best meets the current and future
requirements of high-speed connectivity, service offerings and enterprise management services.

Approach:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No.
543 -Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school
with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education
as necessary; Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
• Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.
• The addition oflibraries to the IEN.
• The migration of state agency locations :from current technology and services.

Funding Methodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this JEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited funding.
The work outlined in this RFP, and therefore any award, is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. It is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's E-Rate
application (due Feb 1, 2009). The State is requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010.
Any contract arising :from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the appropriation, the
State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service providers meeting the
Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of State funding would be 1
Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider shall not begin work until after 7-1-09, and then
only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental appropriation is approved by the
legislature before 7-1-09). The state does not expect or require the successful service provider to do
any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1--09, and the successful service provider shall not make
any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, or prior to the named
contingencies being met.

Summary:
Preparing our students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21 11 century is
critical to improving our state's economy. Education stakeholders, especially teachers and students,
must have reliable and high speed access to networked tools to improve their ability to communicate
and learn. in a more collaborative environment. Development of a high-speed broadband, scalable
communications inftastructure that leverages existing State resources to aggregate disparate networks
into a multipurpose IEN backbone infrastructure extending :from the Southern part of Idaho, to the
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Central, Eastern and Northern Panhandle regions of the State will significantly enhance broadband
communications to every public school and library entity in the State.
Follow-on phases of this IEN initiative include migration of our state agencies onto this IEN
backbone and enhancement of rural bandwidth to public entities through aggregation of this
bandwidth. Benefits of the proposed Idaho Education Network model include lower network costs,
greater efficiency, interoperability of systems providing video courses and opportunities, more
affordable Internet access, and better use of Federal E-Rate and other government funding resources.

3.2

(ME) SCOPE OF PURCHASE

The State of Idaho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish
a long-term relationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network (IEN).
The objective of this RFP, as stated in the Executive Summary above, is to create a network
environment that will meet the needs ofK-12 distance learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D,
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video services (Interactive and Streaming),
Internet services, and wide area data transport. In addition to serving the K-12 institutions and our
State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve entities that are not E-Rate eligible,
such as higher education (community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State Agencies.
Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts.
The intent of this RFP process is to seek proposals from industry experts for achieving the purpose
and goals of the IEN as established by the legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology,
architecture or network design, the Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only
and relying on industry expertise to design and propose a network capable of meeting these
requirements.

.:"i~
.MAsstated

above the State is looking for an industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in
areas of network design, network management to include operations, maintenance and
accounting processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective ''total end- to-end service
support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.

,;, .' '

~:--"'·

.... · •· ·:}";.·,' :~~x@.i;,~f!~ih.u.mbii~;@.;:tJ!jygl~~

:.::::~i Jand be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Bidders agree to
provide any discounts, including any accrued credits, for which the entity is eligible under the
Universal Service Fund for school telecommunications services. Bidders will, at their own expense,
prepare and file all carrier documents and reports required for the eligible entities to receive the
benefit of such discounts and credits. Proposer's Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN),
issued to Bidders by the Universal Service Administrative Company, must be included in the
responding bid.
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3.2.1 Project Overview
The objective of this section of the RFP is to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design,
develop, and implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future
telecommunications needs of eligible participants over the term of the contract The successful
Contractor or Contractors will provide a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible high-speed data
transport service that can interconnect all entities listed in Appendix A This RFP is for the first phase
of a multi-phase project for connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (IEN). Connectivity in
subsequent phases of this project will include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries with
connections to higher educational institutions as required. The final phase of this project will include
migration of state government entities to this IEN network backbone, with the exception of IdaNet,
which may need to be migrated earlier, given the current end oflife status concerning its major
network equipment components (e.g. MGX's).
The State will analyze proposals for all planned IEN Phase sites with an emphasis on cost savings anctl
technical approach. As providers of this service, the State believes that potential providers are in the
best position to make this determination and present a proposal to the State. Current K-12, library
broadband costs are provided to assist contractors in making a logical and cost effective proposal to
the State not only for Phase I sites but for subsequent project Phase entities (e.g. elementary, middle,
and library locations). These can be found in Appendix D. Note that State agency migrations will be
determined at a later date, with the RFP modified in subsequent revisions to address those specific
requirements. Vendors just need to remain cognizant that these State agency migrations are part of
our long range IEN strategy and need to reflect that accordingly in their proposal submissions.
The State requires the Contractor to bid a multi-purpose transport connection methodology to
interconnect the listed institutions along with the corresponding services that considers present. as
well as future, state-of-the-art technologies. The extent to which these segments are included in the
network cloud that covers the geography ofldaho is important both to the economic development
goals, as defined by the Idaho Legislature (67-57450), and in meeting the rural education initiatives
proposed by the Idaho Rural Education Task Force, to the Idaho Legislature in January 2008.

3.3

(ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS

a)

=:
=
~~
~trc:i=i~a~~~;;ai~•~ps
c)·~~~
b)

d) Long-term commitment. IEN will serve as the foundation for the broadband needs of the
State for education and other purposes as envisioned by the legislature. Therefore, Bidders
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t)
g)

3.4

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION

The legislature (Idaho Code 67-5745D) determined that:
a) Idaho does not have a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network;
b) Such a network will enable required and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher
training to be deliverable to all public high schools through an efficiently-managed statewide
infrastructure; and
c) Aggregating and leveraging demand at the statewide level will provide overall benefits and
efficiencies in the procurement of telecommunications services, including high-bandwidth
connectivity, internet access, purchases of equipment, federal subsidy program expertise and
other related services.

3.5

GOALS

In developing proposals, please consider the following goals as established by the legislature:
a) Idaho will utilize technology to facilitate comparable access to educational opportunities for
all students;
b) Idaho will be a leader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricula,
concurrent college credit, and ongoing teacher training on an equitable basis throughout the
state; and
c) Idaho will leverage its statewide purchasing power for the IEN to promote private sector
investment in telecommunications infrastructure that will benefit other technology
applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovernment and economic
development.

3.5.1 (ME) General Requirements
In developing proposals the vendors must submit in writing how they will address each of the
following general requirements as established by the legislature:
a) Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for
education, which shall include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive video and
internet access, using primarily fiber optic and other high-bandwidth transmission media;
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c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice
communications of public education;
d) Procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment to
public education facilities;
e) Procure telecommunications services and equipment on behalf of public education;
f) Procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance learning;
g) In conjunction with the state department of education, apply for state and federal funding for
technology on behalf oflEN services;
h) Work with the private sector to deliver high-quality, cost-effective services statewide; and
i) Cooperate with state and local governmental and educational entities and provide leadership
and consulting for telecommunications for education.

Specifically:

The department of administration shall follow an implementation plan that:
a) In the first phg;. will connect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth
connection, including connections to each institution of higher education as necessary,
thereby allowing any location on IEN to share educational resources with any other
location;
b) Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be
served with high-bandwidth connectivity, internet access and equipment in at least one (1)
two-way interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing capability.
c) Provide a scalable (e.g. a minimum 10 Mbps up to l 00 Mbps) high-bandwidth connection,
preferably fiber optics, to each public high school listed in appendix A; if additional
bandwidth is desired by the supported customer, school districts will have the option to
add additional bandwidth at their own expense, they will also have, in coordination with the
OCIO office, the option to decrease bandwidth requirements in cases of extremely small
student populations or during the summer months; Schools Districts will also have the
option to designate their own centralized distribution locations in coordination with the
OCIO office and the Vendor; also, ifa scale of economies can be realized to install
connectivity to the most centrally located building within a given school district utilizing a
hub and spoke methodology, Vendors need to factor this into their proposed bw1d out plans
and coordinate with both the affected School District and OCIO for implementation;
Vendors will also be required to request in writing detailed justifications and alternative
solutions to the OCIO if they are unable to meet specified State minimum bandwidth
r uirements 1OMbs for a
·cular higlt school locati · :-·,
'· '"'
~

d)

~~

A connection to each institution of higher education, listed in Appendix A, to enable twoway interactive video;
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•
e)

The ability of any location on IEN to share educational resources with any other location;
i.e. any site on the network can both originate and receive two-way interactive video
instruction;
f)
Internet access to each public high school listed in Appendix A;
g) Network connectivity and bandwidth to enable IEN Phase 1 high schools to conduct at least
one ( 1) two-way interactive video classroom session.
h) A backbone network capable of providing access to the public Internet, delivering real-time
instructor-led education courses and streaming media to classrooms, and other data needs
of the network;
i) Scalable service pricing options;
j)
One-time special construction costs, if any, for the backbone and last mile connections;
k) Network monitoring;
1) Video operations and monitoring;
m) Other design considerations and costs;
n) E-Rate eligibility estimates for services proposed and impacts on pricing (E-Rate eligibility
is a r uirement ; and
,.. ,·,;., .. ,,,,,:::-:,

3.5.3 (ME) Subsequent Phase Considerations
In subsequent phases, [the department of administration] will evaluate and make recommendations to
the legislature for.
(a) Connectivity to each elementary and middle school;
(b) The addition oflibraries to the IEN; and
(c) The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

3.6

ISSUING OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS

This solicitation is issued by the Division of Purchasing via Sicommnet. The Division of Purchasing
is the only contact for this solicitation. Questions and request for clarifications shall be submitted
yja Q,lqil only to:
Mark Little, CPPO
State Purchasing Manager
State ofldaho, Division of Purchasing
E-mail: Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov

Written questions are due at the close of business (SPM,MST) on the date indicated in the
schedule of events in Section 1.0.
Verbal responses from the STATE are not binding upon the STATE. BIDDER assumes full
responsibility for any action taken upon a verbal response from the STATE.
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The Deadline for receipt of Questions is listed in 1.0 Schedule of Events. To be
considered, Questions must be received via Email by S P.M. Mountain Time on the
Scheduled Due Date.

3. 7

Validity of Proposal

Bid proposals are to remain valid for One Hundred and Eighty (180) calendar days
after the scheduled closing date. Proposals submitted with a less than 180 day validity wilil
be found non-responsive and will not be considered.

3.8

Bidder Notifications

Prior to the closing and opening of the solicitation, all BIDDER notifications will be released in
Sicommnet as amendments. All questions submitted will be answered via amendment for all
BIDDER's review.

3.9

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Reference Section S. TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS, & FORMAT.

AND

COST

PROPOSAL

SUBMISSION,

3.10 Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award
There might be variations to the following, but as a general rule, the following procedure is
followed.
Once the RFP closing date and time have passed and PROPOSALS have been opened, the
copies of the Technical PROPOSALS are forwarded to the agency for evaluation. Once the
agency has completed its technical evaluation and scored the PROPOSALS, the evaluation
summary and scoring are forwarded to the Division of Pnrcbasing for review. The Division of
Purchasing verities the fairness and integrity of the technical evaluation process. The Cost
PROPOSALS and copies are then opened, and the copies forwarded to the agency fot
evaluation. Both the agency and the Division of Purchasing participate in this evaluation and
its scoring. The scoring of the cost evaluation is then added to the scoring of the technical
evaluation to arrive at a total PROPOSAL scoring, thus identifying the best qualified BIDDER
based on the specHications and criteria set forth in the RFP. The Division of Purchasing then
issues a Letter of Intent to Award to all BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE•s intent to
award the best qualified BIDDER as identified through the evaluation process. After th&!
passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals
received, the Division of Pnrchaslng contracts for the purchase.
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The STATE has the time set forth in Section 3.7 Validity of PROPOSAL to complete the
evaluation and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS'
understanding that the evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary
updates regarding the evaluation. The STATE .!di! take the time to ensure a fair and compl~
evaluation. Additionally and to ensure the integrity and fairness of the evaluation procm,
during the evaluation and up and until the time the Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to
Award letter, no information regarding the content of the PROPOSALS is released.

4.0

EVALUATION AND AWARD

4.1

THE PROCESS

Upon opening, but not limited to, the Division of Purchasing will inspect the PROPOSAL for the
following:
• That the PROPOSAL was timely per the published closing date and time;
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•
•
•

•
•
•

That the PROPOSAL includes a signed State of Idaho Signature page (attached in Sicommnet
as XXX_Signature_Page_RFP.pdt);
That the PROPOSAL has not been qualified by the BIDDER, meaning that the BIDDER has
not conditioned their PROPOSAL based upon the STATE accepting terms or conditions
established by the BIDDER;
That the COST PROPOSAL is present and sealed separately from the TECHNICAl,
PROPOSAL;
That the PROPOSAL contains all required information;
Other unforeseen conditions that might deem the PROPOSAL non-responsive upon opening.

Purchasing will forward all responsive TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the purchasing agency
for evaluation. The agency will establish an evaluation team comprised of STATE employee$.
This team will evaluate and score the TECHNICAL PROPOSALS based on the evaluation
criteria listed in this RFP. The team will then forward their scoring and ranking of th~
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the Division of Purchasing for review and validation of the
process. Upon completion of the validation of the Technical Evaluation by the Division of
Purchasing, the Division of Purchasing then opens the COST PROPOSALS for evaluation and
scoring. COST PROPOSAL scores are then added to the TECHNICAL PROPOSAL scores
identifying the Apparent Successful Bidder (ASB). The Division of Purchasing will then issue a
Letter of Intent to Award to all responsive, responsible BIDDERS notifying them of the State's
intent to contract with the ASB. It is at this point that the STATE will consider requests for
Public Information. After the passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and
the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing contracts with the ASB for
the purchase.

The STATE has the time set forth in 3.7 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS to complete the evaluation
and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS understanding that the
evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary updates regarding the evaluation.
The STATE ~ take the time to ensure a fair and complete evaluation. Additionally and to ensure
the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process, during the evaluation and up and until the time the
Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to Award letter, no information regarding the content of the
PROPOSALS is released.

4.2

EVALUATION CODES

Each evaluated specification or requirement has an assigned code. The codes and their meanings are
as follows:
(M)
Mandatory Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement. The determination as to whether the BIDDER meets the mandatory

specification rests solely with the STATE. If the STATE determines that a BIDDER
does not meet a mandatory requirement as specified, the PROPOSAL shall be deemed
non-responsive, and no further evaluation will occur. A letter of determination of nonresponsiveness will be issued by the Division of Purchasing to the BIDDER, and the
BIDDER shall be removed from further consideration. A BIDDER who has been
deemed non-responsive does have certain appeal rights per STATE Statute 67-5733.
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(E) Evaluated. BIDDERS are expected to provide a comprehensive written
response to the specification. Points will be awarded based on the degree to which the
BIDDER meets the requirement. A BIDDER not responding to the specification will
receive zero points for that specification.
(ME)- Mandatory and Evaluated Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement.

4.3

SCORING

Specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (M) will be evaluated on a PASS/FAIL basis.
Any specification/requirement with the word "shall", "must", or "will" is a mandatory specification
or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to meet any single mandatory specification or
requirement will be deemed non-responsive. BIDDERS who meet mandatory
specifications/requirements may then have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement
evaluated and scored as to how the BIDDER's solution meets the IT environment of the STATE.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (E) will be evaluated and awarded
points. Pricing will be evaluated using a cost model that offers the STATE the best possible value
over either the initial term of the contract, or the life of the contract The cost evaluation model may
also include any costs incurred by the STATE in conjunction with the proposed service offering.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (ME) wilt be evaluated not only on
a PASS/FAIL basis, but also be awarded points. Any specification/requirement with the word
"shall", "must", or "will" is a mandatory specification or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to
meet any single mandatory specification/requirement or evaluated area will be deemed nonresponsive. Bidders who meet mandatory specifications/requirements and evaluated areas may then
have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement evaluated and scored as to how the
BIDDER's solution meets the State of Idaho's IEN Requirements to include how it meets the overall
IT environment of the STATE.
The following table identifies those solicitation sections evaluated on a PASSIFAIL basis and\or those
which are awarded points:

Ranking
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Evaluated Sections
Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods &
Services
Prior Experience (Ed Networks, ERate, Personal Qualifications)
Management Capability
Other Cost Factors (including price of
ineligible goods and services, price of
changing providers, price for breaking
contract, etc)
Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships,

Ma:simam

.Possible Poiats

400
200
100
100

100
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6.

4.4

Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation
TOTAL POINTS

100
1000

EVALUATION CRITERIA

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Ability to meet the goals and requirements established by the legislature for Phase I;
Statewide economic development impacts of the proposed network;
Potential to meet the requirements of subsequent phases;
One-time costs for equipment;
One-time costs for network connections;
( f) Recurring network costs;
(g) Recurring Internet access costs;
(h) Prior experience specific to building and supporting Education Networks including E-Rate
expertise;

(i)

Strategic Partnerships to include Local Vendors;
Management Capability;
(k) Personnel Qualifications;
(I) Network and video operations; and
(m) Other costs

G)

While cost will be a primary factor during the evaluation of these proposals in order for us to qualify
for E-Rate discounts, other relevant factors will also be considered to include: long-term impacts on
education, benefits to economic development, and other potential applications of the network, as
envisioned by the legislature, will be given significant weight as depicted above.

5.0

SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Special Terms and Conditions are in addition to those found in the Sicommnet
solicitation docum• State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions. State of

ldahg Solicitati.on Instructi.ons To Vendon, and particular to this purchase. Where
conflict occurs, these Special Terms and Conditions shall take precedence.

5.1

(ME) E-RATE ELIGIBILITY

Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet Services through any
contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the Universal Service
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Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible schools and libraries,
and E-Rate discounts must apply.

5.2

(M) IDAHO STATE GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

All delivered services must comply with applicable standards and policies of the lnfonnation
Technology Resource Management Council ("ITRMC"). A description oflTRMC and its standards
and policies may be viewed on-line at www.idaho.gov/itrmc.

5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20 Years.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers. Under no
circumstances however will work begin prior to July 2009, because such work as specified by this
RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval (unless a supplemental appropriation is
approved by the Legislature prior to July 1, 2009). The services provided pursuant to a contract
awarded based on this RFP would be available to any "Public agency" as defined by Idaho Code 672327.

5.4

BIDDER'S CONFLICTING AND SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

Where tenns and conditions, including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, specified in the
BIDDER'S Proposal differ from the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions or the
Special Tenns and Conditions of this RFP, the State's Terms and Conditions and the bid's Special
Terms and Conditions shall apply. Where terms and conditions specified in the BIDDER's Proposal,
including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, supplement the tenns and conditions in this RFP,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the State's Division
of Purchasing in writing. BIDDER's are recommended to review the STA'IE's Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors, Clause 19 at the following website.
http://ad.m.idaho.gov/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html

5.5

PUBLIC AGENCY CLAUSE

Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Section 67-2327 of the
Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state,
including, but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities;
instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of
Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with the
CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public
contracts.
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5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and onequarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract Usagie
Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State through its
Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) of the
CONTRACTOR'S quarterly contract or agreement sales.

!

I.
1·

5.7

REPORTS

The CONTRACTOR will be required to submit, to the Office of the CIO, Attention IEN Project
Manager, quarterly reports that provide the following minimum information.
a. Usage reports by Agency and by Agency receiving location, indicating the product received
and total cost of the order.
b. When possible, reports should be in the same format as the product bidding schedule(s).
Electronic reports in Excel or Text Format are encouraged.
c. Custom reports that may be requested from time to time by the Division of Purchasing.
Reports will be due to the Division of Purchasing at the end of the first quarter (90 days) of the
contract and each quarterly anniversary thereafter.

6.0

MECHANICS OF SUBMISSION

6.1

TECHNICAL AND PRICE PROPOSALS

al!AW:··· '~iii~ . . ·. ·••1~'-~~:ical
Proposal and the Price Proposal collectively are the proposal.
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Responses are not to direct evaluators to a brochure or data sheet in substitution to providing
a detailed response. To do so on a (M) Mandatory Requirement will deem the proposal
non-responsive. To do so on a (E) Evaluated Requirement will result in fewer or zero
points being awarded. Brochures and data sheets shall be used in support of a detailed
response !!!IL

~mo~Yfiiktawm.{irigtfif•1~.icafmj1ojJ. Pricing schedules are

located in RFP Section 10.8. Pricing shall be opened only after the technical evaluation has
been completed on the Technical Proposal. Pricing will be evaluated by comparing the total
cost of offered solutions. A solution's total cost is the sum of the pricing shown in the
pricing schedules PLUS applicable taxes, surcharges and fees PLUS any direct
implementation costs incurred by the state.

6.2

ACCURACY AND CONCISENESS

-~~iinJ?eiislmitiit

void extraneous
attachments and superfluous information that may detract from substantive information in the
Proposal.

6.3

QUANTITY
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All materials may be shipped in a single shipping container.

7.0

CURRENT EXISTING STATE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

The State ofldaho currently has three (3) significant, existing networks with connections in numerous
locations throughout the state, and one (I) Metro network located in the Capitol Mall. Details of these
specific State network infrastructures are listed below:

7.1

ldaNet

The ldaNet network is comprised of a combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ATM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise (2), Meridian ( 1), Lewiston (I), and Coeur O' Alene
( 1). The ATM circuits allow for ldaNet to form a self-healing ring connecting the switches in each
city. The state anticipates life cycle replacement of the Cisco MGX switches by 2011.
IdaNet serves 57 state organizations utilizing 247 virtual circuits provisioned at layer 2. Classes of
service are CBR. VBR nrt, and UBR. Rates vary according to class of service, and beginning in
FYlO, by geographic area Annual operating costs are approximately $600,000, including circuit
costs and switch maintenance. The network is monitored and managed by the Department of Labor.
Billing is managed by the Office of the CIO.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 1, ldaNet for further information
on state agency locations connected through IdaNet.

7.2

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The Idaho Transportation Department (ITO) maintains a significant state owned, IP based routed
network that supports ITO Highways, Division of Motor Vehicles (OMV) and partner agency
operations. The original network was put in place to interface with the citizens of Idaho across 44
county locations in order to conduct business with the State OMV. Today the ITO network supports
Idaho State Police, Secretary of State, Eastern Idaho Technical College, County Courts, 911
Emergency Services, redundant communications for state and county/tribal Emergency Operations
Centers (EOCs) and more.
The ITO network is constantly changing and expanding to meet the business needs ofITD and its
partners, and carries a wide array of network traffic including voice, video and traditional informadon
based data used in file sharing and database access.
Security is also a major area of focus on the ITO network based on the sensitivity of the infonnation
used by the OMV, which contains personal infonnation of citizens. Furthermore, partner agencies
cmy sensitive and confidential infonnation relating to public voting, police operations and homeland!
security operations.

rrypetextJ
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The ITO network is managed by four full-time State employees consisting of two Network Analysts
and two Senior Network Analysts, reporting under the Infrastructure and operation section ofITD's
Enterprise Technology Services group.

!
j

I
i

See accompanying document, located at Appendix: B, Schedule 2, Idaho Transportation
Department for further infonnation on state agency locations connected through ITO.

I
i

7.3

IDAHO BUREAU OF HOMELAND SECURITY

I

The Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security (BHS) has responsibility for State emergency
communications and operations. In support of those communication needs, BHS maintains a
statewide digital microwave system supporting radio, voice, video and data infrastructure to state,
local, and tribal government entities. There is a current BHS project to install secure broadband
communication links from the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to each respective
County/Tribal EOC facility, providing I OMBS of capacity to these sites. This project is currently
underway and anticipated completion to be December 2009. Support is provided by Public Safety
Communications with a staff of administrative and technical personnel (23 total). There is IP
transport capacity available throughout the microwave infrastructure to supplement an IEN concept.
particularly in rural Idaho locations.

!.

I

See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 3, Idaho Bureau of Homeland
Security for information related to organizations and connections through a public safety related
network operated by the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security

7.4

CAPITOL MALL FIBER NETWORK (CMFONI)

CMFONI is the fiber optic network that provides connectivity to state agencies within the Capitol
Mall. The majority of the network consists of state owned and vendor leased multi-mode fiber with

some state-owned limited installations of single-mode fiber.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 4, Capitol Mall Fiber Network
(CMFONI) for information related to the CMFONI network maintained by the Department of
Administration.

8.0

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new JEN service must be
converted NLT 1 February 2010, with all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible.
The State ofldaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested
in identifying a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands
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8.1

I

(ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

I

•

The Vendor will maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity at the main hub site
of an amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local
sites. As IEN sites are added and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased
or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will be modified to
maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for the main hub site(s) ingress
Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the State when adding or deleting
a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. Intemet2 bandwidth will not be included
in the 50% requirement
~:?er=-=~~-v.r;.~

•

•

•

15 the regional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to its previous level. IEN users
will !!21 be required to exercise this option.
The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps). All other
proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State OCIO in coordination
with the affected customer.
The Vendor shall provide assistance to the State ofldaho OCIO office and our public school
districts\libraries, upon approval of funding by the State Legislature, to inventory and catalog
all existing distance teaming, networking, and video conferencing equipment, currently
deployed throughout their schools in order to determine actual customer IEN requirements.
This ''network communications" inventory will also be used to determine the supportability of
standards-based H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing
capabilities (See Appendix E). It will also be used to detennine actual requirements for other
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. Unitedstrearning,
netTrekker, Blackboard, Moodie, interactive weblogs\podcasts, and support for a new State of
Idaho "Longitudinal Data Network" tracking system) across the IEN network, to see if new
equipment or additional bandwidth may need to be procured and installed.
The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and possible onsite
assistance to school districts in the support of their respective video teleconferencing
programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for
conducting effective Distance Education classes. Circuit-switched connections using
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network
transport necessary for VTC applications, within the State of Idaho, but several limitations
exist in using circuit-switched services. such as their cost and sometimes poor service
reliability. Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC equipment.
Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol (IP) networks is now

[Type text]
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Vendors in support of VTC operations will provide a network infrastructure capable of
providing full screen, high quality video at a minh:gum of JO frames per second, with 60
interlaced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rates equivalent to that of the National
Television System Committee [NTSC] television) for viewing people in the teleconference or
up to I 024 x 768 [19] for viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix E,
Video Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for
additional infonnation concerning the minimum base standards that the State will be
considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support of our public
Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and Middle Schools.
• The Vendor shall work with the State of Idaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to identify
specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that the IEN Task Force
has identified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some IEN "Proof of Concept'' network
installations, which are geographically dispersed throughout key areas in the State, during the
initial phase of this project
• All connections must be "full duplex" in nature, and to the limit allowed by the technology of
the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must be available unless
otherwise indicated.
• Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference.
• The vendor will also need to leverage in their network design and planned IEN build-outs,
wherever applicable, all available State of Idaho IP transport capabilities to include available
Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave infrastructure capabilities, which are in the
process of undergoing significant network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP
transport technologies into this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to
supplement our IEN concept. particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally,
vendors will need to provide support for emerging educational applications that have large
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data Student Tracking
System, etc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these applications becomes available.
• For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate internet capacity within
their network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.
• If the circuit provided by the vendor has any red.Wldant characteristics that will help reduce the
exposure to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of the redundant
capabilities.
• The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that over any
two successive five minute poUing intervals, the utilization of the links is less than 80%
capacity and provide written documentation and verification to identify anytime the 80%
capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple users.
• It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and overall
operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to required Idaho
Education Network locations will be coordinated directly between the Vendor and IEN
customer location(s).
• The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this service
on a 7x24x52 basis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that will make available real-time
views into all service components among all sites covered by this contract, leveraging
cmrently available network monitoring tools,' and extending those monitoring capabilities to
[Type text]
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the Idaho OCIO and other educational entities as directed. Real-time ''viewing" access will
allow the Idaho Office of the CIO and others, to ensure high standards of service support are
being met IAW established SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is desired
that Vendors will also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on these
monitoring capabilities, upon request Current State Network monitoring capabilities include
the use ofa product called "Spectrum", but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate
solutions.
The Vendor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts with the affected
customer(s)) to any outages or interruptions in service within one (I) hour of a detected or
reported problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond 1 hour), the Vendor will notify the
Idaho OCIO office of the issue and keep the Idaho OCIO office appraised of ongoing efforts to
fix the problem. A complete record of this extended network outage, troubleshooting "after
action" report, will be forwarded to the Office of the OCIO office, via Email or other agreed
upon electronic means, within 24 hours of problem resolution by the Vendor.
Spare Vendor supplied equipment must be available in a reasonable time period depending on
the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour response time is required; in
more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be acceptable in cases of an equipment failure;
however, onsite spares, would be a preferred course ofaction to expeditiously resolve network
problems for these remote locations).
When planned network maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which runs the
risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIO must be notified of the
event at least three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the Vendor agrees to work with
the entities to find an alternate date or time for the maintenance if the proposed time(s) would
be particularly harmful.
The Vendor will provide securi on offered services a.gainst hackers, viruses and other threats
to this IEN network. · ·
,r '?m"·',·
=~

•..

•

Given the inherent complexities of our current State of Idaho legacy networks, Vendors need
to ensure that supporting network engineering staff have the experience and caliber needed to
design, maintain and upgrade our lEN network. Designated support engineers must also
demonstrate a proficiency in maintaining our current legacy equipment, as depicted in
Appendix B. Additionally, it is desired that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies in the
areas of core routing and switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS), with an expectation that these engineers will be the ones doing the desi o ration,
maintenance and accreditation of this lEN network. .,,,,,.
"C
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Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the National
LambdaRail Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNET2 (12) networks, helping to expand the
State's theoretical-·.and ex \;'.:)C:;,,;,:.;:t1-,.'
· ental research ca ilities as the relate to both K-12 and
hi

particularly to our higher
education institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University of Idaho, etc).
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The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set of Internet routing tables for infonnation
and security purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that information to our routers through
BGP routing protocols.
• Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple applications, from content
delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web conferencing, storage and
unified collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell Schedules" and working with the
Department of Education to work out scheduling of associated technology assets (e.g. Video
Teleconferencing capabilities) to support customer requirements for services, at differing
times.
• Vendors must also be capable of providing burstable connections (25% or higher) with the
ability to effectively manage short periods ofhigh usage (2-4 hours). Specifically, the Vendor
will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 80%
capacity is reached, in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs at individual
sites.
• The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that protect IEN
customers from interruption of services during the business day and ensure resiliency of the
services being offered.
• Vendors will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these changes that
must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OCIOs request
• Our K-12 schools, libraries, and state agencies have various IP address class sizes. By
responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are willing to route
these addresses at the request of these school districts. Vendors will also ensure that all
assigned engineering personnel working on our IEN network are compliant with CIPA
policies concerning the protection of Children to include vendor certified background checks.
• Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both public
Internet protocol (IP) networks and private backbones, as both students and instructors wil1
need access to internal web portals for student and administrative services, as wen as partner
institution web portals for educational research.
• The Vendor will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CIPA
guidelines to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies for Internet Access.
• Vendors must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies and
actions regarding the filtering of sites or content, such restrictions and filters also need to be
documented in your monthly reports back to the State OCIO office. Note, however, that this
section is not intended to prevent any Internet Service Provider (ISP) from limiting traffic
from a site causing harm to the Internet or any of its customers. Note that any filtering or DNS
changes done by Vendors must be documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO office.
• The Vendor will also provide a network design in which:
a. Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network
b. Layer 2 perfonnance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency sensitive
applications (i.e. Video over IP)
c. IEEE 802. lq VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCIO office.
d Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP
addressing and IP routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in
monthly OCIO sponsored IEN change management meetings.
• The Vendor will also:
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support,
(i.e.802. l p queuing)
b. Indicate availability of real time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a Stateprovided list of authorized monitoring stations.
•
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c. Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and under
what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be implemented to ensure
that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand to participants.
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS changes
will be honored.
• To account for schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more bandwidth
as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond with two different
deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge router" and one with a
"low bandwidth edge router". This is an area that will be included in our evaluation criteria
concerning the technical merits of submitted proposals, in enabling our supported IEN
customers to pursue additional network upgrades.
• The Vendor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed within the
timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on
use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations being kept in line with ERate eligibility standards for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO office
and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule per site.
• The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month on
utilization, network traffic capacity and perfonnance tuning, service usage (broken down by
institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the Department of
Administration, OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature.
• The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that verify or
indicate service levels are being met, NLT 15 of each Month to the OCIO.
• The Vendor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket activity
involving customer support to the OCIO and other educational entities that request this
information.
• The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the program by
filing fonns and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.
• The Vendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities and
state customer, IEN network "knowledge transfer'' classes, in collaboration with the Idaho
State CIO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to IEN customers through
workshops for technical support held twice a year (JEN Day) at designated locations
throughout the state and at no cost to the State.
• The Vendor will provide customer interaction through a customer service representative. IVR
and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the exception of voice mail when the
staff is currently helping other customers.
• The Vendor will interact with customers to provide advanced engineering services (i.e. support
to individual district network managers for troubleshooting district area network exchanges
with the rformance of the bundle Internet access).

i
I
I

II
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. The reason(s) may
be economic, technical, etc. The IEN proposal evaluation team will make the final
determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take exception to the
requirements set forth herein.
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8.2

It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause
of a mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein. The
Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost.

(ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE

The State and the Contractor will work in partnership to ensure the services provided
under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and user
needs grow. The State of Idaho Chief Information Office, in conjunction with or on behalf of all other
.. ·--·
participants, will assume the primary role in seeking and proposing new technologies and
enhancements. This technolo refreshment clause will be a re uired condition of the contract.
._.

As'a
w.,,~··;:T:a,;·~e
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State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during
the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing. These reviews may result in
expanding the services offered by the Contractor to include new pricing elements or pricing
modifications associated with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations.
Changes in the industry related to regulation and/or pricing mechanisms may also result in
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review periods will
commence no later than the 24th month (-February l, 201 l)from the effective date of the contract; thf
36th month (-February l, 2012) from the effective date of the contract

8.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES

~@.:,:

Contractors must have the necessary
staff for the installation and maintenance of their network responsibilities and
necessary staff to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of critical

~~:~~·'.::~ '"~' :~,&~ .-.

",Yi···
·. \~'.'.•. The following performance specifications are required service level
guarantees. The Contractor will confonn to these service level agreements, which are
to include details concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures,
and non-confonnance penalties.

8.4

(ME) SPECIFICATIONS

At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability wilJ be 99.95% or greater as measured
over twelve consecutive months.

Mean tim,e to repair <MTIR) a failed transport backbone network element. measured over twelve
consecutive months, will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
[Type text]
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End-to-End Network MTIR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.

Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee
overall network performance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any
outages and/or diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTTR
(Mean Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, shall
result in a credit to the State equal to four {4) days credit of service and one (1) day credit of service
for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network component.
Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4)
occurrences per month shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment

8.5

(ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The State of Idaho acknowledges that project management and implementation
procedures will require alignment and adjustment of work processes for the
Contractor's organizations, the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will
be part of the contract finalization, however the Contractor will respond to this RFP
assuming the following responsibilities listed below. Specifically, the State ofldaho and educational
entity management staff will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide overall project direction and program management
Review and approve all project plans and deliverables.
Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
implementation phases and ongoing upgrade design of this project.
Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
management team as needed.
Review and approve all project specific documentation standards and requirements for the
various types of reports, technical/procedural documentation, and management materials that
will be produced during the project.
Coordinate other resources as needed to support the implementation process.
Provide on-site assistance, as needed during the implementation phases of the
project.
The State of Idaho IEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifying eligible
participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the Contractor for ordering,
moving, adding or changing services.

Vendor Responsibilities:
•
•

•

The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network
service(s) that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.
The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a
location that is within one (1) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover
phases of this project The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project
design/development and the required installation.
The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event of

I
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a service disruption. The Contractor will provide infonnation regarding intent to maintain its
facilities after project implementation has been completed.
The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact for all
services and equipment provided by the contract. including services and equipment
subcontracted to another vendor.

9.0

VENDOR REQUIREMENTS

9.1

(ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE

9.2

(ME) PEERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS

[Type text]
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9.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS ("SLAs1

9.4

(ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS

Iticl~~~ui%fouj(i~.~·~m:plts\ol:i:'seljct,'j,a;iro.ufe'and·;pu:ig'?testsl.

It is recommended that
providers use "pathping" to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The destinations
to be tested follow:

Coeur d'Alene School District

http://www.cdaschools.org/
Lewiston School District
http://www.lewiston.k12.id.us/
University ofldaho
http://www.uidaho.edu/
Meridian School District
http://www.meridianschools.org/
Boise State University
http://www.idbsu.edu/
Twin Falls School District
http://www.tfsd.k12.id.us
College of Southern Idaho

http://www.csi.edu/
Idaho State University
http://www.isu.edu/
Idaho Falls School District
http://www.d9l.k12.id.us/

Salmon School District
http://www.salmon.lc l 2.id.us/

9.5

(E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
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9.6

(H) ORGANIZATION

9.7

(H) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

9.8

(E) REFERENCES

9.9

(ME) FINANCIALS

··';liiWtlt.~2~~iL:,:·····~/~y~·i~;!!!ti:n.~i~~!ti~=~:~~~
should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance sheets, income
statements, credit ratings, lines of credit.. or other financial arrangements sufficient to enable the
Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This information will be held in
confidence to the extent that law allows.

9.10 (B) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
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9.11 (ME) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS
The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly reports of the status
of any deployment schedules to the State's designated IEN project manager. Deployment status
reports will provide weekly infonnation related to the adherence to the deployment schedule
identified in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the deployment schedule, and
recommended resolution(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment.

9.13 (E) BILLING
The State will provide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some
cases the billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format
For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing organization
directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Form 474) in accordance with established E-Rate policies
to ensure that appropriate E-Rate processing can be accomplished. The contractor must comply with
all applicable E-Rate requirements. The State may request a copy or summary of billings to other
entities.

9.14 (E) CERTIFICATION
The State requires that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders
must elaborate on whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing specific
to the network proposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to accept
direct payment for USP and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and whether they are
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willing to deduct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations toward a contract resultint
from this RFP.

9.15 {ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
Vendors will provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the IEN core network, following the
installation and activation of all equipment, to include testing of each link to insure and verify proper
transmission speeds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how they will document
these tests and present their findings to the State JEN OCIO office. Note the results of all these tests
will be docwnented by the contractor, given to the State and become a part of the Vendors
Maintenance records, along with required monthly status reports specified in sections 8.1 and 9.12.

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES

~

~~;·'·: :·~p

proposed on a ''per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs must be reflected in
either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges will be accepted. The
State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum quantities of network
services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the sole purpose of assisting the
Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for any cost that is not identified in the Bidders
proposal.

•i••~•i•••i~oori·At:~:i~:-~~
10.1 (E) NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE COSTS (NON-CPE)
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10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS

Additionally, vendors are encouraged to:
•
•

Minimize any "transport,. or "backhaul.. charges in support of a stable per megabit pricing
algorithm.
Specify all fees for activation. termination and/or processing if allowable changes in capacity
are requested during the life of the contract
• . Provide a means to clearly determine the monthly recurring costs associated to the
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consumed.
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain
additional TCP/IP address ranges during the term of the contract.

10.6 (E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS DURING THE CONTRACT
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones
during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified under item 8.2
Technology Refreshment

10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION
The proposal cost will be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the applicable
length of contract in months, not to include extensions, plus the one-time non-recurring costs.

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
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All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the application
of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts.
All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets. Please
contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using these worksheets.

i

f~Jf~~t~~~~iIB~1~f~~~'1RP.ill~~~~~~JJ.§~Jfgi&J1ifl~~~i~~iii~til]l~~i~
Item no. Description
1 TOTAL PRICE

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge($) Charge($}

2 Breakdown ofTotal Price:

f~~r~~~~1l~i~1t~~m~~1J~iii~!-Ii!41!¥~~i~®:~~,~~~t

I!
i

Month!Y

Item no. Desctjption
1 Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

One-time Recurring
charge($) Charge($)

I

I·
I

2 Burstable incremental bandwidth

(indicate incremental units)

;
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;,~:;: ~~~~:f.+;~~··~~,:~. ?~·-~:··~~:~.~~r:::.~1[:;B~~-~:ro;t;lEltV~oom:~~&w(Ui::2~:;;_~~;-··~t~;;,:::~;:~td!~7t~r.~:~t<::.
Item no. Description
1 Fixed bandwidth
(indicate units)

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge($.) Charge($.)

2 Burstable bandwidth
{indicate units)

~;~1~1&ftl~~~~li1l~~JJtWi:!R~1fl~~~IR~JT~I~~I~~,:~~~~~:
Monthly

One-time

Item no. Description
1 DNS Caching

Recurring
charge{$} Charge($}

2 Network Security

3 Application Level Monitoring
4 Content Filtering
5 IP Maintenance
6 E-Matl & Archiving Services
7 Managed Firewall Services
8 Traffic Prioritization Services
9 Other value-added services

One-time
Item no. Description

Month\y
Recurring

charge($) Charge($)
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Taxes, Fees, and Surcharges
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identify and explain the
various existing taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Internet services.
Provide an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's
pricing in the preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users
will pay.

I
i
1·

I
1

Volume Discounts
Identify and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the
basis for qualifying for them (e.g., revenue, usage, number of access points).

I
I
l

I

I
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE 1: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
Idaho State Public Biffh Schools
American Falls Joint District #381
American Falls Hi!!h School

Idaho State Public Hieb Schools Cont.
Cascade District #422
Cascade Hi2h School

Basin District #72

Cassia District #151

Idaho City Hi2h/Middle School

Burlev Hil!h School
Declo Hil!h School
Raft River Hil!h School
Cassia Regional Technical Center

Bear Lake Disrtict #33

Bear Lake ffifrh School
Blackfoot District #55
Blackfoot Hfo·h School
lndenendence Alternative Hil!h School
Blaine Countv District #61
Carey School {K-12)
Wood River m2h.Sehool
Boise District #1
Boise Hil!h School
Borah Hieb School .
Canital Hiah Schooi
Dehrvl A. Dennis Prof. Tech Ed Ctr.
Fort Boise Hiah School
Marian Prichett Hie:h School
Mountain Cove Hieb School
Timberline Hil!h School
Bonneville Joint District #93
Bonneville Hilrll School
Hillcrest Hie;h School
Lincoln Hi11h School
Boundarv Countv District #101
Bonners Ferrv Him School
Bruneau-Grand View Joint District #365
Rimrock Jr/Sr. Him School

Buhl Joint District #412
·eubl Hi11h School

Castleford District #417
Castleford His:h
Cour d'Alene District #271
Cour d'Alene Hil!h School
Lake City Hi!!h School
Proiect CDA Alternative l:Ji2h School
Riverbend Technical A~my
Cottonwood Joint District #242
Prairie Hie;h School
Council District #i3
Coucil Hieb School
Dietrich District #314
Emmett District #221
Emmett Him School
Fremont Countv Joint District #215
South Fremont Hhrh School
Genesee Joint District #282
Glenns Fern Joint District #192
Glenns Ferry Hil!h School
Goodine Joint District #231
Goodine Hilili School
Idaho School for the Deaf and Blind
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Caldwell District #132
Caldwell Hi2h School
Canyon Springs Alt High School

Grace Joint District #148
Grace Him School

Idaho Dif!'ital Learniru!: Aeademv
SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF mN PHASE ONE PUBLIC IDGH SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Wu Schools
Homedale Joint District #370
Homedale Him School
Idaho Falls District #91
Idaho Falls Hieh School
Skvline H~h School
Westview Hieb School
Jefferson Countv School District #251
Jefferson ffigh School
Ri2bv High School
Jerome Joint District #261
Jerome Hi!rlt School

Idaho PubUe m.h Schools Cont
Madison Hi!!h School
MarsilU! District #363
Marsina Hbth School
McCall-Donnelly District #421
McCall Donnellv ffigb School
Meadow Valley District #11

Kimberlv ffigh School

Meridian Joint Disttiet #2
Centennial Hi!!h School
Central Acadenw Him School
Ea!zle Academy l:lim School
Ea!zle Hirili School
Meri,dian Academ.v Hillh School
Meridian Ch~r HJm School
Meridian HiJ?h School
Meridian Medical Arts Charter HS
Mountain View Him School

Kootenai District #274
Kootenai HiP:h School

Middleton District #134
Middleton High School

Kuna Joint District #3

Kuna Hillh School

Midvale District #433..
Midvale Hi2h School

Lakeland District #272

Minidoka Countv Joint District #331

Lakeland Hifm School
Mountain View Alternative Hi2h School
Timberlake Junior/Senior Himi School ·

Minco Hum School
Mt. Harrison JrJSr. Hiah School

Lake Pend OreBle District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior Hhm School
Sandnoint Him School

Moscow Hillh School
Paradise Creek Rffllional Hhm School

Lewiston District #340

Mountain Home HiJrh School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Hi11:h School

Kelloflfl Joint District #391
Kellogiz Hi2h School
Kimberly District #414

·.

Melba Joint District #136
Melba ffigh School

Moscow District #281

Mountain Home District #193
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Lewiston High School
Madison District #321
Central High School

Mountain View District #244
Clearwater Vallev Senior Hi2h School
Grangeville Hiizh School

!

I
i

!·

l

SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC fflGH SCHOOLS
Idaho Public llh,h Seltools
Mullan District #392
Mullan Junior/Senior High School

Idaho Public Rltrh Seltools Cont.
Ririe Joint District #252
Ririe ffig:h School

I
I

!Nampa District #131
Columbia Hiizh School
Namna Hillh Schooi
Skyview Hiizh School
Oneida Countv District #351
Malad Hill:h School
Orofino Joint District #171 .
Orofino Hi11:h School
Timberline Junior/Senior Hiizh School
Parma District #137
Panna Hieb School
Pa:vette Joint District #371
Payette Alternative Niizht School
Payette Hiizh School
Plummer/Worley Joint District #44
Lakeside Hiim School
Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Centurv Hie;h Schoc>.l
Hiizhland Hiizh School
Pocatello Hi!!h School
Post Falls District #273
New Version Hiizh School
Post Falls Hiim School
Riverbend Professional Tech
.. Academv
Potlatch District #285
Preston Joint District #201
Preston Hfo:h School

Rockland District #382
Rockland Hiizh School

I

St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
St Maries Hill:h School
UpRiver School

[.

Ii:

Salmon District #291
Salmon Hiizh School

l

Salmon River Joint District #243
Salmon River Hiizh School
ShellevJointDistrict#60
Shellev Him School
Shoshone Joint Distri~ #312
Shoshone i-liim School
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537
Shoshone-Bannock Jr. and Sr. Hiim School
Snake River Di$trict #52
Snake River Hi11:h School
Soda Sorinl!S Joint District #150
Caribou Hi11h School
Soda Spriru!S Hi2ii School
Swan Valley District #92
Teton Countv District #401
Teton Hi1rh School
Troy District #287
Troy Junior-Senior Hiizh School
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SCHEDULE 1 cont: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC IDGH
SCHOOLS\HIGHER EDUCATION EN'ITTIES

Idaho PabHe llitm Sea.oots
Twin Falls District #411
Maizic Valley High School
Robert Stuart Him School
Twin Falls Hiah School
Vallev District #262
Vallivue District #139
Vallivue Hhrh School
Wallace District #393
Wallace Junior/Senior High School

Idaho COllet!eS and Universities
State Colleees
College of Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho Technical College
Lewis-Clark State Colleue
North Idaho College
College of Western Idaho
State Universities
Boise State Universitv
Idaho State University
Universitv of Idaho

Weiser District #431
Weiser Hie:h School
Wendell District #232
Wendell Hi£!h School
West Bonner County District #83
Priest River Lamanna Hfo;h School

West Jefferson District #253
West Jefferson. .Hieb
School
.
West Side Joint School District #202
West Side Him School
Whitepine Joint District #288
Dearv Hieb School
Idaho Distance Education Academy
Wilder District #133
Wilder Hi2h School
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SCHEDULE 2: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho Publie Elements.. :..·- -- - -- Schools
American Falls Joint District #381
American Falls Intermediate School
Hillcrest Elementarv School
William Thomas Middle School
Basin District, #72
Basin Elementarv School
Idaho City Hi!Zh/Middle School
Bear Lake Countv District #33

Blackfoot District #SS
Blackfoot Sixth Grade
Fort Hall Elementarv SchQol
Groveland Elementarv School
IrviM Kindemarten Center
Mountain View Middle. School .
Rid2e Crest Elemet1tani School
Stalker Elementarv School
Stoddard Elementary School
Waoello Elementarv School
"'

Blaine County District #61
Bellevue Elenientarv School (K.:2)
Carey School <K-2)
Communitv School
Ernest Heinmin2wav Elementarv (i(_5)
Hailey Elementarv School
Wood River Middle School ·
Woodside Elementarv
Boise District #1
Adams Elementarv School .
Amitv Elemerita:rv School·
Cole Elementarv School
Collister El
School
Cvnthia Mann E1ementarv School
Fairmont Junior HiRh ·school
Franklin Elementarv School
Garfield Elementarv School
Hawthorne Elementarv School
Hiehlands El
School
Hillcrest Elementarv School
y

y

'- --ddle SdlooJs
Idaho Pablie Elelnen
Boise District #1 Continued
Horizon Elementary School
Jackson Elementarv School
Jefferson Elementarv School
Les Bois S.chool (Jwiior Hil!h)
Liberty Elementarv School
Lonl!fellow Elementarv School
Lowell Elementarv School
Madison Earlv Childhood Center
Maule Grove Elementarv School
McKinlev Elementarv School
Monroe Blementarv School
Mountain View Elementarv School
North Junior Hi11:h School ·
Owvhee-Harbor Elementarv School
Pierce Park Elementarv School
Rivern:len Jumor i-Iillh School .
Riversid~ Eleroentarv Scl:l,ool
Roosevelt ·Elementarv School
Shadow Hill!! Elementarv School
Trail Wind Elementarv School·.
Vallev View Elemcntarv School
Washim?ton Elementarv School
··west Junior Hieb School
Whitnev Elementarv School
Whittier Elemeritarv School
Willtam Howard Taft .Elementarv School .

l

!

I

Bonneville Joint Disirlct #93
Ammon Elementarv Schoof
Cloverdale Elementarv School
Fairview Elementarv Schooi
Falls Vallev Elementarv School
. Hillview Elementarv School
Iona Elenientarv School ·
Rimrock Blementarv School
Rockv Mowitain Middle School
Sandcreek Middle School
Tavlor's Crossin2 Public Charter School
Tiebreaker Elementarv School
Ucon Elementarv School
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementarv School

I-

I

!
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I Hillside Junior High School

I

SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
• - - • -- .SeJaooJs
Idaho Publle Ele
Bonneville Joint District #93 Continued
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementarv School
Boundary County District #101
Boundarv Countv Junior Hil!h School
Evemreen Elementarv School
Mt. Hall Elementarv School
Naoles Elementarv School
Vallev View Elementarv School
Bruneau-Grand View Joint Dist. #365
Bruneau Elementarv School
Grandview Elementarv School
Rimrock JrJSr. Hifih School
Buhl Joint District $412
Buhl Middle School
Ponnlewell Elementarv School
Caldwell District #132
Jefferson Middle School
Lewis Clark Elementarv School
Lincoln Elementarv School
Sacaiawea Elementarv School .
Svrine:a Middle School
Van Buren Elementarv School
Washine:ton Elementarv School
Wilson Elementarv School

Idaho Publle Elemen-. ·- - . - Schools
Cassia District #iSl Continued
Mountain View Elementarv School
Newcomer Center
Oakley Elementarv School
Raft River Elementarv School
White Pine Elementarv School
Castleford District #417
Castleford Elementarv
Castleford Middle
Clark County District #161
Coeur d'Alene District #271
Borah Elementarv School ·
Brvan Elementarv School
Canfield School (Middle)
Dalton Elementarv School
Fernan El~entarv S~hool
Havden Meadows Elementarv School
Lakes Middle School
Proiect Middle School
..

-

. Elementarii ~fohool

Skyway Elementarv School
Sorenson Elementarv School .
The Brirui-e
Winton· Elementarv School
Woodland Middle School
•'··

Cottonwood Joint Disiii.ct #242

Cascade District #422
Cascade Elementarv School

Council District #13

Council Elementarv School
Cassia District #151

Albion Elementarv School
Almo Elementarv School
Burley Junior Hieb School
Cassia Re2ional Technical Center
Cassia Education Center
Declo Elementarv School
Declo Junior Hiilh School
Dworsbak Elementarv School

Dietrich District
#314
..
•·

Emmett District #221.

Butte View. Elementa.rv School
Carberrv Intermediate School
Emmett Junior Hifih School
Shadow Butte Elementarv School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
- -ddle Schools
Idaho Puhlie Eleme
Fremont County Joint District #21S
Ashton Elementarv School
Central Elementary School
Teton Elementarv School

Genesse Joint District #282
Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferrv Elementarv School
Glenns Ferrv Middle School

Idallo Public Elementan\Middle Selaools
Theresa Bunker Elementary School
Westside Elementarv School
Jefferson County Joint District #251
Hardwood Elementarv School
Jefferson Elementary School
Midwav Middle School
Midway Elementarv School
RiR:bv Junior Hi211
Roberts Elementary School

Goodine: Joint District #231
Goodine: Elementarv School
GoodinJ? Middle School
Goodin!? Accelerated Learnine Center
Idaho School for the Deaf & Blind

Jerome Joint District #261
Central Elementary School
Horizon Elementarv School
. Jefferson Elementarv School
Jerome Middle School

Grace Joint District #148
Grace Elementarv School
Grace Junior Hieh School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Elenientarv School
Kamiah Middle School

Homedale Joint District ·#370....
Homedale ·Elemeritarv School
Homedale Middle School
..

KeUotm Joint District #391 .
Canvon Elementarv School
Kelloee Middle School · ··
Pinehurst Efomentarv School
Sunnyside.. Elementarv School

Idaho Falls District #91
A.H. Bush Elementarv School
Clair E. Gale Junior Hiah School
Dora Erickson Elementarv School
Ewzle Rock Junior Hi~h School
Ede:emont Elementarv High School
Ethel Boyes Elementary School
Fox Hollow Elementarv School
Hawthorne Elementarv School· ·
Linden Parle Elementarv School
Londellow Elementary School
Sunnyside Elementarv School
Tavlorview Junior Hhlh School
Idaho Falls District #91 Continued
TemoleView

Kimberlv District #414
Kimberly Elementary School
Kimberly Middle School

..

Kootenai District #274
Kuna Joint District #3
Crimson Point Elementary School
Fremont H. Teed Elementarv School
Hubbard Elementarv School
Indian Creek Elementarv School
Kuna Middle School
Reed Elementarv School
Ross Elementarv School

l·.

I

I.

I
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IBN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho h.blh; Elementa.J ·- - - -· Schools
Lakeland District #272
Athol Elementarv School
Bettv Kiefer Elementarv School
Garwood Elementarv School
John Brown Elementarv School
Lakeland Junior Hil!h School
Spirit Lake Elementarv School
Timberlake Junior/Senior Hi!!h School
Lake Pend Oreille District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior Hie:h School
Farmin-Stidwell Elementarv School
Kootenai Elementarv School
Northside Elementarv School
SandnointCharterSchool
Sandnoint Middle School
Southside Elementarv School
Washine:ton Elementarv School
Lewiston District #340
Camelot Elementary School
Centennial Elementarv School
Jenifer Junior Hi!!li. School
McGhee Elememarv School ··.
McSorlev Eiementarv School
Orchards Elementarv School
Sacaiawea Junior Hi2h School
Tammany Alternative Learning Center
Webster Elementarv School
Madison District #321
Adams Elementarv School
Archer & Lyman Elementarv Schools
Hibbard Elementarv School
Kennedv Elementarv School
Lincoln Elementarv School .
Madison Junior Him School
Madison Middle School
Marslne District #363

Marsina: Elementa.rv School
Marsin2 Middle School

Idaho Public Elemen • - •· · ·- Schools
McCall-Donnelly District #421
Barbara Moman Elementarv School
Donnelly Elementarv School
McCall Elementarv School
Pavette Lakes Middle School
Meadow Valley District #11
Meadow Vallev Elementarv
Meadow Vallev Secondarv
Melba Joint District #136
Melba Elementarv School
Melba Middle School
Meridian Joint District #2
Arts West School
Crossroads Middle School
Erude Middle School
Joplin Elementarv School
Lake Hazel Middle School
Lewis and Clark Middle School
Lowell Scott Middle School
Meridian Middle Scb,ool ..
SawtoothMiddle·schooI
Middleton District #134
Middleton Hefo:hts Elementarv School
Middleton Middle School
Mill Creek Elementarv School
Purole Sa2e Elementarv School
Midvale District #433
Midvale Elementarv School
Midvale Junior Hie:h Schooi
Minidoka Countrv Joint District #331
Acequia El
• School
East Minico Middle School
Hevbum Elementarv School
Paul Blementarv School
RuoertEl
• School
West Minco Middle School
Mt. Harrison JrJSr. Hillh School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
. - -· - - Sehools
Idaho Public Elemen
Moscow District #281
A.B. McDonald Elementarv School
Lena Whitmore Elementarv School
Moscow Junior Hillh School
Russell Elementarv School
West Park Elementarv School

IQho PubUe Elementary\Mlddle Sehools
Orofino Joint District #171
Orofino Elementarv School
Orofino Junior Hillh School
Peck Elementarv School
Pierce Elementa.rv School
Weiooe Elementarv School

Mountain Home District #193
Atlanta Elementarv School
East Elementary School
Hacker Middle School
Libertv Elementarv School
Mountain Home AFB Primarv School
Mountain Home Jr. Him School
North Elementarv School
Pine Elem.entarv School
Steohensen Middle School
West Elementarv School

Parma District #137
Maxin~ Johnson Elementarv School
Panna Middle School

Mullan District #392
John Mullan Elementarv School
Nampa District #131
Centennial .Elementarv School
Central Elementarv School
East Vallev Middle School.
Franklin D. Roosevelt Elementarv School
Greenhurst Elementarv School
Iowa Elementarv School
Lincoln Elementarv School
Owyhee Elementarv School
Parkview Early Childhood Center·
Park Rid2e Elementarv Schoof
Ronald Reru!an Elementarv School
Shennan Elementarv School
Snake River Eiementary School
Sunny Ridae Elementarv School·
South Middle School
West Middle School
Willow Creek ElementarY School

Pavette Joint District #371
McCain Middle School
Pavette Primarv School
Westside Elementarv School
Plummer/Worle:v Joint District #44
Lakeside Elementarv School
Lakeside Middle School
PocateUo/Chubbuck District #25
Chubbuck Elementarv School
Edahow Elementaiv School
.Ellis Elementarv. ·schoof
Franklin Middle School
Gate City Elementarv School
Greenacres EJe.nientarv School
Hawthorne Middle School
Indian Hills Elementarv
lrvins: Middle School
Lewis and Clark Elementarv School
Svrina Efomenta.rv School
Tendov Elementarv School
Washinmnn Elementary School
Wilcox..Elementarv School
Post Falls District #273
Post Falls Middle School

I-

I

Mullan Trail Elemen1mv School
· School
Ponderosa El
Prairie View Elementarv School

I·

Oneida Country District #351
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS

Idaho PubUe Demen . - --ddle Schools
Post Falls District #273 Continued
River Citv Middle School
Seltice Elementarv School
Potlatch District #285
Preston Joint District #201
Oakwood Elementarv School
Pioneer Elementarv School
Preston Junior Him School
Ririe Joint District #2Sl
Ririe Elementarv School
Ririe Middle School
Rockland District #382
Rockland Elementarv School
St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
Heyburn Elementarv School
St. Maries Middle School
UnRiver ·school·
....

Salmon District #291
Brooklvn School
Pioneer Elementarv School
Salmon School (Middle)
Salmon River Joint District #243
Riu:mns Elementarv.. School
Shellev Joint District #60
Goodsell Primary School
Hobbs Middle School .
Stuart Elemen.ta.rv School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone Elementarv School
Shoshone Middle School
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537

Idaho Public Elemen .:-·· - -- Schools
Snake River District #52
Moreland Elementarv School
Riverside Elementarv School
Rockford Elementarv School
Snake River Middle School
Snake River Junior Hi1rh School
Soda Surines Joint District #150
Gravs Lake Elementarv School
Hooner Elementarv School (4-6)
Thrikill Elementarv School (K.J)
Tigert Middle School
Swan Valley District #91.
Swan Vallev Elementarv School
Teton County District #401
Dri22s Elementarv School
Teton Middle School
Tetonia Elementarv School
Victor Elementarv School
Troy District #287

Troy Eiem~·scbool ·
Trov Junior/Senior i-liim School
Twin Falls District #411
Bickel Elementarv School
Harrison Elementarv School
Momin2Side Elementarv School
Oret!on Trail Elementarv School
Perrine Elementarv School
Sawtooth Elemeiitarv. School
O'Learv Junior High Schoo1 ·· ·
Valley District #262

..

Vallivue District #139
Birch Elementarv Schoof
Central Canvon Elementarv School
East Canyon Elementarv School
Saee Vallev lntennediate School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE

SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Vallivue District #139 Continued
Vallivue Middle School
West Canyon Elementary School

Idaho Pubic Elellien--- .. ...::cktle Schools
Whiteoine Jint District #288
Bovill Elementarv School
Deary Elementarv School
Idaho Distance Education Academv

Wallace District #393
Silver Hills Elementarv School

I

Weiser District #431
Parle Intermediate School
Pioneer Elementarv School
Weiser Middle School

I

Wendell District #232
Wendell Elementarv School
Wendell Middle School
West Bonner Countv District #83
Idaho Hill Elementarv School .
Priest River Elementarv School
Priest River Junior Hiah School
West Jefferson District #253
Hamer Eleinentarv School .
Terreton Elementarv & Junior HS .
West Side Joint District #202
Harold B. Lee Elementarv School
Harold B. Lee Middle School
West Side Joint District #202
Bovill Elementarv School (K-3)
Dearv Elementarv School
Wilder District #133
Wilder Schools: Elementarv
Wilder Schools: Middle
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SCHEDULE 3: LIST OF IEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idaho PubHc Libraries Continued
Idaho Poblie Li"braries
Fremont Countv District Library-Island Park
Aberdeen District Librarv
Fremont Co District Library-St Anthony
Ada Community Library-Hidden Sprin2s
Garden City Public Library
Ada Community Librarv-Star Branch
Garden Valley District Library
American Falls District Library
Glenns Ferrv Public Librarv
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Librarv~Paris Branch
Gooding Public Librarv
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Librarv-Whitman-Thiel
Grace District Librarv
Bellevue Public Library
Benewah Countv Dist. Library-Tensed Branch Grangeville Centennial Library
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tri-Community Hagerman Public Librarv
Hailey Public Library
Blackfoot Public Librarv
Hansen District Librarv
Blackfoot Rural Librarv District
Homedale Public Librarv
Boise Basin Librarv District
Horseshoe Bend District Librarv
Boise Public Librarv
Idaho Commission for Libraries-North
Boise Public Librarv-Collister Branch
Idaho Commission for Libraries-East
Boise Public L•brarv-Hillcrest Branch
Idaho Falls Public Librarv
Bonneville .Country Librarv Distrtict
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library~Hamer Branch
Boundarv County District Library
Jefferson Co. Dist. Librarv-Heart of Valley
Bruneau District Librarv
Jefferson Co. Dist. Librarv-Menan-Annis
Buhl Public Librarv
Jerome Public LO,rarv
Burley Public Librarv
Caldwell Publi~ Librarv · ·
KellOIIII Pubii~ Librarv
Pubiic Library
Kimberly
Library
Camas County District
Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Athol
Cambrid2e Comrnunitv Librarv
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Bookmobile
Cascade Public Librarv
Challis Public Librarv
Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Harrison
Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Hayden
Clark County District Library
Kootenai Shosl)one Area Librarv-Pinehurst
Clarkia District Library
Clearwater County District Librarv
Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Rathdrum
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Spirit Lake
Clearwater Memorial Librarv
Coeur d'Alene Public Librarv
Kuna Librarv Oistrict
Latah Countv District Librarv-Bovill
DeMarv Memorial Public Librarv
Latah County District Librarv-Dearv .·
Eaele Public Librarv
Latah Countv Distnct Librarv-Genesee
East Bonner Countv Free Librarv District
Latah County District. Librarv~Juliaetta
Library Dist. Bookmbl
E. Bonner Countv
Latah Countv District Librarv-Moscow
E. Bonner Countv Free Librarv Dist. Clark F
Counrii District Librarir-i>oiiatch
Eastern Owyhee Country District iJbrarv .
Latah
.
Elk River Free Librarv District
Lemhi Countv District Librarv-Leadore
Lemhi County District Librarv- Salmon
Emmett Public Librarv
Lewiston Citv Library
Filer Public Librarv
Lewisville Public Librarv
Franklin Co Dist. <Larsen-Sant) Librarv
Little Wood River District Library
Fremont Co. Dist. Libra.rv-Ashton Branch

Free

[fype text]
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SCHEDULE 3 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idaho Public Libraries
Lizard Butte District Librarv
Lost Rivers District Librarv
Lost Rivers District Library-Howe Branch
Mackay District Library
Madison Library District
Marshall Public Library
McCall Public Librarv
Meadows Valley Public Librarv District
Meridian District Librarv
Middleton Public Librarv
Midvale District Library
Mountain Home Public Librarv
Mullan Public Librarv
Namoa Public Librarv
North Bingham Co. District Librarv
Notus Public Library
Oakley District Librarv
Ola District Librarv
Oneida County District Library
Osburn Public Librarv
Patricia Romanko Public Librarv
Pavette Public· Library
Pierce District Library
Plummer Public Library
Portneuf District Library
Post Falls Public Library
Prairie District Librarv
Prairie River Library Dist.Crai2m.ont
Prairie River Ubrarv Dist-Culdesac
Prairie River Librarii Dist-Kamiah
Prairie River Library Dist-Kooskia
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Neznerce
Prairie River Library Dist-Peck ·
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Winchester
Prairie RiverLibrary Dist-Laowai
Priest Lake District Library
Richfield District Librarv
Rie:by Public Librarv
Ririe Public LibrarY
Roberts Public Librarv
Rockland School Communitv Librarv

Idaho Public IJbraries Continued
Salmon River Public Librarv
Shoshone Public Librarv
Snake River School/Community Library
Soda Sprine:s Public Library
South Bannock District Librarv-Downey
S. Bannock Dist. Librarv-Lava Hot Springs
St. Maries Public Librarv
Stanley Community Public Library Dist.
Sue:ar Salem School/Communitv Librarv
Twin Falls Public Library
Vallev of the Tetons District Librarv
Wallace Public Librarv
Weiser Public Library
Wendell Public Librarv
West Bonner Librarv District
West Bonner Librarv District-Blanchard
Wilder District Library

[Type text]

!,.
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NOTE: APPENDIX B MUST BE DOWNLOADED AT:

Host Name/Address· ftpl.idaho.gov
External User Account
Account Name - dopftp (all lowercased, as in dog; o, as in over; p, as
in paper; f, as in fern; t, as in tree; p, as in paper)
Password - Lo39G175 (Capital L, as in Leon; lowercase o, as in over;
the number three; the number nine; capital G, as in George; the number one;
the number seven; the number five)

i

I
I

/.

i
1.·

[Type text]
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APPENDICIES C-E

000141

APPENDIX C, JEN PHASE I, PILOT PROGRAMS

In Phase I of our IEN effort, we have identified by geographical location, district and
current connectivity data, potential public high schools that may be willing to participate
in the pilot phase of this program. Those counties are highlighted in RED below their
respective region.

Benewah

Ada

Bonner

Adams

Butte

Boundary

Boise

Clark

Kootenai

Shoshone

j Nez Perce

BonnevDle

Canyon

Custer

Elmon,

j Fremont

Gem

Jefferson

Owyhee

Lemhi

Payette

Teton

Washington

Madison

I

Valley
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APPENDIX D, CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The following information Is provided concerning known broadband connectivity to our Idaho
Public Schools. It is included in this document to give Vendors information about what is and.!!
not currently available to our public schools and to highlight the need for Vendors to assist us in
coming up with a viable plan to close the gap on these disparities wherever possible to ensure
equal access to all Idaho students to higher education resources. Please note this is not a
comprehensive list, but provided to assist Vendors in preparing their proposal responses.

Dis1rict Name
Id#
BOISE INDEPENDENT
1

2
11

DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT
DISTRICT
MEAOOWS VALLEY
DISTRICT

13
21

25
33
44
52

ss

58
59
60
61
71

72
73

83
91

92
93

COUNCIL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
TVPe

Rate

TlmeWamer

Fiber

70Mbos

TimeWamer

Fiber

Frontier
Csmbrldge
Telephone
Comoanv

DSL

56Mbos
512Mb Up, 2Gb
Down

DSL

Down

Cost
$53000

$1,300,nnn ·
$4,791

512KbUp, 2M
$1,827
$11,000

MlcroServ

Wireless

POCATELLO DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT
PLUMMER-WORLEY
JOINT DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT

CableONE

Cable.Fiber

3Mb
3Mb,12Mb

$67,200

DirectComm

Cable

1.5Mhmi

$12.314

RedSoectrum
Qwest

Wireless
FP T1

4Mb

BLACKFOOT DISTRICT

MicroServ

FPMult T1,DSL

ABERDEEN DISTRICT
FIRTH DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT
DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNlY
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICT
BASIN SCHOOL
DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND
SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT

DirectComm

MicroServ

Cable
Wireless

Unknown

$6000

CableONE

Cable

10Mb

$4116

Qwest

FPMult T1

9Mb

Qwest
McLeod USA
(Pavtechl

FPMuILT1

Unknown

$10500

FPMult T1

3Mb

$11,nAA

AT&T

FPMult T1

Unknown

$124AA

!

$18000

i
!

IDAHO FALLS DISTRICT
SWAN VALLEY
ELEMENTARY DIST
BONNEVILLE JOINT
DISTRICT

$7,000
$9,9AA

1.544, 4M Up,
16M Down
3-5Mb

$71,411
$12,00()

$108,IKIR

Concept Cable
andM~es

Mlcroaerv

Cable. Wireless
Aber

3Mb.1Mb
20mbns

!la?MO

Snake River ISP

FP T1

Unknown

!l:llnn

Cable One

Fiber

1000Mb

$14.400

!
i

I·
i

I!
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTMTY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBUC SCHOOLS
Cost
District Name
Connection
Internet
Rate
Type
Id#
Provider
101
111
121
131
133
134
136
137

139

BOUNDARY COUNTY
DISTRICT
BUTIE COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
CAMAS COUNTY DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
MIDDLETON DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT DISTRICT
PARMA DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOOL
DISTRICT

148

149
150

151

GRACE JOINT DISTRICT
NORTH GEM DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT

161
171
182

191
192

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT DISTRICT
MACKAY JOINT DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
GLENNS FERRY JOINT
DISTRICT

One EiahtV Networks
Miaoserv Albion
RTCI
TlmeWamer
Qwest, COSSA
Finemloe
Qwest

AT&T

221
231
232
242
243
244

PRESTON JOINT DISTRICT
WEST SIDE JOINT DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
EMMETT INDEPENDENT
DIST
GOODING JOINT DISTRICT
WENDEU DISTRICT
COTTONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL
DISTRICT

FP T1
Wireless.
P2P, Fiber
WireleSS
FPMult T1
FPMult T1
FPMult T1

1.2

Unknown

$9,811
$7,40
$360(
$10,~ I
$2050
$15626
$24,384
$38,266

Fiber

C'.nnn

FP T1, DSL
Cable

70Mb
572KbpsUp,
8671<boA Down
8Mb

DSL,Cable

T1

Fiber

6Mb

ICSOfldaho
Independent Cable
S\/JltAms of Idaho
Projeet Mutual
Teleohone
Mud Lake Telephone
Cooperative
Association Inc.
Verizon
ATC
Communications
Broadsky Network
Satslllte
Rural Telephone
Com,...nvlnc.

$62880

4Ml'lrn:
20Mb
512Kb
6.0ATM
3.1MB
4.5Mb

Time Warner
Mud Lake Telephone

$23196
$3,60P

$1,000
$228000

FP T1 DSL
FP T1

572KbpsUp,
887Klms Down

$23,198

UnknoWn

$10442

FP T1,DSL

256k Up, 1.5M
Down

Satellite

1MBX2S6KB
4Mb

$16380

Qwest
Qwest, Datawav

Fiber
Frame Relay.
FPMult T1
FP T1

Unknown
Unknown

$16,000
$536

Microserv

Cable, Wireless

5Mb,3Mb

$6.600

Qwest

FPDS3
Cable

Unknown

8Mb

Wireless

3Mb

$63,273
$2.100
$10,500

FP T1. Wireless

T1, 10Mb

$15,RM

ComouNet

FP T1

Unknown

$13.77&

ComDuNel

FPMult T1

3.086Mb

$18,380

201
202
215

Frame Relay,
FPMult T1

CableOne
Safelink Internet
ACC Business
branch of AT & T

$540
$2747
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Rate.

District Name
Id#

Internet

Connection .

Provider

Type

252

MfcroServ
Computer
Technoloaies, Inc.

Wireless

T1

$6,000

FP T1
FPMult T1

100& 10
10Mb

$6,600
$6,380

253
262
271
272

273
274

RIRIE JOINT DISTRICT
WEST JEFFERSON
DISTRICT
VALLEY DISTRICT
COEUR DALENE
DISTRICT

Mudlake Internet
Qwest

Fiber

56Mb,10Mb

$15129

Wireless

Unknown

$90000

POST FALLS DISTRICT

180 Networks
JandR
Electronics
One Eighty
Networks

Wireless Fiber

20Mb
2MbUp, 512k

$12,000

KOOTENAI DISTRICT

180 Networks

FP T1

Down

$10.056

First Steo Internet

Fiber

5Mb,
symmetrical
dedicated
internet

$13.670

First $tAn
Telephone and
Data Svstems Inc.
First Steo Internet
Schools: TDS for
T1. District Office:
Trovcable

Wireless
FPMultT1_Rate,
Other
Wireless
FP T1

Down

$15,084

Verizon
Centurvtel
COMPUNET

P2P, FP T1
DSL
FPMult T1

1.54Mb
1.54Mb

$26,280
$4.968
$23,880

AT&T

FP T1

Unknown

$8,117

cableone
Tek-Hut
Fairpoint
Communications

Cable
FP T1

8Mb
Unknown

$9,000
$4,500

Fiber

10mbos

$12,000

Wireless

10Mb

$13000

Cable

3Mb

$15,357

Other

10Mbps
Ethernet

$15.000

AT&T

Frame Relay,
FPMult T1

Unknown

$28,000

ISU

FP T1

Unknown

S12.600

Wireless

1.5Mb

LAKELAND DISTRICT

281
282
283
285
287
288
292
304
305
312
314
321
322

331
340
341

351
363

Cost

MOSCOW DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT
DISTRICT
KENDRICK JOINT
DISTRICT
POTLATCH DISTRICT
TROY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JT SCHOOL
DISTRICT
SOUTH LEMHI DISTRICT
KAMIAH JOINT DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT
DISTRICT
SHOSHONE JOINT
DISTRICT
DIETRICH DISTRICT
MADISON DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
LEWISTON
INDEPENDENT DISTRICT
LAPWAI DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY
DISTRICT
MARSING JOINT
DISTRICT

Mlcroserv
Safelink, PMT,
CableOne
XO
Communications

3MbUo.

$6,420

Unknown
Unknown

$10 800
$4,800

768k Up, 1.5M

COSSAWAN,
Safel.lnk

$9_504

1·
I

!i
'
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
District Name

Internet

Id#

Provider

365
370
371
372
381
382
383
391
392
394
401
411
412
413
414
417
418
421
422
431

432
433

Cost

Connection
Type

Rate

Qwest
lspeed- Payette

FP T1

Unknown

$18,000

Idaho

FP T1

Unknown

$15,600

1Soeed Wireless

FP T1

Unknown

$16,321

SolutionPro
Cab1e0ne and
Host Idaho

1.544

$14,064

T1 3Mb, 7Mb

$15,480

DirectComm

FPMult T1
FP_T1 ,Cable,
Wireless
DSL

3.3Mb

Directeomm

DSL

512k Down

J&R Electronics
Mullan Cable

Wireless

20Mb

Cable

T1

$4,80l1l

Satellite

WkbPS

$5004

TETON COUNTY
DISTRICT

lmbris
Columbine
Telephone {dba
SHverStarl
Qwest

FPMult T1
FPDS3

5Mb

TWIN FALLS DISTRICT
BUHL JOINT DISTRICT
FILER DISTRICT

Svrinaa
Filer Mutual

KIMBERLY DISTRICT

Tek-Hut
SiteStar

BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW
JOINT DIST
HOMEDALE JOINT
DISTRICT
PAYETTE JOINT
DISTRICT
NEW PlYMOUTH
DISTRICT
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
ARBON aEMENTARY
DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT
DISTRICT
MULLAN DISTRICT
AVERY SCHOOL
DISTRICT

!&300

$2M8
$90,000

$21,342
$51,000

Fiber

10Mb

Fiber

3Mb

$18,160
$4,200

P2P
FPMult T1

Unknown
Unknown

$11,000
$10,90A.

Safelink
Frontier
Communication
Frontier

Wireless

1.5M

P2P FPMult T1
FPDS3,DSL

CAMBRIDGE JOINT
DISTRICT

Rural Network
Cambridge
Telephone
Company

Unknown
Unknown
1MUp,4M
Down

DSL

MIDVALE DISTRICT

Rural Network

DSL

CASTLEFORD DISTRICT
MURTAUGH JOINT
DISTRICT
MC CALL-DONNELLY
DISTRICT
CASCADE DISTRICT
WEISER DISTRICT

P2P

512k Up, 3072k
Down
256k Up, 768k
Down

$9,600
$39,600

$10435
$1,140
$1,143
$1,05Q
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

I
I

·District. Name
Id#

Internet

.Connection.

Provider

Type

451
452

Victorv Charter School

Qwest

FP-T1

10Mb
384k Up, 1.7M

Idaho Virtual Academy
Richard Mckenna Charter
High School
Compass Public Charter
LEA

Solution Pro

Fiber

Down

Qwest

DSL

Down

Qwest

DSL

Unknown
768kUp,4M

cableone.net

Cable

Qwest

DSL

Qwest

FP T1

54Mb

$5,700

Qwest
Cableone
Project Mutual
Telephone
Comoany
CableOne

Wireless
Cable

6Mb
Unknown

$1117

MicroServ
Qwest

Fiber
DSL

Time Warner

FPMult T1

453
455

457
458

459
460
462
463

Xavier Charter School
Vrsion Charter School

772
774
777
779
783

785
786
787
TOTAL

While Pine Charter School
ANSER Charter School
MERIDIAN CHARTER
HIGH SCH INC
Hidden Springs Charter
School
Coeur d'Alene Charter
Academv
Pocatello Com Charter
School
Sandnoint Charter School
North Star Charter School
Meridian Medical Arts
Charter HS
Idaho Distance Education
Academv ODEA)
Thomas Jefferson Charter
School

$5,ruo
$504,900

Down

$17,434
$$80
$0
$3C,OO

$0

8M Up, 1M
Fiber
cable

464

492
768

Cost

384kUp,3M

456
Falcon Riooe Charter LEA
INSPIRE VIRTUAL
CHARTER LEA
LIBERTY CHARTER
SCHOOL
GARDEN CITY
COMMUNITY CHARTER
THE ACADEMY (ARC}

Rate

Down
1.5Mb
512k Up, 512k

Down
15Mb
637kUp, 3M

Down

I

I
I

l

I
I!
I

$1.200
$1,000
$1,442
$1,020

I

$16,154

I
i.

I

768kUp,3M

!

ctcweb
OneEighty
Networks, Inc.

DSL

Down

$3.~7

DSL

512k
384k Up, 1.5M

$1,230

Falmoinl Wireless
180 networks
Cable One
Joint School
Dlstrict#2

Wireless
DSL
Cable
Frame Relay,
FP T1

Down
356k

Verizon, lnteara

FPMult T1

Vallivue Dist #139

Other

I

$0
$840

$1,276
2Mb
Vallivue
Wireless Bridge

$1
$50,032
$3,240

$3,84735

I..
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

District Name
Id#
001

Connection

Rate

Internet
Provider

Tvoe

BOISE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT

Unknown

Wireless

256Mb

POCATELLO DISTRICT

Unknown

Fiber\Broadband
cable

Unknown

BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown

Broadband
C8ble\DSL

1.5Mb\1.5Mb

C8ble0ne
Unknown

Broadband
OSL\T1\Flber

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Fiber\Wlreless

1GB\54MB

Unknown

DSL

1.5MB

Unknown

DSL

1.5MB

025
033
052

Comments
R81111ote
Classroom
District wide
Internet
Connectivity
Broadband
Cable;md
I!>SL
Cable One

cou,..esy
055
060
071
083

SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT

2 T1's provfde

101

133
150

account

BOUNDARY COUNTY
DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT

Internet AC4eSS
for all District

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

2T1 Lines
Frame Relay
3--T1 Lines
2-512KB Lines

1.2MB
256KB

Scheols

1.5Mb, 512KB

161

UndyRoss
Elementary gets

CLARK COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown

T-1 Line

1.5MB

171

lntel'net
connectlvily
from HS via T1
SATCOMto
cavendish

Elemenliuy,

191

193

OROFINO JOINT
DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN HOME
DISTRICT

Unknown

Satellite
connection\Frarne
Relav
Rural Telephone
Dial-up

256KB

Unknown

OSL

1.54MBs

Unknown

1.5MB\256KB

215
221
231

FREMONT COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
EMMETI INDEPENDENT
DIST
GOODING JOINT
DISTRICT

Microserv\Ceble

Wlreless\Broadband

One

Ceble

Unknown

Unknown

OSL

1.54Mbs
1.5MB

Unknown

CSL

c:lown\756K UD

241

Frame real~ to
collection point
for other schools
to amass

DSL to Pine
School
C8bleCl>ne
Free but Slow
Conneclion

Wil'Ellass

Internet
COTTONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT

Access

Uknown

Wll'Bless Internet

belwl:len
Unknown

bulldlllKIS

I
1·

1.

I
I.
I

i.
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

District Name
Id#
244

281
283

MOUNTAIN
VIEW
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
MOSCOW
DISTRICT
KENDRICK
JOINT
DISTRICT

Connection

Internet
Provider

Type.

Unknown

FrameRelav

56KB

Unknown

DSL

3MB\768KB

Unknown

1-Dial UoAcct

56KB

Rate

287

288
312

331

351
363

TROY
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
WHITEPINE
JTSCHOOL
DISTRICT
SHOSHONE
JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOKA
COUNTY
JOINT
DISTRICT
ONEIDA
COUNTY
DISTRICT
MARSING
JOINT
DISTRICT

Unknown

T1\cable modem

1.54KB\512kb

Unknown

T1\HS Wireless

1.54MB\1.5MB

Unknown

T1 Point to Point

1.54KB

Unknown

T1

1.54KB

Unknown

DSL, T1, Wireless
Internet

1.54MB\1.54MB\2MB

391
394

401

I·

Schools:
T1\Distrlct
Office: Cable
Modem

Wireless via
COSSA
Unknown

Wireless

10MB

381

AMERICAN
FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT
KELLOGG
JOINT
DISTRICT
AVERY
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Comments

Cable One\Host

Single
T1\Cable\Wirefess
Wireless,
Motorola\Broadband

Idaho
Motorola
Wireless\Unknown
Cable

Cable

20MB\512KB

Verizon

FrameRelav

Unknown

Unknown

DSL\Olal UD

1.2GDown\Up
512MB\50KB

1.54MB

WAN
Wireless
from Host
Idaho;
outgoing
Round
Robin on all
31lnks,
Incoming T1,
Wireless

l

I
I
I
j

TETON
COUNTY
DISTRICT
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)
District ·Name.

Id#
411

TWIN FALLS
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

·Rate

Unknown

Broadband Cable

5MBs

Unknown

DSL

3MB

Unknown

Cable

Unknown

Metro Net

T1

1.544MB
2MBUp\512KB

Unknown

DSL
DSL {not hooked
uo\

Down

413
414

421
422

464
768

786
787

FILER DISTRICT
KIMBERLY
DISTRICT
MCCALLDONNELLY
DISTRICT
CASCADE
DISTRICT
White Pine Charter
School
MERIDIAN
CHARTER HIGH
SCH INC
Idaho Distance
Education Academy
{IDEA)
Thomas Jefferson
Charter School

Unknown
Time
Wamer\cable
One

Broadband cable

Unknown

DSL

Down

Unknown

LAN\WAN

Unknown

1.5MB
15MBfor
TM\6MB Cable
One

Comments

DSLat
Hollister
Cable for
Ememencies

Available for
Backup

2.4MBUp\512KB
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTMTY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC LmRARIES (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

Count of Libraries by Internet
Connectivity Type

Total
1
I

Cable
Dedicated Connection

11

DSL

12

Fiber Optic
Municipal Network-regardless of Type
Satellite
Wireless
Frame Relay

129kbps-256kbps
769kbps-1.4Mbps (megabits/second)
1.5 Mbps (T1)
1.6 Mbps-5.0 Mbps
257 kbps-768 Kbps
6.0 Mbps-10Mbps
Greater than 10 Mbps
Uknown
Grand Total

I

2

I

2
4
9
5

48

Grand Total

Count of Ubrarles by Connection
Rate

I·

I

3

Total
2

4
13
7

2
10
1
9
48

i

i

i
i"

!
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APPENDIX E, VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop
viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently
do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
GOALS:

The objective of our IEN Video Teleconferencing initiative is to achieve, by leveraging the capabilities of'
our proposed IEN backbone, a statewide synchronous video network capable of enhancing educational
opportunities and citizen services through the exchange of interactive video between and among various
educational and educational support entities.
In order to accomplish this, a number of tasks have been identified to be completed:
• Identification of a single audio and video standard for low-bandwidth distance
learning and videoconferencing;
• Acquisition of new or replacement equipment and/or software that ensures
compliance with proposed State of Idaho IEN audio and video standards stated below;
• Development or purchase of a scheduling system or enterprise resource
management program that allows potential users to A) know the location and
availability of resources, and B) set up or reserve ad hoc or regularly scheduled
events with other entities;
• Leveraging the capabilities of a Managed Internet Service Provider to provide network bandwidth
management tools and network monitoring capabilities that assures pre-determined qualities of service,
depending upon the type of video traffic;
• Development of an event clearinghouse that allows promotion, marketing, and
registration for interactive video events;
• Development of training modules for new users;
• Development of a cost and funding algorithm to allow shared use of the statewide
backbone for interstate distance education and videoconferencing.

General (Proposed VTC Configurations)
1) Each tele-conferencing classroom's hardware purchased by the State ofldaho will be

confisured to have teleconferencing, projection, amplification audio, microphone and data
camera.
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to
develop viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle
Schools that currently do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
2) Equipment to support both receive and origination education capabilities in a one camera
environment.
3) Each tele-conferencing classroom• software will be configured to support video & content,
remote configuration and remote support.
4) Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured to receive and display high
definition video. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection equipment may not support high
definition at all locations but the equipment should be configured to receive and display high
definition when the bandwidth and projection equipment is available.
S) Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured with a minimum of integrated
four (4) port video multiplexing capabilities. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection
equipment may not support video multiplexing but the equipment should be configured to
originate a multi-port session when the bandwidth is available.
6) Phase 1 tele-conferencing classrooms should be configured to be fixed systems.
7) Installation, programming and training on all equipment and software.
8) Maintenance agreement on all equipment as per this RFP.

i

I

i

I
I

A typical roll-about VTC system envisioned for a public School System may include:

I

Roll-about cart

Plasma Screen 42 inch
CODEC
CCD Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Keypad Remote Controller
Tabletop Microphones (two Microphone arrays)

Flatbed Document Camera
Single CCD Remote Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Scan Converter
VCR\DVD

Encryption Equipment
Network Interface equipment
Inverse Multiplexer (IMUX) (for rates above 128kbps)
Terminal Adapter
Miscellaneous cables, adapters, and connectors

A typkal Desktop VTC envisioned for a pubUc School system may include:
Personal computer
CODEC (built into PC interface card)
Single CCD Camera (usually monitor mounted)
Installed sound card. with microphone and speakers

Terminal Adapter
Network Interface Equipment
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications:
a. Bandwidth: H.320 up to 512 kbps, H.323 up to 2 Mbps, SIP up to 2 Mbps
Firewall Traversal: Auto NAT, H.460.18, H.460.19 support for the MPEG4 AAC-LD standard
b. Video Standards: H.261, H.263, H.263+, H.263++ (Natural Video), H.264
c. ITU 50/60 fps full screen - Pro-Motion
d. Video Features:
I) Native 16:9 Widescreen
2) Advanced Screen Layouts
3) Picture in Picture (PIP)
4) Picture outside Picture & Large POP
5) Side by Side
6)PCZoom
7) Intelligent Video Management
8) Simultaneous videoconference & local PC mode Local Auto Layout
e. Video Inputs: Five
1) Ix 9 Pin DSUB:HD Main camera or S-video & control main camera
2) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: auxiliary/document camera
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: document camera/aux 1 x RCA/Phono,
composite: VCR
4) 1 x DVI-1: PC
5) Input: 800 X 600 (@ 60, 72,75,85 hz), 1024 X 768
6) (@ 60, 70, 75 hz), 1280 x 720 (HD720P) (@ so, 60 Hz), 1280 x 1024@
60hz
7) Extended Display Identification Data (EDID)
f. Video Outputs
1) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: main monitor
2) I x RCA/Phono, composite: main monitor or VCR
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: dual monitor or VCR
4) 1 x DVI-I/XGA: main or second monitor
5) XGA OUTPUT
6) 800 x 600@ 75hz, 1024 x 768 @ 60 hz, 1280 x 768 (WXGA)@ 60 hz,
1280 x 720 (HD720p)@ 60 Hz VESA Monitor Power Management
g. Video Formats: NTSC, PAL, VGA, SVGA, XGA, W~XGA, SXGA and HD720p
h. Live Video Resolutions
1) NATIVE NTSC:
a) 400p (528 x 400 pixels)
b) 4SIF (704 x 480 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced SIF (iSIF 352 x 480 pixels), Natural Video SIF (352 x
240pixels)

r
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I
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
2) NATIVE PAL:
a) 448p (576 x 448 pixels)
b) 4CIF (704 x 576 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced CIF (iCIF 352 x 576 pixels), Natural Video CIF (352 x
288 pixels)
d) QCIF (176 x 144 pixels)
e) SQCIF (128 x 96 pixels) decode only
3) NATIVE PC RESOLUTIONS:
a) XGA (1024 x 768)
b) SVGA (800 x 600 pixels) VGA (640 x 480 pixels)
c) WIDE RESOLUTIONS:
d) w288p (512 x 288 pixels) w448p (768 x 448 pixels) w576p
(1024 x 576 pixels) w720p (1280 x 720 pixels)
i. STILL IMAGE TRANSFER: CIF, SIF, 4CIF (H.261 Annex D), 4SIF, VGA, SVGA,XGA
j. AUDIO STANDARDS: G.711, G.722, G.722.1, G. 728, 64 bit & 128 bit MPEG4
AAC-LD
k. AUDIO FEATURES
1) CD-Quality 20KHz Mono and Stereo
2) Telephone add-on via MultiSite
3) Two separate acoustic echo cancellers
4) Audio mixer
5) Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Automatic Noise Reduction Audio level
meters
6) VCR ducking
7) Packet loss management Active lip synchronization
8) Digital Natural Audio Module (DNAM)
9) 2*30 W output power
10) 2 integrated speakers
11) GSM interference audio feature
I. AUDIO INPUTS (4 INPUTS):
1) 2 x microphone, 24V phantom powered, XLR connector
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: auxiliary (or VCR Stereo L)
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR/DVD (Stereo R)
m. AUDIO OUTPUfS (2 OUTPUTS):
1) lx RCA/Phono, S/PDIF (mono/stereo) or Analogue Line Level: main audio or

Analogue Stereo L
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR or Analogue Stereo R

'

i,.
!I

n. FRAME RATES
1) 30 frames per second@ 168 kbps and above
2) eo fields per second @ 336 kbps and above (Polnt.oto-point)

i
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).

I
i

'

I
!

Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:

1

l
iI

o. DUAL STREAM

1) DuoVideo

I

2) H.239 dual stream

3) Dynamic bandwidth adjustment (IL323) Available on H.323, H.320 & SIP
4) Available in Multisite :from any site BFCP

p. NETWORK FEATURES
1) Auto H.320/H.323 dialing
2) SIP

3) Downspeeding
4) Programmable network profiles
5) Intelligent Call Management
6) Maximum call length timer
7) Automatic SPID and line nwnber configuration (National ISDN, GR-2941-

CORE)
8) SoftMux.
9) H.331 Broadcast Mode
10) NATO standard KG194/KIV-7 encryptorsupport** URI Dialing
q. MULTISITE FEATURES
1) H.323/H.320/SIP/felephonyNoIP in the same conference Audio and Video
Transcoding
2) Video rate matching from 56 kbps - maximum conference rate CP4 and
Voice Switched
3) Best Impression (Automatic CP Layouts)
4) H.264, Encryption, Digital Clarity
5) Dual Stream from any site
6) ISDN & IP Downspeeding and IPLR
7) MultiSite (H.243) Cascading on H,320 & H.323 Unicode h.243 Terminal

Names
8) Dial in/Dial out
9) Chair control for host system

lO)Snapshotofongoingconference(JPEG)
11) Snapshot of ongoing DuoVideo/H.239 presentation (JPEG) Separate
welcome page for encrypted conferences Conference rates up to 2.3 Mbps
with optional bandwidth upgrade (1.5 Mbps is standard conference rate) Up
to 4 video and 3 audio sites
12) 4 sites@ 768 kbps (+telephone calls)
13) Mix ISDN-BRI and IP up to maximum conference rate Multiway (Beta)
r. EMBEDDED ENCRYPTION
1) H.323, H.320 & SIP point-to-point and multipoint calls Standards-based:
H.233, H.234, H.235 v2&v3, DES and AES NIST-validated AES
2) NIST-validated DES
3) Automatic key generation and exchange
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) Supported in Dual Stream
s. IP NETWORK FEATURES
I) IEEE 802.1:x/EAP Network Authentication H.235 Gatekeeper Authentication
DNS lookup for service configuration Differentiated Services {DiffSeiv)
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) IP precedence
2) IP type ofservice (ToS)
3) IP adaptive bandwidth management (including flow control) Auto gatekeeper
discovery
4) Dynamic playout and lip-sync buffering Intelligent Packet Loss Recovery
(IPLR) H.245 DTMF tones in H.323
5) Cisco CallManager integration using ECS IP Address Conflict Warning Date
and Time support via NTP Call Services
6) IPv6 NETWORK SUPPORT
7) Dual Stack IPv4 and IPv6 simultaneous support
8) Net service support on IPv6: Telnet, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, ftp, SNMP, DNS,
NTP,DHCP
9) Media support on IPv6: H.323,SIP, Streaming
t. SECURITY FEATURES
1) Management via HTIPS and SSH IP Administration Password Menu
Administration Password Dialing Access code
2) Streaming password
3) H243 MCU Password
4) VNC password
5) SNMP security alerts
6) Disable IP services
7) MD-5 Challenge
8) Network Settings protection SIP Authentication via NTLM SIP Authentication
via Digest PIPS Mode
u. NETWORK INTERFACES
I) 4 x ISDN BRI (RJ-45), S-interface
2) Ix LAN/Ethernet (RJ-45) 10/100 Mbit (LAN/DSUcable modem)
3) 1 x PC card slot (PCMCIA) for wireless LAN
4) lx X.21N.35/RS-449 with RS-366 dialing, RS-366 Adtran IMUX, Leased
Line, Data Triggered, and Manual** 1 x USB for future use
v. WIRELESS LAN SUPPORT
1) Compliant with IEEE 802.11 b, up to 11 Mbit Support for 64/128 bit
encryption {WEP) Infrastructure or ad-hoc mode
w. ETHERNET/INTERNET/INTRANET CONNECTMTY
1) TCP/IP, DHCP, ARP, FTP, Telnet. HTIP, HTTP$, SOAP and XML, MD-5
Challenge
2) SNMP Enterprise Management
3) Internal web seiver
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) Internal streaming server
x. OTHER MAJOR STANDARDS SUPPORTED: H.231, H.233, H.234, H.235
v2&v3, H.239, H.241, H.243, H.281, BONDING (ISO 13871), H.320, H.323,H.-331,
RFC 3261, RFC 2237, RFC 3264, RC 3311. RFC 3550, RFC 2032, RFC 2190,
RFC 2429, RFC 3407
y. PRECISION HDTM CAMERA
1) 7 x zoom 1/3' CMOS +I0°/M20° tilt +/M 90° pan
2) 42° vertical field of view
3) 72° total vertical field of view
4) 70° horizontal field of view
5) 250° total horizontal field of view Focus distance 0.3m-infinity
6) 1280 x 720 pixels progressive@30fps
7) Automatic or manual focus/brightness/whitebalanee Far~nd camera control
8) 15 near and far~d camera presets Voice-activated camera positioning
Daisy~hain support (Visca protocol camera)
z. CLOSED CAPTIONING/TEXT CHAT
1) T.140 text chat available from RS-232, Telnet, Web and User Interface
aa. PRESENTATIONS AND COLLABORATION
1) Natural Presenter Package including:
a) PC Presenter (DVI-1, SXGA In)
b) PC Sofl:Presenter
c) Digital Clarity & Native Formats
d) Advanced Video Layouts
e) Streaming compatible with Cisco IP/TV, Apple QuickTime®.
RealPlayer® v8 etc.
f) DuoVideo
g)H.239
bb. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
1) Support for the TANDBERG Management Suite
2) Total management via embedded web server, SNMP, Telnet, SSH, FTP

andSOAP
3) Remote software upload: via web server, ftp server or ISDN 1 x RSM232
local control and diagnostics
4) Remote control and on-screen menu system
5) External Services from TMS
cc. DIRECTORY SERVICES
1) Support for Local directories (My Contacts), Corporate Directory and Global
Directory
2) Unlimited entries using Server directory supporting LDAP and H.350*
3) Unlimited number for Corporate directory (through TMS) 400 number global directory
200 number local directory

l.
;
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:

4) 16 dedicated Multi Site entries Received Calls with Date and Time
Directories in Local Languages Placed Calls with Date and Time Missed
Calls with Date and Time
dd. 16 SELECTABLE MENU LANGUAGES
1) Arabic, Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Suomi,
Swedish, Thai Chinese, Korean and Japanese Input Method Editor
ee. CUSTOMIZED WELCOME SCREEN AND COMPANY LOGO
1) Picture JPEG (logo.jpg): Recommended maximum size is 704x576 for
Welcome Screen and 352x288 for Encryption Required Screen
POWER: 100-240VAC, 60/SOHz, 6A
ff. OPERATING TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY: 0° C to 40° C (32° F to 104° F)
ambient temperature 100/o to 90% Relative Humidity (RH)
gg. STORAGE AND TRANSPORT TEMPERATURE: -20° C to 60° C (-4° F to 140° F)
at RH 10-90% (non-condensing)
hh. APPROVALS
1) Directive 73/23/EEC (Low Voltage Directive)
2) Standard EN 60950
3) Directive 89/336/EEC (EMC Directive)
4) Standard EN 55022, Class B
5) Standard EN 55024
6) Standard EN 61000-3-2/-J..3 Directive 1999/5/EEC (R&TTE Directive)
7) Standard TBR3
8) Approved according to UL 60950 and CAN/CSA C22.2
9)No. 60950
10) Complies with FCC15B Class B
ii. FOOTPRINT
1) ROLLABOUT: Width: 35.4'/90 cm Depth: 29.7'n5.5 cm
2. Furnish and install transient voltage surge suppressor(s) which comply with the following specification
requirements:
a. Rating: 20 A
b. UL listing
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IEN RFP (RFP02160) UPDATES

290ec2009

The following extracts are provided from our current IEN RFP, as specific updates to vendors
responding to our Idaho Education Network RFP02160:
P.U
Approach is changed to read:

A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No. 543 - Idaho
Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable,
high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education as necessary; a
parallel effort will also be undertaken during this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of
Idaho customers from ldaNet to a new IEN backbone system, given the urgency to replace and or
upgrade this aging network, coupled with the rising cost of sustaining current Ida Net operations.

Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
•

Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.

• The addition of libraries to the IEN.
~:{:icompletlng the migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

P,14
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS, para c) is amended to read:
Idaho presence: Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show either an existing Idaho
presence and\or a willingness to establish an Idaho Presence, in the delivery of IEN services and support.

Addition of the Following Schools to Appendix A, Schedules 1 and 2 of the IEN RFP Document:
•

Challis District #181: Challis Jr JSr. High School (Schedule 1, IEN Phase One Public High Schools)

•

Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (Elem/Jr.) to
Schedule 2, IEN Phase Two, Elementary and Secondary High Schools

I
I·

Addition of Appendix F, ldaNet Transition customer Locations and Current Requirements
Addition of Standard Services Order Form to Appendix G, IEN : Standard Service Order Form (Sample)

r
i
I

I
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IEN Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow up
On 29 December 2008, the Department of Administration (ADM), Office of the Chief Information Officer
(OCIOC) hosted an RFP Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input In response to an RFP
concerning the Idaho Education Network (IEN).
NOTE: The last day for filing a specification appeal is January 9, 2009.
Q•l. When wiU the answers to these questions be made available?
A•2. Ideally, if the questions are submitted in a timely fashion then the answers should be available
by close of business on the Sthof January; otherwise, no later than that following Monday, January
12th 2009.

Q-2. Could the deadline be extended by a week?
A-2. No. The deadline is determined by the deadline for E-Rate funding, which is 12 February 2009.
To miss this Federally Mandated deadline would potentially cost Idaho, millions of dollars in E-Rate
funding.
Q-3. For an RFP, what Is the policy regarding information being marked "confidential and
proprietary?"
A•3. Unlike the RFI which could be marked as such in its entirety, with the RFP this is not the case,
especially with regards to cost which has to be disclosed. Individual paragraphs can be marked
"confidential and proprietary" but not the RFP as a whole. Please refer to Item 31 of the Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors that is included In the RFP by reference.
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/TCs/Solicitation_lnstructions.pdf)

Q·4. For companies that specialize in hardware, do you expect them to partner with organizations
that deal with service?
A-4. Yes. The State of Idaho desires an End to End Service Provider, capable of providing us a total
services and support solution; we already have hardware providers; but what we need is a total
network services support solution, not just hardware.

Q-5. Is this a single or multiple award contract?
A•S. It Is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Vear Extensions for a total of 20 years, per
IEN RFP02160,,para 5.3, page 23.

Q-6. Does the proposal concem only Phase One of the project, would the bidder be evaluated for
Phase Two as well?
A-6. Specific details have been requested for Phase One, to in9itJde providing detailed information
concerning the migration of public high schools to this IEN network and also providing a general
overall plan for migration of ldaNet customers to this IEN network. Bldders\vendors are also tasked
to provide a vision and or overall concept on how they would address subsequent phases of the IEN
project.
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•
Q-7. Regarding the pass/fail scoring, you ask for a minimum of 10mg for each location, what If the
vendor cannot meet that requirement?

A-7. The vendor needs to articulate in their response why they cannot meet this mlnimym
requirement (e.g. geographical location constraints of a particular location requiring service); this
will be taken into consideration. This will be made clear in the RFP amendment that will be posted
NLT before close of business, 30 Dec 09.

Q-8. Will the State be willing to negotiate terms and conditions?
A-8. Not necessarily. Vendors will need to identify which term or condition they have a problem
with, why and provide language, that they (vendors) think will work and why we (the State of Idaho)
should adopt that language. Note also there are new Telecommunications Terms and Conditions
that are incorporated in this RFP by reference.
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/manualsforms/Telecommunications%20Serv%20Special%20TCS%
208-08.pdf)

Q-9. Does a Vendor have to be present In Idaho in order to bid?
A-9. If a vendor Is not present in Idaho, it must be willing to establish a point-of-presence if
awarded a contract. The State desires to partner with an entity that can provide quick response to
problems throughout the State, to have face-to-face Impromptu meetings, and impromptu
engineering "brainstorming" meetings. Therefore a presence In Idaho is necessary. An economic
presence is defined in Idaho Code§ 67-2349(1)(a)-(b).

Q·lO. Is it permissible to bring in an out of state partner?
A•10. Yes, we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable.

Q-11. From the perspective of Internet, security and VTC bridging, does the state have a desire to
centralized auangement or a more regionallzed arrangement?
A·11. The advantage of a decentralized regionalized arrangement Is survivability and easier "bell

scheduling for Distance Leaming engagements due to the different time zones that the State
operates under; but we are not stipulating a preference.

Q-12. Do the costs In Appendix D, Current State of Broadband In Idaho Public Schools refer to
annual or monthly costs?
A•12. Costs depicted In this chart listing current known coMectlvlty and connection costs to our
Public Hlsh Schools, represent ANNUAL Operating Costs.
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APPENDIX F, IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT
REOUIREMENTS

DSL

AgencyName
Accountancv. Board of (Owyhee Plaza)
Alrin.2, Commission on
Agriculture, Department of
Boi.se IMA Group
Nampa
Twin Falls
Arts, Commission
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for
the
Coeurd 'Alene
Lewiston
Idaho Falls
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Building Safety, Division of
Coeur d'Alene
Meridian to CMFONI
Corrections, Department of- (modified
pricing)
Blackfoot Dist 7
Boise Orchard to CMFONI
BoiseCWCEB
Boise Dist4E
Boise Dist4W
Boise Parole
Burley
Caldwell Dist3
CDA
Cottonwood
Idaho Falls CWCIF
Idaho Falls Dist7
Kuna.IMS/
Kuna/SC/
Kuna SIC/
Lewiston

Servi
ce
Type

UBR
VBR

Current
Bandwidth

Geographic
Location

(MB)

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

Access

3

DSL

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBR
VBR
VBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Northicl$o
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho

VBR
VBR

1.5

North Idal,.o
Boise Metro

VBR
VBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR

1
8
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro

VBR
CBR

1
1.5

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho

FRS

FRS
ATM
FRS

ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
FRS

ATM
FRS

ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

6

LS

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Mettro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern. Idaho

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idal!to

FRS

Meridian Dist 4
Mountain Home ATM

i

1

1..

I!
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•
NampaCWCN
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello Dist6
Pocatello PWCC
Rexburg Dist 7
Sandpoint
SBWCC
St. Anthony
Twin Falls Dist5

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR

FRS

VBR

ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
UBR
UBR

DSL
Dairv Commission
DSL
Denstistrv. Board of
DSL
Develoomental Disabilities. Council on
DSL
Endowment Fund Investment Board
Environmental Quality, Department of(modified pricing)
Boise (Orchard Campus)
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Pocatello
1winFalls
Finance. Deoartment of
Fish and Game
Health and Welfare, Department of
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene Aging- 1221 Ironwood
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Moscow - 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health 111 Bever Grade Lauwai, ID
Health District I
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene
Health District 1 - Sandvoint
Health District 2
Health District 3
Caldwell
Nampa
Health District 4
Health District 5
Health District 6

UBR
UBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR

1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5
0.75
0.75
1.5
1.5

9

5
10

5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North.Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR

10
10
1.5

CBR

4.5

VBR
CBR
VBR

14.75

CBR

9.15

CBR
VBR
VBR
VBR

0.5
1.5
1.5

1.5

North Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VBR

1

North Idaho

VBR
VBR
VBR

1.5

North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North Idaho

VBR
VBR
CBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

VBR
VBR

1.5

1.5
1.5

1.S
1.5

1.5

Boise Mettro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

2
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Health District 7
Hisoanic Affairs, Commission on
Historical Society- Assav Office
Historical Society - Stora2e Buildin2:
Historical Society - Museum
Historical Societv - History Center
Human Rieb.ts Commission (Owhyee Plaza)
Insurance, Department of
DOI - Coeur d'Alene
DOI - Pocatello
Juvenile Corrections, Department of
CDA
Twin Falls
Labor, Department of
Blackfoot - 34.HCGL.337784
Boise - IdaNet
Boise (DDS) (IDHW circuit) 34.YBGA.311890
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) 61.HCFS.100410
Boise (SCO) - IdaNet
Boise (Thomas Dev) - IdaNet
.Bonners Ferry- I 3.HCFJ.003306
Burley-34.HFGJ.000125
Caldwell- 34.HFGJ.000121
Coeur d'Alene - 13.HFFJ.001887
Emmett - 34.HCGJ.398898
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417
HaileyIdaho Falls - 30.HFFJ.192096
Kellogg-13.HCFJ.003329
Lewiston - 76.HFFJ.02856
McCallMeridian - 34.HFGJ.000111
- Moscow- I 3.HCFJ.003309
Mountain Home - 34.HCGJ.001670
Orofino - 13.HCFJ.003326
Payette - 34.HCGJ.394270

Pocate/lo-34.HFGJ.000120
Rexburg- 34.HCFJ.001981
SalmonSandpoint - l 3.HCFJ.003327
Soda Springs St. Maries -13.HCFJ.003328
Twin Falls-34.HFGJ.000126

VBR
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
ATM

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

1.5
0.25
1.5
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5

North Id.alto
Eastern Idaho

VBR
VBR

1.5

1.5

North Idaho
Southern I~o

Access

1.5

CBR

9.8

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

VBR

1.5

Boise Metro

Access

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern I<Wlo
Northldabo
North ldalio
North Idaho
South.em Idaho

CBR

1.5
0.25

Access

3.0

CBR
Access
Access

1.5
5.0
5.0

CBR

5.5

Access

1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
1.5

CBR
Acce.58

Access

CBR
CBR
Access
Access

CBR

5.0
1.5
5.0
1.5

Access

1.5

CBR

1.5

Access
Access
Access
Access

1.5
5.0

CBR

1.S
1.S
1.S
LS
1.S

Access

5.0

CBR
Access

3
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Labor, Department of for: Disability
Detetminations Services
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW
Boise DDS - connection to Labor
Lewis-Clark State College
Librarv, Idaho State - Idaho Falls
Liquor Dispensary, Idaho State
State Store 216 (Ammon JD)
State Store 222 (1175 Parkway Dr Blackfoot)
Boise HQ
Boise - Store Net
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise)
State Store 102 (1744 W. State St Boise)
State Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise)
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise)
State Store 107 ( 2150 Broadway, Boise)
State Store 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise)
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise)
State Store 110 (2273 S. V"ista Ave #130
Boise)
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise)
State Store 114 (10356 Fairview Boise)
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise)
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise)
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners
Ferry)

State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley)
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Caldwell)
State Store 136 (3110 Cleveland #J7
Caldwell)
State Store 200 (825 Brundage Chubbuck)
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck)
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA)
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way
CDA)
State Store 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA)
State Store 319 (1607 Northwest Blvd CDA)
State Store 117 (174 W State St Eagle)
State Store 119 (Eagle)
State Store 125 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle)
State Store 111 (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty)
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey)
State Store 300 (1077 W Heron Ave Hayden)
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden)
State Store 203 (2105 Nzagara Dr Id Falls

VBR
CBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

UBR
UBR
ISDL VBR
ISDL VBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR

0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Me1lro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Met1ro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL UBR

DSL
DSL
DSL

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Northl~o
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metiro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

UBR
UBR

DSL UBR
DSL

UBR

DSL UBR
DSL UBR

4
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State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls)
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls)
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome)
State Store 323 (Kellogg)
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N
Ketchum)
State Store 129 (Kima)
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston)
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston)
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview, Meridian)
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd,
Meridian)
State Store 303 (904 W. Pullman Rd,
Moscow)
State Store 309 (872 W Troy Hwy #110,
Moscow)
State Store 122 (275 E. 4th N Mtn Home)
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd #7
Nampa)
State Store 115 ( 1225 12th Ave Rs S Nampa)
State Store 118 (16453 Marketplace Blvd
Nampa)
State Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino)
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette)
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello)
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello)
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello)
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice Way Post Falls)
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice Way Post
Falls)
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest
River)
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint)
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin
Falls)
State Store 207 (1146 Filer Ave E Twin
Falls)

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metlro
North ldab.o
North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL UBR

0.25

Boise Metro

DSL UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL UBR
DSL UBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL UBR
DSL UBR

0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Meliro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metlro
North Idaho
Boise Me11ro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL UBR
DSL UBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Northldaho

DSL UBR

0.25

Southern Idaho

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.75
3
1.5

Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metlro
Boise Me1iro
Boise Metro
Boise Me1lro
Boise Metlro
BoiseMelrO

DSL
DSL
State Store 326 (Wallace) DSL
Staie Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser) DSL

State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd #31 IC Twin Fis)

Lotterv Commission
Medicine. Board of
NursinR. Board of

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
DSL UBR

DSL UBR

Occupational Licensing. Bureau of (Owhyee Plaza)

Outfitters and Guides LicensiM Board

PtoP

UBR
UBR

s
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Parks and Recreation
., Board of
Public Works - Facility Services - for Idaho
Falls

p•

DSL

Public Works- Design & Construction - for Lewiston
Public Works- Design & Construction - for Moscow
Public Works- Design & Construction - for Pocatello

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

Real Estate Commission
Snake River Basin Adiudication
Species Conservation, Office of
State Bar, Idaho
State Indenendent Living Council
Tax Aooeals, Board of
Tax Commission
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office
Tax - Lewiston Office
Tax - Twin Falls Office
Veterans Services
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise
Lewiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of
(modified pricing)
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise -39.YHFJ.001832
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001832
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
DJeur d'Alene Office #110
CDA Mental Health #130
CDASWT#140
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Idaho Falls- 39.YHFJ.001833
Lewiston Office #210
Lewiston Office #210
Moscow VR #230
Moscow (Uofl)
Orofino #220
Pocatello-39.YHFJ.001831
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Sandpoint VR # 120
Sandpoint SWT#l 50
1'win Falls-39.YHFJ.001828
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.001828

ATM

DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25

VBR

1.S

UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern IdMto
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5

UBR
UBR

CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR

VBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR

1
1.5
1.5

1.S
1.5

3
1.5

3
0.5
0.5

3
0.5
3
3
0.5
0.75
0.75
0.5
3

o.s

3
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5

3
0.75
0.75
0.5
3

North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idalho

Boise Meltro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
BoiseMeb'o
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Northldaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Ida.ho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho
Southern Idaho

6
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Water Resources, Department of
Boise
CDA
Boise Airport
Idaho Falls
Twin Falls
Soda Sorinf!S

VBR
VBR

MAC
MAC
MAC
VBR

4.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Ida)io
Boise Metro

1.5
1.5
1.5

Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

Eastern Idaho

[·

I
I·
i

!·

7
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APPENDIX G, mN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)

IEN Standard Services Order Form (Sample)

SERVICE REQUEST FORM
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ORDER PLEASE CALL:
Office of the CIO, JEN Program Management Office
(208) 332-1876

BILLTO:

APPROVALS

Office of the CIO, State ofidaho
6SO W. State Street, Rm 100
Boise, ID 83720

"Anywhere" High School

Agency/SchooVLibniry Representative

BILLING CONTACT:
IEN Program Management Office
Office of the CIO, State ofidaho
(208) 332-1876

Laura Hill 03/24/2009
Reviewed by IBN Services Manager/IBN Statewide Network: Ops. Coordinator

PON: 2009-0003
(Insert info here for each Service Location)

(Required Information After Circuit is ASSIGNED)

Agency:
Install Con1act:
Phone:

Customer Circuit#:
Customer DLCI:

Site Contact

Circuit Install Date:

Phone:
Repair Con1act:
Phone:
Circuit type:
Speed:

By:

Circuit Turn-up Date:
By:

CIR:

If this is an upgrade, when was the disconnect ordered?

Location:
City:
Zip:
Number of PVCs:
Point To:
Wire Beyond NI?
Term At

Date:

PON:

Disconnect Confumed, Date:
By:
Billing Document Updated, Date:
By:

Service Type and Class: Due on or before 3/28/09 (Sample Only)
~Uokapeed

-

DSL
Fractiollal Tl
. Tl
JMA

ofservico
Frame Relay
~ ATM
FRP.8 (iaterwoddmll

Number of~ Tl&

ATMQoSplU8lllelers
Fmm.e Relay QoX
QoS:
CIR:
PCR:
Frac Tl speed:
SCR:
hldicate maividual MA cin:mt IDs In the Comm.e11'5 sectioDs

DSL Type
DSL Coaaeotion
Exfstitl& FAX Lhm

Newfi.ine
N\lmbcton Line;

8
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IEN Vision
The "Idaho Education Network" (IEN) is
expected to be a collaborative effort between
the state of Idaho and telecommunicatiom
providers_to construct and manage a
statewide education network, utilizsn existin .
state infrastructures where possible as well as
carrier rovi~ed services and support. ·

···-----~-
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IEN RFP Highlights Summary Continued
./ leveraging of legacy (existing) State\Public and Higher Education
communication networks .
../ Use of proven nevt1 technologies that meet E-Rate requirements
../ Quality of Service for all Users of this system despite location
./ Responsive customer support and services

./ E.,.rate experience and success in BUUng for E-Rate
reimbursements

./ Project Planning and Management Experience
./ Technology Refrestunent Plans

.
·c ca1a1vst for 1da110:
,,,Fl, an Econom1 .
' ' '

... •.. -_.;·_...

r{ L:. ~; . :..J ~.:.

•:;-:·'·-:':p;.:::

f,.:._., ,;.:·

, ..
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JANUARY 6, 2009
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO RFP02I60

The following are modifications and responses to questions regarding RFP02 l 60. These
modifications and responses are made part of and incorporated into RFP02160.
Section 3.1, Funding Methodology, is amended to read

Funding Methodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this IEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited
funding. Much of the work outlined in this RFP is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. The work is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's
E-Rate application (due Feb 1, 2009). While the State currently has limited funding, it is
requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010. A portion of the work described in
your proposal(s) and the contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the
appropriation, the State's qualification for Federal E-rate :funding, I!!!! the selected service
providers meeting the Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of
State funding would be 1 Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider may be required to not begin certain work
until after 7-1-09, and then only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental
appropriation is approved by the legislature before 7-1-09). The State does not expect or require
the successful service provider to do or complete any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09,
that is in excess of the current amount of funding available. Further, the successful service
provider shall not make any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, that
is in excess of the current amount of funding available, or is prior to the named contingencies
being met This RFP is subject to cancellation and the contract may be subject to termination if
the Legislative appropriation is not approved.

Section 5.3, PRICING, LENGTH OF AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS IS AMENDED TO
READ:

5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20
Years.
Any resulting contract ftom this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers. Most of
the work descn1'ed by this RFP may not begin to be performed prior to July 2009, because such
work as specified by this RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval. This RFP
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is subject to cancellation or termination if Legislative appropriation is not approved. The
services provided pursuant to a contract awarded based on this RFP would be available to any
"Public agency'' as defined by Idaho Code 67-2327.
Section 10, PRICING SCHEDULES, IS AMENDED TO READ:

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
Developing a statewide distance education network involves several types of cost.
Some costs, such as interregional transport costs will be eligible for e-rate
reimbursement Other costs, including network operations and administration & indirect costs
are not eligible for e-rate.
Additionally, an understanding of how USAC defines local area networks (LANs), other Internal
Connections, and WANs is important to ensure that vendors submit funding requests that contain
only eligible products and services. In addition, vendors should understand the eligibility
requirements for the categories of service, such as Telecommunications Services, Internet
Access, Basic Maintenance· and Internal Connections. For example, Telecommunications
Services·can only be provided by an eligible telecommunications carrier.
Specifics concerning actual E-Rate eligible services and equipment can be found at the following
URLs:
http://www.usac.org/sl/applicants/step06/eligible-services-framework.aspx
http://www.usac.org/ res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL archive/EligibleServicesList 112108.pdf
These comprehensive Eligibility and Services List will indicate what specific products or
services may be eligible to receive discounts under the Schools and libraries Support
Mechanism. Vendors are highly encouraged to review these documents, in an effort to identify
specific terms and conditions, listed by category (e.g. Telecommunication Services, Internet
Access, Internal Connections, Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections, Miscellaneous, and
Special Eligibility Conditions).

iheai~\vili ~latrly:i~.~ ~ften,d.,~~ (by·$0m~.type.~ incb1c1e·E-Rllre... . ..
Jlli~iJi.ty:per.thc((.J~,AC.:gp~o,oi.·:~dt.~~sJi,t locattw.1 at t4e.~ ~ve) ~~ ~:. . .cQll

alfe.l . . . ·.· . . · . '· fees ·etc .,... ludec.l'in.th~rcost·Bicf . . ... sals w i l l ~ the.· .

,of

~er:w£..~~~··,;~~.:~hi.~~~~~.':~'.~~

All prices shall be proposed on a "per unit'' as a recmring or nomecurring basis. All bidder costs·
must be reflected in either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges
will be accepted. The State shall not be required to purellase any speeifie serviee or
minimum quantities of network services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are
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for the sole purpose of assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for
any cost that is not identified in the Bidders proposal.
Note the following changes have been made to section 10.8, Pricing Schedules:

10.8 (EJ PRICING SCHEDULES
All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the
application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts. Vendors are also expected to
clearly annotate E-Rate vice non E-Rate eligible services and support in their proposed pricing
schedules. Vendors are also encouraged to propose pricing strategies that maximize the State's
ability to qualify for federal E-Rate funding. For example, a strategy to amortize network build
out costs to include equipment and installation costs and including them as part of a
Telecommunications or Internet Access service, these now become eligible as Priority One
services, thus qualifying the State and\or support public school or library entity as being eligible
for E-Rate discounts on an annual basis. Again, for specific information pertaining to E·Rate
Priority One and Two Services, the following information is provided:
FCC rules indicate that E-Rate funds will be available for four eligi'ble categories of service:
telecommunications services, Internet access, internal connections., and basic maintenance of
internal connections.

i-

1·

First Priority for Funding (Priority 1 Services)

Telecommunications
Services

These are services that are used to communicate information
electronically between sites. The services must be provided by a
telecommunications carrier - i.e., an organization recognized by the FCC
as providing telecommunications services on a common carrier basis.
Examples of telecommunications services include basic telephone
service and digital transmission services such as T-1 lines.

Internet Access

"Basic conduit access" to the Internet including e-mail is eligible for
discount and can be provided by a telecommunications carrier or any
commercial organization.

II

I
!

i

Second Priority for Funding (Priority 2 Services)

I

I

Internal Connections Internal connections consist of the wiring and components that expand,
data access within a school or library such as to individual classrooms
within a school. Internal connections can be provided by any commercial
organization.
I
Basie Maintenance

Basic maintenance of internal connections consists of services
"necessary to enable the continued operation of the eligible equipment."
It includes: repair and upkeep of eligible hardware, wire and cable
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maintenance, basic technical support, and configuration changes.

In addition, the FCC has determined that a voice mail service can receive support in the
telecommunications or Internet access category and voice mail products can receive support as
intemal connections.
The following Schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel
worksheets. Please contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance
in usin these worksheets.

. . . ~~~k:A::;•P.roeo~:Y~~~i¢}\J:~~:(@lf~#tl<>.~:~~t~I/:? r: •. .

Item no. Description

'

Estimated
Monthly
~
AnnualE· Estimated Net
One:time Recurring ~
Cost to the
Rlu..
clJar&e ($) Chqe ($) Yes\No? Discount
films

1·

Estigyged ~imatsg
Annual];;- Net~§!
~
~
Dw;gunt
~

l

1 TOTAL PRICE
2 Breakdown ofTotal Price:
Item or Services Descriptions

E-Rate Priority One Services:

Item no. Dg§criptjon

Mgntbb'.

~

Om:lime. B,ecurrine:
cha:me(i} Cbare:e (S}

Ydo?

~

1 Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

2 Burstable incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)
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:::'.•;".-?? ::~''°'.·, $.~~ult,c:··:13ar;a~~tti'fufm~lrser.sJk.ffP,'.se#.!i.6.ns:1):~:i:;~~:''.'.~:~:i~-Item no. Description
I Fixed bandwidth
(indicate units)

One-time
charge($)

Monthly
Recurring
Charge($)

E-Rate
Eligible
Yes\No?

Annual E- Net Cost
Rate

~

Discount?

State

2 Burstable bandwidth
(indicate units)

Addidonal E-Rate Priority One and Two Services Support:

\i}::;x~1;;:'.;':·:\::::n::':1:,•;::7~i1e4ine·f>ii.iv~~·-$;~:f~t~•v~:~'.$.~fH.9.J1>j::ux.:•:.·-:.•_:: <tt:._:,,·:·
Estimated
One-time
Item no. Description

Monthly
Recurring

charge($} Charge($)

E-Rate
Elighble
Yes\No?

Annual E~

Estimated
NetCostto

Discount

the State?

I DNS Caching
2 Network Security

3 Application Level Monitoring
4 Content Filtering
5 IP Maintenance
6 E-Mail & Archiving Services
7 Managed Firewall Services
8 Traffic Prioritization Services
9 Other value-added services
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I

Monthly
One-time
Item no. Descrjption

Recurring

charge ($) Charge ($)

Notes {Non E-Rate Eligible

I

Admin Services

I
!

I
2

THE FOLLOWING ARE QUESTIONS SUBMIITED IN RESPONSE TO RFP02160 AND
THEIR RESPECTIVE ANSWERS.
Q-1. In Section 5.3 the State provides for the option to contract with up to four providers as a
result of this RFP, however throughout the document the State also references its desire to have a
single point of accountability or ContractorNendor. In our experience when a State selects
multiple providers to deliver telecommunications services, it often results in reduced
effectiveness and mixed accountability amongst the selected parties, especially when the
objective is to provide an integrated service as part of the deliverable.
Is it the State's preference to achieve a multi-award contract by choosing a single
response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still provides a
single point of accountability per end user community (legacy IdaNet/agency users and
K-12/libraries), thereby eliminating the finger-pointing often associated with multi-award
contracts?

The reason we ask is specific to the E-Rate-eligible (K-12/library) user base as a contract
with multiple vendors typically creates E-Rate issues as the E-Rate process expects one
winner. A state contract with multiple winners could require each underlying school
system to do a mini-RFP to evaluate the state contract providers and select one. Such
work would require additional effort and E-Rate paperwork for each school system and
could result in a less cost effective solution - i.e. multiple backbones, etc.
A-1. While the State reserves the right to make multiple awards, it is the State's preference to
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including legacy Idanet/State
Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the finger pointing often associated with
multi-award contracts.

Q-2. As part of the technical requirements in Section 8.1 of the RFP, the State :indicates that
"[a]nticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethemet, but
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other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference." Given the varied
telecommunications and physical territory throughout Idaho, we would certainly expect that
service delivery would be provided through a mix of last mile access technologies. Would T-1 s,
NxT-1, wireless (microwave and other), T-3s and Ethernet services be considered acceptable and
preferable physical circuits for last mile delivery, provided that the provider's backbone is
composed of the indicated OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet circuits?
A-2. Other acceptable bandwidths will be considered, to include Tl-s, NxT-ls, wireless
(including microwave and other), T-3s and Ether net services on a case by case basis, depending
up the size of the supported customer base, the geographical location and end user equipment
capabilities. Vendors per the RFP need to clearly articulate in writing, justifications for such last

mile location delivery methodologies.
Q-3. The State of Idaho has contracts in place for IdaNet that expire in October and November
2010. However, there are individual circuits purchased under those contracts that have service

that expire before the master contract expiration dates. Will the State renew those circuits
whose individual terms expire prior to the contract dates under those existing master contracts or
to the service provider awarded as a result of this RFP?

terms

A-3. The state is currently reviewing options for individual IdaNet contracts that expire prior to
the master contract, to see if these customers can be transitioned as early as possible onto a new
IdaNet backbone, with the State paying a month to month renewal for existing services, until
such time, these customers are migrated.
Q-4. In Section 5.6, the State indicates that this contract shall be subject to a 1.25%
administrative fee. Such a fee is not eligible for discount under the Federal E-Rate program.
Will the State consider waiving this fee for any E-Rate-eligible participant in order to maximize
both the state and federal funding available?
A-4. The state will waive the 1.25% administrative fee for any contract resulting from this RFP.
Q-5. Will the State provide a list of the Idaho communities included in the definition of a Large
Metropolitan Area or provide a definition of what constitutes a Large Metropolitan Area versus a
rural area? (Sections 8.1 and 8.4)?
A-5. The state in coordination with the University of Idaho, Rural Distance Education Learning
program has established the following definitions for a Large Metropolitan Area versus a rural

area. Specifically, the following Idaho Counties are classified as large metropolitan areas:
The Boise Metrcmolitan Area (officially known as the Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan
Statistical Area) is Idaho's largest metropolitan area. Other metropolitan areas in order of size are
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho Falls, Pocatello and Lewiston.
As of 2006, six official micropolitan statistical areas are based in Idaho (with populations based
on urban areas in the United States based around a core city or town with a population of 10,000
to 49,999). Twin Falls is the largest of these.
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Rural Areas are defined per Idaho Code§ 67-9003, Idaho Rural Development Partnership Act as:
(4) "Rural area" means:
(a) All the territory of the state ofldaho that is not within the
bounda:ry of any standard metropolitan statistical area as defined by the
United States office of management and budget;
(b) All territory within any standard metropolitan statistical area
described in subsection (4)(a) of this section within a census tract
having a population density of less than twenty (20) persons per square
mile, as detennined according to the most recent census of the United
States as of any date; and
(c) Such areas as the partnership may identify as rural.

Q-6. Will the State please specify the certifications required of a bidder, including any required
certifications by the Idaho Division of Purchasing to provide the services outlined in this RFP?
Additionally, we are not aware of any requirement to file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing
(or the Idaho Regulatory Authority) specific to the network proposed; will the State clarify this
requirement?
A-6. The Division of Purchasing does not have any specific and\or required certifications;
however bidders must be registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do
business in the State ofidaho. Concerning the question about Tariffs, there is no requirement to
file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing. Any contract resulting from this RFP is to be
construed as an Individual Case Base (ICB) contract
Q-7. In Section 9. 7 the State requests a list of all customers for the bidder. Will the State please
confirm if it would be acceptable to provide a representative list of customers who purchase
services from the bidder that are similar to those requested in this RFP in lieu of a full customer
list?
A-7. The State interprets this question to be a request for current users. Based on this
interpretation, a customer list was already provided as Appendixes A and F in the IEN RFP and
subsequent Amendment 3.
Q-8. The State requests both resumes of potential IEN engineering support staff in Section 8.1
and biographical information for each staff member responsible for design, implementation,
project management or other positions identified in the requirements of the RFP in Section 9.10.
Will it be acceptable to the State for the bidder to solely provide any required resumes and
biographical information in a single form in our response to Section 9.10?
A-8. No. The State needs to know who will be assisting the IEN effort and their qualifications.
Q-9. Does the state have a preference of the physical location for the service provider's Network
Operations Center (NOC)?
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A-9. Yes. A service provider's Network Operation Center (NOC), needs to be located within the
geographical confines ofldaho.
Q-10. In the pre-bid conference, the State indicated that there would be future phases of this
project Will there be new RFPs for those future phases or will the State simply place additional
orders for service with the service provider awarded as part of this RFP?
A-10. No, there will not be any new RFPs issued for this IEN effort. The intent is to use the
provider. Subsequent phases of this effort will be implemented using service orders.
Q-11. S.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and
one-quarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract
Usage Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State
through its Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%)
of the CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.

Request for clarification: Could the State please expand on the language highlighted above.
We currently could not find this requirement in any of our existing agreements such as the
IdaNet Master Service Agreement or Telephone Service - Calling Cards, Toll Free, and Direct
Dial Services. Please provide an example of the State's expectation with this billing
requirement
A-11. See Q/A 4 above.
Q12. STA'!J OJ ~~IAMWW CQ!!fMCI lDM§ 4NP 1CONl}JI!QN.S.
9. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE:
Acceptance of this Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 601,
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964, in that "No person in the United States shall, on the grounds
of race, color, national origin, or sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of:
or be subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance." In addition, "No other wise qualified handicapped individual in the United States
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance" (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts
involving federal funds, the applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 11246 as
amended, Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974,
Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sections 621, et seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of Interior regulations at 43 CFR
Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also incorporated into this
Agreement The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws made during
the tenn of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing such
laws. The Contractor must include this provision in eveiy subcontract relating to this Agreement
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Request for clarification: [Our Company], for itself, agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 9.2 of the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDmONS, but requests a clarification with regard to the final sentence: "The Contractor
must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement." [Our Company] has
existing contracts with the subcontractors who will be working with [Our Company] to provide
the solutions offered in this RFP response. It would be time consuming and costly to renegotiate
those contracts in order to include the exact language set forth in Section 9 .2. [Our Company]
requests clarification from the State regarding the State's requirement. Following is the language
included in [Our Company's] standard contracts with its subcontractors. While the language is
not exactly as set forth in Section 9.2, the intent and the effect are the same. Does the State agree
that [Our Company's) contracts with its subcontractors which contain the following terms are
compliant with Section 9.2?
PROCUREMENT STANDARD TERMS AND CONDmONS
16.2 Compliance with Laws and Policies.
Supplier will obtain, at its expense; all permits and licenses, pay all
fees, and comply with all federal, international (if applicable), state
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders applicable
to Supplier or Supplier's performance hereunder including, the
Communications Act and orders of the Federal Communications
Commission. Supplier agrees to adhere to the [Our Company]
Ethical Business Practices, or with Supplier's code of conduct or
own similar standards. If any terms of the [Our Company] Ethical
Business Practices conflict with the terms of this Agreement, the
Agreement will prevail. The [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices may be found at
Employment Practices [p. 6- [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices for Consultants, Contractors and SuppliersJ
Illegal Harassment-Sexual and Other
[Our Company] complies with all applicable civil rights, human
rights, immigration, and labor laws. This includes providing equal
employment opportunities to employees and job applicants and
maintaining a workplace free from illegal discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, and retaliation. While Supplier's
employees are not employees of [Our Company], [Our Company]
expects Suppliers to share this commitment. [Our Company] will
not tolerate illegal harassment or discrimination in any form and
supports those Suppliers who provide equal opportunity to all in
accordance with the requirements of applicable law. At [Our
Company], our business cultme promotes mutual respect,
acceptance, cooperation, productivity and a work environment free
of sexual harassment or other illegal harassment among employees
who are diverse in:

I
I
1.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Sex
Color
Sexual orientation
Race
Ethnicity
National origin
Marital or family status
Veteran status
Disability
Religion
Any other legally protected category

A-12. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.
Q-13. SIATE Of IIW!O STANR.ARD CQN'I'B.ACT ]'!RMS &\NP CONDITIO;ti:S

18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk ofloss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain
with Contractor until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent
defects, fraud and Contractor's warranty obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not
release the Contractor from any obligation under this Agreement.

Exception and Request for Alternate Term: [Our Company] agrees to and will comply with
the Acceptance provisions set forth in Section 17, above. However, because there are at least 14
days between the State's physical receipt of hardware or other equipment and its acceptance of
the materials, [Our Company] cannot agree to the Risk of Loss terms requested by the State in
Section 18.
[Our Company] proposes the following alternate term: The State will ensure that its personnel
are available to receive delivery of equipment or materials at the State's site, at a date and time to
be determined between [Our Company] and Customer. All risk of loss of equipment or materials
will transfer to the State upon delivery, except damage caused by [Our Company], its agents or
subcontractors. Mere receipt by the State does not constitute final acceptance.
[Our Company] cannot be responsible for Risk of Loss to equipment or materials not in its
possession.

A-13. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.

Q-14. How did the State come up with the Specifications for this proposal?

A-14. Specifications for this proposal were drafted as a result of lessons lea.med from similar
initiatives of the same size and scope recently undertaken by several States, in the development
of their own respective Education Networks. Additionally, a team of State Technical experts was
assembled to discuss State of Idaho Specific requirements for agencies migrating to this IEN
backbone, to ensure that all technical requirements were captured as part of this RFP process.
Q-1S. Can we bid on a certain appendix?
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A-15. As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total service solutions provider.
Vendors interested in bidding on a particular section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to work
with a major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of the required
specifications as set forth in this document
Q-16. Will the State accept substitute products or manufacturers?
A-16. The State will consider all recommendations for substitute products and or manufacturers,
if they are fully interoperable with existing legacy State of Idaho network systems, are cutting
edge in terms of new technology, have a solid 24/7 maintenance support system, and are in
keeping with current industry pricing for such systems.
Q-17. Appendix "F" lists a number of circuits from various agencies to the Ida-Net back bone.

Is the State requesting that these circuits be replaced in phase la of this project, or are these
circuits just to be re-homed to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone?
A-17. The circuits listed in Appendix F concerning agencies currently connected to the ldaNet

back bone are circuits that must be re-homed to a new IEN\ldaNet backbone wherever applicable
and feasible during Phase la of the IEN project. Note the State will assist the winning vendor,
post award in establishing a priority for these migrations based on customer mission criticality,
contract service dates (e.g. expiring connectivity contracts) and the availability of supporting
funding. In cases where this is not readily feasible, the vendor may need to consider replacement
of these existing circuits to accommodate both user and IEN core backbone network
requirements.

Q-18. When does the management of the IdaNet transition start, up on the RFP award or July
1~ The first draft of the RFP emphasized that no work would start before July 1, 2009. Does
the addition of phase 1b to replace the IdaNet backbone change the start date of the project?
A.18. State management of the IdaNet transition will commence upon the RFP award on or
about 26 January 2009; RFP Contractual language to amend the RFP to reflect the availability of
limited funding for IEN Phase la ldaNet transition work is currently being undertaken by our
legal staff and will subsequently be posted as an another RFP amendment for vendors to review.
Tentative date to start IdaNet Transition activities (discovery and planning phases) is slated for
on or about 2 February 2009.
Q-19. Syringa Networks provides ITD 12 DS3 ATM circuits that are not being used to their full
capacity. Can any of the excess capacity on these circuits be used for IEN/IdaNet?
A-19. Vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case Syringa, to
see if any access capacity on these circuits can be utilized in support of the IEN/IdaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITD is needed, the State {OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to use this excess
bandwidth with the Idaho Transportation Department It will however be incumbent on the
winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (Syringa).
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Q-20. Will ITD transition its network to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone? When will this occur?
What are the locations served by the ITD network if it is to be part of the new IEN/IdaNet
network?
A-20. ITD as a current customer ofldaNet will migrate to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone. The
timing of this transition will be dependent upon the criticality of the missions that they (ITD) are
supporting, availability of funding to do these migrations and a solid technical plan, developed
by the winning contractor, with assistance from the State that is successfully staffed through our
Change Management board and approved by ITD. Specific locations served by the ITD network
as it pertains to IdaNet, are listed in Appendix F of this RFP. There are no current plans at this
time to transition the remaining ITD network entities onto this new IBN\ldaNet backbone.
Q-21. A Shared Resources Agreement between ITD and 360 Networks provided an OC-3 circuit
from ISP in Meridian to North Idaho that is part of the existing IdaNet backbone. Can this
circuit be used for IEN/IdaNet network?
A-21. Again, vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case 360
Networks, to see if any access agreements can be utilized in support of the IEN/ldaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITD is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to leverage ITD's
existing 360 networks contract with the Idaho Department of Transportation; but only if it is
economical to do so, and also makes sense from a technological standpoint. It will however be
incumbent on the winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (360
Networks).
Q-22. Can the vendor awarded this RFP collocate new equipment at the existing ldaNet sites in
Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene?
A-22. Yes, the winning vendor can and is highly encouraged to co-locate new equipment at all
and all existing ldaNet locations wherever feasible to ensure a smooth network transition to a
new IEN\IdaNet backbone system for our supported customer base.
Q-23. There exist CWDM connections over fiber from ITD on State Street, Department of
Health and Welfare Towers, BHS at Gowen Field, and ISP at Meridian. Can any frequencies
(lambdas) on this network be used for the IEN/ldaNet network?

A-23. Yes, but only if it makes both economic and technical sense to do so and will not impact
cwrent ITD, Health and Welfare, BHS and IPS missions. We (the State) would work with the
winning vendor to see what if any frequencies could be used for the IEN/IdaNet network.
Vendors are encouraged to make technical recommendations concerning the use or reuse of
existing lambdas in their proposal submissions, enabling the State to review accordingly with the
affected customers.
Q-24. The pricing requirements in Section 10- especially 10.8 • appear to combine several
different technologies and end customers. The schedules also appear to combine items that have
different E-Rate eligibility. Can the State revise these tables or instructions to clearly require
separation of pricing and indication of expected E-Rate eligibility, as applicable, for (1)
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equipment not eligible for Priority 1 e-rate funding; (2) IdaNet/state agency services and (3)
video conferencing equipment and setvices?
A-24. See new Section 10 above.

Q-25. If multiple vendors are selected (up to 4), how will the State ofldaho integrate all of the
vendors and the services they offer? Who will coordinate tlie development, outsourcing and
implementation of this statewide network, file for E-Rate, etc? Will the State identify one of the
4 vendors to do this?
A-25. While it is stated in the amended Section 5.3 (above) that any resulting contract from this
solicitation may be awarded up to four providers, it is still the desire of the State to contract with
a single end-to-end managed internet service provider with existing partners and\or a willingness
to form partnerships, in an effort to achieve the specified requirements of our IEN initiative.

Q-26. Will the State of ID rebid these services if the funding is not secured this year? What is
the State of Idaho's course of action if the funding is not approved?
A-26. It is the intent of the State to award an IEN contract during FY09. The State has partial
funding to start on our IdaNet migration initiative, which is now slated as phase la of our
amended RFP (Amendment 3 to RFP 02160). Upon completion of that initiative, and contingent
upon future availability of funding for our IEN effort, the State intends to issue Service Orders,
per the RFP, for any follow on IEN initiatives, to the winning vendor(s). If no additional funding
is secured for this IEN project after S years (the end of the first contractual period of work), a
new RFP will be released. The State reserves the right to cancel any resulting contract due to a
lack of funding per Item 26, Appropriation by the Legislature Required, of the State ofldaho
Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, incorporated into this RFP by reference.
Q-27. Regarding section 19 of the State ofldaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions: The
State ofldaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions are silent as to many details from
Contractor's Terms and Conditions regarding how Contractor provides and bills for its services,
protects it's investments, and ensures the return of a reasonable profit Certain provisions of the
State of Idaho Contract Terms and Conditions are contrary to Vendor's Standard Terms and
Conditions. Contractor has additional terms and conditions it wishes to incorporate into the
State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, in addition to those Terms and Conditions, and
in some cases to replace a particular provision with Contractor's language. Will the State
consider these additional terms and conditions listed below?
Contractor agrees to negotiate in good faith any of these terms not acceptable to the State in the

proposed form.
/

Serviee Orders: State may submit service orders to Contractor to purchase telecommunication
and related services under this Agreement ("Service Orders''). The Service Orders describe the
telecommunication and related services that are available for purchase ("Services"). When fully
executed by both Parties, the Service Orders and these Standard Terms and Conditions form the
final written agreement between the Parties ("Agreement''). The Agreement can only be
amended or modified in a written document that is signed by both Parties. All Services are
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offered subject to availability, and Contractor has the right not to accept a Service Order
submitted by the State. If a Service Order has been accepted by Contractor, Contractor will
provide Services for the term agreed to in such Service Order and renewal periods ("Service
Term").

Cancellation, Modification or Expedition of Orders: "Cancellation", "Modification" and
"Expedite Charges" referenced hereunder are posted to the Contractor's Website and are subject
to modification by Contractor effective upon posting to that website.
(a) Cancellation. The State may cancel a Service Order(s) if the request is received in writing by
Contractor prior to the planned installation date, and Contractor shall have the right to assess a
Cancellation Charge (a Service Order can only be cancelled one time; the execution of a new
Service Order restarts the cancellation process). If the request to cancel is received after
installation has begun, the State must pay full termination liability as set forth below.
(b) Modification. The State may request in writing the modification of any Service Order(s).
Such request shall result in a Modification Charge. If Contractor receives a written modification
request for delay of installation less than 3 days prior to the planned installation date, the State
must pay, in addition to the Modification Charge, the monthly recurring charge ("MRCj
applicable to the delayed Service for the shorter of one billing month or the period from the
original due date to the requested installation date. Contractor reserves the right to limit the

number of requests to delay the planned installation date.
(c) E:,g,edite. The State may request an expedited installation date. If Contractor accepts the
expedited installation date, the State must pay an Expedite Charge.
(d) Third Party Charges. In addition to the charges set forth in (a), (b) and (c) above, Contractor
may bill the State for any third party charges it incurs in order to complete the State's request to

cancel, modify, or expedite the Service Order(s).

Contractor Network, Access and Interconnection:
(a) Responsibilities. Contractor will own and control the telecommunications equipment, cable
and facilities installed and operated by Contractor for provision of the Services to the State

("Contractor Network''). The Contractor Network will remain Contractor's personal property
regardless of where located or attached. Contractor has the right to upgrade, replace or remove
the Contractor Network in whole or in part, regardless of where located, so long as the Services
continue to perform. Contractor has the right to limit the manner in which any portion of the
Contractor Network is used to protect the technical integrity of the Network. The State may not
alter, move or disconnect any parts of the Contractor Netwodc and is responsible for any damage
to, or loss of, the Contractor Network caused by the State's (or its end users') breach of this
provision, negligence or willfbl misconduct Contractor has no obligation to install, maintain or
repair any equipment owned or provided by the State, unless otherwise agreed to in a writing
executed by the Parties. If the State's equipment is incompatible with the Service, the State is
responsible for any special interface equipment or facilities necessary to achieve compatibility.
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(b) Access. Contractor may require access to the State's premises to install and maintain the
Services and Contractor's Network. The State must provide Contractor with a contact and/or help
desk number that can be reached 24 hours per day/7 days per week. The State also must provide
reasonable access rights and/or rights of way from third parties, space, power and environmental
conditioning as may be required for the installation and maintenance of the Contractor Network
at the State's premises.
(c) Letter of Authorization/ Carrier Facility Assignment. If the State intends to connect the
Services to facilities that neither it nor Contractor owns, it mu.st provide Contractor with and
maintain (for the Service Term) a current letter of authorization and carrier facility assignment,
as applicable.

Installation and Maintenance:
(a) Installation. CONTRACTOR will notify the State when the Service has been successfully
installed and is available for the State's use ("'Service Date"). Unless the State notifies
CONTRACTOR by the close of business on the Service Date that the Service is not operational,
the Service Term will commence. If the State so notifies CONTRACTOR, the Service Date will
occur and the Service Term will commence when the Service is operational. The Service Date
will not be delayed or postponed due to problems with the State's equipment or the State's lack
of readiness to accept or use Service.
(b) Maintenance:
(i) Scheduled Maintenance. CONTRACTOR will monitor Contractor's Network 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week. Scheduled Maintenance will be performed between the hours of midnight
and 6:00 a.m.. (local time where the maintenance is being performed) unless another time is
agreed to by the Parties for the particular circumstance. CONTRACTOR will endeavor to
provide the State with at l~t five business days notice before performing Scheduled
Maintenance unless a shorter notice period is required under the circumstances.
(ii) Emergency Maintenance. If CONTRACTOR has to perform maintenance outside of the
Scheduled Maintenance window set forth in subsection (b)(i) above, then CONTRACTOR will
provide as much prior notice to The State as is practicable under the circumstances.

Charges, Billing, Taxes and Payment:
(a) Services are billed on a monthly basis commencing with the Service Date. Services are
invoiced in advance, but usage charges are invoiced in arrears. Any installation or other nonrecurring charges, which are non-refundable, will appear on the first monthly invoice.
(b) CONTRACTOR may require a deposit prior to the provision of any new Service.
CONTRACTOR also may require a deposit as a condition to its obligation to continue to provide
Service(s) if The State has failed to timely pay for Service(s) on two occasions during any six

month period.
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(c) CONTRACTOR will invoice the State for applicable Taxes (defined below) and, whenever
possible, will identify such charges as a separate line item on the invoice. The State will be
liable for Taxes which were assessed by or paid to an appropriate taxing authority within the
applicable statute of limitations period. If the State fails to pay any Taxes properly billed, then
as between CONTRACTOR and The State, The State will be solely responsible for payment of
the Taxes, and penalty and interest.

"Tax" or "Taxes" mean any federal, state or local excise, gross receipts, value added, sales, use
or other similar tax, fee, tax-like fee or surcharge of whatever nature and however designated
imposed, or sought to be imposed, on or with respect to purchases by the State from
CONTRACTOR for consideration under this Agreement or for Contractor's use of public streets
or rights of way, which CONTRACTOR is required or permitted by law or a tariff to collect
from the State; provided, however, that the term "Tax" will not include any tax on Contractor's
corporate existence, status, income, corporate property or payroll taxes.
(d) Payment for all undisputed amounts due under this Agreement must be received by
CONTRACTOR on or before the due date specified on the bill ("Due Date''). Any payment or
portion thereof not received by the Due Date is subject to a late charge on the unpaid amount at
the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by law.

Disputes: If the State disputes any charges, it must log the dispute by completing and submitting
a dispute form via Contractor's dispute website [located at: ], or by contacting Contractor's
dispute telephone line at 1-800-[]. All disputes must be submitted to CONTRACTOR in the
manner specified above within 120 calendar days of the date of the invoice associated with the
disputed charges, or the invoice shall be deemed correct and all rights to dispute such charges are
waived. Withheld disputed amounts determined in favor of CONTRACTOR must be paid by the
State within five (5) business days following written, electronic or telephonic notice of the
resolution, and will bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by
law from the Due Date until the date paid. Amounts that were disputed but paid by the State will
bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by law from the date
paid through the date of resolution if the resolution is determined in the State's favor.
Service Levels/ Service Outage Credits:
(a) Service Level Agreement ("SLAV''). The SLAV for a particular Service, which specifies the
applicable performance metrics and outage credit schedule, is contained in each Service Order.
If no SLAV is included with a Service Order, then credits for Service Outages (defined below)
will be issued at 1/1440 of the applicable MARC per 30 minute outage for up to a 24-hour
period, but if a Service Outage lasts greater than 24 hours, at 1/144 of the applicable MARC per
3 hour period. Credits issued during any calendar month will not exceed the MARC associate4
with the affected Service that experienced the Service Outage's).

(b) Service Outage Definition. A "Service Outage" is defined as either: (a) material noncompliance with a specific performance metric in a service level agreement; or (b) a complete
loss of transmission or reception capability for a Service caused by Contractor's Network.
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(c) Reporting and Tracking of Service Outages.
If there is a Service Outage, the State must contact Contractor's The State Networl.c Reliability
Center ("CORK") at 800-0, and CONTRACTOR will open a trouble ticket and provide the State
with a trouble ticket number for tracking pwposes.
(d) Duration of Service Outage and Application of Credits. For the pwpose of calculating
applicable credits, a Service Outage begins when the State reports the Service Outage to
Contractor's CORK, and ends when the Service is restored. The duration of the Service Outage
only includes outages that are caused by Contractor's Network and do not include outages caused
by the equipment, acts or omissions of The State, third parties, Force Majuro events, or outages
occurring during scheduled or emergency maintenance. The duration of a Service Outage also
does not include any time during which CONTRACTOR is not allowed access to the premises
necessary to restore the Service. Credits for Service Outages are only issued if requested by the
State, and such requests must be submitted to CONTRACTOR within 120 days from the date
Service is restored.

(e) Chronic Trouble Services. If two Service Outages have occurred on a particular Service
during a 30-day period, and a third Service Outage occurs within thirty days following the
second Service Outage, The State may terminate the applicable Service without early terminatiotn
liability provided that The State supplies CONTRACTOR with a written termination notice no
later than thirty days following the third Service Outage.
(t) Remedies. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the remedies set forth
in the service level agreement and in sub-sections (a) and (e) above of this Agreement constitute

the State's sole and exclusive remedy for Service Outages.
(g) Service Outages Not Caused by Contractor's Networl.c. If CONTRACTOR responds to a
service call initiated by the State, and CONTRACTOR reasonably determines that the cause of
the problem is not due to Contractors Networl.c, but is due to the State's equipment or facilities,
or a third party, the State must compensate CONTRACTOR for the service call at Contractor's
then prevailing rates.

Governmental Regulation - Changes:
(a) This Agreement is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations,
and each Party must comply with them in performing its obligations hereunder. To the extent any
provision herein conflicts with any applicable law, rule or regulation, such law, rule or regulation
will supersede the conflicting provision.
(b) CONTRACTOR may discontinue or impose additional requirements to the provision of

Service, upon 1S days written notice, if necessary to meet regulatory requirements or if such
requirements have a material, adverse impact on the economic feasibility of CONTRACTOlt
providing the Service. The State is not responsible for the termination liability set forth below if
CONTRACTOR discontinues the Service under this subsection.
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Indemnification: Each Party ("lnseminator'') shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the
other Party ("Indemnities") from all losses or damages arising from or related to bodily injury or
physical damage to tangible property caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of
Insem.inator. The State shall indemnify, defend and hold CONTRACTOR harmless from all
losses or damages arising from the State's violation of third party intellectual property rights, all
claims of any kind by the State's end users, or any act or omission of the State associated with
any Service. (TO REPLACE SECTION 11 OF STATES STANDARD TERMS AND
CONDITIONS)
Limitation of Liability: Except for the Parties' respective obligations set forth in Section 14
herein, neither Party is liable to the other for indirect, consequential, special, incidental, or
punitive damages of any kind or nature whatsoever (including without limitation lost profits, lost
revenues, lost savings, lost opportunity or harm to business), whether or not foreseeable, whether
or not the Party had or should have had any lmowledge, actual or constructive, that such damages
might be incurred, and regardless of the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the
frustration of either Party's purpose. Indirect damages include, but are not limited to, damag~
of the kinds specified in the preceding sentence that are incurred by a third party and are asserted
against a Party (including attorneys' fees and expenses). Contractor's liability to The State for
direct damages may not exceed one month's calculation of the applicable Mares regardless of
the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the frustration of either Party's purpose.
CONTRACTOR has no liability for the content of infonnation that The State passes through
Contractor's Network, the State's transmission errors, or any failure to establish connections
outside of the CONTRACTOR Network.
Termination by CONTRACTOR:
(a) Termination With Notice. CONTRACTOR may disconnect all Service's) associated with a
delinquent account upon ten (10) days written notice for the State's failure to pay amounts due
under this Agreement which remain uncured at the end of the notice period; or upon thirty (30)
days written notice for: (i) the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this
Agreement or any law, role or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the
end of the notice period; (ii) any governmental prohibition or required alteration of the Services.
(b) Termination Without Notice. CONTRACTOR may terminate or suspend Services without
notice if (i) necessary to protect Contractor's Network; (ii) CONTRACTOR has reasonable
evidence of The State's illegal, improper or unauthorized use of Services; or (iii) required by
legal or regulatory authority.

(c) Post Termination. Any termination or disconnection shall not relieve the State of any liability
incurred prior to such termination or disconnection, or for payment of unaffected Services.
CONTRACTOR retains the right to pmsue all available legal remedies if it terminates this
Agreement or disconnects Service(s) in accordance with this Section. All terms and conditions of
this Agreement shall continue to apply to any Services not so terminated, regardless of the
termination of this Agreement. If CONTRACTOR terminates Service in accordance with this
section, and The State wants to restore such Service, The State first must pay all past due
charges, a reconnection charge and a deposit equal to 2 months' recurring charges. All requests
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by The St.ate for disconnection of On-Net Services will be processed by CONTRACTOR in 30
days or less, and for disconnection of long haul Off-Net Services in 45 days or less, following
delivery of the written notice. The St.ate must pay for Services until such disconnection actually
occurs. The St.ate must submit requests to disconnect or terminate Services to Contractor's Order
Entry department in accordance with Section 20 below.

Termination by the State: The St.ate may terminate this Agreement and/or any Service Order
hereunder upon thirty (30) days prior written notice, without incurring termination liability, for
Contractor's (i) breach of any material provision of this Agreement, or any law, rule or regulation
that affects The State's use of Service(s), which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
and/or (ii) insolvency, bankruptcy, assignment for the benefit of creditors, appointment of trustee
or receiver or similar event.
Termination Liability: If CONTRACTOR terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s)
due to the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this Agreement or any law,
rule or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
or because CONTRACTOR has reasonable evidence of the St.ate's- illegal, improper or
unauthorized use of Services; or if the St.ate terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s)
for any reason other than Contractor's material breach that remains uncured after written notice
and a reasonable cure period, all MRCs associated with the terminated Service(s) for the balance
of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and payable. If the termination
occurs during the second year of any Service Term, and the terminated service is provisioned
entirely on Contractor's network, then 50% of all MRCs associated with the terminated
Service(s) for the balance of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and
payable.
Assignment: (EDIT SECTION 20 OF STATE STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS TO READ LIKE TIDS: "20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any
interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to whom such Agreement or order is given.
to any other party without the approval in writing of the Administrator, Division of Purchasing,
not to be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed except that CONTRACTOR may assign
its rights and/or obligations hereunder (a) to its parent, affiliates or subsidiaries, (b) pursuant to
any merger, acquisition, reorganization, sale or transfer of all or substantially all its assets, or (c)
for purposes of financing. Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the annulment
of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any
breach of such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1])"
Governing Law· Litigation: This Agreement is govemed by and subject to the laws of the
State ofldaho excluding its principles of conflicts of law. If litigation is commenced to enforce
this Agreement, the prevailing Party is entitled to reimbursement of its costs and attorneys' fees
from the other Party.

Headings: Headings herein are for convenience only and are not intended to have substantive
significance in inteipreting this Agreement.
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Notices: Any notice required under this Agreement must be in writing and be delivered to the
receiving Party at the addresses listed below (i) in person, (ii) by certified mail with return
receipt requested, or (iii) by overnight courier. A notice is deemed given (i) when delivered, if
personally delivered, (ii) at the time indicated on the return receipt, if delivered by certified mail,
or (iii) at the time the party or its representative executes the delivery receipt, if delivered via
courier. CONTRACTOR must provide such notice to the State's billing address, and the State
must provide such notice to CONTRACTOR at [] Attn: General Manager. Q'The State is
disconnecting Services for any reason, it also must deliver notice to CONTRACTOR at OAttn:
Order Entry.
Public Releases, Use of Name: Neither Party may issue a news release, public announcement,
advertisement or other form of publicity regarding this Agreement or the Services provided
hereunder without the prior written consent of the other Party. Neither Party may not use the
other's name, logo or service mark without Contractor's prior written consent.
Representations and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants that it, and the person
signing on its behalf, is fully authorized to enter into this Agreement CONTRACTOR represents
and warrants that the Services will be performed by qualified and trained personnel.
CONTRACTOR does not guarantee, represent or warrant that the Service(s) will be without
interruption. CONTRACTOR MAKES NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EITHER IN FACT OR BY OPERATION OF LAW,
AND DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR OR ORDINARY PURPOSE.
REGARDING SECTION 23 OF THE STATE'S STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDmONS - Replace or negotiate in line with Contractor's Indminification paragraph above.
Regarding Section 30 of State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions - Edit to read like this:
PRIORITY OF DOCUMENTS: This Agreement consists of and precedence is established by
the order of the following documents:
1. Service Orders executed between the parties.
2. This Agreement;
3. The Solicitation; and
4. Contractor's proposal as accepted by the State.
The Solicitation and the Contractor's proposal accepted by the State are incorporated herein by
this reference. The parties intend to include all items necessary for the proper completion of the
scope of work. The documents set forth above are complementary and what is required by one
shall be binding as if required by all However, in the case of any conflict or inconsistency
arising under the documents, a lower numbered document shall supersede a higher numbered
document to the extent necessary to resolve any such conflict or inconsistency. Provided,
however, that in the event an issue is addressed in one of the above mentioned documents but is
not addressed in another of such documents, no conflict or inconsistency shall be deemed to

occur.
Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's proposal differ from the terms in this
Solicitation, the terms and conditions of this Solicitation shall apply. Where terms and condition$
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specified in the Contractor's proposal supplement the terms and conditions in this solicitation,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the Division of
Purchasing in writing.
A-27. The above language will not be adapted or accepted. The State believes between the RFP,
the Special Telecommunications Terms and Conditions incorporated in the RFP by reference,
and Amendment Three (3) to RFP02160 adequately address the issues raised in this question.
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January 12, 2009
Mr. Mark Little
Purchasing Manager
Idaho Division of Purchasing
LBJ Building, Lower Level, Room B-15
650 W. State Street
Boise, ID 83702
RE:

Idaho Education Network (JEN) RFP 02160

Dear Mr. Little:
ENA Services, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa), respondingjointly as
the JEN Alliance, appreciate d1e opportunity to respond to the State of Idaho's Request
for Proposal #02160 for the implementation and ongoing support of the Idaho Education
Network (IEN). We are pleased to provide a response that represents a collaborative
approach and leverages the existing infrastructure as well as the collective skills,
experience and capacity of a wide variety of service providers a11d industry leaders in
delivering and managing statewide education networks.
We will refer to our combined team as the JEN Alliance. The IEN Alliance founding
members, ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a
contract, ENA wiU be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the principal
partner and prime supplier. 1n addition, both Syringa and ENA have engaged the
folJowing strategic and core partners based on the infrastructure as well as the skills and
expe1tise they can provide to contribute to the success of JEN.
• Strategic Partners: Idaho Regional Optical Network, Inc. (IRON), Cable One,
INX and OneVision Solutions

• Gore Partners:

180 Networks, 360 Networks, ATC Communications, Cable ONE,
Cambridge Telephone Company, Custer Telephone Company, Direct
Communications, Fair Point Communications, Farmer's Mutual Telephone
Company, Filer Mutual Telephone Company, Frontier Communications, lntegra
Telecom, Midvale Telephone, Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative, Project Mutual
Telephone, Rural Telephone Company, Silver Star Communications, Time
Warner Cable and tw telecom

I

I
i

i

• Strategic Sup_pliers: American Fiber Systems, CenturyTel, Digital Bridge, Qwest

i

Wholesale and Verizon

State of Idaho RFP-02160

Idaho Education Network (JEN)
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We are confident the proposal we have provided in response to this RFP not only meets
or exceeds the stated requirements, but captures the spirit of collaboration and partnership
the State is seeking. Our proposal makes extensive use of existing state infrastructure
and carrier provided services, implements a service delivery model that will make the
most effective use of :funding sources such as E-Rate, and provides an ongoing support
structure that is comprehensive and affordable to ensure the long-tenn success of the IEN
as its mission expands over time.

I
j.

l

I

We are excited about the opportunity to work with the State to create a positive economic
impact in Idaho and ensure the availability of high-speed access and connectivity services
to its students and citizens.
Thank you for your consideration of our proposal response.
Sincerely.
David M. Pierce
President and CEO
ENA Services, LLC

Greg Lowe
CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC

State ofldaho RFP..o2l60
Idaho Education Network (JEN)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The IEN Alliance understands the State ofldaho's vision for providing robust, highspeed broadband access that can serve the students and citizens of Idaho now and well
into the future. We are excited about the opportunity to assist in making this vision
become a reality. The Idaho Department of Administration, Office of the Chief
Infonnation Officer (OCIO) will receive multiple responses and approaches for
developing and operating a statewide education network that endeavors to meet the
requirements of this RFP. As the State has clearly articulated throughout both the RFI
and RFP processes. partnerships will be critical to the success ofldaho Education
Network (IEN). For this very purpose, the IEN Alliance was established.
The IEN Alliance founding members, Education Networks of America (ENA) and
Syringa Networks (Syringa) will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a
contract that will be utilized to apply for E-Rate reimbursements. ENA will be the
contracting entity serve as the prime contractor for the project with Syringa as the
principal partner and prime supplier. In addition, both Syringa and ENA have engaged
the following strategic and core partners based on the infrastructure as well as the skills

and expertise they can provide to contribute to the success ofIEN.

•

Strategic Partners: Idaho Regional Optical Network, Inc. (IRON), Cable One,
INX and OneVision Solutions

•

Core Partners: 180 Networks, 360 Networks, ATC Communications, Cable ONE,

Cambridge Telephone Company, Custer Telephone Company, Direct
Communications, Fair Point Communications, Farmer's Mutual Telephone
Company, Filer Mutual Telephone Company, Frontier Communications, Integra
Telecom, Midvale Telephone, Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative, Project Mutual
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Telephone, Rural Telephone Company, Silver Star Communications, Time
Warner Cable and tw telecom
•

Strategic Suppliers: American Fiber Systems, CenturyTel, Digital Bridge, Qwest
Wholesale and Verizon

Experience
As the credentials of our team are reviewed, the OCIO will discover the partners

represented in the IEN Alliance offer a collective set of skills and experience that meet all
the RFP requirements and is unmatched. The project management, engineering and
overall technical skills of our combined team, along with our experience managing
statewide education networks and in securing millions of dollars in federal E-Rate funds
over the life of the E-Rate program, position the IEN Alliance as the winning team. We
are confident that the partnerships we have created and the approach we have outlined
will serve Idaho well.
Partnerships
The IEN Alliance was fonned in recognition ofthe need for strong partnerships to
successfully achieve the State's desire for a collaborative effort between the State of
Idaho and multiple carriers and service providers to implement and manage a statewide
education network that leverages state infrastructure and carrier-provided services and
support. The Alliance came together based on the unique strengths each member brings
to this mission. We also recognize the need to expand and encourage new members and
strategic partners over time. By combining the robust backbone networks in place from
Syringa and IRON, the extensive geographic coverage ofSyringa's member carriers and
the Alliance core partners, ENA's experience in E-Rate and managing broadly deployed
multi-carrier statewide education networks, and the relationships and expertise of
networking and video conferencing hardware partners such as INX and OneVision, we
are confident we have established the best team to carry out this mission.
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Idaho Presence
The IEN Alliance Partners already have a significant presence in Idaho and we are
committed to growing this presence in support ofIEN. Together we employ over 1,000
people throughout the State and serve over 250,000 customers across all regions and
industries, including: K-20 education community, libraries, government entities,
healthcare facilities, and commercial and residential customers. The IEN Alliance
members that will implement, operate and support the Idaho Education Network will be a
combination of seasoned local resources from our collective team along with new
resources that are required to make this project successful.
Long-Term Commitment

l

As the mission and vision of the IEN grows, the delivery model and support structure

I

needs to grow and adapt to the expanding requirements. We understand that this is not a

t'

short-tenn endeavor. We are confident that not only have we designed an approach that
will achieve the desired immediate outcomes, but the IEN Alliance is committed to
making the investments to ensure its long-term success.
Economic Impact
The strategy and approach the IEN Alliance is proposing is a proven best practice
approach for implementing statewide broadband education networks. We implement

!

!

networks in a manner that lowers the build-out and operating costs often associated with

i•

I

a project of this nature resulting in broad and positive economic impact. Our team
includes incumbent and alternative telephone carriers, cable and utility providers,

Ii

municipal networks, cellular/wireless carriers and emerging higher education fiber-optic
networks. Many of these carriers, especially those that successfully serve rural
communities, would not otherwise have the opportunity to compete for or participate in a
statewide project of this size and scope. By leveraging their resources, these providers

are encouraged to increase their investments in the community, which, in tum, stimulates
growth. We have highlighted examples of this throughout our proposal response.
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Competitive Advantage
The IEN Alliance believes our dedication to service, our experience and expertise, and
our focus on innovation, community and collaboration are the key differentiators that
distinguish us from other service providers. Our motto is "Service is the solution", and
our track record demonstrates that. Our long•term history serving customers across Idaho
and our vast experience in delivering managed network solutions and implementing
statewide education networks through partnerships and collaboration truly set us apart.
In particular we pay keen attention to capacity, scalability, funding, outcomes and time
savings when designing and managing networks which results in real value to our
customers. When you engage the IEN Alliance you get "More than just bandwidth."
Low Risk Transition

The IEN Alliance is confident the partnerships we have established and the
implementation and support plan we have proposed represent the highest value and
lowest risk alternative to achieve the goals for all phases of the IEN. Over 120 schools,
25 community libraries, and 150 state and local government offices are already connected
to the IEN Alliance's network; and we have demonstrated a clear path for expanding this
connectivity by establishing new partnerships and capitalizing on existing infrastructure
and relationships. In addition, we have designed a cost-effective and innovative solution
that will expedite the migration of the existing IdaNet network to the new robust IEN
backbone with little to no loss of service to the agencies currently using that network. All
of this, coupled with our team's vast experience. position the IEN Alliance as the "partner
of choice" for the State of Idaho.
Together, the IEN Alliance believes we have proposed a unique and collaborative model
that combines the individual strengths, skills, experience and capacity required to ensure
the success of the Idaho Education Network as an economic catalyst for Idaho.
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8.0 SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new JEN service must be
converted NLT I February 2010, with all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The
conversion from the cutTent Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible.
The State of Idaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested in
identifying a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands of
the network participants and it is expected the services would meet any future needs of other
a nonnal
eligible participants as deemed appropriate. Bidders will identify .services that
pari; of their offering~ithoutadditional.fees and.optionai ~~rvicesthat are being offered for an
additional fei (ti.;, aµtomatic trouble tickeigener.atiori, tr<>lible.!lotifi9ation, et¢): The S~te
fC!q,Ui~ a. ~ritpl.¢te 4es~riP!ion Of thos~ sehri~e$ ~nd fe,~ to be jn9luded in th~ '.RFP response.

are

The IEN Alliance proposal is based upon providing a costeffective, scalable and flexible transport services solution.
The TEN Alliance partners have been engaged in the business of supporting K-12 public
schools, libraries and state agencies for many years; we understand the unique challenges
and have structured our solutions to meet these unique requirements and complement as
well as leverage any existing local resources.
We understand that the State desires to convert all designated public high schools in
phase I to this new IEN service by February I, 2010 and that all IP addresses should route
through the Internet We have experience managing similar transitions and we will work
to ensure that the conversion from the current Internet Service Provider will be as
transparent as possible. We also know that there is a constant demand for additional
bandwidth throughout the IEN community and we look forward to meeting both the
current and future needs of all eligible participants over the tenn of the contract.
Over the next 5-7 years, we estimate that schools will increase their bandwidth usage
according to the estimates published in the attached SEIDA report, Appendix E. Costs
for technology upgrades and associated connectivity improvements related to increasing
bandwidth are included in our price proposal.

"
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All services listed in Section 8.0 are a base part of the JEN Alliance's solution offering
without additional fees or hidden costs. The JEN Alliance has provided a complete and
comprehensive solution meeting or exceeding all RFP requirements. The IEN Alliance
does provide optional supplemental services and information on these services can be
found in Tab 8, Optional Services. Pricing for optional services is provided as a
separate consideration.
As required in the General Requirements of this RFP, below find a detailed case study of
an existing district served by the IEN Alliance in the State of Idaho.

Payette School District Case Study
Payette is a small, rural community located near the Oregon-Idaho border of
Southwestern Idaho. For several years, they had experienced significant challenges with
an unmanaged, unlicensed wireless Internet and wide area network solution. The
condition of the network was severely hampering their ability to operate networkdependent mission critical applications as well as take advantage of 21st century learning
opportunities. The school district was chosen by Boise State University as a distance
learning pilot site. The University supplied the necessary video conferencing equipment
to begin piloting distance learning courses. After attempts to connect and operate the
equipment failed due to the instability and capacity of the network, the University was
forced to retrieve the equipment and Payette missed out on taking advantage of this
educational opportunity for their students.
In early 2007, an employee of Payette School District who was familiar with Syringa and
the fiber networks serving both the Fruitland and Weiser school districts contacted
Syringa to inquire about the availability of fiber to Payette. The initial assessment
indicated that the cost to build fiber to the schools in Payette was too expensive. Syringa
Networks looked at alternative ways to leverage other potential opportunities to spread
the build-out costs in an effort to lower the cost to the school district. After analyzing the
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situation, Syringa made the decision to build-out to Payette Schools along with a celltower location at the edge of town.
In 2007 Payette School District posted an E-Rate Form 470 and issued an RFP to solicit

proposals for fiber-based broadband services. ENA responded to Payette's RFP with a
Priority I managed network and Internet access solution and contracted with Syringa to
provide the underlying fiber. Our combined proposal was selected and ENA was
awarded a three-year contract.
By combining Syringa's infrastructure and ENA's network management and value-added
services into a comprehensive, Priority I E-Rate eligible service, we were able to offer a
district-wide scalable fiber solution to connect all of Payette's school sites along with a
hosted firewall and content filtering solution that was far more robust than the solution
they had in place.
The project kicked-off in the second quarter of 2008. Syringa Networks purchased
property on Clay's Peak at the edge of town that included a tower and an equipment hut.
The property was refurbished and electronic equipment was installed and fiber was
subsequently built to this site as well as three of the five school sites. Fiber will be
delivered to the remaining two schools in the spring of 2009.
In addition to the school, fiber services are now being provided to the Department of
Labor facility in Payette as well as several cellular telephone companies. In conjunction
with the completion of the 2009 fiber project the Payette court house and sheriff's office

will also be connected, providing a diverse route for the county's 911 service provider.
Results that Matter
This case study exemplifies out the following demonstrated benefits for Payette School
District and the surrounding community.
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Educational, Administrative and Financial Benefits to Payette School District
o By contracting for a bundled Priority 1 service, Payette Schools is able to
apply for E-Rate reimbursements to fund 77% of the cost of the fiber
service for each year of the service. This increased the district's E-Rate
funding from $18.56 per student in 2007 to $65.87 per student in 2008.
o The network enhancements dramatically increased the capacity, reliability
and safety of their network.
o ENA's proactive network monitoring and support along with the valueadded services we were able to offer (content filtering and firewall
services), removed a tremendous burden from district resources.
o The district's technology staff was able to focus their attention on much
needed projects to upgrade, enhance and consolidate many of the district's
mission critical administrative and instructional applications.
o Payette schools now have a network that will enable them to take
advantage of distance learning opportunities to enhance education for its
students.

•

Economic Development Impact and Benefits to the City of Payette
o An increase in tax revenues as a result of the land acquisition and fiber
installation.
o A significant increase in the reliability of the county's 911 service,
thereby, increasing the safety and security of all members of the
community.
o An enhanced economic development opportunity that enables Payette to
market the availability ofa diverse routed fiber network in the community.

We believe the results of this public-private partnership approach to bringing high-speed

r

!

broadband to a rural community in Idaho is an excellent best-practice model and
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demonstrates the exact objectives and outcomes that the State of Idaho is seeking to

!

achieve with the implementation of the Idaho Education Network.

I

Our solution will provide a powerful economic impact to both
students and communities throughout Idaho.

Il

A recent report published by the Benton Organization titled "Action Plan for America,
Using Technology and Innovation to address our Nation's Challenges" makes the

I

following statement:
"Persuasive research indicates that connecting our nation to broadband will bring
remarkable economic, social, cultural, personal, and other benefits to our citizens. Citing
this research, a bipartisan chorus ofAmerica's leaders has for years advocated the
deployment across our nation ofrobust and affordable broadband access to the Internet.
Taken together, the rhetoric and research tell a compelling story,· that in the Digital Age,
universal, affordable, and robust broadband is the key to our nation's citizens reaching
for - and achieving- the American Dream. "

And they are not alone. Several reports published in the last couple of years have
focused on the importance of broadband in education. "America's Digital Schools 2006"
report was the first to point out that a broadband crisis was looming for our K-12 schools.
Their current report, "America's Digital Schools 2008" (ADS 2008), not only reinforces
their original predictions, but indicated that growth is accelerating at a more rapid pace
than originally projected. Recent findings indicate that there are much broader implications to
improving connectivity to our schools across the nation. This past year alone another five

reports (see Appendix L for a Resource List of all reports) have been published that look
well beyond the immediate educational benefits and directly link high-speed broadband
to economic development, global competitiveness, innovation and achievement in
education.
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The legislative findings in House Bill No. 543 which led to the enactment ofldaho Code
67-5745D support what educators and policy makers across the country are widely
recognizing as a critical success factor in carrying out the mission of education: "highbandwidth connectivity is an essential component of education infrastructure in the 21 st
century."
One of the recent reports, "High-Speed Broadband Access for All Kids: Breaking
Through the Barriers" published by the State Educational Technology Directors
Association (SETDA), aims at bringing this critical issue to a national policy level. It
identifies several key issues facing the educational community today relating to robust
connectivity and recommends how states and school districts can successfully implement
high-speed broadband in their schools. The managed Internet services strategy and
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approach that the mN Alliance is proposing for the mN, is touted as a "model and
best practice" approach for implementing statewide and district-wide highbandwidth education networks. The report is included in Appendix E. Please see

pages 18 and 19 (of the report) highlighting ENA's network in Tennessee and pages 13
and 14 (of the report) highlighting ENA's network serving Orange County Public
Schools.
It is important to note that the common theme across each of these reports is that access
to high-speed broadband is fundamental to success in education and economic growth.
Because access to broadband is becoming so important to the education process, more
and more state departments of education and state offices of information across the
country are now integral to the planning, funding and delivery of broadband services to
their constituents. The legislative initiative to establish the IEN is a prime example of
this. While education was the impetus, we understand that this RFP encourages
collaboration and solutions that look beyond education and seek to maximize the longterm benefits for all ofldaho's citizens and have the broadest economic impact. Strong
partnerships and collaboration wilJ be essential to creating a climate that stimulates longterm, steady economic growth across the state.
Focus on Rural and Underserved Areas

While the Internet was born in the US, we have fallen behind our international
counterparts. As reported by the Benton Organization, "the United States is behind in
broadband performance and its rank has been falling since 200 I. From a ranking of 4th
in 2001 among the 30 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) countries in broadband penetration, the United States has "steadily fallen" to
15th in 2007."
In rural areas the status is more dismal with totally unserved or underserved areas. As
one of the reports, "Down Payment on Our Digital Future" points out, because of the lack
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of competition in the broadband marketplace (i.e. the dominance or monopoly of a few
telecommunication or cable service providers) there has been no incentive to make
substantial long-term investments. Simply stated, there are parts of Idaho where it is
uneconomic for a phone company, a cable provider or a wireless provider to offer highspeed broadband. The strategy and approach that the IEN Alliance is proposing for the
JEN will eradicate this road block for rural areas ofldaho.
A single carrier approach that is focused on an emphasis around hardware and bandwidth
not only fails to recognize the depth of network complexity required to support the
ongoing needs of education and the broader community, but is also somewhat of a
disincentive from an economic development standpoint and fails to create a climate
where market forces can drive continued innovation and affordable access. The ultimate
goal should not be a particular technology or service, but the implementation of a
technology neutral model that will serve as the foundation for delivering a multitude
of technologies and services now and well into the future.
Building Scaleable Future-Proof Services

This is one of the key differentiators of the IEN Alliance's service offering. It is
extremely important that the IEN service provider not only to deliver robust high-speed
broadband technologies to all Idaho communities today, but also has the ability to scale
to deliver a statewide network that is "future-proof' and can meet the continuing
demands for broadband and broadband related services.
As a broader example of this concept, the Executive Summary of the "Networked Nation:

Broadband in America, 2007" report published by the National Telecommunications and
Infonnation Administration points out in the section about Technology Policies,
''Technology Neutrality: Past experience teaches that when government tries to substitute
its judgment for that of the market by favoring one product or vendor over another, it can
easily divert investment and/or discourage research necessary to bring new and better

I

I.

I
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products or services to market. Given the rapid pace of technological change, such
unintended effects can have long-term and far-reaching adverse consequences that extend
across multiple sectors of the economy. For this reason, the Administration has
consistently and strenuously advocated for technology neutrality in order to take the
government out of decisions more appropriately left to the marketplace."
The te_chnology-neutral managed network service provider strategy and approach that the
IEN Alliance is proposing will facilitate ongoing collaboration and cooperation amongst
all available carriers and options. The working partnership between ENA, Syringa,
IRON, Cable One, INX and the other IEN Alliance Partners represented in this RFP
response were established based on similar partnerships that have been established by
members of the IEN Alliance across the country for the purpose of delivering unified and
affordable statewide broadband services in a manner that enables the achievement of
statewide goals while contributing positively to local community and economic
development initiatives. Together we offer comprehensive geographic coverage, a set
of skills and experience that is likely unmatched by other responses the state will
receive, and more importantly, a model that recognizes the need to work with and
incorporate the services of existing and emerging local providers who may not yet
be represented in this response.

IEN Alliance Members hold statewide, regiona~ county- and district•wide contracts in
other states serving over 4,870 schools, libraries, rural health facilities, and government
agency sites and work with over 50 different carriers to deliver the services required
under these contracts. These carriers include incumbent and alternative telephone
carriers, cable and utility (power and water) providers, municipal networks,
cellular/wireless carriers and emerging higher education fiber-optic networks. Many of
these carriers, especially those that successfully serve rural communities, would not
otherwise have had the opportunity to compete for or participate in statewide contracts or
projects of significant size or scope. We are confident that this successful model of
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already built relationships to accomplish this objective.
Demonstrated Performance

ENA and Syringa, the IEN Alliance founding partners, have already demonstrated
performance of this approach in Idaho. ENA responded to an RFP to serve Payette
County Schools in December of 2007. Payette was seeking a tum-key solution to
increase the bandwidth and reliability of their district network. They were experiencing
significant challenges with an unmanaged, unlicensed wireless solution that had been
implemented by a local provider several years prior due to the unavailability of a fiber
solution. After determining the carriers that could potentially serve each school site and
investigating the options, ENA entered into a partnership with Syringa to respond to the
RFP and was awarded a three-year contract. Please see our case study on Payette County
Schools in Section 8.0.
Based on the 2007-2008 E-Rate applications filed by Idaho school districts, there are
currently well over 100 service providers delivering a variety oflntemet access services
to Idaho's schools. Many of these service providers have secured multi-year contracts

with the individual districts. Encouraging local service providers to migrate these
contracts and services into a statewide contract and expanding their networks in support
of a statewide infrastructure not only contributes positively to local economies, but also
results in accelerated delivery timeframes. Build-outs of high-speed capacity can be
accomplished in a more effective manner than any one carrier could accomplish.
The following table highlights a few examples of how ENA worked with local service
providers in the state of Tennessee to provide 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps fiber-based services to
schools to improve connectivity. particularly to rural counties. In many cases, ENA,
through the partnerships established with these service providers, funded the initial fiber
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build and required network hardware in the community, enabling these service providers
to expand and offer additional services to benefit the entire community.

Carrier
Gibson Electric
North Central Telephone
Cooperative
Highland Telco
New Wave Cable
Spirit Broadband
Milan Utilities
Dekalb Telephone Cooperative
Kentucky Data Link

Rural Tennessee Counties
Gibson, Lake, Obion
Macon

Mormm, Scott
Lauderdale, Havwood
Cumberland
Milan
Dekalb, Cannon
Shelby, Dyer/Dyersbur2

There are several compelling indicators of economic development connected to the
implementation of educational and municipal telecommunications infrastructure. The
most specific data can be found in a report titled, "Measuring Broadband's Economic
Impact" prepared for the U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development
Administration in February 2006. The report states, "The results support the view that
broadband access does enhance economic growth and performance, and that the assumed
economic impacts of broadband are real and measurable. It goes on to state, "The
positive direction ofbroadband's impacts was found to be robust across the different
models tested at the zip code level, including models of economically distressed areas
such as the Appalachian region. Our fmdings thus support the conclusion that broadband
positively affects economic activity in ways that are consistent with the qualitative stories
told by broadband advocates. Economic development professionals who have been
spending their time or money promoting broadband have indeed been engaged in a
worthwhile pursuit.,, While this report was not specific to educational networks, we
believe that improvements in economic development begin with education, and that the
education community would benefit significantly by a robust educational
telecommunications infrastructure, thus contributing to overall economic development in
the state of Idaho.
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Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) - Doing More with Less
The current economic crisis has created the "perfect storm" for education. Declining
local property values, tightening state aid, and-more recently-skyrocketing energy
costs are causing districts large and small to cut their budgets, even as they face a rising
tide of parental and community expectations that schools be technologically ahead of the
curve and students equipped to compete in 21st century. The key is effectively finding a
way to do more with less. The strategy and approach that the IEN Alliance is
proposing for the JEN will result in costs reduced, services increased and quality
improved. Service contracts offered by other service providers typically only include the
cost of providing specific services such as the circuit, omitting the necessary cost
associated with hardware, staffing, network monitoring, service support and expertise
necessary to actually enable a reliable, flexible and scalable network. The IEN Alliance's
solutions are tum-key and there are no hidden costs; we are responsible for end-to-end
connectivity from every site to the Internet including providing any required customer
premises equipment to connect to the school's LAN, procuring connectivity from the
school from a variety of providers, ensuring effective security for all connected sites, and
providing integrated Help Desk and trouble management services that is eligible for ERate Priority I funding.
As the IEN Alliance Member with the most extensive and successful E-Rate experience,
ENA will take the lead on assisting the IEN with E-Rate. ENA's service delivery model
has been recognized as one of the most efficient and effective ways to utilize E-Rate
funds. The IEN Alliance will utilize this model of managed network services which are
designed and delivered as a Priority I service under both the Internet Access category
and the Telecommunications category. As such. all components of the service are
provided as a single solution, including circuits, network hardware, maintenance,
monitoring and support, and therefore eligible for Priority 1 funding. The 1999 FCC
landmark "Tennessee Decision" established the guidelines for managed internet services.
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ENA played a large role in support of their Tennessee customers in this decision. Since
then, several states and school districts have consistently utilized and benefited from this
best practice approach. A managed network service, such as the service proposed by the

i

,1-

IEN Alliance, has proven to be significantly less costly for a state than purchasing the
individual components of a comprehensive network. Since the inception of the E-Rate
program, ENA has secured over $250 million for their customers in four states including
Idaho.
As an example of the efficiencies of a managed network service approach, the turn-key
solution provided by ENA to Payette County Schools in Idaho represented a 22 percent
savings over comparable piecemeal approaches. In addition, because the entire solution
qualifies as a Priority I E-Rate eligible service, Payette was able to apply their 77 percent
discount to the total annual cost and significantly increase the amount ofE-Rate funding
available to assist the district in paying for the upgraded service. After E-Rate our
solution represented a 54 percent savings to the district.
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WAN & Internet Access
Cost Analysis

Piecemeal

Managed
Service

Circuits & Installation
Equipment & Maintenance
Personnel Costs

$175,300
$ 27,000
$ 20,000

$172,800

Total Pre E-Rate

$222,300

$172.800

Total After E-Rate

$ 87.274

Savings

%

$49,500

22%

$ 39,744 $47,530

54%

Included
Included

I-

Figure 1: Payette Case Study- Overall Cost Savingl Summary

I
I

These types of cost savings and efficiencies have been consistently demonstrated. As
another example, ENA's recent deployment of the Managed Broadband Internet Access
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Project in Orange County Public Schools in Orlando, Florida resulted in the delivery of
nearly six-fold increase in district-wide bandwidth at an actual cost savings of $5.1
million over the five-year term of the contract Please see the enclosed case study titled,
Enhance. Engage. Educate: How the I J'h Largest School District in the U.S. Ended Their
Network Bottleneck and Successfally Implemented Scalable Broadband Connectivity,

outlining the implementation process and cost-efficiency details of this project in
Appendix I.
The Local Investment Picture

The IEN Alliance has a significant investment in Idaho's past, current and future
economic picture. Syringa (including all of its members), ENA, Cable One, IRON, INX,
and OneVision have a vested interest in the success of the IEN. The following chart
highlights some of the current aggregated economic investments the Alliance members
contribute to the State. Please note this chart is not inclusive.
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Years of Doing Business in Idaho

Over800

Number of Employees in Idaho

Over 1,000

Customers Served in Idaho

Over 250,000

Annual Average Capital Expenditures

$17M per Year

Figure 2: IEN Alliance Investment in Idaho
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In addition to the TCO cost efficiencies outlined previously in this section, if awarded the
contract for the IEN, the IEN Alliance will positively contribute to the economic
development ofldaho through the successful deployment of the IEN project in three
fundamental ways:
I. Create new opportunities and continued investment in terms of employment,
equipment and other capital expenditures.
2. Assist the State in reaching their public broadband goals by initiating build-out to
the schools bringing broadband access to unserved or underserved communities.
3. Improving educational opportunities for Idaho students subsequently enabling
them to compete in the 21st century global economy.

i.
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(ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

.Please Note: We h,aye Seplll'.tJ.and numbered each statementbelow.from Section
8.1 in 011r resJmnse ii,/aC.ilitate repiew IIS well as provided areference io die listed · ·_.·-.
requirements.

8.1.1

·

· · ·

· ·· ·

·

··

· ·

·· ·

The Vendor will maintain an ingress intemet bandwidth capacity at the main hub
site ofan amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to
all local sites. As !EN sites are added and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is
increased or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will
be modified to maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for
the main hub site(s) ingress Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs
provided to the State when adding or deleting a site and making local site
bandwidth modifications. Intemet2 bandwidth will not be included in the 50%
requirement.

The IEN Alliance will maintain Internet bandwidth capacity at our main hubs of an amount no
less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local sites. We intend to
maintain multiple main hubs in order to ensure physical and logical network diversity and the
capacity at the "main hub" will be the sum of capacity at all hub locations. When sites are added
and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at
the main hub site(s) will be modified to maintain the 500Ai requirement. Increases or reductions in
costs for the main hub site(s) Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the
State when adding or deleting a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. We have not
included Intemet2 or other national research and education network bandwidth in our 50%
Internet egress calculation.
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8.1.2

The Vendor will provide the option for IEN users to reduce the available regional
Internet ingress bandwidth, from the period of June 15 to August 15, each of the
five years, during the term of the contract. The amount of the reduction will be
50% of the total amount available at the time of the reduction. The Respondent is
directed to indicate, of the Proposal Response Form, the dollar amount that JEN
users would save by initiating the temporary reduction in available Internet
bandwidth. After August 15 the regional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to
its previous level. IEN users will not be required to exercise this option.

The IEN Alliance has provided a burstable service option for end sites that desire to reduce their
Internet bandwidth from the time period of June 15 to August 15 for each of the five years during
the term of the contract The amount of the reduction will be based on their lower level of use for
the duration of the reduction. We will indicate on our invoices the amount of bandwidth utilized

r

at sites who have selected the burstable service option both during the reduction period and

i·

during the normal school year. IEN users will not be required to purchase burstable service or

j

exercise this option.

I

8.1.3

The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps).
All other proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State
OCIO in coordination with the affected customer.

I

l
1

The IEN Alliance will deliver small incremental bandwidth increases within two business

I

days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps) where facilities exist. All other

Ii

proposed bandwidth increases will be approved by the State OCIO in coordination with
the affected customer.

1·

!
I

I

I
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The Vendor shall provide assistance to the State of Idaho OCIO office and our
public school districts\libraries, upon approval of funding by the State Legislature,
to inventory and catalog all existing distance learning, networking, and video
conferencing equipment. currently deployed throughout their schools in order to
detennine actual customer IEN requirements. This ··network communications"
inventory will also be used to detennine the suppottability of standards-based
H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol {SIP) video conferencing capabilities
(See Appendix E). It will also be used to determine actual requirements for other
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g.
Unitedstreaming, netTrekker, Blackboard, Moodie, interactive weblogs\podcasts,
and support for a new State of Idaho ,;Longitudinal Data Network" tracking
system) across the IEN network, to see if new equipment or additional bandwidth
may need to be procured and installed.

The IEN Alliance is in full support of the State's desire to conduct a comprehensive
inventory of all existing distance learning, networking and video conferencing equipment
currently deployed in the schools and libraries throughout Idaho to avoid unnecessary
expenditures such as duplicate equipment that may already exist. We will assist the State
in this effort by assembling all the necessary survey tools and conducting the inventory
survey and cataloging process by leveraging a variety of processes we have used in the
past to gather similar information. Consistent with the connectivity model we have
outlined in this response which leverages existing assets wherever possible, we believe
this demonstrates fiscal responsibility and will lower up front costs. It will also ensure
the compatibility and capability of any existing equipment to support distance learning
and the multitude of applications that will run across JEN.
In addition to capturing the data above, we believe it is important to gather as much detail
about each school district's technology environment as possible in order to determine
adequate bandwidth capacity to support all technology initiatives and to aid in future
planning.
The IEN Alliance already has the systems and processes in place to enable us to gather
and continually update the information necessary to maintain a working knowledge of
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each customer's "network communications" environment as well as the instructional and
administrative technologies and applications being used. As a managed network and
Internet Access service provider with particular expertise in serving schools and libraries,
we believe that it is incumbent upon us to maintain a comprehensive understanding of the
overall technology environment of each and every customer we serve and to take an
active role in support of their technology planning process.
Based on many years of experience serving K-12 schools, we have developed several
discovery tools to assist us in gathering information. A District Discovery Template was
developed and is used to capture information about a school district's overall technology
environment. This information is used on a daily basis by our Account Management and
Customer Support teams to:
a. identify commonalities to facilitate shared best practices,
b. assist in proactive problem resolution, and
c. ensure support is personalized and can accommodate any unique
differences that exist on a customer by customer basis.
This tool can be customized to meet the inventory requirements for IEN. Please see

Appendix B for a copy of our District Discovery Template.
In addition to the District Discovery Template, we have several site survey tools that
enable us to gather all of the required information to assess the network and facilities
readiness level of a particular site to determine any on-site "make ready" work that needs
to be completed in order to deliver fiber-based connectivity services to the site and to
prepare the site to support video conferencing. Please see Appendix B for copies of our
Fiber Installation Checklist used to collect information for fiber-based connectivity
services and the OneVision Solutions Site Survey Checklist used to collect information
for video conferencing services.
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One of the first steps we take in completing an inventory is to compile customer contact
information for the purpose of conducting interviews, distributing surveys and for
coordinating other means of communication related to IEN. Our Customer Relationship
Management System is designed to capture and maintain this information as well as
much of the data outlined above. In anticipation of the opportunity to play a key role in
the implementation oflEN, we have already established an account record for each
school district across Idaho. This record includes the district's school identification,
region and contact information, along with associated contact records for each district's
Technology Coordinator, School Superintendent and other school staff members that may
be involved in this process.
Our Customer Relationship Management System is customizable to reflect customer
needs. The sample screenshot below provides a high level view into this system and the
following data elements:
•

Account Detail

•

Contacts

•

Open Activities

•

Activity History

•

Notes and Attachments

Once the survey tools described above are finalized to capture all the required
information to complete the IEN inventory, we can easily create custom fields to capture
and subsequently report on the results.
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Figure 3: Customer Relationship Management System Screenshot
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Once selected as the service provider for IEN, we will assign dedicated Account
Management resources. We will work with the school districts and libraries to gather all
the necessary information to compile a comprehensive technology inventory in a format
that can be easily maintained and queried. This is important in providing information for

analyzing current and future bandwidth and equipment requirements in support of IEN
and other technology objectives.

The joint transition team will review and test the survey tools to make any customizations
necessary to ensure the proper information will be compiled.
There are a number of methods (listed below) that can be followed for the actual data
collection process and we have employed all of these in the past. We will work with
DOE/OCIO to determine the best method(s) for gathering the data based on the agreed

upon level of detail that needs to be gathered as well as the timeframes established for
completing the process.

Site Visits
While it is the most costly and time-consuming method, it is preferable to schedule onsite
visits to gather much of this information as we find that the data collected is more
accurate and comprehensive. In addition, it provides an opportunity for relationshipbuilding and fosters support and participation.
Phone Interviews
Phone surveys are less effective as the only means to gathering data, however they can be
extremely valuable in conducting conversations prior to a site visit in order to make the
site visit more efficient and productive or in validating information gathered via on-line

II.

survey tools.

I
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Participation in Regularly Scheduled Meetings such as Regional IETA Meetings
Another more cost-effective way to collect infonnation through face-to-face meetings is
in a one-to-many setting, such as conducting surveys at regional JETA meetings. This
will expedite the process, reduce travel expenses and provide for relationship-building in
a group setting. The downside, however, is that details may be missed due to the
inability to inspect the particular site.
Online Survey
On-line surveys are definitely the most
inexpensive means for collecting data. The
survey templates we have developed can easily
be automated and distributed through a Web-

based survey tool. We have existing Webbased survey tools that we use regularly.
Historically, however, the response rate and
data accuracy for surveys conducted in this manner is not adequate when attempting to

capture the level of detail that will be required to meet the inventory requirements the
State has outlined for this project. These tools are best used to conduct customer
satisfaction surveys and surveys gathering more subjective and high-level data.
I·
j

I
I

8
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8.1.5

The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and
possible onsite assistance to school districts in the support of their respective video
teleconferencing programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video
teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for conducting effective Distance Education
classes. Circuit-switched connections using Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network transport necessary for
VTC applications, within the State of Idaho, but several limitations exist in using
circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service reliability.
Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC
equipment. Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol
(If>) networks is now available. As a consequence of these developments, Vend~
are highlyenco~d t9 explain iri their RFP responses, \!pecifi~y: how they
will support both legaciy(I8.DN ba,s~) VfC networks, while simultane<>usly
offering erihan~ VTC IP ~ased support capabUities to new use~. Alsp Vendors
wiU al'ticulateJn writing how they will migrate existing ISDN based VTC
customers tQ these n~w IP based tc:lcbnologies; wherever feasible~

I
!
!
I

Video Support and Maintenance

The IEN Alliance is dedicated to the successful implementation of a statewide video
conferencing and distance learning network throughout Idaho. As such, the IEN
Alliance, in conjunction with its strategic partner, OneVision Solutions, will provide
onsite installation, technical virtual Help Desk and onsite assistance as required to
support school districts and their video teleconferencing programs. The IEN Alliance is
singularly positioned to assist schools in the successful implementation of robust video
conferencing and distance learning projects, as the IEN Alliance NOC will be the single
point of contact for all issues related to teleconferencing, whether the issue is related to
the network, quality of service, or the video conferencing equipment itself. An example
of our experience in supporting video conferencing in schools is described in the Account
Reference Fonn #6, Scott County Schools, in Section 9.8, References.

Any school district which chooses to purchase either of the on-premise video
conferencing solutions we have proposed in Section 8.1.6 may choose to also procure
installation services. The installation pricing we have provided is an estimate based on

fixed room locations. As part of our site surveys, we will be able to provide school
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discover in the survey process. Additionally, any new video endpoint equipment that
districts choose to purchase from IEN Alliance partners will include a direct response
maintenance contract.

We have included OneVision Solutions' Equipment Maintenance

and Services Terms and Conditions in our response to this State of Idaho RFP as an
attachment to our pricing schedules. Post-installation onsite service is available in
addition to standard maintenance service. Pricing for post-installation onsite
maintenance and service will be determined on an individual case basis. Finally, in
addition to supporting and maintaining any new endpoint video conferencing equipment,
the !EN Alliance and its partners can also provide maintenance and support for legacy
endpoints already in place, if schools are interested in such a service.
Statewide Video Conferencing Network
Endpoint video equipment in the schools is only one component of a successful statewide
video conferencing network. Of equal importance is the successful implementation of a
centralized multi-conference bridge and conference scheduling solution that the school
districts can utilize for statewide distance learning. The use of such a bridge can also
allow ISDN-connected and IP-connected video conferencing endpoints to participate
in the same teleconference. In addition to the surveys of school district technology the

State ofldaho has proposed, and which the IEN Alliance endorses (please see Section
8.1.4 above), the IEN Alliance also recommends an analysis of already available state
resources which might be implemented as part of a statewide video conference bridging
solution. As an example, it is the IEN Alliance's understanding that the State ofldaho
Department of Administration has already procured and is in the process of installing the
following video conferencing infrastructure:
• TANDBERG Codian MSE8000- 40 SD video ports, w/ ISDN Gateway Blade
• TANDBERG Management Suite capable of managing 35 Devices
• TANDBERO VCS Control
• TANDBERG VCS Expressway for Firewall Traversal
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In the spirit of maximizing state investments in current assets, the IEN Alliance
proposes the use of this infrastructure as the backbone bridging solution for the IEN
VTC Network. Among other things, this solution provides the capability to consolidate

the legacy ISDN video network into one hub location at the Codian MSE 8000 bridge,
via the ISDN Gateway Blade. This would allow all IEN video locations to communicate
with each other regardless of whether their endpoint devices are ISDN- or IP-capable.
Additional blades and licenses might be required for the Codian MSE8000, depending on
the number ofISDN-only video endpoints currently in use.

I

If the specific TANDBERG Codian MSE8000 bridge and related infrastructure described

above is not available for use by the IEN, please note that the IEN Alliance and its
partners can provide similar standard definition and/or high definition infrastructure and
related management and support to the OCIO and/or DOE.

8.1.6

Vendors in support ofVTC operations will provide a network infrastructure
capable of providing full screen, high quality video at a minimum of30 frames per
second, with 60 interlaced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rates
equivalent to that of the National Television System Committee [NTSC]
television) for viewing people in the teleconference or up to I024 x 768 [ 19] for
viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix E, Video
Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for
additional info1mation concerning the minimum base standards that the State will
be considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support
of our public Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and
Middle Schools.

Per our response to Section 8.1.5, the IEN Alliance is proposing the use of the following
infrastructure as the backbone bridging solution for the IEN VTC network:

• TANDBERG Codian MSE8000 -40 SD video ports, w/ ISDN Gateway Blade
•

TANDBERG Management Suite capable of managing 35 Devices

• TANDBERG VCS Control
• TANDBERG VCS Expressway for Firewall Traversal
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This backbone infrastructure will meet and exceed the State ofldaho's requirements for a
video teleconferencing network capable of providing full screen, high quality video at a
minimum of30 frames per second, with 60 interlaced fields per second for viewing
people in the teleconference or up to 1024 x 768 for viewing graphic images on computer
monitors. Based on the number of simultaneously connected endpoints, and the type of
video codecs and transport protocols in use in !EN-served schools, additional hardware
blades, ports, and licenses might be required.
In addition to the core bridging infrastructure, the IEN Alliance proposes three different
video conference endpoint options for IEN classrooms. These video endpoints will meet
all specifications outlined by the State ofldaho in Appendix E.

Option #1: Mobile solution on a cart with a TANDBERG 990MXP or TANDBERG
Edge 95MXP video system. Each cart will have a 42" HD flat screen, amplification
audio, and a document (data) camera.

Option #2: Fixed solution that is permanently installed in the classroom. It consists of a
TANDBERG 990MXP or TANDBERG Edge 95MXP video system, along with a
projector, amplification audio and a document (data) camera.

Option #3: Desktop TANDBERG MOVI VTC solution for integration with PCs. This
is a scalable high quality mobile video solution that will work with any desktop USB
camera.

I

I·t

1·

i

!

!
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TANDBERG Movi: Summary
• Optimal definition up to 720p30
• Industry's best audio
(G.722.1/G.711, AAC.LD)
• Intuitive user interface
• Rich presence awareness

• Easily deployed windows
software client

A secure PC Video application
featuring superior video quality,
highly scaleable deployments, and
powerful management ... as easy
to use as clicking a button

• Centrally managed by TMS
• AES and TLS Encryption
• Firewall traversal

TANDIIERG

Boo: perform...,nt:o

Figure 4: TANDBERG Movi Summary

The TANDBERG 990MXP and the TANDBERG Edge 95MXP meet all of the
specifications included in Appendix E of the RFP, including:

•

Capability to receive and originate live interactive video content from a one
camera source. Multiple sources i.e. PC, VCR/DVD player and document
(data) camera can also originate and receive through the TANDBERG

990MXP or the TANDBERG Edge 95MXP.

8

Configured with the Natural Presenter Package which allow for high
resolution (1024x768) images to be transmitted or received along with the
"live" video of the presenter. This second source can be a PC, VCR/DVD
player, document (data) camera or any standard video input.
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Have a built in Web browser to allow for remote configuration and support.

I

The core bridging infrastructure we propose in Sections 8.1.5 and 8.1.6 has

I

the TANDBERG Management Suite (TMS). TMS allows for remote

/

configuration and proactive notifications of errors or changes.

I.

Capable ofreceiving and displaying an HD image (990MXP); 95MXP can
also transmit and receive in HD.

•

Equipped with TANDBERG MultiSite software. This allows for four
locations to be connected at any one time.

•

Onsite training will be provided at the time of the installation. However, the
IEN Alliance also provides UNLIMITED training via video for the term of
our maintenance and support contracts.

Specification sheets for video conferencing equipment can be found in Appendix P.

f
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I·i

The Vendor shall work with the State ofldaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to
identity specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that
the IEN Task Force has identified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some !EN
"'Proof of Concept" network installations, which are geographically dispersed
throughout key areas in the State, during the initial phase of this project.

"Proof of Concept" Pilot School Candidates

The IEN Alliance understands and fully supports the need to identify and establish
strategic proof of concept implementations for the purpose of validating the initial
requirements established for the IEN and to demonstrate and document successes in the

I

initial phase of the project. This is important in order to gain broad support for the
project's continuation and funding. One of the first steps in selecting proof of concept

I

sites is to establish a list of the key characteristics, some or all of which should be
present, in order to achieve the desired results.
The following list represents some of the characteristics we strongly believe should be
considered when selecting good proof of concept candidates:
•

The school is or can quickly be connected to the IEN backbone network at the
desired level of broadband connectivity by leveraging existing infrastructure and
eliminating build out costs.

•

The school's Local Area Network and wiring infrastructure is adequate.

•

The district has or can quickly implement video conferencing equipment that
meets the minimum specifications required for support.

•

The school has classroom facilities that are adequate for conducting distance
learning courses.
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• The district or school has identified educational or instructional needs that are not
being met due to geographic limitations or local resource and technology

J.

constraints that can potentially be addressed through enhanced connectivity or

I

distance learning opportunities.
•

I
I

There is an immediate opportunity to increase the amount of E-Rate funding

I

being secured by the district.
•

There is an opportunity to demonstrate short or long-term economic benefits to
the community in which the school is located.

•

The "visibility factor" is the potential the school has in generating regional or
statewide visibility and support as part ofthe overall IEN Project Plan.

•

There is strong local support from school leaders to participate in the pilot.

The IEN Alliance will work with OCIO to finalize a list of characteristics prior to any
survey or data gathering activities begin in an effort to incorporate into the District
Discovery Template any additional information that needs to be gathered.

8
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All connections must be "full duplex·· in nature. and to the limit allowed by the
technology of the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must
be available unless othenvise indicated.

i'I
!

:

j·

All IEN Alliance circuits will be "full duplex" in nature, with the exception of any sites where

DSL service is requested by OCIO/DOE. Additionally, to the limit allowed by the technology

l

and the service level purchased by JEN participants, we will provision circuits such that the entire

!
!

capacity of the circuit will be available unless otherwise noted in writing.

8.1. 9

Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC- I2, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit
Ethernet, but other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a
preference.

Our solution focuses on providing wide area Ethernet connectivity to all capable end
sites. The IEN Alliance,s decision to use wide area Ethernet connectivity as our primary
choice permits us to deliver extremely flexible, scalable and interoperable Internet access
for all IEN participants. Our forward-thinking strategic approach for virtually all IEN
participating end sites is to install a wide area Ethernet circuit that is larger than typical
bandwidth requirements for the indicated end sites, permitting us to rapidly increase
capacity, typically without the delays related to installing a new circuit or scheduling a
site visit. We are confident that our choice of technology will not only be the most costeffective option, but also will allow the IEN network to achieve its goals of scalable
bandwidth allocation based on an end site's specific demands.
In the event that Ethernet connectivity is not available for a particular site, we will work
with DOE/OCIO to deliver the best available service and technology at each location.
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8.1 . IO The vendor wi It also need to leverage in their network design and planned IEN
buiJd.outs, wherever applicable, all available State of Idaho IP transport
capabilities to include available Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave
infrastructure capabilities, which are in the process of undergoing significant
network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP transport technologies into
this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to supplement our
IEN concept, particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally, vendors
will need to provide supp011 for emerging educational applications that have large
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data
Student Tracking System, etc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these
applications become available.

Where cost-effective and technically feasible, the IEN Alliance will leverage all available State of
Idaho IP transport capabilities, including those available from the Idaho Bureau of Homeland
Security microwave network. IEN Alliance Team members have met with the Bureau of
Homeland Security leadership team and understand the current and future plans for the BHS
microwave network.

Additionally, the IEN Alliance team has substantial experience supporting and managing
interactions with a vide variety of current and emerging education applications that rely on
always-on network connectivity such as Blackboard, Idaho's Longitudinal Data System.

8.1.11 For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate Internet capacity
within their network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.

Per our response to Section 8.1. l, the IEN Alliance team will maintain adequate Internet capacity
within our network to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.

8. l.12 If the circuit provided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help
reduce the exposure to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of
the redundant capabilities.

Depending on the service area, the IEN Alliance can offer certain circuit resiliency and
redundancy options. In our base design, all circuits delivered to IEN end sites are homed
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to a single JEN Alliance POP and all IEN Alliance POPs house equipment that can

j

withstand one or more failures and continue to operate without interruption of service to
end users. The entire JEN Alliance backbone is fully redundant; the loss of any one

!

'I
I

circuit or any one POP will not cause a loss of service for users served by another POP in

I'
I
I

the network.

End Site Level Redundancy

We understand that certain IEN end sites may house critical applications or end users and

I

that may require additional service resiliency or redundancy options. In order to meet
those requirements, we can offer the following circuit resiliency and redundancy options.
Due to the redundant nature of the network design inherent in the proposed architecture,
no end site-level redundancy is being proposed at this time. End site-level redundancy
will be proposed on a case-by-case basis. Each end site will initially have one connection

to the IEN Alliance network with one router at each site. There are a number of options
for redundancy at the end site level that can be explored between the IEN participant and
the IEN Alliance to build redundancy at each site.
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Option I: Redundant Router. Failover Circuit
This solution would bring in a separate circuit from the JEN Alliance. The size and type
of the failover circuit would be based on the end site's requirement for access in the event
of a circuit or equipment failure. The failover circuit would enter the site on a separate
physical path if the physical layout of the building allows for it.
A second router would be at the site to terminate the failover circuit. If a router or circuit
fails, the failover circuit and router would bring the traffic over the secondary connection
to the network.

•iJi~met···

CIiento

Figure 5: Failover Option 1
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Option 2: Redundant Standby Router, No Failover Circuit
This solution brings a second router to be installed at the district location. Both active
and backup routers acquire the IOS and configuration updates from a server within the
IEN Alliance Network Operations Center (NOC) to keep the configurations of both
routers consistent. In this scenario, the WAN interface would need to be manually
switched from the primary router to the secondary router by either the technology
coordinator for the end site or an IEN Alliance technician. Additional switching
equipment may be required to ensure both routers are connected to the network for
management purposes.
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Figure 6: Failover Option 2
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Option 3: Redundant Circuit No Failover Router
This solution would involve the IEN Alliance bringing in a secondary failover circuit into
the IEN participant's end site premises, terminating into the single, existing router at the
customer's site. The router would require an additional interface card for the secondary
circuit. This solution provides network redundancy, but no equipment redundancy.

Internet

C:llents

Figure 7: Failover Option 3

It is important that an IEN Alliance Team member meet with representatives from the
OOE/OCIO to ensure that we fully understand the specific site requirements, pricing and
service availability.
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8.1.13 The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that
over any two successive five minute polling intervals, the utilization of the links is
less than 80% capacity and provide written documentation and verification to
identify anytime the 80% capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple
users.

The JEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
Similar to the primazy method of service delivery to IEN participants, we also will use
scalable wide area Ethernet connections at our Internet gateway sites. These Jinks will be
monitored, managed and upgraded as necessazy to ensure that the utilization of any link
is less than 80-percent of capacity using industry-standard 95th percentile utilization
reporting. We will provide monthly written documentation and verification of
compliance with this requirement that will clearly indicate if the 80-percent capacity
threshold is breached.
8.1.14 It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and
overall operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to
required Idaho Education Network locations will be coordinated directly between the
Vendor and JEN customer location(s).

The JEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
Equipment Maintenance and Operation
Many service providers claim to offer managed services, but the term "managed service"
is uniquely defined by each provider. With the JEN Alliance, managed service means
full service. We do not offer generic services that can be adapted to education, libraries

and government entities; instead, we design our services from the ground up to
specifically meet the needs of our customers. We not only provision circuits for Internet
access, but we supply, configure, install and manage all customer premise equipment
(CPE) such as routers and switches. The IEN Alliance NOC will be your single point of
contact and accountability for IEN Alliance provided equipment and services.
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The IEN Alliance will assume all responsibility and continually monitor and
maintain circuits and CPE that we supply for the life of the contract with the State
of Idaho. Information on our customer-focused NOC and sophisticated network
monitoring tools are detailed in Section 8.1.15. In the event that any of the IEN Allianceowned devices fai~ we will configure and install a replacement coordinating directly with
the affected IEN customer location. An inventory of spare routers and switches will be
stocked by IEN Alliance field staff to ensure immediate availability in the event they are
needed. This spare inventory will allow the IEN Alliance to ensure rapid resolution of
any service-affecting condition. The State ofldaho shall be liable for any intentional or
malicious destruction of IEN Alliance routers or switches located on any IEN customer
premise by any individual other than IEN Alliance staff.

8.1.15 The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this
service on a 7x24x52 basis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that will make
available real-time views into all service components among all sites covered by this
contract, leveraging currently available network monitoring tools, and extending
those monitoring capabilities to the Idaho OCIO and other educational entities as
directed. Real-time "viewing" access will allow the Idaho Office of the CIO and
others, to ensure high standards of service support are being met IA W established
SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is desired that Vendors will
also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on these monitoring
capabilities, upon request. Current State Network monitoring capabilities include the
use of a product called ;.Spectrum'', but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate
solutions.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
Network Management and Support
IEN Alliance members have a superior service record of delivering custom-managed
network services to educational institutions, libraries and government entities. We have
created a team of specialized personnel and built powerful custom tools. Based on
experience with industry standard names such as Microsoft, Remedy and Cisco, we
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have developed a site management system specifically for the K-20 education,
library and government environments. Our in-house software development team has

allowed us to create a network management system that aggregates all of the data about
our customers' site systems including their unique filtering and security needs, their
personnel, their buildings and their infrastructure. Many of these data elements are
unique to the K-20 or library environments and are missing from the typical commercial
off-the-shelf products.
The IEN Alliance's sophisticated network management system monitors all network
devices, circuits and related managed services on a 24x.7x52x365 basis, providing a
proactive alarm of any failed hardware or network problems. This system not only
controls the IEN Alliance's core and customer premise devices, but also:
•

Provides CPE pre-configuration

•

Stores the configuration images

•

Monitors equipment via RMON and SNMP for performance

•

Manages upgrading equipment firmware/software images

Additionally, IEN Alliance's network management system has the ability to secure and
monitor external connected networks and create policy-based network rules for managing
traffic. Our system will audit network performance and reliability for documenting
service level agreements as well as manage our implementation of quality of service
(QoS) contracts throughout the network and can indicate any violations of the contract
Most importantly, the benefrt of having a first-class network management system is a key
factor in our proactive and first-call resolution success rates. Our Configuration
Management, Fault Management, Performance Management and Security Management
tools allow the JEN Alliance NOC to stay in front ofissues and to work towards swift
problem resolution. This information also generates the key data elements that are
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necessary to meet the Idaho Office of the CIO (OCIO) reporting requirements and to
create the feedback loop that allows for continuous improvement.

1st CLASS NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Configuration Management
Fault Management
Performance Management
Security Management
Report Generation
Continuous Improvement

I
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Customer Accessible Network Monitoring and Management System
The JEN Alliance takes pride in our ability to deliver seamless end-to-end managed
network services while simultaneously allowing our customers as much insight into the
details of their network activity as we can provide. In addition to our Ticket Tracker
event notification tool, the mN Alliance has developed sophisticated, Web-based
network monitoring, bandwidth utilization, and account management tools that are
highly visible and accessible to our customers. With the IEN Alliance, the OCIO and

IEN customers will get a 24x7x52x365 view of the status of the IEN and what is being
done to correct any current incidents.
Employing our own internal systems using industry-leading software, the IEN Alliance
actively monitors all network traffic in aggregate and has the capability to drill down to
specific IP addresses in order to monitor and manage network abuse, virus outbreaks,
unusual network traffic, and ensure packet prioritization based on pre-set rules. Our
monitoring tools enable us to see exactly bow the network is being used. For

example, we are able to analyze the signatures of each packet that traverses the IEN.

!
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Network Monitoring Tool
The JEN Alliance's proactive network monitoring system checks each device on
the network in five minute intervals. If a test fails or performs outside expected
boundaries, the system alerts the Help Desk to take corrective action so the device
is returned to service as soon as possible. The Network Monitoring Tool displays
real-time status of the IEN, allowing insight into the health of the network at any
time, from any place with an Internet connection.
At a glance, OCIO and JEN customer administrators can determine:

• If an outage has occurred at a site
•

Length of the outage

•

If it is acknowledged by the JEN Alliance

If the Help Desk is currently working such an outage, administrators may click a

''Ticket" link and be taken to the Ticket Tracker for that specific issue to see the
progress toward resolution. Additionally, the OCIO and IEN customers can view
historical availability information for each site for the last two months.

Service status Detalla For AU Hosts
l!AtriollllOl!edb,--~)

Figure 8: Network Monitoring Tool
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Bandwidth Utilization Reporting Tool
The Bandwidth Utilization Reporting Tool allows the OCIO and IEN customers
to track and monitor aggregate bandwidth usage by site using industry standard
metrics. This tool provides bandwidth usage documentation on an hourly, daily,
weekly and monthly basis. This information assists in troubleshooting, planning,
future capacity requirements and tracking usage spikes.
Help Le<~Out

Bandwidth Utlllzation
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Account Management Tool
The Account Management Tool allows authorized personnel to maintain account
information for users who are granted access the tools such as passwords, user
profiles, and creation of additional accounts.

Account Management
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Figure 10: Account Management Tool

Training
The JEN Alliance will provide ongoing training to the OCIO and IEN customer network
administrators on all our customer accessible network monitoring and management tools
via scheduled webinars. The webinars will include a live demonstration of the tools
described above along with a time for specific questions to be addressed. If requested,
training on these monitoring and management tools will be conducted onsite at no cost to
the State.
The IEN Alliance provides its customers with comprehensive guides for each of its
applications and products and we will work with the State of Idaho to modify our
documents to serve as both user and operational guides for IEN customers. We supply
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professional user guides for your non-technical employees and administrator guides to
technology personnel. A sample administrator guide is included for your reference in
AppendixC.
To jumpstart our relationship with new customers, the IEN Alliance also sends a
Welcome Package to each key technology employee. Our Welcome Package contains a
wealth ofinformation including background on the IEN Alliance, frequently used
terminology and user guides that technology personnel find very helpful.
The TEN Alliance will work with the State of Idaho to develop customized user and
operational guides to support the scope of services contracted by this RFP.
Network Operations Center
The IEN Alliance provides a 24x7x52x365 Network Operations Center (NOC) with a
dedicated live staff for immediate customer assistance on any and all services issues.
There are no limitations on the number of calls to the NOC from the OCIO or JEN
customers. The IEN Alliance has been operating and staffing its own NOC for managed
networks and related services since 1998. During this time, we have implemented and
used network monitoring tools and industry-standard Remedy-based trouble ticketing and
escalation procedures to ensure quick and efficient resolution of customer problems and
issues. Moreover, because of the experience and expertise of our NOC representatives,
the majority of trouble tickets can be resolved quickly without escalation, providing rapid
resolution and better service to our customers. If the NOC representatives cannot
personally resolve a problem, they work directly with outside circuit vendors or
expeditiously escalate it to Level 2 or Level 3 teams depending on difficulty and critical
nature of the issue.
The 24x7x52x36S NOC provides comprehensive network management support and acts
as the single point of contact for all IEN customers and the direct liaison with OCIO and
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IEN customers. Furthermore, the NOC provides fault, performance, configuration and
security management services and is flexible enough to adapt to the internal operations of
individual end sites.
Basic Components
Our deployment of the NOC includes the following basic components:
•

Toll-free phone, fax and Web communication options
o Trouble ticketing system included
o Web-based tools custom designed for the education market
o Tools allow customers to view service status and make service requests.

•

Detailed processes and procedures
o For network maintenance
o For customer support
o Developed in collaboration with the OCIO

•

Seamless interface among the front-line Help Desk/NOC
o A first-rate escalation network
o Experienced systems engineers
o Advanced technical support

•

A dynamically linked resolution system that tracks on-the-fly updates to network
and systems documentation.

•

A range of diagnostic network management tools and utilities allowing for the
monitoring and tracking of network performance.
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Our approach to supporting IEN customers is based on seven key principles:
Key Support Principles:
• Single-Point-of-Contact
• 24x7x52x365 NOC Access
• Knowledgeable Staff
• Empowered Help Desk
• Real-Time Access for Field
Staff
• Essential Web Tools
• Proactive Monitoring

I. Create a hassle-free, single-point-ofcontact support system designed
around the unique needs ofIEN
customers.
2. Provide NOC personnel with access to
24x7x52x365 monitoring tools to
identify and resolve potential

problems before they affect the system. OCIO and IEN customer authorized
administrators will also have Web-based access to tools to monitor these activities
at any time.
3. Staff the Help Desk/NOC with individuals who not only know the technology, but
also understand how to meet the unique needs of education, library and
government environments.
4. Empower the Help Desk/NOC staff with best practice tracking and escalation
procedures coupled with ticketing and network management software to enable
continuous improvement, true accountability and proactive problem solving.
5. Provide all dedicated field service personnel access to trouble ticket and network
monitoring systems in the NOC from any location via wireless laptop computers.
6. Provide IEN customer technical personnel a broad range of Web tools which
permit them to monitor the status of their own portion of the network at any
time-including full access to monitoring and trouble ticket activity.
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7. Proactive monitoring and customer notification of service outages. Ninety
percent (90%) of the time or better, the IEN Alliance contacts our customers in
advance of their call in the event of a service outage.
Experienced and Skilled Staff
The primary objective of the IEN Alliance NOC is to provide outstanding technical
support to OCIO and IEN customers. While the tools are extremely important, the key
ingredient for speedy resolution and satisfied customers is seasoned, skilled and proactive
support engineers. Our customer service engineers are experienced professionals with
previous work in the support environment and expertise in the unique problems
experienced by schools, libraries and government entities.
Our NOC Manager is certified as a HDI Support Center Director and 80% of ENA's
NOC staff is certified as HDI Support Center Analysts. This means that ENA NOC staff
is internationally recognized as part of the world's largest (50,000 community members)
IT service and support professionals' association and certified by the industry's premier

certification and training entity. Having this certification ensures customers they are
receiving enhanced customer service from individuals who are confident with refined
customer service skills. The JEN Alliance NOC staff is trained to be focused on effective
customer care and problem resolution as well as utilizing fundamental support center
processes and tools.
In 2008, IEN Alliance member ENA received 21,331 inbound phone calls to our NOC
answered 94% of the calls with an average wait of 12 seconds. Of the 6% that were not
completed, the customer waited an average of 6 seconds prior to disconnecting the call.
Customers throughout the states we serve know these engineers by name and have a trust
and rapport that can only be cultivated over time and through a history of successful
problem resolution. We also have experienced certified educators on staff who
understand the needs and time limitations of librarians, teachers, administrators and
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call to assist with specific OCIO and IEN customer concerns or issues. Other members
of the support team include experts on the full range of LAN and Internet
interconnectivity issues.
Management, configuration management and security management tools allow the
support team to stay in front of issues and to work towards swift problem resolution.
Equally as important, they generate the key data elements that are both necessary to meet
reporting requirements and to create the feedback loop that allows for continuous
improvement. Our NOC manager continuously improves customer service by
monitoring key metrics such as wait-time on calls, number of contacts per resolution and
time to resolution.

"Just for what it's worth, I sleep better
knowing ENA has our back! I can't
speak highly enough about your
services and how helpful you guys are.
Thanks so much."

Lea Jessup
Technology Director
Sheridan Community Schools
Sheridan, IN
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24x7x52x365 Proactive Monitoring
In 2008, we tracked 4,080 customer visible outages in our entire footprint; of those, 92%
of the time, the IEN Alliance member's NOC contacted customers in advance of their
call. We are able to achieve this level of advance notification because of proactive
trouble detection by our network monitoring system. Our sophisticated and fault-resilient
network monitoring tools monitor all network devices, circuits and related managed
services on a 24x7x52x365 basis. These tools do far more than inform us when a device
is up or down. They measure and report interface and circuit errors, latency, ping loss
over time and many other factors which can affect an end user's overall network
experience. Of the issues not resolved based on proactive monitoring, many are resolved
by our NOC during the first call. This capability coupled with multiple communication
methods (e-mail, phone, fax) for reporting troubles enable us to meet and exceed our
customers' expectations for network monitoring and support.
All incidents, whether detennined by our network monitoring tools, customer site visits,
or customer contacts are tracked in our ticketing system. An online, always accessible
interface to this system is made available to our customers. This tool allows the OCIO

and IEN customer administrators to open new tickets, update existing tickets, and
view up-to-the-minute information about issues that might be affecting their level of
service and gives detailed information about what action the IEN Alliance is taking
to correct the problem.

An example of our online Customer Support Ticket Tracker that provides customers with

an updated view of our Remedy trouble ticketing system detailing all issues being

worked to resolution is provided in the following illustration:
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Figure 11: Customer Support Ticket Tracker
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8. I. 16 The Vendor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts with the
affected customer(s)) to any outages or interruptions in service within one (I) hour
of a detected or reported problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond I hour),
the Vendor will notify the Idaho OCIO office of the issue and keep the Idaho OCIO
office appraised ofongoing efforts to fix the problem. A complete record of this
extended network outage, troubleshooting "after action" report, will be forwarded to
the Office of the OCJO office. via Email or other agreed upon electronic means,
within 24 hours of problem resolution by the Vendor.

The JEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
Timely Response and Resolution

The IEN Alliance will respond to all troubles within one hour of the occurrence, often
even earlier. Response is defined as trouble isolation with communication back to the
OCIO or the affected IEN customer and appropriate dispatch as required. Service should
be restored in all cases within four hours. Detailed information on our Service Level
Agreement (SLA) can be found in Section 9.3, Service Level Agreements for Customers
("SLAs") and in Exhibit 1 of this response.
For prolonged outages (beyond one hour) the TEN A1liance
will notify the OCIO of the issue and continue to keep the
OCIO apprised of the ongoing efforts to resolve the problem
until full resolution is achieved. A complete report of the
incident, including a record of the extended network outage
and troubleshooting activities, will be delivered to the
OCIO within 24 hours of the problem resolution via
email or other agreed upon electronic communication.
To ensure quick and effective resolution, the IEN

Key Performance Indicator
90% of customers are
notified of an outage even
before they are aware it
exists!

Alliance has established the following escalation process:
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Escalation Process
The IEN Alliance has a record of quickly and satisfactorily achieving problem resolution
and has developed consistent procedures and contact processes. This is a result of the
superior talent, experience and commitment of our team combined with our technical
approach that has enabled us to earn the trust of our customers. JEN Alliance's
customers have consistently found our employees to exhibit the utmost professionalism
and technical proficiency while performing their duties.
We have developed an effective and efficient escalation system based on and customized
for the needs of the users of our managed networks. Because we understand that time is a
precious and scarce commodity for Idaho educators, administrators, librarians and
government personnel, we have eliminated the typical superfluous initial point of contact
that exists in most network and Internet service provider Help Desk structures. Our NOC
representatives possess and make effective use of a broad range of talent, experience and
tools that are uncharacteristic of most Help Desk teams.
The NOC team boasts professional teaching experience in addition to industry-standard,
advanced network and computer hardware certifications. By staffing our NOC with
capable and empowered individuals, we provide a level of service tailored specifically to
the IEN customers support needs. The following graphic summarizes our trouble
resolution methodology:
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Figure 12: Network Operations Center Trouble Resolution Methodology
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ENA's escalation procedures are as follows:
1. Upon receiving a request for assistance or otherwise identifying a problem with
the network, a NOC representative will open a ticket within the Help Desk
system. In most cases the problem is resolved on the first call; however, in the
case that the problem is beyond the capabilities of the NOC team, they will
escalate the issue to the Level 2 team. The NOC representative responsible for
the problem will assign a work order ticket to an available and appropriate Level
2 engineer and inform the customer point of contact. Each attempt to notify the
customer will be recorded. The Help Desk system will automatically notify the
Customer Service Manager.
2. Should the problem be beyond the scope of the Level 2 team capabilities, they
will reassign the work order to the Level 3 team. The Help Desk system will
automatically notify the Level 3 team and the Customer Service Manager. The
NOC team will inform the requestor of the progress.
3. The Level 3 engineering team will follow the problem through to resolution.

Our Advanced Help Desk System Makes Problem Escalation

Straight-forward and Uncomplicated.
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Should a customer feel that the NOC or engineering teams are not providing an adequate
level of service, the customer may use the customer service escalation path. We provide

the customer service escalation path as a means for the customer to raise awareness
of any problem to a higher level of management.
We believe that our customers always have the right to intercede in the process if, for any
reason, they believe an issue is not receiving adequate attention or appropriate
remediation. Should this situation occur, the customers may contact their Customer
Service Representative or NOC Manager and request to speak with anyone listed in the
chart below.
The customer service escalation path, in order of priority, is as follows:

CUSIOMER SERVICE ESCALATION PATH
TITLE

CONTACT

CONTACT
NUMBER

1. Customer Service Representative

NOC Help Desk

(208) 629-2920 or
(888) 612-2880

2. Network Operations Center (NOC) Manager

Dana Briggs

(208) 629-2900 x6022
(866) 615-1101 X 6025

3. Senior Vice President, Service Delivery_

Lenny Simpson

(208) 629-2900 x6082
(866) 615-1101 X 6082

4. President & CEO

David M. Pierce

(208) 629-2900 x6009
(866) 615-1101 X 6009

Figure 13: Customer Service Escalation Path

The IEN Alliance also provides a real-time view into our trouble ticket system as well as
our event notification system for verification of troubles. Additional information
regarding customer access to our internal trouble ticketing and network management
systems, including sample screen shots, may be found in our response to Section 8.1.15
of this proposal response.
l

j.
j
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depending on the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour
response time is required; in more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be
acceptable in cases ofan equipment failure; however, onsite spares. would be a
preferred course of action to expeditiously resolve network problems for these
remote locations).

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
JEN Alliance's Field Operations staff is deployed throughout Idaho. Upon successful
award of a contract to provide JEN services, the IEN Alliance will deploy additional
Field Operations personnel to points-of-presence near JEN customer locations, thus
. assuring personnel availability at any IEN customer site if dispatch is required.
Our spare parts policy is to

keep, at minimum, at least 5% of the total number of

deployed network devices and associated modules available to lEN Alliance personnel at
all times to be used to repair or replace equipment in the field. In Idaho, these spare parts
are divided among our Field Operations locations and our depot in Boise. IEN Alliance
field service engineers also carry necessary spare parts to fix problems - further reducing
the time to repair any outages. This spare parts policy allows us to meet or exceed a fourhour response time to resolve equipment failures in metropolitan and rural areas.

8. I .18 Wl1en planned nen.vork maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which
runs the risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIO must
be notified of the event at least three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the
Vendor agrees to work with the entities to find an altemate date or time for the
maintenance if the proposed time(s) would be particularly hannful.

The JEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
The IEN Alliance strives to notify all potentially affected customers of any planned
service interruption at least 72 hours in advance of the start time of that interruption. Our

8
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standard maintenance windows are Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 pm MT to 4am MT.
The IEN Alliance is wiiling to create different maintenance windows with the State of
Idaho, if desired. The IEN Alliance will work with OCIO and IEN customers in advance
of any scheduled maintenance to ensure our standard maintenance window does not
adversely affect planned work at any location on any night we schedule maintenance.

8.1.19 The Vendor will provide security on offered services against hackers, viruses and
other threats to this lEN network. Vendors will articulate in writing how they intend
to secure our IEN network to include associated equipment technologies, policies
and software.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and our solution complies.
The IEN Alliance provides a suite of security options on all offered Internet services that
protect end users against hackers, viruses and other threats for all Internet and e-mail
services. Included in our managed Internet services offering for IEN customers, the IEN
Alliance provides network and router security as described below:
Network Security
We understand network security is critical to a safe, productive learning environment. To
safeguard the network against viruses and other invasions, we use a number of security
measures for multilayer protection including:
•

Access Control Lists (ACLs) at IEN sites

•

Routing protocol authentication

•

Firewall services

•

Virtual private network arrangements

•

Proactive monitoring of the network

Our network security professionals stay abreast of the latest developments in network
security and risk management. As the security needs of the network evolve, our security
experts use the latest security practices to keep the network secure.
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Router Security
Strict ACLs will be applied and maintained on each ingress interface on each customer
link. Only traffic that originates in the prefixes assigned to the site will be allowed to
traverse the link and only traffic that is specifically destined (non-multicast) to those
same prefixes will be allowed in. All other traffic will be dropped and logged. This
means that only traffic destined to or from a certain site will be allowed; thereby,
minimizing many of the network-based attacks that try to obscure the source and
destination addresses of their virus-laden packets.
Access to all routers in the network will be managed via RADIUS profiles from
centralized servers. All router logging and RADIUS accounting information will be
stored on the same centralized servers, allowing us to audit and track access and changes
network-wide from a central point. Access to IEN Alliance routers will be via telnet with
strict VTY ACLs that allow access only from our Help Desk and NOC. All unnecessary
services on routers will be disabled.
Key backbone network components will be housed in existing physically secure
telephone company-grade facilities. Physical access to these facilities will be via audited
card-key access and only top-tier technicians and field service will be allowed access.
Routine maintenance will be performed during late night hours and only with 72-hour
prior notice.
These services provide a strong level of security from hackers, viruses and other threats
for Internet services. However, we welcome OCIO and JEN customer input, as this is a
valuable resource for ensuring our security designs meet your needs. We are open to
discussing the suggested implementation plan and will work together on proposed

i

changes in an effort to implement best practice solutions based on our combined

I
i

i

experience throughout this project.

1·
I
I
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As an optional service for Internet services users, the IEN Alliance offers comprehensive,
centrally hosted firewall services including all hardware, software and support. Our
centrally hosted firewall service solution is delivered using redundant, industry-standard
Cisco firewalls at our points-of presence (POPs). Based on specific enhanced security
requirements, we develop specific implementation plans and maintenance schedules to
meet individual IEN customer requirements.
The Cisco firewall delivers multi-layered defense for an JEN customer's network through
robust, integrated security services including stateful inspection firewalling, protocol and
application inspection, and rich multimedia and voice security in a single device.
The state-of-the-art Cisco Adaptive Security Algorithm (ASA) provides rich stateful
inspection firewall services, tracking the state of all authorized network communications
and preventing unauthorized network access. This device also provides an additional
layer of security via intelligent, "application-aware" security services that examine packet
streams at Layers 4-7, using inspection engines specialized for many of today's popular
applications. Furthermore, the Cisco firewall can provide all of these services at Gigabit
and 10 Gigabit Ethernet speeds which far surpass many firewall products on the market.
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8.1.20 The vendor shall provide one or more network maps showing how the traffic will
flow across the Vendor's backbone {e.g. examples include network diagrams
depicting internet access, video connectivity, from the schools back into IEN core.
etc.)

The following diagram depicts a number of the different resources that may be accessed
by IEN participants. All traffic that flows to and from the participating school, library or
agency will traverse through the IEN Alliance· network. The IEN Alliance network is a
highly-reliable, MPLS-based, high-speed private network designed to support the needs
of users within the State of Idaho. The network is described in further detail in Section
9.1, Proposer's Backbone and 9.2, Peering and Transit Relationships of this proposal
response.
Connectivity from each IEN participant will flow to the closest IEN POP where its users
will be able to access all authorized IEN resources from within the IEN Alliance network.
Direct connections from the JEN Alliance backbone include State DOE and OCIO
resources, video conferencing bridges, lnternet2/NLR connectivity via IRON and
multiple upstream Internet connections along with extensive peering.
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8.1.21 Given the inherent complexities of our current State of Idaho legacy neh:vorks,
Vendors need to ensure that supporting network engineeiing staff have the
experience and caliber needed to design, maintain and upgrade our JEN network.
Designated support engineers must also demonstrate a proficiency in maintaining
our current legacy equipment, as depicted in Appendix B. Additionally, it is desired
that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies in the areas of core routing and
switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), with
an expectation that these engineers will be the ones doing the design, operation,
mai11tenance and accreditation of this JEN network. Vendors will include resumes of
potential IEN engineering support staff as patt of their RFP response, to include a
comprehensive list of all network certi ti cations and years of experience.

The entire IEN Alliance strives to delight the State ofldaho Department of
Administration and each of its customers by meeting individual network technology
needs and delivering service excellence to the education community. From the initial
network connection through ongoing support needs, our team of professionals work
hand-in-hand with schools to achieve desired results.

Highly Skilled and Qualified Support Staff
IEN Alliance's services are supported by a

broad base of highly skilled employees who
are dedicated to superior performance in a
number of disciplines. The IEN Alliance's

Engineering Team holds several industry
certifications including Microsoft MCSE

"In addition to their strong
technology capacity, their quality
staff helps set them apart from
others. They are very responsive,
and in fact are proactive in most
cases. in supporting our network
services."

and MCSA, Cisco CCNA, CCIP, CCNP
and CCIE, Red.Hat RBCE and Linux

LPIC-2. Our Cisco-certified Network

Architects and Engineers lead the research,
analysis, design, implementation and support

Lance Lott
Assistant Superintendent
Information Technology &
Accountability
Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools

of networking technologies that address each customer's specific needs. Our Systems
Engineers possess a breadth of knowledge in the design. installation, configuration and

8
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maintenance of the organization's Microsoft Windows and Exchange servers, Linux/Unix
systems and Open Source applications. Our Engineers also apply their vast knowledge,

[.

skills and experience in consulting with our customers to provide a reliable system to the
end users who use it. Behind the scenes, the Development Team is hard at work ensuring
the systems and tools required to effectively support and manage the statewide network
are in place. Our Engineers maintain a keen knowledge of current and emerging
technologies in order to maintain the highest levels of network availability,
performance, innovation and growth.
JEN Alliance employees hold a total of 57 technical certifications as listed in the
following table:

,.
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f Technical Certification

,-

'r; '

Certified C-l+ Developer
Certified Java Developer
Certified Novell Administrator
Certified Solaris Administrator
Certified Wireless Network Administrator
Cisco Certified Design Associate
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA)
Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Professional (CCIP)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE)
Citrix Certified Administrator (CCA)
CompTIAA+
HDI Support Center Analyst
Linux Professional Institute Level 2 Certification (LPIC 2)
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP)
Microsoft Certified Professional+ Internet (MCP+I / NT4)
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE / NT4)
Network+
NoveJl Master CNE (MCNE)
Novell Groupwise Certified
Professional Engineer in Electrical Engineering
Red.Hat Certified Engineer (RHCE)
Red.Hat Certified Technician
Sun Certified S stems Administrator

Certified Em lo
l
l
1
1
2

'CCS

1
13
3
1
I
1
3
4

I
2
2
3
7
1
1
2

1
2

2

Figure 15: IEN Alliance Employee Technical Certifications

When support is needed, the Network Operations Center (NOC). Field Engineers and
Account Service Managers (ASMs) are ready to provide superior customer service. The
IEN Alliance NOC is the single point of contact for all customer support issues. The
NOC is available via e-mail and also directly by telephone 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, 52 weeks a year, 365 days.
Our Field Engineers are locally deployed, thus assuring that IEN Alliance network
equipment is maintained in the event of a hardware failure. ASMs are assigned to ensure
client satisfaction and to identify and understand each customer's unique needs, including
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each school district's goals. The ASMs help detennine the network or technology
requirements necessary to achieve these goals.
Our personnel and company resources are deployed throughout our service geography in
order to locally support our customers.
Please see Exhibit 6 for the resumes of our engineering support staff including their
certifications. In addition you can find short bios of these personnel in Section 9.10,
Biographical Information, of this RFP response.

8.1.22 Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the
National LambdaRail Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNET2 (12) networks, helping
to expand the State's theoretical and experimental research capabilities as they relate
to both K-12 and higher education. Given the current Economic situation in Idaho
and in keeping with Legislative directives to reduce costs and leverage existing State
resources, wherever possible, it is highly desired that Vendors submit a detailed
technical plan in their RFP response that specifically addresses how they would
leverage legacy State of Idaho networks to include the Idaho Regional Optical
Network (IRON), in providing this service, particularly to our higher education
institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University of Idaho, etc).

The Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) is a member of
the IEN Alliance. IRON is the designated connector to
lnternet2 and NLR in Idaho.
The IEN Alliance has diverse routed fiber connections to the Level(3) facility at 435 W
McGregor Drive in Boise. Idaho. This facility is a POP for both Intemet2 and NLR. IEN
Alliance members Idaho Research Optical Network (IRON) and Syringa Networks
specifically have signed a memorandum of understanding to work together to further
education and research networks in Idaho and through that relationship JEN members

will be able to connect directly to the IRON backbone, and in tum, to the Intemet2 and
NLR networks.
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The IEN Alliance presently has connectivity to the following institutions of higher
education in Idaho:
1. Boise State University (BSU) - Fiber connection.
2. Idaho State University- ATM over fiber and pending Ethernet connections.

Used for ISUs distance education program to number ofremote sites served by
Syringa Networks. Syringa Networks is in the process of building fiber to the
ISU facility in Meridian at this time. A project for a fiber connection to ISU at
the Water Center at 322 E. Front is also in development. This connection could
also be used to connect the University of Idaho, Boise campus.
3. College of Southern Idaho- Ethernet over fiber to CSI campus through member

company.
4. BYU Idaho - Ethernet over fiber to Rexburg campus through member company.
5. Center for Advanced Energy Solutions {CAES ) facility in Idaho Falls - Ethernet

over fiber via Idaho Falls City fiber.
The IEN Alliance can connect to the following institutions of higher education in Idaho
as described below:
I. Eastern Idaho Technical College is on the Idaho Falls City fiber ring. Syringa

Networks leases fiber on that ring and will add a drop to the EITC campus to
serve the JEN.
2. Lewis Clark State College would be connected to the network at a POP

established in Lewiston by Syringa Networks.
3. North Idaho College would be connected to the network at a POP established in

Coeur d'Alene by Syringa Networks.
4. The College of Western Idaho is presently connected to BSU and can be reached

by the connection to BSU. However, Syringa Networks backbone is close to
CWI and can build fiber to that location.

5. There is existing fiber between Washington State University (WSU) and
University of Idaho (U ofl}. WSU is connected to Syringa Networks via IRON.
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Syringa Networks will buy capacity on that connection to connect the U ofl

I.I

Moscow campus to IEN. Syringa Networks has proposals to connect several U of

Ii

I research locations in southern Idaho with high bandwidth Ethernet services

!
i

,·i

being considered at this time.

f

f
;.

8.1.23 The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set of Internet routing tables for
information and security purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that infonnation to
our routers through BOP routing protocols.

The IEN Alliance agrees to provide an electronic feed via BGP4 of the complete Internet routing
tables for information and security purposes to the Idaho OCIO office.

8. t .24 Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple applications, from

content delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web
conferencing, storage and unified collaboration. This includes understanding "'Bell
Schedules" and working with the Department of Education to work out scheduling
of associated technology assets (e.g. Video Teleconferencing capabilities) to support
customer requirements for services, at differing times.

The IEN Alliance is singularly qualified to support the multiple and numerous
applications and services that will comprise the Idaho Education Network. As we detail
in 8.1.15, the JEN Alliance Network Operating Center (NOC) will serve as a single

point of contact for all issues related to any of the technology or services we provide
to JEN members. Since 1998, the IEN Alliance has created, implemented and used

industry-leading tools to ensure quick and efficient resolution of customer problems and
issues. Additionally, the IEN Alliance and its partners have decades of experience
supporting the specific types of applications and services that will comprise IEN.
For example, not only does ENA, the primary contracting partner of the IEN Alliance,
provide managed network and technology solutions and support to thousands ofK-12
schools throughout the country, we also have extensive experience providing and
supporting content delivery, IP Telephony/ VoIP and video conferencing and

8
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collaboration solutions for education. ENA, in partnership with United Streaming,

I

provides statewide content delivery nodes for high-bandwidth educational content in both

l

Indiana and Tennessee. We also now provide VoIP solutions and support to schools
throughout the country. In the last year alone, over 20 school districts in three states have
implemented ENA's Voice Services. These VoIP solutions are designed to be flexible,
highly reliable, and scalable, and are currently being used in school districts with as few
as two schools and as many as 200. Likewise, OneVision Solutions, an JEN Alliance
strategic partner, has extensive experience assisting K-12 schools in the creation and
support of video conferencing solutions. This experience includes scheduling,

i

I

instructor/administrator support, and video conferencing designs which attempt to

i

!

incorporate and utilize current infrastructure to the greatest degree possible. OneVision

!'

Solutions currently performs similar consulting, support, and design services for multiple

I

l·

schools and education networks throughout the country.

\··

The IEN Alliance also understands the importance of bell schedules and will work with
the DOE and participate in the necessary task force or working groups as appropriate to
assist in the scheduling and synchronization of video teleconferencing and other
technology assets throughout the State. Implementing a robust video conference
scheduling system only addresses half the issue. Based on our experience and
observations, establishing consistent statewide bell schedules is an education policy issue
and something that evolves and requires collaboration and participation from the LEAs in
order to be successful.
As distance learning is becoming more pervasive, many states are tackling this issue. A
good example is the State of Arkansas. In 2004 the Arkansas State Board of Education

1·
i

enacted Ru.les Governing Availability ofDistance Learning. The rules were established
for the purpose of setting reasonable guidelines to make distance learning available to
every Arkansas student and to facilitate efficient scheduling of distance learning courses

i

offered by public schools in recognition of the fact that there was not a consistent bell

t·
l·
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schedule across the State. Establishing these rules gave Arkansas a short tenn fix while

they worked to come up with a solution to the longer term issue.
Over the last three years Arkansas has worked to resolve the disparity in bell schedules
and have made significant progress. After recently publishing the 2009-2010 bell
schedule over 50% of the rural school districts that are relying more and more on distance
learning have adopted the State bell schedules. Ms. Cathi Swan, Assistant
Commissioner, Research and Technology, played a critical role in this effort. She sites
the establishment of Advisory Councils comprised of district administrators as one of the
primary factors in their success. "It's all about collaboration and the process. School
administrators want to know who came up with it? And was I given an opportunity to
voice my opinion?"
In recent conversations with Ms. Swan, she indicated that she would be more than willing
to participate in discussions to share more information about Arkansas' experience with
this process and lessons learned.
8.1.25 Vendors must also be capable of providing burstable connections (25% or higher)
with the ability to effectively manage short periods of high usage (2-4 hours).
Specifically. the Vendor will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed
allocated bandwidth when 80% capacity is reached, in order to track and identify
additional bandwidth needs at individual sites.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
We will provide periodic and short-term (30 days or less) bursting capability up to the
installed circuit capacity upon request to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when
SO-percent capacity is reached in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs
at individual sites.
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8.1.26 The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that
protect IEN customers from interruption of services during the business day and
ensure resiliency of the services being offered.

The IEN Alliance understands the critical nature of Internet services for IEN customers
and we have designed a solution that will provide robust Internet services that protect
IEN customers from interruption of services due to Internet gateway or managed access
link failure, ensuring the resiliency of the Internet services being offered.
We employ "best route" routing policy, keeping our customers' traffic on our robust,
diverse backbone and reducing latency. This means getting the traffic from our POP to
the true destination in the most expeditious manner. We make this happen by
customizing our BGP-4 advertisements to our peering partners. Keeping the data on our
IP network until delivered to the appropriate peer versus the closest peer allows us to
propagate the traffic in the most expeditious manner to and from your locations.
Our dynamic routing to Gigabit Ethernet-based peering points from top Tier 1 ISPs
through multiple peering connections allows truly redundant access to Internet resources.
In the event of an Internet outage, Internet traffic is automatically routed around the
problem. Our network engineering group monitors all peering connections 24 hours a
day. 365 days a year. The only failure point with respect to Internet routing is placed
solely at the last mile physical interface of a given customer. The physical layer
connectivity for customers is also monitored 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Furthermore, we understand the access link (last mile circuit) that we provide to connect
users to our network is a critical component of ensuring resilient Internet services. In
every portion of our service delivery, we have evaluated and chosen suppliers and a
network design that permits us to deliver the highest level of ongoing reliability.
Furthermore, in the event a service interruption does occur, we have built-in test points
and safeguards that allow us to quickly restore service to the affected site(s). Additional
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infonnation regarding our Service Level Agreement for IEN can be found in Section 8.3
Service Level Guarantees, Section 9.3 Service Level Agreements for Customers, and
Exlubit 1.

8.1.27 Vendors will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these
changes that must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OClOs request.

We have chosen our underlying primary method of service delivery (wide area Ethernet)
and suppliers strategically in order to provide capacity increases, new installations and

moves where facilities exist, within 45 days of an OCIO request.

8.1.28 Our K-12 schools, libraries, and state agencies have various IP address class sizes.
By responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are
willing to route these addresses at the request of these school districts. Vendors will
also ensure that all assigned engineering personnel working on our IEN network are
compliant with CIPA policies concerning the protection of Children to include
vendor certified background checks.

The founding members of the IEN Alliance have had extensive experience providing
Internet access to K-12 schools, libraries and state agencies within Idaho and throughout
the nation. We understand that the IEN participants will have various IP address class
[block] sizes. In responding to this proposal, the IEN Alliance understands and agrees
that we are willing to route these addresses, to the extent technically and legally possible,
at the request of these school districts.
Furthennore, we currently perform detailed background checks on all assigned
engineering personnel working in our companies as they may, in perfonning their duties,
have access to sensitive infonnation. We will comply with all Idaho Statutes and Board
of Education policies concerning background checks for all assigned personnel working
with the IEN Alliance's IEN network. Additionally, we do not retain personallyidentifiable infonnation for purposes other than routine system validation and as such we
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believe that we are compliant with the applicable CIPA and COPPA federal child
protection statutes.
8.1.29 Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both
public Internet protocol (IP) networks and private backbones, as both students and
instructors will need access to internal web portals for student and administrative
services, as well as partner institution web pottals for educational research.

The IEN Alliance will provide connectivity for all JEN participants via a combination of
public and private IP networks.

8.1.30 The Vendor will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CJPA
guidelines to ensure compliance with E·Rate policies for Internet Access.

The IEN Alliance provides a
centralized content filtering solution
(centralized content filtering traffic
handling group/ network closed user
group) that can be either on or off at
the customer level This optional

content filtering service represents a
minimal part of our service offering and is fully compliant with the filtering requirements
of the Children's Internet Protection Act (Pub. L 106-554, Title XVII-Children's
Internet Protection (CIPA)). The IEN Alliance has been providing filtering solutions for
our customers in a centralized, cost-effective manner since 1998 and is highly
experienced with available filtering technologies, filtering legislation and E-Rate
requirements related to :filtering. The IEN Alliance remains on the cutting edge in
filtering technology and is continuously improving its solution to meet customer needs.
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Our content filtering service parameters are defined by the State of Idaho, which selects
the filtering criteria. Experience in providing similar service to K-12 public schools and
libraries in other states has shown this method is acceptable to almost all districts and
minimizes the workload required of a district to establish their own filtering criteria.
For districts that desire to manage their own filtering rules, customization of filtering
categories to fit their specific requirements is available. The IEN Alliance offers an
optional district-customized content filtering solution delivered through our core content
filtering equipment that permits detailed per-district category and white/black list. This
solution provides substantially the same functionality for customers who desire this
additional level of control without the requirement to deploy additional devices at the
customer premise. One of the key benefits of our district-customized solution is that it
leverages our resilient, high-capacity core content filtering equipment as compared to end
site grade server hardware typically deployed in customized district solutions.
We supplement the IEN-driven filtering solution with an Authorized Override (AO)
service that allows authorized users with a password to override the filter and access an
otherwise blocked Web site. This feature, as more fully described below, gives the local
district the ability to access any blocked Web site it determines is necessary.

Our :filtering solution was developed exclusively for the K-12 and library
environments by listening to our customer's needs and incorporating their
priorities. With this in mind, IEN Alliance's filtering solution was designed around

the following end user requirements:

• Protect students and enhance educational relevancy of Internet content
• Provide maximum flexibility for local communities
•

Minimize additional administrative or technical burden on schools and
districts
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•

Respect the professionalism and decision making of educators

•

Support First Amendment protections for adults

•

Comply with federal legislation such as CIPA

•

Make nightly updates to filtering database

i

I
l!

I1·
I
I
T

Our content filtering service is based on its filtering solution that is successfully serving

over 200 school districts and public library systems in three states. This service provides
the foundation to ensure children do not have access to inappropriate content as defined
by the State of Idaho. History has shown that the effective content filtering program
provided by the IEN Alliance has allowed school districts to dramatically increase their
support of Internet access. We believe this is because local school administrators,
principals and teachers have developed a trust in the IEN Alliance filtering program that
gives them more peace of mind that children are not using computers to access
inappropriate or harmful Internet content.
Filtering Solution Details
While filtering cannot be a one-size-fits-alI solution, neither should it increase the
administrative burden on teachers or technology coordinators by having to constantly
maintain and amend lists and categories. The IEN Alliance provides the only solution
available today that combines maximum flexibility with minimum administrative burden.
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Our Authorized Override solution gives the local district the option of providing teachers
and administrators personalized unfiltered access to the Internet.
The IEN Alliance provides a turnkey filtering solution designed to work transparently
(i.e., the end user does not have to do anything, nor are any modifications required to
individual work stations). Our service is delivered via its regional servers with
proprietary technology that filters large numbers of computers without performance
degradation. The benefit of this innovation to the IEN is a filtering solution that is
proven to work on the scale required by this RFP. The solution is based on a detailed list
of restricted URLs grouped into a number of categories (e.g., pornography, illicit drugs,
hate/violence, etc.). The State selects the particular categories it wants filtered and then
any computer in a participating district or library on the IEN is automatically protected
from URLs in selected categories. Local districts can easily request review of a site or
suggest that a particular site be blocked or unblocked at any time. In this way the list of
URLs is constantly evolving and changing based on end user input. The following
screenshot depicts the online form for requesting a review of a site.
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Figure 16: Online Web site Review Request Form

Personalization for teachers and administrators is achieved through our Authorized
Override (AO). Unlike the personalization capabilities offered by other filtering
solutions, the IEN Alliance believes that creating groupings of all teachers in a particular
school or district is inefficient, unnecessarily raises First Amendment concerns and
disrespects the professionalism of educators. Our AO solution drives the bypass policy
down to a district level to give teachers and staff the ability to selectively override
blocked URLs (i.e., access URLs that are on the restricted list). AO is machine-driven
and can detect a valid override even when a school is using NAT (RFC 3022) and Private
IP addresses (RFC 1918) whereas other IP-based systems will override an entire school
rather than the specific workstation requesting the override.
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If an override of any URL is desired:
1. The user simply clicks on the link on the IEN Alliance block page marked
Authorized Override.
2. A sign-in box will appear with a place for time period.
3. After entering a valid password and time period, an authorized user then will
receive a confirmation page that allows the user to override the filter.
Local school district policies and administrators determine who has access to the override
passwords and how this feature is used. As an added service to assist districts in
managing AO, the IEN Alliance monitors AO usage for unusual activity levels and
notifies Technology Coordinators if any such activity is discovered.
The following screenshot shows the AO tool that allows individual educators to access
blocked sites:

Override Login
Access to thfS wetlsde reQtJires Bfl ~..uthol'i%e<f Owrrtde request. Please enter your tJsemame, Password. and ttte time penod Ill
mi1'1utes for 1t1hid1 you woukl like to cwe1rlde.
Please contact your sclloura TecnooJagy C•ordinotor/Dlrector. Principal Ot Superinternleol for login information.

'Pass.\•1ard

~-----------'

TGne

~minutes

! 881Jin Ovenide I I Reset Fonn J
Figure 17: Online Authorized Override Request Form

ENA has found that its powerful and flexible content filtering service is a good frt for the
K-12 environment which demands local control, yet often does not have sufficient
resources to locally manage a customized solution.
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Children's Internet Protection Act (Pub. L. 106-554) Compliance

The IEN Alliance's filtering service offering is fully compliant with the filtering
requirements of the Children's Internet Protection Act (Pub.L.106-554), Title XVII Children's Internet Protection (CIPA). We have studied and reviewed CIPA rules,
compared our filtering program including Authorized Override to those rules, and worked
with third-party legal and E-Rate experts to evaluate our offering. All of these steps have
contributed to our assertion that the content filtering service including our Authorized
Override bypass system is compliant with CIPA content filtering rules.
It must be noted that CIPA
CIPA Requirements

compliance does not end with
having a compliant filtering
software solution. Each district
must also establish CIPA-

As Applicable to Minors, Internet Safety
Policies MUST Address the Following Issues:

compliant policies and

• Access to inappropriate matter on the
internet and World Wide Web

procedures related to their usage

•

Safety and security in e-mail, chatrooms and direct electronic
communication

•

Unauthorized access and unlawful
activities

•

Unauthorized disclosure, use and
dissemination of personal information

•

Measures in place to restrict access to
harmful materials

of filtering as part of any overall
CIPA plan. The IEN Alliance
will provide technical assistance
to the State of Idaho and IEN
customers to improve their
understanding of the full scope of
CIPA compliance requirements.
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8.1.31 Vendors must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies
and actions regardit1g the filtering of sites or content, such restrictions and filters also
need to be documented in your monthly reports back to the State OC!O office. Note,
however, that this section is not intended to prevent any Internet Service Provider
(ISP) from limiting traffic from a site causing hann to the Internet or any of its
customers. Note that any filtering or DNS changes done by Vendors must be
documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO oftice.

As a founding member of the IEN Alliance, ENA has been providing filtering solutions
for K-12 in a centralized, cost-effective manner since the enactment of the Child Internet
Protection Act and is highly experienced with available filtering technologies, filtering
legislation and E-Rate requirements related to filtering. Our experience has shown us
that there is much confusion concerning filtering, types of filtering and the expectations
that educators, community leaders and parents have of filtering solutions. We also
understand the task of translating a state or local community's standards to a single
filtering solution that satisfies all members of the educational community can be
daunting.
Our filtering solution outlined in Section 8.1.30 was initially developed to assist our
customers in meeting the quickly imposed CIPA requirements to secure E-Rate funding
without having to procure and manage individual solutions on their own. Over the last
eight years we have introduced enhancements based on new technologies available in the
marketplace; but more importantly, these technologies were also based on feedback
received from our customers.
We will work with school districts and libraries to discuss and understand unique policy
issues, establish a filtering configuration that adheres to these policies, and implement a
process for reviewing and restricting access to new sites as requested. We will also work
with OCIO to establish baseline reports based on IEN's requirements on a monthly basis.
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A good example of how we approached delivering a statewide content filtering solution
where it was previously not in place is the Indiana State Library. Prior to ENA being
awarded a contract to manage the Indiana State Library Network in 2005, a number of the
Indiana libraries were not filing for federal E-Rate funds. One of the reasons for this was
the lack of staff and expertise to implement and maintain a content filtering solution in
order to comply with the CIPA requirements necessary to secure E-Rate funding. In
addition, many libraries were concerned that imposing strict filtering policies would
result in frustrating and turning away library patrons - a common concern in libraries
today.
Upon contract award, ENA worked with the State Library to assemble a customer task
force and conducted a series ofwebinars and online meetings with the task force as well
as the library community at large. These events focused on the following:
•

Content filtering requirements (CIPA, COPPA, First Amendment)

•

ENA's content filtering solution and approach

•

Filtering categories available

•

Requirements gathering

•

Establish a baseline configuration

•

Conduct periodic follow-up meetings to review and update baseline
filtering configuration

The State Library was able to gain consensus for a statewide base filtering configuration
that is now being used by many libraries across the State of Indiana. This service ensures
E-Rate compliance and ultimately results in the most effective and efficient use oflocal
financial and human resources. The growth in network capacity and utilization of E-

Rate funds has increased on average 22% annually since the inception of the
contract.
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Most, ifnot all, school districts in Idaho have implemented some type oflocal content

Ii.

filtering solution. Based on surveys we have conducted in other states, the average
school district spends $3,500-$5,000 annually to purchase, maintain and support these
solutions. Establishing a centralized content filtering platform and offering this service

1·

as part of IEN will present additional ways to alleviate the burden on local school and

I

library resources from having to support and maintain these local solutions. Doing this,

I
I

will ultimately result in additional opportunities for cost savings.

Superintendents have praised the ENA solution because they do not require them to

I;

spend enormous amounts of school board time debating on each special interest group
request, which a separate district maintained filtering solution might require. The first

I

step in this process is education and involvement. By bringing safety into its proper
perspective and focusing on the entire educational mission, ENA can assist Idaho in

II

bringing not only a robust safety net for children, but also a total solution designed to
make the Internet a valuable place to learn and grow.

I
i

t

8.1.32 The Vendor will also provide a network design in which:
a. Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network
b. Layer 2 performance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency
sensitive applications (i.e. Video over IP)
c. IEEE 802.1 q VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCIO
office.
d. Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP
addressing and IP routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in
monthly OCIO sponsored IEN change management meetings.

Il

The IEN Alliance understands and our network design complies.
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8.1.33 The Vendor will also:
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support,
(i.e.802.1 p queuing)
b. Indicate availability of real time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a
State-provided list of authorized monitoring stations.
c. Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and
under what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be
implemented to ensure that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand
to participants.
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS
changes will be honored.

The IEN Alliance network supports layer 2 QoS, real-time perfonnance metrics, realtime network monitoring and can rapidly respond to requests for virtual networks or layer
2 QoS changes.
At the IEN Alliance router, deployed at the IEN participant end point, we can configure
802. l p and DSCP tag recognition and translation into MPLS-TE or other traffic
prioritization/queueing methodology used on the JEN Alliance network to support the
QoS goals of the application itself. In order to ensure compatibility and best
functionality, we will work with OCIO/DOE to tailor the layer 2 QoS capabilities of the
IEN Alliance network to your specific application needs. Requests for additional virtual
networks or layer 2 QoS changes will he reviewed and responded to within two business
days. Such requests may require additional consultation with the State or the requestor
and may require extensive configuration to implement We will work with the OCIO to
coordinate any major virtual network or layer 2 QoS change to ensure both high levels
customer satisfaction for the requestor and integration with overall network policies.
Real time perfonnance and monitoring of the JEN Alliance network will he perfonned by
the IEN Alliance customer and backbone network operation centers. As detailed in
Section 8.1.15, these measurements and metrics will be available through Web-based self
service applications hosted on the JEN Alliance Web site. We can pennit secure, limited
access via SNMPv2 to a limited number of authorized monitoring stations of real time
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performance metrics for customer premises equipment placed at IEN participants end
sites. Overall cloud utilization will be closely monitored by the JEN Alliance backbone
and customer NOCs and we will ensure that there is adequate bandwidth to support all
applications at all times. In the unlikely event that we find that bandwidth is constrained

I

on any one link for an ex.tended period of time and not as the result of a network failure,

i

I

I

we will immediately order additional capacity to resolve the situation.

f

!

8.1.34 To account for schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more
bandwidth as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond
with two different deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge
router" and one with a "'low bandwidth edge router". This is an area that will be
included in our evaluation criteria concerning the technical merits of submitted
proposals. in enabling our supported IEN customers to pursue additional network
upgrades.

As part of our network service, the IEN Alliance will furnish and manage for the term of
this contract any required end site equipment necessary to establish a connection between
the closest JEN Alliance POP and the IEN participant's location. We provide multiple
types of last mile routers and routing switches and deploy the equipment appropriate for
the required throughput and circuit connectivity.
The following chart outlines the suggested "Low", "High" and "High-Dense" bandwidth
edge router equipment deployment
For detailed specification sheets for the equipment listed below, please see Appendix 0.

-
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Device

Function

ThrouahDut

DeDlovment

Low

Cisco 2801

Router

46 Mbps

Slnale I.AN handoffs for TOM or 10 Mbos Ethernet WAN

Low

Cisco 2821

Router

87 Mbps

Multiple I.AN handoffs for TDM or 10 Mbps Ethernet WAN

Low

Cisco 2960G-8TC

Routing Switch

16 Gbps

Ethernet WAN Routing Endcoi nt - 1O or 100 Mbcs

High

Cisco 3825

Router

179 Mbos

DS3, OC3 or l 00 Mbps Ethernet WAN

High

Clsco 3845

Router

256 Mbps

High DensltvTerminatlon for DS3, OC.3 or 100 Mbps Ethernet WAN

Hiah

Cisco 3550

Routine Switch

24 Gbcs

Ethernet WAN Routlnll Endcolnt - l O l 00 or 1 Gbcs

HighDense
HighDense
High-

Cisco 7200/NPE300

Router

215 Mbos

Hloh Densitv Termination for DS3 OC3 or 100 Mbcs Ethernet WAN

Cisco 7200/NPE-Gl

Router

521 Mbos

Hillh Densitv Termination for DS3 OC3 or l 00 Mbos Ethernet WAN

Dense

Cisco 3560G

Routing Switch

32 Gbps

High Throughput Ethernet WAN Routing Endpoint - l 0, l 00 or 1 Gbos

Figure 18: Low and High Bandwidth Standard Routers

8
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8.1.35 The Vendor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed
within the timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or
reallocated based on use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations
being kept in line with E-Rate eligibility standards for all services through a
coordinated process with the OCIO office and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule
per site.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
We will meet the timeframes required in Section 8.2. We have chosen our underlying
primary method of service delivery (wide area Ethernet) and suppliers strategically in
order to provide capacity increases, new installations and moves where facilities exist,
within 45 days of an OCIO request.
Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on use or need at no cost to the
State ofldaho. Future configurations will be kept in line with E-Rate eligibility standards
for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO and will adhere to the 80percent capacity rule per site.

8.1.36 The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month
on utilization, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage (broken
down by institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the
Department of Administration, OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature.

The IEN Alliance will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month
on utilization, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage and other
network utilization as needed by the OCIO for reporting to the Legislature.
Below fmd our standard Internet bandwidth utilization report which provides details over
multiple time frames on:
•

Per-site utilization

•

Traffic capacity

•

Performance tuning
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Service usage information can be provided at aggregate levels and we will work with the
OCIO to customize our reporting to meet your needs.
The IEN Alliance will also leverage the data that we collect in our network monitoring

I

1·

and reporting tools to generate extensive ad-hoc reports for the OCIO to provide to the

i

l

Legislature upon request. We understand the critical role that the Legislature provides in
funding and overseeing the IEN and we look forward to actively supporting OCIO's data
and communication needs in this area.

1.I

I
f

Internet Bandwidth Usage

1•
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Figure 19: Bandwidth Utilization Report
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8.1.3 7 The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that
verify or indicate service levels are being met, NLT 15 of each Month to the OCIO.

ENA understands this requirement and will comply.
The IEN Alliance will provide written reports no later than the 15th of each month to the
OCIO on Customer Visible Outages and IEN Ticket/Request Summaries. These two
reports will allow the OCIO to verify all agreed upon metrics and validate that service
levels are being delivered.
Our tracking and monitoring systems are designed to provide the requested information.
We will deliver monthly reports in the following format designed to present all of the
required information in a succinct and easy to read manner:
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Customer Visible Outage
8/1/2008 to 8/31/2008
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Figure 20: Customer Visible Outage Report
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Ticket Summary
8/112008 to 8/31/2008
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Orange Camty Public Schools
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0

Figure 21: Ticket Request Summary Report
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The OCIO also has access to Weh-based access to our trouble ticketing system, as
outlined in the next section, for real-time information and emergency planning.
8.1.38 The Vendor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket
activity involving customer support to the OCIO and other educational entities that
request this information.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
As detailed in our response to Section 8.1.15 and below, the JEN Alliance provides realtime access to our internal trouble ticketing system to all customers. We will provide
super-user access to authorized OCIO staff members and authorized IEN customers.
This access will permit them to review tickets for all IEN customers. Our trouble
ticketing system is an online, always-accessible interface that provides immediate access
to all trouble ticket activity involving customer support. This tool allows the OCIO and
IEN customers to open new tickets, update existing tickets and view up-to-tbeminute information about issues that might be affecting their level of service and
detailed information about what action the IEN Alliance is taking to correct the
problem.
An example of our online Customer Support Ticket Tracker that provides customers with

an updated view of the IEN Alliance's Remedy trouble ticketing system detailing all
issues being worked to resolution is provided in the following illustration:

if·
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Ticket Tracker

Back to Search I User Help I Logout

1>1001141131

l~ustomer

Oeange County Public Schools

Impact
Ticket Typ• Trouble

Statu$

Closed

Anig~ed To Network Operations Center
Ticket Title

Contact

Danielle llipworih

Create Date

Satun!ay, September or;, 20llll 8:4l:S7 AM

cvo, p...,....outaga at site

I

Danielle,
Thank you for contirmiri~ this for us. Ple,se let us know if vou h:rMJ any problems today!

Wendi E. Powers
Netwol1< Operations Center
Education Net,wrks of Amelica
1.808.612.2381)
From: Hlpwotth, Danielle P. (mailto:danielle.t1ipworth@Ocps.neij
Posted At Monday, September 011, 2008 5:39 11.M
Posted To: ENA Support
Conversation: Laa Middle School - Ticket N00114031
Subject: RE: Lee Middle School- Ticket N0011403·1

i

i

I
I

iI

The construction folks told us that they would be shutting off power Saturday mornir111for
about3 or4 hour. Thankyou.

I
I

Danielle Hipworth
Technology SuppOII Rep.
Lee Middle Scr1001

I!
I

407 .245.1800 ~2234
www.lee.ocps.net
"A school is a buildiMwillltomo1rowlnside'

I

i
I

Po$!~4: 913.12000 o:48:31 At~

I

Figure 22: Customer Support Ticket Tracker

I

Monthly reports will be provided in writing by the 15th of the month per your

I

rI

requirements.

I
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8.1.39 The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the
program by filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.

ENA is the IEN Alliance member with the most experience in the E-Rate program and as
the contracting entity, ENA witI take responsibility for coordinating the E-Rate process.
ENA is eligible to participate in the E-Rate program. Our registration numbers are as
follows:
ENA Services, LLC

SPIN - 143030857 FRN - 001S297245

Education Networks of America, Inc.

SPIN - 1430081S9 FRN - 001158351S

ENA has participated in the E-Rate program as a service provider since the inception of
the program in 1998 and has a I0-year track record of success with schools, libraries and

consortiums. ENA is a service provider leader in Priority 1 services including
Telecommunications and Internet Access service. ENA has received over $250 million
in E-Rate funding approvals with its clients, representing over 4,500 Form 471 funding

requests over the life of the program. ENA is a top-10 vendor for Priority 1 service ERate funding based on total dollars filed by a vendor.

ENA provides a broad

range ofE-Rate eligible
communications and

networking services to its
customers including

managed Internet Access

Quick Facts
• $250 Million in E-Rate Funding Approvals
since Program Inception
• Top-10 Vendor for Priority 1 Funding
• Filed More Than $58 Million in Funding for
Customers in E-Rate Year 11
• 10-Year Successful Track Record

services, firewall and
security services, and voiceNoIP services. ENA also provides non-E-Rate eligible
services such as advanced content filtering with authorized override. ENA is well-known
for its E-Rate eligible managed services that combine bandwidth, on-premise equipment
and customer support services (Help Desk, equipment ownership and maintenance, field
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service, etc.) into a seamless package of quality services for our K-12 and library
customers.

I
II

1.;

ENA has successful E-Rate experience working with Internet Access and
Telecommunication Services consistent with the requirements of this RFP. For E-Rate
year 11, ENA's customers filed for over $58 million of services through the E-Rate

I

I

Program. ENA is well prepared to serve the IEN with its E-Rate needs.
ENA has vast knowledge and successful experience with all parts of the E-Rate process.

I

In addition to our own internal team ofE-Rate specialists, ENA has a team of

1·

experienced outside advisors including E-Rate legal specialists
based in Washington, D.C. This team keeps ENA on the cutting
edge of E-Rate knowledge and E-Rate policy changes.
ENA is an original member of the national E-Rate Service
Providers Forum and the E-Rate Service Providers Association
(ESPA), which are active in providing feedback to the Schools
and Libraries Division (SLD) and FCC on proposed rule changes. Rex Miller, ENA's
CFO, is a prominent speaker on E-Rate, providing training sessions at both the local and
national levels. In fact, Rex Miller is conducting a session on successful tips and
techniques related to the E-Rate program at the January 2009 Idaho Education
Technology Association (IETA) Conference.
ENA maintains an ongoing and proactive program of review of E-Rate program rules and
requirements including review of all SLD-issued materials (both paper communications
and those communicated via the SLD Web-site) to ensure continuing compliance. ENA
supplements this knowledge with input from its team of national experts. ENA's team
participates in SLD vendor conference calls and vendor training to continue to maintain
its knowledge base and complete understanding of the E-Rate program.
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ENA's E-Rate knowledge and experience goes far beyond what is required by a typical
school- or district-level filing and includes detailed knowledge of eligible services issues,
large district-wide and statewide consortium-filing complexities, and CIPA/filtering
requirements. ENA is a leader in working with state, district and library applications and,
in conjunction with the State of Tennessee, obtained the well-known "Tennessee
Decision," which established the eligibility of on-premise equipment as a Priority 1
service.
ENA closely reviews and evaluates all aspects of the E-Rate program including ongoing
policy guidance provided by the FCC and SLD, requests for review from participating
applicants, and changes in the Eligible Services List (ESL) that is updated annually by
the SLD and FCC, affecting changes to services that are eligible under the E-Rate
program.
As part of this process, ENA will actively work with school districts and libraries to get
the E-Rate funding application (Form 471) filed including working with the State of
Idaho to complete the Item 21 Attachment/Description of Services. We believe that a
major factor in our successful track record is working together with our customers to
complete this information, which helps to ensure funding approval and avoid errors that
could create slowdowns or funding denials.
ENA understands its role in providing guidance and encouragement to its customers in
the E-Rate Program while at the same time respecting the rules governing acceptable
service provider-applicant interaction. Our services include:
•

Reinforcing the importance of compliance with all E-Rate Program rules

•

Providing guidance about ENA's specific services

•

Reminding our customers of key E-Rate deadlines
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Assisting with customer education on E-Rate rule changes and other E-Rate
program issues

ENA has worked with its customers in a proactive manner on these areas over the history
of the E-Rate Program. ENA goes the extra mile to provide all the assistance allowable
on E-Rate filings and other E-Rate needs. Once selected, we consider ourselves a partner
with our customers in the effort to gain E-Rate approval and payment. We understand
that close cooperation between vendor and applicant is crucial to making the E-Rate
process as efficient and successful as possible.
ENA's entire business is built on an end-to-end customer service model, and the E-Rate
funding process is no different. ENA is fully committed and capable of facilitating the
State ofldaho's compliance with the E-Rate funding process. ENA's E-Rate specialists
provide ongoing support throughout all phases of the E-Rate process to the fullest extent
allowed by the SLD. This support includes both the high-level consulting related to
complex E-Rate issues and the resources necessary to make sure all E-Rate filing
deadlines are met. As a value-added component ofENA's service, our E-Rate team is
available to assist with the E-Rate process under the State ofldaho's guidance. Upon
being selected as your service provider, ENA will work diligently with the State of
Idaho throughout the entire application and review process to ensure all deadlines
are met and that funding is not only secured, but also maximized.

ENA has complied with all FCC requirements as an E-Rate vendor and a
telecommunications provider. ENA has never been suspended or barred from
participating as an E-Rate provider.

ENA's customer applicants have over a 99% approval rate of applications after removing
applications that were canceled for services not deployed. Appeals and cancellations are
typical in the E-Rate program as all large applicants and vendors know. ENA's success
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rate with the E-Rate program far exceeds most vendors due to the efforts that ENA
spends with its customers to comply with E-Rate rules.
ENA takes this role very seriously, providing proactive guidance, training and assistance
to ensure compliance with all E-Rate requirements to maximize E-Rate funding. The
following provides a brief, but more complete overview ofENA's efforts to assist with
E-Rate compliance. While it does not represent all the work we do to assist our
customers with E-Rate compliance, it will provide a good indication of the scope of our
efforts that meet and exceed the requirements of this RFP, demonstrate our detailed
understanding of the E-Rate program and detail our process to resolve any issues or
concerns.
ENA is ready, willing and able to assist in the FCC Fonn 471 process including:

•

Acting as a resource to the State of Idaho for information about the
technology, the products and the services that are being furnished under this
ITN.

•

Providing information in a timely manner that the State of Idaho can include
with its application, as the supporting documentation, to more fully describe
the services being ordered.

•

ENA will assist the State of Idaho as a resource during all phases of the 471
review and approval process of the E-Rate Program including assistance
during Program Integrity Assurance (PIA) review. ENA understands the time
restrictions PIA imposes on the State of Idaho and service providers in responding
and providing timely and adequate documentation for any questions that may
arise. ENA's experience in assisting with over 4,500 funding requests provides a
significant resource for customers going through PIA review. Many times ENA
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has already worked with a customer that had a similar experience and can provide
a high level of assistance and comfort to a customer that is facing E-Rate
questions.

Schoo'md l'brnries
~

•

,, ,
' '

,
'

,

, ,

Guidance, training and
assistance ensure
E-Rate compliance and
maximizes funding.

~

ENA will work with the State of Idaho to determine the specific roles
applicable to the actual preparation of FCC Form 471. ENA has performed

this role in the past with its school system customers and understands its role as
advisor and assistant to its customers. ENA is fully prepared to assist the State of
Idaho in all aspects of Form 471 preparation, as necessary and allowable under ERate Program rules, from Free Reduced Lunch/E-Rate discount calculation
assistance to review of the final document prior to submission to the SLD. ENA
stands ready to commit its resources and experience to assist in continuing
successful E-Rate filings by the State of Idaho.
•

ENA pitches in to assist its customers with skilled manpower to assist with
the E-Rate program that is not readily available elsewhere. ENA provides

detailed assistance on matters such as Item 21 attachments, treatment ofpre-K
and adult populations, and eligibility of services and locations. ENA also works
with its customers on the complex issues of cost allocation. Once selected as your
service provider, ENA will provide as much assistance as allowable under the E-

Rate program.
• ENA will review the Receipt Acknowledgement Letter (RAL) in a timely
manner and communicate where problems are noted and get actively
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involved in making sure corrections are made in the required timely fashion.
ENA understands that the State of Idaho has a deadline to review and submit any
corrections upon review of the RAL. ENA wil1 proactively review the RAL and
communicate in writing and in person, if desired, any necessary corrections in a
timely manner to easily meet any deadlines. ENA is also fully aware of the new
rules related to RALs, especially the corrections now allowed under the Bishop
Perry Order, and is prepared to assist its customers in making sure information on
all RALs is accurate, as well as assist in making corrections where needed and
allowable. ENA will make necessary corrections based on notifications provided
to the State of Idaho and in full cooperation and partnership with the State of

Idaho and its E-Rate Coordinator.

• ENA wm review the Funding Commitment Decision Letter (FCDL) to ensure
its accuracy. ENA will communicate in writing when problems are noted and get
actively involved in making sure the appeals and/or corrections are made in the
required USAC timelines. ENA has successful experience dealing with appeals
and other unusual funding situations with the SLD. ENA has detailed knowledge
of the appeals process and has participated in several successful appeals,
including the appeal related to the original Tennessee consortium Form 471 filing
in 1998, which resulted in one of the largest appeal wins in the history of the ERate Program.

•

ENA is ready, willing and able to assist the State ofldaho in the FCC Form 486
process, including providing information relevant to the actual start date of
services. ENA understands the time restrictions imposed by USAC and SLD

on the ftling of the Form 486 and works with its customers to meet those time
restrictions. ENA has been involved in assisting and guiding its customers in

filing hundreds ofFonn 486s during the 10-year life of the E-Rate program. ENA
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understands the changes in the E-Rate program that may result in a 486 review
and can advise the State ofldaho in the event that its 486 is selected for review.
We encourage the State of Idaho to ask any ENA customer about our E-Rate support
services. We are dedicated to helping our customers succeed in the E-Rate program and
our customers will confinn the exceptional value ofENA's support.
In summary and upon award of this contract, ENA will become a trusted and reliable
partner on E-Rate matters with the State of Idaho. ENA's 10-year track record ofE-Rate
filing success and E-Rate customer service make ENA an exemplary partner for the State
ofldaho and the JEN.
8.1.40 The Vendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities
and state customer, IEN network ,;knowledge transfer" classes, in collaboration with
the Idaho State CIO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to IEN
customers through workshops for technical support held twice a year (!EN Day} at
designated locations throughout the state and at no cost to the State.

The IEN Alliance's account management and marketing teams maintain a high level of
communication and support with customers and will collaborate with the OCIO to
develop a procedure for ongoing customer support and IEN "knowledge transfer'' to meet
the needs of JEN customers..
Dissemination of Infonnation and Procedures
We will participate in any and all workshops and meetings throughout the year to assist
in communicating the support plan and to gather feedback that will enable us to
continually enhance our support over time. The IEN Alliance will take responsibility for
dissemination of the procedure through one or several communication methods we use to
engage our customers. Examples of the communication methods we currently utilize to
disseminate information include:
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•

E-mail Correspondence - The IEN Alliance maintains a current database of
key contacts with each of our customers and sends informative and timely emails to communicate special events or training sessions. We typically utilize
"My Emma" or other professional e-mail notification services.

•

Webinars - The IEN Alliance conducts monthly webinars via WebEx or

i

I

l
I

similar online tools on various topics ofinterest to our customers. Webinar
workshops for technical support can be scheduled at any time throughout the

l

year.
•

Newsletters - ENA publishes a bi-monthly newsletter entitled Get
Connected: The ENA Network Community Journal as one of many ways in

which we share information on a regular basis with our customers. This
journal provides a means for disseminating information. A copy ofENA's
most recent Get Connected journal is included in Appendix D.
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Figure 23: Get Connected Newsletter

•

Regional Workshops - The IEN Alliance conducts regional training and

professional development workshops throughout the states we serve. We will
work with the OCIO to develop, schedule and conduct workshops for
technical support held twice a year (JEN Day) at locations throughout the
State.
The IEN Alliance takes our role in supporting the local education technology associations
and initiatives very seriously. We have attended and actively participated in key Idaho
education and technology conferences such as the IETA Conference. We welcome the
opportunity to increase our support of these conferences and workshops and to participate
in whatever capacity we can to facilitate their success.
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8.1.41 The Vendor will provide customer interaction through a customer service
representative. IVR and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the
exception of voice mail when the staff is currently helping other customers.

The IEN Alliance's customer service model is one of"high touch" and interaction with
customers. Support calls are answered quickly by a live person with experience in
education. Each school district and member of the IEN will also have an assigned
Account Service Manager (ASM) to act as the single point of contact to manage the
overall customer relationship. It is the ASM's responsibility to establish a
communications plan, ensure consistent communication and to schedule and conduct
regular onsite account review meetings. The onsite account reviews will also serve as an
opportunity to collect the information required in the District Discovery Template
detailed in Section 8.1.4.
The ASM owns the overall customer relationship and is there to ensure customer
satisfaction. The ASM represents each district and network member's interests to IEN
Alliance management to ensure continuous improvements in product offerings and
network effectiveness. The ASM is also responsible for talcing the lead in the strategic
planning process from the IEN Alliance's perspective and engaging the appropriate team
members in any IEN customer strategic planning activities and discussions to ensure all
current and future needs are met.
The Help Desk/Network Operations Center (NOC)
IEN Alliance's Help Desk is staffed with seasoned customer service engineers dedicated
to the support of all services outlined in our response. Support calls are answered
quickly by a live person in the U.S. with experience in education; there are no long
waits or phone trees. The 24x7x52x.365 NOC provides comprehensive network
management support and acts as the direct liaison with IEN customers. Furthermore, the
NOC provides fault, performance. configuration, and security management services and

e
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is flexible enough to adapt to the internal operations of individual end sites. Detailed
infonnation on our NOC can be found in Section 8.1.15.
8.1.42 The Vendor will interact with customers to provide advanced engineering services
(i.e. support to individual district network managers for troubleshooting district area
network exchanges with the performance of the bundle Internet access).

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply.
The IEN Alliance will provide advanced services and support to all IEN customers to
help troubleshooting district area network exchanges with the performance of the bundled
Internet access service.
Each member of the IEN Alliance's engineering team is assigned specific customers to
assist in troubleshooting and for the purpose of providing advanced support services both
remotely and onsite when necessary. Along with the assigned Account Service Manager,
the engineer becomes familiar with the specific customer environment, the administrative
and instructional applications that the customer is running, technology standards and any
unique technology support requirements or policy issues that may be important to
understand when delivering Internet service to the customer. This information is
maintained and updated on a regular basis utilizing the IEN Alliance's site management
tools and customer relationship database.
Our goal is to make it very easy to reach the IEN Alliance when you need us and provide
a high level of customer service in every instance.
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8.1.43 Vendors are encouraged to supply any additional infonnation (charts, graphs,
testimonials, reviews, and comparisons of your company to others in the industry,
traffic statistics, etc.) which would be ofuse in determining both the quality of the
company, and the quality of the Vendor's connections and services, to include
articulation of any competitive advantages to other potential JEN proposals to
include areas of innovation in terms of existing network migration strategies,
economical aggregation of bandwidth, etc).
L •
I

I

The IEN Alliance believes that Service, Vision, Innovation and Community are the key
differentiators that distinguish us from other service providers. We believe we have
provided concrete examples of our excellent service history and capability to meet and
exceed the State ofldaho's requirements for providing a superior Idaho Education
Network throughout this response. However, we would like to provide additional
information that highlights our competitive advantages as outlined below:
Service is the Solution

This is our motto and one of the IEN Alliance's most distinctive and compelling values is
our dedication and successful service history providing Idaho customers, K-12 schools,
and libraries with large-scale managed network solutions that meet their unique
requirements.
All managed services are not created equal. We have provided out full service list below
and encourage you to compare our managed service offering with others.
1. Single Point of Contact Neither school districts nor OCIO have the time nor resources

to coordinate services between the large numbers of service providers required to deliver

equitable service statewide. The IEN Alliance NOC serves as the unified point of contact
for all network services throughout the state and eliminates the confusion and fingerpointing normally present in any network. A customer who either desires additional
service or is experiencing difficulty with current services just calls one phone number and

I..

discusses the problem with one help desk. We coordinate new service installation and

1·
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trouble resolution amongst the underlying infrastructure providers and assumes
responsibility for both the overall network and individual infrastructure provider
performance. This is supported by millions of dollars of investment in software and
monitoring tools that are used by skilled network engineers that accomplish this
efficiently and cost effectively.

2. Continuous Technology Improvement. The JEN Alliance not only provisions
and manages circuits for Internet access, but we also supply, configure, install and
manage all customer premise equipment (CPE), such as routers and switches, that
connect your LAN to the Internet. We continually monitor and maintain circuits
and CPE for the life of the contract, not just at the beginning of the contract so
your technology is always current.
3. Cost-effectiveness. JEN Alliance's managed service is proven to save you
I

money and time by optimizing your network. maximizing E-Rate funding, and
conserving your time-restrained personnel resources. We serve as your single
point of contact and accountability working with multiple communication and
equipment providers so you do not have to do the work. Our service history
demonstrates that our managed services typically cost less and deliver more while
also providing a higher quality of service to our customers.
4. E-Rate Experience and Expertise. ENA has successfully worked with the ERate program since its inception and is one of the top-10 national E-Rate service
providers. We assist you with every step of the E-Rate process as well as provide
ongoing guidance, training, and support to ensure compliance with all E-Rate
regulations. Our goal is to make sure that funding is not only secured, but
maximized.
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5. Personalized, Dedicated Account Service. Every IEN customer is assigned an
Account Service Manager who builds face-to-face rapport with their customers
and work to understand their needs. We take a real partnership role in delivering
services that help our customers meet their goals and objectives.
6. 24x7:x52x365 Network Monitoring and Proactive Notification. The IEN
Alliance Network Operations Center (NOC) is your single point of contact for all
network support issues. All calls are answered by a live person in the U.S. with
experience in education, network operations, and problem resolution. With our
network monitoring tools, over 90% of the time the IEN Alliance is able to
proactively contact customer in advance of their call to alert them of a service
issue.
7. Emphasis on Security. Our multi-level, integrated security technology services
incorporate fully hosted firewall services and customizable content filtering that is
compliant with both CIPA and First Amendment rights. We also perform
application-level to contain any security vulnerabilities, virus outbreaks, and other
issues that might affect either their local LAN or the overall health of the network.
8. Around-the-Clock Support Tools. With IEN Alliance's online Service Center
Tools authorized users have always-on visibility into the network and can monitor
the real-time status of the network, review bandwidth utilization, open new
service tickets and track progress toward resolution of existing service tickets.
9. Commitment to Education.. No service provider is more engaged in the
education community than the IEN Alliance. Our active involvement with
national, state, and regional associations and initiatives such as the Partnership for

21st Century Skills and the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) allow us
to keep abreast of important education issues and trends, share key information
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with our customers, bring new technologies to market and take an active thought
leadership role in education.
10. More than just bandwidth. The IEN Alliance does an excellent job of providing
high-speed broadband technologies to our customers, but we do not stop there.
We are constantly developing and bringing to our customers innovative products
and services such as VoIP telecommunication solutions, firewalls, differentiated
content filtering with Authorized Override, e-mail and e-mail archiving services,
traffic management and quality of service (QoS).
The IEN Alliance views the network more as a mission-critical utility than a basic
infrastructure. Our mission is to provide technology solutions that making reaching and
using valuable information as easy and reliable as turning on the lights.
Vision of a Statewide Network

In the 21st century, educators, students, administrators and librarians require more access
to information, people, tools and resources. There are now more powerful ways to
approach every academic and administrative process as well as connect people in schools
and libraries to each other and to the "outside" world. These new connections are
redefining the education model for students, teaches, parents, administrators, librarians
and policymakers alike. ENA understands the unique requirements of the K-12
education and library community and has a vision of creating a unified, ubiquitous, highspeed, last-mile managed Idaho Education Network for all Idaho schools and libraries in
order to:
•

Support 21st century scaleable learning environments

•

Enable increased educational outcomes

•

Facilitate education initiatives
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•

Leverage existing statewide infrastructure providers to improve capacity

•

Provide equity of access to all students

•

Maximize E-Rate funding and best leverage local and state funds

•

Facilitate pro-technology policies and stimulate innovation, competitiveness, and
transition to digital education

This vision focuses on the following key performance characteristics (indicators) that will
measure the effectiveness of the IEN:
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Capacity

As part of bringing the most advanced connectivity and voice services to your schools
and libraries the IEN Alliance both leverages connectivity available in your area as well
as works with your incumbent local phone, cable and utility and competitive carriers to
install new equipment and bring new services to your community. Enhanced access to
broadband connectivity in communities throughout the nation has become a hot issue in
local and national politics as well as a key requirement to attract new businesses and
residents to your towns and cities. The unique manner in which the IEN Alliance
provides services to your schools and libraries allows us to become the anchor tenant for
these competitive advanced better-than-broadband services, justifying investment by
these carriers to provide even more connectivity service offerings to residences and
businesses in your local area. As we are often the largest consumer for better-thanbroadband access in your communities, ENA is one of the most important partners in
bringing competitively-priced broadband access to your area.
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Key Perfonnance Characteristics (Indicators) - Increase the use of high-speed
wide area Ethernet connections to and within school districts in Idaho. The IEN
Alliance's goal is to serve every site via scalable wide area Ethernet. While this
is not available to all sites today, ENA will actively pursue this technology for
every site over the life of the contract with the ultimate goal of serving 100
percent of the end sites in this manner.

Scalability

ENA's services are packaged and delivered within the framework of a vendor- and
technology-neutral business model, providing the flexibility required to keep up with the
rapid pace of change in technology and adapt to the growing and changing requirements
of our customers. This enables us to deliver the services for the IEN in a manner that wiJI
meet and exceed delivery timeframes, provide the State a solution that is well positioned
for growth and scalability and deliver enhanced services that are designed to keep pace
with the needs of education and libraries as they evolve over time.

A network is dynamic-constantly evolving and growing to meet the specifications of
new applications and increasing traffic. Typically, districts purchase the newest
equipment and select their single connection technology and speed at the start of a
network project. Ideally, networks should provide the best-of-breed technology for the
life of the contract, rather than the best technology available at the beginning of the

contract. Networks managed by JEN Alliance achieve this best-of-breed approach as all
of the components required to deliver services are IEN Alliance's responsibility. IfIEN's
needs expand, the service level can be contractually adjusted to meet the growth. This
scaleable best-of breed approach eliminates the capital expense and costs associated with
the disposal of obsolete equipment.

•

Key Perfonnance Characteristics (Indicators} - Our decision to focus on wide
area Ethernet connectivity as well as provide a managed service approach permits
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us to deliver extremely flexible, scalable and interoperable Internet access and
allows us to increase capacity and capability without the delays and costs related
to installing a new circuit, buying new equipment or scheduling a site visit.
Managed service offers the ability to provide continuous improvement which will
be a component of the service offering from day one through the life of the
contract.
Funding

Regardless oflocal circumstances, every school district and library is faced with funding
challenges especiaily in light of the increased demand for bandwidth and connectivity
and communication services. The reality is that funding is flat or falling and internal
personnel resources are stretched to the limit while complexity, demand and usage of
connectivity services are rising exponentially. School districts and libraries are simply
forced to seek out new and innovative solutions that allow them to maximize their current
funding sources and "do more with less." Eligible IEN Customers will have to become
more efficient with E-Rate funding in order to cover more of their rising costs and
evaluate new and more effective approaches to wide area networks for their schools.
•

Key Performance Characteristics {lndicators)-IEN Alliance's goal is to help
ensure that the State and all Idaho districts and libraries receive their fair share of
the E-Rate funding they deserve. Our E-Rate knowledge and experience goes far
beyond what is required by a typical school- or district-level filing and includes
detailed knowledge of eligible services issues, large district-wide and statewide
consortium-filing complexities, and CIPA/filtering requirements. ENA is a leader
in working with state consortium applications and, in conjunction with the State
of Tennessee, obtained the well-known "Tennessee Decision,'' which established

the eligibility of on-premise equipment as a Priority 1 service. This decision has
lead to significant cost-efficiencies and the ability to fully leverage the E-Rate
program.
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Each year of the contract ENA will work diligently with the State throughout the
entire application and review process to ensure that all deadlines are met and that
funding is not only secured, but also maximized. In addition, by extending our
proactive E-Rate services to all Idaho districts and libraries, ENA will help make
sure that all Idaho districts receive their E-Rate funding.

Outcomes
Preparing students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21st century
is essential: indeed, it has become one of the focal points of American education. Today,
every student-whether he or she plans to go directly into the workforce, to trade school
or to a four-year college-requires skills like problem-solving, collaboration,
communications and innovation to succeed.

If they are to be effective in accomplishing 2 Ist century learning, today's schools must
rely upon robust, high-speed data networks to find and share knowledge, access rich
educational resources, create communities of learning and manage student information.
Schools are finding that more and more of the content that teachers and students use in
their classes are no longer found in static textbooks, but online in dynamic multi-media
resources. Moreover, full participation for schools in Intemet2, National Lambda Rail
(NLR) and other valuable emerging research and education networks demands highspeed Internet connectivity capacity.
With networked education, networked communities, networked tools, and managed
network services converge to transform the ways all students learn and teachers teach.
Students participate in more personalized, equitable learning opportunities. Teachers rely
on a vast array of resources that help make education more relevant to their students.
Parents are much more connected to their children's education than ever before. Highspeed access for schools and libraries is truly no longer a luxury, but rather an essential
ingredient for improved outcomes.
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For example, using a typical geography assignment asking students to work in groups to
recommend the best location for a city park as an example, the following picture
illustrates how each member of the education community benefits by a networked
education environment.

Netwofked leadrers are ...
Getling anvice from leacllerS across the Slale IUiO
have llruglll lhls assignment successlmly. TIiey are

Networked studeots are•..
Cfflluctilu llnllne internaws with
c:ommunily Slakeholders, usillg G!ooaJ
l'ool1ioning System softWare fur maPJllnl)

Ul!ing the onllllll COl!1S8 maJ1ajJell1elll syslem to

monitor student ll!O!lressand prowre real.flma

the park location, and uploading project
docinTrell1s and refleetions on Ille
process to Die class website.

Oll!-OIHl118 ~ k ll1l1lughoot file project

Nell'IOl1<ed
adminislralors are...
(»nfkll!nl that llliS lype GI

learning is fully SllPJ)Olled bv
Ille exlsllng netwolk.
allowing al!lll8n1S to gain
1881-woddslciDs.

tJetworked technolog,J coor<!inators are...

Networked parents are...

1

tnsta111ng mm softlYar8 to lite teachers deSktnp
from lite cenlr8I dislrict office, ll'il!!out needing to
set foot kt tbs school. They are conlidinl 111a1 lite
S'jS!eln IVID prol'lllll iellable atass Ill !he tessml
teSOUICeS al any time.

togging 1n1o Ille onllne geGgli!/Jlly
assignment IO view lhe!r dllld's work
and communkate mlh !he leatl1er
about comments and lllJ!Stiom;,

In summary, cost-effective dynamic education opportunities are being created.
Networked education enables dynamic education opportunities and 21st centwy outcomes
for students by making education personalized, equitable, relevant and cost-effective.
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Key Performance Characteristics (Indi_cators) - Starting with Phase I, ENA will
provide education-centric services in support of improving educational outcomes
such as:
o Delivering reliable, unified, high-speed equitable connectivity for all
schools.
o Working with the State to provide quality of service to support Web-based
application deployments such as video conferencing, online courses,
online testing, data collections and digitized curriculum and content.
o In-Network Content Hosting: The JEN Alliance detennined that the level
of traffic on our network from unitedstreaming (now called Discovery
Education streaming) was significant and created a first-of-its-kind
arrangement with Discovery Education to host all of their content within
our network. Today, we host over four terabytes (4,000-plus Gigabytes)
of Discovery Education's streaming content within our network,
improving the end user's experience. Akamai is the largest contentdelivery network in the world, delivering between IO to 20 percent of all
Web traffic within their 20,000 servers deployed in nearly 1,000 networks
in 71 countries. When users connected to our network to access video
clips within Discovery Education's streaming service or resources served
by the Akamai content network, their requests are automatically delivered
from servers within the IEN Alliance network, ensuring consistently fast
and reliable connectivity.
o Direct Peering relationships: Network traffic peering provides a direct

link to resources hosted at remote networks and sites, bypassing multiple
hops and remote congestion often found on the Internet, thereby removing
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latency and other problems users typically experience. The IEN will be
designed with a specific focus on education and libraries. As such, we
continually seek peering relationships that not only result in increased
diversity in transit providers, but also enhance access to an increasing
amount of valuable educational resources across the nation.
Time Savings

The JEN Alliance understands that the majority of schools in Idaho, similar to other
states, operate in an environment high on expectations but low on means. Teachers and
administrators face pressure from ever~increasing demands to deliver a quality
educational experience for students while dealing with extremely limited resources. ENA
brings the experience, the capacity and the level of service that it essential to schools in
this environment. Schools depend on the Internet access service we deliver, as well as
our constant assistance to meet their educational goals, not just fulfill a bandwidth
contract.
•

Key Performance Characteristics (Indicators) - Because we understand that
superior technology is only as effective as our customer's ability to use it, the IEN
Alliance has developed a reputation for excellence in customer service and
support. Our approach to meeting the needs ofK-12 schools always begins with
teachers and students. Our technical solutions are designed to work for nontechnical people who have limited access to technical support and no time to learn
new and complicated procedures. Our support services are designed with
sensitivity to the importance of eliminating anything that could disrupt or reduce
valuable time in the classroom.
The IEN Alliance will provide superior customer service throughout the term of
the contract and will measure our service through customer satisfaction surveys.
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ENA realizes that technology can be very ineffective without a solid knowledge of how
the technology will be applied to achieve the desired results. ENA• s contribution to, and
broad participation in, education initiatives and advocacy efforts at the local, state and
national levels have positioned us as a thought leader in the education community. These
affiliations allow ENA to keep abreast ofimportant education issues and trends, share
key infonnation with our customers and bring new technologies to market that are
focused on the needs of education. In the midst of technology advancements and a
telecommunications landscape that is in a constant state of flux, ENA will continue to
listen to our customers and refine our core services to leverage the best alternatives
available in the marketplace for the benefit of the school districts in Idaho over the life of
this contract and beyond.
Culture of Innovation

In the midst of technology advancements and a telecommunications landscape that is in a
constant state of flux, the IEN Alliance will continue to reflect a culture of innovation and
refine our core services to leverage the best alternatives available in the marketplace for
the benefit of our customers. Many of the services and service enhancements we
introduce are customer-driven, based on the feedback we gather from our customers on
an ongoing basis. In addition, we design our solutions with a keen awareness of the
impact the service delivery model will have on the E·Rate eligibility of the service. Our
business results are evidence of the success of this business model.
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Here are just a few examples of how this approach has impacted our service offering
decisions:

I.
•

I

i

As noted in Section 8.1.39, ENA played a key role in obtaining the landmark

I

I

"Tennessee Decision" which established the eligibility of on-premise equipment

I

I

I

as a Priority I E-Rate service. This decision validated ENA's managed service

I
i

delivery model and continues to be a strong factor in the design of our services
and solutions.

•

I

Shortly after the Child Internet Protection Act (CIPA) was enacted in 2000, ENA

I

developed a centrally hosted content filtering solution to enable our customers to
meet the quickly imposed CIPA requirement for E-Rate funding without having
to procure individual solutions on their own. Other solutions were being
introduced that met the minimum requirements to achieve compliance; however,
ENA took into consideration the impact our solution would have on the teaching
and learning environment from the onset and incorporated unique authorized
override capabilities that were not available anywhere else in the marketplace.
This additional functionality allowed schools to comply with CIPA as well as
protect the First Amendment rights of adults. In addition, we recognized the need
for a solution that functions beyond the public IP address due to the fact that
Network Address Translation (NAT) is widely deployed throughout school
districts. We recently completed a major upgrade to our content filtering platform
that leveraged new technologies available from our technology suppliers to
increase the flexibility and scalability of our solution to meet the growing
demands of our customers.

•

In 2004, as the shift to converged services began to accelerate and our customers
were evaluating generic voice offerings that were not necessarily designed for the
K-12 marketplace, ENA spent considerable time, effort and resources over a
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period of two years gathering requirements and researching options. Our research
and development efforts included pilot projects in several school districts to
ensure that we were truly designing a solution that was education-centric. In 2006
ENA introduced a full suite ofE-Rate eligible managed VoIP services, including
IP trunking and fully hosted, feature-rich IP telephony solutions that provide
carrier-class, next-generation telephone service designed specifically for the needs
of education.
Creating Community and Thought Leadership

The IEN Alliance takes an active role in the education community. We highlight and
share best practices and success stories from our customers as well as foster the
development of networked communities to assist our customers in achieving their
missions, and IEN school districts would be a beneficiary of these activities. As outlined
in this RFP response, IEN Alliance's contribution to, and broad participation in,
education initiatives and advocacy efforts at the local, state and national levels have
positioned us as a thought leader in the education community.
ENA publishes a bi-monthly newsletter entitled Get Connected - The ENA Network
Community Journal as one of many ways in which we share information on a regular

basis with our customers. This journal allows us to highlight and educate our customers
to facilitate community and information sharing. ENA conducts free webinars on
educational technology topics, inviting expert national and local speakers to conduct the
webinars. For example, we currently have a six-month webinar series called "Hour of
Power'' with session topics of interest to educators such as "Global Education and
Collaboration," "Web 2.0 Essentials for Education," "RSS, the Killer App for Education"
and "Network Literacy." lnfonnation on these webinars is included in Appendix F.
on new technologies and topics of interest to the community and also provides a means
for exchanging ideas and highlighting best practices. We quite often include feature
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stories and we would use this forum, as well as others, to feature Idaho school districts to

!

create visibility and awareness for what they are doing in the education community. As

i

referenced earlier in Section 8.1.40, a copy of ENA's most recent Get Connected journal

!.·

is included in Appendix D.

!

I

ENA also publishes white papers and articles on educational technology. One of the most
well received white papers, titled Networked for Learning: Enabling 215' Century Student
Success, outlined the value of networked education and networked education

communities, tools, and managed Internet services in enabling 2 Ist century learning
outcomes. A copy of this white paper is included in Appendix G. We have also
included a copy of a recent article emphasizing the importance of high-speed broadband
in education titled Broadband is Quickly Becoming the Educational Currency ofthe 21st
Century. This article was published by the Council of

Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) in their
Summer 2008 member newsletter, Innovation
Quarterly (IQ).

A copy of this newsletter article is included in
AppendixH.

We are excited about the potential opportunity to
serve the State of Idaho and IEN customers and to
explore innovative ways that we can support your efforts to enhance education in the
State ofldaho.
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8.1.44 If the Vendor cannot comply with any one or more of the requirements set forth in
any of the above paragraphs, the Vendor will include with their Proposal a clear,
concise, and complete narrative stating the reason(s) why exception must be taken.
The reason(s) may be economic, technical, etc. The !EN proposal evaluation team
will make the final determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take
exception to the requirements set forth herein.

The JEN Alliance solution is in compliance with all the requirements of this RFP and we
accept all the terms and conditions stated.
8.1.45 It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause
ofa mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein.
The Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost.

The JEN Alliance continuously works to research new, innovative and more costeffective solutions for our customers. Over the life of the contract the IEN Alliance will
bring forth all opportunities we believe will allow us to deliver a better service and/or a
lower cost.
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8.2 (ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE
The IEN Alliance team and the State will work in partnership to ensure the services
provided under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and
user needs grow. In cooperation with the State of Idaho Chief Information Office and
other participants, we will assist in the review and testing of new technologies and
enhancements. Our solution for the JEN network is designed to support a constantly
evolving participant and technology environment. We are in full support of a technology
refreshment clause as a core component of the contract that will result from this
procurement.
In addition to our ongoing technology refresh, the IEN Alliance team will agree to

periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during the term to review service
offerings and pricings. These reviews may result in expanding the services offered by the
IEN Alliance and may include new pricing elements or pricing modification associated
with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations. Also, changes in the
industry related to regulation and/or core pricing mechanisms may also result in
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review
periods will occur at least every two years and commence no later than the 24th month
from the effective date of the contract.
Any offering that OCIO considers must deal with obsolescence and end-of-life of
hardware and software, as well as keeping aligned within a standards-based approach.
Interoperability is one of the critical keys to scalability and extensibility. Many large
scale initiatives have seen dramatic growth only be capped by end-of-life hardware or
inability to support or upgrade to a required standard. In the education and library
environment this is magnified by the sheer numbers of locally administered and
supported network initiatives that often cannot support statewide SDE initiatives such as
student management infonnation systems or other large scale education applications.
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The typical state buying agreement provides all local entities with the best commodities
available at the time of the contract. Since technology and needs continue to evolve. the
result is that the useful life of hardware purchases, in particular, are limited to a specific
timeframe. The capital expense then has to be repeated when either end-of-life is reached
or a scalability wall is hit. It is also important to note that as different regions adopt
varieties of new technologies. an entire new set of interoperability issues arise with no
party responsible for making them mesh.
We offer the ideal approach where OCIO can achieve your goal of providing the
best of breed technology for the life of the contrac4 rather than the best technology
commodity available at the time of the contract.
Our best of breed approach allows the state to purchase a fully managed set of service
levels and feature sets to an individual school. All the components necessary to deliver
this service are our responsibility to purchase and maintain. If the district's needs
expand, it simply places an order for the new service level desired and the monthly
service cost is adjusted accordingly. The second capital expense is avoided altogether
along with the complicated end-of-life disposal issues found with state property. Other
states are enjoying this type of approach today.
Another enhancement offered by the JEN Alliance is to utilize advancements in various
technologies to bring services that are not commercially or commonly available. An
example of this would be utilizing the latest wireless WAN technologies in certain areas
to bring high speed internet access to areas that common carriers could not support due to

lack of infrastructure. When the common carriers do catch up, we then have a choice of
how to most economically reach the school.

The key to avoiding technology obsolescence and offering the widest possible range
of real local choices is to shift thinking from hardware management to service
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management. While there may be fiber routers to create high speed broadband WANs

I
Ii ·

available under a contract to all entities in a state, some non-urban areas do not have fiber
as a choice. Managed network service offerings such as ours provide OCIO a creative

!i-

partner that can take advantage of its technology expertise and its economies of scale and

1

do creative things to make advanced services happen where none previously existed.
Please see Tab 8, Optional Services for a list of all of the pertinent additional services
offered by the IEN Alliance to IEN participants. All services should be considered to be
available for deployment unless otherwise noted therein.

l.

!·

!

,·
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8.3 (ME) SERVI CE LEVEL GUARANTEES

i

f

I.

This network must support production applications that require a high degree of reliability and
must operate with little or no service disruptions for twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7)
days a week. Contractors will provide solutions with the necessa1y redundancy, backup
systems, and/or other disaster avoidance and recovery capabilities to support these needs.
Contractors must have the necessary staff for the installation and maintenance of their network
responsibilities and necessary staff to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of
critical network services. The Contractor will provide an explanation of any redundancy that is
available as pa1t of the proposed system that
assure the required availability of the
services. The following performance specifications are required service level guarantees. The
Contractor will conform to these service level agreements, which are to include details
concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures, and non-conformance
penalties.

II
ri
i

I

will

II

!

I
j:

In every portion of our service delivery, we have evaluated and chosen suppliers and a
network design that permits us to deliver the highest level of ongoing reliability.
Furthermore, in the event that a service interruption does occur, we have built-in test
points and safeguards that allow us to quickly restore service to the affected site(s).

Additional information regarding our Service Level Agreement for mN can be
found in Section 9.3 and Exhibit 1.

Our services and support will not only meet all of the Performance Expectations
requirements outlined in Section 8.4, but will often exceed them because our solutions
and support teams are designed and focused specifically on the needs of education and
libraries.
•

We understand the changing dynamics of providing robust broadband services
and our service delivery model is designed to be flexible and scaleable to
provide the best available and cost-effective connectivity and technology
solutions throughout the life of the contract.

•

90 % of the time or greater our 24x7:x52:x365 proactive network

monitoring allows us to contact our customers in advance of their call in

the event of a serviee outage. We are able to achieve this level of advance
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notification because of proactive trouble detection by our network monitoring
system. Our sophisticated and fault-resilient network monitoring tools query
all network devices, circuits and related managed services on a 24x7x52x365
basis.
•

Our entire network is designed and optimized for transporting
educational and informational content to provide our end users the most
reliable access to the resources and tools that are critical to enabling 21st
century education and economic development.

•

"Service is the Solution" - This is our motto and our support teams
understand the challenges and resource constraints that schools and libraries
face. We have a demonstrated track record of providing exemplary customer
service. Please see Section 9.7, Qualifications and Experience for detailed
information on the results of our customer satisfaction surveys demonstrating
that superior customer service and support is the key differentiator that
distinguishes the IEN Alliance from its competitors.

•

Our backbone is designed to provide substantial redundancy. Every IEN
Alliance network POP has multiple paths to other POPs and thus also multiple
paths to IEN resources and Internet access points.

•

Each IEN POP is comprised of highly-reliable and internally-redundant Cisco
routers and switches. These routers and switches are deployed in a manner
that will permit automatic failover in the event of component failure to ensure
extremely high levels of service reliability.

•

The IEN Alliance's network and services are designed from the ground up to
support education. We operate under similar Service Level Agreements in
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contracts for services delivered in other states and have always met and often
exceeded the stated requirements.
•

The IEN Alliance understands that downtime during school or library hours
means lost educational opportunities for students and patrons. We are
responsible for delivering reliable service around the clock, but have focused
our teams on the critical hours for schools and libraries in order to ensure that
in the unlikely event of a service disruption we are poised to immediately
respond and restore service. This level of proactive customer care sets us
apart from other responses you may review.
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8.4 (ME) SPECIFICATIONS
At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability will be 99.95% or greater as measured over
twelve consecutive months.
Mean time to repair (MTTR) a failed transport backbone network element. measured over
twelve consecutive months. will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote
Support Areas.
End-to-End Network MTTR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote
Supp011 Areas.
Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee overall
network perfonnance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any outages and/or
diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTTR (Mean
Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, shall
result in a credit to the State equal to four (4) days credit of service and one ( l) day credit of
service for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or
network component. Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network
segment greater than four (4) occurrences per month shall receive a full month credit for that
circuit or network segment.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. A complete copy of our
proposed Service Level Agreement may be found in Exhibit 1.
Specifically, we agree to the following service specifications:
•

Target Internet and backbone circuit availability of99.95% or greater as measured
over twelve consecutive months.

•

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) of four hours for Large Metropolitan Areas and
eight hours for Remote Support Areas on any site outage or service trouble
discovered or reported.

•

For outages not resolved within the respective four~hour and eight-hour time

i

I

frames, ENA agrees to credit Member's account four (4) days of credit of service

I

!·
j

associated with the service interrupted at the site of the outage and one (1) day
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credit of service for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the
same circuit or network component Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on
the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4) occurrences per month
shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment.

fj
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(ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The State of Idaho acknowledges that project management and implementation procedures
will require alignment and adjustment of work processes for the Contractor's organizations,
the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will be part of the contract finalization,
however the Contractor will respond to this RFP assuming the following responsibilities listed
below. Specifically, the State of Idaho and educational entity management staff will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide overall project direction and program management.
Review and approve all project plans and deliverables.
Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
implementation phases and ongoing upgrade design of this project.
Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
management team as needed.
Review and apprnve all project specific documentation standards and requirements for
the various types of reports, technical/procedural documentation. and management
materials that will be produced during the project.
Coordinate other resources as needed to support the implementation process.
Provide on-site assistance. as needed during the implementation phases of the
project.
The State of Idaho IEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifying
eligible participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the
Contractor for ordering, moving, adding or changing services.

Project Planning

The IEN Alliance partners have a clear understanding of the State's requirements for
meeting both the short and long-tenn goals and objectives ofIEN. We are confident that
we can meet and exceed the established project objectives by expanding and continuing
the strategic partnerships we have established in response to this RFP. The combined
strengths of this powerful team enable us to bring a set of skills and experience to this
project that is unmatched by any single provider. In addition, these partnerships enable
us to leverage the most comprehensive infrastructure across the State of Idaho, including
the robust core backbone networks already in place from Syringa and IRON as well as
extensive last mile infrastructure available through all of our partners, much of which is

already being utilized to serve many ofidaho's schools today.
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Implementing the proper oversight governance structure and employing robust and
disciplined project management will be critical to managing the multiple entities and
assuring the required results are achieved in a timely and cost-effective manner. We
recommend the establishment of a governance council comprised of five to six members,
to include the State of Idaho project sponsor and the appropriate members from OCIO,
the Idaho State Department of Education and other State entities as required. This body
will oversee the execution of the project, consider and approve scope change requests,
assure prompt issue resolution, and evaluate overall delivery excellence.

.·IEN-AJllance

Governance Coimcll .

. Serviee Dellffly
Exmdlve.
K,.12 & Libraries·

state of Idaho ·
IENEmntive
Management

· · . 8'rvke Delivery

·. Eseentive

Slate~

and

ProJed Oversight

Figure 24: Proposed IEN Govemanc:e Council

In addition to the Governance Council, The IEN Alliance will establish a single dedicated
statewide account and support team for all aspects of project implementation,
management and ongoing support for IEN. The account team will have the overall
responsibility for contract administration and execution. In addition to electronic means

of communication, toll-free lines for voice and facsimile will be established for receiving
all calls related to the JEN project implementation and will remain in place for the
duration of the contract to handle all support calls, including after-hours Help Desk
support. The IEN Alliance team becomes your single point of contact for all services and
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equipment provided under the contract. The following illustration depicts the proposed
team structure. All members of the JEN account and support team will operate under the
guidance of the IEN Governance Council.
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Project Management

The IEN Alliance will field an experienced and skilled project management team, based
in the Boise area, who will apply success-tested project management methodologies and
disciplines to project planning and execution. Please see Section 9.10, Biographical
Information, for details on our project management support team. While maintaining a
focus on a clearly defined project scope will drive continual progress through each
project milestone, flexibility to adjust scope (per the approved scope change request
process) will allow the project team to respond with increased efficiency and agility to
new opportunities, tasks and unforeseen requirements.

Dedicated project management resources will be assigned to assure that services are
deployed flawlessly in accordance with the project plan timelines, and that processes are
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established to transition seamlessly to an ongoing end-to-end service delivery model.
The IEN Project Team is responsible for driving the project, engaging all required

I

resources, keeping all parties infonned of project status, and escalating any issues that

!

cannot be otherwise addressed in. a timely manner to the IEN Governance Council for
1-

assistance. Project status reports will be provided on a weekly basis during the

!

!

implementation phases of the project. ensuring all parties are properly informed.

I

Throughout the project, we will continually evaluate alternatives that may be required to

I

meet newly-identified challenges and opportunities while maintaining adherence to the
project schedule. Because the IEN Alliance team brings experience with a myriad of
network technologies and experience in designing technology-neutral solutions, we are
able to assess the viability of substitute technologies when necessary to meet project
needs. For example, if the planned technology requires more time than is acceptable,
such as when zoning approval cannot be obtained to build a wireless tower or when a
telecommunication carrier cannot deliver a high speed data circuit within a reasonable
timeframe, we may bring alternative technologies or approaches to bear to meet
requirements. As part of our continued partnership, we will constantly measure the
effectiveness and demand for our current offerings and plan for upgraded services on a
continual basis.
We are confident that we can accomplish the goals and objectives the State has outlined
for JEN because of the skills and commitment of our people. From the top experts in
network and Internet technology to the customer service support staff with years of
technical support and education experience, we are all dedicated to making IEN a
success.
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Vendor Responsibilities:
•

The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network service(s)
that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.

The IEN Alliance founding members. ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership and be
responsible for the coordination of all the IEN Alliance members to meet the requirement of this

RFP.

•

The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a
location that is within one (I) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project
design/development and the required installation.

If ENA is the successful Contractor and awarded a contract, ENA will expand our team

and our facilities in Boise and throughout the State ofldaho to support the operations of
the IEN similar to our expansion in other states and will be fully staffed and operational
prior to July l, 2009.
•

The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event
of a service disruption. The Contractor will provide information regarding intent to
maintain its facilities after project implementation has been completed.

The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. As outlined in this section, the
IEN Alliance will provide toll-free lines for voice and facsimile for receiving all calls

related to the IEN project implementation and will remain in place for the duration of the
contract to handle all support calls and order entry requests including after-hours Help
Desk support. The IEN Alliance team becomes your single point of contact for all
services and equipment provided under the contract.
•

The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact for
all services and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment
subcontracted to another vendor.
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The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. Please see previous response for
details.

• .· The Contractor will furnish with its proposal technical information. graphs, charts, maps,
· ·photographs, block diagrams, operating manuals, and other infonnation that will clearly
· show that the services offered are in full compliance with the minimum requirements of
·this RFP. In the event that the documentation furnished is at variance with the
· .requirements of this RFP, the Contractor will explain in detail, with full engineering
support data, the reasons why the proposed services meet the RFP requirements and should
not be considered an exception.
The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. Throughout this RFP response,
the IEN Alliance has provided technical information, graphs, charts, maps, photographs, block
diagrams, operating manuals, specification sheets, and other information that clearly demonstrate
that the services required are in full compliance with the minimum requirements of this RFP.

Any variance from the furnished documentation will be explained in detail with full engineering
support data.

• .. The technical proposal willinclude detailed network diagrams and d~wings that clearly
. il_lustrate the network t:onfiguration and~ functio~ relationships, as they are associau:d
· •.with i:he proposed seryices'. These netwQrk diagrams will be available to the State . .
electronically in a format agreed uponby the Contractor and the State to allo:w for import:
.into various computer programs.
.
.
Section 9.1, Proposer's Backbone provides detailed network diagrams and drawings that clearly
illustrate the network configuration and the functional relationships that meet the requirements of
this RFP. The diagrams will be made available to the State in an agreed upon electronic format.
~· . : )'he Contractor will pre>vide basjc technical specifications for each item of equipment . ·
••....· inclt1ded in the proposal The infonnation to be provided wiU be .in the fonn of published
· ·. specification sheets or other illustrative literature.
·

The IEN Alliance has provided technical specification sheets for the equipment proposed
in this RFP response in Appendices O and P.
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9.0 VENDOR REQUIREMENTS
IEN Alliance response begins on the following page.
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9.1 (ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE
Describe in detail the Proposer's backbone in both narrative and graphic fonn. Include the
overall architecture. number and location of points of presence ("POPs"), link. capacities
connecting POPs, descriptions of carrier-class routing/switching equipment, redundancy, fault
tolerance, routing policies including BGP, current and planned support for IPv6, the number
ofdirect network administrative and engineering staff supj:)orting the Proposer's backbone, inplace physical and electronic security measures. and any other materially relevant information'.
Proposers in their proposal should also· include historical data .documenting at a minimum
availability, latency and packet loss statistics for their backbone .over the IasU 2 months.
IEN Alliance Network Design Goal

The goal of our network design is to provide the State ofidaho with a scalable network
architecture that fulfills the requirements of the IEN RFP. This includes the establishment
of a network that will provide two-way interactive video, centralized Internet and other
data services to the K-12 community in Idaho. Also as directed in the RFP, the
architecture provides a mechanism to transition the existing ldaNet MOX ATM network
with little to no loss of service to the agencies that currently use that network. The result
will be a unified. statewide Idaho communications network for education and State
government application requirements.

Technical Approach
The Network Design section below provides a more detailed, technical description of the
proposed network solution. The proposed Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPNs are independent of
the underlying transport used; however, to ensure future scalability. we have selected
fiber-based transport where possible. In our connections from the IEN Alliance's
backbone network, we will use the best available technologies including high capacity
ATM, Frame Relay, point-to-point multiple T-ls and DS-3s, cable TV, licensed
i
!·

microwave, and licensed WiMax circuits. Ethernet hand-offs at all school district

l

connection points will be used regardless of the transport technology in order to ensure
compatibility with the end site's existing LAN. In some instances, the Public Safety
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microwave system could be used to connect difficult to reach school locations or
aggregation sites.
Applications on this network will include two-way interactive video, Internet access,
local school applications on the district WANs, and secure connections from school
districts to the State's universities and colleges, the Idaho State Department of Education

I

(SDE), and the Office of the State Board of Education (OSBE).

II
The two-way interactive video services will be implemented by leveraging the State's

I

recently purchased multipoint control unit (MCUs) as described in Section 8.1.5 and
attaching it via high speed connectivity to our backbone to support video conferencing

I

tenninals at each two-way interactive video classroom in the connected high schools.

I

i

I

,r..
!I
!

Internet access will be available to all locations on the district wide area networks. We

i
i

believe that Internet access at the school district level should be protected by a firewall
with all locations in the district being behind the firewall. In the event that the district
does not currently have a firewall or local expertise and time to manage it, the IEN
Alliance can provide firewall service embedded in the core of our network. Our network
architecture will seamlessly support either scenario. Upstream Internet connections will
be to multiple providers who have contracts with the IEN Alliance as described in
Section 9.2.
Network Design

Basic Topology Assumptions
The network design needs to take into account the fact that Idaho has two LATAs and
three basic service areas. Each of these service areas has multiple phone companies that
have incwnbent franchised service areas. In this regard, it is advantageous to provide a
·network model that incorporates a core backbone with major nodes in these primary
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service areas. This design also takes into consideration and addresses the reality that no
one service provider can provide a complete solution using their own infrastructure.
We have incorporated regional traffic aggregation into our backbone. For example,
Idaho State University and the College of Southern Idaho provide distance learning
applications where the preponderance of two-way interactive video traffic never leaves
their traditional service areas. The reality is that these applications have evolved in the
local communities of interest, and the regional entities have worked together on
technology and bell schedules to facilitate a successful implementation. From a network
perspective this traffic never leaves the local region creating multiple efficiencies.
Architecture
Taking the above into consideration, there will be several layers of the architecture. The
backbone will be deployed using MPLS as the core technology. MPLS provides the
ability to deliver multiple Layer 3 VPN services and Layer 2 VPN services, with a high
quality of service (QoS) guarantee using the same physical facilities. It is envisioned that
JEN will be provided by a single Layer 3 VPN, while ldaNet will be integrated into the
new JEN backbone as a Layer 2 VPN. The integration ofldaNet will be discussed
further in the RFP response.
MPLSCore
The MPLS core Provider (P) and Provider Edge (PE) routers that will make up the core
of the JEN backbone will be located at or in close proximity to the existing ldaNet core
sites. This allows the network to cover the major LATAs and service areas and it
provides for regionalized access into these service areas. Local switching and traffic
flows will remain local to the area, freeing the backbone from congestion and providing
fast and reliable connectivity between local customers. The existing regional OC3 ATM
IdaNet access circuits will be retired as part of the IdaNet transition and transport from
the various regions will occur on the IEN network.
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IEN Statewide Nodal Map

e

MPLSl!ackborieNocle

Figure 26: mN Statewide Nodal Map

mN Layer 3 VPN

Generalized Data Service
IEN will be provisioned inside a single Layer 3 VPN. The first component of the Layer 3
VPN will be any-to-any data service. This will allow any education user data
communications with any other education user within the VPN. It is anticipated that
Network Address Translation (NAT) may need to be configured by the IEN Alliance at
the IEN device (router or switch) that we place at the school site. This will avoid
overlapping of private address space that is likely to exist at the local school level.
Additionally, the provision of all school users within a single VPN will permit us to
provide centralized content filtering and firewalling.
Centralized Internet Service
Layered on top of the MPLS core network will be a centralized Internet service. This
service will connect to multiple top tier national Internet providers using BGP4, with
geographical connectivity at several major IEN service area nodes. This design will
provide redundancy by geographical area and Internet service which will be integrated
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into the JEN backbone. The Internet service layer will likely be providing default routes
I

to the IEN school site nodes; however, if necessary, it would be possible to provide full
or partial routes should the local district require it Firewalls can either be locally or
centrally managed.
The IEN Alliance will register a unique American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN)
Autonomous System Number (ASN) number for the IEN network. It may be possible to
use the states existing registered address space (164.165.0.0) to begin the project.
Approaching the implementation in this fashion may expedite the process by not having
to obtain new address space, however if this is not feasible, registered address space will
be provided by the IEN Alliance.
Two-Way Interactive Video Service
The next layer of service is the two-way video network. It is envisioned that the
equipment used will be SIP/H.323 IP based video conferencing equipment at the schools.
The system will be interoperable between SIP and H.323 systems as well as provide
gateway functionality for many older H.320 systems. This will allow existing video
systems already deployed to be usable.
A centralized MCU will be leveraged at the OCIO. Centralized gatekeeper services may
also be installed at the regional nodes. These gatekeepers will allow for registration,
admission control, and other services for a particular video session. Additionally, the
gatekeeper will provide for the bandwidth optimization for individual links. Finally,
gateway service can be installed to allow interface to other transport mechanisms such as

Basic Rate Interface (BRI), Primary Rate Interface (PRI), Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN), and/or other Time-Division Multiplexing (TOM) services.
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IEN School Access Technology
The level of connectivity installed from the JEN aggregation location to the school will
be determined by the applications in use at the school and their current level of Internet
access demand. These circuits will be a mix of Ethernet, NxTl, DS3 and wireless radio
links. Through the use of QoS and service classifications, we are able to use a single
circuit to securely provide a mix of services.

IdaNet Layer 2 VPN
The final layer will be a Layer 2 VPN for the ldaNet MGX ATM network. This will
allow for the Integration of the IdaNet MGX ATM switches into the new IEN backbone,
resulting in immediate cost savings to the State for core transport services. Integrating
the legacy IdaNet backbone into the IEN network at the outset will also allow for the
continued use of the regional access ATM circuits that are currently in use today with
IdaNet for JEN access. Additionally, it will provide for the transition of the IdaNet OC3
circuits to the circuits that will be used for the IEN network. This will result in cost
savings by transitioning ldaNet to the IEN core.
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Figure 27: ldaNet First Phase Integration
IEN Applications

There are three main applications identified in the RFP. It is anticipated that for most
schools the following average bandwidth requirements will be sufficient. It must be
noted that in larger school districts the bandwidth requirements for Internet will be much
greater than is made in these assumptions. The corollary is that at small districts the
Internet bandwidth indicated may be too large. These assumptions are made based on
averages that will fulfill the network design requirements for this RFP. The primary
applications include:
•

Two-Way Video Conferencing - 1.024 Mbps per site

•

Other Data services - 1.024 Mbps per site

•

Internet Access - 1.024 Mbps per site
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Also, using our core MPLS technology we are able to ensure that each of the above
services are allocated sufficient bandwidth to reliably deliver service to end users, but
when any specific application is not in use, its designated bandwidth will be available to
other applications, including Internet access.
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Figure 28: IEN Statewide Backbone
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ldaNet Integration

Backbone
Using MPLS technology will provide the mechanism to incorporate the existing IdaNet
backbone into JEN. MPLS provides the ability to support a Layer 2 VPN. This will
fulfill the requirement to integrate the IdaNet network into the IEN MPLS core.
It is envisioned that the existing ldaNet switches will connect to the IdaNet backbone via
ATM and Virtual Path Cross connects will be used on the MPLS backbone to provide
seamless connectivity to the existing ldaNet backbone. Virtual Trunking Protocol
(VNNI) will be used on the IdaNet ATM switches to interconnect with the MPLS PE
devices. QoS settings will be provided to ensure that this VPN gets the highest settings
to maintain the existing experience that is enjoyed today.
The above design will provide transparency for the existing IdaNet backbone across the
MPLS core. In this regard there will be no immediate need to change the management of
the ldaNet switches. These switches can be operated and managed as they are today. The
MPLS backbone will appear like any other transport to the existing ATM switches. This
will allow for a graceful transition of this backbone when the existing ATM switches
become end of life. Furthermore, this will provide additional cost savings to the State as
the existing OC3 IdaNet Backbone is disconnected.
Existing IdaNet Customer Transition to MPLS Backbone
Once the existing backbone is fully operational across the MPLS core, existing IdaNet
customer transitions can begin. The typical IdaNet customer has a hub and spoke

topology that makes use of a head end collector with many remotes feeding into that
collector. Most of the head end sites are at agency headquarters and located in or near
Boise. Ultimately each agency will have its own Layer 2 VPN. This will present the
look and feel of the existing IdaNet ATM network to the user agencies.
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Sximga-----SERVlCEISTHESOLUTION----The first step in the transition is to provide additional connections between the A TM
switche& and the MPLS PE nodes. This is only done where access networks are provided
to regional service providers that have provisioned ATM hub circuits for regional
collection of remote office locations. The second step is to add a second circuit to the
MPLA core at the agency head end location.
At the remote collection ATM service, the existing VPINCI will be mapped to the new
circuit connected to the MPLS core. The MPLS core will Layer 2 cross connect that
VPINCI Pair to the new circuit from the MPLS core that connects to the agency head

end router. In this way the transition can occur on an agency site-by-site basis. An
alternate to this would be to move the head end agency circuit from the MOX and cut all
remote circuits in a single maintenance window.
1Pv6 Support
The JEN Alliance will obtain 1Pv6 address space from the American Registry for
Internet Numbers (ARIN) and will configure it for use within the backbone
network. All currently provisioned network-layer hardware supports the IPv6 technical

requirements in addition to the current 1Pv4.

While migration to IPv6 addresses is not a requirement to maintain connectivity through
our network, we will encourage orderly migration over time for all districts, agencies and
computers. We expect districts and agencies to be able to make their own determination
regarding the value of this migration and their preferred timing to make the change. This
migration is part of the ongoing innovation and technology refresh that are key benefits
of The IEN Alliance's managed service. We will work closely with each customer to
make any migration as easy as possible.
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The primary reasons to move towards IPv6 are as follows:
•

1Pv6 supports 340,282,366,920,938,463,463,374,607,431,768,211,456 (2 128)
unique addresses whereas IPv4 supports only 4,294,967,296 (232) possible unique
addresses. The US government has specified that the network backbones of all
federal agencies must deploy IPv6 by 2008, and China and India have already
begun their nationwide transition. Current projections indicate that the IP address
registries worldwide will run out ofIPv4 addresses by August 2012, so it makes
sense for us to begin our orderly transition to this new addressing scheme
now before it is too late!

•

Network Address Translation (NAT) is no longer required in 1Pv6 because there
are plenty of IP addresses to allocate to every workstation in your district. This
will allow technology coordinators to have direct visibility of all machines

from their district office without having to drive to each school every time
they need to access a remote machine. Imagine the time savings.

•

Routers throughout our network perform address translation and have to be
configured to handle extremely high numbers of routes that will not be required
once 1Pv6 is the predominant addressing scheme throughout our network. The
IEN Alliance has deployed powerful backbone routers, but with the network
traffic growth that we have seen in the past, we'd prefer that these routers focus
on moving your data along rather than these ancillary tasks.

•

IPv6 will simplify workstation management. One of the biggest features ofIPv6
is its auto-configuration functionality; most addresses and other information
(addresses of the gateway router, DNS servers, etc.) will just "happen" when the
nodes are connected without relying on DHCP servers or any other hard-wired
configuration on each machine.
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1Pv4 and IPv6 coexist and work together seamlessly. Using specialized configuration
in our backbone, we will allow all IPv4 and 1Pv6 addresses on our network and
beyond to talk to each other without losing connectivity. This specialized
configuration will allow us to support a phased transition to IPv6 rather than requiring
a coordinated statewide cut-date.
Service and Support

The IEN Alliance network POPs will be housed in facilities designed to support critical
telecommunications infrastructure. Physical access will be limited to authorized IEN
Alliance team members and security will be managed using secure means, including
electronic keypad entry.
The backbone network will be managed by the IEN Alliance backbone NOC. Further
information regarding the NOC and engineering team supporting the network as well as
their qualifications can be found in Section 8.1.15, Section 9.6, Organization and Section
9.10, Biographical Information.
Both ENA and Syringa as the founding members of the IEN Alliance provide highly
reliable managed network services. Neither service provider has had a core network
outage that would last beyond the acceptable parameters of our proposed Service Level
Agreement in Section 9.3 and Exhibit 1 for the past 12 months.

L
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Our bundled Internet service approach and offering is substantially different than most
Internet service providers. Our focus is to provide a robust offering for Internet service
that extends beyond the normal single network interface into the Internet world. This
means that, with the ability to provide access to multiple Tier-1 Internet carriers along
with extensive direct peering connections to key content and network providers, we can
provide unprecedented access and the ability to failover to alternate routes in the event of
an outage or congestion point Further, with the utilization of our carrier-class, backbone
network for transport, redundancy and diversity are ensured.
In addition to collaborating with carriers and equipment providers, it is important to
establish partnerships and collaboration across the entire K-20 community and other State
and local entities whose participation in IEN, both directly and indirectly, is critical.
These partnerships should be dictated by:
•

The academic and administrative objectives of the Idaho State Department of
Education as well as the educational content that is being accessed by all users of
the IEN.

•

An understanding of the mission critical applications and usage characteristics
from libraries and customers of IdaNet that will run over the network.

Partnerships can take shape in numerous forms. In some instances, it can simply be
establishing direct peering or private connectivity with other networks and resources
with which users oflEN exchange a lot of traffic.

Network Peering and Transit Relationships

I

Network traffic peering provides a direct link to resources hosted at remote networks and

1.·

sites, bypassing multiple hops and remote congestion often found on the Internet, thereby

(

removing latency and other problems users typically experience. The IEN Alliance
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network is designed with a specific focus on efficiency as well as education requirements.
As such, we continually seek peering relationships that not only result in increased
diversity in transit providers, but also enhance access to an increasing amount of valuable
educational resources across the nation. We will continually analyze network traffic to
ensure that it is delivered using the optimal path. The results of past analysis have led us
to invest in a collective high-speed national network backbone that enables us to peer

directly with key national and international networks and content providers, host
frequently accessed education content within our network, provide effective content
caching, as well as connect directly to national and international research and education
networks (such as Intemet2 and National LambdaRail) and provide true end-to-end
Quality of Service (QoS).
The JEN Alliance network will include peering and transit relationships with a large
number of regional, national and international networks. Specifically, the IEN Alliance
network receives transit from tw telecom, 360 Networks, lntegra and Qwest. In addition,
the IEN Alliance network will be interconnected with the ENA national network which
offers substantial peering and transit opportunities, ensuring reliable and speedy
connectivity for all participants. Core connections to these transit providers will occur
using Gigabit Ethernet connections in Boise, American Falls, Chicago, Washington, DC
and Atlanta.
ENA National Network
The ENA national network currently connects to l Odifferent transit providers via 20-plus
links and peers with an additional 70 networks via 112 connections. Our involvement in
TransitRail further increases the number of peered networks and will continue to improve
the level of service we deliver.
i·

The ENA national network currently connects/peers with the following networks:
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Number of

Number of

Type

Networks

Connections

Example of Networks in Type

Transit Networks

10

13

AT&T, Cogent, Level(3), Sprint

Content

17

34

Google, Yahoo!, YouTube
U.S. Dept of Energy Science

Government

3

2

Network
BellCanada, TWGate Chungwa

International

7

9

Telecom, FLAG

Non-Transit ISPs

25

44

Cox Cable, EarthLink, InterNAP
Florida LambdaRail, Southern
Crossroads/Georgia Tech (SoX),

Research & Education

9

9

Total

70

112

Merit, PeachNet

Figure 29: Network Peering

In-Network Content Hosting
In addition to partnering with telecommunication providers and in an effort to continually
optimize the network, the IEN Alliance will partner with entities that have a high level of
traffic on the network. Partnering with these entities gives us the ability to intelligently
optimize and in some cases minimize bandwidth requirements. The following represent
examples of these successful partnership endeavors initiated by ENA and available to all
IEN participants.
Almost three years ago, ENA determined that the level oftraffic on our network from
unitedstreaming (now called Discovery Education streaming) was significant and created

a first-of-its-kind arrangement with Discovery Education to host All of their content
within our network. Today, ENA hosts over four terabytes (4,000-plus Gigabytes) of

Discovery Education's streaming content within our network, improving the end
user's experience.
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We also host content servers from Akamai in multiple locations throughout our
network. Akamai is the largest content-delivery network in the world. delivering
between 10 to 20 percent of all Web traffic within their 20,000 servers deployed in nearly
1,000 networks in 71 countries. Data from our multiple connections to Akamai as well as
the Akamai servers within our network account for more than 15 percent of our total

Ii

Internet traffic.

I·

When users connected to our network to access video clips within Discovery Education's

I

streaming service or resources served by the Akamai content network, their requests are

I

automatically delivered from servers within the ENA national network, ensuring
consistently fast and reliable connectivity. This innovation added a significant
enhancement to the quality of the service for end users without additional cost to
them. In fact, hosting these services inside the ENA national network actually
reduces external bandwidth needs and helps keep the total cost of service down for
end users even as network usage increases.
Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON)
IRON is a Regional Optical Network organized to provide very low-cost, very highspeed connectivity for its members including the schools, research laboratories, health
care facilities, libraries, museums, and other local, state, and federal facilities in Idaho.

By leveraging special relationships and purchasing agreements with other Regional
Optical Networks, the National Lambda Rail, and Intemet2, IRON has been able to
purchase optical fiber services at prices well below the national market and pass those
savings on to IRON' s members.
IRON has acquired optical fiber-based network capacity throughout Idaho, as well as
broadband connectivity to the network hubs (GigaPOPs) of the Regional Optical
Networks that serve the surrounding states of Utah, Oregon, Washington, Montana,
Wyoming, and Colorado.
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SYilJBa----SERVICEISTHESOLUTION----IRON is a member of the IEN Alliance and as such all participants in our IEN network
will be able to access the IRON network.
Avoiding Disruption of Internet Service

ENA understands the critical nature of Internet services for JEN customers and we have
designed a solution that will provide robust Internet services that protect JEN customers
from interruption of services due to Internet gateway or managed access link failure,
ensuring the resiliency of the Internet services being offered.
We employ "best route" routing policy, keeping our customers' traffic on our robust,
diverse backbone and reducing latency. This means getting the traffic from our POP to
the true destination in the most expeditious manner. We make this happen by
customizing our BGP-4 advertisements to our peering partners. Keeping the data on our
IP network until delivered to the appropriate peer versus the closest peer allows us to
propagate the traffic in the most expeditious manner to and from your locations.
Our dynamic routing to Gigabit Ethernet-based peering points from top Tier 1 ISPs
through multiple peering connections allows truly redundant access to Internet resources.
In the event of an Internet outage, Internet traffic is automatically routed around the
problem. Our network engineering group monitors all peering connections 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year. The only failure point with respect to Internet routing is placed

solely at the last mile physical interface of a given customer. The physical layer
connectivity for customers is also monitored 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Furthermore, we understand that the access link (last mile circuit) that we provide to
connect users to our network is a critical component of ensuring resilient Internet
services. In every portion of our service delivery, we have evaluated and chosen
suppliers and a network design that pennits us to deliver the highest level of ongoing
reliability. Furthennore, in the event that a service interruption does occur, we have built
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in test points and safeguards that allow us to quickly restore service to the affected site(s).

Additional information regarding our Service Level Agreement for IEN can be found in
Section 8.3 Service Level Guarantees and Section 9.3 Service Level Agreements for
Customers.
Neither Syringa or ENA, the founding members of the JEN Alliance, have had a core
network outage that would last beyond the acceptable parameters of our proposed Service
Level Agreement in Section 9.3 for the past 12 months.
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9.3 (ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR
CUSTOMERS ("SLAs")
Please see Exhibit 1 for our Service Level Agreement for the IEN and !EN customers.
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9.4 (ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS

i-

of

Include in your proposal the results select trace route and ping tests, It is recommended that
providers use "pathping" to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The
destinations to be tested follow:
Coeur d'Alene School District
http://www.cdaschools.org/

Lewiston School District
http://www. lewiston.k 12. id. usi

University of Idaho
http://www.uidaho.edu/

Meridian School District
http://www.meridianschools.org/

Boise State University
http://www.idbsu.edu/

Twin Falls School District
http://www.tfsd.k12.id.us

College of Southern Idaho
http://www.csi.edu/

Idaho State University
http://www.isu.edu/

Idaho Falls School District
http://www.d91.k12.id.us/

Salmon School District
http://www.salmon.kl2.id.us/

iI
I

I

I

Below find the results of integrated trace route and ping tests to all of the sites listed
above. These tests were all conducted from a router located within Syringa Networks
Boise POP and the results are based on the connectivity in place as of January 2009,
however as part of the execution of this project, the JEN Alliance team plans to install
additional connectivity to support the needs of IEN customers.
These results show the incredible variety and disparity of connections to schools and
universities in the State. Virtually all traffic between these institutions travels outside of
the state and between multiple Internet service providers, creating an environment that is
not conducive for highly reliable two-way interactive video conferencing, testing or realtime application use. The IEN network would allow the state to substantially improve
communications reliability and security by ensuring that all communications between
connected locations stays within the State, and deliver a service that permits quality of
service (QoS) between these institutions.
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Coeur d'Alene School District
aggOl.ada#trace www.cdaschools.org
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to www.cdaschools.org (216.229.182.97)

j

l

1 67.215.32.1 O msec O msec O msec
2 IFl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.70.98) 12 msec 8 msec 12 msec
3 66.62.227.13 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec
4 denl-core-02.360.net (66.62.4.2) 56 msec 56 msec 56 msec
5 66.62.3.46 224 msec 236 msec 204 msec
6 pdxl-edge-01.360.net (66.62.4.195) 56 msec 56 msec 56 msec
7 fl-1-cr2-sea.go180.net (198.32.180.39) 60 msec 60 msec 60 msec
8 srpl-O-crl-sea.90180.net (216.229.166.161) 68 msec 68 msec 68 msec
9 g5-0-crl-spk.go180.net (216.229.166.104) 68 msec 68 msec 68 rnsec
10 vlan20-msfc-catl-cda.go180.net (216.229.166.39) 68 msec 68 msec 68
msec
11 * * *
12 * * *

i

Ii

i.

J

Lewiston School District
aggOl.ada#trace www.lewiston.k12.id.us
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to www.lewiston.k12.id.us (66.236.0.10)
1 67.215.32.1 O msec o msec O msec
2 IFl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.70.98) 12 msec 8 msec 8 msec
3 66.62.227.13 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec
4 denl-edge-01.360.net (66.62.6.67) 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec
5 66.236.86.85.ptr.us.xo.net (66.236.86.85) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
6 p3-0-0dO.marl.englewood-co.us.xo.net (207.88.83.73) 48 msec 40 msec
44 msec
7 pS-2-0-0.rarl.denver-co.us.xo.net (65.106.6.21} 40 msec 40 msec 36
msec
8 p5-2-0.RAR2.Seattle-WA.us.xo.net (65.106.0.53) 64 msec 72 msec 72
msec
9 p4-0-0d0.mar2.spokane-wa.us.xo.net (65.106.0.154) 80 msec 84 msec 84
msec
10 p15-0.chrl.spokane-wa.us.xo.net (207.88.83.174} 80 msec 84 msec 80
msec
11 * * *
12 * * *
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aggOl.ada#trace www.uidaho.edu
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to WebHA1-IP4.its.uidaho.edu (129.101.105.104)
1 67.215.32.1 O msec o msec O msec
2 BOI1.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.185) o msec O msec 4 msec
3 70.102.113.5 0 msec O msec 4 msec
4 tg9-l.cr02.boisidpz.integra.net (209.63.114.21) 16 msec 16 msec 16
msec
5 tgl3-l.cr02.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.17) 20 msec 16 msec 20
msec
6 tg13-4.cr01.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.141) 16 msec 20 msec 16
msec
7 tg13-1.cr01.sttlwatw.integra.net (209.63.114.97) 16 msec 16 msec 16
msec
8 tgl-1.brOl.sttlwawb.integra.net (209.63.114.134) 16 msec 16 msec 20
msec
9 six.transitrail.net (198.32.180.77) 16 msec 16 msec 16 msec
10 pnwgp-cust.trOl-sttlwaOl.transitrail.net (137.164.131.186) 16 msec
16 msec 16 msec
11 icar-spknwaOl-01-so-2-0-1-16.infra.pnw-gigapop.ne t (209.124.188.148)
40 msec 24 msec 24 msec
12 ui-brin-16.client.pnw-gigpop.net (209.124.188.149) 24 msec 24 msec
28 msec
13 sidecar-ge012.csrv.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.84) 24 msec 24 msec 28
msec
14 libborder-gel-18.its.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.97) 24 msec 28 msec 24
msec
15 adcore-p07.csrv.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.109) 24 msec 24 msec 24 msec
16 adminmsfc-vlan301.its.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.138) 28 msec 24 msec
28 msec
17 * * *
18 * * *
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Meridian School District
aggOl.ada#trace www.meridianschools.org
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to www.meridianschools.org (216.64.172.166)
1 67.215.32.l O msec O msec O msec
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) 0 msec O msec O msec
3 207.170.247.185 4 msec O msec 4 msec
4 64-128-89-70.static.twtelecom.net (64.128.89.70) o msec O msec 4
msec
5
6

* *
* *

*

*

Boise State University
aggOl.ada#trace www.idbsu.edu
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to webl.boisestate.edu (132.178.236.60)
l 67.215.32.l O msec O msec O msec
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) 0 msec O msec O msec
3 207.170.247.185 0 msec O msec O msec
4 207-170-246-226.static.twtelecom.net (207.170.246.226) 4 msec 4 msec
4 msec
5
6

* * *

*

*

*

Twin Falls School District
aggOl.ada#trace www.tfsd.k12.id.us
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to www.tfsd.k12.id.us (67.131.1.170)
1 67.215.32.1 o msec O msec O msec
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) O msec O msec O msec
3 207.170.247.185 4 msec O msec 4 msec
4 peer-03-so-0-0-0-0.sttl.twtelecom.net (66.192.248.25) 16 msec 16
msec 16 msec
5 sea-core-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.26.57) 16 msec 16 msec 16 msec
6 tuk-core-02.inet.qwest.net (67.14.4.118} 16 msec 20 msec 16 msec
7 boi-core-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.5.237) 28 msec 32 msec 28 msec
8 boi-edge-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.155.62) 28 msec 32 msec 28 msec
9 207.108.226.242 32 msec 32 msec 36 msec
10 * * *
11

*

*

*

College of Southern Idaho
aggOl.ada#trace www.csi.edu
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to www.csi.edu (198.60.233.4)
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec O msec O msec
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2 twf.pmt.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.234) 0 msec O msec 4 msec
3 216.83.78.42 8 msec 4 msec 4 msec
4 eaglel.csi.edu {198.60.233.2) 8 msec 4 rnsec 4 msec
5
6

*
*

*

*

*
*

Idaho State University
aggOl.ada#trace www.isu.edu
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to prpace.isos.isu.edu (134.50.250.76)
1 67.215.32.1 O msec O msec O msec
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) o msec 4 msec O msec
3 207.170.247.185 O msec 4 msec O msec
4 peer-03-so-o-o-o-o.sttl.twtelecom.net (66.192.248.25) 16 msec 16
msec 16 msec
5 sea-core-02.inet.gwest.net (205.171.26.57) 16 msec 16 msec 24 msec
6 tuk-core-02.inet.qwest.net (67.14.4.118) 16 msec 16 rnsec 16 msec
7 boi-core-02.inet.gwest.net (205.171.5.237) 28 msec 32 msec 28 msec
8 boi-edge-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.155.62) 56 msec 28 msec 32 msec
9 67.134.58.110 36 msec 36 msec 36 msec
10 134.50.253.62 36 msec 36 msec 36 msec
11 prpace.isos.isu.edu (134.50.250.76) 36 msec 36 msec 36 msec

,.

I

i

Ii
1.
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Idaho Falls School District

I

aggOl.ada#trace www.d9l,k12,id.us
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to www.d91.k12.id.us (69.20.174.12)
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I

67.215.32.1 O msec O msec O msec
IFl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.70.98) 12 msec 8 msec 8 msec
66.62.227.13 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec
denl-core-01.360.net (66.62.6.1) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
slcl-core-02.360.net (66.62.3.21) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
slcl-edge-01.360.net (66.62.5.67) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
66.62.56.26 48 msec 48 msec 48 msec
74.85.95.138 64 msec 64 msec 64 msec
FE0-1.edge.ida.net (69.20.129.66) 64 msec 64 msec 64 msec
fiber-router.ida.net (69.20.128.39) 64 msec 64 msec 64 msec

*

r

i

* *
*

* *

Salmon School District
aggOl.ada#trace www.salmon.kl2.id.us
Type escape sequence to abort.
Tracing the route to hostedl.sharpschool.com (204.11.51.99)
l 67.215.32.1 O msec O msec 4 msec
2 BOil.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.185) O msec O msec o msec
3 70.102.113.5 O msec O msec O msec
4 tg9-1.cr02.boisidpz.integra.net (209.63.114.21) 20 msec 16 msec 16
msec
5 tg13-1.cr02.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.17) 16 msec 20 msec 16
msec
6 tg13-4.cr01.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.141) 20 msec 16 msec 20
msec
7 tg13-1.cr01.sttlwatw.integra.net (209.63.114.97) 16 msec 16 msec 16
msec
8 tgl-1.brOl.sttlwawb.integra.net (209.63.114.134) 20 msec 16 msec 16
msec
9 GigabitEthernet9-13.ar5.SEA1.gblx.net (208.50.237.173) 16 msec 16
msec 16 msec
10 64.209.109.190 84 msec 84 msec 84 msec
11 gi-2-1.dist02.torl.prioritycolo.com (204.11.48.238) 84 msec 84 msec
84 msec
12 hostedl.sharpschool.com (204.11.51.99) 84 msec 80 msec 84 msec
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9.5 (E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Describe professional· associations related. to Internet services (e.g., NANOG) in which the
Proposer actively contributes and participates.· .

Community, Local and National Involvement
The IEN Alliance members are vigorously active in professional associations and
organizations related to Internet services as well as those that support the communities
we serve as outlined below.
Internet/Network Services
Syringa Networks and its member companies and ENA recognize the importance of
broadband telecommunication services to economic development. and as such we strive
to bring the most advanced telecommunication services to our customers. Membership
and participation in the following Internet and telecommunication associations help us to
remain on top of new and emerging technologies, stay aware of current and future issues
and bring new services to IEN customers.

•

Idaho Telecom Alliance UTA} (http://www.idatel.net) ITA supports the
advancement of its members to collectively share ideas and to promote
services to rural telecom subscribers in Idaho.

ITA
•

INDATEL (http://www.indatelgroup.org) INDATEL Group is a team of

wholesale carriers who provide high quality, cost-effective broadband access
to members across the nation. INDATEL is an ILEC-Consortium committed
to providing secure, reliable and flexible bandwidth at competitive prices to
support state and regional transport needs.

™·

... , : r m
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i

I

Independent Telephone & Telecommunications Alliance QTTA)
(http://www.itta.us) The IITA is an alliance of mid-size telephone companies
formed in 1994. Operating in 45 states and serving more than 31 million
customers, rrrA companies are integrated providers offering a broad range of
services including: local, long distance, Internet, cable television, broadband,
cellular/PCS. CLEC and data services.

G

I1

I
ll
i

!NDfPENDENT TELEPHONE • TELECOIIMUNICAllONS ALUANCE

•

Informal Outages Community-The primary goal of this community
notification tool is for outages-reporting that would apply to failures of major
communications infrastructure components having significant traffic-carrying
capacity, similar to what FCC provided prior to 9/11 but have pulled back due
to terrorism concerns. The purpose is information sharing and keeping
network operators and end users abreast on the situation as close to real-time
information as possible in order to assess and respond to major outage such as
routing voice/data via different carriers which may directly or indirectly
impact us and our customers. A reliable communications network is essential
in times of crisis.

•

National Cable Television Cooperative (NCTC}
(http://www.cabletvcoop.org) NCTC is a not-for-profit corporation that
operates as a programming and hardware purchasing organization for its
member companies who own and operate cable systems throughout the United
States and its territories. The NCTC seeks to maximize current and future
opportunities to ensure the profitability, competitive stature and long-term
sustainability of its member companies.
I

I.

i
i

i
!•
I
I

i

i

I
t·
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National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative <NRTQ
(http://www.nrtc.coop/us/main/index) The NRTC represents the advanced
telecommunications and infonnation technology interests of more than 1,400
rural utilities and affiliates in 47 states. NRTC helps rural electric and
telephone utilities strengthen their businesses with solutions uniquely suited to
the needs of rural consumers.

i.

II
i
~

NRTC

•

National Telecommunications Cooperative Association (NTCA)
(http://www.ntca.org) The NTCA, "the voice of rural telecommunications," is
the premiere non-profit association representing more than 580 small and rural
telephone cooperatives and commercial companies. NTCA is dedicated to
improving the quality of life in rural communities through advanced
telecommunications by education, advocacy and cooperation.

NTCA{~

--.~11-H:'--'ll"l--=""
11fc,J'ue'tt,t(lb!tdlT~
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•

North American Network Operator's Group (NANOG)
(http://www.nanog.org) NANOG is an educational and operational forum for
the coordination and dissemination of technical infonnation related to
backbone/enterprise networking technologies and operational practices.
NANOG meetings provide a forum for the exchange of technical information,
and promote discussion of implementation issues that require community
cooperation. Coordination among network service providers helps ensure the
stability of overall service to network users.
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Organization for the Promotion and Advancement of Small
Telecommunication Companies (OPASTCO) (www .opastco.org)
OPASTCO is an industry leader in rural telecom policy, technical issues,
member-run committees, education, knowledge-sharing, and networking.
OPASTCO provides the expertise necessary for its members to navigate
today's telecom world.

~
OP'A~i'CO

•

Rural Independent Competitive Alliance <RICA} (www.ricalliance.org)
RICA exists to represent and foster the success of small, rural, local exchange
carrier who provide competitive communications services. RICA advocates,
represents, networks, educates and communicates its member company
interests before public and private entities in consideration of competitive
communications service policy development and implementation.

•

Tri-State Telecommunications Conference (http://tristatetel.org) The TriState Telecommunications Conference serves independent telcos located in
Utah, Wyoming and Idaho.

e
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•

United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team {US-CERTI
(www.us-cert.gov) US-CERT is a partnership between the Department of
Homeland Security and the public and private sectors. Established in 2003 to
protect the nation's Internet infrastructure, US-CERT coordinates defense
against and responses to cyber attacks across the nation by interacting with
federal agencies, industry, the research community, state and local
governments, and others to disseminate reasoned and actionable cyber
security information to the public.

•

United States Telecom Association {USTA) (http://www.ustelecom.org) The
USTA provides a forum where telecommunications companies can unite to
advance the industry's concerns. It stands united to champion pro-investment
policies that help bring the promise of broadband to all Americans, advancing
the nation's economy and quality oflife, from innovations in health care and
education to entertainment and the environment.

•

Western Telecommunications Alliance <WTA) (http://www.w+a.org) The
WTA unites a diverse industry in the western states for the purpose of
advocating the telecom interests of rural Americans before federal and state
regulators and the United States Congress. This is necessary to ensure
affordable and quality telecommunications services for all rural Americans.
WTA represents over 250 small rural local exchange providers in the 24 states
west of the Mississippi River.

-
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Westnet (http://www.westnet.net) Westnet is an affinity group that grew out

of the NSFnet regional network and provides powerful political and technical
contacts with universities that share common concerns. Currently, Westnet
serves more than 16 universities and research centers. Syringa Networks
participates as an emeritus member and plays a significant role in education
networking in Idaho.

•

Wyoming Telecommunications Association (WTA)
(http://www.wyotelassn.org) The WTA consists of 12 independent local
exchange telephone companies that are located in Wyoming. Located mainly
in rural communities, the association seeks to unify the industry's efforts to
promote greater effectiveness in presenting industry issues before regulatory,
administrative and legislative agencies.

IRON currently belongs to The Quilt, the Northern Tier Network Consortium, and
WestNet. IRON has been approved for membership in NLR; and for membership in
Intemet2 as both a Regional Optical Network and for SEGP membership. Beginning
in 2009, IRON will be able to provide access to both Intemet2 and NLR for IRON's
Charter and General Associates, including:
1. Boise State University
2. Brigham Young University, Idaho Campus
3. Idaho Hospital Association
4. Idaho National Laboratory
5. Lewis Clark State College
6. State ofldaho, Department of Administration
7. University ofldaho
8. Washington State University
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•

The Quilt- National Regional Networks Consortium (www.theguilt.net)
The Quilt is a coalition of 28 advanced regional network organizations, is a
dynamic forum where leaders from throughout the advanced research and
education network community build on the intellectual capital and best
practices of network service providers worldwide. Through this coalition, the
Quilt promotes delivery of networking services at lower cost, higher
performance and greater reliability and security.

•

Northern Tier Network Consortium (NTNC) (http://www.ntnc.org) This
regional network initiative is an attempt to provide a robust research network
connection for educational institutions in the upper-northwestern states by
creating a national backbone route across the northern U.S. - the Northern
Tier. It is their mission to develop and sustain advanced networking
capabilities in order to support the educational, research, and economic
vitality from current endpoints of Chicago, IL to Seattle, WA.

Your Partner in Education
Since its inception, ENA has focused its entire business to working with the education
community. We understand the importance of building long-term relationships with our
education customers for effective, efficient and productive project implementations.
ENA positions itself as "Your Partner in Education" and demonstrates that with our
active engagement in education associations and agencies on a local, state and national
level. These affiliations allow ENA to keep abreast ofimportant education issues and
trends, share key infonnation with our customers, bring new technologies to market and
take an active thought leadership role in the overall mission of education.
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National

ENA is proud to be an active member and sponsor of the following leading national
education organizations and associations:
j

•

American Association of School Administrators (AASA) (www.aasa.org)
AASA members are the chief education advocates for children. AASA
members advance the goals of public education and champion children's
causes in their districts and nationwide. As school system leaders, AASA
members set the pace for academic achievement. They help shape policy,
oversee its implementation and represent school districts to the public at large.

i

i
i

i·

I

l
I
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School Acfministralon

•

Association of Educational Service Agencies (AESA) (www.aesa.us) AESA
is a professional organization serving educational service agencies (ESAs) in
45 states; there are 553 agencies nationwide with over 180,000 employees.
One of the most critical responsibilities that AESA has is to ensure that ESAs
and schools have access to the best educational products and services
available. AESA is in the position to reach well over 800/o of the public school
districts, over 83% of the private schools, over 80% certified teachers, and
more than 80% non-certified school employees, and well over 80% public and
private school students.

ESA
•

Consortium for School Networking (CoSN} (www.cosn.org) CoSN is the
country's premier voice for K•12 education leaders who use technology
strategically to improve teaching and learning. ENA is a member, holds a seat
on the Board of Directors, participates in their Marketing Committee and is
Co-Chair of their Empowering the 21st Century Superintendent Initiative
which is focused on engaging superintendents in the conversation about
technology.

i

Il

....
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•

Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) (www.ccsso.org) CCSSO
is the organization of public officials who head departments of elementary and
secondary education in the U.S. ENA is a corporate sponsor and contributes
thqught leadership articles that are distributed to the membership.

na ~t>\N('U f • c:na.• ~AH
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•

•

Council of Great City Schools (CGCS) (www.cgcs.org) CGCS is the
national organization exclusively representing the needs of urban public
schools. ENA has sponsored several events with this organization including
their most recent annual conference.

Ii

Education Commission of the States CECS) (www.esc.org) ECS is an
interstate compact created in 1965 to improve public education by facilitating
the exchange of information, ideas and experiences among state policymakers
and education leaders. The mission of the ECS is to help states develop
effective policy and practice for public education by providing data, research,
analysis and leadership; and by facilitating collaboration, the exchange of
ideas among the states and long-range strategic thinking.

• E-Rate Service Proyiders Association CESPA) (www.espaconnects.org)
ESPA was incorporated in August 2007 to serve as the voice of its members
to Congress, the Federal Communications Commission, the Universal Service
Administrative Company, the media and the public. ESPA was founded to
promote, educate, facilitate and advocate for the professional needs and
concerns of members with respect to the ·E-Rate Program and provide a forum
to exchange experience and concerns; provide a unified voice and expertise on
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Sxifiiga----SERVICEISTHESOLUTION.----the deployment of educational technology funded through the E-Rate
Program; and, promote the E-Rate concept as a means to advance
communications and broadband technology to provide connectivity to
America's schools and libraries.

•

Internet2 (www.internet2.edu) Intemet2 is the foremost U.S advanced
networking consortium. ENA is a corporate member of this organization and
is an active participant on the lntemet2 K-20 Advisory Committee.

•

Internet Keep Safe Coalition (iKeepSAFE) (www.ikeepsafe.org) This
coalition group teaches basic rules of Internet safety to children and parents,
reaching them online and in school. Governors and/or first spouses formed
this coalition in partnership with a growing list of crime prevention
organizations, law enforcement agencies, foundations and corporate sponsors.
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National Association of State Chief Information Officers {NASCIO)
(www.nascio.org) NASCIO's mission is to foster government excellence
through quality business practices, information management, and technology
policy. NASCIO provides state CIOs and state members with products and
services designed to support the challenging role of the state CIO, stimulate
the exchange of information and promote the adoption of IT best practices and
innovations. From national conferences, peer networkingJesearch and
publications, briefings and government affairs, NASCIO is the premier
network and resource for state CI0s.

•

National Coalition for Technology in Education and Training {NCTETI
(www.nctet.org) NCTET is a non-partisan organization that examines and
supports the use of technology to improve education and training in America.
Its membership includes education associations, non-profit organizations,
corporations, and individual participants. NCTET organizes policy briefings,
conducts institutes, produces white papers and other research documents, and
maintains a listserve on timely issues in education technology.

Nalianal Caalmm: l'tt
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National School Boards Association {NSBA) (www.nsba.org) NSBA is a
not-for-profit Federation of state associations of school boards across the
United States. Its mission is to foster excellence and equity in public
education through school board leadership. NSBA achieves that mission by
representing the school board perspective before federal government agencies
and with national organizations that affect education, and by providing vital
information and services to state associations of school boards and local
school boards throughout the nation.

ANSBA
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•

Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21) (www.21stcentmyskills.org) P21
is the leading advocacy organization focused on infusing 21st century skills
into education. ENA is a Board Member and holds a seat on the Executive
Committee.

PARTNERSHIP FOR
21 ST CENTURY SKIU.S

•

Software and Information Industry Association (SIIA) (www .siia.net)
SIIA is the principal trade association for the software and digital content
industry. ENA is a member, holds a seat on the Board of Directors for the
Education Division, and participates in their Marketing Committee and Vision
K-20 Working Group.

•

State Educational Technology Directors Association (SETDA)
(www.setda.org) SETDA is the principal association representing the state
directors for educational technology. ENA is a platinum sponsor and
participates in several SETDA projects and programs including their latest
report on the importance of bandwidth in education titled. High-Speed
Broadband Access for All Ki,ds: Breaking Through the Barriers. See
Appendix E for a copy of this report.

•

StateNets (www.educause.edu/StateNets) StateNets is an active working
group of the Educause/Net@EDU initiative which exists to promote the

development of advanced networking in education. StateNets focuses on
serving the non-profit/public constituencies, including higher education, K-12
schools, libraries, and state and municipal governments. ENA is a member
and actively participates in the Steering Committee.
1.
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Local Commitment

In addition to national educational associations, the IEN Alliance makes a serious
commitment to support appropriate state and local associations. The following is an
example of the associations and community organizations we participate in to support our
customers:
Florida
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Florida Association of Computers in Education (FACE)
Florida Association of District School Superintendents (FADSS)
Florida Association of Educational Data Systems (FAEDS)
Florida Association of Management Information Systems (FAMIS)
Florida Association of School Administrators (FASA)
Florida Council oflnstructional Technology Leaders (FCITL)
Orange County Public Schools {OCPS)
Orlando Regional Chamber of Commerce

Georgia
•

Georgia Association for the Management Educational Information Systems
(GAMEIS)
• Consortia for School Networking, Georgia K-12 CTO Council

•

Idaho Educational Technology Association (IETA)

If awarded a contract, the !EN Alliance will establish additional relationships
with Idaho organizations and associations similar to other states listed.

Indiana
• Hoosier Educational Computer Coordinators {HECC)
• Indiana Association of Public School Superintendents {IAPSS)
• Indiana Association of School Business Officials {Indiana ASBO)
• Indiana Association of School Principals (IASP)
• Indiana Chamber of Commerce
• Indiana Computer Educators {ICE)
• Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority (INCOLSA)
• Indiana Educational Technology Council (ETC)
• Indiana Library Federation (ILF)
• Indiana School Boards Association (TSBA)
• Indiana State Library {ISL)
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Tennessee
• Nashville Chamber of Commerce: Education Committee
• Nashville Technology Council (NTC)
• Stand for Children
" Tennessee Association of School Business Officials (TASBO)
• Tennessee Association of School Librarians (TASL)
• Tennessee Business Roundtable
• Tennessee Cable Telecommunications Association (TCTA)
• Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry: Education Committee
" Tennessee Commission on Children and Youth
• Tennessee Educational Technology Association (TETA)
• Tennessee Library Association (TLA)
e Tennessee Municipal League (TML): Business Affiliate
" Tennessee Organization of School Superintendents (TOSS)
• Tennessee Principals Association (TPA)
• Tennessee School Boards Association (TSBA)
• Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association (TSSAA)
We are excited about the potential opportunity to serve OCIO and IEN customers and to

explore innovative ways that we can support your efforts to enhance education in the
State ofldaho.
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9.6 (E) ORGANIZATION
Describe your organizational structure arid explain how your organization qualifies ,to be
responsive to the management, administrative, engineering and technical requirements of this
RFP. Elaborate in detail on your technical staff's training and familiarity with the desigri,
administration and repair of a Cisco-based networking architecture.

Organizational Structure
The IEN Alliance founding members, ENA Services, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC
(Syringa) will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a contract that will be utilized to
apply for E-Rate reimbursements, ENA will be the contracting entity serve as the prime
contractor for the project with Syringa as the principal partner and prime supplier. These
companies bring together a rich resource of experience, expertise, capabilities, qualifications and
assets to deliver and support the Idaho Education Network.

The organizational structure and qualifications of each of the founding members of the
JEN Alliance (ENA and Syringa) are provided in this section.

ENA Organization
ENA is a leading managed network service provider in the design, deployment and
management of network and communication services for school systems, libraries and
governments. ENA consists of ENA Services, LLC, a licensed telecommunications
company qualified to provide both Internet Access and Telecommunication Services for
E-Rate purposes, and its parent company Education Networks of America, Inc., which
owns I00% of ENA Services, LLC.
ENA Services, LLC, is the respondent of record for this RFP and subsequent contract and
should be the named vendor on E-Rate filings.
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Company Organization Chart
ENA is led by individuals with a deep understanding of, experience in, and commitment
to education, libraries, and governments. The following organization chart highlights in
yellow key people who shall be assigned to accomplish the work required by this RFP.

i.
I

i·

I·
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Figure 30: ENA Organization Chart
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Number of Employees
ENA employs highly qualified and technically skilled professionals. Several members of
our senior-level staff have been with us since the start of the company. Our senior-level
staff has combined 175-plus years of experience in the education and information
technology environments. In addition, ENA's employees have significant longevity

with ENA as outlined in the chart below:

, · :ENA. Emplo~1ee Lougevify , ,
...

:

•

"

>

'

·,

ENA ',J'enure

EN~.\ ~mployees

>SYears

27

3to5Years

14

1 to2 Years

21

<1 Year

12

74

Total
,

'

Average Tenure ,

,

,~

r

4.27 Years

Figure 31: ENA's Employee Longevity

Organization of Functions
The organizational chart provided earlier in this section outlines the key departments
within ENA and the lines of authority. Every key individual in the ENA organization is
involved in the successful operation ofENA's services and will be involved in the
implementation and ongoing support of the proposal and pursuant Contract, if awarded to
ENA. The following diagram illustrates the comprehensive personnel resources
dedicated to the successful implementation and operation of the services proposed in this
RFP response.
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Figure 32: ENA Personnel Support Resources

The entire ENA team strives to delight each customer by meeting individual network
technology needs and delivering service excellence to the education community. From
the initial network connection through ongoing support needs, this team of professionals
works hand-in-hand with the schools to achieve the desired results.
ENA's services are supported by a broad base of highly skilled ENA employees who are
dedicated to superior performance in a number of disciplines. ENA's Engineering

Team hold several industry certifications including Microsoft MCSE and MCSA,
RedHat RHCE, Cisco CCNA, CCIP, CCNP and CCIE, and Linux LPIC-2. ENA's
network primarily utilizes Cisco equipment and our Cisco-certified and experienced
Network Architects and Engineers lead the researc~ analysis, design, implementation
and support of networking technologies that address each customer's specific needs. As

I
i.
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such, our technical team is thoroughly familiar with the
design, administration and repair of Cisco-based
networking architecture. ENA's Systems Engineers
possess a breadth of knowledge in the design,
installation, configuration and maintenance of the
organization's Microsoft Windows and Exchange
servers, Linux/Unix systems and Open Source
applications. Our Engineers also apply their vast
knowledge, skills and experience in consulting with our

"In addition to their strong
technology capacity, their quality
staff helps set them apart from
others. They are very responsive,
and in fact are proactive in most
cases, in supporting our network
services."

lance Lott
Assistant Superintendent
Information Technology and

customers to provide a reliable system to the teachers,
administrators and students who use it. Behind the
scenes, the Development team is hard at work ensuring

Accountability
Metropolitan Nashv1tle
Public Schools

the systems and tools required to effectively support and manage the statewide network
are in place. Our Engineers maintain a keen knowledge of current and emerging
technologies in order to maintain the highest levels of network availability,
performance, innovation and growth.
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When support is needed, ENA's Network Operations Center (NOC), Field Engineers and
Account Service Managers (ASMs) are ready to provide superior customer service. The
ENA NOC is the single point of contact for all customer support issues. The NOC is
available via e-mail and also directly by telephone 24x7x52x365. Our Field Engineers
are deployed throughout our service geography thus assuring that ENA network
equipment is maintained in the event of a hardware failure. AS Ms are assigned to ensure
client satisfaction and to identify and understand each customer's unique needs, including
each school district's goals. Our ASMs help determine the network or technology
requirements necessary to achieve these goals.
Additional support comes from the Client Services Team, who communicates regularly
with customers to understand areas for improvement in ENA's products and services.
ENA's Finance Team provides expertise which directly supports school districts through
the complicated maze ofE-Rate filings. The Administrative Team of ENA provides
business strategy and leadership and demonstrates a commitment to diversity and
compliance with all state and federal employment laws.
Our personnel and company resources are deployed throughout our service geography in
order to locally support our customers.
Facilities Serving the State ofldaho
If ENA is the successful Contractor and awarded a contract, ENA will expand our team
and our facilities in Boise and throughout the State of Idaho to support the operations of
the IEN similar to our expansion in other states and will be fully staffed and operational
priortoJuly 1,2009.
In 2004, immediately after ENA was awarded the contract for the State of Indiana, ENA
expanded its local NOC and full-service facility in Indianapolis, Indiana to support the
statewide network contract. Account management and field engineering resources are
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also located throughout northern and southern Indiana. In addition to the day-to-day
operation and support of the network, this team participates in and supports the state
education technology conferences and Indiana DOE technology initiatives and spends
over 80% of their time in the field with the school district technology staffs to ensure that

we maintain a full understanding of ongoing requirements and are constantly gathering
feedback.
Additionally, ENA and its Idaho vendor partners have significant resources available
across the state that ENA will utilize as necessary to supplement its own extensive
services to meet the service needs of this contract. ENA seamlessly blends the best
communications providers in the state to provide the State ofldaho and IEN customers
with the greatest capacity of network resources. ENA can draw from multiple entities to
deliver superior service.
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Syringa Networks Organization
Today, Syringa Networks provides the broadband communications needs of over 100
customers including state agencies, wireless service providers, hospitals, educational
institutions, and corporations. This service is provided over 2,000 miles of fiber optic
network reaching from Oregon to Wyoming; from Idaho's most populated cities to some
ofits most remote communities.
Beyond today, Syringa Networks is continuously investing in Idaho's infrastructure.
Projects funded and underway for 2009 include a multi-channel x IOG upgrade for the
networks East Ring and a multi-channel by 2.5G upgrade for the West Ring. This
massive increase in available bandwidth will insure our customer's communications
needs for the future will be met.
To accompany this investment, Syringa Networks has purchased and is currently
renovating an 11,000 sq. ft. facility in Idaho Falls. This facility will allow Syringa
Networks to better support IRON and the Idaho National Laboratory initiatives along
with all of Syringa Networks current customers having communications needs in Eastern
Idaho.
Organizational Structure
Network reach is only one of Syringa Networks assets. Syringa Networks has 31
employees whose sole purpose is to ensure the communications needs ofldaho are met
with unmatched service and reliability. The result of this commitment is a customer
retention rate that exceeds 99% and a network uptime that would be considered among
the very best in the nation.
Syringa Networks has a talented and dedicated employee base as viewed in the
organizational chart below. ~everal of its employees are respected members of the
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community and often drawn upon by the State and corporate communities for assistance
with technical issues, community outreach and guest speaking at Boise State University.
The Syringa Networks team has technical depth and a deep commitment to Idaho as
corporate citizens.

Figure 33: Syringa Networks Organization Chart

Beyond Syringa Networks' direct employees, Syringa Networks has access to, and draws
from, an additional 350 employees of the member companies that own Syringa Networks.
This extended family provides Syringa Networks an unparalleled distribution of expertise
across southern Idaho.
The combination of Syringa Networks and its owner member companies results in
Idaho's premier Fiber Network. Syringa Networks and its member companies represents
over 800 years of collective investment in Idaho, serving over 45,000 customers across a
70,000 square mile footprint, spending $12.8 million a year in payroll, and over $16
million a year in capital investment for Idaho's future.
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Technical Certifications of the IEN Alliance
IEN Alliance professional certifications extend across all aspects of delivering a reliable
network including a multitude of certifications around data centric applications. The table
below highlights a total of 57 technical certifications including 19 Cisco certifications
held by the IEN Alliance.

Certified C++ Developer
Certified Java Developer
Certified Novell Administrator
Certified Solaris Administrator
Certified Wireless Network Administrator
Cisco Certified Design Associate
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA)
Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Professional (CCIP)
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE)
Citrix Certified Administrator (CCA)
CompTIA+
HDI Support Center Analyst
Linux Professional Institute Level 2 Certification (LPIC 2)
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP)
Microsoft Certified Professional+ Internet (MCP+I / NT4)
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE / NT4)
Network+
Novell Master CNE (MCNE)
Novell Groupwise Certified
Professional Engineer in Electrical Engineering
RedHat Certified Engineer (RHCE)
RedHat Certified Technician
Sun Certified S stems Administrator

I
I
1
I
2
1

13
3
I
1
1
3
4
1
2
2

3
7
1
1
2

1
2
2

Figure 34: IEN Alliance Employee Technical Certifications
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IEN Alliance Partners

Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON)
IRON was founded in November 2007 as a 501(c)(3), not-for-profit, Idaho-based corporation for
the purpose of providing very high speed bandwidth and Tier I internet access and connectivity
to the state's education, research, and health care organizations. IRON's founders, called Charter
Associates, provided grants and the start~up funding for IRON which enabled IRON to engage
technical consultants to conduct the network feasibility study, design and engineer the network,
negotiate the underlying dark fiber, leased services, IP Transit agreements, and equipment
purchase contracts, and install and light the network. IRON's Charter Associates include:

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Boise State University
Brigham Young University-Idaho Campus
Idaho National Laboratory
Idaho Hospital Association
Idaho State University
State ofldaho, Department of Administration
University ofldaho
Washington State University

IRON is a Regional Optical Network organized to provide very low-cost, very high-speed
internet access and connectivity for its Charter Associates and potential General Associates
including the schools, research laboratories, health care facilities, libraries, museums, and other
local, state, and federal facilities in Idaho. By leveraging special relationships and purchasing
agreements with other Regional Optical Networks, the National Lambda Rail, and Internet2,
IRON is able to purchase optical fiber, leased bandwidth, collocation, and internet services at
prices well below the national market and pass those savings on to lRON' s Charter Associates
and General Associates, including the State ofldaho.
IRON has acquired optical fiber-based network capacity throughout Idaho, as well as broadband
connectivity to the network hubs (GigaPOP's) of the Regional Optical Networks that serve the
surrounding states of Utah, Oregon, Washington, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado.
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CAB LEONE~
Cable ONE is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Washington Post Company. The Washington
Post Company (NYSE:WPO) is a diversified media and education company whose primary
operations include newspaper, magazines, broadcasting, cable, and education. Over a century
old, The Washington Post Company has a steadfast and principled reputation.
Cable ONE has thousands of miles of fiber optic and coaxial cable throughout the state of Idaho.
These infrastructures enable Cable ONE to offer broadband technologies that consumers have
come to rely upon. Cable ONE has the ability to offer standard coaxial Internet service or unique
Extended LAN and Internet service for fiber optic customers. Speeds range from SMbs to 1Gbs
allowing for flexibility to meet individual needs
Cable ONE is recognized as a provider of high quality and highly reliable services. We have
been providing broadband solutions to businesses, schools, healthcare and governments for more
than ten years. Commercial Services are a very important part of Cable ONE's business and we
have a dedicated team of professionals to design, install and support these high quality services.
All commercial customers have access to a support group that is available 24x7x365 through a
dedicated toll free number.

INX
-...-

Purposely designed to deliver the "Business Ready Solution" INX, Inc. is a publicly traded
network infrastructure professional services firm delivering best-of-class "Business Ready
Solutions" to enterprise organizations. The Company offers a full suite of Advanced
Technology solutions that support the entire life-cycle ofIP Communications. We design.
implement, and support the IP network infrastructure with a special emphasis on the Call Flow.
Messaging, and Enablement layers. Enablement layers include network embedded services such
as: wireless, data management, data center virtualization, security, encryption and filtering and
packet-shaping. INX has implemented and currently supports well over 100,000 IP telephone
handsets. making INX one of the nation's largest IPC Professional Services finns. Operating in
a highly focused manner provides a level of expertise that enables us to better compete in the
markets that we serve. Our customers for enterprise-level Cisco-centric Advanced Technology
solutions include large enterprise organizations such as corporations, public schools, federal.
state and local governmental agencies. Because we have significant experience implementing
and supporting the critical technology building blocks of JP Telephony systems for enterprises,
we believe we are well positioned to deliver superior solutions and services to our customers.
Our rapid growth over the past five years shows how we have gained market share by
delivering our customers truly best-of-class solutions.
INX Inc. has proudly held the Cisco Systems purchasing agreement with the state ofldaho for
nearly three years. During this time have created strategic relationships with key state agencies,
city/county government and education entities across Idaho. INX has put in place dedicated
account management and engineering resources to support the state of Idaho in the pursuit of a
collaborative environment and overall business process improvement initiatives while reducing
risk.
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OneVision Solutions specializes in visual and audio communications. The OneVision
Method: Collaborate, Consult, Implement. Product and service solutions are tailored to
the unique requirements of each individual client.
One Vision Solutions serves a variety of markets including corporate enterprise,
education, healthcare and government. Our customer base includes some of the leading
energy, retail, medical and higher education institutions in the country.
One Vision Solutions is the solution delivery arm of directPacket Research, Inc. Formed
in early 2004, the company has a deep commitment for total client fulfillment. The
company has invested heavily in technical resources and is an authorized partner for
Polycom, Sony, Starbak and Tandberg maintaining the highest level of manufacturer
technical and sales certifications available. OneVision was selected as the State's chosen
video conferencing equipment supplier in 2008 through a competitive RFP process.

Other Partners
180 Networks

Onetworks

360 Networks

•!•

ATC Communications

C

Communications

CABLEONE"

Cable ONE

Cambridge Telephone Company
CUSTER TELEPHOnE

1nTenner senvrces

Custer Telephone Company
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Fair Point Communications

Farmer's Mutual Telephone Company

F'der Mutual Telephone Company

Frontier CommunicatioDS

Integra Telecom

Midvale Telephone

Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative

Project Mutual Telephone

Rural Telephone Company

Silver Star Communication1;1

lSf&ui-ii

Time Warner Cable

~ TIME WARNER
,
CABLE

twtelecom

~
Strategic SuppHen
Qwest Wholesale
Verizon

American Fiber Systems
CenturyTel
Digital Bridge
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9.7 (E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
Describe the Proposer's .experience · in managing, engineering, staffing and providing
commercial Internet services to others of similar size and scope. Describe your qualifications
and experience providing similar services, as required in this RFP. to other customers. Include
a list ofall customers.

Similar to Section, 9.6, Organization, the qualifications and experience of each of the
founding members of the IEN Alliance (ENA and Syringa) are provided in this section.
ENA and Syringa each have unique qualifications and experience that when combined
serve the total potential end user customers of the IEN Alliance.

ENA Qualifications and Experience
History
ENA was founded in 1996 with a vision to provide technology solutions that make
reaching and using valuable information as easy and reliable as turning on the lights.
ENA has a strong history of managing, engineering, staffing and providing superior, costeffective statewide and district-wide solutions to its customers as outlined below:
•

Tennessee Statewide K-12 Network- In 1996, ENA created one of the first

statewide K-12 networks in the country connecting all schools and school
districts in the State of Tennessee, making Tennessee a model for the nation.
Since 1996, the ENA network in Tennessee has continued to grow and now
serves 112 school districts in the state. The services provided under this
contract are identical to the services requested by this RFP. The main
difference is that the services are extended to the district end sites as well as
the school districts. This contract is included as Account Reference #2 for
this proposal response.
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Massachusetts Statewide Services - In 2000, ENA began providing the
Massachusetts Community Network, a public agency of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, with caching, filtering, Web hosting, Web-based e-mail.
virus scanning and Help Desk services for 220 public entities including
schools, libraries, and local and state government offices statewide. After
providing these ancillary services, the state asked ENA to take over the
project as a prime contractor during the time they were transitioning the
project. ENA was able to immediately and effectively assume the prime
contractor responsibilities and transition the project seamlessly. This project
involved ancillary services similar to those requested by this RFP and
demonstrates ENA's ability to seamlessly transition these services.

•

Indiana Statewide K-12 Network- In 2005, ENA was selected as the
Managed Internet Service Provider for the K-12 school corporations (districts)
across the State of Indiana. This contract required a transition of
approximately 580 existing circuits (ranging from single and multiple Tis to
45 MB DS3s per location) at over 300 school district sites across the State of
Indiana prior to the start of the 2005-2006 school year. The network transition
was completed successfully in a three-month period with the school
corporations (districts) experiencing virtually no downtime. Similar to our
experience in other geographies, we now have a dedicated account team
working with each of the school corporations to understand and plan for their
higher bandwidth needs. Our team continues to work with local fiber
providers to secure and deploy cost-effective alternatives to upgrade the
network over time in support oflndiana's statewide educational technology
initiatives such as I: 1 computing and statewide online assessments. The
services delivered under this contract are virtually identical to the services
being requested in this RFP. This contract is included. as Account
Reference #3 for this proposal response.
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•

Indiana Statewide Library Network - In 2006, due to the success of its

work with the Indiana Department of Education, ENA was awarded another
statewide contract by the Indiana State Library to provide Managed Internet
Services to over 150 public libraries across the State of Indiana. This contract
required a transition of approximately 200 existing circuits at 170 sites. The
network transition for the libraries was also completed successfully in a threemonth period with the local libraries experiencing no down-time. ENA also
worked with the State Library to implement a statewide content filtering
solution to enable many of the libraries to comply with CIPA regulations and
thus take advantage ofE-Rate funding that was previously not available to
them. The services delivered under this contract are virtually identical to the
services being requested in this RFP. This contract is included as Account
Reference #4 for this proposal response.

•

Florida Large District Wide Area Network - In 2007, ENA secured the

Managed Broadband Internet Access (MBIA) contract with Orange Cou~ty
Public Schools (OCPS), the eleventh-largest district in the nation. The
contract called for a completely overhauled network serving over 215 sites
and delivering a minimum of 10 Mbps to 1 Gbps connectivity throughout their
schools and a significantly increased pipeline to the Internet (800 Mbps
scaleable to l OGbps). The project was successfully completed on schedule
(within four months) and delivered nearly six-fold increase in district-wide
bandwidth. The services of this contract are similar to the services requested
by this RFP with the exception of the service is district-wide versus statewide.
Please see the enclosed case study titled, Enhance. Engage. Educate: How the

11th Largest School District in the U.S. Ended Their Network Bottleneck and
Successfally Implemented Scalable Broadband Connectivity, outlining the

implementation process and cost-efficiency details of this project in
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Appendix L This contract is included as Account Reference #5 for this
proposal response.

•

Tennessee Large District Wide Area Network and Telephony Services - In

2008, ENA was the successful respondent for two Memphis City Schools
(MCS) RFPs. MCS has more than 119,000 students and employs more than
16,500 people and is the second-largest employer in the city of Memphis. The
two RFPs are outlined below:

o High-Speed Wide Area Network (WAN) Services - MCS sought
experienced service providers for the implementation and project
management of a managed high-speed IP Wide Area Network
infrastructure to support Internet access and a Centralized Data Center for
their 200 campuses throughout the district Their goals for the Managed
High-Speed WAN Service were: reliability, flexibility, scalability,
increased service capacity, partnering with other service agencies, and
reduced lease charges for telecommunications infrastructure. ENA is in
the beginning stages of implementing this contract. The services of this
contract are similar to the services requested by this RFP with the
exception that the service is district-wide versus statewide.
o Telephony Services - MCS sought qualified service providers for the

implementation of a new telephone system that would be consistent with
the most current design practices and be highly reliable and scalable. The
telephony service would need to support 18,000 phones, half of which are

used in the classrooms and half used administratively. The district
required the new system to support the current technologies and

applications as well as new applications planned for the future. ENA is in
the beginning stages of implementing this contract. The services of this

-
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~,MR.1cr::J' - contract are similar to the services requested by this RFP and demonstrate
the comprehensive nature of the additional communication services ENA
can provide.
•

In addition to its statewide and district-wide efforts in Florida, Indiana,
Massachusetts and Tennessee, ENA has secured and managed various
connectivity and communication service contracts in Idaho and Texas.
Information on ENA 's contract with Payette School District. a remote school
district in Idaho, is included as Account Reference #I for this proposal
response.

ENA's services have evolved into what is today a comprehensive managed network
services offering that includes connectivity and VoIP solutions, end site equipment,
network monitoring and management, content filtering, e-mail and archiving services,
and caching and firewall services. ENA connects over 4,500 end sites including 230
libraries, 450 school districts, more than 2.2 million students, teachers and administrators,
and more than 6.2 million librarians and patrons.
Historically, ENA has consistently provided its customers cost-effective, reliable service
and innovative, new approaches while fully leveraging E-Rate funding. No other vendor
can match ENA' s years of dedication, experience and proven track record in providing
cost-effective Internet access for K-12 schools and libraries.
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Experience
ENA has the qualifications, experience and infrastructure to deliver the services sought in
this RFP. ENA's proven approach to connectivity, voice and network solutions
capitalizes on the combined strengths of our expertise, resources and partners to offer
speed, reliability, scalability, best-of-breed technologies and continuous network
upgrades to our customers. Our solutions increase access to online infonnation, facilitate
communication and collaboration, increase productivity and decrease the costs of
infonnation management-all while assisting in making education personalized,
equitable, relevant and cost-effective. Empowered by their networks, our customers can
focus on what matters most: preparing students to succeed in school, work and life in the
21st century.
ENA's Unique Qualifications
ENA's entire business is dedicated to serving the connectivity and communication needs
of schools and libraries across the nation. We do not offer generic services that can be
adapted to the education sector, instead we design our services from the ground up to
specifically meet the needs of education. For twelve years we have provided managed
network and telecommunication services to support and enhance technology-enabled
education. We understand the business and mission of education along with the
challenges. All ofENA's solutions are designed to allow for maximum flexibility while
minimizing the burden on schools' administrative and technical resources.
ENA's understanding of the needs of K-12 schools always begins with the teachers and
students. Our technical solutions are designed to work for non-technical people who
have limited access to technical support and no time to learn new and complicated
procedures. Our support services are designed with sensitivity to the importance of
eliminating anything that could disrupt or reduce valuable time in the classroom.
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Key considerations for selecting ENA as the successful contractor for service

delivery to K-12 schools and libraries include:
•

Experience - ENA 's expertise in understanding and providing for the needs

of public K-12 and library Internet access service is unique and unmatched.
ENA manages multiple statewide and district-wide education and library
networks, successfully serving hundreds of schools districts and libraries.
•

Single Service Provider - ENA is responding to this RFP with Managed

Network Services and pricing. As a Managed Network Service Provider,
ENA can deliver all requirements of the RFP as a single service provider for
K-12 schools and libraries. Managed service means full service and ENA
will be your single point of contact and accountability.

•

Scalable Service - ENA has extensive experience in delivering flexible and

scalable services. Over the course of our service delivery in Indiana and
Tennessee, ENA has completed several major network upgrades. ENA has
seen at least 65% annual growth in bandwidth demand every year for the
last five years (or 641 % growth between 2001 and 2006) for the school
systems we serve. We expect this growth in bandwidth demand will not only

continue, but will grow at an accelerated rate fueled by curriculum-rich media,
emerging online testing requirements, real-time student data systems and
improvement in the student-to-computer ratio.
•

Reliable Service- ENA's track record speaks for itself. Throughout our
service delivery in Flori~ Indiana and Tennessee we have met apd in
most cases exceeded our service level agreements. In addition, by utilizing

advanced technologies and establishing strategic peering relationships with
the most widely accessed educational resources, ENA has significantly
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increased the reliability and speed of Internet and educational content delivery
to schools and libraries. ENA has also played an integral role in the ongoing
support of district and statewide application initiatives and widely deployed
instructional and curriculum applications by ensuring that the network is
optimized to maximize the reliability and availability of these mission-critical
tools.
•

Understanding Timely Proiect Management - ENA recognizes that a major
project requirement is to minimize the disruption of services during the
transition, expansion and/or upgrade of a service offering. We know that even
just one minute of interruption in Internet access or slow response time can
adversely affect the education process. ENA also understands that
management of the network and the Internet services must be accomplished in
a manner that minimizes the amount of work required from the end sites.

Because of our statewide network installation and upgrade experience, we can
introduce new and incremental services without disruption and with minimal
impact to school districts and libraries. Additionally, ENA has completed all
of its contract commitments on time or ahead of schedule.
•

E-Rate Program Service and Expertise - ENA has worked in partnership
with our customers to obtain E-Rate funding since 1998. ENA is a national
expert on the E-Rate Program, working with the largest consortia applications.
As a result, ENA customers have received more than $250 million in ERate funding commitments, making ENA a top-ten E-Rate vendor. ENA
and its multiple statewide consortium customers have received E-Rate
approvals matching the scope and scale of all of the E-Rate eligible services
requested in this RFP.

•

Innovative Service - ENA has been a leader in ensuring schools have access
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to the latest advancements in technology. Among other initiatives and in

partnership with higher education institutions in the states in which we
operate, ENA has:
o

Established Iotemet2 connectivity for all schools on our network

o Expanded our owned Internet network across the United States
o Developed peering relationships with key content providers to schools to
speed Internet service
o Developed education-centric, district customizable filtering and firewall
offerings in a centralized environment
The relationship between the State ofidaho and an Internet service provider is about
more than just bandwidth and network technologies. The network is only as good as the
people behind it. For ENA, quality customer service is a core business value and we
have built our entire business around supporting the needs of K-12 schools and
libraries and providing quality customer service to the agencies we serve.

Superior Customer Care
Beyond the technical and architectural merits of our connectivity solutions, what truly
sets ENA apart from any other company or solution you will evaluate is our demonstrated
track record of providing exemplary customer service. The best indicators of our success
are the positive feedback we receive on an ongoing basis from our customers and the
extremely high levels of customer loyalty and customer retention we have achieved.
We have established long-term relationships (in many cases exceeding 10 years) with our
customers because they view our value-added relationship as a long-term partnership.
ENA makes a committed effort to earn our customers' recurring business year after year.
We understand the needs of education and we are confident that the State of Idaho will
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appreciate and benefit from the long-term business relationship and superior level of
customer care you and IEN customers will receive.
ENA collects customer satisfaction data every six months in the form of surveys and
grade reports. The results of our most recent survey conducted with education customers
in May 2008 are similar to the results we have achieved consistently over the last several
years:
Survey Highlights:
• 1n a 2008 customer satisfaction survey of 129 customers representing schools,

districts and school systems serviced in Tennessee, the support and
satisfaction expressed by the respondents* was unanimous:
o 100% of respondents were satisfied with the ENA's network performance
o 100% of respondents would recommend ENA to others
o 100% ofrespondents were satisfied with ENA's resolution timeliness.
o ENA customers place the most value of a managed network service in it
allowing them to have more free time to do other tasks without worry.
o According to the survey, superior customer service and support
differentiates ENA most from its competitors.
* Respondents included: Tennessee technology coordinators, technicians,
technology supervisors, systems engineers, directors and administrators.

• In a 2008 statewide customer satisfaction survey of299 school corporations
serviced in Indiana, the support and satisfaction expressed by the
respondents* was similar:
o 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's network performance
o 100% of ENA customers would recommend ENA to others
o 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's resolution timeliness
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o ENA customers place the most value on ENA's ability to provide
proactive monitoring.
o According to the survey, superior customer service and support
differentiates ENA most from its competitors.
* Respondents included: Indiana technology coordinators, technicians, and

administrators.
~

In a 2008 customer satisfaction survey of 216 customers representing Public
Libraries serviced in Indiana, the support and satisfaction expressed by the
respondents* were also similar:
o 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's network performance
o 99% of ENA customers would recommend ENA to others
o 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's resolution timeliness
o ENA customers place the most value in ENA's ability to deliver a costeffective solution and provide E-Rate support.
o According_ to the survey, superior customer service and staff support
differentiates ENA most from its competitors.

* Respondents included: Indiana administrative coordinators, automated systems

coordinators, directors of technology, infonnation technology supervisors and
managers, librarians, library directors, systems administrators and managers,
technologists, and technology coordinators and consultants.
ENA has included several customer reference letters in Appendix J.
Customers Served
ENA's current client base includes long-term statewide contracts with three state
agencies-Indiana Department of Education, Indiana State Library and Greeneville City
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Schools Tennessee Consortium-as well as numerous contracts with individual school
districts, including large school districts such as Orange County Public Schools in
Orlando, Florida and Memphis City Schools in Memphis, Tennessee. ENA connects
over 4,500 end sites including 230 libraries, 450 school districts, more than 2.2 million
students, teachers and administrators, and more than 6.2 million librarians and patrons.
Almost all our client base is in the K-12 public education environment, reflecting our
dedicated focus on providing technology solutions for education.

Syringa Networks Qualifications and Experience
Syringa Networks is owned by 12 Idaho independent telephone companies. Executives
of these companies sit on Syringa Networks' Board of Directors. These directors live
and work in Syringa Networks' service area and have a vital interest in quality education
for all Idaho students, as well as having a stake in economic development in rural Idaho.
The companies have been in business, on average for between 50 and 75 years. They and
their staffs are an extension of Syringa Networks, providing staffing support,
infrastructure, and financing for Syringa Networks. These companies and Syringa
Networks are Idaho owned and operated companies who brought high capacity
telecommunication services to rural Idaho areas where they either were not available or
prohibitively expensive. Syringa and its member companies deliver broadband services
to their communities that are in many ways superior to those found in some more urban
communities. Syringa Networks also provide services in communities served by other
telecommunication companies such as Frontier, CenturyTel, and Qwest.
Syringa Networks is Idaho's Premier Fiber Network
Syringa Networks owns and operates diverse routed fiber optic backbone
telecommunications networks in Idaho. This network consists of over 1,300 route miles
of fiber~optic cable. Syringa has fiber connections to Level 3, 360 Networks, Qwest, tw
telecom, Integra Telecom. American Fiber Systems, Verizon, the Idaho Research Optical
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Network, and the State of Idaho at Meridian ISP. Syringa also connects to Frontier
Communications and CenturyTel through our member independent telephone companies.
Leased circuits provided connectivity to IXCs such as AT&T and many other long
distance telephone companies.
Services running on this fiber infrastructure include traditional TDM transport service
from DS-1 to OC-48, ATM, Frame Relay, and regional Ethernet. Applications running
on the network include switched voice services, SS7 services, wireless backhaul, high
bandwidth data circuits, managed video services, and Internet backbone service.
Syringa Networks is one of the vendors the State of Idaho selected to provide
telecommunications services under the ldaNet contracts. Syringa Networks and the
State, through the Idaho Department of Transportation, have signed a long term
agreement, "The Shared Resources Agreement'', which provides 45 Mbps A TM
connections to over a dozen locations around southern Idaho plus Meridian ISP. These
contracts can be leveraged to provide high-bandwidth collection sites for the IEN.
Syringa Networks' business requires us to optimize circuits to minimize our cost of
goods sold. Syringa Networks is accomplished at being able to do this optimization and
groom circuits to our benefit and to that of our customers. Syringa Networks aggregates
circuits from many Idaho communities and connects them to our diverse routed
backbone. This experience in aggregating circuits and the volume of connections
managed by Syringa enables us to provide high bandwidth connections for the State of
Idaho be_tter than most other providers. Syringa Networks will do this for the state of
Idaho in managing a statewide network.
Syringa's fiber network is equipped with state of the art electronics; including Fujitsu
SONET multi-plexors and ADV A dense wave division multiplexing equipment
(DWDM). This DWDM network enables Syringa to add capacity to our fiber rings
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simply be adding additional frequencies (colors of light) as the demands of our customers
increase. Syringa Networks has the capacity to grow our network easily to meet the
requirements of our customers.
Syringa Networks is the only vendor we are aware of that is offering regional native
Ethernet services in southern Idaho. One application on this Ethernet backbone is a GigE video transport service which is carrying over 170 video and audio channels around our
Eastern Ring. The ring topology protects the service in the event of a fiber or an
electronics failure at any one point on the network. This video network has been in
operation several years, demonstrating Syringa's ability to provide high-bandwidth video
services on our network.
Syringa Networks and its owner members qualifications, experience, and commitment to
Idaho are best summed in the facts of the following table:
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Figure 35: Syringa's Member Companies Commitment to Idaho
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9.8 (E) REFERENCES
The IEN Alliance respectfully submits the following trade references to the State of
Idaho. Our references will confirm our commitment to the K· 12 education community,
library systems, local community and state agencies. These references will also
substantiate our capability to successfully fulfill and go beyond the requirements as
requested in this RFP.

In addition to the references described in this section, we have also enclosed customer
reference letters in Appendix J.
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Account Reference #1 - Idaho School District
Customer Name:

Payette County Schools

Customer Address:

20 N. 12th Street
Payette. ID 83661

Customer Contact Name
& Title:

Pauline King, Superintendant, or
Barbara Choate, Business Manager

Contact Phone:

(208) 642-9366

Contact FAX:

(208) 642-9006

Contact E-mail:

paking@payetteschools.org
bchoate@payetteschools.org

Dates of Service:

7/l/2008-6/30/2011

Payette is a small rural community located near the Oregon-Idaho border of Southwestern
Idaho. In 2007, Payette School District was seeking a tum-key solution to increase the
bandwidth and reliability of their wide area network after experiencing significant
challenges with an unmanaged, unlicensed wireless solution for several years. In addition
to the district's wide area network, they were also experiencing challenges with their
locally-managed firewall and content filtering solutions as well as several networkdependent mission-critical applications. ENA. in partnership with Syringa Networks,
responded to the district's Request For Proposal and was awarded a three-year contract.
By combining Syringa's infrastructure and ENA's network management and valueadded services into a comprehensive, Priority 1 E-Rate eligible service, we were able
to implement a district-wide scalable fiber solution to connect all of Payette's school
sites along with a hosted firewall and content filtering solution that was far more
robust than the solution they had in place. As a result, Payette was able to leverage
substantially more E-Rate funds to increase the capacity, reliability and safety of its
network.
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Account Reference #2 - Statewide Education Network: Tennessee
Customer Name:

Tennessee Statewide Consortium
(Managed by Greeneville City Schools)

Customer Address:

129 W Depot Street
Greeneville, 1N 37742

Customer Contact
Name & Title:

Beverly Miller
Technology Coordinator

Contact Phone:

(423) 787-8019

Contact FAX:

(423) 638-2540

Contact E-mail:

mi Ilerb(@.gcschools.net

Dates of Engagement:

7/t/2007-6/30/2012

ENA was responsible for building one of the first statewide K-12 education
networks serving all K-12 schools in Tennessee in 1996. Subsequently, ENA was

awarded two consecutive contracts to manage the statewide network. In 2006 the
management structure of the network changed; the Tennessee Organization of School
Superintendents (TOSS) assumed the leadership and oversight role for the network with
Greeneville City Schools (GCS) acting as the E-Rate consortium lead on behalf of all
participating Tennessee school districts. ENA was awarded a new contract by the
consortium in 2007 to continue to manage the education network thereby serving the
majority of the schools across the State of Tennessee. ENA manages this network by
coordinating service delivery with 35 infrastructure providers (telecommunication and
cable companies, local utility providers and others) and through these partnerships has
facilitated the build-out of fiber-based broadband services to the vast majority of schools
across the state. In addition, ENA offers extensive E-Rate guidance and assistance and
was instrumental in the landmark "Tennessee Decision" establishing the eligibility of ont

premise equipment as a Priority 1 E-Rate service. This decision validated ENA's
managed service delivery model and continues to be a strong factor in the design of our

I

services and solutions.

I·
1.
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Account Reference# 3 - Statewide Education Network: Indiana
Customer Name:

Indiana Department of Education

Customer Address:

151 West Ohio Street, Indianapolis, IN 46207

Customer Contact Name
& Title:

Mike Huffinan
Special Assistant on Technology

Contact Phone:

(317) 590-5220

Contact FAX:

(317) 232-6672

Contact E-mail:

mhuffmanc@doe.state.in.us

Dates of Service:

7/l/2005-6/30/2010

-

In 2005, ENA was selected as the Managed Internet Service Provider for the K-12 school
corporations (districts) across the State oflndiana. This contract required a transition of
approximately 580 existing circuits (ranging from single and multiple Tis to 45 Mbps
DS3s per location) at over 300 school district sites across the State oflndiana prior to the
start of the 2005-2006 school year. The network transition was completed successfully in
a three-month period with the school corporations experiencing virtually no downtime.
ENA designed, provisioned and implemented all components necessary and is responsible
for network monitoring and management, Help Desk, and customer support. ENA
manages this statewide education network by coordinating service delivery with over 20
infrastructure providers (telecommunications companies, cable companies and others).
ENA also assists the Indiana Department of Education in equitably distributing the State
connectivity funds and completing the annual State Consortium E-Rate application.
Indiana school corporations are active users of video conferencing and distance learning
services.
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Account Reference #4 - Statewide Library Network
Customer Name:

Indiana State Library

Customer Address:

Library Development Office
140 N Senate Ave. Room 413
Indianapolis, IN

Customer Contact
Name & Title:

Karen Ainslie
Public Library Consultant

Contact Phone:

(317) 232-1938

Contact FAX:

(317) 232-0002

Contact E-mail:

kainslier@.librar:i::.in.gov

Dates of Service:

7/1/2006-6/30/2010

After a very successful transition and support oflndiana's K-12 network the previous
year, the Indiana State Library selected ENA to provide E-Rate eligible statewide
managed Internet access services to more than 180 public libraries across Indiana. The
project entailed transitioning approximately 200 existing circuits at 170 sites and
providing a comprehensive managed service in support of a statewide network serving
library patrons. ENA designed, provisioned and implemented all components necessary
and is responsible for network monitoring and management, Help Desk, and customer
support. Similar to the services provided to the K-12 school corporations in Indiana,
ENA coordinates service delivery by leveraging a wide variety of infrastructure
providers. By aggregating the volumes and connecting the schools and library sites
into a common backbone, greater economies of scale and savings were achieved.
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Account Reference #5 - Large School District
Customer Name:

Orange County Public Schools

Customer Address:

445 West Amelia Street, Orlando, FL 32801-1129

Customer Contact Name
&Title:

Hermes S. Mendez
Director, Infrastructure Information, Communications &
Technology Services

Contact Phone:

(407) 317-3200 extension 2262

Contact FAX:

(407) 317-3380

Contact E-mail:

hermes.mendez(@ocps.net

Dates of Service:

7/1/2007 - 6/30/2011

Orange County Public Schools (OCPS) is located in Orlando, Florida, and is the eleventhlargest school district in the U.S. In December of 2006, OCPS issued an RFP for districtwide Managed Broadband Internet Access. ENA was selected and subsequently awarded
a five-year contract to deploy and manage fiber upgrades ranging from 1OMbps to IGbps
to over 200 school and administrative sites across Orange County. ENA coordinated the
delivery of these services by leveraging fiber from three separate infrastructure providers
(two telecommunications companies and one cable company). The project was
successfully completed on schedule (within four months) and delivered nearly six-fold
increase in district-wide bandwidth with savings of $5.1 million over the five-year term of
the contract. Please see the enclosed case study titled, Enhance. Engage. Educate: How
the 11th Largest School District in the U.S. Ended Their Network Bottleneck and
Successfully Implemented Scalable Broadband Connectivity, outlining the implementation
process and cost-efficiency details of this project in Appendix L
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Account Reference Form #6 - Small Rural School District
Customer Name:

Scott County Schools

Customer Address:

208 Court Street
Huntsville, TN

Customer Contact
Name & Title:

C. Mike Lay
Technology Coordinator

Contact Phone:

(423) 663-2159

Contact FAX:

(423) 663-9682

Contact E-mail:

mike@scottcountx:.net

Dates of Service:

July 1, 1999, through June 30, 2012

Scott County Schools is a small, rural school district located in Huntsville, TN (designated as a
Rural Empowerment Zone by the U.S.D.A). The district secured a grant to provide one-time
funds to buy and build a video conferencing system to implement distance learning; however,
the funding did not provide funds for network upgrades and enhancements to support the new
system. Scott County's long term goal was to implement a high-speed fiber optic solution to all
schools. While it was certain that the distance learning project would drive the need for
additional bandwidth, the district wanted to demonstrate program success before investing
prematurely in infrastructure upgrades that would be underutilized for a period of time. Mike
Lay, the district technology coordinator, consulted with ENA to evaluate the bandwidth
requirements to run JP-enabled video equipment to support the project being funded by the
grant. Lay and ENA worked together to increase bandwidth capacity at several strategic school
sites, to the board of education and the public Internet. Quality of Service (QoS) was also added
to help prioritize traffic effectively, allowing adequate bandwidth for video conferencing at high
quality. After a successful pilot, the district gave the green light to implement upgrades at the
remaining sites. Even though options were extremely limited due to their rural location, ENA
aggressively pursued a relationship with Highland Telco, the local access provider and was able
to

implement I 00 Mbps fiber to all locations. ENA also worked closely with Tandberg to

implement QoS in support of the district's distance learning activities.
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Account Reference #7 - Large School District
Customer Name:

Knox County School District

Customer Address:

912 S. Gay Street, Floor 11, Knoxville, TN 379021814

Customer Contact Name &
Title:

Jim Idol
Technology Services Coordinator

Contact Phone:

(865) 594-1726

Contact FAX:

(865) 594-1325

Contact E-mail:

ido1j@kl2tn.net

Dates of Service:

7/1/1998 - 6/30/2012

Knox County school district is the third largest school district in Tennessee with
approximately 53,000 students and 92 facilities. ENA has been providing a variety of
managed network and Internet access services to Knox County Schools for 10 years
under multiple state and statewide consortium contracts. In mid-2005 they engaged with
ENA to upgrade the district's wide area network and deploy 100 Mbps fiber connections
to all locations. In addition to managed telecommunication and Internet access services,
ENA is providing hosted firewall and caching services, e-mail services, and extensive
network consulting. ENA has also worked in conjunction with the Knox County
Government to establish direct connections between the school district and the county to
optimize the performance of mission critical applications and exchange of data.
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Account Reference #8 - Community
Customer Name:

St. Luke's Boise Medical Center

Customer Address:

190 E. Bannock St. Boise, ID

Customer Contact Name &
Title:

Dana Shultz
IT Manager

Contact Phone:

(208) 381-3227

Contact FAX:

NIA

Contact E-mail:

schuJtzd@slrmc.org

Dates of Service:

2006- 2009

St. Luke's Boise Medical Center has been a customer ofSyringa Networks starting 2006.
St. Luke's has 10 circuits connecting the Boise, Idaho St. Luke's location to several rural
offices throughout the State ofldaho. The circuits range from 1.5 Mbps Tl's to 50Mbps
connections. ATM, frame relay, and Ethernet are the technologies being used for delivery
to St. Luke's locations.

I
I

[·
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Account Reference #9 - Government, State
Customer Name:

Idaho State Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation

Customer Address:

650 W. State Street, Room 150

Customer Contact Name &
Title:

Scott Williams
IT Network Analyst

Contact Phone:

208-287-6447

Contact FAX:

(208) 334-5305

Contact E-mail:

swilliams@vr.idaho.gov

Dates of Service:

2004-2009

The Department of Vocational Rehabilitation has been a customer of Syringa Networks
starting in 2004. Syringa Networks provides a OS l ATM circuit to Salmon, ID. Salmon,
ID is a rural area, where network options are very limited. Syringa Networks has been able
to provide a high quality of service and competitive pricing.
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Account Reference #10 - Government, State
Customer Name:

Idaho State Department of Labor

Customer Address:

317 W Main St. Boise, ID

Customer Contact Name &
Title:

Bob Hough
Network Manager

Contact Phone:

208) 332-3570 xt3409

Contact FAX:

(208) 334-6300

Contact E-mail:

bhough@cl.idaho.gov

Dates of Service:

2004- 2009

The Idaho Department of Labor (DOL) has been a customer ofSyringa Networks starting
in 2004. Syringa Networks currently provides 11 circuits throughout Idaho. Some of the
locations include Salmon, McCall, Hailey, Soda Springs, Meridian, Boise, and Payette
Idaho. The technologies of service include ATM DS I, ATM PVC's, and Ethernet. Syringa
Networks has enjoyed working close with DOL to ensure all of the DOL's needs are met
now and in the future.
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9.9 (ME) FINANCIALS
Include in. your proposal copies of the latest two years' audited annual financial statements;
and all partners pr~posed for the supply of this service. This information is for evaluation
purposes only, should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance
sheets, income statements. credit ratings, lines of credit, or other financial arrangements
sufficient to enable the Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This
information will be held in confidence to the extent that law allows.

ff audited financial data are unavailable, fuJly explain the reason and provide the latest nonaudited financial infonnation including balance sheets, income statements, lines of credit,
statements cir cash flow, and changes in financial position. Include inf9rmation to attest to the
acc]Jracy of the information provided.
. . . .
.
.

ENA Services, LLC (ENA) - Financial Information
ENA is a financially responsible and stable company with a strong balance sheet and
consistently profitable operating results. ensuring ENA's financial viability for the
foreseeable future. ENA has a $20 million surety bond facility with Travelers Casualty
and Surety Company of America. ENA has no long-tenn debt outstanding and in
addition to its own cash reserves has access to $15 million in bank credit lines to support
growth opportunities. ENA has been successfully delivering services of the type and
scope requested by this RFP since the broad adoption of the Internet and the inception of
the E-Rate program over 10 years ago
ENA currently successfully manages three statewide contracts consistent with the type of
services requested by the State of Idaho. ENA manages both the operational and
financial aspects of those contracts as well as several other large individual school
systems. Each of these contracts is profitable and provides a strong, stable and diverse
financial base. This strong base of long-term contractual relationships with numerous
education entities provides new customers of ENA, such as the State of Idaho, with
evidence of both historical and future financial and service strength. In addition to

,.
I

i

ENA's financial strength, ENA's sound strategic business relationships with over 50
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telecommunications, cable, utility and other service providers adds another level of
financial capability. While ENA is the primary manager oflntemet Service to its
customers, ENA's methodology includes gaining investment and financial cooperation
over the life ofits contracts from its underlying service provider partners. Simply stated,
when you select ENA as your provider, you will be receiving the financial strength and
invesnnent in the State of Idaho of ENA and its vendors, creating a very strong and stable
financial base to deliver all the services requested under this contract.
ENA has grown steadily over the life of the E-Rate program. ENA is now a top- I0
vendor recipient of E-Rate funding and the top vendor recipient of funding in the Internet
Access category. ENA has been a part of over $250 million of successful E-Rate filings.
ENA consists of ENA Services, LLC, a licensed telecommunications company qualified
to provide both, Internet Access and Telecommunication Services for E-Rate purposes,
and its parent company Education Networks of America, [nc., which owns 100% of ENA
Services, LLC. While ENA Services, LLC, will need to be listed as the prime on the
contract and will be the preferred named vendor on E-Rate filings, this bid is supported
by the full backing of the combined ENA and, as such, we have included the consolidated
financial information of Education Networks of America, Inc. and are prepared to
provide any further assurances or infonnation necessary to the State of Idaho regarding
this relationship. ENA is fully capable of delivering the services requested in this RFP
and has the financial strength to perform the required services throughout the full
potential term of the contract.

Audited Financial Statements
ENA's audited financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2007 and 2006, are

included in Exhibit 2.
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Dun and Bradstreet (D&B)
ENA's D&B Number is 01-0211-9835. The latest copy ofENA's Dun and Bradstreet
Supplier Qualifier Report is included in Exhibit 3.

Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa) - Financial Information
Syringa Networks, LLC is financially bolstered and owned by 12 Idaho Independent
Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs). The ILECs represent family owned telcos,
cooperatives and a publicly traded company (Fairpoint Communications). Most of these
companies are located in rural Idaho and serve the communication needs of these
communities.
Since its inception in 2002, Syringa Networks' has established itself as a reliable, costeffective and responsive telecommunications provider in the State of Idaho with an ever
increasing customer base in state government, higher education, health care, banking,
enterprise and wholesale wireless. The company provides numerous telecommunication
services to its customers. Syringa's ability to provide great service to its customers has
differentiated Syringa from its competitors and resulted in a 99% customer retention rate
year over year.

Syringa Networks experienced its best year of financial performance in 2008. The
company maintains a strong balance sheet with optimal leverage in order to position the
company for future growth. Syringa Networks' also maintains a healthy cash reserve that
enables the company to assess and invest in new opportunities that may present itself.
All investment opportunities are analyzed and decisions are made by its management
team in Boise, Idaho.

Therefore, Syringa Networks' is fully capable of delivering the services highlighted in
. the RFP and has the accompanying fmancial strength, stability and flexibility to perform
the required services throughout the term of the contract
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Audited Financial Statements
Syringa's audited financial statement and related footnotes for the years ended December
31, 2007 and 2006, are included in Exhibit 4.
Dun and Bradstreet {D&B}
Syringa's D&B Number is 031851616. The latest copy of Syringa's Dun and Bradstreet
Supplier Qualifier Report is included in Exhibit 5.

e
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An

(E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Provide biographical .· info1mation for each· ·staff member responsible for design,
implementation, project maruigement. or other positions identified in the requirements of the
RFP. ·Include relevant education, experience and licensing or certification.

IEN Alliance Management Team
ENA, as part of the IEN Alliance, assigns dedicated project management personnel
resources to guarantee end-to-end service delivery implementation and coordination. The
successful and reliable operation of the Idaho Education Network will be a direct result of
these dedicated personnel resources.
The implementation of the services described in this proposal will require the
involvement of several departments, including both technical and non-technical groups.
The key to a successful project is communication among all groups involved in the
project. As such, the Project Manager is responsible for driving the project, keeping both
the customer and internal departments informed of project status, and escalating any
issues to ensure customer expectations are met and resolutions are expedited.
The Project Manager and the support staff share the responsibility of addressing specific
technical issues. They will provide technical support for all implementation activity. Due
to the complexity and specificity required in today's network environment, we assign
multiple engineering personnel resources to implement concurrent project elements. All
personnel operate under the coordination leadership of the Project Manager.
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ENA Project and Customer Service Manager
Lenny Simpson, Senior Vice President
Telephone: (61S) 312-6082
E-mail: lsimpson@ena.com

Mr. Simpson is the Executive
Project and Customer Service
Manager for ENA. He joined ENA
in February 2007 after a 30-year

plus career at IBM. He is responsible for both deployment and ongoing management of
all technology and services throughout ENA. In his role as Executive Project Manager,

i.
'

Mr. Simpson will provide comprehensive planning, regular communication across both

l

I

the project team and the State ofldaho team, and disciplined coordination and follow-up
to ensure project success.

I
I

Mr. Simpson's experience includes over 10 years in significant leadership positions in IT
outsourcing services, with an emphasis on managing deployments and ongoing support
engagements involving the equipment and efforts of multiple vendors. His position at
IBM prior to joining ENA was Vice President, Services Integration, leading a unique

multi-supplier infrastructure-integration contract supporting a very large global
enterprise. In that role, Mr. Simpson developed techniques and processes that enabled
him to effectively lead multiple suppliers in supporting a customer's requirements~

ENA SVP Technology and CTO
Bob Collie
Telephone: (61S) 312-6004
E-mail: bcollie@ena.com

Mr. Collie joined the ENA team in
March 2000. He is responsible for both
solution development and ongoing
management oversight of all technology

and services throughout ENA, ensuring that ENA's connectivity and communication

solutions are designed for the unique needs of education and libraries. He brings
innovative and emerging technologies to ENA's customers through his active
participation in regional and national associations such as lntemet2 and StateNets. He
has significant experience in integrating new technologies and solutions into existing
networks, making them faster and more reliable, and with ~ssive technology
deployments.
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Prior to joining ENA, he served as Chief Technical Officer for Telalink Corporation, a
regional Internet service provider, and then as Integration Project Manager for PSINet.
Mr. Collie oversees the overall technical architecture and direction of the company.

ENA Network Architect
Cory Ayers, Director of Network Strategy
Telephone: (615) 312-61S8
E-mail: cayers@ena.com

Mr. Ayers joined ENA in 2000 as a
Senior Network Architect and was
promoted to Director of Network
Strategy in 2008. He has achieved the

highest levels of network and technical certifications including: Microsoft Certified
Professional (MCP), Microsoft Certified Profession (+I/NT4), Microsoft Certified
Systems Engineer (MCSE/NT4), Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), Cisco
Certified Internetwork Professional (CCIP), Cisco Certified Network Professional
(CCNP) and Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE #16874). He is responsible for
defining architecture design, strategy development, implementation and administration of

core network technologies, services and standards. He reviews, plans, designs and
evaluates network systems including network analysis, engineering and network
hardware configuration. Mr. Ayers provides the highest level of escalation for Network
Engineering to address any difficult issues and recommends improvements or strategies
for resolution.

Prior to joining ENA, Mr. Ayers was a technical consultant with InfoAdvantage and TEK
Systems, both located in Nashville, Tennessee.

In addition to the project management and support team personnel listed above, the
technical support team will include Senior Network and Systems Engineers and Field
Service Engineers. The job descriptions and primary responsibilities for these positions
are as follows:
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Senior Network Engineer - Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) or

equivalent. Senior Network Engineers support the technical needs of both
internal and external customers to maintain the highest levels of network
availability, perfonnance, and growth- all with the utmost respect,
professionalism, and courtesy. They research, evaluate, recommend, design,
implement and support current and new technologies for the improvement of
our infrastructure. Senior Network Engineers provide documentation relative
to the existing and evolving network in such a manner as to impart
information to other departments and facilitate internal knowledge transfer.
Primary responsibilities include:
o Design, build, implement and support new network architectures.

o Administer and maintain existing networks. Provide support for customer

issues and coordinate third party vendor interaction to ensure prompt and
professional resolution.
o

Research, evaluate and recommend new technologies. Provide knowledge
transfer, cross-training, and documentation in a group setting.

• Jay Power, Brian Summers, Teffany Koch and Doug Gluntz are several of

ENA's Network Engineers who will be assisting on the IEN project. Each of
these highly skilled Network Engineers brings a distinctive skill set to project
implementation and maintenance. For example, Mr. Power was the lead
project designer for the TN K-12 network JP transition during 2007. He has
also served as project lead for several ofENA's GigaPOP installations in
Chicago and Washington, D.C. Each of the Network Engineers shares a

desire to operate with excellence and brings value and relevant experience to
the IEN project.

• Senior Systems Engineer - Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer/Red Hat
Certified Engineer (MCSE/RHCE) or equivalent. Senior Systems Engineers

Cl
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design, install, configure and maintain the organization's server systems.
They analyze and resolve problems associated with server hardware,
Windows, Linux, BSD and applications software. Senior Systems Engineers
detect, diagnose and fix Windows-, Linux-, and BSD-related problems on
both server and desktops systems as well as perform a wide variety of tasks in
software/hardware maintenance and operational support of
Windows/Linux/BSD Server systems. They research and plan for technology
improvements and design disaster recovery plans. They apply knowledge,
skills and experience in a consultative arrangement with external customers.
Primary responsibilities include:
o

Administer the in-house production Windows and/or Linux and BSD
servers.

o Support Windows 2000 domain, active directory, and Exchange
architecture.
o

Research and recommend technology or architecture improvements in a
very dynamic, multi-vendor network.

o

Support both Bind and Windows DNS, Internet E-mail, production
Windows and Linux/BSD servers, and other utility servers.

o Use advanced knowledge of the OSI Application Model, the TCP/IP stack,

and Internet protocols such HTTP, DNS, and SMTP to design solutions
and troubleshoot customer and production issues.
o

Assist in supporting production servers in the field such as RSP filtering
servers and caching servers in a ticketing environment.

o

Support customers with consulting services related to areas of expertise.

• Marc Powell, Weldon Godfrey and Jeff Henderson are several ofENA's
Systems Engineers who will be assisting with the JEN project These highly

experienced System Engineers are responsible for ENA services such as
content filtering, ENA Mail, DNS systems, network monitoring and trending
systems as well as other support systems. Mr. Powell is a Red Hat Certified
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Engineer with over 12 years experience with various Linux-based
distributions, Open Source systems and Internet protocols/systems. He brings
an extensive knowledge of systems and methods to the project.

•

Field Service Engineer - Field Service Engineers install, troubleshoot, repair

and maintain telecommunications equipment in the field. Primary
responsibilities include:
o Travel to customer locations to install, troubleshoot and support inside
wiring from Telco's Demarc to access router. Troubleshoot network
hardware problems, utilize network analyzers and test equipment.
o Create, update and maintain accurate site documentation. Document
problem resolution on internal ticketing system.
o Perform "on-call" duties as required, responding to all call-outs within a
specified area. Ensure 24x7x365 availability for customer's mission
critical network services.
o Test and repair equipment returned from field.
Additional Key Personnel
In addition to the Project Management Team, IEN Alliance employs a proven team of
network design and deployment professionals including Tier I, 2 and 3 Help Desk and
engineering personnel as well as an extensive customer support team that delivers service
excellence to our customers. Because the IEM Alliance ENA is focused on serving
education, libraries and governmental agencies, each member of our team has extensive
experience delivering quality services to customers.
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This team includes the following key leaders:
David Pierce, CEO and President, ENA

Mr. Pierce joined ENA in 2002, assuming day-to-day management of the company. With
24 years of successful management experience, Mr. Pierce was responsible for operations
with over $3 billion in revenues as a Vice President at IBM. At Vastera Corporation, a
provider of managed services to global Fortune 2000 clients, he was responsible for client
acquisition, service and satisfaction as Senior Vice President, Worldwide Field
Operations. Mr. Pierce brings a passion for delivering the highest possible levels of
customer service to ENA's customers. Mr. Pierce oversees the day-to-day operations of
ENA.
Greg Lowe, CEO, Syringa Networks

Mr. Lowe brings an extensive technical background, management skills and strong
financial acumen to his new role as Chief Executive Officer at Syringa Networks.
Trained as an engineer, Mr. Lowe has spent 25 years in the telecommunications industry
and has achieved a number of notable accomplishments, including being awarded seven
patents. Prior to joining Syringa Networks, Mr. Lowe served as Chief Operating Officer
for TXP Corporation and also for White Rock Networks, a telecommunications company
that provided fiber optic telecom systems designed for low cost delivery of Ethernet and
legacy services. While at White Rock Networks, he managed the U.S and China
operations. Previously, Mr. Lowe spent four years at ADC Telecom as Vice President of
Engineering, where he was responsible for leading engineering and testing for product
lines generating over $150 million with telecommunications customers.
Stephen Maloney, Consultant to Syringa Networks

Mr. Maloney was CEO of Syringa Networks from January 2002 through retirement in
2009. He now continues to consult for Syringa Networks. Under Mr. Maloney's
leadership, Syringa Networks grew and became a robust 1,300 mile fiber network in the
State ofldaho it is today. Prior to joining Syringa Networks, he worked in management
for Micron Internet Services and Fiberpipe. He has also served as Associate Vice
President for Data Processing and Information Systems as Boise State University. While
there, he initiated network projects that included installing what was then the largest fiber
optic campus network in the area and making the first high speed connection to the
Internet in Idaho. He led the creation of a consortium of education and other users to
create a statewide network that was part of WestNet, the regional NSFNet project
connection point. Mr. Maloney was a member of the WestNet Steering Committee and
continues to participate in WestNet activities.
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Rex Miller. Chief Financial Officer, ENA
Mr. Miller has been with ENA since August 1998. His 16 years of finance and
accounting experience help ensure that ENA has the financial strength to serve its
customers well into the future. He also has extensive experience in E-Rate funding.
Prior to joining ENA, he served as Director of Finance of Coventry Corporation, a $1
billion managed health care company. Mr. Miller also spent seven years as an audit
manager for Arthur Andersen, LLP. Mr. Miller oversees all financial operations,
including E-Rate funding efforts.

Steve Wagner, VP of Operations, Syringa Networks
Mr. Wagner joined Syringa Networks in 2002, assuming the operations management role
in the company. With 28 years of successful engineering, operations, and technical
experience, Mr. Wagner was responsible for Systems Engineering for enterprise and
service provider customers for the Idaho and Montana region of Cisco Systems. At the
County of Riverside in California, Mr. Wagner held the position of Senior Data
Networking Engineer providing data networks engineering for 70 county departments, K12 Education, state and federal agencies in Riverside County. Prior to that, Mr. Wagner
held several management. supervisory, and technical positions in the Special Services
organization at Pacific Bell.

Adam Johnston, Vice President of Sales
Mr. Johnston joined Syringa Networks in 2002 to manage the Telecom Carrier market.
Mr. Johnston has over 18 years of experience in combined sales and management roles
with major industry carriers and hardware providers. After six successful years of
growing and serving the wholesale market at Syringa Networks, he was chosen to direct
and lead the entire sales organization including Enterprise, Government and Education.
His main responsibility focuses on client acquisition, service and satisfaction. Mr.
Johnston adds unique knowledge and perspective while delivering the highest levels of
services and support to his customers.

Gayle Nelson, Vice President, Customer Services, ENA
Ms. Nelson joined ENA in 2004 bringing over twenty years of experience in sales,
operations management and customer service. She is responsible for customer
relationship management and business development activities nationwide. Prior to
joining ENA, she held a variety ofleadersbip roles at IBM and was most recently the
Business Unit Executive responsible for software sales and customer service in a five,.
state region in the Midwest. She also served as Director of Sales at Vastera Corporation,
a provider of global trade managed services to Global 2000 companies, where she was
responsible for technology and managed services sales and customer relations. Ms.
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Nelson oversees all customer relations coordinated through the Account Services
Managers.

Lillian Kellogg, Vice President, Client Services, ENA
Ms. Keilogg has dedicated her career to education and technology and has more than 20
years of experience in working with school districts and libraries in the field of
educational technology. She is a member of the board of directors for the Software and
Information Industry Association (SHA), the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN)
and the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. She co-chairs CoSN's Empowering the 21st
Century Superintendent initiative as well as co-chairs the education board for SHA.
Lillian also serves as a member of the Executive Committees for CoSN and the
Partnership for 21st Century Skills. Before joining ENA, she served as Vice President of
Strategic Relations for netTrekker, the trusted search engine for schools. Prior to
netTrekker, she founded The Peak Group, an industry-leading consultancy that published
industry analysis reports on emerging technologies in education such as virtual schools
and wireless technologies. She started her career as a high school teacher and has held
national positions with education and library market leaders such as Encyclopedia
Britannica. Ms. Kellogg oversees marketing and research and development as well as
strategic national association partnerships.

Jean Schmidt. Chief People Officer, ENA
With 35 years experience in leading human resources, administration, and strategic
planning for several US Fortune 500 companies, Mrs. Schmidt joined ENA as Chief
People Officer in October 2000. Mrs. Schmidt's career has been focused on leading and
facilitating the development and implementation of business strategies for a company's
major growth and change initiatives. Prior to joining ENA, she was Vice President of
Human Resources and Administration and Business Planning for Aspect
Communications. Mrs. Schmidt oversees all human relations and personnel policies.

Oliver Landow, National Customer Services Director
Mr. Landow joined ENA in 2008 and has extensive experience marketing complex
enterprise technology to government agencies and Fortune 2000 companies. Oliver has a
track record of ensuring his customers receive the highest level of customer satisfaction
due to his constant vigilance and personal attention required in today's ever changing
high tech environments. Mr. Landow is responsible for the overall growth, retention and
strategic planning of key opportunities across the United States.
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Michael McKerley - Director of Research and Development, ENA

Mr. McKerley began working with ENA in July of 2000. He is responsible for leading
ENA's technology research, evaluation and product development efforts. He is
specifically focused on designing and deploying network-based services for ENAmanaged networks. Mr. McKerley is the co-architect of ENA Connect, ENA's flagship
VoIP, Telecommunications and Long Distance service, and, as Director of Research &
Development, he is primarily responsible for ensuring that ENA's ongoing voice
enhancements and innovations continue to meet and exceed the needs of the nation's
educators in the 21st century. Prior to joining ENA, Mr. McKerley served as a consultant
for the state of Wisconsin Department of Info-Tech Services, where he worked to provide
managed network and technology services to over twenty-five different state agencies
spread across the state. He has also worked as an engineer for Oracle, the software
development company, and Atlas Copco, an international manufacturing conglomerate
with offices throughout North America, Europe and Asia.
Simon Weller, Director of Product Design, ENA

Mr. Weller joined ENA in 2004 and has served in leading engineering and technical roles
throughout his career. Mr. Weller has several technical certifications including Cisco
Certified Network Associate (CCNA) and Linux Professional Institute Level 2
Certification (LPIC-2). Mr. Weller is the co-architect of ENA's flagship voice solution,
ENA Connect. Mr. Weller oversees ENA's ongoing product development, enhancements
and innovations.
Amanda Pappas, Voice Product Manager, ENA

Ms. Pappas joined ENA's Research and Developmentteam in 2008, bringing with her
over a decade of voice and telecommunications experience. During her tenure at
AT&T/SBC, she served as product manager of their Voice over IP products, and
managed the development and roll-out ofSBC's hosted VoIP Product Prior to that, she
worked in Procurement, where she led cross-functional teams in saving millions of
dollars, expediting contracts and overall vendor management. At ENA, Ms. Pappas is
responsible for providing strategic management of our suite of voice solutions and
services which includes the coordination of product releases and ensuring a smooth
transition for new products.
Paul Brady. Director of Network Engineering. ENA

Mr. Brady began working at ENA in August of 1999. He manages a team of IT
professionals in support ofENA's network and network infrastructure. He is responsible
for the overall performance and availability of the network. He also ensures network
problems are identified and addressed in a timely manner commensurate to customer
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problems are identified, received, documented, distributed and corrected.

Monica Farner, Director of Marketing, ENA
Mrs. Farner joined ENA in 2000 and in the last nine years has demonstrated an
enthusiastic and results-oriented dedication to improving education through technology in
the schools and libraries across Florida, Indiana and Tennessee. Before joining ENA, she
served as the Product Marketing Director at Passport Health Communications, an
industry-leading technology company dedicated to creating online technologies that
improve the healthcare process for both patients and healthcare staff. Mrs. Farner is
responsible for customer retention and satisfaction. customer communications, product
management and value-added services.

Ward Chaffin, Director of Finance. ENA
Mr. Chaffin joined ENA in 2000 as ENA's Director of Finance. Now having over 16
years of experience in accounting and finance, his primary responsibilities include cash
management, budget development, financial reporting, audit coordination. securing
insurance and overseeing tax requirements. Mr. Chaffin also takes care to ensure ENA's
compliance with all federal, state and local laws. He is responsible for ENA's success in
streamlining accounting processes to maximize efficiencies in the department. Mr.
Chaffin manages all ofENA's corporate accounting and budget functions.
April Scott, Director of Finance. ENA

In January 1999, Mrs. Scott joined ENA as the Director of Finance for E-Rate
Operations. Mrs. Scott's primacy responsibilities are managing ENA's E-Rate financial
operations, technology provisioning, vendor relations and assisting customers in
complying with E-Rate guidelines. She has been instrumental in obtaining in excess of
$100 million in E-Rate funding approvals for ENA customers. Mrs. Scott brings over
nine years of financial experience to ENA. Mrs. Scott oversees all aspects of financial
operations, including technology provisioning and E-Rate filing assistance and
compliance.

Travis Wales, Field Services Manager, ENA
Mr. Wales joined ENA in 2002 as a Field Services Engineer. He was promoted to Field
Services Manager in 2007. As such, he provides direction to a team of field engineers
and support analysts who maintain and support data communication systems. He
identifies issues and appropriate course of action as well as works with Network
Operations and other infrastructure support persoMel to resolve customer service calls
within SLA guidelines and department standards.
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Dana Briggs, Network Operations Center Manager, ENA

Mr. Briggs has over 14 years of experience in customer support. His prior experience
included a former Fortune 500 PC manufacturer, and just before joining ENA he worked
for one of the most profitable private telecoms in the country located in the Midwest. Mr.
Briggs also served as the Manager of Technical Support and Customer Service with over
90 agents for PrairieWave Communications (now Knology, Inc.) located in South
Dakota. Mr. Briggs' career has focused on Technical Support and Network Monitoring
for residential, business and education-based customers. Mr. Briggs joined ENA in
February 2008 as the Network Operations Center Manager. He specializes in providing
various technologies to resolve problems and obtain high levels of customer satisfaction.
Mr. Briggs oversees all customer support and network monitoring for ENA.
Greg Horton, Proiects and Development Manager, ENA

With over IO years experience in the information technology, software development and
project management arenas, including positions within several U.S. Fortune 1000
companies, Mr. Horton joined ENA as Projects and Development Manager in June 2008.
His career has focused on partnering with business units to leverage technology solutions
in support of operational and strategic initiatives. Prior to joining ENA, Mr. Horton was
the IT Project Manager for the Business Intelligence initiative with Comdata
Corporation. Mr. Horton oversees a team of software development, database
administration and project management professionals responsible for designing,
developing and delivering ENA's software solutions.
Terry Guilyard, Proiect Manager, ENA
A seasoned professional with 27 years in the Information Technology (IT) and
Telecommunications industries, Mr. Guilyard has worked for several Fortune I 00
companies in the telecommunications, petroleum, and healthcare industries. His
experience includes voice engineering, product evaluation, and telecom management.
Mr. Guilyard has worked with numerous voice technologies including IP telephony,
interactive voice response, voice messaging, call centers, and wireless voice technologies,
to name a few. Prior to joining ENA, he was Director of Voice Systems and Engineering
at a very large healthcare company where he lead the development of the voice strategy
for this very diverse enterprise with over 200,000 employees and over a thousand voice
systems. Mr. Guilyard is responsible for managing the implementation of voice systems
atENA.

Courtney Dirks, lmplpmtation Protect Manager, ENA
In February 2006, Ms. Dirks joined ENA in Operations Support. Reflecting her
experience in operations, Ms. Dirks was promoted several times and most recently to the
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position oflmplementation Project Manager. Ms. Dirks currently manages the
implementation of fiber/wireless circuits to ensure projects are completed on time, within
budget. and with a high degree of customer satisfaction.
Joe Temple, Implementation Proiect Manager, ENA
Mr. Temple joined ENA in 2006 as a Customer Support Engineer after the completion of
his Master's in Information and Communication Sciences. While obtaining his Bachelor
of Science degree from Ball State University, he worked as a Technical Support
Consultant for the University. In Joe's most recent position as one of ENA's
Implementation Project Manger's, he ensures the successful deployment ofENA's
circuit-based service offerings to customers from initial career cost inquiry to final
installation.

Kris Vivrette, E-Rate Support, ENA

Mrs. Vivrettejoined ENA in 2005. As ENA's Senior Finance Specialist, she is
responsible for supporting the Finance Team with a focus on telecom cost analysis,
invoicing and government program compliance. Mrs. Vivrette also works with
customers to respond to E-Rate requests and completes E-Rate invoices and other
vendor-required forms.
All ENA personnel who will be working on the IEN project will undergo any

· required background screening, for approval to work on school grounds.
Full resumes for all personnel responsible for the design, implementation, project
management and operations of the IEN can be found in Exhibit 6.
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9.11

Office an

implementation pian for. the
The Contractor will submit to the State of Idaho CIC>
deployment of the services, along with proposed pricing schemes that reflect the.services to be
induded in the associated contract resulting from the award of this RFP for deployment of
services. Specifically. it is envisioned that Vendors shall provide written details of an JEN
Phased Deployment plan that will include: Network Discovery (e.g. assisting the State in the
inventory of already existing legacy public school, libraries and· state agency networks to
include network equipment, connectivity, facilities, use of E-Rate Funding, etc); Analysis of
Survey findings (to identify actual network build out requirements); School Participation\ !EN
Marketing Plan; Pilot program "Proof of Concept" installations to validate requirements; "Go
Idaho Public High Schools; An.
live" Phase 1· for installation of services ·support to
Operations and Maintenance plan; followed by funire IEN Phased Deployments.(Elementary,·
Middl~ schools, Libraries, State agencies) .and Technology refreshn1ent plans .. ·

an

IEN Alliance Implementation Roadmap
The IEN Alliance phased implementation plan outlined in this section is based on the
foHowing goa]s and parameters:
•

Conduct a "Network Discovery" to identify and leverage existing state and local
investments in infrastructure, hardware, and other state and locally-procured
assets wherever possible in order to achieve maximum cost efficiencies.

•

Analyze findings to identify any network build-out requirements.

•

Develop and implement a model that enables and fosters public-private
partnerships.

•

Create a marketing and customer outreach plan to communicate the IEN Project
and its scheduled phased implementation plan.

•

Work with limited funding in Year 1 to gather data and demonstrate success by
establishing proof of concepts that can be replicated statewide in an effort to
secure additional funding in subsequent years and develop a sustainable funding
model.

•

Achieve the migration of the Phase I and Phase II school sites to IEN over a three
to five year period based on need, existing district contract obligations and local
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access provider bui1d-0ut schedules. This migration will be accomplished
through execution under a project plan focused on a seamless transition for
existing and new sites.
•

Implement backbone connectivity and service support models to optimize overall
effectiveness and to leverage the federal E-Rate discount program to the greatest
extent possible and practical.

•

Introduce value-added services that leverage the shared IEN infrastructure and
support model and facilitate the sharing of resources on a regional and/or
statewide basis over time based on success and acceptance.

The uncertainties related to funding and scope in the first 12-18 months necessitate a
more high-level and collaborative initial approach to the implementation plan. Upon
achieving a more complete picture of the existing environment and resources available
through discovery and analysis, we will create a project plan that captures all the detailed
activities and timelines that we typically provide and that are critical to the success of a
project of this nature. We have outlined a phased implementation plan based on four
high-level strategies that answer the following key questions:
o Connectivity - How wiIJ we "Go Live" and transition or connect IEN Customers?
o Operations and Maintenance - How will we implement. manage and support a
superior, scaleable and future-proof statewide network?
o Funding - How will we effectively utilize funding sources such as E-Rate to
leverage State and local budgets.?
o Communications and Collaboration - How will we effectively communicate
and outreach to IEN customers and engage a community around the IEN?

Connectivity
The ultimate goal of this plan is to establish a shared statewide backbone that provides
the state of Idaho with a scalable network architecnrre that will fulfill the Phase I and
Phase II requirements of this RFP and to leverage as much existing infrastructure and as
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many existing assets as possible to minimize costs. We believe this is achievable over a
three to five year period provided adequate funding is available in each year to achieve
the established milestones
For the first 90-120 days the plan focuses on two primary activities:
1. Finalize and begin to execute a plan to upgrade and integrate the existing ldaNet

backbone into the proposed IEN backbone infrastructure and develop a solid plan
for migrating current ldaNet end sites to the new backbone, and
2. Conduct a significant data gathering and analysis exercise for the purpose of

solidifying costs and requirements and identifying solid "Proof of Concept'' sites
for implementation in Year I.
As outlined in Section 9.1, the architecture and plan that we have proposed provides a
mechanism to connect to and begin the transitioning IdaNet MGX ATM network. with
little to no loss of service to the agencies that currently use that network.
In addition, the IEN Alliance Partners will assist the State in conducting a comprehensive
inventory of existing legacy public school, libraries and state agency networks to include
network equipment, connectivity, facilities, use ofE-Rate and other relevant data that
will enable us to identify actual network build-out requirements. Having managed and
supported numerous statewide education network implementations and transitions, we
have developed tools and processes that streamline and simplify the process of gathering
and maintaining this data. Using these templates as a baseline, we will work with OCIO
and DOE to make any customizations necessary and finalize the methods for data
gathering and survey distribution. Please see Section 8.1.4 and Appendix B for details
on our approach to data gathering and sample data gathering tools.

Once the data gathering process is complete, the data will be analyzed to identify sites
that are strong candidates for participating in the "Proof of Concept'' stage based on a list
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of characteristics that have been established in cooperation with DOE/OCIO. Based on
our understanding of the objectives for the proof of concept installations, we have
outlined the approach we would recommend in defining the criteria and selecting the
optimal proof of concept sites and have suggested a list of characteristics to look for to
make the final selection. Please see Section 8.1.7 for detailed information on our "Proof
of Concept" approach.
Following the data gathering and proof of concept phases the IEN Alliance will work
with OCIO to develop a detailed project plan to connect the remaining Phase I sites to the
IEN backbone. While we believe that connecting all Phase I sites is achievable by the
2/01/2010 target date, the project schedule will rely on the level of funding that is
available as well as existing school district contract commitments. Where contracts are in
place with carriers who are not currently an IEN Alliance Partner, we will work with the
school districts and the local providers to explore additional partnership opportunities as
well as options to assume existing contracts to facilitate participation in IEN. The IEN
Alliance has a very successful track record doing both.
The project plan associated with this phase will be in a similar format to the sample
project plan that we have provided in Appendix Q. This project plan, in Microsoft
Project format, represents an actual project that ENA completed in 2007. The project
entailed working with three different carriers to transition a large school district's entire
wide area network (over 200 end sites) while simultaneously upgrading over 75% of the
end sites from Tl s to scalable fiber service. It is important to note the extensive
preparation, testing and contingency planning that is undertaken prior to cutover/"Go
Live". These activities are a standard part of all network transition project plans and
essential to eliminate or minimize downtime when service is transitioned.
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Operations and Maintenance Plan
An operational plan for a project such as IEN, one that crosses organizational and agency
boundaries and will support a wide range of communities, begins by estab1ishing a solid
governance model. One of the most important attributes of this governance model is
cross-organizational executive sponsorship to provide clear strategic direction, ensure the
alignment of goals and objectives, provide for the appropriate oversight, and streamline
the process for resolving issues. As outlined in Section 8.5, we recommend the
establishment of a governance council to be co-chaired by the State of Idaho project
sponsor and the JEN Alliance executive project manager and to include the appropriate
service delivery executives from the IEN Alliance Partners as well as members from
OCIO, the State Department of Education and other state entities as required. This body
will oversee the execution of the project, consider and approve scope change requests,
assure prompt issue resolution, and evaluate overall delivery excellence.
The chart below illustrates a concept of how the Governance Council might be structured.
If awarded a contract we will work with the OCIO to incorporate your suggestions and
formalize this governance model.

Figure 36: IEN Alliance Governance Council Model
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The IEN Alliance Service Delivery Team will be staffed with a team of experts in the
following areas:
•

Ordering and Provisioning

•

Network Architecture and Engineering

•

Help Desk Support and Field Services

•

Billing and E-Rate Administration

•

Customer Relationship Management and Outreach

The JEN Alliance will establish a Network Operation Center and central Help Desk in or
near Boise and maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile for communication during
all phases of the project and will maintain these lines for the duration of the project.
While there are numerous partners represented in this response, the IEN Alliance will
establish a single point of contact for each end user community to be responsible for all
aspects of service delivery, including: order entry, installation, maintenance and
24x7x52x365 support for all components of the service. It will be the IEN Alliance's
responsibility to coordinate all resources necessary to maintain and support the service
and provide for rapid response to resolve issues in the event of a service disruption.
In addition to the toll-free Help Desk, the IEN Alliance will assign Account Service
Managers (ASM) to be responsible for Customer Relationship Management and
Outreach. The ASM team will play an integral role in the data gathering process and in
achieving the milestones established under the IEN Marketing Plan. Once the Proof of
Concept sites are implemented, the assigned ASM will be responsible for monitoring
progress at these sites and for documenting successes as evidence to support the
subsequent year's budget request. In addition, it is the ASM's responsibility to gather
customer feedback on an ongoing basis and provide ongoing input to the IEN Alliance
Governance Council as part ofthe continuous improvement process.
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The IEN Alliance team will expand over time as the number of communities and end
sites connected to IEN and served and supported by the IEN Alliance grows.

Funding
The third key component of the Implementation Plan will be to develop a long-term
sustainable business plan. Funding remains a serious challenge to schools and libraries,
and in the current economic climate will only intensify. It will, therefore, be critical to
leverage all possible funding resources (federal, state, local and private sector), with a
particular focus on maximizing the E-Rate program. The State is taking the first step by
establishing IEN and creating a vehicle to aggregate service and create economies of
scale.
Assuming a contract is executed within the timeframe established in this RFP, one of the
first things that will need to be done is to complete the E-Rate Form 471 application
requesting E-Rate reimbursements to match funds that are being requested for the 20092010 fiscal year. Leveraging the IEN Alliance's E-Rate expertise, we will assist the State
in completing this application. Please see Section 8.1.39 of this RFP response for detailed
information on our comprehensive E-Rate support process.
Throughout the first t 8 months the IEN Alliance will conduct E-Rate training and
roundtable sessions and work with the school districts and libraries to develop and
document a plan to optimize E-Rate funding for 2010/20 t I. This plan. along with the
information gathered during the inventory and proof of concept phases, will serve as
input and will enable the State to conduct a cost-benefit analysis based on actual results
to quantify future costs and develop a more defined business plan. We understand that it

will be imperative to demonstrate success as well as the cost-effectiveness of the project

in the early phases of IEN in order to secure future funding and we are committed to
assist in this endeavor.
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The IEN Alliance stays informed and ahead of funding opportunities to assist schools and
libraries in offsetting the costs ofinfrastructure. We are dedicated to working with the
State to continuously research and leverage funding sources that will allow us to deliver
enhanced services
Communications and Collaboration

The key to a successful project is communication among all involved entities (i.e. the
JEN customers, the State of Idaho, the Department of Education, Commission for
Libraries, and all JEN Alliance members. As such, if awarded a contract, the JEN
Alliance will work with the State to develop a "Communication and Outreach Plan" This
plan will establish communication outreach to all IEN customers at scheduled intervals
throughout the transition period. Please see examples of our customer transition
communication outreach newsletters from a previous statewide network transition in
Indiana in Appendix K.
Outlined below is an example of the customer communication and outreach schedule
ENA developed in collaboration with the Indiana Department of Education when
transitioning their school districts to the new ENA INschools.net network.

!.

I
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Indiana Q2 - Q4
Customer Communication and Outreach Plan
Quarter2

Apr 8,
2005

ENA Customer
Communication

E-mail/Listserv

Supts, Tech
Directors

Intro to ENA

Apr 18,
2005

ESC Executive
Director's Meeting

Presentation

ESC
Executive
Directors,
ESC Staff

Establish relationship
and Customer Outreach
Program

April 18,
2005

ENA Customer
Communication

E-mail/Ustserv/
Mail

Supts, Tech
Directors

Update on network
transition lans

Apr 20,
2005

Meet with Cheryl
Orr

Meeting 1:1

Education
Roundtable

Build high level IN
state/ ov relationsh· s

Apr 21,
2005

UNITE Users
Conference

Booth

Tech
Directors

Establish relationship,
visibill and awareness

April 1130,2005

Customer Upgrade
Confirmation

Phone Contact

Tech
Directors

Confirm upgrade
re uests

May 1,
2005

ENA Customer
Communication

E-mail/Ustserv/
Mail

Supts, Tech
Directors

Promote ESC meetings
and transition date

May1May 31,
2005

ESC Regional
Meetings

Presentation

Supts, Tech
Directors,
ESC Staff

Establish Relationship,
Visibility and Awareness

May1Jun 30,
2005

Association
Meetings

Meetings 1:1

IAPSS

Establish relationship,
visibility and awareness

{Supts),

1·

IASP

{Principals),
HECC/ICE
{Tech
Directors
May1Sep 30,
2005

ENA customer
Visits

Meetings 1:1

Supts, Tech
Directors

State of Idaho

Meet personally with au
school corporations
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Jun 1,
2005

ENA Customer
Communication

E-mail/Listserv/
Mail

Supts, Tech
Directors

Establish relationship,
visibilitv and awareness

Jun 13-14,
2005

IN High School
Summit

Sponsor

Chief,
Princioals

Establish relationship,
visibilitv and awareness

Quarter3

- ~'~" ™·~' ~
• •f!a·>:;~;;.,~-·-"t
.,\,!}

•

\~:,.\l)

,

•

..

•

.,

•

•

•

•

'

••

Jul 1,
2005

ENA Customer
Communication

E-mail/Listserv/
Mail

Supts, Tech
Directors

Welcome!
Transition comolete

Aug 15,
2005

Invitation Online Support
Tools Webinar

E-maiVListserv

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Participation in Webinar

Aug 17,
2005

Webinar - VoIP

IN UPDATE

Tech Directors

Introduce ENA Voice
Solutions

Aug 19,
2005

IN UPDATE
Communication

E-mail/Listserv

Tech Directors,
Primarv Contacts

Update on INschools
network and activities

Aug 22,
2005

Webinar- Online
Suoport Tools

Webinar

Tech Directors,
Primarv Contacts

Training on support
tools

Aug 31,
2005

Call Us First
Promotion

Desktop
Promotional
Item

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Call us first for service
and support

Sep 2,
2005

Reminder
Invitation Online Support
Tools Second
Webinar

E-mail/Listserv
IN UPDATE

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Participation in Webinar

Sep 12,
2005

Webinar- Online
Suooort Tools

Webinar

Tech Directors,
Primarv Contacts

Training on support
tools

Sep 16,

IN UPDATE
Communication

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Update on INschools
network and activities

Supts,
Administrators, and
School Boards

EstabUsh relationship,
visibility and awareness

2005
Sep26-

27,
2005

IAPSS/ISBA
FAU

CONFERENCE

E-mall/Llstseiv
Sponsorship &
Exhibit Booth
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Quarter4

-·"'""'"·- - '
• A•

Oct 10,
2005

Invitation - Grants

& Funding

.

'

E-mail/Ustserv
IN UPDATE

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Participation in Webinar

Webinar

Oct 14,
2005

IN UPDATE
Communication

E-mail/Listserv

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Update on INschools
network and activities

Oct 18,
2005

Webinar - Grants
&Funding

Webinar

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Information on grants
and funding for
technology

Oct 31,
2005

IN Newspaper
First Edition
(Tentative)

Direct Mail

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts,
Administrators,
Librarians, School
Boards

Establish relationship,
visibility and awareness

Nov2,
2005

Weblnar- ENA
Product Offerings
(Tentative}

E-mail/Listserv
IN UPDATE

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Information on ENA
services

Nov 9,

Webinarlntemet2

E-mail/Listserv

2005

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Information on
lntemet2

Nov 11,
2005

IN UPDATE
Communication

E-mail/Llstserv

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Update on INschools
network and activities

Nov 1718,2005

HECC 2005 Fall
Conference

Sponsorship,
Presentations,
Exhibit Booth

Tech Directors

Establish relationship,
visibility and awareness

Dec9,

IN UPDATE
Communication

E-mail/Listserv

Tech Directors,
Primarv Contacts

Update on INschools
network and activities

Invitation - ERate Webinar

E-mail/Listserv/
IN UPDATE

Tech Directors,
Primary Contacts

Participation in Webinar

2005

Dec 14,

Weblnar - E-Rate

Weblnar

2005

Process

Tech Directors,
Prlmarv Contacts

Information on the ERate process

2005
Dec2,
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The charts beginning on the following page outlines the timeline associated with the four
following high-level strategic approach activities described previously in this section:

1) Connectivity

2) Operations and Maintenance
3) Funding
4) Communications and Collaboration
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Start-up Period

Year I

Year2

Year3

2/1/2009-6/30/2009

7/01/2009-6/30/2010

7/1/2010-6/30/2011

7/l/2011-6/30/2012

Continue prioritized last
mile build--0ut
• Continue IEN backbone
expahsioil to support
participant growth
• Finish connecting to all
Phase l(b)sites as
funding and local
contractual
commitments· permit
" Develop and begin
executing a plan for

Review and begin
migration of IdaNet
backbone OCJ
infrastructure.
Complete schools and
libraries technology
inventory
Analyze survey and data
gathering results to
identify pilot/proof of
concept sites
Com:piete: Site Surveys
to determine site builcJ.out and equipment
requirements

fl

0

i,•::'.:,::c\·:;;'.\

connecting Phase II

sites as funding and
local contractual
coinritltm.ents permit
• Completely
decoinmission IdaNet
. MGXes
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Start-u Period
2/1/2009-6/30/2009
•

•

Est~lish IEN Governance
Council
E1'TA will lead the IEN

Alliance in defining a
support model and structure
that,leverages the combined
strengths of all Alliance
Part®rs based on a
successful track record of
iinplement~g similar
support otganizatfons in

•

•

Continue to evolve and
build-out of support
organization in lfue with
project scope and funding

0

other~s.
Defme metrics and success
criteria lmd reporting
mechanisms to monitor
progress.
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~

Comnuu1ications all(l Collaboration - Conn!_t!!1lication and Q1:1J_:i:each PJan ~

Start-up Period

Yearl

Year2

2/l/2009-6/30/2009

7/01/2009-6/30/2010

7/1/2010-6/30/2011

Engage· existing K-12
iechnology and
leadership organizations
(JETA,. ISSA, IASA) to
ide'ntify any existing
venues for
communication and
outreach
Work with DOE/OCIO
to establish participation
in existing task fotces
attd councils where
appropriate (ITRMC,
Distance-Leaming Task
Force~ etc)
Develop cotnmunitydriven advisory groups
Assemble. Account

Service.Managen1ent
•

(ASM)t~
Establish JEN
communication and
marketing plan in

eollaboration with
•

00.E/OCIO
Establish·methods of
~SUlar 9ngoin.g
Q()mmuniQation

•

. - .,., . .

,

Year3
7/1/2011~6/30/2012

Continue to execute
communication plan
Implement mechanisms
for continuous input and
feedback (leverage all
customer feedback
processes)
Conduct Customer
Satisfaction Survey $id

•

•

0

address any

deficiencies.
• Regular customer visits
conducted by ASM
team.
• Identify education and
training opp.ortunities to
increase community,
participation and
support.
• Update training and
communication based
011 new requirements.
• Conduct IEN Advisory
Council and modify
based on advisory group ,... _. ,., ......... ,
recommendations.
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Start-up Period
2/l/2009-6/30/2009

•
•

Year 1
7/01/2009-6/30/2010

Enter into contracts with
Idaho Department of
Administration/ DOE
Complete E-Rate Form
471 Application(s) for
potential services that

can be delivered upon
•
•

Year2
7/1/2010-6/30/2011
•

Execute E-Rate

Optimization :Plan based
on available funding
Fi:\r,.?c:~•

Establish funding
request for Year 3 if
necessary based on Year
1 and 2 success

funding approval
Begin E-Rate data
gathering and analysis
Esiablish and

communicate E-Rate
•

•

process pilot
participants
Engage in advocacy
efforts to gain
legislative support for
funding

Wmt.with I:>OE/OCIO
to es'tablish funding
allooation and
disbursement plan of

Ye$! 1 eompo11ents to
be funded b~ed on
l~vel ef funding
roved
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Start-up Period
2/l/2009-6/30/2009
•

THESOL.UTION.·-------------

Year 1
7/01/2009-6/30/2010

Enter into contracts with
Idaho Department of

Year2
7/1/2010-6/30/2011
•

Administration/ DOE

" Complete E-R.ate :Form
471 Application(s) for
potential services that
can be delivered upon
funding approval

•

Year3
7/1/2011-6/30/2012

Execute E-Rate
Optimization Plan based
on available funding
Establish funding
request for Year 3 if
necessary based on Year
1 and 2 success

0

" BeginE-Rate data
gath.~ring and analysis

•

(I

•

Estabfo1h and

.

c()llltnunicate E-Rate
prQcess pilot
participants
Eng~e in advocacy
efforts to gain
legislative support for

f\m4ing
Work witbDOE/OCIO
to establish funding
allocation and
disbursement plan of

Year 1 components to
be funded based on
level of funding
roved
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The following chart provides a summary view of the major activities comprising the JEN
and IdaNet migration. In order to ensure all the critical dimensions of this
comprehensive state-wide program are addressed, it is essential to develop a "big picture"
view so that the interdependencies will be fully contemplated and addressed as the
detailed plans are built and executed. This is not a simple, one-dimensional technology
program. Balance across technology migration, optimization of funding through E-Rate
and other vehicles, and adoption and exploitation of the new capabilities will be
necessary to achieve the desired outcomes. While it is fully expected that some
dimensions will be adjusted as we gain knowledge through discovery and analysis, the
chart below depicts a high level roadmap that will serve to keep that balance in
perspective as the phases unfold.
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JEN Implementation Roadmap
- Conceptual Timelines Draft -

Phase Three

()

.l.tlaf,IU

. MiDrJllilm
. etmm1ng

Upgrade and Migrate ldaNet Sites to Common Backbone

• Agencies

• l.Natlo.ns
• synergy. 1 a
liGbll!ll§L

J.IIIDu:lu

~
• Locat1ona·

Lessons

• l\!Btworks :

Learned

•Contracts

Deploy Conneclivity
to High Schools

• Inventory ,.
• .Flicllltlaa

•Covlll'age 1 b

Pha&e
II Plan

Deploy Connaotlvlty to Middle and Elementary Schools and Libraries

Continue to refine stnicture, optimize governance, ~asure and drive continuous process lmpro-nt

<>

E-Rate Training & Roundtables

E-Rate optimization planning

Esrabllsh Yr a funding request

liBtabllsh Yr 2 funding request·

0·.

Funcllng
Cheokpolntls

0

Refresh Training es needed

Execute E•Rate optimization plan

0

<>

Aahleve suatalnable funding model

0

0

0

Figure 37: IEN Implementation Roadmap Conceptual Timelines
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(E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS

The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly reports of the status of any
deployment schedules to the State's designated JEN project manager. Deployment status
reports will provide weekly information related to the adherence to the deployment schedule
identified in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the deployment schedule, and
recommended resolution(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment.

Weekly Deployment Status Reports
The ENA project manager will provide weekly project status reports to the IEN project
manager. These reports will be provided in the document format and delivery method
requested by IEN, and will be in a form that is consumable by the IEN stakeholder
community. The reports will consist ofa status "dashboard" that will provide an at-aglance perspective on the key indicators of project health.
Below is a sample dashboard, reflecting Phase One status as it might appear
approximately two months into the project The charts on the right half of the dashboard
will be rotated out and others will replace them to represent the most significant activity
occurring at the time of the dashboard posting.

;

1·
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I

Figure 38: Sample IEN Dashboard

Throughout the life of the project, weekly meetings will be conducted by the ENA
project manager in coordination with the IEN project manager. The ENA project

manager will produce minutes of the weekly project meetings and will maintain all
project documents, including the dashboard, issues log, and action item list. All
documents will be readily accessible to all project participants. The ENA project
manager, with the consent of the IEN project manager, will maintain a single

authoritative source of all project documents.
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Below are snapshots of the issues log and action item list that will be employed to assure
all issues are tracked to successful resolution and that action items arising from the
weekly meetings are monitored to closure .

. ·'.·

Sla!us:
·Qpen
•fend
' I •Clone

Impact To:

·!ohnlon

blNllllmriplion

Impact -~ast
~ Target Allual
(HJINI.J • Tlmellne Raised By Raised Date Date

Issue
Owner

Comments and Updates (Include datesl

'1

'i.

smus:

3

!4
• i"
• 7.

. ii"
9
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(E) BILLING

The State will provide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some cases the
billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic fonnat.
For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing
organization directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Fonn 474) in accordance with
established E-Rate policies to ensure that appropriate E-Rate processing can be accomplished.
The contractor must comply with all applicable E-Rate requirements. The State may request a
copy or summary of billings to other entities.

Customized Billing Capability
As the prime contractor representing the IEN Alliance membership, ENA will be
providing all billing applicable under this contract. ENA is the IEN alliance member
with the most experience in the E-Rate program and will be responsible for all service
billing. ENA has significant experience billing K-12 entities at the state and local level
for the services required by this RFP.
ENA maintains a flexible billing system that has the ability to provide easy to understand,
customized billing to the State or local sites based on the State's ultimate needs. ENA
will work with the State and the other entities using this Contract to design a bill that
works best for each entity's needs. ENA can provide bills in electronic format as needed.
ENA currently bills for services under three different statewide contracts. ENA can work
with the State to design a system that meets any cost sharing methods or other
requirements to split bills between the State and local entities. ENA can provide the State
with pros and cons of various ways to implement its contract and the underlying billing
related to E-Rate and State vs. local system issues. ENA currently has statewide
customers that require one statewide invoice payable by the State entity as well as
statewide agreements that require each local entity to pay monthly invoices.
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ENA is ready to help the State design a billing methodology that:
•

Best meets the State's needs

•

Meets all E-Rate requirements

•

Minimizes time and resources required to review monthly invoices

E-Rate Billing
ENA is very experienced with the Form 474 - Service Provider Invoice, and has utilized
that method of E-Rate invoicing successfully for the entire life of the E-Rate program on
behalf of numerous statewide customers. ENA will work with the State to develop
invoicing methods that use the discounted method required with the Form 474, where the
State and local entities will receive invoices only for the local portion of service and ERate will be billed directly to USAC.
ENA will maintain copies of all invoices sent to USAC and other Idaho entities using this
contract and will provide information and copies as requested by the State.
ENA has been a very successful participant in the E-Rate program with its customers
since the start of the E-Rate program in 1998. ENA has and will continue to comply with
all applicable E-Rate requirements and will assist the State in maintaining E-Rate
compliance, as allowable, as well.
Please see Section 8.1.39 of this proposal response for detailed information on ENA' s
successful compliance and comprehensive understanding of the E-Rate program.
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(E) CERTIFICATION

The State requires that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders must
elaborate on whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing specific
to the network proposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to
accept direct payment for lJSF and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and
whether they are willing to deduct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations
toward a contract resulting from this RFP.

The JEN Alliance has read and will comply with this requirement.

Idaho State Certification
As indicated in the Amendment 4, Question and Answer item 6, the Division of
Purchasing does not have any specific or required certifications related to this bid. In
addition, there is no requirement to file Tariffs with the Division of Purchasing. ENA
and Syringa are registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do
business in the State of Idaho.
Regarding USF and NUSF contributions, the IEN Alliance has included any such costs in
its total price for Internet Service in its cost proposal and no additional costs will be
incurred by the State. ENA will work with the State if another methodology for payment
of such costs is ultimately desired. In general, the IEN Alliance's pricing methodology
which includes any USF and NUSF in its pricing complies with the State's desire that
such contributions apply against the State's monetary obligations from the contract
resulting from this RFP.
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(ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE

Vendors will provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the IEN core network, following
the installation and activation of all equipment. to include testing of each link to insure and
verify proper transmission speeds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how
they will document these tests and present their findings to the State IEN OCIO office. Note
the results of all these tests will be documented by the contractor, given to the State and
become a part of the Vendors Maintenance records. along with required monthly status reports
specified in sections 8.1 and 9.12.

The IEN Alliance will perfonn a "screen shot" from the perspective of the customer
premises equipment upon installation of a new or upgraded service at each end site. This
"screen shot'' will contain parameters and test results documenting that the equipment,
link and connectivity has been established at the indicated end site and will include
results that will verify proper transmission speeds and low latency to the location. These
test results will become part of the IEN Alliance Maintenance records and will be
provided as part of the deployment project closeout report to the State JEN OCIO office,
along with any required monthly status reports specified in Sections 8.1 and 9.12. This
report will contain a summary report of the JEN core network as well as all sites
implemented on the IEN core network, with a passing grade representing validation of
transmission speed and latency within the specifications of the RFP. The report will be
provided to the IEN project manager in both written and electronic form and will serve as
a baseline of successful installation.
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10.0

PRICING SCHEDULES

and

all

be specific on
T!ie Bidder \Vill clearly identify each offered service (by service type)
elements, processes, fees~ etc: included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact of
nonnal growth, as welJ as planned and unplanned network expansion or service enhancenient;
All prices shall be proposed on a "'per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder
costs must be reflected in either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional
charges will
be accepted. The State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum
quantities of network services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the
sole purpose of assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions. The State shall not be responsible
for any cost that is not identified in the Bidders proposal.
The IEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. See pricing
schedules and supporting information for specific pricing.

10.1

(E) NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE

COSTS (NON-CPE)
Network equipment and hardware (non-CPE) wiH be part of and included in th<;: itemized
be bundled costs, inpluding aH hardwa~e.
transport circuit CQSts. Circuit costs

will

The IEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. Costs for
network equipment and hardware will be included as part of the itemized service price, which
includes circuit costs, equipment costs, etc. See pricing schedules and supporting information for
specific pricing.
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(E) INSTALLATION COSTS

lf one-time installation/set-up .charges are applicable, these rates shall be delineated in the cost
portion of the proposal. This cost for the circuit installation shall inc.lude all one-time costs
associated with termination to the demarcation point from the network side and/or fees
associated with interconnection to local exchange carriers.
·

The IEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. The IEN
Alliance typically does not charge any one-time installation/set-up charges. Any such charges
will be clearly described in the pricing schedules. See pricing schedules and supporting
information for specific pricing.

10.3
(E) SOFTWARE, WARRANTY, AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The Bidder will include costs for software, warranty, and maintenance of the provided circuits
in the service rates. Software includes any initial or upgraded software required by each item
of equipment proposed for the nenvork to perfoim as a fully functional; integrated part of the
Contractor's network and associated s~ice rates. The software costs shall include all of the
·
following appiicable costs:
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)

Ini.tial purchase and installation costs.
Use and licensing fees.
Software maintenance costs; including upgrades.
. . All other costs relative to the network ~uch as acquiring and using the software for tne
life ofth,enetwork. . .
. .
.. ,.· . . ·.. . .• . . ..
Costs and. proced.ures related. to the transfer of the software frortj damaged or out of
: servi~ eq1,1ipment to newequipment and thereprograi11ming of the softw~ to place .
equipment·$pa~
service and to meet c;hanging network: needs'. : .
. ... .

into

The IEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. Costs for
software, warranty and maintenance will be included as part of the itemized service price for
complete managed Internet service, which includes circuit costs, equipment costs, software costs,

!

etc. This one service price includes all the elements listed above in this Item 10.3. See pricing

schedules and supporting information for specific pricing.

I!

i
!
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10.4 (M) OPTIONAL SERVICES
ltis anticipated the Contractor may wish to offer optional services at an ad<:!itional fee. i.e.
network monitoring, project management, etc. These services will be identified and described
in detail with the appropriate cost per unit (hour, month, circuit, service, etc.) delineated:

The IEN Alliance will include pricing for optional services that may be desired as part of this
Contract. See Tab 8, Optional Services in this RFP response for a detailed description of service
offerings. See pricing schedules and supporting information for specific pricing.
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(E) TOTAL COSTS

The Bidder will provide a detail description and list of services being proposed in the attached
Schedules. Monthly costs, installatio.ri, and any other charges are to be explicitly stl:lted in
order for the State to evaluate the proposed services incorporated in the proposal and the
associated charges. Additionally, vendors are encouraged to:
Minimize any "transport'· or ··backhaul'' charges in support of a stable per megabit
pricing algorithm.
• Specify a11 fees for activation, termination and/or processing if allowable changes in
capacity are requested during the life of the contract.
o . Provide a means to clearly determine the monthly recurring costs associated to the
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consumed.
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain
additional TCP/IP address ranges during the tenn of the contract.
o

The IEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. We will
explicitly state all applicable charges in our pricing responses and welcome questions from the
State if any further clarification to facilitate complete evaluation is needed.
In addition, the IEN Alliance will minimize separate transport or back.haul charges and support a
stable per megabit pricing algorithm for applicable services. The IEN Alliance will specify any
fees required to activate. terminate or process changes in capacity. Our pricing methodology
typically charges no additional fees beyond the monthly recurring service charges to adjust
capacity. The IEN Alliance's pricing will be presented in a manner that makes clear the monthly
recurring charges associated with a specific amount oflnternet capacity purchased.
The IEN Alliance will work with the State to obtain any additional TCP/lP address ranges needed
during the tenn of the contract We have been successful in the past with assisting statewide
entities in obtaining such additional addresses and we expect to be able to do the same for Idaho.
Pricing terms for such services are based entirely on any underlying cost incurred from the third
party entities that control issuance of such addresses. We will not charge any additional mark-up

on obtaining such needed addresses as all of these charges are already included in our ongoing
service pricing.
See pricing schedules and supporting information for specific pricing.
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10.6

(E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS

DURING THE CONTRACT
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific
milestones during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified
under item 8.2 Technology Refreshment.
The IEN Alliance understands this requirement and will assist the State in performing periodic
contract reviews. Note that pricing for services often times includes an upfront investment by the
IEN Alliance and its vendor providers and therefore, any pricing evaluation must include a
thorough understanding of any ongoing cost amortization or any termination costs associated with
moving to different services that may on the surface appear to be more cost effective. Especially
for fiber optic services, the IEN Alliance, like most vendors, spread upfront costs over a period of
time to enable a more stable recurring price for the customer. Such factors will need to be
included in any pricing review.

10.7

(E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION

The proposal cost will be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the
applicable length of contract in months, not to include extensions. plus the one-time nonrecurring costs.

The JEN Alliance has read and understands the evaluation process.
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(E) PRICING SCHEDULES

All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate. containing all costs related to
provisioning Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing
before the application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts.
All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets.
Please contact the Division of Pul'chasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using
these worksheets.

The IEN Alliance has provided our pricing schedules in a separate sealed price proposal
binder.
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OPTIONAL SERVICES
As the Idaho Education Network grows and matures, value-added services that leverage
the shared infrastructure and support model will bring added efficiencies to each end-user
community by enabling and facilitating the sharing of resources on a regional and/or
statewide basis. The IEN Alliance has a broad range of services that can be delivered in
this fashion to assist in continually increasing effectiveness and efficiencies over time.
Following is a list of optional services that can be provided. Some of these services are
designed specifically to focus on the unique needs ofK-12 education and others can be
leveraged across all end user communities to gain efficiencies.

Managed Firewall Services

As described in our response, in order to safeguard the network against viruses and other
invasions, the IEN Alliance utilizes a number of security measures for multilayer
protection including access control lists (ACLs) at end sites, routing protocol
authentication, firewaU services, virtual private network arrangements and proactive
monitoring of the network to safeguard the network against viruses and other invasions.
As an JEN Alliance member, ENA can offer an optional service for individual IEN
customers. We offer a comprehensive, centrally hosted firewall service including all
hardware, software and support that is delivered using redundant, industry-standard Cisco
PIX 535. These devices are hosted within our core network SuperPOPs and can be
deployed at the school system or regional router level. In order to qualify as an E-Rate
eligible service, the firewalls must be provided and owned by ENA. Based on individual
enhanced security requirements, we can work with each IEN customer to develop
specific implementation plans and maintenance schedules to meet their unique
requirements.
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The Cisco PIX 535 firewall delivers multi-layered defense for an IEN customer's
network through rich, integrated security services including stateful inspection
firewalling, protocol and application inspection, and rich multimedia and voice security
in a single device. The state-of-the-art Cisco Adaptive Security Algorithm (ASA)
provides rich stateful inspection firewall services, tracking the state of all authorized
network communications and preventing'unauthorized network access. Additionally, this
device provides an additional layer of security via intelligent, "application-aware"
security services that examine packet streams at Layers 4-7, using inspection engines
specialized for many of today's popular applications. Furthermore, the Cisco PIX 535
can provide all of these services at Gigabit and IO Gigabit Ethernet speeds, far surpassing

many firewall products on the market.
ENA can also provide management and maintenance of JEN customer-owned firewall
appliances that can be configured to be hosted locally and perform many of the same
tasks as our centrally hosted solution.
Content Filtering

•

Basie Statewide Content Filtering Service

•

District Customized Content Filtering Service

For a complete description of these services, please refer to Section 8.1.30 of this RFP
response.

E-mail Services
ENA Mail is a fully redundant and scalable e-mail platform that currently provides e-mail
services to over 50,000 active users. Unlike the e-mail services offered by many ISPs,
ENA Mail includes not only the basic POP3 and SMTP connectivity, but also IMAP email retrieval, a sophisticated Webmail interface, as well as redundant virus scanning and
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anti-spam technologies. Each e-mail received by the ENA Mail platform is scanned by
two different enterprise AV solutions, ensuring that no viruses or dangerous attachments
can get through, even in the event of failure in a major AV software provider's virus
definition files. Our anti-spam solution includes multi-RBL checking, Bayesian filtering,
and a combination of dynamic and self-learning rule-sets. In addition, each e-mail is
checked against the largest database of human-reported spam on the Internet.

E-mail Archiving Services
In partnership with Gaggle, ENA offers an e-mail archiving solution that provides
comprehensive archiving, retention, and search and discovery capabilities that will help
schools comply with recent changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP).
Highlights of our offering include:
•

Automatic archiving of every message sent and received by your e-mail users

•

Advanced, secure online search and discovery

•

Compatibility with the most widely used e-mail platforms, including Microsoft
Exchange, Lotus Notes, Novell Group Wise, FirstClass and others such as ENA

Mail
•

Hassle-free setup and support

•

A cost-effective, reliable solution offered at competitively priced per-user
subscription rates

Traffic Management/QoS

The IEN Alliance can also implement a number of traffic management/QoS services to
ensure that certain applications, like the Student Information System or distance learning
courses receive consistent Quality of Service across the network. In any traffic
management service, the IEN Alliance will work closely with district personnel to learn
all the necessary protocols that need to be prioritized, as well as their source and
destination addresses. We have extensive experience in successfully implementing and
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managing ongoing traffic management projects on district- and statewide networks,
enabling highly reliable QoS guarantees for critical applications.
Idaho Public Television Transport

IEN Alliance partner Syringa Networks transports four Idaho Public Television channels
on its network via IP multicast (Focus West, PBSYou, PBSkids, and PBSCreate). As an
JEN Alliance member, Syringa can supply these channels to any location connected to
IEN with the appropriate bandwidth.
Consulting

ENA's consulting services reflect many years of experience in helping schools and
libraries radiate success through technology. By leveraging ENA's experience and
outstanding record of success in designing and managing large, complex and
geographically disperse networks, we are able to reduce costs and implementation time
for our customers. Our highly experienced staff is skilled in assuring that customers
maximize their investments in technology. ENA's key consulting services include: LAN
and WAN design, traffic shaping, network health check, security assessment, firewall
implementation, Web server configuration and more.
Training

In addition to a comprehensive selection of consultative services, ENA also provides staff
training and professional development on all the services we provide.
Telecommunication Services

ENA offers two state-of-the-art telecommunications products:
•

ENA Dialtone Connect - An IP trunking solution

•

ENA Connect- A fully hosted PBX solution suite
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Please see Exhibit M for ENA's Voice Services brochure.
ENA Dialtone Connect

The ENA Dialtone Connect service solution is designed to provide incoming and
outgoing calling for schools and libraries that already have their own installed PBX or
Key Systems. ENA Dialtone Connect works just like your current telephone line service,
but offers more features at very cost-effective prices. With ENA Dialtone Connect,
schools can keep their current telephone numbers and do not need to upgrade or change
any of their internal telephone equipment. ENA Dialtone Connect offers crystal-clear
voice clarity and carrier-class reliability. ENA Dialtone Connect includes full e91 l and
911 emergency calling capabilities, 411 infonnation services and standard directory
listings in the White Pages, Yellow Pages and "Blue" Government Pages. Unlike
traditional telephone company offerings, ENA Dialtone Connect also features the
following:
•

Unlimited long distance to the continental United States at no extra charge

•

Caller ID, call waiting, call trace, anonymous call block and other traditionally
"chargeable" dial tone services, all at no extra charge

•

Redundancy features not offered by traditional telephone companies, like the
ability to reroute incoming calls from one physical location to another in case of a
building or staffmg emergency

•

Simple, easy-to-understand flat rate bills

ENA Connect Solution Spite

The ENA Connect hosted PBX suite is a fully redundant, fully managed service that
helps schools and libraries eliminate the high capital expenditure costs of purchasing,
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upgrading, and maintaining on-premise PBX equipment. The hosted PBX line of
products are designed specifically for schools and libraries that either use Centrex today,
don't have any PBX system at all, or would like to replace a legacy Key System or PBX
in their building. Like traditional Centrex, ENA's Connect hosted PBX solution delivers
features like voicemail and four-digit dial directly to individual handsets, and combines
those features with all the integrated local and long-distance calling options of our phone
service solutions. Unlike traditional Centrex, however, the hosted PBX is a true PBX
replacement, with dozens of valuable calling features integrated into the package. All
ENA Connect solutions offer three different extension classes: Connect Basic, Connect
Plus and Connect Pro. Feature availability varies between extension types, but all
extensions include the most important "class" features, such as call forwarding, call hold,
call screening, call transfer, call waiting and caller ID. ENA Connect solutions also
include many advanced features not available with traditional PBXs, including:

•

Instant, drag-and-drop conference calling: Brings people together instantly and
affordably by simply clicking on phone numbers in the hosted PBX Web
interface. ENA Services' hosted PBX automatically calls all participants and
creates the voice conference on the fly.

•

Video calling and video voicemail: ENA Services' hosted PBX is compatible
with certain video phones as well as PC- and Mac-based video software phone
emulators. The hosted PBX allows callers to talk and see each other at the same
time.

•

Personalized call treatment based on personal calendar: Many schools are
interested in putting phones in every classroom, but don't want the phones to ring
during all-important instructional time. Hosted PBX users and administrators can
use the online interface to schedule when their classroom phones ring, drop calls
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directly to voicemail or forward calls to another number. For users who utilize
Outlook, this feature can be directly integrated with your Outlook Calendar.
•

Online management: ENA Services' hosted PBX features a robust online
management interface that allows technical staff to make instant moves, adds, and
changes to the system.

e

An available attendant console allows front office personnel to see at a glance the
current status of each individual phone extension. Using the interface,
administrators can literally drag a live call from one extension to another in order
to transfer, park, or pick up the call.

•

Full integration with Microsoft Office Exchange and Live Communication Server
{LCS): Microsoft's integration with ENA's hosted PBX solution provides
additional rich user functionality including presence (notification showing if a
user on the contact list is on the telephone or not), do not disturb and call
forwarding settings, single-click conference calling, screen notification of calls
and instant redirection of calls to other phones with a click of the mouse.

ENA Connect solutions can be created by using any variety of the following phone types:
iJ

Connect Basic: Designed primarily for classrooms and lobbies.

Individual Connect Basic extensions feature the following:
•

Unlimited Inbound Calling

•

500 Minutes Local Outbound Calling

•

Station-to-Station Dialing (..4-digit dial'')

w

Popular PBX features, including:
•

Black/White List Dial

•

Bridged Line Appearance

•

Caller ID
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•

Call Forward (Busy, Fixed to Voicemail, No Answer and
Variable)

•

Call Groups

•

Call Hold

•

Call Transfer (Blind and Consultative)

•

Call Wait

•

Distinctive Ringing

•

Do Not Disturb

•

Last Call Return

•

Last Number Redial

•

Music on Hold

•

Speed Dialing (Enterprise and Personal)

•

Ad-hoc Conference Calling (3- or 4-way)

11

Voicemail

•

Web Portal for online voicemail access and personalized user
configuration

•

Connect Plus: Designed primarily for staff or faculty who need to speak

more frequently with outside callers. ENA Connect Plus extensions
include all the features of our ENA Connect Basic package, with the
addition of:
11

Unlimited Local and Long Distance Calling

11

Direct Inward Dial (DID) and Direct Outward Dial (DOD)

•

Additional advanced PBX features, including:

•

Automatic Call Distribution (ACD)

•

Hunt Groups

•

Call Reason Display

•

Caller ID Block/Unblock
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•

•

Annoyance Call Transfer

•

User-Controlled Caller ID Restriction

Connect Pro: Presenting state-of-the-art telephony features. ENA

Connect Pro extensions are designed for phone system managers,
principals, directors, superintendents, administrators, coordinators, front
office personnel and others who would like to take advantage of some of
the most advanced calling functionality available today. In addition to the
features available with ENA Connect Basic and ENA Connect Plus, ENA
Connect Pro extensions offer the following:
•

Drag and Drop Click-to-Conference Calling using the online
personal Web interface

•

Desktop Convergence provides the ability to control phone service
directly from desktop applications such as Web browsers and
Outlook clients. This includes call forwarding control, call
treatment configuration, click-to-call, contact search, and contact
directory synchronization - all from your computer.

•

Advanced Find Me/Follow Me including sequential and
simultaneous ring

11

Personalized Call Treatment based on personal calendar or
incoming Caller ID

•

Intercom Calling provides the ability to initiate intercom calls to all
or some extensions within the same ENA Connect environment

•

Call Forking provides the ability to have multiple devices respond
to the same extension number

•

Call Park and Call Pickup (Directed and Group)

One Connect Pro extension is required per site.
Please see Exhibit N for a full listing ofENA's Services on our Services Matrix.
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
Division of Purchasing
C.L. "BUTCH" OTTER

Governor
MIKE GWARTNEY
Director
BILLBURNS
Administrator

650 West State Street (83702)
P. 0. Box 83720

Boise, ID 83720-0075
Telephone (208) 327-746S
FAX (208).327-7320
http:f/www.adm.ldaho.gov/purchasing/

SIGNATURE PAGE For Use with a Manually Submitted Invitation to Bjd (ITB! or Request for Proposal CRFP} Response
Bids or proposals and pricing Information Shaff be prepared by typewriter or in ink and shall be signed in Ink by an authorized
representative of the submitting vendor. Two (2) copies of the bid or proposal shall be submitted, one (1 ) original and one (1) photocopy
of the original, unless the RFP solloltatfon instructions specify otherwise. AT LEAST ONE BID OR PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY lHE
VENDOR MUST BE AN ORIGINAL (NOT PHOTOCOPIED) SIGNATURE.
NO LIABILITY WILL BE ASSUMED BY THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING FOR A VENDOR'S FAILURE TO OBTAIN THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS AND Am PROPERLY ISSUED SOLICITATION ADDENDUMS IN A TIMELY MANNER FOR USE IN THE VENDOR'S
RESPONSE TO THIS SOLICITATION OR ANY OTHER FAILURE BY THE VENDOR TO CONSIDER THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND
ANY ADDENDUMS IN THE VENDOR'S RESPONSE TO THE SOLICITATION.
The words "SEALED BID" and the bid number must be noted on the outside of your SEALED BID package. To insure that your SEALED
BID is handled properly, the following Information must be placed In the lower left comer of your bid package:
i
l

l

SEALED BID:
BUYER:
SEALED BID FOR:
BID NUMBER:
CLOSES:
Send your sealed bid package to:

f.

I

Division of Purchasing
P0Box83720

Boise, ID 83720.0075
When sending packages by FedEic, UPS, or other Co\Jrlers:
Division of Purchasing
650 West State Street
Boise. ID 83702
This 1TB or RFP response is submitted In accordance with an documents and provisions of the specifie<J Bid Number and TIile detailed
below. By my signature below I accept the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS and the
SOLICITIATJON INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS dated 10l02/07 as Incorporated by reference into this soDcllation. As the undersigned, I
certify I am authorized to sign end submit this response for the Bidder or Offeror. I further acknowledge I am responsible for reviewing
and acknowledging any addendums that have been issued for this solicitation.

j.

Please complete the following information:

I

!'

BIDDER/OFFEROR (Company Name): Education Networks of America, Inc. / ENA Services. LLC BID Number: RFP02160
ADDRESS: 1101 MoGayogk Street

!

BID Title: RFP Idaho Education Network

CITY, ST, ZIP: NashyjUe. TN 37203
TOLL FREE

1.a88::§1S.1101

FAX e1s-s12-m
FEIN/SSN# e,;iucatlon Networks ofAmarg; 82-18058§4

PHONE

-8=15:3=u1a2-60cxu09
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E-Man ...d,,..o.,.1erce@e,...,.,....,,n.aQ(,.com...,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

!;NA Seryjcas; 20::4221094

THIS SIGNATURE PAGE MUST BE SIGNED WITH AN ORIGINAL HANDWRITTEN SIGNATURE EXECUTED IN INK AND
RETURNED WITH YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL FOR YOUR BIO OR PROPOSAL TO BE CONSIDERED!

D

--f ~
/J In Ink).

Orfglnal Signature (Manually

Dayjd M. Pierce

Please type or Print Name

Dacamber
Dale

I.

'·

,z. 2008

prasldant & CEO

Title

!

I.
!
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
Division of Purchasing
C.L. "Butch" OTTER
Governor
MIKE GWARTNEY
Director
Bll.LBURNS

Administrator

650 W State Street, Room BIS
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0075
Telephone (208) 327-7465

FAX(208)327-7320
http;//adm.jdaho.gov/purehaslng

January 20, 2009

Education Networks of America, Jnc./ENA Services, LLC
Attn: David Pierce
1101 McGavock St.
Nashville, TN 37203

Via Facsimile {615) 312-6099
Original via USPS

RE: RFP02160, Idaho Education Network. for the State ofidaho, RFP closed January 12, 2009.
Dear Mr. Pierce:

Your proposal has been received and been evaluated based on pre-deter.mined criteria by subject matter experts.
Below is a comparison ofthe scores each proposal received.

Criteria
Prior Experience
Legislative Intent
Mana2ement Cap11bility
Financial & Risk
Subtotal
E-Rate CostCI}
Non-E-Rate Cost(l)

TOTAL

Points

ENA

Qwest

200

110

100

73
56

Verizon

65

100
100

29

500

268

400
100

267

145
83
72
82
382
400

100
635

74

64

856

492

1000

15
35

3S
150
'278

(l) Cost points were determined by dividing any Non-reoccurring (one -time) charges (if any) by the lengfll
of the contract (60 months) and adding that amortized monthly cost to the monthly reoccurring charges.
Please consider this as a Letter of Intent to award to Qwest Communications Company LLC and Education

Networks of America, Jnc,/ENA Services. LLC for being awarded the most points.

Do not take any action until you receive a Purchase Order or Contract from the Division of Purchasing and in
accordance with the provisions of the RFP.

CC:OCIO

"Serving Idaho cltlans through effective services to their governmental agenalesn
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From: Bob Collie <bcoHie@ena.com>
To: Greg Lowe

Cc: Gayle Nelson <gnelson@ena.com>

Sent: Mon Jul 27 21:15:31 2009
subject: IEN update
GregWe have received an order from the State for the installation of IEN services to the 12 school sites in Phase 1a.
Since the State rejected the IEN Alliance proposal, ENA has continued its conversations with the State and
shared those developments with you; and, as you know, they have directed through their statewide purch~se
orders that we must use Qwest to provide the local loop, backbone and core equipment.

ENA has requested multiple times that the State use any local loop provider who can deliver to the quality, price
and time requirements, similar to what we contemplated in the proposal. To date, the State has rejected these
requests. At your suggestion we approached the State about using one of your members to serve Salmon High
School and the State granted permission to proceed with Custer for that site. We then asked the State to
consider others to serve the additional sites in this order and the State refused that request.
For the benefit of this project and to maintain any opportunity to be continued as a contractor, these orders
(including the one in Salmon) must be placed immediately in order to meet the State's timelines. You have
consistently told us that you do not wish us to withdraw even though the State has made it impossible for us to
use Syringa (or anyone other than Qwest for that matter) to provide 100% of the local loop, backbone and core
equipment, but we wanted you to be aware of these next steps. Failure to move forward with this order would
effectively be a withdrawal since we .believe the State would cancel our purchase order.
We completely understand the need to protect Syringa's interests, but your action last week does focus our
attention on exactly how ENA might proceed with its limited portion of this project since Syringa has never
formally declared the teaming agreement to have been terminated. Given the importance of the IEN to the State
and your continued support for ENA's continued preparations to implement its assigned portion of this project, we
assume that everyone acknowledges that Syringa agrees with ENA moving forward in accordance with its
purchase order. As with the Salmon School District, ENA intends to continue to press the State to use the
backbone offered by Syringa and its members' local loop options despite the rejection of those portions of the
RFP. We believe over time we will prevail.

-Bob
Bob Collie
Education Networks of America, Inc. (ENA)
p: +1615312-6004 f: +1615 250-0535

I

8/5/2009
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BIIITo:
Stata of Idaho y ~ Agencies
Various Stale Agencies
localiad UuoughDut Idaho

State of Idaho
Various Agencies

-

A ddress2
Vlfloua, ID83701

Statnldll Blanket Putchmle Order

S1atewlde Blanket Purchase Order

SIP01388-0t

CHANGE ORDER• 01

OSUVER TO: Stale of ldldlo VlllioW Agem:IQ

vmi-Stata Aatncin

-

Dete: Ftl Fn 'D, 2009
F.O.B: Dn1fnatlon
Tenna: N3I

locallld tiu'oulllout Idaho

Start of service Om Wtcl Jan 21, 2009

VENDOR: QWl8T COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
1801 California Snet
Denver, CO 80202

Endof lletvlce Date: Mon Jan 27, 2014

Atta: Dlnlctori-BuslMa Dwelopmant

YandorNbr.
Ernalled To: rlchard.femandez@qwest.com
PhoM: 8DO 899-7780
Fax: 303 872-5901
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0 IEN_ldders_Confa-.doc
0 IEN_RFP_29 Dec_08_ChangH..and_or_Updales.clocx
o IEN_Bklde1S..conf..OA..29 Dec_Ol.doa
0 APPEND1X..FandG..tct..RFPG2180.doGll

o RFPJEN..BrteBna.a..Dea..08.pptir
0 All&NDIIENT4.)IFP021to.daa

O RFP02180..Wffll...APP&N_A.doll
0 RFP02t80 APPl!N C THRU E.doa
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-I""- Numbor: ........... .208-332-18119

-E-MaD: ••- ..................grega,yJIIHlstrom@admJdaho.gov
s Prlmmy Contact
-Albl: ........................ ,Cllnt Beny
-Adclress: ......................999 Main Street, Suite 800
-CU,, Slale, 1Jp:............ Bolse, 1D 83702
Ph- Number: ............... 208-384,,3971

Facalmlle: ...................... 208-384-39l4
E-Mail: .......................... cllnt.lrerry@qwest.com

·,,..R: Ship to the FOB Dl!STINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to U. ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT MAIL IWOICES TO THI! DIVISION OF
PURCHASING. Natatlng th& Contract Award Number on any ~ w i l l ~ the efficient proceulng of payment.

n. dollar amoimt lfst8d In the contract axtel'lllo1' pr1c1119 11,n fflllmltll and cannot be
nton1

...,...d.

The adual dollar IIIIIOUllt of the cantract may bit

or ran depending an 1M lllltulll onfara, ruqulmneal.'I, or tlllllla llffllll to the C ~ by 1h11 S1atrt or may be de119ndent upon the spaclllc

terms of Ille Contract.

THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER. CJllcludlntl ay lilff llllaCtlld), CON81JTUTll8 THI! STAT& OF IOAHO'S ACCEl'l'ANCE OF YOUR

SIGNED OFFER
,lncludlng any elec:tranlc bid submission), WHICH SU8Ml8SION IS INCORPORATEO KiR11N BY REFERENCE AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL
In 1h11 event of any mo-istancy, unlNs otheiwlaa provided INmtln. -11 lrlaonlllllncy sllall bit ruotved by giving pntc11dann In th9 followfnt
order.
1. ThlsStatilwlde BlanbtPurchue Ordardocumant.
2. The SlatB of Idaho's original sollcltatlon document RFP02f&G.
3. The Qwast's signed offer.
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IDAHO DMSION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE {1} TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)

SBP001308
February 26., 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") hereby amends the contract for the
Idaho Education Network ( IENn), Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the
8

0

"Agreement").

It la the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 In order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
1. Qwest wlll be the general contractor for all lEN technical network services. The Service
Provider Dsted on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of Ameri~
(ENA), is required lo work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and
provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and blDlng for an IEN sites.
2. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver JEN technical network setvlces using its
existing core MPL.S network and backbone services.
3. Qwest. in coordination with ENA, wfll procure and "R>Vlsfon an local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the Sfate to Include leveraging of publlc sate'°
network assets wherever economically and technlcally feasible. Qwest and ENA will
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to dellver the neu:essary

bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, In. coordination with ENA, wlll provide an Internet services to JEN users.

5. Qwest wiff assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that wlU outline project tasks, assign
responslblltties, identify risks, and define the schedule for project Implementation. This
Joint Project Plan wDI be presented to the S1ate of Idaho IEN program managerforfinal
review and approval Implementation of this Joint Project Plan Is subject to the review
and approval from the State.
6. Qwest and ENA will use a combination of Qwest and ENA Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network Including but not limited to:

a. Establishment of a physical layer (bansport) NOC by Qwest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest; and
Establishment of a customer facing Network Operatione Center (NOC) by ENA.

c.

All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
s~ five days of the year. ENA'a ·NOC will 881VB as the one-stop IEN customer facing
service and support center; Qwest transport NOC wlll monitor both the physical and laglcal
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC wlll manage the MPLS services via existing

management platforms.

Page1
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AM&NDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK(IEN)
SBP001308

February 28. 2009

7. Qwest wlfl work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
necessary for the State and ENA to ffle Federal E-rate forms accurately and In a timely

manner.

8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal parlners in the IEN project as demonstrated
tn the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20. 2009 and the subsequent SBP001308
dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized bHnng from Qwest, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of tEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement Qwest must proVide this information within
30 days of the State's request for itemized bBling Information.

Page2
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
Division of PurdJasiDg
C.L. "Butch" OTI'ER
Oovemor
MIKE GWARTNEY
Director
BJLLBVRNS
Administrator

650 West State Street B- 1S Lower Level (83702)
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0075
Telephone{208) 327-7465
Fax: 208/-327-7320

!mtLadm.idalto l!t/V purchasing

June 30, 2009
l'
!

Mehssa Vandenberg
lead Deputy Attorney General

I

I

R.E. Mulitple Awards discussion, IEN {Idaho Educational Network)
I wanted to provide this information in regard to the decision to award multiple vendors for
the IEN RFP Issued on December 15, 2008.

On December 3, Mark Little and I had a discussion concerning the IEN procurement.
During this discussion, we agreed that no one vendor had the capability to service the State of
Idaho and its geography to enable the network. This was based on knowledge of existing
supply base capabilities and geographic areas currently covered bv major Idaho service

providers.
At that time, I did not document this decision In writing. Please accept this statement as that
written determination.

Sincerely,

Bill Burns

0

Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to their governmental agenclss"
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Syring.1 Na-works. LLC
3795 S. Development Ave., Suite I 00
Boise. ID 83715
Phone: 208.229.6100
Fax. 208.229.6110
July 20, 2009

VIA HAND DELIVERY
The Secretary of State for the State of Idaho
304 North 8th Street
Room 149
PO Box 83720

Boise ID 83720-0080
NOTICE OF TORT CLAIM
To the Secretary of State:
Syringa Networks LLC (..Syringa Network'1 files this Notice of Tort Claim as required by Idaho
Code Section 6-905.

The Claimant: Svringa Network
Syringa Network was fonne.d in 2002 by a group of rural Idaho telephone companies who were
determined to improve telecommunication and rural broadband services in Idaho. At the time
Syringa Network was fonned, these companies shared a collective history of over 800 years of
bringing communication services to areas that were typically unserved by the industry. Syringa
Network has invested over 40 million dollai'S since it came into existence seven years ago and is
one of Idaho's leading fiber optic network providers.

The Solicitation and the Highest Ranked Proposal

On or about January 20, 2009, the State of Idaho Department of Administration ("Department")
issued a Jetter of intent to award Request for Proposal 02160 concerning the Idaho Education
Network ("IEN"), for the State of Idaho ("the RFPj. The RFP called for a total solution,
education~focused managed internet network service provider that could leverage the existing
state infrastructure and contracts with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to
provide foundation and associated services support for the state's IEN network.

000523
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In preparation for responding to the RFP, Syringa Networks entered into a valid teaming
agreement (''Teaming Agreement") with Education Networks of America ("ENA") by which
they V!fOuld provide a combined, single bidder proposal (the Syringa/ENA Proposal) to the
Department. The Department had knowledge of Syringa Networks and ENA 's Teaming
Agreement at all times relevant to this claim.
The Department issued a letter of intent to award on January 20, 2009 indicating that the
Department's evaluators found the ENA/Syringa Proposal to be the most technically proficient in
every category. The evaluators also detennined that the ENA/Syringa Proposal was the lowest
cost bidder for the E-Rate portion of the RFP - which constitutes the largest portion of the IEN
work. The Department evaluation awarded 856 out of a possible l 000 points to the
Syringa/ENA Proposal. No other proposal was ranked higher.
The Department's Frawnented Award Reiects Syringa Networks and
Fails to Comply with the Law

Despite the Department's own evaluation conclusions and highest ranking for the Syringa
Network/ENA Proposal, the Department rejected the involvement of Syringa Network and
presented a fragmented, multiple award to ENA/Syringa and Qwest Communications. Qwest
had received only 635 out of 1000 points in the Deparbnent's evaluation.
Idaho Code Section 67-5718A prohibits the administi-ator of the division of purchasing from
making an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property
without first making a written detennination that one or more of the condition of the statute have
been satisfied. These conditions include, but are not limited to, requirements that the state
agency make purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price,
availability, support services and delivery are most advantageous to the state, and that a singl~
bidder cannot reasonably serve the acquisition needs of the state.
Syringa Network is informed and believes that the requirements of Idaho Code Section 67571 SA, including the requirements for a written detennination and for purchasing from the
contractor whose te1ms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and delivery
are the most advantageous to the Department have not been met, in principal or in fact.

Damage to Svringa Network from Unlawful Conduct
Syringa Network has received no work from the IEN RFP. Syringa Network is infonned and
believes it has received no work from the JEN RFP because ENA has been directed by
Department personnel to use Qwest as a sub-contractor without consideration of price1
availability, support services and delivery that are most advantageous to the Department and the
state of Idaho. Syringa Network is further informed and believes that ENA has been directed by
individuals at the Department not to use Syringa Networks for any of the IEN work despite
knowledge of the existence of the Teaming Agreement. The conduct summarized above has
interfered with prospective economic advantage and contractual relationships previously enjoyed
by Syringa Network resulting in accrued and fuhu'e damage, the exact amount of which is not
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presently !mown but is estimated to be approximately $251,061.00 monthly; $3,012,732
annually; $15,063,660 over a 5 year period; and $60,254,640 over a 20 year period.
Syringa Network is informed and believes, as set forth in summary fashion above, that the
conduct of employees of the Department resulting in damage to it is at least negligent or recklt1$S
and may, depending on facts which are not yet fully known, be revealed to be intentional and
wrongful. The claims ofSyringa Network include any and all legal claims which can arise out of
the conduct summarized above, including, but not limited to: tortious interference with contract,
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, fraud, defamation, violations of
Idaho Code sections 67-5718A, 67~5726 and 67~5725, state and federal pay~to-play statutes, 42
USC§ 1983, RJCO, and violation of the rights of Syringa Network undel' the Idaho and United
States constitutions.
This Notice of Tort Claim represents the best effort of Syringa Network to comply with the
requirements of Idaho Code Section 6-905 by providing notice of its potential tort claims against
elements of the state government of Idaho and certain of its employees. The summary of facts
contained in this Notice of Tort Claim is neither exhaustive nor fully developed, but represents
the information known to date to the claimant who reserves the right, should it become legally or
practically necessary, to supplement the information contained herein.
Respectfully submitted,

Greg Lowe
President and Chief Executive Officer
Syringa Networks, LLC
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P .0. Box 2720
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 09-23757

Plaintiff,

MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS
OF AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware
corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

COMES NOW PlaintiffSyringa Networks, LLC, who moves this Court, pursuant to
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, for partial summary judgment against Defendant Idaho
Department of Administration as follows:
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1.

That the Idaho Education Network contract with Qwest Communications

Company, LLC, also known as Qwest Communications Company, LLC d/b/a/ CenturyLink
QCC, (SBPO 1308) violates provisions of Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code and is void by
operation ofldaho Code §67-5725.

2.

That the Idaho Education Network contract with ENA Services, LLC, a Division

of Education Networks of America, Inc./ENA Services, LLC (SBPO 1309) violates provisions of
Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code and is void by operation ofldaho Code §67-5725.
This Motion is made and based upon the pleadings on file in this matter together with the
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and Affidavit of David R.
Lombardi in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment filed contemporaneously
herewith.

DATED this

'Jo

day of March, 2014.

By: _ _ _ --=~-----''=-""'----==->--'David R. Lombardi
Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
G_/
-I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1;)

I hereby certify that on this
of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true amd
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

- - U.S. Mail
,Overnight Mail
~ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 and
954-5260)

L
David R. Lombardi
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
GNENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

CHR1STOPHE8 D. RICH, Clerk
By DAYSHl. 03BORN
D~PUT/
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Attorneys for PlaintiffSyringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT. COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 09-23757

Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS
OF AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware
corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this motion is to give effect to the decision and analysis of the Idaho
Supreme Court concerning Idaho Education Network ("JEN") contracts issued by the
Department of Administration to Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest") and to
Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"). Each of those contracts is void, as a matter of
law, pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725 because they violate the provisions of Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A and§ 67-5718(2).
STATEMENT OF FACTS

The Department of Administration issued RFP 02160 concerning the JEN on
December 15, 2008. A copy of that RFP, with exhibits, is attached to the Affidavit of Mark
Little filed March 19, 2010 (hereinafter "Mark Little Affidavit").
The RFP solicited proposals for performance of the entire JEN project, which it described
as a "total end-to-end service support solution" and stated the following in Section 3.2:
Within the context of this RFP, the State is asking potential
industry partners to describe the business model that they will
initiate to service the State of Idaho JEN Network. As stated
above, the State is looking for an industry partner or partners who
will take the initiative in areas of network design, network
management to include operations, maintenance and accounting
processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be
given to the partner or partners presenting the best and most cost
effective "total end-to-end service support solution" and
supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.
Respondents to the RFP were required to provide a bid for the entire contract. When asked by a
vendor whether proposals would be accepted for less than the entire "end-to-end" solution
described in the RFP, the DOA rejected the idea of splitting the project into pieces by answering:
As stated in the RFP, ... the State desires to partner with a total
service solutions provider. Vendors interested in bidding on a
particular section of the RFP are highly encouraged to work with a

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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•
major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to make all
of the required specifications as set forth in this document.
Mark Little Affidavit, Exh. E, pp. 15-16, RFP "A-15" (emphasis added).
Following the opening of bids and the expiration of applicable appeal periods under
Idaho Code § 67-5733, identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPOs") purporting to
make multiple awards to Qwest and ENA were issued by the Department of Administration
("DOA"). SBP01308 was issued to Qwest and SBP01309 was issued to ENA. Copies of
SBP01308 and 1309 issued January 28, 2009 are attached as Exhibits I and J to the Matk Little
Affidavit. Qwest and ENA were to be competitors providing the "same or similar" property
under their respective SBPOs pursuant to the requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.
Less than a month later, on February 26, 2009, the DOA issued Amendment 1 to Qwest
SBP01308 "which further defined Qwest's scope of work under the multiple award". (Mark
Little Affidavit, Paragraph 18.) DOA issued Amendment 1 to ENA SBPO 1309 for th.e same
purpose on the same day. (Mark Little Affidavit, Paragraph 19.) Copies of the February 26,
2009 Amendments to Qwest SBPO 1308 and ENA SBPO 1309 are attached as Exhibits Kand L
to the Mark Little Affidavit.
Amendment 1 to the Qwest and ENA SBPOs eliminated competition between Qwest and
ENA and stated that Qwest and ENA were to act as "equal partners". Amendment 1 to the
Qwest and ENA SBPOs also split the services that were to be provided by each so that the
contracts no longer concerned the "same or similar" property. Amendment 1 identified Qwest as
"the general contractor for all IEN technical network services" and identified ENA as "the
Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471."
DOA purchasing administrator Bill Burns admitted that Amendment 1 to the Qwest and
ENA SBPOs changed the contracts from contracts for the "same or similar" property and
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services to contracts for dissimilar property and services. (Deposition of William D. Burns, p.
65, L. 19 - p. 66, L. 6; p. 68, L. 1 - p. 72, L. 23; Exhibit 4 to the Affidavit of David R. Lombardi
in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Motions for Partial Summary Judgment filed
November 16, 2010, a copy of which is attached hereto for the convenience of the Court. Copies
of Exhibits 31, 32, 49 and 50 that are discussed in the deposition of Mr. Burns are also attached
for the convenience of the Court.)
Qwest SBP01308 was amended a total of 13 times.

The most recent amendment

occurred in January 2013 and extended the term of the agreement to January 27, 2019.
(Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit of David R. Lombardi filed contemporaneously herewith.)
ENA SBP01309 was amended a total of 2 times. The most recent amendment occurred
in January 2013 and extended the term of the agreement to January 27, 2019. (Exhibit2 to the
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi filed contemporaneously herewith.)
ARGUMENT

The IEN RFP stated it was seeking a "total end-to-end solution". While it stated that an
award might be made to multiple vendors, it also stated that bids were sought for the end-to-end
solution and would not be accepted for less than all of the project. The requirement that bidders
propose an end-to-end solution was the impetus that caused Syringa to enter into a Teaming
Agreement with ENA and to assist it in the preparation of its technical and pricing proposals.
Had bidders been advised by the RFP that E-rate services and telecommunication services could
be bid separately and would be awarded separately, Syringa could have submitted a proposal, by
itself, for IEN telecommunication services.
The original IEN SBPOs appear, on their face, to be identical contracts for the entire endto-end solution required by the IEN RFP. As it turned out, they were prefatory to the amended
SBPOs that "further defined the scope of work . . . under the multiple award" by dividing the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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IEN project into two separate contracts for dissimilar services in violation of Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A and§ 67-5718(2). This violation renders Qwest SBPO 1308 and ENA SBPO 1309
void under Idaho Code§ 67-5725.
The Idaho Supreme Court provided a clear, unambiguous analysis of the requirements of
Idaho Code § 67-5718A and § 67-5718(2). Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho DeparMZent of

Administration, 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499, 505 (2013). In the first part of that analysis, the,
Supreme Court concluded that the original and amended SBPOs issued by DOA represented an
unlawful, two-step process designed to avoid the Idaho Code § 67-5718A requirement that
multiple awards be made for the "same or similar property":
It is apparent from the record that the State Defendants believed that the statute only

controlled the initial award to multiple bidders. If they were initially awarded
contracts to furnish the same or similar property, amending those contracts so that the
successful bidders were no longer furnishing the same or similar property would not
violate the statute. They believed the State could do in two steps what was
prohibited in one.
A government agency may not do indirectly what it is prevented by law from
doing directly. See O'Bryant v. City of Idaho Falls, 78 Idaho 313, 325, 303 P.2d
672, 678 (1956) ("What cannot be done directly by the City of Idaho Falls
because of constitutional limitations cannot be accomplished indirectly."). If the
State could circumvent the statute simply by amending the contracts awarded to
multiple bidders, then the statute would be of no effect. That two-step approach is
obviously not permissible when considered in light of subsection (3) of the
statute, which states, "Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2)
or more bidders in accordance with this section, a state agency shall make
purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price,
availability, support services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency."
I.C. § 67-5718A(3). Subsection (3) obviously intends, for the benefit of the
taxpayers, that the multiple bidders who are awarded contracts will remain as
competitors, which will only occur if they are furnishing the same or similar
property.
305 P.3d 499, 505. In the second part of its analysis, the Supreme Court concluded that the IEN
contract also violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2):
The amendments to the purchase orders issued to ENA and Qwest were, in effect,
changing the RFP after the bids were opened. The RFP solicited proposals from
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 5
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bidders who were able to perform the entire contract which, under the wording of
the RFP, would be a "total end-to-end service support solution." The RFP defined
a proposal as "[a] written response including pricing information to a request for
proposals that describes the solution or means of providing the property requested
and which proposal is considered an offer to perform a contract in full response to
the request for proposals." The RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide
the backbone and a separate contract to be the E-rate service provider.
An RFP is required to "describe the property to be acquired in sufficient
detail to apprise a bidder of the exact nature or functionality of the property
required." I.C. § 67-5718(2). A "request for proposals may be changed by the
buyer through issuance of an addendum, provided the change is issued in writing
prior to the bid opening date and is made available to all vendors receiving the
original solicitation." IDAPA 38.05.01.052. By amending the contracts so that
Qwest and ENA were no longer furnishing the same or similar property, the State
has, in effect, changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation of I.C.
§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. The separate contracts as amended no
longer conform to the RFP's description of the property to be acquired. The
description of property to be provided by Qwest under its amended contract is not
a minor deviation from the property to be provided by the successful bidder under
the RFP, nor is the property to be provided by ENA under its amended contract.
"[M]ere schemes to evade law, once their true character is established, are
impotent for the purpose intended. Courts sweep them aside as so much rubbish."
O'Bryant, 78 Idaho at 325,303 P.2d at 678.
305 P.3d 499, 505-06 (emphasis added).
The material facts are clear and undisputed. The JEN RFP sought a total end-to-end
solution. After the bids were closed, the State embarked on a two-step process that started with a
multiple award to competitors and ended up, by material amendment, in complementary
contracts with "equal partners" providing separate, dissimilar services.
The split of the JEN project into a separate contract for E-rate services to ENA and a
separate contract to Qwest for telecommunication services has endured and been extended since
the issuance of the amended SBPOs on February 26, 2009. These contracts violate Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A and§ 67-5718(2) and are void ab initio as a matter oflaw pursuant to the provisions
of Idaho Code § 67-5725 ("all contracts made in violation of these statutes are void and any

money advanced by the State in consideration ofsuch contracts must be repaid").
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Partial summary judgment should be entered against Defendant declaring, as a matter of
law, that the IEN contract with Qwest (SBP01308) and the IEN contract with ENA (SBPO
1309) violate Idaho procurement law and are void by operation ofldaho Code§ 67-5725.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

i2J day of March, 2014.

GIVENS PURSLEY

L·

By: _ _ _ _ _->s::--+---ff'----t'--;,"-",;::::-----c7""David R. Lombar i
Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, Ll:,C

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 1c) of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zicka.u

~Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 and
954-5260) ·

\
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION, et al.,
Defendants.

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM D. BORNS
'l'AKEN OC'l'OBER 19, 2010

REPORTED BY:

SHERI FOOTE, CSR No. 90, RPR, CRR

Notary Public
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document.) Yes, it is.
Q. Have you seen Exhibit No. 49 before?
A. No.
Q. Does Exhibit No. 49 amend Exhibit
No.31?
A. This is hard to read. Maybe your eyes
are better than mine. lt appears to.
Q. Well, please go ahead and take all of
thetimeyouneed.
A. (Reviewingdocuments.) Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, in connection with your
meetings with Mr. Little on December 3, 2008, and
subsequently in January of 2009, you stated you
"dete1mined that awarding to multiple proposers
was still appropriate, in the best interest of
the State, and in accordance with Idaho Code
Section 67-5718A(l)(a) and (b)."
And if you need to make reference to the
statute, that's Exhibit No. 60. Sony
A. There we go. Okay.
Q. Can you explain to me why, as stated in
paragraph 9 of your-A. Which document?
Q. ExhibitNo.147,youraffidavit. Why,
as stated in paragraph 9 of your affidavit,
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Page 64

access to phone lines and to transmission lines.
And because of the various locations throughout
the state where we needed the system buildout, it
still made sense to have a multiple award.
Q. Was the multiple award that's
represented by Exhibit Nos. 31 and 32 for the
same or similar goods or services?
A. The multiple award was for a system
buildout; okay? And it was -- the products - or
the property being acquired was services related
to E-rate funding and to the actual end-to-end
buildout of the system to allow for broadband
connect to schools.
Q. 'That wasn't my question. My quesuion
was: Was it for the same or similar goods or
services?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Why was it for the same or
similar goods or services?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: 01:\jcction, asked and
answered.
11-!E WITNESS: I don't w1derstand that
question.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Well, when you have a
multiple vendor award for furniture, does that
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Exhibit No. 147, was it in accordance with Idaho
Code Section 67-5718A !o make a multiple award of
the JEN contract to Qwest and ENA'!
MR. J>ATIERSON: I apologize, but could
you read that question back.
(Recordreadback.)
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Do you want me to
rephr-.tse that question?
A. Please.
Q. Okay, would you take a look at
paragraph 9 -·
A. Okay.
Q. --of Exhibit No. 147. You slate in
there that you "detennined that awarding to
multiple proposers was still approp1iate, in the
best interest of the State, and in accordance
with Idaho Code Section 67-5718A(l)(a) and (b)";
is that col'rect?

A. Yes.
Q. Why was it in accordance with Idaho Code
67-5718A(l)(a) and (b)?
A. Because the property being acquired,
which lent itself to be services associated with
E-rate funding, was the buildout of an entire
system, which included many different types of
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Page 65
mean that there are multiple vendors from which
an executive desk can be purchased?
A. Yes.
Q. And if you have three vendors that have
a multiple vendor award with the State of Idaho,
a stale agency could purchase an executive desk
from either one ofthem: correct?
A. And that desk would •• yes, that's
correct.
Q. And you would agree, wouldn't you, that
each of those three vendors is providing the same
or similar goods or services?
A. Similar goods.
Q. Okay. Similar goods; c01rect?
A. Yes.
Q. And in the case of the furniture, ii

would be things like executive desks; corJTCCt?
A. Correct.

Q. So, were Exhibit Nos. 31 and 321r same

or similar services?
A. Yes.
~ · SCHOSSBEROER: Objectior, asked and
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) In fact, ijxhibit
Nos. 31 and 32 are for the entire buildoutlofthe
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system; aren't they?
A. Yes.
Q. So, theoretically, the entire JEN system
could have been built out under just one of the
statewide blanket purchase orders, Exhibit No. 31
or Exhibit No. 32; correct?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to the form,
speculation.
THE WITNESS: I don't know that.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Well, let's go back
to executive desks. Can state agencies choose
which multiple vendor they get their executive
desk from?
A. Correct.

Q. So, it's possible, isn't it, that even
though there may be three vendors for executive
desks, that all of the agencies might choose just
to use one of them?
A. That's very true. Very true.
Q. So that you might have three statewide
blanket purchase orders for furniture, but in
fact only one of the vendors might sell all of
the desks necessary; agreed?
A. The selling of the desks in your example
may be limited to geographic area. In other
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words, they may sell in the Boise area. They may
not sell in the Coeur d'Alene area. So, what's
available to a state agency may not work in
accordance with what property is being able to be
delivered to what agency -Q. Sure.
A. -- and where the location is.
Q. In other words, there are some practical
limitations.
A. Absolutely.
Q. Sure. But just theoretically first,
just in tenns of your position as director for
the Division of Purchasing -A. It's administrator.
Q. Excuse me, administrator. Putting aside
practical concerns, it is possible that one of
three multiple vendors for executive furniture
could, if the price was right and delivery tenns
were right, sell all of the furniture purchased
by the State of Jdaho during the term of that
contract?
A. lfwe felt that they could service the
needs of the State for the whole state?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes.
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Q. So, ifwe take a look at Exhib.~tos. 31
and 32, both Exhibit Nos. 31 and 32
for the
entire buildout ofthe Idaho Education etwork;
aren't they?
A. Con-ect.
Q. So, then, if the circumstances w~re
right, Qwest under Exhibit No. 31 could have
built out the entire Idaho Education Ne~ork
under Exhibit No. 31; correct?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object ~o form. Go
ahead.
nm WITNESS: Depending on ~he
circumstances. But in our judgment, nq. That's
why two contracts were Jet.
I
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Right, ' understand
that. But Uiey were both -· they were lei for
the same or similar goods and services; ~¥eren't
they?
A. Con·ect.
Q. And the same or similar goods r
services for which they were let was th buildout
of the Idaho Education Network?
A. '11lat's correct.
Q. And it was anticipated that ther~ were
areas in the State where price, availability of

1
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1 11: 02: 32 12
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1 11: 03: 12 24
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service, and other factors would caus, one
contractor to be more advantageous the State
than the other?
A. That's correct.
Q. And that's why you did two?
A. That is correct.
Q. So, then, let's turn to Exhibit fos. 49
and 50.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. Have you seen Exhibit Nos.
and 50
before?
A. I'll have to look a little closer.ti
can't even see what it says on the cop .
(Reviewing document.) Is this them mo we just
looked at?
Q. Yes, we looked at it a few morents ago.
A. Okay, what is the question?
Q. Did you see those at or near tile time
they were issued?
A. No.
Q. Did you have any knowledge ~1at the
statewide blanket purchase orders for1the Idaho
Education Network were going to be lmtended in
Februaryof2009?
A. No.

to

49

1
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Q. Did Mr. Little talk with you about the
amendment lo the statewide blanket purchase
orders in-A. No.
Q. - February of 2009?
THE COURT REPORTER: Please wait until
he's done with the question.
THE WITNESS: I said, "No." Oh, I'm
sorry.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: It's hard for her
when you're speaking over each other.
THE WITNESS: l know. Sorry about that.
Q. (BY MR LOMBARDI) Would you please take
a moment to read Exhibit Nos. 49 and 50. I
gather you've not read these before?
A. No, I have not. This is very difficult
to read on the copy. These copies are very··
I'll II)' my best here.
Q. Thank you. I might be able to improve
the light.
A. Thal would be helpful. (Reviewing
documents.) Okay.
Q. Isthereadifferencebetweenthegoods
and services that are to be provided under
Exhibit No. 49 and the goods and services that

I
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I11:09:29

1

A. Yeah. Yes.

11:09:31
1 11:09:44
11: 09: 47
1 11:09:51
111:09:54

2

Q. And ENA was not going to prov,de the -·

3

j 11:09:57

7

l 11:10:00
! 11:10:03

8

or it was not going to be the general colbctor
for the technical network services; was t?
A. I don't know. I mean, I'm not a 1
technical guy on this stuff, so I have no idea.
Q. Well, if you go to paragraph 1 of the
text on Exhibit No. 49, which is the thi~ page
ofExhibit No. 49, do you see there that· "Qwest
will be the general contractor for all IE ~ ••
A. What paragraph are you on?
Q. Paragraph I.
A. Okay. "General contractor for ail !EN
technical network sel'vices.• Okay.
Q. So, at least in gross terms,
was
going to provide the technical network ervices
under Exhibit No. 49 and ENA was goi g to provide
the E-rate services under Exhibit No. 5 ;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So, Exhibit Nos. 49 and 50 no 1Jnger
represent the same or similar services; they?
A. They do not.
Q. So, then, Exhibit Nos. 49 and 50 no
longer comply with the requirements of Idaho Code

1
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are to be provided under Exhibit No. 50?
MR. PAITERSON: Objection, form.
THE WITNESS: The goods and services are
different from the standpoint it looks like there
was a division of the goods and services for
execution of the contracts, to get the system
built.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) By"division of the
contTact," do you mean that part of the se1vices
were going to be provided solely by Qwest and
part of the services were going to be provided
solely by ENA?
A. It appears that way, plus they were
going to be worldng together in some mutual
areas. I'm not a technologist, so I don't know
all of this stuff, but it appears that there's
some coordination and collaboration required from
them both to build out the system.
Q. And fo1· example, something that's easy
to pick out is that wider Exhibit No. 50, ENA was
to provide the E-rate services; wasn't it?
A. I think that's what I read there, yes.
ru have to tum to it again, please. Give me a
second In item No. 1 you're talking about?
Q. Yes.

5
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Section 67-5718A; do they?
MR. SCI-JOSSBERGER: Object to the form,
legal conclusion.
11-lE WITNESS: Where is that at again?
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) That's on Exhibit
No. 60 and it's also refen-ed to in your
affidavit, which is Exhibit No. 147.
A. That's refen·ed lo, but it's not listed.
Okay. So, repeat the question.
Q. It's in Exhibit No. 60, or Exhibit
No. 60 is !he statute.
A. Is the statute, okay.
MR. LOMBARDI: And could you repeat the
question to him, please.
(Record read back.)
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: The same objection
and I'll also add it assumes facts.
THE WITNESS: And they don't need to.
And they don't need to because the award had
already been given at that point in time. The
contract had already been issued. The evaluation
had already been made and the contrac!: had been
let.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) That's not my
question.
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input. Now, beyond Mark Little, I'm not sure.
Q. Okay. Do you know if Teresa Luna had
any input?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Do you know if Mike Gwartney had any
input?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Do you know if Jim Schmit had any input?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Do you know if Clint Berry had any
input?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if Bob Collie had any input?
A No, I don't
Q. DoyouknowifGayleNelsonhadany
input?
A. No, l don't.
Q. You werejusttotal!y out of the loop at
that point?
A. Yes,Iwas.
11-IE Wfl'NESS: I need to take a break.
Justgivemeasccond.
MR.LOMBARDI: We'llgoofftherecord.
THEVIDEOGRAPHER: Thetimeis ll:19and
we're off the record.
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(Recess held.)
THEVJDEOGRAPHER: Thetimeisll:32and
we're on lhe record.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Mr. Bums, directing
your attention to your memo ofFebruary 22, 20 I0,
which is Exhibit A to you!' affidavit which is
ExhibitNo.147,andjustfortherecord,the
memo also I think is Exhibit No. 127. But asking
you about the third paragraph from the bottom
that says: "Based upon this discuss)on I
concluded that the procurement of the development
of!EN services met Idaho Code Section
67-5718A(l)(a) and (b)." Do you see that?
A. Right.
Q. Okay.
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Now, am I con-cct in understanding that
your conclusion is limited to that time frame
before Exhibit Nos. 49 and 50, the amended
statewide blanket purchase orders ••
A. That is correct.
Q. -were issued?
A. That is correct.
Q. And your memorandum of February 22 does
not addJ'ess the compliance of Exhibit Nos. 49 and

i
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50 with Idaho Code Section 67-5718A?
A. That is correct.
Q. And, in fact, they are not in compliance
with that; correct?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object tofo1m.
THE WITNESS: I disagree with that. I
think this·· the infonnation contained here is
in compliance with the statute. The amendments
are in compliance with state statutes.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) But not 67-5718A?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form,
misstates his testimony.
THE WITNESS: 1don't know what the
question is.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Okay. I just want to
walk through the last little bit with you. 1
think we've agreed that up to the time of the
amended SBPO's the multiple vendor award was in
compliance with Idaho Code67-5718A?
A. Con·ect.
Q. If it is detennined that Idaho Code
Section 67-5718A also applies to the amemded
SBPO's, would you agree that they are not for the
same or similar goods or services and do not
comply with the requirements of67-5718A?
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MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to the fonn,
legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS: Could you·· I don't know
what •• I'm sony.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Legal conclusion and
compound.
THE WITNESS: You say, "ifit is
determined"?
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Yes.
A. What does that mean?
Q. If the court were to rule.
A. If the court·· repeat your question.
Q. If the court were to 1ule that the
amended statewide blanket purchase orders were
required to comply with Idaho Code Section
67-5718A, would they in fact as written ®mply
with that statute?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. But they're not for the same or
simllar goods or services; are they?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to fonn, they
speak for U1en1se!ves. Legal conclusion.
nm WITNESS: Your question?
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) I underst11nd this has
been asked, but 1just want to confinn. E>!bibit
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J.1.:39:34 1
the intent of the complexities of the bui1Jdout of
Nos. 49 or SO are not for the same or similar
11:39:40 2
a whole system. And it still made sense in tenns
goods or services; are they?
11:39:43 3
of award to award the contract to two suppliers.
A. It appears not.
11:39:51 4
Q. Now, continuing to direct your attention
Q. ln your memo what do you mean by "the
11:39:59 5
evaluation committee"?
to Exhibit No. 127, which is Exhibit A to your
11:40:02 6
A. Let me read it again here. (Reviewing
affidavit, Exhibit No. 147, you've got it right
11:40:18 7
in front of you, you say in the final paragraph;
document.) Where do you find that anyway? I
11:40:20 8
can't-"After the evaluation of the proposals, in
11:40:21 9
January of 2009, Mark Little advised me that it
Q. J find that -11:40:2210
was the recommendation of the evaluation
A. Oh, "evaluation committee" on the second
committee to award the contract to two proposers, 11:40:2411 line there. You know, I think 1 was thi111king at
11:40:3412 that time the evaluators had been -- had
Education Networks of America and Qwest."
11 : 4 o: 3 6 13 completed their work. They had scored the
What do you remember - well, first of
all, where did that communication from Mark
11 : 4 o: 3 9 14 proposals. And Mark had talked to both Laura,
11 : 4 O: 4 4 15 Greg, and that group to determine the
Little take place?
A. 1 think I previously testified it was in
1 1 : 4 O: 4 7 16 appropriateness of still doing a multiple award.
my office.
11 : 4 O: s Ol. 7 And that's what I'm referring to there.
Q. What did he tell you about the
11 : 4 O: 5 3 18
So, I probably termed it incorrectly as
evaluation committee?
11 : 4 o: 5 61 9 far as I'm mixing two things here, I thi11k.
A. He didn't say anything about the
• 11 : 41 : O3 2 O Evaluation committee as far as the proposal is
evaluation committee.
! 11: 41: 07 21 concerned is different from what I'm speaking to
Q. Do you recall the words that he used to
! 11 : 41 : 0 7 2 2 here. The evaluation committee would be Greg and
tell you what you've written here in your
l l : 41 : 11 2 3
Laura and Mark working together from a technical
I
memorandum of February 22, 2010?
11 : 4 1 : l. 4 2 4 side and from a business side on the proposal.
A. Yes, that the solic- - the review of
I 11 : 41 : 16 2 5
Q. So, then, when you refer to "evaluation

i
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the proposals had been completed by the
evaluation team, the scoring had been reached,
and two suppliers had been selected for the
contract.
Q. Did he tell you that the evaluators or
as stated here "the evaluation committee," made a
recommendation concerning the award of the
contract?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to fonn,
ambiguous as to "evaluation committee."
THE WITNESS: Would you clarify
"evaluation committee"? I mean, are you talking
about the one that l wrote here?
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Yes, exactly. I'm
asking you about this final paragraph.
A. And I have to tell you that the
evaluation committee that I'm refen'ing to here
is not the evaluators of the ··ifhJt Mark was
referring to me was that they had gone through
the proposal, they had scored, weighted, found
that there are two - his recommendation that
there should be two suppliers in regard to, fo1·
the contract. Okay? And that was the sum and
substance of the conversation.
We talked about originally going back to

r· ·- - ·- - · - . · . . . . . -· . . . . . . . .. ·'
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committee" in paragraph 8 of your affidavit,
Exhibit No. 147, tell me, who were the members of
the evaluation committee?
A. That is the same thing I'm referring
down here. It's not the evaluators of the
proposal, it's the technical group of Greg and
Laura and Mark working together. Since we're not
technologists, we have to rely on those fulks
that understand that business.
Q. Was there anyone else who was a member
of the evaluation committee to which you make
reference in paragraph 8 of your affidavit,
Exhibit No. 147?
A. Not that I know of.
Q. Do you know if the evaluators made a
recommendation concerning whether there should be
a single or multiple award?
A. No.

Q. Who was responsible fol' establishing the

process by which RFP's -- strike that.
Who was re.~nslble for establlshlng the
evaluation process in the !EN RFP?
A. All of the RFP processes are estllblished
by the Division of Purchasing. We have a general
RFP process.
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'1BI S NUMBU HIJST JIPPtAJI

BRITO:
State of Idaho Various Agencies
Various State Agenclas
located throughout Idaho

(J{ ALL DOCUM£tlTS

State of Idaho
Various
Agencies

...

Address2
Various, ID 83701

Statewide Bl,.nket Purchase
Order
S8P01308

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

Date: Wed Jan 28, 2009

DELIVER TO: State of Idaho Various Agencies
Various State Agencies
located throughout Idaho

-

F.O.B: Destination
Terms: N30

A ddress2
Various, ID 83701
Mark.Uttle@adm.ldaho.gov

VENDOR:

Start of Service Wed Jan 28, 2009
Date
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
1801 California Street
Denver, CO 80202
Attn: Director-Business Development
richard.fernandez@qwest.com
Phone: 800 899-7780
Fax: 303 672-5901
Account Number: P00000067075

Mon Jan 27, 2014
End of Service
Date:

RFQ#: RFP02160
DOC#: PREQ15808

FIie Attached: (' JEN_Bdders_eanference.doc
(' IEN_RFP_29
Dec_oa_Changes_and_or_Update$.docx

r
Exb.No.
Date
Name

?f

tt/;ro
/~

M&~~

Buyer:

II

Item No

000

I

III
I

MARK LITTLE

IEN_Bldders_conf_QA._29 Oec_oa.docx

f" APPENDIX_FandG_to_RFP02160.docx
(' RFP_IEN_Brleflng_29_Dec_08,pptx

i" AMENDMENT4_RFP02160.doc

1 RFP02160_WITH_APPEN_Ad~c
,

RFP02160 APPEN C THRU E.doc

208-332-1611

11Q~~:ty1

Description

I

BLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT ( llne Item particulars follow)
Total:

11ot

Unit
Price

I

1

jeXTENsroNj
15000000.00

I

1soooooo.ool

Contract for,the Idaho Education Network (JEN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, political
subdivisions, or publlc agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The Division of Purchasing or the
Blanket requlsltlonlng agency wfH issue individual releases (dellvery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as
Comments: needed basis per the IEN Strategic Implementation Plan for a period of five (5) year commencing January 28,
2009 ending January 27, 2014, with the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year periods.

f

Item No

II..

Description

I Q~~~ltyl

Unit

Price

EXTENSION

https://basec.sicomm.netlbuyer/poOOlMAILERhtml?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markli... 1/28/2009
D0A010845
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COMMUNICATIONS AND RELATED SERVICESldaho Educatton Network
related services

I 915·51 )

Cnt I

........................... NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho
schools, agencies, Institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions or public agencies as
defined by Idaho Code, Section 67·2327, The Division of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency wlD fssue
Individual releases (dallvery or purchase orders} against this Contract on an as needed basis In ac;c.ordance
~th the IEN strategic Implementation plan.
rTlle Contract TERM Is for a period of five (5) years commencing January 28, 2009 endfng January Tl, 2014, with
~e option to renew for three (3) additional five (6) year periods.

Contract Title: ................ Idaho Education Network
Contract Usage Type: •••••.•. Mandatory Use (executive agencies)
Public Agency Clause: •....•Yes
Contract Administration: .... Gregory Lindstrom
-Phone Number. ••••.•••••.. 208-332-1609
-E-Mail: ......................gregory.llndstrom@adm.ldaho.gov
Contractor's Primary Contact
-Attn: .........................Clint Berry
-Address: ......................999 Main Street. Suite 800
General ,.-City, State, Zlp: ............ Bolse, 10 83702
Comments: Phone Number: ............... 208-364-3977
Facsimile: ............ ~ ......... 208-384-3954
E-Mail: .......................... cllnt.berry@qwest.com
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGEiNCY. DO NOT
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on any
Invoices/statement will faclfftate the efficient processing of payment. .
The dollar amount listed In the contract extension pricing Is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual
dollar amount of thie contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given
to the Contractor by the State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract.
THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (Including any flies attached), CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF
IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER
(lncludlng any electronic bid submission}, WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE
AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL
In the event of any inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein, such Inconsistency shall be resolved by
giving precedence in the foHowlng order:

1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order document
2. The state of Idaho's original soUcltation document RFP02160.
3. The Qwest's signed offer.
Instructions:
Freight/ Handling Included In Price
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THU IIUN&tl\ MUST ilffl'IJI

BIii To:
State ofldabo Various Agend..
Various State Agenclae
located throughout Idaho

State of Idaho ·
Various
Agencies

-

A ddreu2

Varfou•, I) '3701

Clll .,..._._ DaCtllDTS

Statewide Blalktt Purohase
Order

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

S8P01309
D,te: Wed Jan 28. 2009

DELIVER TO: State of Idaho Varioua .Agencies

Varfou, state Agenclu
located throughout Idaho

-

F.0.8: Oeatinatlon
Terms: N30

A ddre•2

Various, ID 11701

MarkJJllle@adln.ldaho.gov

VENDOR:

Start of Servli;e Wed Jan 2a, 2009
Date

EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA
1101 MGGavock St

End of Service

Naahvffle, TN 37203
Attn: Vice Pre.ldent

Mon Jan 27, 21114

Date:

gnel110n@ena.com
Phone: 70:t.727--0886
Fax: &18-312-8099

RF{». RFPo2168

Account Number: P00000074671

DOCI; PREQ15758

-------~-----~-----------~------------FIie Attached: r IEN_Bddera_Conference.doo
C"' EN_RFP_29
Dec_OI_Changes_and_or_Updates.docx
r ~N_B1dders_conf_QA_29 Dec_Oa.docx
r APPENIJIX...FandG_to_RFP02160.docx

r

RFP_rEN_Brleflng_29_Dec_08.ppt,c
C- AMENDIIIENT4_RFP02180.doc
<" RFP02180_WITH_APPEH_A.doc
C" RFP021BO APPEN C TttRU E.doc
Buyer:
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Quantity 1 Unit
UOM
Price EXTENSION

Description

Item No
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Total:

I

1 lot
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Contract ror the rctaho Education Network (IEN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho ellglbla schools, political
ISUbdlvislons, or publfc agencies as defined by Idaho Code. Section 67-2321. The Division of Purchasing or the
Blanket i,equlsitfonlng agency wJU issue lndMdual refeasas (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as
Comments: needed ba&ls In accordance with the lEN strategic implementation pfan, for a period of five (5) year
commencing January 2B. 2009 ending January 27, 2014, with the option to renew for three (3) addltlonaf five (6)
year periods.
Item No

Description

D~y

Unit
Price
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...........................NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (8BPO) AWARD
Contrad for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) par State of Idaho RFP 21 BO for the benefit of State of Idaho

sc.hoclls. agendas. lnldltutlons. and departments and ellglble polltlcal subdhlkdons or publlc aganelee es

wi•

ned by Idaho COde, Section 67-2327. The DM81on of Purchaelng ar the requisitioning as-ncy
Issue
lndMdual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as neead basis In aecordance
h fbe IEN strategic Implementation plan.

• Contracl TERM Is for• period of five (5) yeara commenehlg January 28, ZOOS ending January 27• 2014. with
e option lo renew for three (3) addllfonal Ive (6) year periods.
Contract Tltlr. ...._.-•••••.• Idaho Education Network
tract Usage Tyge:••••••-Mandatory Use (•xecutive agencies)
Ubllc Agency Clause: ••••••Yes
tract Administration:.... Grvgory Undstrom
lt-lPlll!m,e Number: ••••••••••••208-332-1609
-E-Mal:•••.•••......•.•.•.••.gregory.Rndstrom@adm.ldaho.gov

ntractor'a Primary Contact
Attn: .........................Davld M. Pierce
Address:.-...................1101 McOavoek Street
-City, State, Zlp: ............Nashvllle. TN 37203
General Phone Number: ............... 615-312-6009
Comments: all Free:.......................866-611-1101
Facsimile: ...................... 616-312-6099
E-Mall: •••••••••••••••••••••••••• dpler~na.com

NTRACTOR: Ship IO U,9 FOB DESnNATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION.OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Aw•d Number on any
Invoices/statement will facllltatethe efficient processing of payment.

The dollar amount listed In the contract extenslen pricing Is an estimate and cannot be guarantaed. 1ihe actual
dollar amowat of the contract may be more or less depending on lhe actual orders. requirements. or tasks given
lo the Contractor by the Slate or may be dependent upon U1e specific terms of the Contract.

8 STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (l~ludlng any flies attached). CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF
IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER
Including any electronic bid submission), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY Rl:FERENCE
AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL

rn the event of any Inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein, such Inconsistency shall be resblved by
Ing precildence In the followlng order:
1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order documem.

2. The state of Idaho's orlglnaf sollcitatlon document RFP02160.
3, The Educ:atlon Networks of ~rtca•s sf ned offer.
Instructions:

Freight I Handling Included In Price
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IDAHO DM810N OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
88P001308
FebruarJ28,2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 11 (this Amandmenr) by and between the S1af8 of Idaho ('"State·)
and Qwest Communication• Company, LLC rQwesl'") hereby amends the mntrad for tha
Idaho EducaUon Network (·IEN;. Qwest Statewide Blanket Purehase Order: SBP01308 :(the
"Agreemenr).
0

It fs the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 In order to darlfy the roles and
responalbllltlea of the parties to the Agreement.
1. Qwest wtU be the general contractgr for all lEN technical network S81Vices. The Service
Provider lated on the State's Federal E--rata Form 471, Education Networks of America
(ENA), 18 reqUired to work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, ,and
provisioning of. on-going malntenanoe, operations and bHftng for all lEN slte8.
2. Qwest, in coordination with ENA. wil dellver IEN technJcal network services using its
existing cora MPLS network and backbone servtc:es.

3. Qwest. In coordination wlth ENA, wlll procure and pn:,vlslon au local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
rellable network access thn:,ughout the State to include leveragl~ of pubftc safety
network assets wherever economically and lechnlcally feasible. Qwest and ENA wlll
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deUver the nec&s98,Y
bandwidth to each IEN site and fo connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, In coordination with ENA, wlD provide an Internet services to IEN users.
5. Qwest wi!J assign a project manager to work wtth the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, worlmg with the ENA project
manager. will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, aS$1gn
responsibUl1les. Identify risks, and define the schedule for project lmplernentatron. this
Joint Pn:,Ject Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval Implementation of this Joint Project Plan Is subject to the review
and appmval from the State.
6. Qwest and ENA will use a oombinalfon of Qwest and ENA Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network Including but not limited to:

a. Establishment of a physical layer (118nsport) NOC by Qwest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest; and
c. Es1abllshment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty.four hours a day, seven days a week. three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA s NOC will serve as lhe one-stop IEN customer facing
service and support center; Qwest transport NOC wUI monitor both the physlcaf and loglcaJ
layer for outages and Qweefa IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via existing
management pfatfonns.
1
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C,
IOAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK CEN}

SBP001308
February 26, 2009

7. Qwest will work With ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the Information
necessary for the State and ENA to fife Federal E-rate forms accurately and In a Ume1y

manner.

~ ~ - -~----·,
8. The State consldens Qwest and E equal partners ~ IEN pn,fect as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated
dated January 28, 2009.

- ~ and the subsequent SBP00~308

9. The Stata may request copies of all itamlz.ed billing fn>m Qwest. as the service pro\llder
associated with the dellvery of IEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going ba$ls at
any time during the 1erm of the agruement. Qwest must proYlde this lnfonnation within
30 ~ of the State's request for itemized billing infonnatfon.
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Dl!PARTIIENT Of ADMINISTRATION. OFFICE OF ntE OCIO,
AMEM>MEMT ON& (1) TO
STAT! OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SSP001309
February 26, 2089

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this •Amendment) by and between the Stale of Idaho rstate")
and Education Networks of America. lnc.lENA Services, LLC hereby amends the contract
for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01809
(1he •Agreement").
It le the Intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001389 In order to darify the roJn end
responelbUltJes of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on 1he State's Federal E-rate Fann 471. Qwest
Communkations Company LLC ("Qwest") is required to work with the ENA Account
Team for ordering. and provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and biHing for
all lEN sites.
2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of aU IEN network services and support.

3. ENA. In ooortllnadon with Qwest. will prooure, provision, and provide all local access
connecti>ns and routing equipment making raasanable efforts ID enswa the most oost
efficient and reliable network accesa throughout 1he Stale to include leveragfrlg of pubflc
safety network assets wherever economlcally and technk:aJly feaelble. ENA and Qwest
wllJ use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the nece•ry
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. ENA, in coordination with Qwest. wUI provide aU Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the IEN network.

5. ENA wflf assign a p10ject manager to work with the State of Idaho and Qwest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager. working with lhe Qwest project
manager, wll devebp a detaUed Joint Project Plan that wlll outline pR>ject tasks, assign
responsibilities. Identify risks, and define the sch8dule for project lmplemen1ation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan ls subject to the review
and approvaJ from the State.

6. ENA and Qwest wJII use a comblnatfon of ENA and Qwest Netwotk Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network ilcluding, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (1ranSpOrt) NOC by Qwest and
c. Establishment of an P NOC by Qwest

All tl1raa NOCs wtlf be staffed twenty-four hour8 a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC 'WIii serve as the one-stop IEN cusfDMar
facing service and support center; Qwest nnsPort NOC wlff monitor both the physical
and logical layer for outages and Qwest'a IP NOC wlU manage the MPLS servlcee via
ex1811ng management plalt'orms.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMINT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SBP0013GI
!February 28. 2009

7. ENA wUI work directly with the S1ate of Idaho and Qwest to supply the Information
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate f011118 accurately anci In a tlmely manner.
ENA will also assist 1he State In providing E-Rate training for-state EducatlonaJ Support
entltJea, Public School Dlstrlcfl and libraries.
.. ')

r6

8. The State considers ENA and Qwest aa aq\181 partners
the IEN project ae
demonstrated In the Intent to A•rd Letter dafed(lanua,y 20,..,2009 and the subsequent
SBP001309 dated January 2S. 2009.
·
9. The State may raquest copies of all Itemized blOlng from ENA, as the service provider
associated with the dellVery of IEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement ENA must provide this information wfthitr 30
days of the State's request for itemized bUUng information.
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

CHR1Si0PHE?l D. RICH, Clerk
By DAYSHP, OSBORN
DS?UTf

2028831_1 [5821-79]

Attorneys for Plainti:ffSyringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS
OF AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware
corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

Case No. CV OC 09-23757
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN
SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1

000554

STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Ada
)
David R. Lombardi, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am the attorney of record for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

2.

I am filing this Affidavit in support of Syringa's Memorandum in Support

("S yringa").

of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
3.

The Idaho Department of Administration makes available on its website

(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html) all the current state-wide contracts that have
been negotiated by the Division of Purchasing.
4.

I have reviewed the state-wide contracts available on the Department of

Administration website and identified the contracts applicable to the IEN involving Qwest and
ENA.
5.

Exhibit 1 attached hereto is the current state-wide blanket purchase order

SBPOI308 issued to Qwest.
6.

Exhibit 2 attached hereto is the current state-wide blanket purchase order

SBPOI309 issued to ENA.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of March, 2014.
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Notary Pubhc for Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
2
My Commission Expires:-/~-,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

tzi)

I hereby certify that on this
of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

- - U.S. Mail
~ernightMail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~~Fax(954-5210 and
954-5260)

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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0
THIS NUMBER MUST
APPEAR

ON ALL DOCUMENTS

!Bill To:
State of Idaho Various
Agencies
Various State Agencies
located throughout Idaho

***
Address2
Various, ID 83701

Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order

State of Idaho Various Agencies

5BP01308 ~ 13
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
CHANGE ORDER - 13

DELIVER State of Idaho Various Agencies
TO: Various State Agencies
located throughout Idaho

!Date: Thu May 16, 2013
F.O.B.: Destination
Terms:

***

Address 2
Various, ID 83701
sarah.hilderbrand@adm.idaho.gov

VENDOR: CENTURYLINK, INC.
999 W. Main St.
11th Floor
Boise, ID 83702
Attn: Premier Account Manager
Vendor Nbr:
Emailed To: joel.strickler@centurylink.com
Phone: 208 364-3977
Fax: 866 927-1066
eCommerce ID: P00000106693

Start of Fri Jan 18, 2013
Service Date
Sun Jan 27, 2019
End of
Service Date:
Solicitation#: RFP02160
DOC#: PREQ15608

i

J

!Buyer: Gregory D. Lindstrom 208-332-1609

***SBP01308 IS MODIFIED PER LINE ITEM #13 •
........................... NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
Bia ket Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for t~e
Comme~ts· benefit of State of Idaho schools, agencies, Institutions, and departments and eligible
• political subdivisions or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327.
The Division of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency wlll issue Individual rele,tses
(delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as needed basis In
accordance with the IEN strategic implementation plan.

EXHIBrr___
,

DOA_PA 000001
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Contract Title: •.•......•...••. Idaho Education Network
Contract Usage Type: ........ Mandatory Use (executive agencies)
Public Agency Clause: ......Yes
Contract Administration: ....Sandy Frazier
-Phone Number: ............208-332-1631
-E-Mail: •••..........•.••••••. Sandy.Frazier@adm.idaho.gov
Contractor's Primary Contact
-Attn: .........................Joel Strickler
-Address: ......................999 Main Street, Suite 800
-City, State, Zip: ............ Boise, ID 83702
Phone Number: ............... 208-364-1192
Facsimile: ...................... 208-364-3954
E-Mail: .......................... joel.strickler@qwest.com
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the
ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING.
Notating the Contract Award Number on any invoices/statement will facilitate the,
efficient processing of payment.

r

It

N

•I

Description

-r:-F~
:IQuantityli

I

I

U~it

• Exten~ion

F~lt_t_~-~-~-~-:-f;-~-~-f-~-~-:-c:_f_io-~-~-~-tw-,.!-··~-~-r-el-at_e_d_._._
..._.

~---

002
Files

Change Order 2_This Change Order is being
released to implement the changes to the contract
as described in the attached Amendment 2
document dated 3/11/10.
( 915-51 )

003
Files

( nt )

,....A_d_d_s_e_rv-ic_e_s_p_e_r_a_tta-ch_e_d_A_m_e-nd-m-en_t_5_ _ _ _

~---

$0.00

5
YEAR

$0.00

$0.00

FO.OO

lfo.
lo

( nt )

Change Order
4_amends
Agreement
per
attached
Amendment
Four
document
signed by
DoP
on
7/2/10.
( 915-51 )

$0.00

( nt )

Change Order 3_This Change Order is being
released to implement the changes to the contract
as described in the attached Amendment 3
document dated 4/29/10 by DOP signature.
( 915-51 )

5
YEAR

document for Deary, Idaho
( 915-51 ) ( nt )

I :

tTFF
:6
$0.00

$0.QO

$0.00

$0.(0

SBP01308-05 ls amended per the following and
the attached amended document.
006
Flies

1. Addition of Services-Qwest will provide the
State a backup circuit that will consist of the IQ
MPLS Port (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking

36
MO

DOA_PA 000002
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I

Service) Precise Burstable Service that is less than
100 Mbps at no charge).
( 915-51 )

( nt )

I fIT
~FF
I

The contract is hereby amended per the attached
Qwest Amendment 7 to add the service as detailed
within the amendment. Effective May 1, 2011.
( 915-00 ) ( nt )
SBP01308 CHANGE ORDER 8-The Agreement is
being amended per the attached Excel price list, to
add to the Agreement the specified Polycom
products.
( 915-51 ) ( nt )
Amendment 09 the attached Amendment 09
Revision of Local Access Pricing Table is effective
as of the date signed by DoP.
~---

( 915-51 )

( nt )

Change Order 10_amended to add services to
Rathdrum, ID per attached Amendment Ten signed
July 26, 2012 by the Division of Purchasing.
( 915-51 )

( nt )

SBP01308 11. Renewal of Agreement through
January 27, 2019, per the attached renewal letter.
( 915-51 )

( nt )

SBP01308.12 Amended pursuant to the attached
document. Amendment adds to the contract the
Cisco product listed in the attached document.

33
MO

$O 00
·

$O OO
·

1
LOT

$0.00

$0. 0

1
LOT

$0.00

.
$0.00

12
MO

$0.00

$0. 0

$0.00

$0.CO

FFlf
FFF
~F/1
~FF
1

-Contract Fiscal History-

012
Files

SBP01308.01 $05,000,000.00
SBP01308.02 $00,125,000.00
SBP01308.03 $00, 125,000.00
SBP01308.04 $00,176,000.00
SBP01308.05 $00,009,635.00
SBP01308.06 $00,036,000.00
SBP01308.07 $00,082,500.00
SBP01308.08 $00,000,000.00
SBP01308.09 $00,000,000.00
SBP01308.1 O$00,006,420.00
SBP01308.11 $05,000,000.00
SBP01308.12 $00,100,000.00

1
EA

Total $10,660,555.00

DOA_PA OOP003

000559

.-----

I

<915.51 >

I

< nt >

I

SBP01308-13 Amended pursuant to the attached
file. Amendment adds service to the listed sites.
CONTRACT FISCAL HISTORY

013

SBP01308-00 $05,000,000.00
SBP01308-01 $00,000,000.00
SBP01308-02 $00,125,000.00
SBP01308-03 $00, 125,000.00
SBP01308-04 $00,176,000.00
SBP01308-05 $00,009,635.00
SBP01308-06 $00,036,000.00
SBP01308-07 $00,082,500.00
SBP01308-08 $00,000,000.00
SBP01308-09 $00,000,000.00
SBP01308-10 $00,006,420.00
SBP01308-11 $05,000,000.00
SBP01308-12 $00, 100,000.00
SBP01308-13 $00,656,600.00

1

$656,600.00 $656,600.00

EA

Estimated Contract Total: $11,317,155.00
( 915-51 )

( nt )

The dollar amount listed in the contract extension pricing is an estimate and can1:1ot
be guaranteed. The actual dollar amount of the contract may be more or less
depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given to the Contractor by the
State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract.
THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (including any files attached),
CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFEft
General (including any electronic bid submission), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORAliED
Comments: HEREIN BY REFERENCE AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL
In the event of any inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein, such
inconsistency shall be resolved by giving precedence in the following order:
1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order document.
2. The state of Idaho's original solicitation document RFP02160.
3. The Qwest's signed offer.

I
I

Instructions:
Freight/ Handling Included in Price
~-----------------------~--------Signed By: Gregory D.
Lindstrom

!
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Thirteenth Amendment to
Agreement for Idaho Educational Network

(SBPOI308)
This Amendment to the Agreement for the Idaho Educational Network (IEN) ("Thirteenth Amendment")
is entered into by and between the State of Idaho ("State"), Department of Admmistration
("Administration"), Division of Purchasing ("Purchasing") and Qwest Communications Oompany,
LLC d/b/a CenturyLink QCC ("CenturyLink"). Except as set forth in this Thirteenth Amendment,
capitalized terms will have the definitions assigned to them in the Agreement. All Terms and Cbnditions
of the Original Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, except as specifically modified in this
amendment with respect to modified pricing. In the event of any conflict between the language of the
Original Agreement and this Thirteenth Amendment outside of the scope of modified pricing, the
language contained in the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and
conditions outside of the defined scope of this Thirteenth Amendment will be of no force or effect.

RECITALS
A.
Purchasing issued a request for proposal for services related to the acquisition of an Idaho
Education Network as State request for proposals RFP02I60.
B.
The State selected and Purchasing awarded to CenturyLink an agreement under the above
request for proposals, which resulted in Agreement CP002I60 (CenturyLink Content ID Number
285829). The Agreement was amended pursuant to CP002160-0I, CP002160-02, CP002I60-03,
CP002160-04, CP002160-05, CP002160-06, CP002160-07, CP002160-08, CP002160-09, CP00216010, CP002160-11, and CP002160-12.
C.
The parties desire to further amend CP002 l 60 as set forth in this Thirteen Amendment,
consisting generally of the addition of service locations.

AGREEMENT
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which are incorporated herein by this
reference, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows. '
1.
Agreement Remains in Effect Except as Modified Herein. The Agreement remains in full
force and effect in accordance with its terms except as specifically modified in this thirteenth
Amendment. All of the terms herein will have the same meaning as contained in the contract, except as
specifically defined otherwise in this Thirteenth Amendment.

2.
Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. Purchasing and CenturyLink per this 1'hlrteenth
Amendment, amend the Agreement as follows:
The Local Access Pricing set forth in the Agreement per the response to Sectioln 10.8 of
RFP02160 and incorporated into the Agreement, are supplemented with the services and
rates in the table outlined below. These services are added to, and constitute a part of the
Agreement and the existing services.

servlet
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Thirteenth Amendment to
Agreement for Idaho Educational Network

(SBP01308)
LOCAL ACCESS {OCC) - PRICING TABLE

NPA/NXX

208/733

Service Address
1020
WASHINGTON ST
N, TWIN FALLS,
ID, 83301

208/552

2048 E 17TH ST,
IDAHO FALLS, ID,
83404

208/232

2048 E 17TH ST,
IDAHO FALLS, ID,
83404

208/733

731 SHOUP AVE W,
TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

208/733

594 WASHINGTON
ST S, TWIN FALLS,
ID, 83301

208/785

700 E ALICE ST,
BLACKFOOT, ID,
83221

208/359

333 WALKER DR,
IDAHO FALLS, ID,
83440

208/733

823 HARRISON ST,
TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

Type of
Local
Access

Special

Special

Minimum
Service
Term in
months
(per
Service)

Local
Access
Net Rate
MRC
(each)

Install

12

Fast
Ethernet10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
Ethernet10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
Ethernet10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
Ethernet10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

12

Fast
EthernetIO Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

Special

Special

Special

Special

Special

Special

Circuit
Speed

NRC
(each)

(
2
servlet
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Thirteenth Amendment to
Agreement for Idaho Educational Network
(SBP01308)
208/359

1133 STOCKS AVE,
IDAHO FALLS, ID,
83440

Special

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

208/733

650 ADDISON A VE
W, TWIN FALLS,
ID, 83301

Special

12

Fast
Ethernet10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waiv~)

208/232

611 WILSON AVE,
POCATELLO, ID,
83201

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

208/733

440 FALLS AVE,
TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

12

Fast
EthernetIO Mbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

208/232

1070 HILINE RD,
POCATELLO, ID,
83201

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waived)

208/455

13307 Miami Lane
Caldwell, ID 83686

12

Fast
EthernetlOMbps

$700.00

$0.00
(waive&)

Special

Special

Special

Special

3.
Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Recotd for all
data networking services shall be Administration, which will be the top-level account. Centurytink will
establish billing records so that each agency has a subaccount. Each agency may request subaceounts as
needed to meet their internal accounting requirements.
4.
Am,roval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Public Agencies as defined by
State Statute 67-2327). Administration requires agencies to obtain its approval to move, add or change
services obtained under this Agreement. CenturyLink agrees to provision services only with
Administration's approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change services must be approved by
Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority to
agency representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make
available to CenturyLink, a list of all agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated.
Payment of invoiced amounts relating to an order does not alone constitute ratification of the order.

3
servlet
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Thirteenth Amendment to
Agreement for Idaho Educational Network
(SBPOI308)
NOW THEREFORE, the Parties have entered into this Thirteenth Amendment effective as of the date
signed by the State's Division of Purchasing.

State of Idaho Department of
Administration
Div n
0

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC D/B/A CENTURYLINK
QCC
~A.,--C'JCt,, y,

CJ

~.-1.._,,

Signature
Susan Baker
Manager Offer Management

ub ".b.o,3
Date

Reviewed and Approved By:

State ofldaho
Office of the Chief Information Officer

GregZickau
State ofldaho Chief Technology Officer
Office of the Chiefinfonnation Officer

4
servlet
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•

•

IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TWELVE (12) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP001308
TIDS AMENDMENT NO. 12 ("Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink QCC ("CenturyLink")
hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), Qwest Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreement"), content ID Number 285829.

RECITALS
A. The Department of Administration Division of Purchasing ("Purchasing'') issued a
request for proposals for services related to the development of an educational network for the
State ofldaho as RFP02160.
B. Purchasing awarded to CenturyLink a contract under the above request for proposals,
which resulted in Agreement SBP01308. SBP01308 was amended pursuant to SBP01308-01,
SBPOI308-02, SBPOI308-03, SBP01308-04, SBPOI308-05, SBP01308-06, SBP01308-07,
SBPOI308-08, SBPOI308-09, SBPOI308-10, and SBP01308-l l.
C. The parties desire to further amend SBP01308 as set forth in this Amendment Twelv¢.

AGREEMENT
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which are incorporated herein by
this reference, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is
hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows.
I. For the value hereby agreed to pursuant to this Amendment Twelve, and pursuant to 3.5.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, clause (d), (e), and (t), the parties agree to add to the Agreement
for purchase by the State as required, and at the pricing listed, the equipment listed in
Attachments 1 & 2 to this Amendment.

SBPO 1308-12 Amendment.doc
OMR#N51482

P a g: ,e

11
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•

•

The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth in I this
Amendment Twelve as of the date of the signed Purchase Order to which this Amendment is
attached.

Qwest Communications Company, LLC
D/B/A CenturyLink QCC

State of Idaho De artment of Administration
Division of 1'1111:b111Jb]tg,...-

Signature

Printed Name

Title

0

Reviewed and Approved By:

State ofldaho Chief Technology Officer
Office of the Chief Information Officer

S8P01308-12 Amendment.doc
OMR#NS1482

P.ige

12
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SBP01308-12 Attachment 2

IEN Cisco C60 Receive
IEN-IE-VTC Receive Unit

Customer:

Project
Quote Number:
Created On:
Expiration Date:

CISCOC60RECE-1.1
20Nov2012
28Jul2013

TC>telj

-··

IEN IE-VTC Rec:elve Bundle
CTs-lNTP-C60-K9
CTS-MIC-OMNIDIR
DUAL DISPLAY
CAB-VC-5M=
CAB-2HDM1·5M=
CAB-2HDMl-3M=
CAB-ETH-SM=
CAB-VGA-DVI-AUD"'
PSu-cAM·V=
PWR-CORD-U5-A
PWR-CORD-Us-A
SW-S52000-TC5.xK9
CTS-C60CODEC-K9
CTS-PHD-1080P12.XS+
CTS-RMT-TRC5
LIC-CXX-NPP
LIC•INTP-C60
LIC-S52000-TCX.XK9
UC-INTP-C60-MS
UC-INTP-C60-PR
CON-ECDN-INTPC60

CTS-RMT-TRC5=
SHIPPING & HANDLING

-

.

CTS-INTP-IEN-IE-VTC-REC
CTS-INTP-C60-K9
CTs-MIC-OMNIDIR
DUAL DISPLAY
CAB-VC-SM=
CAB-2HDM1·5M=
CAB-2HDMl-3M=
CAB-ETH-SM=
CAB-VGA-DVI-AUD=
PSu-cAM-V=
PWR-CORD-US-A
PWR-CORD-us-A
SW-S52000-TC5.XK9
CTS-C60CODEC-K9
CTS-PHD-1080P12.XS+
CTS-RMT-TRC5
LIC-CXX-NPP
LIC-INTP-C60
UC-S52000-TCx.xK9
UC-INTP-C60-MS
LIC-INTP-C60-PR
CON-ECDN-INTPC60
CTS-RMT-TRC5=
SHIPPING & HANDLING

-·

IEN lnleradlve Education Rec:elve Bundle
lntPkg C60- NPP, PHO 1080p Cam, Rmt Cntrl, 1 Mic, Cbls ++
Omni Directional Microphone, Includes 7.5 M cable
Dual Display Enabled
Camera Control RJ45-DSUB SM
Camera HDMI 5M
Camera HDMI 3M
Ethernet Cable 5M
Presentation Cable w/ audio, 6M
Power Supply PHD Camera/MXP/Wave II • 12VDC/36watts
Pwr Cord US 1.8m Black YP-12 To YC-12
Pwrcord US 1.8m Black YP-12To YC-12
Software 5.x Encryption
C60 Unit Codec
PreclslonHD 1080p 12.X Unit- Sliver,+ Indicates auto expanc
Remote Control TRC 5
Natural Presenter Package (NPP) for C Series Based Product.5
License Key C60 lntPkg Codec
License Key Software Encryptad
lntPkg Codec C60 Mullisite MS Option
lntPkg Codac C60 Premium Resolution Option
ESS WITH 8X5XNBD lntPkg C60 PreHD1080pCam, NPP, 2HDMI Cbl
Remote Control TRC 5
SHIPPING & HANDLING

--

---·

$13,690.57
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
3
1

Total Cisco IE-VTC Receive Bundle

1

Price* '

$13,690.5,
Include<!
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
lnclUdec
lncludec
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included

$13690.57

,;
C

c:,
c:,
c:,

0
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SBP01308-12 Attachment 1

Customer:
Project
Quote Number:
Created On:
Expiration Date:

Idaho Education Network
IEN-IE-VTC Origination Unit
C1SCOC600RIG-1.1
20 Nov2012
28Jul2013

IEN IE-VTC Origination Bundle

CTs-tNTP-IEN-IE-VTC-ORIG
CTS-INTP-C60-K9
CTS-MIC-OMNIDIR=
DUAL-DISPLAY
CAB-VC-SM=
CAB-2HDMl-5M=
CAB-2HDMl-3M=
CAB-ETH-SM=
CAB-VGA-DVI-AUD=
PSU-CAM-V=
PWR-CORD-Us-A
PWR-CORD-US-A
SW-S52000-TC5.XK9
CTS-C60CODEC-K9
CTS-PHD-1080P12XS+
CTS-RMT-TRCS
LIC-CXX-NPP
LIC-INTP-C60
LIC-552000-TCX.xKS
LIC-INTP-C60-MS
LIC-INTP-C60-PR
CON-ECDN-INTPC60
CTS-MIC-OMNIDIR=
CTS-RMT-TRC5=
CTS-PHD-1080P-KIT=
CON-ECON-CP1 BPKIT
SHIPPING & HANDLING

~

CTS-INTP-C60-K9
CTS-MIC-OMNIDIR=
DUAL-DISPLAY
CAB-VC-SM=
CAB-2HDMl-5M=
CAB-2HDMl-3M=
CAB-ETH-SM=
CAB-VGA-DVI-AUD=
PSU-CAM-V=
PWR-CORD-Us-A
PWR-CORD-US-A
SW-552000-TC5.xK9
CTS-C60CODEC-K9
CTS-PHD-1080P12XS+
CTS-RMT-TRC5
LIC-CXX-NPP
LIC-INTP-C60
LIC-852000-TCX.xKS
LIC-INTP-C60-MS
LIC-INTP-C60-PR
CON-ECDN-INTPC60

CTS-MIC-OMNIDIR=
CTS-RMT-TRC5=
CTS-PHD-1080P-KIT=

,;

CON-ECDN-CP18PKIT
SHIPPING & HANDLING

.

IEN lntaradlve Education Origination Bundle
lntPkg C60 - NPP, PHO 1080p Cam, Rmt Cntrl, 1 Mic, Chis++
Omni Directional Microphone. Includes 7.5 M cable
Dual Display Enabled
Camera Control RJ45-DSUB SM
Camera HDMI SM
Camera HDMI 3M
Ethernet Cable 5M
Presentation Ceble wt audio, 6M
Power Supply PHO cameraJMXP/Wave 11- 12VDC/36watts
PwrCord US 1.8m Black YP-12To YC-12
PwrCord US 1.8m BlackYP-12 To YC-12
Software S.x Encryption
C60 Unit Codec
PreclslonHD 1080p 12X Unit - Sliver, + Indicates auto expand
Remote Control TRC s
Natural Presenter Package (NPP) for C Serles Based Products
License Key C60 lnlPkg Codec
License Key Software Encrypted
lntPkg Codec C60 Multlsite MS Option
lntPkg Codec COO Premium Resolution Option
ESS WITH 8X5XNBD lntPkg C60 PreH01080pCam, NPP, 2HDMI Cbl
Omni Directional Microphone, Includes 7.5 M cable
Remote Control TRC S
PreclslonHD 1080p Camera Spare Kit
ESS WITH 8X5XNBD PreclslonHD 1080p Camera Spare Kit
SHIPPING & HANDLING

C

,,

$16,714.13
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1

$16,714.13
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
lnclut!P.i

Total Cisco IE-VTC Oriolnatlon Bundle

$16 714.13

*The pricing llsted Is subject to change based upon Clsco's contractual pricing arrangement with CenturyUnk.

0
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State of Idaho

C'?
.....
0

Department of Administration

0
0

Division of Purchasing
C.L. "BUTCH" OTTER

0

:

650 W State Street, Room BIS

<I.I
0

Governor
P. 0. Box 83720
TERESA LUNA Boise, ID 83720-0075
Director Telephone (208) 327•746S
BILL BURNS FAX (208) 327-7320
Administrator http://www.adtn.idaho.gov/purchasing/

C

January 07, 2013
Qwest Communications Corporation, LLC d/bJa CenturyLink QCC
Attn: Joel Strickler
999 Main St, Suite 800
Boise, ID 83 702
208.364.3954 {fax)
RE:

Renewal of Contract SBP01308, ldaho Education Network

This letter concerns the renewal of the above referenced agreement, as amended following its issuance (the
"Contract''). Renewal of the Contract is authorized by section 5.3 of the Contract The Office of the Chief
Infonnation Officer{''OCIO"tt) and Qwest Communications Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink QCC ("CenturyLink")
entered into discussions concerning the Contract. As a consequence of these discussions, the OCJO has detennined
that a renewal at this time provides the OCJO with the opportunity to amortize cost savings over a longer period and to
use those cost savings to the benefit ofldaho schools.
The OCIO has recommended renewal of the Contract due to its detennination pf resulting cost savings'and additional
benefits. Based upon this recommendation, the Division of Purchasing offers to renew the Contract for a period
expiring on January 27, 2019. The tenns and conditions of the Contract remain in full force and effect except asmodified in this letter or in writing as provided by the tei:ms of the Contract
lfthe tenns of this renewal letter are acceptable to CenturyLink, please indicate by check-marking 'Yes' (Approved)
and providing the requested signature and information. Please email to my attention at
gregory.lindstrom@adm.idaho;gov.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
APPROVED:

Yes

No

Sincerely,
COMPANY:

BY:

CenturyLink

~
/} /

(Signature)

Ud M
//t'tlffld
(Printed Name)

ory Lindstrom
State IT Purchasing Officer

Idaho Division of Purchasing
gregory.lindstrom@adm.ldaho.gov

/

DATE:

opo/is

130107._SBPOl308·11RenewalLeur.iloc
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TEN (10) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 10 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State") and Qwest Communications
Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyLlnk QCC ("Centuryllnk") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"),
Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreement'), Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth In
this Amendment, capitalized terms will have the definitions assigned to them In the Agreement All Terms and Conditions of the
Original Agreement shall remain In full force and effect, except as specifically modified In this amendment with ' respect to
modified pricing. In the event of any conflict between the language of the Original Agreement and this Amendmen1 outside of
the scope of modified pricing, the language contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to o,odlfy any
terms and conditions outside of the defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect.
The State and Centuryllnk amend the Agreement as follows:

1. Revision of Services.
1.1 Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. The Local Access Pricing set forth in the Agreement per the response to Section

10.8 of RFP02160 and Incorporated Into the Agreement, are supplemented with the Services and rates In the table outlined
below. These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.

LOCAL ACCESS fQCC)- PRICING TABLE

NPA/NXX

208/687

Service Address

14227 W Highway 53,
RATHDRUM, ID, 83858

Type of
Local Access

Minimum
Service Term
In
months
tnar Service)

Special

12

Circuit
Speed

Local
Access
Net Rate
MRC
(each)

lnstall1
NRC I
(each)I

DS-1

$535.00

$0.00

'
I

2. Pricing. If applicable, rates set forth In this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's
Division of Purchasing.
3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purchasing.
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking services shall be
the Department of Administration (Administration), which will be the top-level account. Centuryllnk will establish bllllhg records
so that each agency has a subaccount Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their internal accounting
requirements.
5. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for PubBc Agencies as defined by State Statute, 67-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain Its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement.
Centuryllnk agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change
services must be approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority
to agency representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make available to
Centuryllnk, a list of all agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to
an order does not alone constitute ratification of the order.

1
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TEN (10) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308

The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth In this Amendment

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC D/B/A
CENTURYUNK QCC

By(}~ f\.
Name:

~cgl

~
~, ~"tt\C;k\tr

Tltle:1yce,m,tc ;cs;..wn\ N\AA9ef,tC
0ate:

•

~\':> ~'-\

.WV:t.

2
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DIVISION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TEN (10) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 10 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State") and Qwest Commlilnlcatlons
Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyUnk QCC ("Centuryllnk") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"),
Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreement"), Content ID Number 285829. Except as ~t forth In
this Amendment, capitalized terms will have the definitions assigned to them In the Agreement. All Terms and Condlffions of the
Original Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, except as specifically modified In this amendment with 1respect to
modified pricing. In the event of any conflict between the language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment: outside of
the scope of modified pricing, the language contained in the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any
terms and conditions outside of the defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect.
The State and Centuryllnk amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Revision of Services.
1.1 Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. The Local Access Pricing set forth In the Agreement per the response! to Section
10.8 of RFP02160 and incorporated into the Agreement, are supplemented with the Services and rates in the table outlined
below. These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.

LOCAL ACCESS (QCCl - PRICING TABLE

NPA/NXX

208/687

Service Address

14227 W Highway 53,
RATHDRUM, ID, 83858

Type of
Local Access

Minimum
Service Tenn
In
months
tner Service)

Circuit
Speed

12

DS-1

Special

Local
Access
Net Rate
MRC
(each)

Install!
NRC i
(each)!

$535.00

$0.00

i

2. Pricing. If applicable, rates set forth in this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's
Division of Purchasing.
3. Mlscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purchasing.
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State StaMe 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking services shall be
the Department of Administration (Administration), which will be the top-level account. Centuryllnk will establish billihg records
so that each agency has a subaccounl Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their internal accounting
requirementa.
5. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Public Agencies as defined by State Statute. 67-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement
Centurylink agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, ,or change
services must be approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority
to agency representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make available to
Centurylink, a list of all agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to
an order does not alone constitute ratification of the order•

•
1
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TEN (10) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308

The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth In this Amendment
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC D/B/A
CENTURYUNK QCC

e~{)x! ~. ~
Name:

..).04<,\

Title:YteN'\\~V'
Date:

fl,.. <,;..\.c- ,<;,.\\\et
~Q.LOw,..\

['(\bt\°'3at

$)"'-\~ ~4 l'!!:.. '20\2.,

2
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DIVISION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT NINE (9) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 09 (this "Amendmenf) by and between the State of Idaho ("State") and Qwest Communications
Company, LLC d/bla CenturyLlnk QCC ("CenturyUnk") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Netwotlk ("IEN"),
Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreement"), Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth in
this Amendment. capitalized terms will have the definitions assigned to them in the Agreement This Amendment applies only to
Managed Services and modffled pricing. It is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of th$ Original
Agreement Accordingly, ail Terms and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, except as
speclflcally modified In this amendment with respect to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict
between the language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment outside of the scope of modified pricing, the 1language
contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and conditions outside of the defined
scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect.
The State and Centuryllnk amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Revision of Services.
1.1 Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. The Local Access Pricing set forth in the Agreement per the response to Section
10.8 of RFP02160 and Incorporated Into the Agreement are supplemented with the Services and rates in the tabl$ outlined
below. These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.

ETHERNET LOCAL ACCESS - PRICING TABLE
Location

Bandwidth

MRC(each}

NRC Port
{each)

1090 HILINE RD, POCATELLO, ID,
83201

Fast Ethemet-20 Mbps

$900.00

$0.00

1345 BARTON RD, POCATELLO, ID,
83204

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

2055 GARRETT WAY, POCATELLO,
ID, 83201

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

421 MEMORIAL DR, POCATELLO, ID,
83201

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

430 N 5TH AVE, POCATELLO, ID,
83201

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

444 HOSPITAL WAY, POCATELLO,
ID, 83201

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

150 SHOUP AVE, IDAHO FALLS, ID,
83402

Fast Ethemet-20 Mbps

$900.00

$0.00

1515 E LINCOLN RD, IDAHO FALLS,
ID, 83401

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

1825 HOOPES AVE, IDAHO FALLS,
ID,83404

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

4279 COMMERCE CIR, IDAHO
FALLS, ID, 83401

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

900 N SKYLINE DR, IDAHO FALLS,
ID,83402

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

900 N SKYLINE DR, IDAHO FALLS,
ID, 83402

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

1150 AMERICAN LEGION BLVD,
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID, 83647

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

2420 AMERICAN LEGION BLVD,
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID, 83647

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

1341 FILLMORE ST, TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

1
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DIVISION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT NINE (9) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
1363 FILLMORE ST, TWIN FALLS, ID,
Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps
$700.00
83301

$0.00

1445 FILLMORE ST, TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

420 FALLS AVE, TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

Fast Ethemet-10 Mbps

$700.00

$0.00

601 POLELINE RD, TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

Fast Ethemet-20 Mbps

$900.00

$0.00

823 HARRISON ST, TWIN FALLS, ID,
83301

Fast Ethemet-5 Mbps

$450.00

$0.00

1.2 Revision of IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Domestic IQ Networking Service). The IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Domestic IQ
Networking Service) set forth In the Agreement per the response to Section 10.8 of RFP02160 and Incorporated Into the
Agreement are supplemented with the Services and rates In the table outlined below. These Services are add$<! to, and
constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.
Tiered Ethernet
(10 Mbps)

5 Mbos
Tiered Fast Ethernet
(100 Mbps)

10 Mbos
20 Mbos
30 Mbos
40 Mbos
50 Mbos
60 Mbps
70 Mbps
80 Mbps
90 Mbps
100 Mbps

Tiered Glgablt Ethernet
(1000 Mbps)
500 Mbps
600 Mbn.~
700MbPs
800 Mbos
900 Mbps
1000 Mbps

NRC*

$1,000.00

Internet Port
FR Access
Other Access
MRC
MRC
NIA
NIA

$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00

Internet Port
FR Access
Other Access
MRC
MRC
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

NRC*
$4,000.00
$4000.00
$4,000.00
$4,000.00
$4000.00
$4,000.00

Internet Port
FR Access
Other Access
MRC
MRC
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

NRC*

Private Port

MRC

Enh,ced Port
i RC

$720.00

NIA

Private Port
MRC

$1,300.00
$1,750.00
$1,980.00
$2,200.00
$2,400.00
$2,600.00
$3,000.00
$3,100.00
$3,300.00
$3,500.00

Enh~ced Port
'RC
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
\J/A
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

Private Port
MRC
$10,000.00
$11,000.00
$11 500.00
$12 000.00
$12,300.00
$12,500.00

Enhm ~ced Port
l~RC
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

NRC Waiver. NRCs specified above are waived so long as such Service ordered hereunder and subject to this waiver
remains Installed and used by Customer for at least twelve (12) consecutive months ("Minimum Waiver Tenn"). If this
Agreement or any Service subject to this waiver Is terminated or cancelled prior to the conclusion of the Minimum
Waiver Term for reasons other than a default by Centuryllnk, Customer shall be required, within thirty (30) days of
such termination to repay (In addition to any applicable early termination fees set forth In the Agreement) the 1amount of
the applicable NRC(s) waived pursuant to this section.

2. Pricing. If applicable, rates set forth in this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's
Division of Purchasing.
3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purchaslng.
2
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT NINE (9) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking servi~ shall be
the Department of Administration (Administration), which will be the top-level account. Centuryllnk will establish bUlhig records
so that each agency has a subaccount Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their internal accounting
requirements.
5. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Public Agencies as defined by State Statute '67-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain Its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement
Centuryllnk agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Speclfically, approval to move, add, or change
services must be approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority
to agency representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make available to
Centuryllnk, a list of all agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to
an order does not alone constitute ratification of the order.
The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth In this Amendment
CONTRACTOR:
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC D/B/A
CENTURYUNK QCC

Name:

Susan Baker

Trtle: -.:.:.M:::a,.,,na""g,.,,e....
r,-=Offi=:::er._.M...,a=-n=ag""'e,..m:..:::e,...n....
t----Date: ____.l-='k+·/L...,.,_,.h
....
2-""""0_1_1_ _ _ _ _ __

1/

3
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT EIGHT (7) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 08 (this ·Amendmenr) by and between the State of Idaho ("State") and Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwesr) hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), Qwest Statewi~e Blanket
Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreemenr). Qwest Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth In this Anl!endment,
capitalized tenns will have the definitions assigned to them in the Agreement This Amendment applies only to :Managed
Services and modified pricing. It is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of the Original Agreement
Accordingly, all Tenns and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, except as t;!pecifically
modified In this amendment with respect to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict belween the
language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment outside of the scope of Managed Services and modified pJiclng, the
language contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any tenns and conditions outside of the
defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect.

The State and Qwest amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. The Services and rates set forth In the pricing table below are added to the Local
Access Pricing Table of the Agreement per Qwest's response to Section 10.8 of RFP02160. These Services are add~ to, and
constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services. Local Access under the Agreement and this Amendment Is not
available In Ada or Canyon County.

Type of
NPANXX

208457

Service Address
600 North Thornton
Post Falls, ID 83854

Minimum

local

Service Tenn

Access Net
RateMRC
(each)

local

In months

Circuit

Access

(per service)

Speed

12 months

DS3

Leased

$2,500.00

I

ln~I

NRC
(eac~)
$Q.OO

2. Pricing. If applicable, rates set forth In this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's
DMslon of Purchasing.

3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment wlD be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purchasing.
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking services shall be

the Department of Administration (Administration), which will be the top-level account Qwest will establish bllllng records so that
each agency has a subaccount Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their Internal accounting
requirements.

5. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Publlc Agencies as defined by State Statute 167-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement Qwest
agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change services must be
approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority to agency
representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make available to Qwest, $ list of all
agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of invoiced amounts relating to an order does not alone
constitute ratification of the order.
The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth ln.ttffll'..a...,,.,.,
CONTRACTOR:

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, llC

B~~a,?--,

Name:
Title:
Date:

f u 1 a 111

£;::;,.e--/~,._,
!3ia I<e.,,v

v0:: -~an a,~

1
OMR #N06175 amends #0843613 and #0642212 and #0580204 and #0521253 and #0503358 and #0407855 and
#0137144
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DMSION OF PURCHASING

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT SIX (6) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
S8P013D8
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 08 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho rstate") and Qwest Comm~nlcatlons
Company, UC ("Qwest") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), Qwest StatewltJe Blanket
Purchase Order: $BP01308 (the "Agreement"), Qwest Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth In this Amendment,
capitalized terms WIii have the definitions assigned to them in the Agreement This Amendment applies only to Managed
Services and modified pricfng. It Is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of the Original Agreement
Accordingly, aU Tenns and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain In full force and effect, except as $p8Cifically
modified In this amendment with respect to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict b&tween the
language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment outslda of the scope of Managed Services and modified pricing, the
language contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and conditions outsida of the
defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect.

The State and Qwest amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Addition of Services. The State requests through this Amendment to add new backup IQ Networking Services to the
Agreement The Services outllnad below will be added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services
provided under the IQ Networking Services ExhlbiL

Backup IQ Networking Services. Qwest WIii provide the State a backup circuit that will consist of the iQ
MPLS Port (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking Service) Precise Burstable Service that Is less than 100 Mbps at
no charge. For IQ MPLS Port (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking Service) Precise Burstable Service that Is 100
Mbps or greater, the Service will be charged to the State per the pricing table In Section 1.3 of the Staters
Agreement The charges for Local Access will continue to invoice to the Customer pursuant to Section 2~
titled ADDITION OF ETHERNET LOCAL ACCESS PRICING TABLE of Amendment 02 of the State(s
.Agreement
2. Pricing. If applicable, rates set forth In this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's
DMslon of Purchasing.
3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's DMslon of Purchasing.
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking services shall be
the Department of Administration (Admlnls1ratlon), which will be the top-level account Qwest will establish billing records so that
each agency has a subaccount Each agency may request subeccounts as needed to meet their lntemal accounting
requirements.

5. ApprovaJ to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Public Agencies as defined by State Statute ·67-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain Its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement Qwest
agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change services must be
approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority to agency
representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make available to Qwest, a list of all
agency representatives to whom authority has been dalegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to an order does not alone
constitute ratification of the order.

The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth In this Amendment.
CONTRACTOR:
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

~, ?u?Aca:::> ,$0 e ~
Name:

Susan Baker

==~~-M_,.j+. 4~:::.·.:-~
. 1~(:.Mt:_nag~~e~m~e:n.._t:_-_-_-_-_-:_-_
.

T1118: P u r o h ~ Todmology
Date:

1/:Js

f/

1
OMR #0642212 amends #0580204 and #0521253 and #Q503358 and #Q407855 and #0137144
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DMSlON OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT FIVE (5) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 05 (this "Amendment') by and between the State of Idaho ("State") and Qwest Communications
company, LLC ("Qwest") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"t Qwest Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreement'), Qwest Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth In lhls Amendment,
capitalized terms wlll have lhe definitions assigned to them In the Agreement This Amendment applies only to Managed
Services and modified pricing. It Is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of the Original Agreement.
Accordingly, all Terms and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain In full force and effect, except as specifically
modified In this amendment with respect to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict betlween the
language of lhe Original Agreement and this Amendment outside of lhe scope of Managed Services and modified plliclng, the
language contained in the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and conditions outside of the
defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect
The State and Qwest amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Revision of Local Access Service. The Local Access Service Is being revised as follows:
1.1 Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. The Services and rates set forth In the priclgn table below are added to the
Local Access Pricing Table of the Agreement per Qwest's response to Section 10.8 of RFP02160. These Setvices are
edded to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services. Local access under the Agreemel1t and this
Amendment is not avaHable in Ada or Canyon County.

$235.00
2. Pricing. Rates set forth in this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Oivlslon of
Purchasing.

3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purchasing.
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking service$ shall be
the Department of Administration (Administration), which will be the top-level account Qwest will establish bllUng records so that
each agency has a subaccount Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their Internal atcountlng
requirements.

5. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Publlc Agencies as defined by State Statute $7-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain Its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement. Qwest
agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change service$ must be
approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authority to agency
representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shaD maintain and make available to Qwest. a i list of an
agency representatives. to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to an order does not alone
constitute ratification of the order.

The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set
CONTRACTOR:
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

aySs-,,~ovn

p~

Name: Susan Baker

Title: __Ma=;""lr-'b-er-;~F"-,,"""'"'r-Ma.,,.t=:=age_....m....,e""'
'
nt...___ _ __

l~....~-J--"-'~~~~~~~~~-

Date:~~~
..... l
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 04 (this ·Amendmenr) by and between the State of Idaho ("State") and Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwesr) hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network (•IEN"), Qwest Sta~de Blanket
Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreemenr), Qwest Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth In this I Amendment,
capitalized tenns will have the definitions assigned to them In the Agreement. This Amendment applies only: to Managed
Services and modified pricing. It Is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of the Original Agreement
Accordingly, all Tenns and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain In full force and effect, except$ speclflcaDy
modified in this amendment with respect to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict between the
language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment outside of the scope of Managed Services and modified pricing, the
language contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and conditions outside of the
defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect
The State and Qwest amend the Agreement as follows:

1. Revision of Local Access Service. The Local Access Service Is being revised as follows:
1.1 Revision of Local Ac:cess Pricing Table. The Services and rates set forth In the priclgn table below are added to the
Local Access Pricing Table of the Agreement per Qwest's response to Section 10.8 of RFP02160. Thesei Services are
added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services. Local access under the Agreellnent and this
Amendment Is not available In Ada or Canyon County.

.00
.00

2. Pricing. Rates set forth In this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of
Purchasing.

3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purct)aslng.
4. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The Customer of Record for all data networking servjces shall be
the Department of Administration (Administration), which will be the top-level account. Qwest will establish billing retords so that
each agency has a subaccount. Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their Internal accounting

requirements.
5. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Public Agencies as defined by State Statute 67-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain Its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement Qwest
agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change servites must be
approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this authorit)t to agency
representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall maintain and make available to Qwest a list of all
agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to an order does not atone
constitute ratification of the order.

OMR#QS21253
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DIVISION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth In this Amendment.

CONTRACTOR:
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

Name: Sue Baker

ntle:

Offer Management

Date:

06/18/2010

OMR. # Q521253

~$~~-2'-I

Date: - - n g
......

~/l....;;.;_tlo_n_~_ech_notogy
__
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT THREE (3) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 03 (this "Amendmenr) by and between the State of Idaho ("State~) and Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwest") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network {"IEN"), Qwest statewide Blanket
Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreemenr), Qwest Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth in this Amendment,
capitalized terms wlll have the definitions assigned to them In the Agreement This Amendment applies only to Managed
Services and modified pricing. It Is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of the Original• Agreement.
Accordingly, all Terms and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain In full force and effect, except as speclflcally
modified In this amendment with respect to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict between the
language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment outside of the scope of Managed Services and modified pricing, the
language contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and conditions ol!ltSide of the
defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect
The State and Qwest amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Revision of Qwest IQ.. Managed Services Exhibit. VPN Extensions outlined below are being added to the Qwest IQ,.
Managed Services Exhibit outlined In the Agreement (added via Amendment No. 02). These Services are added to, and
constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.
1.1 VPN Extensions. A VPN Extension Is an optlonal feature that Is available with layer 3 MPLS Private Ports and
Enhanced Ports. VPN ExtensiOn options consist of: (a) a Qwest-Managed VPN Extension or (b) a Customer~
Managed VPN Extension, as described below. VPN Extensions are used to extend Customer's Layer 3 MPLS
CUGS to Customer locations that are not served by Qwest's MPLS network ("Remote Locatton·) by using IPsec over
the public Internet An IPsec tunnel Is established between the Remote Location CPE and the Qwest IPsec gat$Wy.
Customer must obtain Qwest IP access or contract with a third party ISP for IP connectivity that Includes a 1statlc
public IP address. The following features are not available with VPN Extensions: (I) End-to-end Perf'om!lance
Reporting; (II) QoS for outbound traffic that has left the CUG and Is destined to a VPN extension; (Ill) VPLS; arid (Iv)
Multicast. VPN Extensions are not subject to the Qwest IQ Networking SLA. Qwest does not guarantee that d!:!ta Is
delivered or that a user is given a guaranteed quality of service level or a certain priority. VPN Extensions require
CPE and optional management services that are not provided as part of Qwest IQ Networking service. For any VPN
Extension does not remain Installed for 12 months from Its Start of Service Date, Customer will pay to Qwest a
Cancellation Charge equal to the standard NRC rate applicable to that VPN Extension unless the Port Is canceled by
customer for Cause.

1.2 Charges for VPN Extensions.
Descrf

MRC

on

VPN Extensions

IPsec tunnel

NRC
$0.00 (waived)
IPsec tunnel

2. Pricing. Rates set forth In this Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's •DMslon of
Purchasing.

3. Miscellaneous. This Amendment will be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of Purchasing.
The undersigned parties have read and agree to the tenns and conditions set forth In this Amendment

CONTRACTOR: QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC

BY,>ra ~d' d ..o?:?:::)

Title:
Date:

0

anagement Analyst

- - ~

to

bu .if/\
WWW

OMR #Q503358 amends Q137144 and Q.407855
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TWO (2) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 02 (this ·Amendment') by and between the State of Idaho ("State·) and Qwest Communications
Company, UC ("Qwest") hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), Qwest Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the "Agreement'), Qwest Content ID Number 285829. Except as set forth In this Amendment,
capitalized terms wiD have the definitions assigned to them In the Agreement This Amendment applies only to Managed
Services and modified pricing. It Is not the Intent of the parties to modify any other provisions of the Original 1Agreement
Accordingly, all Terms and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain In full force and effect, except
specifically
modified In this amendment with respact to Managed Services and modified pricing. In the event of any conflict between the
language of the Original Agreement and this Amendment outside of the scope of Managed Services and modified pricing, the
language contained In the Original Agreement will prevail, and any attempt to modify any terms and conditions outside of the
defined scope of this Amendment will be of no force or effect.

as

The State and Qwest amend the Agreement as follows:
1. Revision of Qwest IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking Service). The IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Qwest
Domestic IQ Networking Service) set forth in the Agreement per Owest's response to Section 10.8 of RFP02160 and
incorporated into the Agreement are deleted and replaced with the Services and rates In the table outlined below. These
Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.
1.1 Revision of Flat Rate Pricing. The corresponding Services and rates set forth In the Agreement. for IQ MPLS Port
Pricing (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking Service) are deleted and replaced with the Services and rates In the table outlined
below. These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.
Flat Rate

DS1 (1.5 Mbps)

NRC
(each)

$500.00

Internet Port

Private Port MRC

Enhanced Port MRC

(each)

(each)

FR
Access

Other
Access

MRC
leach)
NIA

MRC
leach}
NIA

$210.00

NIA

2 x DS1 (3 Mbps)

$1,000.00

NIA

NIA

$420.00

NIA

3 x DS1 (4.5 Mbps)

$1,000.00

NIA

NIA

$630.00

NIA

4 x DS1 (6 Mbps)

$1,000.00

NIA

NIA

$840.00

NIA

5 x DS1 (7.5 Mbps)

$1,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,200.00

NIA

6 x DS1 (9 Mbps)

$1,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,500.00

NIA

8 x DS1 (12 Mbps)

$1,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,000.00

NIA

DS3 (45 Mbps)

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,268.00

NIA

OC3 (155 Mbps)

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$7,500.00

NIA

Gigablt Ethernet (1000

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$16,346.00

NIA

Mbps)

NRC Waiver. Qwest NRCs specified above are waived so long as such Service ordered hereunder and subject to this waiver
remains Installed and used by the State for at least twelve (12) consecutive months (·Minimum Waiver Term"). If any Service
subject to this waiver ls terminated or cancelled prior to the conclusion of the Minimum Waiver Tenn for reasons other than a
default by Qwest or non-appropriation of funding by the State Legislature or Federal Government, the State shall be required,
within thirty (30) days of such tennlnatlon to repay the amount of the applicable Qwest NRC(s) waived pursuant to thll section.
1
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DMSION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TWO (2) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP01308
1.2 IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking Service)Tlered Pricing. These Services are added to, and
constlMe a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.
TleredDS3

NRC

(each)

Internet Port

FRAccess
MRC

Other Access
MRC

(each\

(each}

Private Port
MRC
(each)

Enhanced Port
MRC
(each)

6Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,000.00

NIA

9Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,250.00

NIA

12Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1401.00

NIA

15Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,548.00

'NIA

18Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,664.00

NIA

21 Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,783.00

NIA

24Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,859.00

'NIA

27 Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,924.00

NIA

30 Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$1,980.00

NIA

33Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,047.00

NIA

36 Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,087.00

NIA

39Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,123.00

NIA

42Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,172.00

NIA

45Mbps

$2,000.00

NIA

NIA

$2,268.00

NIA

2
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TWO (2) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NElWORK (IEN) CONTRACT

SBP01308
.

.

·.,

;,

N'RC,.
~,(each\;

Tiered Glgatilt,Eth'ernetr

<1ootfMtia\·. ::·· I

·····-~·
tt~n.,~t . ,,. . ·r
; ···1-t
;;,, :,;\..

j

'.

•

... j

:~- •:

i

i f ·'

Private
....
MRCPort, ...···;
;(ach)

,;.,

tt

,.J'f

•nttt= Pe>rr'
•

(each)

NIA

100 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$3,500.00

200Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$5,932.00

NIA

300 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$8,076.00

NIA

400 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$9,857.00

NIA

500 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$11,360.00

NIA

600 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$12,646.00

NIA

700 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$13,758.00

NIA

800Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$14,730.00

NIA

900 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$15,585.00

NIA

1000Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$16,346.00

NIA

.'

Pr· ...... -

If

..

lntitrriet Port ..

it

ER~··
.

·neredoc:t

'~MRC

NRC:
(each)

i:

I

(each},

,ii

Other ACC898
MRC

i

,,

·•

(eacht

'

l

.I
I

:' ?;:,.,:Ji,>
·'/fii(

,

"

,,+

>;,
•, Enhimced Port '

·~~. I·.-:=····,.
,J .
Ffnchl .... • ,. .,·.

... MRC

. . · .• :;
· hll

75Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$4,200.00

NIA

85Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$4,600.00

NIA

95 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$4,900.00

NIA

105Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$5,100.00

NIA

115 Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$5,500.00

NIA

125Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$6,000.00

NIA

135Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$6,600.00

NIA

145Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$7,000.00

!NIA

150Mbps

$4,000.00

NIA

NIA

$7,600.00

1NIA

NRC Waiver. Qwest NRCs specffied above are waived so long as such Service ordered hereunder and subject to this waiver
remains installed and used by the State for at least twelve (12) consecutive months ("Minimum Waiver Tenn•). If any Service
subject to this waiver Is terminated or cancelled prior to the conclusion of the Minimum Waiver Tenn for reasons other than a
default by Qwest or non-appropriation of funding by the State Leglslatura or Federal Government, the State shall ~ required,
within thirty (30) days of such tenninatlon to repay the amount of the applicable Qwest NRC(s) waived pursuant to thleisectlon.
3
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT 1WO (2) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT

SBP01308
1.3 IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Qwest Domestic IQ Networking Service) Precise Burstable Pricing. The Prec1$e Burstable
Pricing Services and rates set forth In the table below are being added to the Agreement for IQ MPLS Port Pricing (Qwest
Domestic IQ Networking Service). These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing

Services.

Glgablt Ethernet 100
Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$50.00

NIA

Glgablt Ethemet 200
Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$45.00

NIA

Gigablt Ethemet 300
Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$40.00

NIA

$4000

NIA

NIA

$37.00

NIA

Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$35.00

NIA

Glgablt Ethemet 600
Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$33.00

NIA

Glgablt Ethernet 700
Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$30.00

NIA

Gfgablt Ethernet 800
Mbps

$4000

NIA

NIA

$27.00

NIA

NIA

NIA

$25.00

NIA

NIA

$20.00

NIA

Glgablt Ethemet 400
Mbps
Glgabit Ethernet 500

Gigablt Ethernet 900
Mbps

'!ni>

·.~.alt~
••
.10
.::> /
1 _-

10 Glgablt Ethernet
1000Mbps

$4000

NIA

NRC Waiver. Qwest NRCs specified above are waived so long as such Service ordered hereunder and subject to,thls waiver
remains Installed and used by the State for at least twelve (12) consecutive months c·Mlntmum Waiver Tenn•). If any Service
subject to this waiver Is terminated or cancelled prior to the conclusion of the Minimum Waiver Term for reasons other than a
default by Qwest or non-appropriation of funding by the Slate Legislature or Federal Government. the state shall be required,
within thirty (30) days of such termination to repay the amount of the appllcable Qwest NRC(s) waived pursuant to this section.
2. Revision of Local Access Service. The Local Access Service Is being revised as follows:

2.1 Revision of Local Access Pricing Table. The Services and rates set forth In the Agreement per Qwest's tesponse to
Section 10.8 of RFP02180 and Incorporated Into the Agreement are deleted and replaced with the Services and irates In the
4
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table outlined below. These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing SeM:es. Local
access under the Agreement and this Amendment is not avaDable in Ada or Canyon County.

208226

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208227

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208227

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$1,122.00

$314.00

208232

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208232

1090 Hlllne Rd.
Pocatello, ID 83201

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

430N 5TH AVE

208236

POCATELLO
ID83201

Leased

12

OS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

208237

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208237

5151 S 5TH AVE
POCATELLO
1083204

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

208239

5151 S 5TH AVE
POCATELLO
ID83204

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

208244

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208245

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$314.00

208253

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$1,245.60

$0.00

208254 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$235.00

$314.00

208268 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$235.00

$314.00

208255

$235.00
208267

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

208274

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$0.00
$235.00

$314.00

5
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Sales to Provide
12
DS-1
Leased

$104.80

$305.00

208337

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$460.00

$314.00

208347

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$1,094.40

$314.00

208356

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208357

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208365

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208366

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208374

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$1,036.00

$314.00

208382

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$889.60

$314.00

208392 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208428

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$305.00

208434

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$643.20

$305.00

208456

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$852.80

$305.00

208458

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$433.60

$305.00

208476

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$305.00

208514

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$139.20

$305.00

208522

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$112.00

$305.00

208525

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$112.00

$305.00

208525

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

208527

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$929.60

$305.00

208528

900 N SKYLINE DR
IDAHOFALLS
1083402

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

208543

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208544

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$104.80

$305.00

1515 E LINCOLN RD
IOAHOFALLS
ID83401
150SHOUPAVE
IDAHOFALLS
1083402

6
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12
Sales to Provide
DS-1
Leased

208548

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

208549

Sales to Provide

Leased

208578

Sales to Provide

208580

$104.80

$305.00

DS-1

$1,024.00

$406.00

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208622

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208623

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208634 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$1,133.00

$1,369.00

208642

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208642

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$305.00

208655

501 N 16111 St,
Pavette. ID
Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$404.80

$406.00

208667

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208667

600 W PRAIRIE AVE
COEUR DALENE
ID83815

Leased

12

DS-3

$2,000.00

$0.00

208677

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208677

127W5THN
BURLEY
ID83318

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$305.00

208686 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208733

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208733

1363 FILLMORE ST
TWIN FALLS
ID83301

Leased

12

Ds-3

$1,122.00

$305.00

208743

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$105.60

$305.00

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$305.00

1221 W IRONWOOD OR
COEUR DALENE
1083814
1120 W IRONWOOD DR
COEUR DALENE
ID83814

1118 FST
LEWISTON
1083501
208743

1158 IDAHO ST
LEWISTON
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1083501
208744

SaJes to Provide

Leased

12

[)$..1

$235.00

$0.00

208745

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

206 N YELLOWSTONE HWY

208745

RIGBY
ID83442

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,204.00

$305.00

208752

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208756 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$375.00

$475.00

Safes to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208764 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$812.00

$1,369.00

208766

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$893.60

$406.00

208769 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208n5 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208783 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208785 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$104.80

$305.00

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$305.00

208828 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$104.80

$305.00

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$339.20

$475.00

208837 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208843 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208847 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208879 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$1,565.00

$406.00

208882 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

OS-1

$235.00

$0.00

208885 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$235.00

fQ,00

Leased

12

DS-3

$1,122.00

$314.00

Leased

12

OS-1

$436.00

$1,369.00

208762

700 E ALICE ST
BLACKFOOT

208785

208834

208852

ID83221

1213AVEE
SHOSHONE

208888

ID83352

208896 Salee to Provide

8
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Sales to Provide
Leased
12
DS-1

$105.60

$305.00

208934 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$104.80

$305.00

208937 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$105.60

$305.00

208945 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$1,728.00

$406.00

208962 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$105.80

$305.00

208983 Sales to Provide

Leased

12

DS-1

$105.60

$305.00

Note: The above loops are not limited based on quantity as long as there Is a port for each loop.
NRC Waiver. Qwest NRCs specified above are waived so long as such Service ordered hereunder and subject to this
waiver remains instaUed and used by the State for at least twelve (12) consecutive months ("Minimum Waiver Term"). If any
Service subject to this waiver is terminated or cancelled prior to the conclusion of the Minimum Waiver Term ,for reasons
other than a default by Qwest or non-appropriation of funding by the State Legislature or Federal Government, the State
shall be required, within thirty (30) days of such termination to repay the amount of the applicable Qwest NRC(s) waived
pursuant to this section.
2.2 Addition of Ethernet Local Access Pricing Table. The Services and rates set forth in the table below are being
added to the Agreement These Services are added to, and constitute a part of, the Agreement and the existing Services.

Ethemet Local Acces• Pricing.
MRC

NRC*

(each)

(each)

Location
450 Main Street
Boise, ID 83702

Bandwidth
1000Mbps

$3,124.00

$354.00

317 W Main Street Boise, ID
83702

1000Mbps

$3,124.00

$354.00

700 S Stratford Dr Boise, ID
83702

1000Mbps

$3,124.00

$354.00

*NRC Waiver. Qwest NRCs specified above are waived so long as such Service ordered hereunder and subject to this
waiver remains Installed and used by the State for at least twelve (12} consecutive months ("Minimum Waiver' Term"). If
any Service subject to this waiver is terminated or cancelled prior to the conclusion of the Minimum Waiver Term for
reasons other than a default by Qwest or non-appropriation of funding by the State Legislature or Federal Government, the
State shall be required, within thirty (30) days of such termination to repay the amount of the applicable Qwest NRC(s)
waived pursuant to this section.

3. Addition of Services. In accordance with the scope and Intent of the Agreement, the State le adding a new Service to the
Agreement The Services described In the "Qwest IQ Managed Services Exhibit" attached to this Amendment are added to,
and constitute a part of the Agreement and the existing Services.

4. Pricing. Rates set forth In this Amendment wlll be effective as of the date of final signature by the State's Division of
Purchasing.

8. Mlscellaneous. This Amendment wlll be effective as of the data of final signature by the State's DM81on of Purchasing.
8. Customer of Record. Pursuant to State Statute 67-5747. The customer of Record for au data networking S8fVlces shall be
the Department of Administration (Administration), which wlll be the top.level account Qwest wlil establish billing records so that
each agency has a subaccount. Each agency may request subaccounts as needed to meet their Internal accounting
requirements.
9
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7. Approval to Move, Add or Change Service. (Except for Public Agencies as defined by State Statut& 67-2327).
Administration requires agencies to obtain its approval to move, add or change services obtained under this Agreement Qwest
agrees to provision services only with Administration approval. Specifically, approval to move, add, or change services must be
approved by Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager. Administration may delegate this aUthorlty to agency
representatives. Administration's Enterprise IT Infrastructure Manager shall malntaln and make available to Qwest, a list of all
agency representatives to whom authority has been delegated. Payment of Invoiced amounts relating to an order does not alone
constitute ratification of the order.

The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth In this Amendment.

CONTRACTOR:
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

Name:

Susan Baker

Title:

Staff Offer Management Analyst

Date:

3/9/2010
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The following definitions shall apply to this Service Exhibit

1.
General; Definitions. QwestwlD provide one or more of the following IQ Managed Services (9Servlces1: iQ'IM Network
Management Service (·NMS"), IQTM Managed Security Service ("MSS"), and Managed IPPBX (•JPPBX") under the terms of the
Agreement and this Service Exhibit.
"Agreement" means the existing contract between the State of Idaho and Qwest, specifically SBP01308.
"Change Request" means a single firewall policy change or configuration change to the CPE under management
"CPE" means customer premises equipment.

"CSA" means Cisco Security Agent
"CUstomer" or "the State" means the State of Idaho.
"End User" means the State's members, end users, customers, or any other third parties who use or access the service or the
Qwest network via the Service.
"Firewall" means a set of related programs, located at a network gateway server that Is designed to allow or deny certain hosts
or networks to speak to each other, based on a set security policy.

"IP" means Internet protocol.
"IPSec" means lntemet protocol security.
"MAC(s)" means moves, adds, and changes.

·os· means operating system.
"Out-of-Band" means a connection between two devices that relies on a non-standard network connection, such as an analog
dial modem, which must be a Qwest certified 56k extemal modem.

"PGP" means pretty good privacy, which is a cryptographic product family enabling people to securely exchange ITl8$Sages and
secure flies, disk volumes, and network connections with both privacy and strong authentication.
"POC" means point of contacl
"Pricing Attachment' means a document containing rates specific to the Service and Is Incorporated by reference and Imade a
part of this Service Exhibit.

"PSAP" means public safety answering point

•aosa means Quality of Service: the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic.
"SIP Trunk" means a transport service provided by Qwest that provides a direct SIP Interface to the IPPBX.
"Site Contact" means a designated State contact with relevant experience and expertise In the State's network operations.
"SLAa means the service level agreement specific to each NMS and
MSS. all of which are located at
http;flwww.gwest.com/Iegal/. and all of which are subject to change. The SLAs provide the State's sole and excluslve remedy
for service Interruptions or service deficiencies of any kind whatsoever for the Services. If a modification to the SLA (I) materiaDy
and adversely affects the State's legitimate use of a Service, and (ii) Is not required by government or Judicial action, then the
State may terminate the affected Service upon thirty (30) days prior written notice without liabUlty for cancellation chaises for the

11
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affected Service, provided, however, that the State provides written notification of its intent to tenninate the Service under this
Section within thirty (30) days after the receiving actual notice of the modification and provides Qwest the opportunity to cure the
modification within such thirty (30) day notice period.
"Start of Service Date· means the earliest to occur of the date on which the State begins to utilize the Service or the date on
which Service Is made available to the State.
"TCA" means total customer agency.
"UTM" means a device that has integrated several security features such as Firewall, antlvirus, antlspam, and web filtering.
"\/LAN" means virtual local area network.

"VPN" means virtual private networks. A VPN utilizes public telecommunications networks to conduct i,rivate data
communications via encryption. Most Implementations use the Internet as the public infrastructure and a variety of speclaDzed
protocols to support private communications through the Internet.
'WWW Servers" means world wide web servers.
2.
Qwest IQ Managed Services. The State Is ordering at least one of the Qwest IQ Managed Services under this IQ
Managed Service Exhibit The Qwest IQ Managed Services do not include transport or Local Access. The State agrees to the
tenns contained in Sections 2.1 through 2.3 below, which detall the three Service options.

2.1
NMS Description. NMS Is a Qwest network management service, offering performance reporting, change management,
configuration management, fault monitoring, management and notification of CPE and network related Issues. NMS does not
Include new CPE Initial configuration, lab testing, lab modeling, or on-site work of CPE. Service is subject to the NMS SLA,
which is effective as of the first day of the second month after initial installation of Services. The following management types
are available:
{a)
Monitor and Notification. NMS will monitor the State's device 24x7x365 for up/down status and notify the State of faults
("Monitor and Notification"). This service Is a base-line service and does not Include any of the services listed under Select
Management or Comprehensive Management other then described in this paragraph.
(b)
Select Management Includes: 24x7x365 remote performance monitoring, reporting, and ticketing via NMS onllne Web
site. Select Management also includes complete fault monitoring, management, and notification (detection, isolation, diagnosis,
escalation and remote repair When possible) change management*, (8 minor, 3 standard, and 1 major configuration changes
per year), asset management (device Inventory), and configuration management (Inventory of the State's phys1cat1 and logical
configuration). Select Management only applies to small and medium sized routers and support is for routing functions only.
Please reference the NMS Supported Device List to determine which devices qualify for NMS Select

* NMS standard change management list is available on request from your Qwest sales representative. Qwest wUI notify the
State of updates and changes to the NMS standard change management list.
(c)

Comprehensive Management.

(I)
Includes all of the Select Management features as well as TCA. With TCA, NMS acts as the State's single POC In
managing the resolution of all service, device, and transport faults. With TCA, NMS wlB work with any third party hardware
and/or transport providers the State has under contract until all network issues are successfully resolved.
(II)
With IPSec, Qwest NMS engineers will configure full mesh, partial mesh, or hub-and-spoke topologies with secure
tunnels for remote communication between the State locations. IPSec opportunltlea greater then 26 devices require Qwest
approval before submitting an Order Form. IPSec Is only available standard on approved Cisco and Adtran devices. All other
manufacturers require Qwest NMS approval before Qwest will accept the State order&
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(Ill) NMS Comprehensive includes fault, configuration, and change management*, (16 minor, 6 standard, and 2 major
configuration changes per year) of complex routing functions within routers, switches, and Firewall modules. lihls Includes
configuration and management of complex routing, switching, device NIC cards, Firewall module configurations, and basic
router Internal Firewall functions.
• NMS standard change management list Is available on request from your Qwest sales Qwest will notify the State of updates
and changes to the NMS standard change management 11st.

(cl)

Qwest Responslbllltles.

(i)
Qwest will provide the State with a non-exclusive service engineer team, which will maintain a profile for the portion of the
State's network where the Qwest-managed devices reside. Qwest will work with the State to facilitate resolution of serviceaffecting Issues as long as the State chooses either Select Management or Comprehensive Management
(II)
The State may submit, for no additional charge, a limited number of change management requests via Q.Control at
https://control.qwestcom. The maximum number of requests Is equal to 24 standard configurations per device per year. A list of
standard change management options Is avallable upon request from your Qwest sales representative.
(e)

The State's ResponslbDlties.

(I)

The State will, in a timely manner, provide all Information and perform all actions reasonably requested by Qwest In order

to facilitate Installation of Service. For Out-of-Band management related to fault Isolation/resolution, the State will provide and
maintain a POTS llne(s) for each managed device. Additionally, the State will provide a dedicated modem for eaeh managed
device. It Is not mandatory that the State have a POTS line but the State understands that Qwest will NOT' be able to
troubleshoot Issues If the device under management cannot be reached.
(II}
For Comprehensive Management, the State authorizes Qwest to act as the State's agent solely for the· purpose of
accessing the State's transport services In order to provide the Service, pursuant to the attached Letter of Agency (Attachment
2). The State must execute the Letter of Agency prior to Qwest providing the Service. Qwest shall not be obllgatedi for delivery
of service until receipt of the properly executed Letter of Agency. Qwest will not act as the State's agent for Select Management
or Monitor and Notification options.
(Ill) Depending on transport type, the State's managed devices must comply with the following set of access requirements:
(a) for Service delivered via IP connectivity with Qwest IQ Networking Internet Port and/or other public Internet servlce, devices
must contain an appropriate version of OS capable of establishing IPsec VPNs; and/or (b) for Service delivered with Qwest IQ
Networking Private Port, Qwest will configure a virtual circuit, at no additional cost to the State which will be used to, access the
State's device. Qwest will add the Qwest NMS NOC to the State's CUG In order to manage the devices within, the State's
network. With Qwest IQ Networking Private Port, the State's device does not need to be IPSec-capable unless the State Is
requesting an added layer of security; and/or (c) Private Line, both A and Z locations must be under management and
accessible via a valid routable IP address.
(Iv) The State must provide: A routable valid IP address In order to establish the Service connection and the State's primary
technical Interface person must be available during the remote installation process In order to facilitate Installation of the Service.
All of the State's devices managed under this Agreement must be maintained under a contract from a manufacturer approved
on-site CPE maintenance provider. The response times for which the State has contracted with Its CPE maintenance provider
will affect Qwest's timing for resolution of problems lnvoMng State-provided devices. The performance of the CPE maintenance
provider Is the State's responslblllty. The State will fumlsh all lnfonnatlon reasonably required by Qwest prior to the remote
Installation phase of Service In order to enable Qwest to provide the Service
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(f)

Availability.

(I)
Certified Device 11st. A current list of devices certified to work with Qwest management systems Is available upon
request from your Qwest sales representative. The certified device list is subject to change at Qwest's sole discretion and
without notice to the State. The State Is to ensure that the device is certified before placlng an order for NMS.
(II)
Transport Options. Service Is available with the following Qwest transport services. All Qwest IQ Networking port types,
dedicated lntemet as well as private Dne as long as the State has an Internet connection available for Qwest to attach one
device on the network.
(HI) NMS can also manage third party data and IP transport services.
representative before submitting an order for third party device management

The State is to check with a Qwest sales

2.2 MSS Description. MSS Is a management platform Integrating third party security products with Qwest •monitoring,
management, and administration capabilities. All Service Is subject to facilities and capacity availability. Service Is subject to
the MSS SLA, which Is effective as of the first day of the second month after Initial Installation of Services. MSS offeliS two tiers:
(a)

UTM Firewall. This Is a managed FirewaD service designed to provide comprehensive access controls and 11s designed

to allow or deny certain hosts or networks to communicate with each other based on a set security policy. This Includes four
Change Requests per year per CPE under management UTM Firewall is available In three tier levels, small, medium, and
large. Small comes with four change requests per year, medium has forty-eight (48) change requests per yeat, and large
comes with unlimited change requests.
(b)
UTM Comprehensive. This service includes the UTM Firewall features In addition to antlspam, Web filtering, and
antlvlrus. This Includes four Change Requests per year per UTM under management

(i)

Antispam is designed to minimize the volume of spam e-mail to user mall boxes.

(II)

Web filtering is designed to block objectionable content and govern Web viewing behavior.

(Ill) Antlvlrus Is designed to scan file transfers such as Web pages, e-mail traffic, and file transfer protocol for worms, viruses,
and other forms of malware. UTM Comprehensive Is available In three tier levels, small, medium, and large. Small comes with
four change requests per year, medium has forty-eight (48) change requests per year, and large comes with unlimited change
requests.
(c)

Qwest Responsibilities.

(I)
During deployment and Initiation, Qwest will either work with the State to deploy new UTM or begin management of an
existing UTM. Qwest will send the State a welcome e-mail and conduct a kickoff call to Introduce the State's contacts to the
assigned Qwest deployment specialists, set expectations, and begin to assess the State's requirements and environment
Qwest will gather detailed information for the initial setup of the UTM and associated Service features. Most of the
(II)
questions will be technical in nature and help determine the layout of the State's network, including hosts on the network and
desired security policies. A portion of the requested data will reflect the State's organization, and will Include security contacts
and escalation paths. Using the provided information, Qwest will work with the State to understand the existing the State's
environment. and buDd a configuration and security policy for the UTM.

(ill) If Qwest will be taking over management of existing UTM, Qwest must assess the UTM to be sure It meets certain
specifications. Qwest may require the UTM software or security content to be upgraded to the most current version In order to
provide the Service. Other required criteria may Include the addition or removal of applications and user accounts, and
maintaining a current vendor maintenance agreement for the UTM.

(Iv) Qwest will provide policy management service to help the State keep Firewalls configured with a valid security !policy, and
retain records of all changes.
(v)

Qwest will proVide ongoing service support and policy management
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(vi) Qwest will provide software level device management of UTM. Qwest will maintain systems status, awareness, applying
operating system patches and upgrades, troubleshoot problems on the device, and work with the State to help! ensure the
device remains available.
(vii)

Qwest will perform service configuration and implementation remotely.

(d)

The State's Responsibilities.

(I)
During deployment, the State will work with Qwest to deploy a new UTM or begin management of an existing UTM, as
applicable.

(II)
The State will cooperate with Qwest by: (a) providing Qwest with all Information conceming MSS reasonably requested
by Qwest; (b) making available to Qwest appropriate access to the State's systems for purposes of providing MSS; and (c)
providing a primary and secondary Site Contact. If installation is at a Qwest CyberCenlef® location, a Qwest CyberCenter
employee will act as the State's Site Contact providing physical contact with UTM as necessary.
The State will participate in a scheduled kickoff call to introduce team members, set expectations, and begin the
assessment process.

(Ill)

(Iv) The State Is responsible for physically installlng and cabling Qwest provided UTM. The UTM will be shipped to the State
preconfigured for plug-and-play.
(v)
The State will be required to complete a form to provide detailed Information about the network configuration and must
work with Qwest In good faith to accurately assess the State's network and environment. The State must provide contacts
within the organization, and specify an escalation path through the organization in the event that Qwest must contact :the State.

(vi) The State must ensure that any existing UTM meets Qwest specifications, and must work to meet recommendations
concerning the State's network and network access requirements, If changes are required to ensure workable protection
strategies.
(vii) If Qwest will be taking over management of an existing UTM, Qwest may require the UTM software or security content to
be upgrade to the most current versions in order to provide the service. Other required criteria may Include the;addltlon or
removal of applications and user accounts. Such upgrades, additions, or removals will be the sole responsibility of the State.
(viii) If the State Is using client VPN software to VPN to UTM, the State Is responsible for procuring, Installing and testing client
VPN software on the State's end user computers. Qwest will configure user credentials In Firewall policy to enable end user
access Into UTM.
(Ix) The State Is required to provide hands on assistance with the UTM for the purposes of troubleshooting and/or diagnosing
technical difficulties.

(x)
On an annual basis, the State agrees to work with Qwest to review the current hardware configuration of the managed
devices and Identify required updates. These updates will be based on Identified changes to the OS and ·application
requirements.
(xi)

The State is responsible for maintaining current hardware and software malntenance contracts for the State's own UTM.

The State must provide a secure, physically controlled environment for the UTM. The State Is also responsible for
making agreed to changes to the network environment based upon Qwest recommendations.

(xii)

(xiii) If UTM Is connected to another provider's lntemet (not Qwest), the State Is required to maintain an active and fully
functional Internet connection at au times, and must ensure the UTM Is Internet-accessible via a dedicated static IP address.
(xiv) The State Is responsible for ensuring the desired network traffic and applicable segments are configured to route network
traffic through the UTM.
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Excluded Service&, Qwest Is not responsible for any services other than MSS. Qwest will not: (a) debug problems on,
or configure any Internal or external hosts or networks (examples Include, but are not limited to the following: routers, DNS
servers, mall servers, WWW servers, and FTP servers); and (b) act as an end-user help desk to the State's employees or End
Users: rather, all communication regarding the MSS will be between Qwest and the state's approved Site Contacts only.
(e)

(f)
Administrative Access. Qwest will exclusively maintain administrative access to the MSS at all times. Qwest maintains
the root password for all security UTM. All remote administration functions occur via an encrypted session.

(g) Ongoing Management, Monitoring, and Reporting. Qwest perfonns ongoing management, monitoring, and reporting.
After MSS Is Installed on the State's network, change requests are processed on an as-needed basis. Reque&ts must be
Initiated by an approved State Site Contact and will be submitted via the portal. State Site Contacts will be designated by the
State, and the State will Identify those Individuals to Qwest.

(h)
Data Compilation. The state consents to Qwest collecting, gathering and complllng security event log data to look at
trends, and real or potential threats. Qwest may compile or otherwise combine this security event log data with similar data of
other customers so long as such data Is compiled or combined In a manner that will not In any way reveal the data as being
attributable to the state.
Additional Disclaimer of Warranty. In addition to any other disclaimers of warranty accepted per the Agreement,
Qwest makes no warranty, guarantee, or representation, express or Implied, that all security threats and wlnerabllltles will be
detected or that the performance of the Services will render the State's systems lnwlnerable to security breaches. The State Is
responsible for the State's own network security policy and security response procedures. If any security equipment or software
not provided by Qwest impairs the State's use of any Services: (a) the State will nonetheless be liable for payment for all
Services provided by Qwest; and (b) any SL.A generally applicable to the Services will not apply.

(I)

3.

Term; cancellation. The term of this Service Exhibit will commence upon the date of final signature of Amendment Two

by the State's Dlvlslon of Purchasing, and expire on the term date of the Agreement The first twelve (12) months of the Service
Term will be referred to as the ·Minimum Service Term.• Each subsequent location added will have its own Minimum Service

Term and Service Term. If the Agreement or any Service provisioned under this Service Exhibit Is canceled prior to the
expiration of the Minimum Service Term for reasons other than default by Qwest or non-appropriation of funding by the State
Legislature or Federal Government, the State agrees to pay Qwest (a) an accrued and unpaid charges for t h e ~ Service
on the remainder of the Minimum Service Term; and (b) the amount of any nonrecurring/Installation charges that Qwest
discounted or waived.
4.
Acceptable Use Polley (AUP). If the Services connect to or over the public Internet, Customer must comply with the
AUP, posted at http://www.qwest.com/legal/usagePollcy.html. and Incorporated by reference Into thls Service Exhibit Qwest
may reasonably modify the AUP to ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations and to protect Qwest's network and
customers, and such change will be effective upon posting to the Web site. Qwesfs AUP has been formulated to! encourage
responsible use by Users of Qwest's networks, systems, services, web sites and products (collectively the "Qwest Network and
Services·~ The AUP defines Customer's responsibilities with respect to Its use of the Qwest Network and Services, while
Informing Customer of the actions Qwest will take In the event Customer violates the AUP. Notwithstanding any(hlng to the
contrary In the AUP, Qwest will contact Customer In connection with any actual or alleged AUP violation and the1parties will
escalate the issue and seek In good faith to Implement steps that will avoid the need for a suspension before the SU$pans1on Is
Implemented, provided that Qwest may suspend Service immediately if (a) Qwest, in good faith, reasonably concludes that
allowing the violation to continue would expose It to criminal or civil liability, (b) Service suspension Is Immediately 1requlred to
protect Qwest's network or personnel, or any Qwest customer's network or property, from material hann, or (c) Service
suspension Is required by a competent governmental authority, If Qwest suspends service under clause (b), (b), or (c), It will
provide prompt notice thereafter to Customer explaining the basis or bases for the Service suspension.
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Pricing Attachment
Network Management Service Pricing:
MRC per Device
NRC
$0.00

$35.00

Select Management- Small Router

$0.00

$60.00

Select Management - Medium Router

$0.00

$60.00

Base Service
Monitor and Notification - Any Device

Not Available

Select Management- Large Router

Not Available

Comprehensive Management- Small Router

$0.00

$100.00

Comprehensive Management- Medium Router

$0.00

$100.00

Comprehensive Management - Large Router

$0.00

$120.00

Comprehensive Management- Small Switch or Firewall Module

$0.00

$60.00

Comprehensive Management- Medium Switch or Firewall Module

$0.00

$100.00

Comprehensive Management - Large Switch or Firewall Module

$0.00

$120.00

Managed Security Service Pricing:
SetuD
UTM -Secure Perimeter SmaU
$250.00
UTM -Secure Perimeter Medium
$500.00
UTM -Secure Perimeter Larae
5500.00
UTM-Comorehenslve Smail
$250.00
UTM-Comorehensive Medium
$500.00
UTM-Com1>rehenslve Lame
$500.00
Additional Change Reauests
$75.00
Hardware not Included

MRC
$259.00
$1084.00

s1ns.oo

5428.00
$1217.00
$1874.00
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ATIACHMENT 1. The State and Qwest agree to the followlng for NMS, and MSS:

1. to authorize Qwest's subcontractor for the Services agreed to In this Amendment Two, and its subsidiaries to store and use
the State's business contact Information wherever It does business, for the sole purposes of the Services to the State. Qwest
agrees that the use of all subcontractor In the providing of the Services will be used in strict compliance with Executive Order
2007-09;
2. to appropriately safeguard its login credentials to the Web portal, including not disclosing to any third party, and promptly
notify Qwest's subcontractor If a compromise of credentials Is suspected;
3. to be responsible for any communication charges associated with accessing the Services, unless Qwesfs Subcontractor
speclfies otherwise;
4. that CUstomer's exclusive remedy for damages is against Qwest and not Qwest's subcontractor or any of Qwesfs
subcontractor's subcontractors;
5. Identify up to three indMduals who will have authority to contact Qwest's subcontractor's support desk for assistance with the
Services

6.

that the Services do not Include Internet access service or telecommunications transport circuits;

7.

the State Is responsible for Its own network security policy and security violation response procedures;

8. that Qwesl's subcontractor does not warrant Customer's network against security threats, wlnerablllties, unsolicited a.
malls and undesirable Internet content;

9. that Services for testing, assessing, scanning or monitoring the security of network resources, Including Implementation
and deployment, may disclose or create problems In the operation of such resources; therefore, the State (and any employees
and agents thereof) represent and warrant that 0) they are fully authorized by the State (and the owners of 'the network
resources) to enter Into an Agreement with Qwest for the Services, and 01) they and the owners of such network resources
understand and accept the risks involved which In some circumstances could Include without limitation, down time, loss of
connectivity or data, system crashes or perfonnance degradation;
10. that Qwest's subcontractor does not make any warranty, express or Implied, or assume any legal llablllty or 1'8Sl)Onsibillty for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any lnfonnatlon provided as part of these Services; provided that the,foregolng Is
not Intended to diminish obligations under the applicable SLA:
11.Qwest agrees that any State agencies, employees, or agents of the State must have approval from the Office of Chief
lnfonnatlon Officer before such testing, assessing, scanning or monitoring of tha security of the network resources sbould occur.
12. Qwest agrees to work with the State to Identify and Interpret applicable laws, regulations, and statutes that affect the State's
appllcatlon systems or programs to which Qwest's subcontractor will have access during the Services. It Is the State's
responsibility to ensure that such systems and programs, but not the Services themselves, meet the requirements of those laws,
regulations and statutes.
The State agrees to the following for NMS:

13. for State--provlded equipment, ensure that current maintenance and license agreements are in place witlll applicable
vendors for those products and services and upon which Qwesfs subcontractor is relying to provide the Services described In
the Agreement;
14. be responsible for purchase and acquisition of the required hardware and software platforms, as well as product, licenses for
any State.provided hardware and software In support of the Services portfolio;
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15. that the Services are not fault tolerant and are not designed or intended for use in hazardous environments requiring failsafe operation, Including without llmltatlon alroraft navigation, air traffic control systems, weapon systems, life-support systems,
or nuclear faci6ties, In which Service failure could lead to death, personal Injury, or property damage;

The State agrees to the following for MSS:
16. be responsible for tha following in connect with an RMA for State-provided lnfonnation necessary to execute RMA:
(i)

Providing the shipping address to send new device;

(ii)

Receiving the device at the •shtp to• location;

(Ill) Recording the serial number of appliance;
(Iv) Physically installing and cabling the device; and

(v) Qwest or the State will work with Qwest's subcontractor and provide remote assistance to get remote access to the
device;

17. to allow Qwest's subcontractor to collect, gather and compile security event log date to look at trends and real or potential
threats and agrees that Qwesfs subcontractor may compile or otherwise combine this security event log data with similar data of
other customers so long as the data Is compiled or combined In a manner that will not In any way reveal the data as being
attributable to the State; and
18. Qwest commits that the Service will operate in conformity with Its SLA. New security threats are constantly evolving and no
Service designed to provide protection from security threats will be able to make network resources inwlnerable.
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ATTACHMENT2

LIMITED LETTER OF AGENCY

between
State of Idaho ("State") and
Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest'')

This limited letter of agency ("LOA") hereby authorizes Qwest to act as the State's agent for the limited and sole purpose of
contacting State's designated Local Exchange carrier ("LEC"), lnterexchange carrier ("IXC"), Internet Service Provider (·1sP·),
and/or Customer Premises Equipment (-CPE") Maintenance Provider In conjunction with Qwest Network Management
("Service·). Service activities will consist of working with the State's LEC, IXC, ISP, and/or CPE Maintenance Provider for the
purpose of: (a) extracting Information concerning transmission data elements carried over the State's network connection; (b)
Identifying the State's links or data link connection Identifiers ("DLCls"); (c) opening, tracking, and closing trouble tickets with the
LEC, l}(C, ISP, or CPE Maintenance Provider on the State's transport links or CPE when an alann or fault has been detected;
(d) dispatching CPE Maintenance repair personnel on behalf of the State's to CPE for which a fault has been detell:ted; and (e)
discussing fault Information with the LEC, IXC or CPE Maintenance Provider on behalf of the State to facilitate resolution of the
problem.
Qwest does not assume any of the State's llabllltles associated with any of the non-Qwest s81Vices the State may use.

The term of this LOA will commence on the date of execution below and will continue In full force and effect until tertnlnated with
thirty (30) days written notice by one party to the other or until the expiration or termination of the Service Itself.
A copy of this LOA wlD, upon presentation to LEC, IXC, ISP, and/or CPE Maintenance Provider, as applicable,· be deemed
authorization for Qwest to proceed on the State's behalf.

FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

m

- lnfonnatlon Technology
ent of Administration

Date
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February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and b etween the State of Ida ho ("State")
and Qwest Communications Co mpany, LL C ("Qwest") hereby a mends the contract for the
Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (th e
"Agreement").
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. Qwest will be the general contractor for all IEN technical network services. The Service
Provider listed on the State's Feder al E-rate Form 4 71, Edu cation Networks of America
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and
provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all IEN sites.
2. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver I EN technical network services usin g its
existing core MPLS network and backbone services.
3. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable net work access throughout the State
to include leveraging o f public saf ety
network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Qwest and ENA will
use existin g and futu re agreements and p artnerships to deliver the nece $Sary
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will provide all Internet services to IEN users.
5. Qwest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to de fine
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest proj ect manager, working with the ENA project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and de fine the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval. lmplementati on of this Jo int Project P Ian is subject to the review
and approval from the State.
6. Qwest and ENA will use a combina tion of Qwest and ENA Network Operations C enter
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA.
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seve n days a week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will
serve as the one-stop IE N customer fa¢ing
service and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
layer for o utages and Qwest's IP NOC w
ill manage the MPL S s ervices via existing
management platforms.
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7. Qwest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
necessary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely
manner.
8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the IEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and t he subsequent SBPOO 1308
dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Qwest, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of IEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. Qwest must provide this information wl thin
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing information.

Page
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IEN BIDDERS' CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

Steve Maloney - Syringa Networks
Tom McFarlin - Compunet
Mitch Cunningham - MPC
Joel Strickler - Qwest
Jodi Mccrosky- Qwest
David Posey- Qwest
Clint Berry - Qwest
Gayle Nilson - ENA
Jeff Morris - Syringa Networks
Adam Johnston -Syringa Networks
Meredith Copsey - CISCO
Matt Eusterman -AFS
Skip Smyser - ENA
David Feller - Boise Networks
Gregory Lindstrom - Dept. of Purchasing
Sarah Berry- Verizon
Victoria Moroz - TW Telecom
Present by phone
Don Saraeno - One Vision
Oliver Landell - ENA
Ned ??? - Hughes Net (sorry didn't get his last name, but he will be writing in}
Adam Kopczuk - Qwest
Suzanne Axtell - lntegra
Rick Bechtel - Cable One
Asher Avita! - Verizon
Tim Rogan - CISCO
Mike Taylor - Verizon
Al Diez - IBCI
Ben Hall - One Vision
Joe Petrecee- Northwest WAN
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IEN RFP (RFP02160) UPDATES
29 Dec2009
The following extracts are provided from our current IEN RFP, as specific updates to vendors
responding to our Idaho Education Network RFP02160:

P.12
Approach is changed to read:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No. 543 - Idaho
Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable,
high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education as necessary; a
parallel effort will also be undertaken during this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of
Idaho customers from ldaNet to a new IEN backbone system, given the urgency to replace and or
upgrade this aging network, coupled with the rising cost of sustaining current Ida Net operations.

Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
•

Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.

•

The addition of libraries to the IEN.

(:~:completing the migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

P.14
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS, para c) is amended to read:
Idaho presence: Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show either an existing Idaho
presence and\or a willingness to establish an Idaho Presence, in the delivery of IEN services and support.
Addition of the Following Schools to Appendix A, Schedules 1 and 2 of the IEN RFP Document:
•

Challis District #181: Challis Jr./Sr. High School (Schedule 1, IEN Phase One Public High Schools)

•

Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (Elem/Jr.) to
Schedule 2, IEN Phase Two, Elementary and Secondary High Schools

Addition of Appendix F, Ida Net Transition Customer Locations and Current Requirements
Addition of Standard Services Order Form to Appendix G, IEN : Standard Service Order Form (Sample)
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APPENDIX F, IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT
REQUIREMENTS
Agency Name
DSL Servi Current
Geograppic
Bandwidth
ce
Location!
1:
Type (MB)
'
Accountancy, Board of (Owyhee Plaza)
Boise Metro
UBR
1.5
FRS VBRl .5
Aging, Commission on
Boise Metro
Agriculture, Department of
Access
Boise IMA Group
3 Boise
Metro
VBRl .5
Boise ;Metro
Nampa
Twin Falls
VBR 1.5
Southern Idaho
DSL UBRl .5
Arts, Commission
Boise Metro
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for
the
Coeurd 'Alene DSL VBRl .5
North Idaho
Lewiston DSL VBR .5
North Idaho
DSL
VBR 1.5
Idaho Falls
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Pocatello DSL VBR 1.5
Southern Idaho
Twin Falls DSL VBR 1.5
Building Safety, Division of
Coeur d'Alene
VBR 1.5
North Idaho
VBRl
Meridian to CMFONI
Boise Metro
Corrections, Department of- (modified
pricing)
Blaclifoot Dist 7 FRS VBR l
Eastern Idaho
Boise Orchard to CMFONI ATM VBR~
Boise Metro
FRS
VBR
Boise CWCEB
Boise Metro
Boise Dist4E ATM CBRl .5
Boise Metro
Boise Dist4W ATM CBRl .5
Boise Metro
Boise Parole ATM CBRl .5
Boise Metro
Burley ATM CBR 1.5
Eastern Idaho
Caldwell Dist3 ATM CBR 1.5
Boise Metro
CDA FRS VBRl .5
North Idaho
Cottonwood ATM CBR l .5
North Idaho
Idaho Falls CWCIF FRS VBRl
Eastern Idaho
Idaho Falls Dist7 ATM CBR 1.5
Eastern Idaho
ATM
CBR l .5
Kuna IMS!
Boise Metro
Kuna/SCI ATM CBR l .5
Boise Metro
Kuna SIC! ATM CBR 1.5
Boise Metro
Lewiston ATM CBR l .5
North Idaho

FRS
Meridian Dist 4
Mountain Home ATM

VBRl
CBR 1.5

Boise Metro
Eastern' Idaho
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NampaCWCN
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello Dist6
Pocatello PWCC
Rexburg Dist 7
Sandpoint
SBWCC
St. Anthony
Twin Falls Dist5
Dairy Commission
Denstistry, Board of
Developmental Disabilities, Council on
Endowment Fund Investment Board
Environmental Quality, Department of(modified pricing)
Boise (Orchard Campus)
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Finance, Department of
Fish and Game
Health and Welfare, Department of
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene Aging - 1221 Ironwood
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Moscow - 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health 111 Bever Grade Lavwai, ID
Health District 1
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene
Health District 1 - Sandpoint
Health District 2
Health District 3
Caldwell
Nampa
Health District 4
Health District 5
Health District 6

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBR1
CBR 1.5
CBR 1.5
CBR 1.5
CBR .5
VBR 1
CBR 1.5
CBR 1.5
CBR 1.5
CBR1 .5
UBRC .75
UBRC .75
UBRl .5
UBRl .5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Easter)l Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBRS
CBR'
CBR 10

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise•Metro

1

VBR:
CBR 10
CBRlO
VBR1 .5
CBR~ .5
VI R
CE R
VE R
CE R
CE R
VE R
VE R
VE R

14.75
1.5
1.5
9.75
0.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

VBRl

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North: Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VI R
VI R
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

North' Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VI R
VI R
CBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
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Health District 7
Hispanic Affairs, Commission on
Historical Society - Assay Office DSL
Historical Society - Storage Building
Historical Society - Museum
Historical Society - History Center
Human Ri{ilits Commission (Owhyee Plaza)
Insurance, Department of
DOI - Coeur d'Alene
DOI - Pocatello
Juvenile Corrections, Department of
CDA
Twin Falls
Labor, Department of
Blackfoot- 34.HCGL.337784
Boise - IdaNet
Boise (DDS) (IDHW circuit) 34. YBGA.311890
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) 61.HCFS.100410
Boise (SCO) - IdaNet
Boise (Thomas Dev) - IdaNet
Bonners Ferry- 13.HCFJ.003306
Burley- 34.HFGJ.000125
Caldwell - 34.HFGJ.000121
Coeur d'Alene -13.HFFJ.001887
Emmett - 34.HCGJ.398898
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417
HaileyIdaho Falls - 30.HFFJ.192096
Kellogg-13.HCFJ.003329
Lewiston - 76.HFFJ.02856
McCallMeridian - 34.HFGJ.000111
-Moscow- 13.HCFJ.003309
Mountain Home-34.HCGJ.001670
Orofino -13.HCFJ.003326
Payette - 34.HCGJ.394270
Pocatello- 34.HFGJ.000120
Rexburg- 34.HCFJ.001981
SalmonSandpoint- 13.HCFJ.003327
Soda Springs St. Maries-13.HCFJ.003328
Twin Falls- 34.HFGJ.000126

1.5

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise·Metro
Boise Metro
Boise!Metro
Boise Metro

VE R
VE R

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

VE R
VE R

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Southern Idaho

VBR

DSL
DSL
DSL
ATM

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR .5
UBR

Access

CE R
VBRl .5
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access
Access

CE R
CE R
Access
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access
Access
Access
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access

1.5
0.25
1.5
0.25
1.5

1.5 Eastf rn
9.8

Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

1.5 Boise
Metro
0.25
Boise Metro
3.0 Bois,
Metro
North Idaho
1.5
5.0 Eastf rn
Idaho
5.0 Boise
Metro
5.5
North Idaho
1.5 Boise
Metro
North :Idaho
1.5
1.5 Easte rn
Idaho
5.0 Easte rn
Idaho
1.5
North Idaho
5.0
North Idaho
1.5 Nortl
Idaho
5.0 Boise
Metro
1.5
North Idaho
1.5 Boise
Metro
1.5
North Idaho
1.5 Bois,
Metro
5.0 Easte rn
Idaho
1.5 Eastf Im
Idaho
1.5 Eastf rn
Idaho
1.5
North Idaho
1.5 Nortl
Idaho
1.5
North Idaho
5.0 Sout em
Idaho
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Labor, Department of for: Disability
Determinations Services
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW
Boise DDS - connection to Labor
Lewis-Clark State Colle£e
Librarv, Idaho State - Idaho Falls DSL
Liquor Dispensary, Idaho State
State Store 216 (Ammon ID)
State Store 222(1175 Parkway Dr Blacifoot)
Boise HQ
Boise - Store Net
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise)
State Store 102 (1744 W State St Boise)
State Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise)
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise)
State Store 107 ( 2150 Broadway, Boise)
State Store 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise)
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise)
State Store 110 (2273 S. Vista Ave #130
Boise)
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise)
State Store 114 (10356 Fairview Boise)
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise)
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise)
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners
Ferry)
State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley)
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Caldwell)
State Store 13 6 (3110 Cleveland #J7
Caldwell)
State Store 200 (825 Brundage Chubbuck)
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck)
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA)
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way
CDA)
State Store 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA)
State Store 319 (1607 Northwest Blvd CDA)
State Store 117 (174 W State St Eagle)
State Store 119 (Eagle)
State Store 125 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle)
State Store 111 (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty)
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey)
State Store 300 (1077 W Heron Ave Hayden)
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden)
State Store 203 (2105 Niagara Dr Id Falls

VI R
CE R
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
1.5

Boise ,Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastem Idaho

0.25
0.25

DSL1 JBR
DSL1 JBR
ISDL VBR 1.5
ISDL VBRl .5
DSLl IJBR
DSLl IJBR
DSL1 lJBR
DSL1 lJBR
DSL JBR
DSL1 lJBR
DSL1 lJBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Easterm Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSLl lJBR
DSL lJBR
DSL1 lJBR
DSL1 [JBR
DSL lJBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL: [JBR
DSL 1lJBR
DSLl JBR

0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL JBR
DSL1 JBR
DSL1 JBR
DSL1 JBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSLl JBR
DSL l JBR
DSL JBR
DSLl IJBR
DSLl JBR
DSL1 JBR
DSL1 lJBR
DSLl JBR
DSL JBR
DSLl lJBR
DSL l lJBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho
North :Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern: Idaho
North [daho
NorthMaho
Eastern Idaho
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State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls)
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls)
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome)
State Store 323 (Kellogg)
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N
Ketchum)
State Store 129 (Kuna)
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston)
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston)
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview, Meridian)
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd,
Meridian)
State Store 303 (904 W. Pullman Rd,
Moscow)
State Store 309 (872 WTroy Hwy #110,
Moscow)
State Store 122 (275 E. 4th N Mtn Home)
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd #7
Nampa)
State Store 115 (1225 12th Ave Rs S Nampq)
State Store 118 (16453 Marketplace Blvd
Nampa)
State Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino)
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette)
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello)
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello)
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello)
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice Way Post Falls)
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice Way Post
Falls)
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest
River)
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint)
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin
Falls)
State Store 207 (1146 Filer Ave E Twin
Falls)
State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd #31 JC Twin Fis)

State Store 326 (Wallace)
State Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser)

Lotterv Commission
Medicine. Board of
Nursing, Board of
Occupational Licensing, Bureau of(Owhyee Plaza)

Outfitters and Guides Licensimz Board

DSL; lJBR
DSL 1lJBR
DSL 1lJBR
DSLl lJBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern. Idaho
North Idaho

DSLl lJBR
DSL 1lJBR
DSLl lJBR
DSLl lJBR
DSLl lJBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern. Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North.Idaho
Boise Metro

DSLl lJBR

0.25

Boise Metro

DSL 1lJBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSLl lJBR
DSL 1lJBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSLl lJBR
DSL 1lJBR

0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL l lJBR
DSLl lJBR
DSL l lJBR
DSL llJBR
DSL lJBR
DSL l lJBR
DSL llJBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSLl lJBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSLl lJBR
DSLl lJBR

0.25
0.25

North rdaho
North OCdaho

DSLl lJBR

0.25

Southern Idaho

DSLl lJBR
DSLl lJBR
DSL. lJBR
DSL JBR
VBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
UI R
PtoP UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.75

Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

3
1.5
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Parks and Recreation
Pharmacy, Board of
Public Works-Facility Services - for Idaho
Falls DSL

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
1

1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VE R
VI R
UE R

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Northldaho
Southern Idaho

ill R
ill R

3
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho

CE R
ill R
CE R
UE R
CE R
ill R
ill R
VE R
ill R
ill R
CE R
ill R
CE R
ill R
CE R
ill R
ill R
CE R
UI R
ill R
ill R
CE R
ill R

3
0.5
0.5
3
0.5
3
3
0.5
0.75
0.75
0.5
3
0.5
3
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5
3
0.75
0.75
0.5
3

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North ldaho
North [daho
Southem Idaho
Southern Idaho

DSL

Public Works-Design & Construction-for Lewiston
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Moscow
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Pocatello

Real Estate Commission
Snake River Basin Adjudication
Species Conservation, Office of
State Bar, Idaho
State Independent Living Council
Tax Appeals, Board of
Tax Commission
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office
Tax - Lewiston Office
Tax- Twin Falls Office
Veterans Services
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise
Lewiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of
(modified pricing)
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001832
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
Coeur d'Alene Office # 110
CDA Mental Health #130
CDASWT#140
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Lewiston Office #210
Lewiston Office #210
Moscow VR #230
Moscow (Uojl)
Orofino #220
Pocatello- 39.YHFJ.001831
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Sandpoint VR # 120
Sandpoint SWT#l50
Twin Falls- 39.YHFJ.001828
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.001828

UBR
UBR

UBR
DSLl IJBR
DSLl IJBR
DSL l IJBR
DSL JBR
ATM VBRl .5
DSL UBR
VBRl .5
DSL UBR
DSL UBR

1.5

6
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Water Resources, Department of

Boise
CDA
Boise Airport
Idaho Falls
Twin Falls
Soda Springs

VE R
VE R
Mi ~c
Mi ~c
Mi !lC
VE R

4.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
NorthJdaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

7
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APPENDIX G, IEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)

IEN Standard Services Order Form (Sample)

SERVICE REQUEST FORM
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ORDER PLEASE CALL:
Office of the CIO, IEN Program Management Office

(208) 332-1876

APPROVALS

BILL TO:
Office of the CIO, State ofldaho
650 W. State Street, Rm 100

"Anywhere" High School

Boise, ID 83720

Agency/School/Library Representative

BILLING CONTACT:
IEN Program Management Office

Laura Hill 03/24/2009

Office of the CIO, State ofldaho

Reviewed by IEN Services Manager/lEN Statewide Network Ops. Coordinatdr

(208) 332-1876

PON: 2009-0003
(Insert Info here for each Service Location)

(Required Information After Circuit is .ASSIGNED)

Agency:
Install. Contact:
Phone:
Site Contact:
Phone:
Repair Contact:
Phone:
Circuit type:
Speed:
CIR:
Location:
City:
Zip:
Number of PVCs:
Point To:
Wire Beyond NI?

Customer Circuit #:
Customer DLCI:
Circuit Install. Date:
By:
Circuit Tum-up Date:
By:

If this is an upgrade, when was the disconnect ordered?
Date:
PON:
Disconnect Confirmed, Date:
By:
Billing Document Updated, Date:
By:

Term At

Service Type and Class: Due on or before 3/28/09 (Sample Only}
Choose link speed
DSL
-

Fractional Tl
Tl

IMA

.._L

F

DS3

of service
rame Relay

~
FRF.

8 (interwolking)

Number of IMA Tis
PoinHo-Point

··········-···-·-······-

;:

ATM QoS parameters
QoS:

F rame Relay QoX
CIR:

DSL

PCR:
SCR:

Frac

DSL

Tl speed:

Indicate individual MA circuit IDs in the Comments sections
Service Duration:
'

lection
sting FAX Line
~'
Line
Phone Nlwnber on Line:

c::::J

'3xi.
.

I
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IEN Vision
The "Idaho Education Network" (IEN) is
expected to be a collaborative effort between
the state of Idaho and telecommunication
providers to construct and manage a
statewide education network,
infrastructures where possible as well as
services and support.
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IEN RFP Highlights Summary Continued
of legacy (existing) State\Public and Higher Education
communication networks
Use of proven

that meet E-Rate requirements
for all Users of this system despite location

customer support and services
experience and success in
reimbursements
Project
Technology

for E-Rate
Experience

-

Plans

.
I
st for Idaho
... . • "" , .. nnnmH? Cata V
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IEN Implementation Strategy
•

Due to an urgent need to either upgrade or replace our legacy State
ldaNet network, due to End of Life Equipment Support Issues (e.g. Cisco MGX
Switches) , combined with a compelling need to
associated with
operating this network, the State of Idaho has made a conscious decision to
in the RFP , our Phased Migration plan , to make ldaNet a priority event.
Specifically:
The first phase of this project will
connect all state
public schools with scalable, high-bandwidth connections , including
connections to higher education institutions where applicable; but we will
also request that the winning vendor(s) assist the state in
for agency customers using ldaNet.
Follow on phases to this initial project will include
connectivity to each elementary and middle school , and the addition of
libraries to the IEN network.

•

Bidders need to keep in mind that if they can
and
by aggregating connectivity to an existing POP or
more viable ingress\egress point (e.g. School District, Library , State Agency ,Middle
School , etc.), they need to
those in their proposal submissions, even if
these IEN connectivity points are slated for subsequent phases of the project.
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IEN RFP Evaluation Methodology
• Division of Purchasing
•

RFP Evaluation Team Effort

IEN Evaluation Team formed to perform RFP
reviews

• RFP Evaluation Team members
process
• Division of Purchasing
inputs from evaluation team

during this
for handling of all data

• Reminder that

per Federal E-Rate Policy must be the
in evaluation of proposals; however, other relevant
factors stipulated in the RFP will also be factored into the process:
• Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods & Services
• Prior Experience (Ed Networks, E-Rate, Personal Quals)
• Management Capability
• Non-E-Rate Eligible Cost Factors
• Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships , Idaho Presence , Economic Impact)
• Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation
DOA_PA 000067
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JANUARY 6, 2009
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO RFP02160
The following are modifications and responses to questions regarding RFP02 l 60. These
modifications and responses are made part of and incorporated into RFP02160.

Section 3.1, Funding Methodology, is amended to read

Funding Methodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this JEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited
funding. Much of the work outlined in this RFP is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. The work is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's
E-Rate application (due Feb 1, 2009). While the State currently has limited funding, it is
requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010. A portion of the work described in
your proposal(s) and the contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the
appropriation, the State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service
providers meeting the Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of
State funding would be 1 Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider may be required to not begin certain work
until after 7-1-09, and then only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental
appropriation is approved by the legislature before 7-1-09). The State does not expect or require
the successful service provider to do or complete any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09,
that is in excess of the current amount of funding available. Further, the successful service
provider shall not make any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, that
is in excess of the current amount of funding available, or is prior to the named contingencies
being met. This RFP is subject to cancellation and the contract may be subject to termination if
the Legislative appropriation is not approved.

Section 5.3, PRICING, LENGTH OF AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS IS AMENDED TO

READ:
5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year tim e period, with three extensions of fl ve years each for a total of 20
Years.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers. Most,of
the work described by this RFP may not begin to be performed prior to July 2009, because $uch
work as specified by this RFP is contingent upo n Legislative appropriation approval. This RFP
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•

is subject to cance llation or term ination if Legislative appropriation is not approved. The
services provided pursuant to a con tract awarded based on this RFP woul d be available to any
"Public agency" as defmed by Idaho Code 67-2327.

Section 10, PRICING SCHEDULES, IS AMENDED TO READ:

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
Developing a statewide distance education network involves several types of cost.
Some costs, such as interregional transport costs will be eligible for e-rate
reimbursement. Other costs, including network operations and administration & indirect co$ts
are not eligible for e-rate.

Additionally, an understanding of how USAC defmes local area networks (LANs), other Internal
Connections, and WANs is important to ensure that vendors submit funding requests that contain
only eligible products and services. In addition, vendors should understand the eligibility
requirements for the categories of service, such as Telecommunications Services, Internet
Access, Basic Maintenance and Internal Connections. For example, Telecommunications
Services can only be provided by an eligible telecommunications carrier.
Specifics concerning actual E-Rate eligible services and equipment can be found at the following
URLs:
http://www.usac.org/sl/applicants/step06/eligible-services-framework.aspx
http://www.usac.org/ res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL archive/EligibleServicesList 112108.pdf
These comprehensive Eligibility and Services List will indicate what specific products or
services may be eligible to receive discounts under the Schools and libraries Support
Mechanism. Vendors are highly encouraged to review these documents, in an effort to identify
specific terms and conditions, listed by category (e.g. Telecommunication Services, Internet
Access, Internal Connections, Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections, Miscellaneous, and
Special Eligibility Conditions).

to

ifhe Bidder wiffclearly identify-eacrciifered service(by-service type includeE-Rate
~ligibility per the USAC Schools and libraries list located at the URL above) and be
~:tll elements, processes, fees, etc. included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact 9£
!nOl"l!l~l grQ\'\'t_li_,_j!S \._Veff ~~J>Jil!l!l~ci a11d U_nj)lam1~cl_ n.e~()]"J<: e~_p_clll§!_Oll Q!"_S_erv!f~~@c!l1.C.e!!l_en1J
All prices shall be proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs
must be reflected in either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charies
will be accepted. The State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or
minimum quantities of network services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are

specit1[~11

1
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for the sole purpose of assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions. The State shall not be responsiblei for
any cost that is not identified in the Bidders proposal.
Note the following changes have been made to section 10.8, Pricing Schedules:

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisi@ning
Internet services. Pricing in these sche dules must reflect th e Proposer's pricing before the
application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volum e discounts. Vendors are also expected to
clearly annotate E-Rate vice non E -Rate eligible services ands upport in their proposed pri~ing
schedules. Vendors are also encouraged to propose pric ing strategies that maximize the State's
ability to qualify for federal E- Rate funding. For exam pie, a strategy to amortize network build
out costs to include equipm
ent and installa tion costs and including them
as part of a
Telecommunications o r Internet Access serv ice, thes e no w beco me elig ible as Priority On e
services, thus qualifying the State and\or support public school or library entity as being eligible
for E-Rate discounts on an annual basis. Again, for specific information pertaining to E-Rate
Priority One and Two Services, the following information is provided:
FCC rules indicate that E-Rate funds will be available for four eligible categories of service:
telecommunications services, Internet access, internal connections, and basic maintenance of
internal connections.
First Priority for Funding (Priority 1 Services)

I
Telecommunications
Services

These are services that are used to communicate information
electronically between sites. The services must be provided by a
telecommunications carrier - i.e., an organization recognized by the FCC
as providing telecommunications services on a common carrier ba$is.
Examples of telecommunications services include basic telephone
service and digital transmission services such as T-1 lines.

Internet Access

"Basic conduit access" to the Internet including e-mail is eligible fur
discount and can be provided by a telecommunications carrier or any
commercial organization.

I

Second Priority for Funding (Priority 2 Services)

II

Internal Connections Internal connections consist of the wiring and components that exp~d
data access within a school or library such as to individual classrooms
within a school. Internal connections can be provided by any commetcial
organization.
Basic Maintenance

I
I

Basic maintenance of internal connections consists of services
"necessary to enable the continued operation of the eligible equipment."
It includes: repair and upkeep of eligible hardware, wire and cabl~
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maintenance, basic technical support, and configuration change$.

In addition, the FCC has determined that a voice mail service can receive support in the
telecommunications or Internet access category and voice mail products can receive support as
internal connections.
The following Schedules contained in the electr onic version of this RFP are em bedded lxcel
worksheets. Please contact the Division of Purcha sing if you desire to use or require assistimce
in usin2 these worksheets.

C__ .

. _ Schedule A:, Proposed Vendor IEN Solution (RFP- Sect10n 3.5.2)

Item no. Description
1 TOTAL RUCE

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

E-Rate
Eligible
Yes\No?

J
____ _j__

Estimated
AnnualE- Estimated JH:et
Rate
Cost to the
State
Discount

2 Breakdown of Total Price:
Item or Services Descriptions

E-Rate Priority One Services:

Schedule B: Incremental Bandwidth (RFP Section 8.1)
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'Schedule 0:;.%/Value:.added Services for IEN Users (RFP S'ediqrff0.4)
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Description
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DNS Caching
Network Security
Application Level Monitoring
Content Filtering
IP Maintenance
E-Mail & Archiving Services
Managed Firewall Services
Traffic Prioritization Services
Other value-added services
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Notes (Non E-Rate Eligible
Admin Services

THE FOLLOWING ARE QUESTIONS SUBMITIED IN RESPONSE TO RFP02160 AND
THEIR RESPECTIVE ANSWERS.
Q-1. In Section 5.3 the State provides for the option to contract with up to four providers as a
result of this RFP, however throughout the document the State also references its desire to have a
single point of accountability or ContractorNendor. In our experience when a State selects
multiple providers to deliver telecommunications services, it often results in reduced
effectiveness and mixed accountability amongst the selected parties, especially when the
objective is to provide an integrated service as part of the deliverable.
Is it the State's preference to achieve a multi-award contract by choosing a single
response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still provides a
single point of accountability per end user community (legacy IdaNet/agency users and
K-12/libraries), thereby eliminating the finger-pointing often associated with multi-award
contracts?
The reason we ask is specific to the £-Rate-eligible (K-12/library) user base as a contract
with multiple vendors typically creates E-Rate issues as the E-Rate process expects one
winner. A state contract with multiple winners could require each underlying school
system to do a mini-RFP to evaluate the state contract providers and select one. Such
work would require additional effort and E-Rate paperwork for each school system aJnd
could result in a less cost effective solution - i.e. multiple backbones, etc.
A-1. While the State reserves the right to make multiple awards, it is the State's preference to
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including legacy Idanet/State
Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the finger pointing often associated with
multi-award contracts.

Q-2. As part of the technical requirements in Section 8.1 of the RFP, the State indicates that
"[a]nticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet; but
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other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference." Given the varied
telecommunications and physical territory throughout Idaho, we would certainly expect that
service delivery would be provided through a mix oflast mile access technologies. Would T-ls,
NxT-1, wireless (microwave and other), T-3s and Ethernet services be considered acceptable and
preferable physical circuits for last mile delivery, provided that the provider's backbone is
composed of the indicated OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet circuits?
A-2. Other acceptable bandwidths will be considered, to include Tl-s, NxT-1 s, wireless
(including microwave and other), T-3s and Ether net services on a case by case basis, depending
up the size of the supported customer base, the geographical location and end user equipmemt
capabilities. Vendors per the RFP need to clearly articulate in writing, justifications for such last
mile location delivery methodologies.
Q-3. The State ofldaho has contracts in place for IdaNet that expire in October and November
2010. However, there are individual circuits purchased under those contracts that have service
terms that expire before the master contract expiration dates. Will the State renew those cineuits
whose individual terms expire prior to the contract dates under those existing master contracts or
to the service provider awarded as a result of this RFP?
A-3. The state is currently reviewing options for individual IdaNet contracts that expire prior to
the master contract, to see if these customers can be transitioned as early as possible onto a new
IdaNet backbone, with the State paying a month to month renewal for existing services, unti[
such time, these customers are migrated.
Q-4. In Section 5.6, the State indicates that this contract shall be subject to a 1.25%
administrative fee. Such a fee is not eligible for discount under the Federal E-Rate program.
Will the State consider waiving this fee for any E-Rate-eligible participant in order to maximize
both the state and federal funding available?
A-4. The state will waive the 1.25% administrative fee for any contract resulting from this RFP.
Q-5. Will the State provide a list of the Idaho communities included in the definition of a Large
Metropolitan Area or provide a definition of what constitutes a Large Metropolitan Area versus a
rural area? (Sections 8.1 and 8.4)?
A-5. The state in coordination with the University ofldaho, Rural Distance Education Learning
program has established the following definitions for a Large Metropolitan Area versus a runal
area. Specifically, the following Idaho Counties are classified as large metropolitan areas:
The Boise Metropolitan Area (officially known as the Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan
Statistical Area) is Idaho's largest metropolitan area. Other metropolitan areas in order of size are
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho Falls, Pocatello and Lewiston.
As of 2006, six official micropolitan statistical areas are based in Idaho (with populations ba$ed
on urban areas in the United States based around a core city or town with a population of 10,000
to 49,999). Twin Falls is the largest of these.
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Rural Areas are defined per Idaho Code§ 67-9003, Idaho Rural Development Partnership A¢t as:
(4) "Rural area" means:
(a) All the territory of the state ofldaho that is not within the
boundary of any standard metropolitan statistical area as defined by the
United States office of management and budget;
(b) All territory within any standard metropolitan statistical area
described in subsection (4)(a) of this section within a census tract
having a population density of less than twenty (20) persons per square
mile, as determined according to the most recent census of the United
States as of any date; and
(c) Such areas as the partnership may identify as rural.

Q-6. Will the State please specify the certifications required of a bidder, including any required
certifications by the Idaho Division of Purchasing to provide the services outlined in this RFP?
Additionally, we are not aware of any requirement to file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing
(or the Idaho Regulatory Authority) specific to the network proposed; will the State clarify this
requirement?
A-6. The Division of Purchasing does not have any specific and\or required certifications;
however bidders must be registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do
business in the State ofldaho. Concerning the question about Tariffs, there is no requirement to
file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing. Any contract resulting from this RFP is to be
construed as an Individual Case Base (ICB) contract.
Q-7. In Section 9. 7 the State requests a list of all customers for the bidder. Will the State please
confirm if it would be acceptable to provide a representative list of customers who purchase
services from the bidder that are similar to those requested in this RFP in lieu of a full customer
list?
A-7. The State interprets this question to be a request for current users. Based on this
interpretation, a customer list was already provided as Appendixes A and F in the IEN RFP and
subsequent Amendment 3.
Q-8. The State requests both resumes of potential IEN engineering support staff in Section 8.1
and biographical information for each staff member responsible for design, implementation,
project management or other positions identified in the requirements of the RFP in Section 9;10.
Will it be acceptable to the State for the bidder to solely provide any required resumes and
biographical information in a single form in our response to Section 9.1 O?
A-8. No. The State needs to know who will be assisting the IEN effort and their qualifications.
Q-9. Does the state have a preference of the physical location for the service provider's Network
Operations Center (NOC)?
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A-9. Yes. A service provider's Network Operation Center (NOC), needs to be located within the
geographical confines ofldaho.
Q-10. In the pre-bid conference, the State indicated that there would be future phases ofthi$
project. Will there be new RFPs for those future phases or will the State simply place additional
orders for service with the service provider awarded as part of this RFP?
A-10. No, there will not be any new RFPs issued for this IEN effort. The intent is to use the
provider. Subsequent phases of this effort will be implemented using service orders.
Q-11. 5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and
one-quarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract
Usage Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State
through its Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.2$%)
of the CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.
Request for clarification: Could the State please expand on the language highlighted above.
We currently could not find this requirem ent in any of our existing agreem ents such as the
IdaNet Master Service Agreem ent or Telephone Service - Calling Cards, Toll Free, and Direct
Dial Services. Please provide an exam
pie of the State's expe ctation with this billin g
requirement.
A-11. See Q/A 4 above.
Q12. STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
9. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE:
Acceptance of this Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 601,
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964, in that ''No person in the United States shall, on the grounds
of race, color, national origin, or sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance." In addition, ''No other wise qualified handicapped individual in the United States
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance" (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts
involving federal funds, the applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 1124i6 as
amended, Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974,
Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sections 621, et seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of Interior regulations at 43 CFR
Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also incorporated into this
Agreement. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws made during
the term of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing $uch
laws. The Contractor must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement.
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Request for clarification: [Our Company], for itself, agrees to comply with the provisions bf
Section 9.2 of the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS, but requests a clarification with regard to the final sentence: "The Contractor
must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement." [Our Company] has
existing contracts with the subcontractors who will be working with [Our Company] to provide
the solutions offered in this RFP response. It would be time consuming and costly to renegotiate
those contracts in order to include the exact language set forth in Section 9.2. [Our Company]
requests clarification from the State regarding the State's requirement. Following is the langUage
included in [Our Company's] standard contracts with its subcontractors. While the language is
not exactly as set forth in Section 9.2, the intent and the effect are the same. Does the State agree
that [Our Company's] contracts with its subcontractors which contain the following terms are
compliant with Section 9.2?
PROCUREMENT STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
16.2 Compliance with Laws and Policies.
Supplier will obtain, at its expense, all permits and licenses, pay all
fees, and comply with all federal, international (if applicable), state
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders applicable
to Supplier or Supplier's performance hereunder including, the
Communications Act and orders of the Federal Communications
Commission. Supplier agrees to adhere to the [Our Company]
Ethical Business Practices, or with Supplier's code of conduct or
own similar standards. If any terms of the [Our Company] Ethical
Business Practices conflict with the terms of this Agreement, the
Agreement will prevail. The [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices may be found at
Employment Practices [p. 6 - [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices for Consultants, Contractors and SuppliersJ
lliegal Harassment-Sexual and Other
[Our Company] complies with all applicable civil rights, human
rights, immigration, and labor laws. This includes providing equal
employment opportunities to employees and job applicants and
maintaining a workplace free from illegal discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, and retaliation. While Supplier's
employees are not employees of [Our Company], [Our Company]
expects Suppliers to share this commitment. [Our Company] will
not tolerate illegal harassment or discrimination in any form and
supports those Suppliers who provide equal opportunity to all in
accordance with the requirements of applicable law. At [Our
Company], our business culture promotes mutual respect,
acceptance, cooperation, productivity and a work environment free
of sexual harassment or other illegal harassment among employees
who are diverse in:
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Age
Sex
Color
Sexual orientation
Race
Ethnicity
National origin
Marital or family status
Veteran status
Disability
Religion
Any other legally protected category

A-12. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested languag¢.
Q-13. STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk ofloss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain
with Contractor until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent
defects, fraud and Contractor's warranty obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not
release the Contractor from any obligation under this Agreement.
Exception and Request for Alternate Term: [Our Company] agrees to and will comply with
the Acceptance provisions set forth in Section 17, above. However, because there are at least 14
days between the State's physical receipt of hardware or other equipment and its acceptance of
the materials, [Our Company] cannot agree to the Risk of Loss terms requested by the State in
Section 18.
[Our Company] proposes the following alternate term: The State will ensure that its personnel
are available to receive delivery of equipment or materials at the State's site, at a date and time to
be determined between [Our Company] and Customer. All risk ofloss of equipment or materials
will transfer to the State upon delivery, except damage caused by [Our Company], its agents or
subcontractors. Mere receipt by the State does not constitute final acceptance.
[Our Company] cannot be responsible for Risk of Loss to equipment or materials not in its
possession.
A-13. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.
Q-14. How did the State come up with the Specifications for this proposal?
A-14. Specifications for this proposal were drafted as a result of lessons learned from similar
initiatives of the same size and scope recently undertaken by several States, in the developm¢nt
of their own respective Education Networks. Additionally, a team of State Technical experts1was
assembled to discuss State ofldaho Specific requirements for agencies migrating to this IEN
backbone, to ensure that all technical requirements were captured as part of this RFP process,
Q-15. Can we bid on a certain appendix?
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A-15. As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total service solutions provider.
Vendors interested in bidding on a particular section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to Work
with a major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of the required
specifications as set forth in this document.
Q-16. Will the State accept substitute products or manufacturers?
A-16. The State will consider all recommendations for substitute products and or manufacturers,
if they are fully interoperable with existing legacy State ofldaho network systems, are cutting
edge in terms of new technology, have a solid 24/7 maintenance support system, and are in
keeping with current industry pricing for such systems.
Q-17. Appendix "F" lists a number of circuits from various agencies to the Ida-Net back bone.
Is the State requesting that these circuits be replaced in phase la of this project, or are these
circuits just to be re-homed to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone?
A-17. The circuits listed in Appendix F concerning agencies currently connected to the IdaNet
back bone are circuits that must be re-homed to a new IEN\IdaNet backbone wherever applicable
and feasible during Phase la of the IEN project. Note the State will assist the winning vendor,
post award in establishing a priority for these migrations based on customer mission criticality,
contract service dates (e.g. expiring connectivity contracts) and the availability of supporting
funding. In cases where this is not readily feasible, the vendor may need to consider replac¢ment
of these existing circuits to accommodate both user and IEN core backbone network
requirements.
Q-18. When does the management of the IdaNet transition start, up on the RFP award or Jully
81
1 ? The first draft of the RFP emphasized that no work would start before July 1, 2009. Does
the addition of phase lb to replace the IdaNet backbone change the start date of the project?
A.18. State management of the IdaNet transition will commence upon the RFP award on or
about 26 January 2009; RFP Contractual language to amend the RFP to reflect the availability of
limited funding for IEN Phase la IdaNet transition work is currently being undertaken by our
legal staff and will subsequently be posted as an another RFP amendment for vendors to reviiew.
Tentative date to start IdaNet Transition activities (discovery and planning phases) is slated for
on or about 2 February 2009.
Q-19. Syringa Networks provides ITD 12 DS3 ATM circuits that are not being used to their full
capacity. Can any of the excess capacity on these circuits be used for IEN/IdaNet?
A-19. Vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case Syringa, to
see if any access capacity on these circuits can be utilized in support of the IEN/IdaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITD is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to use this excess
bandwidth with the Idaho Transportation Department. It will however be incumbent on the
winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (Syringa).
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Q-20. Will ITD transition its network to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone? When will this occur?
What are the locations served by the ITD network if it is to be part of the new IEN/IdaNet
network?
A-20. ITD as a current customer ofldaNet will migrate to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone. The
timing of this transition will be dependent upon the criticality of the missions that they (ITD) are
supporting, availability of funding to do these migrations and a solid technical plan, developed
by the winning contractor, with assistance from the State that is successfully staffed through our
Change Management board and approved by ITD. Specific locations served by the ITD network
as it pertains to IdaNet, are listed in Appendix F of this RFP. There are no current plans at this
time to transition the remaining ITD network entities onto this new IEN\IdaNet backbone.
Q-21. A Shared Resources Agreement between ITD and 360 Networks provided an OC-3 circuit
from ISP in Meridian to North Idaho that is part of the existing IdaNet backbone. Can this
circuit be used for IEN/IdaNet network?
A-21. Again, vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case 360
Networks, to see if any access agreements can be utilized in support of the IEN/IdaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITD is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to leverage ITD's
existing 360 networks contract with the Idaho Department of Transportation; but only if it is
economical to do so, and also makes sense from a technological standpoint. It will however be
incumbent on the winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (360
Networks).
Q-22. Can the vendor awarded this RFP collocate new equipment at the existing IdaNet siteis in
Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene?
A-22. Yes, the winning vendor can and is highly encouraged to co-locate new equipment at all
and all existing IdaNet locations wherever feasible to ensure a smooth network transition to a
new IEN\IdaNet backbone system for our supported customer base.
Q-23. There exist CWDM connections over fiber from ITD on State Street, Department of
Health and Welfare Towers, BHS at Gowen Field, and ISP at Meridian. Can any frequencies
(lambdas) on this network be used for the IEN/IdaNet network?
A-23. Yes, but only if it makes both economic and technical sense to do so and will not impact
current ITD, Health and Welfare, BHS and IPS missions. We (the State) would work with the
winning vendor to see what if any frequencies could be used for the IEN/IdaNet network.
Vendors are encouraged to make technical recommendations concerning the use or reuse of
existing lambdas in their proposal submissions, enabling the State to review accordingly with the
affected customers.
Q-24. The pricing requirements in Section 10 - especially 10.8 - appear to combine several
different technologies and end customers. The schedules also appear to combine items that have
different E-Rate eligibility. Can the State revise these tables or instructions to clearly require
separation of pricing and indication of expected E-Rate eligibility, as applicable, for (1)
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equipment not eligible for Priority 1 e-rate funding; (2) IdaNet/state agency services and (3)
video conferencing equipment and services?
A-24. See new Section 10 above.
Q-25. If multiple vendors are selected (up to 4), how will the State ofldaho integrate all of the
vendors and the services they offer? Who will coordinate the development, outsourcing and
implementation of this statewide network, file for E-Rate, etc? Will the State identify one of the
4 vendors to do this?
A-25. While it is stated in the amended Section 5.3 (above) that any resulting contract from this
solicitation may be awarded up to four providers, it is still the desire of the State to contract with
a single end-to-end managed internet service provider with existing partners and\or a willingness
to form partnerships, in an effort to achieve the specified requirements of our JEN initiative.
Q-26. Will the State ofID rebid these services if the funding is not secured this year? What is
the State ofldaho's course of action if the funding is not approved?
A-26. It is the intent of the State to award an JEN contract during FY09. The State has partial
funding to start on our IdaNet migration initiative, which is now slated as phase 1a of our
amended RFP (Amendment 3 to RFP 02160). Upon completion of that initiative, and contingent
upon future availability of funding for our JEN effort, the State intends to issue Service Orders,
per the RFP, for any follow on JEN initiatives, to the winning vendor(s). Ifno additional funding
is secured for this JEN project after 5 years (the end of the first contractual period of work), a
new RFP will be released. The State reserves the right to cancel any resulting contract due to a
lack of funding per Item 26, Appropriation by the Legislature Required, of the State ofldaho
Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, incorporated into this RFP by reference.
Q-27. Regarding section 19 of the State ofldaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions: the
State ofldaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions are silent as to many details from
Contractor's Terms and Conditions regarding how Contractor provides and bills for its services,
protects it's investments, and ensures the return of a reasonable profit. Certain provisions oftlhe
State ofldaho Contract Terms and Conditions are contrary to Vendor's Standard Terms and
Conditions. Contractor has additional terms and conditions it wishes to incorporate into the
State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, in addition to those Terms and Conditions, and
in some cases to replace a particular provision with Contractor's language. Will the State
consider these additional terms and conditions listed below?
Contractor agrees to negotiate in good faith any of these terms not acceptable to the State in the
proposed form.
Service Orders: State may submit service orders to Contractor to purchase telecommunication
and related services under this Agreement ("Service Orders"). The Service Orders describe the
telecommunication and related services that are available for purchase ("Services"). When fully
executed by both Parties, the Service Orders and these Standard Terms and Conditions form the
final written agreem ent between the Parties
("Agreement"). The A greement can only be
amended or m odified in a written docum ent that is s igned by both Parties. All Services a; re
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offered subject to availabilit y, and Contractor has the right
not to accept a Service Ord er
submitted by the Sta te. If a Service Order h as been ac cepted by Contrac tor, Co ntractot will
provide Services for th e term agreed to in such Service Order and re newal periods ("Service
Term").
Cancellation, Modification or Expedition of Orders: "Cancellation", "Modification" and
"Expedite Charges" referenced hereunder are posted to the Contractor's Website and are subject
to modification by Contractor effective upon posting to that website.

(a) Cancellation. The State may cancel a Service Order(s) if the request is received in writing by
Contractor prior to the planned installation date, and Contractor shall have the right to assess a
Cancellation Charge (a Service Order can only be cancelled one time; the execution of a new
Service Order restarts the cancellation process). If the request to cancel is received after
installation has begun, the State must pay full termination liability as set forth below.
(b) Modification. The State may request in writing the modification of any Service Order(s).
Such request shall result in a Modification Charge. If Contractor receives a written modification
request for delay of installation less than 3 days prior to the planned installation date, the State
must pay, in addition to the Modification Charge, the monthly recurring charge ("MRC")
applicable to the delayed Service for the shorter of one billing month or the period from the
original due date to the requested installation date. Contractor reserves the right to limit the
number of requests to delay the planned installation date.
(c) Expedite. The State may request an expedited installation date. If Contractor accepts the
expedited installation date, the State must pay an Expedite Charge.
(d) Third Party Charges. In addition to the charges set forth in (a), (b) and (c) above, Contractor
may bill the State for any third party charges it incurs in order to complete the State's request to
cancel, modify, or expedite the Service Order(s).
Contractor Network, Access and Interconnection:

(a) Responsibilities. Contractor will own and control the telecommunications equipment, cable
and facilities insta lled and operated by Contractor for provision of the Services to the State
("Contractor Network"). The Contr actor Network will re main Contractor's personal property
regardless of where located or at tached. Contractor has the right to upgrade, replace or rem ove
the Contractor Network in whole or in part, regardless of where located, so long as the Services
continue to perform . Contract or has the right to lim it the manner in which any p ortion of the
Contractor Network is used to protect the techni cal integrity of the Network. The State may not
alter, move or disconnect any parts of the Contractor Network and is responsible for any damage
to, or loss of, the Contractor Network caused by
the State's (or its end users') breach oflhis
provision, negligence or willful misconduct. Contractor has no obligation to install, maintain or
repair any equipm ent owned or provided by the St ate, unless otherwis e agreed to in a wriling
executed by the Parties. If the State' s equipment is incompatible with the Servic e, the Staite is
responsible for any special interface equipment or facilities necessary to achieve compatibility.
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(b) Acee ss. Contractor may require acces s to the State' s prem ises to install and m aintain the
Services and Contractor's Network. The State must provide Contractor with a contact and/or help
desk number that can be reached 24 hours per day/7 days per week. The St ate also must provide
reasonable access rights and/or rights of way from third parties, space, power and environmental
conditioning as may be required for the install a tion and maintenance of the Contractor Network
at the State's premises.
(c) Letter of Authorization/ Carrier Facility Assignment. If the S tate intends to connect the
Services to facilities that neither it nor Contra ctor owns, it m ust provide Contractor with and
maintain (for the Service Term) a current letter of authorization and carrier facility assignment,
as applicable.

Installation and Maintenance:
(a) Installation. CONTRACTOR will notify the State when the Service has been success[ ully
installed an dis availa ble for the State 's u se ("Service Date"). Unless th e State no tifies
CONTRACTOR by the close of business on the Servi ce Date that the Service is not operational,
the Service Term will commence. If the State so notifies CONTRACTOR, the Service Date will
occur and the Service Term will commence when the Service is operational. The Service Date
will not be delayed or postponed due to problems with the State's equipment or the State's lack
of readiness to accept or use Service.
(b) Maintenance:

(i) Scheduled Maintenance . CONTRACTOR will m onitor Contractor's Network 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week. S cheduled Maintenance will be performed between the hours of midnight
and 6:00 a. m. (local tim e where the m aintenance is being perform ed) unless another tim e is
agreed to b y the Parties for the p articular circumstance. CONTRACT OR will endeavor to
provide the State with at le
ast f ive business days notice
before perform ing Scheduled
Maintenance unless a shorter notice period is required under the circumstances.
(ii) Emergency Maintenance. If CONTRACTOR has to perf orm maintenance outside of the
Scheduled Maintenance window set forth in s ubsection (b )(i) above, then CONTRACTOR will
provide as much prior notice to The State as is practicable under the circumstances.

Charges, Billing, Taxes and Payment:
(a) Services are billed on am onthly basis commencing with the Se rvice Date. Services a re
invoiced in advance, but usage ch arges are invoiced in arrears. Any installation or other nonrecurring charges, which are non-refundable, will appear on the first monthly invoice.
(b) CONTRACTOR m ay require a deposit prior
to the provision of any new Service.
CONTRACTOR also may require a deposit as a condition to its obligation to continue to provide
Service(s) if The State has failed to timely pay for Service(s) on two occasions during any six
month period ..
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(c) CONTRACTOR will invoice the State for appli cable Taxes (defined below) and, whenever
possible, will id entify such charges as a sep arate line item on the inv oice. The State will b e
liable for Taxes which were assessed by or paid to an appropriate taxing authority within the
applicable statute of limitations period. If the State fails to pay any Taxes properly billed, then
as between CONTRACTOR and The State, The Stat e will be solely responsible for payrn ent of
the Taxes, and penalty and interest.
"Tax" or "Taxes" mean any federal, state or local excise, gross receipts, value added, sales, use
or other sirn ilar tax, fee, tax- like fee or surcharg e of whatever nature and how ever designated
imposed, or sought to be irn posed, on or with respect to purchases by the State from
CONTRACTOR for consideration under this A greernent or for Contractor's use of public streets
or rights of way, which CONTRACTOR is re quired or permitted by law or a tar iff to collect
from the State; provided, however, that the term "Tax" will not include any tax on Contracto r's
corporate existence, status, income, corporate property or payroll taxes.

(d) Payrn ent for all u ndisputed amounts due under this Agreern
ent rn ust be received by
CONTRACTOR on or before the due date spec ified on the bill ( "Due Date"). Any payrn ent or
portion thereof not received by the Due Date is s ubject to a late charge on the unpaid a rno111nt at
the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by law.
Disputes: If the State disputes any charges, it must log the dispute by completing and submitting
a dispute form via Contractor' s dispute website [located at: ], or by contacting Contractor' s
dispute telephone line at 1-800-[]. All disputes rn ust be subrn itted to CONTRACTOR in the
manner specified above within 120 calendar days of the date of the invoice associated with the
disputed charges, or the invoice shall be deemed correct and all rights to dispute such charges are
waived. Withheld disputed amounts determined in favor of CONTRACTOR must be paid by the
State within five (5) business days following written, electronic or telephonic notice of the
resolution, and will bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by
law from the Due Date until the date paid. Arn aunts that were disputed but paid by the State will
bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the rn axirnurn rate allowed by law from the date
paid through the date ofresolution if the resolution is determined in the State's favor.
Service Levels / Service Outage Credits:

(a) Service Level Agre ernent ("SLAV"). The SLAV for a particular Service, which specifies the
applicable performance metrics and outage credit schedule, is contained in each Serv ice Order.
If no SLAV is included with a Se rvice Order, th en credits for Service Outages (defined below)
will be issued at 1 /1440 of the ap plicable MARC per 30 rn inute outage for up to a 24 -hour
period, but if a Service Outage lasts greater th an 24 hours, at 1/144 of the applicable MARC per
3 hour period. Credits issued during any calendar rn onth will not exceed the MARC assodated
with the affected Service that experienced the Service Outage's).
(b) Serv ice Outage Def inition. A "Service Outage" is d efined as e ither: (a) rn aterial non compliance with a specific perform ance rn etric in a service level agreement; or (b) a corn plete
loss of transmission or reception capability for a Service caused by Contractor's Network.
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(c) Reporting and Tracking of Service Outages.
If there is a Service Outage, the State m ust contact Contractor's The St ate Network Reliability
Center ("CORK") at 800-[], and CONTRACTOR will open a trouble ticket and provide the State
with a trouble ticket number for tracking purposes.
(d) Duration of Servic e Outage and Application of Credits . For the purpose of calculating
applicable credits, a Service Outag e begins when the State repor ts the Service Outage to
Contractor's CORK, and ends when the Service is restored. The duration of the Service Outage
only includes outages that are caused by Contractor's Network and do not include outages caused
by the equipment, acts or omissions of The State, third parties, Force Majuro events, or outages
occurring during scheduled or em ergency maintenance. The duration o fa Service Outage also
does not include any tim e during which CONTRA CTOR is not allowed acce ss to the premises
necessary to restore the Service. Credits for Se rvice Outages are only issued ifrequested by the
State, ands uch requests must be submitted to CONTRACTOR within 120 days from the date
Service is restored.
(e) Chronic Trouble Services . If two Service Outages have occurred on a particular Service
during a 30-day period, and a thir d Servic e Outage occ urs with in thirty d ays following th e
second Service Outage, The State may terminate the applicable Service without early termination
liability provided that The State supplies CONTRACTOR with a written termination noti¢e no
later than thirty days following the third Service Outage.
(f) Remedies. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the remedies setforth
in the service level agreement and in sub-sections (a) and (e) above of this Agreement constitute
the State's sole and exclusive remedy for Service Outages.
(g) Service Outages Not Caused by Contractor' s Network. If CONTRACTOR responds to a
service call initiated by the State, and CONTRACTOR reasonably determines that the cams e of
the problem is not due to Contractor's Network, but is due to the State's equipment or facilities,
or a third party, the State must compensate CONTRACTOR for the service call at Contracto r's
then prevailing rates.

Governmental Regulation - Changes:
(a) This Agreement is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations,
and each Party must comply with them in performing its obligations hereunder. To the extent any
provision herein conflicts with any applicable law, rule or regulation, such law, rule or regulation
will supersede the conflicting provision.
(b) CONTRACTOR m ay discontinue or im pose additional requirem ents to the provision; of
Service, upon 15 days written noti ce, if neces sary to m eet regulatory requirem ents or if such
requirements have am aterial, adverse impact on the economic feasibility of CONTRACTOR
providing the Service. The State is not responsible for the termination liability set forth belmw if
CONTRACTOR discontinues the Service under this subsection.
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Indemnification: Each Party (" Inseminator") shall i ndemnify, defend and hold harm less the
other Party ("Indemnities") from all losses or damages arising from or related to bodily injury or
physical dam age to tangible p roperty caused by the negligence or willful m
isconduct of
Inseminator. The State shall indemnify, de fend and hold CONTRACTOR bar mless from all
losses or damages arising from the State's violation of third party intellectual property rights, all
claims of any kind by the State's end users, or any act or om ission of the State associated with
any Service. (TO REPLACE SE
CTI ON 11 OF STATES STANDAR D TE RMS AND
CONDITIONS)
Limitation of Liability: Except for the Par ties' respective ob ligations set forth in Section 14
herein, neither Par ty is liab le to the other for indirect, conseque ntial, special, incidental, or
punitive damages of any kind or nature whatsoever (including without limitation lost profits, lost
revenues, lost savings, lost opportunity or harm to business), whether or not foreseeable, whether
or not the Party had or should have had any knowledge, actual or constructive, that such damages
might be incurred, and regardless of the for m of action, nature of the claim asserted or the
frustration of either Party's purpose. Indirect dam ages include, but are not limited to, dam ages
of the kinds specified in the preceding sentence that are incurred by a third party and are asserted
against a Party (includin g attorneys' fees and expenses). Contractor's liability to The State for
direct damages may not exceed one m onth's calculation of the applicable Mares regard less of
the form of action, nature of the claim
asserted or the frustration of either Party's purpose.
CONTRACTOR has no liability for the con tent of information that The State p asses through
Contractor's Network, the State's transm ission errors, or any failure to establish connections
outside of the CONTRACTOR Network.
Termination by CONTRACTOR:
(a) Termination With Notice. CONTRACTOR may disconnect a 11 Service's) associated with a
delinquent account upon ten (10) days written n otice for the State's failure to pay amounts due
under this Agreement which remain uncured at the end of the noti ce period; or upon thirty (30)
days written notice for: (i) the State's breach of a non-econom ic, material provision ofthis
Agreement or any law, rule or regulation govern ing the Services which rem ains uncured at the
end of the notice period; (ii) any governmental prohibition or required alteration of the Services.
(b) Termination Without Notice. CONTRACTOR may term inate ors uspend Services without
notice if: (i) neces sary to pro tect Contractor's Network; (ii) CONTRACTOR has reason able
evidence of The State's illegal, improper or unauthorized use of Services; or (iii) required by
legal or regulatory authority.
(c) Post Termination. Any termination or disconnection shall not relieve the State of any liability
incurred prior to such term ination or disconnection, or for payment of unaffected Services.
CONTRACTOR retains the righ t to pursue all avai lable legal rem edies if it ter minates this
Agreement or disconnects Service(s) in accordance with this Section. All terms and conditiohs of
this Agreement shall continue to apply to a ny Services not so te rminated, regardles s of the
termination of this Agreem ent. If CONTRACTOR terminates Service in accordance with this
section, and The State wants to restore such Se
rvice, The State first m ust pay all past due
charges, a reconnection charge and a deposit equal to 2 months' recurring charges. All requests
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by The State for disconnection of On-Net Servi ces will be processed by CONTRACTOR in 30
days or less, and for disconnection oflong haul Off-Net Services in 45 days or less, following
delivery of the written notice. The State m ust pay for Services until such disconnection actually
occurs. The State must submit requests to disconnect or terminate Services to Contractor's Order
Entry department in accordance with Section 20 below.
Termination by the State: The State may terminate this Agreement and/or any Service Order
hereunder upon thirty (30) days prior written noti ce, without incurring te rmination liability, for
Contractor's (i) breach of any material provision of this Agreement, or any law, rule or regulation
that affects The State's use of Service(s), which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
and/or (ii) insolvency, bankruptcy, assignment for the benefit of creditors, appointment of trustee
or receiver or similar event.
Termination Liability: If CONTRACTOR terminates this Agreement or any Ser vice Orcler(s)
due to the S tate' s breach of a non-econom ic, material provision of this Agreem ent or any law,
rule or regulation governing the Se rvices which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
or becaus e CONTRACTOR has reasonab le evid ence of the State's illeg
al, improper or
unauthorized use of Services; or if the State terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s)
for any reason other than Contractor's material breach that remains uncured after written notice
and a reasonable cure period, all MRCs associated with the terminated Service(s) for the balance
of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and payable. If the term ination
occurs during the second year of any Service Term , and the term inated service is provisioned
entirely on Contractor' s netw ark, then 50% of all MR Cs associated with th e term inated
Service(s) for the balan ce of the applicab le Service Term shall become immediately due and
payable.
Assignment: (EDIT SECTION 2 0 OF STATE STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS TO READ LIKE THIS: "20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any
interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to whom such Agreement or order is given
to any other party without the approval in writing of the Administrator, Division of Purchasing,
not to be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed except that CONTRACTOR may assign
its rights and/or obligations hereunder (a) to its parent, affiliates or subsidiaries, (b) pursuant to
any merger, acquisition, reorganization, sale or transfer of all or substantially all its assets, G>r (c)
for purposes of financing. Transfer of an Agr eement without approval shall cause the annulm ent
of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any
breach of such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1 ])"
Governing Law- Litigation: This Agreement is governed by and subject to the laws of the
State of Idaho excluding its principles of conflicts of law. If litigation is commenced to enforce
this Agreement, the prevailing Party is entitled to reimbursement of its costs and attorneys' fees
from the other Party.
Headings: Headings herein are for convenience only and are not intended to have substantive
significance in interpreting this Agreement.
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Notices: Any notice required under this Agreement must be in writing and be delivered to the
receiving Party at the addresses listed below (i) in person, (ii) by certified mail with return
receipt requested, or (iii) by overnight courier. A notice is deemed given (i) when delivered, if
personally delivered, (ii) at the time indicated on the return receipt, if delivered by certified mail,
or (iii) at the time the party or its representative executes the delivery receipt, if delivered via
courier. CONTRACTOR must provide such notice to the State's billing address, and the State
must provide such notice to CONTRACTOR at[] Attn: General Manager. ff The State is
disconnecting Services for any reason, it also must deliver notice to CONTRACTOR at[] Attn:
Order Entry.
Public Releases, Use of Name: Neither Party may issue a news release, public announcement,
advertisement or other form of publicity regarding this Agreement or the Services provided
hereunder without the prior written consent of the other Party. Neither Party may not use the
other's name, logo or service mark without Contractor's prior written consent.
Representations and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants that it, and the person
signing on its behalf, is fully authorized to enter into this Agreement. CONTRACTOR represents
and warrants that the Services will be performed by qualified and trained personnel.
CONTRACTOR does not guarantee, represent or warrant that the Service(s) will be without
interruption. CONTRACTOR MAKES NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EITHER INF ACT OR BY OPERATION OF LAW,
AND DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR OR ORDINARY PURPOSE.

REGARDING SECTION 23 OF THE STATE'S STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS - Replace or negotiate in line with Contractor's Indminification paragraph above.
Regarding Section 30 of State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions - Edit to read like this:
PRIORITY OF DOCUMENTS: This Agreement consists of and precedence is established by
the order of the following documents:
1. Service Orders executed between the parties.
2. This Agreement;
3. The Solicitation; and
4. Contractor's proposal as accepted by the State.
The Solicitation and the Contractor's proposal accepted by the State are incorporated herein by
this reference. The parties intend to include all items necessary for the proper completion ofthe
scope of work. The documents set forth above are complementary and what is required by one
shall be binding as ifrequired by all. However, in the case of any conflict or inconsistency
arising under the documents, a lower numbered document shall supersede a higher numbered
document to the extent necessary to resolve any such conflict or inconsistency. Provided,
however, that in the event an issue is addressed in one of the above mentioned documents but is
not addressed in another of such documents, no conflict or inconsistency shall be deemed to
occur.
Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's proposal differ from the terms in this
Solicitation, the terms and conditions of this Solicitation shall apply. Where terms and conditions
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specified in the Contractor's proposal supplement the terms and conditions in this solicitation,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the Division of
Purchasing in writing.
A-27. The above language will not be adapted or accepted. The State believes between the RFP,
the Special Telecommunications Terms and Conditions incorporated in the RFP by referenoe,
and Amendment Three (3) to RFP02160 adequately address the issues raised in this question.
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1.0

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

The following dates are tentative and subject to amendment
BIDDERS Conference: 29 December 2008
Deadline to Receive Emailed Questions on RFP02160: 5 January 2008
RFP02160 Closing Date and Time: 12 January 2009, 5PM MST

2.0

DEFINITIONS

24 x 7 x 52: Stands for ''twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and fifty-two weeks
per year." When used, this term describes access, services or support that is expected to be
available at all times during a year.
Access Point: A physical connection between a User's private network and the commercial
Internet that facilitates exchanging e-mail, transferring files, viewing public web pages,
delivering streaming audio and video, using voice over IP ("VoIP") and enabling other \lalueadded hosted services.
Appropriation: Legislative authorization to expend public funds for a specific purpose. Moneyi set
apart for a specific use.

Award: All purchases, leases, or contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded
according to the provisions in the Request for Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part. The State reserves
the right to waive any deviations or errors that are not material, do not invalidate the legitimacy of the
proposal, and do not improve the bidder's competitive position. All awards will be made in a manner
deemed in the best interest of the State.
Bell Schedules: Public School terminology for the scheduling of daily classes. Bell Schedules need
to be taken into account when it comes to scheduling of Synchronous Distance Learning experiences
and other distance learning programs\activities that are real-time dependent.
Bid Bond: Ensures that bidder will enter into the contract and is retained by the State from the date of
the bid opening to the date of contract signing.
Business: Any corporation, partnership, individual, sole proprietorship, joint-stock company, joint
venture, or any other private legal entity.

Calendar Day: Every day shown on the calendar, Saturday, Sundays and holidays included.
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Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA): The Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA)
is a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content
over the Internet on school and library computers. CIPA imposes certain types of
requirements on any school or library that receives funding for Internet access or internal
connections from the E-rate program -a program that makes certain communications
technology more affordable for eligible schools and libraries.
CMFONI: A high speed, fiber-optic-based network serving the Capitol Mall. CMFONI
facilitates state agencies' connectivity to a variety of networked-based services including the
commercial Internet.
Cost Effective: Defined as meeting both the economic needs of the State, and is a solution
that is leading edge in terms of networking equipment, associated system protocols and
industry best practices.
Contract: The agreement between the Contractor and the State. Contract shall be comprised
of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document and all
attachments either written or electronic, and the terms and conditions set forth for the
Request for proposal within sicommnet (stated and referenced).
Contractor: The Vendor to whom the State awards a Contract for this purchase.
Customer Owned and Maintained Equipment ("COAM"): Telecommunications,
networking or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by a Mandatory or
Voluntary User and which connects a User's private network to a Proposer's commercial
Internet Service. COAM may be located in a building occupied by Users or in co-location
facilities operated by a Proposer. In any case, the User retains title to such equipment and is
responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Education Entity: As defined by 67-5745D, Idaho Education Network, an education entity is any
public school district; including public Charter schools, educational service units, libraries;
community college; state college; or nonprofit private postsecondary educational institutions.
E-Rate: E-Rate is a Federal Funding program administered by the Schools and Libraries Division
(SLD) of the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) on behalf of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) that provides financial discounts to help schools obtain
affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

Evaluated: A requirement or specification that will receive evaluation points that will be
used in determining the award(s).
Flexible: Vendors proposals for proposed IEN network designs need to be flexible in terms
ofleveraging existing legacy technologies (e.g. Microwave systems, IdaNet, etc.) and also in
terms of interfacing with State Core Network Core Legacy equipment (e.g. Cisco
routers\switches\ASRs, Checkpoint firewalls, Polycom and TANDBURG VTC equipment
etc).
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JAW: In Accordance With (IA W)
JEN: Idaho Education Network (IEN)
,- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -------~- --;------;------- - -

- - - .- ____i _______ -- -----~,-,,,------r.----

!IEN RFP IDGHLIGHTED AREAS: Highlighted areas withm the base document (m1mus
'attached appendixes) of this RFP are provided to guide respondents in their efforts to prf pare
,their respective RFP responses, as mandatory requirements have been identified in thes{1
iselect areas f~r Vendors to provide the.State i~ ~ubm~ssion of_the~r proposals. Note that j
;vendors are highly encouraged to provide additional mformation m other areas not
,
i~p~cif~a1Jy_t_agg~Q_~§_Il!~!l<J~t()ty infc,~a_tLo_njte!TI~·- __ ____
____ _ _______ __ ___
~----_j __
1
1

:

ITRMC: Information Technology Resource Management Council. ITRMC reviews and
evaluates the information technology and telecommunications systems presently in use li,y
State agencies, recommends and establishes statewide policies, and prepares statewide short
and long-range information technology and telecommunications plans.
Idaho Optical Network (IRON): A commercial broadband provider that will facilitate
advanced networking among institutions in Idaho and the Northern Tier States. Participants
include institutions of research, education, health care, state government, and partner
organizations that support research, education, and economic development in Idaho and the
States of the Northern Tier. S_l)_ecific network information concerning IRON can be found at
the following URL: hni_;://ironforidaho.net/.
(M): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (M), indicating that '
compliance is mandatory, non-compliance will result in immediate disqualification and no
further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State reserves the right to determine
whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this solicitation.

(ME): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (ME), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, and will also be evaluated and scored; non-compliance will result
in immediate disqualification and no further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The S~te
reserves the right to determine whether the proposal meets the specification stated withirt this
solicitation.
Mandatory User(s): Mandatory User(s) are all departments and institutions of state
government referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(i), including but not limited to
departments, agencies, commissions, councils and boards, which must be provided Internet
services under this RFP and any awarded contract.
OCIO: Office of the CIO, State ofldaho.
Proposer: A vendor who has submitted a proposal in response to this request for proposals
for property to be acquired by the state.
·
Property: Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible,
including, but nonexclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights
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and interests in such property. This term also includes concession services and rights to
access or use state property or facilities for business purposes.
Proposal: A written response including pricing information to a request for proposals that
describes the solution or means of providing the property requested and which proposal ,is
considered an offer to perform a contract in full response to the request for proposals. Price
may be an evaluation criterion for proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant
basis for contract award.
Proprietary Information: Proprietary information is defined as trade secrets, academic and
scientific research work which is in progress and unpublished, and other information which if
released would give advantage to business competitors and serve no public purpose.

Public Agency: Has the meaning set forth in Idaho Code §67-2327. The term generally
refers to any political subdivision of the state ofldaho, including, but not limited to, counties;
cities; school districts; highway districts; and port authorities; instrumentalities of counties,
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the state ofldaho.
QoS: Quality of Service. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to
selected network traffic over various technologies, including Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that may use any or all
of these underlying technologies.
Representative: Includes an agent, an officer of a corporation or association, a trustee, executor or
administrator of an estate, or any other person legally empowered to act for another.
Request for Proposal (RFP): All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized
for soliciting competitive proposals.

Responsible Proposer: A proposer who has the capability in all respects to perform fullty the
contract requirements, and the experience, integrity, perseverance, reliability, capacity,
facilities, equipment, and credit which will assure good faith performance.
Responsive Proposer: A proposer that has submitted a timely proposal or offer that
conforms in all material respects with the submission and format requirements of the RFP,
and has not qualified or conditioned their proposal or offer.
Sicommnet or Sicomm: State's e-Procurement applications service provider.
Scalable: Proposed Vendor solutions need to be scalable in terms of future growth, without
major build outs or "fork lift" equipment upgrades required in later Phases of this IEN
project. It must also be scalable in terms of providing quality services support (e.g. QoS,
Bandwidth, reliability, etc.) to all areas of the State ofldaho, where education, library and
State entities are located.
Shall: Denotes the imperative, required, compulsory or obligatory.
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Solicitation: The process of notifying prospective bidders or offerors that the State of Idaho wishes to
receive proposals for furnishing services. The process may consist of public advertising, posting
notices, or mailing Request for Proposals and/or Request for Proposal announcement letters to
prospective bidders, or all of these.

State: State of Idaho government.
Users: Mandatory or Voluntary User(s), as defined herein, or both, as the case may be.
Vendor Owned and Managed Equipment ("VOME"): Telecommunications, networking
or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by the Proposer, or its partners, which
is integral to a Proposer's provisioning of basic or value-added commercial Internet sef\,lices.
VOME may be located in a building occupied by a User, in co-location facilities operated by
the Proposer, or in the Proposer's backbone. In any case, the Proposer retains title to such
equipment and is responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Voluntary User(s): Voluntary User(s) are institutions of higher education and elected
officers in the executive department, as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(ii) and the
legislative and judicial departments as referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(iii) along :with
a Public Agency, as defined herein, which may be provided commercial Internet services
under this RFP and any awarded contract.
VTC: Video Teleconferencing
WAN: Wide Area Network. A communications network that connects computing devices
over geographically dispersed locations.
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3.0

GENERAL INFORMATION

3.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

High-speed broadband access and connectivity are vital for economic growth, global
competitiveness, education, innovation and creativity. Ensuring high-speed broadband access fot all
students has become a critical national issue especially when considering preparing our students.for
work and life in the 21st Century. The Governor and our legislature, as well as members of our greater
Idaho educational community, recognize the need for providing robust high-speed broadband access
to all of our state public schools, as it will accelerate our teachers' ability to teach and our students'
ability to learn. Through recent legislative efforts, several key issues facing our educational
institutions have been identified as well as specific requirements for our state and public school
districts to meet in implementing high-speed broadband access in their schools.

Key Issues:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Our Idaho public schools need high-speed broadband access to effectively create rigorous,
technology-infused learning environments.
Our teachers need guaranteed, long-term access to high-speed broadband to enrich the
curriculum to include technology applications such as videoconferencing and distance
learning.
Our teachers also need high-speed broadband access for professional development"currently the supply of certified teachers in the State ofldaho does not meet the demancil;
additionally, our rural schools struggle to fill their classified staff positions due to low salary
wages established by current funding formulas"!
Our Administrators need high-speed broadband access to conduct on-line assessments and to
access data for effective decision making.
Our students need high-speed broadband access in their schools to take advantage of a wide
range of new and rich educational tools and resources available for anytime, anywhere
learning.
Our students also need high-speed broadband access to overcome the digital divide in rutal
and low socio-economic areas.

Our ability to provide adequate funding to support our public schools remains a
critical issue in our abilities to execute this JEN initiative, as the State of Idaho is
currently mandating even more severe budget cuts to all state entities given the weak
state of our economy; however that said, the Governor and Legislators, supporting of
this IEN project are pressing forward with a conservative 2010 IEN budget request,
given the fact that our children our Idaho's economic future and we must continue to
invest in their future success.

1 Idaho Rural EducaUon Task Force, 2008 LegislaUve Report
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Vision:
The State ofldaho will actively pursue and contract for a total solution, education-focused managed
internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts witih
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation and
associated services support for our IEN network. Recent studies of other successful statewide
implementation efforts have shown that this model is the most cost effective and expeditious means to
provide a cohesive, statewide, education-centric network that best meets the current and future
requirements of high-speed connectivity, service offerings and enterprise management services.

Approach:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No.
543 - Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school
with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education
as necessary; Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
• Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.
• The addition oflibraries to the IEN.
• The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

Funding Methodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this JEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited funding.
The work outlined in this RFP, and therefore any award, is contingent upon approval oflegislative
appropriations. It is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's E-Rate
application (due Feb 1, 2009). The State is requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010.
Any contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the appropriation, the
State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service providers meeting the
Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of State funding would lbe 1
Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider shall not begin work until after 7-1-09, and then
only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental appropriation is approved by the
legislature before 7-1-09). The state does not expect or require the successful service provider to do
any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09, and the successful service provider shall not make
any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, or prior to the named
contingencies being met.

Summary:
Preparing our students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21st century is
critical to improving our state's economy. Education stakeholders, especially teachers and students,
must have reliable and high speed access to networked tools to improve their ability to communicate
and learn in a more collaborative environment. Development of a high-speed broadband, scalable
communications infrastructure that leverages existing State resources to aggregate disparate networks
into a multipurpose JEN backbone infrastructure extending from the Southern part ofldaho, to the
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Central, Eastern and Northern Panhandle regions of the State will significantly enhance broadba111d
communications to every public school and library entity in the State.
Follow-on phases of this IEN initiative include migration of our state agencies onto this IEN
backbone and enhancement of rural bandwidth to public entities through aggregation of this
bandwidth. Benefits of the proposed Idaho Education Network model include lower network costs,
greater efficiency, interoperability of systems providing video courses and opportunities, more
affordable Internet access, and better use of Federal E-Rate and other government funding resources.

3.2

(ME) SCOPE OF PURCHASE

The State ofldaho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish
a long-term relationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network (JEN).
The objective of this RFP, as stated in the Executive Summary above, is to create a network
environment that will meet the needs ofK-12 distance learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D,
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video services (Interactive and Streaming),
Internet services, and wide area data transport. In addition to serving the K-12 institutions and om
State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve entities that are not E-Rate eligibk,
such as higher education (community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State Agencits.
Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts.
The intent of this RFP process is to seek proposals from industry experts for achieving the purpose
and goals of the IEN as established by the legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology,
architecture or network design, the Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only
and relying on industry expertise to design and propose a network capable of meeting these
requirements.
r;-~;:-· ....... ··----·-··-··-----· ·-·.·· ·-··-· .... ·-···. ····-

········---·

.. ---· . ······-····-···. ····· ·····,-:

1within the context of this RFP, the State is asking potential industry partners to_q~_s_crjlJeJ~
~usin~ss 1nod_t!l_t}iattllt::y ~ill i11_itB1te to s_ervice th~ -~tate of IdahQ_ JEN n~twork, As stated
above the State is looking for an industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in
areas of network design, network management to include operations, maintenance and
accounting processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective "total end- to-end service
support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.

ts1dcters mustalso have ase~I~ei,rQvicfei1~-et}tift~~tion numt:,~rfrom-th~YnJv~rsaj_]ervice
!Admi11Jstrativ~~ornp~y and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Bidders agree to
provide any discounts, including any accrued credits, for which the entity is eligible under the
Universal Service Fund for school telecommunications services. Bidders will, at their own expense,
prepare and file all carrier documents and reports required for the eligible entities to receive the
benefit of such discounts and credits. Proposer's Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN),
issued to Bidders by the Universal Service Administrative Company, must be included in the
responding bid.
:······ ····--

:·· -·-·------··-

.-· - ·----- --··-·······---------- ·-··-··-·- ·······-·--·-·· ····-··---- ·--· ....... :.J..··· .. .

iBidders are required to identify strategies to the State on how Bidders intend to transition the c~1en1
~0_11trafmaj__~I!~!rQ.1!!1!~11t_o_[tht!_e11Jj_!i~s tCl_t~~iI pro2osecl sol-1:1t!Qt1S (S~e_AJ'p~n<lL~ _1:}J Currently, there
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is a myriad of different broadband service provider contracts associated with each K12 school, ljbrary
listeg in_A_J:)pendix A. !Each of these has their own contract expirati()Il dJl,!_~SL\\'lli~ll_Big<i~r~ "1I!Lh8:~~
~entify and devefo2 an ~TO:Q_riate transitionJ:)lan accordinglyj Bidders are encouraged to partner,
whenever possible with these local service providers, in the deve!Qp_ment of their transition plans.
~QP~S _of these J>ro_posed migratio!!J)Jans. need to be includedin Bidders B-fPr~sponses.

3.2.1 Project Overview
The objective of this section of the RFP is to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design,
develop, and implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future
telecommunications needs of eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful
Contractor or Contractors will provide a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible high-speed data
transport service that can interconnect all entities listed in Appendix A. This RFP is for the first phase
of a multi-phase project for connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (IEN). Connectivity in
subsequent phases of this project will include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries with
connections to higher educational institutions as required. The final phase of this project will include
migration of state government entities to this IEN network backbone, with the exception of IdaNet,
which may need to be migrated earlier, given the current end of life status concerning its major
network equipment components (e.g. MGX's).
The State will analyze proposals for all planned IEN Phase sites with an emphasis on cost savinis and
technical approach. As providers of this service, the State believes that potential providers are ini the
best position to make this determination and present a proposal to the State. Current K-12, libracy
broadband costs are provided to assist contractors in making a logical and cost effective proposa[ to
the State not only for Phase I sites but for subsequent project Phase entities (e.g. elementary, micildle,
and library locations). These can be found in Appendix D. Note that State agency migrations wi]l be
determined at a later date, with the RFP modified in subsequent revisions to address those specific
requirements. Vendors just need to remain cognizant that these State agency migrations are part bf
our long range IEN strategy and need to reflect that accordingly in their proposal submissions.
The State requires the Contractor to bid a multi-purpose transport connection methodology to
interconnect the listed institutions along with the corresponding services that considers present, as
well as future, state-of-the-art technologies. The extent to which these segments are included in tihe
network cloud that covers the geography ofldaho is important both to the economic development
goals, as defined by the Idaho Legislature (67-5745D), and in meeting the rural education initiatives
proposed by the Idaho Rural Education Task Force, to the Idaho Legislature in January 2008.

3.3

(ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
a) ~!Peri~nc~Jsi<lders must demonstrate and provide examples of their experience_._ .
bngineering, installing/implementing and maintaining large-scale, statewide education. I
~etworks, i11c!udingskl!!§_3:nd e}(p~rience in \\'Qr~t1g.',Yjth aB!1Spt!9~ ofthe f~<ieraLF>Iiiit,
iI>rof~~s.
'
b) Partnerships. Strong consideration will be given to proposals that inco!I)orate J:)artnersliips
,lJ.e.~eeJ:!,multiple providers. [\ret1Q()f~ !JlllSt ~}(pl~in th(!irp~f!n_eri11g pl_3:Il_within _~~ir B:Eij
resr,onstj.
'-··-·-·-········ ,·· · · · - - - · ~ y ~ · · · - · · · - - - - · · · · · - - · - - · - ~ - - - - · · - - · - ·······-··-·· -·--···-c) Idaho
examr,lesto
show
a substantial
r;c-··-·-presence.
··~--·-· !BJdd~rs
. ·-11'.lli~t demonstrateandJ>rovide
·--····-·-- ..... . --··---. ·--·-·-··......
-··- .. ····:Ldaho presence;
d) Long-term commitment. IEN will serve as the foundation for the broadband needs oftihe
State for education and other purposes as envisioned by the legislature. Therefore, Bidders
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r1ust demonstrate a long-te~_~ommitif!ent ~<!Jdah-2.JBiddersmust cite examples o(~~--/Q!:Qvicling ~~.c;:~s to the State of Idaho and other government and education entities in Idah_~
e) Economiclmeact. !Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of how their propha~
~ill positively impact the stl\te's economy. Proposal should outline how operating cost~j_
~sociated with both the build out, administrative, and daily maintenance of their propo~e~_
:~ N solution(s) are decreased for the state; and how these proposed network "bu. ild outs~.'.wil~
enefit our local communities, especially in our more remote rural districts,
f)
ompetitive Advantage. Vendor must demonstrate or commu!.li.c::~!~_!heyaJt1~Jh~it!iQllti9g
rings to th~_State ofldaho, vice their competitors' capabilitie~_.-.--·-··--- ---····-·-·--·--f---g)
ow Rlsk Transition. Vendors must plan to tell the State how the•y are going to m.iti~t~... the
sk of migrating current broadband users (educational, libraries, and State Agency
~
FUStomers) to this new IEN network. This information should incl\lde how the vendor w,1c
piinimize service disruptions in their RFP migratjon _plan submission to ensure continui_t of
pperations for our supported_customer base.

3.4

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION

The legislature (Idaho Code 67-5745D) determined that:
a) Idaho does not have a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network;
b) Such a network will enable required and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher
training to be deliverable to all public high schools through an efficiently-managed statewide
infrastructure; and
c) Aggregating and leveraging demand at the statewide level will provide overall benefits and
efficiencies in the procurement of telecommunications services, including high-bandwidth
connectivity, internet access, purchases of equipment, federal subsidy program expertise: and
other related services.

3.5

GOALS

In developing proposals, please consider the following goals as established by the legislature:
a) Idaho will utilize technology to facilitate comparable access to educational opportunities! for
all students;
b) Idaho will be a leader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricula,
concurrent college credit, and ongoing teacher training on an equitable basis throughout the
state; and
c) Idaho will leverage its statewide purchasing power for the IEN to promote private sector,
investment in telecommunications infrastructure that will benefit other technology
applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovernment and economic
development.

3.5.1 (ME) General Requirements
In developing proposals the vendors must submit in writing how they will address each of the
following general requirements as established by the legislature:
a) Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for
education, which shall include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive vide<i:> and
internet access, using primarily fiber optic and other high-bandwidth transmission media;
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b) Consider statewide economic development impacts in the design and implementation o.i the
educational telecommunications infrastructure [Ito include providing your RFP respoj{se-~
~.etailecfcasestudy involving; how a
[daho school district and communi_ty could r~enefit from_installation ofIEN capabilities];
c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice
communications of public education;
d) Procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment ito
public education facilities;
e) Procure telecommunications services and equipment on behalf of public education;
f) Procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance learning; :
g) In conjunction with the state department of education, apply for state and federal funding for
technology on behalf of JEN services;
h) Work with the private sector to deliver high-quality, cost-effective services statewide; and
i) Cooperate with state and local governmental and educational entities and provide leadership
and consulting for telecommunications for education.

remo~

in

~~:~df~!t!!a;:o!!:r}:~a:::;~ishing the requirements of Phase I (including, but not iirfil1ed
~o: Last-mile connections, backbone network, Internet Access, Related Equipment needs, Videqi
C()nferet1fipg_e_quiQllle_l}tl'J'~t}v_o_rk_o12e_r~1Ji<>ns _and_tllonit()rin_g, \l_ide() op.fJ.ffi!!Ql!S. an<! in<>nit()rtl}~t
Specifically:
The department of administration shall follow an implementation plan that:
a)
In the first phase, will connect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth
connection, including connections to each institution of higher education as necessary,
thereby allowing any location on JEN to share educational resources with any other
location;
b) Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be ·
served with high-bandwidth connectivity, internet access and equipment in at least one (1)
two-way interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing capability.
c)
Provide a scalable (e.g. a minimum 10 Mbps up to 100 Mbps) high-bandwidth connection,
preferably fiber optics, to each public high school listed in appendix A; if additional '
bandwidth is desired by the supported customer, school districts will have the option to
add additional bandwidth at their own expense, they will also have, in coordination wi~h the
OCIO office, the option to decrease bandwidth requirements in cases of extremely small
student populations or during the summer months; Schools Districts will also have the
option to designate their own centralized distribution locations in coordination with the
OCIO office and the Vendor; also, if a scale of economies can be realized to install
connectivity to the most centrally located building within a given school district utiliziing a
hub and spoke methodology, Vendors need to factor this into their proposed build out plans
and coordinate with both the affected School District and OCIO for implementation;
Vendors will also be required to request in writing detailed justifications and alternative
solutions to the OCIO if they are unable to meet specified State minimum bandwidth
requirements (lOMbs) for a particular high scho<>.l l<>cation; !Vendors are also highly
~ncouraged to present in their proposals, best practices and models for allocations of
~andwidth assignments based on student populations and projected community grow:!~
klv.er.~-~-'Z.YfJar p~!i_oqJ<>_if!clt1de__e!>ti1llated !e_c!tnoJogy up_g111_ileJ_~d ~soci~te_d cc,_~ts.
d) A connection to each institution of higher education, listed in Appendix A, to enable twoway interactive video;
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e)

f)
g)

h)

i)

j)
k)
1)
m)
n)

The ability of any location on IEN to share educational resources with any other location;
i.e. any site on the network can both originate and receive two-way interactive video
instruction;
Internet access to each public high school listed in Appendix A;
Network connectivity and bandwidth to enable IEN Phase 1 high schools to conduct at least
one (1) two-way interactive video classroom session.
A backbone network capable of providing access to the public Internet, delivering real-time
instructor-led education courses and streaming media to classrooms, and other data needs
of the network;
Scalable service pricing options;
One-time special construction costs, if any, for the backbone and last mile connections;
Network monitoring;
Video operations and monitoring;
Other design considerations and costs;
E-Rate eligibility estimates for services proposed and impacts on pricing (E-Rate eligibility

to) - ;r~:wm:~~~~:~nsition/implementation-pfanand timeline(detailed and finar-r··· -•

transition and implementation plans will be developed by the winning bidder in conj~ction'.
wit~the-~:~artlll::t~f ~d~inis~at~on):

____ _ . ·- .. -·-·· _______ .

____ .. ___

J__ ._.

3.5.3 (ME) Subsequent Phase Considerations
In subsequent phases, [the department of administration] will evaluate and make recommendatidns to
the legislature for:
(a) Connectivity to each elementary and middle school;
(b) The addition oflibraries to the IEN; and
(c) The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.
· · ·-···-- · · · · · - - - · - - · · · · - - - - ------ · - - - - --·-c··-----

·· · ----·-·· ·· ·····--·-- --.-·· ·---··•c----~1;---

(Provide a discussion as to how your p.roposed solution for Phase I can support each of the potenr~al
!subsequent phases to include initial cost estimates and a proposed implementation plan.
I

.
3.6

. ··-··-- .. ·-··

.. . -·· .

. J..

ISSUING OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS

This solicitation is issued by the Division of Purchasing via Sicommnet. The Division of Purchasing
is the only contact for this solicitation. Questions and request for clarifications shall be submitted
via email only to:
Mark Little, CPPO
State Purchasing Manager
State ofldaho, Division of Purchasing
E-mail: Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov

Written questions are due at the close of business (5PM,MST) on the date indicated in the
schedule of events in Section 1.0.
Verbal responses from the STATE are not binding upon the STATE. BIDDER assumes: full
responsibility for any action taken upon a verbal response from the STATE.
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•

The Deadline for receipt of Questions is listed in 1.0 Schedule of Events. To be
considered, Questions must be received via Email by 5 P.M. Mountain Time on the
Scheduled Due Date.

3.7

Validity of Proposal

Bid proposals are to remain valid for One Hundred and Eighty (180) calendar days
after the scheduled closing date. Proposals submitted with a less than 180 day validity will
be found non-responsive and will not be considered.

3.8

Bidder Notifications

Prior to the closing and opening of the solicitation, all BIDDER notifications will be released in
Sicommnet as amendments. All questions submitted will be answered via amendment i'or all
BIDDER's review.

3.9

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Reference Section 5. TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS, & FORMAT.

AND

COST

PROPOSAL

SUBMISSION,

3.10 Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award
There might be variations to the following, but as a general rule, the following procedure is
followed.
Once the RFP closing date and time have passed and PROPOSALS have been opene«J, the
copies of the Technical PROPOSALS are forwarded to the agency for evaluation. Oncle the
agency has completed its technical evaluation and scored the PROPOSALS, the eval..ation
summary and scoring are forwarded to the Division of Purchasing for review. The Division of
Purchasing verifies the fairness and integrity of the technical evaluation process. The• Cost
PROPOSALS and copies are then opened, and the copies forwarded to the agency for
evaluation. Both the agency and the Division of Purchasing participate in this evaluation and
its scoring. The scoring of the cost evaluation is then added to the scoring of the technical
evaluation to arrive at a total PROPOSAL scoring, thus identifying the best qualified BillDER
based on the specifications and criteria set forth in the RFP. The Division of Purchasing1 then
issues a Letter of Intent to Award to all BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE's intent to
award the best qualified BIDDER as identified through the evaluation process. After the
passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals
received, the Division of Purchasing contracts for the purchase.
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The STATE has the time set forth in Section 3.7 Validity of PROPOSAL to complete the
evaluation and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS'
understanding that the evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary
updates regarding the evaluation. The STATE will take the time to ensure a fair and complete
evaluation. Additionally and to ensure the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process,
during the evaluation and up and until the time the Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to
Award letter, no information regarding the content of the PROPOSALS is released.

3.11 TERMS AND CONDISIONS OF THE AGREEMENT
The State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, State of Idaho Solicitati6n
Instructions To Vendors, and the Telecommunication Services Special Terms and
Conditions listed below apply to this RFP and the resulting AGREEMENT, unless modifi~d
by the State via amendment to tht: RFP. All requests for clarifications or modifications to
these terms must be received by the deadline to receive written questions regarding this
I
RFP (refer to Clause 19 of SOLICITATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS.) These
documents are available on the State's website (www.idaho.gov), under the Department ~f
Administration, Division of Purchasing (or by selecting the hyperlink contained in the
Sicommnet document). Requests for clarification or modification are to be submitted p~r
the instructions under 3.6 ISSUING OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS abov~.
The Division of Purchasing will address those requests received via an amendment that will
I
be released in Sicommnet prior to closing. That amendment will be the STATE's final
'
determination regarding any modification of the State's terms.

i

NOTE: PROPOSALS RECEIVED WHICH QUALIFY THE PROPOSER'S OFFER_
BASED UPON THE STATE ACCEPTING BIDDER TERMS OR CONDITIONS, OR
MODIFICATIONS TO THE STATE'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS NOT ACCEPTED
BY AMENDMENT, WILL BE FOUND NON-RESPONSIVE AND RECEIVE Nb
FURTHER CONSIDERATION.
!

4.0

EVALUATIONANDAWARD

4.1

THE PROCESS

Upon opening, but not limited to, the Division of Purchasing will inspect the PROPOSAL fdr the
following:
• That the PROPOSAL was timely per the published closing date and time;
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That the PROPOSAL includes a signed State ofldaho Signature page (attached in Sicortunnet
as XXX_Signature_Page_RFP.pdf);
That the PROPOSAL has not been qualified by the BIDDER, meaning that the BIDDER has
not conditioned their PROPOSAL based upon the STATE accepting terms or conditions
established by the BIDDER;
That the COST PROPOSAL is present and sealed separately from the TECHNICAL
PROPOSAL;
That the PROPOSAL contains all required information;
Other unforeseen conditions that might deem the PROPOSAL non-responsive upon opening.

Purchasing will forward all responsive TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the purchasing agency
for evaluation. The agency will establish an evaluation team comprised of STATE employees.
This team will evaluate and score the TECHNICAL PROPOSALS based on the evaluation
criteria listed in this RFP. The team will then forward their scoring and ranking of the
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the Division of Purchasing for review and validation of the
process. Upon completion of the validation of the Technical Evaluation by the Division of
Purchasing, the Division of Purchasing then opens the COST PROPOSALS for evaluation and
scoring. COST PROPOSAL scores are then added to the TECHNICAL PROPOSAL $cores
identifying the Apparent Successful Bidder (ASB). The Division of Purchasing will then issue a
Letter of Intent to Award to all responsive, responsible BIDDERS notifying them of the State's
intent to contract with the ASB. It is at this point that the STATE will consider requests for
Public Information. After the passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and
the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing contracts with the ASB for
the purchase.

The STATE has the time set forth in 3.7 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS to complete the evall!lation
and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS understanding that the
evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary updates regarding the evaluation.
The STATE will take the time to ensure a fair and complete evaluation. Additionally and to ensure
the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process, during the evaluation and up and until the time the
Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to Award letter, no information regarding the content of the
PROPOSALS is released.

4.2

EVALUATION CODES

Each evaluated specification or requirement has an assigned code. The codes and their meanings are
as follows:

(M)
Mandatory Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement. The determination as to whether the BIDDER meets the mandatory
specification rests solely with the STATE. If the STATE determines that a BIDDER
does not meet a mandatory requirement as specified, the PROPOSAL shall be deemt,d
non-responsive, and no further evaluation will occur. A letter of determination of nonresponsiveness will be issued by the Division of Purchasing to the BIDDER, and the
BIDDER shall be removed from further consideration. A BIDDER who has been
deemed non-responsive does have certain appeal rights per STATE Statute 67-5733.
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(E) Evaluated. BIDDERS are expected to provide a comprehensive written
response to the specification. Points will be awarded based on the degree to which the
BIDDER meets the requirement. A BIDDER not responding to the specification will
receive zero points for that specification.
(ME)- Mandatory and Evaluated Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement.

4.3

SCORING

Specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (M) will be evaluated on a PASS/FAIL basis.
Any specification/requirement with the word "shall", "must", or ''will" is a mandatory specification
or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to meet any single mandatory specification or
requirement
will
be
deemed
non-responsive.
BIDDERS
who
meet man~tory
specifications/requirements may then have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement
evaluated and scored as to how the BIDDER's solution meets the IT environment of the STATE.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (E) will be evaluated and aW1arded
points. Pricing will be evaluated using a cost model that offers the STATE the best possible 'value
over either the initial term of the contract, or the life of the contract. The cost evaluation model may
also include any costs incurred by the STATE in conjunction with the proposed service offering.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (ME) will be evaluated not o[11y on
a PASS/FAIL basis, but also be awarded points. Any specification/requirement with the 'word
"shall", "must", or ''will" is a mandatory specification or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to
meet any single mandatory specification/requirement or evaluated area will be deemed ' nonresponsive. Bidders who meet mandatory specifications/requirements and evaluated areas may then
have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement evaluated and scored as to how the
BIDDER's solution meets the State ofldaho's IEN Requirements to include how it meets the overall
IT environment of the STATE.
The following table identifies those solicitation sections evaluated on a PASS/FAIL basis and\or those
which are awarded points:

Ranking
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Evaluated Sections
Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods &
Services
Prior Experience (Ed Networks, ERate, Personal Qualifications)
Management Capability
Other Cost Factors (including price of
ineligible goods and services, price of
changing providers, price for breaking
contract, etc)
Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships,

Maximum
Possible Points

400
200
100
100

100
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6.

4.4

Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation
TOTAL POINTS

100
1000

EVALUATION CRITERIA

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Ability to meet the goals and requirements established by the legislature for Phase I;
Statewide economic development impacts of the proposed network;
Potential to meet the requirements of subsequent phases;
One-time costs for equipment;
One-time costs for network connections;
Recurring network costs;
Recurring Internet access costs;
Prior experience specific to building and supporting Education Networks including E-Rate
expertise;
(i) Strategic Partnerships to include Local Vendors;
G) Management Capability;
(k) Personnel Qualifications;
(I) Network and video operations; and
(m) Other costs
While cost will be a primary factor during the evaluation of these proposals in order for us to qualify
for E-Rate discounts, other relevant factors will also be considered to include: long-term impact$ on
education, benefits to economic development, and other potential applications of the network, as
envisioned by the legislature, will be given significant weight as depicted above.

5.0

SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Special Terms and Conditions are in addition to those found in the Sicommnet
solicitation document, State o(Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, State of
Idaho Solicitation Instructions To Vendors, and particular to this purchase. Where
conflict occurs, these Special Terms and Conditions shall take precedence.

5.1

(ME) E-RATE ELIGIBILITY

Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet Services through any
contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the Universal Service
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Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible schools and libraries,
and E-Rate discounts must apply.

5.2

(M) IDAHO STATE GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

All delivered services must comply with applicable standards and policies of the Information
Technology Resource Management Council ("ITRMC"). A description ofITRMC and its standards
and policies may be viewed on-line at www.idaho.gov/itrmc.

5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20 Years.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers. Under no
circumstances however will work begin prior to July 2009, because such work as specified by this
RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval (unless a supplemental appropriation is
approved by the Legislature prior to July 1, 2009). The services provided pursuant to a contract
awarded based on this RFP would be available to any "Public agency" as defined by Idaho Code 672327.

5.4

BIDDER'S CONFLICTING AND SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

Where terms and conditions, including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, specified ih the
BIDDER's Proposal differ from the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions 6r the
Special Terms and Conditions of this RFP, the State's Terms and Conditions and the bid's Special
Terms and Conditions shall apply. Where terms and conditions specified in the BIDDER's Proposal,
including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, supplement the terms and conditions in this;RFP,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the State's Division
of Purchasing in writing. BIDDER's are recommended to review the STATE's Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors, Clause 19 at the following website.
http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html

5.5

PUBLIC AGENCY CLAUSE

Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Section 67-2327 of the
Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state,
including, but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities;
instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of
Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with the
CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public
contracts.
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5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and onequarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract Osage
Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State thr01.).gh its
Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) <!>f the
CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.

5.7

REPORTS

The CONTRACTOR will be required to submit, to the Office of the CIO, Attention IEN Broject
Manager, quarterly reports that provide the following minimum information.
a. Usage reports by Agency and by Agency receiving location, indicating the product received
and total cost of the order.
b. When possible, reports should be in the same format as the product bidding schedlille(s).
Electronic reports in Excel or Text Format are encouraged.
c. Custom reports that may be requested from time to time by the Division of Purchasing.
Reports will be due to the Division of Purchasing at the end of the first quarter (90 days) <t>f the
contract and each quarterly anniversary thereafter.

6.0

MECHANICS OF SUBMISSION

--------- ----- - ----- -------------------- - ------ ---------- - - ---- ---- ---- ---------------------r-------

Proposals are to be hand-delivered, US mailed, or carrier shipped. Proposals must be
•
!received at the offices of the Division of Purchasing and time stamped using the Divisioq' s ·
itime stam_p,_ no later than the date and time setforth for the closingj)f the RFP in Sicom~net._

6.1

TECHNICAL AND PRICE PROPOSALS

Proposals shall consist of a Technical Proposal and a Price Proposal." Both the Iechnicali
[Proposal and the Price Proposal_ shall be seaJed in a single ship_Qing containerJThe Technical
Proposal and the Price Proposal collectively are the proposaL
6.1.1 Technical Proposal

lTh~ Technical Proposal shall consfst of:
1

1• A signed State ofldaho Division of Purchasing Signature Page. Any alterations
!__ additions to this Q_~e shall deem theprQPosal non-res_®nsive; _____ --------[Type text]
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I

f!

partnerships are being utilized, the Executive Summary is to include executive
summaries of all partners.
_Technical responses to the following sections within this RFP:
o 8.0 Service Requirements
o _ 9.0 Vendor Requirements

I.

l

jBidders must restate each RFP Section, listing the mandatory or evaluated specificatigg :
riumber, an4_m:ovidi.!!g_ a detail res_Qonse_ofhow the J!!Oposer meets the ~ecificationJ
Responses are not to direct evaluators to a brochure or data sheet in substitution to providing
a detailed response. To do so on a (M) Mandatory Requirement will deem the propos~l
non-responsive. To do so on a (E) Evaluated Requirement will result in fewer or zero
points being awarded. Brochures and data sheets shall be used in support of a detailed
response only.
6.1.2 Price Proposal
...
. .
.
.
[he _Ql'OJ>pser shall submit ~rici]!g in_a~parate sealed envelo_p_~. Pricing schedules are
located in RFP Section 10.8. Pricing shall be opened only after the technical evaluation has
been completed on the Technical Proposal. Pricing will be evaluated by comparing the total
cost of offered solutions. A solution's total cost is the sum of the pricing shown in the
pricing schedules PLUS applicable taxes, surcharges and fees PLUS any direct
implementation costs incurred by the state.

6.2

ACCURACY AND CONCISENESS

proposals must be accurate and concise. They must be submitted in a three-ring_Qr_simi(~t:
ibind~r with each section seJ?aratedby tabs that _are cleal'Jymarked. lAvoid extraneous ·
attachments and superfluous information that may detract from substantive information iln the
Proposal.

6.3

QUANTITY

[Bidderswill submitthe-following~-

-- -- -

-- - ----- ~ - -

-----r

1•

One (1) original of the proposer's technical proposal marked ''Original". Must cohtainl
a signed and completed State of Idaho Signature page. Signature page is to be thJ firstj
page of the OOchnieal proj,osal; Vendors need to submit DfilDg standard Micl'osoft·i·
productivity software (Wor~, Excel, etc.)
I
!• Five (5) copies of the technical proposal;
i
One (1) original of the price proposal along with one (1) copy. The price proposal andi
copy are to be sealed separate from the technical proposal.
.
I I
I• One (1) electronic copy ofithe technical and price proposal, and project sched~e (i~
I. _i:~~~st~J!er the S.Pecificatlo~on a CD or USB device. _________ . ·----·---~ ________ ~--J
I

I•
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I•--------~--------~----~-.,.------,--------------------One (1) complete Redacted Copy of their entire proposal. Specifically on CD Olf USBI

:_ ___!l_evice!___ ____ _____ ____ ____ ____ ___

_ _ ______

_ _____ _

_ __ __ _

_J ___ _

All materials may be shipped in a single shipping container.

7.0

CURRENT EXISTING STATE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

The State ofldaho currently has three (3) significant, existing networks with connections in numerous
locations throughout the state, and one ( 1) Metro network located in the Capitol Mall. Details 0£ these
specific State network infrastructures are listed below:

7.1

IdaNet

The IdaNet network is comprised of a combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ,/\TM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise (2), Meridian (1), Lewiston (1), and Coeur D'AJene
(1 ). The ATM circuits allow for IdaNet to form a self-healing ring connecting the switches in each
city. The state anticipates life cycle replacement of the Cisco MGX switches by 2011.
IdaNet serves 57 state organizations utilizing 247 virtual circuits provisioned at layer 2. Classes.of
service are CBR, VBR nrt, and UBR. Rates vary according to class of service, and beginning in
FYI 0, by geographic area. Annual operating costs are approximately $600,000, including circuilt
costs and switch maintenance. The network is monitored and managed by the Department of Labor.
Billing is managed by the Office of the CIO.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 1, IdaNet for further informaition
on state agency locations connected through IdaNet.

7.2

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) maintains a significant state owned, IP based routed
network that supports ITD Highways, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and partner agency
operations. The original network was put in place to interface with the citizens of Idaho across 44
county locations in order to conduct business with the State DMV. Today the ITD network supports
Idaho State Police, Secretary of State, Eastern Idaho Technical College, County Courts, 911
Emergency Services, redundant communications for state and county/tribal Emergency Operations
Centers (EOCs) and more.
The ITD network is constantly changing and expanding to meet the business needs ofITD and its
partners, and carries a wide array of network traffic including voice, video and traditional information
based data used in file sharing and database access.
Security is also a major area of focus on the ITD network based on the sensitivity of the information
used by the DMV, which contains personal information of citizens. Furthermore, partner agencies
carry sensitive and confidential information relating to public voting, police operations and homeland
security operations.
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The ITD network is managed by four full-time State employees consisting of two Network Analysts
and two Senior Network Analysts, reporting under the Infrastructure and operation section ofl11D's
Enterprise Technology Services group.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 2, Idaho Transportation
Department for further information on state agency locations connected through ITD.

7.3

IDAHO BUREAU OF HOMELAND SECURITY

The Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security (BHS) has responsibility for State emergency
communications and operations. In support of those communication needs, BHS maintains a
statewide digital microwave system supporting radio, voice, video and data infrastructure to state,
local, and tribal government entities. There is a current BHS project to install secure broadband
communication links from the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to each respective
County/Tribal EOC facility, providing l OMBS of capacity to these sites. This project is currently
underway and anticipated completion to be December 2009. Support is provided by Public Safety
Communications with a staff of administrative and technical personnel (23 total). There is IP
transport capacity available throughout the microwave infrastructure to supplement an IEN concept,
particularly in rural Idaho locations.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 3, Idaho Bureau of Homeland
Security for information related to organizations and connections through a public safety related
network operated by the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security

7.4

CAPITOL MALL FIBER NETWORK (CMFONI)

CMFONI is the fiber optic network that provides connectivity to state agencies within the Capitol
Mall. The majority of the network consists of state owned and vendor leased multi-mode fiber with
some state-owned limited installations of single-mode fiber.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 4, Capitol Mall Fiber Network
(CMFONI) for information related to the CMFONI network maintained by the Department of
Administration.

8.0

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new IEN service must be
converted NLT 1 February 2010, with all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible.
The State ofldaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested
in identifying a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands
of the network participants and it is expected the services would meet any future needs of
other eligible participants as deemed appropriate. ~idciel'_s wi!I_ i~eJ!!ify se:ry_ice~ th!l! _are_~
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~rmal part of their offering without additional fees and optional services that are being
pffered for an additional fee (i.e.,[~utomatic trouble ticket generation, trouble notificatio1iJ__
~tc). The State re~ire~ bomplete description_ofthose services and_feesto be includedjn the
iRFP responsd.
!

8.1

•

(ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The Vendor will maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity at the main hub site
ofan amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local
sites. As IEN sites are added and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased
or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will be modified to
maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for the main hub site(s) ingress
Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the State when adding or deleting
a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. Internet2 bandwidth will not be included
in the 50% r~quirement.____ •. --------------------- __ _____________________ _______
The Vendor will provide the dption for IEN users to reduce the available regional
·
!Internet ingress bandwidth, from the period of June 15 to August 15, each of the five ye s,
Iduring the term of the contract. The amount of the reduction will be 50% of the
itotal amount available at the time of the reduction. The Respondent is directed to

i-

1:e:~~
•
•

•

:~:~:b~~n1:~~:~~~w%~~

j~i~:!~::1~:;;;;~:;~::u~:~t~:
~~~~dAugt1st ·J._
15 the regional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to its previous level. IEN users
will not be required to exercise this option.
The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps). All other
proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State OCIO in coordination
with the affected customer.
The Vendor shall provide assistance to the State ofldaho OCIO office and our public school
districts\libraries, upon approval of funding by the State Legislature, to inventory and cauilog
all existing distance learning, networking, and video conferencing equipment, currently
deployed throughout their schools in order to determine actual customer IEN requirement$.
This "network communications" inventory will also be used to determine the supportability of
standards-based H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing
capabilities (See Appendix E). It will also be used to determine actual requirements for other
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. Unitedstreamin~,
netTrekker, Blackboard, Moodie, interactive weblogs\podcasts, and support for a new State of
[daho "Longitudinal Data Network" tracking system) across the IEN network, to see if new
equipment or additional bandwidth may need to be procured and installed.
The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and possible onshe
assistance to school districts in the support of their respective video teleconferencing
programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video teleconferencing (VTC) is essential fot
conducting effective Distance Education classes. Circuit-switched connections using
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network
transport necessary for VTC applications, within the State ofldaho, but several limitations
exist in using circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service
reliability. Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC equipment.
Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol (IP) networks is now
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available. As a con~quence of these developments,-~ endors are highly encouraged to e~ph1jn
~n their RFP responses, specifically: how they will support both legacy (ISDN based) ytc _
'networks, while simultaneously offering enhanced VTC IP based support capabilities to ne~-iusers. Also Vendors will articulate in writing how they will migrat_~~~~tiilgJSQN ba§~_yrg
bustomers to these new IP based_technol~s, wherever feasible~
Vendors in support ofVTC operations will provide a network infrastructure capable of
providing full screen, high quality video at a minimum of 30 frames per second, with 60
interlaced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rates equivalent to that of the Natidllal
Television System Committee [NTSC] television) for viewing people in the teleconference or
up to I 024 x 768 [19] for viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix JS,
Video Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for
additional information concerning the minimum base standards that the State will be
considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support of our public
Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and Middle Schools.
The Vendor shall work with the State ofldaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to identify
specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that the IEN Task force
has identified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some IEN "Proof of Concept" network
installations, which are geographically dispersed throughout key areas in the State, during the
initial phase of this project.
All connections must be "full duplex" in nature, and to the limit allowed by the technology of
the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must be available unless
otherwise indicated.
Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference.
The vendor will also need to leverage in their network design and planned IEN build-outs,
wherever applicable, all available State ofldaho IP transport capabilities to include available
Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave infrastructure capabilities, which are in the
process of undergoing significant network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP
transport technologies into this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to
supplement our IEN concept, particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally,
vendors will need to provide support for emerging educational applications that have large
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data Student Tra¢king
System, etc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these applications becomes available.
For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate internet capacity within
their network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.
·
If the circuit provided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help reduce the
exposure to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of the redundant
capabilities.
The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that ovetr any
two successive five minute polling intervals, the utilization of the links is less than 80%
capacity and provide written documentation and verification to identify anytime the 80%
capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple users.
It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and overall
operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to required Idaho
Education Network locations will be coordinated directly between the Vendor and IEN
customer location(s).
The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this service
on a 7x24x52 basis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that will make available real-time
views into all service components among all sites covered by this contract, leveraging
currently available network monitoring tools, and extending those monitoring capabilities :to
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the Idaho OCIO and other educational entities as directed. Real-time ''viewing" access will
allow the Idaho Office of the CIO and others, to ensure high standards of service support! are
being met IA W established SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is d¢sired
that Vendors will also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on thes¢
monitoring capabilities, upon request. Current State Network monitoring capabilities indude
the use ofa product called "Spectrum", but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate·.
solutions.
The Vendor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts with the affected
customer(s)) to any outages or interruptions in service within one (1) hour of a detected or
reported problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond 1 hour), the Vendor will notify the
Idaho OCIO office of the issue and keep the Idaho OCIO office appraised of ongoing efforts to
fix the problem. A complete record of this extended network outage, troubleshooting "aflier
action" report, will be forwarded to the Office of the OCIO office, via Email or other agr¢ed
upon electronic means, within 24 hours of problem resolution by the Vendor.
Spare Vendor supplied equipment must be available in a reasonable time period depending on
the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour response time is required; in
more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be acceptable in cases of an equipment failure;
however, onsite spares, would be a preferred course of action to expeditiously resolve network
problems for these remote locations).
When planned network maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which runs the
risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIO must be notified df the
event at least three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the Vendor agrees to work with
the entities to find an alternate date or time for the maintenance if the proposed time(s) would
be particularly harmful.
The Vendor will provide secur:Lty~offered services ~ainst hackers, viruses and other threats
to this JEN network. IVendors will articulate in writing how they intend to secure our JENi',
~twork fu-Tnclude associated equipment technologies, policies and software!- -- ------The vendor shall provide one 6r more network maps showing how the traffic will flow across ;

~4;~;:::~t~~i~~:;;~~:;;~h_::i~e~;~t:~ ;;;~:~~~fJ~s ~~~i~ting_ in~~-rne~ ac~est ___ .

Given the inherent complexities of our current State of Idaho legacy networks, Vendors need
to ensure that supporting network engineering staff have the experience and caliber needed to
design, maintain and upgrade our JEN network. Designated support engineers must also
demonstrate a proficiency in maintaining our current legacy equipment, as depicted in
Appendix B. Additionally, it is desired that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies inithe
areas of core routing and switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS), with an expectation that these engineers will be the ones doing the design, operation,
1Il_ainten_ance and accreditation of this JEN network. :Vendors will include resumes of potehtial
[EN engineering}upport staff as part of theirRFtr~sp211~e1 t() ip.~lucie a, ~otilpr~hensiv:eJjst of
~J11et\V-9_r_k certi_ti_cati()_11~ an_c.iyt:lars ()f experi~11ce.
Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the National
LambdaRail Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNET2 (12) networks, helping to expand the
State's theoretical ~d exp~Jj_IJ:1_ental re~earch capabilities as they relate to both K-12 and
llJ_gll_t:l!_~qtl~Q_Q_l!_._Piven the current Economic situation in Idaho and in keeping witlt_~ i- __
;Legislative directives to reduce costs and leverage existing State resources, wherever pos~iQlt:li
~t is highly desired that Vendors submit a detailed technical plan in their RFP response th&~
1--;specifically addresses how they would leverage legacy State ofld~o_l!~twork.§_t()in~l.!!d_e 1the
~_ciallo ~io_11aLQpti_ci:il Nt:l~Clrk(IRQN),_j12_pr()yicii11gfui~ St:lrvjc~ particularly to our higher
education institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University ofldaho, etc).
·
1

I
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set oflnternet routing tables for information
and security purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that information to our routers thro1Jgh
BGP routing protocols.
·
Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple applications, from content
delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web conferencing, storage and
unified collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell Schedules" and working with the
Department of Education to work out scheduling of associated technology assets (e.g. Video
Teleconferencing capabilities) to support customer requirements for services, at differing
times.
Vendors must also be capable of providing burstable connections (25% or higher) with the
ability to effectively manage short periods of high usage (2-4 hours). Specifically, the Vendor
will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 80%
capacity is reached, in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs at individual
sites.
The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that protect IEN
customers from interruption of services during the business day and ensure resiliency of the
services being offered.
Vendors will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these changes that
must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OCIOs request.
Our K-12 schools, libraries, and state agencies have various IP address class sizes. By
responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are willing to route
these addresses at the request of these school districts. Vendors will also ensure that all
assigned engineering personnel working on our IEN network are compliant with CIPA
policies concerning the protection of Children to include vendor certified background checks.
Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both public
Internet protocol (IP) networks and private backbones, as both students and instructors will
need access to internal web portals for student and administrative services, as well as partner
institution web portals for educational research.
The Vendor will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CIPA
guidelines to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies for Internet Access.
Vendors must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies and
actions regarding the filtering of sites or content, such restrictions and filters also need to :be
documented in your monthly reports back to the State OCIO office. Note, however, that this
section is not intended to prevent any Internet Service Provider (ISP) from limiting traffic
from a site causing harm to the Internet or any of its customers. Note that any filtering or DNS
changes done by Vendors must be documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO office.
The Vendor will also provide a network design in which:
a. Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network
b. Layer 2 performance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency sensitive
applications (i.e. Video over IP)
c. IEEE 802.lq VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCIO office,
d. Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP
addressing and IP routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in
monthly OCIO sponsored IEN change management meetings.
The Vendor will also:
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support,
(i.e.802.1 p queuing)
b. Indicate availability of real time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a Stateprovided list of authorized monitoring stations.
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c.

Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and undtr
what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be implemented to ensure
that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand to participants.
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS ch~ges
will be honored.
Ii
To account for schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more bandwidth
as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond with two differen1
deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge router" and one with a
"low bandwidth edge router". This is an area that will be included in our evaluation criteria
concerning the technical merits of submitted proposals, in enabling our supported IEN
customers to pursue additional network upgrades.
• The Vendor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed withiµ the
timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or reallocated basedl on
use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations being kept in line with BRate eligibility standards for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO office
and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule per site.
·
• The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month on
utilization, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage (broken down;by
institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the Department of
Administration, OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature.
• The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that verify or
indicate service levels are being met, NLT 15 of each Month to the OCIO.
• The Vendor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket aqtivity
involving customer support to the OCIO and other educational entities that request this
information.
• The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the program by
filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.
·
• The Vendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities and
state customer, IEN network "knowledge transfer" classes, in collaboration with the Idah~
State CIO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to IEN customers through:
workshops for technical support held twice a year (IEN Day) at designated locations
throughout the state and at no cost to the State.
• The Vendor will provide customer interaction through a customer service representative. lVR
and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the exception of voice mail when the
staff is currently helping other customers.
• The Vendor will interact with customers to provide advanced engineering services (i.e. support
to individual district network managers for troubleshooting district area network exchanges
_with the_~ormance of the bundle Internet access):__ _"' -~--~----- ____ _ ________1__
I• __ Vendors are encouraged to supply any additional information (charts,
I
igraphs, testimonials, reviews, and comparisons of your company to others in the industry,]
1traffic statistics, etc.) which would be of use in determining both the quality of the compatiy, •
1and the quality of the Vendor's connections and services, to include articulation of any j'
':competitive advantages to othyr potential IEN proposals to include areas of innovation in
·
Jterms of existing network migration strategies, economical aggregation of bandwidth, etc .
:; __ )fthe Vendor cannot comply with any one or more of the requirements set forth in
I
~y of the above paragraphs,the Vendor will include with their Proposal a clear, concis~;
~!!4_c;_()1:DQlet~_11~1_rr:a:ti_v~ _§_!~!it}.g_th~ i:~<>p{s) 'YhY_ exc~@O!l_!l:l_Us!J!~J~~!!- The reason( s) 1may
be economic, technical, etc. The IEN proposal evaluation team will make the final
determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take exception to the
requirements set forth herein.
1
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8.2

It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause
of a mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein. The
Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost.

(ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE

The State and the Contractor will work in partnership to ensure the services provided
under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and user
needs grow. The State ofldaho Chieflnformation Office, in conjunction with or on behalf of all other
participants, will assume the primary role in seeking and proposing new technologies and

s~:~~~~~~~::cfct~~~:d~~n:!~~~e~~ ~ee:~~~~~~~@.~:1

~:~~e::;~~:~~~:::~~~~:rJP~tii:;~t
currently being considered for deP!QYment. Anticipated. deQIQYment dates. shall also be identifie4: The
State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones durihg
the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing. These reviews may result in
expanding the services offered by the Contractor to include new pricing elements or pricing
modifications associated with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations.
Changes in the industry related to regulation and/or pricing mechanisms may also result in
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review periods will
commence no later than the 24th month (-February 1, 201 l)from the effective date of the contract; the
36th month (-February 1, 2012) from the effective date of the contract.

8.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES

This network must support production applications that require a high degree of
reliability and must operate with little or no service disruptions for twenty-four (24)
hours a day, seven (Z) days a week. ~ontractors will provide solutions with !he
µecessary redundancy, backup systems, andfor other:.<!isaster11y()idance l:lll~
recovery CaJ}abilities to suj)port these needs. Contractors must have the necessary
staff for the installation and maintenance of their network responsibilities and
necessary staff to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of critical
network services. tfhe Contractor will provide an explanation of any redundancy that is
ktvailabl,e_as_pa.Jt_()!)h.e pr:_<>po1-ed sy~tem. th11t. w'ilL!i§sure tll~.require<!.~v.aHabiJJty_ofthe
~ervi1::~~- The following performance specifications are required service level
guarantees. The Contractor will conform to these service level agreements, which are
to include details concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures,
and non-conformance penalties.

8.4

(ME) SPECIFICATIONS

At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability will be 99.95% or greater as measured
over twelve consecutive months.
Mean time to repair (MTTR) a failed transport backbone network element, measured over twelve
consecutive months, will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
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End-to-End Network MTIR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee
overall network performance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any
outages and/or diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTTR
(Mean Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, sh~ll
result in a credit to the State equal to four (4) days credit of service and one (1) day credit of service
for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network component.
Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4)
occurrences per month shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment.

8.5

(ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The State ofldaho acknowledges that project management and implementation
procedures will require alignment and adjustment of work processes for the
Contractor's organizations, the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will
be part of the contract finalization, however the Contractor will respond to this RFP
assuming the following responsibilities listed below. Specifically, the State ofldaho and educational
entity management staff will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide overall project direction and program management.
Review and approve all project plans and deliverables.
Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
implementation phases and ongoing upgrade design of this project.
Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
management team as needed.
Review and approve all project specific documentation standards and requirements for the
various types of reports, technical/procedural documentation, and management materials that
will be produced during the project.
Coordinate other resources as needed to support the implementation process.
Provide on-site assistance, as needed during the implementation phases of the
project.
The State ofldaho JEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifying eliiible
participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the Contractor for ordering,
moving, adding or changing services.

Vendor Responsibilities:
•
•

•

The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network
service(s) that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.
The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a
location that is within one (1) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover •
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project
design/development and the required installation.
The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event of
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•
a service disruption. The Contractor will provide information regarding intent to maintau,l its
·
facilities after project implementation has been completed.
The
Contractor
will
maintain
toll
free
voice
lines
for
after
hours
helpdesk
support
for
the
•
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact foriall
services and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment
subcontracted to another vendor.
The Contractor will furni-sh-w-it-h-its pro~sal te~hnical informatio~:-grapti;, charts,
i•
I
maps, photographs, block di~ams, operating manuals, and other information that will cJearly
show that the services offered are in full compliance with the minimum requirements oftlhis ;
RFP. In the event that the documentation furnished is at variance with the requirements ~f this l
RFP, the Contractor will expl;:iin in detail, with full engineering support data, the reasons why ·
the proposed services meet the RFP requirements and should not be considered an excep ion.
The technical proposal ~ill include detailed network diagrams and drawings that c'early
illustrate the network configuration and the functional relationships, as they are associateU
with the proposed services. T~ese network diagrams will be available to the State
I
ele~tronically in a format agrt'ted upon by the Contractor and the State to allow for imporl into
various computer programs.
I !
1
[!___
The Contractor will provide basic technical specifications for each item of
[
'
I
!equipment included in the prQposal. The information to be provided will be in the form of
ii2ublished specification sheets or other illustrative Hterature. _____ --~= __ __ _
J

r-~

J

1

--~--L___

9.0

VENDOR REQUIREMENTS

9.1

(ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE

· · · - - · · - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ . - - ~ -. .

-----------

---

.

---··.

~----

... - - - - - j - - ·

:Describe in detail the Proposer's ba9kbone in both narrative and graphic form. Include the orerall]
larchitecture, number and location o~ points of presence ("POPs"), link capacities connecting Ji>OPs,j
·!descriptions of carrier-class routinWswitching equipment, redundancy, fault tolerance, rduting[
.policies
including BGP, current an.d planned support for 1Pv6, the number
of direct ne ork .
I
.
'[·administrative and engineering staff supporting the Proposer's backbone, in-place physica andi
electronic security measures, and any other materially relevant information. Proposers in their
/prop_osal
should also include historical data documenting at a minimum availability, latenc and1_'
I
tpacket loss statistics for their backbone over the last 12 months.___________________ ______ ·-····-····

1

9.2

(ME) PEERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS

refationshipsin· bothnarrative

Describe in detail the-Proposer's peering and transit
ancf°graphicfurrn]
Include the locations and link capacities of peering/transit points, describe:typical peering and ttansit/
:service level agreements, and describe peering and transit policies. Specifically describe ho thel
Proposer_will avoid. disruption to us rs' Internet services as a r~sul: of disputes bet_ween.pro. ders~I
such as the recent dispute between L~vel 3 and Cogent Commumcations. Proposers m their pro osall
~hould also include historical data documenting at a minimum availability, latency and packe. loss

7

J
1

statistics fortheirpee~~=-.:d ~sit~~ts over~e-last 1-~-m~:~~~----~~~w~.~-

·
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9.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS ("SLAs")

11nc1ude in your proposal a copy oftheProposer's standardservicelevelagreement for custfrners~i
ltaking into account the metrics established in 8.4 Specifications for Internet and VTC Quatity o~
1Service. Ensure that the percentage availability goal of the Proposer's backbone is included.I Also!
\describe the Proposer's capacity planning process that is used to ensure the Proposer meets or dceeds\
iestaJ2lish~<i_SJ:,As_._______ __ _ __ __ __ _____ _ __ _ _ _ _____
______ ___ _ ___ _ _ L___ I

9.4

(ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS

fticlude-_

in y-0ur pjop-0sa(the-result( ofselect-trace-route~ancf:i,Tni:tests: It is recommended that
providers use "pathping" to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The destinations
to be tested follow:
Coeur d'Alene School District
http://www.cdaschools.org/
Lewiston School District
http://www.1ewiston.k12.id.us/
University ofldaho
http://www.uidaho.edu/
Meridian School District
http://www.meridianschools.org/
Boise State University
http://www.idbsu.edu/
Twin Falls School District
http://www.tfsd.k12.id.us
College of Southern Idaho
http://www.csi.edu/
Idaho State University
http://www.isu.edu/
Idaho Falls School District
http://www.d91.k12.id.us/
Salmon School District
http://www.salmon.kl2.id.us/

9.5

(E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
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9.6

(E) ORGANIZATION

ffiescribe your organizational strucnire-and explain how your organizatior qualifiestobe re~nsivel
Jto the management, administrative, engineering and technical requirements of this RFP. Elab ~f:te in[

1t~:~~~~~:e:~~!:c~:e::::g _andfamiliarity with the design, ~dmin~strat~-~~ re~l-of ~!
1

9.7

(E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

!Describe the Proposer's experience. in managing, engineering~ staffing and providingcomnierclaT!
:Internet services to others of similar size and scope. Describe your qualifications and expetience;
!providing similar services, as required in this RFP, to other customers. Include a list of all custoµiers.

l

'L

----- ----- ------------- ---------- ---·-------- ------- -- --------- --------- ----··- ---- __________L_

9.8

___ _J

(E) REFERENCES

!Include in your proposal a minimum of three (3) trade references including names of person1 whol
lmay be contacted, their positions, addresses, and phone numbers where services similar in sc6pe toi

;~~f

~~ rr:i~:~~;n~}

~e~f:::c~~n provided. _The Proposer is responsible to ens: th::racJ

for partnerships used by the propo~er in the supplying of the service, for each partner use8, th~
proposer must provide_ a minimum of_ three (3) trad_e r_ eferences, _including n_ames of person_s wh~ may
~e contacted, their positions, addresses, and pbone numbers where services similar in s~e-1<> th~
tre_g_uirements of this RFP have been_provided. ! The Proposer is responsible to ensure the accuracy and
·
relevancy of provided references for the partners.

9.9

(ME) FINANCIALS

--------------------------------------------- -------- ---------------------------------_ ----i------

~nclude in your proposal copies of the latest two_y_ears' audited annual financial statement_§, ~d_aU
~1:1rtnerspro_posed for the ~ y of this service; This information is for evaluation purposes :only,
should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance sheets, income
statements, credit ratings, lines of credit, or other financial arrangements sufficient to enable the
Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This information will be held in
confidence to the extent that law allows.

-~_
ilf audited financial data are unavail8ible, fully explain the reason and-----.
provide the latest non-a dited\
-------- -

--- _------

---- ---------------_----------- -- - ------- --------------

-

-

------ ------- - - - - ~ -

1

financial information including balance sheets, income statements, lines of credit, statements o cashi
flow, and changes in financial po~ition. Include information to attest to the accuracy o thei
1Jnformation__pl3)yided. -------------"---------- _ __
___________________ ~ ____ __ _____ _________ :

9.10 (E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
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Provide biographical information for each staff member responsible for design, [
implementation, project mana~ement, o: other pos~tions. identified. in th_e requirements of the I
1
iRFP.Jnclude relevant educat10n, e~nence and hcensmg__9r cert1fication._
l
.1
1

9.11 (ME) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

--~----------

--~--~---. -~~----------i----i

lThe Contractor will submit to the State of Idaho CIO Office an implementation plan for the
·
[deployment of the services, along with proposed pricing schemes that reflect the services to be I
:included in the associated contract i:esulting from the award of this

J~-

jRFP for deployment of services~_ISpecifically, it is envisioned that Vendors shall provid ___ --,
1 e.g{
/written details of an IEN Phased Deployment plan that will include: :Network Discoveryi(
ssisting the State in the inventory of already existing legacy public school, libran-·es andj ~Y!t~
gency networks to include network equipment, connectivity, facilities, use ofE-Rate
unding, etc); Analysis of Survey findings (to identify actual network build ou~ --------,------,
'
equirements); School Participatiqn\ IEN Marketing Plan; Pilot program "Proof of Conctpt';
nstallations to validate requirements; "Go live" Phase I for installation of services supp1rt td,
,~11 Idaho Public High Schools; All Operations and Maintenance plan; followed by__fumre1 I_gN
!Phased Deployments (Elementl1!Y.,_ Middle schools~ Libraries_!_ State l:lgencies)and
lrechnolQgyiefreshmentQJ_ansJ

\
1

1

~

.

1

9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS
The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly reports of the status
of any deployment schedules to the State's designated IEN project manager. Deployment status
reports will provide weekly information related to the adherence to the deployment schedule
identified in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the deployment schedule, and
recommended resolution(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment.

9.13 (E) BILLING
The State will provide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some
cases the billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format.
For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing organi~tion
directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Form 474) in accordance with established E-Rate poliicies
to ensure that appropriate E-Rate processing can be accomplished. The contractor must comply \tith
all applicable E-Rate requirements. The State may request a copy or summary of billings to other!
entities.

9.14 (E) CERTIFICATION
The State requires that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders
must elaborate on whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing specific
to the network proposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to accept
direct payment for USP and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and whether they are ,
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willing to deduct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations toward a contract resulting
from this RFP.

9.15 (ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
Vendors will provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the JEN core network, following the
installation and activation of all equipment, to include testing of each link to insure and verify ptoper
transmission speeds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how they will documetnt
these tests and present their findings to the State IEN OCIO office. Note the results of all these tests
will be documented by the contractor, given to the State and become a part of the Vendors
Maintenance records, along with required monthly status reports specified in sections 8.1 and 9.J2.

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
Fr-------------·-----·--·-----

~

---

.. - - - · - - · - --•- ------------------ ------ -----·-·-----+--

~

he Bidder will clearly identify each offered service (by service type) and be specific on all elerµen!~
tocesses, fees, etc. included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact of normal_growth)as
___ell (;l.Splanned and ll!lP1anned network expansion or service enhancement~ All prices shall be
proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs must be reflected in
either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges will be accepted. Tli.e
State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum quantities of netw~rk
services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the sole purpose of assisting the
Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for any cost that is not identified in the Bidciers
proposal.
1

1

10.1 (E) NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE COSTS (NON-CPE)
-~

-·---------------

-------·,-r--------- ----- ----------------

-----·-------·--------,--

!Network eqttipment and hardware (non-CPE) will be part of and included il!.!h<! i!<!n1J~ed_t:ran~<1>!11
pircuitcostsl ~ircuitcosts will be burtdled costsy including_ aUhardwareJ

r!Q,~ ___(El l~STALLA.1'~~C!)_STS ______________ -----~- ____________________

f..- - - - - ,

(If one-time installation/set-up charge~- are applicable, these rates shall be delineated in the cost p rtioni
:of the proposal. This cost for the circuit installation shall include all one-time costs associated w th
!termination to the demarcation point from the network side and/or fees associated with
iinterco1:lllection to local,exchat1g_e_ca_rriers. ______________ .. ________________________
d

_________________________ , • •

10.3 {E) SOFTWARE, WARRANTY, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

'

J,""',__ J
•

[~: Bidder will include costs for software, wan\U11y, and mainrenance o;the provi~

circui: ~the

[service rates. Software includes any ipitial or upg~ed so~are required by each item of equipf nt
proposed for the network to perform as a fully functional, integrated part of the Contractor's ne ork
and associated service rates. The software costs shall include all of the following applicable cost :

!

··-·--··-··---~---····---··-.....:... __.am.... _________.s1t... __________ ___..t:... ..•.•.

__..:._·-···-······· ----------

-·----·--··

-·-·-

------

----

, ,
!
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0
.

:af·

0

· ... -~--~-----·--------· ------.

. . --

r··

.

Initial purchase arid installati.on costs.
·
··
·j1
Use and licensing fees.
i
Software maintenance costs,'including upgrades.
I
!
All other costs relative to the.; network such as acquiring and using the software for the life of .•
1
the network.
'
Cos.ts and procedures related to the transfer of the softwarhe froftwmdamaged or out of se 1·.ce. J
.equipment to new equipment and the reprogramming oft e so are to place equipmen
1
.. spares into service and to meet changi_rig network needs. ____ . ___ ·_______ . ______ ·---.~-- __J

lb)
le)

!ct)

j :

I

le)

I
I

10.4 (M) OPTIONAL SERVICES

In is a:~ipa~ed the Contractor may wish to ~;er o~tional services at an additional fee, i.e. netwr;k

1;~:~;:ri~;:~:~~

;:::~~~~~_:_~o~~~s~i:~:~c:~~~~~=~~~:1r~:a~:: ~ribed in detail ~,t~ __ :

10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS
.::;:;·- --·----·-··--·-··---·-··~- ----·-----------··--------·--------------·-·•·»--- -·--»---.

11 he

Bidder will provide a detail description and list of services being proposed in the attached;_. •
~.chedu.les. Monthly costs, installat·i·om.., and...an.y other charges are. to be explicitly stated in or.ct;J~
~l!e State to evaluate the~oseA_services incorporated_in the:Qfo~al and the_associated char ~Additionally, vendors are encouraged to:
·
•

Minimize any ''transport" or "backhaul" charges in support of a stable per megabit pricing
algorithm.
Specify all fees for activation, termination and/or processing if allowable changes in capacity
are requested during the life of the contract.
• . Provide a means to clearly determine the monthly recurring costs associated to the
amount oflntemet capacity purchased or consumed.
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain
additional TCP/IP address ranges during the term of the contract.
1

•

10.6 (E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS DURING THE CONTRA~T
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones ,
during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified under item 8.~
Technology Refreshment.

10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION
The proposal cost will be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the appliqable
length of contract in months, not to include extensions, plus the one-time non-recurring costs.
·

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
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0
All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the application
of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts.
All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets. Please
contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using these worksheets.

2.. "

Item no. Description
1 TOTAL PRICE

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

2 Breakdown ofTotal Price:

I

"f

Item no. Description
1 Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

ft¥

V

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

2 Burstable incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)
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Item no. Description
I Fixed bandwidth
(indicate units)

0

One-time
charge($)

2 Burstable bandwidth
(indicate units)

A.
Item no.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
DNS Caching
Network Security
Application Level Monitoring
Content Filtering
IP Maintenance
E-Mail & Archiving Services
Managed Firewall Services
Traffic Prioritization Services
Other value-added services

Item no. Description

One-time
charge{$)

One-time
charge($)
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Taxes, Fees, and Surcharges
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identify and explain the
various existing taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Internet services.
Provide an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's
pricing in the preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users
will pay.

Volume Discounts
Identify and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the
basis for qualifying for them (e.g., revenue, usage, number of access points).
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE 1: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
Idaho State Public Hi2h Schools
American Falls Joint District #381
American Falls Hilili School

Idaho State Public Hi2h Schools Cont.
Cascade District #422
Cascade High School

Basin District #72
Idaho City High/Middle School

Cassia District #151
Burley Hilili School
Declo High School
Raft River High School
Cassia Regional Technical Center

Bear Lake Disrtict #33
Bear Lake Hie:h School
Blackfoot District #55
Blackfoot Hilili School
Independence Alternative Hilili School
Blaine County District #61
Carey School <K-12)
Wood River Hi2h School
Boise District #1
Boise High School
Borah Hilili School
Capital High School
Dehrvl A. Dennis Prof. Tech Ed Ctr.
Fort Boise Hilili School
Marian Prichett High School
Mountain Cove High School
Timberline Hilili School
Bonneville Joint District #93
Bonneville Hilili School
Hillcrest High School
Lincoln High School
Boundary County District #101
Bonners Ferry High School
Bruneau-Grand View Joint District #365
Rimrock Jr./Sr. Hi!!h School
Buhl Joint District #412
Buhl Hi!!h School

I

Castleford District #417
Castleford High
Cour d'Alene District #271
Cour d'Alene High School
Lake City Hilili School
Project CDA Alternative Hilili School
Riverbend Technical Academy
Cottonwood Joint District #242
Prairie Hilili School
Council District #13
Coucil Hi2h School
'

Dietrich District #314
Emmett District #221
Emmett High School
Fremont County Joint District #215
South Fremont High School
Genesee Joint District #282
Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferry High School
Goodine Joint District #231
Gooding Hi11:h School
Idaho School for the Deaf and Blind
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e
Caldwell District #132
Caldwell Hi!!h School
Canyon Springs Alt High School

Grace Joint District #148
Grace Hi!!h School

Idaho Di2ital Learnin2 Academy
SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC IDGH SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Hi2h Schools
Homedale Joint District #370
Homedale High School
Idaho Falls District #91
Idaho Falls High School
Skvline Hi!!h School
Westview High School
Jefferson County School District #251
Jefferson High School
Rigby High School
Jerome Joint District #261
Jerome Hicli School

Idaho Public Hil!h Schools Cont.
Madison High School
Marsin2 District #363
Marsing Hi!!h School
McCall-Donnelly District #421
McCall Donnelly Hi!!h School
Meadow Valley District #11
Melba Joint District #136
Melba High School

Kimberly District #414
Kimberly Hicli School

Meridian Joint District #2
Centennial Hicli School
Central Academy Hi!!h School
Erude Academy Hi!!h School
Erude Hi!!h School
Meridian Academy High School
Meridian Charter Hi!!h School
Meridian Hi11:h School
Meridian Medical Arts Charter HS
Mountain View Hicli School

Kootenai District #274
Kootenai Hicli School

Middleton District #134
Middleton High School

Kuna Joint District #3
Kuna High School

Midvale District #433
Midvale Hil!b School

Lakeland District #272
Lakeland High School
Mountain View Alternative Hi!!h School
Timberlake Junior/Senior Hi!!h School

Minidoka County Joint District #331
Minco High School
Mt. Harrison Jr./Sr. High School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Hi!!h School
Kellol!I! Joint District #391
Kellmrn: High School

Lake Pend Oreille District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior Hi!!h School
Sandpoint High School

I

Moscow District #281
Moscow Hi11:h School
Paradise Creek Regional Hicli School
Mountain Home District #193

Lewiston District #340

Mountain Horne High School
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C
Lewiston High School

Mountain View District #244
Madison District #321
Central High School

Clearwater Valley Senior High School
Grangeville High School

SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC IDGH SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Hi!!h Schools
Mullan District #392
Mullan Junior/Senior Hi!!h School

Idaho Public Hi2h Schools Cont
Ririe Joint District #252
Ririe High School

Nampa District #131
Columbia Hi!!h School
Nampa High School
Skvview High School

Rockland District #382
Rockland High School

Oneida County District #351
Malad High School
Orofino Joint District #171
Orofino High School
Timberline Junior/Senior Hi!!h School
Parma District #137
Parma High School
Payette Joint District #371
Payette Alternative Nil!:ht School
Payette Hi2:h School
Plummer/Worley Joint District #44
Lakeside High School
Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Century High School
Hi!!hland Hi!!h School
Pocatello High School
Post Falls District #273
New Version High School
Post Falls Hi!!h School
Riverbend Professional Tech Academy
Potlatch District #285
Preston Joint District #201
Preston High School

!

:

St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
St. Maries Hi!!h School
UpRiver School

:

Salmon District #291
Salmon High School
Salmon River Joint District #243
Salmon River High School
Shelley Joint District #60
Shelley High School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone High School
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537
Shoshone-Bannock Jr. and Sr. Hi!!h School
Snake River District #52
Snake River High School
Soda Sprines Joint District #150
Caribou High School
Soda Springs High School

'

Swan Valley District #92
Teton County District #401
Teton High School
Troy District #287
Troy Junior-Senior Higli School
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SCHEDULE 1 cont: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC IDGH
SCHOOLS\HIGHER EDUCATION ENTITIES
Idaho Public ffi2h Schools
Twin Falls District #411
Magic Valley High School
Robert Stuart High School
Twin Falls High School
Valley District #262
Vallivue District #139
Vallivue High School
Wallace District #393
Wallace Junior/Senior High School

Idaho Colle2es and Universities
State Colle2es
College of Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho Technical College
Lewis-Clark State College
North Idaho College
College of Western Idaho

I

State Universities
Boise State University
Idaho State University
University ofldaho
:

Weiser District #431
Weiser Hi2h School
Wendell District #232
Wendell High School
West Bonner County District #83
Priest River Lamanna High School
West Jefferson District #253
West Jefferson High School
West Side Joint School District #202
West Side High School
Whitepine Joint District #288
Deary High School
Idaho Distance Education Academy
Wilder District #133
Wilder High School
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•
SCHEDULE 2: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementarv\Middle Schools
American Falls Joint District #381
American Falls Intermediate School
Hillcrest Elementary School
William Thomas Middle School
Basin District #72
Basin Elementary School
Idaho City High/Middle School
Bear Lake County District #33
Blackfoot District #55
Blackfoot Sixth Grade
Fort Hall Elementary School
Groveland Elementarv School
Irving Kindergarten Center
Mountain View Middle School
Ridge Crest Elementary School
Stalker Elementary School
Stoddard Elementary School
Wapello Elementarv School
Blaine County District #61
Bellevue Elementary School (K-2)
Carey School (K-2)
Community School
Ernest Hemmingway Elementary (K-5)
Hailey Elementary School
Wood River Middle School
Woodside Elementary
Boise District #1
Adams Elementary School
Amity Elementary School
Cole Elementary School
Collister Elementary School
Cynthia Mann Elementary School
Fairmont Junior High School
Franklin Elementary School
Garfield Elementary School
Hawthorne Elementary School
Hiclllands Elementarv School
Hillcrest Elementarv School

Idaho Public Elementarv\Middle Schools
Boise District #1 Continued
Horizon Elementary School
Jackson Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Les Bois School (Junior Hicll)
Liberty Elementary School
Longfellow Elementarv School
Lowell Elementary School
Madison Early Childhood Center
Maple Grove Elementarv School
McKinley Elementary School
Monroe Elementary School
Mountain View Elementary School
North Junior Hicll School
Owyhee-Harbor Elementary School
Pierce Park Elementary School
Riverglen Junior Hicll School
Riverside Elementary School
Roosevelt Elementary School
Shadow Hills Elementary School
Trail Wind Elementary School
Valley View Elementary School
Washington Elementarv School
West Junior Hi2:h School
Whitney Elementary School
Whittier Elementary School
William Howard Taft Elementary School
Bonneville Joint District #93
Ammon Elementary School
Cloverdale Elementary School
Fairview Elementary School
Falls Valley Elementarv School
Hillview Elementarv School
Iona Elementary School
Rimrock Elementarv School
Rockv Mountain Middle School
Sandcreek Middle School
Tavlor's Crossing Public Charter School
Tiebreaker Elementary School
Ucon Elementary School
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementary School

I

'

.

'
I

I

i
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•
I Hillside Junior High School

•
I

:

SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Bonneville Joint District #93 Continued
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementary School
Boundary County District #101
Boundary County Junior High School
Evergreen Elementarv School
Mt. Hall Elementary School
Naples Elementary School
Valley View Elementary School
Bruneau-Grand View Joint Dist. #365
Bruneau Elementarv School
Grandview Elementary School
Rimrock Jr./Sr. High School
Buhl Joint District $412
Buhl Middle School
Ponnlewell Elementarv School
Caldwell District #132
Jefferson Middle School
Lewis Clark Elementary School
Lincoln Elementary School
Sacajawea Elementarv School
Syringa Middle School
Van Buren Elementary School
Washington Elementarv School
Wilson Elementarv School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Cassia District #151 Continued
Mountain View Elementarv School
Newcomer Center
Oakley Elementary School
Raft River Elementary School
White Pine Elementary School

i

Castleford District #417
Castleford Elementarv
Castleford Middle
Clark County District #161
Coeur d'Alene District #271
Borah Elementarv School
Bryan Elementarv School
Canfield School (Middle)
Dalton Elementary School
Fernan Elementarv School
Hayden Meadows Elementary School
Lakes Middle School
Project Middle School
Ramsey Elementary School
Skyway Elementarv School
Sorenson Elementarv School
The Bridge
Winton Elementary School
Woodland Middle School
Cottonwood Joint District #242

Cascade District #422
Cascade Elementary School
Cassia District #151
Albion Elementary School
Almo Elementarv School
Burley Junior Hi!!h School
Cassia Regional Technical Center
Cassia Education Center
Declo Elementary School
Declo Junior Hi!!h School
Dworshak Elementary School

Council District #13
Council Elementarv School
Dietrich District #314
Emmett District #221
Butte View Elementarv School
Carberry Intermediate School
Emmett Junior Hi!!h School
Shadow Butte Elementary School

'

I
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools

Fremont County Joint District #215
Ashton Elementary School
Central Elementary School
Teton Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle SchoQls
Theresa Bunker Elementary School
Westside Elementary School

Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferrv Elementary School
Glenns Ferry Middle School

Jefferson County Joint District #251
Hardwood Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Midway Middle School
Midway Elementary School
Rigby Junior High
Roberts Elementary School

Goodin2 Joint District #231
Gooding Elementary School
Gooding Middle School
Gooding Accelerated Leaming Center
Idaho School for the Deaf & Blind

Jerome Joint District #261
Central Elementary School
Horizon Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Jerome Middle School

Grace Joint District #148
Grace Elementarv School
Grace Junior High School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Elementary School
Kamiah Middle School

Homedale Joint District #370
Homedale Elementary School
Homedale Middle School

Kelloe:e: Joint District #391
Canyon Elementary School
Kellogg Middle School
Pinehurst Elementarv School
Sunnyside Elementary School

Genesse Joint District #282

Idaho Falls District #91
A.H. Bush Elementary School
Clair E. Gale Junior High School
Dora Erickson Elementarv School
Eagle Rock Junior High School
Edgemont Elementary High School
Ethel Boyes Elementary School
Fox Hollow Elementary School
Hawthorne Elementarv School
Linden Park Elementary School
Longfellow Elementary School
Sunnyside Elementary School
Taylorview Junior High School
Idaho Falls District #91 Continued
Temple View

'

:

Kimberly District #414
Kimberly Elementarv School
Kimberly Middle School
Kootenai District #274
Kuna Joint District #3
Crimson Point Elementary School
Fremont H. Teed Elementary School
Hubbard Elementary School
Indian Creek Elementary School
Kuna Middle School
Reed Elementary School
Ross Elementary School

i

'
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Lakeland District #272
Athol Elementarv School
Bettv Kiefer Elementarv School
Garwood Elementarv School
John Brown Elementarv School
Lakeland Junior Hilili School
Spirit Lake Elementarv School
Timberlake Junior/Senior High School
Lake Pend Oreille District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior Hifili School
Farmin-Stidwell Elementary School
Kootenai Elementarv School
Northside Elementarv School
Sandpoint Charter School
Sandpoint Middle School
Southside Elementarv School
Washington Elementarv School
Lewiston District #340
Camelot Elementarv School
Centennial Elementary School
Jenifer Junior High School
McGhee Elementary School
Mcsorley Elementarv School
Orchards Elementarv School
Sacajawea Junior High School
Tammany Alternative Learning Center
Webster Elementary School
Madison District #321
Adams Elementary School
Archer & Lyman Elementarv Schools
Hibbard Elementary School
Kennedy Elementary School
Lincoln Elementarv School
Madison Junior Hifili School
Madison Middle School
Marsine: District #363
Marsing Elementary School
Marsing Middle School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
McCall-Donnelly District #421
Barbara Morgan Elementarv School
Donnelly Elementary School
McCall Elementarv School
Payette Lakes Middle School

I

Meadow Valley District #11
Meadow Valley Elementarv
Meadow Valley Secondarv
Melba Joint District #136
Melba Elementary School
Melba Middle School
Meridian Joint District #2
Arts West School
Crossroads Middle School
Ea2.le Middle School
Joplin Elementarv School
Lake Hazel Middle School
Lewis and Clark Middle School
Lowell Scott Middle School
Meridian Middle School
Sawtooth Middle School
Middleton District #134
Middleton Heights Elementary School
Middleton Middle School
Mill Creek Elementary School
Purple Sa2.e Elementary School

'

Midvale District #433
Midvale Elementary School
Midvale Junior High School
Minidoka Country Joint District #331
Acequia Elementary School
East Minico Middle School
Heyburn Elementarv School
Paul Elementary School
Rupert Elementarv School
West Minco Middle School
Mt. Harrison Jr./Sr. Hilili School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Moscow District #281
A.B. McDonald Elementarv School
Lena Whitmore Elementary School
Moscow Junior Hiirh School
Russell Elementarv School
West Park Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Orofino Joint District #171
Orofino Elementary School
Orofino Junior Hicll School
Peck Elementarv School
Pierce Elementary School
Weinne Elementarv School

Mountain Home District #193
Atlanta Elementarv School
East Elementary School
Hacker Middle School
Liberty Elementary School
Mountain Home AFB Primarv School
Mountain Home Jr. High School
North Elementarv School
Pine Elementarv School
Stephensen Middle School
West Elementarv School

Parma District #137
Maxine Johnson Elementary School
Parma Middle School

Mullan District #392
John Mullan Elementary School
Nampa District #131
Centennial Elementarv School
Central Elementarv School
East Valley Middle School
Franklin D. Roosevelt Elementary School
Greenhurst Elementarv School
Iowa Elementary School
Lincoln Elementarv School
OwYhee Elementarv School
Parkview Early Childhood Center
Park Ridge Elementarv School
Ronald ReW!:an Elementarv School
Sherman Elementarv School
Snake River Elementarv School
Sunny Ridge Elementary School
South Middle School
West Middle School
Willow Creek Elementary School

I

Payette Joint District #371
McCain Middle School
Payette Primarv School
Westside Elementarv School
Plummer/Worley Joint District #44
Lakeside Elementarv School
Lakeside Middle School
I

Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Chubbuck Elementary School
Edahow Elementary School
Ellis Elementarv School
Franklin Middle School
Gate City Elementarv School
Greenacres Elementarv School
Hawthorne Middle School
Indian Hills Elementary
Irving Middle School
Lewis and Clark Elementary School
Svringa Elementarv School
Tendov Elementarv School
Washington Elementary School
Wilcox Elementary School
Post Falls District #273
Post Falls Middle School
Mullan Trail Elementary School
Ponderosa Elementarv School
Prairie View Elementarv School

I

!

i

i

'

i

Oneida Country District #351
I
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Post Falls District #273 Continued
River City Middle School
Seltice Elementary School
Potlatch District #285
Preston Joint District #201
Oakwood Elementary School
Pioneer Elementary School
Preston Junior High School
Ririe Joint District #252
Ririe Elementary School
Ririe Middle School
Rockland District #382
Rockland Elementarv School
St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
Heyburn Elementary School
St. Maries Middle School
UoRiver School
Salmon District #291
Brooklyn School
Pioneer Elementary School
Salmon School (Middle)
Salmon River Joint District #243
Riggins Elementary School
Shelley Joint District #60
Goodsell Primarv School
Hobbs Middle School
Stuart Elementarv School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone Elementary School
Shoshone Middle School
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Snake River District #52
Moreland Elementary School
Riverside Elementarv School
Rockford Elementary School
Snake River Middle School
Snake River Junior Hicll School

j

Soda Sprines Joint District #150
Grays Lake Elementarv School
Hooper Elementary School (4-6)
Thrikill Elementarv School (K-3)
Tigert Middle School
Swan Valley District #92
Swan Valley Elementary School
Teton County District #401
Driggs Elementary School
Teton Middle School
Tetonia Elementarv School
Victor Elementary School
Troy District #287
Troy Elementarv School
Troy Junior/Senior High School
Twin Falls District #411
Bickel Elementary School
Harrison Elementary School
Morningside Elementarv School
Oregon Trail Elementarv School
Perrine Elementarv School
Sawtooth Elementary School
O'Learv Junior High School
Valley District #262
Vallivue District #139
Birch Elementary School
Central Canyon Elementary School
East Canvon Elementary School
Swze Valley Intermediate School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
'

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools

Vallivue District #139 Continued
Vallivue Middle School
West Canyon Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Whitepine Jint District #288
Bovill Elementary School
Deary Elementary School
Idaho Distance Education Academy

Wallace District #393
Silver Hills Elementary School
Weiser District #431
Park Intermediate School
Pioneer Elementary School
Weiser Middle School
'

Wendell District #232
Wendell Elementary School
Wendell Middle School
West Bonner County District #83
Idaho Hill Elementary School
Priest River Elementary School
Priest River Junior High School
West Jefferson District #253
Hamer Elementary School
Terreton Elementary & Junior HS
West Side Joint District #202
Harold B. Lee Elementary School
Harold B. Lee Middle School
West Side Joint District #202
Bovill Elementary School {K-3)
Deary Elementary School
Wilder District #133
Wilder Schools: Elementary
Wilder Schools: Middle
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SCHEDULE 3: LIST OF JEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idaho Public Libraries
Aberdeen District Library
Ada Community Library-Hidden Springs
Ada Community Librarv-Star Branch
American Falls District Library
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Paris Branch
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Whitman-Thiel
Bellevue Public Librarv
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tensed Branch
Benewah County Dist. Librarv-Tri-Community
Blackfoot Public Library
Blackfoot Rural Library District
Boise Basin Library District
Boise Public Library
Boise Public Library-Collister Branch
Boise Public Library-Hillcrest Branch
Bonneville Countrv Librarv Distrtict
Boundary County District Library
Bruneau District Librarv
Buhl Public Librarv
Burley Public Library
Caldwell Public Library
Camas County District Library
Cambridge Community Library
Cascade Public Library
Challis Public Library
Clark County District Library
Clarkia District Library
Clearwater County District Library
Clearwater Memorial Library
Coeur d'Alene Public Library
DeMary Memorial Public Library
Eagle Public Library
East Bonner County Free Librarv District
E. Bonner County Free Librarv Dist. Bookmbl
E. Bonner Countv Free Library Dist. Clark F
Eastern Owyhee Country District Librarv
Elk River Free Librarv District
Emmett Public Librarv
Filer Public Librarv
Franklin Co Dist. (Larsen-Sant) Library
Fremont Co. Dist. Library-Ashton Branch

Idaho Public Libraries Continued I
Fremont County District Librarv-Island Park
Fremont Co District Librarv-St Anth<1>ny
Garden City Public Library
Garden Valley District Library
Glenns Ferry Public Librarv
Gooding Public Library
Grace District Library
Grangeville Centennial Library
Hagerman Public Library
Hailey Public Library
Hansen District Library
Homedale Public Library
Horseshoe Bend District Library
Idaho Commission for Libraries-North
Idaho Commission for Libraries-East,
Idaho Falls Public Library
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Hamer Br~nch
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Heart of Valley
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Menan-Annis
Jerome Public Library
Kellogg Public Library
Kimberly Public Library
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Athbl
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Bookmobile

Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Harrison
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Ha)!den
Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Pin@hurst
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Rathdrum
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-SpiI1it Lake
Kuna Library District
Latah County District Library-Bovill
Latah County District Library-Deary
Latah County District Library-Genesee
Latah County District Library-Juliaetta
Latah County District Library-Moscow
Latah County District Library-Potlatch
Lemhi County District Library-Leadote
Lemhi Countv District Library- SalmQn
:
Lewiston Citv Library
Lewisville Public Library
:
Little Wood River District Library

[Type text]
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SCHEDULE 3 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idaho Public Libraries
Lizard Butte District Library
Lost Rivers District Library
Lost Rivers District Library-Howe Branch
Mackay District Library
Madison Library District
Marshall Public Library
McCall Public Library
Meadows Valley Public Library District
Meridian District Library
Middleton Public Library
Midvale District Librarv
Mountain Home Public Library
Mullan Public Library
Nampa Public Library
North Bingham Co. District Library
Notus Public Librarv
Oakley District Library
Ola District Library
Oneida County District Library
Osburn Public Library
Patricia Romanko Public Library
Payette Public Library
Pierce District Library
Plummer Public Library
PortneufDistrict Library
Post Falls Public Library
Prairie District Library
Prairie River Library Dist-Craigmont
Prairie River Library Dist-Culdesac
Prairie River Library Dist-Kamiah
Prairie River Library Dist-Kooskia
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Newerce
Prairie River Library Dist-Peck
Prairie River Library Dist-Winchester
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Lapwai
Priest Lake District Librarv
Richfield District Library
Rigby Public Library
Ririe Public Library
Roberts Public Library
Rockland School Community Library

Idaho Public Libraries Continued
I
Salmon River Public Library
Shoshone Public Library
Snake River School/Community Library .
Soda Springs Public Library
South Bannock District Library-Downey .
S. Bannock Dist. Library-Lava Hot Springs
St. Maries Public Library
Stanley Community Public Library Dist.
Sugar Salem School/Community Library
Twin Falls Public Library
Valley of the Tetons District Library
Wallace Public Library
Weiser Public Library
Wendell Public Librarv
West Bonner Library District
West Bonner Librarv District-Blanchard
Wilder District Librarv

I
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NOTE: APPENDIX B MUST BE DOWNLOADED AT:

Host Name/Address - ftp1.idaho.gov
External User Account
Account Name - dopftp {all lowercased, as in dog; o, as in over; p~ as
in paper; f, as in fern; t, as in tree; p, as in paper)
Password - Lo39G175 {Capital L, as in Leon; lowercase o, as in over)
the number three; the number nine; capital G, as in George; the number one;
the number seven; the number five)

[Type text]
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APPENDICIES C-E
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APPENDIX C, IEN PHASE I, PILOT PROGRAMS

In Phase I of our IEN effort, we have identified by geographical location, district and
current connectivity data, potential public high schools that may be willing to partici~ate
in the pilot phase of this program. Those counties are highlighted in RED below their
respective region.
1

j

Region 1
Benewah
Bonner
Boundary
Kootenai
Shoshone

j j Region 2J !Region 3
ICleaiwater IAda
j tdaho
IAdams
ILatah IBoise
I Lewis
ICanyon
INez Perce I Elmore
IGem
I
I Owyhee
I
IPayette
I

I

I

Washington
Valley

[j Region 4 11 Region 5

IBlaine
ICamas
ICassia
I Gooding
j Jerome

IBannock IBonneville
IBear lake Butte
I Bingham

I Caribou
I Franklin

ILincoln I Oneida
IMinidoka I Power
ITwin Falls I

I

;! Region 6 I

I

Clark
Custer
Fremont
Jefferson
Lemhi
Teton

Madison
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APPENDIX D, CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTWITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The following information is provided concerning known broadband connectivity to our Idaho
Public Schools. It is included in this document to give Vendors information about what is and is
not currently available to our public schools and to highlight the need for Vendors to assist ,us in
coming up with a viable plan to close the gap on these disparities wherever possible to ensure
equal access to all Idaho students to higher education resources. Please note this is not a
comprehensive list, but provided to assist Vendors in preparing their proposal responses.

District Name
Id #

1
2
11

BOISE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT
DISTRICT
MEADOWS VALLEY
DISTRICT

13

21
25
33

COUNCIL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Time Warner

Fiber

70 Mbps

Time Warner

Fiber

56 Mbps
512Mb Up, 2Gb
Down

Frontier DSL
Cambridge
Telephone
Companv DSL
MicroServW

I

I

512Kb Up, 2M
Down
ireless

Cost

$l'i3,000
$1,300,000
$4,791

$1,827

3Mb

$11,000

POCATELLO DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT
PLUMMER-WORLEY
JOINT DISTRICT

CableONE Gabl

e,Fiber

3Mb,12Mb

$$7,200

DirectComm Gabl

e

1.5Mbps

$12,314

52
55

SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT

Qwest

FP T1

BLACKFOOT DISTRICT

MicroServ

FPMult T1,DSL

1.544, 4M Up,
16M Down

$71,417

58
59
60

ABERDEEN DISTRICT

DirectComm

Cable

3-5Mb

$12,000

FIRTH DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT
DISTRICT Gabl
BLAINE COUNTY
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICTQ
BASIN SCHOOL
DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND
SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT

MicroServ

Wireless

Unknown

$6,000

Cable

10Mb

$4,116

44

61
71
72

73
83
91
92
93

IDAHO FALLS DISTRICT
SWAN VALLEY
ELEMENTARY DIST
BONNEVILLE JOINT
DISTRICT

RedSpectrum W

eONE
Qwest F
west
McLeod USA
(Pavtech) F

ireless

PMult T1

4Mb

$7,000
$9,960

9Mb

$108,996

Unknown

$1,0,500

PMult T1

3Mb

$11,060

PMult T1

Unknown

$1!2480

FPMult T1

AT&TF
Concept Cable
and Moosebvtes

Cable Wireless

3Mb, 1Mb

$118 000

Microserv

Fiber

20mbps

$~2,000

Snake River ISP

FP T1

Unknown

·$BOO

Cable One

Fiber

1000 Mb

$1i4 400
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Rate
Cost
Internet
Connection
District Name
Type
Id#
Provider
I'
101
111
121
131
133
134
136
137
139

BOUNDARY COUNTY
DISTRICT
BUTIE COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT Microserv,
CAMAS COUNTY DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
MIDDLETON DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT DISTRICT
PARMA DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOOL
DISTRICT

148
149
150
151

GRACE JOINT DISTRICT
NORTH GEM DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT

161
171
182
191
192

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT DISTRICT
MACKAY JOINT DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
GLENNS FERRY JOINT
DISTRICT

One Eiahtv Networks

Frame Relay,
FPMult T1 1.2

Albion
RTCI
Time Warner
Qwest, COSSA
Fiberoioe
Qwest
AT&T

FP T1
Wireless
P2P, Fiber
Wireless
FPMult T1
FPMult T1
FPMult T1

Unknown
4Mbos
20Mb
512Kb
6.0ATM
3.1MB
4.5Mb

$9,600
$7,400
$36,000
$10,440
'$2,050
$15,626
$24,384

Time Warner
Mud Lake Telephone
Cooo
ICS Of Idaho
Independent Cable
Systems of Idaho
Project Mutual
Telephone
Mud Lake Telephone
Cooperative
Association, Inc.
Verizon
ATC
Communications
Broadsky Network
Satellite
Rural Telephone
Company Inc.

Fiber

$38,268

FP T1,DSL
Cable

70Mb
572 Kbps Up,
867Kbos Down
8Mb

DSL, Cable

T1

221
231
232
242
243
244

PRESTON JOINT DISTRICT
WEST SIDE JOINT DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
EMMETIINDEPENDENT
DIST
GOODING JOINT DISTRICT
WENDELL DISTRICT
COTIONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL
DISTRICT ComouNet

$23,196
$3,600
$1,000
$228,000

Fiber6Mb

FP T1,DSL
FP T1
FP T1,DSL

572 Kbps Up,
867Kbos Down
Unknown
256k Up, 1.5M
Down

$23,196
$10,442
$540
,$2,747

Satellite 1MBX256K3

$16,380

Qwest
Qwest, Datawav

Fiber4Mb
Frame Relay,
FPMult T1
FP T1

Unknown $16,000
Unknown

Microserv

Cable, Wireless

5Mb, 3Mb

1$6,600

Cable
Wireless

Unknown
8Mb
3Mb

$63,273
$2,100
$!10,500

FP T1, Wireless

T1, 10Mb

$,15,600

FP T1

Unknown

$13,776

FPMult T1

3.088Mb

$18,360

201
202
215

$62,880

QwestFPDS3
CableOne
Safelink Internet
ACC Business
branch of AT & T
CompuNet

$533
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
District Name
Id #

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

252

MicroServ
Computer
Technologies, Inc.

Wireless

T1

$6,000

Mudlake Internet

FP T1

100 & 10

$6,600

Qwest

FPMult T1

10Mb

$6,380

Fiber

56Mb,10Mb

Wireless Unkn

POST FALLS DISTRICT

180 Networks
J and R
Electronics
One Eighty
NetworksW

KOOTENAI DISTRICT

180 Networks

FP_T1

MOSCOW DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT
DISTRICT
KENDRICK JOINT
DISTRICT

First Stec Internet

Fiber

First Stec
Telephone and
Data Systems Inc.

Wireless
FPMultT1_Rate,
Other Unkn

253
262
271
272
273
274

RIRIE JOINT DISTRICT
WEST JEFFERSON
DISTRICT
VALLEY DISTRICT
COEUR D ALENE
DISTRICT
LAKELAND DISTRICT

ireless, Fiber

281
282
283
285
287
288
292
304
305
312
314
321
322
331
340
341
351
363

POTLATCH DISTRICT

First Step Internet V
ireless
Schools: TDS for
T1. District Office:
Trov Cable
FP T1

TROY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JT SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Verizon P2P,

SOUTH LEMHI DISTRICT

Centurvtel DSL

KAMIAH JOINT DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT
DISTRICT
SHOSHONE JOINT
DISTRICT Gabl

COMPUNETF
AT&TF

DIETRICH DISTRICT
MADISON DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
LEWISTON
INDEPENDENT DISTRICT
LAPWAI DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY
DISTRICT ISU
MARSING JOINT
DISTRICT

eone
Tek-Hut F
Fairpoint
Communications
MicroservW
Safelink, PMT,
CableOne Gabl
XO
Communications
AT&T

r

$15,129

own

$80,000

20Mb
2Mb Up, 512k
Down
5Mb,
symmetrical
dedicated
internet

$12,000
$10,056

$13,670

3Mb Uc,

$6,420

own

$10,800

Unknown

$4,800

768k Up, 1.5M
Down

$15,084

1.54Mb

$26,280

PMult T1

1.54Mb

$~3,880

P T1

Unknown

$8,117

8Mb

$9,000

Unknown

$4,500

FP T1

S4,968

Cable
P T1
Fiber 10
ireless
e
Other
Frame Relay,
FPMult T1
FP T1

COSSA WAN,
SafeLink

Cost

Wireless 1.5Mb

$12,000

mbcs
10Mb

$1!3 000

3Mb
10 Mbps
Ethernet

$115 357
$115 000

Unknown $28 O
Unknown

00
$12.600
919 504
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
District Name
Id #

365
370
371
372
381
382
383
391
392
394
401
411
412
413
414
417
418
421
422
431
432
433

BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW
JOINT DIST
HOMEDALE JOINT
DISTRICT
PAYETIE JOINT
DISTRICT
NEW PLYMOUTH
DISTRICT Soluti
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT

Connection
Type

Rate

Qwest
(speed- Payette
Idaho

FP T1

Unknown

$rt8,000

own

$ns,aoo

ISoeed Wireless

FP T1

Unknown

$n6,321

onPro
CableOne and
Host Idaho

FPMult T1
FP_T1,Cable,
Wireless

1.544

$14,064

T1 3Mb, 7Mb

$ff5,480

ROCKLAND DISTRICT
ARBON ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT DirectComm
KELLOGG JOINT
DISTRICT J&R

DirectComm DSL

MULLAN DISTRICT
AVERY SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Mullan Cable

i
!

FP T1 Unkn

3.3Mb
DSL

Electronics

Cost

I

Internet
Provider

$300

512k Down

$2,088

Wireless

20Mb

Cable

T1

~.BOO

777kbps

$5,004

TETON COUNTY
DISTRICT

lmbris Satell
Columbine
Telephone (dba
SilverStar) F

ite

TWIN FALLS DISTRICT

Qwest

FPDS3

BUHL JOINT DISTRICT

Svrinoa

PMult T1

$90,000

5Mb

$~1,342

Fiber

10Mb

$18,160

$$1,000

FILER DISTRICT

Filer Mutual

Fiber

3Mb

KIMBERLY DISTRICT

Tek-Hut

P2P

Unknown

$11,000

CASTLEFORD DISTRICT
MURTAUGH JOINT
DISTRICT
MC CALL-DONNELLY
DISTRICT

SiteStar F

Unknown

$10,904

SafelinkW
Frontier
Communication

P2P, FPMult T1

Unknown

$39,600

CASCADE DISTRICT

Frontier

P2P

$10,435

WEISER DISTRICT

FPDS3,DSL

CAMBRIDGE JOINT
DISTRICT

Rural Network
Cambridge
Telephone
Company DSL

Unknown
1M Up, 4M
Down

MIDVALE DISTRICT

Rural Network

DSL

512k Up, 3072k
Down $1,14
256k Up, 768k
Down

PMult T1
ireless

M,200

1.5M

$9,600

$1,140

3
$1,050
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
District Name
Id#

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

451
452

Victory Charter School

Qwest

FP-T1

Idaho Virtual Academy
Richard Mckenna Charter
Hioh School
Compass Public Charter
LEA

Solution Pro

Fiber

Qwest

DSL

10Mb
384k Up, 1.7M
Down $50
384k Up, 3M
Down $17,4

cableone.net

Cable

Unknown
768k Up, 4M
Down

Qwest

DSL

453
455

Qwest DSL

456
Falcon Ridoe Charter LEA
VIRTUAL
457 INSPI RE
CHARTER LEA
YCHARTER
458 LIBEi T
SCHOOL
459 GARI EN
CITY
COMMUNITY CHARTER
THE ACADEMY (ARC)
460
462

463 Visio
464

Xavier Charter School
n Charter School

White Pine Charter School
492
ANSER Charter School
CHARTER
768 MERI )IAN
HIGH SCH INC
772
Hidden Springs Charter
School etc
ur d'Alene Charter
774 Coe
Academv
777 Pocat~I
lo Com Charter
School
779
Sandpoint Charter School
783
North Star Charter School
785
Meridian Medical Arts
Charter HS
786
Idaho Distance Education
Academy (IDEA)
787
Thomas Jefferson Charter
School

TOTAL

Qwest F

P T1
ireless
Cable

QwestW
Cableone
Project Mutual
Telephone
Comoanv F
CableOne

iber
Cable

MicroServ
Qwest

Fiber
DSL

TimeWamer

FPMult T1

web
OneEighty
Networks, Inc.

DSL

Fairpoint Wireless
180 networks
Cable One
Joint School
District #2

Wireless
DSL
Cable
Frame Relay,
FP T1

Verizon, lnteora

FPMult T1

Vallivue Dist #139

other

DSL

CostiJ

I
i

$5,700
4,900

34
$980
$0
$3,000

54Mb

$5,700

6Mb
Unknown

$1 117
$0

BM Up, 1M
Down $1,20
1.5Mb
512k Up, 512k
Down
15Mb
637k Up, 3M
Down
768k Up, 3M
Down $3,93
512k
384k Up, 1.5M
Down
356k

2Mb $1
Vallivue
Wireless Bridoe

0
$1,000
$1,442
$1,020
$16,754
7
$1,230
$0
$840
$1,276

$50,032
$3,240

Sll.84736
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT

Unknown

Wireless

256Mb

POCATELLO DISTRICT

Unknown

Fiber\Broadband
Cable Unkn

BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown

Broadband
Cable\DSL

1.5Mb\1.5Mb

Cable One
Unknown

Broadband Unkno
DSL\T1 \Fiber

wn
Unknown

District Name
Id#
001 BOIS

ComJrients
i,,
I

025
own

033

052
SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT DISTRICT
055
060 SHEL EY
JOINT
DISTRICT
071 GARI EN
VALLEY
DISTRICT
083
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT
101

Unknown F

iber\Wireless

Unknown DSL
Unknown

1GB\54MB
1.5MB

DSL

1.5MB
2 H's provide
Internet Access
for all District
Schools

BOUNDARY COUNTY
133
150

DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

2 T1 Lines
Frame Relav
3-T1 Lines
2-512KB Lines

1.2 MB

256KB
1.5Mb, 512KB

161

CLARK COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown T

-1 Line

1.5MB

171

OROFINO JOINT
DISTRICT
191 PRAii UE
ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
193 MOU ff
AIN HOME
DISTRICT
215

FREMONT COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
221 EMM TT
DIST

Unknown

Satellite
connection\Frame
Relay
Rural Telephone
Dial-uo

256KB

Unknown

DSL

1.54MBs

Microserv\Cable
One

Wireless\Broadband
Cable

Unknown

Unknown

DSL

1.54Mbs

Unknown

Remote
Classroom
District wide
Internet
Connectivitv
Broadband
Cable and
DSL
Cable One
courtesy
account

1.5MB\256KB

Lindy Ross
Elementary gets
Internet
connectivity
from HS via T1
SATCOM to
Cavendish
Elementary,
Frame really to
collection point
for other schools
to access

DSL to Pine
School
Cable One
Free but Slow
Connection

INDEPENDENT

231 GOO >ING
JOINT
DISTRICT
241

1.5MB
Unknown DSL

down\756K UP

Wireless
·Internet

COTTONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT

Access
between
Uknown

Wireless Internet

Unknown

buildings
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

District Name
Id#
244 MOut T
AIN
VIEW
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
281 MOSC ow
DISTRICT
283 KENO ~ICK
JOINT
DISTRICT
287
TROY
SCHOOL
DISTRICT Unkr
288W
HITEPINE
JTSCHOOL
DISTRICT
312 SHOS HONE
JOINT
DISTRICT
331 MINIC OKA
COUNTY
JOINT
DISTRICT
351 ONEIi >A
COUNTY
DISTRICT
363 MARE ING
JOINT
DISTRICT
381

AMERICAN
FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT
391 KELL< ~GG
JOINT
DISTRICT
394AVER~
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
401 T
ETON
COUNTY
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Unknown F

rame Relav

56KB

Unknown DSL

Unknown

own

Commentf
1,

3MB\768KB

1-Dial Up Acct

56KB

T1\cable modem

1.54KB\512kb

Unknown

T1\HS Wireless

1.54MB\1.5MB

Unknown

T1 Point to Point

1.54KB

UnknownT

Unknown

1
DSL, T1, Wireless
Internet

Schools:
T1\Distriot
Office: Gabl~
Modem

1.54KB

1.54MB\1.54MB\2MB
Wireless via
COSSA
WAN
Wireless
from Host
Idaho;
outgoing
Round
Robin on all
3 links,
Incoming T1,
Wireless

Unknown

Wireless

Cable One\Hcrst
Idaho
Motorola
Wireless\Unknown
Cable

Single
T1 \Cable\Wireless 1.! 4MB
Wireless,
Motorola\Broadband
Cable 20MB\51

Verizon

Frame Relav

Unknown

Unknown

DSL\Dial up

1.2GDown\Up
512MB\50KB

10MB

2KB
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTMTY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)
District
Id #

Name

411 T

WIN FALLS
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Unknown Broad

band Cable

Rate
5MBs

413
FILER DISTRICT
414 KIMBE ~LY
DISTRICT
421 MC
CALLDONNELLY
DISTRICT
422 CASC/. DE
DISTRICT
White Pine Charter
464
School
768 MERID AN
CHARTER HIGH
SCH INC
786ldaho
Distance
Education Academy
(IDEA) Unkn
787T
homas Jefferson
Charter School

Unknown

DSL

3MB

Unknown

Cable

Unknown

Metro Net

T1

Unknown

DSL
DSL (not hooked

1.544MB
2MBUp\512KB
Down

Unknown
Time
Wamer\Cable
One Broad

up)

own

band Cable

DSL

Unknown LAN\W. 6.N

Commen1

1.5MB
15MB for
TM\6MB Cable
One

DSL at
Hollister
Cable for
Emergencie$

Available for
Back LIii>

2.4MBUp\512KB
Down
Unknown
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC LIBRARIES (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

Count of Libraries by Internet
Connectivity Type

Total

Cable
Dedicated Connection
DSL
Fiber Optic
Municipal Network-regardless of Type
Satellite 4
Wireless 9
Frame Relay

11
3
12
2
2

Grand Total

48

Count of Libraries by Connection
Rate
129kbps-256kbps 2
769kbps-1.4Mbps (megabits/second)
1.5 Mbps (T1)
1.6 Mbps-5.0 Mbps
257 kbps-768 Kbps
6.0 Mbps-10Mbps
Greater than 10 Mbps
Uknown 9

Grand Total

5

Total

4

13
7
2
10

1
48
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APPENDIX E, VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop
viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currehtly
do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).

GOALS:
The objective of our IEN Video Teleconferencing initiative is to achieve, by leveraging the capabilities of
our proposed JEN backbone, a statewide synchronous video network capable of enhancing educational
opportunities and citizen services through the exchange of interactive video between and among various
educational and educational support entities.
In order to accomplish this, a number of tasks have been identified to be completed:
• Identification of a single audio and video standard for low-bandwidth distance
learning and videoconferencing;
• Acquisition of new or replacement equipment and/or software that ensures
compliance with proposed State ofldaho JEN audio and video standards stated below;
• Development or purchase of a scheduling system or enterprise resource
management program that allows potential users to A) know the location and
availability ofresources, and B) set up or reserve ad hoc or regularly scheduled
events with other entities;
• Leveraging the capabilities of a Managed Internet Service Provider to provide network bandwidth
management tools and network monitoring capabilities that assures pre-determined qualities of service,
depending upon the type of video traffic;
• Development of an event clearinghouse that allows promotion, marketing, and
registration for interactive video events;
• Development of training modules for new users;
• Development ofa cost and funding algorithm to allow shared use of the statewide
backbone for interstate distance education and videoconferencing.

General (Proposed VTC Configurations)
1) Each tele-conferencing classroom's hardware purchased by the State of Idaho will be
configured to have teleconferencing, projection, amplification audio, microphone and data
camera.
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to
develop viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle
Schools that currently do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
2) Equipment to support both receive and origination education capabilities in a one camera
environment.
3) Each tele-conferencing classroom' software will be configured to support video & content,
remote configuration and remote support.
4) Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured to receive and display high
definition video. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection equipment may not support high
definition at all locations but the equipment should be configured to receive and display high
definition when the bandwidth and projection equipment is available.
5) Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured with a minimum of integrat!ed
four (4) port video multiplexing capabilities. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection
equipment may not support video multiplexing but the equipment should be configured to
originate a multi-port session when the bandwidth is available.
6) Phase 1 tele-conferencing classrooms should be configured to be fixed systems.
7) Installation, programming and training on all equipment and software.
8) Maintenance agreement on all equipment as per this RFP.

A typical roll-about VTC system envisioned for a public School System may include:
Roll-about cart
Plasma Screen 42 inch
CODEC
CCD Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Keypad Remote Controller
Tabletop Microphones (two Microphone arrays)
Flatbed Document Camera
Single CCD Remote Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Scan Converter
VCR\DVD
Encryption Equipment
Network Interface equipment
Inverse Multiplexer (IMUX) (for rates above 128kbps)
Terminal Adapter
Miscellaneous cables, adapters, and connectors

A typical Desktop VTC envisioned for a public School system may include:
Personal computer
CODEC (built into PC interface card)
Single CCD Camera (usually monitor mounted)
Installed sound card, with microphone and speakers
Terminal Adapter
Network Interface Equipment
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications:
a. Bandwidth: H.320 up to 512 kbps, H.323 up to 2 Mbps, SIP up to 2 Mbps
Firewall Traversal: Auto NAT, H.460.18, H.460.19 support for the MPEG4 AAC-LD standard
b. Video Standards: H.261, H.263, H.263+, H.263++ (Natural Video), H.264
c. ITU 50/60 fps full screen - Pro-Motion
d. Video Features:
1) Native 16:9 Widescreen
2) Advanced Screen Layouts
3) Picture in Picture (PIP)
4) Picture outside Picture & Large POP
5) Side by Side
6)PCZoom
7) Intelligent Video Management
8) Simultaneous videoconference & local PC mode Local Auto Layout
e. Video Inputs: Five
1) Ix 9 Pin DSUB:HD Main camera or S-video & control main camera
2) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: auxiliary/document camera
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: document camera/aux 1 x RCA/Phono,
composite: VCR
4) 1 x DVI-I: PC
5) Input: 800 x 600 (@ 60, 72, 75,85 hz), 1024 x 768
6) (@ 60, 70, 75 hz), 1280 x 720 (HD720P) (@ 50, 60 Hz), 1280 x 1024@
60hz
7) Extended Display Identification Data (EDID)
f. Video Outputs
1) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: main monitor
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: main monitor or VCR
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: dual monitor or VCR
4) 1 x DVI-1/XGA: main or second monitor
5) XGA OUTPUT
6) 800 x 600@ 75hz, 1024 x 768@ 60 hz, 1280 x 768 (WXGA)@ 60 hz,
1280 x 720 (HD720p)@ 60 Hz VESA Monitor Power Management
g. Video Formats: NTSC, PAL, VGA, SVGA, XGA, W-XGA, SXGA and HD720p
h. Live Video Resolutions
1) NATIVE NTSC:
a) 400p (528 x 400 pixels)
b) 4SIF (704 x 480 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced SIF (iSIF 352 x 480 pixels), Natural Video SIF (352 x
240 pixels)
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:

2) NATIVE PAL:
a) 448p (576 x 448 pixels)
b) 4CIF (704 x 576 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced CIF (iCIF 352 x 576 pixels), Natural Video CIF (352 x
288 pixels)
d) QCIF (176 x 144 pixels)
e) SQCIF (128 x 96 pixels) decode only
3) NATIVE PC RESOLUTIONS:
a) XGA (1024 x 768)
b) SVGA (800 x 600 pixels) VGA (640 x 480 pixels)
c) WIDE RESOLUTIONS:
d) w288p (512 x 288 pixels) w448p (768 x 448 pixels) w576p
(1024 x 576 pixels) w720p (1280 x 720 pixels)
i. STILL IMAGE TRANSFER: CIF, SIF, 4CIF (H.261 Annex D), 4SIF, VGA, SVGA,XGA
j. AUDIO STANDARDS: G.711, G.722, G.722.1, G.728, 64 bit & 128 bit MPEG4
AAC-LD
k. AUDIO FEATURES
l) CD-Quality 20KHz Mono and Stereo
2) Telephone add-on via MultiSite
3) Two separate acoustic echo cancellers
4) Audio mixer
5) Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Automatic Noise Reduction Audio level
meters
6) VCR ducking
7) Packet loss management Active lip synchronization
8) Digital Natural Audio Module (DNAM)
9) 2*30 W output power
I 0) 2 integrated speakers
11) GSM interference audio feature
l. AUDIO INPUTS (4 INPUTS):
I) 2 x microphone, 24V phantom powered, XLR connector
2) Ix RCA/Phono, Line Level: auxiliary (or VCR Stereo L)
3) I x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR/DVD (Stereo R)
m. AUDIO OUTPUTS (2 OUTPUTS):
I) Ix RCA/Phono, S/PDIF (mono/stereo) or Analogue Line Level: main audio or
Analogue Stereo L
2) I x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR or Analogue Stereo R
n. FRAME RA TES
I) 30 frames per second@ 168 kbps and above
2) 60 fields per second @ 336 kbps and above (Point-to-point)
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
o. DUAL STREAM
I) Duo Video
2) H.239 dual stream
3) Dynamic bandwidth adjustment (H.323) Available on H.323, H.320 & SIP
4) Available in Multisite from any site BFCP
p. NETWORK FEATURES
1) Auto H.320/H.323 dialing
2) SIP
3) Downspeeding
4) Programmable network profiles
5) Intelligent Call Management
6) Maximum call length timer
7) Automatic SPID and line number configuration (National ISDN, GR-2941-

CORE)
8) SoftMux
9) H.331 Broadcast Mode
10) NATO standard KG194/KIV-7 encryptor support** URI Dialing
q. MULTISITE FEATURES
1) H.323/H.320/SIP/TelephonyNoIP in the same conference Audio and Video
Transcoding
2) Video rate matching from 56 kbps - maximum conference rate CP4 and
Voice Switched
3) Best Impression (Automatic CP Layouts)
4) H.264, Encryption, Digital Clarity
5) Dual Stream from any site
6) ISDN & IP Downspeeding and IPLR
7) MultiSite (H.243) Cascading on H,320 & H.323 Unicode h.243 Terminal
Names
8) Dial in/Dial out
9) Chair control for host system
10) Snapshot of ongoing conference (JPEG)
11) Snapshot ofongoing DuoVideo/H.239 presentation (JPEG) Separate
welcome page for encrypted conferences Conference rates up to 2.3 Mbps
with optional bandwidth upgrade ( 1.5 Mbps is standard conference rate) Up
to 4 video and 3 audio sites
12) 4 sites@ 768 kbps (+telephone calls)
13) Mix ISDN-BRI and IP up to maximum conference rate Multiway (Beta)
r. EMBEDDED ENCRYPTION
I) H.323, H.320 & SIP point-to-point and multipoint calls Standards-based:
H.233, H.234, H.235 v2&v3, DES and AES NIST-validated AES
2) NIST-validated DES
3) Automatic key generation and exchange
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:

4) Supported in Dual Stream
s. IP NETWORK FEATURES
I) IEEE 802. lx/EAP Network Authentication H.235 Gatekeeper Authentication
DNS lookup for service configuration Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) IP precedence
2) IP type of service (ToS)
3) IP adaptive bandwidth management (including flow control) Auto gatekeeper
discovery
4) Dynamic playout and lip-sync buffering Intelligent Packet Loss Recovery
(IPLR) H.245 DTMF tones in H.323
5) Cisco CallManager integration using ECS IP Address Conflict Warning Date
and Time support via NTP Call Services
6) 1Pv6 NETWORK SUPPORT
7) Dual Stack 1Pv4 and 1Pv6 simultaneous support
8) Net service support on 1Pv6: Telnet, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, ftp, SNMP, DNS,
NTP,DHCP
9) Media support on 1Pv6: H.323,SIP, Streaming
t. SECURITY FEATURES
1) Management via HTTPS and SSH IP Administration Password Menu
Administration Password Dialing Access code
2) Streaming password
3) H243 MCU Password
4) VNC password
5) SNMP security alerts
6) Disable IP services
7) MD-5 Challenge
8) Network Settings protection SIP Authentication via NTLM SIP Authentication
via Digest FIPS Mode
u. NETWORK INTERFACES
1) 4 x ISDN BRI (RJ-45), S-interface
2) Ix LAN/Ethernet (RJ-45) 10/100 Mbit (LAN/DSL/cable modem)
3) 1 x PC card slot (PCMCIA) for wireless LAN
4) lx X.21N.35/RS-449 with RS-366 dialing, RS-366 Adtran IMUX, Leased
Line, Data Triggered, and Manual** 1 x USB for future use
v. WIRELESS LAN SUPPORT
1) Compliant with IEEE 802.11 b, up to 11 Mbit Support for 64/128 bit
encryption (WEP) Infrastructure or ad-hoc mode
w. ETHERNET/INTERNET/INTRANET CONNECTIVITY
1) TCP/IP, DHCP, ARP, FTP, Telnet, HTTP, HTTPS, SOAP and XML, MD-5
Challenge
2) SNMP Enterprise Management
3) Internal web server
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) Internal streaming server
x. OTHER MAJOR STANDARDS SUPPORTED: H.231, H.233, H.234, H.235
v2&v3, H.239, H.241, H.243, H.281, BONDING (ISO 13871), H.320, H.323,H.33 l,
RFC 3261, RFC 2237, RFC 3264, RC 3311. RFC 3550, RFC 2032, RFC 2190,
RFC 2429, RFC 3407
y. PRECISION HDTM CAMERA
1) 7 x zoom 1/3' CMOS +10°/-20° tilt+/- 90° pan
2) 42° vertical field of view
3) 72° total vertical field of view
4) 70° horizontal field of view
5) 250° total horizontal field of view Focus distance 0.3m-infinity
6) 1280 x 720 pixels progressive@ 30fps
7) Automatic or manual focus/brightness/whitebalance Far-end camera control
8) 15 near and far-end camera presets Voice-activated camera positioning
Daisy-chain support (Visca protocol camera)
z. CLOSED CAPTIONING/TEXT CHAT
1) T.140 text chat available from RS-232, Telnet, Web and User Interface
aa. PRESENTATIONS AND COLLABORATION
1) Natural Presenter Package including:
a) PC Presenter (DVI-1, SXGA In)
b) PC SoftPresenter
c) Digital Clarity & Native Formats
d) Advanced Video Layouts
e) Streaming compatible with Cisco IP/TV, Apple QuickTime®,
RealPlayer® v8 etc.
f) Duo Video
g) H.239
bb. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
1) Support for the TANDBERG Management Suite
2) Total management via embedded web server, SNMP, Telnet, SSH, FTP
and SOAP
3) Remote software upload: via web server, ftp server or ISDN 1 x RS-232
local control and diagnostics
4) Remote control and on-screen menu system
5) External Services from TMS
cc. DIRECTORY SERVICES
I) Support for Local directories (My Contacts), Corporate Directory and Global
Directory
2) Unlimited entries using Server directory supporting LDAP and H.350*
3) Unlimited number for Corporate directory (through TMS) 400 number global directory
200 number local directory
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APPENDIX E cont. , VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) 16 dedicated Multi Site entries Received Calls with Date and Time
Directories in Local Languages Placed Calls with Date and Time Missed
Calls with Date and Time
dd. 16 SELECTABLE MENU LANGUAGES
I) Arabic, Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Suomi,
Swedish, Thai Chinese, Korean and Japanese Input Method Editor
ee. CUSTOMIZED WELCOME SCREEN AND COMPANY LOGO
I) Picture JPEG (logo.jpg): Recommended maximum size is 704x576 for
Welcome Screen and 352x288 for Encryption Required Screen
POWER: I 00-240VAC, 60/50Hz, 6A
ff. OPERATING TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY: 0° C to 40° C (32° F to 104° F)
ambient temperature 10% to 90% Relative Humidity (RH)
gg. STORAGE AND TRANSPORT TEMPERATURE: -20° C to 60° C (-4° F to 140° F)
at RH I 0-90% (non-condensing)
hh. APPROVALS
1) Directive 73/23/EEC (Low Voltage Directive)
2) Standard EN 60950
3) Directive 89/336/EEC (EMC Directive)
4) Standard EN 55022, Class B
5) Standard EN 55024
6) Standard EN 61000-3-2/-3-3 Directive 1999/5/EEC (R&TTE Directive)
7) Standard TBR3
8) Approved according to UL 60950 and CAN/CSA C22.2
9) No. 60950
10) Complies with FCC15B Class B
ii. FOOTPRINT
1) ROLLABOUT: Width: 35.4'/90 cm Depth: 29.7'/75.5 cm
2. Furnish and install transient voltage surge suppressor(s) which comply with the following specification
requirements:
a. Rating: 20 A
b. UL listing
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Bill To:
State of Idaho Various
Agencies
Various State Agencies
located throughout Idaho ·

***

Statewide Blanket
Purchase Ord•r
SBP01309 • 02

State of Idaho Various Agencies

Address2
Various, ID 83701

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
Contract Extension
DELIVER State of Idaho Various Agencies
TO: Various State Agencies
located throughout Idaho

Date: Sat Jan 19, 2013
F.O.B.: Destination
Terms: N 30

***

Address2
Various, ID 83701
sarah.hilderbrand@adm.idaho.gov

Start of Fri Jan 18, 2013
Service Date
Sun Jan 27, 2019
End of
Service Date:

VENDOR:
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA
1101 McGavock St
Nashville, TN 37203
Attn: Vice President
Vendor Nbr:
Emailed To: gnelson@ena.com
Phone: 703-727-0866
Fax: 615-312-6099
eCommerce ID: P00000074671

RFP02166
.
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Buyer: Gregory D. Lindstrom 208-332-1609
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Blanket
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< 915.51 ) < nt )
SBP01309 02. Renewal of Agreement through
January 27, 2019, per the attached renewal
amendment.

( 915-51 )

'1I
EA

II

$5,000,000.00 $5,000,100.00

( nt )
I

***SBP01309 IS MODIFIED PER LINE ITEM #2.***

...........................NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for the
benefit of State of Idaho schools, agencies, institutions, and departments and eligible
political subdivisions or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327.
The Division of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency will issue individual releases
(delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as needed basis in
accordance with the IEN strategic implementation plan.
Contract Title: ................ Idaho Education Network
Contract Usage Type: ........ Mandatory Use (executive agencies)
Public Agency Clause: ...... Yes
Contract Administration: .... Gregory Lindstrom
-Phone Number: ............ 208-332-1609
-E-Mail: ......................gregory.lindstrom@adm.idaho.gov
Contractor's Primary Contact
-Attn: .........................David M. Pierce
-Address: ...................... 1101 McGavock Street
-City, State, Zip: ............ Nashville, TN 37203
Phone Number: ............... 615-312-6009
General Toll Free: .......................866-615-1101
Comments: Facsimile: ...................... 615-312-6099
E-Mail: .......................... dpierce@ena.com
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the
ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING.
Notating the Contract Award Number on any invoices/statement will facilitate the
efficient processing of payment.
The dollar amount listed in the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot
be guaranteed. The actual dollar amount of the contract may be more or less
depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given to the Contractor by the
State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract.
THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (including any files attached), .
CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER
(including any electronic bid submission), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORA11ED
HEREIN BY REFERENCE AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL
In the event of any inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein, such
inconsistency shall be resolved by giving precedence in the following order:
1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order document.
2. The state of Idaho's original solicltatlon document RFP02160.
3. The Education Networks of America's signed offer.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AMENDMENT TWO (2) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN) CONTRACT
SBP001309
TIDS AMENDMENT TWO TO STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
CONTRACT ("Second Amendment") is entered by and between the State of Idaho,
Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing ("Purchasing") and Education
Networks of America ("ENA").

RECITALS
A. Purchasing issued a request for proposals for services related to the development of an
educational network for the State of Idaho as RFP02 l 60 (the "RFP") on behalf of the Office of
the Chief Information Officer ("OCIO").
B. ENA submitted a proposal in response to the RFP.
C. Following an evaluation of the proposals, Purchasing selected ENA to perform certain
services set forth in the RFP, which resulted in a contract memorialized in State Blanket
Purchase Order number 1309 (SBP01309). SBP01309 was amended pursuant to State B1$.nket
Purchase Order number 1309-01 (SBP01309-01) and the attachment to SBP01309-01 captioned
"Idaho Division of Purchasing Amendment One (1) to State ofldaho Education Network (IEN)"
SBP01309-01 and its attachment are herein referred to as the "First Amendment".
D. Renewal of the SBP01309, as amended, is authorized by section 5.3 of the RFP. The
OCIO has recommended renewal of SBP01309 due to the OCIO's determination of resulting
cost savings and additional benefits.
E. Based upon the OCIO's recommendation, Purchasing 1s willing to further amend
SBP01309 as set forth in this Second Amendment.

AGREEMENT
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which are incorporated herein by
this reference, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is
hereby acknowledged, the partie~ agree as follows.
1. The contract memorialized in SBPO 1309 and amended by the First Amendment is
referred to herein as the "Original Agreement." Except as set forth in this Second Amendment,
capitalized terms will have the definitions assigned to them in the Original Agreement.! All
Terms and Conditions of the Original Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, except as
specifically modified in this Second Amendment.

SBP01309-02
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2. Pursuant to section 5.3 of the RFP, the term of the Original Agreement is hereby renewed
for a period expiring on January 27, 2019.
3. This Second Amendment shall be governed by, construed, and enforced in accordance
with, the laws ofldaho without regard to its conflicts oflaw principles.
4. The Original Agreement, as amended by this Second Amendment constitutes the ~ntire
agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior agreements or understandings between
ENA and Purchasing. The Original Agreement may not be further amended in any manner
except in a writing signed by ENA and Purchasing.
The undersigned parties have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth in this S~pond
Amendment as of the date of the signed Purchase Order to which this Amendment is attachetl.
Education Networks of America

State of Idaho Department of Administration
Division of Purcha ng

G

6m, CPPO, CPPB
chnology Purchasing Officer

Printed Name

ao[~vvP
Title

t-11-r;
Date
Reviewed and Approved By:

State ofldaho Chief Technology Officer
Office of the Chief Infonnation Officer

l!Jk,.,_ 20,3>
Date
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SBP001309
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Education Networks of America, Inc.JENA Services, LLC hereby amends the contract
for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309
(the "Agreement").
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001309 in order to clarify the role$ and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471. Qwest
Communications Company LLC ("Qwest") is required to work with the ENA Account
Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for
all lEN sites.
2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support.
3. ENA, in coordination with Qwest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access
connections and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost
efficient and reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safety network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and Qwest
will use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. ENA, in coordination with Qwest, will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the IEN network.
5.

ENA will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and Qwest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Qwest project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Qwest Network Operations Genter
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest.
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop IEN customer
facing service and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical
and logical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via
existing management platforms.

Page 1
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SBP001309
February 26, 2009

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Qwest to supply the inforn11ation
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State in providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Qwest as equal partners in the IEN project as
demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBP001309 dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service prQvider
associated with the delivery of IEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. ENA must provide this information within 30
days of the State's request for itemized billing information.

Page2
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IEN BIDDERS' CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

Steve Maloney- Syringa Networks
Tom Mcfarlin - Compunet
Mitch Cunningham - MPC
Joel Strickler - Qwest
Jodi Mccrosky- Qwest
David Posey - Qwest
Clint Berry - Qwest
Gayle Nilson - ENA
Jeff Morris - Syringa Networks
Adam Johnston - Syringa Networks
Meredith Copsey- CISCO
Matt Eusterman - AFS
Skip Smyser - ENA
David Feller - Boise Networks
Gregory Lindstrom - Dept. of Purchasing
Sarah Berry- Verizon
Victoria Moroz - TW Telecom
Present by phone
Don Saraeno - One Vision
Oliver Landell - ENA
Ned ??? - Hughes Net (sorry didn't get his last name, but he will be writing in)
Adam Kopczuk - Qwest
Suzanne Axtell - lntegra
Rick Bechtel - Cable One
Asher Avital - Verizon
Tim Rogan - CISCO
Mike Taylor - Verizon
Al Diez - IBCI
Ben Hall - One Vision
Joe Petrecee- Northwest WAN
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IEN RFP (RFP02160) UPDATES
29 Dec 2009

The following extracts are provided from our current IEN RFP, as specific updates to vendors
responding to our Idaho Education Network RFP02160:

P.12
Approach is changed to read:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No. 543 - Idaho
Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable,
high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education as necessary; a
1

parallel effort will also be undertaken during this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of
Idaho customers from Ida Net to a new IEN backbone system, given the urgency to replace and or
upgrade this aging network, coupled with the rising cost of sustaining current Ida Net operations.

Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
•

Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.

•

The addition of libraries to the IEN.

£i:ompleting the migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

P.14
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS, para c) is amended to read:
Idaho presence: Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show either an existing Idaho
presence and\or a willingness to establish an Idaho Presence, in the delivery of IEN services and support.
Addition of the Following Schools to Appendix A, Schedules 1 and 2 of the IEN RFP Document:
•

Challis District #181: Challis Jr./Sr. High School (Schedule 1, IEN Phase One Public High Schdols)

•

Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (Elem/Jr.) to
Schedule 2, IEN Phase Two, Elementary and Secondary High Schools

Addition of Appendix F, ldaNet Transition Customer Locations and Current Requirements
Addition of Standard Services Order Form to Appendix G, IEN : Standard Service Order Form (Sample)
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IEN Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow up
On 29 December 2008, the Department of Administration (ADM), Office of the Chief Information Officer
(OCIOC) hosted an RFP Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to an RFP
concerning the Idaho Education Network (IEN).
NOTE: The last day for filing a specification appeal is January 9, 2009.
Q-1. When will the answers to these questions be made available?

A-2. Ideally, if the questions are submitted in a timely fashion then the answers should be available
by close of business on the 5th of January; otherwise, no later than that following Monday, January
12th 2009.
Q-2. Could the deadline be extended by a week?

A-2. No. The deadline is determined by the deadline for E-Rate funding, which is 12 February 2009.
To miss this Federally Mandated deadline would potentially cost Idaho, millions of dollars in E-Rate
funding.
Q-3. For an RFP, what is the policy regarding information being marked "confidential and
proprietary?"

A-3. Unlike the RFI which could be marked as such in its entirety, with the RFP this is not the ccilse,
especially with regards to cost which has to be disclosed. Individual paragraphs can be marked·
"confidential and proprietary'' but not the RFP as a whole. Please refer to Item 31 of the Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors that is included in the RFP by reference.
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/TCs/Solicitation_lnstructions.pdf)

Q-4. For companies that specialize in hardware, do you expect them to partner with organizations
that deal with service?

A-4. Yes. The State of Idaho desires an End to End Service Provider, capable of providing us a total
services and support solution; we already have hardware providers; but what we need is a totail
network services support solution, not just hardware.

Q-5. Is this a single or multiple award contract?
A-5. It is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of 20 years, per

IEN RFP02160, para 5.3, page 23.

Q-6. Does the proposal concern only Phase One of the project, would the bidder be evaluated for
Phase Two as well?

A-6. Specific details have been requested for Phase One, to include providing detailed information
concerning the migration of public high schools to this IEN network and also providing a general
overall plan for migration of ldaNet customers to this IEN network. Bidders\vendors are also tasked
to provide a vision and or overall concept on how they would address subsequent phases of the IEN
project.
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Q-7. Regarding the pass/fail scoring, you ask for a minimum of 10mg for each location, what I if the
vendor cannot meet that requirement?
A-7. The vendor needs to articulate in their response why they cannot meet this minimum
requirement (e.g. geographical location constraints of a particular location requiring service); this
will be taken into consideration. This will be made clear in the RFP amendment that will be posted
NLT before close of business, 30 Dec 09.

Q-8. Will the State be willing to negotiate terms and conditions?
A-8. Not necessarily. Vendors will need to identify which term or condition they have a problem
with, why and provide language, that they (vendors) think will work and why we (the State of h!faho)
should adopt that language. Note also there are new Telecommunications Terms and Conditions
that are incorporated in this RFP by reference.
{http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/manualsforms/Telecommunications%20Serv%20Special%20TCs%
208-08.pdf)

Q-9. Does a Vendor have to be present in Idaho in order to bid?
A-9. If a vendor is not present in Idaho, it must be willing to establish a point-of-presence if
awarded a contract. The State desires to partner with an entity that can provide quick response to
problems throughout the State, to have face-to-face impromptu meetings, and impromptu
engineering "brainstorming" meetings. Therefore a presence in Idaho is necessary. An econonilic
presence is defined in Idaho Code§ 67-2349(1)(a)-(b).

Q-10. Is it permissible to bring in an out of state partner?
A-10. Yes, we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable.

Q-11. From the perspective of internet, security and VTC bridging, does the state have a desire to
centralized arrangement or a more regionalized arrangement?
A-11. The advantage of a decentralized regionalized arrangement is survivability and easier "belll
scheduling for Distance Learning engagements due to the different time zones that the State
operates under; but we are not stipulating a preference.

Q-12. Do the costs in Appendix D, Current State of Broadband in Idaho Public Schools refer to
annual or monthly costs?
A-12. Costs depicted in this chart listing current known connectivity and connection costs to our
Public High Schools, represent ANNUAL Operating Costs.
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APPENDIX F, IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT
REQUIREMENTS
Agency Name
DSL Servi Current
Geogra~hic
Bandwidth
ce
Locatiot
Type (MB)
Accountancy, Board of (Owyhee Plaza)
Boise! Metro
UBR
1.5
FRS VBR
Aging, Commission on
1.5
Boise' Metro
Agriculture, Department of
Access
Boise IMA Group
3
Boise: Metro
Nampa
VBR
1.5
Boise Metro
Twin Falls
VBR
1.5
Southern Idaho
DSL UBR
Arts, Commission
Boise; Metro
1.5
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for
the
Coeurd 'Alene DSL VBR
1.5
North Idaho
Lewiston DSL VBR
1.5
North Idaho
Idaho Falls DSL VBR
1.5
Eastern Idaho
Pocatello DSL VBR
1.5
Eastern Idaho
Twin Falls DSL VBR
1.5
Southern Idaho
Building Safety, Division of
Coeur d'Alene
VBR
1.5
North: Idaho
Meridian to CMFONI
VBR
6
Boise Metro
Corrections, Department of- (modified
pricing)
Blackfoot Dist 7 FRS VBR
1
Eastem Idaho
Boise Orchard to CMFONI ATM VBR
8
Boise Metro
Boise CWCEB FRS VBR
1
Boise Metro
Boise Dist4E ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
Boise Dist4W ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
Boise Parole ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
Burley ATM CBR
1.5
Eastern Idaho
Caldwell Dist3 ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
CDA FRS VBR
1.5
Northldaho
Cottonwood ATM CBR
1.5
North :Idaho
Idaho Falls CWCIF FRS VBR
1
Eastern Idaho
Idaho Falls Dist7 ATM CBR
1.5
Easter:Q. Idaho
ATM
Kuna/MS!
CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
Kuna!SCI ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
ATM
CBR
Kuna SIC!
1.5
Boise Metro
Lewiston ATM CBR
North[daho
1.5

FRS
Meridian Dist 4
Mountain Home ATM

VBR
CBR

1
1.5

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho

1
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NampaCWCN
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello Dist6
Pocatello PWCC
Rexburg Dist 7
Sandpoint
SBWCC
St. Anthony
Twin Falls Dist5
Dairv Commission
Denstistrv, Board of
Developmental Disabilities, Council on
Endowment Fund Investment Board
Environmental Quality, Department of(modified pricing)
Boise (Orchard Campus)
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Finance,Denartmentof
Fish and Game
Health and Welfare, Department of
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene Aging - 1221 Ironwood
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Moscow - 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health 111 Bever Grade Lavwai, ID
Health District 1
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene
Health District 1 - Sandpoint
Health District 2
Health District 3
Caldwell
Nampa
Health District 4
Health District 5
Health District 6

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM

ATM
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
UBR
UBR

UBR
UBR

1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.75
0.75
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise1 Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise:Metro

9
5

VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR

1.5
4.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Northi Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southem Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
VBR
VBR

14.75
1.5
1.5
9.75
0.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Northldaho
North,Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North,Idaho

VBR

1

North. Idaho

VBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

Northildaho
North.Idaho
North Idaho

VBR
VBR
CBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise !Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

10

5
10
10

1

1

2
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Health District 7
Hispanic Affairs, Commission on
Historical Society - Assay Office
Historical Society - Storage Building
Historical Society - Museum
Historical Society - History Center
Human Rights Commission (Owhyee Plaza)
Insurance, Department of
DOI - Coeur d'Alene
DOI - Pocatello
Juvenile Corrections, Department of
CDA
Twin Falls
Labor, Department of
Blackfoot- 34.HCGL.337784
Boise - IdaNet
Boise (DDS) (JDHW circuit) 34. YBGA.311890
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) 61.HCFS.100410
Boise (SCO) - IdaNet
Boise (Thomas Dev) - IdaNet
Bonners Ferry- 13.HCFJ.003306
Burley- 34.HFGJ.000125
Caldwell - 34.HFGJ.000121
Coeur d'Alene -13.HFFJ.001887
Emmett - 34.HCGJ.398898
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417
HaileyIdaho Falls- 30.HFFJ.192096
Kellogg-13.HCFJ.003329
Lewiston - 76.HFFJ.02856
McCallMeridian - 34.HFGJ.000111
- Moscow - 13.HCFJ.003309
Mountain Home- 34.HCGJ.001670
Orofino - 13.HCFJ. 003326
Payette - 34.HCGJ.394270
Pocatello - 34.HFGJ.000120
Rexburg- 34.HCFJ.001981
SalmonSandpoint - 13.HCFJ. 003327
Soda Springs St. Maries - 13.HCFJ. 003328
Twin Falls- 34.HFGJ.000126

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
ATM

VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

1.5
0.25
1.5
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise: Metro
Boise, Metro
Boise! Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5

North.Idaho
Eastern Idaho

VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Southern Idaho

Access

1.5

CBR

9.8

Eastern Idaho
Boise· Metro

VBR

1.5

Boise· Metro

Access

1.5
0.25
3.0
1.5
5.0
5.0
5.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
1.5
5.0
1.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North.Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North.Idaho
Boise Metro
North.Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
North.Idaho
Boise Metro
North ildaho
Boise Metro
North !Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastent Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North[daho
North[daho
Southern Idaho

CBR
Access

CBR
Access
Access

CBR
Access

CBR
Access
Access

CBR
CBR
Access
Access

CBR
Access

CBR
Access
Access
Access
Access

CBR
Access

CBR
Access

3
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Labor, Department of for: Disability
Determinations Services
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW
Boise DDS - connection to Labor
Lewis-Clark State College
Librarv, Idaho State-Idaho Falls
Liquor Dispensary, Idaho State
State Store 216 (Ammon ID)
State Store 222 (1175 Parkway Dr Blacifoot)
Boise HQ
Boise - Store Net
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise)
State Store 102 (1744 W. State St Boise)
State Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise)
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise)
State Store 107 ( 2150 Broadway, Boise)
State Store 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise)
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise)
State Store 110 (2273 S. Vista Ave #130
Boise)
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise)
State Store 114 (10356 Fairview Boise)
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise)
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise)
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners
Ferry)
State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley)
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Caldwell)
State Store 13 6 (3110 Cleveland #J7
Caldwell)
State Store 200 (825 Brundage Chubbuck)
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck)
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA)
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way
CDA)
· State Store 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA)
State Store 319 (1607 Northwest Blvd CDA)
State Store 117 (174 W State St Eagle)
State Store 119 (Eagle)
State Store 125 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle)
State Store 111 (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty)
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey)
State Store 300 (1077 W Heron Ave Hayden)
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden)
State Store 203 (2105 Niagara Dr Id Falls

VBR
CBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
1.5

Boise Metro
Bois~Metro
North Idaho
Easte:rin. Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
VBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise! Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise' Metro
Boise! Metro
Boise, Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise: Metro
Boise; Metro
Boise Metro
Boise, Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise,Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise I Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastenil Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastenil Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
ISDL
ISDL
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State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls)
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls)
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome)
State Store 323 (Kellogg)
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N
Ketchum)
State Store 129 (Kuna)
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston)
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston)
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview, Meridian)
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd,
Meridian)
State Store 303 (904 W Pullman Rd,
Moscow)
State Store 309 (872 W Troy Hwy #110,
Moscow)
State Store 122 (275'E. 4th N Mtn Home)
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd #7
Nampa)
State Store 115 (1225 12th Ave Rs S Nampa)
State Store 118 (1645 3 Marketplace Blvd
Nampa)
State Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino)
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette)
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello)
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello)
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello)
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice Way Post Falls)
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice Way Post
Falls)
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest
River)
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint)
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin
Falls)
State Store 207 (1146 Filer Ave E Twin
Falls)
State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd #311C Twin Fis)

State Store 326 (Wallace)
State Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser)
Lottery Commission
Medicine, Board of
Nursin~, Board of

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Nort4Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL

UBR

0.25

Boise, Metro

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Boise, Metro

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise. Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise,Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

North: Idaho
North' Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

Southetn Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.75

Southetn Idaho
Eastern. Idaho
Northldaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL

Occupational Licensing, Bureau of(Owhyee Plaza)

Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board

PtoP

3
1.5
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Parks and Recreation
Pharmacy, Board of
Public Works-Facility Services -for Idaho
Falls

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

Public Works-Design & Construction-for Lewiston
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Moscow
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Pocatello

Real Estate Commission
Snake River Basin Adjudication
ATM
Species Conservation, Office of
DSL
State Bar, Idaho
State Independent Living Council
DSL
Tax Aooeals, Board of
DSL
Tax Commission
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office
Tax - Lewiston Office
Tax- Twin Falls Office
Veterans Services
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise
Lewiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of
(modified pricing)
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001832
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Caldwell-39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
Coeur d'Alene Office # 110
CDA Mental Health #130
CDASWT#140
Idaho Falls- 39.YHFJ.001833
Idaho Falls- 39.YHFJ.001833
Lewiston Office #210
Lewiston Office #210
Moscow VR #230
Moscow (Uofl)
Orofino #220
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Sandpoint VR # 120
Sandpoint SWT#150
Twin Falls- 39.YHFJ.001828
Twin Falls- 39.YHFJ.001828

UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Eastem Idaho
Nortlt Idaho
Nortlt Idaho
Eastem Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho

UBR
UBR

3
1.5

Boise, Metro
North Idaho

CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR

3
0.5
0.5
3
0.5
3
3
0.5
0.75
0.75
0.5
3
0.5
3
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5
3
0.75
0.75
0.5
3

Boise' Metro
Boise, Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North: Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho
Southem Idaho

1
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Water Resources, Department of

Boise
CDA
Boise Airport
Idaho Falls
Twin Falls
Soda Sprin~s

VBR
VBR

MAC
MAC
MAC
VBR

4.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

7
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APPENDIX G, IEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)

IEN Standard Services Order Form (Sample)

SERVICE REQUEST FORM
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ORDER PLEASE CALL:
Office of the CIO, IEN Program Management Office
(208) 332-1876

APPROVALS

BILL TO:
Office of the CIO, State ofldaho
650 W. State Street, Rm 100

"Anywhere" High School

Boise, ID 83720

Agency/School/Library Representative

BILLING CONTACT:
IEN Program Management Office

Laura Hill 03/24/2009

Office of the CIO, State ofldaho

Reviewed by IEN Services Manager/IEN Statewide Network Ops. Coordinator

(208) 332-1876

PON: 2009-0003
(Insert Info here for each Service Location)

(Required Information After Circuit is ASSIGNED)

Agency:
Install. Contact:
Phone:
Site Contact:
Phone:
Repair Contact:
Phone:
Circuit type:
Speed:
CIR:
Location:
City:
Zip:
Number of PVCs:
Point To:
Wire Beyond NI?
Term At:

Customer Circuit #:
Customer DLCI:
Circuit Install. Date:
By:
Circuit Turn-up Date:
By:
If this is an upgrade, when was the disconnect ordered?
Date:
PON:

Disconnect Confirmed, Date:
By:

Billing Document Updated, Date:
By:

Service Type and Class: Due on or before 3/28/09 (Sample Only)
Choose link speed
DSL
Fractional Tl
Tl
IMA
_ L DS3

T
-

of service
Frame Relay
ATM
FRF.8 (interworldng)
Number of IMA Tis
Point-to-Point

-·

ATM QoS parameters
Frame Relay QoX
QoS:
CIR:
PCR:
Frac Tl speed:
SCR:
Indicate individual MA circuit IDs in the Comments sections
Service Duration:

DSLType
I

DSL Cc)nnection
Existing FAX Line
New Line
Phone :Number on Line:

c:J ·.
C:=J
I

8
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IEN Vision
The "Idaho Education Network" {IEN) is
expected to be a collaborative effort between
the state of Idaho and telecommunication
providers to construct and manage a
statewide education network,
infrastructures where possible as well as
services and support.
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IEN RFP Highlights Summary Continued
of legacy (existing) State\Public and Higher Education
communication networks
that meet E-Rate requirements-

Use of proven

for all Users of this system despite location
customer support and services
experience and success in
reimbursements

Experience

Project
Technology

for E-Rate

Plans

... , .... r1111nnn1iC C8l8IVS1 fOf ld&hO
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IEN Implementation Strategy
•

Due to an urgent need to either upgrade or replace our legacy State
ldaNet network, due to End of Life Equipment Support Issues (e.g. Cisco MGX
Switches), combined with a compelling need to
associated with
operating this network, the State of Idaho has made a conscious decision to
in the RFP, our Phased Migration plan, to make ldaNet a priority event.
Specifically:
connect all state
The first phase of this project will
public schools with scalable, high-bandwidth connections, including
connections to higher education institutions where applicable; but we will
also request that the winning vendor(s) assist the state in
for agency customers using ldaNet.
Follow on phases to this initial project will include
connectivity to each elementary and middle school, and the addition of
libraries to the IEN network.

•

Bidders need to keep in mind that if they can
and
by aggregating connectivity to an existing POP or
more viable ingress\egress point ( e.g. School District, Library, State Agency,Middle
School, etc.), they need to
those in their proposal submissions, even if
these IEN connectivity points are slated for subsequent phases of the project.
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IEN RFP Evaluation Methodology
• Division of Purchasing

•

RFP Evaluation Team Effort

IEN Evaluation Team formed to perform RFP
reviews
during this

• RFP Evaluation Team members
process
• Division of Purchasing
inputs from evaluation team

for handling of all data

• Reminder that

per Federal E-Rate Policy must be the
in evaluation of proposals; however, other relevant
factors stipulated in the RFP will also be factored into the process:
• Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods & Services
• Prior Experience (Ed Networks, E-Rate, Personal Quals)
• Management Capability
• Non-E-Rate Eligible Cost Factors
• Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships, Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
• Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation
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JANUARY 6, 2009
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO RFP02160
The following are modifications and responses to questions regarding RFP02160. These
modifications and responses are made part of and incorporated into RFP02160.

Section 3.1, Funding Methodology, is amended to read
Funding Methodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this IEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited
funding. Much of the work outlined in this RFP is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. The work is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's
E-Rate application (due Feb 1, 2009). While the State currently has limited funding, it is
requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010. A portion of the work described in
your proposal(s) and the contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the
appropriation, the State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service
providers meeting the Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of
State funding would be 1 Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider may be required to not begin certain work
until after 7-1-09, and then only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental
appropriation is approved by the legislature before 7-1-09). The State does not expect or require
the successful service provider to do or complete any work specified by this RFP prior to 7- [-09,
that is in excess of the current amount of funding available. Further, the successful service
provider shall not make any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, that
is in excess of the current amount of funding available, or is prior to the named contingencies
being met. This RFP is subject to cancellation and the contract may be subject to termination if
the Legislative appropriation is not approved.

Section 5.3, PRICING, LENGTH OF AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS IS AMENDED TO
READ:

5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20
Years.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers. Most of
the work described by this RFP may not begin to be performed prior to July 2009, because, such
work as specified by this RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval. This RFP
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is subject to cancellation or termination if Legislative appropriation is not approved. The
services provided pursuant to a contract awarded based on this RFP would be available to any
"Public agency" as defined by Idaho Code 67-2327.

Section 10, PRICING SCHEDULES, IS AMENDED TO READ:

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
Developing a statewide distance education network involves several types of cost.
Some costs, such as interregional transport costs will be eligible for e-rate
reimbursement. Other costs, including network operations and administration & indirect co$ts
are not eligible fore-rate.

Additionally, an understanding of how USAC defines local area networks (LANs), other Internal
Connections, and WANs is important to ensure that vendors submit funding requests that coilltain
only eligible products and services. In addition, vendors should understand the eligibility
requirements for the categories of service, such as Telecommunications Services, Internet
Access, Basic Maintenance and Internal Connections. For example, Telecommunications
Services can only be provided by an eligible telecommunications carrier.
Specifics concerning actual E-Rate eligible services and equipment can be found at the following
URLs:
http://www.usac.org/sl/applicants/step06/eligible-services-framework.aspx
http://www.usac.org/ res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL archive/EligibleServicesList 112108.pdf
These comprehensive Eligibility and Services List will indicate what specific products or
services may be eligible to receive discounts under the Schools and libraries Support
Mechanism. Vendors are highly encouraged to review these documents, in an effort to identify
specific terms and conditions, listed by category (e.g. Telecommunication Services, Internet
Access, Internal Connections, Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections, Miscellaneous, and
Special Eligibility Conditions).
rI'he Bidder will clearly identify each 6ffered service (by service type to include E-Rate . ..
!Eligibility per the USAC Schools andlLibraries list located at the URL above) and be specific on
~11 elements, processes, fees, etc. incl~ded in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact bf
normal growth, as w~ll .1s planned iind Ullplanned network expansion or service enhanc:eJ!!~tjt.
All prices shall be proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs
must be reflected in either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional chatges
will be accepted. The State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or
minimum quantities of network services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are
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for the sole purpose of assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for
any cost that is not identified in the Bidders proposal.
Note the following changes have been made to section 10.8, Pricing Schedules:

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing befo~e the
application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts. Vendors are also expected to
clearly annotate E-Rate vice non E-Rate eligible services and support in their proposed pricing
schedules. Vendors are also encouraged to propose pricing strategies that maximize the State's
ability to qualify for federal E-Rate funding. For example, a strategy to amortize network build
out costs to include equipment and installation costs and including them as part of a
Telecommunications or Internet Access service, these now become eligible as Priority One
services, thus qualifying the State and\or support public school or library entity as being eligible
for E-Rate discounts on an annual basis. Again, for specific information pertaining to E-Rate
Priority One and Two Services, the following information is provided:
FCC rules indicate that E-Rate funds will be available for four eligible categories of service:
telecommunications services, Internet access, internal connections, and basic maintenance of
internal connections.
First Priority for Funding (Priority 1 Services)

I

Telecommunications
Services

These are services that are used to communicate information
electronically between sites. The services must be provided by a
telecommunications carrier - i.e., an organization recognized by the FCC
as providing telecommunications services on a common carrier baisis.
Examples of telecommunications services include basic telephone
service and digital transmission services such as T-1 lines.

Internet Access

"Basic conduit access" to the Internet including e-mail is eligible for
discount and can be provided by a telecommunications carrier or any
commercial organization.

!

Second Priority for Funding (Priority 2 Services)
!

Internal Connections Internal connections consist of the wiring and components that expand
data access within a school or library such as to individual classrooms
within a school. Internal connections can be provided by any commercial
organization.
Basic Maintenance

Basic maintenance of internal connections consists of services
"necessary to enable the continued operation of the eligible equipment."
It includes: repair and upkeep of eligible hardware, wire and cable
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maintenance, basic technical support, and configuration changes.

In addition, the FCC has determined that a voice mail service can receive support in the
telecommunications or Internet access category and voice mail products can receive support as
internal connections.
The following Schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel
worksheets. Please contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance
in using these worksheets.
[/~--~~--··--=Schedule A: Propo~ Vendor IEN Solution_.(RFP-Section 3.5.2 )-·-----~- ___ 6=_·
Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

Item no. Description
1 TOTALPRICE

E-Rate
Eligible
Yes\No?

Estimated
Annual E- Estimated Net
Cost to the
Discount

2 Breakdown of Total Price:
Item or Services Descriptions

E-Rate Priority One Services:

Schedule B: Increme~tal Bandwidth (RFP ·section 8.1)
-~·~,-----·

-~-....._..

......

____

-

I

.

,_,_,.__ ..-... , _ _,.__,

~~- ~~-

-"-J:.,

Item no. Description
1 Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

-··--~--·L- ~ •~ ~-s-,--

' - ',~-------~--- _ -

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge($) Charge($)

---

-

-----~~---,__-

E-Rate
Eligible
Yes\No?

Estimated Estimalted
AnnualE- Net C~st
Rate
to the
Discount
Stat~

2 Burstable incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)
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Item no. Description
1 Fixed bandwidth
(indicate units)

One-time
charge($)

Monthly
Recurring
Charge($)

E-Rate
Eligible
Yes\No?

Estimated Estimated
AnnualE- Net Cost
to the
Rate
Discount?
State

2 Burstable bandwidth
(indicate units)

Additional E-Rate Priority One and Two Services Support:

r:::_W''_'·_·,_._··_' '_"··_"%_/S_c_bed_·_u_le_n_._/JJN~~'_a_lu_~_":::a_'d~·d_ed_S_erv_'_fo_es_>fi_o_r_IE_N_U_sers_·,_·~<RFP_·_S_e_c_ti_bn_·/~10~}4~)~'- - - - - ~ ~
Item no. Description
1 DNS Caching
2 Network Security
3 Application Level Monitoring
4 Content Filtering
5 IP Maintenance
6 E-Mail & Archiving Services
7 Managed Firewall Services
8 Traffic Prioritization Services
9 Other value-added services

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

E-Rate
Elighble
Yes\No?

Estimated
AnnualE- Estimated
rate
Net Cost to
Discount the State?
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. . . ~.ghedy!e1E:r«&s;l!![g£).];9i:,ee,g'WJllil!lC,S@dJ.[~ge Repg~{m ,S}lCUQn§.n.
Monthly
One-time Recurring
Notes (Non E-Rate Eligible
charge ($} Charge ($}
Admin Services
Item no. Description
1

[

2

THE FOLLOWING ARE QUESTIONS SUBMITTED IN RESPONSE TO RFP02160 AND
THEIR RESPECTIVE ANSWERS.
Q-1. In Section 5 .3 the State provides for the option to contract with up to four providers as a
result of this RFP, however throughout the document the State also references its desire to have a
single point of accountability or ContractorNendor. In our experience when a State selects
multiple providers to deliver telecommunications services, it often results in reduced
effectiveness and mixed accountability amongst the selected parties, especially when the
objective is to provide an integrated service as part of the deliverable.
Is it the State's preference to achieve a multi-award contract by choosing a single
response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still provides a
single point of accountability per end user community (legacy IdaNet/agency users and
K-12/libraries), thereby eliminating the finger-pointing often associated with multi-award
contracts?
The reason we ask is specific to the E-Rate-eligible (K-12/library) user base as a conttact
with multiple vendors typically creates E-Rate issues as the E-Rate process expects one
winner. A state contract with multiple winners could require each underlying school
system to do a mini-RFP to evaluate the state contract providers and select one. Such
work would require additional effort and E-Rate paperwork for each school system and
could result in a less cost effective solution - i.e. multiple backbones, etc.
A-1. While the State reserves the right to make multiple awards, it is the State's preference to
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including legacy IdanetJState
Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the finger pointing often associated with
multi-award contracts.

Q-2. As part of the technical requirements in Section 8.1 of the RFP, the State indicates that
"[a]nticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
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other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference." Given the varied
telecommunications and physical territory throughout Idaho, we would certainly expect that
service delivery would be provided through a mix of last mile access technologies. Would T-1 s,
NxT-1, wireless (microwave and other), T-3s and Ethernet services be considered acceptable and
preferable physical circuits for last mile delivery, provided that the provider's backbone is
composed of the indicated OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet circuits?
A-2. Other acceptable bandwidths will be considered, to include Tl-s, NxT-ls, wireless
(including microwave and other), T-3s and Ether net services on a case by case basis, depending
up the size of the supported customer base, the geographical location and end user equipment
capabilities. Vendors per the RFP need to clearly articulate in writing, justifications for such last
mile location delivery methodologies.
Q-3. The State ofldaho has contracts in place for IdaNet that expire in October and November
2010. However, there are individual circuits purchased under those contracts that have service
terms that expire before the master contract expiration dates. Will the State renew those cir<i:uits
whose individual terms expire prior to the contract dates under those existing master contracts or
to the service provider awarded as a result of this RFP?
A-3. The state is currently reviewing options for individual IdaNet contracts that expire prior to
the master contract, to see if these customers can be transitioned as early as possible onto a 111ew
IdaNet backbone, with the State paying a month to month renewal for existing services, until
such time, these customers are migrated.
Q-4. In Section 5.6, the State indicates that this contract shall be subject to a 1.25%
administrative fee. Such a fee is not eligible for discount under the Federal E-Rate program.
Will the State consider waiving this fee for any £-Rate-eligible participant in order to maximize
both the state and federal funding available?
A-4. The state will waive the 1.25% administrative fee for any contract resulting from this RFP.

Q-5. Will the State provide a list of the Idaho communities included in the definition of a Large
Metropolitan Area or provide a definition of what constitutes a Large Metropolitan Area versus a
rural area? (Sections 8.1 and 8.4)?
A-5. The state in coordination with the University ofldaho, Rural Distance Education Learning
program has established the following definitions for a Large Metropolitan Area versus a rural
area. Specifically, the following Idaho Counties are classified as large metropolitan areas:
The Boise Metropolitan Area (officially known as the Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan
Statistical Area) is Idaho's largest metropolitan area. Other metropolitan areas in order of si.2Je are
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho Falls, Pocatello and Lewiston.
As of 2006, six official micropolitan statistical areas are based in Idaho (with populations baised
on urban areas in the United States based around a core city or town with a population of 10,000
to 49,999). Twin Falls is the largest of these.
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Rural Areas are defmed per Idaho Code§ 67-9003, Idaho Rural Development Partnership A<et as:
(4) "Rural area" means:
(a) All the territory of the state ofldaho that is not within the
boundary of any standard metropolitan statistical area as defmed by the
United States office of management and budget;
(b) All territory within any standard metropolitan statistical area
described in subsection (4)(a) of this section within a census tract
having a population density ofless than twenty (20) persons per square
mile, as determined according to the most recent census of the United
States as of any date; and
(c) Such areas as the partnership may identify as rural.

Q-6. Will the State please specify the certifications required of a bidder, including any required
certifications by the Idaho Division of Purchasing to provide the services outlined in this RFP?
Additionally, we are not aware of any requirement to file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing
(or the Idaho Regulatory Authority) specific to the network proposed; will the State clarify this
requirement?
A-6. The Division of Purchasing does not have any specific and\or required certifications;
however bidders must be registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do
business in the State ofldaho. Concerning the question about Tariffs, there is no requirement to
file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing. Any contract resulting from this RFP is to be
construed as an Individual Case Base (ICB) contract.
Q-7. In Section 9. 7 the State requests a list of all customers for the bidder. Will the State please
confirm if it would be acceptable to provide a representative list of customers who purchase
services from the bidder that are similar to those requested in this RFP in lieu of a full customer
list?
A-7. The State interprets this question to be a request for current users. Based on this
interpretation, a customer list was already provided as Appendixes A and F in the IEN RFP and
subsequent Amendment 3.
Q-8. The State requests both resumes of potential IEN engineering support staff in Section 8.1
and biographical information for each staff member responsible for design, implementation,
project management or other positions identified in the requirements of the RFP in Section 9.10.
Will it be acceptable to the State for the bidder to solely provide any required resumes and
biographical information in a single form in our response to Section 9 .1 O?
A-8. No. The State needs to know who will be assisting the IEN effort and their qualifications.
Q-9. Does the state have a preference of the physical location for the service provider's Network
Operations Center (NOC)?
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A-9. Yes. A service provider's Network Operation Center (NOC), needs to be located within the
geographical confines ofldaho.
Q-10. In the pre-bid conference, the State indicated that there would be future phases of this
project. Will there be new RFPs for those future phases or will the State simply place additional
orders for service with the service provider awarded as part of this RFP?
A-10. No, there will not be any new RFPs issued for this IEN effort. The intent is to use the
provider. Subsequent phases of this effort will be implemented using service orders.
Q-11. 5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and
one-quarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract
Usage Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State
through its Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent ( 1.25%)
of the CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.
Request for clarification: Could the State please expand on the language highlighted above.
We currently could not find this requirement in any of our existing agreements such as the
IdaNet Master Service Agreement or Telephone Service - Calling Cards, Toll Free, and Direct
Dial Services. Please provide an example of the State's expectation with this billing
requirement.

A-11. See QIA 4 above.
Q12. STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
9. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE:
Acceptance of this Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 601,
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964, in that "No person in the United States shall, on the grounds
of race, color, national origin, or sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance." In addition, "No other wise qualified handicapped individual in the United States
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance" (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts
involving federal funds, the applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 11246 as
amended, Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974,
Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sections 621, et seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of Interior regulations at 43 CFR
Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also incorporated into this
Agreement. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws made during
the term of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing ,such
laws. The Contractor must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement.
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Request for clarification: [Our Company], for itself, agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 9.2 of the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS, but requests a clarification with regard to the final sentence: "The Contractor
must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement." [Our Company] has
existing contracts with the subcontractors who will be working with [Our Company] to provlide
the solutions offered in this RFP response. It would be time consuming and costly to renegotiate
those contracts in order to include the exact language set forth in Section 9.2. [Our Company]
requests clarification from the State regarding the State's requirement. Following is the langlllage
included in [Our Company's] standard contracts with its subcontractors. While the language is
not exactly as set forth in Section 9 .2, the intent and the effect are the same. Does the State agree
that [Our Company's] contracts with its subcontractors which contain the following terms are
compliant with Section 9.2?
1

PROCUREMENT STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
16.2 Compliance with Laws and Policies.
Supplier will obtain, at its expense, all permits and licenses, pay all
fees, and comply with all federal, international (if applicable), state
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders applicable
to Supplier or Supplier's performance hereunder including, the
Communications Act and orders of the Federal Communications
Commission. Supplier agrees to adhere to the [Our Company]
Ethical Business Practices, or with Supplier's code of conduct or
own similar standards. If any terms of the [Our Company] Ethical
Business Practices conflict with the terms of this Agreement, the
Agreement will prevail. The [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices may be found at
Employment Practices {p. 6 - [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices for Consultants, Contractors and SuppliersJ
Illegal Harassment-Sexual and Other
[Our Company] complies with all applicable civil rights, human
rights, immigration, and labor laws. This includes providing equal
employment opportunities to employees and job applicants and
maintaining a workplace free from illegal discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, and retaliation. While Supplier's
employees are not employees of [Our Company], [Our Company]
expects Suppliers to share this commitment. [Our Company] will
not tolerate illegal harassment or discrimination in any form and
supports those Suppliers who provide equal opportunity to all in
accordance with the requirements of applicable law. At [Our
Company], our business culture promotes mutual respect,
acceptance, cooperation, productivity and a work environment free
of sexual harassment or other illegal harassment among employees
who are diverse in:
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Age
Sex
Color
Sexual orientation
Race
Ethnicity
National origin
Marital or family status
Veteran status
Disability
Religion
Any other legally protected category

A-12. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.
Q-13. STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk ofloss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain
with Contractor until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent
defects, fraud and Contractor's warranty obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not
release the Contractor from any obligation under this Agreement.
Exception and Request for Alternate Term: [Our Company] agrees to and will comply with
the Acceptance provisions set forth in Section 17, above. However, because there are at least 14
days between the State's physical receipt of hardware or other equipment and its acceptance of
the materials, [Our Company] cannot agree to the Risk of Loss terms requested by the State in
Section 18.
[Our Company] proposes the following alternate term: The State will ensure that its personnel
are available to receive delivery of equipment or materials at the State's site, at a date and time to
be determined between [Our Company] and Customer. All risk of loss of equipment or mateirials
will transfer to the State upon delivery, except damage caused by [Our Company], its agents or
subcontractors. Mere receipt by the State does not constitute final acceptance.
[Our Company] cannot be responsible for Risk of Loss to equipment or materials not in its
possession.
A-13. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.
Q-14. How did the State come up with the Specifications for this proposal?
A-14. Specifications for this proposal were drafted as a result of lessons learned from similar
initiatives of the same size and scope recently undertaken by several States, in the development
of their own respective Education Networks. Additionally, a team of State Technical experts was
assembled to discuss State of Idaho Specific requirements for agencies migrating to this IEN
backbone, to ensure that all technical requirements were captured as part of this RFP process.
Q-15. Can we bid on a certain appendix?
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A-15. As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total service solutions provider.
Vendors interested in bidding on a particular section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to work
with a major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of the required
specifications as set forth in this document.
Q-16. Will the State accept substitute products or manufacturers?
A-16. The State will consider all recommendations for substitute products and or manufacmrers,
if they are fully interoperable with existing legacy State of Idaho network systems, are cutilitg
edge in terms of new technology, have a solid 24/7 maintenance support system, and are in
keeping with current industry pricing for such systems.
Q-17. Appendix "F" lists a number of circuits from various agencies to the Ida-Net back bone.
Is the State requesting that these circuits be replaced in phase la of this project, or are these
circuits just to be re-homed to the new JEN/IdaNet backbone?
A-17. The circuits listed in Appendix F concerning agencies currently connected to the IdaNet
back bone are circuits that must be re-homed to a new JEN\ldaNet backbone wherever applicable
and feasible during Phase la of the JEN project. Note the State will assist the winning vendor,
post award in establishing a priority for these migrations based on customer mission criticality,
contract service dates (e.g. expiring connectivity contracts) and the availability of supporting
funding. In cases where this is not readily feasible, the vendor may need to consider replacement
of these existing circuits to accommodate both user and JEN core backbone network
requirements.
Q-18. When does the management of the IdaNet transition start, up on the RFP award or July
1st? The first draft of the RFP emphasized that no work would start before July 1, 2009. Does
the addition of phase lb to replace the IdaNet backbone change the start date of the project?
A.18. State management of the IdaNet transition will commence upon the RFP award on or
about 26 January 2009; RFP Contractual language to amend the RFP to reflect the availability of
limited funding for JEN Phase la IdaNet transition work is currently being undertaken by our
legal staff and will subsequently be posted as an another RFP amendment for vendors to review.
Tentative date to start IdaNet Transition activities (discovery and planning phases) is slated tor
on or about 2 February 2009.
Q-19. Syringa Networks provides ITD 12 DS3 ATM circuits that are not being used to their full
capacity. Can any of the excess capacity on these circuits be used for JEN/IdaNet?
A-19. Vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case Syringa, to
see if any access capacity on these circuits can be utilized in support of the JEN/IdaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITO is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to use this excess
bandwidth with the Idaho Transportation Department. It will however be incumbent on the
winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (Syringa).
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Q-20. Will ITD transition its network to the new IEN/ldaNet backbone? When will this occur?
What are the locations served by the ITD network ifit is to be part of the new IEN/ldaNet
network?
A-20. ITD as a current customer ofldaNet will migrate to the new IEN/ldaNet backbone. The
timing of this transition will be dependent upon the criticality of the missions that they (ITD) are
supporting, availability of funding to do these migrations and a solid technical plan, developed
by the winning contractor, with assistance from the State that is successfully staffed through our
Change Management board and approved by ITD. Specific locations served by the ITD network
as it pertains to IdaNet, are listed in Appendix F of this RFP. There are no current plans at this
time to transition the remaining ITD network entities onto this new IEN\ldaNet backbone.
Q-21. A Shared Resources Agreement between ITD and 360 Networks provided an OC-3 circuit
from ISP in Meridian to North Idaho that is part of the existing IdaNet backbone. Can this
circuit be used for IEN/ldaNet network?
A-21. Again, vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case 360
Networks, to see if any access agreements can be utilized in support of the IEN/ldaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITD is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to leverage ITD's
existing 360 networks contract with the Idaho Department of Transportation; but only if it is
economical to do so, and also makes sense from a technological standpoint. It will however be
incumbent on the winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (360
Networks).
Q-22. Can the vendor awarded this RFP collocate new equipment at the existing IdaNet sites in
Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene?
A-22. Yes, the winning vendor can and is highly encouraged to co-locate new equipment at all
and all existing IdaNet locations wherever feasible to ensure a smooth network transition to a
new IEN\ldaNet backbone system for our supported customer base.
Q-23. There exist CWDM connections over fiber from ITD on State Street, Department of
Health and Welfare Towers, BHS at Gowen Field, and ISP at Meridian. Can any frequencies
(lambdas) on this network be used for the IEN/IdaNet network?
A-23. Yes, but only if it makes both economic and technical sense to do so and will not impact
current ITD, Health and Welfare, BHS and JPS missions. We (the State) would work with the
winning vendor to see what if any frequencies could be used for the IEN/ldaNet network.
Vendors are encouraged to make technical recommendations concerning the use or reuse of
existing lambdas in their proposal submissions, enabling the State to review accordingly with the
affected customers.
Q-24. The pricing requirements in Section 10 - especially 10.8 - appear to combine several
different technologies and end customers. The schedules also appear to combine items that have
different E-Rate eligibility. Can the State revise these tables or instructions to clearly require
separation of pricing and indication of expected E-Rate eligibility, as applicable, for (1)
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equipment not eligible for Priority 1 e-rate funding; (2) IdaNet/state agency services and (3)
video conferencing equipment and services?
A-24. See new Section 10 above.
Q-25. If multiple vendors are selected (up to 4), how will the State ofldaho integrate all of'the
vendors and the services they offer? Who will coordinate the development, outsourcing and
implementation of this statewide network, file for E-Rate, etc? Will the State identify one of the
4 vendors to do this?
A-25. While it is stated in the amended Section 5.3 (above) that any resulting contract from this
solicitation may be awarded up to four providers, it is still the desire of the State to contract with
a single end-to-end managed internet service provider with existing partners and\or a willingness
to form partnerships, in an effort to achieve the specified requirements of our IEN initiative.
Q-26. Will the State ofID rebid these services if the funding is not secured this year? What is
the State ofldaho's course of action if the funding is not approved?
A-26. It is the intent of the State to award an IEN contract during FY09. The State has partial
funding to start on our IdaNet migration initiative, which is now slated as phase la of our
amended RFP (Amendment 3 to RFP 02160). Upon completion of that initiative, and contingent
upon future availability of funding for our IEN effort, the State intends to issue Service Orders,
per the RFP, for any follow on IEN initiatives, to the winning vendor(s). Ifno additional funding
is secured for this IEN project after 5 years (the end of the first contractual period of work), a
new RFP will be released. The State reserves the right to cancel any resulting contract due to a
lack of funding per Item 26, Appropriation by the Legislature Required, of the State ofldaho
Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, incorporated into this RFP by reference.
Q-27. Regarding section 19 of the State ofldaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions: The
State ofldaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions are silent as to many details from
Contractor's Terms and Conditions regarding how Contractor provides and bills for its services,
protects it's investments, and ensures the return of a reasonable profit. Certain provisions of the
State of Idaho Contract Terms and Conditions are contrary to Vendor's Standard Terms and
Conditions. Contractor has additional terms and conditions it wishes to incorporate into the
State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, in addition to those Terms and Conditions, and
in some cases to replace a particular provision with Contractor's language. Will the State
consider these additional terms and conditions listed below?
Contractor agrees to negotiate in good faith any of these terms not acceptable to the State in the
proposed form.
Service Orders: State may submit service orders to Contractor to purchase telecommunication
and related services under this Agreement ("Service Orders"). The Service Orders describe the
telecommunication and related services that are available for purchase ("Services"). When fully
executed by both Parties, the Service Orders and these Standard Terms and Conditions form the
final written agreement between the Parties ("Agreement"). The Agreement can only be
amended or modified in a written document that is signed by both Parties. All Services are
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offered subject to availability, and Contractor has the right not to accept a Service Order
submitted by the State. If a Service Order has been accepted by Contractor, Contractor will
provide Services for the term agreed to in such Service Order and renewal periods ("Service
Term").
Cancellation, Modification or Expedition of Orders: "Cancellation", "Modification" and
"Expedite Charges" referenced hereunder are posted to the Contractor's Website and are subject
to modification by Contractor effective upon posting to that website.
(a) Cancellation. The State may cancel a Service Order(s) if the request is received in writing by
Contractor prior to the planned installation date, and Contractor shall have the right to assess a
Cancellation Charge (a Service Order can only be cancelled one time; the execution of a new
Service Order restarts the cancellation process). If the request to cancel is received after
installation has begun, the State must pay full termination liability as set forth below.
(b) Modification. The State may request in writing the modification of any Service Order(s).
Such request shall result in a Modification Charge. If Contractor receives a written modification
request for delay of installation less than 3 days prior to the planned installation date, the State
must pay, in addition to the Modification Charge, the monthly recurring charge ("MRC")
applicable to the delayed Service for the shorter of one billing month or the period from the
original due date to the requested installation date. Contractor reserves the right to limit the
number of requests to delay the planned installation date.
(c) Expedite. The State may request an expedited installation date. If Contractor accepts the
expedited installation date, the State must pay an Expedite Charge.
(d) Third Party Charges. In addition to the charges set forth in (a), (b) and (c) above, Contractor
may bill the State for any third party charges it incurs in order to complete the State's request to
cancel, modify, or expedite the Service Order(s).
Contractor Network, Access and Interconnection:
(a) Responsibilities. Contractor will own and control the telecommunications equipment, cable
and facilities installed and operated by Contractor for provision of the Services to the State
("Contractor Network"). The Contractor Network will remain Contractor's personal property
regardless of where located or attached. Contractor has the right to upgrade, replace or remove
the Contractor Network in whole or in part, regardless of where located, so long as the Services
continue to perform. Contractor has the right to limit the manner in which any portion of the
Contractor Network is used to protect the technical integrity of the Network. The State may not
alter, move or disconnect any parts of the Contractor Network and is responsible for any damage
to, or loss of, the Contractor Network caused by the State's (or its end users') breach of this
provision, negligence or willful misconduct. Contractor has no obligation to install, maintain or
repair any equipment owned or provided by the State, unless otherwise agreed to in a writing
executed by the Parties. If the State's equipment is incompatible with the Service, the State is
responsible for any special interface equipment or facilities necessary to achieve compatibilify.
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(b) Access. Contractor may require access to the State's premises to install and maintain the
Services and Contractor's Network. The State must provide Contractor with a contact and/or help
desk number that can be reached 24 hours per day/7 days per week. The State also must provide
reasonable access rights and/or rights of way from third parties, space, power and environmental
conditioning as may be required for the installation and maintenance of the Contractor Network
at the State's premises.
(c) Letter of Authorization / Carrier Facility Assignment. If the State intends to connect the
Services to facilities that neither it nor Contractor owns, it must provide Contractor with and
maintain (for the Service Term) a current letter of authorization and carrier facility assignment,
as applicable.
Installation and Maintenance:

(a) Installation. CONTRACTOR will notify the State when the Service has been successfully
installed and is available for the State's use ("Service Date"). Unless the State notifies
CONTRACTOR by the close of business on the Service Date that the Service is not operational,
the Service Term will commence. If the State so notifies CONTRACTOR, the Service Date will
occur and the Service Term will commence when the Service is operational. The Service Date
will not be delayed or postponed due to problems with the State's equipment or the State's lack
of readiness to accept or use Service.
(b) Maintenance:
(i) Scheduled Maintenance. CONTRACTOR will monitor Contractor's Network 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week. Scheduled Maintenance will be performed between the hours of midnight
and 6:00 a.m. (local time where the maintenance is being performed) unless another time is
agreed to by the Parties for the particular circumstance. CONTRACTOR will endeavor to
provide the State with at least five business days notice before performing Scheduled
Maintenance unless a shorter notice period is required under the circumstances.
(ii) Emergency Maintenance. If CONTRACTOR has to perform maintenance outside of the
Scheduled Maintenance window set forth in subsection (b)(i) above, then CONTRACTOR will
provide as much prior notice to The State as is practicable under the circumstances.
Charges, Billing, Taxes and Payment:

(a) Services are billed on a monthly basis commencing with the Service Date. Services are
invoiced in advance, but usage charges are invoiced in arrears. Any installation or other nonrecurring charges, which are non-refundable, will appear on the first monthly invoice.
(b) CONTRACTOR may require a deposit prior to the provision of any new Service.
CONTRACTOR also may require a deposit as a condition to its obligation to continue to provide
Service(s) if The State has failed to timely pay for Service(s) on two occasions during any six
month period.
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(c) CONTRACTOR will invoice the State for applicable Taxes (defined below) and, whetnever
possible, will identify such charges as a separate line item on the invoice. The State will be
liable for Taxes which were assessed by or paid to an appropriate taxing authority within the
applicable statute of limitations period. If the State fails to pay any Taxes properly billed, then
as between CONTRACTOR and The State, The State will be solely responsible for payment of
the Taxes, and penalty and interest.

"Tax" or "Taxes" mean any federal, state or local excise, gross receipts, value added, sales, use
or other similar tax, fee, tax-like fee or surcharge of whatever nature and however designated
imposed, or sought to be imposed, on or with respect to purchases by the State from
CONTRACTOR for consideration under this Agreement or for Contractor's use of public streets
or rights of way, which CONTRACTOR is required or permitted by law or a tariff to collect
from the State; provided, however, that the term "Tax" will not include any tax on Contractor's
corporate existence, status, income, corporate property or payroll taxes.
(d) Payment for all undisputed amounts due under this Agreement must be received by
CONTRACTOR on or before the due date specified on the bill ("Due Date"). Any payment or
portion thereof not received by the Due Date is subject to a late charge on the unpaid amount at
the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by law.

Disputes: If the State disputes any charges, it must log the dispute by completing and submitting
a dispute form via Contractor's dispute website [located at: ], or by contacting Contractor's
dispute telephone line at 1-800-[]. All disputes must be submitted to CONTRACTOR in the
manner specified above within 120 calendar days of the date of the invoice associated with the
disputed charges, or the invoice shall be deemed correct and all rights to dispute such charges are
waived. Withheld disputed amounts determined in favor of CONTRACTOR must be paid by the
State within five (5) business days following written, electronic or telephonic notice of the
resolution, and will bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by
law from the Due Date until the date paid. Amounts that were disputed but paid by the State will
bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by law from the date
paid through the date of resolution if the resolution is determined in the State's favor.
Service Levels / Service Outage Credits:
(a) Service Level Agreement ("SLAV''). The SLAV for a particular Service, which specifies the
applicable performance metrics and outage credit schedule, is contained in each Service Order.
If no SLAV is included with a Service Order, then credits for Service Outages (defined below)
will be issued at 1/1440 of the applicable MARC per 30 minute outage for up to a 24-hour
period, but if a Service Outage lasts greater than 24 hours, at 1/144 of the applicable MARC per
3 hour period. Credits issued during any calendar month will not exceed the MARC associated
with the affected Service that experienced the Service Outage's).
(b) Service Outage Definition. A "Service Outage" is defmed as either: (a) material noncompliance with a specific performance metric in a service level agreement; or (b) a comJ!>lete
loss of transmission or reception capability for a Service caused by Contractor's Network.
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(c) Reporting and Tracking of Service Outages.
If there is a Service Outage, the State must contact Contractor's The State Network Reliability
Center ("CORK") at 800-[], and CONTRACTOR will open a trouble ticket and provide the State
with a trouble ticket number for tracking purposes.
(d) Duration of Service Outage and Application of Credits. For the purpose of calculating
applicable credits, a Service Outage begins when the State reports the Service Outage to
Contractor's CORK, and ends when the Service is restored. The duration of the Service Outage
only includes outages that are caused by Contractor's Network and do not include outages caused
by the equipment, acts or omissions of The State, third parties, Force Majuro events, or outages
occurring during scheduled or emergency maintenance. The duration of a Service Outage also
does not include any time during which CONTRACTOR is not allowed access to the premises
necessary to restore the Service. Credits for Service Outages are only issued if requested by the
State, and such requests must be submitted to CONTRACTOR within 120 days from the date
Service is restored.
(e) Chronic Trouble Services. If two Service Outages have occurred on a particular Service
during a 30-day period, and a third Service Outage occurs within thirty days following the
second Service Outage, The State may terminate the applicable Service without early termination
liability provided that The State supplies CONTRACTOR with a written termination notice no
later than thirty days following the third Service Outage.

(t) Remedies. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the remedies set forth
in the service level agreement and in sub-sections (a) and (e) above of this Agreement constitute
the State's sole and exclusive remedy for Service Outages.
(g) Service Outages Not Caused by Contractor's Network. If CONTRACTOR responds to a
service call initiated by the State, and CONTRACTOR reasonably determines that the cause of
the problem is not due to Contractor's Network, but is due to the State's equipment or facilities,
or a third party, the State must compensate CONTRACTOR for the service call at Contractor's
then prevailing rates.
Governmental Regulation - Changes:
(a) This Agreement is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations,
and each Party must comply with them in performing its obligations hereunder. To the extent any
provision herein conflicts with any applicable law, rule or regulation, such law, rule or regulation
will supersede the conflicting provision.
(b) CONTRACTOR may discontinue or impose additional requirements to the provision of
Service, upon 15 days written notice, if necessary to meet regulatory requirements or if such
requirements have a material, adverse impact on the economic feasibility of CONTRACTOR
providing the Service. The State is not responsible for the termination liability set forth below if
CONTRACTOR discontinues the Service under this subsection.
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Indemnification: Each Party ("Inseminator'') shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the
other Party ("Indemnities") from all losses or damages arising from or related to bodily injury or
physical damage to tangible property caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of
Inseminator. The State shall indemnify, defend and hold CONTRACTOR harmless frotn all
losses or damages arising from the State's violation of third party intellectual property rights, all
claims of any kind by the State's end users, or any act or omission of the State associated with
any Service. (TO REPLACE SECTION 11 OF STATES STANDARD TERMS AND
CONDITIONS)
Limitation of Liability: Except for the Parties' respective obligations set forth in Section 14
herein, neither Party is liable to the other for indirect, consequential, special, incidental, or
punitive damages of any kind or nature whatsoever (including without limitation lost profits, lost
revenues, lost savings, lost opportunity or harm to business), whether or not foreseeable, whether
or not the Party had or should have had any knowledge, actual or constructive, that such damages
might be incurred, and regardless of the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the
frustration of either Party's purpose. Indirect damages include, but are not limited to, damages
of the kinds specified in the preceding sentence that are incurred by a third party and are asserted
against a Party (including attorneys' fees and expenses). Contractor's liability to The State for
direct damages may not exceed one month's calculation of the applicable Mares regardl~ss of
the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the frustration of either Party's purpose.
CONTRACTOR has no liability for the content of information that The State passes through
Contractor's Network, the State's transmission errors, or any failure to establish connections
outside of the CONTRACTOR Network.
Termination by CONTRACTOR:
(a) Termination With Notice. CONTRACTOR may disconnect all Service's) associated with a
delinquent account upon ten (10) days written notice for the State's failure to pay amounts due
under this Agreement which remain uncured at the end of the notice period; or upon thirty (30)
days written notice for: (i) the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this
Agreement or any law, rule or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the
end of the notice period; (ii) any governmental prohibition or required alteration of the Services.
(b) Termination Without Notice. CONTRACTOR may terminate or suspend Services without
notice if: (i) necessary to protect Contractor's Network; (ii) CONTRACTOR has reasonable
evidence of The State's illegal, improper or unauthorized use of Services; or (iii) required by
legal or regulatory authority.
(c) Post Termination. Any termination or disconnection shall not relieve the State of any liability
incurred prior to such termination or disconnection, or for payment of unaffected Services.
CONTRACTOR retains the right to pursue all available legal remedies if it terminates this
Agreement or disconnects Service(s) in accordance with this Section. All terms and conditions of
this Agreement shall continue to apply to any Services not so terminated, regardless of the
termination of this Agreement. If CONTRACTOR terminates Service in accordance with this
section, and The State wants to restore such Service, The State first must pay all past due
charges, a reconnection charge and a deposit equal to 2 months' recurring charges. All reqruests
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by The State for disconnection of On-Net Services will be processed by CONTRACTOR in 30
days or less, and for disconnection of long haul Off-Net Services in 45 days or less, following
delivery of the written notice. The State must pay for Services until such disconnection actually
occurs. The State must submit requests to disconnect or terminate Services to Contractor's Order
Entry department in accordance with Section 20 below.
Termination by the State: The State may terminate this Agreement and/or any Service Order
hereunder upon thirty (30) days prior written notice, without incurring termination liability, for
Contractor's (i) breach of any material provision of this Agreement, or any law, rule or regulation
that affects The State's use of Service(s), which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
and/or (ii) insolvency, bankruptcy, assignment for the benefit of creditors, appointment of trustee
or receiver or similar event.
Termination Liability: If CONTRACTOR terminates this Agreement or any Service Onier(s)
due to the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this Agreement or any law,
rule or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
or because CONTRACTOR has reasonable evidence of the State's illegal, improper or
unauthorized use of Services; or if the State terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s)
for any reason other than Contractor's material breach that remains uncured after written notice
and a reasonable cure period, all MRCs associated with the terminated Service(s) for the balance
of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and payable. If the termination
occurs during the second year of any Service Term, and the terminated service is provisioned
entirely on Contractor's network, then 50% of all MRCs associated with the terminated
Service(s) for the balance of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately du~ and
payable.
Assignment: (EDIT SECTION 20 OF STATE STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS TO READ LIKE THIS: "20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any
interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to whom such Agreement or order is given
to any other party without the approval in writing of the Administrator, Division of Purchasing,
not to be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed except that CONTRACTOR may assign
its rights and/or obligations hereunder (a) to its parent, affiliates or subsidiaries, (b) pursuant to
any merger, acquisition, reorganization, sale or transfer of all or substantially all its assets, or (c)
for purposes of financing. Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the annument
of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any
breach of such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1 ])"
Governing Law - Litigation: This Agreement is governed by and subject to the laws of the
State of Idaho excluding its principles of conflicts of law. If litigation is commenced to enforce
this Agreement, the prevailing Party is entitled to reimbursement of its costs and attorneys' fees
from the other Party.
Headings: Headings herein are for convenience only and are not intended to have substantive
significance in interpreting this Agreement.
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Notices: Any notice required under this Agreement must be in writing and be delivered to the
receiving Party at the addresses listed below (i) in person, (ii) by certified mail with return
receipt requested, or (iii) by overnight courier. A notice is deemed given (i) when delivered, if
personally delivered, (ii) at the time indicated on the return receipt, if delivered by certified mail,
or (iii) at the time the party or its representative executes the delivery receipt, if delivered via
courier. CONTRACTOR must provide such notice to the State's billing address, and the State
must provide such notice to CONTRACTOR at [] Attn: General Manager. If The State is
disconnecting Services for any reason, it also must deliver notice to CONTRACTOR at[] Attn:
Order Entry.
Public Releases, Use of Name: Neither Party may issue a news release, public announcement,
advertisement or other form of publicity regarding this Agreement or the Services provided
hereunder without the prior written consent of the other Party. Neither Party may not use the
other's name, logo or service mark without Contractor's prior written consent.
Representations and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants that it, and the person
signing on its behalf, is fully authorized to enter into this Agreement. CONTRACTOR represents
and warrants that the Services will be performed by qualified and trained personnel.
CONTRACTOR does not guarantee, represent or warrant that the Service(s) will be without
interruption. CONTRACTOR MAKES NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EITHER IN FACT OR BY OPERATION OF LAW,
AND DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR APARTICULAR OR ORDINARY PURPOSE.

REGARDING SECTION 23 OF THE STATE'S STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS - Replace or negotiate in line with Contractor's lndminification paragraph above.
Regarding Section 30 of State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions - Edit to read like this:
PRIORITY OF DOCUMENTS: This Agreement consists of and precedence is established by
the order of the following documents:
1. Service Orders executed between the parties.
2. This Agreement;
3. The Solicitation; and
4. Contractor's proposal as accepted by the State.
The Solicitation and the Contractor's proposal accepted by the State are incorporated herein by
this reference. The parties intend to include all items necessary for the proper completion of the
scope of work. The documents set forth above are complementary and what is required by one
shall be binding as if required by all. However, in the case of any conflict or inconsistency
arising under the documents, a lower numbered document shall supersede a higher numbered
document to the extent necessary to resolve any such conflict or inconsistency. Provided,
however, that in the event an issue is addressed in one of the above mentioned documents but is
not addressed in another of such documents, no conflict or inconsistency shall be deemed to
occur.
Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's proposal differ from the terms in this
Solicitation, the terms and conditions of this Solicitation shall apply. Where terms and conditions
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•
specified in the Contractor's proposal supplement the terms and conditions in this solicitation,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the Division of
Purchasing in writing.
A-27. The above language will not be adapted or accepted. The State believes between the RFP,
the Special Telecommunications Terms and Conditions incorporated in the RFP by reference,
and Amendment Three (3) to RFP02160 adequately address the issues raised in this question.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

The following dates are tentative and subject to amendment
BIDDERS Conference: 29 December 2008
Deadline to Receive Emailed Questions on RFP02160: 5 January 2008
RFP02160 Closing Date and Time: 12 January 2009, 5PM MST

2.0

DEFINITIONS

24 x 7 x 52: Stands for "twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and fifty-two weeks
per year." When used, this term describes access, services or support that is expected to be
available at all times during a year.
Access Point: A physical connection between a User's private network and the commer¢ial
Internet that facilitates exchanging e-mail, transferring files, viewing public web pages,
delivering streaming audio and video, using voice over IP ("VoIP") and enabling other valueadded hosted services.
Appropriation: Legislative authorization to expend public funds for a specific purpose. Money set
apart for a specific use.
Award: All purchases, leases, or contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded
according to the provisions in the Request for Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part. The State reserves
the right to waive any deviations or errors that are not material, do not invalidate the legitimacy Ci>fthe
proposal, and do not improve the bidder's competitive position. All awards will be made in a mam1er
deemed in the best interest of the State.
Bell Schedules: Public School terminology for the scheduling of daily classes. Bell Schedules need
to be taken into account when it comes to scheduling of Synchronous Distance Learning experiences
and other distance learning programs\activities that are real-time dependent.
Bid Bond: Ensures that bidder will enter into the contract and is retained by the State from the date of
the bid opening to the date of contract signing.
Business: Any corporation, partnership, individual, sole proprietorship, joint-stock company, joint
venture, or any other private legal entity.

Calendar Day: Every day shown on the calendar, Saturday, Sundays and holidays included.
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Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA): The Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA)
is a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content
over the Internet on school and library computers. CIPA imposes certain types of
requirements on any school or library that receives funding for Internet access or internal
connections from the E-rate program -a program that makes certain communications
technology more affordable for eligible schools and libraries.
CMFONI: A high speed, fiber-optic-based network serving the Capitol Mall. CMFON1
facilitates state agencies' connectivity to a variety of networked-based services including the
commercial Internet.
Cost Effective: Defined as meeting both the economic needs of the State, and is a solution
that is leading edge in terms of networking equipment, associated system protocols and
industry best practices.
Contract: The agreement between the Contractor and the State. Contract shall be comprised
of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document and all
attachments either written or electronic, and the terms and conditions set forth for the
Request for proposal within sicommnet (stated and referenced).
Contractor: The Vendor to whom the State awards a Contract for this purchase.
Customer Owned and Maintained Equipment ("COAM"): Telecommunications,
networking or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by a Mandatory or
Voluntary User and which connects a User's private network to a Proposer's commercial
Internet Service. COAM may be located in a building occupied by Users or in co-location
facilities operated by a Proposer. In any case, the User retains title to such equipment and is
responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Education Entity: As defined by 67-5745D, Idaho Education Network, an education entity is any
public school district; including public Charter schools, educational service units, libraries;
community college; state college; or nonprofit private postsecondary educational institutions.
E-Rate: E-Rate is a Federal Funding program administered by the Schools and Libraries Division
(SLD) of the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) on behalf of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) that provides financial discounts to help schools obtain
affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

Evaluated: A requirement or specification that will receive evaluation points that will be
used in determining the award(s).
Flexible: Vendors proposals for proposed IEN network designs need to be flexible in terms
ofleveraging existing legacy technologies (e.g. Microwave systems, IdaNet, etc.) and also in
terms of interfacing with State Core Network Core Legacy equipment (e.g. Cisco
routers\switches\ASRs, Checkpoint firewalls, Polycom and TANDBURG VTC equipment
etc).
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IAW: In Accordance With (IAW)
IEN: Idaho Education Network (IEN)

[IBN RFP IDGHLIGHTED AR.ifAs:··-Highilghted areaswithin.thebasedocum-ent (mfnus

i
i,attached appendixes) of this RFP a.re provided to guide respondents in their efforts to pr~pare ·
itheir respective RFP responses, a~: mandatory requirements have been identified in thesel
:select areas for Vendors to provide the State in submission of their proposals. Note that I
\vendors are highly encouraged to provide additional information in other areas not
is_pe_cjfi~allyJ~gg~cl a~ ~a_!l._cl,~:!o_!Yj'nfQf_Ill_atJQn items.
. ..... ······-·······--··-···-- . .. ···-

ITRMC: Information Technology Resource Management Council. ITRMC reviews and
evaluates the information technology and telecommunications systems presently in use by
State agencies, recommends and establishes statewide policies, and prepares statewide short
and long-range information technology and telecommunications plans.
Idaho Optical Network (IRON): A commercial broadband provider that will facilitate
advanced networking among institutions in Idaho and the Northern Tier States. Participants
include institutions of research, education, health care, state government, and partner
organizations that support research, education, and economic development in Idaho and the
States of the Northern Tier. S_pecific network information concerning IRON can be found at
the following URL: fotp~//ironforjdaho.net!.
(M): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (M), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, non-compliance will result in immediate disqualification and no
further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State reserves the right to determine
whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this solicitation.

(ME): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (ME), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, and will also be evaluated and scored; non-compliance will result
in immediate disqualification and no further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State
reserves the right to determine whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this
solicitation.
Mandatory User(s): Mandatory User(s) are all departments and institutions of state
government referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(i), including but not limited to
departments, agencies, commissions, councils and boards, which must be provided Internet
services under this RFP and any awarded contract.
OCIO: Office of the CIO, State ofldaho.
Proposer: A vendor who has submitted a proposal in response to this request for proposals
for property to be acquired by the state.
Property: Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible,
including, but nonexclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any ri8hts
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and interests in such property. This term also includes concession services and rights to
access or use state property or facilities for business purposes.
Proposal: A written response including pricing information to a request for proposals that
describes the solution or means of providing the property requested and which proposal is
considered an offer to perform a contract in full response to the request for proposals. Price
may be an evaluation criterion for proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant
basis for contract award.
Proprietary Information: Proprietary information is defined as trade secrets, academic and
scientific research work which is in progress and unpublished, and other information which if
released would give advantage to business competitors and serve no public purpose.

Public Agency: Has the meaning set forth in Idaho Code §67-2327. The term generally
refers to any political subdivision of the state of Idaho, including, but not limited to, counties;
cities; school districts; highway districts; and port authorities; instrumentalities of counties,
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the state ofldaho.
QoS: Quality of Service. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to
selected network traffic over various technologies, including Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that may use any or all
of these underlying technologies.
Representative: Includes an agent, an officer of a corporation or association, a trustee, executor or
administrator of an estate, or any other person legally empowered to act for another.
Request for Proposal (RFP): All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized
for soliciting competitive proposals.

Responsible Proposer: A proposer who has the capability in all respects to perform fully the
contract requirements, and the experience, integrity, perseverance, reliability, capacity,
facilities, equipment, and credit which will assure good faith performance.
Responsive Proposer: A proposer that has submitted a timely proposal or offer that
conforms in all material respects with the submission and format requirements of the RFP,
and has not qualified or conditioned their proposal or offer.
Sicommnet or Sicomm: State's e-Procurement applications service provider.
Scalable: Proposed Vendor solutions need to be scalable in terms of future growth, without
major build outs or "fork lift" equipment upgrades required in later Phases of this JEN
project. It must also be scalable in terms of providing quality services support (e.g. QoS,
Bandwidth, reliability, etc.) to all areas of the State of Idaho, where education, library and
State entities are located.
Shall: Denotes the imperative, required, compulsory or obligatory.
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Solicitation: The process of notifying prospective bidders or offerors that the State of Idaho wishes to
receive proposals for furnishing services. The process may consist of public advertising, posting
notices, or mailing Request for Proposals and/or Request for Proposal announcement letters to
prospective bidders, or all of these.

State: State ofldaho government.
Users: Mandatory or Voluntary User(s), as defined herein, or both, as the case may be.
Vendor Owned and Managed Equipment ("VOME"): Telecommunications, networking
or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by the Proposer, or its partners, which
is integral to a Proposer's provisioning of basic or value-added commercial Internet services.
VOME may be located in a building occupied by a User, in co-location facilities operated by
the Proposer, or in the Proposer's backbone. In any case, the Proposer retains title to suqh
equipment and is responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Voluntary User(s): Voluntary User(s) are institutions of higher education and elected
officers in the executive department, as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(ii) and the
legislative and judicial departments as referenced in Idaho Code§ 67-5747(a)(iii) along with
a Public Agency, as defined herein, which may be provided commercial Internet services
under this RFP and any awarded contract.
VTC: Video Teleconferencing
WAN: Wide Area Network. A communications network that connects computing devices
over geographically dispersed locations.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

3.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

•

High-speed broadband access and connectivity are vital for economic growth, global
competitiveness, education, innovation and creativity. Ensuring high-speed broadband access for all
students has become a critical national issue especially when considering preparing our students for
work and life in the 21st Century. The Governor and our legislature, as well as members of our greater
Idaho educational community, recognize the need for providing robust high-speed broadband access
to all of our state public schools, as it will accelerate our teachers' ability to teach and our students'
ability to learn. Through recent legislative efforts, several key issues facing our educational
institutions have been identified as well as specific requirements for our state and public school
districts to meet in implementing high-speed broadband access in their schools.

Key Issues:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Our Idaho public schools need high-speed broadband access to effectively create rigorous,
technology-infused learning environments.
Our teachers need guaranteed, long-term access to high-speed broadband to enrich the
curriculum to include technology applications such as videoconferencing and distance
learning.
Our teachers also need high-speed broadband access for professional development"currently the supply of certified teachers in the State ofldaho does not meet the demand;
additionally, our rural schools struggle to fill their classified staff positions due to low salary
wages established by current funding formulas"!
Our Administrators need high-speed broadband access to conduct on-line assessments and to
access data for effective decision making.
Our students need high-speed broadband access in their schools to take advantage of a Wide
range of new and rich educational tools and resources available for anytime, anywhere
learning.
Our students also need high-speed broadband access to overcome the digital divide in rural
and low socio-economic areas.

Our ability to provide adequate funding to support our public schools remains a
critical issue in our abilities to execute this IEN initiative, as the State ofldaho is
currently mandating even more severe budget cuts to all state entities given the weak
state of our economy; however that said, the Governor and Legislators, supporting of
this IEN project are pressing forward with a conservative 2010 IEN budget request,
given the fact that our children our Idaho's economic future and we must continue to
invest in their future success.

1 Idaho Rural Education Task Force, 2008 Legislative Report
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Vision:
The State ofldaho will actively pursue and contract for a total solution, education-focused managed
internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts with
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation and
associated services support for our IEN network. Recent studies of other successful statewide
implementation efforts have shown that this model is the most cost effective and expeditious means to
provide a cohesive, statewide, education-centric network that best meets the current and future
requirements of high-speed connectivity, service offerings and enterprise management services.

Approach:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No.
543 - Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school
with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education
as necessary; Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
• Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.
• The addition of libraries to the IEN.
• The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

Funding Methodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this IEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited funtling.
The work outlined in this RFP, and therefore any award, is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. It is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's E-Rate'
application (due Feb 1, 2009). The State is requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010.
Any contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the appropriation, the
State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service providers meeting the
Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of State funding would be 1
Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider shall not begin work until after 7-1-09, and then
only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental appropriation is approved by the
legislature before 7-1-09). The state does not expect or require the successful service provider to do
any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09, and the successful service provider shall not make
any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, or prior to the named
contingencies being met.

Summary:
Preparing our students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21st century is
critical to improving our state's economy. Education stakeholders, especially teachers and students,
must have reliable and high speed access to networked tools to improve their ability to communicate
and learn in a more collaborative environment. Development of a high-speed broadband, scalable
communications infrastructure that leverages existing State resources to aggregate disparate networks
into a multipurpose IEN backbone infrastructure extending from the Southern part ofldaho, to the
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Central, Eastern and Northern Panhandle regions of the State will significantly enhance broadband
communications to every public school and library entity in the State.
Follow-on phases of this IEN initiative include migration of our state agencies onto this IEN
backbone and enhancement of rural bandwidth to public entities through aggregation of this
bandwidth. Benefits of the proposed Idaho Education Network model include lower network costs,
greater efficiency, interoperability of systems providing video courses and opportunities, more
affordable Internet access, and better use of Federal E-Rate and other government funding resources.

3.2

(ME) SCOPE OF PURCHASE

The State ofldaho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to estaJblish
a long-term relationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network (IEN).
The objective of this RFP, as stated in the Executive Summary above, is to create a network
environment that will meet the needs ofK-12 distance learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D,
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video services (Interactive and Streaming),
Internet services, and wide area data transport. In addition to serving the K-12 institutions and 01<1r
State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve entities that are not E-Rate eligible,
such as higher education (community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State Agencies.
Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts.
The intent of this RFP process is to seek proposals from industry experts for achieving the purpose
and goals of the IEN as established by the legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology,
architecture or network design, the Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only
and relying on industry expertise to design and propose a network capable of meeting these
requirements.
'"" ,,,. ···-,····· ... ·-·---·-··-··-- ..- - .. _ ......., · - - - - - , .... ..

"" ... " " "

..... -·

---.-·

-

----·--··" " .

··1·

Within the context of this RFP, th~ State is asking potential industry partners to ciescril,e[~
i1'usine,ss n1C>del th_atJ_l.!~y-~iJljnitiate to serx_ice tht!_ ~!ate _of!ciahg IEN network. As stated
above the State is looking for an industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in
areas of network design, network management to include operations, maintenance and
accounting processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective "total end- to-end service
support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.
~idders must also have a s_e!}'_tce_prO\'!Qt::!J.~11tific,:atio_11nul!l:be.r ft:9!l!.1h~Qn1"~!"Sal Service
!Administrative Com2.any 'and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Bidders agree to
provide any discounts, including any accrued credits, for which the entity is eligible under the
Universal Service Fund for school telecommunications services. Bidders will, at their own expense,
prepare and file all carrier documents and reports required for the eligible entities to receive the
benefit of such discounts and credits. Proposer's Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN),
issued to Bidders by the Universal Service Administrative Company, must be included in the
responding bid.
............. _ ,

''""

·-·

·-·---------
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--·--;---·..- · - - - " .·-· - - · - · - - ·

"".,

....
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___________..___

-·-,---

(Bidders are required to identify strate~ies to the State on how Bidders intend to transitjo_nthe cllrirent
k:ontractual environment of the entitie~to theiu,r,QI'.()sed solutions
@ee
A~ndix 4); Currently, ~here
------

----

----

-
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is a myriad of different--·---~-,-···--broadband service provider
contracts
associated with each K12
school, library
·---~
---- ---··--·-·---~---·-· -------ic-·
·
listed in AQpendix A. ;Each of these qas their own contract expiratiQ11.c!a,t~~Lwhic].i_Bi<!_g~r~':YJl1!!~V:el
~oideiitlfy-a;ddevelop an ai::>Qr{!Priate transition _2lan according!YJ Bidders are encouraged to partner,
wheneverJ)ossible with these local serviceJ>roviders, in the develo.l'!!lent of their transition planS.
to.Qies of these m:91>osed mjgrationJ:jlans need to be included in Bidders RFP respsmses.

3.2.1 Project Overview
The objective of this section of the RFP is to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design,
develop, and implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future
telecommunications needs of eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful
Contractor or Contractors will provide a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible high-speed data
transport service that can interconnect all entities listed in Appendix A. This RFP is for the first phase
of a multi-phase project for connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (IEN). Connectivity in
subsequent phases of this project will include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries \Vith
connections to higher educational institutions as required. The final phase of this project will include
migration of state government entities to this IEN network backbone, with the exception ofidaNet,
which may need to be migrated earlier, given the current end oflife status concerning its major
network equipment components (e.g. MGX's).
The State will analyze proposals for all planned IEN Phase sites with an emphasis on cost savings and
technical approach. As providers of this service, the State believes that potential providers are in the
best position to make this determination and present a proposal to the State. Current K-12, library
broadband costs are provided to assist contractors in making a logical and cost effective proposal to
the State not only for Phase I sites but for subsequent project Phase entities (e.g. elementary, middle,
and library locations). These can be found in Appendix D. Note that State agency migrations wil[ be
determined at a later date, with the RFP modified in subsequent revisions to address those specific
requirements. Vendors just need to remain cognizant that these State agency migrations are part of
our long range IEN strategy and need to reflect that accordingly in their proposal submissions.
The State requires the Contractor to bid a multi-purpose transport connection methodology to
interconnect the listed institutions along with the corresponding services that considers present, as
well as future, state-of-the-art technologies. The extent to which these segments are included in the
network cloud that covers the geography ofldaho is important both to the economic development
goals, as defined by the Idaho Legislature (67-57450), and in meeting the rural education initiatives
proposed by the Idaho Rural Education Task Force, to the Idaho Legislature in January 2008.

3.3

(ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
.

-

-----

--~-------,-·---·--·

--

---,s

-

-----

-------------

-·--·

a) ExJ!erience. !Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of their experienct1
~ngineering, installing/imple~enting and maintaining large-scale, statewide education
~etwor~s} j11c_llldjng ~k:i!ls a.nti ~){IJ.~rtence_ i!i. working with al}as~ft.s of the f ~geral :E:~R~te
!Process.
· ··
b) Partnerships. Strong consideration will be givento J>roposals that incorporate_partnersl:iJ.ips
b~t\v~ef!, multiple providers. !ye_J1_c!Q~~-p:ill~texpl.aj11 tht!i1'.P8:t1cl!~!1_11g tpl~_\Vitl1j11tliefr~Rr~
responst1.
c) ~dahopresence;
Idaho presence. 1Biddersm1.E£deinonstrate and_provide exrunples-toshow a substantial:
. . -- .... -- ·- - -·--- . . .
- ....
- - --- ---- ·-d) Long-term commitment. IEN will serve as the foundation for the broadband needs ofthe

State for education and other purposes as envisioned by the legislature. Therefore, Bidders
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must demonstrate a long-term commitment to Idaho. !Bidders must cite examples of
~rovidi]lg services to the Stateofldaho and other government and education entities in Ildaho~
e) ~cono!!}ic IJ!!~ct.lsidders imust demonstrate and provide examples of how their prop~~J[will positively impact the state's economy. Proposal should outline how operating cost~' _
associated with both the build out, administrative, and daily maintenance of their propoteq
~EN solution(s) are decrease~ for the state; and how these proposed network "build outsE~
benefit our local communiti~s, especially in our more remote rural districts) ___ _______ .
f) Competitiv~ Advantage. V~ndor must demonstrate or commup.ic~t~Jll,t! .Y!ihi~Jh~it:_~l~o~
~rings to thd);tate of Idaho, vice their competitors' capabilitie~.'.__________ _____ _ _____
._,
g) JLow Risk Transition. Vendors must plan to tell the State how they are going to m_itig_ai!M
risk of migrating current broadband users (educational, libraries, and State Agenc~
bustomers) to this new IEN ~etwork. This information should include how the vendor wrn
r1inimize service disruptionsiiin their RFP mi_grationplansubmission to ensure continui4,oi
bperationsJor ou,r s!!Qported pustomer base.

3.4

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION

The legislature (Idaho Code 67-5745D) determined that:
a) Idaho does not have a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network;
b) Such a network will enable required and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher
training to be deliverable to all public high schools through an efficiently-managed statewide
infrastructure; and
c) Aggregating and leveraging demand at the statewide level will provide overall benefits and
efficiencies in the procurement of telecommunications services, including high-bandwidlth
connectivity, internet access, purchases of equipment, federal subsidy program expertise and
other related services.

3.5

GOALS

In developing proposals, please consider the following goals as established by the legislature:
a) Idaho will utilize technology to facilitate comparable access to educational opportunities for
all students;
b) Idaho will be a leader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricula,
concurrent college credit, and ongoing teacher training on an equitable basis throughout the
state; and
c) Idaho will leverage its statewide purchasing power for the IEN to promote private sector
investment in telecommunications infrastructure that will benefit other technology
applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovemment and economic
development.

3.5.1 (ME) General Requirements
In developing proposals the vendors must submit in writing how they will address each of the
following general requirements as established by the legislature:
a) Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for
education, which shall include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive videb and
internet access, using primarily fiber optic and other high-bandwidth transmission media;
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b) Consider statewide economic development impacts in the designJllldjmplementation o~the
educational telecommunications infrastructure [~o include providing in your RFP respo~e~
~etailed cas-e-study invo}ving:how a remoteJciajiQ SCliOQ}_clistri_c!_~d C:QI!1I!}1,Init)'_CQU}4 -,-. enefit from _installation of Iij;N caJJabilities];
c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice
communications of public education;
d) Procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment to
public education facilities;
e) Procure telecommunications services and equipment on behalf of public education;
t) Procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance learning;
g) In conjunction with the state department of education, apply for state and federal funding for
technology on behalf ofIEN services;
h) Work with the private sector to deliver high-quality, cost-effective services statewide; and
i) Cooperate with state and local governmental and educational entities and provide leadership
and consulting for telecommunications for education.

3.5.2 JM~t Phase 1_R~9_!!keme~ts. __________ __ __________ ____ _ ___ _ __ _ ___ __

__ _____

__
0

rrovide a detailed proposal for acconj).plishing the requirements of Phase I (including, but not lir~it~c.il
Last-mile connections, backbone ~etwork, Internet Access, Related Equipment needs, Video ,
,__ ()nferencing~q11h>_ment .N:~~oi:k_ 9p~ratio11~ ltnd111onit<>ring,_ Yidt!_Q o_peratiQns a11d m<>nitoring)J

t=

Specifically:
The department of administration shall follow an implementation plan that:
a)
In the first phase, will connect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth
connection, including connections to each institution of higher education as necessary,
thereby allowing any location on IEN to share educational resources with any other
location;
b) Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be
served with high-bandwidth connectivity, internet access and equipment in at least one (1)
two-way interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing capability.
c) Provide a scalable (e.g. a minimum 10 Mbps up to 100 Mbps) high-bandwidth connection,
preferably fiber optics, to each public high school listed in appendix A; if additional
bandwidth is desired by the supported customer, school districts will have the option to
add additional bandwidth at their own expense, they will also have, in coordination with the
OCIO office, the option to decrease bandwidth requirements in cases of extremely small
student populations or during the sUlilliler months; Schools Districts will also have the
option to designate their own centralized distribution locations in coordination with the
OCIO office and the Vendor; also, if a scale of economies can be realized to install
connectivity to the most centrally located building within a given school district utilizip.g a
hub and spoke methodology, Vendors need to factor this into their proposed build out plans
and coordinate with both the affected School District and OCIO for implementation;
Vendors will also be required to request in writing detailed justifications and alternative
solutions to the OCIO if they are unable to meet specified State minimum bandwidth
re9.!!!!ement~(l OMbs) for a particular high school location;Jvendors are also highl~ _
encouraged to present in their proposals, best practices and models for allocations oif
~andwidth assignments b3.$ed on student populations and projected community grow:!~
~ver a 5-7 year Qeriod to include estimated technolo_gy~{)gl"ades and associated costs.
d) A connection to each institution of higher education, listed in Appendix A, to enable tWoway interactive video;
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e)

The ability of any location on JEN to share educational resources with any other location;
i.e. any site on the network can both originate and receive two-way interactive video
instruction;
Internet access to each public high school listed in Appendix A;
Network connectivity and bandwidth to enable JEN Phase 1 high schools to conduct at least
one (1) two-way interactive video classroom session.
A backbone network capable of providing access to the public Internet, delivering real-time
instructor-led education courses and streaming media to classrooms, and other data needs
of the network;
Scalable service pricing options;
One-time special construction costs, if any, for the backbone and last mile connections;
Network monitoring;
Video operations and monitoring;
Other design considerations and costs;
E-Rate eligibility estimates for services proposed and impacts on pricing (E-Rate eligibility

t)
g)
h)

i)
j)
k)
I)
m)
n)

is a ~uirement}; and···--·--·---······-··---·-······--···-·-····---------------- . -,--···-Provide a proposed transitipn/implementation plan and time line (detailed and final
!
·
transition and implementat~on plans will be developed by the winning bidder in conju1ction
with the Department of Adfinistration).
I
.
. . -· ·····-·-- .. - . -·-··- --·-·
. . ---···---···--- ....... . ....
····-·· ----L ·····- ..
3.5.3 (ME) Subsequent Phase Considerations
In subsequent phases, [the department of administration] will evaluate and make recommendatioµs to
the legislature for:
(a) Connectivity to each elementary and middle school;
(b) The addition of libraries to the JEN; and
(c) The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services .
r··. _
1

o)

.... ···-

.. - · · · - - · - - - · - - · · - · · - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · . - - - - - - - · · - - - · - · - - ···········-

.

---··

.. · · · · - · - - - - · · · · - · - t ~ · ··1

!Provide a discussion as to how your proposed solution for Phase I can support each of the potent~al
/subsequent phases to include initial c~st estimates and a proposed implementation plan.
I

... ---··
3.6

.-- L

ISSUING OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS

This solicitation is issued by the Division of Purchasing via Sicommnet. The Division of Purchasing
is the only contact for this solicitation. Questions and request for clarifications shall be sub!!l,itted
via email only to:
Mark Little, CPPO
State Purchasing Manager
State ofldaho, Division of Purchasing
E-mail: Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov

Written questions are due at the close of business (5PM,MST) on the date indicated in the
schedule of events in Section 1.0.
Verbal responses from the STATE are not binding upon the STATE. BIDDER assumes full
responsibility for any action taken upon a verbal response from the STATE.
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The Deadline for receipt of Questions is listed in 1.0 Schedule of Events. To be
considered, Questions must be received via Email by 5 P.M. Mountain Time on the
Scheduled Due Date.

3. 7

Validity of Proposal

Bid proposals are to remain valid for One Hundred and Eighty (180) calendar days
after the scheduled closing date. Proposals submitted with a less than 180 day validity will
be found non-responsive and will not be considered.

3.8

Bidder Notifications

Prior to the closing and opening of the solicitation, all BIDDER notifications will be released in
Sicommnet as amendments. All questions submitted will be answered via amendment for all
BIDDER's review.

3.9

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Reference Section 5. TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS, & FORMAT.

AND

COST

PROPOSAL

SUBMISSION,

3.10 Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award
There might be variations to the following, but as a general rule, the following procedure is
followed.
Once the RFP closing date and time have passed and PROPOSALS have been opened, the
copies of the Technical PROPOSALS are forwarded to the agency for evaluation. Once the
agency has completed its technical evaluation and scored the PROPOSALS, the evaluation
summary and scoring are forwarded to the Division of Purchasing for review. The Division of
Purchasing verifies the fairness and integrity of the technical evaluation process. The Cost
PROPOSALS and copies are then opened, and the copies forwarded to the agencr for
evaluation. Both the agency and the Division of Purchasing participate in this evaluatioi,. and
its scoring. The scoring of the cost evaluation is then added to the scoring of the technical
evaluation to arrive at a total PROPOSAL scoring, thus identifying the best qualified B~DER
based on the specifications and criteria set forth in the RFP. The Division of Purchasing then
issues a Letter of Intent to Award to all BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE's intent to
award the best qualified BIDDER as identified through the evaluation process. After the
passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals
received, the Division of Purchasing contracts for the purchase.
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The STATE has the time set forth in Section 3.7 Validity of PROPOSAL to comple~e the
evaluation and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS'
understanding that the evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary
updates regarding the evaluation. The STATE will take the time to ensure a fair and co.,.plete
evaluation. Additionally and to ensure the integrity and fairness of the evaluation prpcess,
during the evaluation and up and until the time the Division of Purchasing issues the Int~nt to
Award letter, no information regarding the content of the PROPOSALS is released.

3.11 TERMS AND CONDISI I NS OF THE AGREEMENT

1

The State of Idaho Standard coJ ract Terms and Conditions, State of Idaho Solicitati~n
Instructions To Vendors, and I he Telecommunication Services· Special Terms arid
Conditions listed below apply to s RFP and the resulting AGREEMENT, unless modified
by the State via amendment to th I RFP. All requests for clarifications or modifications to
these terms must be received by fhe deadline to receive written questions regarding th~s
RFP (refer to Clause 19 of SOL CITATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS.) These
documents are available on the St', te's website (www.idaho.gov), under the Department ~f
Administration, Division of Purc!asing (or by selecting the hyperlink contained in t4e
Sicommnet document). Requests for clarification or modification are to be submitted per
the instructions under 3.6 ISS . G OFFICE & SUBl\flSSION OF UESTIONS abov¢.
The Division of Purchasing will ad ress those requests received via an amendment that will
be released in Sicommnet prior t closing. That amendment will be the STATE's final
determination regarding any modi cation of the State's terms.
!

1

1

I

NOTE: PROPOSALS RECE
D WHICH QUALIFY THE PROPOSER'S OFFER
BASED UPON THE STATE A CEPTING BIDDER TERMS OR CONDITIONS, OR
MODIFICATIONS TO THE ST ITE'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS NOT ACCEPTE:p
BY AMENDMENT, WILL BE FOUND NON-RESPONSIVE AND RECEIVE NO
FURTHER CONSIDERATION"
1

4.0

EVALUATIONANDAWARD

4.1

THE PROCESS

Upon opening, but not limited to, the Division of Purchasing will inspect the PROPOSAL for the
following:
• That the PROPOSAL was timely per the published closing date and time;
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•
•

•
•
•

That the PROPOSAL includes a signed State ofldaho Signature page (attached in Sicommnet
as XXX_Signature_Page_RFP.pdf);
That the PROPOSAL has not been qualified by the BIDDER, meaning that the BIDDER has
not conditioned their PROPOSAL based upon the STATE accepting terms or conditions
established by the BIDDER;
That the COST PROPOSAL is present and sealed separately from the TECHN1ICAL
PROPOSAL;
That the PROPOSAL contains all required information;
Other unforeseen conditions that might deem the PROPOSAL non-responsive upon opening.

Purchasing will forward all responsive TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the purchasing agency
for evaluation. The agency will establish an evaluation team comprised of STATE emplbees.
This team will evaluate and score the TECHNICAL PROPOSALS based on the evaluation
criteria listed in this RFP. The team will then forward their scoring and ranking df the
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the Division of Purchasing for review and validation M the
process. Upon completion of the validation of the Technical Evaluation by the Division of
Purchasing, the Division of Purchasing then opens the COST PROPOSALS for evaluation and
scoring. COST PROPOSAL scores are then added to the TECHNICAL PROPOSAL scores
identifying the Apparent Successful Bidder (ASB). The Division of Purchasing will then i~sue a
Letter of Intent to Award to all responsive, responsible BIDDERS notifying them of the State's
intent to contract with the ASB. It is at this point that the STATE will consider requests for
Public Information. After the passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and
the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing contracts with the ASB for
the purchase.

The STATE has the time set forth in 3.7 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS to complete the evahiation
and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS understanding that the
evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary updates regarding the evaluation.
The STATE will take the time to ensure a fair and complete evaluation. Additionally and to ensure
the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process, during the evaluation and up and until the time the
Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to Award letter, no information regarding the content of the
PROPOSALS is released.

4.2

EVALUATION CODES

Each evaluated specification or requirement has an assigned code. The codes and their meanings are
as follows:

(M)
Mandatory Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement. The determination as to whether the BIDDER meets the mandatory
specification rests solely with the STATE. If the STATE determines that a BIDDER
does not meet a mandatory requirement as specified, the PROPOSAL shall be deemed
non-responsive, and no further evaluation will occur. A letter of determination of nonresponsiveness will be issued by the Division of Purchasing to the BIDDER, and the
BIDDER shall be removed from further consideration. A BIDDER who has been
deemed non-responsive does have certain appeal rights per STATE Statute 67-5733.
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(E) Evaluated. BIDDERS are expected to provide a comprehensive written
response to the specification. Points will be awarded based on the degree to which the
BIDDER meets the requirement. A BIDDER not responding to the specification will
receive zero points for that specification.
(ME)- Mandatory and Evaluated Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement.

4.3

SCORING

Specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (M) will be evaluated on a PASS/FAIL •basis.
Any specification/requirement with the word "shall", "must", or '"will" is a mandatory specification
or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to meet any single mandatory specification or
requirement
will
be
deemed
non-responsive.
BIDDERS
who
meet mandatory
specifications/requirements may then have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement
evaluated and scored as to how the BIDDER's solution meets the IT environment of the STATE.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (E) will be evaluated and awarded
points. Pricing will be evaluated using a cost model that offers the STATE the best possible value
over either the initial term of the contract, or the life of the contract. The cost evaluation model may
also include any costs incurred by the STATE in conjunction with the proposed service offering.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (ME) will be evaluated not only on
a PASS/FAIL basis, but also be awarded points. Any specification/requirement with the word
"shall", "must", or '"will" is a mandatory specification or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to
meet any single mandatory specification/requirement or evaluated area will be deemed nonresponsive. Bidders who meet mandatory specifications/requirements and evaluated areas may then
have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement evaluated and scored as to how the
BIDDER's solution meets the State ofldaho's IEN Requirements to include how it meets the overall
IT environment of the STATE.
The following table identifies those solicitation sections evaluated on a PASS/FAIL basis and\or those
which are awarded points:

Ranking

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Evaluated Sections

Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods &
Services
Prior Experience (Ed Networks, ERate, Personal Qualifications)
Management Capability
Other Cost Factors (including price of
ineligible goods and services, price of
changing providers, price for breaking
contract, etc)
Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships,

Maximum
Possible Points

400
200
100
100

100
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6.

Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation

TOTAL POINTS

4.4

100
1000

EVALUATION CRITERIA

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Ability to meet the goals and requirements established by the legislature for Phase I;
Statewide economic development impacts of the proposed network;
Potential to meet the requirements of subsequent phases;
One-time costs for equipment;
One-time costs for network connections;
Recurring network costs;
Recurring Internet access costs;
Prior experience specific to building and supporting Education Networks including B-Rate
expertise;
(i) Strategic Partnerships to include Local Vendors;
G) Management Capability;
(k) Personnel Qualifications;
(1) Network and video operations; and
(m) Other costs

While cost will be a primary factor during the evaluation of these proposals in order for us to qualify
for E-Rate discounts, other relevant factors will also be considered to include: long-term impacts on
education, benefits to economic development, and other potential applications of the network, as
envisioned by the legislature, will be given significant weight as depicted above.

5.0

SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Special Terms and Conditions are in addition to those found in the Sicommnet
solicitation document, State o(Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, State of
Idaho Solicitation Instructions To Vendors, and particular to this purchase. Where
conflict occurs, these Special Terms and Conditions shall take precedence.

5.1

(ME) E-RATE ELIGIBILITY

Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet Services through any
contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the Universal Service
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Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible schools and libraries,
and E-Rate discounts must apply.

5.2

(M) IDAHO STATE GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

All delivered services must comply with applicable standards and policies of the Information
Technology Resource Management Council ("ITRMC"). A description ofITRMC and its standards
and policies may be viewed on-line at www.idaho.gov/itrmc.

5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20 Yea!J"S.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers. Under no
circumstances however will work begin prior to July 2009, because such work as specified by- this
RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval (unless a supplemental appropriation is
approved by the Legislature prior to July 1, 2009). The services provided pursuant to a contract
awarded based on this RFP would be available to any "Public agency" as defined by Idaho Code 672327.

5.4

BIDDER'S CONFLICTING AND SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

Where terms and conditions, including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, specified in the
BIDDER's Proposal differ from the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions or the
Special Terms and Conditions of this RFP, the State's Terms and Conditions and the bid's Special
Terms and Conditions shall apply. Where terms and conditions specified in the BIDDER's Proposal,
including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, supplement the terms and conditions in this RFP,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the State's Division
of Purchasing in writing. BIDDER's are recommended to review the STATE's Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors, Clause 19 at the following website.
http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html

5.5

PUBLIC AGENCY CLAUSE

Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Section 67-2327 e>f the
Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state,
including, but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities;
instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of
Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with the
CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions ofldaho Code governing public
contracts.
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5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and onequarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract lJsage
Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State through its
Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) df the
CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.

5.7

REPORTS

The CONTRACTOR will be required to submit, to the Office of the CIO, Attention IEN Project
Manager, quarterly reports that provide the following minimum information.
a Usage reports by Agency and by Agency receiving location, indicating the product redeived
and total cost of the order.

b. When possible, reports should be in the same format as the product bidding schedule(s).
Electronic reports in Excel or Text Format are encouraged.
c. Custom reports that may be requested from time to time by the Division of Purchasing.
Reports will be due to the Division of Purchasing at the end of the first quarter (90 days) M the
contract and each quarterly anniversary thereafter.

6.0

MECHANICS OF SUBMISSION

,.... - ···-· ····-..,······· ···-·······-····-····· .. ; ...... ······· ......... ·····-·· ···········- ... ·······-~ ·• ·-·· ... ...... ··1· -··· ·.
!Proposals are to be hand-delivereq, US mailed, or carrier shipped. Proposals must be
Ireceived at the offices of the Divi~ion of Purchasing and time stamped using the Divisior).'s
[time stalllp~.11Ql<!t~Lt!i_8!1Jh_e.9iite anc.!ti!!}e_set forth for thedosinKCl_( tp~ RfR_i11 SifQ~!let..'
· - - ... ·······-·-··--- ·~···-···-·· · · - - · .,-···- - ..

.... ····--·-·· ·-· -····--····- ·----·--··-····-·. ···---·-- ·1 ····

IProposals

must be sealed and labeJed per the instructions in the State of Idaho Division ~f
lr11r«!_h_a_si~~s~~t:t!r~-~~~.illl~ ~tta,.ch_eg tQ RfPJ.11. ~i~Qll1JTin~t).
... -· .. ~..... J

6.1
,........ -

TECHNICAL AND PRICE PROPOSALS
· - .. ·--·-····

-

........ -

. . . ··-···

··:·

.

---·····-·······-···-····-·· .... ·-·······

..

- · · ········ · · - - · · · - · -·.·····-.· · - · ..

'.

!Proposals shall consist of a Techn{cal Proposal and a Price Proposal. Both th~ I~c@Jc;a!
IP.rop.QsllL'111QJhe_frj~.fr.9J>Q~L~J:taJlJ?~ ~~'1le4.fu.11.sjggle_ s}!ipJ>illK(,":QI1:ta.i11t!_r_. The Technical
Proposal and the Price Proposal collectively are the proposal.
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An Executive Sununa.ry. froposals must contain an executi~e summary that pr~~ide~ I
an overview of the propos~l, highlighting the deliverables and benefits. If
f partnerships are being utiltzed, the Executive Summary is to ;include executive
r
summaries of all partners.
I! ._'])::fhnical responses to th~! following sections within this RFP:
10 8.0 Service Requir~ments
o 9.0 Vendor R~uir~ments _

I

1

1

~idders must restate each RFP Seption, listing the mandatory or evaluated specificati.Qg ·
inumber_, and providin~ detail r~ponse. of how theJ>fOQQSer meets the §Qecification) ·
Responses are not to direct evaluators to a brochure or data sheet in substitution to prov~ding
a detailed response. To do so on a (M) Mandatory Requirement will deem the proposal
non-responsive. To do so on a (E) Evaluated Requirement will result in fewer or zeroi
points being awarded. Brochures and data sheets shall be used in support of a detailed
response only.
6.1.2 ___ Price Proposal -------,,·----------- _··-------,
[The _pfoQoser shall submit its pricing_ in a~arate sealed envelo~. Pricing schedules are
located in RFP Section 10.8. Pricing shall be opened only after the technical evaluatiort has
been completed on the Technical Proposal. Pricing will be evaluated by comparing the total
cost of offered solutions. A solution's total cost is the sum of the pricing shown in the
pricing schedules PLUS applicable taxes, surcharges and fees PLUS any direct
implementation costs incurred by the state.

6.2

ACCURACY AND CONCISENESS

in--·-·---------~------: -----··--··- ------------·--·------~-~--- -·-----;t--,

irroposals must be accurate and ctjncise. They must be submitted in c1_tke_e.:rj11_g()r ~Ln1Jic1_~
!binder with each_section s~arated by tabs that are clearlymarked. IAvoid extraneous
attachments and superfluous information that may detract from substantive information in the
Proposal.
!

6.3

QUANTITY

l

i~!cJcfor~-iill SUhmit the followingr

-,I

~~
I
i• One (1) original of the pro oser's technical proposal marked "Original". Must c ntain;
!' a si ed .and com leted St te of Idaho Si ature a e. Si a e a e is to be tli first!

i

1

a e of the technical r · osal; Vendors need to submit using standard Mic osofti
'
'
productivity software (Wo d, Excel, etc.)
Five (5) copies of the tee I al proposal;
:
I
One (1) original of the priie proposal along with one (1) copy. The rice ro os andi
,co . are to be sealed se ar te fr m the technical ro osal.
·
_L
I
1

•
•

. . -~~~-~~fe.!!~.:~~:::~c~~:J~~:~~;:~~~r::4:~.~osal, project sc~e~r: _<ij
and
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i
! _____

0

One (1) complete Redacte<J, Copy of their entire proposal. Specifically on CD
device. -------------~~--------' __________________________________________________

All materials may be shipped in a single shipping container.

7.0

CURRENT EXISTING STATE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

The State ofldaho currently has three (3) significant, existing networks with connections in numerous
locations throughout the state, and one ( 1) Metro network located in the Capitol Mall. Details of these
specific State network infrastructures are listed below:

7.1

ldaNet

The IdaNet network is comprised of a combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ATM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise (2), Meridian (1 ), Lewiston (1 ), and Coeur D'Alene
(1 ). The ATM circuits allow for IdaNet to form a self-healing ring connecting the switches in each
city. The state anticipates life cycle replacement of the Cisco MGX switches by 2011.
IdaNet serves 57 state organizations utilizing 247 virtual circuits provisioned at layer 2. Classes,of
service are CBR, VBR nrt, and UBR. Rates vary according to class of service, and beginning in
FYI 0, by geographic area. Annual operating costs are approximately $600,000, including circu1t
costs and switch maintenance. The network is monitored and managed by the Department of Labor.
Billing is managed by the Office of the CIO.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 1, IdaNet for further informaition
on state agency locations connected through IdaNet.

7.2

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) maintains a significant state owned, IP based routed
network that supports ITD Highways, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and partner agency
operations. The original network was put in place to interface with the citizens ofldaho across 44
county locations in order to conduct business with the State DMV. Today the ITD network supports
Idaho State Police, Secretary of State, Eastern Idaho Technical College, County Courts, 911
Emergency Services, redundant communications for state and county/tribal Emergency Operations
Centers (EOCs) and more.
The ITD network is constantly changing and expanding to meet the business needs of ITD and its
partners, and carries a wide array of network traffic including voice, video and traditional information
based data used in file sharing and database access.
Security is also a major area of focus on the ITD network based on the sensitivity of the information
used by the DMV, which contains personal information of citizens. Furthermore, partner agencies
carry sensitive and confidential information relating to public voting, police operations and hom¢land
security operations.
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•
The ITO network is managed by four full-time State employees consisting of two Network Analysts
and two Senior Network Analysts, reporting under the Infrastructure and operation section oflTD's
Enterprise Technology Services group.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 2, Idaho Transportation
Department for further information on state agency locations connected through ITO.

7.3

IDAHO BUREAU OF HOMELAND SECURITY

The Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security (BHS) has responsibility for State emergency
communications and operations. In support of those communication needs, BHS maintains a
statewide digital microwave system supporting radio, voice, video and data infrastructure to state,
local, and tribal government entities. There is a current BHS project to install secure broadband
communication links from the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to each respective
Countyffribal EOC facility, providing 1OMBS of capacity to these sites. This project is currently
underway and anticipated completion to be December 2009. Support is provided by Public Safety
Communications with a staff of administrative and technical personnel (23 total). There is IP
transport capacity available throughout the microwave infrastructure to supplement an IEN concept,
particularly in rural Idaho locations.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 3, Idaho Bureau of Homeland
Security for information related to organizations and connections through a public safety related
network operated by the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security

7.4

CAPITOL MALL FIBER NETWORK (CMFONI)

CMFONI is the fiber optic network that provides connectivity to state agencies within the Capitol
Mall. The majority of the network consists of state owned and vendor leased multi-mode fiber with
some state-owned limited installations of single-mode fiber.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 4, Capitol Mall Fiber Network
(CMFONI) for information related to the CMFONI network maintained by the Department of
Administration.

8.0

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new IEN service must be
converted NLT 1 February 2010, with all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible.
The State ofldaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested
in identifying a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands
of the network participants and it is expected the services would meet any future needs of
other eligible participants as deemed appropriate. lBJc!cl~rs_will identify§~tyi9~sJh~!J1re ~
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rormal part of their offering withfut additional fees and optional services.that are being i
pffered for an additional fee (i.e.,;Jutomatic trouble ticket generation, trouble notificatior~L__
tt~). The. Stat~.-_r~_g_ajre~ .~ bomJ_J_let~descri12tion of those services and fees to be JncludedJn t4~
~ P resp-0nse.

8.1

(ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

•

The Vendor will maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity at the main hub site
of an amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local
sites. As JEN sites are added and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased
or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will be modified to
maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for the main hub site(s) ingress
Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the State when adding or deleting
a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. Internet2 bandwidth will not be included

v···. _

]!!_!}le 5~_req{!ire)!l~l!!:_____ -•. -··. ·---·---·-·-··---.····--·---··
-.----····-·--···--"i... ---·,.
The Vendor will provide the option for IEN users to reduce the available regional
!Internet ingress bandwidth, fr~m the period of June 15 to August 15, each of the five yerufs,
Iduring the term of the contract. The amount of the reduction will be 50% of the
!
!total amount available at the dine of the reduction. The Respondent is directed to
j
!indicate ,of the Proposal Resp~nse Form, the dollar amount that IEN users would
_ j
1save by initiati{!g;Jhe temp~raey reduction in available Intetllet_bandwidth. After Au_g_u~t_}.
15 the regional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to its previous level. IEN users
will not be required to exercise this option.
The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps). All other
proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State OCIO in coordinatioh
with the affected customer.
The Vendor shall provide assistance to the State ofldaho OCIO office and our public school
districts\libraries, upon approval of funding by the State Legislature, to inventory and catalog
all existing distance learning, networking, and video conferencing equipment, currently
deployed throughout their schools in order to determine actual customer IEN requirements.
This "network communications" inventory will also be used to determine the supportabili~ of
standards-based H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing
capabilities (See Appendix E). It will also be used to determine actual requirements for other
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. Unitedstreaming,
netTrekker, Blackboard, Moodle, interactive weblogs\podcasts, and support for a new Staite of
Idaho "Longitudinal Data Network" tracking system) across the JEN network, to see if new
equipment or additional bandwidth may need to be procured and installed.
The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and possible onsite
assistance to school districts in the support of their respective video teleconferencing
programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for
conducting effective Distance Education classes. Circuit-switched connections using
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network
transport necessary for VTC applications, within the State ofldaho, but several limitations
exist in using circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service
reliability. Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC equipment.
Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol (IP) networks is now

•

•

•

•

1
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~~l!ilable. As a cons~enc~-2,f :t!tese d~~l~__2!!!ents2-~ endors are highly encouraged to expliliil
~n their RFP responses, speci~cally: how they will support both legacy (ISDN based) VJ:q __
\networks, while simultaneously offering enhanced VTC IP based support capabilities to qewl_
µsers. Also Vendors will artic~late in writing how they will migr~t_~~ig_it1_g_!_SQ_N_l:>aseg_[Y_IQ
~ustomers to thpsenew IP bji§ed technologies,_ wherever feasible;
Vendors in support ofVTC operations will provide a network infrastructure capable of
providing full screen, high quality video at a minimum of 30 frames per second, with 60
interlaced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rates equivalent to that of the National
Television System Committee [NTSC] television) for viewing people in the teleconferente or
up to 1024 x 768 [19] for viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix E,
Video Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for
additional information concerning the minimum base standards that the State will be
considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support of our public
Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and Middle Schools.
The Vendor shall work with the State ofldaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to identify
specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that the JEN Task Force
has identified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some JEN "Proof of Concept" network
installations, which are geographically dispersed throughout key areas in the State, during the
initial phase of this project.
All connections must be "full duplex" in nature, and to the limit allowed by the technology of
the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must be available unless
otherwise indicated.
Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference.
The vendor will also need to leverage in their network design and planned JEN build-outs,
wherever applicable, all available State ofldaho IP transport capabilities to include available
Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave infrastructure capabilities, which are in the
process of undergoing significant network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP
transport technologies into this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to
supplement our JEN concept, particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally,
vendors will need to provide support for emerging educational applications that have large
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data Student Traeking
System, etc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these applications becomes available.
For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate internet capacity within
their network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.
If the circuit provided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help reduce the
exposure to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of the redundant
capabilities.
The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that over any
two successive five minute polling intervals, the utilization of the links is less than 80%
capacity and provide written documentation and verification to identify anytime the 80%
capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple users.
It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and overall
operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to required Idaho
Education Network locations will be coordinated directly between the Vendor and JEN
customer location(s).
The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this service
on a 7x24x52 basis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that will make available real-time
views into all service components among all sites covered by this contract, leveraging
currently available network monitoring tools, and extending those monitoring capabilities to
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the Idaho OCIO and other educational entities as directed. Real-time ''viewing" access will
allow the Idaho Office of the CIO and others, to ensure high standards of service support are
being met IA W established SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is desired
that Vendors will also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on these
monitoring capabilities, upon request. Current State Network monitoring capabilities include
the use of a product called "Spectrum", but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate
solutions.
The Vendor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts with the affected
customer(s)) to any outages or interruptions in service within one (1) hour ofa detected or
reported problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond 1 hour), the Vendor will notify the
Idaho OCIO office of the issue and keep the Idaho OCIO office appraised of ongoing efforts to
fix the problem. A complete record of this extended network outage, troubleshooting "after
action" report, will be forwarded to the Office of the OCIO office, via Email or other agreed
upon electronic means, within 24 hours of problem resolution by the Vendor.
Spare Vendor supplied equipment must be available in a reasonable time period dependinjg on
the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour response time is required; in
more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be acceptable in cases of an equipment failure;
however, onsite spares, would be a preferred course of action to expeditiously resolve netWork
problems for these remote locations).
When planned network maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which runs the
risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIO must be notified of the
event at least three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the Vendor agrees to work with
the entities to find an alternate date or time for the maintenance if the proposed time(s) w~mld
be particularly harmful.
The Vendor will proytde securijy on offered services against ]lac.k~rs, viruses and otherJ!yeats
to this IEN network. ~ endors ~ill articulate in writing how they intend to secure ou:trnN,
network to include associated fquipment technologies, policies and software. ~ ________,__
The vendor shall provide one Qr more network maps showing how the traffic will flow across
the Vendor's backbone (e.g. e~amples include network diagrams depicting internet acces$,
vide()_C:Ql'lt!_~c:tj_vity.ftQ.l!l the~ch<:>_olsJ~ac:k jnto_lE:1'T c:ore_,_~!c.)_ _
____ [_ . __ ·-'
Given the inherent complexities of our current State of Idaho legacy networks, Vendors need
to ensure that supporting network engineering staff have the experience and caliber need~ to
design, maintain and upgrade our IEN network. Designated support engineers must also ·
demonstrate a proficiency in maintaining our current legacy equipment, as depicted in
Appendix B. Additionally, it is desired that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies in:the
areas of core routing and switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS), with an expectation that these engineers willb_e the _ones doing the design, ~e~ion,
maintenance and accreditation of this IEN network!Vendors will include resumes ofpoteptial
~N engineeringj)upport staff as part of their RFP_!~spo_~e_,J<> inc:lucie_<1.cornpl:'ehen.sJv~Jt~t QX
~11 11e1WQ!kcef!H:i<::EL.ti<>11s and yellfS_of e"p~rj~nce.
Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the National
LambdaRail Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNET2 (12) networks, helping to expand the
State's theoretical~d exQe!itnental research capabilities. as th€:yJelate to both K-12 and .
higher education. µiven the cu,rrent Economic situation in Idaho and in keeping with
~-egislative directives to redUCf·,· costs and leverage existing State reso. urces, wherever-pos[~.Ie;
~~ is highly desired that Vendots submit a detailed technical plan in their RFP response tMt
~pecifically addresses how the~ would leverage legacy State of IdahQJl~.lli'.O!](sJQ .!1!<::ll!.d_i:fa~
0Cclaho R~gi<>l!_itl_QfJ!icgLN~<?rlf (I!{Ql',Q,_ Y!.Q[QVjciir:i_gtlii~ ~~ryic~ particularly to our hi!ther
education institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University ofldaho, etc).
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The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set oflnternet routing tables for information
and security purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that information to our routers through
BGP routing protocols.
Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple applications, from content
delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web conferencing, storage and
unified collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell Schedules" and working with the
Department of Education to work out scheduling of associated technology assets (e.g. Video
Teleconferencing capabilities) to support customer requirements for services, at differing
times.
Vendors must also be capable of providing burstable connections (25% or higher) with the
ability to effectively manage short periods of high usage (2-4 hours). Specifically, the Vendor
will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 80%
capacity is reached, in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs at individual
sites.
The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that protect lEN
customers from interruption of services during the business day and ensure resiliency of the
services being offered.
Vendors will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these changes that
must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OCIOs request.
Our K-12 schools, libraries, and state agencies have various IP address class sizes. By
responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are willing to route
these addresses at the request of these school districts. Vendors will also ensure that all
assigned engineering personnel working on our IEN network are compliant with CIPA
policies concerning the protection of Children to include vendor certified background checks.
Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both public
Internet protocol (IP) networks and private backbones, as both students and instructors will
need access to internal web portals for student and administrative services, as well as partner
institution web portals for educational research.
The Vendor will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CIPA
guidelines to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies for Internet Access.
Vendors must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies and
actions regarding the filtering of sites or content, such restrictions and filters also need to be
documented in your monthly reports back to the State OCIO office. Note, however, that this
section is not intended to prevent any Internet Service Provider (ISP) from limiting traffic
from a site causing harm to the Internet or any of its customers. Note that any filtering or DNS
changes done by Vendors must be documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO office.
The Vendor will also provide a network design in which:
a. Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network
b. Layer 2 performance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency sensitive
applications (i.e. Video over IP)
c. IEEE 802.1 q VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCIO office.
d. Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP
addressing and IP routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in
monthly OCIO sponsored IEN change management meetings.
The Vendor will also:
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support,
(i.e.802.1 p queuing)
b. Indicate availability of real time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a Stateprovided list of authorized monitoring stations.
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Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and und¢r
what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be implemented to ensure
that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand to participants.
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS changes
will be honored.
• To account for schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more banqwidth
as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond with two different
deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge router" and one with a
"low bandwidth edge router". This is an area that will be included in our evaluation criteria
concerning the technical merits of submitted proposals, in enabling our supported IEN
customers to pursue additional network upgrades.
• The Vendor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed within the
timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on
use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations being kept in line with ERate eligibility standards for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO office
and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule per site.
• The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month on
utilization, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage (broken down by
institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the Department of
Administration, OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature.
• The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that verify or
indicate service levels are being met, NL T 15 of each Month to the OCIO.
• The Vendor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket aotivity
involving customer support to the OCIO and other educational entities that request this
information.
<»
The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the program by
filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.
" The Vendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities and
state customer, IEN network "knowledge transfer" classes, in collaboration with the Idaho
State CIO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to IEN customers through
workshops for technical support held twice a year (IEN Day) at designated locations
throughout the state and at no cost to the State.
• The Vendor will provide customer interaction through a customer service representative. lIVR
and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the exception of voice mail when the
staff is currently helping other customers.
(j
The Vendor will interact with customers to provide advanced engineering services (i.e. support
to individual district network managers for troubleshooting district area network exchanges
with the_2erformance of the bundle Internet access). ____ ..... .... . ·-··
_
._ .
1
i• .Vendors are encouraged to supply any additional information (charts,
I
jgraphs, testimonials, reviews,j~d comparisons of your company to others in the industry(
!traffic statistics, etc.) which w~mld be ofuse in determining both the quality of the comp,'ny,
;and the quality of the Vendor1s connections and services, to include articulation of any
tcompetitive advantages to othrr potential IEN proposals to include areas ofinnovation
..._Jte'.rms of existing network mi~.ra.tion strategies, economical aggregation of bandwidth, etct.
I• _If the Vendor cannot comply1with any one or more of the requirements set forth in
~ny of the above paragraphs) the Vendor will include with their ProposaJ.i!.cJear, conc:i§~
~d_c:omJ>lete..!l~arra.!iYe. staJip..k !he..i:e~Qtl(s).\Vhy el'.c.ei:~!lo.ri.tlluJ>t:h.eJaj(_eg. The reason( s) may
be economic, technical, etc. The IEN proposal evaluation team will make the final
determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take exception to the
requirements set forth herein.

1

ml
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8.2

It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause
of a mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth hereirn The
Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost.

(ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE

The State and the Contractor will work in partnership to ensure the services provided
under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and user
needs grow. The State ofldaho Chieflnformation Office, in conjunction with or on behalf of all other
__ _
participants, will assume the primary role in seeking and proposing new technologies and
.. s_a
~nhancements. This technologyJefr~.'. hment clause will be a re9.!!ired condi.tion of the contract.".~
rortion of the response to this RFP, oidders shall identify and define any pertinent new services
~urrendy_ beii!g_ considered for depJoJ\ment. Antic~ted deplQYmentdates shall_ also be identifie4. The
State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during
the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing. These reviews may result in
expanding the services offered by the Contractor to include new pricing elements or pricing
modifications associated with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations.
Changes in the industry related to regulation and/or pricing mechanisms may also result in
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review periods will
commence no later than the 24th month (-February 1, 2011 )from the effective date of the contract; the
36th month (-February 1, 2012) from the effective date of the contract.

8.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES

This network must support production applications that require a high degree of
reliability and must operate with little or no service disruptions for twenty-four (24)
}iolJ!~!! Q!!Y1-sev_f,:r1_(1)_~YJli_~~~!<:~_qontractors will provide solutions with t_he
µecessary redundancy, backup systems, and/.9J o~~l"_ clisaster av()iclance an~
~eCQ.\'~I')' c~p_abiHties to_s11pport_the_sel!11~_<:!.QS. Contractors must have the necessary
staff for the installation and maintenance of their network responsibilities and
_ ..
necessary staff to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of critical_
network services. [The Contractor will provide an explanation of any redundancy that is
r:ivailable as Qart_of the proposed syst€m that wiU assure the required availability of th~
~1!I'Vic:e1.. The following performance specifications are required service level
guarantees. The Contractor will conform to these service level agreements, which are
to include details concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures,
and non-conformance penalties.

8.4

(ME) SPECIFICATIONS

At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability will be 99.95% or greater as measured
over twelve consecutive months.
Mean time to repair (MTTR) a failed transport backbone network element, measured over twelve
consecutive months, will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
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End-to-End Network MTIR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee
overall network performance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any
outages and/or diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTTR
(Mean Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, shaJll
result in a credit to the State equal to four (4) days credit of service and one (1) day credit of service
for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network compo:ment.
Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4)
occurrences per month shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment.

8.5

(ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The State of Idaho acknowledges that project management and implementation
procedures will require alignment and adjustment of work processes for the
Contractor's organizations, the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will
be part of the contract finalization, however the Contractor will respond to this RFP
assuming the following responsibilities listed below. Specifically, the State ofldaho and educational
entity management staff will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide overall project direction and program management.
Review and approve all project plans and deliverables.
Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
implementation phases and ongoing upgrade design of this project.
Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
management team as needed.
Review and approve all project specific documentation standards and requirements for the:
various types of reports, technical/procedural documentation, and management materials that
will be produced during the project.
Coordinate other resources as needed to support the implementation process.
Provide on-site assistance, as needed during the implementation phases of the
project.
The State of Idaho IEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifying eligible
participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the Contractor for ordering,
moving, adding or changing services.

Vendor Responsibilities:
•
•

•

The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network
service(s) that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.
The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a
location that is within one (1) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project
design/development and the required installation.
The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event of
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a service disruptio11. The Contractor will provide information regarding intent to maintain its
facilities after project implementation has been completed.
· ·· The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact for( all
services and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment
subcontracted to another vendor.
________
. . _ . __
The Contractor will futjiish with its proposal technical infonnation, graphs, charts~
maps, pho.togra.phs, block di$·.rams, operating manuals, and other b.1formation that will c early I
show that the services offered are in full compliance with the minimum requirements of his
RFP. In the event that the doq~mentation furnished is at variance with the requirements fthis I
RFP, the Contractor wiII expl:~in in detail, with full engineering support data, the reasons why
the proposed services meet t~~ RFP requirements and should not be considered an excep ·on.
The technical proposal i~ill include detailed network diagrams and drawings that c early
illustrate the network config$tion and the functional relationships, as they are associat d
with the proposed services. 'fJiese network diagrams will be available to the State
electronically in a format agr+ed upon by the Contractor and the State to allow for impo into
various computer programs.
The Contractor will prq~ide basic technical specifications for each item of
!equipment included in the prqposal. The infonnation to be provided will be in the form of
fpublished specificatioJISbeet$l or other illµstrativelitttrature. _______
1

1

!•

9.0

VENDOR REQUIREMENTS

9.1

(ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE

. . . . -·---·--··---------. ·--·-------·-------------------· .---------------·--J--1

!Describe in detail the Proposer's b~ckbone in both narrative and graphic form. Include the verall,
!architecture, number and location of points of presence ("POPs"), link capacities connecting OPs,:
1des~~pti~ns 0~ carrier-class rout~g/switching equipment, redundancy, fault tole~nce, rrutingl_
!Pohc1es mcludmg BGP, current a:µd planned support for 1Pv6, the number of drrect n9tworkl
tadministrative and engineering statf supporting the Proposer's backbone, in-place physic11 andl
[electronic security measures, and ~ny other materially relevant infon:nation. Proposers inl their
[proposal should also inclu.de histo~.cal data documenting at a minimum availability, latenc~ and.;
~cket loss statistics for their backbohe over the last _12 months.
·
1!

J _

9.2

(ME) PEERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS

p~arn11ful

Describe in detaifthe· Proposer's
transit relationshipfin bothnarratives and graphic form:'!
Include the locations and link capadties of peering/transit points, describe typical peering and
itl
service level agreements, and desc1be peering and transit policies. Specifically describe ho thel
Proposer will·avoid disruption to ~lers' Internet services as a. result of dispute.s between pro iders;I
such as the recent dispute between Level 3 and Cogent Comniunications.. Proposers in their pr· posal
should also include historical data .,I cumenting .at a minimum availability, latency and pack t loss!
statistics for their peering and
trahsit I oints over the last 12 months.
,
Ii
. .
II

it!. . --·

' .

_',

I

....... ___ . ., {, _________

1
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9.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS ("SLAs")

r,:llnclude in your proposal a copy ofth.
e Proposer's standard-servicelevel agreement forc~sto
- ers]
I,
taking into account the metrics established in 8.4 Specifications for Internet and VTC Qual ty o~
1service. Ensure that the percentage iavailability goal of the Proposer's backbone is included. I Alsol
!describe the Proposer's capacity plan*ing process that is used to ensure the Proposer meets or exbeeds
!established SLAs. --------~;l ···---------------------·--------- ___ ---·-'"-------··--·---·- ··---!
I

1

_L ___

9.4

1

(ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS

~-n~lud~J!LYQ!l!'_P_l"Qp_Qsa.l_th~ re_!,gltsLof ~~l~c;t _tr_a.ceJOl!te ancl p_ing_ t~s~.i It is recommended that
providers use "pathping" to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The destinations
to be tested follow:
Coeur d'Alene School District
http://www.cdaschools.org/
Lewiston School District
http://www.lewiston.k12.id. us/
University ofldaho
http://www.uidaho.edu/
Meridian School District
http://www.meridianschools.org/
Boise State University
http://www.idbsu.edu/
Twin Falls School District
http://www.tfsd.k12.id.us
College of Southern Idaho
http://www.csi.edu/
Idaho State University
http://www.isu.edu/
Idaho Falls School District
http://www.d91.k12.id.us/
Salmon School District
http://www.sa1mon.k12.id.us/

9.5

(E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
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e
Gloescribe professional associa.tio-ns ~lated to Internet services (e:g.; NANOG) in which the Prtposeri
activelyyOiltributes and parti9PusL___ _
_ ,
___
_ ____ ____________

J_~- '

9.6

(E) ORGANIZATION

1.bescribe your organizational struct<lr···e and explain how your organizationqualifiesto be-resppnsiveJ
to the management, administrative, ,ngineering and technical requirements of this RFP. Elabop.te inl
~~!~-~~~u~e:~~:~;:~:e:;;rg and familiarity with the design, administration:nd-reptr.o~~!

9.7

(E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

r ; : : : : · · - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------

-------- ------------------------- - - - - - ---

~l-----

1Describe the Proposer's experienctjl in managing, engineering, staffmg and providing co.~~lercial)
!Internet services to others of simil4r size and scope. Describe your qualifications and experiencei
~roviding similar services, as requir~d in this RFP, to other customers. Include a list of all custJmers. i
l'. - - - - ~ - ~- -

9.8

----------------------------~L~ ~-----•- ------·--~ · ----------- --~- - ~ · - - - - - - -

~-~--------~,-~J.. _,____,

(E) REFERENCES

[include in your proposal a minimum of three(3) trade references including names of person~ whoi
llmay be ~ontacted, the!r positions, a~. dresses: and phone number~ where s~rvices similar in sc-~. pe to;_.
the reqmrements ofth!s RFP have bfen provided. The Proposer is responsible to ensure the acfuracy;
~clrelevanc_yo[Qroyµkd_referen~es. ------~---------- ___________ -----------------·------- 4 ---·

f

or partnerships used by the propdser in the supplying o:fthe-service,-for each partner-ustjd, thd
roposer must pr~vide ~ ~nimum of three (3) trade references, including.name.s ~f pe:sons w~b ma~
e__ _c_ o_ntacted, their positions,_ addre~- ses, and P_.hone numbers where services similar m_scopeJ!o th~
equi.1'.~1!1.el!!_s__<2_U_hi_s RFP hi:iy~_lJ_een PJQ.Yidecl~! The Proposer is responsible to ensure the accuracy and
relevancy of provided references for the partners.

9.9

1

(ME) FINANCIALS
1

ta:~~~r~~~~e~io;~~ e c::~iy~t!a!~~:Jyllis'~~o:!i:U~a~o~n::~:t~:e=;~~
should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance sheets, mcome
statements, credit ratings, lines of credit, or other financial arrangements sufficient to enable the
Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This information will be held in
confidence to the extent that law allows.
----------------------------------::i_--------------------------- ·• --·- -- --

--------·1;

---·--,i

If audited financial data are unavailable, fully explain the reason and provide the latest non-ar.:dited
financial information includingbal~ce sheets, income statements, lines of credit, statements f cashi_
1
,flow, and changes in fmancial po$ition. Include information to attest to the accuracy f thei
J1:i,_fQ~!!:_tj~p._p~QY!Q:~~-'-111, "" ·, ,1, .- ___ ,c _____~~------'--·---'---·-------"-~---------- .,,., ""' +G, --"------------- , , I
1

1

1

9.10 (E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
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9.11 (ME) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

f J

!The Contractor will submit tothe St~te of Idaho ci<YOff1ce-an implementation plan-for the
deployment of the services, along with proposed pricing schemes that reflect the services to be
[included in the associated contract r~sulting from the award of this
_
1

!RFP for deployment of services.:_~pecifically, it is envisioned that Vendors shall provid ~ __
ritten details of an IEN Phased IDeployment plan that will include: Network Discovery1 (e.g\
ssisting the State in the inventory of already existing legacy public school, libraries anq s_tatd
gency networks to include netwqrk equipment, connectivity, facilities, use ofE:-Rate
~ unding, etc); Analysis of Survey''findings (to identify actual network build ou~
requirements); School Participati~n\ IEN Marketing Plan; Pilot program "ProofofCon~pt"_
~nstallations to validate requirem~pts; "Go live" Phase I for installation of services supp~rt ttj
~II Idaho Public High Schools; AJ1 Operations and Maintenance plan; followed b~_fu!UJ~Jl:~~
hased Deployments (Elementary~ Mi_ci_gle __s_fh_o_gJ__s.,_]Jbrc1!_i~s_, ~!a&~_1:tg_e_11~ie.§}._ ~~-g
[fechnology refreshment Qlans.i

9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS
The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly reports of the status
of any deployment schedules to the State's designated IEN project manager. Deployment status·
reports will provide weekly information related to the adherence to the deployment schedule
identified in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the deployment schedule, and
recommended resolution(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment.

9.13 (E) BILLING
The State will provide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some
cases the billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format.
For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing organization
directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Form 474) in accordance with established E-Rate policies
to ensure that appropriate E-Rate processing can be accomplished. The contractor must comply with
all applicable E-Rate requirements. The State may request a copy or summary of billings to other
entities.

9.14 (E) CERTIFICATION
The State requires that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders
must elaborate on whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing spedific
to the network proposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to accept
direct payment for USF and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and whether they are
[Type text]
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willing to deduct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations toward a contract resulting
from this RFP.

9.15 (ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
Vendors will provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the JEN core network, following th¢
installation and activation of all equipment, to include testing of each link to insure and verify proper
transmission speeds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how they will document
these tests and present their findings to the State JEN OCIO office. Note the results of all these tests
will be documented by the contractor, given to the State and become a part of the Vendors
Maintenance records, along with required monthly status reports specified in sections 8.1 and 9~12.

- · - - - - - - . • .,--------------·---·· - . •· •••
E
10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES

·-~---•-•c·----rT-~,~

e Bidder will clear.ly identify eac~. offi.ered ..se.rvi.ce (b. y. .serv.ice type) .a.nd b.e. specific on all .elem.e.n~
ocesses, fees, etc. included in the qost Bid proposals will address the impa,c_t_of nQl}l'J._a,l grQ~~,_~
en as_planned and l!!!l)lanned netw6rk e:,g:,ansion or service enhancement~ All prices shall be
proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs must be reflectedlin
either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges will be accepted. The
State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum quantities of network
services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the sole purpose of assisting t~e
Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for any cost that is not identified in the Bidders
proposal.

10.1 (E) NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE COSTS (NON-CPE)
----- - -------------------·------- ---, .. ---- ·-··--- ··-----·--------------------------·-----------. ·---t-·

tern:ork eql).ip?1e~t and har~ware (~on-CPE) wi~l be p~ of and includ~g-'iQ theit~mi:ze<!tt:a,~snQrti
, ircmt costs~ ~trcmtcosts will be bundled cost~ mcludmg all hardware,
·

10.2_JE}_INSTALLATION COSTS__ _____________ ______ ______ ______

_ _______

ilf

one-time installation/set-up charg~.:s are applicable, these rates shall be delineated in the cost-trtion:
1of the proposal. This cost for the cirq.uit installation shall include all one-time costs associated jl.'.ith '
!termination to the demarcation poinffrom the network side and/or fees associated with
.
,i11terf.9I1I1eftion to local exchaQ,ge carriers. __
_____ --~~-- ____ _ --·-_....
__
b~'
j

(E) SOFTWARE,
AND MAINTENANCE
COSTS
r:-10.3 ----- - -----.=--,WARRANTY,
-~:--~---~
-- - - -,,~---- ------

--

-·1---~----c;-'

jThe .Bidder will includ~ costs for soffw
..~e, warranty, and maintenanc~ of the prov~ded circuit~ i~ the
jserv1ce rates. Software mcludes any imtial or upgraded software reqmred by each item of eqmpi!nent
fproposed for the network to perform:!as a fully functional, integrated part of the Contractor's ne~ork
land associated service rates. The so~are costs shall include all of the following applicable cos~s:

-

--

--

1
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a)

Initial purchase and installad~ncosts. - -- ~ Use and licensing fees.
Software maintenance costs,liincluding upgrades.
j
,
All other costs relative to th~ network such as acquiring and using the software for the l~fe of '.
the network.
,
•
I
i
1
e)
Costs and procedures relate~i to the transfer of the software from damaged or out of service I
equ. ipment to new eq.uipmen.~ and the rep.rogramming of the softwl:ll"e to place equipmen.1
. ,.__ ___ sQ_ares into service and to m~~t cha.Qgfag network needs.
•
_ ~ ____:

lb)
c)
d)

1

1

l...

l ..

10.4 (M) OPTIONAL SERVICES

!

it is ~ti.cipated _the Contractor maytish t~ offer.optio~al se~ices. at an addition~! fe~, i.e. n~tw(k
momtonng, proJect management, etc\ These services will be 1dent1fied and descnbed m detad wf~h
lthe ~ropriate cost Qer unit(hour, !IJpntlh. circuit, service,_etcJ_delineated.~.-·~·-·--------- _

1

~j

:

J_____J

10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS
- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ----·-::-::1

e Bidder will provide a detail desotiption and list of services being proposed in the attache~ ,
~
hedules. Mo.nthly costs, installatio~, and any other charg.es are to. be explicitly stated in o.rder to.·~
_ e State to evaluate the J?!:9J>Q§_ed settvices inco_!J)orated in the_prOJ)osal and the associated charg s.
Additionally, vendors are encouraged to:
•
•

Minimize any ''transport" or "backhaul" charges in support of a stable per megabit pricing
•
algorithm.
Specify all fees for activation, termination and/or processing if allowable changes in capacity
are requested during the life of the contract.
• . Provide a means to clearly determine the monthly recurring costs associated to the
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consumed.
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain
additional TCP/IP address ranges during the term of the contract.

10.6 (E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS DURING THE CONTRACT
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones!
during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified under item 8.2
Technology Refreshment.

10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION
The proposal cost wil\ be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the applicable
length of contract in months, not to include extensions, plus the one-time non-recurring costs.
1

'

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
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All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the application
of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts.
All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets. Please
contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using these worksheets.

Item no. Description
I TOTAL PRICE

One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

2 Breakdown ofTotal Price:

Item no. Description
I Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge {$) Charge ($)

2 Burstable incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)
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. I

Item no. Description
1 Fixed bandwidth
(indicate units)

One-time
charge ($)

Monthly
Recurring
Charge ($)

One-time
charge ($)

Monthly
Recurring
Charge ($)

One-time
charge ($)

Monthly
Recurring
Charge ($)

2 Burstable bandwidth
(indicate units)

Item no.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
DNS Caching
Network Security
Application Level Monitoring
Content Filtering
IP Maintenance
E-Mail & Archiving Services
Managed Firewall Services
Traffic Prioritization Services
Other value-added services

Item no. Description
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•
Taxes, Fees, and Surcharges
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identify and explain the
various existing taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Internet services.
Provide an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's
pricing in the preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users
will pay.

Volume Discounts
Identify and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the
basis for qualifying for them (e.g., revenue, usage, number of access points).
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•

APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE 1: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
Idaho State Public ffieh Schools
American Falls Joint District #381
American Falls High School

Idaho State Public ffie:h Schools Cont.
Cascade District #422
Cascade Hi!!h School

Basin District #72
Idaho City High/Middle School

Cassia District #151
Burley High School
Declo High School
Raft River High School
Cassia Regional Technical Center

Bear Lake Disrtict #33
Bear Lake ffie:h School
Blackfoot District #55
Blackfoot High School
Independence Alternative High School
Blaine County District #61
Carey School (K-12)
Wood River ffieh School
Boise District #1
Boise High School
Borah High School
Capital High School
Dehrvl A. Dennis Prof. Tech Ed Ctr.
Fort Boise High School
Marian Prichett Hi!!h School
Mountain Cove High School
Timberline High School
Bonneville Joint District #93
Bonneville High School
Hillcrest High School
Lincoln High School
Boundary County District #101
Bonners Ferry High School
Bruneau-Grand View Joint District #365
Rimrock Jr./Sr. High School
Buhl Joint District #412
Buhl Hi!!h School

I

Castleford District #417
Castleford High
Cour d'Alene District #271
Cour d'Alene Hi!!h School
Lake City High School
Project CDA Alternative High School
Riverbend Technical Academy
Cottonwood Joint District #242
Prairie Hi!!h School
Council District #13
Coucil ffieh School
Dietrich District #314
Emmett District #221
Emmett High School
Fremont County Joint District #215
South Fremont High School
Genesee Joint District #282
'

Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferry High School

I

Goodine: Joint District #231
Goodine; Hi!!h School
Idaho School for the Deaf and Blind
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•
Caldwell District #132
Caldwell Hi!!h School
Canyon Springs Alt High School

•
Grace Joint District #148
Grace High School

!

Idaho Dh!ital Learnin2 Academy
SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC IDGH SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Hieb Schools
Homedale Joint District #370
Homedale High School
Idaho Falls District #91
Idaho Falls High School
Skyline Hi!!h School
W estview High School
Jefferson County School District #251
Jefferson High School
Rigby High School
Jerome Joint District #261
Jerome High School

Idaho Public Hieb Schools Cont.
Madison High School
Marsine District #363
Marsing Hi!!h School
McCall-Donnelly District #421
McCall Donnelly High School
Meadow Valley District #11
Melba Joint District #136
Melba High School

Kimberly District #414
Kimberly High School

Meridian Joint District #2
Centennial High School
Central Academy High School
Eagle Academy High School
Eagle High School
Meridian Academy High School
Meridian Charter Hi!!h School
Meridian Hi!!h School
Meridian Medical Arts Charter HS
Mountain View Hi!!h School

Kootenai District #274
Kootenai Hi!!h School

Middleton District #134
Middleton High School

Kuna Joint District #3
Kuna High School

Midvale District #433
Midvale Hieb School

Lakeland District #272
Lakeland High School
Mountain View Alternative Hi11:h School
Timberlake Junior/Senior Hi11:h School

Minidoka County Joint District #331
Minco High School
Mt. Harrison Jr./Sr. High School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Hi!!h School
Kelloe:e: Joint District #391
Kello11:2: High School

Lake Pend Oreille District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior Hi!!h School
Sandpoint High School

I

'

'

Moscow District #281
Moscow High School
Paradise Creek Regional High School
Mountain Home District #193

Lewiston District #340

Mountain Home High School
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•
Lewiston High School
Madison District #321
Central High School

Mountain View District #244
Clearwater Valley Senior High School
Grangeville High School

SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC ffiGH SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Hie:h Schools
Mullan District #392
Mullan Junior/Senior High School

Idaho Public Hie:h Schools Cont.
Ririe Joint District #252
Ririe High School

Nampa District #131
Columbia Hfo:h School
Nampa High School
Skyview High School

Rockland District #382
Rockland Hh!:h School

Oneida County District #351
Malad High School
Orofino Joint District #171
Orofino Hi!!h School
Timberline Junior/Senior Hi!!h School
Parma District #137
Parma High School
Payette Joint District #371
Payette Alternative Ni!!ht School
Payette High School
Plummer/Worley Joint District #44
Lakeside High School
Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Century High School
Hi!!hland High School
Pocatello High School
Post Falls District #273
New Version High School
Post Falls High School
Riverbend Professional Tech Academy
Potlatch District #285
Preston Joint District #201
Preston Hi!!h School

I

St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
St. Maries High School
UpRiver School
Salmon District #291
Salmon High School
Salmon River Joint District #243
Salmon River High School
Shelley Joint District #60
Shelley High School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone High School
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537
Shoshone-Bannock Jr. and Sr. High School
Snake River District #52
Snake River High School
Soda Sorines Joint District #150
Caribou High School
Soda Springs High School
Swan Valley District #92

;

Teton County District #401
Teton Hi!!h School
Troy District #287
Troy Junior-Senior Hi!!h School
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SCHEDULE 1 cont: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOLS\HIGHER EDUCATION ENTITIES
Idaho Public Hie:h Schools
Twin Falls District #411
Magic Valley High School
Robert Stuart High School
Twin Falls High School
Valley District #262
Vallivue District #139
Vallivue High School
Wallace District #393
Wallace Junior/Senior High School

Idaho Collet!es and Universities
State Collee:es
College of Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho Technical College
Lewis-Clark State College
North Idaho College
College of Western Idaho

I

State Universities
Boise State University
Idaho State University
University ofldaho

Weiser District #431
Weiser High School
Wendell District #232
Wendell High School
West Bonner County District #83
Priest River Lamanna High School
West Jefferson District #253
West Jefferson High School
West Side Joint School District #202
West Side High School
Whitepine Joint District #288
Deary High School
Idaho Distance Education Academy
Wilder District #133
Wilder High School
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SCHEDULE 2: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
American Falls Joint District #381
American Falls Intermediate School
Hillcrest Elementary School
William Thomas Middle School
Basin District #72
Basin Elementary School
Idaho City High/Middle School
Bear Lake County District #33
Blackfoot District #55
Blackfoot Sixth Grade
Fort Hall Elementary School
Groveland Elementary School
Irving Kindergarten Center
Mountain View Middle School
Ridge Crest Elementary School
Stalker Elementary School
Stoddard Elementary School
Wapello Elementary School
Blaine County District #61
Bellevue Elementarv School (K-2)
Carey School (K-2)
Community School
Ernest Hemmingway Elementary (K-5)
Hailey Elementary School
Wood River Middle School
Woodside Elementary
Boise District #1
Adams Elementarv School
Amity Elementarv School
Cole Elementary School
Collister Elementary School
Cynthia Mann Elementary School
Fairmont Junior High School
Franklin Elementary School
Garfield Elementary School
Hawthorne Elementary School
Highlands Elementary School
Hillcrest Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementarv\Middle Schools
Boise District #1 Continued
Horizon Elementary School
Jackson Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Les Bois School (Junior High)
Liberty Elementary School
Longfellow Elementary School
Lowell Elementary School
Madison Early Childhood Center
Maple Grove Elementary School
McKinley Elementary School
Monroe Elementary School
Mountain View Elementary School
North Junior High School
Owyhee-Harbor Elementary School
Pierce Park Elementary School
Riverglen Junior Hi!!h School
Riverside Elementary School
Roosevelt Elementary School
Shadow Hills Elementary School
Trail Wind Elementary School
Valley View Elementary School
Washington Elementary School
West Junior High School
Whitney Elementary School
Whittier Elementary School
William Howard Taft Elementarv School

I

Bonneville Joint District #93
Ammon Elementarv School
Cloverdale Elementary School
Fairview Elementary School
Falls Valley Elementary_ School
Hillview Elementary School
Iona Elementary School
Rimrock Elementary School
Rocky Mountain Middle School
Sandcreek Middle School
Taylor's Crossing Public Charter School
Tiebreaker Elementary School
Ucon Elementary School
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementarv School
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I Hillside Junior High School

I

SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF JEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Bonneville Joint District #93 Continued
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementary School
Boundary County District #101
Boundarv County Junior High School
Evergreen Elementary School
Mt. Hall Elementarv School
Naples Elementary School
Valley View Elementary School
Bruneau-Grand View Joint Dist. #365
Bruneau Elementary School
Grandview Elementary School
Rimrock Jr./Sr. High School
Buhl Joint District $412
Buhl Middle School
Pooolewell Elementary School
Caldwell District #132
Jefferson Middle School
Lewis Clark Elementary School
Lincoln Elementary School
Sacajawea Elementary School
Syringa Middle School
Van Buren Elementary School
Washinl!:ton Elementary School
Wilson Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Cassia District #151 Continued
Mountain View Elementary School
Newcomer Center
Oakley Elementary School
Raft River Elementary School
White Pine Elementary School

I

Castleford District '11417
Castleford Elementary
Castleford Middle
Clark County District #161
Coeur d'Alene District #271
Borah Elementary School
Bryan Elementary School
Canfield School (Middle)
Dalton Elementary School
Fernan Elementary School
Hayden Meadows Elementary School
Lakes Middle School
Proiect Middle School
Ramsey Elementary School
Skyway Elementary School
Sorenson Elementary School
The Bridge
Winton Elementary School
Woodland Middle School
Cottonwood Joint District #242

Cascade District '11422
Cascade Elementary School
Cassia District #151
Albion Elementarv School
Almo Elementary School
Burlev Junior Hi'1'.h School
Cassia Regional Technical Center
Cassia Education Center
Declo Elementary School
Declo Junior High School
Dworshak Elementary School

Council District #13
Council Elementary School
Dietrich District #314
Emmett District #221
Butte View Elementarv School
Carberry Intermediate School
Emmett Junior High School
Shadow Butte Elementarv School

;

;
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools

Fremont County Joint District #215
Ashton Elementarv School
Central Elementary School
Teton Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle SchooJs
Theresa Bunker Elementary School
Westside Elementary School

Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferrv Elementary School
Glenns Ferry Middle School

Jefferson County Joint District #251
Hardwood Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Midway Middle School
Midway Elementary School
Rigby Junior High
Roberts Elementary School

Goodine Joint District #231
Gooding Elementary School
Gooding Middle School
Gooding Accelerated Leaming Center
Idaho School for the Deaf & Blind

Jerome Joint District #261
Central Elementarv School
Horizon Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Jerome Middle School

Grace Joint District #148
Grace Elementary School
Grace Junior High School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Elementary School
Kamiah Middle School

Homedale Joint District #370
Homedale Elementary School
Homedale Middle School

Kelloee Joint District #391
Canyon Elementarv School
Kellogg Middle School
Pinehurst Elementary School
Sunnyside Elementary School

Genesse Joint District #282

Idaho Falls District #91
A.H. Bush Elementary School
Clair E. Gale Junior High School
Dora Erickson Elementary School
Eagle Rock Junior High School
Edgemont Elementary High School
Ethel Boyes Elementary School
Fox Hollow Elementary School
Hawthorne Elementary School
Linden Park Elementarv School
Longfellow Elementary School
Sunnyside Elementary School
Taylorview Junior High School
Idaho Falls District #91 Continued
Temple View

Kimberly District #414
Kimberly Elementary School
Kimberly Middle School
Kootenai District #274
Kuna Joint District #3
Crimson Point Elementarv School
Fremont H. Teed Elementary School
Hubbard Elementary School
Indian Creek Elementary School
Kuna Middle School
Reed Elementary School
Ross Elementarv School
!
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Lakeland District #272
Athol Elementarv School
Bettv Kiefer Elementary School
Garwood Elementary School
John Brown Elementary School
Lakeland Junior Hilili School
Spirit Lake Elementary School
Timberlake Junior/Senior High School
Lake Pend Oreille District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior High School
Farmin-Stidwell Elementarv School
Kootenai Elementarv School
Northside Elementary School
Sandpoint Charter School
Sandpoint Middle School
Southside Elementary School
Washington Elementary School
Lewiston District #340
Camelot Elementary School
Centennial Elementary School
Jenifer Junior Hilili School
McGhee Elementarv School
McSorley Elementary School
Orchards Elementary School
Sacajawea Junior Hilili School
Tammany Alternative Learning Center
Webster Elementarv School
Madison District #321
Adams Elementary School
Archer & Lyman Elementary Schools
Hibbard Elementary School
Kennedy Elementary School
Lincoln Elementary School
Madison Junior Hilili School
Madison Middle School
Marsine District #363
Marsing Elementarv School
Marsing Middle School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
McCall-Donnelly District #421
Barbara Morgan Elementarv School
Donnelly Elementary School
McCall Elementarv School
Payette Lakes Middle School

i
i

Meadow Valley District #11
Meadow Valley Elementary
Meadow Valley Secondary
Melba Joint District #136
Melba Elementarv School
Melba Middle School
Meridian Joint District #2
Arts West School
Crossroads Middle School
Eagle Middle School
Joplin Elementary School
Lake Hazel Middle School
Lewis and Clark Middle School
Lowell Scott Middle School
Meridian Middle School
Sawtooth Middle School
Middleton District #134
Middleton Heililits Elementary School
Middleton Middle School
Mill Creek Elementary School
Purple Sage Elementary School
Midvale District #433
Midvale Elementary School
Midvale Junior High School
Minidoka Country Joint District #331
Acequia Elementarv School
East Minico Middle School
Heyburn Elementarv School
Paul Elementarv School
Rupert Elementary School
West Minco Middle School
Mt. Harrison Jr./Sr. Hi!Zh School

'
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools
Moscow District #281
A.B. McDonald Elementarv School
Lena Whitmore Elementarv School
Moscow Junior Hi!!h School
Russell Elementarv School
West Park Elementarv School

Idaho Public Elementarv\Middle Schools
Orofino Joint District #171
Orofino Elementarv School
Orofino Junior High School
Peck Elementarv School
Pierce Elementary School
Weippe Elementary School

Mountain Home District #193
Atlanta Elementary School
East Elementarv School
Hacker Middle School
Liberty Elementary School
Mountain Home AFB Primary School
Mountain Home Jr. High School
North Elementary School
Pine Elementary School
Stephensen Middle School
West Elementary School

Parma District #137
Maxine Johnson Elementarv School
Parma Middle School

Mullan District #392
John Mullan Elementary School
Nampa District #131
Centennial Elementarv School
Central Elementarv School
East Valley Middle School
Franklin D. Roosevelt Elementarv School
Greenhurst Elementarv School
Iowa Elementarv School
Lincoln Elementary School
Owyhee Elementarv School
Parkview Early Childhood Center
Park Ridge Elementary School
Ronald Reru1:an Elementary School
Sherman Elementary School
Snake River Elementarv School
Sunny Ridge Elementarv School
South Middle School
West Middle School
Willow Creek Elementarv School

I

Payette Joint District #371
McCain Middle School
Payette Primarv School
Westside Elementarv School
Plummer/Worley Joint District #44
Lakeside Elementarv School
Lakeside Middle School
Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Chubbuck Elementarv School
Edahow Elementarv School
Ellis Elementarv School
Franklin Middle School
Gate City Elementarv School
Greenacres Elementarv School
Hawthorne Middle School
Indian Hills Elementarv
Irving Middle School
Lewis and Clark Elementarv School
Syringa Elementarv School
Tendoy Elementary School
Washington Elementary School
Wilcox Elementarv School
Post Falls District #273
Post Falls Middle School
Mullan Trail Elementarv School
Ponderosa Elementarv School
Prairie View Elementarv School

Oneida Country District #351
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementarv\Middle Schools
Post Falls District #273 Continued
River City Middle School
Seltice Elementary School
Potlatch District #285
Preston Joint District #201
Oakwood Elementarv School
Pioneer Elementarv School
Preston Junior High School
Ririe Joint District #252
Ririe Elementary School
Ririe Middle School
Rockland District #382
Rockland Elementarv School
St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
Heyburn Elementarv School
St. Maries Middle School
UpRiver School
Salmon District #291
Brooklyn School
Pioneer Elementary School
Salmon School (Middle)
Salmon River Joint District #243
Riggins Elementary School
Shelley Joint District #60
Goodsell Primarv School
Hobbs Middle School
Stuart Elementarv School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone Elementarv School
Shoshone Middle School
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537

Idaho Public Elementa.-y\Middle Schools
Snake River District #52
Moreland Elementary School
Riverside Elementary School
Rockford Elementary School
Snake River Middle School
Snake River Junior High School

I

Soda Sprines Joint District #150
Grays Lake Elementary School
Hooper Elementarv School (4-6)
Thrikill Elementary School (K-3)
Tigert Middle School
Swan Valley District #92
Swan Valley Elementary School
Teton County District #401
Driggs Elementary School
Teton Middle School
Tetonia Elementary School
Victor Elementarv School
Troy District #287
Troy Elementarv School
Troy Junior/Senior High School
Twin Falls District #411
Bickel Elementary School
Harrison Elementary School
Morningside Elementary School
Oregon Trail Elementarv School
Perrine Elementary School
Sawtooth Elementarv School
O'Leary Junior High School
Valley District #262
V allivue District #139
Birch Elementarv School
Central Canyon Elementarv School
East Canyon Elementarv School
Sage Valley Intermediate School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho Public Elementary\Middle Schools

Vallivue District #139 Continued
Vallivue Middle School
West Canyon Elementary School

Idaho Public Elementary\Middle SchooJs
Whitepine Jint District #288
Bovill Elementary School
Deary Elementary School
Idaho Distance Education Academy

Wallace District #393
Silver Hills Elementary School
Weiser District #431
Park Intermediate School
Pioneer Elementary School
Weiser Middle School

Wendell District #232
Wendell Elementary School
Wendell Middle School
West Bonner County District #83
Idaho Hill Elementary School
Priest River Elementary School
Priest River Junior High School
West Jefferson District #253
Hamer Elementary School
Terreton Elementary & Junior HS
West Side Joint District #202
Harold B. Lee Elementary School
Harold B. Lee Middle School
West Side Joint District #202
Bovill Elementary School (K-3)
Dearv Elementarv School
Wilder District #133
Wilder Schools: Elementary
Wilder Schools: Middle
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SCHEDULE 3: LIST OF IEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idaho Public Libraries
Aberdeen District Library
Ada Community Library-Hidden Springs
Ada Community Library-Star Branch
American Falls District Library
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Paris Branch
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Whitman-Thiel
Bellevue Public Library
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tensed Branch
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tri-Community
Blackfoot Public Library
Blackfoot Rural Library District
Boise Basin Library District
Boise Public Library
Boise Public Library-Collister Branch
Boise Public Library-Hillcrest Branch
Bonneville Country Library Distrtict
Boundary County District Library
Bruneau District Library
Buhl Public Library
Burley Public Library
Caldwell Public Library
Camas County District Library
Cambridge Community Library
Cascade Public Library
Challis Public Library
Clark County District Library
Clarkia District Library
Clearwater County District Library
Clearwater Memorial Library
Coeur d'Alene Public Library
DeMary Memorial Public Librarv
Eagle Public Library
East Bonner County Free Library District
E. Bonner County Free Library Dist. Bookmbl
E. Bonner County Free Library Dist. Clark F
Eastern Owyhee Countrv District Librarv
Elk River Free Library District
Emmett Public Library
Filer Public Library
Franklin Co Dist. (Larsen-Sant) Librarv
Fremont Co. Dist. Library-Ashton Branch

Idaho Public Libraries Continued I
Fremont County District Librarv-Island Park
Fremont Co District Librarv-St Anthony
Garden City Public Library
Garden Valley District Library
Glenns Ferry Public Librarv
Gooding Public Library
Grace District Library
Gran11;eville Centennial Library
Hagerman Public Library
Hailey Public Library
Hansen District Library
Homedale Public Library
Horseshoe Bend District Library
Idaho Commission for Libraries-North
Idaho Commission for Libraries-East,
Idaho Falls Public Librarv
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Hamer Branch
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Heart of Valley
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Menan-Annis
Jerome Public Librarv
Kello!!!! Public Librarv
Kimberly Public Library
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Athol
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Bookm;obile

Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Harrison
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Ha)(den
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Pin¢hurst
Kootenai Shoshone Area Librarv-Ratl;idrum
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Spitit Lake
Kuna Library District
Latah County District Library-Bovill
Latah County District Library-Deary
Latah County District Library-Genesee
Latah County District Library-Juliaetta
Latah County District Library-Moscow
Latah County District Library-Potlatch
Lemhi County District Library-Leadore
Lemhi County District Library- Salm<lm
Lewiston City Librarv
Lewisville Public Library
Little Wood River District Library
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SCHEDULE 3 cont.: LIST OF IEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idaho Public Libraries
Lizard Butte District Library
Lost Rivers District Library
Lost Rivers District Library-Howe Branch
Mackay District Library
Madison Library District
Marshall Public Library
McCall Public Library
Meadows Valley Public Library District
Meridian District Librarv
Middleton Public Library
Midvale District Library
Mountain Home Public Library
Mullan Public Library
Nampa Public Library
North Bingham Co. District Librarv
Notus Public Library
Oakley District Library
Ola District Library
Oneida County District Librarv
Osburn Public Library
Patricia Romanko Public Library
Payette Public Library
Pierce District Library
Plummer Public Library
Portneuf District Librarv
Post Falls Public Library
Prairie District Librarv
Prairie River Library Dist-CraiITTnont
Prairie River Library Dist-Culdesac
Prairie River Library Dist-Kamiah
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Kooskia
Prairie River Library Dist-Nezperce
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Peck
Prairie River Library Dist-Winchester
Prairie River Librarv Dist-Lapwai
Priest Lake District Library
Richfield District Library
Rigby Public Librarv
Ririe Public Library
Roberts Public Librarv
Rockland School Community Librarv

Idaho Public Libraries Continued
I
Salmon River Public Library
Shoshone Public Library
Snake River School/Communitv Librarv
Soda Springs Public Library
South Bannock District Library-Downev
S. Bannock Dist. Library-Lava Hot Sorings
St. Maries Public Library
Stanley Community Public Library Dist.
Sugar Salem School/Communitv Library
Twin Falls Public Library
Valley of the Tetons District Librarv
Wallace Public Librarv
Weiser Public Library
Wendell Public Librarv
West Bonner Librarv District
West Bonner Librarv District-Blanchard •
I
Wilder District Library

'
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NOTE: APPENDIX B MUST BE DOWNLOADED AT:

Host Name/Address - ftpl.idaho.gov
External User Account
Account Name - dopftp (all lowercased, as in dog; o, as in over; p, as
in paper; f, as in fern; t, as in tree; p, as in paper)
Password - Lo39G175 (Capital L, as in Leon; lowercase o, as in over;
the number three; the number nine; capital G, as in George; the number one;
the number seven; the number five)
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APPENDICIES C-E
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APPENDIX C, IEN PHASE I, PILOT PROGRAMS

In Phase I of our IEN effort, we have identified by geographical location, district and,
current connectivity data, potential public high schools that may be willing to participate
in the pilot phase of this program. Those counties are highlighted in RED below their
respective region.

I Region 1 llflegion 2 lliiRegion 3

11 Region 4 i [ Region 5

1

1 Region

6

Bonner

IClearwater
Irdaho

Adams

Camas

Boundary

I Latah

Boise

Cassia

Kootenai

J

Lewis

Canyon

Gooding

I Bannock IBonneville
I Bearlake IButte
I Bingham I Clark
I Caribou
Custer

Shoshone

J

Nez Perce

Elmore

Jerome

J

Franklin

Gem

Lincoln

J

Oneida

Owyhee

Minidoka

Payette

Twin Falls

Benewah

I
I
I

I

Ada

·I

Washington
Valley

Blaine

I

J

I Power
I
I

J

Fremont

I Jefferson
I Lemhi
I Teton

IMadison
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APPENDIX D, CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The following information is provided concerning known broadband connectivity to our Idaho
Public Schools. It is included in this document to give Vendors information about what is and is
not currently available to our public schools and to highlight the need for Vendors to assist us in
coming up with a viable plan to close the gap on these disparities wherever possible to ensure
equal access to all Idaho students to higher education resources. Please note this is not a
comprehensive list, but provided to assist Vendors in preparing their proposal responses.

District Name
Id#

1
2
11

BOISE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT
DISTRICT
MEADOWS VALLEY
DISTRICT

13

21
25
33
44

52
55
58
59
60
61
71
72

73
83
91
92
93

COUNCIL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT
DISTRICT
POCATELLO DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT
PLUMMER-WORLEY
JOINT DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT

Internet
Prdvider

Connection
Tvoe

Rate

Cost

Time Warner

Fiber

70 Mbps

Time Warner

Fiber

Frontier
Cambridge
Telephone
Comoanv

DSL

56 Mbos
512Mb Up, 2Gb
Down

DSL

512Kb Up, 2M
Down

MicroServ

Wireless

3Mb

CableONE

Cable,Fiber

3Mb,12Mb

$11,000
$$7,200

DirectComm

Cable

1.5Mbos

$12,314

RedSoectrum
Qwest

Wireless

4Mb

i
I

$$3,000
$1,3(i)O,OOO
$4,791
$1,827

$7,000
$9,960

FP T1
1.544, 4M Up,
16M Down

$71,417
$12,000

BLACKFOOT DISTRICT

MicroServ

FPMult T1 ,DSL

ABERDEEN DISTRICT

DirectComm

3-5Mb

FIRTH DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT
DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICT
BASIN SCHOOL
DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND
SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS DISTRICT
SWAN VALLEY
ELEMENTARY DIST
BONNEVILLE JOINT
DISTRICT

MicroServ

Cable
Wireless

Unknown

$6,000

CableONE

Cable

10Mb

$4,116

Qwest

FPMult T1

9Mb

Qwest
McLeod USA
(Pavtech)

FPMult T1

Unknown

$10,500

FPMult T1

3Mb

$11,060

AT&T
Concept Cable
and Moosebvtes

FPMult T1

Unknown

$12 480

Cable, Wireless
Fiber

3Mb, 1Mb

$18 000

Microserv

20mbos

$92,000

Snake River ISP

FP T1

Unknown

$800

Cable One

Fiber

1000 Mb

$14,400

$108,996
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Cost i
Internet
Connection
Rate
District Name
i
Type
Prdvider
Id#
I
IOI
Ill
121
131

133
134
136
137
139

BOUNDARY COUNTY
DISTRICT
BUTTE COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
CAMAS COUNTY DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
MIDDLETON DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT DISTRICT
PARMA DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOOL
DISTRICT

148
149
150
151

GRACE JOINT DISTRICT
NORTH GEM DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT

161

171
182
191
192

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT DISTRICT
MACKAY JOINT DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
GLENNS FERRY JOINT
DISTRICT

One Eighty Networks

Frame Relay,
FPMult T1

1.2

$62,880

Microserv, Albion
RTCI
Time Warner
Qwest.COSSA
Fiberpipe
Qwest
AT&T

FP T1
Wireless
P2P, Fiber
Wireless
FPMult T1
FPMult T1
FPMult T1

Unknown
4Mbos
20Mb
512Kb
6.0ATM
3.1MB
4.5Mb

$9,600
!$7,400
$36,000
$10,440
1$2,050
$15,626
$24,384

Time Warner
Mud Lake Telephone
Cooo
JCS Of Idaho
Independent Cable
Systems of Idaho
Project Mutual
Telephone
Mud Lake Telephone
Cooperative
Association, Inc.
Verizon
ATC
Communications
Broadsky Network
Satellite
Rural Telephone
Company Inc.

Fiber

$38,268

FP T1, DSL
Cable

70Mb
572 Kbps Up,
867Kbos Down
8Mb

DSL, Cable

T1

Fiber

6Mb

221
231
232
242
243
244

PRESTON JOINT DISTRICT
WEST SIDE JOINT DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
EMMETT INDEPENDENT
DIST
GOODING JOINT DISTRICT
WENDELL DISTRICT
COTTONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL
DISTRICT

:$1,000
$228,000

FP T1, DSL

572 Kbps Up,
867Kbps Down
Unknown
256k Up, 1.5M
Down

Satellite

1MBX256KB
4Mb

$116,380

Qwest
Qwest, Datawav

Fiber
Frame Relay,
FPMult T1
FP T1

Unknown
Unknown

$,16,000
. $533

Microserv

Cable, Wireless

5Mb, 3Mb

$6,600

Qwest
CableOne
Safelink Internet
ACC Business
branch of AT & T

FPDS3
Cable
Wireless

Unknown
8Mb
3Mb

$63,273
$2,100
$110,500

FP T1, Wireless

T1, 10Mb

$ 15,600

CompuNet

FP T1

Unknown

$13,776

ComouNet

FPMult T1

3.088Mb

$118,360

201
202
215

$23,196
$3,600

FP T1,DSL
FP T1

$23,196
$10,442
$540
$2,747

1
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
I
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

District Name
Id#

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

252

MicroServ
Computer
Technoloaies, Inc.

Wireless

T1

$6,000

253
262
271
272
273
274

RIRIE JOINT DISTRICT
WEST JEFFERSON
DISTRICT

283
285
287
288
292
304
305
312
314
321
322
331
340
341
351
363

f

Mudlake Internet

FP T1

100 & 10

$6,600

Qwest

FPMult T1

10Mb

$6,380

Fiber

56Mb,10Mb

$15,129

Wireless

Unknown

$$0,000

POST FALLS DISTRICT

180 Networks
J and R
Electronics
One Eighty
Networks

Wireless, Fiber

$12,000

KOOTENAI DISTRICT

180 Networks

FP T1

MOSCOW DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT
DISTRICT
KENDRICK JOINT
DISTRICT

First Step Internet

Fiber

20Mb
2Mb Up, 512k
Down
5Mb,
symmetrical
dedicated
internet

First Step
Telephone and
Data Systems Inc.

Wireless
FPMultT1_Rate,
Other

3Mb Up,

$6,420

Unknown

$10,800

First Step Internet
Schools: TDS for
T1. District Office:
Trov Cable

Wireless

Unknown

$4,800

FP T1

768k Up, 1.5M
Down

$15,084

Verizon

P2P,FP T1

1.54Mb

$26,280
$23,880

VALLEY DISTRICT
COEUR DALENE
DISTRICT
LAKELAND DISTRICT

281
282

Cost

POTLATCH DISTRICT
TROY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JT SCHOOL
DISTRICT

$10,056

$13,670

SOUTH LEMHI DISTRICT

Centurytel

DSL

KAMIAH JOINT DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT
DISTRICT
SHOSHONE JOINT
DISTRICT

COMPUNET

FPMult T1

1.54Mb

AT&T

FP T1

Unknown

$8,117

Cableone

Cable

8Mb

$9,000

Tek-Hut
Fairpoint
Communications

FP T1

Unknown

$4,500

Fiber

10 mbps

$12,000

Microserv
Safelink, PMT,
CableOne
XO
Communications

Wireless

10Mb

$13 000

Cable

3Mb
10 Mbps
Ethernet

$15 357

Unknown

$28,000
$12 600

DIETRICH DISTRICT
MADISON DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
LEWISTON
INDEPENDENT DISTRICT

LAPWAI DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY
DISTRICT
MARSING JOINT
DISTRICT

$4,968

AT&T

Other
Frame Relay,
FPMult T1

ISU

FP T1

Unknown

Wireless

1.5Mb

$15 000

COSSA WAN,
SafeLink

$9,504
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

District Name
Id#

365
370
371
372
381
382
383
391
392
394
401
411
412
413
414
417
418
421
422
431
432
433

BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW
JOINT DIST
HOMEDALE JOINT
DISTRICT
PAYETTE JOINT
DISTRICT
NEW PLYMOUTH
DISTRICT
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
ARBON ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT
DISTRICT
MULLAN DISTRICT
AVERY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
TETON COUNTY
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Qwest
lspeed- Payette
Idaho

FP_T1

Unknown

$18,000

Unknown

$15,600

Unknown

$16,321

FP T1

.

Cost

1:

ISoeed Wireless

FP T1

SolutionPro
CableOne and
Host Idaho

FPMult T1
FP_T1 ,Cable,
Wireless

1.544

$14,064

T1, 3Mb, 7Mb

$15,480

DirectComm

DSL

3.3Mb

DirectComm

DSL

512k Down

J&R Electronics

Wireless

20Mb

Mullan Cable

Cable

T1

!t4,800

lmbris
Columbine
Telephone (dba
SilverStar)

Satellite

777kbps

$5,004

FPMult T1

5Mb

$l1,342
$18,160

TWIN FALLS DISTRICT

Qwest

FPDS3

BUHL JOINT DISTRICT

Svrinaa

Fiber

10Mb

$300
$2,088
$$0,000

$$1,000

FILER DISTRICT

Filer Mutual

Fiber

3Mb

KIMBERLY DISTRICT

Tek-Hut

P2P

Unknown

$11,000

CASTLEFORD DISTRICT
MURTAUGH JOINT
DISTRICT
MC CALL-DONNELLY
DISTRICT

SiteStar

FPMult T1

Unknown

$10,904

Safelink
Frontier
Communication

Wireless

1.5M

P2P, FPMult T1

Unknown

$39,600

CASCADE DISTRICT

Frontier

P2P

$10,435

WEISER DISTRICT

FPDS3,DSL

CAMBRIDGE JOINT
DISTRICT

Rural Network
Cambridge
Telephone
Company

Unknown
1M Up, 4M
Down

MIDVALE DISTRICT

Rural Network

DSL

DSL

$4,200

$9,600

$1,140

512k Up, 3072k
Down
256k Up, 768k
Down

$1,143
$1,050
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

District Name
Id#

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

451
452

Victory Charter School

Qwest

FP-T1

Idaho Virtual Academy
Richard Mckenna Charter
Hiah School
Compass Public Charter
LEA

Solution Pro

Fiber

Qwest

DSL

10Mb
384k Up, 1.7M
Down
384k Up, 3M
Down

Qwest

DSL

cableone.net

Cable

Qwest

DSL

Qwest

FP T1

54Mb

$5,700

Qwest
Cableone
Project Mutual
Telephone
Company
CableOne

Wireless
Cable

6Mb
Unknown

$1,117
$0

MicroServ
Qwest

Fiber
DSL

Time Warner

FPMult T1

ctcweb
OneEighty
Networks, Inc.

DSL
DSL

Fairooint Wireless
180 networks
Cable One
Joint School
District #2

Wireless
DSL
Cable
Frame Relay,
FP T1

Verizon, lnteara

FPMult T1

Vallivue Dist #139

Other

453
455
456
457
458
459
460
462

463
464
492
768
772
774
777
779
783
785
786
787

TOTAL

Falcon Ridae Charter LEA
INSPIRE VIRTUAL
CHARTER LEA
LIBERTY CHARTER
SCHOOL
GARDEN CITY
COMMUNITY CHARTER
THE ACADEMY (ARC)

Xavier Charter School
Vision Charter School
White Pine Charter School
ANSER Charter School
MERIDIAN CHARTER
HIGH SCH INC
Hidden Springs Charter
School
Coeur d'Alene Charter
Academy
Pocatello Com Charter
School
Sandpoint Charter School
North Star Charter School
Meridian Medical Arts
Charter HS
Idaho Distance Education
Academy (IDEA)
Thomas Jefferson Charter
School

Fiber
Cable

Costl

Unknown
768k Up, 4M
Down

r

$5,700

$504,900
$17,434
$980
$0
$3,000

BM Up, 1M
Down
1.5Mb
512k Up, 512k
Down
15Mb
637kUp, 3M
Down
768k Up, 3M
Down
512k
384k Up, 1.5M
Down
356k

2Mb
Vallivue
Wireless Bridge

$1,200
$1,000
$1,442
$1,020
$16,754
$3,937
$1,230
$0
$840
$1,276
$1
$50,032
$3,240

$3,84,735
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

District Name
Id#
001

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

BOISE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT

Unknown

Wireless

256Mb

POCATELLO DISTRICT

Unknown

Fiber\Broadband
Cable

Unknown

BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown

Broadband
Cable\DSL

1.5Mb\1.5Mb

Cable One
Unknown

Broadband
DSL\T1\Fiber

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Fiber\Wireless

1GB\54MB

Unknown

DSL

1.5MB

Unknown

DSL

1.5MB

Cotents

025

033

052

SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT
055
060
071
083

BLACKFOOT DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT

2 T1 's provide
Internet Access
for all District
Schools

101

133
150

BOUNDARY COUNTY
DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

2 T1 Lines
Frame Relay
3-T1 Lines
2-512KB Lines

1.2 MB
256KB
1.5Mb, 512KB

161
CLARK COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown

T-1 Line

1.5MB

Unknown

1.5MB\256KB
256KB

171

191
193

Remote
Classroom
District wide
Internet
Cortmectivitv
Broadband
Cable and
DSL
Cable One
courtesy
account

OROFINO JOINT
DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN HOME
DISTRICT

Unknown

Satellite
connection\Frame
Relay
Rural Telephone
Dial-up

Unknown

DSL

1.54MBs

FREMONT COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT

Microserv\Cable
One

Wlreless\Broadband
Cable

Unknown

Lindy Ross
Elementary gets
Internet
connectivity
from HS via T1
SATCOMto
Cavendish
Elementary,
Frame really to
collection point
for other schools
to access

DSL to Pine
School
Cable One
Free !but Slow
Cdnnection

215
221

EMMETT INDEPENDENT

DIST
GOODING JOINT

Unknown

DSL

1.54Mbs

231

DISTRICT

Unknown

DSL

down\756K UD

1.5MB

241

Wireless
Internet

Access
COTIONWOOD JOINT

DISTRICT

Uknown

Wireless Internet

Unknown

ibetween
buildings
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

District Name
Id#
244

281
283

MOUNTAIN
VIEW
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
MOSCOW
DISTRICT
KENDRICK
JOINT
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Unknown

Frame Relay

56KB

Unknown

DSL

3MB\768KB

Unknown

1-Dial Up Acct

56KB

287

288

312

331

351

363

TROY
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
WHITEPINE
JTSCHOOL
DISTRICT
SHOSHONE
JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOKA
COUNTY
JOINT
DISTRICT
ONEIDA
COUNTY
DISTRICT
MARSING
JOINT
DISTRICT

Unknown

T1\cable modem

1.54KB\512kb

Unknown

T1\HS Wireless

1.54MB\1.5MB

Unknown

T1 Point to Point

1.54KB

Unknown

T1

1.54KB

Unknown

DSL, T1, Wireless
Internet

1.54MB\1.54MB\2MB

Unknown

Wireless

10MB

Cable One\Host
Idaho
Motorola
Wireless\Unknown
Cable

Single
T1 \Cable\Wireless
Wireless,
Motorola\Broadband
Cable

20MB\512KB

Verizon

Frame Relay

Unknown

Unknown

DSL\Dial UP

1.2GDown\Up
512MB\50KB

381

391

394

401

AMERICAN
FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT
KELLOGG
JOINT
DISTRICT
AVERY
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
TETON
COUNTY
DISTRICT

1.54MB

Commen,

Schools:
T1\District
Office: Cable
Modem

Wireless via
COSSA
WAN
Wireless
from Host
Idaho;
outgoing
Round
Robin on all
3 links,
Incoming T1,
Wireless
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

District
Id#

Name

411

TWIN FALLS
DISTRICT

lntern.1;:t
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Unknown

Broadband Cable

5MBs

Unknown

DSL

3MB

Unknown

Cable

Unknown

Metro Net

T1

Unknown

DSL
DSL (not hooked
uo)

1.544MB
2MBUp\512KB
Down

I

413
414
421

422
464
768

786

787

FILER DISTRICT
KIMBERLY
DISTRICT
MC CALLDONNELLY
DISTRICT
CASCADE
DISTRICT
White Pine Charter
School
MERIDIAN
CHARTER HIGH
SCH INC
Idaho Distance
Education Academy
(IDEA)
Thomas Jefferson
Charter School

Comment~

Unknown
Time
Wamer\Cable
One

Broadband Cable

1.5MB
15MB for
TM\6MB Cable
One

Unknown

DSL

2.4MBUp\512KB
Down

Unknown

LAN\WAN

Unknown

DSLat
Hollister
Cable for
Emergencies

Available for
Back UD
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OtJR
IDAHO PUBLIC LIBRARIES (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

Count of Libraries by Internet
Connectivity Type

Total

Cable
Dedicated Connection
DSL
Fiber Optic
Municipal Network-regardless of Type
Satellite
Wireless
Frame Relay

11
3
12
2
2
4
9
5

Grand Total

48

Count of Libraries by Connection
Rate
129kbps-256kbps
769kbps-1.4Mbps (megabits/second)
1.5 Mbps (T1)
1.6 Mbps-5.0 Mbps
257 kbps-768 Kbps
6.0 Mbps-10Mbps
Greater than 10 Mbps
Uknown

Grand Total

Total
2
4

13
7

2
10

1
9

48
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APPENDIX E, VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
{Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to devel@p
viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently
do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
GOALS:
The objective of our IEN Video Teleconferencing initiative is to achieve, by leveraging the capabilities of
our proposed IEN backbone, a statewide synchronous video network capable of enhancing educational
opportunities and citizen services through the exchange of interactive video between and among various
educational and educational support entities.
In order to accomplish this, a number of tasks have been identified to be completed:
• Identification of a single audio and video standard for low-bandwidth distance
learning and videoconferencing;
• Acquisition of new or replacement equipment and/or software that ensures
compliance with proposed State ofldaho IEN audio and video standards stated below;
• Development or purchase of a scheduling system or enterprise resource
management program that allows potential users to A) know the location and
availability of resources, and B) set up or reserve ad hoc or regularly scheduled
events with other entities;
• Leveraging the capabilities of a Managed Internet Service Provider to provide network bandwidth
management tools and network monitoring capabilities that assures pre-determined qualities of service,
depending upon the type of video traffic;
• Development of an event clearinghouse that allows promotion, marketing, and
registration for interactive video events;
• Development of training modules for new users;
• Development of a cost and funding algorithm to allow shared use of the statewide
backbone for interstate distance education and videoconferencing.

General (Proposed VTC Configurations)
1) Each tele-conferencing classroom's hardware purchased by the State ofldaho will be
configured to have teleconferencing, projection, amplification audio, microphone and data
camera.
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to
develop viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle
Schools that currently do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
2) Equipment to support both receive and origination education capabilities in a one camera
environment.
3) Each tele-conferencing classroom' software will be configured to support video & content,
remote configuration and remote support.
4) Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured to receive and display high
definition video. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection equipment may not support high
definition at all locations but the equipment should be configured to receive and display high
definition when the bandwidth and projection equipment is available.
5) Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured with a minimum of integrated
four (4) port video multiplexing capabilities. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection
equipment may not support video multiplexing but the equipment should be configured to
originate a multi-port session when the bandwidth is available.
6) Phase 1 tele-conferencing classrooms should be configured to be fixed systems.
7) Installation, programming and training on all equipment and software.
8) Maintenance agreement on all equipment as per this RFP.

A typical roll-about VTC system envisioned for a public School System may include:
Roll-about cart
Plasma Screen 42 inch
CODEC
CCD Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Keypad Remote Controller
Tabletop Microphones (two Microphone arrays)
Flatbed Document Camera
Single CCD Remote Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Scan Converter
VCR\DVD
Encryption Equipment
Network Interface equipment
Inverse Multiplexer (IMUX) (for rates above 128kbps)
Terminal Adapter
Miscellaneous cables, adapters, and connectors

A typical Desktop VTC envisioned for a public School system may include:
Personal computer
CODEC (built into PC interface card)
Single CCD Camera (usually monitor mounted)
Installed sound card, with microphone and speakers
Terminal Adapter
Network Interface Equipment
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications:
a. Bandwidth: H.320 up to 512 kbps, H.323 up to 2 Mbps, SIP up to 2 Mbps
Firewall Traversal: Auto NAT, H.460.18, H.460.19 support for the MPEG4 AAC-LD standard
b. Video Standards: H.261, H.263, H.263+, H.263++ (Natural Video), H.264
c. ITU 50/60 fps full screen - Pro-Motion
d. Video Features:
1) Native 16:9 Widescreen
2) Advanced Screen Layouts
3) Picture in Picture (PIP)
4) Picture outside Picture & Large POP
5) Side by Side
6) PC Zoom
7) Intelligent Video Management
8) Simultaneous videoconference & local PC mode Local Auto Layout
e. Video Inputs: Five
1) lx 9 Pin DSUB:HD Main camera or S-video & control main camera
2) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: auxiliary/document camera
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: document camera/aux 1 x RCA/Phono,
composite: VCR
4) 1 x DVl-1: PC
5) Input: 800 X 600 (@ 60, 72,75,85 hz), 1024 X 768
6) (@ 60, 70, 75 hz), 1280 x 720 (HD720P) (@ 50, 60 Hz), 1280 x 1024 @
60hz
7) Extended Display Identification Data (EDID)
f. Video Outputs
1) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: main monitor
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: main monitor or VCR
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, composite: dual monitor or VCR
4) 1 x DVI-1/XGA: main or second monitor
5) XGA OUTPUT
6) 800 x 600@ 75hz, 1024 x 768@ 60 hz, 1280 x 768 (WXGA)@ 60 hz,
1280 x 720 (HD720p)@ 60 Hz VESA Monitor Power Management
g. Video Formats: NTSC, PAL, VGA, SVGA, XGA, W-XGA, SXGA and HD720p
h. Live Video Resolutions
1) NATIVE NTSC:
a) 400p (528 x 400 pixels)
b) 4SIF (704 x 480 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced SIF (iSIF 352 x 480 pixels), Natural Video SIF (352 x
240 pixels)
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:

2) NATIVE PAL:
a) 448p (576 x 448 pixels)
b) 4CIF (704 x 576 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced CIF (iCIF 352 x 576 pixels), Natural Video CIF (352 x
288 pixels)
d) QCIF (176 x 144 pixels)
e) SQCIF (128 x 96 pixels) decode only
3) NATIVE PC RESOLUTIONS:
a) XGA (1024 x 768)
b) SVGA (800 x 600 pixels) VGA (640 x 480 pixels)
c) WIDE RESOLUTIONS:
d) w288p (512 x 288 pixels) w448p (768 x 448 pixels) w576p
(1024 x 576 pixels) w720p (1280 x 720 pixels)
i. STILL IMAGE TRANSFER: CIF, SIF, 4CIF (H.261 Annex D), 4SIF, VGA, SVGA,XGA
j. AUDIO STANDARDS: G.711, G.722, G.722.1, G.728, 64 bit & 128 bit MPEG4
AAC-LD
k. AUDIO FEATURES
1) CD-Quality 20KHz Mono and Stereo
2) Telephone add-on via MultiSite
3) Two separate acoustic echo cancellers
4) Audio mixer
5) Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Automatic Noise Reduction Audio level
meters
6) VCR ducking
7) Packet loss management Active lip synchronization
8) Digital Natural Audio Module (DNAM)
9) 2*30 W output power
10) 2 integrated speakers
11) GSM interference audio feature
1. AUDIO INPUTS (4 INPUTS):
1) 2 x microphone, 24V phantom powered, XLR connector
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: auxiliary (or VCR Stereo L)
3) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR/DVD (Stereo R)
m. AUDIO OUTPUTS (2 OUTPUTS):
1) lx RCA/Phono, S/PDIF (mono/stereo) or Analogue Line Level: main audio or
Analogue Stereo L
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR or Analogue Stereo R
n. FRAME RATES
1) 30 frames per second @ 168 kbps and above
2) 60 fields per second @ 336 kbps and above (Point-to-point)
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:

o. DUAL STREAM
1) DuoVideo
2) H.239 dual stream
3) Dynamic bandwidth adjustment (H.323) Available on H.323, H.320 & SIP
4) Available in Multisite from any site BFCP
p. NETWORK FEATURES
1) Auto H.320/H.323 dialing
2) SIP
3) Downspeeding
4) Programmable network profiles
5) Intelligent Call Management
6) Maximum call length timer
7) Automatic SPID and line number configuration (National ISDN, GR-2941CORE)
8) SoftMux
9) H.331 Broadcast Mode
10) NATO standard KG194/KIV-7 encryptor support** URI Dialing
q. MULTISITE FEATURES
1) H.323/H.320/SIP/TelephonyNoIP in the same conference Audio and Video
Transcoding
2) Video rate matching from 56 kbps - maximum conference rate CP4 and
Voice Switched
3) Best Impression (Automatic CP Layouts)
4) H.264, Encryption, Digital Clarity
5) Dual Stream from any site
6) ISDN & IP Downspeeding and IPLR
7) MultiSite (H.243) Cascading on H,320 & H.323 Unicode h.243 Terminal
Names
8) Dial in/Dial out
9) Chair control for host system
10) Snapshot of ongoing conference (JPEG)
11) Snapshot of ongoing DuoVideo/H.239 presentation (JPEG) Separate
welcome page for encrypted conferences Conference rates up to 2.3 Mbps
with optional bandwidth upgrade (1.5 Mbps is standard conference rate) Up
to 4 video and 3 audio sites
12) 4 sites@ 768 kbps (+telephone calls)
13) Mix ISDN-BRI and IP up to maximum conference rate Multiway (Beta)
r. EMBEDDED ENCRYPTION
1) H.323, H.320 & SIP point-to-point and multipoint calls Standards-based:
H.233, H.234, H.235 v2&v3, DES and AES NIST-validated AES
2) NIST-validated DES
3) Automatic key generation and exchange
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are mininmm
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) Supported in Dual Stream
s. IP NETWORK FEATURES
1) IEEE 802.lx/EAP Network Authentication H.235 Gatekeeper Authentication
DNS lookup for service configuration Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) IP precedence
2) IP type of service (ToS)
3) IP adaptive bandwidth management (including flow control) Auto gatekeeper
discovery
4) Dynamic playout and lip-sync buffering Intelligent Packet Loss Recovery
(IPLR) H.245 DTMF tones in H.323
5) Cisco CallManager integration using ECS IP Address Conflict W aming Date
and Time support via NTP Call Services
6) 1Pv6 NETWORK SUPPORT
7) Dual Stack 1Pv4 and 1Pv6 simultaneous support
8) Net service support on IPv6: Telnet, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, ftp, SNMP, DNS,
NTP,DHCP
9) Media support on 1Pv6: H.323,SIP, Streaming
t. SECURITY FEATURES
1) Management via HTTPS and SSH IP Administration Password Menu
Administration Password Dialing Access code
2) Streaming password
3) H243 MCU Password
4) VNC password
5) SNMP security alerts
6) Disable IP services
7) MD-5 Challenge
8) Network Settings protection SIP Authentication via NTLM SIP Authentication
via Digest PIPS Mode
u. NETWORK INTERFACES
1) 4 x ISDN BRI (RJ-45), S-interface
2) lx LAN/Ethernet (RJ-45) 10/100 Mbit (LAN/DSL/cable modem)
3) 1 x PC card slot (PCMCIA) for wireless LAN
4) lx X.21N.35/RS-449 with RS-366 dialing, RS-366 Adtran IMUX, Leased
Line, Data Triggered, and Manual** 1 x USB for future use
v. WIRELESS LAN SUPPORT
1) Compliant with IEEE 802.11 b, up to 11 Mbit Support for 64/128 bit
encryption (WEP) Infrastructure or ad-hoc mode
w.ETHERNET/INTERNET/INTRANETCONNECTIVITY
1) TCP/IP, DHCP, ARP, FTP, Telnet, HTTP, HTTPS, SOAP and XML, MD-5
Challenge
2) SNMP Enterprise Management
3) Internal web server
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) Internal streaming server
x. OTHER MAJOR STANDARDS SUPPORTED: H.231, H.233, H.234, H.235
v2&v3, H.239, H.241, H.243, H.281, BONDING (ISO 13871), H.320, H.323,H.331,
RFC 3261, RFC 2237, RFC 3264, RC 3311. RFC 3550, RFC 2032, RFC 2190,
RFC 2429, RFC 3407
y. PRECISION HDTM CAMERA
1) 7 x zoom 1/3' CMOS+ 10°/-20° tilt+/- 90° pan
2) 42° vertical field of view
3) 72° total vertical field of view
4) 70° horizontal field of view
5) 250° total horizontal field of view Focus distance 0.3m-infinity
6) 1280 x 720 pixels progressive @ 30fps
7) Automatic or manual focus/brightness/whitebalance Far-end camera control
8) 15 near and far-end camera presets Voice-activated camera positioning
Daisy-chain support (Visca protocol camera)
z. CLOSED CAPTIONING/TEXT CHAT
1) T.140 text chat available from RS-232, Telnet, Web and User Interface
aa. PRESENTATIONS AND COLLABORATION
1) Natural Presenter Package including:
a) PC Presenter (DVI-I, SXGA In)
b) PC SoftPresenter
c) Digital Clarity & Native Formats
d) Advanced Video Layouts
e) Streaming compatible with Cisco IP/TV, Apple QuickTime®,
RealPlayer® v8 etc.
f) DuoVideo
g) H.239
bb. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
1) Support for the TAND BERG Management Suite
2) Total management via embedded web server, SNMP, Telnet, SSH, FTP
and SOAP
3) Remote software upload: via web server, ftp server or ISDN 1 x RS-232
local control and diagnostics
4) Remote control and on-screen menu system
5) External Services from TMS
cc. DIRECTORY SERVICES
1) Support for Local directories (My Contacts), Corporate Directory and Global
Directory
2) Unlimited entries using Server directory supporting LDAP and H.350*
3) Unlimited number for Corporate directory (through TMS) 400 number global directory
200 number local directory
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APPENDIX E cont. , VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued:
4) 16 dedicated Multi Site entries Received Calls with Date and Time
Directories in Local Languages Placed Calls with Date and Time Missed
Calls with Date and Time
dd. 16 SELECTABLE MENU LANGUAGES
1) Arabic, Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Suomi,
Swedish, Thai Chinese, Korean and Japanese Input Method Editor
ee. CUSTOMIZED WELCOME SCREEN AND COMPANY LOGO
1) Picture JPEG (logo.jpg): Recommended maximum size is 704x576 for
Welcome Screen and 352x.288 for Encryption Required Screen
POWER: 100-240VAC, 60/50Hz, 6A
ff. OPERATING TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY: 0° C to 40° C (32° F to 104° F)
ambient temperature 10% to 90% Relative Humidity (RH)
gg. STORAGE AND TRANSPORT TEMPERATURE: -20° C to 60° C (-4° F to 140° F)
at RH 10-90% (non-condensing)
hh. APPROVALS
1) Directive 73/23/EEC (Low Voltage Directive)
2) Standard EN 60950
3) Directive 89/336/EEC (EMC Directive)
4) Standard EN 55022, Class B
5) Standard EN 55024
6) Standard EN 61000-3-2/-3-3 Directive 1999/5/EEC (R&TTE Directive)
7) Standard TBR3
8) Approved according to UL 60950 and CAN/CSA C22.2
9) No. 60950
10) Complies with FCC15B Class B

ii. FOOTPRINT
1) ROLLABOUT: Width: 35.4'/90 cm Depth: 29.7'/75.5 cm
2. Furnish and install transient voltage surge suppressor(s) which comply with the following specification
requirements:
a. Rating: 20 A
b. UL listing
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY KRAFT IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

BRADY KRAFT, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am of legal age, of sound mind, and make these statements of fact based on my

personal knowledge.
2.

I make this affidavit in support of the Idaho Department of Administration's (the

"DOA") motion for reconsideration and in opposition to Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC's
motion for partial summary judgment.
3.

I am the Idaho Education Network Technical Director (Technical Director), an

employee of the DOA. I have served in this position since May 2009.
AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY KRAFT IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
000855
01152.0105.6527322.3

4.

The Idaho Education Network (IEN) includes a State ofldaho mandated program

to connect every public Idaho school with high speed bandwidth and video teleconferencing
capability. This project required the implementation of a statewide Virtual Private Network.
During the first phase of the IEN (July 2009-December 2011) all 200 Idaho high schools have
been connected to the IEN.
5.

As the Technical Director, I am responsible for all aspects of project management

including implementation oversight for our strategic implementation partners (Education
Networks of America and Qwest, now known as CenturyLink).
6.

The pricing submissions by ENA/Syringa and Qwest to RFP 02160 (RFP) reflect

the total recurring monthly cost for providing all of the circuits, support and service level
requirements specified in the RFP for 10 Mbps of bandwidth to each of the 136 locations
identified on the RFP.
7.

Based on the RFP and the Universal Service Administrative Company's

preference that E-Rate consortiums only have one consortium E-Rate service provider for the
same services to a specific location, the state designated Education Networks of America (ENA)
as the IEN's E-Rate service provider in February 2009. The IEN orders all IEN circuit service
requests with ENA. ENA then either places a service request with Qwest or with a non-Qwest
local loop provider directly.
8.

The establishment of pricing or IEN total cost initial benchmarks was established

from the outset of the implementation of the IEN. From the time that the initial contracts were

,

awarded, until the beginning of the initial rollout in May 2009, two events occurred that bounded
(or established ceilings) that impacted many of the initial decisions in implementing the IEN. I
was not an employee of the IEN until May 22, 2009 but I have recreated the following details in
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paragraphs 9 and 10 below from archived files and e-mails which are business records of the
DOA.
9.

The $571K Monthly Recurring Charges bid by Education Networks of America

(ENA) in their response to the RFP impacted two significant actions that required completion
prior to the initial rollout of the IEN. The first was the 2009 E-Rate filing (for July 2009 to June
2010) and the second was the establishment of the initial IEN budget that required an
appropriation from the 2009 Idaho legislature.
a.

2009 E-Rate (July 2009 - June 2010) Filing. Based on ENA's bid of

$571K, which was the lowest monthly recurring cost represented in the bid responses, the IEN
requested $6,582,000 per year ($571K times 12 months) ofE-Rate eligible funds for the first
year of operation (July 2009 to June 2010). This action limited the maximum amount ofE-Rate
eligible funds that could be expended for IEN's Network Managed Service (See 2009 IEN 471
form) in state fiscal year 2010.

b.

JEN initial budget request for State of Idaho Fiscal Year 2010 (July

2009 to June 2010). Based on ENA's bid response of$571K to provide 10 Mbps to each of the
136 locations (1,360 Mbps in total) as specified on the RFP, the initial total IEN recommended
budget was estimated on 02/05/09 at $2,987,241 for the first year. (See Laura Hill e-mail dated
2/5/2009 and attachment "IEN 1 Year expense Breakdown.xlsx" dated 02/05/2009, attached
hereto as Exhibit A).
10.

In accordance with Idaho State Senate Bill No. 1227, Section 9, 11. 28-37, the

FY2010 actual appropriated budget was set at $2,999,500. Additionally, it was estimated that
the IEN would be able to operate within a $3,000,000 total personnel and operating budget in
each of the first three (3) years of operation. Consequently, $3,000,000 per year of total IEN
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personnel and operating costs became the budgetary benchmark or ceiling for the first three years
of operation. (See Greg Zickau e-mail dated 6/8/2009 and attachment "Financial Model
Presentation v2.xls", attached hereto as Exhibit B.).
11.

In mid-May 2009, through the beginning of funding on July 1, 2009, I prepared

for the initial IEN rollout. After I was hired as the IEN Technical Director on May 22, 2009, I
completed four (4) actions to set the baseline for the implementation of the IEN roll out: ( 1) I
verified the list of high schools to be connected with the list provided in the RFP; (2) I reviewed
the RFP specified 10 Mbps bandwidth circuit speed for each high school and compared the
amount with national guidelines; (3) I obtained a quote from ENA for services based on the
revised bandwidth amounts; and (4) I compared the results with the IEN contract, E-Rate and
budget benchmarks.

a.

First, I verified the list of eligible high schools to be connected. At my

request, on May 28, 2009, ENA provided me with a revised list of high schools potentially
eligible to be connected to the IEN during the first phase. As a result of this verification I
determined that there were 217 potentially eligible high schools versus the 136 identified in the
RFP. This updated list was provided to me on 05/28/2009 in the "Site Data" tab of the
spreadsheet file named "ENA IEN Site Master 20090522.(2).xls", a true and correct copy is
attached as Exhibit C. This list was later refined to 201 eligible high schools.

b.

Secondly, I reviewed that the RFP specified 10 Mbps bandwidth

circuit speed for each high school. Background: In order to make apple-to-apple comparisons
of bid responses, the RFP requested pricing based on providing 10 Mbps to each of the 136
locations listed in the RFP. In actuality, providing a fixed 10 Mbps amount to all locations could
over provision a high school with 93 students (i.e., Clark County Jr-Sr High) and severely under
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provision a high school with 1,252 students (i.e., Caldwell Senior High School). Based on
recommendations in the America's Digital Schools 2008 Report (a true and correct copy is
attached hereto as Exhibit D), during the week of May 22-29, 2008, I requested that ENA
provide a revised bandwidth estimate based on an initial circuit size of33.8 Kbps per student,
plus 384 Kbps for video teleconferencing, with a minimum connection speed of 3 Mbps
regardless of student population. This information was requested in a per/school and per/district
format. ENA provided the revised bandwidth information on 05/28/2009 in a spreadsheet (See
Exhibit C, "ENA IEN Site Master 20090522.(2).xls"). The revised aggregate bandwidth

requirement was 2,524.5 Mbps in total.
c.

Thirdly, I obtained a revised site specific pricing per location from

ENA for services based on the revised site list and desired bandwidth amounts. Once the

desired initial bandwidth to each school was established for the updated list of 201 high schools,
I requested that ENA provide site specific pricing per location. On 06/11/2009 ENA provided a
revised pricing summary (See "ENA-IEN Site List 20090611 to brady.slsm"), attached hereto as
Exhibit E, that established to a revised monthly recurring cost of $749,645.00 (see "ENA-IEN

Site List 20090611 to brady.slsm" tab "Pricing Summary'').
d.

Finally, I compared the results with the JEN contract, E-Rate and

budget benchmarks. Calculation of a cost per Mbps benchmark from the $571K monthly

recurring charge benchmark: Using the $571K, which represented the total cost for 1,360 Mbps
(10 Mbps in 136 locations), I was able to calculate a cost per Mbps that would allow me to
establish an aggregate benchmark that could be applied to any amount of bandwidth delivered to
a statewide geographically disbursed number of schools. This calculation yielded a benchmark
cost per Mbps of $419.85. ($571,000 divided by 1,360 Mbps= $419.85).
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12.

When I calculated the cost per Mbps of the revised price ($749,645 divided by

2,525.5 Mbps= $296.83/Mbps) I determined that the cost per Mbps did not exceed the
benchmark established by ENA's RFP response.
13.

E-Rate limit benchmark: Even though the potential total yearly expenditure of

$8,995,740, ($749,645 times 12 months equals $8,995,740), if all locations were connected on
July 1, 2009, would exceed the $6,582,000 reported in the 2009 E-Rate filing, knowing that the
districts would be connected in phases I knew that we would not expend more than $6,582,000 in
the first year.
14.

Operating budget benchmark: Applying the $3,000,000/year operating budget

benchmark and using the 72% E-Rate reimbursement amount from the 2009 E-Rate year form
471, the state portion of the $749,645 recurring monthly circuit costs was $209,900.60 ($749,645
times 28% equals $209,900.60). I then calculated the potential yearly cost for the managed
network service the potential yearly cost was $2,518,807.20 (209,900.6 times 12 months equals
$2,518,807.20). With this information, I was able to determine that the IEN would be able to pay
for the circuit costs in year one, knowing that the districts would be connected in phases, but
would have very little money for other services and for future bandwidth increases in future
years. Consequently, by 06/11/2009, the $3,000,000/year operating budget benchmark became
the primary limiting ceiling for bandwidth costs.
15.

Having determined by 06/11/2009, that the $3,000,000/year operating budget

benchmark was going to continue to be the limiting ceiling for bandwidth costs, I began to
examine the locations on a site by site basis to identify locations or patterns of high cost where
we might be able to save costs.
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16.

Between 06/12/2009 and 06/25/2009 I compiled a spreadsheet reflecting the

proposed timeframe of initial circuit connection (IEN Phases 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, and 1t) and the
amount of bandwidth to be purchased with the cost per location (see "ENA-IEN Site List
20090612 bk.xlsm" tab "Report") and examined this data based on the cost per location.
17.

As evidenced by the samples from the spreadsheet below (extracted from file

"ENA-IEN Site List 20090612 bk.xlsm" tab "Report", attached hereto as Exhibit F), 23% of the
revised total cost ($859,994) was in 10 locations ($198,251).
DISTRICT
NO.

Students

FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SD
TETON COUNTY SD
ABERDEEN SD
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SD
FILER SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD
ONEIDA COUNTY SD
SAIMONSD
MCCALL-DONNELLY SD
CHALLIS JOINT SD

215
401
58
215
413
331
351
291
421
181

319
403
255
466
430
1135
271
342
305
220

22-Fremont
41-Teton
06-Bingham
22-Fremont
42 - Twin Falls
34 - Minidoka
36-0neida
30-Lemhi
43 - Valley
19 - Custer

GENESEE JOINT SD
POST FALLS SD
CASCADE SD
JEROME JOINT SD
BLACKFOOT SD
KENDRICK JOINT SD
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT SD

282
273
422
261

308
1472
165
945
1114
155
413

29-Latah
28 - Kootenai
43 - Valley
27 -Jerome
06-Bin11ham
29 - Latah
33-Madison

LEANM (DISTRICT NAME)
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

24
25
26
42

88
89
136

18.

55
283
322

County

REGION
6
6

Suggested
Bandwidth

6
3
6

10.5
13.5
9
16.5
15
12
9
12
10.5
7.5

2
1
3
4
6
2
6

10.5
9
6
19.5
10.5
4.5
4.5

5
6
4
4

5

Site Based
Pricing
Model
$26,943
$26,103
24,212
21,276
~20,411
$18,193
$17,957
$15,985
$15,359
$11,812

$198,251

$6,913
$6,863
$6,660
$5,267
$4,017
$3,927
$2,052
$859,994

When reviewing the data based on the cost for the same amount of bandwidth, I

observed that the cost of 10.5 Mbps in Fremont County Joint SCHOOL DISTRICTS was
$26,943 per month and the cost for the equivalent 10.5 Mbps in Blackfoot SD (both in region 6)
was $4,017 per month. This information led me to not only examine the total cost of each circuit
but also the cost per Mbps for the same amount of bandwidth.
19.

Based on further examination of circuit costs on a cost per Mbps basis, I was able

to identify that for the same amount of bandwidth some locations were significantly higher than
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others which led to the creation of the "Local Carrier Intervention Program". An example of the
range of costs for 9.0 Mbps is included below.

20.

IEN Purchased BW

IEN Cost at Aggregation Point

IEN Cost :ger Mbs

9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00

$3,672.00
$3,672.00
$3,672.00
$3,672.00
$4,077.00
$4,930.75
$6,199.50
$6,312.00
$7,935.00
$12,772.00
$14,334.00
$24,519.50

$408.00
$408.00
$408.00
$408.00
$453.00
$547.86
$688.83
$701.33
$881.67
$1,419.11
$1,592.67
$2,724.39

Between 06/25/2009 and 08/18/2009, I analyzed the cost in every location based

on school size, total cost per month and cost per Mbps.
21.

When I asked ENA and Qwest about the extremely high cost locations, I was told

that some sites are harder to reach and cost more, while in others, there is no clear reason why
circuits should cost more but the price reflects costs being charged by the local loop provider.
As I result, I established an IEN Reasonable Cost per Mbps standard (see "InterventionData 0827-09 .xlsm, attached hereto as Exhibit G) and I created the Local Carrier Intervention Program

(see "IEN 200 03 ii 1 BandwidthCostVerification.docx", attached hereto as Exhibit H, and IEN
200 03 00 2 BandwidthCostoctVerificationLetterl.docx", attached hereto as Exhibit I, and IEN
200 04 iv 1 BandwidthOrderToProceed.docx, attached hereto as Exhibit J, and IEN 200 04 iv 2
BandwidthOrderToProceedForm.docx, attached hereto as Exhibit K) that would identify
locations that exceeded an IEN Reasonable Cost per Mbps, and placed those connections on hold
pending an investigation by ENA and Qwest to determine if the high cost was a justified high
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cost or just high. If the cost was justified by location circumstances, I would release them from
the hold status and if not, I would direct ENA and Qwest to propose an alternate solution.
22.

An example of the IEN Reasonable Costs for 9.0 Mbps is included below:

IEN
Purchased
BW

23.

IEN Cost at
Aggregation
Point

IEN Cost
perMbs

IEN
Reasonable
Cost

Place on
Hold

9.00
3,672.00
408.00
4'75000 .
9.00
3,672.00
408.00
475000
9.00
~75J)ij
3,672.00
408.00
9.00
3,672.00
408.00
475.00
9.00
4,077.00
453.00
475.00
9.00
4,930.75
547.86
475.00
9.00
6,199.50
688.83
475.00
9.00
6,312.00
701.33
475.00
9.00
7,935.00
881.67
475.00
9.00
12,772.00
1,419.11
475000
9.00
14,334.00
1,592.67
475J)O
9.00
24,519.50
2,724.39
~75J)O
My goal with this program was to identify high cost locations

No
N@
N@
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
and to hopefully

lower the total cost of the IEN.
24.

On 08/14/09, I shared my findings with the IEN leadership team (Teresa Luna,

Greg Zickau and Garry Lough), and they concurred that I should proceed with this program and
present it to the Idaho Technical Advisory Council (ITAC) (See e-mail "RE High Bandwidth
Cost Intervention Procedure.msg" and "LocalCarrierlntervention.docx", attached hereto as

Exhibit L).
25.

The Local Carrier Intervention program proposed is included below. I also

created operational procedures and spreadsheets created during the time frame related to the
Intervention Program detailing to ENA and Qwest that a specific location was being placed on
hold for high cost and directing ENA and Qwest to propose an alternate solution.
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26.

This program was executed, and by 09/14/2009 (see "IEN Site List - 09-14-

09.xlsm", attached hereto as Exhibit M), locations that were identified as Intervention Sites were
placed on hold pending resolution by ENA and/or Qwest. Thereafter, I proceeded to place
service orders to ENA for connections that were not on hold.
27.

From the beginning of the High Bandwidth Cost Intervention Program many of

the schools placed on hold were in Syringa member company's service areas. As it was the
IEN' s preference to have the local loop provided by the Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier
Company, I requested that ENA and Qwest put contracts in place to allow either Syringa or
Syringa member companies to provide the local loop connection within the IEN Reasonable Cost
framework.
28.

In April 2011 Qwest informed the state that it had entered into a Master Service

Agreement with Syringa to provide connections to school districts located in Syringa member
company's service areas. On April 28, 2011, I removed the affected connections from hold and
placed service requests with ENA to complete the connections.
29.

The chart below reflects the relative comparison of the circuits provided by

Syringa with those being provided by Qwest. Blue is Century Link. Yellow is Syringa. The xaxis shows school size by student population. The y-axis shows $/Mbs. The size of the
bubble reflects that individual school's percentage of the total cost. The larger or higher bubbles
reflect higher costs.
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Distribution of Cost June 2012
SI. II

30.

The IEN is currently connected to 24 School Districts where the local lool

circuits are provided by Syringa, LLC. The IEN purchases these circuits from Education
Networks of America (ENA) at the pricing discussed above. It is my understanding that !ENA
then purchases these circuits from CenturyLink, who then purchases the circuits from Syringa.
31.

Fifteen (15) of these schools are located in service areas where Syringa member

companies are the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) identified "Incumbent Local
Exchange Carrier (ILEC)''. A map provided by the Idaho Public Utilities Commission (l1pdated
08/23/13) graphically identifies the ILEC service area for all ILECs operating in Idaho and
includes the Syringa member companies. The Syringa member companies who are identified by
the FCC as ILECs include:
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1. Albion Telephone Communications Inc.
2. Cambridge Telephone Company Inc.
3. Custer Telephone Cooperative Inc.
4. Direct Communications Rockland, Inc.
5. Farmers Mutual Telephone Company
6. Filer Mutual Telephone Company
7. Fremont Communications
8. Midvale Telephone Exchange, Inc.
9. Mud Lake Telephone Exchange, Inc.
10. Project Mutual Telephone Cooperative Assn. Inc.
11. Rural Telephone Company
12. SilverStar Communications
32.

The fifteen (15) Idaho schools districts, located in a Syringa member companies'

ILEC service areas, and whose IEN local loop circuit is ultimately purchased from Syringa,
include:
Districts Connected through Syringa, as of
04/14/14, that are located in a Syringa Member
Company's ILEC Territory

1 BUTTE COUNTY JOINT SD
2

ONEIDA COUNTY SD

3 CAMBRIDGE JOINT SD
4

COUNCIL SD

5 TETON COUNTY SD
6

CHALLIS JOINT SD

7

ROCKLAND SD

8 FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SD
9

FRUITLAND SD

10 FILER SD

11
12
13
14
15

33.

MIDVALE SD
CLARK COUNTY SD
WEST JEFFERSON SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Main
MACK.AY JOINT SD

Dist
No.

111
351
432
13
401
181
382
215
373
413
433
161
253
331
182

City
ARCO
MALAD CITY
CAMBRIDGE
COUNCIL
DRIGGS
CHALLIS
ROCKLAND
ST ANTHONY
FRUITLAND
FILER
MIDVALE
DUBOIS
TERRETON
RUPERT

MACKAY

Nine (9) of these schools are located in service areas where Syringa member

companies are not the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) identified "Incumbent Local
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Exchange Carrier (ILEC)". A map provided by the Idaho Public Utilities Commission (updated
08/23/13) graphically identifies the ILEC service area for all ILECs operating in Idaho and these
districts are in service areas that are not served by Syringa member companies.

Districts Connected through Syringa, as of
04/14/14, that are not located in a Syringa
Member Company's ILEC Territory

1 HOMEDALE JOINT SD
2

HORSESHOE BEND SD

3

SALMON RIVER JOINT SD

4

CAMAS COUNTY SD

5 GARDEN VALLEY SD
6 MCCALL-DONNELLY SD
7 CASCADE SD
8 ABERDEEN SD
MEADOWS VALLEY SD

9

34.

Dist
No.

City

370
73
243
121

HOMEDALE

71

GARDEN VALLEY

421
422

MCCALL

58

ABERDEEN

11

NEWMEADOWS

HORSESHOE BEND
RIGGINS
FAIRFIELD

CASCADE

The IEN has received national and international recognition for technology

innovation in education.
35.
•
•

•
•

The IEN has received the following awards:
The Computerworld Honors Program 2011 Laureate Award in the "Emerging
Technology" category
The Computerworld Honors Program 2011 21st Century Achievement Award
in the "Emerging Technology" category for using Information Technology to
benefit society
National Journal Digital Innovation 2013 Award for "Classrooms that Span
the Vast Expanse"
2013 Digital Government Achievement Award - Education (Honorable
Mention)

Further your affiant sayeth naught.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

d /

day of April, 2014.

M.L)

Name:~~
Notary Publ~/U'o
Res1dmg at
~ .
My commission expire~

t

~

~ //9 // 9
T

I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi~ay of April, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY KRAFT IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

pJJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~and Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Laura Hill
Thursday, February OS, 2009 8:49 AM
Sally Brevick
Bob Collie
FW: JEN Expense Breakout
JEN 1 Year Expense Breakdown.xlsx

Sally for your records ... Bob for your information. Laura

From: Laura Hill

Sent: Thursday, February OS, 2009 8:48 AM
To: Greg Zickau; Teresa Luna; Bill Burns; Mark Little
Subject: IEN Expense Breakout
Per your request, an updated IEN expense for one year, with two FTEs added. Note I had to reduce VTC equipment
installs to make up for the addition of the FTEs; there are districts with existing VTC systems already so tHis should be
taken into account.
Respectfully, Laura

EXHIBIT
A
000870

Use of $3 Million of State funding for IEN

Assumptions Based on ENA cost proposal for services
Assumes that the exact mix of sites in the RFP receive service
Considers Year 1 charges only

Option 1 - optimal use of Idaho Public Safety Microwave Network

Monthly
Description
Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 High
School End Sites

Sites Served

One-time

Recurring

Aver1!ge

Estimated Annual

Ye!!r 1 Net Cost to

(i)

Charge($)

Start Date

E-Rate Discount

the State

charge

136

Video Conferencing Equipment and Service

124

Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 State
Colleges and Universities

8

394,400

11/15/2009

73%

798,660

6,900

11/15/2009

None

1,805,392

0

22,000

11/1/2009

None

176,000

0

16,667

3/1/2009

None

200,000

0
1,753,642

FTE JEN Support (2 Each)
Total Cost Estimate

2,980,052

Option 2 - no use of Idaho Public Safety Microwave Network

Monthly
Description
Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 High
School End Sites
Video Conferencing Equipment and Service
Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 State
Colleges and Universities
FTE JEN Support (2 Each)

Total Cost Estimate

Sites Served

One-time

Recurring

chm:ge($)

Charge

(fil

Average

Estimated Annual

Start Date

E-Rate Discount

Year

I Net Cost to
the State

136

0

571,000

1/15/2010

73%

847,935

122

1,725,357

6,900

1/15/2010

None

1,763,307

8

0

22,000

11/1/2009

None

176,000

0

16,667

3/1/2009

None

200,000

2,987,242

000871

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Zickau <Greg.Zickau@cio.idaho.gov>
Monday, June 08, 2009 5:22 PM
Brady Kraft
Financial Model Presentation v2.xls
Financial Model Presentation v2.xls

Copy for you .

EXHIBIT
B
000872

IEN Phase I (High Schools only) Estimated Cash Flow Model

Year

State GF

Stimulus
3,000,000

1
2
3 1,500,000
Connectivity to High Schools complete
Year4
Years 5-7

1,500,000
1,500,000

Sources
Expenditures
Total
RUS Grant
E-Rate
Total
Buildout
Annual Costs Videoconf Eq Labor
6,793,600
7,163,020
435,000
4,083,600
2,065,000
210,000
1,000,000
3,163,020
8,186,600
3,000,000
8,185,520
251,000
6,693,600
1,032,000
210,000
4,685,520
500,000
210,000
8 549,000
8,439,200
251,000
7,056,000
1,032,000
4,939,200
500,000
1,500,000

JKA

23,787,740
1,500,000
1,500,000

5,674,200
5,674,200

8,674,200
8,674,200

8,106,000
8,106,000

100,000
200,000

210,000
210,000

23,529,200

369,420
(1,080)
(109,800)
258,540

8,416,000
8,516,000

158,200

Buildout Completion
Phase 2
Phase 1
40%
Year1
10%
40%
Year2
8%
20%
Year3
0%
100%
18%
Assumptions
Albertson donation of 1:1 match
Successful RUS Grant Application (.75:1 match)
State commitment to General Fund costs
Model includes connectivity to some K-8 schools
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Net Benefit of IEN Funding
Illustrative Leverage

State Investment of $3M, everv two vears, for 6 vears

JKA
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

State
Funds
($3,000,000)

Foundation
Match (1)
$3,000,000

($3,000,000)
$3,000,000
($3,000,000)
($9,000,000)

§3,000,000
$9,000,000

Federal
E-rate
(2)
$7,000,000
$7,000,000
$7,000,000
$7,000,000
$7,000,000
§7,000,000
$42,000,000

Teacher
Savings
(3)
$0
$0
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
§5,000,000
$20,000,000

Total Net
(cost)/ benefit
to the State
$4,000,000
$10,000,000
$9,000,000
$15,000,000
$9,000,000
§15,000,000
$62,000,000

(1) Potential matching contribution from the JKA Foundation (see letter dated xx/xx/2009)
(2) The federal e-rate program is estimated to provide approximately 70% of the funding.
For $1 OM in elegible expense, $3M would be paid by the state, $7M by the e-rate program
(3) Additional math and science teachers will need to be hired to meet graduation
requirements. The IEN could enable those requirements to be met with an
estimated 100 fewer teachers through sharing those resources over the network
(savings@ $50k/year/teacher)

Status Quo

JKA
State
Funds

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Federal
E-rate

Teacher
Cost
(3)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Foundation
Match (1)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

iQ

iQ

iQ

$0

$0

$0

(2)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
($5,000,000)
($5,000,000)
($5,000,000)
(15,000,000)
($20,000,000)

Total Net
(Cost)/ Benefit
to the State
$0
$0
($5,000,000)
($5,000,000)
($5,000,000)
(15,000,000)
($20,000,000)

000874

Sources
State General Fund

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6

Federal Stirn

JKA

RUS Grant

3,000,000
3,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000

1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000

1,000,000
500,000
500,000

E-Rate

3,236,520
4,714,920
5,674,200
5,674,200
5,674,200
5,674,200

Total

7,236,520
8,214,920
9,174,200
8,674,200
8,674,200
8,674,200
50,648,240

Expenditures
Buildout
MRC

750,000
408,000
408,000

3,873,600
6,735,600
8,106,000
8,106,000
8,106,000
8,106,000

Remainder
VTC

1,750,000
875,000
875,000
100,000
200,000
200,000

Labor

350,000
350,000
210,000
210,000
210,000
210,000

Total

6,723,600
8,368,600
9,599,000
8,416,000
8,516,000
8,516,000
50,139,200

512,920
(153,680)
(424,800)
258,200
158,200
158,200
509,040

2,431,800.0

000875

Item
Percent Complete
Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 High School End Sites
Video Conferencing Service
Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 State Colleges and Universities
ldaNet State Agency Internet Service

MRCYear3
MRC Year 1
MRC Year2
40%
20%
40%
571,000
228,400
456,800
17,000
6,900
17,000

235,300

473,800

588,000

Phase2

000876

Item
Percent Complete
Video Conferencing Service
Managed Internet Service to Phase 1 State Colleges and Universities
ldaNet State Agency Internet Service
Phase 2 Junior/Middle and Elementary Schools; Public Libraries

MRC Year 1 MRCYear2 MRCYear3
0%
10%
8%

1,050,000
1,050,000
105,000

1,050,000
1,050,000
84,000

1,050,000
1,050,000

000877

Input

Rurality

Mbps per Student
0
15

30
45

0.0338
0.0338
0.0338
0.0338

Sites Calculated
Average Bandwidth
Median

151
16.48
9

Districts Calculated
Average Bandwidth
Median
Districts with "Less"
Districts with "Same"

94
23.20212766

7.5
14
4

3.0 Minimum site bandwidth in Mbps

EXHIBIT
C

000878

Site Data

current
Site

Indicator

New

STID
58
381
381
72
33
33
221
55
66
215
61
61
61
234
1
1
1
373
71
282
233
1
305

New

93
93
370

New
New

New

New
New
New
New

370
101
101
385
412
111
132
132
121
432
422
151
151
73
151
151
151
417
181
161

SCHID
401
491
401
501
401
491
492
401
491
491
701
491
401
701
301
302
303
491
701
701
491
304
701
401
402
491
491
493
851
401
491
501
401
401
301
491
401
501
501
301
491
601
502
501
503
701
401
501

271
271
271
261
11
242
13
342
314
221
221
331
131
413
59
215
131
215
131
373
371

401
402
491
701
701
401
501
701
701
491
401
701
493
401
401
601
601
402
492
401
491

44-

40,-

PWMMERIWOffi.EY JoTNt SCHOOL DISTRICT

192
231
231
148

501
491
401
601

GLENNS FERRY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GOODING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GOODING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRACE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

93

93
New

New

New

New
New

New
New

New
New

New

LEANM
ABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT

AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BASIN SCHOOL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMMETT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

REG

SCHNAME
5 ABERDEEN HIGH SCHOOL
5 AMERICAN FALLS (ALT.) ACADEMY

5 AMERICAN FALLS HIGH SCHOOL
3 IDAHO CITY HIGH SCHOOL

3
6
6
6
4
4

PATRIOT CENTER (AT MATR)
BLACKFOOT HIGH SCHOOL
INDEPENDENCEALTERNATEHIGH
SOUTH FREMONT ALTERNATIVE HIGH
CAREY PUBLIC SCHOOL
SILVER CREEK ALTERNATIVE SCH

4 WOOD RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
4 BLISS SCHOOL
3 BOISE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

3 BORAH SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3 CAPITAL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

FRUITLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT

3
3
2
4
3

FRUITLAND ALTERNATNE SCHOOL
GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL
GENESEE SCHOOL
HAGERMAN VALLEY LEARNING CENTR
TIMBERLINE HIGH SCHOOL

6 BONNEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

BONNEVILLE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

6 HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL

BONNEVIUE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

6 TELFORD ACADEMY (ALT)
3 SOUTHWEST ID TECHNICAL ACADEMY

CASTLEFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT

CHALLIS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO DIGITAL LEARNING ACADEMY
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT

COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MEADOWS VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
COTTONWOOD JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COUNCIL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CULDESAC JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
DIETRICH SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMMETI SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMMETT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT

FILER SCHOOL DISTRICT
FIRTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
FRUITLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT

PAYETTE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

BOISE EVENING SCHOOL 0001-491 (9-12)

HAGERMAN SCHOOL 0233-701 (PK-12)

2 HIGHLAND SCHOOL

BONNEVIUE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOUNDARY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOUNDARY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BRUNEAU-.GRAND VIEW JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUHL JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUTTE COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CALDWELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CALDWELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMBRIDGE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASCADE SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOJNT SCHOOL DISTRICT

ICHS NIGHT SCHOOL 0072-491 (9-12)

5 BEAR LAKE HIGH SCHOOL
5 CLOVER CREEK HIGH SCHOOL ALT

BLISS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

GENESEE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HAGERMAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

COLO

6 LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL (ALT)

3 CENTERPOINT ALTERNATIVE HIGH

SCHTYP
1
4
1
1
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
4
4
4

1 BONNERS FERRY HIGH SCHOOL
1 RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL ALT
3 RIMROCK JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
4 BUHL HIGH SCHOOL
6 BUTTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
3 CALOVI/ELL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3 CANYON SPRINGS ALT HIGH SCH
4 CAMAS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

3 CAMBRIDGE JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
3 CASCADE JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
4 BURLEY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
4 CASSIA EDUCATION CENTER (ALT)

3
4
4
4
4
6
6
3
1
1

4
1
1

HORSESHOE BEND MIDDLE-SR HIGH
DECLO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
OAKLEY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
RAFT RIVER JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
CASTLEFORD SCHOOL
CHALLIS JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
CLARK COUNTY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
IDAHO DIGITAL LEARNING ACADEMY
COEUR D'ALENE HIGH SCHOOL
I.AKE CITY HIGH SCHOOL

1 PROJ CDA HIGH SCHOOL
4 DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
3 MEADOWS VALLEY SCHOOL

BRIDGE ACADEMY ALT HIGH 0271-492 (9-12)

2 PRAIRIE HIGH SCHOOL
3 COUNCIL JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
2 CULDESAC SCHOOL

REGION II PROF-TECH ACADEMY 0242.a51 (10-12)

4 DIETRICH SCHOOL
3 BLACK CANYON HIGH SCHOOL
3 EMMETI HIGH SCHOOL

4
3
4
6
8
3
6

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH
ALPHA I ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
FILER HIGH SCHOOL
FIRTH HIGH SCHOOL
NORTH FREMONT JR-SR HIGH SCH
IDAHO ARTS CHARTER SCHOOL
SOUTH FREMONT HIGH SCHOOL

1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
4

3 FRUITLAND HIGH SCHOOL

1
1
4
1

3 PAYETTEALTERNATIVEHIGH

A

3 NORTHWEST CHILDREN$ HOME (ALT)

1 LAKES1bE HtGH sCI-IOOL- --4 GLENNS FERRY HIGH SCHOOL
4 GOODING ACCLRTED LEARNING CNTR

4 GOODING HIGH SCHOOL
5 GRACE JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL

1
1
4
1

STATUS
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
NEW
1
1

NEW
1
1

ENA
Ranking

High

Low

9
7
9
7

9
9
7
PK
9
9
PK
10
10
10
7
PK
PK
9
10
PK

7
7
10
9
9
7

9
7
7
9
7
6
9
7
7
PK
7
6
PK
9
9
7
PK
PK
9
7
PK
PK
9
10
7
7
9
9
6
K
9
7
9
9
9
9
9
9

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

%Low
Suggested
District
Students
Rurality
Income
Speed
Bandwidth
Dlfflculty
3
45
58.42
6
9
257
45
75
3
3
7
44
50.98
3
487
45
7
16.5
48.11
3
185
45
1.6
6
28.1
3
363
45
2
12
3
FALSE
2
3
FALSE
1
1109
34.66
37.5
15
14
67.23
1
119
15
14
4.5
3
6
FALSE
35.39
243
45
9
7.6
20
5
45
9
3
19.64
29.5
845
45
9
3
45
73.41
3
6
173
2
1371
0
14.95
46.5
70
2
0
30.22
49.5
1446
70
48
2
1439
24.11
0
70
3
FALSE
7
3
1.5
FALSE
3
FALSE
10
3
7
FALSE
1019
13.74
2
70
34.5
FALSE
1.5
33.54
10
39
1133
1217
18.49
10
40.5
71.79
156
10
1.5
FALSE
81.48
10
27
3
FALSE
1.5
3
45.47
16.5
486
45
1.5
3
38
45
89.47
1.5
3
57.08
3
45
3
6
177
46.51
2
344
45
10
12
31.16
4.5
138
45
6
35.42
1680
57
0
55
89
0
76.28
55
59
27.12
45
3
3
78
46.15
45
4
3
160
23.75
45
3
48.54
33
2
962
45
2
111
45
83.78
4.5
307
169
156
264
216
97

45
45
46
45
45
45

29.64
40.93
64.1
50
34.26
75.26

8

1470
204
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1

148
144
112
186
60
628

45
45
45
45
30
30

44.59

38.78

418
229
316

45
45
45

41.87
34.5
41.48

457

45

39.17

42.38
66.25
60.75
60

29.37

504

12
3
1.5
4
3
1.5

1.5
40
3
10
6
40
6
40
7

1.5
153
57
321
199

45
45
45
45

85.38
77.19
45.48

50.75

6
6
9
7.5
3

0.768

22.78
31.56
78.43

1462

12
12
12
12
12
12

FALSE
10.5

5
5

FALSE
49.5
49.5
7.5

FALSE
FALSE
4.5
4.5
4.5
6
3
21
FALSE
FALSE
13.5
7.5

10.5
FALSE
15
FALSE

16.5
FAl-SE
FALSE
4.5
3
10.6
6
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Demand

Site Data
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

New
New
New
New

New

New

312
415
401
1
370
1
1
1
1
91
91
91
961
151
91
272
421
251
251
150
261
304
391
391
283
414
274
55
3

84
84
84

New
New
New
New

272
272
55
93
340
93
340
271

162
321
321
21

383
New
New

New

New

New
New
New
New
New

271
421
3
136
340
2
2
2
2
2
2
25
2
2
25
25
134
41
139
63
331
331
281
281
193
244
244
392

New

4'l1f
288

New

455

131
131

401
501
491
851
501
484
904
603
850
491
302
301
851
851
401
491
491
301
491
401
401
401
491
501
401
501
851
402
501
491
402
301
491
501
701
301

492
491
605
501
491
301
401
401
851
401
492
401
492
404
495
492
406
491
405
491
407
408
851

492
401
491
801
491
301
492
301
491
301
401
403
501

SHOSHONE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

HANSEN SCHOOL DISTRICT
TETON COUNTY DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
!CAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
!CAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
IOAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF &BLIND
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKELAND SCHOOL DISTRICT

MCCALL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEFFERSON COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEFFERSON COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KAMIAH JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KENDRICK JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KIMBERLY SCHOOL DISTRICT

KOOTENAI JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KUNA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREIUE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKELAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKELAND SCHOOL DISTRICT

BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVIUE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVIUE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MACKAY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MADISON SCHOOL DISTRICT
MADISON SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARSING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MCCALL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
KUNA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDDLETON SCHOOL DISTRICT
ST MARIES JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLNUE SCHOOL DISTRICT

4 SHOSHONE HIGH SCHOOL

3 HOMEDALE HIGH SCHOOL

1
1
4
1
1

3 FRANK CHURCH HIGH (ALTERN)

4

3 LANGUAGE ACADEMY
3 MARIAN PRITCHETT MEMORIAL SCH
3 TREASURE VALLEY MATH/SCIENCE
6 EMERSON HIGH SCHOOL ALTERN
6 IDAHO FALLS SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
6 SKYLINE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
4 )CAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLIND
4 CASSIA REGIONALTECHNICAL CTR
6 EASTERN ID PROF-TECH HIGH SCH
1 TIMBERLAKE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

1
4
3
4
1
1

4 HANSEN JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
6 BASIN JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL (ALT)
3 DEHRYL A DENNIS PROF-TECH CTR

7

12

9

12
12
12
10
12

4
4
1
4
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

6 CARIBOU (ALT) HIGH SCHOOL
4 JEROME HIGH SCHOOL
2 KAMIAH HIGH SCHOOL

NORTHSIDE ALT EVENING 0261-491 (9-12)

1 KELLOGG HIGH SCHOOL
1 SILVER VALLEY ALTERNATNE

2 KENDRICK JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
4 KIMBERLY HIGH SCHOOL

1 KOOTENAI JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
6 BINGHAM PROFESSIONAL-TECHNICAL

3
1
1
1

KUNA HIGH SCHOOL
CLARK FORK JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
LAKE PEND OREILLE ALT HIGH SCH
SANDPOINT HIGH SCHOOL

1
1
4
2
1

1 LAKELAND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
1 MOUNTAINVIEW ALTERNATVE HIGH

2 TAMMANY ALTER LEARNING CENTER
1 COEUR D'ALENE CHARTER ACADEMY
6 MACKAY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
6 CENTRAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH

6 MADISON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
5 MARSH VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
3 MARSING HIGH SCHOOL

MARSH VALLEY ACADEMY (ALT) 0021-491 {9-12)

1 RIVERBEND PROF-TECH ACADEMY

POST FALLS/RNERBEND 0273-851 (9-12)

MC CALL-DONNELLY HIGH SCHOOL
CONNECTIONS PROGRAM
MELBA HIGH SCHOOL
NORTHWEST CHILDRENS HOME
CENTENNIAL HIGH SCHOOL

MERIDIAN NIGHT SCHOOL (ALT) 0002-494 (9-12)

EAGLE ACADEMY
EAGLE HIGH SCHOOL
MERIDIAN ACADEMY
MERIDIAN HIGH SCHOOL

5 ALAMEDA CENTER

3
3
5
5

NEW HORIZONS HIGH SCH (ALT) 0025-484 {9-12)

MIDDLETON ACAD 0134-491 (9-12)

3 THOMAS JEFFERSON CHARTER

401

ll'JlJRTAUGffJOIJIITSCROO[DJSTRTCT

4 MURTAUGH HIGH SCHOOL

801
403
801
401

WHITEPINE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT

2
3
3
3

1 PREP (ALT) HIGH SCHOOL

MINICO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MT HARRISON JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
MOSCOW SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PARADISE CREEK REGIONAL ALT
MOUNTAIN HOME SR HIGH SCHOOL
CLEARWATER VALLEY JR-SR
GRANGEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
MULl.AN JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACAD
COLUMBIA HIGH SCHOOL
COMPASS PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
NAMPA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

1
4
1
4

4

MERIDIAN TECHNICAL CHARTR HIGH
MOUNTAIN VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
GATEWAY PROF-TECH SCHOOL
POCATELLO TEEN PARENTING PROO.

3 MIDDLETON HIGH SCHOOL
1 ST MARIES COMMUNITY ED (ALT)

1
1
4
1
1
1

4

3 CENTRAL ACADEMY (ALT)

3
3
3
3

9
10
10
PK
10
10
9
9
9
10
9
9
9
9
8
7

9
9
9
4

K
10
7

6 TETON PEAKS ACADEMY BHC (ALT)

3
3
3
2
3

9
7
7
7
9
7
7

4

6 STATEHOSPITALSOVTH
6 SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER
2 LEWISTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

4
4
2
2
3
2
2
1

NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT

1
1
1
1
1
1

3 HEARTLAND HIGH SCHOOL (ALT)

6 JEFFERSON ALTERNATIVE HIGH
6 RIGBY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

WEST BONNER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOSCOW SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOSCOW SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
MULl.AN SCHOOL DISTRICT

COMPASS PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL LEA
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10
12
12
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3
1

1
1
1
1
1
NEW
NEW
1
1

ARTEC CHARTER 0331-801 (7-12)

1
4
1
4
1
1
3
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1

4

9
10
9
9
10
9
7

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
10
7
9
7

K

K
9

K

173

45

52.51

358

2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0
0
2
3
1
1
1

0
1
1
2
2

59.54

212

1209
1011

35.85
17.7
27

71

53.52

1.5
1.5
6
70
1.5
70
70
70
70
25
25
25
6
25
30
5

62
826
939
178
411
15
158
450
145

1178
136
113
1150
793
125

45
45

58.54
30.15

45

40

30
45
45
45
45
45

25.47

3
12
3
25
25
5
1.5
1.5
14
55

56.62

20

95.58

20
20
30
30
14
10
100
10
100

30
45
45
45
45
45

1118

42.49
57.87
35.04

86.67
38.61
25.33

27.49
24.21
47.2

20.93

80

46.26

FALSE
6

FALSE
FALSE
12
FALSE
FALSE

FALSE
FALSE
7.5
40.5
34.5

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
3
28.5
FALSE
31.5
6
13.5
3
6
15
4.5
FALSE

40.5
4.5
4.5
39
27
4.5
FALSE

FALSE
37.5
FALSE
FALSE

3
3
3
3
3
1
2
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
2
1

45
15
15
45
45

315

45

16.51

239

45

33.47

38.66

27.08
31.2

9.55

29.86
18.73

5
55
1.5
100

56
56
56
56
56
56
12

13.59
14.96

390
2232

31.24

842

6l)_

15
15
0
0
30
45
45
45

51

45

148
584
21
772
212
226

3
4.5
33
12
7.5

1.5
10
10

50.7

13.79
32.67
28.57

1863
150
154
2167
144
2210

1165
3
3
0
3
3
0
2

24.53

106
119
961
375
215

51.59

73.65
16.97
38.1
26.81
67.92

26.99

56
56
12
12
6
20
70
3
1.5
1.5

20
20
5
5
5

8.87

t,5

64.71

1195

42.26

0.5
1.5
40

1175

49.36

40

FALSE
10.5
FALSE
7.5

FALSE
63
4.5
4.5

73.5
4.5
75

FALSE
13.5
75
FALSE
FALSE

28.5
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
39
4.5
18
3
25.5
7.5
7.5
3
3

FALSE
40.5
FALSE
39
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Site Data
New

131
458
131
131

3n
New

New

New
New
New

452
149
135
351

453

801

171
171
137
457
371
466
341
26

402
401
401
801
401
801
401
303
801
302
301
851
491
401
501
491
401
701
401
701
501
491
401
301
802
401
601
401
701
409
401
401
491
701
401
501
491
301
701
701
491
401
491
401
401
401
801
401
401
401
602
801
601

New

458

New

25
25
2
273
273

285
201
201
316
252
362

243
291
291
60
New

2

Now

52
2
150

292
New

New
New

2
41
322

433
433
401

287

New

New

New

411
411
282
302
139
136
351
363
431
232
461

83

New

491
801
495
402
401
801
501
501
501

253
202
268
451
133

NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
FALCON RIDGE PUBLIC CHARTER LEA
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEW PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO VIRTUAL ACADEMY LEA
NORTH GEM SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTUS SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO VIRTUAL HIGH CHARTER LEA
OROFINO JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PARMA SCHOOL DISTRICT
INSPIRE VIRTUAL CHARTER LEA
PAYETTE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
!SUCCEED VIRTUAL HIGH SCHOOL
LAPWAI SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
LIBERTY CHARTER LEA
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POST FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
POST FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESTON JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESTON JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
RICHFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
RIRIE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
ROCKLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SOUTH LEMHI SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
ST MARIES JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TETON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TROY SCHOOL DISTRICT
lW!N FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
TWIN FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEZPERCE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
WALLACE SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEISER SCHOOL DISTRICT
WENDELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
TAYLORS CROSSING PUBLIC CHARTER LEA
WEST BONNER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST JEFFERSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST SIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
VICTORY CHARTER LEA
WILDER SCHOOL DISTRICT

3 NAMPA TEEN PARENT ALTERNATIVE
3 FALCON RIDGE PUBLIC CHARTER
3 RIDGELINE HIGH SCHOOL (Alt)
3 SKYYIEW HIGH SCHOOL
3 NEW PLYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
6 IDAHO VIRTUAL ACADEMY
5 NORTH GEM SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3 NOTUS JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
5 MALAD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3 RICHARD McKENNA CHARTER HIGH
2 OROFINO HIGH SCHOOL
2 TIMBERLINE HIGH SCHOOL
3 PARMA HIGH SCHOOL
3 INSPIRE VIRTUAL CHARTER SCHOO
3 PAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL
3 !SUCCEED VIRTUAL HIGH SCHOOL
2 LAPWAI HIGH SCHOOL
5 CENTURY HIGH SCHOOL
3 LIBERTY CHARTER SCHOOL
5 HIGHLAND HIGH SCHOOL
6 POCATELLO HIGH SCHOOL
3 ADA PROFESSIONAL-TECHNICAL CTR
1 NEW VISION ALTERNATIVE
1 POST FAU.S HIGH SCHOOL
2 POTLATCH JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
6 FRANKLIN COUNTY (ALT) HIGH
5 PRESTON HIGH SCHOOL
4 RICHFIELD SCHOOL
8 RIRIE HIGH SCHOOL
5 ROCKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL
2 SALMON RIVER JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
6 SALMONALTERNATIVESCHOOL
6 SALMON HIGH SCHOOL
6 SHELLEY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3 MERIDIAN MEDlcAL ARTS CHARTER
5 SNAKE RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
3 NORTH STAR PUBLIC CHARTER SCHO
5 SODA SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
8 LEADORE SCHOOL
3 ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOL
1 ST MARIES HIGH SCHOOL
6 SUGAR-SALEM HIGH SCHOOL
3 MIDVALE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
3 MIDVALE SCHOOL
6 TETON HIGH SCHOOL
2 TROY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
4 MAGIC VALLEY ALTERNATIVE HIGH
4 TWIN FALLS SENIOR HIGH
4 VALLEY SCHOOL
2 NEZPERCE SCHOOL
3 VALLIYUEACADEMY(ALT)
3 VALLIVUE HIGH SCHOOL
5 ONEIDA (ALT) HIGH SCHOOL
1 WALLACE JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
3 WEISER HIGH SCHOOL
4 WENDELL HIGH SCHOOL
6 TAYLORS CROSSING CHARTER SCHOO
1 PRIEST RIVER LAMANNA HIGH
6 WEST JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL
5 WEST SIDE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
2 DEARY SCHOOL
3 VICTORY CHARTER SCHOOL
3 WILDER MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL

4
GAT8NAYS ALT 0131490 (9-12)
IDAHO CENTER OF ADV TECH 0131-851 (10-12)

VALLEY VIEW ALT 0322-492 (10-12)

MAGIC VLY COOP SVCAGENCY0411-851 (9-12)
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1
1
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1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
4

1
1
REOPENED
1
1
1
NEW
3
1
1
1
1
1

1
NEW
1
1
1
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K
9
9
9
9
K
9
9
10

9
9
PK
7
PK
7
9
9
9
9
9
K
9
PK
9

9
9
7
PK
9
7
9
10
PK
PK

1
4
1

9
K
9
9
9
4
K
6

12
10
12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
12

89

77.53

40

45

71.87
38.01
40.98

40
40
3

79
164
288

45
45
45

40.51
54.88
32.29

7

360
247
314

45
45
45

43.61
76.11
56.37

1.5
1.5
4.5

463

40.58

1.5

941

25.72

3
12

1299
1088

23.79
33.92

12
12

FALSE
3
2
0
1
1
0
0
3
3
3
0
3
0
0
1
0

60
1155
305

0
0

FALSE

56

3
3
3
1
1
2
3
3
3
0
3
0

2
3
0
1
2
0

82
1445
217
50
682
204
218
130
78
25
332
631

0
0
45
45
45
45
45
45

0
36.0S
35.94

45
45

34.44
57.94
25.69
55.36
75.64
60

45
45

28.31
30.74

10
10
3
3
3
1.5
1.5
5
5
1.5
1.5
10

561

15

32.28

1.5

317
76

45
46

23.03
64.47

3
1.6

408
403

45
15

48.26
34.24

420
157
157
1336
614

45
45
0
0
45

25.71
39.49
61.78
36.08
63.88

20
10
0.788
0.768
6

56

56
56

56

44

1448

3
0
1
2

39
10.5
FALSE

45
45
1.5

56.82
45.17

70
70

245
530
317

45
30
45

35.1
50.19
43.53

0.768

471
206
165
203

45
45
45
45

49.68
35.1
42.42
34.48

3
1.5
3
1.5

195

45

93.85

1.5

4

12
9
10.5
FALSE
16.5
FALSE
FALSE
31.5
FALSE
43.5
37.5
FALSE
3
49.5
7.5
3
22.5
7.5
7.5
4.5

3
3
10.5
21
FALSE
19.5
FALSE
10.5
FALSE
13.5
13.5
FALSE
FALSE
13.5
6
6
45
21
FALSE
3
49.5
FALSE
9
18
10.5
FALSE
16.5
7.5
6
7.5
FALSE
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District Data

District
ABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BASIN SCHOOL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLISS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOUNDARY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUHL JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUTIE COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CALDWELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMBRIDGE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASCADE SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASTLEFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
CHALLIS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMPASS PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL LEA
COTIONWOOD JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COUNCIL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CULDESAC JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
DIETRICH SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMMETI SCHOOL DISTRICT
FALCON RIDGE PUBLIC CHARTER LEA
FILER SCHOOL DISTRICT
FIRTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
FRUITLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GLENNS FERRY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

ENA
Ranking

Region
5
5
3
5
6
4
4
3
6
1
3
4
6
3
4
3
3
4
4
6
6

1
3
2
3
2
4
3
3
4
6
6
3

3
2
4

Num
HS
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
2
1
3
3

2
3
1
2
3
3
2
1
3
3
1
0
3
3
3
3
3
0

1
2
1
2
4
3

1
9
6
2
1
1
1
2

1
1

1
6
1

1
1

1

5
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

3
3
3
3
3

3
2
1
1

2

1

1

HS Enrollment Rurality
45
257
511
45
45
185
363
30
1227
15
45
1108
45
173
5275
0
2533
0
524
45
177
45
45
344
138
45
0
1769
45
59
78
45
45
160
45
1705
264
45
216
45
45
97
3136
0
0
0
45
148
144
45
112
45
186
45
15
688
0
0
418
45
229
45
773
30
504
0
0
0
0
0
153
45

Current
District
Speed
6
7
1.5
2
14
9
3
70
10
1.5
3
10
6
55
3
4
3
6
3
4
0.768
0
0
1.5
4
3
1.5
0
0
3
10
6
7
1.5
10
5

Suggested
Speed

Comparison
9 More
18 More
6 More
12 More
42 More
37.5 More
6 More
178.5 More
85.5 More
18 More
6 More
12 More
4.5 Less
60 More
3 Same
3 Less
6 More
57 More
9 More
7.5 More
3 More
106.5 More
3 More
4.5 More
4.5 More
4.5 More
6 More
24 More
3 More
13.5 More
7.5 Less
25.5 More
16.5 More
3More
3 Less
4.5 Less
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District Data

GOODING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRACE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HAGERMAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HANSEN SCHOOL DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO DIGITAL LEARNING ACADEMY
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLIND
IDAHO VIRTUAL ACADEMY LEA
IDAHO VIRTUAL HIGH CHARTER LEA
INSPIRE VIRTUAL CHARTER LEA
iSUCCEED VIRTUAL HIGH SCHOOL
JEFFERSON COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KAMIAH JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KENDRICK JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KIMBERLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
KOOTENAI JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KUNA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKELAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAPWAI SCHOOL DISTRICT
LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LIBERTY CHARTER LEA
MACKAY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MADISON SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARSING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MCCALL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MEADOWS VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDDLETON SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOSCOW SCHOOL DISTRICT

4
5
4
4
2
3
3
3
6
4
6
3
3
3
6
4
2
1
2
4

1
3
1
1
2
2
3
6
6
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
2

3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
1
0
3
0
1
2
2
0
1
0
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
0
2
Q

3
3

2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
3
1
3
1
1
2
1

1
2
1
1
12
1
2
3
2

8
7
7
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
8
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
3
25
5
1.5
1.5
55
20
30
3
100
0
1.5
10
5
3
5
3
1.5
56
6

378
199
0
173
0
358
0
0
2432
71
0
0
0
0
908
939
178
426
158
450
145
1178
1399
918
0
1198
0
106
1080
375
215
315
0
239
9310
842

45
45
0
45
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
15
45
45
45
45
45
15
45
30
0
0
0
45
15
45
45
30
0
45
0
0

a

0.768-

1313
575

15
0

1.5
20

a

13.5 More
6 Less
3 Less
6 More
3 More
12 More
3 Same
3 Less
82.5 More
3 More
3 More
3 More
3 More
3 More
30 More
31.5 More
6 More
15 Less
6 More
15 More
4.5 More
40.5 Less
48 More
31.5 More
3 Same
40.5 Less
3 More
3 More
36 More
12 More
7.5 More
10.5 More
3 Same
7.5 More
315 More
28.5 More
3 More
45 More
19.5 Less
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District Data

MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
MULLAN SCHOOL DISTRICT
MURTAUGH JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEW PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEZPERCE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NORTH GEM SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTUS SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PARMA SCHOOL DISTRICT
PAYETTE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PLUMMER/WORLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
POST FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESTON JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
RICHFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
RIRIE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
ROCKLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHOSHONE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SOUTH LEMHI SCHOOL DISTRICT
ST MARIES JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
TAYLORS CROSSING PUBLIC CHARTER LEA
TETON COUNTY DISTRICT
TETON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TROY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TWIN FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOQL DISTRICT
VICTORY CHARTER LEA
WALLACE SCHOOL DISTRICT

3
2
1
4
3
3
2
5
3
5
2
3
3
1
5
1
2
5
4
6
5
2
6
6
4
5
5
6
1
6
6
6
6
2
4
4
3
3

1

0
3
0
2
3
2
0
1
1
0
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3

1
2
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
6
2
1
2
1

1

1

1
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
1
2
0
3
3

1
1
2

1
3
2

1
0
2

1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3

1
1

772
438
60
51
3674
305
0
79
164
288
607
314
483
0
3328
1527
217
712
204
218
130
78
357
631
0
561
317
76
406
403
0
0
420
157
1493
614
1492
0
245

30
45
45
45
0
45
0
45
45
30
45
45
0
0
0
0
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
0
15
30
45
30
15
0
0
45
45
0
45
0
0
45

5
5
1.5
0.5
40
3
0
7
1
0
1.5
4.5
1.5
5
12
10
3
3
1.5
1.5
5
5
1.5
10
1.5
1.5
3
1.5
20
10
0
6
6
0
45
1.5
70
0
0.768

25.5 More
15 More
3 More
3 More
124.5 More
10.5 More
3 More
3 Less
6 More
9 More
21 More
10.5 More
16.5 More
3 Less
112.5 More
51 More
7.5 More
24 More
7.5 More
7.5 More
4.5 Less
3 Less
12 More
21 More
3 More
19.5 More
10.5 More
3 More
13.5 Less
13.5 More
3 More
3 Less
13.5 More
6 More
51 More
21 More
5-1 Less
3 More
9 More
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District Data

WEISER SCHOOL DISTRICT
WENDELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST JEFFERSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST SIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILDER SCHOOL DISTRICT

3
4
1
6
5
2
3

3
3
1
2
3

1
1

1
1
2
1
1
2
1

530
317
471
208
165
203
195

30
45
30
45
45
30
45

4
3
3
1.5
3
1.5
1.5

18
10.5
16.5
7.5
6
7.5
6

More
More
More
More
More
More
More
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''As superintendents envision teaching and learning in 2011, it is
most helpful to have projections from colleagues across the country
regarding new technologies that they will and will not adopt. We
found America's Digital Schools 2006 to be a useful report in
forecasting change, so that we can keep up with rapidly changing
technologies."
James Wilson, Superintendent of Fulton County Schools, Georgia

Sponsored by Pearson Education, AMD (Advanced Micro Devices), Promethean, and Qwest
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At the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN), our mission is to help technology leaders increase
their knowledge and skills, advocate for their participation in their leadership teams, and accelerate the
strategic and system-wide uses of technology in their districts. Our many initiatives are designed to move
these goals forward.
The rapid progress we are seeing in these areas is leading to a growing sense that technology in education
is truly taking off. We are delighted to note that this trend is confirmed by the newly released ADS 2008
insights into the detailed plans of school districts. ADS 2008 identifies the "six trends to watch'' and
demonstrates that they are picking up momentum, sometimes to a surprising degree, and helping fulfill
the potential of technology to help all students succeed.

ADS 2008 also confirms the essential requirements for technology success-teacher buy-in, professional
development, long-range planning, proactive leadership, and an understanding of Total Cost of
Ownership. Technology initiatives in schools cannot succeed without careful attention to these issues.
vi

ADS 2008 is an invaluable source of hard data for long-range planning, essential for both education and
industry leaders. We at CoSN are pleased to include the ADS 2006 groundbreaking findings on
broadband connectivity in the special section of our website devoted to this important issue.

In addition, the new ADS 2008 report goes beyond the data to provide meaningful insights int<!> the
implications of each set of findings for both education and industry leaders. It is an important 11esource
that can help guide the rapidly evolving technology implementations in schools toward a successful
outcome.

With warm regards,
Keith Krueger
Chief Executive Officer
Consortium for School Networking
Washington, D.C.
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the project.
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Diane Rapley, our chief editor, and Professor Dan Hamilton, our chief statistician and professor at the
University of Denver, provided invaluable assistance and wisdom that went beyond their job
descriptions. Richard Milewski, our chief technical officer, could always be counted on to handle all
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Key Findings: The Six Trends to Watch
America's Digital Schools 2008
The ADS team believes that the six trends analyzed in this report-I: 1 computing, learning
management systems, online assessment, computing devices, interactive whiteboards, and Interhet
bandwidth-are the major drivers of change in the use of technology in America's schools today.

In their careful answers to our questions, district-level respondents make clear that these six trends are
becoming increasingly entrenched, indicating that America's digital schools are moving beyond the
concept stage and becoming a reality. Understanding the trends and their implications is increasingly
important for educators, policymakers, and industry alike-to help them make plans, maximize
opportunities, and avoid pitfalls.

2

In addition to an in-depth data analysis, we have provided a commentary on each set of responses to
help both groups understand what the data means for them. Each chapter opens with an overview of the
current research, thinking, and in-school applications. Demographic highlights indicate important
differences among regions and subgroups.
We expect that in the future educators and industry will look back on the years from 2006 to 2011 as a
period of great change, during which U.S. schools transitioned to digital media across many areas,
including communications, assessment, content, and data management. The six trends analyzed in this
report are driving our schools along the path into this digital world.
Unique Insights

ADS 2008, the second report in our series, bears out the major findings from last year. In addition,
much of the data in ADS 2008 is new and sheds light on numerous topics not covered in other surveys,
such as:
• How much do 1: 1 computing programs cost per student?
• Why is online testing growing so quickly?
• Do most districts give computing devices to all teachers? Are we behind?
• Where are computers located in schools? Are computer labs obsolete?
• Where do districts get Internet service besides state networks?
• What are the key success factors and academic improvement results in 1: 1 computing?
• How many districts are using learning management systems? What for?
• How many students are in 1: 1 computing programs per school?
• Why are some districts using optical networks rather than T-1 lines for high-speed bandwidth?
Educators and vendors who understand the answers to these questions will be in better position to meet
the needs of schools and improve student performance-the major goal of both groups.
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Trend 1: Large-Scale 1: 1 Implementations Are Alive and Well
1: 1 implementations have been around for at least 20 years, during which time we have seen sorie major
migrations. Twenty years ago, the desktop computer was the primary student device. About ten years ago
the laptop became the primary device for 1: 1 computing. Then wireless LANs entered the scene nine or
ten years ago via an add-on card.
Most of the early 1: 1 implementations were driven by the technology rather than by the academia needs of
students, leading to less than optimum results and a somewhat negative perception. Large-scale
implementations like the Maine Middle School Initiative, although groundbreaking in many ways, did not
include academic performance as a critical design objective. Many other implementations suffered; from:
• Lack of experience in implementing highly complex wireless mobile computing environments
• Frequent catastrophic hardware and software events (affecting all student device vendors)
• Inadequate or incorrect professional development
• Insufficient software applications that exploited the ubiquitous mobile computing environment
In addition, in informal discussions with ADS staff, numerous educators have stressed that teacller
ownership, a bottom-line requirement for 1: 1 success, was often lacking. In the words of David
Underhill, Principal of Bayshore High School in Manatee County, Florida:

"If teachers are presented with the new machines without any prior involvement in the decision, the
program probably won't succeed. It will be seen as an idea of the IT team, not arising from classroom
needs that teachers deal with every day. But if teachers have an opportunity to learn about the program
early in the process and provide input, they feel bought in and the picture totally changes."
However, a new and much more positive picture has emerged over the last year, supported by ADS 2008
findings such as:
• Academic improvement results have climbed sharply. In 2006, 30% of districts reported moderate to
significant improvement. In 2007, this number climbed to 78.7%-a very large year-over-ye~ gain.
• 1: 1 implementations are now relatively widespread. With 27 .1 % of districts reporting their
involvement in 1: 1 computing, this trend has moved into the mainstream, especially since th¢: ADS
definition of 1: 1 is fairly strict-at least a full grade and no mobile carts.
• The average district pilot program has climbed to include 1,631 students. 40% of the district pilots
include over 1,000 students, and 10% include over 5,000 students.
• 30.6% of the district pilot programs involve three or more schools. These districts have move~ beyond
·
the initial stages and are on the path toward system-wide implementation.
• Only 7% of districts report that they are experiencing widespread technology problems with their 1: 1
implementation. We believe that this represents a substantial decline in technology problems. The reports
of catastrophic failure, which were common earlier in the process, have slowed down to a consid~rable
degree.
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These findings indicate that districts and suppliers are moving with some speed along the 1: 1 experience
curve. Professional development has improved, teachers are more involved, hardware failures have been
reduced, and so on.
Trend 2: Learning Management Systems Go Mainstream

In 2007, the number of school districts using an LMS climbed to almost 50% of respondents, with
another 19% indicating plans for the future.
In the past, districts were faced with two alternatives, neither of which met all their needs-either a
highly sophisticated LMS with good educational content but no ability to add other applicatio.tils or an
open LMS from the university world with no K-12 content (sometimes at no charge).
Now we see the two groups merging. The proprietary systems are opening up, using standards as the
vehicle, and the open standards systems are maturing, giving schools K-12 features such as the ability to
search for content using state standards tags.
4

Learning management systems address a very wide array of services, and schools frequently take less than
full advantage of the available applications, which include:
• School portals: Setting up a school portal and linking to teachers, subjects, calendars, and resources is
easy with an LMS.
• Teacher authoring: An LMS offers teachers a practical approach to content authoring. Teachers used
to keep a "big box of stuff," to which they added class outlines, handouts, pictures, maps, homework
assignments, resource lists, etc., over time. An LMS provides an easily accessible electronic repository
for all these materials.
• Electronic assessments: Teachers can select pre-made tests or assemble tests from test items that have
been tagged to state standards.
• Electronic supplements: An LMS includes materials that correlate to and supplement the print-based
core curriculum.
• Electronic core curriculum: Many LMS courses are comprehensive enough to be used as the core
curriculum instead of a textbook.
• Content management: In an LMS, thousands of pictures, text documents, videos, test questions, and
audio files can be tagged with state standards and stored where everyone can access them. As 'it
becomes even easier for teachers and students to produce materials, these libraries will grow
exponentially. The content management systems may become separate from the learning management
systems, for simplified uniform controls on access, permissions, and publishing.
Trend 3: Online Assessment Is Replacing the No. 2 Pencil

In 2007 we saw widespread use of online assessment in schools for the first time, with 30.4% of districts
reporting their use. The 77-year dominance of No. 2 pencils and mark sense paper tests appears, to be
coming to an end.
Some powerful forces are driving this growth. Schools are now more data-driven and more careful to
ensure that assessment is driving instruction. With the widespread availability of high-quality online
assessment software and test items, it is likely that this trend will continue to accelerate.
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The major inhibitor to online assessment is the lack of suitable student devices. However, the plethora of
lower-end devices now coming to market is likely to radically change this situation over the next few
years (see Trend 4).
As online assessment takes hold, it will enable many powerful assessment innovations that are difficult to
do manually. These include:
• Adaptive assessments: Here students are given questions where the level of difficulty depends on
previously asked questions. The result is that student performance levels can be determined more
quickly and with fewer questions.
• Constructed assessments: Modern algorithms, such as latent semantic analysis, can be used to grade
student-written sentences and paragraphs.
• Variety: Online assessments can take a variety of forms, including teacher observations of students and
student work, which often take too long to do manually.
• Physical security: Paper tests must arrive in advance of the exam time, opening up the possibility of
tampering. This is eliminated with online testing.
• Special needs: Section 508 compliance is easier to provide with online tests, which can be quickly
adjusted according to timing, style, delivery, and language preferences.
• Assessment results: Results can link automatically to courseware delivery and learning management
systems. Considering the number of students and the number of standards taught per student, this is
much faster than manual matching, saving teachers countless hours.
• Practice tests: Online testing can provide large pools of test questions randomized for each standard.
This allows students to take multiple tests on the same subject without seeing the same questions.
• Easy test creation: With a few clicks of the mouse teachers can select test items that are correlated to
the academic standard being taught, and with a few more clicks they can deliver the test to th.e
students, saving huge amounts of teacher time.
• Data timeliness: Online testing provides immediate results, avoiding the unfortunate situation where
test scores arrive after the next school year has started.
• Data aggregation: It is very difficult for schools to fully aggregate manual test data into their datadriven decision-making systems. Online testing solutions facilitate and streamline this process.
• Online writing assessments: These assessments when tied to the curriculum are an excellent way for
students to show subject matter comprehension.
'
Trend 4: The Student Computing "Race to Mobility'' Accelerates

ADS 2006 was the only industry report to predict that more mobile computing devices would span be
sold into schools than desktop computers.

In 2006, there were some doubts regarding the capabilities of the low-end devices. However, in 2007, we
saw vendors race to ship sub-laptop devices into education. At this time, the student mobile computing
market is segmented as follows:
• Traditional laptops (Windows or Mac OS)
• Student appliances (defined in Appendix A)
• Handheld devices (including a few sub-categories)
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• Traditional PDAs {with rapidly declining vendor support)
• Smart phones (growing rapidly but facing the issue of monthly phone service cost)
• Wi-Fi-enabled music/video devices {such as the iPod touch)

ADS 2008 makes clear that vendors have a long way to go before the ideal student device emerges. For
example, our survey respondents indicate that they require an average battery life of eight hour$, but
today the average is less than four hours.
As student devices begin to address these issues successfully; they will form the foundation for many
other important developments in schools.
Trend 5: Interactive Whiteboards Come Into Their Own
Interactive whiteboards (IWBs) have moved well beyond the initial adoption stages and are increasingly
viewed as standard equipment in schools. Teachers like them and quickly come to find them essential.
6

IWBs have matured substantially in the last few years, with innovations such as:
• Boards that support multiple simultaneous pens
• Improved classroom ergonomics (This can be as simple as a board that changes height for older and
younger students-not available when IWBs were primarily transplants from the business market.)
• Integration with other classroom technologies, including student response units and mobile
computing devices
• A trend toward very specific software (high school algebra, calculus, etc.)
• More mature purchasing processes {Districts now know what they want, and order sizes are ihcreasing
as schools move from pilot programs to full-scale rollouts.)

It is likely that IWBs will be in almost every school five years from now. Educators will be much more
adept at using them to their maximum potential, and-thanks to the researchers who are busy in this
area-vendors will be providing applications that might astound us today.
Trend 6: Awareness of the Internet Bandwidth Crisis Reveals New Concerns
Without adequate connectivity, all school-based Internet activities are subject to disruption. The Internet
bandwidth crisis in 2007 is a good news/bad news story.

ADS 2006 reported a bandwidth crisis based on a projected future demand for bandwidth three to five
times higher than anticipated in district and state budgets and anticipated a robust 45% growth rate of
average bandwidth per student.
One year later, the good news is that awareness of the issue has risen substantially among educators and
that average bandwidth per student climbed an astounding 123% year over year. The rapid growth of
optical-based solutions has allowed districts to substantially expand data rates at a lower cost peir megabit
than copper solutions.

ADS 2008 reveals that the crisis is evolving and intensifying. Schools are dealing with the problctm by
adding bandwidth shaping and metering devices. Their level of knowledge and their awareness of
potential solutions are increasing. They are more in tune with their future requirements and have
increased their projected requirements in out years.
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However, the bad news is that the crisis is intensifying in terms of educators' views on future funding
challenges. An astonishing 54.2% of districts foresee a problem obtaining sufficient funding, regardless
of the source (local, state, or E-Rate). 42.9% foresee a problem with E-Rate funding levels. This number
is substantially understated since it applies primarily to the less than 50% of districts that actually receive
E-Rate funding today.
The prevailing opinion is that E-Rate funding will remain capped at $2.25 billion a year. As demand
goes up, the percentage of reimbursement will go down. Since we are facing another funding shortfall
cycle where states are projecting teacher layoffs, the possibility of increased bandwidth funds is slim.
Finally, a surprising 36.7% of districts foresee a problem obtaining sufficient bandwidth regardless of
their ability to pay. According to one network director for a large rural state, a single copper pair serves a
large number of schools in his state, effectively limiting them to one T-1 line. Depending on the
circumstances, installing new fiber or copper may be uneconomical. Frequently this forces the districts to
move to fixed wireless microwave solutions.

As Internet usage in schools is shifting into high gear, it appears that students will find the going slow,
and teachers may shy away from Internet-based tools unless they are sure that capacity will be sufficient.
An astonishing 67% of polled districts report that they are using an application restriction policy to
conserve bandwidth, including banning streaming video. Unfortunately, students in these districts will
not be able to benefit from the educational value of streaming video applications.

The ADS team believes that a greater understanding of these six trends will help improve student
performance in our schools, make our country more competitive in the world economy, and address the
problem identified by Thomas L. Friedman in The World Is Flat: A BriefHistory ofthe Twenty-First

Century:
"When I compare our high schools to what I see when I'm traveling abroad, I am terrified for our work
force of tomorrow. In math and science, our fourth graders are among the top students in the world. By
eighth grade, they're in the middle of the pack. By 12th grade, U.S. students are scoring near the bottom
of all industrialized nations .... The percentage of a population with a college degree is important, but so
are sheer numbers. In 2001, India graduated almost a million more students from college than the
United States did. China graduates twice as many students with bachelor's degrees as the U.S., and they
have six times as many graduates majoring in engineering. In the international competition to have the
biggest and best supply of knowledge workers, America is falling behind."
Jeanne Hayes. The Hayes Connection, and Tom Greaves, The Greaves Group
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CHAPTER 1

1: 1 Computing
1: 1 computing is highly complex and not to be

undertaken lightly, but, properly implemented,
can have great benefits.

The Hayes Connection
(Jeanne Hayes - jhayes@hayesconnection.com)
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INTRODUCTION
ADS 2006 revealed that many schools and districts view their 1: 1 implementations as successful.
However, we also know that some large-scale programs have been failures. What are the underlying
causes of success and failure? What are the scenarios in which districts are experiencing success?

ADS 2008 and a growing body of analysis agree-1: 1 computing is highly complex and not to be
undertaken lightly, but, properly implemented, can have great benefits. Fortunately, more research is
becoming available on the success factors that can guide schools and districts in the right direction.

The Role of Professional Development
One of the key findings of ADS 2006was the importance of professional development in a successful 1: 1
implementation. Several ISTE studies have also examined this issue. A 2007 ISTE study found that teachers
face significant challenges as they prepare for teaching in 1: 1 classrooms. Using the Concerns-Based
Adoption Model of change, this study reported that teachers' concerns fell into two categories. Most teachers
were concerned about how the introduction of laptop computers would impact them personally. A lesser
number were concerned about how they could best use the laptops to meet the needs of students (1).
10

The study pointed to several implications for professional development, including differentiated training
based on teacher concerns, implementation training, and teacher involvement in the process.
When professional development is lacking, according to a review of 1: 1 issues in Education Wor!.d, "Students
are given laptops and teachers are told to start teaching with them, when they themselves are new tO the
technology. With little training and a lot of administrative pressure, many teachers have students take notes
in Word or surf online and call it technology integration. Without significant support for teacher tr~g,
the cost-benefit ratio of one-to-one computing rarely is justified (2)."
·
When a Consortium for School Networking study compared initial project goals with the results ta date of
one of the most ambitious 1: 1 installations, the Michigan Freedom to Learn Initiative, extensive professional
development was found to have helped teachers implement significantly more meaningful lessons than those
implemented in classrooms represented by national norms (3).
Teacher preparedness and buy-in, along with appropriate support and differentiated training, are clearly
major contributors to successful 1: 1 installations.
Furthermore, 1: 1 installations can have extensive benefits for teachers as well as students. An ISTE study
noted the impact of laptop programs on individual teacher growth, professional productivity, and
motivation. The study found that the speed at which beginning and intermediate-level teachers began using
their laptops for group instruction was unexpectedly fast, since the laptops gave them a convenient way to
acquire computer skills outside the classroom. Regardless of previous experience, all teachers reported a
general increase in their confidence and skill using technology due in large measure to the convenient access
afforded by laptop portability (4).
Advice to Other Schools from Gunderson High School, San Jose, CA
Ensure that you have adequate funding for the life of the implementation. When replacements or repairs are
needed, be sure you can pay for them.
Devote the time necessary for professional development. The success of your laptop program depends on having i
teachers who feel confident in the use of technology.
Be patient, and be persistent. A 1:1 learning program requires a lot of work, but is well worth the effort (5).
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Impact on Students
Unbiased research on the educational impact of 1: 1 computing can be hard to find, and it can be
difficult to isolate one variable such as technology in a complex concept such as student achievement.
However, in response to the all-important question "What does the research show?," a research review in
Education World outlined the following:
• Increased quality and quantity in writing
• Greater student collaboration
• Greater teacher awareness of student progress
• Improved organizational skills
• Increased student engagement
• More project-based learning
• More learning beyond the classroom
11

• More teachable moments
• Preparation for tomorrow's workplace (2)

......

More independent student learning and higher levels of responsibility have been noted by Saul Rockman
and Associates: "Laptop students also seem to be better students: they take notes while they read,
underline or highlight a main idea, write together with other students, re-read papers before turning
them in, and use information from a variety of sources (6)."
Improved writing skills are noted consistently in study after study of 1: 1 implementations, incllilding the
ISTE studies cited above. "Writing is the core academic area most clearly influenced by access to
ubiquitous computing," according to an SOCS Educational Technology Department report (7).
The CoSN study of the Freedom to Learn Initiative also found significant improvements in:
• Students' technology skills
• Access to equal educational opportunities
• Student interest in learning, research skills, and future job opportunities
• Student-focused practice on the part of teachers
• Student motivation, achievement, and technology skills
• Student engagement (3)

000906

Writing Skills Improve at Nashwaaksis Middle School, New Brunswick, Canada
Research showed that notebook use improved seventh-grade writing and research skills, especially among boy~, in
this school. Some students, who were originally resistant to the writing process, emerged as authors. The
research also showed that some students became more efficient at locating information and were better able to
manipulate that information as a result of utilizing laptop computers as part of their studies (8).

Lessons Learned
An SRI International study that synthesized research findings on the effects of 1: 1 initiatives from a
range of countries found that successful implementations included extensive professional development,
access to technical support, and positive teacher attitudes toward student technology use (9).
Planning, managing change, and program monitoring and evaluation are often cited as key factors, as is
a clear understanding of total cost of ownership (TCO). The CoSN Freedom to Learn report stresses
that TCO analysis is a key element of the Michigan professional development program (3).
12
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Administrative commitment and vision are generally viewed as essential. Leaders should be committed to
change and willing to provide the financing and long-term dedication to the success of the technology.
Parents must be aware of the initiative and support it. A strong technical "backbone" is important, as is
careful attention to safety and security issues. Above all, educators need to clearly delineate the goals of
the program to facilitate thorough review and ongoing improvement (10).

Looking to the Future
Several studies have indicated that many of the potential benefits of 1: 1 computing remain to be seen.
The CoSN Freedom to Learn report points to a few possibilities:
"Suppose, for example, that resources stored on a disk or a USB drive replaced print textbooks entirely.
Students could mark up and interact with electronic texts without damaging them, have ongoing access
to multimedia instruction in multiple languages, and be spared the need to lug heavy, bulky bactkpacks
to school each day. Schools might save on the cost of textbooks, as well as reference materials such as
encyclopedias and dictionaries. Some schools and companies are beginning to experiment along these
lines-as well as exploring other new uses and benefits for the laptops to which their students and
teachers have 24/7 access. As they do so, well-designed research has the potential to inform future
decisions (3)."
'
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FINDINGS
1:1 Computing Implementation
Are you currently
implementing 1:1 in at least
one full grade in one school
and in at least a pilot
environment? For the
purposes of this survey, 1:1
implementation is defined as
" each student and teacher
has one Internet-connected

72.9%

wireless computing device for
use in the classroom and at
home ."

13
Percentage of Respondents

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Large-enrollment districts and
urban districts at the 95%
confidence level are statistically
significant segments. The
districts most likely to have a 1:1
implementation are those with
fewer than 25% Macs.

READ AS
27.1% of respondents report 1:1 implementation in at least one full grade in at least
one school.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
1:1 implementations have increased slightly since ADS 2006, as predicted. It is
important to note that the ADS 2008 numbers represent existing implementations
plus new implementations minus abandoned implementations. Some
implementations were started several years ago and discontinued when funding ran
out or hardware became obsolete. ADS 2008 shows that enough new
implementations have taken place to make up for the discontinued implementations.
The ADS definition of a 1:1 pilot program is highly restrictive. Schools must
implement at least one grade, and they must allow students to take the machines
home at night. We believe there are important differences in implementation and
potential academic improvement when students take ownership and have 24/7
access to a "cognitive amplifier" that changes the learning experience.
This means that the number of implementations may be higher in other surveys that
use less restrictive definitions.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
It appears that 1:1 computing is here to stay. This year's results corroborate and
deepen the understandings gained last year. However, despite the clear signals and
the high profile of the 1:1 discussion, relatively few vendors are building products
that exploit the opportunity. Schools are clearly looking for products that meet their
needs in this category.
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Cognitive amplifier (noun).
A device that amplifies the natural brainpower
or cognitive capabilities of students

I
I

Just as an audio amplifier makes sound louder, the computer amplifies the functionality of the
human brain. Imagine the brain divided into three sections-Processing, Input, and Outprt,
14

Processing Example: Imagine a graph of z=sin(2x)*cos(y). The human brain can calculatd this
and create the image in a few hours. A computer can do it in less than a second. There ar~
hundreds of other similar examples, all falling under the category of data visualization,
I
including weather maps, where the cognitive amplifier gain might be 500X to 1.
I

Input Examples: Imagine a physics experiment on acceleration where an object is droppef. It
is impossible for a human being to accurately measure the object's displacement versus tirn\e,
but a computer data logger can make quick work of it. It is difficult to calculate the cognitive
amplifier factor since the computer makes the impossible into simple, but it could be as g~eat
as a 50X improvement.
I
I

!

To complete a research assignment without the computer and an Internet connection,
students go to the school library. The books and magazines on the subject have been checlted
out by others. They make a trip to the public library and find the books on the subject arq out
of date. With a computer and Internet connectivity, they have the information in a few i
minutes. The barriers of time, distance, and money no longer exist. The cognitive amplifi+
gain for this example might be 1OOX.
,I
1
,

i

Output Example: Consider a word processor versus a pencil and paper. Students can create a
document up to 5X faster with a word processor than with a pencil, or up to lOOX faster if
revision cycles are taken into consideration. Research shows that students using word
processors produce higher-quality writing, and the increased speed is probably a contributibg
factor.
1
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Measuring Success of 1:1- Top 5 Measures
How do you measure success
75.2%

in your 1:1 implementation?

75.2%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the Midwest are
significantly more likely to value
parental feedback, while districts
in the West are significantly more
likely to value student feedback.
Districts in low and high
household income areas value
attendance improvements
significantly more than do
districts in medium-household
income areas.

District-led evaluation
of multiple factors

46.5%

Percentage of Districts Imp lementing 1:1
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READ AS
Districts measure the success of 1:1 implementations primarily by teacher and
student feedback. as reported by 75.2% of the respondents.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Unfortunately, 1:1 implementations in the U.S. are frequently under-evaluated.
Evaluations are often done after the fact or with weak instruments or not at all.
Valuable opportunities are lost to collect data to improve implementations and
provide guidance for other schools. We recommend that every 1:1 implementation
include a well-designed, district-led evaluation of multiple factors.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Industry should encourage the in-depth evaluation of 1:1 implementations. Vendors
can help by providing examples of evaluation instruments. copies of previous
evaluations. and general guidance.
Vendors should also consider helping districts automatically collect data by adding
the appropriate features to their 1:1 products. Good data is likely to benefit schools
and vendors alike and grow the market.
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Measuring Success of 1:1-Less Important Factors

High-stakes test scores

44.6%

How do you measure success
in your 1:1 implementation?

District benchmark exams

37.6%
34.7%

T81Cher retantion improvements

30.7%

Teacher recruitment improvements 29.7%
Drop-out rate declines

22.8%

Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1
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READ AS
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DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
As a way to measu e success.
suburban districts are
significantly more likely to cite
high-stakes test scores. Largeenrollment districts are more
likely to cite teacher recruitment
improvements, and districts with
high household income are
significantly more likely to cite a
decline in discipline referrals.

The ways that districts measure the success of 1:1 implementations reported by less
than one-half of respondents include high-stakes test scores (44.6%) and district
benchmark exams (37.6%) .

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
It is noteworthy that high stakes tests and district benchmarks are viewed as less
important in measuring 1:1 success. School districts frequently shy away from hard
measures because of the risk of failure. In the Maine statewide 1:1 initiative. for
example, improved academic performance is specifically excluded from
consideration.
However. research shows that programs that are evaluated improve. and programs
that are measured and reported on improve more rapidly. Disseminating the facts
builds understanding, and understanding builds continuous improvement. We
recommend that 1:1 implementations not avoid reporting on academic performance.
Ultimately this will contribute to greater student improvement.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors should use these responses as part of the econom ic justification for 1:1
computing. Districts save time and money when teacher turnover is reduced. teacher
recruitment is simplified, and discipline referrals decline. These cost reductions
represent a contribution to the business case.
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Students Involved in 1: 1
38%

How many students are
involved in your 1:1 program
Average: 1,631 Students

im plem entati on?

18%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
The average number of students
involved in a 1:1 implementation
is 1,631. However, the number
varies widely by region. The
Northeast has the highest
average with 3,089 students. The
South is second with 1,760
students, while the West and
Midwest have 955 and 724
students, respectively.
As expected, large-enrollment
and urban districts have a greater
average number of students.
Districts with low instructional
materials expenditures, low-tech
expenditures, and low household
income all have a higher average
number of students in their 1:1
implementations. Title I and other
compensatory educational
funding, as well as grants, may
be supporting these efforts in low
SES (socio-economic status)
districts.

75-250
Students

251-500
Students

501-1,000
Students

1,0012,500
Students

2.5015.000
Students

5,00110,000
Students

20.000- 1
30,000
Students

Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1
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READ AS
38% of respondents report that 75-250 students are involved in their 1:1 program
implementation.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
As might be expected, most implementations are in the 75-250 students range.
Districts typically pilot one grade in a school and then a whole school before rolling
out multiple-school implementations.
However, the data also show some large-scale 1:1 implementations with over 2,500
students and a few with over 20,000 students. At these levels, 1:1 computing can be
viewed as fully integrated into the life of a school or district.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The impression that the number of 1:1 implementations is small appears to be
mistaken.
Vendors should note that 1:1 implementations have the potential to dri~e large
amounts of new product purchases and offer the opportunity for powerful new
software applications to be installed on every student computer.
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Number of Schools Per District in 1: 1
How many school s in your
district are currerntly
implementing a 1: program?
41.2%
One School

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1
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READ AS
41.2% of respondents report that one school in their district is implementing a 1:1
program .

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Most district 1:1 implementations are small. as described earlier. However, 30.6% of
districts are conducting pilots in three or more schools, indicating a level of
confidence on the part of school administrators.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The 1:1 market is quite robust. However, it is important to note that implementations
generally trail decision making by months or years. For example, the Chicago Public
Schools decided to implement handheld devices in May 2005 and implemented the
program in September 2007.

Large-enrollment districts are
significantly more likely to be
implementing a 1:1 program in
three or more schodls.
Conversely, district with a high
level of spending o~ instructional
materials are significantly more
likely to be implementing a 1:1
program in only one school .
Since large-enrollment districts
tend to have a low level of
spending on instruc ional
materials, this findi f g suggests
two different implementation
segments. Districts with more
than 50% Macs are also
significantly more Ii ely to be
implementing a 1:1 program in
three or more schools.

Vendors should also note that small implementations are generally harbingers of
larger growth.
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Academic Improvement with 1:1
45.7%

Based on the results you
have, how much academic
improvement have you seen
that could be attributed to 1:1?
Multiple answers allowed .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the Northeast report
significant academic
improvement more than other
regions. Again, districts with
medium household income are
less likely than districts with low
and high household income to
report significant improvement.
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READ AS
33% of the respondents report that academic improvement attributed to 1:1
programs is significant.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The number of respondents describing academic improvement as significant has
grown considerably since ADS 2006:
Rating
Significantly
Moderately
Not Much
Not at All
Not Tracked

2006
17%
47%
9%
0%
27%

2007
33%
46%
7%
0%
16%

Clearly many schools are happy to see that student performance is improving. Since
schools are still in the early stages of a paradigm shift, we can expect to see more
growth in student performance as the number of implementations grows, as
pioneering schools gain greater experience, and as more schools benefit from
in-depth evaluations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
It is important to note that other recently published data on this topic, yvhich run
counter to ADS 2008 responses, are based on a different implementation and
methodology. When examining different research results, it is essential to compare
apples with apples.
For example, the IES (Institute of Education Sciences) studies were not based on 1:1
implementations, in which student use a computer throughout the schdol day, but on
curriculum software. which students use for only a short time each day. The amount
of professional development in the IES study was also substantially less than in a
successful 1:1 implementation.

000914

Sources for Academic Improvement Results

----------

District-led and implemented evaluation
Classroom anecdotal data

18.0%

15.8%

Test score data (pre and postl

From what sources were your
academic improvement results
for 1:1 schools obtained?
Multiple answers allowed .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
exams
Systems provider or ven orled evalu ti
Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1
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READ AS
The most frequently cited source for measuring academic improvement is a districtled and district-implemented evaluation, reported by 18% of respondents.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Although rigorous external evaluations may be the most beneficial, less than 10% of
respondents currently fall into this category. We also recommend district-led
evaluations, which offer valuable insights.

Districts with a medium level of
spending on instructional
materials are significantly more
likely than those with a high level
of spending on inst~uctional
materials to measure academic
improvement using district-led
evaluations. Districts with a low
level of spending on instructional
materials are significantly more
likely to use a rigorous
independent evaluation by an
academic institution.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Schools use a wide number of sources to evaluate the success of 1:1 installations,
some more informative than others. Vendors could help streamline the evaluation
process by providing planning resources or research methodologies. Planning is key
and often neglected. Many excellent suggestions are offered in the 1:1 Computing
Guidebook (11 ). Districts are likely to appreciate the help.

000915

Years of Data Used for Evaluation
30%

How many years of data are
you using to evaluate 1:1
implementations? Multiple
answers allowed.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with a high level of
technology expenditures are
significantly more likely than
those with are a low level of
technology expenditures to have
two years of data.
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READ AS
15% of respondents report using less than one year of data to evaluate their 1:1
implementation. 30% of respondents report using one year of data.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The number of districts that report tracking academic improvements has grown since
ADS 2006. In 2006, 27% of respondents reported they were not tracking academic
improvements. In 2007, the number is only 4%. In addition, 28% of respondents
evaluate three years or more of data.
Educators considering a 1:1 implementation could benefit from seeking· out and
studying these multi-year evaluations before they embark on their own projects.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors will benefit from studying as many evaluations as possible be ore
participating in a 1:1 project. Sufficient data is available today to inform all the
important aspects of a 1:1 project and avoid a repetition of past mista~es.
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Spending Per Student on 1: 1
21.0%

21.0%

21.0%

How much are yo p spending
per student annually on your
1:1 implementatio,i? Includes

14.5%

all annualized co~ts, including
hardware, software,

9.7%

professional development, and

8.1%

tech support.
4.8%

Under $250
Per Year

22
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$251 to
$500

$501 to
$750

$751 to
$1,000

$1,001 to
$1,500

Over
$1,500

Per Year

Per Year

Per Year

Per Year

Per Year

Don't
Know

Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1

DEMOGRA ~ HIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Urban districts are significantly
more likely than rural districts to
spend $1 ,500 per st1udent.

READ AS
8.1 % of the respondents report spending under $250 per student per year on 1:1
implementations.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
ADS 2008 reveals a wide range of annual expenditures for 1:1 implementations,
from under $250 to over $1 ,500 per student per year. The data suggest school s are
using two different strategies. low-end and high-end. Statistical analysis of these
data shows that there is a slightly negative correlation between expenditure and
academic performance: spending more does not always help.
It is clearly possible to implement 1:1 computing in the $500 per student per year
range.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors with high-end, expensive solutions should focus on improving student
performance. Schools may migrate to less expensive solutions if the academic
benefits are unclear.
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Key Factors: Academic Performance Objectives
49.3%

To what extent does your
district conform to this
scenario?

Scenario : Our 1:1
23.9%

implementations have specific
academic performance
objectives and outcomes. All

12.7%

11.3%

stakeholders buy into these
2.8%

objectives. The outcomes are
used to guide project

Describes us
Medium use
accu rately.
of objectives.
Our project
We have them
makes strong use and some use

management on a regular
basis . A comprehensive
independent program

of academic

them, but

performance
objectives.

not all.

Lower use
of objectives
and outcomes.
They are not
institutionalized
at all.

We have them
but th ere ls no
use or impact
on the project

No academic
objectives were
defined for this
1:1 project.

23
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evaluation is being conducted .

READ AS
DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Urban and, to a lesser degree,
suburban districts are
significantly more likely than rural
districts to report medium use of
academic performance objectives
in their 1:1 program .

23.9% of respondents report strong use of academic performance objectives in their
1:1 program .

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
This and the next several questions are designed to dig deeper into the factors that
contribute to academic performance in a 1:1 environment. In each case. the question
is phrased as a rubric, with a spectrum of performance answers to choose from .
This question probes the correlation between academic performance objectives and
academic improvement. Here we find that a substantial majority of districts consider
academic performance objectives in their 1:1 implementations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Academic performance objectives are important for schools, so they should play a
role in vendors' approach to the market, and standards-focused imple~entations will
lead to better academic results. However, this is not a trivial task for vendors. Many
factors, including ongoing state-by-state changes to the standards, contribute to the
difficulty.
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Key Factors: Academic Performance Objectives
We have a robust implementation as described. Student computers do go home.
!This is mandatory for this answer.) We measure uptime and our solution is highly reliable and functional.

34.7%

To what extent dqes your
district conform o this

We have a highly reliable and functional system as described, with the exception
that student computers stay at school.

scenario?
27.8%

Scenario : Every student has a

Our infrastructure, including student devices, is not perfect, but it isn 't our biggest problem.
Things break but we get them fixed. We don 't have every application integrated into our
instructional settings, but we have enough applications for our needs.

computing device (laptop,
student appliance, or
30.6%

Our student computers have been somewhat unreliable, and we 've suffered from battery life issues.
Networks are slow, and online academic resources are not sufficient to meet our requirements.

4.2%

handheld). Every feacher has
a laptop. If a device breaks or
becomes unavailable, the

We have had a difficult time in this area. We have suffered a large number of laptop failures. Our network
is unreliable . Our tech support funding got cut from the budget. Or we have had similar experiences.

mean time to fix is thirty
minutes or less . The total

2.8%

infrastructure is p and
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running 99.99% of the time .
Student compute s go home
every night to homes with

READ AS
34.7% of respondents report that computers go home, uptime is measured, and their
solution is highly reliable and functional.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Although there is a widespread impression that 1:1 implementations suffer from
poor networks, old infrastructure, and unrel iable student devices, the respondents to
ADS 2008 paint a more positive picture.

Internet connectiiity.
Enterprise -class oftware
solutions are in place to
enable single sigry -on,
integrated data flpw between
applications, and full access
to a wide range of online

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Total uptime of 99.99% is still a goal that few schools reach. While schools are
pleased with their progress, more improvement is needed before systems are stable
enough to justify large-scale migration from a print to an electronic environment.

resources at home and at
school.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with a hig~ level of
spending on instructional
materials districts report a highly
reliable and functional system
significantly more than those
with a medium or low level of
spending.
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Key Factors: Teachers and Involvement
To what extent does your
40.3%

district conform to this
scenario?

Scenario : Teachers are
heavily involved in the
process. Teachers sat on the
planning committees.
Teachers received their
laptops several months before
the students did . All teachers
0.0%

are expected to participate in
All Teachers

the program, without
exception . Professional

Most Tea chers

Ab out Half
ofTe ach ers

No Teach ers

25
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development is a long -term
process including just-in -time
practice. Sufficient ongoing

READ AS
31 .9% of respondents report that all teachers are heavily involved in the process,
from planning through evaluation.

professional development is in
place to ensure success . This
includes mentoring PD where

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

A surprising number of implementations involve 100% of the teachers. 72% involve
all or most teachers. It is highly likely that these high levels of teacher involvement
have contributed substantially to the academic improvement reported ~Y these
districts.

a teacher watches an expert
teach his or her class .

In addition. a high level of teacher involvement usually indicates a hig level of
organizational underpinning, which also contributes to success.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors may want to incorporate information on organizational develo ment theory
into their product offerings, to help schools rise to a higher level of across-the-board
organizational support for their 1:1 initiatives.

Suburban districts and those with
high household incomes are
significantly more likely to report
that all teachers are heavily
involved in the process.
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Key Factors: Use of Online Resources
We use online resources to the maximum extent possible. We use an LMS, commercial
online curricul um software. online assessments, and online databases.

To what extent d()es your

36.1%

district conform to this

We are heavy users of online resources, but we do not use an LMS or one other major
feature as described above.

scenario?
25.0%

We use online resources. but we do not use two or more of the major features
mentioned above.

Scenario : Online resources
are widely used. ~nline
instructional materials are

22.2%
We use online resources. but we do not use three or more of the major features
mentioned above.

used about as much as
textbooks . A lear ing

15.3%
We use print materials for the most part. Computer use is limited to standard applications,
such as word processing, presentations, and web browsing.

1.4%

management system (LMS) or
similar software i~ used to
support curriculum software
delivery, calendars, and the

26

workflow of assignments to

Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1

and from student~ and
teachers . All logi ~tics are

READ AS
36.1% of respondents report that they use on line resources to the maximum extent
possible.

electronic . Wher~ possible, all

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
At the high end of the rubric scale, we define four capabilities:

both basal and supplemental,

assessments are electronic.
Online curriculum materials,
are an important part of the

• LMS or learning management system (Moodie, Blackboard, etc.)

program. All materials, print

• Online curriculum software (Apex, Pearson, PLATO Learning, etc.)

and online , are electronically
correlated to standards , and

• Online assessments (ETS, Pearson, Schoolnet, etc.)
• Online databases (Atomic Learning, NetTrekker, Safari Video, Discovery
Education streaming, etc.)
All of the above are in addition to normal web access, which is considered a basic
standard.
While many 1:1 implementations make great use of the full range of Internet
capabilities, a substantial number do not. Some implementations may focus on
hardware and neglect the benefits of solutions such as the above that are designed
to meet academic objectives.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
A well-balanced solution of hardware, software, Internet support. and professional
services is required for a successful implementation.

,Ille. f:I
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these correlation are used by
the teachers.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Small-enrollment districts are
significantly more li~ely than
medium- or large-e~rollment
districts to choose t~e middle
option, namely using online
resources but not tvyo or more of
the capabilities mentioned.
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Key Factors: Personalized Student Instruction and Parentb Access
To what extent does your

Almost all students have access to personalized instruction. Parental involvement 90%+.

10.3%

district conform to this
scenario?

Most students have access to personalized instruction. Parental involvement 75%+.

25.6%

Scenario : All students have
individualized instruction

Some students have access to personalized instruction. Parental involvement 50%+.

43.6%

programs to the extent
permitted by the curriculum

Few students have access to personalized instruction. Parental involvement is 25%+.

and policies . Advanced

18.0%

students may have the same
assignments but are expected
to cover them in more depth .

Almost no students have access to personalized instruction. Parental involvement is less than 25%.

2.6%

Initiative is encouraged .
Parents receive training in

Percentage of Districts Implementing 1:1
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support of the program .
Training includes student
performance expectation
setting .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Small-enrollment districts are
less likely to offer personalized
instruction than larger districts.
They are also significantly more
likely to choose the fourth option
("few students ...") than larger
districts. which tend to select the
third option ("some students ... ").

READ AS
10.3% of respondents report that almost all students have access to personal ized
instruction and that parental involvement exceeds 90%.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
One of the advantages of a 1:1 implementation is the potential for a fully
personalized educational experience. Unfortunately, it appears that this opportunity
was not available to over two-thirds of the students in the responding districts.
Future developments in WiMAX™ and extensions of wireless access ay drive
usage and accelerate the demand for personalized instruction accessible by both
parents and students.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The demand for digital content for personalized instruction may be driven by early
success in pilot programs. Scaling up existing programs and developing new ones in
areas of strong federal and state funding, such as credit recovery and ELL. could be
a significant growth path.
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Implementing 1: 1 in the Future
68.1%

You are not currertly
implementing 1:1 In at least
one grade of one school.
When, if ever, do you plan to
do so?

13.8%

DEMOGRA VHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

8.3%

We plan to do
so in the
2007-2008
school year.

We plan to do
so in the
2008-2009
school year.

We plan to do
so in the
2009-2010
school year
or later.
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We have no
plans to
implement 1:1
computing.

Respondents Reporting No Current 1:1 Implementation

READ AS
(')
0

3::
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8.3% of districts not yet reporting 1:1 implementations plan to do so in the 2007-08
school year.

Districts in the Sou~h are
significantly more li~ely to plan
for a new 1:1 implementation in
the 2008-09 school year, while
districts in the Nortr. east and
urban districts are significantly
more likely to plan or a new
implementation in the 2009-1O
school year.
I

1

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
It is important to note that the percentages shown below do not represent all
respondents-only those not currently implementing 1:1. Responses as a
percentage of total are:
Now

27.1%

Notnowbutin2007-08

6.1%

Not now but in 2008-09

7.1%

Not now but in 2010 or later

10.1 %

Never

49.6%

Over the next three years there will be steady and substantial growth in additional
1:1 implementations. And some districts that currently have no plans to implement
may well reconsider over the next three or four years.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
1:1 growth will be steady.
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Factors for Not Implementing 1:1
Cost is too high.

Please indicate to what
degree these factors have
The right student device doesn 't exist.

influenced your decision to
not yet implement 1:1

Teachers are not ready, and there is no practical way to prepare them.

computing .
We believe that other districts' implementation results are too variable.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with medium household
incomes are significantly more
likely than those with low or high
household incomes to report that
the cost of 1:1 implementation is
too high. Small and rural districts
are significantly more likely to
say that they have other priorities
and that teacher readiness is an
issue. Large districts are
significantly more likely to say
that public opinion is an issue.
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READ AS
51.7% of respondents strongly agree, and 32.3% agree that the cost of 1:1
implementation is too high.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
In addition to cost concerns, these responses probably indicate uncertainty about the
availability of the right student device and the overall effectiveness of 1:1
computing.
The availability of home computers appears not to be an important consideration for
most ADS 2008 respondents.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Schools need devices that meet their needs. Vendors should consider changing and
strengthening their value proposition. If student performance were to dramatically
increase with a low risk of failure, TCO would be less of an issue.
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CHAPTER 2
Learning Management Systems

Schools are often unaware ofthe restrictions they will face
in the fature when they purchase a closed LMS.

The Hayes Connection
(Jeanne Hayes - jhayes@hayesconnection.com)
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INTRODUCTION
A learning management system (LMS) is a software package that delivers and manages educational
content online, to facilitate "anytime, any place, any pace" access. Similar systems, with names often
used interchangeably, include CMS (course management system), VLE (virtual learning environment),
and LCMS (learning and content management system).
There are two broad LMS groups-dosed and open. A closed system embeds content supplied by the
LMS provider (these are generally older systems), whereas an open system can include content from
multiple providers. Hybrid systems, incorporating features from both types, are on the horizon due to
the growing demand for customization to the individual requirements of schools, with some vendors
announcing support for assessment standards, accessibility standards, and open standards for content
sharing, called common cartridge standards (1).

As an alternative to expensive commercial packages, open source systems often offer educators the
opportunity to create their own online courses, using features such as lessons, quizzes, resources, forums,
glossaries, and chat, and an array of question formats. Some systems today boast advanced features such
as outcomes management, podcasting, course syndication, wikis, and blogging.
32

Hitherto, many schools and districts have viewed learning management systems in conjunction with
virtual schools, to address the need for distance learning, credit recovery, or flexible scheduling.. However,
the broader application of learning management systems, integrated into face-to-face teaching as part of
the regular school day, appears to be increasing.
An "E-Parallef" to the Face-to-Face Classroom
Since they surfaced on college campuses a decade ago, online course management systems have grabbed the
attention of the K-12 world. The first generation of systems, also called e-learning platforms, gave instructors a
handy way to post homework assignments and supplemental resources on the network. Today's offerings, no
longer the sole domain of the ivory tower and far more robust than their predecessors, provide educators with an
"a-parallel" for practically every facet of the face-to-face classroom (2).

Benefits and Cautions
Although learning management systems require a considerable investment of time, money, support, and
professional development, they offer numerous benefits.
"Teachers can streamline classroom management functions, leaving more time for actual teaching in
physical classrooms. Systems can complement classroom instruction and even tailor the curriculum for
individual students, affording many students the opportunity to engage more fully in their own learning.
This is especially true for those who benefit from working in environments with less distraction and
social involvement, homebound students, students living in remote areas, and those looking for
expanded learning opportunities like Advanced Placement courses (2)."
Advanced features include the ability to post lab flowcharts and build mathematical equations, as well as
browse the web. Also included are "virtual critical thinking" applications, such as online discussion
groups and chat rooms. Some vendors offer whiteboard capabilities and streaming video, enabling
educators to insert video clips into their presentations (2).
However, experts caution that schools need to clearly articulate their goals, ensure teacher buy-in, and
carefully review productivity, ease of use, security, data interoperability, and total cost of ownersp.ip.
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Virtual Schools
With many high school students needing to complete courses outside of regular hours, the Clovis
Unified School District in Clovis, California, decided it needed a virtual school and an LMS to manage
it. In addition to addressing credit recovery needs, the LMS allowed the district to provide the flexible
scheduling required by many students to meet graduation and elective requirements, especially those
students involved in time-consuming activities, such as band and choir. One or two online courses were
offered in each grade level each year (3).
According to Rob Darrow, Coordinator of Instructional Resources and Library Services, the district
needed a protected environment where students could turn in their work, interact, and get results, and
where their work could be graded and stored.
"The system met our needs at the time," said Rob. ''And we learned a lot. We learned that 80% of
online work is student-directed. Some students responded so well they took online courses for four years
and loved it. Others dropped out because of the extra responsibility. Some students complained about
the lack of communication with the teacher, and we had to address that. We learned that studei:its really
need someone checking in with them face-to-face every day, and we weren't able to provide support at
that level at the time.
"But there's no doubt that this is our direction for the future. The students are demanding it (3)."
Indiana Virtual Academy Expands Its Mission
When the Indiana Virtual Academy grew from providing students in four rural counties with postsecondary
opportunities to serving middle and high school students across the state, it decided to manage the expanded
program with an LMS.
The LMS now serves students seeking advanced courses and accelerated education, homebound students,
students looking to make up credits, and continuing education students-delivering virtual courses in English,
math, social studies, and other subjects (4).

Content or Content-Free?
A major factor in the LMS decision is the role of content. In colleges and universities, where learning
management systems are widely used, professors generate the content. External content, standards, and
assessments are less of an issue. In the K-12 world, high-quality curriculum materials, assessments, and
standards integration are key. As a result, schools are more likely to want an LMS that comes populated
or can easily be populated with content.

Individualized Instruction
Learning management systems are widely used in the business world, where the discussion of dpsed
versus open formats is ongoing. George Siemens of the University of Manitoba, writing about the
school-to-work transition, advocates an expansion of the open LMS format because it facilitates'
adaptation to different learning styles-an issue that is also important in K-12 environments.
"The learning ecology and tools utilized should permit learner control-both for the type of content
explored and the manner in which it is explored (variety is the basis for most theories of learning: braincompatible, learning styles, multiple intelligence, etc.) .... Linear, one-way, managed knowledge iflow
doesn't work well in an information overload society (5)."
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This ability to modify instruction is the real opportunity offered by an LMS, in the view of Ron
Fitzgerald, President of MathResources in Halifax, Nova Scotia. "Modification requires tremendous
organization, and an LMS can provide it. And the growing desire for 'granularity'-a great man.y
different applications designed to address different student needs combined into one system-can be
met by an LMS (6)."
It appears that the real value of an open LMS is likely to lie in the opportunity for individualized
instruction. This is starting to happen and-as schools demand more and more granular contelilt-is
likely to grow.

Looking Ahead
Ron Fitzgerald believes that the desire for granularity, at odds with a closed LMS system, will eventually
push the market in the direction of more openness. "But today, if districts with a closed LMS see the
need for our math software, either we have no way to test it or the cost is prohibitive. This is a market in
its infancy, and we have a ways to go."
34

According to Ron, schools are often unaware of the restrictions they will face in the future when they
purchase a closed LMS, and he advises educators to take a long-term view rather than focus on
immediate needs. "Schools need to cast the widest possible net from the beginning and get involved in
serious discussions with vendors about their long-term plans. They are not going to switch to another
LMS in two years, since the investment in time and resources is huge, so they should not be purchasing
an LMS to solve only one problem."
However, some districts today are running two or three learning management systems. Because LMS
technology integrated into daily teaching is in its infancy, it may take a while for problems to surface,
but inefficiencies and management difficulties can be expected. "Vendors have been talking about
learning management systems for a long time," says Ron, "but in the real world of schools they are still
new and there is much to be learned (6)."

ADS 2008 indicates that most districts are looking for an LMS that fully integrates with state st:andards
and their student information system (SIS), supports SIF, is easy to use, can be customized to local
requirements, supports a wide variety of courseware, and is competitively priced. It is clear that many
districts are using online assessment as part of district benchmarking, and learning management: systems
that integrate these benchmarks will provide great functionality and become an integral part of a
district's system.
Daylong Learners
What if the organizing principle of schools wasn't the classroom but the class website, so our students can
become daylong learners? The classroom would be used the way an office is now-to exchange ideas, build
relationships, and find a little quiet time to work. The structure of the learning experience would be on the class
website-the assignments, the due dates, the assessments, and so forth.
Of course, this could all be done with a readily available LMS, but I'm suggesting an implementation a little bit
different from what's commonly done-instead of the classroom being the focus of attention, the organizing point
around which all other activity pivots, give that role to the LMS, with the class time devoted to supporting the
more social features of the learning experience.
Such a structure would inevitably redefine the role and power of the teacher and the administrator, give students
more control of their own learning, and make assessment and data analysis much easier (7).
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FINDINGS
Learning Management Systems
Are you using a learning
management system in your
district?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South are
significantly more likely and
districts in the Midwest are
significantly less likely to have
learning management systems
than the other regions (Northeast
and West).
Low-enrollment districts are
significantly less likely to have
learning management systems
than larger districts, while
districts with a low level of
spending in both instructional
materials and technology are
significantly more likely than
higher-spending districts to have
learning management systems.

35
Percentage of Respondents

READ AS
47% of respondents report that they are using learning management systems in
their districts.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Many districts are using learning management systems. The growth of open systems
is fairly rapid, considering that the category is relatively new.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Many different types of learning management systems (LMS) are being used for
many different types of projects. It is likely that LMS use will become more defined
as the market matures, and that there will be a shakeout of sorts. We expect the
growth to be in the open systems arena. The winners will probably be systems that
fully integrate state standards, include high-quality content tied to standards and a
high-quality assessment engine. and are easy to use for all stakeholdets.
Given the potential of open learning management systems, software publishers
should consider supporting this segment more aggressively.
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Type of LMS Desired
Th e best solution for us would be an LMS that comes with content
provided to which content fro mother providers can be ad ded.

Based on your re uirements,
please indicate your level of
agreement with these
statements. Multiple answers
allowed .

We prefer a closed system from a trusted provider with standard sbased content.
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Percentage Districts Using LMS Systems
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Agree
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READ AS
26.7% of respondents strongly agree that the preferred solution is an LMS with its
own content that also allows content from other vendors to be added.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Educators clearly want the best of both worlds. They want high-quality content
served up by an open LMS that can also support other curriculum products.
Surprisingly, while 70% of respondents say they are willing to pay substantially
more for an open system, another two-thirds say they prefer a closed system,
probably because they place a high value on the functionality and content of some
closed learning management systems.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The market is somewhat split on open versus closed systems. In addition, a clear
definition of LMS is lacking. But flexibility and content from multiple sources are
clearly important factors.
Open systems tend to lack some of the functionality of closed systems- a major
reason why many vendors have focused on closed systems in the past. The open
system specification approval process takes valuable time, and it is expensive and
time-consuming to support competing LMS standards.
However, the market is starting to coalesce. SIF, IMS. SCORM. and QTI standards
are all having a positive impact on learning management systems. The market is
moving toward open systems, and vendors are responding . It will be important to
address customer concerns about cost, content. and functionality to continue to
grow the open systems market.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with a hig~ level of
technology spending are
significantly more l"kely to agree
that the preferred solution is an
LMS with its own content and
the abi lity to add content from
other providers.
Districts in the South and West
are significantly mdre likely to
agree that they would pay
substantially more for an open
system that allows a variety of
content to be imported.
Districts in the Northeast are
significantly more likely to agree
that they prefer a closed system
from a trusted provider with
standards-based co tent.
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LMS Usage: Top Five Brands
33.9%

Which learning management
systems are you currently
using? Multiple answers
allowed.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
PLATO Learning is significantly
more likely to be installed in
districts in the Midwest than in
other regions. Compass Learning,
Blackboard, and SuccessMaker
are significantly more likely to be
installed in districts in the South
than in other regions and are
more likely to be installed in
larger-enrollment districts.

Percentage of Districts Using LMS Systems
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READ AS
PLATO Learning has the largest market penetration (33.9%). Since multiple answers
were allowed, the actual market share for each brand will be higher.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
PLATO Learning tops the list of learning management systems installed in schools,
having successfully transitioned from a closed to an open LMS while maintaining
high-quality curriculum and assessment offerings. The new PLATO Learning LMS and
its associated products set a high bar.
Moodie, a free open-source product, comes in second place. For faint-hearted
schools, some companies, such as Moodlerooms. offer hosted Moodie pre-packaged
with additional software, tools, technical support, and professional development.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Although three out of the top five products are closed systems. the growth appears
to be in the open-system area. This would suggest that the demand is growing for
third-party content that districts can purchase separately and connect into their
system .
Very few districts want to purchase all their curriculum materials from one supplier.
So. as districts become more aware of the curriculum management capabilities of
an LMS, they are going to want to run all their curriculum materials under one
system. In the long run. districts cannot afford multiple systems. from both a cost
and manageability perspective.
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Frequency of LMS Usage by Group
What is the frequency of LMS
usage in your district for each
user group listed?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
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Districts in suburban areas are
significantly more likely than
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READ AS
35.2% of respondents report that students use the LMS many times a day. Only
6.3% of respondents report that parents or families use the LMS many times a day.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The frequency of LMS use across all stakeholder groups is quite high for this phase
of adoption. Those who are using their LMS many times a day are getting the most
benefit from the functionality and features of the system. Those who are using their
LMS only once a day are probably accessing a homework assignment or checking a
calendar.
As teachers and administrators grow in LMS expertise, we can expect the
occasional users to become power users, reflecting the typical pattern of new
technology adoption.
The ability to reach family members as well as students via an LMS is an important
new option for school districts.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Many districts are now using learning management systems to a significant extent.
Vendors can take advantage of this opportunity by bringing new LMS-compatible
applications to market and helping drive further growth.
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LMS Uses by Frequency
What is the breadth of LMS
usage in your district for each
application listed?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Learning management systems
are used significantly more in the
South than in other regions for
credit recovery, electronic
supplements to traditional
courses, multi-purpose district
portals, professional
development, and AP courses.
Districts in the Northeast and the
South use core curriculum online
student courses more than
districts in the Midwest or West.
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22.2% of respondents report wide use of an LMS for credit recovery, while 20%
report wide use as an electronic supplement to traditional courses.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The most striking finding here is the relatively fragmented market for learning
management systems, a sign that districts are still exploring different applications.
Districts are using them to meet the needs of one group or one project1 rather than
as an across-the-board curriculum management solution for all students. No single
use was cited by more than 22% of respondents as "used widely."
The largest use of learning management systems today is to provide credit recovery
courses. Since these courses are for students out of the mainstream and credit
recovery is an important way to improve graduation rates, this stand-a /one function
is clearly justifiable. The second most popular usage is to deliver electronic
supplements to traditional courses. This is a relatively low impact project for a
district.
The use of learning management systems to provide core curriculum for online
student courses was rated third . This function will probably grow in importance over
time.
Learning management systems are ideally suited to support district training and
professional development needs. Many districts select this application first. As a
result, teachers become trained on the system itself as well as in other areas.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
All categories show substantial usage. Fairly rapid growth can be expected in this
segment. as schools become more familiar with the range of LMS applications.
Vendors can help drive this process by offering more training, try-and-buy programs,
usage models, software support, etc.
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LMS Usage by Student Type
Upper Elementary School

I

What is the breadth of LMS

•

Middle School
Early Elementary School

usage for each type of student
listed?

English Language Learners
Senior High School

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
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READ AS
26.7% of upper and early elementary schools, as well as middle schools and English
language learner programs, report that learning management systems are used
widely. In addition, 25% of senior high schools report that they are used widely.

Suburban middle schools with a
medium level of instructional
materials spending and a high
level of technology spending are
significantly more likely than
other segments to use learning
management systers widely.
Districts in the West are
significantly more likely than
districts in other regions to use
learning management systems for
home schooling.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Grade levels from upper elementary through high school are using learning
management systems at about the same rate, with 88% of senior high schools using
them at least somewhat. The frequency of use in elementary and senior high
schools is higher than in middle schools. This may be because of the applications for
which the LMS is used-electronic supplements in elementary schools and credit
recovery in high schools, for example.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Opportunities for ancillary programs and add-ons are not limited by grade level. As
this market matures, content developers should find many opportunities for new
niches.
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Top Six Teacher-Facing Features of LMS
Rate the importance of these
teacher-facing LMS features
and purposes in your district's
program .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with a high level of
spending on instructional
materials are significantly more
likely than those with a low level
of spending to view formative
assessments and remediation as
important. Districts with high
household income or large
enrollments are significantly
more likely to view storing and
delivering instructional lessons as
important. Suburban districts and
larger-enrollment districts are
significantly more likely to rate
introducing teachers to the
collaborative uses of technology
as important.
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READ AS
39.2% of respondents consider it extremely important that an LMS provide formative
assessment and remediation. 34.3% consider this factor important.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Two of the top four features are assessment-related. Clearly, assessm~nt is a major
benefit of an LMS, one that can be interwoven into most other applications, from
electronic supplements to credit recovery to core curriculum management. Similarly,
integrating curriculum and assessment under one managed system. which ranked 5
out of 14, speaks to one of the major benefits of an LMS .
Interestingly, "introduces teachers to collaborative uses of technology" ranks highly.
A number of technology directors have pointed to this factor as one of the key (and
early) benefits of an LMS, since teachers can work together, easily share lesson
plans and ideas, and develop 21st century skills.
The other nine teacher-facing features (not shown here) were focused on feature
sets, such as the creation of personal test banks and calendarized pro~ress reviews.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Education leaders are articulating to an increasing degree the differen~ uses they
see for an LMS . It is industry's challenge to deliver the system that they are looking
for at a price point and within a service environment that is profitable tor vendors
and affordable for schools.
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Student-Facing Features of LMS
Rate the importance of these
teacher-facing

Lrs features

and purposes in your district's
program .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
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READ AS
41 .8% of respondents rate providing rich, high-quality content from a variety of
sources as extremely important, and 42.6% rate it as important, making this the
most important student-facing feature by a wide margin.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The most important features identified by respondents offer high academic value (for
example, high-quality content), as well as tactical value (for example, allowing
students to submit homework assignments, link easily to other sources, and take
advantage of supplemental content).

Districts in the Midwest are the
least likely to rate Nie exchange
as important, while the West,
Northeast, and South (in that
order) are significa tly more likely
to view it as important.
Districts in the Souih and West
are significantly mdre likely than
other regions to rate the ability to
link easily to content in different
places as important. Largeenrollment districts are
significantly more likely than
smaller-enrollment districts to
rank the ability to deliver online
courses as important.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
This graph may be the clearest expression of education leaders' desire for a wide
variety of content sources. Leaders want a flexible system that allows for
collaboration and integrates well with other instructional modes.
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Top Technology Features of LMS
Rate the importance of these
technical LMS features in
your district's program.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with a medium and high
level of instructional materials
spending are significantly more
likely to view high-quality content
as important. Districts with a
medium level of instructional
materials spending are
significan·tJy more likely to view
integration with student
information systems as
important. Suburban districts and
districts with a high level of
technology spending are
significantly more likely to view
tagged, searchable content
aligned with state standards as
important.
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49.2% of respondents consider high-quality content to be extremely i~portant, and
34.7% of respondents consider high-quality content to be important.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Even in a question about technical features, high-quality content was ranked number
one.
There is a high level of agreement. Five out of the eight top features were chosen as
important by 80% or more-includes high-quality content; customizes assignments
to meet students' needs; includes tagged, searchable content aligned o state
standards; supports integrated streaming video; and includes content rranager.
Even the remaining three items were selected as important by at least 70% of the
respondents-fully integrated with the SIS; complies with accessibility and Section
508 requirements; and includes integrated standards-based assessment engine with
a broad range of assessment items.
Of the seven other features not shown, two were considered important by more than
60% of respondents-includes tagged, searchable content that is an equitable
alternative to adopting textbooks and supports Web 2.0 features, such as RSS,
blogging, podcasts, and gadgets.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Educators are giving some clear signals about what they view as important. These
should be helpful to companies wishing to exploit future opportunities in this
evolving market segment.
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Assessment Capabilities in an LMS
Rate the importa ce of
assessment capabilities of an
LMS in your distnct's
program.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGH 'if S
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READ AS
56.1 % of respondents rate high reliability as extremely important in the assessment
capabilities of an LMS, while 27.6% rate high reliability as important.

Districts with a medium and high
level of spending on instructional
materials rate high reliability as
important significantly more than
districts that spend less on
instructional materials. Similarly,
districts with high spending for
technology rate this feature as
important significantly more than
lower-spending districts.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Respondents agree almost as much on assessment capabilities as on technical
features. Almost 80% view each of the capabilities listed as extremely important or
important.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The assessment industry has a natural ally in the technology director looking for
assessment capability woven into an LMS. Since assessment and instruction are
closely tied together, vendors may want to start thinking of standards-driven
formative assessments as the new model, to allow teachers to test students
immediately on material that has just been taught. If this functionality is built into
an LMS, the teacher's task is easy. Otherwise it may not get done at all.
The combined functionality should drive the market, since schools would prefer to
buy one program that delivers both assessment and instruction. However, vendors
will need to address the dilemma that most separate products today have higher
total functionality.
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Top Seven LMS Issues
Reliable. high QOS Internet connectivity is a strong factor in LMS success .

Many LMS issues are being
Horne access for parents and students is important.

debated within school
districts. For each statement,

An LMS should be able to manage external content, such as third-party curriculum softwa re.

indicate your level of
We prefer a locally-hosted LMS versus an ASP model.

agreement.

An open-source solution, such as Moodie, Sakai, or ATutor, is preferred.
A vendor-supported proprietary solution that supports standards
ISCORM. IMS. SIF, etc.) is preferred.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South and
districts with medium or large
enrollment are significantly more
likely to rate home access for
parents and students as
important. Districts with a high
level of spending on instructional
materials are significantly more
likely to rate open source
solutions as important.

I

A hybrid model that allows home schoolers and others to have occasional
class time in a traditional setting is valuable.
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READ AS
39% of respondents strongly agree that reliable. high QOS (Quality of Service)
Internet connectivity is a strong factor in LMS success. 95% of respondents agree to
some degree that this is an important issue for LMS success .

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Home access for parents and students ranks second . Last year. when ADS 2006
investigated telecommunications planning for the future. this level of upport for
home access was not in evidence, so it appears that attitudes are shifting.
The third-ranking item is managing external content. such as third-part curriculum
software. 94% of respondents agree with this statement to some degree. supporting
the view that content from multiple sources must be available in a good LMS.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY

I

Almost equal numbers of respondents prefer an open-source solution. such as
Moodie (73%). and a proprietary solution that supports standards, such as SCORM
(74%). This would suggest that the majority of education leaders prefe open source
and want adherence to standards.
Issues that ranked low concern infrastructure fatigue. lack of knowled e of technical
issues. and concern about technical support requirements.
60% of respondents agree that they will adopt only one LMS, suggesti g that the
market could become more competitive as the stakes get higher.
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Future LMS Plans
64.5%

You are not curr~ntly
implementing an LMS in your
district. When , if ever, do you
plan to do so?

DEMOGRAI?HIC
HIGHLIGH['S

We plan to do so in We plan to do so in We plan to do so in We have no plans
the 2007-2008
the 2008-2009
the 2009-2010
to implement an
school year.
school year.
school year
LMS in our district
or further out.
Percentage of Respondents NOT Currently Using LMS
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READ AS

Districts in the South are
significantly more l'kely to plan to
purchase an LMS in the 2007-08
school year. Distriqs in the
Midwest are significantly more
likely than those in other regions
to have no future plans to
purchase an LMS.

11.9% of respondents who are not currently using an LMS plan to do so in the 200708 school year.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
65% of those not currently using an LMS (34.5% of all respondents) say that they
never intend to use one. This percentage is higher than for other applications, but as
costs decline for robust systems, the percentage may also decline.
Responses as a percent of total are:
Now

47.0%

Not now but in 2007-08

6.4%

Not now but in 2008-09

4.8%

Not now but in 2010 or later

8.0%

Never

34.5%

47% of districts are using an LMS now, 19.1 % of districts plan to use an LMS by
2009-10, and 34.5% of districts do not plan to use an LMS in the foreseeable future.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Learning management systems are in use or planned for by two-thirds of districtsmore than sufficient to justify the feature refinements and pricing options that
districts are looking for.
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Why LMS Not Implemented Yet
You are not yet implementing
an LMS . Indicate how these
factors affected your
The technical support requirements are too high.

decision .

The available content doesn't match our requirements.

We don't see the need.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Low-enrollment and rural districts
are significantly more likely to
say that the total price is too high
than districts with low technology
expenditures and low-medium
household income. Districts in the
Northeast are significantly more
likely to agree that they do not
see the need for a learning
management system. that the
available content does not match
their requirements, and that the
current systems are not capable
of meeting their needs. Districts
in the Midwest and districts in
areas with high household
incomes also do not see the
need.

The current LMS systems are not capable of meeting our requirements .
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READ AS
23% of respondents strongly agree that they have not yet implemented an LMS
because the total price is too high. 36.4% agree and 26.1 % agree somewhat.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
While learning management systems have been adopted by almost one half of all
districts surveyed, their application still appears somewhat haphazard and projectoriented. Widespread adoption across the curriculum is not yet the norm.
1:1 implementations and other robust hardware installations may be the drivers that
move learning management systems further into broad-based curriculum support.
Without the increased access provided by a hardware program such a a 1:1
initiative. students may only use an LMS occasionally in school (but perhaps more
often as a reference tool off-campus).

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The major inhibitors to the adoption of learning management systems are cost and
lack of knowledge about their capabilities. However, learning manage ent systems
can be cost savers in the longer term, once the initial cost is absorbed.
A good LMS can absorb many other functions, such as professional development
and parent communication, and reduce redundancy of applications. providing
one
I
repository for multiple functions and saving money. Vendors need to a9dress these
possibilities in their product development, as well as educate customers and help
them become more knowledgeable about the cost efficiencies.
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CHAPTER 3
Online Assessment

Several factors-including NCLB, 1: 1 computing, and data-driven
decision making-are poised to move assessment-centered learning
increasingly to the web over the next five years.

The Hayes Connection
(Jeanne Hayes - jhayes@hayesconnection.com)
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INTRODUCTION
Research shows that assessment-centered learning environments are the most effective. In an assessmentcentered learning environment, teachers identify learning outcomes and link them to lesson cotb.ponents,
using assessment feedback to adjust lesson difficulty, presentation, modality, and approach (1).
Several factors-including NCLB, 1: 1 computing, and data-driven decision making-are poised to
move assessment-centered learning increasingly to the web over the next five years. Research has pointed
to many benefits of online assessment, but, as changes occur, schools and vendors face issues ranging
from cost and reliability through standards alignment and the integration of higher-order thinhl.ng skills.
States that are leading the way include Oregon and Virginia, where online assessments are being used as
an option for standardized state tests, and Texas, where they are being used as an option for spetial needs
students, reading proficiency tests, some parts of standardized state tests, and certain end-of-course
exams.

Overall Benefits
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According to research by the State2State Assessment Exchange (2), the benefits of online assessment
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instant feedback on student performance
Instant identification of where students are having trouble
Audio and visual components not available with paper-and-pencil tests
Materials for specific levels of students
Resources for students or teachers to address student learning needs
Adaptability to students with special needs
Interactivity in ways that are familiar to students
Accessibility for teachers designing their own tests

The advantages for state policymakers are outlined in an issue brief from the National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices: "By using this technology to measure student performance, state
policymakers can improve the return of test results to teachers so they inform instruction. In adtlition,
the technology can help customize learning and assessment. Finally, the use of electronic assessment may
allow educators to integrate assessment with instruction to produce powerful learning tools (3).''

Impact on Students
As students become more and more used to learning with technology, the research indicates that, "asking
them to express that learning in a medium different from the one they typically work in will be<i:ome
increasingly untenable (3)." Moreover, it appears that students become more engaged in the curriculum
when their work is assessed online, since grading time is reduced. "When students see their test results
immediately, they are more likely to be interested in the outcome than when they have to wait days for a
grade (4)."
Flexibility is available for students in special circumstances, since online testing allows them to take a test
from anywhere with Internet access. Because students have a natural affinity with the online
environment, Technology Director Dave Matt in Orange County, Virginia, is still enthusiastic about
online testing despite several technical problems: "It's the way kids interact with the world these days. It's
definitely the way to go (5)."
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The current emphasis on assessment has lead some educators to fear "back.--to-basics" thinking, ibut
several studies identified by CARET suggest that online assessment can address the higher-order 21st
century skills needed by today's students, including advanced reasoning, inquiry, collaboration, ,and
teaming abilities.
"Educators who understand the nature and purpose of new electronic assessments and method~ for
interpreting the data will be better able to select tests that align with the content and performat11ce skills
their students are required to learn (1)."
Online System Simplifies Early Childhood Assessment for Florida School District
Broward County offers two preschool programs: Head Start and Florida's School Readiness Program. There are
currently about 6,000 preschool students in Broward County schools.
With standards moving into the early years, it is critical for programs to implement a valid and research-based
assessment system to ensure their accountability. Head Start programs must also ensure that this system links ~o
the required outcomes and frameworks. The department looked for ways to help teachers and administrators
gather and aggregate data in the most economical manner.
Monitoring a child's performance in early childhood education allows teachers to use the information they acquire
about a child's skills and knowledge to individualize instruction and plan accordingly. Recommendations for
parents to use at home are also given.
One of the most appealing features of the online assessment system is its ability to generate individual student
and class reports.
Because computer training and professional development are built-in components of Broward County's
management system, teachers are experienced computer and Internet users. Ultimately, the goal is to have
teachers spend more time in the classroom. The online assessment system reduces the administrative load to
make that possible (6).

Opportunities for Special Needs Students
Online assessment appears to offer great potential for special needs students, since it provides immediate
individualized feedback based on their unique learning styles. At the same time, it gives teachers just-intime information to gauge teaching styles and content acquisition.
Research indicates that the rich environment available online through the use of multimedia and
interactivity makes it possible to assess a much wider array of cognitive competencies than in the past, to
the benefit of special needs students (7).
"When paired with dynamic assessment models integrated into the online assessment tools, the
representation of assessment data in rich formats using multiple forms of presentation and media can be
used to meet individual learning styles, such as custom designed tests to meet the individual abiJity level
of each student to measure progress verses the more static print-based norm or criterion measures
currently used (8)."
To address the needs of visual learners, for example, video dips of experiments with possible answers or
digital images or audio embedded into the online assessment may soon be available. When multiple
forms of presentation are used, individual learning styles are addressed to a greater degree than ip the
traditional "one size fits all" assessment approach.
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Multiple forms of assessment presentation allow students to match to their own unique learning styles,
using the principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL), which address three neurological networks
(recognition, strategic, and affective). When aligned to individual learning styles, multiple forms of
presentation can positively impact assessment and the learning process (8).
Looking to the Future
Michael K. Russell, an associate professor of education at Boston College who conducts research on testing, says
that in the next few years, school leaders can expect to see improved forms of adaptive tests that will make thfjm
more diagnostic, giving teachers better clues to why students choose particular right or wrong answers.
Technology leaders should also be aware of the growing interest in the use of online assessments that are
adapted for students with disabilities, whom federal mandates entitle to accommodations on state tests.
Various adaptations are "much more possible, but not in place yet," Russell says, citing examples such as readaloud tests, enlarged text or magnification, masking parts of test items that could be distracting to some students,
glossaries to define terms, and switches and other devices for students with physical disabilities.
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In the future, he says, schools will probably need to provide such accommodations not just when students are
taking their state tests, but also when they are practicing for them or taking other online assessments (8).

Challenges
One challenge many schools and districts face is that of confidentiality violations. Some experts suggest
that schools check their policies on transmitting student information via the Internet and perha:ps assign
pseudonyms to provide a greater degree of confidentiality about students' scores (4).
Also, online testing sites cannot intuitively read creative spelling as well as a teacher. Unless perfectly
spelled answers are a test requirement, schools should consider true-false or multiple-choice formats,
rather than fill-in-the-blanks or short answer tests. Many good testing programs support synonyms,
teacher-provided correct creative spelling, and even phonetic grading. It is possible that these features are
not being widely used.
But technical issues appear to offer the greatest challenge. Careful planning is essential before districts
begin to implement online testing. Digital networks must be strengthened. Enough computers must be
on hand for test days. All students must have user names. Available bandwidth must be adequate for the
number of students online at one time. And a backup plan is essential. "You definitely don't want a
glitch during testing," says Jim Hirsch, Associate Superintendent for Academic and Technology Services
for the Plano, Texas, school system.
According to Education ~ek, technical issues caused South Dakota to discontinue the online version of
its state assessment in 2003 even though it had been recognized for its pioneering efforts in online
testing. State officials had grown increasingly concerned that imbalances in technology capacity across
the state and possible technical glitches would affect the accuracy of the test results (9).
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Getting the Technology Right in Orange County, Virginia
A test can cause a student to lose sleep, but Dave Matt had a nightmare of his own during an online assessmemt
at Orange County Public Schools in rural Virginia. A faulty local area network switch inside a middle school
computer lab shut down the test for all the students in the room for 90 minutes while Matt, the county school
system's director of technology, and his staff repaired it. Matt's motto is, "Do whatever you have to to improve
reliability and redundancy."
Orange County recently upgraded its network storage capacity to RAID [redundant array of independent disks; a
system that uses multiple hard drives to share data to improve fault tolerance and increase performance] and Matt
keeps switches and other components handy in case there's a problem. "On testing days I'm glued to my network
monitoring," he says. "I have all my vendors alert and ready to go."
He also keeps on hand about 10 laptops that are pre-configured with the test in case a computer crashes.
Bandwidth is not much of a concern, because all tests are downloaded onto PCs before the students show up.
"The only thing that goes back and forth is the kids' answers," Matt says.
Test traffic gets the highest priority on the network. If the Internet connection should fail, there's not much he can
do. Redundant T-1 lines exist, "but it takes time to change routers to direct traffic from one T-1 line to another (5)."

Technical Tips
From Education Week (9):
1. Make sure that enough network-connected computers are available for the number of students to be
tested.
2. Reschedule network maintenance so as not to interfere with the schedule for online testing;
3. Plan for different possible glitches, depending on whether the tests are downloaded from a testing
company to student computers or hosted entirely from the company's website.
4. Verify that all students have valid user-identification names and passwords for the testing.
5. Use network-management systems to prevent test-takers from using online chats, e-mail, or
discussion boards.
6. Check whether other software on computers may be incompatible with the software used in testing.
7. Allow ample time for preliminary tasks, such as students' typing of their names on electronically
submitted assignments.
8. Make sure that technical support is available during the administration of the exams and that
backup procedures are in place for emergencies, such as system crashes or loss of power.
9. Be sure that the server and network being used are reliable.
10. Isolate the server containing the exam questions from the Internet to maintain test security.
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FINDINGS
Use of Online Assessment
Are you using online
assessment in yo r district?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGH'j['S
No
30.4%
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Districts in the South are
significantly more likely to use
online assessment, followed by
districts in the We t. Districts in
the Midwest are the least likely
to use online assessment. Urban
districts and districts with a
medium level of spending for
instructional materials are also
more significantly likely to use
online assessment.

READ AS
69.6% of respondents report using an online assessment system in their district.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
More than two-thirds (69.6%) of respondents report that they are using online
assessment. This is much higher than other estimates and suggests that the speed
of deployment may be increasing, perhaps driven by state mandates and industry
encouragement.
IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
The growing demand for assessment woven into other systems, such as learning
management systems, may tip the sca les and drive the market forward.
If two-thirds of districts already have some online assessment capability, then the
movement to exploit the full range of capabi lities, including adaptive testing, may be
picking up speed. Because assessment is so critical in schools and dollars are
allocated at state and loca l levels, anything that involves assessment drives the
market.
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Online Assessments Being Used
For each type of online
assessment listed, indicate
the level of use in your
district.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South and largeenrollment districts are
significantly more likely to use
online assessment for statewide
high-stakes assessment and for
practice tests for high-stakes
assessment. Districts in the
Northeast and large-enrollment
districts are significantly more
likely to use online assessment
for teacher-developed periodic
assessments.
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Piloting

READ AS
43.7% of responding districts report that they are using online assessment for
district-mandated periodic benchmarks in a widespread manner.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Online assessment is being deployed most frequently for district-mandated periodic
benchmarks rather than for statewide high-stakes tests, suggesting th 9t the
initiative came from the district and that ownership and buy-in will be more
extensive.
Of the 69% of districts using on line assessment. 42% are deploying districtmandated periodic benchmarks. The rest are probably using online assessment for
statewide high-stakes assessments and teacher-developed periodic assessments.
IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
More than 80% of respondents are using online assessment to some degree for
teacher-developed periodic assessments. This suggests that formative assessment,
as well as summative assessment, may be more prevalent than vendors assume and
that the demand for assessment in learning management systems may also be
growing.
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Top Inhibitors to Online Assessment Use
Indicate which factors inhibit
wider adoption of online
assessment in your district.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
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Inhibitor

Rural districts and districts with
both a low and high level of
technology expenditures are
significantly more likely to agree
that cost is an inhibitor.

Somewhat of
an Inhibitor

READ AS
28.1 % of districts not yet deploying a learning management system agree that cost
is a strong inhibitor. In addition, 34.5% agree and 25.6% agree somewhat that cost
is an inhibitor.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Although cost was selected as the major inhibitor, the availability of sufficient
student hardware came in second. Educators have repeatedly reported this difficulty
in informal discussions. However, mandated statewide assessments can be viewed
as a long-term justification tor acquiring the necessary hardware, which can then be
used not only tor assessment but also tor other student learning. In contrast, taking
computers out of labs in order to conduct assessments disrupts normal instruction
(49.7% of school computers are still located in labs).
Assessment tools in new areas, tor example in higher-order thinking skills, are
becoming available.
IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
Education leaders are asking tor assessment tools that exploit the unique
advantages of technology, suggesting that "cloning" paper-based tests online is not
the solution.
All the inhibitors represent opportunities tor vendors, especially the last two.
Education leaders want assessment integrated into learning and learning
management systems. They also want assessment tools with a high degree of
reliability and validity, since they are well aware of the pitfalls some districts have
encountered in the rush to create a large number of tests.
"Creating tests" has a specific meaning in the world of online assessment, where
teachers or administrators create a test from the test item bank, using one of the
test creation tools.
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Top Factors in Online Assessment
How important are the
following factors in the use of
online assessment in your
district?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
The Northeast and South are
significantly more likely than
other regions to rate quality of
feedback and scoring reliability
as extremely important. Similarly,
districts with medium and high
household incomes are
significantly more likely to rate
this factor highly than districts
with low household incomes.
Finally, districts with a low
percentage of Macs are
significantly more likely to rate
this factor highly.
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READ AS
61.7% of respondents report that quality of feedback and scoring reliability are
extremely important in an online assessment system.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Scoring reliability is one of the top inhibitors to the adoption of online assessment.
Here it is ranked as extremely important. with almost all respondents citing it as at
least somewhat important.
Aggregation and dis-aggregation of test results are important factors. High-stakes
tests require that subgroup results be reported, and formative assessrT)ents are most
valuable when specific areas of improvement are identified for each student. Easeof-use for teachers and students gets high marks.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
Most respondents indicate that the top five factors are extremely impdrtant. These
responses offer good information for vendors on how to increase customers' comfort
level with online assessment. Test validity and scoring reliability, in pa ticular. are
critical to the success of any online assessment adoption.
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Top Online Writing Assessment Issues
Indicate how strongly you
agree with these statements
about online writing
assessment and automatic
essay grading products.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
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READ AS
41 .1% of respondents strongly agree that writing topics need to be linked to the
curriculum for online writing assessments.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Essay questions on paper tests have been criticized for years on the grounds that the
topics are not linked to the curriculum. A few online assessment vendors have
remedied this flaw, and education leaders rate it as the most important feature.
Similarly, teachers want to be able to author their own writing topics and have them
scored automatically.

Medium (25%-49%) and high
(75%-99%) Mac districts are
significantly more likely than low
(less than 25%) Mac districts to
strongly agree that writing topics
need to be linked tel the
curriculum. District~ in the West
are significantly mdre likely to
strongly agree that teachers
should be able to author their
own writing topics and have
them scored automatically.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
Online writing assignments may be approaching the "tipping point" in terms of
adoption. We define the tipping point in education as usage by 10%-20% of
districts. Once the tipping point is reached. the product or service is likely to take off
and become embedded in the market.
With the number of freelance essay readers declining, online writing assignments
are a predictable budget item that fits into the way districts operate.
This technology is one of very few that frees up teacher time for higher-level tasks.
We expect that automatic content grading technology will improve significantly over
the next several years and become a "must have" for most school districts, as
features currently available in different products are combined into one and as more
computing power becomes available.
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Plans to Implement Online Assessment in the Future
52.2%

You are not yet implementing
online assessment in your

school district. Do you have
any plans to do so?

20.0%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with large enrollments
are significantly more likely to
plan to implement online
assessment during the 2007-08
school year. Districts in the
Midwest and small-enrollment
districts are significantly more
likely to have no plans to
implement online assessment.

We plan to do
so in the

2007-2008
school year.

We plan to do
so in the

We plan to do
so in the
2008-2009
school year.

2009-2010
school year
or later.

We have no plans
to implement
online
assessment.

0

READ AS
13.3% of districts not yet implementing online assessment plan to do so during the
2007-08 school year.

Responses as a percent of total are:
69.6%
4.0%

Not now but in 2008-09

6.1%

Not now but in 2010 or later

4.4%

m
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52% of those currently not using an online assessment system (30.4% of all
respondents) say that they have no plans to use one. This is a lower percentage
than for learning management systems (65%). While cost may be a factor. the lack
of an integrated, customizable online assessment system is probably key.

Not now but in 2007-08
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

Now

59

Never
15.9%
By re-casting these numbers as a percentage of all respondents, we can see that
69.6% of districts are using online assessment systems now, 10.1% plan to use
them by 2008-09, and 15.9% do not plan to use them in the foreseeabl future.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
The future looks bright for on line assessment systems, since only 16% of districts
have no plans to use them.
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Top Inhibiting Factors for Online Assessment
Indicate which tJctors inhibit
your adoption of online
assessment.
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Cost is a strong inhibitor to the adoption of online assessment, according to 32.6%
of respondents who are not yet using it. Please note that these inhibitors are cited
by respondents who are not currently using online assessment. The graph on page
55 covers the same questions with respondents who are currently using online
assessment.

Districts with low and medium
household income are
significantly more likely to cite
cost as a strong inhibitor to the
use of online assessment in the
future. Districts in the West are
significantly more llkely to view
the availability of sufficient
student hardware as a strong
inhibitor. as are sutlurban districts
in all regions.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
As with current users of on line assessment, the top inhibitor for non-users is cost.
The rest of the inhibiting factors are almost the same for users and non-users.
IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
This survey did not look into the average cost of online assessment, but we can
speculate that the desired cost might be less than the cost for learning management
systems (see Chapter 2), since online assessment offers more limited functionality.
Some respondents may well be looking for a fully integrated system that includes all
the highly rated factors and is part of a learning management system . This makes
the most long-term sense for educators, and vendors who are able to provide such
systems should do well.
Schools face a complicated cost picture. The cost of the hardware to deliver the test
is greater than the cost of the assessment software. Another cost involves test item
creation and test construction. In smaller districts with under 10,000 students, test
construction can cost more than test item licensing.
Assessment vendors can help schools solve some of the cost issues. For example,
the number of items per standard is sometimes so low that it is difficult for districts
to create tests with randomized questions. The item bank is too small, and the
reliability and validity are unknown. So schools have to give the test to every
student at once, which requires a lot of hardware. With larger item banks, the test
could be spread over several days and require less hardware.
Another opportunity for assessment vendors is to support lower cost hardware
platforms, such as Linux and Windows CE.
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CHAPTER 4
Computing Devices

The student appliance segment is hitting the headlines,
with larger screen machines marketed as a replacement
for a laptop or a step up from a handheld.
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INTRODUCTION
Student Devices
The ADS 2006 survey clearly hit a hot button when it identified student appliances as the next big
student device. Given the evolving form factors and rapid growth rates, this market is of great interest to
educators and vendors alike.
Up until 2005, handheld manufacturers typically released a new product every year. This level of activity
is now rapidly declining, with several manufacturers leaving the market and others planning to do so. AB
cell phone, email, and other technologies have converged in the handheld segment, the cost and the
need for a service plan have made these products less appropriate for schools.
In contrast, the student appliance segment is hitting the headlines, with larger screen machines such as
the Nova5000, OLPC's XO, Classmate, and ASUS Eee PC-marketed as a replacement for a laptop or a
step-up from a handheld-jockeying for position, and others such as the Apple iPod touch eyeing the
market. However, the current lack of an Open Source device, sought-after by schools, could impact the
rate of acceptance.
64

Desktop Developments
Purchase plans for teacher computers generally mirror purchase plans for student computers, with both
frequently tied to one contract. Schools are finding it simpler to support fewer manufacturers. Some
schools, however, use dual sourcing as a deliberate policy to avoid being held hostage by one vendor.
In the world of desktop machines and computer labs, the major change appears to be the movement
toward flat-panel displays, and the major concern appears to be cabling. About 20% of schools are
finding that their CATS cabling, intended to last forever, does not support the gigabit Ethernet in their
newer machines. It is likely that most schools will face this issue over the next three or four years.
Another concern is power consumption. A few years ago, technology coordinators were focused on
"processor wars" and gave little thought to this issue, but schools are becoming increasingly concerned
about the environment and starting to look at 100-watt rather than 300-watt computers, despite the
higher price points.
In today's world, where one or two vendors in each segment provide almost all the processors, displays,
batteries, and graphics chips in student computers, there is very little difference between machines. It
appears that market share is determined by other factors. Informal feedback during the survey process
identified non-product issues such as warranty, technical support, terms and conditions, and support of
the education industry as important factors.
Today's schools need software applications for both Windows and Mac operating systems, although
Parallels and other emulation products can reduce the need for separate Mac versions. Since Apple has
moved to Intel processors and software, such as Parallels now allows users to toggle between operating
systems, schools are able to run Windows and Mac applications on one machine and take advantage of
greater flexibility.
Some schools are interested in the cost savings offered by Linux for fixed-function computing in a lab.
Jim Hirsch, Associate Superintendent for Technology and Academic Services in the Plano, Texas, school
district, has charged his team of programmers with moving all district applications from Windows to
Linux over the next four years. This trend is likely to grow.
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Finally, server virtualization is changing the server picture in schools. In the past, because software
publishers specified that each product run on a stand-alone server, schools acquired multiple servers,
sometimes 100 or more. Now virtual operating systems allow multiple applications to run as though
each has its own server.

Mobile Developments
The laptop trend has been to keep the price the same and improve the machine, for example, by
increasing the processor speed. But a new group of laptops is emerging in the $200-$400 range,
including the Everex, OLPC, ASUS Eee PC, and Intel Classmate. A careful review of the tradeoffsparticularly battery life, weight, and price-is essential in this category, as some schools are discovering
too late. Schools also need to make sure that any machine they are interested in is not running a low-end
home version of the operating system.
The Nova5000 from Fourier Systems is an "in-between" product with a larger screen size. However, it
runs Windows CE, which, despite reducing cost and increasing battery life, substantially limits
application availability. The Apple iPod touch should generate great interest. It is likely that many school
applications will be available and that functionality will be high.
Although schools have spent years trying to keep student-owned devices out of the classroom, they are
now starting to look at new ways to take advantage of them. Since most students have phones, text
messaging of assignments is an easy option, and podcasting using student-owned iPods is becoming
more common.
The functionality of the TI-84 calculator, a $100 item purchased by almost all high school stu~~nts, can
now be incorporated into laptop technology at a minimal cost. However, as long as state and national
tests require or endorse the Tl-84, schools will still require the use of the calculator.
A major driver of mobile computing is likely to be states' growing interest in online testing, sinci:e schools
will need to avoid the logistical problems of moving students in and out of the computer lab. This in
turn should drive the growth of adaptive testing, which can dramatically reduce the number of questions
per student.

The Role of Handhelds
Despite the current decline in interest, the price of handhelds is clearly attractive, and educators have
developed innovative applications in many curriculum areas. According to Teaching Today (l), "One of
the most striking benefits of PDAs is that they can be used at the site of instruction. Should the lesson
take place outdoors or on a field trip, students can easily bring their PDAs along to assist in data
collection."
''At Consolidated High School District 230 located in Orland Park, Illinois [the largest educatio;nal
deployment of handheld computers in the United States], students are using PDAs and attachable
sensors to monitor pH levels, temperature, dissolved oxygen, heat, and other qualities of a nearby pond.
The data can be graphed immediately."
"In some math classes, PDAs have essentially replaced graphing calculators by providing the same
capacity to visualize relationships between data and graphs. Students at Virgil I. Grissom Junior High
School in Tinley Park, Illinois, are loading math and stock market games onto their PDAs, offering a
playful learning alternative (1)."
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PDAs help students become more organized and self-reliant, which in turn increases self-esteem,
motivation, and achievement. At Ballard High School in Seattle, ninth-grade language arts students are
using handhelds for assignment calendars, contacts, and to-do lists. "We are measuring for personal
organization, academic improvement, and technological fluency," Principal Dr. David Engle exp[ains (2).
One group that may find PDAs particularly helpful is special education students, who often struggle with
organizational issues, as reported in Teaching Today. "Special education students in Marysville, Kansas, and
Larchmont, New York, are able to increase their confidence and abilities as they manage homewbrk (I)."
Mobile Technology for Mobile Students
The Kentucky Migrant Technology Project, sponsored through the Ohio Valley Educational Cooperative, serves
public school children of migrant workers in the west-central part of Kentucky.
According to project coordinator Mike Abell, "Our goal is to provide portable technology students can use even it
they don't have an Internet connection at home or at school."
66

Using a collapsible portable keyboard that opens up to about the size of a laptop computer's keyboard, migrant
students can write short essays and homework assignments on their PDAs. The students then use the built-in
infrared communications capability to beam their completed assignments to a teacher's PDA.
Abell says students can store such resources as a Spanish-English dictionary, e-books, and content from an online
course that they download to a school computer and transfer to the device (3).

Research Update
It has become somewhat commonplace to refer to student appliances as tools, the electronic version of
pencils. But researcher Prakash Nair reports that he was challenged to change this viewpoint by a
classroom teacher who pointed out that comparing a computer to a pencil implies that both are passive
tools waiting to be manipulated by their users (4).
According to the teacher, "Laptops empower children in ways no other 'tool' has been able to. This is
very different from the changes you might expect by giving children pencils or other traditional
classroom tools like rulers, protractors, or even calculators." Prakash Nair reports that he now uses the
term "digital teaching assistants."
Academic research is looking at the short- and long-term possibilities. A 2005 study classifies student
devices according to a set of features and describes a set of communication "affordances" in terms of
teacher-directed instruction, small group learning, and individual learning (5).
There is mounting evidence that the use of computing technologies can lead to learning gains in. K-12.
However, to realize those gains, a study from the University of Michigan's Center for Highly Intieractive
Computing in Education shows that interacting "enabling conditions" need to simultaneously ~st in

the school and classroom. The major enabling conditions are identified as student access to tec.hinology
to support significant time on task, professional development, and curriculum integration (6).
According to a study by researchers James Cengiz Gulek of Saint Mary's College of California amd
Hakan Demirtas of the University of Illinois at Chicago, past research has suggested that students with
their own appliances spend more time in collaborative work and project-based instruction, produce
writing of higher quality, improve their research skills, direct their own learning better, and engage in
more critical thinking than students without individual laptops (7).
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This study has gone on to examine the impact of a laptop program on student achievement. A total of
259 middle school students were followed via cohorts. The baseline data for all measures showed that
before enrollment in the program there was no statistically significant difference in English language arts,
mathematics, writing, and overall grade point average achievement between laptop and non-laptop
students.
However, laptop students showed significantly higher achievement in nearly all measures after one year
in the program. Cross-sectional analyses in Year 2 and Year 3 concurred with the results from Year 1.
Longitudinal analysis also proved to be an independent verification of the substantial impact of laptop
use on student learning outcomes (7).
Finally, a study of AlphaSmart usage in the Wellesley Public Schools indicated that "Full access and
subsequent increased use of technology led to an increase in peer conferencing and individual instruction
as well as a decrease in whole group instruction (8)."
Learning With Laptops: An Urban School Shows Gains
A K-8 school in New Haven, Connecticut, East Rock focuses its curriculum on global issues and laptop integration.
In 2002, the school was selected as one of five in the United States to participate in the federal Model Laptop
Program and received a $620,000 grant.
The laptop program has transformed learning at East Rock. Led by Domenic Grignano, the school's Technology
Facilitator/Systems Engineer, laptop use has become a way of life at the inner-city school. The program succeeds
in large part because of the extensive training and ongoing technical support staff members receive, to prevent
laptops from becoming appliances that sit on a shelf and collect dust.
All third and fourth graders receive laptops to use in school. Fifth graders share laptops. Third through fifth grade
teachers also have laptops, which they can take home. Third through fifth grades were chosen for greater laptop
access to help those students prepare for the Connecticut State Mastery Tests, which are given in fourth and si~th
grades, Grignano said.
Eighth graders also take Mastery Tests, and sixth through eighth graders use desktop computers in the computer
lab, library-media center, and in their classrooms.
In 2003, student scores on the Mastery Tests increased at all grade levels. East Rock was one of three schools
honored in 2003 by the Connecticut Department of Education for making substantial gains on the state's mastery
test scores since 2000 (9).
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FINDINGS
Deployment of Student Computing Devices
How are your student
computing devic~s deployed?
Multiple answer~ allowed.

DEMOGRA},)HIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Portable computing devices for student use in all classes but not at home

3.3%
Other configurations

1.2%
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READ AS
37.1% of student computing devices are fixed computers located in the classroom.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The leading deployment of computers in schools is stationary in-classroom
computers, with labs running a close second . This reflects historical installation
patterns. Initially most computers were located in labs, followed by a movement in
the late 1980s and 1990s to distribute computers to the classroom . Labs are still
more prevalent in high schools, and in-classroom computers are more prevalent in
middle and elementary schools.
The portable computing devices category is the fastest growing, especially at the
secondary school level.
Wireless laptops in carts (COWs or Computers on Wheels) are a relatively recent
phenomenon that moves the lab to the classroom rather than the class to the lab.
COWs have the interesting distinction of being the most challenging environment
with regard to batteries, since they are sometimes used for six straight periods with
no time for re-charging between classes. Given that batteries deteriorate over time,
schools should plan on an initial battery life of seven to eight hours to get through a
six-period day after one year of use. Spare batteries and external battery chargers
can be used, but with significant added cost.
Some schools are migrating to COWs to free up classrooms from lab use and reduce
travel time. Other schools are migrating to portable 1:1 computing to change the
teaching-learning paradigm.

Districts in the Midwest are
significantly more likely to have
stationery computers in the
classroom. Districts with lower
enrollments are significantly
more likely to have stationary
computers in labs, which is the
older model. Districts with high
household income are
significantly more likely than
districts with lower household
income to provide portable
computing devices for use at
school only.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The trend from fixed to mobile computing will have a major impact on usage models.
Given the popularity of COWs, as well as the special needs of a COW machine, it
would be nice to see a machine designed for school COW use rather than retrofitted
from the business market.
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Teachers Supplied with Computing Devices
57.8%

What percentage of your
teachers have a computing
device supplied by the district
for their exclusive use?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
8.5%

Districts with a low or medium
level of spending for instructional
materials are significantly less
likely than districts with a high
level of spending for instructional
materials to provide teachers
with a computing device.
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57.8% of respondents report that the district supplies 100% of teache' s with a
computing device for their exclusive use.

C)

The growth of district-supplied teacher computing devices has been phenomenal. In
Michigan, teachers received computers as part of a 90,000 laptop state initiative.
Initiatives such as this are frequently coupled with sufficient professional
development.
Ongoing professional development is needed to maximize the value of teacher
laptops. Currently, professional development in the area of data management tools
appears to be growing.
Given the benefits and popularity of teacher laptops, schools may wan~to review
their liability policies. It may not be appropriate to require teachers to cover laptops
on their personal insurance policies.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
With over three million teachers and 500,000 administrators in the U.S., education is
one of the largest vertical markets. Vendors who provide machines, software,
support. and terms that are appealing to the market should do well.
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Primary Brand of Mobile Computing Device
What is your pri + ary mobile
computing device for students
44.2%
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and how many do you have?

Percentage of Total Units: Top Brands
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44.2% of respondents use a Dell laptop as their primary mobile computing device.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Dell and Mac laptops dominate the market in K-12 education. Mac has a larger
share of the laptop market than the desktop market. Schools need support for both
platforms, a task made easier by virtualization software and other recent advances
that allow both operating systems to be used on one machine.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Both Windows and Mac platforms are here to stay, and schools expect that vendors
will continue to support them both.
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Computing Device Form Factors
Indicate which factors are
most important to you .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South and
districts with fewer than 25%
Macs are significantly more likely
to strongly agree that longer run
time is more important than
weight. Districts in rural and
suburban areas are significantly
more likely than urban districts to
agree that larger screen size is
more important than weight.
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38.2% of respondents strongly agree that longer run time is more important than
weight.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Schools would like a machine that offers low cost, low TCO, light wei~ht, long
battery life, small size, large keyboard, and lots of ports-in a package that remains
unchanged for many years. Unfortunately, this is still unrealistic in today's world,
and tradeoffs need to be considered.
Many of the mobile computing design parameters are interconnected, ~nd the
toughest tradeoffs revolve around weight, battery life, and screen size. Many
educators insist on a screen size that allows web pages to be viewed without leftright scrolling. Today this means the lowest resolution in the 800x480 space, which
could rise over time to 800x600 and then to 1024x768. But larger screen devices
have a significant impact on battery life, weight, robustness, and repair costs- all
major TCO factors.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
95% of the respondents agree at least somewhat that longer battery life is more
important than weight. Larger screen sizes are not more important than weight or
run time. Above a certain size, the larger screen is less useful to studepts than
longer battery life, which remains the primary requirement.
Vendors should consider aggressively pursuing school-friendly strategies to get
closer to the ideal scenario schools are looking for. For example, the newer LEDdriven backlights use much less power. Heuristic power management (see next
page) could extend run times by 20% and add nothing to the weight or cost of the
device. School machines could have an extended life battery as a standard feature
rather than an expensive upgrade.
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Heuristic Power Management
Laptop battery life is rarely sufficient to meet student needs. This issue can be addressed with
larger batteries, swapping batteries, or dual batteries, but these add cost and sometimes weight
to an already heavy solution.
72
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Currently, laptop users can set a few parameters to help extend battery life, such as screen
brightness, processor speed, and the length of time a hard drive runs after each use. But these
measures do not take into account real life requirements.
Heuristic power management (HPM) is a concept that could help in the future. HPM means
that the system learns by doing or learns over time. An HPM system could learn when the
school day ends and calculate strategies to allow the student to get through the school day
with the best settings for screen brightness, 1/0 devices, etc.
This will not always be easy. For instance, if the HPM system shuts the hard drive off too
soon, then the user will be waiting for the drive to spin up too often. But non-HPM systems
will dim the screen too much and make the system less usable.
HPM systems could analyze usage patterns and determine the best way to control the main
power users-processors, hard drives, displays, wireless LANs, system boards, and other 1/0
devices. They could also address the decline in power output as a battery ages. Algorithms
would actually change performance parameters as the system ages.
HPM is an interesting concept that offers the possibility of substantially longer battery life
I
with no weight penalty and little or no cost penalty.
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Mobile Computing Device Issues
When you purchase a mobile
computing device, rate the
importance of each of these
considerations .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the West and. to a
lesser degree in the Midwest. are
significantly more likely to
consider the initial purchase price
most important.
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50.5% of respondents say that TCO is the most important consideration in the
purchase of mobile computing devices.
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The three cost factors were rated more important than the non-cost factors. TCO is
the most important consideration. followed closely by initial purchase price and
warranty. The three are interrelated.
Service options. including self-service. can be very different from supplier to supplier
and should be carefully reviewed. Ideally, contracts should move the risk from the
school to the supplier. Easier said than done perhaps, but not if schools were to
adopt a uniform definition of TCO and require vendors to provide true
costs
based on uniform assumptions. This is a direction schools should consider.

yea

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Schools will buy based on TCO. but they lack the tools to make inform~d decisions.
They value a good warranty. While vendors value their reputation for innovation. the
data suggests that schools value it less. Perhaps the value proposition needs to be
better explained to school customers in some cases.
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Ideal Battery Life for a Mobile Student Computing Device
27.0%

What is the idea battery life
for a mobile student device?
For devices used before and
after school, include the total

17.7%
15.7%

run time . For the purposes of
this survey, batt ry life is
defined as the running time
when a Wi -Fi-su ~plied
streaming video is played with

3.6%

3 Hours
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sound on the stu~ent device .
4 Hours

5 Hours

6 Hours 7 Hours

Percentage of Respondents
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3.6% of respondents say that that the ideal battery life for a mobile student
computing device is three hours.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
We believe this is the first scientific survey to investigate the issue of ideal battery
life for school laptops. Over 85% of respondents want five or more hours of battery
life. The most common answer is eight hours, and the average of all responses is
7.6 hours. Educators need to continually emphasize the importance of this issue in
discussions with vendors.

DEMOGRAl,?HIC
HIGHLIGH'ifS
Districts with large enrollments
are significantly m9re likely than
districts with small.er enrollments
to cite eight hours or more than
ten hours as the ideal battery life.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
As mobile computing goes mainstream in schools, battery life and battery
management will become the hot topics. The days of being able to ignore battery
issues are rapidly coming to an end .
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Optimal Weight of a Mobile Student Computing Device
31.7%

Mobile computer weight
depends on many factors,
including battery size, screen
size, and ruggedness . At what
weight do you think a
computer would be too heavy
for students (regardless of the
battery life or screen size)?

2.0%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Suburban or rural districts are
significantly more likely than
urban districts to say that the
ideal weight of a computing
device is seven pounds or more.

2 Pounds
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2% of respondents select two pounds and 31.7% of respondents select five pounds
as the weight at which a mobile computing device would be too heavy.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
When asked to review laptops of different weights, educators typically migrate
toward the two- and three-pound models. The thinking may be that a our-pound
laptop is too heavy for students. But other factors need to be considered:
• A three-pound laptop in a carrying case with an AC adapter weigh~ close to five
pounds.
• Very light devices achieve the low weight by having very light batteries.
Unfortunately this translates into short run times. As this survey points out, the
optimal battery life is ten hours. The difference between a two-hour battery and a
ten-hour battery is about three pounds, assuming all other factors are equal.
• Thin and light laptops generally come at a fairly high cost. A four- or five-pound
laptop may be a good compromise for schools in terms of reliabilitj, weight, cost,
and battery life.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
This survey indicates that manufacturers need not be afraid of adding some weight
if it provides benefits schools value, such as longer battery life, rugge~ness,
reliability, or useful add-ons, such as cameras.
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Mobile Computing Devices Advice
How can vendors improve

25.0%

mobile computing devices in
the future for students and
teachers?

Longer-Life
Battery
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25% of respondents suggest that longer-life batteries wou ld improve mobile
computing devices .

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Schools are looking for a full school day's worth of battery life for their mobile
computing devices. Unfortunately, many educators do not realize that Wi-Fi, screen
brightness, and other factors affect battery life. Computers on Wheels (COWs) are
particularly problematic, since they may be in use for five to seven hours as they
move from room to room . Schools need to shift more of the battery risk back to the
manufacturers, so that if the battery dies, the manufacturer is responsible. One way
to accomplish this is to make the battery part of the warranty.
On the brighter side, many educators will be pleased to see that the cost of mobile
computing continues to decline. The $100 XO computer from Nicolas Negroponte
has become a $200-$300 machine, but this is still a highly desirable price point for a
feature-rich laptop. The ASUS Eee PC is another example of a rich feature set at a
good price. In 2008 alone, costs can be expected to decline by 15% or more.
The durability of mobile devices is somewhat more problematic. Manufacturers
report huge differences in the amount of breakage from district to district. One
significant but often overlooked factor is the type of bag or carrying case students
use to transport the device. The top of a badly designed bag can easily fall open,
damaging the display screen. A well-designed, affordable carrying case that can
withstand student use is essential.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
Be straightforward with schools about the battery issues. Find ways to ensure that
the device will work for the whole school day with all features operating.
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CHAPTER 5
Interactive Whiteboards

As the technology becomes more entrenched in schools and
teachers become more adept, IWBs appear to be moving into more
pedagogical areas and more in-depth applications.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of interactive whiteboards (IWBs) is increasing in schools around the world, in countries such as
Australia, Mexico, Russia, and particularly the U.K, where IWBs are installed in a majority of dassrooms
and where many research studies have been conducted. The U .K. studies have created a useful body of
work for American educators as they examine the potential of this technology for U.S. schools.
IWBs are a teacher-centric technology that appears to improve teacher productivity and job satisfaction,
allowing districts to retain more teachers while improving student motivation and accommodating
different learning styles. As the technology becomes more entrenched in schools and teachers b~come
more adept, IWBs appear to be moving into more pedagogical areas and more in-depth appliattions.

Reviewing the Novelty Factor
Since interactive whiteboards have an obvious graphic appeal, several studies have looked at whether they
make a significant impact on learning or whether they are simply the latest and "coolest" meth<i>d of
presenting information.
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When U.K. researchers Beauchamp and Parkinson posed this question with regard to science e~ucation,
they found several benefits, including more focused student attention and changes in pedagogy; but only
after teachers had mastered the new medium. "As new skills are mastered, ... the IWB changes from
being a rigid skeletal framework to a more fluid medium .... As teachers pass through their owrt 'wow'
barrier, the impact on teaching pedagogy can be profound (I)."
This view is supported by Glover, Miller, and Averis, who examined the use of interactive whiteboards in
math lessons in 12 U.K. secondary schools: "It is only when basic technological fluency and pedagogic
understanding have been achieved that teachers overcome the novelty factor (2)."

In the U.S., the indications are that students as well as teachers typically progress beyond the novelty
stage toward enhanced learning. "Educators are particularly happy with the improvement in class
participation, student attention, and retention rates," according to Basilicato (3).
Mike Horan, Director of Instructional Technology at Sarasota County School District in Florida, a
leading district in whiteboard installations in the U.S., says there is some validity to the concern that
whiteboards promote traditional methods with the teacher at the front of the classroom, but that "a
quality teacher who can draw on the full extent of the whiteboard's features and capabilities is the
determining factor (4)."

It is important to note that the "sage on the stage" role of the teacher, while diminishing in importance
due to technology, still has a part to play in educating students, and IWBs allow teachers to use their
"sage on the stage" time more productively. IWBs are unlikely to have a positive impact if the old
paradigms continue with no changes, but they can help drive student engagement and improvement
when used appropriately.

Impact on Teachers
The 2003 UK Harnessing Technology Survey revealed that interactive whiteboards in U.K. classrooms
are intensively used and generally highly rated by teachers, particularly as timesaving devices (5).
According to a 2007 U.K. report on whiteboard use in primary schools, "The interactive whitebo~d has
been welcomed enthusiastically by a large number of primary teachers, and its take-up in schools has
proceeded with unprecedented rapidity. This appears to be because it is a resource which is immediiately
useful to teachers in conducting whole-class teaching, which is a requirement of the primary strategies (6)."
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Some teachers in the U.S. have found the learning curve to be long. Fourth grade teacher Jill ~arnes at
J.P. Ryan Elementary School in Waldorf, Maryland, noted that it took her the better part of a year to
become completely comfortable with her IWB (7).
But whiteboards installed at Columbia University's K-8 laboratory school were surprisingly popular with
the staff, according to Associate Head Luyen Chou, who noted that, "Other than e-mail, it has been the
most immediately transformative technology used by teachers (8)."
In the Riverside Unified School District in California, which has about 500 interactive whiteboards,
Instructional Technology Specialist David Haglund believes that the teacher is key to the success of the
technology. "I can take a great teacher and teach them technology, but I can't take a good technician and
teach them how to be an effective teacher (4)."
Because interactive whiteboards are so like conventional whiteboards, they can help even techn<l>phobic
teachers use technology comfortably for presentations from the front of the room, according to U.K.
researcher Stephen Brown (9).
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Board + Tablet An Equation for Learning
In the Casa Grande Elementary School District in Arizona, teachers have embraced an interactive presentation
system that consists of an IWB and Bluetooth tablets for students.
During vocabulary lessons in the lower grades, teachers demonstrate a word using the IWB, and students mimid it
on their tablets, using the pen device. Student h&ndwriting automatically converts into easy-to-read text, and
teachers can walk around to see how the students performed. If they wish, teachers can configure the IWB to
display the tablet screens in sequential order, eliminating the need to move around the room.
Teachers can use the IWB to get instant feedback. They have reported that they're spending far less time trying to
get students motivated and far more time doing what they're there to do: teach (7).

The Importance of Professional Development
Professional development appears to be key to a successful whiteboard implementation. Researchers
Glover and Miller in the U.K, who examined the impact of interactive whiteboards on math teaching in
one secondary school, concluded that the impact on learning was significantly less when teachets did not
understand that a new approach to pedagogy was required (IO).

Professional development is most likely to be effective if it supports teachers' exploration of theit current
pedagogy and helps identify how IWB use can support, extend, or transform this, according to a major
study of IWB use in London secondary schools (11).
In the U.S., "Our vendor showcased the ABCs of how to use the whiteboard, while presenting ways the
teachers could incorporate it in their current lesson plans. This made it fingertip-ready for even the most

technology-reluctant teachers," reported Mike Gatlin, Director ofTecµnology and Federal Progitams for
the Thomaston-Upson County School District in Georgia, an early adopter of whiteboard technology
(12).

"If you don't incorporate instructional and content training, achievement will go down," according to
David Haglund in the Riverside Unified School District, where IWBs were purchased through a federal
grant that mandated a portion of the funds be reserved for training. In the first year of the grant, about
40% of the money was dedicated to professional development; in the third year, the figure will .teach
100% (4).
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An inadequately trained teacher, according to Jill Hobson, Director of Instructional Technology at
Forsyth County Schools in Cumming, Georgia, where whiteboards are installed in over 1,500
classrooms, can make a lesson "end up being a big PowerPoint presentation." But when teachers receive
training, "they get it (4)."
Clearly, since whiteboards let teachers do many things of varying complexity-from manipulating text
and images to showcasing student presentations-training is essential, and districts are increasingly
recognizing that this is the case.
Using an Interactive Whiteboard in the Music Classroom
Abbreviated.from a posting on the Gasconade Coun-ty R-2 School District website by Jean Baker, Vocal Music
Teacher, Owensville High School, Owensville, Missouri

"When I went to my first day of training, I was excited but more than a little apprehensive after teaching for 20
years. The first lesson I made covered the words of the Star Spangled Banner (as we know, many students cannot
seem to get them correct!).
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Creating lessons was not that difficult; the hardest part was deciding where to start. There was one drawback for
me-the music room did not have its interactive whiteboard installed yet. To get past this hurdle, I took the
classes and the lessons into the computer lab!
When the day came that our whiteboard was installed in the music room, the dam broke, and the learning was
accelerated. The students are on task and involved. In American Pop Music, we start with post-Civil War, and it ,js
an absolute perk to be able to show items as well as play clips from that era so that it becomes real for
students-all at the click of a mouse. The days of posters and albums and fussing with media sources are over.
Students are more often than not willing to come to the board to use it in some capacity or another."

Impact on Students
Schools today need to connect with students who don't know life without video games, the Internet, and
iPods. "Many years ago, the premise of going up to the front of the classroom to write on the blackboard
was enough to get students to pay attention. This generation of students expects more," in the words of
Meissner (13).
Interactive whiteboards appear to engage today's digital natives, with increased learning as the outcome.
A research review by the British Educational Communications and Technology Agency (5) reported the
following benefits for students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased enjoyment and motivation
Greater opportunities for participation and collaboration
Improved personal and social skills
Less need for note-taking
Ability to cope with more complex concepts
Accommodation for different learning styles
Increased self-confidence

A different view is offered by Jim Hirsch, Associate Superintendent of Technology and Academic
Services in the Plano Independent School District, Texas, who argues that similar benefits can be realized
more cost-effectively with software solutions that use schools' current1Vs and projectors (14).
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The U.K. IWB study by Glover, Miller, and Averis (2) indicates that behavioral problems are usually
overcome because "pupils are caught up in the sequence and pace of learning and appear to 'take off' in
their understanding, achievement, and consequent self-esteem."
Some high schools are reporting extensive benefits. At Cranbrook Academy in Michigan, "In physics
classes, students create virtual replicas of experiments, examining a variety of 'what if' scenarios that
couldn't be possible in labs due to time constraints. In chemistry and biology classes, students examine
three-dimensional models, for example, the molecular structure of DNA, by rotating and manipulating
them at the whiteboard (15)."
Moreover, hard data is beginning to point to an increase in retention rates and test scores. Spri.t?-g Valley
High School, in Richland School District Two, Columbia, South Carolina, reports that test scores in its
advanced placement biology class, which uses interactive whiteboards regularly, have risen 30% more
than scores in classes that are not using interactive whiteboards in every lesson (4).
The 2007 U.K. study of primary school whiteboard use found that ''Analysis combining the data from
the 2005 and 2006 cohorts found that averagely attaining pupils of both sexes, and high-attaining pupils
of both sexes, made greater progress with more exposure to interactive whiteboards in math. Progress was
measured against prior attainment in Key Stage 1 national tests. Analysis of the data for Cohort 2
showed dear benefits of being taught with an interactive whiteboard for all pupils except high
attainment girls (where there appears to have been a 'ceiling effect' since the highest possible score is
fixed). The most marked effect was for low attaining boys who made some seven and a half mopths'
additional progress when they had two years of exposure to interactive whiteboards as compared to no
exposure (6)."
Finally, the Round Rock ISD in Texas has found that it is possible to significantly increase student
achievement among ELL students using whiteboard technology. For example, the TAKS pass rate for
ELL students was 100% compared to a 73.2% pass rate for ELL students in the control group of
classrooms not using the technology, and in math the ELL TAKS pass rate was 88.9% as compared to
66.0% pass rate of the control group of ELL students (16).
Increasing Student Involvement
The Jennings School District in Missouri recently turned to interactive whiteboards to increase student
involvement. Last year, the district, in which 77% of students qualify for free-lunch programs, applied E-Rate funds
to purchase 52 whiteboards for classrooms in Grades 3-12.
Once the technology was in place, the district launched a new, inquiry-based approach to learning, which Cindy
Kicielinski, District Instructional Technology Specialist, says has forced students to find answers for themselves
and figure out how to incorporate technology to present those answers to the class (6).

Support for Learning Differences
According to a U.K. research report, whiteboards provide improved access for younger children and
students with disabilities, because they do not have to use a keyboard. Andrew Atkinson, a tech.lllology
teacher in Northern Ireland, believes being able to reach a diverse set of learners is the greatest b~nefit of
an IWB. "You can design lessons that allow you to use animations, video, color, and sound, each one of
those appealing to the different learning styles of students (5)."
An Australian study in three elementary and two high schools found that "Children with learnirtg
difficulties appeared to have the most benefit. Students displayed confidence and enjoyment in their
learning and many of them improved their assessment results (15)."
·
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In the U.S., according to Basilicato, ''An interactive whiteboard can accommodate multiple learning
styles including tactile, audio, and visual. Interactive whiteboards benefit all students, but especially
those with learning disabilities (3)."
Finally, an Augusta State University study of students with emotional behavior disorders found that the
use of a whiteboard had a significant effect on the students' acquisition of appropriate social behaviors
(16).
Whiteboard Shopping Questions
From Education Week and eSchool News (19):

Here are important points technology officials and educators should consider when shopping for interactive
whiteboards:
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1. Do you prefer "resistive" technology, which means the whiteboard responds to hand pressure, rather than ijsing
a single pen or pointer that comes with the technology to interact with the board? Different whiteboards of1fer
different methods of interaction.
2. How easy is it to incorporate a broad range of multimedia Internet resources and classroom content into lesson
plans using the whiteboard?
3. Does the company offer whiteboard lesson activities and videoconferencing remote-control software?
4. Is the system compatible with the most current software available for Microsoft Windows, Macintosh, or Linux?
5. Does the company offer extensive technical support?
6. Is the product durable enough to sustain the normal wear and tear of the classroom?
7. What warranty does the company offer?
8. Is the vendor's primary focus on the K-12 market?
9. Is the technology designed specifically for a K-12 classroom or is it being adapted from a product designed ·
originally for commercial markets?
10. Is the software provided with the IWB designed specifically for educators by educators?
11. Does the vendor provide an education portal with free, state-aligned lesson plans and a robust user forum?
12. Is the vendor experienced in large-scale implementations?
13. Are a variety of student response and contribution devices integrated into the system that allow multiple-choice
answers, as well as true-false, Likert scales, sort in order, yes/no/don't know and character response?
14. Does the vendor provide comprehensive training via either the classroom or online?
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FINDINGS
Interactive Whiteboard Use
Does your district use
interactive whiteboards?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the Midwest,
followed by districts in the South,
are sig~ificantly more likely than
districts in the Northeast and the
West to use IWBs. Urban districts
are least likely to use IWBs, as
are large-enrollment and highspending districts and districts
with more than 25% Macs.
Interestingly, districts in areas
with high household incomes are
significantly more likely to have
IWBs than are those in areas
with low and medium household
incomes.

85
Percentage of Respondents/Districts

READ AS
85.2% of all respondents say their districts use interactive whiteboards (IWBs).

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
With 85% of districts using IWBs in some way, it appears that this technology is
becoming entrenched in our schools. In the future, the discussion will likely revolve
around how to implement IWBs, what kind to buy, and what products work best with
the chosen model.
Professional development on how to use IWBs to best support the curriculum will
continue to be important, with ongoing research shedding light on bes practices.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
IWBs bring major change, since they influence almost everything the teacher does.
While it is unlikely that any new entrants will be successful in the IWB hardware
market, there will be opportunity in the market for software, services, and peripheral
hardware, since in a few years the number of IWB classrooms will exceed one
million.
Schools are looking for customized boards. Customized board vendors should find
their market share growing, and this will contribute to the overall gro~th of the IWB
market.
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Important Factors in Using Whiteboards
Student engagement

Indicate the importance of
Improved student performance

these factors in rour decision
to use interactiv whiteboards

Student interaction

in the classroom
Address different learning styles
Whole group instruction

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

Stronger collaboration among students
Teacher productivity
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Important
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READ AS
The most important reasons for using whiteboards are student-centered. 62.8% of
respondents consider student engagement to be extremely important. while 53.4%
give this rating to student performance and 51.2% to student interaction.

Medium-spending districts and
those in areas wit~ high
household income pre
significantly more likely to cite
student engagement as extremely
important. Districts in the
Midwest are significantly more
likely to cite stude~t interaction
and improved student
performance as extremely
important.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Given today's emphasis on academic results. it is significant that IWBs are viewed
as a tool for improving student performance. In addition. student engagement.
generally seen as a factor contributing to improved performance, gets the highest
rating.
Teacher performance is also highly rated. Again, it is generally accepted and
research shows that improved teacher productivity leads to improved student
achievement. For example. IWBs save valuable time. especially in regard to complex
concepts, that can be used for more teacher-student interaction.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors may want to consider enhancements to further improve IWB use in the
classroom, such as the multiple pens now available on one IWB that allow students
to work in teams or groups.
It appears that IWBs contribute to improved teacher morale, which in turn
contributes to reduced teacher turnover. These cost savings can be used to support
the business case and help justify the purchase of an IWB.
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IWBs: Installed Base
61.0%

How many interactive
whiteboards are in use in your
district?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South are more
likely to have a higher average
number of IWBs. This is not
surprising, since the South has
many large districts.

14.4%

AnlWB
Per3or4
Classrooms

AnlWB
For Each 5or
More Classrooms
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Percentage of Respondents Using Whiteboards

READ AS
11 .8% of responding districts report one interactive whiteboard (IWB) per classroom .
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
While most districts have at least one whiteboard, schools in the U.S. are taking
several years to evaluate and implement IWBs on a large scale.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors might want to create a Pareto diagram (a ranked list) of the fqctors involved
in IWB adoption, to help them understand how districts move from one IWB for five
classrooms to one IWB per classroom
In the not too distant future, schools might well be interested in upgrading their IWB
technology. This could be a productive area for vendors. The personal computer
replacement market is now at 95%, and a similar trend is likely in the Whiteboard
market. Two or three years from now, replacement sales could become a significant
factor.
The number of IWBs per classroom is a rough measure based on 25 students per
classroom. This number was calculated from the data and not measured directly.
It does not reflect the fact that many whiteboards may be located in district training
facilities or conference rooms and not be availqble for student use on a regular
basis.
All the data in this graph refers only to districts that have IWBs. If all districts were
included, the averages would be much lower.
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IWBs: Plan to Purchase
64.2%

How many interalctive
whiteboards do ou plan to
buy in the next year?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGH [f S
13.4%

Districts in the soJth and West
plan to buy significantly more
IWBs than those i~ the Northeast
or Midwest.

Not Adding
kly IWBs

88
Percentage of Respondents Using Whiteboards
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READ AS
6.4% of districts plan to purchase enough whiteboards to achieve the overall ratio of
one per classroom system-wide.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
On average, districts are planning to buy almost as many IWBs as they currently
own. Many districts have started the process of evaluating and implementing IWBs.
As this graph shows, most districts are planning to install less than a full
complement of IWBs. Districts may need to spread implementation over several
years for funding reasons, or they may be choosing to implement only one or two
subject areas at the high school level.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
IWB purchases are going to be concentrated in a few districts where a large number
of classrooms are being equipped. A significant number (12.7%) of districts that
already have IWBs are not adding to their inventory. About 7.5% of the districts are
adding enough IWBs to equip all classes.
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Percentage of Classrooms with Interactive Whiteboards
What percentage of
classrooms in your district
have an interactive
40.0%

whiteboard?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with low enrollment are
significantly more likely to have
51 % of classrooms equipped with
IWBs. Districts in the West are
significantly more likely than
other regions to have a low
percentage of classrooms
equipped with IWBs.

51%
Percentage of Respondents in Districts Using Whiteboards
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READ AS
40% of respondents say that fewer than 6% of their classrooms have IWBs. 9.2%
say that more than 50% of their classrooms have IWBs.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The data reflect the fact that schools begin with pilot implementation ·. Only about
9% of districts are at the over-50% implementation level.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Given the school purchasing cycle, the data indicate that many districtl are in the
process of larger-scale IWB implementations, of which many vendors f ill want to
be part.
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Percentage of Large-Screen Whiteboards

What percentage of your
interactive whit boards are 70
inches or greate r in size?

27.5%
22.5%

None
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DEMOGRAJ,>HIC
HIGHLIGH fT S
Suburban districts ~re
significantly more likely than
urban or rural distr'cts to have
large-screen whiteboards.

Percentage of Respondents Using Whiteboards

READ AS
27 .5% of respondents say that 100% of their IWBs have large screens (70 inches or
more). At the opposite extreme, 22.5% of respondents report that none of their
IWBs have large screens.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Educators have given considerable thought to the ideal size of an IWB. Larger
boards tend to be more expensive but are needed for visibility in a classroom.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Larger boards are preferred by schools and should become the industry standard.
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Interactive Whiteboards by Grade-Level Usage
Indicate the grades and

Socia l Studies

subjects in which your district
Math

uses interactive whiteboards .

Arts

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

Other
Foreign Language

Districts with high expenditures
for technology are significantly
less likely than districts with
lower expenditures for
technology to use IWBs in
elementary reading/language
arts.

Vocational/Technical
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READ AS
41 .8% of respondents are using IWBs in elementary reading, while 39.4% are using
them in elementary social studies.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
IWBs are used fairly uniformly across grade levels for all core subjects. Interestingly,
in high schools, they are used most in vocational/technical and foreign language
courses.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Despite the thinking that IWBs are best suited to a particular grade range, it appears
that teachers at all grade levels find them useful but for different reasons. There has
been some customization of product by grade range, but there could be more.
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Interactive Whiteboards: Professional Development
How many hours of

49.0%

professional development do
you provide to teachers who
are learning to use interactive
whiteboards?

6.3%

No
Less Than
Professional
5 Hours
Development

5 Hours

6-12
Hours

13-24
Hours

25 Hours
or More

92
Percentage of Respondents Using Whiteboards
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READ AS
8.29% of respondents indicate that they provide no professional development to
teachers using interactive whiteboards. 49% indicate that they provide less than five
hours of professional development to this group.

tTl

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
54.4% of teachers are given five hours or less of professional development. which is
certainly adequate to cover basic functions and is a tribute to the ease-of-use of the
board and the intuitive nature of the software. But educators should recognize that it
takes much longer to train teachers how to fully integrate an IWB into the
curriculum.
In order to maximize the capabilities of IWBs in different subject areas, training is
needed on subject-specific software. teaching difficult concepts, and strategies for
student response. As IWB-centric solutions get more sophisticated, the professional
development requirements increase.

DEMOGRAI?HIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the West and districts
with a low or medium level of
technology spending are
significantly more likely than
districts in the other regions to
provide no professibnal
development. Districts with a
high level of technology spending
are slightly more likely than
districts with a low or medium
level of technology spending to
provide 25 hours or more of
professional development.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
92% of all teachers are receiving training. High-quality vendor training could be part
of the purchase decision. Vendors are in a position to develop effective training
programs that contribute to teacher and student success and hence to further sales.
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Inhibiting Factors to Whiteboard Use

...._.

Cost

Indicate which factors inhibit

Effectiveness concerns

the use of interactive
whiteboards in your district.

Pedagogical appropriateness

Multiple answers allowed.

Installation logistics

Professional development

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

Curriculum integration concerns

Systems availability for student response devices

Districts in the West and
Midwest are significantly more
likely to view cost as a strong
inhibitor than the other regions.
Districts in the South, as well as
large-enrollment and lowspending districts, view
effectiveness concerns as a
strong inhibitor significantly more
than the other regions. smallerenrollment districts, and higherspending districts.
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READ AS
52.9% of respondents say that cost is a strong inhibitor. 10.3% say that
effectiveness is a strong inhibitor.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Despite the steady drop in the cost of an IWB, installation and operating costs
remain the largest inhibitor to adoption. The need for professional development and
concerns about effectiveness are also problematic for educators. It is likely that cost
would be perceived as less of an issue if there were fewer questions about
effectiveness.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors can help ease customer concern about installation logistics. They should
focus on systematically reducing installation complexity and making easy installation
an integral part of the solution.
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Measuring Impact of Whiteboards
Classroom observation by supervisors

73.3%
Frequency of utilization within class

How do you mea ~ure the
impact of intera 9tive

67.1%

whiteboards, including

Teacher surveys and feedback

response devices? Multiple

60.4%

answers allowed .

Quantity of teacher-created curriculum utilizing whiteboards

52.4%
Amount of differentiated instruction

42.7%
Student performance on standardized testing

DEMOGRAJ,?HIC
HIGHLIGHTS

37.3%
Quantity of multimedia lesson plans

30.7%
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READ AS
73.3% of respondents say they measure the impact of interactive whiteboards by
classroom observation.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Current users are measuring the impact of IWBs by classroom observation and
teacher surveys, and a lot of multimedia materials are being created by teachersprobably signs of an "early user" stage of development. As the supply of commercial
and teacher-shared materials increases, teacher-created materials will be less of a
differentiator.
In the future, the IWB emphasis will probably shift to differentiated instruction and
student performance on standardized tests.

Districts with high household
incomes are significantly more
likely to measure the impact of
IWBs by frequency of utilization
within the class. Districts in the
Northeast and those with
medium expenditures are
significantly more likely to
measure impact by teacher
surveys and feedback.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Large-scale IWB implementations will probably be supported by evaluations that
measure their impact. Vendors may want to consider providing high-quality survey
instruments and integrating data collection capability into their IWB software.
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Important Features in Whiteboard Brand Section
Rate the importance of these
Support for presentation applications, such as PowerPoint

factors in selecting your
particular brand and model of

User control and adaptability

interactive whiteboards.
Lowest total cost of ownership (TCOI

Grade-level-appropriate software user interfaces

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

Strong software and resource content bundles

Districts with a medium or high
level of technology spending, as
well as those in the Northeast,
are significantly more likely to
rate user control and adaptability
as extremely important.
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90.8% of respondents say that durability is an extremely important or important
factor in selecting a particular brand and model of whiteboard.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
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Clearly, durability is a major concern in the harsh classroom environment. However,
durability issues can take years to manifest themselves. The effect of continued
exposure to moisture, for example, may not surface for several years. In a much
shorter time frame, however, Forsyth County Schools in Georgia found problems with
humidity build-up over the summer break when the air-conditioning was turned off.
as reported in eSchool News, November 2005. Some schools, such as !those in
Forsyth County, have reported that electromagnetic boards perform sighificantly
better than resistive technology boards in terms of durability. Schools should request
specific repair and reliability data when this issue concerns them .
Strong software content bundles. as well as user control and adaptabi ity, will
become even more important as IWBs continue to focus on education product
development requirements.
Access to standards-based lesson plans and content is important, but to a lesser
degree. Perhaps educators feel that there is sufficient content already. Or perhaps
IWBs are valued more as teacher productivity tools, with the teacher being the link
to standards.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors should continue to focus on durability, while driving down TCO and
improving software functionality. Subject matter software and student collaborative
software are particularly needed.
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Non-User Plans for Whiteboards
You are not curr ntly
36.7%

36.7%

implementing interactive
whiteboards in ybur district.
Do you plan to dQ so in the
future?

We plan to do
so in the

96

We plan to do
so in the

We plan to do
so in the

2007-08

2008-09

school year.

2009-10

school year.

school year
or further out.

We have no plans
to implement
interactive
whiteboards.

Percentage of Respondents Not Currently Using Whiteboards
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DEMOGRAJ?HIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the Mi west are
slightly more likely and districts
with a high level o~spending on
instructional materials are
significantly more l1kely to have
no plans to implemknt IWBs.

Among the respondents who are not using whiteboards, 36.7% say they plan to do
so during the 2007-08 school year.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Responses as a percent of total districts are:
Now

85.2%

Not now but in 2007-08

5.4%

Not now but in 2008-09

2.7%

Not now but in 2010 or later

1.2%

No plans

5.4%

Of the districts not using IWBs when the survey was conducted in 2007, 55 % say
they plan to do so in the next two years. The rest of the answers range from three
years to never. So by the end of the 2008-09 school year, 93.3% of districts will have
IWBs.
Given the overall trends in the data, districts with no current plans to purchase may
want to take another look at their reasons for not using this popular tool.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
IWBs are here to stay. Consolidations have occurred and will continue to occur, and
the market leaders will survive. Software can make all the difference in the
purchase decision.
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Why Not Implementing Whiteboards
You are not yet implementing
interactive whiteboards.
Please indicate how much you
agree that the following
factors affected your
decision .

The current interactive whiteboards are not capable of meeting our requiremen s.

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
0%

Districts in the Northeast and
South are significantly more likely
to strongly agree that the total
price is too high.
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Among the respondents not using whiteboards, 76% strongly agree or agree that the
total price is too high.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Costs, especially those related to installation and maintenance, are clearly a large
inhibitor to adoption. Some districts are considering adding IWBs as part of a school
construction project, which can alleviate some cost concerns, and using the newer
short-throw projectors, which are less expensive.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Initial costs, maintenance costs, and TCO are all important factors for schools.
Vendors should continue their efforts to drive down TCO.
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Integration of AV Tools
80.3%

Who is responsible for
integrating AV e~uipment for
whiteboards, projectors,
sound systems, ~esponse
devices, and othbr devices in
your classrooms? Multiple
answers allowed.
14.6%
7.3%
IT
School
Individual
Department lnstructiooal Teachers
at District Technology
Coordinator

98

Third
Party
Vendors

AV
lnstructiooal
Department Services
at District Department

5.6%
Other
(Please

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

Specify)

Percentage of Respondents
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80.3% of respondents say that the IT department at the district office is among
those responsible for the integration of AV tools.

Districts in areas of high
household income.I districts in the
Northeast, and districts in the
suburbs are significantly more
likely to say that t~e district IT
department is responsible for the
integration of AV tools.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The number of teachers involved in integration is noteworthy. Perhaps because many
installations are new or in the pilot stage, teachers may be filling the gap in a way
that will not be sustainable over the long term.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
If schools are going to do most of the integration work themselves, vendors will
want to simplify and support the process by providing online instructional videos,
color coding, high-quality diagrams and documentation, etc.
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Other Essential AV Tools
Projectors

Which other products do you

95.7%

consider necessary for an

Audio amplification
52.5%

interactive classroom?
Digital cameras

Multiple answers allowed .

49.6%

Document cameras

44.8%
Interactive response devices

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

43.1%

Graphing calculators
37.1%

Districts with a high level of
spending on instructional
materials are significantly more
likely to regard projectors as a
necessary tool for an interactive
classroom .

Wireless mouse and keyboard
34.5%
Percentage of Respondents
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95.7% of respondents say that a projector is an essential tool for an interactive
classroom .
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
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Audio amplifiers, digital cameras, document cameras, and interactive response
devices have high ratings, in addition to projectors. The fastest growth is likely to be
in digital cameras and interactive response devices, since high-quality cameras are
dropping in price, and interactive response devices are proving to be useful additions
to the classroom .

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Vendors may want to look at bundling the right set of accessories for the interactive
classroom . IWB software developers should consider taking advantage of these
devices as part of their product development activity.
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Interactive Classroom Improvements: Top Advice
54.3%

How can vendor$ improve
interactive whiteboards and
interactive classrooms in the
future?

4.3%
Add a Tablet
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A majority of respondents (54.3%) say that reducing cost is the best way for vendors
to improve IWBs and interactive classrooms in the future.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Some practical suggestions from educators include:
• Find ways to avoid inter-classroom interference .
• Change the interface to avoid glare and shadows.
• Provide a reliable document camera at the same price as an overhead projector.
• Provide affordable solutions that include cameras and other features.
The most serious objection to IWBs, voiced by several respondents, is that they
promote the teacher-centric classroom and that interactive writing pads, such as
tablet computing devices, are a better way to promote the student-centric
classroom .
The ADS 2008team believes that some amount of front-of-classroom work will
always be appropriate regardless of 1:1 computing and other student-centered
initiatives. Also, it should be noted that IWBs do allow some student-centered
activities, such as when three student teams work on a puzzle simultaneously.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VENDORS
As always, feedback from customers can improve any hardware. The interest in
cameras seems strong and represents an opportunity for a variety of vendors.
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CHAPTER 6
Internet Bandwidth

Ever-richer online applications and the growing number of
computers in schools are straining the capaci-ty ofmany
connections. Some schools may fail to heed the warning signs.

The Hayes Connection
(Jeanne Hayes - jhayes@hayesconnection.com)
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INTRODUCTION
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 95% of public schools in the U.S. were
connected to the Internet by 1999. Of those schools, 63% were using dedicated lines (includingT-1,
T-3, or 56Kb lines), 14% were using dial-up connections, and 23% were using other connection types
(including cable modems, wireless connections, and ISDN lines). ADS 2008 respondents report that
69% are using T-1 or T-3 lines, 30% are using optical networks, 5% are using DSL, and 4% at.1e using
cable modems. (Multiple answers were allowed.) Clearly schools have upgraded their
telecommunications sources dramatically since 1999.

As indicated in ADS 2006, ever-richer online applications and the growing number of computers in
schools are straining the capacity of many connections. Some schools may fail to heed the warning signs
and face serious bandwidth issues in the not-too-distant future.
However, some districts are forging ahead with fiber-optic cable, in order to take full advantage of 1: 1
computing and the vast world of online learning, and several promising new technologies, such as
cellular and WiMAX, are appearing on the horizon.
104

These widely differing circumstances in U.S. schools contrast with the situation in Australia, where,
perhaps because of a large landmass and a sparsely distributed population outside of urban areas, a
Bandwidth Implementation Plan has been developed to address the issue at a national level.

The Problem
According to The New York Times, the data seem to suggest that schools are already benefiting from fast
access. But these statistics do not indicate the number of classrooms or schools sharing each connection,
which significantly affects performance (1).
In 2005, says Apple Distinguished Educator Wesley Fryer, over half the school districts in Texas were
estimated to connect with a single T-1 line. "My personal home broadband connection is at times more
than twice as fast as the entire bandwidth allocation of most Texas school districts (2)."
"The growth in wireless applications presents school technology officials with a range of challenges,"
according to Education Week. "In addition to email, document files, and instructional content, lilsers of
wireless networks want to download or upload bandwidth-gobbling video or music files as well as big
chunks of data (3)."
·
When Director of Information Services Greg Blount looked at Internet access throughout the Merced
City Elementary School District in California, he knew he didn't have enough bandwidth. Every day the
network would clog, and students would wait as long as ten minutes for their screens to refresh during
online tests. "We were bottlenecking every day where our network would grind to a halt because of
legitimate usage," said Blount (4).
Because of these pressures, planning is key. The need to plan is emphasized by Jerry Reininger, Director
of Information Systems for the Meridian Joint School District in Idaho, which encompasses 32,000
students in 43 schools. "If school districts get caught without planning for [bandwidth requirements], it
will be a crisis. They need to be planning how to make it scalable. If people wait too long and have to
come up with additional dollars, it will be too expensive (4)."
Technology officials realize that the capacity of their networks will continue to be tested by increasing
demands-as when, for example, students and teachers use more and more web services, such as
YouTube to share and access video content.
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In an effort to save precious bandwidth while keeping web access open, some schools are installing
technology that prioritizes academic and business Internet traffic over that for entertainment am.cl games.
"We couldn't afford to keep adding bandwidth with no end in sight, so we had to try to figure out
something else to do. Now the teachers are happy because they can access all the sites they need," said
Steven Eisenberg, Director of Technology at Episcopal High School in Houston. "Before, they couldn't
get to any of their sites during the day because our two T-1 lines were clogged with students sharing and
downloading music (5)."
How Much Is Enough?
Dan Hudkins, Director of Instructional Technology at the Harker School in San Jose, California, has developed a
simple measure. He takes the total available bandwidth and divides it by the number of end user CPUs in the
network, distinguishing between managed applications (includes use of proxy server, packet shaper, or other
management tool) and unmanaged applications (no proxy, packet shaping, or other active management-filtering
may be present).
Dan used this technique in 2006 to survey several independent schools involved in 1:1 computing and found that
when bandwidth is managed, happiness is reached between 8 K and 13 Kper CPU, and that when unmanaged,
the required levels may be higher (6).
Assuming a 20% usage factor for the Internet, these numbers match ADS 200Bfindings.

The Potential
Adequate bandwidth can give schools on-demand communication and unlimited audio-visual learning.
Audio-visual learning is a fundamental teaching tool in schools today, but its even greater potential for
the future is not hard to imagine, given adequate bandwidth.
One district that has met this challenge by installing a fiber-optic network is the Pajaro Valley Unified
School District in California. "It's an amazing resource for teachers of science or social studies who want
to research topics with their classes," says Dan Weiser, a teacher who specializes in learning technology
for the district. "Before, a teacher would have to go to the library, look to see if a specific video was
available, and then borrow it and set up the equipment. Now he or she can just search online and stream
the video into the classroom (7)."
In the Merced City Elementary School District, "[Teachers] can all see and present information to a
classroom about cell growth or an exploding volcano or whatever, and the infrastructure doesn't get in
the way," according to Greg Blount. "You don't have to think about it when you have gigabit bandwidth
underneath you (4)."
Adequate bandwidth brings other benefits, including ease, efficiency, and speed of ad.ministration. In
Merced, a legacy phone system was replaced with a voice-over-Internet protocol system. Antivirµs and
Windows updates for thousands of PCs are no longer a problem, and everything is backed up to a
network attached storage server. "We do it overnight now," says Greg Blount. "On T-ls, you can't do
that (4)."
In Pajaro Valley, the new fiber-optic network has led to a dramatic decrease in the number of setvers,
because each school can now download what it needs from a central server in the district office.
"Reducing the number of servers and the amount of tech support needed to maintain them will result in
significant savings," said Technology Director Tim Landeck, who is also looking into videoconferencing
and running the district's telephone service over the network using voice-over-Internet protocol (7).
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Some educators predict that adequate bandwidth-providing access to the vast world of online content,
video, and music-is one of two factors that will fulfill the promise of technology in education and
improve student performance, the other being 1:1 computing (2).
The Bandwidth Blowout
Some experts predict that increased bandwidth has the potential to bring about radical change throughout society.
Respected technology analyst George Gilder (a contributor to Forbes, the Economist, and The Wall Street Jouman.
foresees a "bandwidth blowout" that will change forever the way we do business and organize our lives.
"Distance is a fundamental premise of a material world. Transmitting a few words, a few minutes of voice, eve111
the few filmed spectacles that broadcasters bounce around the globe, serves only to remind us how bound and
gagged we are- how tied to the limits of time and space."
"These gags and ties are now giving way. When anyone can transmit any amount of information, any picture, ariy
experience, any opportunity to anyone or everyone, anywhere, at any time, instantaneously, without barriers of
convenience or cost, the resulting transformation becomes a transfiguration (8)."
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The Funding
Historically, bandwidth has been largely funded through E-Rate. Established by Congress in the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, E-Rate provides discounts of up to 90% on telecommunications
services, including Internet access, to schools and libraries.
Some innovative districts are using E-Rate funding to head off the impending bandwidth crisis. After
working hard for three years to secure the funding, the Milwaukee Public School District used $23
million in federal E-Rate discounts to help defray the cost of an $80 million project that involved
pulling one fiber-optic line to each classroom (9).
Because the district is leasing its fiber-optic lines and wide area network equipment, the equipment is
eligible for E-Rate discounts under the telecommunications services category. According to Mark Root,
Manager of Technology Services for the Council of Great City Schools, this is a highly efficient and costeffective solution (9).
The district also received funding to replace its analog telephone private branch exchange (PBX} switches
with digital switches-which qualify for E-Rate funding as internal connections-and to employ
·
interactive video in a dozen more schools.
The district decided several years ago to establish a single communications standard for its 156 buildings
and 4,700 classrooms, according to Director of Technology Bob Nelson, who emphasizes the importance
oflong-range planning. "You've got to have a strategy for working your way through it (9)." The district
continues to project its bandwidth needs on an ongoing basis as the demand grows.
Since E-Rate discounts are based on the number of students eligible for the National School Lunch
Program, schools and libraries in low-income areas qualify for higher discounts, and funding plans
sometimes need to change due to shifting enrollment patterns.
According to Greg Blount in Merced, his district needed to rely less on E-Rate when the percentage of
students who qualified for a free or reduced lunch dropped by more than 10 percentage points tto about
70%.
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In addition, when his district was evaluating a new bandwidth solution, E-Rate funds could not be used
for installing "dark fiber" (fiber in the ground but not yet used), because E-Rate requires that service be
provided immediately. Although the district had to reduce its dependency on E-Rate, Greg Bl<1mnt agrees
that E-Rate is an essential piece of the puzzle for most schools (4).
This district used its E-Rate funds, although reduced, in an innovative partnership with the loral cable
company and the Merced city and county governments to lay fiber-optic cable between 17 schools and
the district office, with local government offices piggy-backing on the initiative and sharing the costs.
Fiber Installation Prepares Nashville Schools for Future
"What many people don't realize is that educators and students are power users," said Peggy Guy, Coordinator of
Technology Services for the Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools. "They need bandwidth and lots of it, especially
to handle the new multimedia educational applications that are coming down the pike. Several years ago we
realized that our copper network wasn't going to be able to cut it for much longer."
"Fortunately, we discovered that the prices of fiber cabling and network electronics have dropped to the point that
we could install fiber for about the same price as overhauling our troublesome copper network. We got E-Rate ·
funding for the project and the rest is history. Now we can deliver streaming video to the classroom today and feel
certain that we can handle whatever new applications are coming (1 O)."
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FINDINGS
Internet Bandwidth Growth
What is your total' aggregate
bandwidth, between all
schools and district buildings
and the Internet ia your
33.82

ISPs? How do yo expect
bandwidth per student to
increase in the f~ture?
Answers in megabits per
second.

15.73

Five Years From Now
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Kilobits Per Second Per Student
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Respondents report that their current bandwidth is 6.48 kilobits per second per
student.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Bandwidth is measured in kilobits per second per student (kbps/student). The
numbers above are average numbers and do not measure peak bandwidth needs.
The reported bandwidth of 6.48 kbps/student is too low to support the Internet
needs of today's students. As discussed elsewhere in this chapter. districts faced
with a bandwidth crisis generally cut back the use of high bandwidth applications.
such as those involving streaming video. This can be likened to replacing a movie
with a still photo, in that pedagogic value is sacrificed.
Schools report that their bandwidth will grow over the next three years from 6.48
kbps/student to 15.73 kbps/student. and over the next five years to 33.82
kbps/student-a compound growth rate of 39.17%. Unfortunately, as reported last
year. the ADS team believes these numbers. although they are much higher than last
year. are still underestimated. and that in five years schools will need 45
kbps/student.
Although awareness is increasing somewhat. with CoSN in particular drawing
attention to the issue. funding levels or a fix to E-Rate have not received adequate
attention. and the situation continues to be critical. For more information. please see
Appendix B.
In general. bandwidth in U.S. schools will be less than adequate for the next several
years. The solution is simple from a technical standpoint but requires serious
financial and community-based planning.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
With bandwidth constrained for the next several years. vendors need to build
applications that can adapt to variable-quality and variable-speed networks. Vendors
should also ensure that adequate bandwidth availability is verified at the point of
sale to avoid customer dissatisfaction down the road .
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Internet Access Provider
55.1%

What is the source of your
Internet access? Multiple
answers allowed .

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South and West
are significantly more likely than
districts in the Midwest to use a
major telephone company for
Internet access. Urban districts
and districts in the South are
significantly more likely than
suburban districts, rural districts,
or districts in other regions to use
regional or local phone
companies.
Low-enrollment districts are
significantly more likely (70%40%) than medium- or largeenrollment districts to use state
networks.
Districts with low enrollment and
districts with a medium level of
spending on instructional
materials are significantly more
likely than districts with larger
enrollment or a low or high level
of spending on instructional
materials to use state networks.
E-Rate and Title I may perhaps be
providing the funds for lowspending districts. and districts
may be providing the funds in
high-spending districts.

Statewide
Major
Network Telephone
Company

Regional
or Local
ISP

Cable
Regional
Company or Local
Phone
Company

Wireless National ISP
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55.1 % of respondents report that they are using a statewide network for Internet
access.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
State networks are the largest single provider of Internet access. Schdols typically
buy off a K-20 state contract or a total statewide government contract because of
the volume purchasing discounts.
Major telcos and regional ISPs come in second and third respectively. They are
usually the preferred choice when there is no state alternative.
Cable companies are generally selected when a municipal cable contract offers
special pricing. Some cities have bargained for free Internet access for schools as
part of a larger contract. In more remote locations, wireless ISPs become important
because cable is not an option.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The marketing and selling of bandwidth to schools has huge potential. But today
there are few school-specific offerings. One example is the burstable qandwidth
concept: schools contract with their ISP for a specified amount of bandwidth. with
the ISP agreeing that during short periods of peak usage the bandwidth will
increase. Another example is ISP-provided Internet security services, since ISPs can
offer schools effective help in dealing with viruses, spyware, denial of service, etc.
Schools' appetite for wireless and mobile products could grow dramatically if
capacity pricing models were employed. For example, schools are asking phone
companies for their excess capacity at a lower rate, in much the same way that
airlines sell remaining seats at a lower fare. Schools understand that t ere may be
some times during the day when the bandwidth is inadequate, and they are
prepared to take the risk.
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Type of Internet Connections
What type of Int rnet

43.5%

connections do ou use?
Indicate the connection type
for your top two sources of
Internet connec ivity. Multiple

25.4%

answers allowe .
16.6%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
T-1
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T-3
!or DS-31

Optical
MAN
Percentage of Respondents
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43.5% of respondents say they use T-1 lines to connect to the Internet.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The most common data connection is the T-1 line. Equivalent to 24 voice circuits, it
requires one pair of copper wires and delivers 1.54 megabits of data bi-directionally.
After signaling and protocol overhead is removed, the peak bandwidth is around 1.2
megabits per second bi-directionally. As schools' bandwidth needs have increased,
they have turned to T-3 lines, which have a rating of 45 megabits per second.
Newer approaches to more bandwidth are the optical MAN and the OC-3, which
provides a rated capacity of 155 megabits per second. As bandwidth needs increase
further, schools will need to turn to optical solutions. Many districts are using
optical networks between buildings as well as to connect to the Internet. An OC-5
connection is 260 megabits per second.
DSL and cable are typically older technology and likely to need replacement.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The dramatic increase in bandwidth requirements is driving schools from copper to
optical fiber solutions. Cable modems can also provide alternatives.

Districts with a high level of
spending on technology are more
likely than districts with a low
level of spending dn technology
to have T-1 lines. Districts in the
Midwest are significantly more
likely to have T-1 lines than are
districts in other regions. Districts
in the West and South are
significantly more likely than
districts in the Midwest or
Northeast to have T-3 lines. And
urban and larger-eruollment
districts are also more likely to
have T-3 lines.
In the new optical world, optical
Metropolitan Area Networks
(MANs) are significantly more
likely to be found in the South, in
suburban areas, in districts with
larger enrollments, and in
districts with a low to medium
level of spending ori instructional
materials.
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Future Funding Challenges
Do you foresee problems with

Do you foresee a problem obtaining sufficient funding, regardless of the
source. for your required bandwidth?

bandwidth funding? Multiple
54.2%

answers allowed .
Do you foresee a problem with E-Rate funding your future
bandwidth needs at the current percentages?

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts with a low to medium
level of technology expenditures
and smaller-enrollment districts
are significantly more likely to
foresee a problem obtaining
sufficient bandwidth regardless
of their ability to pay.

42.9%
Do you foresee a problem obtaining sufficient
bandwidth, regardless of your ability to pay?

36.7%

lll

Percentage of Respondents Answering "Yes"

READ AS
54.2% of respondents foresee a problem obtaining sufficient funding, regardless of
the source, for their required bandwidth.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
I
In the last 12 months, educators have become increasingly aware of tpe impending
bandwidth crisis. For many districts. the crisis is already here. A large number
(36.7%) foresee a problem obtaining sufficient bandwidth, regardless of their ability
to pay. These districts should start looking for solutions and raising the visibility of
the issue now. A much larger number (54.2%) foresee funding issues in obtaining
sufficient bandwidth. Belt tightening and bake sales might help, but a legislative
solution is called for.
E-Rate is probably the most successful federal educational technology program ever
devised. When it was initiated over 12 years ago, $2.25 billion a year was more
than adequate for school needs. However, if the ADS 2008 survey respondents are
correct. in five years we will face a $5 billion a year shortfall. and E-Rate will need
to be funded at $7 billion a year.
When E-Rate was conceived, the delivery of mobile data was not considered. so
standards like WiMAX and EVDO were not covered in the legislation. Today,
because many schools need these services to meet educational objectives, they
should also be covered by E-Rate.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Fast, reliable Internet connections in schools would benefit most vendors.
Organizations such as CoSN can help disseminate information about the difficulties
schools face.
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Frequency of Internet Access Interruptions
49.7%

How frequently are users
inconvenienced by short
interruptions of Internet
access that occur upstream
from your ISP?
18.5%

17.9%
9.2%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS

4.6%
I
Very
Frequently
(Several Times
a Day)
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Frequently
(Once a Day)

I

I

Infrequently
(Once a Week)

Very
Infrequently
(Once a Month)

I
Never

Percentage of Respond ents

Districts in the Midwest, in
suburban areas, and in areas
with medium to high household
income are significantly more
likely to report no interruptions to
Internet access.

READ AS
4.6% of respondents report very frequent interruptions to Internet access.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
One of the great advantages of the Internet is that there is no single point of failure.
The system was designed to be very reliable. But users suffer from occasional
outages because of local ISP problems, router or server issues, or construction that
disturbs underground cables. (See www.internetpulse.com for an example of the
current health of the Internet.)
In education, this means that students waste valuable instructional time. Perhaps
less obviously, teacher confidence levels are also affected. A disappointing Internet
experience, regardless of the cause, can affect a teacher's willingness to use this
valuable resource in the classroom. And teachers may not even attempt some
mission-critical applications until they are certain that Internet access is reliable.
The good news is that there are reliable technical solutions available.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Some districts have no Internet failures, while some have too many. For the latter
group, vendors could provide pro-active network monitoring of the entire school
network, LAN and WAN. Or they could dispatch repair services automatically. Or
they could supply routing devices that automatically detect failing paths and switch
to an alternate path.
Some software applications simulate a bad Internet experience, often because the
browser cache has not been cleared. This should not happen, but the good news is
that software publishers are now providing the technical solution.
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Leveraging Bandwidth Capacity
Application restrictions. such as no streaming media or music file sharing

Have you used any of the
67.8%

following to leverage the
existing capacity of your

Proxy servers

bandwidth? Multiple answers
59.6%

allowed .

Application specific caching appliances or local application content servers

52.0%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Suburban districts are
significantly more likely than
urban districts to place
restrictions on applications, such
as video streaming. Districts in
the South are significantly more
likely than districts in the West
and Midwest to use applicationspecific caching appliances or
burstable bandwidth from their
ISP. Districts with a medium level
of technology spending are
significantly more likely to use
proxy servers than are districts
with a low or high level of
technology spending.

Burstable bandwidth from your ISP

17.0%

Percentage of Respondents
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READ AS
67.8% of respondents say that they restrict applications, such as no streaming
media or music file sharing, to leverage the existing capacity of their bandwidth.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Proxy servers improve bandwidth with the fewest restrictions. Every district should
use them, despite the one downside that dynamic information must be refreshed
from the host. Many popular websites are dynamic and do not benefi~from caching.
Applications should be restricted carefully if at all. Although restrictiops may be
necessary in an emergency, in normal operation they seriously affect academic
effectiveness. Application-specific caching appliances can be lifesavers. They reduce
external Internet bandwidth requirements and provide consistency of operation
inside the network.
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
The current proxy servers can be improved, as can products that use a applicationspecific caching appliance. Some vendors report 90% or more bandwidth savings
with these devices.
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Local Hosting or ASP
If you were considering
purchasing a ner application

Application determines hosting

with the option tt> be locally
hosted inside yo r firewall or

100% local

ASP -hosted , which would you
choose?

Predominantly ASP

100% ASP

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
0%

10%

20%

30% 40%

50% 60%

70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Respondents

Widely
Used Apps
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Occasionally
Used Apps

READ AS
27 .1 % of respondents say that they generally select local hosting when new
applications offer either local or ASP hosting.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
The major concerns of school district IT departments have long been security,
privacy, and local control. However, increasingly challenged IT departments have
noted the lower cost of some ASP solutions and are once again considering ASP
hosting. ASP has some or all of the following benefits:
• Automatic updates no longer require each machine be physically touched .

Both small-enrollment and largeenrollment districts are
significantly more likely to
consider 100% ASP than are
medium-enrollment districts, who
prefer 100% local solutions.
Districts with low instructional
expenditures and tpose with
fewer than 25% Macs are also
I
more likely to consider 100%
ASP. Districts in the West are
significantly less likely to
consider 100% local than are
districts in other re~ions.

• Intellectual property protection and better rights management are available (since
images sent on "homegrown CDs" may belong to others).
• Capacity is not limited by the storage of local servers.
• Fewer resources are required to test applications in the browser, rather than on
different kinds of hardware.
On the other hand, local hosting generally offers better performance, and security
can be stronger, especially for student and employee information.
In widely-used applications, the ADS 2008 data shows that most districts will at
least consider both solutions. Only 11 .5% of respondents are 100% ASP. Only 22.6%
of respondents are 100% local hosting.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
Most districts provide a choice of hosting arrangements, so that vendors do not
need to worry unduly. All industry partners need to improve the reliability, TCO, and
security of their offerings.
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Third-Party Software Applications Inside the District Firewall
The reputation of the vendor has a significant impact on our approval process.

Software vendors are
providing many applications

61.2%
We will punch a hole through the district firewall.

that use machines inside the
district firewall and require

49.8%
We allow these types of devices in our district.

external access. Indicated all
with which you agree .
Multiple answers allowed .

47.0%
We allow external access.

32.4%
An independent registry of approved vendorsand applications administered
by a national organization. such as CoSN or SIIA, would be valuable.

26.0%

DEMOGRAPHIC
HIGHLIGHTS
Districts in the South are
significantly more likely than
districts in the Midwest to allow
these types of devices. Medium
and large-enrollment districts are
both more likely than lowerenrollment districts to allow
these types of devices and also
to be willing to punch a hole
through the district firewall.

No

5.0%
Percentage of Respondents
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READ AS
61.2% of respondents report that the reputation of the vendor has a significant
impact on the approval process for allowing third-party vendors to use machines
inside the district firewall.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
Again. this is interesting new data. There is significant reluctance on the part of
many districts to open up their networks to the outside world, even to trusted
suppliers.
A small but significant number of districts (5%) allow no access of any kind from the
outside. The remaining answers indicate that most districts are searching for a
workable solution. We believe new solutions will be developed that will allay most
fears but that some districts will always want 100% local control.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRY
If the vendor's reputation impacts the approval process. reputation is clearly
important. Independent approval got surprisingly high marks, especially since SIIA is
presumably not well known among district technology directors. Several technologybased solutions avenues could be pursued to identify a range of solutions to this
difficult problem.
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Methodology
This study of six key trends in instructional technology followed standard research methodology.
A database of school districts was obtained from Market Data Retrieval, the leading education market
database supplier. Districts with 4,000 students or more were selected to constitute the sample. MDR
also supplied email and location addresses for the superintendents, curriculum directors, and technology
directors in the districts.

Process of Data Collection
The study was managed through the ADS website, http://ads2007.org, between April 2007 and
September 2007.
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• The survey instrument was built with advice from many educational technology experts. The districtlevel technology director was the primary audience. A modified version of the instrument, with fewer
questions asked of superintendents and curriculum directors, was also used for smaller districts not
included in the original sample and for nonpublic school staff who wished to complete the survey.
• We created a website, http://ads2007.org, where customized surveys for each type of responde11.t were
accessed from a software tool site utilized for data collection in April 2007.
• We sent the survey to each technology director for whom we had an email address, with timedJollowups to those who did not respond. Later, in June, surveys were sent to superintendents and curriculum
directors in the same target group of districts with 4,000 or more students.
• We intensively solicited responses from the 500 largest districts (15,500 or more students) in order to
obtain a robust response rate. These key districts represent 40% of the students and almost one-half of
the funding in the K-12 technology market.

Results
We received over 400 responses. With extensive cleaning and linking to the U.S. Department of Education's
website of Local Education Agencies (LEAs), we ended up with 364 valid responses, of which 218 were
districts with 4,000 or more students or 9% of the original sample. However, this percentage is slightly
overstated if we count districts uniquely, since there were a few multiple responses from the same district.

Technology Directors
Superintendents and
Curriculum Directors
Total

304
60

175
59

129
1

364

234

130

Challenges
The sample size was large. The response rates were less than hoped for and lower than last year. However,
we believe that we obtained more uniform and extensive data than has been collected in the past about a
variety of important topics regarding digital learning and ubiquitous technology.
We also believe that, in future surveys, we have a great opportunity to improve both the clarity of questions
and the overall scope of coverage. We are planning to work with national organi7.ations that support our
purpose and can help us make use of existing survey data in order to reduce survey fatigue in our
heavily surveyed group.
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Methodology Representation
Sample Draw
In order to survey the most influential districts, the sample consisted of the 2,500 largest schodl districts
in the U.S. Although the sample excluded nonpublic schools, intermediate units, universities, and
smaller districts, we received a number of requests to take the survey from these populations. As a result,
40% of the responses are from smaller districts. So all results are reported against the universe of U.S.
school districts rather than against larger districts only.
The primary sampling unit represents 74.9% of the students on the MDR database of public sthools as
of March 2007 when the sample was selected (35.2 million students out of the 48.1 million stutdents on
the database).
The 2,503 districts in the U.S. were those with more than 4,000 students. These districts constitute
17% of the total districts in the U.S. (14,058). The sample selection excluded subdistricts oflarge city
districts and regional/county centers, although names of administrators from these groups were included,
if applicable.
Sample and Response Congruence
Based on the six demographic data variables from the MDR database, the response group was reasonably
representative.
Region of Country

The biggest variance between the sample and the respondents was in geographic region. The Midwest
was over-represented in the responses, with 52% (compared to 33% of all districts), while the Northeast
was under-represented, with 14% (compared to 24% of all districts).
Metropolitan Status

Urban and suburban districts were over-represented in the respondent base with 14% and 33% of
responses, respectively (compared to 7% and 26% of all districts). This reflected our strategy of focusing
on the 500 largest districts (primarily urban and suburban) with extra phone calls and reminde11s in
order to include the districts with the largest number of students (these are difficult to survey). '
District Enrollment

Again, the large districts were over-represented. They constituted 29% of respondents (as compared to
6% of all districts), but this was intentional since we wanted to include all large districts.
Instructional Materials Expenditures Per Student

Medium-spending districts were slightly under-represented (38% of respondents compared to 43% of all
districts).
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Instructional Spending for Technology Per Student
High-spending districts were heavily over-represented (69% of respondents as compared to 24%). Also,
medium-spending districts were heavily under-represented (2% compared to 50% of all districts). This
was the result of a mis-classification at the time the cross-tabs were run, with two categories of mediumspending districts included in high-spending. Low-spending districts were represented correctly, To
accommodate this error, most cross-tab analysis contrasted low-spending with high-spending ohly.

Average Household Income
Districts were well-represented.

Estimations
Dan Hamilton, Adjunct Professor of Marketing
Daniels School of Business, University of Denver
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Cross-tabulations were run for both datasets on each question. These tables examined whether any
relationships exist between each variable and the following eight demographic variables:

1. Region (Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, and West)
2. Metropolitan status (urban, suburban, and rural)
3. District enrollment (small, medium, and large)
4. Instructional spending per student (low, medium, and high)
5. Technology spending per student (low, medium, and high)
6. Household income (low, medium, and high)
7. Survey segment (small-district technology survey or large-district technology survey)
8. Mac penetration (0%-24%, 25%-49%, 50%-74%, 75%+)
Statistically significant findings were reported at the 95% confidence level (.05 alpha level) or 90%
confidence level (.10 alpha level).
National projections for estimates, such as total spending on laptop computers, were generally formed by
estimating the spending per student, and then multiplying by the estimate of the total number of
students from NCES and MDR These estimates are subject to error related to the estimate of tihe
spending per student and to the estimate of total students, and therefore the confidence intervals
reported for these should be viewed as approximations.
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Student Devices - The Race Accelerates
The ADS 2006 findings showed that computing devices
were becoming more mobile, and in 2007 we saw that
this trend continues. 2007 also saw considerable tumult
in the product mix, with new categories of mobile devices
appearing and others beginning to fade.
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The stalwart PDA, one of the most mobile of al1 student
devices, appears poised to vanish from the scene ,as its
functions are integrated into smart phones. Majbr
suppliers, such as Dell, Palm, and Hewlett Packard, have
announced plans to discontinue "phoneless" PD.As. This
presents problems for schools with student computing
programs based on PDAs. The smart phone offerings are
not well suited to schools because the phone service plans
include monthly charges that schools view as prohibitively
high.
However, many PDA computing functions are also
migrating to non-phone devices. Apple's iPod touch, for
example, incorporates most of the non-phone functions
of the wildly popular iPhone smart phone in a mobile
computing platform sold primarily as a pocketable music
·
player.
With Wi-Fi capable smart phones becoming a larger
percentage of the total phone market and with music
players and game machines becoming networkable,
schools have an opportunity to leverage student-owned
devices for curriculum content delivery. To accomplish
this, they must address the network security and ;equal
access challenges resulting from a large number of
different student-owned devices attaching to the ,school
network. However, there are dear indications that more
student-owned devices will be appearing on schobl
networks in the future.
The student appliance segment of the market alsb
changed substantially in 2007. Purpose-built student
machines, like the Intel Classmate, the One Laptop per
Child project's XO, and the InkMedia LC, have been
announced and widely shown but have yet to appear in
significant numbers in U.S. classrooms.
We have also included in the student appliance segment a
category of sub-notebook machines, such as the ASUS
Eee PC and the Everex Cloudbook. While these are not
purpose-built for education, they present cost and
performance characteristics similar to those of the
purpose-built student machines.
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Each device comes with tradeoffs. The low-end devices have a very low TCO, based on their operating
system, smaller batteries, and other factors. The high-end devices have greater functionality but a higher
TCO.

In addition, there are fundamental limitations presented by many of the more mobile machines. For
example, none of the devices in the handheld computer, music and game device, or smart phone
categories support printing, and many lack an actual file system. Turning these into robust, ful'y capable
student computing devices requires a level of application server support that has yet to fully ev@lve.
i

Device

Screen Size

Tablet PC

1024 X768
and up

Laptop PC

1024x 768
and up

Battery
Life
(Hours)

Weight
(lbs.) Applications Support

Operating
System

Touch
Screen

3-5

Windows
Vista

Yes

4-6

Very extensive

$7$0

3-5

Windows
XP or Vista
MacOS X

No

3-8

Very extensive

$700
123

Extensive to
very extensive

$60'0

2-4

Good web experience, good
tools, otherwise limited
except on XP/Vista

$300

Yes

0.5 -1

Fair web experience,
limited tools,
limited application support

$250

Linux
MacOS

Some
Models

0.3 -1

Fair to good web experience,
limited tools, very limited
application support

$200

Windows
Mobile
Palm
Symbian
Linux

Some
Models

0.3 - 1

Poor web browsing,
poor tools,
poor application support

$100 plus
$300/year
conhection
costs

Ultra-Mobile
PC

800 X 480
and up

2-4

Windows
Vista Tablet

Yes

1.7 - 2

Student
Appliance

800 X480
and up

4-6

Windows
CE/XPNista
Linux

Some
Models

Handheld
Computer

640 x 480 or
320 X 240

3-8

Windows
Mobile
Linux

Game and
480 X 272
Music Devices 480 X 320

3-5

Cell Phone

5 -10

128 X 128
and up

TCO $/Year
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The Current State of the Bandwidth Crisis
Challenges
In a world where the Internet plays a primary role, schools face some unique challenges as they try to
provide adequate Internet access for all students. The budgetary lead-time is measured in years. E-Rate,
the source of most funding, is capped. The growth in machines and the changing mix of applications are
driving dramatic growth in bandwidth needs that most districts and states have not yet predicted.
The ADS 2008 research team has spoken with very few districts and states that can predict the•.cost of a
T-1 line in 2011 or how much bandwidth they expect to need in 2011. Frequently the response is, "We
have a statewide network. We have all the bandwidth we'll ever need." Unfortunately, this is unlikely to
be the case. This appendix provides some background information and sample calculations that illustrate
the problems facing schools.
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ADS 2008 Findings
ADS 2008 confirms the bandwidth crisis identified in ADS 2006.
• Districts report that the current bandwidth per student is 6.48 kilobits/second/student of external
bandwidth to the Internet. While this is more than double last year's figure of 2.9 kilobits, fr is still
not sufficient to support delivery of a significant percentage of the curriculum via the Internet.
• Districts project that they will have 15.73 kilobits/second/student by 2011-again this is slightly
more than double last year's number.
Implications

To properly support a ubiquitous computing environment, the ADS 2008 research team projects that an
estimated 40 kilobits/second/student will be required. This is more than six times today's bandwidth and
more than double where schools plan to be in 2011. Indeed schools' five-year projection is for ~3.82
kilobits/second/student, a number that falls short of the minimum number of 40 by more than 15%.
While progress has been made since last year's survey, the six-fold increase needed to get to the
minimum required bandwidth is in most cases unfunded, leading to the conclusion that the bahdwidth
crisis in U.S. schools will continue for the foreseeable future.
Background
The ADS team believes that the critical measurement is bandwidth per student, which directly correlates
with the student's browsing experience. This is calculated by taking the total number of students in a
district and dividing it by the total amount of bandwidth going out to the Internet via one or more ISPs.
Knowing whether a school has a T-1 line provides only part of the needed information and generally
communicates a false sense of security.
The bandwidth under discussion is that between the district office or school and the Internet, commonly
supplied via T-1 or DS-3 service. Occasionally schools get their Internet via DSL, cable, or fixed wireless
providers. In these cases, schools must be willing to live with an asymmetric bandwidth where the
download speed is faster than the upload speed, as well as with lower levels of service and longer repair
times.
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Raw bandwidth does not equate to actual throughput. For example, a transmission of 100 bits will
transfer at best 60 bits of actual data. The rest is overhead. The throughput for wireless LANs is
substantially less than for wired LANs. Frequently districts connect schools together and then go out to
the Internet from one connection at the district office. Generally this is where the bandwidth bottleneck
arises, but occasionally the problem is in the school-to-district connection. Even if the district does not
make this mistake, the ADS team has received reports of situations where the ISP lumps multiple
districts on one T-1 line, resulting in poor performance.
Bandwidth inside a school is typically not an issue. Usually the bottleneck inside a school is the server or
server farm. The total throughput a server can support is a few gigabits per second at best. In a 100classroom high school where each room has a 100 mbps drop, the server load is 10 gigabits per secondbeyond the capacity of almost all school servers. The only practical application that needs this level of
bandwidth is streaming video on a per-student basis. With modern codecs, this is usually not an issue.
Understanding Internet Bandwidth Costs
The bandwidth to the Internet is supplied by an Internet service provider (ISP). Typically schools
purchase a T-1 line, which provides 1.544 megabits per second in both up and down directions, This
can cost $300 a month and $1,000 a month or more in rural areas. One example of a step-up ih
bandwidth is a DS-3 line, which is 45 megabits per second. As schools buy more bandwidth, the price
per megabit goes down but not enough to compensate for the greater need.
Statewide Financial Impact Example
Imagine a state with 1,000 schools, where each school has a dedicated T-1 line (1.54 megabits per
second) or better. The average number of students in each school is 300. The schools or the state pay
about $400 a month per T-1 line. On the surface things look good. Each student has about 5 kilobits
per second, which is roughly twice the national average. The cost is 75 cents per student per month. At
the state level, this is $400,000 a month or $4.8 million a year.
Digging deeper, we find that the provider of the T-1 line does not guarantee or deliver 1.54 megabits per
second for the T-1 line. In fact, the rate committed to in the contract is only 768 kilobits per second. So
the capacity per student is half what was reported, or 2.5 kilobits/second/student.
Fortunately for the state, E-Rate is a generous funder of telecommunications for schools. At the national
level, E-Rate has provided $2.25 billion a year since 1997. So the state's actual out-of-pocket expenses
are about half the $400 a month, or $2.4 million a year.
Fast forward to the year 2011. Suppose the state wants to provide 40 kilobits/second/student, which is
the number the ADS team believes will be required to adequately use the resources of the Internet. Since
E-Rate is capped at $2.25 billion a year and is unlikely to be increased, once the urgent requests exceed
the E-Rate cap, the whole cost of the bandwidth increase will be the responsibility of the state or the
local districts.
In addition, E-Rate funding is not uniformly distributed across all schools. Rural schools and schools
with low-income demographics are favored in the distribution process. This leads to some odd
distortions in how much bandwidth is available. The ADS 2008 data show:
• Small districts have nearly six times the bandwidth per student of large districts.
• Rural districts have nearly ten times the bandwidth per student of urban districts.
• Districts with low average household incomes have five times the bandwidth per student of districts
with high average household incomes.
America's Digital Sch~gb:J~~2i~~~;t~~~~ecfiUi?.iYdffl)The Hayes Connection.
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Interestingly, the level of district expenditure does not correlate with district spending on either.
technology or instruction. Indeed, there is a negative correlation with both of those.
• Districts with low technology expenditures have more than six times the bandwidth per student of
districts with high technology expenditures.
• Districts with low instructional expenditures have nearly five times the bandwidth per student of
districts with high instructional expenditures.
The availability of funding earmarked for bandwidth appears to have more influence than total district
spending on the available bandwidth per student. In the view of the ADS team, this indicates a general
lack of attention to the bandwidth issue in the district planning process.

If the state chooses to provide 40 kilobits/second/student using T-3s and fractional T-3s rather than
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multiple T-1 lines, assuming bandwidth costs decline 10% in five years as they have over the past five
years, the cost will be $36 million, up from $2.4 million today. It is likely that there will be multiple
downward pressures on bandwidth costs. But even if the above estimates are cut in half, there will still be
a very significant increase in expenditures. This example shows an increase of over $100 per student per
year.
The ADS 2008 data show that many districts are less than sanguine about their ability both to ~cquire
sufficient bandwidth and to pay for the bandwidth they need. More than half of the respondents foresee
a problem obtaining sufficient funding to fulfill their bandwidth requirements. More than a third of
respondents foresee a problem obtaining sufficient bandwidth irrespective of funding issues.
The lack of bandwidth limits the curriculum materials that schools can deliver over their networks. More
than two-thirds of respondents say their districts are restricting the applications they are permitted to run
because of bandwidth issues. The most common restriction is a ban on streaming media, one of the
richest of the Internet curriculum experiences.
Sample Bandwidth Calculations
Measuring today's bandwidth per student is easy. Calculating projected bandwidth is more complex and
involves many assumptions. Simplified assumptions for some typical school situations are outlirted
below, although in real life there are many more issues, such as burstable bandwidth, proxy server
caching, and QOS.
School and district technical staff should be able to extrapolate from the examples below to the more
complex issues.
Example 1: A typical elementary school in 2007
• Number of students: 500
• Number of computers: 100
• Number of computers being used for regular educational Internet access, as opposed to locally hosted
applications: 50
• Percentage of the time these 50 machines are actually accessing the Internet: 50%
• Minimum acceptable bandwidth per computer while surfing: 50 kilobits per second. This is
approximately dial-up speed and is much slower than most students are used to if they have
broadband at home. This also assumes that students are not doing any high bandwidth applictations,
such as video conferencing, video on demand, or web collaboration.
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• These calculations ignore other school bandwidth requirements, such as those of teachers,
administrators, and student information system downloads, which can add up significantly. The
required bandwidth per student would be (50 machines)*(50% average Internet usage)*(50 ~ps
acceptable browsing bandwidth)/(500 students) = 2.5 kilobits/second/student.
Conclusion: For this school, a T-1 line would be sufficient.

Example 2: A typical high school implementing 1:1 computing in 2011
• Number of students: 1,500
• Number of computers: 1,600 (includes 100 staff computers)
• Number of computers being used for regular educational Internet access, as opposed to locally hosted
applications: 1,600
• Percentage of the time these 1,600 machines are actually accessing the Internet: 25%
• Usage is driven by a moderate number of online learning courses, moving to digital content, :,tnd a new
classroom style where students are encouraged to have their computers on and accessing appiropriate
content. The primary source of content is print, but there is a strong movement to electronic.
• Minimum acceptable bandwidth per computer while surfing: 100 kilobits per second. This ciumber is
higher than in 2007, reflecting the trend toward more bandwidth-intensive applications, web pages
with more graphics and Flash animation, and the complexity of high school applications and webbrowsing activities compared with elementary schools. However, it is probably conservative. Again,
these calculations do not include other school bandwidth requirements, such as administrative
applications and student information system downloads, which can add up significantly.
The required bandwidth per student would be: (1,600 students and faculty)*(25% average Internet
usage)*(IOO Kbps acceptable browsing bandwidth)/(1,600 students and faculty) = 25
kilobits/second/student. Additional bandwidth for other school applications and administrative traffic
'
would be 3 kilobits/second/student, giving a total demand of 28 kilobits/second/student.
Conclusion: For this school, one T-3 line (45 megabits per second) would be required.

Example 3: A progressive high school implementing 1:1 computing in 2011
• Number of students: 1,500
• Number of computers: 1,600 (includes 100 staff computers)
• Number of computers being used for regular educational Internet access, as opposed to locall!Y hosted
applications: 1,600
• Percentage of the time these 1,600 machines are actually accessing the Internet: 35%
• Usage is driven by substantial use of online learning courses, moving to digital content, and a' new
classroom style where students are encouraged to have their computers on and accessing appropriate
content. The primary source of content (90%) is electronic.
• Schools host student-created projects on their web servers.
• Schools host online learning applications for students, parents, and the community. The peak load for
school-hosted applications is after school hours, which is a big help.
• Minimum acceptable bandwidth per computer while surfing: 150 Kbps. This number is higher than
in 2007, reflecting the trend toward more bandwidth-intensive applications, web pages with more
graphics and Flash animation, and the complexity of high school applications and web-brows:ing
activities compared with elementary schools.
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This speed is about 10% of a typical low-end home DSL account, which may lead to disengage:d
students or incomplete assignments. These calculations do not include other school bandwidth
requirements, such as administrative applications, assessment applications, and student information
system downloads, which can add up significantly.
The required bandwidth per student would be: (1,600 students and faculty)*(35% average Internet
usage)*(150 Kbps acceptable browsing bandwidth)/(1,600 students and faculty) = 52.5
kilobits/second/student. The total student load would be (1,600 students and faculty)*(52.5
kilobits/second/student) = 84 megabits per second.
This example illustrates that the suggested 40 kilobits/second/student is only an average number and
that many schools will require more.
Conclusion: For this school, three T-3 lines (135 megabits per second) would be required. The
bandwidth on a per-student basis is 72 kilobits/second/student.
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There are other possible bandwidth requirements.
• Assuming a I-megabyte record for each student and transferring the 1,500-student file in one hour,
the bandwidth requirement would be an additional 4.1 megabits per second.
• 20 Wi-Fi security cameras at 1 megabit per second would require 20 megabits per second.
• Actual applications and data requirements will vary. However, the demand will grow rapidly over
time. By comparison, the total "in air" wireless bandwidth in Example 3 would be 86 gigabit:s, or
1,000 times the connection speed to the Internet. (54 megabits per second per wireless
adapter)*(l,600 devices with wireless adapters) = 86 gigabits. This means that the flow constrictor on
the external Internet traffic limits it to 1/1,000 the potential traffic.
A review of the data transmitted for each Enter key also illustrates the bandwidth issue. For example, if a
student were to press the Enter key three times to access the Yahoo home page, the Library of Congress
home page, and a Google image search for whales, he or she would download about 400,000 bytes of
data. Those three Enter keys would consume two seconds of a T-1 line. If 30 students in a school were
to press Enter three times in 60 seconds, which is not unlikely, they would consume the entire
bandwidth of the T-1 line.
The Future
Students need the bandwidth. Making students wait for the Internet is counter-productive. The: good
news is that on a per-student basis the cost of the required bandwidth is relatively low.
The above calculations reflect the world as we know it today. In the opinion of the ADS 2008 research
team, bandwidth requirements will grow substantially due to the addition of school (non-student)
Internet requirements, more online learning, new applications, and higher expectations. In five years, the
requirement may in fact be double what we now project. Few if any schools are ready for, or have
budgeted for, these substantial increases in required bandwidth.
We welcome your comments, feedback, and data on the bandwidth issue at tom@greavesgroup.com and
jhayes@hayesconnection.com.
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A Vendor's Solution: A New Model for Controlling Cached Content
By Jeff Bilger, Vtce President ofSoftware and Engineering, Headsprout
Introduction
The history of computing reveals an interesting trend. Despite advances, there is always a limitiing
bottleneck that makes the computing experience less than optimal.
Computers have become faster and cheaper, but the value of these advances is questionable when brand
new 3 GHz computers must wait for content from a server at the other end of a 5 kilobytes per second
Internet connection.
One obvious solution is to cache the content, but this raises a number of questions. Who manages the
caching devices? Is there a reliable mechanism for producers to control the "cacheability'' of their
content? Can the cache handle the load? Headsprout has developed an alternative solution to address
this issue.
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Caching Devices
Caching devices are typically employed in an effort to conserve scarce Internet bandwidth resources and
minimize bandwidth congestion. They do this by temporarily storing previously accessed content on the
local caching device. The next time a user on the network attempts to retrieve the content, the caching
device checks to see if it has a copy, and if so, returns it to the client. Caching devices are beneficial
because retrieving content locally is faster than retrieving it from a remote node over a slow link and
because they reduce outgoing bandwidth costs.
However, from the perspective of a local system administrator or user, caching devices also present some
problems:
• Typically every outgoing web request must be routed through the caching device (1). This initroduces
another bottleneck, especially if the caching device cannot handle the incoming load. It also
introduces another single point of failure in the local network unless deployed in a redundant
configuration.
• Local technical resources are required to configure, manage, and monitor the caching device.
From the perspective of the producer of the content, caching devices are problematic (2) in many ways:
• There is no guarantee that their content is or can be cached (due to size limitations or other policies
over which they have no control).
• There is no guarantee that the caching device will honor the HTTP cacheability header information
supplied by the producer.
• There is no guarantee that cached content is up to date.
Many content producers, including Headsprout, need to be able to guarantee that their end users are
using the most up-to-date content. Based on Headsprout's early experience with caching devices and the
realization that we needed to deliver a broadband-type experience over a dial-up connection, we designed
a solution that allows content producers to guarantee up-to-date content along with the bandwidth
saving benefits and accelerated downloads of traditional caching devices.
The Headsprout Content Delivery Device
Akamai pioneered the concept of moving content to the edge of the network (3) and hence closer to the
consumer. Headsprout took that idea one step further and developed a fault-tolerant, self-managed
content delivery device that is placed on the end user's own network.
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When the content is located on the end user's network, congestion of the user's Internet bandwidth does
not affect content accessibility. The Headsprout multimedia (4) files are placed on this device so that
users only have to utilize their outgoing Internet connection when logging into the HeadsproU:t website,
managing their Headsprout account, or storing Headsprout program performance data (5).
The design of the device was governed by three important requirements-up-to-date Headsprout
content, no security issues on the user's local network, and no burden on the local IT staff. The device is:
• Simple-operates solely over HTTP (port 80)
• Secure-does not accept incoming connections from outside the user's network
• Up to date-guarantees that all Headsprout content on the device is fresh
• Reliable-provides fault-tolerant access to Headsprout content
• Easy to use-monitored and managed by Headsprout
The device solves the problems of traditional centralized caching devices by giving content producers
more control over their cached content while reducing the impact on local technical resources:
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• Only outgoing web requests that retrieve Headsprout multimedia files are routed to the device.

• The device is fault-tolerant and provides graceful degradation.
• The pre-configured device is easy to install. It can be easily plugged into the user's network and turn it
on.
• The device does not compromise the user's network. It only serves files to local users. No inbound
ports are required. The only required port is port 80 outbound (the standard HTTP port).
• No local technical resources are required to configure, manage, or monitor the caching device.
• Headsprout, the content producer, has complete control over what Headsprout content is cached on
the device and how long it is cached.
Without a Headsprout content delivery device, the minimum Internet bandwidth requirement ,per
concurrent learner is 30 kilobytes per second. However, the device reduces the bandwidth requirement
to just 5 kilobytes per second-a guaranteed reduction of 83% in bandwidth consumption.
Conclusion
Although computers will continue to be faster and cheaper, Internet bandwidth costs and congestion will
continue to be a problem, especially in shared computing environments, such as schools and learning
centers. Although traditional centralized caching devices help alleviate the problem, there are drawbacks
for both content producers and consumers.
Headsprout's content delivery device addresses these problems by giving content producers guaranteed
control over their cached content, while at the same time reducing the impact on local technical
resources.
About Headsprout
Headsprout produces Headsprout Early Reading, a literacy program that uses interactive onlineJessons
with engaging animation to teach children how to read.
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Case Study: Clark County School District's Network Architecture
By Randall Thomas, Director ofNetworking Services, Clark County School District, Las vegas, Nevada
Clark County School District has approximately 314,000 students and ranks as the fifth-largest school
district in the U.S.
Wide Area Network
Gigabit Ethernet. All Las Vegas metropolitan (6) area schools and most major administrative sites are
interconnected via a Gigabit Ethernet WAN. All sites are connected via fiber in a tiered hierarchy and
separated into 13 areas:
Tier 1: Network Core-EdCenter, Cimarron Memorial HS
Tier 2: In each of the 13 areas (7), a four-node ring with two opposing nodes connecting back to the
Tier 1 sites
Tier 3: Up to seven nodes in a ring segment (termed a "leaf") with each end connecting at adjacent Tier
2 sites. Additionally, Tier 1 distribution nodes (high-bandwidth distribution centers) connect tQ each
Tier 1 site. Presently, there is only one Tier 1 distribution site-KLVX.
Maximum bandwidth: 10 Gb/s (some connections), 1 Gb/s (all others). This is a shared, switched
medium.
Fault Tolerance

The two Tier 1 sites are interconnected by three fiber pairs (two into the primary router and one into a
backup router at the EdCenter). The two connections to the primary router are of divergent paths.
The four Tier 2 sites in each area are connected via a ring; any single node in that ring failing causes the
node to wrap on itself with no service outage (except for the node that failed).
The four Tier 3 leaf segments are ended at separate Tier 2 sites. If any single node in the segment fails,
the leaf wraps on itself with no service outage (except for the node that failed).
At the Tier 1 sites, the routers are backed by batteries supported by a generator. At the Tier 2 and Tier 3
sites, the routers are backed by UPS units with a one-hour minimum battery capacity. (At new schools,
starting in 2005, the UPS is supported by the site generator.)
At all sites, the routers have multiple power supplies plugged in to separate sources.
At Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites, the routers have redundant management modules.
Protocols: Routing between areas-BGP; Routing within an area-OSPF; Multicast-PIM-SM;
Networking-TCP/IP

Providers: Fiber Optic Cable (dark (8)-Cox Business Services; WAN Router-Foundry Networks
(Biglron MG-8, Bigiron 15000, and Fastlron 400)
Frame relay: Any site not serviced by our fiber provider or where a Gigabit connection is not costeffective is connected via a frame relay WAN. Each site is serviced by two Primary Virtual Circuits
(PVCs). At the EdCenter, there are two high-speed ATM connections (serviced by separate provider
Central Offices-COs) to two routers providing connectivity to the network core.
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Maximum bandwidth: T-1 (1,536 Mb/s)
Protocols: Routing-OSPF; Multicast-PIM-SM; Networking-TCP/IP
Providers: Fame Relay Service-Sprint; N Router-Cisco Systems (7513, 25xx, and 26xx)

Local Area Network
Within each school, a LAN router provides connectivity for all services and users. The LAN rquter has a
one Gb/s uplink to the WAN router (described above).
Within the campus, each equipment closet or telecommunications room (TR) is typically connected to
the main equipment room (ER) via multimode fiber optic cable with a one Gb/s uplink connection.
Within the TR, classrooms are serviced via a series of edge switches providing connectivity for CAT 6
cabling into the classroom.
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Fault Tolerance

All head-end routers and switching equipment is supported by a UPS unit sized for 15 minutes of runtime. (At new schools, starting in 2005, the UPS is supported by the site generator.)
Protocols: Routing-OSPF; Multicast-PIM-SM; Networking-TCP/IP (routed), AppleTalk '(bridged)
Providers: LAN Router-Extreme Networks (Summit li/5i/7i w/L3); Distribution Switches-Extreme

Networks (Summit li/5i/7i and Summit 200-24/48); Edge Switches-Extreme Networks (Summit 20024/48) and Transition Networks (formerly MiLAN) (SM801)
'
School Servers
Each school has a general-purpose file and print server (an "SOl" server) that runs Novell NetWare (9)
and is connected to the CCSD-wide Novell Directory Services (NDS) tree.
Fault Tolerance
A redundant copy of the NDS partition for each school is stored on a server located at the EdCenter.
Each server utilizes RAID-5 disk arrays, has backup tape capacity to back up all available disk space
every night (unattended), has redundant power supplies and fans, and is supported by a UPS uhit sized
for 15 minutes of runtime. (At new schools, starting in 2005, the UPS is supported by the site '
generator.)
Protocols: Network Communications-TCP/IP, AppleTalk (NetWare 5.1 only)
Providers: Server Hardware-Hewlett-Packard (ProLiant series Intel Pentium-class servers); Nettwork
Operating System-Novell NetWare (5.1 and 6.5)

Wireless Networking {Wi-Fi)
Starting in 2006, select schools have Wi-Fi capability. The extent of this capability is determined by need
and funding. By default, all connections utilize encryption.
Protocols: Wi-Fi; IEEE 802.1 la/b/g
Encryption: Wi-Fi protected access with pre-shared key (WPA-PSK)
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Authentication (when needed): WebAuth
Providers: Hardware-Foundry Networks (IronPoint 200)

Telephone System
All sites are interconnected via the CCSD central telephone system and are on the CCSD 4+ dial plan
(IO). Metropolitan area sites used a trunked Voice-over-IP connection to provide public service
telephone network (PSTN) access. A pair of sites on each Tier 2 ring has PSTN lines. All othet sites
route their calls over the data network for outside line access. Rural sites, or those not on the Gigabit
WAN, use the frame relay connection for "on-net" calls and have local PSTN connections for local
community calling.
Fault Tolerance

Each site has a local PSTN line dedicated solely to 911 dialing. This line is connected directly to the site
telephone system, so any phone on campus may make emergency calls in the event of a netwo(k failure.
Additionally, there is an analog telephone and jack installed in the principal's office, so that a traditional
telephone may be used to make an emergency call in the event of a telephone system failure.
Each site has a local PSTN line for use as the principal's hotline. This line is connected directly to the
site telephone system and is available on the principal's desk phone, as well as in other designated
locations.
The site phone system is connected to a UPS system sized for two hours of runtime. (At new schools,
starting in 2005, the UPS is supported by the site generator.)
In the event of a network or PSTN failure at the Tier 2 location, any PSTN connection reachable
anywhere on the network may be used for dial-out calling.
In the event of a network failure at the Tier 2 location, an alternate Tier 2 location has been de$ignated
to receive redirected dial-in calls.
Intrusion and fire alarms at each site have connections using independent telephone lines.
Protocols: Network Communications-TCP/IP
Providers: Telephone system-Alcatel (OmniPCX 4400); PSTN providers-Sprint, Rio Virgin
Telephone (Mesquite area), and Moapa Valley telephone (Moapa Valley/Overton and surrounding area)
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Case Study: Statewide Networking
By Lillian Kellogg, Vice-President, Client Services, ENA, Inc.
Tennessee has approximately 943,000 students located in 149 districts.
Networked for Learning
Today's students graduate into a world where a wide variety of skills, in addition to specific content
mastery, is not only desirable but required for success in work and life in the 21st century. They must
learn how to efficiently access data and resources and interact with peers and teachers across the room
and around the globe. Skills such as problem-solving, collaboration, communication, and innovation
must be integrated into our K-12 education system if we want our students to succeed in a globally
competitive environment. Preparing students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the
21st century is critical. Today every student, whether he or she plans to go directly into the wotkforce or
to a college or trade school, requires advanced skills and a rigorous curriculum to succeed.
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Can we achieve 21st century outcomes in our education system using existing infrastructure, people, and
resources? For the majority of the nation's school districts, the answer is "no" because most schools
operate under an outdated teaching and learning model that focuses on isolated participants in schools
throughout our nation with limited collaboration and connectivity to the world at large. In the 21st
century, educators and students require more access to information, people, tools, and resource~ that
reside outside the walls of a school and its classrooms. There are now more powerful ways to connect
people in schools to each other and to the "outside" world. These new connections are redefining the
education model and reflecting the new reality of workplaces and communities. Networked edU'cation
makes education personalized, equitable, relevant, and cost-effective for all students. Networked
education combines networked communities with networked tools and applications that are all enabled
by a converged managed system-wide network.
Education stakeholders-especially teachers and students-must have reliable and high-speed broadband
access to technology tools, such as those used for delivering education content, managing courses,
collecting student data, and accessing professional development resources. Administrators and educators
today depend on these networked tools to improve their ability to communicate, collaborate, and create
interactive and relevant learning experiences for students. In a networked education community, the
"people network"-the community of students, teachers, administrators, and parents-becomes a
connected set of valuable resources. Together, these connected communities can accomplish goals that
would be impossible through individual efforts. And students are the ultimate beneficiaries.
The pace of growth in digital education requires that any infrastructure be able to quickly scale along
with demand but also be extensible in its ability to seamlessly support new digital services. New
education technology initiatives, particularly statewide technology deployments, such as education
portals, student information management systems, curriculum management systems, and online
assessment, often require not only high bandwidth to the school but "good" bandwidth. A
comprehensive networking infrastructure that can be reliably called upon to support applications from a
variety of different endpoints is essential for these services to be delivered reliably.
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Additionally, it is important to recognize that the rate of growth for more bandwidth and digital services
is driven by the demand from the end user community. In the K-12 community, this demand is driven
by the following factors:
• Acceptance rate of digital learning within the school
• Demand for more services
• Dependencies to growth
• Local availability of advanced services
• Local ability within the school to deploy and support advanced services
• Local financial ability to pay for such services

In support of the above, Education Networks of America (ENA) evaluated the bandwidth usage of 28
districts in Tennessee that upgraded to high-bandwidth fiber over the last year. All 28 districts met the
following criteria:
• The district had fiber-optic connectivity from their aggregation point to an ENA POP (Ethernet or
DS-3) .
• ENA provided managed fiber-optic connections from their aggregation point to most school .
• ENA implemented this upgrade in connectivity during the last calendar year.
These districts were chosen because they had adequate, unconstrained capacity and could supp~rt
increased traffic capacity without having to install new circuits. ENA was not aware of any specific
initiatives within the districts to deploy new technologies or learning initiatives, though it is possible that
a few could have done so.

• 9/15 to 10/15J07 95th Percentile
• 1/1 5 to 2/15/08 95th Percentile

I
This chart shows the 95th percentile inbound utilization from the Internet for 25 of the 28 districts
during school hours from 9/15/07-10/15/07 and then from 1/15/08-2/15/08. The results were
compared and indicated the increase or decrease in utilization between the two intervals. Utilization data
from the three remaining districts was unavailable for the initial period.
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The data shows that when a district has unconstrained capacity, usage climbs approximately 47% from
the start of the first half to the second half. ENA believes that this increase is largely due to organic
growth in use of the network and the Internet and not to any specific district technology or learning
initiatives. As more schools adopt online technology applications, both instructional and admiljlistrative,
the demand for broadband, as suggested by these findings , will explode.
A School District Example
Lauderdale County school district, in Ripley, Tennessee, fifty miles northeast of Memphis, is a ~mall
district with seven buildings and approximately 4,500 students. As the graph below shows, bandwidth
utilization varies widely from day to day and within a school day. This is to be expected given the nature
of usage. The peak bandwidth per student is about 1.8 kilobits/second/student. This is on the low side
of the national averages, but reasonable given the actual levels of utilization.
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A review of the fluctuations on an hourly basis reveals chat peak bandwidth is generally limited to a onehour period, and for much of the school day, the demand is in a band of 60% to 90% of peak
bandwidth. As the chart shows, outbound bandwidth is generally less than 20% of inbound baljldwidch.
This could mean that the school could benefit from an asymmetric bandwidth implementation.
An Overview of a Statewide Network

The ENA network is one of the largest multiple state networks supporting K-12 education, op('1 rating
three statewide school and library contracts in Tennessee and Indiana as well as serving the Orange
County Public Schools in Florida. The network serves over 2.2 million students, teachers, and
administrators, 450 school districts, and over 6.0 million library patrons.
A Network Backbone Designed for K-12 Education

The ENA IP network is a private, secure MPLS-based regional network. MPLS stands for multi-protocol
label switching and refers to a network that uses packet switching to support many applications, such as
voice and data. The network supports customers at schools and libraries through a regional SuperPOP
design. The SuperPOPs consist of a combination of hardware, software, and bandwidth management
tools that maximize the value of constrained bandwidth for critical services. ENA connects to the global
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Internet using diverse providers via 20+ high bandwidth connections ranging in size from OC-3 (155
Mbps) to multiple gigabit Ethernet connections (multiples of 1,000 Mbps), ensuring reliable Ir, ternet
access even when one link or one provider has trouble.
The network backbone infrastructure is scalable to OC-192 (1 OGbps) and carries traffic from the client
request to the proper Internet peer closest to the target resource. The network ensures that every Internet
request and associated traffic uses an optimum path and is handled in the most expedient manher.
Focusing on K-12 education, the high-speed national network backbone includes significant nt twork
traffic peering, in-network content hosting, content caching, connectivity to national and international
research and education networks (such as lnternet2), and Quality of Service (QoS).
The following diagram illustrates the netw?rk design for Tennessee.

Rich Media
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ENA Network
District
Office

School

School

11 Mbps
Wireless

54 Mbps
Wireless

School

School

II Mbps
Wireless

School

The ENA Tennessee Statewide Network
The Internet is a "network of networks, " and accessing resources across the Internet can be unpredictable
unless the number of networks that have to be traversed in order to reach the desired destination is
reduced. The network connects to 9 different upstream Internet peers and directly to over 50 different
content, ISP and research and education networks, providing the most diversity and reliability possible
for the school districts served.
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Network Peering
Network traffic peering provides a direct link to resources hosted at remote sites, bypassing multiple
hops and remote congestion often found on the Internet, thereby removing the latency problems users
typically experience. The network currently connecrs to 10 different upstream (transit) Internet providers
over 13 links and peers with an additional 60 networks via 99 connections. The involvement in:
TransitRail further increases the number of peered networks and will continue to improve the level of
service delivered.
In-Network Content Hosting
One year ago, ENA determined that the level of traffic on the network was significant and crea~ed a
first-of-its-kind arrangement with Discovery Education (the provider of the streaming video service
Discovery Education streamin~ to host all of their content within the network. Today, ENA hosts over
four terabytes (4,000+ Gigabytes) of Discovery Education streaming content within the networ~
improving the end user's experience.
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ENA hosrs content servers from Akamai in multiple locations throughout the network. Akamai is the
largest content delivery network in the world, delivering 10%-20% of all web traffic within 20,000 servers
deployed in nearly 1,000 networks in 71 countries. Data from the ENS multiple connections to Akamai,
as well as the Akamai servers within the ENS network, account for over 15% of total ENS Internet traffic.
When users connected to the network access video dips within Discovery Education streaming or
resources served by the Akamai content network, their requests are automatically delivered from servers
within the network, ensuring consistently fast and reliable connectivity. This innovation added a
significant enhancement to the quality of the service for end users without additional cost. In fact,
hosting these services inside the network actually reduces external bandwidth needs and helps keep the
total cost of service down for school districts even as network usage increases.
National and International Research and Education Network Connectivity (Internet2)
ENA was the primary driver for the establishment of a Sponsored Education Group Participant (SEGP)
program in Tennessee to link K-12 public schools to Internet2. Internet2 offers studenrs new educational
opportunities, such as live undersea exploration demonstrations from remote locations with famed
oceanographer Bob Ballard, master music classes from world-renowned instructors, and multi-site video
conferencing evenrs like the recent National Constitution Day that enabled thousands of studenrs across
the United States to read the Constitution together, allowing them to share and learn alongside their peers.
TransitRail
ENA, the statewide research and education network in California (CENIC), and the Pacific Northwest
GigaPOP (PNWGP) have created a peering program designed to improve network performance and
reduce the overall cost of, and reliance on, Internet transit services. The program extends the nettwork to
Los Angeles and Seattle via IO gigabit connections creating additional high-speed optimal paths to
locations on the West Coast. TransitRail is designed to be a robust and reliable network focused on
serving the Internet access demands of research and education networks. TransitRail is a national
implementation of the hugely successful peering programs already implemented by CENIC and
PNWGP on the West Coast and ENA on the East Coast.
ENA continues to improve the number of networks they peer with to improve network reliability and
speed for districts connected to the network.
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Notes
1. Some caches (or proxies) can be configured to be bypassed when cenain conditions are met.
2. Although RFC 2616 defines the standard for caching in HITP, the manufacturers of caching devices are not required to
fully implement it or implement it correctly.
3. Akami typically hosts their caching devices at ISPs. As such, the content is near the users' networks but not oJll their
networks. Thus they still have to utilize their Internet connection to access the content.
4.

On average, Headsprout multimedia files are 200KB in size. The total Headsprout multimedia library consist$ of over
300 individual files.

5.

On average, Headsprout program performance data is only 4KB in size.

6.

In general, the Las Vegas Metropolitan area includes Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, Henderson, and Boulder City.

7. One of the 13 is an abbreviated area consisting of a two-node Tier 2 segment and only one Tier-3 lea£ This is our
demonstration area.
8. Dark fiber means that the provider delivers the basic connectivity but with no additional higher-level services.

9. Most schools are running Novell NetWare 5.1. All new schools are running NetWare 6.5, and an upgrade prdJect is
underway.
10. For inter-site dialing, only the four-digit extension is needed. For intra-site dialing, the four-digit site code fotlowed by
the four-digit extension is needed.
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Penetration of Technologies in Schools
The charts in the top-line findings recast the charts from the chapters, incorporating the "yes" responses,
to provide a complete usage picture of each of the trends to watch.
To our knowledge, these market penetration figures have been unavailable hitherto.

1: 1 Computing
This trend is alive and growing in U.S. schools. Building on last year's report, America's Digital Schools
2006, we found in 2007 that the average number of students involved in a 1: 1 computing installation is
quite substantial and that more schools are involved per district-indicating that 1: 1 computing is
moving beyond the pilot stage and becoming a more established component of the learning
environment.
In 2007, 27% of districts reported a 1: 1 installation (using our rigorous definition-see below~ as
compared with 23% in 2006.
144

Percentage of District Respondents

Are you currently implementing 1:1 in at least one full grade in
one school and in at least a pilot environment? For the purposes
of this survey, 1:1 implementation is defined as "each student
and teacher has one Internet-connected wireless computing
device for use in the classroom and at home"
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Learning Management Systems

Many educators clearly feel that large-scale technology implementations need the "glue" of a learning
management system to provide communication and collaboration among teachers and students. In
addition, many districts of all sizes are using learning management systems for a variety of projects. More
than one-quarter of all responding districts use a learning management system-almost the same as the
percentage of districts using 1: 1 computing.
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Are you using a Learning Management System in your district?
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Online Assessment

z

The ADS 2008 team was aware that a number of states were instituting online testing for high-~takes
tests, but we did not know the extent of online assessment for district-mandated benchmarks (78% of
districts using online assessment reported use of district-mandated benchmarks) . It appears that the
movement toward online assessment may be the real benefit of NCLB.
W hile data is not yet available on the depth of online assessment, the ADS 2008 findings suggest that
online formative assessment is closer than was thought possible even two years ago.

Percentage of District Respondents

Are you using online assessment in your district?
J;tle. l:l

America's Digital Sch ~gJ:er?rQA~yg .:jl\

s,.!;onr;iection

.

s@Wa~ teMAe&lw.!Jtlm)The Hayes Connection.
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Interactive Whiteboards
A teacher-demand-driven purchase, interactive whiteboards are now in an astonishing 85% of districts
surveyed.
W hile the depth of installation is not great (averaging one whiteboard for each five classrooms) \ rapid
growth appears in schools undergoing new construction and major remodeling, where classrooyis can be
equipped more economically.
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Percentage of District Respondents

Does your district use interactive whiteboards?

Primary Brand of Mobile Computing Devices
As predicted in America's Digital Schools 2006, mobile computing devices will become the majority of
computing devices in schools by 2011 . For planning purchases, ADS 2008 includes a review of the
brands currently available.
I

Please note that ADS 2008 was conducted before the major growth of the Intel-based Macinto5r market.
44.2%

21.7%

20.1%

9.3%

Dell

Apple

HP

Gateway

6.9%

IBM

Percentage of Total Units: Top Brands

What is your primary mobile computing device for students and
how many do you have?
JJ,eJ:l

America's Digital Sch ~u'*3.,?rOJJ/ia'}l:!s .lj"

s,J;:onr,iection
.
~~ ·tijM/lecWWl!Jtlm)Th e Hayes Connernon.
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Teachers Supplied with Computing Devices
In the 1980s, teachers did not have phones. In the 1990s, many teachers did not have computers, even if
their classroom had a few for student use. Today, however, a majority of districts report that they supply
every teacher with a computing device.
And some thoughtful districts report that teachers receive their laptops before the students receive theirs,
so that teacher buy-in is ensured and control stays in the right place.
57.8%

147

Percentage of Districts Responding

What percentage of your teachers have a computing device
supplied by the district for their exclusive use?
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Additional Resources
General Resources

K-12 Decision Support Software Trends: Volume L· Student Information & Data Warehouse Systemi,
Headway Strategies and Educational Systemics. For more information, visit www.K12-DecisionSupport.com.
Provides detailed insights into the structure and market dynamics of software systems essential to today's
K-12 education institutions. Topics covered include market share, market projections, pricing structures,
critical features, buying trends, and customer satisfaction issues. The sponsors are Technology &
Learning Magazine and Market Data Retrieval.

A Complete Guide to One-to-One Computing in the K-12 Environment, January 2008, Center for Digital
Education. Download free at http://www.centerdigitaled.com/publications.php.
150

"Formative Instruction and the Quest for the Killer Application," May 2006. For more information,
visit www.eduventures.com or call 617.204.9552.

The Complete K-12 Report 2008, Education Market Research, December 2007. This annual report from
Bob Resnick has a chapter on assessment including some detail on the online market. Go to
www.educationmarketresearch.com.

The Horizon Report, a collaboration between the New Media Consortium and the EDUCAUSB
Learning Initiative, 2008 Edition. Download free at http://www.nmc.org/pdf/2008-Horizon-Rqport.pd.£
Focuses heavily on higher education but with value for K-12, this report dissects new technologies with a
likely timeline for adoption. Included are provocative topics, such as data mash-ups, social intelligence
systems, and collective intelligence.
Horrigan, John, A Typology ofInformation and Communication Technology Users, The Pew Internet &
American Life Project, May 2007. Download free at
http://www.pewinternet.org/PPF/r/213/report_display.asp.
Divides the American adult population into various segments of technology usage. Compares artd
contrasts use of the Internet, cell phones, and broadband. A "thermometer" comparing the three groups
is available at http://www.pewinternet.org/PPF/r/223/presentation_display.asp.
The Pew Center also has seven other areas of specialty. They can be accessed at www.pewcenter.org, but
the most relevant to schools can be found at www.pewinternet.org.
The Office of Educational Technology, U.S. Department of Education. This is a good resource for
government policy, the National Educational Technology Plan, and other research reports.
http://www.ed.gov/about/ offices/list/ os/ technology/index.html
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Sponsors

AMD (Advanced Micro Devices): Global supplier of integrated circuits for personal

AMD~
Smarter Ohciloe

and networked computing and communications. Provides the Geode™ processor
for OLPC's XO computer. www.amd.com

Pearson Education: Educating 100 million people worldwide, Pearson is the global

PEARSON

leader in educational publishing, providing quality print and digital content,
assessment tools, and educational services to help students of all ages learn.
www.pearsonschool.com

~IJ

Promethean: Promethean is a global leader in interactive learning technology that
empowers teachers to engage, educate, assess, and motivate learners. Developed by
and for educators, its award-winning products help teachers to prepare digital
lessons quickly and with greater ease. The technology enables them to create,
customize, and integrate text, web, video, and audio content so they can more easily
capture students' attention and accommodate different learning styles.
www.prometheanworld.com/us/

~ rR,,~~~I~~~~

Qwest Communications: Qwest® is a leading provider of voice, video, and data

Qwest.
Sr,Jflt of Servu:e•

services across America and the world, www.qwest.com. Qwest employees and
retirees volunteer more than one million hours a year in their communities, with a
primary focus on Pre-K through 12th grade education. Qwest is a service provider
participating in the Universal Service Fund (E-Rate) for schools and libraries.
h ttp://www.qwest.com/largebusiness/industries/sl_govt/index.html

Supporting Organizations

American Association of School Administrators (AASA): The American
Association of School Administrators, founded in 1865, is the professional
organization for more than 13,000 educational leaders across the United States.
AASA members range from chief executive officers, superintendents, and seniorlevel school administrators to cabinet members, professors, and aspiring school
system leaders. AASA holds its annual conference in the spring. www.aasa.org

Consortium for School Networking (CoSN): The Consortium for School
Networking is the country's premier voice for K-12 education leaders who use
technology strategically to improve teaching and learning. CoSN provides products
and services to support leadership development, advocacy; coalition building, and
awareness of emerging technologies. CoSN holds its annual conference in March. It
offers an informative and robust website, www.cosn.org. See particularly
www.cosn.org/broadband.
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International Society for Technology in Education {ISTE): The International
Society for Technology in Education is the trusted source for professional
development, knowledge generation, advocacy, and leadership for innovation. A
nonprofit membership organization, ISTE provides leadership and services! to
improve teaching, learning, and school leadership by advancing the effective use of
technology in Pre-K-12 and teacher education. Home of the National Educational
Technology Standards (NETS), the Center for Applied Research in Educational
Technology (CARET), and the National Educational Computing Conference
{NECC), !STE represents more than 85,000 professionals worldwide. !STE
supports its members with information, networking opportunities, and gu~dance
and manages the June NECC conference, the largest educational technology
conference in the nation. www.iste.org

National School Boards Association {NSBA): The National School Boards
Association is a not-for-profit federation of state associations of school boa1;ds. Its
mission is to foster excellence and equity in public education through school board
leadership by representing the school board perspective before federal government
agencies and national organizations that affect education, and by providing
information and services to state associations of school boards and local school
boards. Founded in 1940, NSBA represents 95,000 local school board members,
almost all of whom are elected. These local officials govern 14,890 local school
districts serving the nation's more than 47 million public school students. NSBA
holds spring and fall conferences focusing on technology in education.
www.nsba.org

Software & Information Industry Association {SHA): The Software Information
Industry Association is a trade organization of digital content providers, di~tributors,
and hardware and infrastructure providers. SIIA's Education Division participates,
shapes, and supports the education industry by providing leadership, advocacy, and
critical marketing information to promote the success of education technology and
content providers and the success of the students in our nation's schools. SUA holds
several conferences throughout the year, and SIIA members receive the TediWatch
briefs on a periodic basis, www.siia.net. The following reports are available for
ordering at http://www.siia.net/education/resources_twdb.asp: Trends Report: States'
Role in Education, June 2008; Trends Report: Online Learning, July 2008; Trends
Report: Mobile Devices, August 2008.
State Educational Technology Directors Association {SETDA): Founded in the fall
of 2001, the State Educational Technology Directors Association is the principal
association representing the state directors for educational technology. SETDA's goal
is to improve student achievement through technology. SETDA is present at many
technology conferences and also holds its own events. www.setda.org
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l: 1 Computing: A Key Success Factor

"If teachers are presented with the new machines without any prior involvement, the program
probably won't succeed. It will be seen as an idea of the IT team. But if teachers have an opportunity
to learn about the program early in the process and provide input, they feel bought in and the picture
totally changes."
David Underhill, Principal, Bayshore High School, Manatee County, Florida
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Service Pricing Summary
Filtering

up to 300k users

Aggregate Model
MRC price Annual Price E-Rate
20,000
240,000
0%

I Site by Site Model
Net Price
240,000

Net Price
240,000

End Site Service:
year2
1a, b,c

657,044

7,884,530

72% 2,207,668

2,328,804

2,447,668

2,568,804

Combined

Filtering

up to 300k users

Aggregate Model
MRC erice Annual Price E-Rate
20,000
240,000
0%

I Site by Site Model
Net Price
240,000

Net Price
240,000

End Site Service:
year3
All1a-1e

749,645

Combined

EXHIBIT
E

8,995,740

72% 2,518,807

2,929,269

2,758,807

3,169,269
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IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
LEANM (DISTRICT NAME)
"' UNDARY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
Ill COTTONWOOD JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMMETT SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEISER SCHOOL DISTRICT
Ill JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
.c SHOSHONE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST SIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT
CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
PWMMER/WORLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOUNDARY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
CULDESAC JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COUNCIL SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARSING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PARMA SCHOOL DISTRICT
BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
.Cl BUSS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CD
DIETRICH SCHOOL DISTRICT
.c GOODING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HAGERMAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HANSEN SCHOOL DISTRICT
KIMBERLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
RICHFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1WIN FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
ABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESTON JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUTTE COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CHALLIS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SOUTH LEMHI SCHOOL DISTRICT
MACKAY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MADISON SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUN I r JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POST FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
POST FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
ST MARIES JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT SCHOOL DISTAICT
MOSCOW SCHOOL DISTRICT
...,.,..COW SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMBRIDGE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
,.,a~•~A SCHOOL DISTRICT
FRUITLAND. !!LlHlA ~_g)SIB(CI. .... . -···-··-·
••a~DEN VALLEY SCHOOL DIS ,n1CT
BASIN SCHOOL DISTRICT
-~a,• WS VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NAM.-A SCHOOL DISTRICT
,.a-~A SCHOOL DISTRICT
JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
u PAYETTE
NM~•~A SCHOOL DISTRICT

...
I

a.

...

=

a.

~·. -~

...-

DISTRICT
NO.
101
84
244
242
221
431
261
312
33
202

161
291
84
84
44
101
244
342
171
285
171
13
370
363
136
2
137
365
234

61
314
231
233

415
414
331
316
411
58
201
52
111
181
292
182
321
215
215
331
273

273
41
282
261
261
221

432
131
373
71
72
11
131
131
371
131

ENA SCHNAME List

Students

BONNERS FERRY HIGH SCHOOL
SANDPOINT HIGH SCHOOL
GRANGEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
PRAIRIE HIGH SCHOOL
EMMETT HIGH SCHOOL
WEISER HIGH SCHOOL
JEROME HIGH SCHOOL
SHOSHONE HIGH SCHOOL
BEAR LAKE HIGH SCHOOL
WEST SIDE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CLARK COUNTY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
SALMON HIGH SCHOOL
CLARK FORK JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
LAKE PEND OREILLE ALT HIGH SCH
LAKESIDE HIGH SCHOOL
RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL ALT
CLEARWATER VALLEY JR-SR
CULDESAC SCHOOL
OROFINO HIGH SCHOOL
POTLATCH JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
TIMBERLINE HIGH SCHOOL
COUNCIL JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
HOMEDALE HIGH SCHOOL
MARSING HIGH SCHOOL
MELBA HIGH SCHOOL
MERIDIAN HIGH SCHOOL
PARMA HIGH SCHOOL
RIMROCK JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
BUSS SCHOOL
CAREY PUBLIC SCHOOL
DIETRICH SCHOOL
GOODING HIGH SCHOOL
HAGERMAN SCHOOL
HANSEN JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
KIMBERLY HIGH SCHOOL
MT HARRISON JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
RICHFIELD SCHOOL
1WIN FALLS SENIOR HIGH
ABERDEEN HIGH SCHOOL
PRESTON HIGH SCHOOL
SNAKE RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
BUTTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
CHALLIS JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
LEADORE SCHOOL
MACKAY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
MADISON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
NORTH FREMONT JR-SR HIGH SCH
SOUTH FREMONT HIGH SCHOOL
ARTECCHARTERSCHOOL
NEW VISION ALTERNATIVE
POST FALLS HIGH SCHOOL
ST MARIES HIGH SCHOOL
GENESEE SCHOOL
MOSCOW SENIOR HIGH SCHoOL
PARADISE CREEK REGIONAL ALT
BLACK .•MN ON ALTERNATIVE HIGH SGHOOL
CAMBRIDGE JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
COWMBIA HIGH SCHOOL

,m

GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL
IDAHO CITY HIGH SCHOOL
MEADOwa VALLEY SCHOOL
NAMPA St:NIOR HIGH SCHOOL
NAMPA TEEN PARENT ALTERNATIVE
PAYETTE HIGH SCHOOL
RIDGEUNE HIGH SCHOOL CAI!)

...

490
1170
231
151
642
513
945
167
366

162
94
342
140
109
129
39
217
121
361
223
155
152
351
215
243
2255
314
176
172
243
224
324
419
180
461
172
217
1326
255

685
567

142
220
95
104
970
319
466

200
81
1472
374

308
606
20
69
74
1226

513127
197
99
1243
58
505
63

County

REGION

11 - Boundarv
09-Bonner
25- Jdaho
25-ldaho
23-Gem
44 - Washlnaton
27-Jerome
32-Uncoln
04 • Bear Lake
21 - Franklin
17-CJark
30- Lemhi
10-Bonner
11 - Bonner
05- Benewah
1O- Bonneville
25-ldaho
35 - Nez Perce
18 - Clearwater
29- Latah
18 - Clearwater
02-Adams
14- r... nvon
37- JWVnee
14-Canvon
01-Ada
14-Canvon
37- ,wvhee
24-Goodlna
07-Blalne
32- Lincoln
24-Goodlna
24-Goodln!I
42 - Twin Falls
42 - Twin Falls
34 - Minidoka
32- Lincoln
42 - Twin Falls
06 - Bln11harn
21 • Franklin
06 - Blnaharn
12-Butte
19-Custer
30-Lemhl
19- Custer
33 - Madison
22- Fremont
22-Fremont

0
29 - Kootenai
28 - Koatenal

05· Benewah
29· Latah
29. Latah
29. Latah
23-Gem
44 • Washlnaton
14-Can~

D-POB-Boise
08- Boise
02-Adarne
14· Canvon
14· =nvon
38 • Pavette
14-Canvon

1 of4

...

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
1
1
1
2

2
2
3
3
3
--&·
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

JEN
Connec!Mty
llmeUne
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
11
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1e
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c

IENVfC
TimeUne
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c

'lo
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c

EXHIBIT
F

Current
Suggested
District
Bandwidth
S""""
16.5
1.5
20
39
7.5
6
6
4.5
13.5
6
10.5
4
19.5
6
1.5
6
12
2
6
3
0.768
3
1.5
12
4.5
20
20
3
4.5
5
1.5
3
7.5
6
4.5
3
12
1.5
7.5
3
1.5
4.5
4
4.5
3
1.5
7.5
3
7.5
1.5
15
56
4.5
10.5
6
3
3
6
7;5
9
7.5
1.5
10.5
6
7
13.5
6
1.5
15
1.5
1.5
3
1.5
7.5
9
45
9
6
3
22.5
1.5
6
4.5
6
7.5
4
1.5
3
1.5
3
10
9
10.5
6
16.5
6
1.5
3
10
3
9
10
12
20
10
10.5
4.5
20
20
3
3
6
4
3
7.5
40
··S·
···1-·
1.5
4.5
a
1.5
3
3
7.5
40
3
40
1.5
3
3
40

Proposed
Site Based
Bandwidth per
Pricing Model
Student
33.67
$8,418
$9,293
33.33
32.47
$3,705
29.80
$2,255
21.03
$5,017
20.47
$4,017
$5,267
20.63
35.93
$2,490
$4,642
32.79
37.04
$2,490
31.91
$4,665
35.09
$15,885
32.14
$5,226
27.52
$1,952
34.88
$4,201
76.92
$1,952
34.56
$3,265
37.19
$2,187
33.24
$8,571
33.63
$8,480
$2,187
29.03
29.61
$5,412
8.55
$2,557
34.88
$5,127
30.86
$2,927
6.65
$5,017
33.44
$8,372
34.09
$3,780
34.88
$2,490
30.86
$7,690
33.48
$2,927
32.41
$4,017
32.22
$5,017
$2,490
33.33
32.54
$5,017
$3,200
17.44
34.56
$5,033
$4,017
6.79
35.29
$24,212
32.85
$5,392
10.58
$2,490
31.69
$8,425
34.09
$11,812
31.58
$4,362
28.85
$5,087
9.26
$4,017
32.92
$26,943
35.41
$21,276
15.00
$740
$1,952
37.04
$6,863
6.11
32.09
$7,962
$6913
34.09
7.43
6.655
4.682
150.00
43.48
1 615
i4,322
40.64
6.11
$2927
-5;85·.
$3;fflt
35.43
$5405
30.46
$2490
4,242
30.30
2,927
6.03
51.72
1615
5.94
1 615
47.62
$1 615

Type
System

ENA

Ranking

Receive
Orialnate
LCSC
LCSC
Orialnate
Orlalnate
Orlalnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
LCSC
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orlalnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Orlalnate
Receive
Receive
Orlalnate
Receive
Orlalnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orlalnate
Originate
Orlalnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orlalnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive

Receive
·Recefvs
Receive
Receive

Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive

001050

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3

2
3
3
3
3
3" .
3
3
3
3

2
3
3

0&'25/09

IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
LEANM (DISTRICT NAME)

DISTRICT
NO.

Cl)

NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
.c
COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
a. MINIDOKA
MURTAUGH JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
WENDELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESTON JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
FIRTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKELAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
KAMIAH JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
TROY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CALDWELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CALDWELL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASCADE SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MCCALL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDDLETON SCHOOL DISTRICT
"C NEW PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTUS SCHOOL DISTRICT
Cl) PAYETTE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOMEDALE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
.c CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
a. CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASTLEFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
FILER SCHOOL DISTRICT
GLENNS FERRY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GOODING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRACE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
ROCKLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEFFERSON COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
RIRIE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Tc:ION COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
vv=o, JEFF=,ouNSCHJUt u1:,111ICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAKELAND SCH A L DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY SCt1uuL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DIS , "'CT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
H~-.E>IS'l'RIG'f--- --- ···-··-··-·- ·-··
KENDRICK JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEZPERCE JOINT SCHOOL Dll:i I HICT
,Na=~A SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDt:l"ENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND SCHOOL DISTRICT

131
151
331
418
61
262
232
61
381
381
33
201
21

II)

ca

59

215
91
291
60

91
271
391
272
271
304

243
287

...

=

.

1
132
132
422
370
421
134
372
135
371
370
121
151
417
413
192
231
148
25
382
150
93
251
252
322
401
253
271
272
83
271
271

-m--283
340

302
131
1
1
73

ENA SCHNAME List
SKYVIEW HIGH SCHOOL
BURLEY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MINICO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MURTAUGH HIGH SCHOOL
SILVER CREEK ALTERNATIVE SCH
VALLEY SCHOOL
WENDELL HIGH SCHOOL
WOOD RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
AMERICAN FALLS (ALT.) ACADEMY
AMERICAN FALLS HIGH SCHOOL
CLOVER CREEK HIGH SCHOOL ALT
FRANKLIN COUNTY (Alli HIGH
MARSH VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
FIRTH HIGH SCHOOL
FREMONT ALTERNATIVE HIGH
IDAHO FALLS SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SALMON ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
SHELLEY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SKYLINE :::.ENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
COEUR D'ALENE HIGH SCHOOL
KELLOGG HIGH SCHOOL
MOUNTAINVIEW ALTERNATVE HIGH
PROJ CDA HIGH SCHOOL
KAMIAH HIGH SCHOOL
SALMON RIVER JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
TROY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
BOISE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CALDWELL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CANYON SPRINGS ALT HIGH SCH
CASCADE JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
CENTERPOINT ALTERNATIVE HIGH
MC CALL-DONNELLY HIGH SCHOOL
MIDDLETON HIGH SCHOOL
NEW PLYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
NOTUS JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
PAYETTE ALTERNATIVE HIGH
SOUTHWEST ID TECHNICAL ACADEMY
CAMAS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
CASSIA EDUCATION CENTER cALn
CASTLEFORD SCHOOL
FILER HIGH SCHOOL
GLENNS FERRY HIGH SCHOOL
GOODING ACCLRTED LEARNING CNTR
GRACE JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
POCATELLO HIGH SCHOOL
ROCKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL
SODA SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
BONNEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
RIGBY SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
RIRIE HIGH SCHOOL
SUGAR-SALEM HIGH SCHOOL
TETON HIGH SCHOOL
1wt::::. 1 JEFFE...,.uN HIGH ,ouNuc L
COEUR D'ALENE CHARTER ACADEMY
LAKELAND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PRIEST R1vt:R LAMANNA HIGH
RIVERBEND PROF-TECH ACADEMY
THE BRIDGE ACADEMY CALTI
KENDRICK JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
LEWISTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
NEZPERCE SCHOOL
ALPHA I ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
BORAH S1:NIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CAPITAL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
HORSESHOE BEND MIDDLE-SR HIGH

Students
1172
904
1135
52
21
683
323

449
806
451
1
214

"" -1\oo!liiial

,---

-,-a·-------

155
1157
158
117
1481
1625
103

29-latah
35 - Nez Perce
31 - Lewis
14· Canyon
01 ·Ada
01-Ada
08- Bolee

2
2
2
3
3
3
3

1e
1e
18
1c
1e
1a
1a

31
484
28
54
372
235
28
1227
27
643

1042
1506
405
118
201
181
75
160
1375
1688
92
165
75
305

651
319
168
41
1
63

114
276
430

154

48
195
1103
138
282
1161
859
221
413

403
199

---

JEN
REGION ConnectMty
TimeUne
3
1c
4
1c
4
1c
4
1c
4
1c
4
1c
4
1c
4
1c
5
1c
5
1c
5
1c
1c
5
5
1c
6
1c
6
1c
6
1c
6
1a
6
1c
6
1c
1
1d
1
1d
1
1d
1
1d
2
1d
2
1d
2
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1d
3
1b
4
1d
4
1d
4
1d
4
1d
4
1d
4
1b
5
1d
5
1d
5
1d
5
1d
6
1d
6
1d
6
1d
6
1d
6
1d
8
1d
1
1c
1
1a
1
1a
1
1c
1
1c

14-Canvon
16-Cassla
34 - Minidoka
42 - Twin Falls
07 • Blaine
27-Jerome
24-Goodlna
07- Blaine
39-Power
39-Power
04 - Bear Lake
21 - Franklin
03- Bannock
42 - Twin Falls
22-Fremont
1O- Bonneville
30- Lemhi
06 - Bingham
1o - Bonneville
28 - Kootenai
40 - Shoshone
29 - Kootenai
28 - Kootenai
31- Lewis
25-ldaho
29-Latah
01-Ada
14-Canvon
14-Canvon
43-Vallev
14-Canvon
43-Vallev
14-Canvon
38- Pavette
14-Canvon
38-Pavette
14-Canvon
13-Camas
16-Cassla
42 - Twin Falls
42 - Twin Falls
20-Bmore
24-Goodlng
15 - Caribou
03- Bannock
39-Power
15-Caribou
1O- Bonneville
26 - Jefferson
26 - Jefferson
33-Madlson
41 -Teton
28 • J,msrson
28 - Kootenai
28 - Kootenai
09-Bonner
28 - Kootenai
28 • Kootenai

840

--

County

.. - 5'12" ..

2of4

IENVTC
TimeUne
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1c
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d

18
1e
1e
1a
1a
·--- fa·
1e
1e
1e
1e
1e
1e
1e

··---

Current
Suggested
District
Bandwidth
SDeed
7.5
40
6
30
1.5
12
3
0.5
9
3
22.5
6
10.5
6
28.5
9
7
3
16.5
7
2
3
3
3
12
5
7.5
10
6
3
7.5
25
1.5
3
10
21
7.5
25
10.5
6
13.5
25
4.5
30
6
3
3
6
6
3
6
3
9
70
10.5
55
3
55
3
6
1.5
3
10.5
5
6
6
10.5
3
1
6
1.5
3
1.5
3
3
3
4.5
6
3
9
15
3
5
4.5
6
3
7
6
7.5
12
4.5
5
3
9
7.5
10
28.5
6
7.5
6
10
4.5
13.5
8
6
6
8
3
27
30
15
3
3
8
3
6
30
18
4.5
5
100
7.5
8
0
3
40
70
9
70
10.5
3
3

Proposed
Site Based
Bandwidth per
Pricing Model
Student
$2,927
6.40
33.19
$5,642
10.57
$18,193
57.69
$1,615
142.88
$1,615
$5,392
32.94
32.51
$4,017
$5,517
33.93
$1,615
96.77
34.09
$5,142
$1,615
107.14
55.56
$1,615
$4,642
32.26
31.91
$2,927
107.14
$2,883
6.11
$2,977
111.11
$4,172
32.66
$5,267
7.20
$2,977
6.97
33.33
38.14
14.93
$1,940
33.15
$2,760
40.00
$4,872
$2,530
37.50
$4,017
6.55
6.22
$4,017
32.61
$1,615
$6,660
36.38
$1,615
40.00
$15,359
34.43
7.05
$2,490
32.92
$4,017
$2,490
35.71
$1,615
73.17
3000.00
$1,615
47.62
$4,322
39.47
$2,052
32.61
$4,017
34.88
$20,411
29.22
$2,052
62.50
$1,615
30.77
$2,490
6.80
$2,927
33.09
$4,888
31.91
$4,017
6.48
$2,977
$5,517
33.18
33.94
$2,927
10.90
$2,052
$28103
33.50
1111,082
30.15
8.88
1,890
33.50
8.132
8,293
33.28
$1952
3000.00
14.02
$740
llill.181
35.16
29.03
$3.927
8.48
$3,265
$2490
37.97
25.84
S1 815
$4017
8.08
$4,017
8.89
$3467
29.13

iii

Type
System

ENA
Ranking

Receive
Orialnate
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Originate
Receive
Oriulnate
Receive
Receive
Originate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Originate
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Originate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
FlecelVB
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive

2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
3
3
2
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
0
1
2
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
0
1
0
3
2
2
3
3
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
0
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
0
1

001051
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IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
L.EANM (DISTRICT NAME)
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT
VAWVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILDER SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUHL JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLIND
TWIN FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NORTH GEM SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONBDA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MADISON SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEFFERSON COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DI<> 1 niCT
KOOTENAI JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
COEUR D'ALENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MULLAN SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ST MARIES JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
WHITEPINE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MCCALL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
KUNA JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDDLETON SCHOOL DISTRICT
MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
MERIDIAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

...
.c
=
a.
ID

ID

-...!
.c
a.

-

VALUVUE--SC800L-DIS-l'RlCT
SHOSONE-BANNOCK JOINT DISTRICT
POCATELLO SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

DISTRICT
NO.
ID

433
193
139
133
412
151
151
960
411
151
151
25
150
25
25
351
149
351
55
321
91
91

93
55
251
274
271
392
83
41
288
288
340
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
421
ID
ID
3
ID
1
2
2
2
134
433
1
2
ID
2
1
1
139537

25
93
ID
340
0
261

current
IEN
Suggested
IENVfC
Connectivity
District
llmeUne
Bandwidth
llmeUne
SDeed
1e
40
3
1e
1e
0.768
4.5
1e
16.5
1e
5
1e
70
9
1e
1e
1.5
7.5
1e
1e
1e
10
12
1e
3
1e
1e
6
10.5
1e
6
1c
1e
0
3
1e
3
1e
45
1e
6
6
1e
1e
4.5
6
1e
1e
1e
12
3
1e
1e
3
3
1d
12
1e
6
1e
1e
12
9
1e
0
9
1e
1e
1e
7
3
1e
1e
0
3
1e
14
10.5
1e
1e
1e
10
3
1e
1e
25
3
1c
25
1e
3
1c
10
7.5
1e
1e
1e
14
3
1e
1e
6
3
1d
11
1.5
4.5
11
10.5
6
11
11
1.5
3
11
11
11
3
3
11
11
20
11
3
11
1.5
7.5
11
11
1.5
31.5
11
11
100
3
1e
3
11
11
56
12
11
11
56
3
11
11
56
11
3
1e
70
11
56
3
11
11
15
11
56
70
11
3
1e
11
5
3
1d
11
0
3
11
0
3
11
11
55
24
11
11
11
0
3
11
11
70
3
1e
56
3
11
11
11
11
56
3
3
11
11
56
11
6
3
1d
11
0.768
3
1e
11
70
11
3
15
56
11
11
11
0
3
11
11
56
3
11
11
70
6
1e
11
70
1e
3
ff
70
3
Te
11
0
0
11
11
12
3
1e
11
10
1d
3
11
0
3
11
11
100
3
1e
11
25
0
1d
6
3
In Same Blda In Same Blda
1

ENA SCHNAME List
IDAHO ARTS CHARTER SCHOOL
MIDVALE SCHOOL
MOUNTAIN HOME SR HIGH SCHOOL
VAWVUE HIGH SCHOOL
WILDER MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL
BUHL HIGH SCHOOL
CASSIA REGIONALTECHNJCAL CTR
DECLO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
IDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLIND
MAGIC VALLEY ALTERNATIVE HIGH
OAKLEY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
RAFT RIVER JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
ALAMEDA CENTER (New Horizons HSJ
CARIBOU rALn HIGH SCHOOL
CENTURY HIGH SCHOOL
HIGHLAND HIGH SCHOOL
MALAD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
NORTH GEM SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ONEIDA (ALTI HIGH SCHOOL
BLACKFOOT HIGH SCHOOL
CENTRAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH
EASTERN ID PROF-TECH HIGH SCH
EMERSON HIGH SCHOOL ALTERN
HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL
INDEPENDENCE ALTERNATE HIGH
JEFFERSON ALTERNATIVE HIGH
KOOTENAI JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
LAKE CITY HIGH SCHOOL
MULLAN JR-sR HIGH SCHOOL
PREP IAJ..:11 HIGH SCHOOL
ST MARIES COMMUNITY ED (ALTI
DEARY SCHOOL
IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACAD
TAMMANY ALTER LEARNING CENTER
ADA PROFESSIONAL-TECHNICAL CTR
CENTENNIAL HIGH SCHOOL
CENTRAL ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL (ALTI
DEHRYL A DENNIS PROF-TECH CTR
EAGLE ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL
EAGLE HIGH SCHOOL
FRANK CHURCH HIGH IALTERNl
HEARTLAND HIGH SCHOOL (ALTI
INSPIRE VIRTUAL CHARTER SCHOO
!SUCCEED VIRTUAL HIGH SCHOOL
KUNA HIGH SCHOOL
LIBERTY CHARTER SCHOOL
MARIAN PRITCHETT MEMORIAL SCH
MERIDIAN ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL (ALTI
MERIDIAN CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL
MERIDIAN MEDICAL ARTS CHARTER
MIDDLETON ACADEMY
MIDVALE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
MOUNTAIN COVE HIGH SCHOOL
MOUNTAIN VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
RICHARD McKENNA CHARTER HIGH
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOL
TIMBERLINE HIGH SCHOOL
TREASURE VALLEY MATH/SCIENCE
-ASM:>Et/N- fAL ,-,SHOSHONE-BANNOCK JR AND SR HS
GATEWAY PROF-TECH SCHOOL
LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL (ALTI
TAYLORS CROSSING CHARTER SCHOO
REGION 2 JUV DET CTR
SILVER VALI.EY Ali t:MNATIVE SCHOOL
NORTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL (ALTI

Students
530

130
802
1491
213
357

1
291
71
151
169
143
171
15
954

1311
271
50
12
1114
71
1
169
1261
93
71
144
1525
59

31
37

211
916
75
1
1906
158
1
149
2213
230
17
255
1
1173
409
38

152
192
194
25
18
227
2251

REGION

County
14-Cenyon
44 - Washlnaton
20-Bmore
14-Cenvon
14-Cenvon
42 - Twin Falls
16-Cassla
16-Cassla
24-Goodlna
42 - Twin Falls
16-Cassla
16-Cassla
03-Bannock
15- Caribou
03-Bannock
03-Bannock
36-0nelda
15-Caribau
36-0nelda
06-Blngham
33- Madison
10 - Bonneville
1O- Bonneville
1o - Bonneville
06-Blnaham
26 - Jefferson
26 - Kootenai
26 - Kootenai
40 - Shoshone
09- Bonner
05- Benewah
29-Latah
29-Latah
35 - Nez Perce
01 -Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
43-Valley
0
0
01-Ada
0
01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
14-Cenvon
44 - Washlnaton
01-Ada
01-Ada
0

403

1
1022
53
36
100
1
174

01-Ada
01-Ada
01-Ada
TZJ"~-_;anvon

16
1
63

s

--

0
03-Bannock
1O- Bonneville
0
0
0

305

27-Jerome
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3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
0
0
4

Proposed
Site Based
Bandwidth per
Pricing Model
Student
$1,615
5.66
34.62
$5,073
$5,142
20.57
$4,017
6.04
35.21
$5,221
$4,642
33.61
3000.00
$1,615
$4,017
36.08
$1,615
42.25
19.67
$1,615
35.50
$7,490
31.47
$5,301
$1,615
17.54
200.00
$1,615
6.29
$2,490
6.86
$4,017
$17,957
33.21
$1,615
60.00
$3,468
250.00
$4,017
9.43
$1,615
42.25
3000.00
$1,615
17.75
5.95
32.26
$1,615
42.25
31.25
$3,743
6.89
$6,162
$2,781
50.85
$1,952
96.n
$1,952
81.08
$7,166
35.55
34.39
$9,571
$1,615
40.00
$1,615
3000.00
$4,642
6.30
$1,615
18.99
3000.00
$1,615
$1,615
20.13
$5,017
6.78
$1,615
13.04
176.47
$4,198
11.76
$1,615
$1,615
3000.00
20.46
$5,392
7.33
$1,615
78.95
$1,615
19.74
$1,615
$1,615
15.63
$1,615
15.46
120.00
$740
$3,615
166.67
$1,615
13.22
6.66
$5,017
7.44
$1,615
$1,615
3000.00
$2,167
5.87
$1,615
56.60
$1,615
78.95
0.00
$2,490
$1,615
3000.00
$1,615
17.24
$1,635
9.84
167.50
$740
0.00
$0
47.62
$1,615

ii

Type

System

ENA
Ranking

Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Receive

Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive

Receive
Originate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Orialnate
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
Receive
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0
1
3
2
2
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

06/25109

IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
LEANM (DISTRICT NAME)
WALLACE SCHOOL DISTRICT

DISTRICT
NO.
393

ENA SCHNAME List
WALLACE JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
LAPWAI HIGH SCHOOL

Students

249
148

County
40 - Shoshone
35 - Nez Perce

4of4

REGION

1
2

JEN
Connectivity
llmeUne
urned Out
Opted Out

IENVTC
TimeUne
Ooted Out
=ed Out

current
Suggested
District
Bandwidth
Soeed
0.768
9
3
4.5

Proposed
Type
ENA
Site Based
Bandwidth per
System
Ranking
Pricing Model
Student
0
OotedOut
36.14
$0
Opted Out
0
30.41
$0

001053

0&'25/09

IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
iEN Reasonable Bandwidth Cost Calculation Data
08/27/09
Updated:
Based off ENA provided pricing as of 08/27/09
IEN
Purchased
BW
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.50

4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

IEN
IEN Cost at AgPnt IEN ~~:t per Reasonable
Cost
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
640.67
1,922.00
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
640.67
1,922.00
650.00
640.67
1,922.00
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
640.67
1,922.00
650.00
640.67
1,922.00
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
1,922.00
640.67
650.00
2,197.00
732.33
650.00
2,259.50
753.17
650.00
2,259.50
753.17
650.00
2,259.50
753.17
650.00
2,259.50
753.17
650.00
2,864.50
954.83
650.00
4,629.50
1,543.17
650.00
4,629.50
1,543.17
650.00
5,179.50
1,726.50
524.33
625.00
2,359.50
554.332,494.50
625.00
1525.00
2,772.00
616.00
1525.00
4,692.00
1,042.67
5,138.25
1525.00
1,141.83

Meets IEN
Reasonable
Cost

IEN Reasonable
Bandwidth Costs

No
No
No
No
No

Total Mbs
3.00
4.50
6.00
7.50
9.00
12.00
15.00
18.00
21.00
24.00
27.00
30.00
33.00
36.00
39.00
42.00
45.00

No
No

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
1 of4

EXHIBIT
G

Cost oer Mbs
650.00
625.00
600.00
550.00
475.00
450.00
400.00
350.00
300.00
250.00
225.00
225.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00

06/25/09
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IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
IEN
Purchased

BW
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00

IEN
IEN Cost at AgPnt IEN ~~:t per Reasonable
Cost
6,300.75
1,400.17
625.00
6,480.75
1,440.17
625.00
625.00
6,934.50
1,541.00
625.00
1,547.11
6,962.00
625.00
1,681.83
7,568.25
600.00
2,797.00
466.17
600.00
2,797.00
466.17
2,797.00
466.17
600.00
2,797.00
466.17
600.00
2,797.00
466.17
600.00
2,797.00
466.17
600.00
2,837.00
472.83
600.00
3,067.00
511.17
600.00
3,472.00
578.67
600.00
3,472.00
578.67
600.00
5,052.00
842.00
600.00
600.00
5,297.00
882.83
600.00
5,967.00
994.50
600.00
6,552.00
1,092.00
600.00
6,967.00
1,161.17
600.00
7,267.00
1,211.17
8,627.00
1,437.83
600.00
3,234.50
431.27
550.00
550.00
3,234.50
431.27
550.00
3,234.50
431.27
550.00
3,234.50
431.27
550.00
3,234.50
431.27
3,572.00
476.27
550.00
4,847.00
646.27
550.00
5,528.25
737.10
550.00
7,197.00
959.60
550.00
7,473.25
996.43
550.00
7,725.13
1,030.02
550.00
3,672-.-db
475.00
408.00
475.00
3,672.00
408.00
3,672.00
408.00
475.00
475.00
3,672.00
408.00
-

-

Meets IEN
Reasonable
Cost

IEN Reasonable
Bandwidth Costs

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

2 of4
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IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
IEN
Purchased
BW
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
21.00

IEN
IEN Cost at AgPnt IEN ~~:t per Reasonable
Cost
475.00
4,077.00
453.00
475.00
4,930.75
547.86
475.00
6,199.50
688.83
475.00
6,312.00
701.33
475.00
7,935.00
881.67
475.00
1,419.11
12,772.00
475.00
14,334.00
1,592.67
475.00
24,519.50
2,724.39
450.00
412.46
4,949.50
450.00
412.46
4,949.50
450.00
4,949.50
412.46
450.00
4,949.50
412.46
450.00
412.46
4,949.50
450.00
412.46
4,949.50
450.00
4,949.50
412.46
450.00
4,949.50
412.46
450.00
4,949.50
412.46
450.00
7,795.75
649.65
450.00
7,845.75
653.81
450.00
9,304.50
775.38
450.00
18,894.50
1,574.54
400.00
354.97
5,324.50
400.00
5,324.50
354.97
400.00
5,324.50
354.97
400.00
5,324.50
354.97
400.00
5,930.75
395.38
400.00
7,475.00
498.33
400.00
1,111.05
16,665.75
1,309.47
400.00
19,642.00
1,760.72
400.00
26,410.75
350.00
302.75
5,449.50
350.00
302.75
5,449.50
3§Q.QO
484.76
8,725'.??
··-·. ------··-·--·· 350.00
8,769.50
487.19
350.00
8,957.00
497.61
350.00
9,378.25
521.01
300.00
5,574.50
265.45

Meets IEN
Reasonable
Cost
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

IEN Reasonable
Bandwidth Costs

No

No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
3 of4
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IEN Phase Implementation
Draft
IEN
Purchased
BW

IEN Cost at AgPnt

21.00
21.00
21.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
27.00
27.00
27.00
30.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
36.00
36.00
39.00
42.00
42.00
42.00
45.00

5,574.50
5,574.50
8,850.75
5,699.50
5,699.50
5,699.50
5,699.50
7,844.50
5,824.50
5,824.50
5,824.50
22,083.25
6,074.50
6,074.50
10,003.25
6,074.50
6,074.50
19,812.00
6,449.50
6,449.50
6,449.50
8,972.00

IEN
IEN Cost per
Reasonable
Mbs
Cost

265.45
265.45
421.46
237.48
237.48
237.48
237.48
326.85
215.72
215.72
215.72
736.11
184.08
184.08
303.13
168.74
168.74
508.00
153.56
153.56
153.56
199.38

300.00
300.00
300.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
225.00
225.00
225.00
225.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00

Meets IEN
Reasonable
Cost

IEN Reasonable
Bandwidth Costs

No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

4 of4
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Idaho Education Network (IEN)
Policy and Procedure Manual
Bandwidth Cost Verification

m

JOAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

1.

IEN Project Management will review every location's
bandwidth cost and determine if the cost is reasonable for
the type and level of service being proposed.

2.

If the cost is deemed to be un-reasonable as per Table No.
1 then the following procedure should be followed.

Actions if site pricing is outside a reasonable range.
1.

IEN Project Management will contact the Qwest Project
Manager and request that Qwest investigate the location
in question and report the following back to IEN Project
Manager within 5 working days.
a.

Whether the incumbent bandwidth provider is
willing to re-price the proposal within the IEN
reasonable range for the bandwidth being
purchased,

i. If yes then Qwest will submit a revised

IEN 200.03.ii.1
Bandwidth Cost Verification
Updated: 08/20/09

IEN Reasonable
3.0 Mbps
4.5 Mbps
6.0 Mbps
7.5 Mbps
9.0 Mbps
12.0 Mbps
15.0 Mbps
18.0 Mbps
21.0 Mbps
24.0 Mbps
27.0 Mbps
30.0 Mbps
33.0 Mbps
36.0 Mbps
39.0 Mbps
42.0 Mbps
45.0 Mbps

Bandwidth Costs
< $ 650.00/Mbs
< $ 62$.00/Mbs
< $ 600.00/Mbs

< $ 55Cil.OO/Mbs
< $ 475.00/Mbs
< $ 450.00/Mbs
< $ 400.00/Mbs
< $ 35~.00/Mbs
< $ 300.00/Mbs
< $ 250.00/Mbs
< $ 225.00/Mbs
< $ 225.00/Mbs
< $ 200.00/Mbs
< $ 200.00/Mbs
< $ 200.00/Mbs
< $ 200.00/Mbs
< $ 200.00/Mbs

bandwidth proposal to ENA with the
updated information and ENA will provide

Table No.1

an updated recurring monthly cost (RMC) proposal to IEN,
ii. If no then Qwest will determine and report to IEN the following:
1. Whether there exist alternative bandwidth providers in the are~ who
could provide a lower cost but technically equivalent solution, Cl>r
2.

Whether there are extenuating circumstances that justify the higher
cost to provide bandwidth, or

3.

Any other situation that should be considered by IEN Project
Management.

b.

If the incumbent bandwidth provider is not willing to reduce their price and an alternate
bandwidth provider is present and can meet the needs of the IEN then at IEN's request
Qwest will obtain a proposal from the alternate bandwidth provider and submit a
revised bandwidth proposal to ENA with the updated information and ENA will provide
an updated recurring monthly cost (RMC) proposal to IEN,

2.

If no acceptable resolution has been identified IEN Project Management will then consider all
information provided by Qwest and will initiate one of the following actions:
a.

Contact the carrier directly to request better pricing,

b.

Contact the local superintendent or school board to inform them that connectidn to the
IEN may be delayed due to high pricing provided by local bandwidth providers,

c.

Have Mr. Gwartney jor Mr. Luna contact the carrier directly to request better priicing,

d.

Move the school to the last phase of implementation,

e.

Other resolutions as approved by the Idaho Department of Administration

Page 1 of 1
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Idaho Education Network (IEN)
Bandwidth Cost Verification

IEN 200.03.ii.2
Bandwidth Ccpst Verification Letter 1
Updated:08/20/09

IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

Date:

_}_}20_

From:

Brady Kraft
IEN Technical Director
Office of the Chief Information Officer

208-332-1840
Brady.kraft@ien.idaho.gov
To:

Re:

Keith Murphy
IEN Program Manager
Qwest

Cc:

Joel Strickler
IEN Account Manager
Qwest

208-364-1192

208-364-3999

Joel.Strickler@qwest.com

Keith.murphy@qwest.com

Phase <phase#> <high school name>, <city>, ID - Bandwidth Cost Verification

The monthly recurring charges quoted to the IEN for<_ Mbps> in bandwidth plus port fee s plus
management services for <high school name> are higher than what the IEN considers reasdnable for
the amount of bandwidth purchased. The IEN requests that you investigate the following im an
attempt to reduce the bandwidth and/or port fee portion of the monthly recurring charges 1
1

Please take the following actions and provide your response (on this form) within five workjng days
from the date of this e-mail.

1. Speak directly with the incumbent bandwidth provider and ask if they are willing to. re-price
the proposal for the bandwidth being purchased.
i.

If the response is "yes" then

1. Submit a revised bandwidth proposal to ENA with the updated
information and ENA will provide an updated recurring molilthly
cost (RMC) proposal to IEN, and
2.

Report the same to the IEN.

ii. If the response is no then
1.

Determine and report to IEN whether there exist alternative
I

established bandwidth provider(s) in the area who could pr9vide a
lower cost but technically equivalent solution,

Page 1 of 2
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Idaho Education Network (IEN)
Bandwidth Cost Verification
IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

a.

IEN 200.03.ii.2
Bandwidth Cost Verification Letter 1
Updated: 08/20/09

is an alternative carrier that is
capable of providing the bandwidth and quality of!service
that the IEN has requested.
i. Qwest has obtained a proposal for bandwidth
services and has submitted a revised bandwidth
proposal to ENA with the updated information and
ENA will provide an updated recurring moothly cost
(RMC) proposal to IEN, and
ii.

b.

Qwest is report the same to the IEN.

If an alternative carrier is not present then
i.

Report to the IEN if there are extenuating
circumstances that justify the higher cost to provide
bandwidth,

ii. Any other situation that should be considered by
IEN Project Management.

Regards,
Brady Kraft
IEN Technical Director

Page 2 of 2
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Idaho Education Network (IEN)
Policy and Procedure Manual
Bandwidth Order to Proceed

IEN 200.04.iv.1
Bandwidth Order to Proceed
Updated: 08/27/09

The IEN Bandwidth Review Team consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

IEN Technical Director
ENA IEN Project Manager
Qwest IEN Account Manager
Qwest IEN Project Manager
Other members as necessary

Minimum Required Documents or Information:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Pre-I EN Architecture Visio (see Figure 1)
o Campus Connectivity Map
o Existing Internet Access
• Carrier
• Bandwidth
• Media
Figure 1.
• Bandwidth per student
o Other
Proposed-I EN Architecture Visio (see Figure 2)
o Campus Connectivity Map
o Calculated IEN Bandwidth for District
o Proposed IEN Bandwidth for District
o Building Data
• Number of Students
• Calculated Bandwidth
• VTC
• Connectivity Phase
• VTC Phase
0
Data Box
• Date Visio Created:
• Date Last Update:
Figure 2.
• Date Ordered by State:
• Date Ordered by ENA:
• Date Certified on IEN:
o Other Notes
Calculated Bandwidth per Student per Building
Recurring Monthly Charges for Bandwidth per Building
Cost per Mbs for Building
Reasonable IEN Recurring Monthly Charges for Bandwidth proposed
o Results of Bandwidth Cost Verification Procedure

IEN Bandwidth Order to Precede Procedure
The IEN Bandwidth Review Team will review all Minimum Required Documents of Information and any
other information provided by a IEN Bandwidth Review Team member that is relevant to the decision
and upon unanimous agreement by all members of the IEN Bandwidth Review Team the order ~o
proceed form will be issued by the IEN Technical Director to the ENA IEN Project Manager. Upol!I receipt
of the order to precede form the ENA Project Manager will promptly place the order to connect' with the
Qwest project manager.
Page 1 of 1
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Idaho Education Network (IEN)
Policy and Procedure Manual
Bandwidth Order to Proceed

rn

IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

Phase Connectivity___, VTC _ __
District _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NO
ENA CID _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:------School: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:
Region:

IEN 200.04.iv.1
Banawidth Order to Proceed
Updated: 08/27/09

TypeVTC _ _ _ _ _ __
Other Schools in D i s t r i c t - - - - - - - - - - - -

The IEN Bandwidth Review Team
•
•
•
•
•

IEN Technical Director
ENA IEN Project Manager
Qwest IEN Account Manager
Qwest IEN Project Manager
Other members as necessary

Present:----------Present: - - - - - - - - - - Present:----------Present: - - - - - - - - - - Present:-----------

Minimum Required Documents or Information:
•

•

Pre-I EN Architecture Visio (see Visio)
o Campus Connectivity Map
o Existing Internet Access
• Carrier
• Media
o Other
Proposed-lEN Architecture Visio (see Visio)
o Campus Connectivity Map
o District Data
• Calculated IEN BW for District

o

o

o

•
•
•

• Carrier - - - - - - - Building Data
• Number of Students
• Calculated Bandwidth
• Bandwidth per Student _ __
Data Box
• Date Visio Created:
• Date Last Update:
• Date Ordered by State:
• Date Ordered by ENA:
• Date Certified on IEN:
Other Notes

Bandwidth
Bandwidth per student _ _..__

Proposed IEN BW for District_
Media

VTC - - - - - - - - - Purchased Bandwidth _ _ __

Recurring Monthly Charges for Bandwidth per Building
Cost per Mbs for Building
Reasonable IEN Recurring Monthly Charges for Bandwidth proposed
o Bandwidth Cost Verification Procedure Required
Yes
o Result of Bandwidth Cost Verification Procedure

Accepted by IEN

Accepted by ENA

Page 1 of 1

$_ __
No...._.......

Accepted By Qwest

EXHIBIT
001062
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Zickau <Greg.Zickau@cio.idaho.gov>
Tuesday, August 18, 2009 7:56 AM
Brady Kraft; Garry Lough; Teresa Luna
RE: High Bandwidth Cost Intervention Procedure

I like it. I was surprised at how much cheaper the larger bandwidths are, though. Are some of the costs in Table 1 total
bandwidth costs, while others (especially high bandwidth) are $/Mbs?
GregZ

From: Brady Kraft

Sent: Friday, August 14, 2009 4:41 PM
To: Garry Lough; Greg Zickau; Teresa Luna
Subject: High Bandwidth Cost Intervention Procedure
IEN Management Team,
Attached is a revised IEN Local Carrier Intervention Procedure for your input. Please let me know if you desire any
changes and then we can review it with Mike and Tom for their approval. I have ample data to support these IEN
Reasonable Bandwidth Costs.
Brady

IEN Technical Director
Office of the Chief Information Officer
State of Idaho
650 W. State Street, Room 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0042
208-332-1840 Office
208-830-5292 Cell
208-334-2307 Fax

EXHIBIT
L
001063

Idaho Education Network Local Carrier Intervention Procedure
1.

IEN Project Management will review every location's
bandwidth cost and determine if the cost is reasonable for

IEN Reasonable Bandwidth Costs

the type and level of service being proposed.
2.

If the cost is deemed to be un-reasonable as per Table No.
1 then the following procedure should be followed.

Actions if site pricing Is outside a reasonable range.
1.

IEN Project Management will contact the Qwest Project
Manager and request that Qwest investigate the location
in question and report the following back to IEN Project
Manager within 5 working days.
a.

Whether the incumbent bandwidth provider is
willing to re-price the proposal within the IEN
reasonable range for the bandwidth being
purchased,

3.0 Mbps
4.5 Mbps
6.0 Mbps
7.5 Mbps
9.0 Mbps
12.0Mbps
15.0 Mbps
18.0 Mbps
21.0 Mbps
24.0Mbps
27.0 Mbps
30.0 Mbps
33.0 Mbps
36.0 Mbps
42.0 Mbps
45.0 Mbps

<$ 650.00
< $ 600.00
< $580.00
<$'!1-80.00
< $450.00
< $ 412.00

< S,sG.oo

< $ $03.00
I
< $ 266.00
< $ l38.00
< $ 216.00
<$ 238.00
<$ 204.00
< $169.00
< $154.00
<$200.00

i. If yes then Qwest will submit a revised
bandwidth proposal to ENA with the

Table No.1

updated information and ENA will provide an updated recurring monthly cost
(RMC) proposal to IEN,

ii. If no then Qwest will determine and report to IEN the following:
1.

Whether there exist alternative bandwidth providers in the are~ who
could provide a lower cost but technically equivalent solution, ar

2.

Whether there are extenuating circumstances that justify the higher

3.

Any other situation that should be considered by IEN Project

cost to provide bandwidth, or
Management.
b.

If the incumbent bandwidth provider is not willing to reduce their price and an ~lternate
bandwidth provider is present and can meet the needs of the !EN then at IEN's request
Qwest will obtain a proposal from the alternate bandwidth provider and submit1a
revised bandwidth proposal to ENA with the updated information and ENA will provide
an updated recurring monthly cost (RMC} proposal to IEN,

2. If no acceptable resolution has been identified IEN Project Management will then consider all
information provided by Qwest and will initiate one of the following actions:
a.

Contact the carrier directly to request better pricing,

b.

Contact the local superintendent or school board to Inform them that connection to the
IEN may be delayed due to high pricing provided by local bandwidth providers,

c.

Have Mr. Gwartney, Mr. Luna or Governor Otter contact the carrier directly to request
better pricing,

d.

Move the school to the last phase of implementation,

e.

Other resolutions

001064

IEN Phase 1a and 1b Update 09/01/09
DISTRICT
ENA CID
NO.

m

I)!

m
.s;;;
c..

101
84
244
242
431
221
312
261
202

33
161
291
2
2
84
44
84
101
342
171
244
171
370
372
136
13
137
363

;!
0)

"'"'
c..
.s;;;

365
231
234
411
233

414
61
331
316
52
201
58
351
215
321
162
181
292

111
215
322
291
201
273
273

9718
9952
10115
9803
10337
9813
10263
9913
10353
9613
9778
10249
10037
10067
9949
10191
9944
9723
9806
10170
10112
10174
9859
10153
10022
9807
10180
10012
9730
9856
9644
10318
9862

9932
9636
10091
10241
10268
10239
9598
10165
9833
10000
9988
9774
10278
9735
9837
10287
10246
10236
10225
10227

ENA SCHNAME List

MCITY

students County

IEN
REGION Connec!Mty

Connec!Mty status

Carrier

Agg Model Prtce

Verizon
Verizon

8 725.75
8 97200
4 930.75
3 067.00
5449.50
5 699.50
2 797.00
6 074.50
2 797.00
5 324.50
6 934.50
7 475.00

Pre IEN District Bandwidth

IEN

IEN
Formula

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1d
1d
1a
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1b
1a
1b
1c
1c

Verizon
0

e Vlslo then OK
Q/ENA!otalk
Vlslo then OK
Frazier
Qweet

Tele hone
0
Ordered 7/30/09
Ordered 7/30/09
Ordered 7/30/09
Ordered 7/30/09
Ordered 7/30/09

Pro ect Mutual
Ce

Tele hone

Ordered 7/30/09
Ordered 7/30/09

Frontier
Albion
0
Ordered 7/30/09

Nblon
Under Review
Cantu Tele hone
Albion
0
0
Ordared 7/20/09
Ordared 7/30/09
0
0

2 884.50
4 949.50
4 324.00
5967.00
9 304.50
631200
4847.00
5 324.50
3 234.50
4 949.50
5 4.50
5 9.50
6 449.50
7197.00
6199.50
5 574.50
5 624.50
24519.50
18 894.50

3
23
3
3
4
30
8Mb

with 1.5Mb

12
3
mixed DSL and cable
0.768
1.5
200
200
23
5
23
3
3
16
3
16
1.5
3
3

6 074.50
7 568.25
14 334.00
4 020.75
a 627.oo
22 083.25
5 324.50

4
4.5

5.86
12.76
3.57
11.95
75.19
3.00
4.07
4.75
5.12
3.00
4.48
12.59
7.72
5.63
12.25
11.17
8.60

s.sa··-

11.00
7.66
6.34
11.34
6.20
45.21
14.55
15.97
8.60
6.20
7.72
19.55
23.54
9.01
9.55
11.17
33.17
3.90
7.62
3.80
5.19
16.14
14.35
3.00
3.00
3.13
50.14

IENVTC

Bandwidth
TfmeLine
rstudent

nmeUne

18.00
24.00
6.00
33.00
6.00
15.00
4.50
15.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.00
6.00
3.00
4.50
18.00
9.00
0.00
3.00
1200
9.00
6.0(f
12.00
9.00
7.50
15.00
7.50
1200
15.00
18.00
42.00
7.50
9.00
21.00
27.00
9.00
1200
0.00
36.00
4.50
9.00
4.50
6.00
30.00
15.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.00

34.59
34.13
35.50
36.36
34.55
34.41
36.11
34.21
36.17
34.86
37.98
34.94
na

VTC status

TypeVTC
System

1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1a
1•
1a
1a
1a
1a

na

37.34
36.62
36.57
76.92

Locked
Locked
Receive
LCSC

36.05
34.10
34.73
34.64
35.39
36.05
35.58
34.48
34.36
35.33
35.24
35.02
34.20
37.50
35.55
37.89
36.55
34.64
34.75
111.11
55.56
38.64
34.06

Ordered
Ordered

1c
1C
1c
1C

Locked
Locked
Locked
Ordered
Locked
Locked
Locked
Locked
Locked
Future
Future
Future
Future
Future

09/01/09
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

CHAIS'fOPH!A D, RICH: 0km;
By JAMIi 11.WmM '
~

Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY
LINDSTROM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Gregory Lindstrom, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:

1.

I am of legal age, of sound mind, and make these statements of fact based on my

personal knowledge.

2.

I am the State of Idaho IT Purchasing Officer in the Idaho Department of

Administration, Division of Purchasing ("Division of Purchasing") and have served in this
position since January 2006. As IT Purchasing Officer, my duties and responsibilities in.elude IT
property acquisition counsel, IT property acquisition, compliance, and oversight, and IT contract

- 1-
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administration. I have personal knowledge of the State of Idaho IT purchasing contracts that are
currently administered by the State's Division of Purchasing.

3.

Attached to his Affidavit is a schedule of the current IT contracts with multiple

contractors that have been issued by the Division of Purchasing. Each of the contracts was
competed under single requests for proposals.

4.

Further, your Affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

Name:::::f}'k.

{:tit

r)S E A

Notary Public fo
Residing at

f<.JJ n a.__

~1; J ~ c

My commission expires --3~-e:>_'6-_-~lS~ _____. . .____
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi&_ day of April, 2014, I caused to be served a true oopy of
the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY LINDSTROM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

_DJJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
'ffl Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300
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IT Contracts With Multiple Contractors
Metro Area Network
SBP01346

Zayo Fiber Systems

SBP01347

Integra

SBP01348

Qwest

SBP01349

Syringa

SBP01350

twTelecom

IT Services Contracts
SBP01351

Adecco Technical

SBP01353

Applied Geographies

SBP01354

CMA Consulting Services

SBP01355

Experis

SBP01356

Coolsoft

SBP01357

CRI Advantage

SBP01358

Intelligent Decisions

SBP01359

KMP Companies

SBP01360

Maxis Group

SBP01361

PCG Consulting

SBP01362

POD

SBP01363

Public Knowledge

SBP01364

Resource Data

SBP01365

Right Systems

SBP01366

Softech Solutions

SBP01367

Tek Systems

SBP01368

Tel Star Associates

SBP01369

Extreme (Blackfin)

Telephone Services (ISDN PRI)
SBP01371

Integra

SBP01372

tw Telecom

Security Related Software Products
SBP01373

Advanced Systems Group

I IT Contracts With Multiple Contractors (3).docx
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•
SBP01374

Network Consulting Services, Inc

SBP01375

Right Systems

SBP01376

Structured Comm

Statewide Commercial Internet Services
SBP01409

CenturyLink

SBP01410

Integra

SBP01411

Syringa

LANDesk Certified Platinum Reseller
BP001720

Network America

BP001981

Network Consulting Services, Inc

Wireless Telephone Equipment & Airtime
P ADD1102

AT&T

PADD1105

Verizon

PADD1103

Sprint

PADD1104

T-Mobile

Video Teleconferencing
SBP01297

GBH Communications

SBP01306

One Vision

SBP01308

CenturyLink

! IT Contracts With Multiple Contractors (3).docx
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Computer Equipment, Software, Peripherals, Related Services
PADD1049

Dell

PADD1050

HP

PADD1051

EMC

PADD1052

Kyocera Mita

PADD1053

Lenovo

PADD1054

Lexmark

PADD1055

Oracle

PADD1056

NETAPP

PADD1064

Solutions Inc

PADD1069

IBM

PADD1075

Fujitsu

PADD1076

Apple

PADD1076

Ace Technology Partners

Data Communications Systems
PADD1070

Cisco

PADD1098

Juniper

Video Teleconferencing
SBP01297

GBH Communications

SBP01306

One Vision

SBP01308

CenturyLink

Idaho Education Network
SBP01308

Qwest

SBP01309

ENA

i IT Contracts With Multiple Contractors (3).docx
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

1.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

I am an attorney for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration (the' "DOA"),

and I am a partner with the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP.
2.

I am duly admitted to practice law before this Court and all courts of the ,State of

Idaho, and maintain an office at 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
Ol001072
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3.

I have personal knowledge of the matters referred to herein, and make this

affidavit in support of the DOA's Motion for Reconsideration in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment.
4.

On September 21, 2010, the deposition of Laura Hill was taken by Plaintiff's

counsel David Lombardi. A true and correct copy of select pages from the transcript from Ms.
Hill's deposition, which are cited below, are attached hereto as Exhibit A.
5.

Ms. Hill attended Idaho State University on a ROTC scholarship. She has a

Master's in education, a minor in health education, and from the War College, a degree1in
telecommunications. See Exh. C, at p. 14, LL. 9-15.
6.

On March 1, 1995, she retired from active duty in the Army as a Lieutenant

Colonel. Id. at p. 16, LL. 4-14.
7.

In the years 2001 to 2003, Ms. Hill was employed by the United States of

America at the White House as the Fixed Station Communications Commander for Wa$hington
Area Communications Command, White House Communications Agency, for President George
W. Bush. Id. at p. 26, 1. 20 - p. 27, 1. 7.
8.

Following her retirement from the military in 1995, through the end of 2001, Ms.

Hill worked for Cisco Systems in Herndon, Virginia, Government Systems, specifically
assignments for the FBI. Id. at p. 17, 1. 15 - p. 19, I. 5.
9.

In June of 2008, Ms. Hill was hired by the State of Idaho, Office of the Chief

Information Officer ("OCIO"), within the DOA. Id. at p. 18, LL. 4-7.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
01152.0105.6554141.2
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10.

Ms. Hill was hired to prepare the Request for Proposal ("RFP") for the IEN. Id.

at p. 33, LL. 7-10; p. 44, LL. 4-9.
11.

Ms. Hill testified that Section 3.5.2 of RFP 2160 "Phase I Requirements~'

delineated the first phase of the IEN Initiative as follows: "The Department of Administration
shall follow an implementation plan that" - - (a) - - "In the first phase will connect each public
high school with a scalable, high-band with connection, including connections to each institution
of higher educations as necessary, thereby allowing any location on IEN to share education
resources with any other location." Id. at p. 48, LL. 18 - p. 49, 1. 14.
12.

Ms. Hill testified that the terminology "end to end" referenced in RFP 2160 can

mean multiple providers, "just as long as you get the same result at the end," and when ~sked if it
means that the service would be provided by a single provider, she responded, "Not necessarily.
Again, we go back to 'last mile,' and we go back to the ability to get from point A to paint B.
Sometimes you have several people involved to do that." Id. at p. 59, LL. 9-22.
13.

Ms. Hill was also tasked with setting up the E-rate eligible services for the

schools to be connected for federal E-rate reimbursement. Ms. Hill testified that her research, as
confirmed by a telephone conversation with an E-rate person, confirmed that there is a
designated E-rate provider for a given contract, and she understood that there cannot be multiple
providers of E-rate for a project. Id. at p. 61, 1.19 - p. 63, 1. 5.
14.

Ms. Hill filled out the 471 Form for E-rate eligibility and reimbursementwhich

had to be filed by February 12, 2009. Id. at p. 63, LL. 11-20.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
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15.

Ms. Hill testified that it was discussed with the evaluators that no single vender

had a solution to service the entire state for the IEN, and she testified as follows: "Geography.
It's simple. Verizon had the north sector. The southern sector has been primarily a Qwest
capability. And then Syringa has been building out the eastern part of the state." Id. at p. 83,
LL. 15-23.
16.

Ms. Hill testified that the evaluators were concerned about the geography of the

state making it difficult for a single provider to handle the entire Idaho Education Network. Id.
at p. 85, LL. 10-14.
17.

An additional concern mentioned by the evaluators during their discussion was,

"about reach-back and depth of knowledge, because the State Network and the State Backbone is
a Cisco-specific Network because its Cisco equipment and its very complicated. And it takes a
high degree of engineering expertise to figure that stuff out. And there were limited resources on
the Syringa side that the evaluators knew of - - and I'm speaking just because of the feedback I
got from evaluators. And they felt that there was more of what they call a NOC capability where
reach-back - - 'NOC' is Network Operation Center - - with Qwest as far as telecommunication
specific. That was just the discussions I recall." Id. at p. 85, 1. 15 - P. 86, 1. 7.
18.

When asked whether the evaluators had a recommendation for what should be

done, Ms. Hill testified: "They had a good feel, yes. They wanted kind of the best of al[ worlds.
Multiple award provided that. That was advantageous to the State. The price point would be
driven by the lowest bid, so that was a nonissue." Id. at p. 87, LL. 11-19.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 4
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19.

After the decision was made to issue a multiple award under the authority of

Idaho Code §67-5718A by Bill Burns, the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing pf the
DOA, Ms. Hill was tasked with preparing a draft strategic plan document on how the providers
"could play nice in the sandbox with each other." Id. at p. 99, LL. 1-10.
20.

Ms. Hill testified that she had an altruistic vision that the venders would ifully

cooperate with each other because Phase I of the IEN was for the students for the State bf Idaho
and with a multiple award, everybody wins. Id. at p. 101, 1. 23 - p. 102, 1. 8.
21.

However, Ms. Hill testified that she was "severely disappointed" by "the

quibbling." Id. at p. 102, LL. 10-13.
22.

Subsequent to the issuance of the multiple award on January 28, 2009, the DOA

held a meeting with ENA, Qwest, and, Syringa, who was represented at the meeting by its CEO,
Greg Lowe. Id. at p. 102, LL. 14-17.
23.

Ms. Hill was "deeply disappointed in Mr. Lowe's statement that he wanted it all

or he wasn't going to play." Id. at LL. 19-21; p. 105, 1. 7- P. 106, 1. 13.
24.

Ms. Hill further confirmed her testimony about what specifically Mr. Lowe said at

this meeting as follows: "He said if he didn't get the entire award that he wasn't going to play.
And that really bummed me out, because you're sitting at the table, you're trying to get people to
say 'Okay. You're all in this. Let's figure it out. It's game day. Let's go forward with a plan.'
You know, that just bummed me out." Id. at p. 114, LL. 13-20.
25.

The representatives of ENA, Qwest, and Syringa each had a copy of the frrst draft

of the Strategic Implementation Plan at this meeting. Id. at p. 114, 1. 21 - p. 15, 1. 10.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5
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26.

In Ms. Hill's draft of the Strategic Implementation Plan it was contemplated that

both Qwest and ENA and their subcontractors would be providing last-mile connectivity based
upon the current established connectivity in the geographic regions of the state, and Syringa was
a part of that. Id. at p. 123, LL. 11-23; Seep. 127, LL. 3-11; p. 137, 1. 24-p. 138, 1. 23.
27.

Ms. Hill testified that her draft of the Strategic Implementation Plan was: reviewed

and edited by the assigned Deputy Attorney General, Melissa Vandenberg. Id. at p. 125, LL. 321.
28.

Ms. Hill further testified that it was not her intent to award a portion of the IEN

Contract, e.g., E-rate, to ENA and to have the other portion of the contract for
telecommunications go to Qwest. Id. at p. 139, LL. 12 - 21.
29.

Ms. Hill testified that as of February 5, 2009, and in seeking clarification on

which contractor was tasked with the IEN Management Support Services, she had confirmation
that there could only be one designated E-rate provider for billing purposes, and that the E-rate
provider would be ENA. Id. at p. 136, 1. 13 - p. 137, 1. 8.
30.

Ms. Hill further testified that at the time of this meeting with ENA, Qwest and

Syringa, that the multiple award had been issued to Qwest and ENA, but no responsibilities had
been delineated on those two blanket purchase orders and that is what they had to figure out
going forward. Id. at p. 140, 1. 4 - p. 141, 1. 6.
31.

Ms. Hill emphasized that at this meeting they were looking to the contraqtors to

figure how best to divide up the work by soliciting their input and wanting them to express how
they could best serve the needs of the State, and Syringa removed itself from participating as a

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
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subcontractor for the IEN at that time when Mr. Lowe made the statement that if they couldn't
have the whole entire work, they weren't going to play. Id. at p. 141, 1. 4 - p. 142, 1. 5.
32.

Following Ms. Hill's submission of the E-rate 471 Form before the deadline on

February 12, 2009, she left the office of the OCIO to accept a position with the National
Interagency Fire Center. Id. at p. 19, 11. 6-17.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

;pf

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me thi~

day of April, 2014.

Notary Public for I~aho
Residing at ~:::?e:,
My commission expir~s

4m

0 t?

6 .- /g.. izJ:£1 l
I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisM.day of April, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method in(iiicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

JfHand Delivered
-~ Overnight Mail

'o E-mail

D Telecopy: 208.388.1300
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

oc

0923757

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,
Defendants.

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF LAURA LOU HILL
SEPTEMBER 21, 2010

REPORTED BY:
JEFF LaMAR, C.S.R. No. 640
Notary Public

(208)345-9611

M

&

M COURT REPORTING

EXHIBITA

(208)345-8800 (fax)
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Page 13

general staff college that teaches you cruµm
school, how to be a staff officer. You prbpare
have your hands on it so that you were able to
3 RFPs and you prepare all that stuff.
leaf through it?
And then you go into the command and
4
A. We had gotten the proposals in. And
5 general staff college, which is your cha.an school
did I have a chance to review them? Not really,
to be an officer at a higher rank.
6
because we had a committee of six people, which
Q. How long was the program?
was in the documentation that I reviewed that went 7
A. That was nine months.
8
through the documents.
Q. Where was it located physicall~?
9
Q. Okay. We talked past each other a
A. Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
1o
little bit on that. I'm not to that point yet.
Q. YoufROTCwas.Anny?
11
A. Okay.
A. Correct.
12
Q. What I'm asking is just in the
Q. When did you graduate from IS)U with
preparation for this deposition have you looked at 13
14 your four-year degree?
theRFP?
A. ,'83.
15
A. No.
Q. Other than the education that Y<?U
Q. Okay. In the documents that you
16
did
to me in the last few moments, have you
described
deposition,
17
this
for
reviewed in preparation
18 had any other education following gradt1ation from
you review any of the responses to the RFP?
,
19 college?
A. No.
A. . Well, in the ~gIUJ.l :(:9rp~ yQu'np
20
Q. Okay. In the documents that you
21 constantly going to school. So I learned how to
reviewed in preparation fo:r; this deposition, did
22 do satellite communications, telegraphsJ
you review any documents associated with the
teletypes, telephone installation. Anything that
23
technical evaluation of the responses to the IEN
RFP?
had electricity, we were sent to school t¢> figure
24
A-:.L..s.aiW-tlle-tecJ!JlllJcal-~UWttw
H.,.:.----+""'---VUt.cho..w.-to....wm:--- ----------Q. Okay. Well, first of all, did you

1

2

Page 16

Page 14

sheet. There was a sheet in there that had the
score sheet that they asked me to review. ·So I
2
3 did go through that.
Q. Did you review anything else in
4
with the technical evaluation?
connection
5
A. To my recollection, no, other than
6
what the score sheet -- we talked about the score
7
s sheet.
Q. Okay. Could you outline for me your
9
10 educational experience, please.
A. Graduate of Idaho State Univers\ly,
11
12 ROTC scholarship student. Have a maste~'s in ,.
education. I have a minor mhealth education.
13
14 And from the War College, I have a qegree 'in
15 telecommunications.
Q. Is that a baccalaureate degree?
16
A. No, they didn't do that at the War
17
18 College. It's, you know -- Greg could tell you.
19 It's just -- survived the cores, punched the
20 ticket.
Q. And the subject of that again is
21
22 telecommunications?
A. Well, it's -- right. You go to the
23
24 signal officer basic course, you go through the
advanced course, and then you get to combined arm
25
1
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Fort Sill, Oklahoma, was a grueling!
three~monthcourse on how to make those 1fbings
3 work in the field
Q. Are you still active duty military? •
4
A. No, I'm retired.
s
Q. When did you retire?
6
A. February-- actually, March 1st, 1995.
7
l\1R. OBERRECHT: rm sorry, I didn't hear
s

1
2

9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

that

THE WITNESS: March 1st, '95.
l\1R. OBERRECHT: Thank you.
Q. (BY l\1R. LOMBARDI): What was your rank
on retirement?
A. Lieutenant colonel.
Q. Did you serve any time in the reserves
following your retirement?
A. Before my retirement I was in Rexburg,
Idaho, at - I don't remember the company :there.
It was a little teletype colllpany. So I was there.
I think it was 539th signal company in Re](.burg,
Idaho. I was a butter bar, which is a second
lieutenant
Q. Okay.
A. I was still going to school because my
husband -- soon-to-be-husband decided he needed an
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extra year in school, so I had to hang around for
another year. So I did student teaching, and we
both were in the reserves.
Q. · Okay. So when did you convert from
active duty military to reserve?
A. Well, I was converting from reserve to
active duty military. So in '83 is when I went on
8 active duty and went to Germany.
9
Q. Okay. When did you leave the Rexburg
10 area?
11
A. I guess it would have been '83. And I
12 only drilled there like a weekend amonth and then
13 the two weeks. It wasn't like. I was there all the
14 time.
15
Q. Okay. Can you outline for me your
16 employment history since you retired from the
11 Army.
18
A. I went to work for Cisco Systems for
19 five years, four years and some change, I guess.
20 And then had infirm parents. My mother-in-law was
21
dying. So we made the decision to come home, and
22 was fortunate enough to get a job with the
23
Department of Admin with Greg, who interview me,
24 and his team.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
11

18
19

20
21
22
23

24

Cisco Systems?
A. In the Herndon, Virginia, office,
government systems, speci:ficall~ assignments for
FBI. "And a couple of other custdmers that would
have to be unnamed because of their intel.
Q. Uh-huh. And what was ..,_ what date did
you separate from the Department of
Administration?
A. The 12th, February 12thl That was my
lastday. '
Q. Of 2009?
•
A. Yes. Because I needed to report on
the 15th, which actually was a holiday, to the
Forest Service.
Q. So where do you work now?
A. National Interagency Fhje Center,
NIFC, November, India;. foxtrot, Charlie.
Q. Why did you leave youriposition with
the Department ?f Administratio~?
A. Promotion.
·
Q. Promotion in terms of more money,
greater responsibility? What was it that
attracted you to NIFC and made you leave the
Department ~f Administration?

~~---J.\!IA.-.~l,v..>.),l;),J;~;,;;;,Dt.,.-J.-aUJ.a,-~YU-1.4U,-U-¥--+4-''-------~61.y-J.-,WN-iilppli.edto..the-Eorest~~~
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to keep your voice up a little bit higher.
1
THE WITNESS: Yeah. Sorry. Fighting an
2
allergy right now.
3
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): SoMr. Zickau was 4
the person who interviewed and hired you?
5
A. He interviewed and hired me along with
6
his staff.
7
8
Q. When did you start working with the
8
9 Department of Administration?
9
1o
A. It was in August It was the week of
1o
11 the 25th. And the reason I remember that is we
11
12 had the fires up on the hill that took that one
12
13 lady's life from BSU. It was an odd week. That's
13
14 when the electrical thing, yeah, that's the week
14
15 that hit.
15
16
Q. So was that August 25th of 2008?
16
17
A. I don't know if it was 2008 or 2009.
17
18 I don't remember. rve been with the Forest
18
19 Service for 18 months, so...
19
20
Q. I think you left in 2009.
20
21
A. I did. So it had to be 2008.
21
22
Q. So you were employed-by the-Department
22
23 of Administration for less than a year?
23
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

24
25

A. Co1tect.
Q. Okay. Where were you working for

(208)345-9611

Service almost a year and a half before. Didn't
hear from them. Of course, I leatned now about
tree time. When they do hiring, it's called "tree
time."
And my father was a fisheries
biologist for the State of Idaho for 35 years.
And I grew up with, you know, naturalists around
the house and Forest Service people and Fish and
Game people and always had, you know, an
attraction for that.
So that was the driving factor to go
back to something I really wanted to do. $25,000
pay raise wasn't a bad thing, especially with
infirm parents to take care of. Nid I was -- had
an opportunity to get a permanent position with
reinstatement of my federal benefits, which is not
a bad thing either.
Q. What do you do for the Forest Service?
A. I teach support for the Wildland fire
fighter. Muddy boots on the ground, tactical
communications to the field, as well as
communications, what we call reach-back to the
Washington office or other forest districts where
24 they need communications, they need supplies,
25 whatever.
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Q. Uh-huh.

·1
It's kind of like an accreditation:.
A. I think you all saw us at work in
2 • Once you get it, every two or three years, you got
Eagle'. I was the one behind the scenes making
3 to recert. And in the COR -- it used to be called
sure the tankers got out there. They got
4 . COTR -- I guess they couldn't figure it ,out -refuelled and turned around and logistics were
5 contractor officers technical representative
there for the fire fighters to do their job in
6 course. And then they changed to COit Don't ask
protecting the structures. So that's what we did
7 me why. But-- so then I became a con~act
behind the scenes.
8 officers representative.
,
Q. Just out of curiosity, I'm not sure if
9
What does that mean? That means that
the timing is right, but there was a big fire over
1o you learn tne procurements, you learn how to
in Sun Valley a couple years ago.
11
prepare RFPs and RFis. You go tbrou~ all that
Were you involved in that?
12 happy horse stuff to become proficient in being
A. No.
13
able to do those types of things. So I had
Q. That was before your time?
14 several opportunities to do that.
A. That was, yes.
15
Panama I got stuck as the actuaJi CO,
Q. Okay.' Just curious.
16 which is a contracting officer. It wasn't in my
A. Yeah. No.
17 job description, but I got stuck doing that.
Q. So can you tell me what was the job or
18 Actually came with a warrant. I wasn't warranted
whatwas your job with the Department of
19 for very much, a million maybe, but th~t gave me a
Administration?
20 perspective o:p. what the CO's job was. And then
A. I was resp~~ble for network support,
21
the CO's representative, when I went back doing
basically keeping it alive.
22 that job, it was easier. So yes.
Q. Which network ·23
Q. In connection with your tr~g and,
A. The State network.
24
experience in the military and in militacy
Q. And was the State netwmkmposed.-Ot.-1-25--t~~~mt,.-d.Kl-¥(,u..e~:.cte~!tltt~LUtJ·pl=e-Page 22

several networks or is it one integrated system?
1
A. Well, that's an interesting question.
2
It's -- it's -- it's kind of a mixture. We have a
3
State backbone. But agencfos have some autonomy 4
to do their own thing.
5
6
So Department of Transportation has an
6
7 infrastructure that connects to -- you could use
7
8 this cord here (indicating) as the backbone. This
8
9 could be their connection to that network.
9
1o
You've got the Department of Health
1o
11
and Welfare. That could be their connection to
11
12 the network. So it's just -- you just kind o( -,
12
13 it is what it is, and you try te> maintajn that\
13
14 superhighway so they can qe> th~h; business. :
14
15
Q. All right. Now, pid you ~ve'any -15
16
TI:IE WITNESS: Am I loud enough?
16
17
TI:IE COURT REPORTER: Barely.
17
18
TI:IE WITNESS: Bettt7? Okay. I thought so. 18
19
Q. (BY :MR. LOMBARDI): Did you have any 19
20 experience with procurement before you started
20
21
working with the Department of Administration?
21
22
A. Yes. Going back to charm school, I
22
23 had to take what we call COR course, which is
23
·24 contracting officers course. And I had to suffer
24
25 through that course at least four times.
25
1
2
3
4
5
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awards?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you tell me, first of all, w~at's
a multiple award?
A. That's when two or more parties will
win a bid for a like services in a contraot.
Q. What do you mean by "like services in
a contract"?
A. Well, could be anything from a
commodity -- I mean I'm going to use tliis as an
example, and forgive me because it's one I
remember from Grafever. Grafever is a1.training
area in Germany. And I was the S4, wbfch is your
logistics officer, for one of the signal
battalions, and I had to order outhouses. i
So okay, I o*red outhouses. Aµd l
ordered them from five different compa¢es,
because geographically it made more sehse to do
that.
Q. Okay. Can you explain to us why did
it make more sense to order outhouses ~ Germany
from five different companies?
,
A. It was more advantageous to th¢
government, and the price point was the !lowest
bid. So you got more outhouses, more bang for
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1 command, WHCA, White House communications agency,
your buck, I guess.
2
for President Bush, Jr.
Q. So would it be a situation where
3
Q. Forhowlong?
depending on the location where the outhouse
3
4
A.· I was in command for 18 months.
4 needed to be delivered, you could select from one
5
Q. What time frame did that 18111onths
of five contractors to get the best price for
5
6 cover?
6
delivery to that location?
7
A. 2001 to 2003.
7
A. I think in the contract we had was
8
Q. Have you or did you while you were
8 like kind of like a blanket contract, so basically
9
working with the State of Idaho ever read the
9
it was a set price. But five different people
I'
1o Idaho statues that govern procuremen~?
10 could bid against it.
11
A. I did. I asked to see those, because
11
Q. Uh-huh.
12 Ewas familiar with the federal gove~ent
12
A. So if you wanted the business, you
13 procurement activities and I needed to get
13 were going to pay X price, and I needed that
14 familiar with the state ones.
14 outhouse over at OP3 or wherever.
Q. Okay. Would multiple awards, for
15
And as a homework assignment, Greg,
15
16 when he first brought me on board, I had to go
16 example, also apply to other like services, such
17 through a lot of state statutes.
17 as say photocopiers?
A. It could, yes.
18
Q. What statutes did Mr. Zickau ask you
18
Q. Would it make sense for fuel?
19 to review?
19
A. Uh-huh, yes. And also for
20
A. Procurement, as well as
20
telecommunications. We do that in the fire world 21 telecommunications, as well as just normal how the
21
22 now. We have different providers who may go out 22 state does business to understand what the
23
agencies go through. ITD, which is the
23 on fires. That was evidenced in the California
fires.
24
transportation
agency, Department of Health and
24
~2-5_ _~Q
..........~H
.....o..w..was-that'.l----------~___:w.e.1.taie.,..aLl.l...tltlOSJ~~~Ltlll!l.t...l.'!re...sUPJ!O.tt,...Jgg1::~~1aa- - Page 28
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better understanding of how they're governed.
2 based on geography, that supported those fires out
2
Q. How did you go about doing that review
3 there. So...
3 of the statutes?
4
Q. Now, when you -- when you have
4
A. Fortunately, a lot of it's onlline.
5 multiple providers in telecommunications, do you
5
Q. Uh-huh.
6 normally have each of them providing the entire
6
A. And it's online on our web page.
7 package of services that's required?
7 So...
8
A. Not necessarily, because sometimes the
8
Q. So did you just read them once online,
9 last mile, it could be what we call a mom and pop
9 or did you print them off? What did you do to
1o or a LLC that has to provide that last mile of
1o make the information -11
communications.
11
A. It depended on what statutes I had.
12
Q. All right.
12 Melissa Vandenberg was a good source of
13
A. So it's usually a partnership. And
13 information. She was the DAG at the time.
14 that's kind of how we do it.
14
THE COURT REPORTER: She was the what?
15
Q. Okay.
15
THE WITNESS: The DAG.
16
A. I mean even at the White House, we had
16
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Deputy attorney general.
17 the same thing. So there were multiple people
17
THE WITNESS: Oh, sorry about that.
18 involved in trying to get communications to the
18 Talking about the civilian tenn.
19 president.
19
Q.. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): One more thing
20
Q. Ymnnciittoned.Jhe White House before
20 about your deposition, give me an cj)pportun.i.ty,
21 we went on the-record. ·
21
please, to finish my question befor~ you start to
22
Can you explain-to me, What is your
22 answer.
23 experience with the White House?
23
So you reviewed the statutes online,
24
A. I w.as the fixed station communications
24 you didn't do anything else to help you understand
25 'corntnander-rofWACC,-Washirigton
communications 25 what they were stating?
1

A. We had different satellite providers,

1

area
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Casper?

3

Q. Did you receive copies of the
responses to the RF1 which had been submitted by
interested vendors?
A. I believe I did, yes.
Q. And then were you primarily
responsible for preparation of the RFP for the
IEN?
A. Yes, I was.
Q. How did you go about doing that?
A. Reviewed the RFl, review of the
responses to the RFl, past experience, having
written several of these types of contracts
before. Also went out and did a review of past
contracts of the same type of nature, education
specific. There are resources online that you can
do that.
So basically consultation with some
technical education folks from the State of Idaho,
just asking them questions. So that's how I did
it.
Q. You said that there are resources
online for similar contracts?
A. X e s . - - ~

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Correct.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

was still there. So I started with that.
And then there's online resources
called the "ABCs of E-Rate" or "µ-Rate for
Dummies," which is what I need~d. And so I went
through that.
But I'm a pretty quick study, and it
wasn't that hard. It was just tedious. It was
boring. But that's how I learned E-Rate, the hard
way.
.Q. Was it the State DepartnJl.ent of
or the Federal Departrhent of Education?
Education
1
A\ State Department of Education. And
~
they did not have an E-Rate coortlinator at the
time, so I ended up doing that.
Q. Was there -- was there anything, any
other subject matter that you hadto become
familiar with, such as E-Rate, before you could
start to prepare the IEN RFP?
A. Not really. I mean the oply thing in
my tool bag that I didn't have wai; E-Rate, because
that was new to me.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. And so that became my best friend.
Q. Did you -- once you st&ted to prepare
!
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government side. There's resources that you can
go to to look at prior contract awards, specific
to any type of contract that you want to look at.
It could be telecommunications for education. It
could be commodity driven, whatever. There's lots
of resources out _there. So they're very helpful.
Q. Do you recall what resources -- what
online resources you went to for
telecommunications for education?
A. I honestly don't recall the specific
sites. I just know some of the states that were
involved. Florida was one, Tennessee was another,
Mississippi, West Virginia. Those are the only
states that I recall that had valid RFPs posted
online.
Q. Did you understand the requirements of
E-Rate before you started working on the RFP?
A. No, I did not. I had to take a crash
course called the ABCs of E-Rate.
Q. How did you -- or where did you take
your crash course on the ABCs of E-Rate?
A. Well, I had gotten the information
from the Department of Education. Apparently,
their E-Rate provider was no longer there. And
so -- his office was still there and all his stuff

(208)345-9611

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
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10
11
12
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16
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19
20
21
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Idaho format that you used to strl!lcture the RFP?
A. Oh, yeah. Yeah. I had tp
transmogrify. I had to basically flip from a
Federal government form to a State of Idaho. And
that was fine. It was different, but it worked.
It's just I wasn't used to that format, so it
caused me a lot of cut-and-paste stuff. But I got
through it.
Q. Did you use a particular'itemplate from
the State?
A. They have a template, y~.
Q. Where is that template a~ailable? Is
·
it online?
A. I'm not sure if it's still online. I
did get snippets of a template onJ\ine. The
· Department of Procurement at the time was redoing
some of their stuff. In fact, we were redoing all
of our web pages for the State ofildaho. So...
Q. So can you tell me, thenJ you've
located a State template, you've taken the ABCs of
E-Rates, you've checked telecollll[llunication
resources for education and found RFPs from
Florida, Tennessee, Mississippi, ~d West
Virginia, after you had all this information, hovy
did you go about preparing the IEN RFP?
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mine. Came out of the code.
1
9.9 is not mine. It's something I had
3.5, "Goals," was mine. Of course,
2 to get from the procurement office.
that was input from the governor's vision and Mike 3
9.10 is mine.
Gwartney's vision.
4
• 9.11, the "lmplementation:Plan," mine.
3.5.1, "(ME) General Requirements,"
5
9.12, "Deployment Status Reports,"
mine.
6 nnne.
"Phase I Requirements," 3.5.2, mme.
7
9.13 is not mine, with the ~xception I
3.5.3, "Subsequent Phase
8 had to help them with the E-Rate stuff in
9
Considerations," mine.
9
paragraph}· That's actually Dep~ent of
10
3.6 was not mine.
10 Procurement.
11
3.7 was not.
11
. 9.14, "Certification," is not mine.
12
3.8 was not.
12
\ "Proof of Performance" is not mine.
13
3.9 was not.
13
"Price and Schedules," lOJO is not
14
3.10 is not.
14 mine.
15
3.11 is not.
15
10.1 is not mine.
16
4.0, no.
16
10.2 is not mine.
17
4.1, not. This is the standard
17
10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8,
18 template stuff that they have.
18 that's all Department of Procurem~t.
19
"Evaluation Codes" is not mine.
19
The schedules, Schedules C, D, and
20
"Scoring," I contributed to that, but
20 Echo, Department of Procurement.
21
that's not my format. That was Department of
21
Schedule Alpha and Bravo, Department
22 Procurement's. The reason I had to contribute
22 , of Procurement.
23
because the E-Rate portion of that, if you look at
23
And taxes, fees, volume discounts,
24
ranking 1 "Cost ofE-Rate eligible goods and
24
that's all Department of Procurement stuff.
-25-.,.s~utioo-to-thtti.eec.Ss.ocoo.111·~---+2::,__ ______,.~;)et),c;tu;.A-.tS-.mioe, "List': of IEN---1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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because that was something that was different
about this telecommunications proposal.
"Evaluation Criteria" is not mine.
4
"Special and Terms and Conditions,"
5
anything from 5 on to 5.1, 5.2, 3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7,
6
that's all procurement.
7
6.0, 6.1, that's all procurement
8
stuff, all the way through 6.3.
9
7.0 was mine, with assistance from
10 folks that had that information. So 7.0, 7.1,
11 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, that's mine.
12
8.0, "Service Requirements," is mine.
13
8.1, "Technical Requirements," is
14 mine. Are mine. Excuse me.
15
8.2. 8.2 is mine.
16
8.3 is mine.
17
8.4 is mine.
18
8.5 is mine.
19
9.0, 9.1, 9.2 are mine.
20
9.3, "SLAs," is mine.
21
9.4 is mine.
22
9.5, mine.
23
9.6, mine.
24
9.7 is mine.
25
9.8 is mine.
2
3
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Phase I Public High Schools." And that completes
2
that document.
3
Q. Thank you.
4
So in describing those portions of the
s RFPfor which you were primarily responsible, on
6 an overall basis it appears that mq~t of the
7
telecommunications, technically-telated items were
8
within the area of your responsibiµty?
9
A. Thatis correct, yes, sir.
10
Q. You indicated, I believe, that some of
11
the definitions were your responsibility.
12
Was -- on the page 014792, was the
13 definition for "M" in parentheses one that was
14 provided by you or by someone else?
15
A. No. That was Departmerjt of
16 Procurement. And Michael Ech- .:._ Mike Echo, the
17 bottom one there, is also procurefl1lent.
18
Q. Was "OCIOfloneofyours or someone
19 else's.?
20
A. That's mine. I worked th¢re.
21
Q. Okay. And whatistheofficeofthe
22 CIO?
23
A. They provide comrt1unications support to
24 the State of Idaho.
25
Q. And what does the "CIO"; stand for?
1
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A. Chief information officer.
Q. Was that Mr. Gwartney at the time you
were working with the State of Idaho?
A. It was Mr. Gwartney. However, the CTO
was Greg, acting on his behalf.
Q. And the CTO stands for?
A. Chief technical officer.
Q. Thank you.
Were you responsible for the
definition of "scalable"?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you explain, what does "scalable"
mean?
A. Ability to grow. It's the ability to
scale back, if necessary.
Q. So in terms of the delivery of Idaho
Education Network services to a school, what is
the importance of having scalability?
A. Well, if you're like Borah High
School, large school, you're probably going to
need more than a hundred megabytes, depending on
the student population.
If you're in Mud Lake, Idaho, you may
not need that much.

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

buffering?
A. In an ideal situation.
Q. Were you seeking to create an
environment for the ideal situation for
interactive videoconferencing without buffering?
A. I don't understand your question.
Q. Okay. What is buffering in the
context of video?
A. Well, you have store and forwarcll in
some systems because of bandwidth constraints, and
that allows you to delay the feed to the audience,
if you will. You can also capture the bac~ground
so you don't have to re-create that.
MR. OBERRECHT: I'm sorry. I'm having a
hard time hearing you.
THE WITNESS:. You can also captQre the
background You don't have to re-createk Or
you can do store and forward You avoid the
herky-jerks, but there is a delay. There's
latency.
MR. OBERRECHT: Thank you.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): So if :you have
adequate bandwidth, is it possible to have
videoconferencing without the need for buffering?

Page 46

A. So you got to have the ability to grow
1
and-- you know, it's based on need
2
3
Q. Okay. It's based on need. So then if
3
4 you have a hundred megabits capability delivered
4
5 to a school but you only need 50 megabits in the
5
6 first year of operation, does "scalable" mean that
6
7 when you need to go up to 80 that it's -- the
7
s cable is all there and it's just a matter of
8
9 flipping a switch?
9
10
A. Well, if you're a signal planner, you
10
11 plan for growth in your network. And you do that
11
12 up front when you put a network in so you 4on't ~
12
13 limit yourself.
·
13
14
Q. Okay. Were.you trying to acc9mplish
14
15 that in connection with this request for
15
16 proposals?
16
11
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form. Vague. 17
1s
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): What were you
1s
19 trying to accomplish in terms of scalability with
19
20 the IEN RFP?
20
21
A. To give schools the ability to run
21
22 simultaneous video teleconferencing systems as
22
23 well as run their Internet.
23
24
Q. When you talk about""simultaneous
24
25 videoconferencing systems," do you mean without
25
1
2
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Q. Okay. What are the minimum
requirements for interactive video without the
need for buffering?
A. I don't know. Rule of thumb is -- I
mean I have to think about that one because the
standards change so much and equipment changes.
10 meg is optimal for a system to be able to have
what we call full -- full ducks or -- that means
two-way conversations -Q. Uh-huh.
A. -- as well as carry on your daily
business, your Internet and your...
Q. If I could ask you to tum to the page
that's.D0Al4800. It's sectiqn 3.5.2.
A. And what's the number?
Q. 14800.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Can you tell me generally, firstiof
all, what is·-- what is the subject of
section 3.5.2?
A. "Phase I Requirements."
Q. Is Phase I a: list of schools?
A. It delineates what's going to oc~ur in
the first phase of the IEN initiative.
·
Q. Okay. So would the first phase of the
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IEN initiative include each public high school?
A. I would have to go back and look at my
3
notes because we targeted a hundred schools.
4
Q. Okay. Well, let me ask you, in
5
subparagraph (a) it says -- well, actually, before
6
that it says, "The Department of Administration
7 shall follow an implementation plan that" -- and
8
then sub (a) -- "In the first phase will connect
9 each public high school with a scalable,
1o high-bandwidth connection, including connections
11
to each institution of higher education as
12 necessary, thereby allowing any location on IEN to
13 share educational resources with any other
14 location."
15
Can you explain what is meant by that.
16
A. Well, it's just providing a network so
17 that school A can talk to school B, and school B
18 can talk to C and D. And we have the same quality
19 of service for all of those schools that are
20
involved in those interactions.
21
Q. Okay. And in subparagraph (b) it
22 says, "Upon completion of the first phase, shall
23
provide that each public high school will be
24 served with high-bandwidth connectivity, Internet
1
2

I
I
I
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18
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22
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video occurring during their conference.
A. That is correct.
Q. Okay.
If. No herky-jerks.
Q. No herky-jerks. That's a much better
way to say it. Is that technical?
A. It's what the POTUS used to use.
"POTUS" is president of the United States.
Q. Okay. Thankyou.
. Sd-- and then it talks about in
subparagraph (c), "Provide a scalalble (e.g., a
minimum 10 megabits up to 100 megabits)
high-b'andwidth connection, preferably fiberoptics,
to each public high school listed in Appendix A."
Why does this have a preference for
fiberoptics?
,
A. Fiberoptics is obviously superior -better than cable -- or copper.
Q. Why is that?
A. Because it carries digital signals at
a much higher capacity.
Q. Can you -- is it possible to obtain
10 megabits per second-- well, first of all, let
me back up.

acces.s,-and.equipmeut-m-a~~uw;;..1,J/\1~¥4¥--l-""------¥¥-Jbl,l;l,l-¥YJ~ldA.-.abouU.D..megab.its..pei:-Page 50
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20
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22

23
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interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing
capability."
What does that mean?
A. Well, talked about that earlier. In
other words, I can carry on a video
teleconferencing session, at the same time the
secretary over here can do their Internet work and
the students can be researching a science project
online, without degradation to the network.
Q. Okay. And that would be without
buffering, as contemplated in subparagraph (b)?
A. I don't understand your question about
buffering. That perplexes me.
Q. Well, okay. What I'm trying to get
to -- and I don't have your technical expertise,
so I will struggle with the vocabulary.
A. Okay.
Q. But in subparagraph (b) what!
understand the "two-way interactive (synchronous)
video teleconferencing capability" to be is that
the people at different locations would be able to
videoconference without having pauses or jerks
or -A. That's correct.
Q. -- lack of coordination of audio and
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second, what does that describe? jl)oes it describe
bandwidth?
A. It's bandwidth.
Q. Okay. That's bandwidth?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. So in order -- can you get 10 megabits
per second bandwidth with copper?
MR. PERFREMENT: Objection. Foundation.
THE WITNESS: I believe yc>u cannot.
Symmetric DSL, I think you can at least -- you can
get up to 7 now, but I don't believe you can get
to 10. And that's symmetric DSL, not asymmetric
DSL.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI):' Okay. Can you
tell me what the difference is benyeen symmetric
and asymmetric DSL.
A. Symmetric you actually aan break it
down at the host site and do the digital
encryption there. You don't have to reach back to
a provider to do that.
Asymmetric you have to reach back to a
provider.
And symmetric DSL, digital subscriber
line, you have the ability in a symmetric
situation to get the same throughput as output.
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You do not have that with a synchronous.
Q. Okay. What is a Tl?
A. Tl is 1.4 megabytes.
Q. Is it a form of DSL?
A. No.
Q. It's a different kind of cable?
A. It's a Tl line. It's a transmission
cable.
Q. Is it a copper or fiber, a Tl line?
A. I honestly don't remember.
Q. But if it carries 1.4 megabits, is it
scalable beyond 1.4?
A. You could do what they call bonded T3s
or DS3s. DS3 is 45 megabytes, and that's
equivalent to 28 separate telephone lines, if I
were to give it an analogy, or 28 different
channels.
Q. That's bonded Tls?
A. Well, you could bond Tls together to
make it a TI. But pricing nowadays, you'd rather
go with a DS3 because it's cheaper than to try to
bond Tls together.
Q. Is a DS3 essentially three DSLs bonded
together?
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set point, because the way technology goes right
now Chattanooga's going to gig to the desktop.
So...
Q. So was that a minimum standard for
thisRFP?
A. It was a preferred minimum suµidard,
yes.
Q. Now, it looks like later in the
paragraph, in paragraph (c), there is a ptovision
for exceptions to the specified State minim.um
bandwidth requirements.
Do you see that?
A. I do, uh-huh.
Q. Was that something you provided?
A. I provided that because if there was
to be an exception, if it was a very reJJ1<1>te,
austere location and there were not thatimany
subscribers that if they were to request in
writing a detailed justification as to why they
needed an alternative solution, they needed to
have that ability to do that.
Q. Was that written justification .
something that was required to be subntitted with a
response to this RFP?
Page 56
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THE WITNESS: I don't understand your
1
question.
2
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Well, tell me what 3
you mean by "DS3."
•
A. DS3 is 45 megabytes. You could take
5
three Tls and put them together, and you could
6
consider that a P or a DS3.
7
Q. Okay.
_
8
A. It's just a different term. And it's
9
cheaper to buy a DS3 than it is to do Tl lin~.
10
Q. Was it your intention in paragraph (c)
11
of section 3-.5.2 to establish a minimum \\
~
12
IO megabits per secondtequitement for all of the
13
highschoolsinldahothatwouldbelinkedto·the
14
Idaho Education Network?
p
15
A. We used 10 megabits as -- in an
16
optimal, ideal-situation as·a start point. At
11
that time we couldn't find the optimal bandwidth
18
for students, what that really was.
19
I don't think until recently there
20
really was a study that tagged for X number of
21
students what's the optimal bandwidth that they
22
need.
23
So 10 megabytes at that time was
24
industry standard; and didn't want to set a low
25
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Q. And what does the parenthetical "ME"
mean next to 3.5.2?
A. If we go back to definitions, I think
that's mandatory something. rd have to go back.
Q. Okay.
A. It's a procurement term.
Q. So that's not one of your terms?
A. It's not my military term, huh-uh, I
could call it a Mike Echo, but it's not military.
Compli~ce is mandatory, Mike ~ho.
Q. Okay. In light of the designation of
ME in 3.5.2, was the 10 megabits minimum actually
mandatory or was it onJy a preference?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Objection.! Asked and
answered. Paragraph (c) speaks for itself;
THE WITNESS: It says, "Provide a scalable
(minimum 10 megabytes up to 100 mega~ytes)," and
then you had to delineate the exceptions to that.
Q. (BY MR. LO:MBARDI): I see. $0 it was
mandatory, subject to exception?
A. Subject to exception.
MR. PERFREMENT: Objection. A$ked and
answered.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same obje¢tion.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Okay. .Now, if you
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THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Tbe time is 10:39, and
we're on the record.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Ms. Hill, I have
4 heardirom time to time reference:to "end to end"
5 or the "end-to-end solution" in comnection with
6
the IEN RFP.
7
Are you familiar with that
8
description?
stuff.
9
A. Yeah, "end to end" can mean several
Q. Okay. And did you have any input into
10 things. I rtiean multiple providers! just as long
the preparation of section 4.2?
11
as Yott get the same result at the end.
A. No.
12 •
Q's What does "end to end" qiean in
Q. Did you have any input into the
13 reference to the Idaho Education ~etwork?
preparation of section 4.3?
14
A. Be able to provide a serv~ce, in this
A. From our earlier testimony the "Cost
15 case maybe video teleconferencing from school A to
ofE-Rate Eligible Goods and Services" I added to
16 school B.
the rankings because of the way the procurement
17
Q. Does it mean that the service would be
was written and the fact that we had to address
18 provided by a single provider?
the E-Rate.
19
, A. Not necessarily. Again, we go back to
Q. What guidance was provided to the
evaluators concerning how to allocate the maximum 20 "last mile," and we go back to the ~bility to get
21
from point A to point B. Sometimes you have
possible 400 points for the cost of E-Rate
22 several people involved to do that1
eligible goods and services?
23
Q. What do you mean by "l~t-mile
A. You'd have to look at the original
24 connectivity"?
evaluation sheets, because I haven't looked at

could turn to section 4.0.
A. This is all Department of Procurement,
so I don't know what you're going to ask me here.
I'm not that familiar.
Q. Right. Did you have any -- any input
into the preparation of any part of section 4.1?
A. No. This is all standard boilerplate

1
2
3
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Q. Okay. So the evaluation sheets had

2

guides for the evaluators that were not contained

3

in the request for proposals?
A. They were consistent with what was in

4

the request for proposals.
Q. Okay.
7
A. The scoring sheets and the guidance
8
was taken from the RFP. They had to match up.
9 That was an excruciating, painful process to put
1o that together.
11
Q. Did you prepare the scoring sheets for
12 the cost ofE-Rate eligible goods and services?
13
A. I did, with -- I had to have help from
14 Department of Procurement to make sure that all
15 the MEs were outlined and all the Ms.
16
Q. Did you have any input on section 4.4?
11
A. No.
18
Q. Did you have any input into anything
19 else in section 4.3, other than No. 1?
20
A. No.
21
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Off the record.
22
MR. LOMBARDI: Oh, sure.
23
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 10:33, and
24 we're off the record.
25
(Recess.)
5

6
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use it in the Signal Corps -- is to get to -- to
2
the subscriber or the cus-tomer. And sometimes you
3 have to go through a local provider. Sometimes
4
you're fortunate enough to actually own the
5 circuits that go to the place. Sometimes -you have
6 to be creative in figuring out how to get to a
7
place.
8
Q. Have you ever heard of tpe term
9
"middle-mile connectivity"?
1o
A. It's, I believe, a civilian t ~
11
Q. What do you mean by that?
12
A. "Middle mile" is a civilian term to
13 me. It could be the part of the highway to get to
14 the distant end.
15
Q. All right. Would "backbone" be
16 a similar term?
17
A. "Backbone" makes more sense to me.
18
Q. Okay. So you were talkip.g earlier
19 about the cables on this table, the latge cable
20 would be the backbone and the smaller cables that
21
go off of that -1

22
23
24
25

A. Right.
Q. -- would be --

A. Right. These are your subscribers,
your nodes here, and then this is your backbone
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(indicating).
1 responsesayingthat "No, there is a sing~e
Q. Okay.
2
provider of record for E'"Rate services i
3
specifkally." And it has to do with the i
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Laura, try to let him
finish his question before you start to answer.
4
payments,, because it gets too complicat~ I
5 guess.
Okay?
TIIB WITNESS: Yes, sir.
6
Q. Do you recall who in the procurement
Q. (BY l\1R. LOMBARDI): And the
7
office asked you to make that inquiry o~ E-Rate?
8
A. No..
subscribers' lines on the table would be last-mile
connectivity?
9
Q. Do you know why you were as.teed to make
A. Yes.
10 that inquiry?
Q. Okay.
11
A. We had to fill out a 471 form that
A. I want to make sure I didn't step on
12 looked like <Jreekto me, but I had to fiij it out.
it.
13 They had to help me fill it out because it had all
Q. What does "carrier of record" mean to
14 the financial infonnation, and we had td get it
you?
15 rigll_t. .
I
A. Not sure. I'm not sure of that term.
16
Q. Did you make this call to the El.Rate
Q. Are you familiar with the term "listed
11 hotline shortly before the last day of yok job
provider'' for E-Rate purposes?
18 with the State?
19
A. It was before I filed the E-Ratelon
A. Rephrase.
Q. In connection with your work learning
20 the 12th. So it had to be before that time.
about E-Rate, did you determine whether there were 21
Q. Were you involved in the process of
requirements for E-Rate providers?
22
evaluating the responses to the RFPs?
A. Yes, there is a requirement for E-Rate
23
A. Not the technical responses. Tµat was
provider.
24 a group of six, which I mentioned earlier.
Q AruLis..there-a.process-by..which,..;;i...,,e=------J-'-i.L--~~4rij,....wJ.HU1.J.U..:=-Y,J,U.....Jf-YY.-=...:!i-LbM~--Page 62

an E--Rate provider is to be specified by an E-Rate
user?
A. By the ABCs of E-Rate, there is a
4
designated E-Rate provider for a given contract.
5
Q. Okay. A designated E-Rate provider?
6
A. Correct.
1
Q. All right. And what is the designated
8 E-"Rate provider?
9
A. That's the provider of record for the
1o actual contract. You can't have multiple "
11
providers of E-Rate.
12
Q. Why not?
\
~
13
A. I don't know. I went and asked tfie
14 E-Rate people that question, and he told me to
15 basically potmd sand. So I don't know. I was
16 asked to ask that question. and I did. I didn't
11 reafly get a great response, other than it's never
18
been done and this is the way it is.
19
Q. Who asked you to ask that question?
20
A. Procurement office, becausether_ewas
21
a question about that.
22
Q. Who di4 you ask?
23
A. There's this E-Rate hotline. And I
24 don't remember who was.on the distant end that
25 day, but I did ask. Andthey provided their
1
2
3
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1
2
3

that.

Did you select the team of six? .
A. I had assistance in selecting thtt team
4
of six.
·
5
Q. Okay. How was the team of six
6 selected?
7
A. Based on their experience and ~here
8 they worked and their perspective. We needed two
9 from higher education. We needed twol from
1o middle -- middle school, kind of familich- with
11
that kind of area. We needed some Statb reps. So
12 that's how I came up with the six people.
13
Q. Did you interview or have any 1Verbal
14 communications with the evaluators be(ore they
15 were selected?
16
A. No, not specific to IEN,just nonnal
11 business, because someone for the Department of
18
Transportation, one was from the Depa.ttment of
19 Labor, Randy Gaines was from Idaho State. So just
20 normal business.
,
21
Q. Mr. Little has referred to you 3.$ the
22 evaluation proctor.
'
23
A. Yeah, I was the taskmaster.
,
24
Q. Okay. Well, what was -- what iwas your
25 job as evaluation proctor?
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A. You had to provide costs for doing
services providing bandwidth.
Q. Okay. And it looks like ENA got a
score of 400, which was the highest score; is that
right?
A. Looks like they did.
Q. Okay. What did that reflect
concerning telecommunications capability of the
ENA proposal?
A. It didn't reflect capability. It
reflected cost.
Q. Okay. Where is the telecommunications
capability of the proposers reflected in the
scores shown=on Exhibit 27?
A. It could be within "Management
Capability" or some "Prior Experience."
Q. Now, it appears in looking at these-well, can you tell me, was there any single score
on which Qwest was rated higher than ENA?
A. Yes. If you look at the "Non-E-Rate
Cost."
Q. Now, "Non-E-Rate Cost," did that refer
to technical capability?
A. It was specific to the cost, and I

1
2
3
4

A. Yes.

Q. And that would be the :$NA proposal as
submitted, wouldn't it?
A. Be more specific.
5
Q. Well, these are--the scpres were
6 given to ENA by the evaluators based upon the
7 written submission made by ENA; correct?
8
A. It was the proposal that ENA
9 submitted -10
Q. Okay.
11 °
,\.. -- as the prime.
12
Q. Right. And the proposail submitted by
13 Qwest came in second; right? '
14
A. According to the scores~ yes.
15
Q. Okay. So how did the subject that no
16 single vendor had a solution come up during your
17
discussion with the evaluators c9ncerning their
18 overall impressions?
19
A. Geography. It's simple.': Verizon had
20 the north sector. The southem s¢ctor has been
21
primarily a Qwest capability. AE.d then Syringa
22 has been building out the eastern] part of the
23
state.
24
Q. Okay. So then after you: had~- or

beli.ev:e..there..was..like...ca.a"*l.J..5-fo'pi;;:,ie!l.i..;Cei;;:,i;n,ll,t...i.;cu.osli,l,t..Yd11;1.;.1~,1;.--+.4i.L.--U.w-L~IJ,K;...time.;rou..were.di.scuss~ng-th.e.o¥etallPage 82
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impressions, was Mr. Little present?
A. He came in at the first part of the
3
meeting to say what our three bi~ things were.
4
Q. Okay.
'
5
A. And he came in at the very end of the
6
meeting.
1
Q. How did Mr. Little expl4in the three
8
options that were avail-able-when lhe came in at the
9
beginning of the meeting?
10
A. Basically,ne read them<]>ut of the
11 State statute. And they're in the ~tate statute.
12 !don't have a copy ofit,out thaes what he read
13 verbatim.
·
14
Q. rd like to s-how you Exltibit 60.
15 Exhibit 60tliats before you isa cbpy ofldaho
16 Code Section67~5718(a).
·
11
A. Yes, rm familiar with tlus. He
1s showed this. to us.
19
Q. Okay. What didMt.lJttledo with
~
fu~
.
21
A. He basically just went and read it to
22
US and explained what (a)~ (b) "~ ( through
23
Charlie meant.
· ·
24
Q. Okay. And so he had the\ statute with
25 hiiµ and read it to you?
001092
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for what they were quoting. I just -- I just
recall that, but that's all I remember.
3
Q. Okay. Did you -- were you involved in
4
scoring the non-E-Rate cost, or was that something
5
that the evaluators rated?
6
A. I don't believe the evaluators rated
7
anything on cost. They were supposed to look at
8
technical capabilities. But they -- that's all I
9 can recall. I'd have to look at the checklist.
10
Q. Okay. So then E-Rate cost was not
11
evaluated by the evaluators either?
12
A. Costs were evaluated separately.
13
Q. Were you involved in evaluating costs?
14
A. I was with Mark Little.
15
Q. Okay. Now, there's a "Subtotal"
16 immediately above the "E-Rate Cost" row.
17
So it looks as if the evaluators were
18 evaluating a total of 500 points?
19
A. Yes. And in fact, those were the
20 criteria they had. "Prior Experience, Legislative
21
Intent, Management Capability, Financial and
22 Risk."
23
Q. In the five categories that were
24 evaluated by the evaluators, ENA had the highest
25 score in each category, didn't it?
1

2
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A. Verbatim. And we actually asked for a
1 two points, point A to point B. And it was not
copy of all of them.
2 a -- it was an incomplete ping test. I didn't get
Q. What did the evaluators say -- would
3 the results that I needed.
you like me to move that out of your way?
4
Q. From whom?
A. Yeah, I'm just...
5
A. Just some of the providers just didn't
Q. Yeah, we got too much here.
6 have time to do that.
A. Okay. Thanks.
7
Q. That was one of the requirements of
Q. If you need it, just tell me, and I'll
8
the RFP, wasn't it, to provide the results of ping
give it back to you.
9 test?
So the evaluators were concerned about
1o
A. Right.
the geography of the state making it difficult for
11
Q. So after hearing from Mr. Little and
a single provider to handle the entire Idaho
12
having the discussion regarding overall
Education Network?
13 impressions, did the evaluators have a'
A. Yes~ that is correct.
14
recommendation for what should be done?
Q. Okay. Was there any concern, other
15
A. They had-a good feel, yes. They
than geography, that was mentioned by the
16 wanted kind of the best ofall worlds. ¥ultiple
evaluators during their discussion of their
17
award pl'ovided that.· That was advantageous to the
overall impressions?
18
State. The price point would be drive~ fiy ~
""
A. Well, I talked about reach-back and
19 lowest bid,:so that was a noms~ ,
depth of knowledge, because the State network and 20
And it provided expediency in getting
the State backbone is a Cisco-specific network
21
communications services to the high schools and
because it's Cisco equipment and it's very
22
the elementary schools, libraries, whatever,
complicated And it takes a high degree of
23
because we had existing communicatidn paths
engineering expertise to figure that stuff out.
24 already out there. And we had an al~stic
Alld..there..w.ere-limited~ou.t1res...00---+2!1~~·:w·M-that..we..th~people would play
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the Syringaside thatthe evaluators knew of-1
and I'm speaking just because of the feedback I ·
2
got from evaluators. And they felt that there was
3
mote of a what they call a NOC capability or
4
reach-back -- "NOC" is network operations
5
6
center -- with Qwest as far as telecommunications
6
7
specific. That was just the discussions 1 recall.
7
8
Q. How is that concern reflected in the
8
9 scores given by the evaluators?
9
10
A. If we remember, the scores also were
10
11
eval- -- they were evaluated on managed services
11
12
for the education phase, the technical sid~ of "
12
13 that, which ENA did provide.
13
14
Q. Well~ but didn't the scores atso
14
15 include the telecommunications piece?
15
16
A. It did
16
17
Q. Yeah. And for example, there was a
17
18
ping test, wasn't there?
18
19
A. You'd have to go back and show me the
19
20 document.
20
21
Q. Okay. You don't recall the ping test?
21
22
A. I do recall having to do one.
22
23
Q. Okay. What's a ping test?
23
24
A. A ping test is to see if you can
24
25 determine the speed of a transmission rate between 25
1
2
3
4
5
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nice. I'm being verytransparent.
Q. Did the evaluators make a specific
recommendation concerning how the multiple award
should be structured?
A. No.
Q. Did the evaluators have a
recommendation concerning who should be the
contractors receiving the multiple awarq?
A. No.
Q. Was there any reason that you're aware
of why, given geography being what it was, that a
multiple a.ward could not have been maclle to
Verizon, ENA, and Qw~t?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to'form.
Speculation.
TIIE WITNESS: I don't really understand the
question.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Well,: you said
that Verizon was strong in the north?
A. No. I said they had services in the
north.
Q. Okay.
A. I didn't say they were strong.
Q. Okay.
A. Big difference.
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Q. All right. Then I misunderstood you.
Thank you.
A. Right.
Q. So then did the evaluators recommend
who should receive the multiple award?
A. No.
Q. They simply did their scoring and said
there should be a multiple award and that was it?
A. Y~ that was it. They let loose.
Q. And the evaluators did not express a
preference for who the contractor should be?
A. No. These are technicians, no.
Q. Okay.
A. These are wire-heads, no.
Q. So after the wire-heads went home.
A. They were happy to go home.
Q. What was the next step in the process?
A. That's when Mark and I had to do the
financial analysis. And numbers are objective, so
it was just excruciatingly painful to do.
Q. Did you do that that evening?
A. Yes, until about 1:30 in the morning.
Q. Did you document your analysis of the
costs?
A Sall¥-13-re.¥ick.took.not

1
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Who provided the lowest bid?
A. ENA. That's because we ~ooked at
total cost. Had we broken the cost!out
incrementally, that might have chahged the
ballgame.
Q. Okay. But you don't know that?
A. I don't know that.
Q. Okay. So ENA provided the lowest bid.
, And did Qwest provide the second
lowest bid?
N' I don't know. I'd have to go back and
"
look at my notes, look at the scores. It should
probably tell you.
Q. Okay. Was the -- were th¢ bids broken
out between educational services a.ind
telecommunications services?
A. I don't remember.
Q. So after you scored the bids or the
costs, did you conclude that for the E-Rate cost
ENA received a perfect score of 400 and Qwest
received a score of 267?
A. That is correct.
Q. And on the non-E-Rate cost, it looks
like ENA had. .the.Jower score of 74. .and Qwest had a
I
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Q. Was the information-- or were the
cost proposals submitted by each of the proposers
ever shared with the evaluators?
A. No. Not with the technical evaluation
team, no.
Q. Okay.
A. In fact, they weren't unsealed until
that evening.
Q. So how did you go about evaluating the
costs?
A. The cost is purely going through the
numbers. And E-Rate stipulates certain provisions
for cost.
Q. What did you conclude concerning cost?
A. Be more specific.
Q. Well, did you make a determination
that any one of the contractors was the lowest
responsible bidder?
A. Lowest responsible bidder in what way?
Q. In the way defined in State law. Let
me just put it this way.
Did you make a determination that
who -- strike that.
Who was the lowest bid? Who provided
the lowest bid?
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higher score of 100?
A. Right. On their non-E-Rate costs they
were at least 15 percent lower.
Q. Okay. So what did you do with that
information and the results of that scoring?
A. Nothing. Just tallied it up here.
Q. All right. Did you participate in the
decision - -in any decision to make !a multiple
awardtoQwestandENA?
A. I made a recommendation from the
evaluators, and then left it up to m~ command
chain to determine that evaluation. iAnd that's -Q. Who -- excuse; me. I didn't mean to
cut you off.
A. It's okay; Turnabout's fair play.
So really, that's Mr. Burns'
procurement thing. That's out of m!Y part.
Q. Okay. So that's whatl was going to
ask. Who's your command chain?
A. Well, in that case, since I was
technically assigned to them for a while, detail,
I guess Mr. Burns. He was the final
decision-making.
'
MR. OBERRECHT: Excuse me for interrupting,
but could I have the next previous question and
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A. Just gave him the results from the
evaluation team, said that they were cont[ortable
in making a multiple award. That was all I told
him.
I
Q. So the results that you gave Mr; Burns
were the scores that are reflected on Exhibit 27?
A. We gave him the score sheets, yes.
Q. And you gave him the single
recommendation that you've expressed t~ me about
making a multiple award?
A. That's correct.
Q. How long did the meeting take1
A. I would say about an hour and ten
minutes.
Q. What else did you talk aboutdu;ring
that hour and ten minutes?
A. That was it.
Q. DldMr. Little make any
recommendations during the course of the meeting?
A. He concurred with the recomm¢ndation.
21
recommendation?
21
Q. Well, did he make any other
22
A. The evaluat-ors were comfortable in
22 recommendations?
23 making a multiple award.
23
A. To my recollection, no.
24
MR. OBERRECHT: rm sorry. I just didn't
24
Q. Did you have a discussion concerning
...&>L--L=-UU"-----------------+-""----,1,,1.U.WC-4-!,UYJ,1,iple award would be structw:¢d?

answer read back, before this last question and
1
2
2
answer.
3
(The record was read as follows:
3
4
4
"QUESTION: Did you participate in any
5
decision to make a multiple award to Qwest
5
s
and ENA?
6
7
"ANSWER: I made a recommendation from
7
s
the evaluators, and then left it up to my
8
9
command chain to determine that evaluation.
9
1o
10
And that's -11
"QUESTION: Who -- excuse me. I
11
12
didn't mean to cut you off.
12
13
"ANSWER: It's okay. Turnabout's fair
13
14
play.
14
15
"So really, that's Mr. Burns'
15
16
procurement thing. That's out of my
16
17
part.")
17
18
MR. OBERRECHT: Okay. Thank you very much. 18
19
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): So the record is
19
20 clear, can you please tell me what was your
20
1

1
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THE WITNESS: The evaluators were
comfortable in making a multiple a\\iard.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Was that the
4
entirety of your recommendation?
5
A.·. Yes.
6
Q. To whom did you make that
7 recommendation?
a
A. Mr. Burns.
9
Q. Did you make it verbally or in
10 writing?
11
A. Went down and talked to him.
12
Q. When did you go.down and talk \o him?
\
13
A. The next day, obviously.
·
14
Q. That would have been a San,day?·
15
A. It was probably a Monc4ty. It was
16 Monday very early.
17
Q. Did you speak with him in his office?
18
A. Yes. In fact, they just got through
19 moving offices, so I got to speak to him in his
20 new office.
21
Q. Who else was present?
22
A. Mark Little.
23
Q. Was anyone else present?
24
A. No.
25
Q. What did you say to Mr. Burns?
1
2
3

(208)345-9611
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A. Not at that time, no.
Q. What did Mr. Burns say in resRonse to

your delivery of your recommendation and the
4
scores of the evaluators? ·
5
A. I don't know. He was kind of
6 nonpulsed. He was just glad we got thrbugh the
7 process. He's kind of like a type C personality.
8
It's like I'm bouncing off the walls, and !he's
9
like "Whatever."
10
Q. Did he say anything about what he
11
intended to do?
12
A. He had -- they had to write a Blanket
13 Purchase Order or soniething. I don't lqi.ow.
14 Some -- whatever they dp in their procurement
15 side. They had some stuff they had to do.
16
Q. Okay. Did he assign a task to
17 Mr. Little while you were there?
18
A. I don't remember.
19
Q. Okay. Well, did he, for exampJe, tell
20 Mr. Little "Go ahead and draw up some Blanket
21
Purchase Orders"?
22
A. He could have.
23
Q. Okay. You just don't recall? .
24
A. I just don't recall. I know they lb.ad
25 a sidebar when I left.
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Q. What do you mean by "a sidebar"?
A. Sidebar's a military term. It means
they carried on another conversation. I left. I
had E-Rate stuff to do.
Q. Sure. You were done with your work?
A. I was fine. I was happy. I was out
of there.
Q. Okay. So at the time that you met
with Mr. Bums and Mr. Little and you delivered
the evaluation recommendation and scoring -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- had a decision been made concerning
who was going to be the designated E-Rate
provider?
A. No.
Q. You mentioned making a telephone call
to the E-Rate hotline?
A. That's correct.
Q. Had you made that telephone call to
the E-Rate hotline before this meeting with
Mr. Bums and Mr. Little?
A. No.
Q. What E-Rate stuff was it that you had
to go back and do following your meeting with

1
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Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Okay. So after
this meeting with Mr. Burns and Mr. Little and
when you left -- after you left Mu. Burns' office,
did y<lu have any further involvetnent in deciding
or discussing how the multiple award would be
made?
A. I ended up getting tasked later to try
to come up with a strategic plan c!locument on how
the providers could play nice in the sandbox with
each othet:
Q. Before you wrote the first draft of
that d~cument, did you consult with anyone about
what form the multiple award might take?
Pt... No. I was focused on -- at that time,
if you recall, I was struggling with do I go to
the Forest Service? Do I stay he:rte? Do I go to
the Forest Service" because I was offered a job.
And that was wrestling around in my mind, and
there was a lot of guilt on my paq about thinking
about the Forest Service. And I also had to get
the E-Rate stuff done.
The E-Rate stuff is no jokie. I mean
it was like a full-time job in and of itself. And
I had to have that stuff done by the 12th of
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A. I had to get all of the schools'
letters. Each school has to send me a little
saying "Thou shall participate in E-Rate." I had
to have that from all of the schools.
Q. So is that kind of like a proxy from
the schools so the State could do a single
designation of E-Rate provider?
A. No. Just the E-Rate -- for a school
to participate in E-Rate, they have to sign a
letter saying that they will do that. So that's
what I was working on.
Q. Okay. Now, did you have an
understanding whether individual schools could
themselves designate an E-Rate provider?
A. They could have E-Rate assistance in
each of the school, but you still answered to an
E-Rate -- overall E-Rate person.
Q. Okay.
A. In this case right now, it's the State
ofldaho.
Q. Okay.
A. I was it, (unintelligible) girl.
THE COURT REPORTER: "I was" what?
THE WITNESS: I was it. I was the E-Rate
person.
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And that was my commitment to Greg, my
boss. And I told the Forest Service I had to wait
to take the position because I needed to finish up
the E-Rate paperwork. And that'$ what I did.
Q. Do you recall your firstplan for
making the multiple award? How did you first
design the implementation plan?
A. Sat in front of my computer and
started writing.
Q. Well, do you recall what it was?
A. You'd have to look. There's an
exhibit, I think, in here that's got the first
draft. And all I wrote were drafts. And I left
on a draft.
Q. All right. What role did [you
anticipate -- initially, what role did you
anticipate Qwest would be takingl in the
implementation of the multiple award for the Idaho
Education Network?
A. I'd have to go back and look at the
drafts.
Q. You just don't recall any11hing?
A. They would have a play in the
telecommunications side of thing$. That's all I
can recall. I'd have to go back and look at the
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drafts.
Q. Okay. Did -- during the time -- well,
at any time did anyone recommend to you that Qwest
should be providing the telecommunications
services portion of the Idaho Education Network?
A. No. 1-- I tried to sequester myself
from all the buzz and -- what I call in the
hallway, there are a lot of lobbyists floating
around like flies out in the hallway.
And I would sneak downstairs to go to
the restroom in the back door. I just wanted to
stay away from it. There are a lot of lobbyists,
and everylJody had lobbyists. ENA had lobbyists.
Qwest had lobbyists. Syringa, I guess, had a
couple of folks there. I don't know. I stayed
away.
Q. Did any of the other employees at the
Department of Administration say anything to you
about how the multiple award should be structured?
A. No. They left it up to me to come up
with a draft. And then from the draft, there was
discussions after that.
Q. All right. Now, you've mentioned that
you had an altruistic vision that people would

2
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very honesL That was my decision point tJ leave.
Q. What was the date of this meeting?
A. I honestly can't remember. It was ,
just after the award.
Q. Well, the award was the 20th. The -20th of January. And the Statewide Blanket
Purchase Orders were issued on January 28th.
So -A. Well, it had to be after the 28th.
Q. Okay. So it was after the 28th. Ncl)w,
let's back up just a lit!:le bit
Do you recall any discussion regarding
the -- the Idaho Education Network and the letter
of intent during the week following the issuance
of the letter of intent on January 20?
A. No.
Q. You don't remember any discussions at
all?
A. I wasn't involved in any discussioq.s.
Q. Okay. Do you remember having $.Y
communication with Mr. Zickau where
forwarded
an e-mail telling him that "You shouldn't I
cc>Inmunicate with any ofthe bidders durin~ the
five-day post-bid period"?
·
1

you
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Q. What did yqu mean by that?
A. Well, it's for the students of Idaho.
And we felt a multiple award, everybody wins, and
it's for the students. It's for their betterment.
rm a student of Idaho, and I thought Gosh, what
an awesome opportunity for everybody to help leave
a legacy.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. But I was severely disappointed.
Q. What disappointed you?
A. The quibbling.
\
,~
1·
Q. What quibbling?
A. When we had a play-together meeting, I
had -- I think Qwest was there, ENA~ there, and
Syring11. It was right after the award. And; you
know, we had people around a table.
And it was -- you could just feel the
angst in the room. And I.was. deeply disappointed
in Mr. L-owe's statement that he wanted it all or
.p.e wasn't g,oingto play.
I was. Im; Oh,- great we're not going
to get anywhere: I guess I remember that because
that was my decision point to say Well, Forest
Service, you're looking really good. I'm being

was new to the Job.
Q. Uh-huh.·
3
A. And he was.just doing due diligence.
4
Q. Okay. What's your understandilng of
5 the reason for that?
6
A. It's standard :()Iotocol for a protftSt
7 period. You don't have any discussions going on.
8
Q. Okay.
·
9
A. And if you remember right, I was still
1o detailed to Bill Burns as part of the project, so
11
that's why he forwarded the e-mail to m¢, and so I
12 forwarded it to my other boss. That's th¢ way it
13 works.
14
Q. Okay. So your chain of commaind was
15 direct to Bill Burns?
:
16
A. At that point in time, because I was
17 detailed to help with this project.
'
18
Q. Okay. And your chain of co:mn1and never
19 included Mark Little in terms of your re»orting to
20 him?
:
21
A. No. No. I assisted Mark, but Bill
22
was my -- my -- and then Bill gave direc~ion to my
23
boss.
24
Q. Was Mr. Burns new to the job?
25
A. Yes.

A. I did.
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Do you recall when he had started?
Oh, a couple weeks before, I guess.
So -He used to work at HP, I think.
So he was fresh?
Yeah, he was new meat.
Okay. So I believe you've told me
that the meeting took place -- that is, the
meeting with ENA, Qwest, and Syringa -- took place
sometime after January 28, 2009?
A. That's correct.
Q. Where did ittak:e place?
A. In the Department of Admin conference
room.
Q. Whowaspresent?
A. My bos~. Mike Gwartney; Teresa Luna;
Mark Little; Collie, Bob Collie. Gayle -- what's
Gayle's last name?
Q. Nelson?
A. Yeah.
David Pierce was not there. I think
Gayle Nelson was there. Jim -Q. Schmit?
A. Jim Schmit. That's all I remember

MR. OBERRECHf: Before we !go on -- excuse
me a second -- could I have you read 1back that
3 list of names just at the very beginning. I've
4 got -- ·
5
MR. LOMBARDI: I'm sorry. I -6
MR. OBERRECHf: I just aske<ll the court
7 reporter to please read back the list of names at
8 the beginning of the answer.
9
MR. LOMBARDI: Fine.
10
THE WITNESS: Can I stand while you're
11
doin\ that? I just need to stand. Thank you.
12 ~
~ . LOMBARDI: Would you ~ike to break for
13 lunch?·
14
THEWITNESS: No,I'mfine. ltjustsucks.
15 Ican'tgetcomfortable.
16
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: We cajn break in about 15
17 minutes for lunch.
18
THE WITNESS: Yeah, that's fine.
19
(The record was read as follows:
20
"QUESTION: Who was present?
21
"ANSWER: My boss, Mike Owartney;
22
Teresa Luna; Mark Little; Collie, Bob
23
Collie. Gayle -- what's Gayle's last name?
24
"QUESTION: Nelson?

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
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but I don't remember.
Q. Mr. Berry?
A. Clint was there.
And Greg. ML Lowe. was sitting on the
end of the table, because Mike was on that side of
the table {indicating). I was sitting where
Jeremyis.
ENAwasoverthere,.Qwest was-- Qwest
was kind of right there {indicating-).-and then my
boss was sitting to the-- next to me. And Mike
was at the head ofllie table, Mike Gwartney.
Q. Mike Gwartney?
A. Yes.
Q. What time was the meeting?
A. It was in the morning, but I don't
know the exact time.
Q. Okay. And how long did the meeting
take?
A. It wasn't -- about an hour, hour and a
half.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Laura, when you said my
boss, can you clarify for the record, is that Greg
Zickau or Bill Burns?
THE WITNESS: Greg Zickau. My boss.
Pardon me.
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"David Pierce was not there. I think
Gayle Nelson was there. Jim -L
"QUESTION: Schmit?
"ANSWER: Jim Schmit that's all I
remember from Qwest. I think there was one
other person, but I don't remember.
"QUESTION: Mr. Berry?
"ANSWER: Clint was there.
"And Greg, Mr. Lowe, was isitting on
the end of the table, because ~ike was on
that side of the table (indicatini). I was
sitting where Jeremy is.
"ENA was over there, Qwest was -Qwest was kind of right there ~indicating),
and then my boss was sitting to the -- next
to me. And Mike was at the head of the
table, Mike Gwartney.")
MR. OBERRECHT: Thank yQu.
(Exhibit 56 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): We've handed you
what's been marked as Exhibit 56.
Do you recognize that?
A. It looks like an old calenrutr.
Q. It's been represented to us that
that's a copy of your calendar.
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Did you keep a computer calendar?
1
A.
I
did,
yes,
sir.
2
2
3
Q. Did you keep a separate handwritten
3
4
4
calendar?
A. No.
5
5
Q. Did you keep any other kind of
6
6
7
7
calendar, other than the written calendar that's
8
8
there before you?
9
A. No. But sometimes I didn't write
9
10 everything in my-- on my calendar either. "'
10
11
Q. Okay.
11
12
A. I just kept it in my head.
12
13
Q. Okay. Can you tell from your calendar
13
14 when the initial meeting with the evaluators took
14
15 place?
15
16
A. Not really. I don't know if I even
16
17 put it in there.
17
18
Q. Well, Exhibit 27 is -- that is the
18
19
19
letter of intent -- is dated January 20.
20
A. Okay.
20
21
Q. Does that help you at all to refresh
21
22 your recollection concerning when you -- or the
22
23
week during which the evaluation was taking place? 23
24
A. I know it was either the first or
24

you are aware, that the meeting took place?
A. No, not to my knowledge.
Q. Did you attend any other meetings with
any proposed contractors for the Idaho Education
Network after January 28th, 2009?
A. Be more specific.
Q. Well, did you attend any other
meetings with contractors for JEN after
January 28th?
A. Which contractors?
Q. The contractors that received the
multiple award, which would be ENA atlld Qwest.
A. Well, I got stuck in a meeting with
ENA and Qwest, two separate meetings.
Q. Do you see any indication on your
calendar, Exhibit 56, that Syringa was ~vited to
any meetings?
A. I don't think they were not
disinvited. They were in a meeting. The meeting
I referenced, they were in that meeting. ,They
were in that meeting, because it was i.mmediately
after the award and there were a lot of tempers
flaring because it was a multiple award, 1and
people didn't know what to do. And we had that
Page 112
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1
just don't remember. These are the type of things
I never really put down. I'm not a real anal
2
3
calendar person. So...
3
4
Q. So you can't really tell or you don't
4
5
really know when the evaluation was taking place?
5
6
A. Well, it was obviously before the
6
7
20th. So it might have been the week of the 11th
7
8
through the 16th. I just don't remember.
8
9
Q. All right. And we talked about the
9
1o fact that the meeting that you've described ~ith
10
11
Mr. Burns, Mr. Gwartney, Ms. Luna, Mr. Little, Bob 11
12 Collie, Gayle Nelson, Jim Schmit, Clint Bepy, and
12
13 Greg Lowe had to have occurred after the 28th of
13
14
14 January; correct?
15
A. That is correct, because it was a
15
1s meeting to discuss how were we going to play nice
16
17 together.
17
18
Q. Okay. When did that meeting take
18
19
place?
19
20
A. It was sometime after the week of the
20
21
28th.
21
22
Q. Do you know when that meeting took
22
23
place?
23
24
A. I don't know the exact date.
24
25
Q. Is there any documentation, of which
25
1

2

.
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Q. Now, you did a very thorough job of
malting your notes following the evaluation and
during the hot-wash process,
A. Because that was -- I was responsible
for those meetings.
Q. Right. But you made no notes during
the meeting that you've referred to that tpok
place after January 28th to which the vendors were
invited?
A. I was an invitee to that meeting1 I
was not tasked to support that meeting. So no, I
didnot.
Q. So you have no record of that one way
or the other?
·
A. The only recollection I have is l told
my boss after that meeting that I was frustrated
and I wanted to just take the job with th¢ Forest
Service, because people weren't going to play nice
and I was wasting my time. And that's the meeting
I had with my boss.
And that made my decision. And I
accepted the letter from HR from the Forest
Service that evening.
Q. Okay.
A. That's why I remember that.
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1
2
3
4

5
6

7
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1 award that was that first draft of tbt strategic
Q. So what did the representatives from
2 plan, and that was what was presented. And they
Qwest say during that meeting?
3
had copies that were sent that night previous to
A. Not much. I mean they weren't -4
them to look at, and that's what they came with.
people were not really very -- you know, other
than Mr. Lowe's comment, a couple other folks, you 5 And that's what they were trying to discuss, yes.
6 That's what happened.
know, ENA was trying to figure out what to do.
1
Q. So the first draft of your s~ategic
I mean finally I guess Gayle said
8 plan was discussed at the meeting?1
"Well, we'll just get together."
9
A. Yeah, that was present at $le meeting.
I said, "Who is 'we'?"
1o That'~ the ~urpose of the meeting.
And they said Gayle and Qwest and
11
MR. LOMBARDI: Okay. I think this is a
they'd all figure it out. And they were supposed
12
good
~e to break.
to come back to us with a plan. And that's what
13
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Okay.
she told Mr. Gwartney. For some reason Gayle
14
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 11 :52, and
spoke up.
15 we're off the record.
Q. So who called the meeting?
16
(Lunch recess.)
A. Mr. Gwartney.
17
(Exhibit 20.1 marked.)
Q. Mr. Gwartney-called the meeting. And
18
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 1:11, and
did Mr. Gwartne-yopen the meeting?
19 we're on the record.
A. Yes, he was at the head of the table.
Q. Okay. What did he say to open the
20
MR. LOMBARDI: Just for the record,
21 Mr. Reporter, we've provided you with
meeting?
22 Exhibit 20.1, which counsel have aigreed can be
A. He said that 'Now thatthe award's
23 placed in the exhibit book and in the record. It
been made, we have to figure out how we're going
to play together.''
24 is a full copy of Exhibit 20, which we discovered
Q. So ~pr.ocee~ro.o;;i___ _µ!l..--¥-estelxta]~as..Im·:s.sing..some pages'
Page 114

there? Who was the next person to speak?
A. I honestly don't remember. It was
3 just kind of a strange meeting.
4
Q. Well, do the best you can, please, to
5 tell me what the flow of the meeting was. What
6 was said and who was saying it?
7
A. Well, 1 just remember Greg's comments,
8 Mr. Lowe's comments, you know; And then after
9
that Gayle-or Bob Collie-was trying to play the
10 emissaryrole,-''-We'llfigurethis out,'' blah,
11
blah, blah. And thenjustkindofreallyspun
12 around in circles.
13
Q. )Yhat specificallzdidMr. Lowe saY7
14
A. Hesaid·if-hedidn't:Setthe entire
1
2
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15

.!_ward that he wasn':t;JoiM t{) pla-~ ·And-that

15

16

really blllrimed me:~ because you're sitting at
thetab1.e, you're trying to get people to say

16

''Okay. Yoii'realliii thfs. Let's figure it out
It's -game :day. Let's go forward-with a plan.If
You know, that just bummed me-out
Q. Wefl,priortothis statement that
you've attribute«it-0 Mr. Lowe,_was there M-Y
discussion about-how..,.. how the-award might be
structured and:wlm.wonld-do what? A. We11~1fyoureca1r.:.:an,rdiliiiig that

18
19
20
21
22
23

11
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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17

24

25

Any objection from counsel to that?

MR. SCHOSSBERGER: NQ.
MR. PERFREMENT: No objection.
MR. OBERRECHT: No objection.
MR. LOMBARDI: Thank y~u. Thank you.
Q. Ms. Hill; did -- during the break did
any -- anything come to mind or cllid you have any
clarification or change that you wished to make in
your testimony?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Thank you.
Before the break we were talking about
different plans that you were eng4ged in preparing
for implementation.
Do you recall that?
A. Yes.
Q. I have before you Exhibit 33.
A. What's the date on it?
Q. The date on Exhibit 33 slould be
January 29, 2009.
A. 1 January?
Q. 1/29/2009.
A. Okay.
Q. That is the one?
A. Uh-huh.
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And then we had Qwest, the other prime.
And so in paragraph 4, that set the
stage for paragraph 4, "Partnership Methodology,"
to try to figure out a governance structure.
So if you look at page 5, this is
where you have the State of Idaho. And this is
the first draft. And this is a draft. This isn't
8
set in concrete.
9
You had the two primes and then ENA -1o you had the subs delineated below there. So
11
that's basically the command structure, if you
12 will, proposed.
13
Q. All right.
14
A. Okay. With the State being in the
15 lead And it's a draft organizational structure.
16 It's just a concept.
17
Q. So did this conceptcontemplate that
18 there would be only one E-Rate provider?
19
A. Attbistime,no. Imeanthatwas
20 just a command concept.
21
Q. So at the time you prepared
22 Exhibit 33, did you believe or assume that there
23 could be more than one designated E-Rate provider?
24
A. Well, the question came up, could
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
1O
11
12
13
14

envisioning, how would you play1 - how would you
do it?
Q. Okay.
A: Because we were trying to solicit
their inputs and break it out as much as possible
as to what our understanding was.
And then the next diagram on page 6
kind of just shows you where thei core strengths
were, based on the comments froµi the evaluation
tean,..
,.
Q. Well, when you take a l<l>Ok at the
construct on page 6, both of -- bath the box under
"ENA1' and the box under "Qwes~" say "Last-Mile
Connectivity.f'
So were you anticipating ,-hat both
Qwest and ENA and its subcontr~ctors would be
providing connectivity?
A. In the draft, yes.
Q. Okay.
A. Syringa was- a part of that. They
could have provided it. Just bas~ on geography
and who had the connectivity th~re, it makes
sense.
Q. Okay. On the next page --

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
there be more..than.one.-Anu...u~~...w...-1,U...1,.u.c---+"''----""...--J~~/.l,l,l.l,,;y,+......u-i:?-1-l----+-------
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program, I didn't know. That's why I told you
earlier that I had called the hotline and asked.
Q. Right. And I suppose, putting my
question simply, had you called the hotline before
you prepared Exhibit 33?
A. No.
Q. Okay. So is Exhibit 33 prepared with
the idea that both ENA and Qwest could provide
E-Rate services?
A. I didn't really consider it at that
time because I didn't -- I just didn't consider
it.
Q. Okay. YouhaveE-Rate-- or rather,
you have ENA and Qwest on the same level, each
kind of reporting to the State of Idaho OCIO.
A. That's correct, uh-huh.
Q. Did you"'" and how did you anticipate
telecommunications: services would be provided by
ENA and its subs and Qwest under this organizational chart?
A. I think that still had to be worked
out. This is just a tiraft con ops, -if you will,
command structi.Jre. And we were goingtorely -that's why the draft was sent out to those parties
to say "Okay, giventlie oo1istilict thatwintre

(208)345-9611

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. On page 7 it has the Bat~ No.
D0A000109.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. You make reference to an "NOC."
What's an NOC, please? ·
A. I stated before, it's a network
operations center.
Q. Okay. And is that where people -A. 24 and 7 support.
Q. Okay. And that's the place that gets
the calls when things don't work?
A. Yes. That's the "1-800 I have a
complaint" number.
Q. Okay. And you anticipated that
Syringa and Qwest would each operate NOCs under
this model on page 7?
A. Yes. Again, this is a draft, trying
to understand the organizations b~tter.
Q. All right.
A. And we were expecting feedback on
this.
Q. Did you get feedback oq: this?
A. I was disappointed we didn't get as
much feedback or substantive feedback that I would
have liked to have seen.
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1

Q. Okay. Well, could you turn to

Exhibit 35.
A. It should be noted on this exhibit I
4
had to send it to the DAG for review on this first
5 exhibit.
6
Q. "DAG" is the deputy attorney general?
1
A. Yeflb.. And thatwas Melissa
8
Vandenberg.
9
Q. Why did you have to send that to
10 Ms. Vandenberg?
11
A. ·.Rllles of engagement. You know,
12 everything goes through legal review. That's per
13 State statute too.
14
Q. So did each of the Draft JEN Strategic
15 Engagement Plans go through -16
A. Went through legal review.
17
Q. -- Melissa,Vandenberg?
18
A. Uh-huh.
19
Q. "Yes"?
20
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: "Yes"?
21
THE WITNESS: That is correct, yes.
22
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Thank you.
23
A. Sorry.
24
Q. Directing your attention to
2

3

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

on this second draft of the engagement plan?
A. It was still not very clear.
Q. But you still anticipated that the 1two
primes would each be providing telecomjnunications
services?
,
A. They would be providing servic¢s, yes.
Q. And that would include
telecommunications services; right?
A. Y,es, for both.
Q. Okay.
A. And that included the subs.
Q. })id you receive any criticism or
feedbackon this second draft, Exhibit 35~
A. Oh, I'm sure I did.
Q. Do you recall any?
A. Just more changes, putting it int~
legalese and making sure that I had thing~
represented right, in terms of happy-to-glad
changes and now nomenclatures and taking out some
verbiage that .was confusing.
Q. The next exhibit I'd like you to tµm
to, please, is Exhibit 35.
A. I think I'm on 35.
Q. Okay. We'vedone35.
1

..25_Exhibi;l.-,;J..J.,~--------------+-'~-~~,W...--------'------
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Is that the February 2, 2009 Strategic
1
Engagement Plan draft?
2
3
A. That is correct, yes.
3
4
Q. What changes did you make in this?
4
5
A. Well, this went through the first
5
s legal review, and I made a mistake of not calling
s
7 out all the providers in the original RFP. And I
7
8 also made the mistake of I should have only
8
9
mentioned the two primes.
9
1o
So I was like Okay. I don't know. ,
1o
11
I'm just -- so I did the edits, and you can see
11
12 where the comments are here.
\
"
12
13
Q. Doyouknowwhothecommentscome
13
14 from?
14
15
A. Yes. They were from the legal review.
15
16 So Melissa weighed in on this and stated that I
16
17 had to state the two primes. So I said, "Okay."
17
18 Wax on, wax off.
18
19
Q. Uh-huh.
19
20
A. I don't know this stuff, you know..
20
21
Q. Okay.
21
22
A. Yeah.
22
23
Q. Did you start to have a more firm idea
23
24
of how telecommunications would be -- services
24
25
would be provided by the two primes as you worked 25
1
2
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Q. I'm sorry. Exhibit 36. Now, this is
a draft dated February 3, 2009.
·
A. Okay.
.
Q. Had the structure for the deliv¢ry of
telecommunications services developed any further
by the time of this February 3 draft which is
Exhibit 36?
A. No. Honestly, it didn't
Q. Well, let me direct you to page 13.
A. I think I added a chart to try tO
delineate some things.
Q. Okay. Well, it looks like the
chart-A. It's on page 13.
Q. -- on page -- it looks like the chart
on page 13, which is D0A000067, assigns
responsibility for ccire background on aregional
basis -- or excuse me. It looks like the table on
page 13 assigns responsibility for core backbone
on a regional basis.
A. That is correct. It was another:
attempt to try to get these people to agree on
something.
Q. How did this come about?
A. We had a discussion, I believe; with
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the -- the primes on "Is this going to work for
1
Q. And "Teresa," you mean Teresa Luna?
you?"
2
A. Right.
And so this is another attempt to try
3
Q. So were Greg Zickau and Teresa Luna
4
to say "Okay. We'll try to do this regionally to
4
the folks who were meeting with tihe contractors,
5 see if we can get some agreement on some of these
5 getting information with -- in resppnse to your
6 talking points in the paper."
6 drafts, and then giving that infor:rtiation to you?
7
And so they asked me to break it out,
7
A. Yes.
s and so I did.
s
Q. Okay. So you didn't actually
9
Q. Now, how did -- how did you receive
9 participate in any meetings where your Strategic
10 information thatled to this page 13 table?
10
Engageme'ht Plans were discussed!?
11
A. I had to g-0 back and dig through the
11
A. Only the very first draft. ·
12 RFP information that was submitted, and that was
12 ~
Q~ All right.
13 the first time that I quantitatively looked at and
13
A. Which I referenced earlier.
14 qualitatively looked at any of those RFPs. So I
14
Q: So then who provided feedback to you
15 had to dig this stuff out.
15 that resulted in the table on page 1:3 of this
16
Q. Did you attend any meetings or have
16 Exhibit 36?
17 any discussions with anyone that gave you
17
A. Well, between the feedback I got
18 direction to start dividing things up on a
18 directly from my boss from the evW.uation team's
19 regional basis?
19 thoughts that we already discussed, this is how I
20
A. No.
20 came up with this task order, bas~ on what had to
21
Q. Thiswas just your idea completely?
21
be done by the RFP and who coul~ conceivably do it
22
A. If you recall, earlier intoday's
22 the best.
23 -discussion we talked about the evaluation and the
23
Q. Did anyone tell you whe$erthis
24 teams where they folt that geographically it just
24 allocation, as shown on page 13 of Exhibit 36, was
..2.5.._kind;of..made.se.bl,-~----------+"""--1:1.1."-''eptable-?- - - - - - - - - - - - 1
2
3
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1
2

Q. Sure.
A. So given that construct, I said "Okay.

Here's my third attempt at trying to get somebody
to agree to something." And I tried to, using
5
that construct, break it out per the geographic
6
what made sense. And Syringa's well defined in
7
the eastern part of the state.
8
Q. Uh-huh.
9
A. And the southern part is obviously
1o Qwest. And then northern is Verizon.
11
Q. All right. So anhis point, which I
12 believe was February3; 2009, it appears that
1~ Syringa is still somehow engaged in the
14 discussions; either through ENA ot on its own
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1
2

3

3

4

4

15
16
11
18

19
20

21
22
23

24
25

behalf. ;

Q. Uh-huh.
A. We were still trying to fipe out,

you know, what end was np. We~ getting
6
somewhere. Not as fast as I'd lik~ to have been.
1
Q. Okay.
8
A. So that was the third.
9
Q. If you could take a look tj.ext at
10 Exhibit 37, please, which is in thi$ binder.
11
A. Are you sure it's in this o:o.e? This
12 only goes to 55.
13
Q. This is 37 right there.
14
A. Oh, I'm sorry. Okay. Tbls is, I
15 know, my final one.
16
Q. Now, when you say that's your final
17 one, is it final in that it -- well, just tell me,
18 what do you mean when you say it's the final one?
19
A. For me, I -- other than I might have
20 done more happy-to-glad changes~ I told Greg I was
21 running out of time and I really ~ed to focus
22 on getting, one, a transition plan, 'because I was
23
leaving on the 12th, and two, I had to get this
24 E-Rate stuff done by the 12th.
25
Q. So Exhibit- 37 was yeur-ltj.st Draft IEN
5

1

Do you recall that?
A. See;lwas iiof-.. Greg and Teresa-.. I
had asked Greg for me to focus on rewriting the
drafts when they wanted them written, but I had to
get the E-Rate stuff done. So I refused myself
from those discussions because I needed to focus
on getting the E-Rate filing done.
Q. All right. So how did you -- now,
"Greg," you mean Greg Zickau?
A. Greg Zickau.

(208)345-9611

A. No, it was still kind of in1Jell-O at
this stage.
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1 preparing this Exhibit 37?
Strategic Engagement Plan?
2
A. Which exhibit? The whole -- the whole
A. To my recollectioo, it was my last
3
draft plan?
draft.
4
Q. This draft plan that was your f~urth
Q. Okay.
A. And I punted_ I said, "Greg, you own
5 draft.
6
A. I probably looked at it a couple
it."
Q. Do you know if any further drafts were
7 times, yes.
prepared by anyone else in the office?
8
Q. Okay. So -A. To my knowledge, no.
9
A. And again. this is a draft. This: is
Q. If I could ask you to turn to page 12.
10
somebody saying "Hey, I need to do this."
A. I think this is where we got the legal
11
"Okay. I'll take my best educatM
review back from Melissa and I had to combine
12
guess." And that's whatl did.
things.
13
Q. Did you submit anything like
Q. I'm sorry, y~ll go!_\Vhat back?
14 Exhibit 37 to the federal government in connection
A Legaf revi:ew back from our DAG,
15
with the E-Rate application?
Melissa, and I had to combine things.
16
A. No.
Q. Okay.
17
Q. Okay.
A. So I had to list the two primes.
18
A. All I had to do was give them form 471
:MR. OBERRECHT: I'm sorry, what page?
19 and the applications for the schools.
THE WITNESS: On page 12.
20
Q. Now, on the other drafts you had kind
:MR. OBERRECHT: Thank you.
21
of graphically represented how responsibility
THE WITNESS: I had to take three columns
22
would flow.
and make them into two to only show the primes per 23
Did you do that in this first print?
State code, for the bidders for the contract. So
24
A. No, because they told me to ta.lee the
that was..ENA and..Qw.esL.And.-sU-U.,l(;l.l,..;!i-W,l,UI.I..-J,..U.W.--f-'<..i.l--"'..L-IU¥-YIJ.I...\JJ.-I.1i,........;;1,Y..,1,...uad,.to try to put it..fin---I
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And so now you see assist roles in there.
1 writing.
Q. (BY :MR. LOMBARDI): Now, what was the 2
Q. Okay.
3 difference between the lead role and the assist
3
A. It's a fact.
4 role?
4
Q. So let's put the Army back into ~t for
5
A. Well, whoever had the preponderance of
5 a minute.
6 the communication support or the educational
6
At this time, that is, February 5,
7 background that I need as far as information and
7 2009, had a decision been made, to youriknowledge,
8 knowledge or services support. Because if you
8 concerning who the designated E-Rate provider -9
note, "Core backbone support," I was -- I took out
9
well, strike that. I'm sorry.
10 the geographical references and I just put "Core
10
Had you yet called by February 5 to
11
backbone support" with a preponderance with Qwest 11 find out whether you could have two E-:Rate
12 having the lead and ENA as having an assi~t mode,
12
providers?
13 because they still had a partner -- excuse me, a
13
A. I believe I did. I think I did-- Ii
14 sub that had assist -- that could assist. .~o
14 had to because I hadto get clarification ~11 the
15 that's the best way I could try to scrunch three
15
overall E-.; IEN management support services.
16 columns into two.
16
Questioned that-;.
the qu~stion I
to have
17
Q. In connection with your preparation of
17 answered to fill out the rest of this chart that's
18 this table on page 12 of Exhibit 37, did you at
18 on page 12.
•
19 any time make reference to Idaho Code
19
. Q .. All right. So you had the answer at
20
Section 67-56- -- 5817 -- 5718(a) that Mr. Little
20
this pomt, and you knew that you could ~nly have
21
had shown to you at the conclusion of the
21
one designated E-Rate provider?
22
evaluations by the evaluators?
22
A. Right, for billing purposes.
,
23
A. I don't understand the question.
23
Q. Okay. And did you assume -- ot does
24
Q. Okay.. Did yo~ ever look at ~e
24
chart, this table ~n page 12 of ~btt 37,
25 statute concermng multiple awards while you were
25 md1cate who was gomg to be the designated E· Rate
1

2

was

ha4

!hi~
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provider?
2
A. I mean it doesn't really spell it out.
3
I mean the first one, "Personalized E-Rate
4
Assistance to State and Districts," the lead was
5
spelled out as ENA.
e
Q. All right. So there was going to be
7
an E.,Rate lead; correct?
8
A. There has to be. yes.
9
Q. All right. And from an organizational
10 standpoint -- and I kriow this is just really
11
clumsy, but from an organizational standpoint,
12
would E-Rate be in the top position and then
13 telecommunications communicating up and down with
14 the E-Rate?
1s
A. Maybe for billing.
16
Q. For billing. And for what else would
17
this structure be representative on an Army basis?
1s
A. We wouldn't have that type of
1

19
20
21
22

23

24

•
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structure.

Q. How would you draw the structure

that's shown on page 12 of Exhibit 37?
A. rm not really sure. I mean that was
still to be answered.
Q. Okay. So by the time you prepared
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provision of IEN services?
A. No. That was not even in my realm of
3
thinking.
4
Q: Okay. Was that not in your realm of
5 thinking because you'd been told th~re could only
6 be a single E-Rate provider?
7
A. That had nothing to do with it.
8
Q. Okay. So when you conceived of this
9 and were trying to follow the recommendation of
1o the e,valuatbrs that there be a multiple award -1
2

I

11

A. Uh-huh.

Q\ --

~
was it your intent to award a
portion of the contract - that is, the E-Rate,
for example-~ to ENA and to have the other
15 portion of the contract for telecomq1unications go
16 to Qwest?
·
17
A. No.
18
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Object to form.
19
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDD: That was not your
20 intent?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Okay. Can you tell me, wlliat was it
23 that you understood the evaluators to be telling
24 you?
·

12

13
14

~__J~.ltnt:5.J.~lll.Slt.lILCllcl.Jo.l...laJ.OW...l!llha..lAla~llll.J:t-.to'------l-.25...~~A.......-l:'..l)U.JOl0~¥0l.ll!:JlneJ)t...QUtstiOIJ.ingis
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

s
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

be providing telecommunications where?
A. No. That was clear as mud. It was
still being discussed.
Q. Okay. To your knowledge, was Syringa
still available and part of the process providing
telecommunications services?
A. Well, that's why they're delineated
here and, like the other subs, is assist, yes.
Q. I'm sorry. I don't understand -A. Assist. Like "Core Backbone Support,"
they :ean assist.
Q. I see. And so -A. So-that's how I transmogrified the
cohmm.sto ;.;;;·overtb.ete.
Q. So even though the·name '1Syringa"
doesn't appear in this-Exhibit- 37; yoare-saying

that because ENA is shown as assisting on ''Core
Backbone-SUpport"·tnat you're contemplating the
subcontractorwoill<lbedoingthat?A. Yeab.. ·Whatever subcontractor could do
that, yes.
Q. Okay.
A. Same with I~t. -Samething there.
Q. Did you ever contemplate that ENA and
Qwest would compete-sehool·by school for the

(208)345-9611
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interesting, but I don't understand it. I
2 don't -- I just don't. I don't know where you're
3 trying to go. I mean we're looking at a draft
4 document here. I did my besfeducated guess,
5 given the information I had, to coine up with some
6 sortuf game-plan so that the fo1ksffrom ENA and
7 from Qwest and the subs can looki at it, argue
s about -it; do whatever they had to ¢to, and try to
9 c-ome to thetable to make a decisfon. "How are we
10 going to play together? What wofks best?"
11
Q. Okay. Now, at the time you were doing
12 this, this February 5, 2009, did you know that
13 Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders had been issued
14 fotQw-estandfor-ENA?
15
A. I believe they were issuoo right after
16 the award, weren't they?
17
Q. Shortly, yeah. Yeah.
18
A. Yeah.
19
Q. About six days.
20
A. Yeah; thafs by" protocol, after the
21 protests.
22
Q. Okay. Soyouknewatthatpointthat
23 you had two contractors; right? 1·,
24
A. Right. ·-But there were no~ any
25 responsibilities delineated on tho~e two blanket,
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pretty much all your energies on leaving i1and -A. Yes.
oµf?
Q. -- getting ready for the E-Rate? i
4
A. That's why we had--I had to come up
4
A. Yes,that's correct.
s with the strategic draft plans tu try to figure
5
Q. And did you complete the E-Rat~
6 out how are we going to go forward.
6 application?
7
Q. So -- and you were looking to the
7
A. I did. I got it into the E-Rate
a contractors to figure out how best to divide up
8
providers before the deadline on the 12th;- And
9 the work?
9 that was extremely important, because g$ne over if
10
A. Yeah, we were soliciting their input.
10 we didn't get the E:..Rafe stuff in.
11 I mean we welcomed their input, and we wanted them 11
Q. True. Let's see. Excuse me. I'¢
12 to come to the table and say "This is what we'd
12 trying to find -- that's not it. If you want to
13 like to do."
13 close those binders up, I'm going to get y~m
14
Q. All right. And Exhibit 37 reflects
14 another binder.
15 your last thoughts on that issue?
15
I've handed you what's been marked as
16
A. Yep. And I punted, like I said.
16 Exhibit 46.
17 Free.
17
Is that the E-Rate form that you 1
1.8
Q. Okay. Now, you've mentioned -- you've
18 completed?
19 mentioned a meeting and you've mentioned -- or
19
A. It is the 471, yes.
20 you've attributed statements to Mr. Lowe.
20
Q. N~w. you signed this E-Rate fo~ on
21
A. And to Gayle Nelson.
21
the third page, FCC00023?
22
Q. And to Gayle Nelson.
22
A. Let me look.
23
A. Those are the only two that I can
23
I did.
24 recall.
24
Q. You were the authorized person?1
~temenuh
es,-l>e.causeJ-had-to..appl¥-for-t4at,L--1
2
3

because we had to figure that out

Q. Okay. So that was still being figured

1
2
3

1
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to Mr. Lowe was that essentially they won and so
1 billed entity number. which had my mrrne1attached
shouldn't have to share; is that right?
2 to it.
3
A. I don't think that's the specific
3
Q. Okay.
4 words. He just said if they couldn't have the
4
A. Yeah.
5 whole entire work, they weren't going to play.
5
Q. Does E-Rate provide -- well, what does
6
Q. Okay.
6 E-Rate provide for schools?
7
A. You know. maybe he ,was the only one
7
A. Provides federal funding.
8 that vocalized it. All I know is that's what I
8
Q. Federal funding for what purpose?
9 heard. Qwest didn't say much.
9
A. For education.
10
Q. We were trying to figure out when !b,at
10
Q. Federal funding to pay what cost?
11 meeting may have occurred.
11
A. Costs associated with delivery of,
12
And now that you've seen the
\
,~ 12 educational services.
'
1~ evalua!ion plans and you've seen that through at
13
Q. Does it -- does it pay nonrecurring
14 l~t FeQnlary 3 you were still co11templating
14 charges or does it pay ipo:qthly recurring cparges?
15 Syringa participating, and even February 5 you
15
A. I don't remember. I mean I'd have to
16 were anticipating Syringa participating?
16 go back and look at all 1,this crap -- stuff agWn.
17
A. That's correct.
17
Q. Okay. Could you tum to the page
18
Q. Did this meeting, then, occur sometime
18 that's FCCOOl21, and hopefully it will hell!> out.
19 after February 5 and before you left on
19 It's toward the end
20 February 12th?
20
A. 121?
21
A. No. It occurred after the first draft·
21
Q. Yeah, 121.
22 came out, which was the 29th. So it had to be
22
A. Okay.
23
between the 29th and the second draft, which was, 23
Q. Looks like this (indicating).
24 the 2nd
24
A. Oh, okay. Is it this one
25,,
Q. So after February 5; you were focusing
25 (indicating)?
20:8)345-9611
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Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF SARAH
HILDERBRAND IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

---------------

Sarah Hilderbrand, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am of legal age, of sound mind, and make these statements of fact based on my

personal knowledge.
2.

I am the State Purchasing Manager for the state of Idaho.

3.

In 2006, I started in the Idaho Department of Administration, Division of

Purchasing ("Division of Purchasing") as a Purchasing Officer. I took a one year hiatus as a
Contracts Manager at the University of Oregon in 2008 and returned to the Division of

AFFIDAVIT OF SARAH IDLDERBRAND IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
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Purchasing in 2009. I was the State Contracts Manager for approximately one year prior to
being promoted to State Purchasing Manager in November of 2012.
4.

As Purchasing Manager, my duties and responsibilities include (in general) the

management of state purchasing under the direction of the Administrator of the Division of
Purchasing; including oversight of the work performed by Buyers and Purchasing Officers in the
Division of Purchasing.
5.

I have personal knowledge of the State ofldaho purchasing processes, and of the

policies and practices that are routinely followed by the Division of Purchasing.
6.

The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing (in the Idaho Department of

Administration) is charged with acquiring all property (goods and services) for the majority of
State agencies.
7.

While many of the contracts awarded by the Division of Purchasing are for an

individual state agency, the Division of Purchasing also solicits for and awards many "open"
contracts, which are statewide contracts that may also be referred to as "master contracts" or
"master agreements," designated by Idaho Code as mandatory for use by executive state
agencies, and available for use by any Idaho "public agency" (cities, counties, school districts,
etc.). State and other public agencies order directly from these master agreements, under the
terms, conditions, and rates specified in the open contract.
8.

There are currently well over 100 open contracts. The use of these contracts is

governed by I. C. § 67-5726(4), which reads in part, ''No officer or employee shall fail to utilize
an open contract without justifiable cause for such action."
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9.

The majority of open contracts are issued to more than one vendor. Each

contractor has agreed, through the solicitation process, to allow all public agencies to place
individual orders against the resulting open contract.
10.

As defined in I.C. § 67-2327, "Public Agency" means any city or political

subdivision of this state, including but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts;
port authorities; instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the
laws of the State of Idaho."
11.

The majority of the Idaho open contracts for information technology ("IT'')

property (goods and services, e.g. hardware, software, IT Services, etc.) were issued as multiple
award open contracts under Idaho Code § 67-571 S(A).
12.

In accordance with the statute, the first step in considering whether multiple

award is appropriate, is to determine whether more than one contractor is needed to furnish the
same or similar property, based on the types of property needed (goods/services), estimated
quantities, compatibility needs of the agencies; as well as an analysis of whether multiple award
for the same property would be advisable to meet time constraints and/or reduce overall costs to
the agency.
13.

In the ITBs and RFPs it issues, with the intent of creating statewide open

contract(s), it is common practice for the Division of Purchasing to reserve the right to award
contracts to multiple bidders, in whole or in part, when appropriate for the goods or servi~es
which are the subject of the solicitation. This provides the State with maximum flexibility in
acquisition of goods and services. It permits the Division of Purchasing to separate the goods or
services covered by the solicitation among several awards to multiple bidders, or to make a
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"multiple award," awarding identical contracts to more than one bidder, covering all goods or
services included in the solicitation.
14.

Open contracts are designated in the state's eProcurement System as either

Participating Addendums ("P ADD"), if the master agreement was issued by another state; or
with the label Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO"), if the master agreement was issued
as a result of a procurement conducted by the Division of Purchasing. SBPOs are indefinite
delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) open contracts that typically contain a laundry list or schedule
of available goods and/or services (e.g. vehicles, tires, computers, copiers, IT services, etc.).
15.

State agencies select the goods or services they require from an SBPO by placing

an order against the master agreement (SBPO). Many of these master agreements allow for
orders to be placed by phone or online (through websites provided by the contractor).
16.

The Division of Purchasing is rarely involved with the placement of individual

agency orders, and typically only receives notice of order placement through quarterly reports
which most contractors holding SBPOs are required to submit to the Division of Purchasing,
listing orders placed by Idaho public agencies against the master agreement for the prior quarter.
17.

Pursuant to LC. § 67-5718A(3), when state agencies require goods or services

which are available for purchase from more than one contractor, the state agency must pmrchase
from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services
and delivery are most advantageous to the agency. See Idaho Code§ 67-5718A(3).
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this _ _ day of April, 2014.

N~e:

~~
f;;;.~
3rx.at! . t

Notary Public
Residing at
My commission expire;

l

LI°/
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of April, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF SARAH HILDERBRAND IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

srev~=
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•
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF GREG ZICKAU IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S .
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Greg Zickau, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am of legal age, of sound mind, and make these statements of fact based on my

personal knowledge.
2.

I am the Chief Technology Officer of the State of Idaho ("CTO") in the Office of

the Chief Information Officer ("OCIO"), within the Idaho Department of Administration
("DOA"). I have served in this position since June 2008.
3.

As CTO I am responsible for IT contract management functions, fiscal analysis

and planning, and technical services including networks and security systems for state
AFFIDAVIT OF GREG ZICKAU IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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government, as well as servers, phone systems, and desktop support services for a number of
state agencies. The consolidated support services provide Server and Help Desk support for the
Idaho Consolidated Services ("ICS") Messaging system and Active Directory for the Department
of Administration and 35+ small agencies and commissions. This team provides 24x7xl65 oncall systems support for ICS equipment as well as help desk and other support. The team that I
lead strives to consolidate multiple agency IT product/service requirements into enterprise-wide
services, procurements and/or contracts. In addition, we ensure that contractors meet their
service obligations in terms of price, delivery, and quality.
4.

As CTO, my duties and responsibilities include the implementation and

management of the Idaho Education Network ("IEN'').
5.

I was directly involved in the preparation of the IEN RFP that was issued by the

DOA Division of Purchasing ("Division of Purchasing") on December 15, 2008.
6.

In 2008, the legislature enacted legislation to establish the IEN, which includes a

high-bandwidth telecommunications distribution system for distance learning in every public
school in Idaho. Ch. 260, § 3, 2008 Idaho Sess. Laws 753, 754. The DOA was given

!

administrative oversight of the IEN, including procuring telecommunications services and
equipment for the IEN through an open and competitive bidding process. LC.§ 67-574$D(5)(h).
7.

The IEN includes a private, high-speed broadband network, providing school

districts the necessary elements for reliable and scalable network access including hardware
infrastructure, software, 24x7 technical monitoring and support, and internet. Idaho students
have increased educational opportunities because of the IEN, including students in Idaho's most
rural districts who now have access to the same opportunities as the students in Idaho's most
urban districts.
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8.

With few exceptions based on school district decisions, the IEN provides every

high school in Idaho with access to high-speed broadband connectivity as well as video
conferencing equipment.
9.

By utilizing a consortium approach in creating the broadband connectivity for

schools, the State is able to leverage the power of a statewide network to relieve school districts
of the financial and management burden of purchasing equipment and network bandwidth and of
operating individual video conference systems. The managed network provides the quality and
consistent service required for interactive delivery of online content which would not otherwise
be possible in many of our rural communities that, prior to the IEN, had limited access to
broadband and often experienced low quality, inconsistent connections. As part of the active
monitoring and support, the IEN provides a help desk to assist school technicians and teachers
with network or video conferencing issues.
10.

The IEN devotes roughly $10 million annually to ensure high-speed broadband

connectivity, video conferencing equipment and 24x7 services are available to every high school
across the state at no cost to the school districts.
11.

Because of the IEN, students across Idaho have access to dual credit college

courses, earning 393 college credits in Fall 2009, with that number growing to 2,331 coUege
credits earned in Fall 2013. Credits earned over the IEN are steeply discounted by Idaho's
colleges and universities, saving Idaho families over $1.59 million since the inception o:f the
network. While thousands of Idaho high school students have completed college credit classes,
thousands more are being inspired by education-enriching events, such as live video interaction
with divers off the Great Barrier Reef, with doctors at the St. Louis School of Medicine and
museum curates across the world.
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In December, 2013, Sugar Salem High School was one of five schools across the
U.S. to participate in a live interactive videoconference with former President Jimmy Carter. In
a February 2011 memo, attached as Exhibit 1, I reviewed a 2010 report by the Federal
Communications Commission that showed nearly 80% of schools nationwide had problems
related to insufficient broadband. The IEN has solved those problems for Idaho schools. It is
both inspiring and gratifying to witness the difference the IEN has made in students' lives, as
they earn college credit in high school or participate in extraordinary electives like Holocaust
Literature.
13.

It is extremely unfortunate that this legal challenge to the validity of the contracts

is placing the entire program in jeopardy by putting at risk the federal funds that pay for; about
75% of the services. If the contracts are void and we subsequently lose the federal funding, I do

not see a way for IEN to continue its existence, which I believe would be a calamitous blow to
the education opportunities for Idaho students, and rural students would be among those hardest
hit.

14.

The IEN is much more than a network for connecting schools and librari¢s. In its

current state, the IEN includes connections to higher education, some directly and some :through
dedicated networks for higher education. The IEN contracts provide the service frame\\lork that
creates networks for state agencies. The legislation contemplates a future where the IEN will
provide high-speed broadband connectivity for higher education institutions, public agem.cies,
and other public entities, including counties and cities. Many of Idaho's communities have
expanded the use of the IEN beyond student education and are now receiving professional
development, such as police and firefighter training, and continuing adult education over the
network.
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When the State established the IEN contracts, they included services to replace
the aging, State run "ldaNet" multi-agency, statewide network in addition to the education
specific network services. Today, twenty one state agencies use the IEN contracts for their
agency networks. The service is critical and substantial, with a value of approximately
$175,000/month. The IEN contracts are the contractual foundation for these key agency
services. The agencies include: Health and Welfare; Labor; Liquor Dispensary; Vocational
Rehabilitation; Tax Coillillission; Juvenile Corrections; Fish and Game; Corrections; Health
Districts 1-111, V and VII; Environmental Quality; Water Resources; Building Safety; PERSI;
Insurance; Parks and Recreation; Veteran's Services and the Idaho Supreme Court. These
services are not eligible for the federal E-rate subsidy and are kept separate from the E-ratable
education segments.
16.

The legislation that authorized the creation of the IEN contemplates that the State

of Idaho will obtain E-rate funding discounts to support the IEN.
17.

As I understand it, the Telecoillillunications Act of 1996, Pub.L. No. 104-104, 110

Stat. 56, requires payments from the telecoillillunications industry into the Universal Service
Fund (USF). The USF is administered by the Universal Service Administrative Company
(USAC) under direction by the Federal Coillillunications Coillillission (FCC). The USAC
collects the USF payments from industry and makes disbursements to support and provide
discounts to federal programs which make telecoillillunications and Internet access more widely
available. See http://www.usac.org/default.aspx.
18.

One of the USF programs is for schools and libraries. The schools and libraries

program is widely referred to as "E-rate" funding. See http://www.universalservice.org/$V.
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e
It is my understanding that only qualified E-rate service providers can receive
funding from the E-rate discount program. The IEN RFP specified that only qualified E-rate
service providers would be considered as responsive bidders for the IEN. (IEN RFP, Sec. 5.1.)
ENA was and now is a qualified E-rate service provider. ENA has very extensive experience as
an E-rate service provider. ENA' s core business is managing E-rate funded internet and
telecommunications services for schools and libraries in many states. The ENA bid prqposal
specified that ENA was an eligible E-rate service provider and that any resulting contract with
the State of Idaho would be in the name of ENA and not Syringa.
20.

At the time the bids were submitted for the IEN, it is my understanding that

Syringa was not a qualified E-rate service provider, as Syringa did not have the required Service
Provider Identification Number (SPIN) at that time.
21.

Qwest was a qualified E-rate service provider.

22.

The E-rate funding program furnishes approximately seventy-five percent (75%)

of the State's cost of providing the IEN to Idaho public high schools. The E-rate funds for the
federally subsidized portion of the cost to implement and operate the schools phase of the IEN
are paid directly from USAC to ENA.
23.

On July 31, 2013, ENA informed the DOA that payments from USAC had not

been received since the end of March, 2013, which is when the Idaho Supreme Court decision in
this lawsuit was issued. The DOA has been informed by USAC that it was informed ofthe
Idaho Supreme Court's decision and is withholding E-rate funds from the IEN pending USAC' s
independent determination whether the contracts that were issued to ENA and Qwest com.ply
with Idaho law and E-rate rules. The USAC administrators have made clear to the DOA that if
USAC concludes that the contracts do not comply with Idaho law, USAC may determine not to
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e
continue E-rate funding for the IEN and may demand that the State of Idaho return
approximately $13.3 million that has been distributed for the IEN before funding was suspended.
24.

The IEN RFP was a competitive bidding process that was designed to select the

best service providers to assist the State to design and implement the IEN. The RFP process was
used because the bidders were expected to be involved in the design of the IEN as well as the
provisioning of products and services for the implementation of the IEN. In the IEN RFP,
qualifications, experience, project plans and other technical factors, as well as price, were
relevant to determine the best value for the state.
25.

The umbrella of services under the IEN include Idaho's statewide high-speed

education network and the statewide high-speed network serving state government agertcies.
Idaho established the IEN to create a network to meet the needs of K-12 distance learning and
provide video and internet services, as well as wide area data transport. In future phases, the
network also will serve state libraries. In addition, the network will or does serve other State
entities not eligible for the E-Rate program, such as higher education institutions, the Idaho
Supreme Court, highway districts, port authorities, cities, counties and instrumentalities of
counties and cities in Idaho. (See RFP02160, § 3.2; Amendment 3 to RFP02160; IEN RFP
Updates dated 29 Dec. 2009.)
26.

The Scope of Purchase in Section 3.2 of the IEN RFP made clear that the "State

of Idaho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish a long-term
relationship to design and implement the IEN and that the IEN will include, in addition to K-12
institutions, State libraries, and entities that are not E-rate eligible, such as higher education
(community colleges, state colleges, and universities) as well as State Agencies and other state
entities." IEN RFP, Sec. 3.2.)
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27.

In Amendment 3 to RFP02160 and the IEN RFP Updates dated Dec. 29, 2009, it

was made clear that in addition to the phased implementation to connect each public high school
with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher
education as necessary, a parallel effort would also be undertaken during the initial Phase to
design and migrate all existing State of Idaho Customers from ldaNet to a new backbone system
under the IEN contracts.
28.

On December 29, 2008, my office hosted an RFP Vendor Conference to solicit

questions and input in response to the IEN RFP. One of the questions that was asked by a
prospective bidder is Q-10: "In the pre-bid conference, the State indicated that there would be
future phases of this project. Will there be new RFPs for those future phases or will the State
simply place additional orders for service with the service provider awarded as part of this
RFP?" The State responded: "A-10, No. There will not be any new RFPs issued for this IEN
effort. The intent is to use the provider. Subsequent phases of this effort will be implemented
using service orders." (See IEN Bidder Conference Follow-Up.)
29.

Responsive bids on the IEN RFP were submitted by ENA, Qwest and Verizon.

Syringa did not submit a bid.
30.

After evaluation of the proposals by six (6) evaluators, none of whom were DOA,

OCIO, or Division of Purchasing staff, ENA received the most points, Qwest received the
second-most points and Verizon received the least points. It was the evaluators'
recommendation to the OCIO and the Division of Purchasing that contracts be awarded to both
Qwest and ENA given their respective strengths, as reflected in their proposals.
31.

After review of this recommendation and discussion with the OCIO and Division

of Purchasing, on January 28, 2009 the Division of Purchasing awarded identical contracts for
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the same or similar services to both Qwest and ENA, with each of them having the same
statewide scope of work. Having the same statewide scope of work was necessary to comply
with and did comply with I.C. 67-5718A (1) (a-c) requirements for multiple awards.
32.

The Qwest contract is SBPO 1308. The ENA contract is identified as SBPO

1309. Consistent with its reservation of rights under the IEN RFP and its common practice, the
Division of Purchasing awarded Qwest and ENA open contracts for all services covered by the
IEN RFP. This permitted the State to select any service covered by the IEN RFP from either
Qwest or ENA. Consistent with the answer provided to Question No. 10 at the December 19,
2008 RFP Vendor Conference discussed above, the OCIO and Division of Purchasing have been
administering the procurement of goods and services under SBPOs 1308 and 1309 for the IEN
through service orders.
33.

The DOA now had to determine the best method to proceed given the response to

the RFP and the suite of services available under the established contracts. Laura Hill, who was
tasked to prepare the RFP for the IEN and to assist with the logistical implementation of the IEN,
and I discussed various options and, as I remember, we concluded that one early option would be
for Qwest to assume responsibility for schools in its service area, while Syringa, through ENA,
assumed responsibility for schools in the territory of Syringa and its member companies.
34.

I asked Laura Hill and Bob Collie of ENA to discuss this with Greg Lowe, the

CEO of Syringa. I distinctly remember that they each independently reported back to me that
they had raised this possibility with Greg Lowe and that he had responded that he would not
participate, stating, "no, I'm getting it all." It was quite remarkable to me that in my separate
conversations with Laura and with Bob, they each conveyed that particular quote from Greg
Lowe, "no, I'm getting it all."
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35.

The State considered at least one other option based on geographic division of

responsibilities, but the report back from Laura Hill and Bob Collie was the same, that Greg
Lowe said Syringa would not participate and that he again specifically stated, "no, I'm getting it
all."
36.

Laura Hill and I discussed the apparent unwillingness of Greg Lowe (Syringa) to

work with us an unfortunate hindrance to efficiently rolling out the program. We understood at
the time that Qwest's territory covered more than 60% of the State and that it had agreements
which would allow it to subcontract service in other areas where necessary. Greg Lowe's
(Syringa's) recalcitrance in participating and his attempts to dictate the State's selection of
services from our contracts, combined with our understanding of covered territory, available
subcontract agreements, and the positive comments related to the Qwest backbone by the RFP
evaluators, channeled us into a path most advantageous to the State.
37.

On February 26, 2009, the Division of Purchasing issued separate statements in

order to clarify the State's intended roles and responsibilities of the multiple award contractors
for the implementation of the high schools phase of the IEN. The statements were respectively
labeled "Amendment No. 1." A true and correct copy of the so called "Amendment No. 1"
statements are attached hereto as Exhibits 2 and 3.
38.

These so-called "first amendments" were not intended by the OCIO to be legal

amendments to the initial awards because they were not intended and did not change the terms of
the initial awards, which remain intact to this day. The State retained the right to revise the plan
for services orders under these identical SBPOs at any time or to withhold service orders at its
sole discretion.
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39.

The so-called "first amendments" were not intended by the OCIO to contractually

limit the services available from Qwest and ENA under SBPOs 1308 and 1309. In fact, for the
ordering of services for the IEN, the State had and has a statutory obligation under I.C. 675718A (3 ), which provides direction on how to proceed once multiple award contracts have been
established, stating that, "Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more
bidders in accordance with this section, a state agency shall make purchases from the contractor
whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and delivery are most
advantageous to the agency."
40.

The so-called "first amendments" were the State's efforts to identify from the two

SBPOs the parts we deemed "most advantageous to the agency" and to comply with I.C. 675718A(3) in implementing the education related portion of the work. As the decisions ljlnder I.C.
67-5718A(3) are necessarily made after contracts for "same or similar" property are established,
these decisions take into account the practical issues of actual implementation, e.g. Lowe's
statements that Syringa would not participate because he (Syringa) was "getting it all," which at
the least, impacted the availability and delivery of services Syringa might perform as a
subcontractor to either ENA or Qwest.
41.

Attached to this Affidavit, marked as Exhibit 4, is a chart that summarizes the

services the State has been ordering under SBPOs 1308 and 1309 in the most recently completed
fiscal year, FY 2013.
42.

Exhibit 4 depicts services available from the two IEN contracts, SBPO 1308

(Qwest) and 1309 (ENA), and the actual usage of the available services by schools/districts, by
the DOA for the IEN, and by state agencies. It depicts the full potential of services under each
SBPO that are still available. In other words, the contracts are each fully intact as comp~ted in
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the IEN RFP process. Included with the graphic are spreadsheets that reflect the spending by the
school districts through the DOA, the spending by the OCIO and Division of Purchasing, the
spending by the school districts directly with ENA and the spending by the state agencies with
Qwest under SBPO 1308 by fiscal year.
43.

Contrary to the literal language of the so-called "first amendments," both Qwest

and ENA have provided services under orders placed by schools and agencies through SBPOs
1308 and 1309.
44.

For example, ENA provided more than $1.7 million of technical network services

directly to schools and school districts under SBPO 1309, and Qwest provided nearly $2 million
of services directly to State Agencies under SBPO 1308 for work that is not eligible for E-rate
funding (i.e., transitioning State agencies from their aging IdaNet to a new IEN system.).
45.

It is also my understanding that over the course of the SBPOs, schools h;ve

purchased non E-Rate equipment directly from Qwest and that agencies have purchased non ERate service from ENA.
46.

None of these separate services would have been ordered by the State agencies

and schools or provided by ENA and Qwest if the so-called first amendments had altered SBPOs
1308 and 1309 in the way that Syringa has argued.

47.

The State proceeded with the implementation of the IEN in a manner that is

entirely consistent with state law and entirely consistent with normal practice. I was aware that
the State had several technology contracts with multiple vendors. I reviewed the Division of
Purchasing's website and quickly found numerous technology categories that had multiple
vendors. From the website, I developed the list in the attached Exhibit 5. In normal practice,
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OCIO, other agencies, and public entities pick from among these vendors for services under the
contract, each time considering price, availability, support, etc., just as is done with the IEN.
48.

According to information provided by Qwest to the Division of Purchasing, and

as stated in the accompanying Affidavit of Joel Strickler (which I have reviewed), the Premier
Account Manager of CenturyLink's Government & Education Services group, state agencies,
through the Division of Purchasing, are purchasing approximately $170,000/month in services
from Qwest under SBP01308 and have been from the outset. This demonstrates that SBP01308
continues as an independent contract.
49.

Moreover, according to information provided by ENA to the Division of

Purchasing, and as stated in the accompanying Affidavit of Bob Collie (which I have reviewed),
the Senior Vice President of ENA, at least 31 school districts are currently purchasing technical
network services independent of the State of Idaho consortium under SBP01309, which
demonstrates that SBPO 1309 continues as an independent contract.
50.

The IEN RFP was not issued only for the purchase of goods and services for the

"first phase in establishing the IEN'' as is erroneously stated by the Idaho Supreme Court in its
decision at Syringa Networks, UC v. Idaho Department ofAdministration, __ Idaho __ ,
305 P.3d 499,502 (2013).
51.

The IEN RFP requested proposals for all phases and all goods and services

required for all eligible users of the IEN, which included K-12 schools, state libraries, and other
state entities not eligible for the E-rate program, such as higher education institutions, state
agencies, the Idaho Supreme Court, highway districts, port authorities, cities, counties and
instrumentalities of counties and cities in Idaho. (See RFP 02160, § 3.2; Amendment 3 to RFP
02160; and IEN RFP Updates dated 29 Dec. 2009.)
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52.

The Idaho Supreme Court's analysis in Syringa contains two fundamental

misunderstandings of the facts relating to the IEN contracts.
53.

The Court's first erroneous assumption is that the February 2009 "amenc!lments"

altered the services available under SBPOs 1308 and 1309. This assumption is contradicted by
the facts. The "amendments" were not intended by the parties to alter the terms of the SBPOs.
54.

The State did not intend to alter its right to select any of the services covered by

the SBPOs from either ENA or Qwest, and it is my understanding that neither ENA not: Qwest
intended any restriction of their right to sell services to public entities.
55.

If the State had intended to alter the terms of the SBPOs, the OCIO and Division

of Purchasing would have expressly included such language in the amendments, and would have
required ENA and Qwest to sign the amendments, together with my signature and the signature
from the IT purchasing officer of the Division of Purchasing. Attached hereto as Exhi~it 6 is a
true and correct copy of the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, and
attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is true and correct copy of the State of Idaho Special Contract
Terms and Conditions For Telecommunications Services, which are included as a part of the
multiple award contract with ENA and Qwest, and require that any amendment be mutually
agreed upon by both parties and signed. The State had no reason to impair its right to acquire
any of the necessary IEN services from either ENA or Qwest, nor did the State have any reason
to impair the ability of other public agencies to purchase goods under these contracts.
56.

If either vendor should become unable to perform, the State has preserved its right

to obtain all services from the surviving vendor. The fact of the matter is that both SBPOs 1308
and 1309 remain in full force and effect, and State agencies and schools have continued to
purchase services under them.
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57.

The Court's second and related erroneous assumption is that after the so. . called

"amendments," SBPOs 1308 and 1309 no longer conformed to the IEN RFP. The assumption is
false for two reasons. First, the "amendments" were not intended to and did not alter SBPOs
1308 and 1309. SBPOs 1308 and 1309 remain in effect as issued, as the actual purchases
demonstrate. Second, even if the "amendments" had altered SBPOs 1308 and 1309, they would
be consistent with the IEN RFP, because it permitted the State to award part of the services to
one bidder and the remaining services to another bidder. (See RFP 02160, § 2.0 (permitting
State to award to "multiple bidders in whole or in part".))
58.

In the IEN RFP, the State made it clear that it intended to designate one E-rate

statewide service provider for the high schools portion of the first phase of the IEN. In answer to
questions from prospective bidders at the IEN Bidder Conference on December 29, 2008, the
State was asked how it would provide a single point of accountability and coordinate the
development, outsourcing and implementation of the statewide network, file for E-rate, .etc.?
(See Questions 1 and 25, IEN Bidder Conference, 29 December 2008, Q & A Follow Up.) In
Question 25, the State was asked: "Q-25. If multiple vendors are selected (up to 4), how will the
State of Idaho integrate all of the vendors and the services they offer? Who will coordinate the
development, outsourcing and implementation of this statewide network, file for E-Rate, etc.?
Will the State identify one of the 4 vendors to do this?" The Division of Purchasing responded:
A-25. While it is stated in the amended Section 5.3 (above) that any resulting contract :from this
solicitation may be awarded up to four providers, it is still the desire of the State to contract with
a single end-to-end managed internet service provider with existing partners and/or a willingness
to form partnerships, in an effort to achieve the specified requirements of our IEN initiative."
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59.

It was clear from the IEN RFP that the State would designate a single E-rate

service provider for the implementation of the high schools phase of the project even if the State
made multiple awards. The designation of ENA as the single Statewide E-rate Service Provider
did not alter the proposal in the IEN RFP as the Idaho Supreme Court erroneously concluded.
60.

The evaluators of the responsive IEN bids concluded that ENA had proposed the

most advantageous pricing among the responsive bidders for the goods and services that were
solicited in the IEN RFP. Thus, the OCIO identified ENA as the listed service provider for ERate services. All E-Rate eligible services desired and sought by the Department of
Administration for the Idaho Education Network are ordered through ENA from the Department,
are invoiced by ENA to the Department, and are paid for by the Department to ENA. The only
exception to these processes for E-Rate eligible services is that ENA invoices USAC for the
federal E-Rate subsidized portion of service costs ordered by the Department, and USAC makes
any approved payments directly to ENA.
61.

Regardless of who ENA uses as a subcontractor, it is the contract between ENA

and the State, with its most advantageous pricing as determined by the evaluators, which controls
the terms and conditions of service.
62.

From the beginning, the OCIO and Division of Purchasing have operated on the

internal policy of not dictating to either ENA or Qwest their use/non-use of any particular subcontractor(s ). The focus has been on administering the program to fmd proposed technology
solutions and costs that would be acceptable and requesting alternatives in transmission media
(fiber versus copper, wireless or satellite) or in technology (e.g. MPLS or Ethernet) to manage
costs and capability.
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63.

Thus, in July 2009, with the beginning of FY 2010, the OCIO and Division of

Purchasing placed orders for initial IEN connections, emphasizing connections to rural school
districts throughout the state. The OCIO was aware that some connections would be in districts
served by Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") and its member companies.
64.

In the resulting proposals from ENA, some specific locations stood out as high

cost. The OCIO defmed high cost sites as those where the cost per Mbs (Megabit per second)
exceeded 125% of the average, and the OCIO flagged those sites for intervention.

65.

As a result, several orders for service to individual sites were put on hold,

including most, but not all, sites served by Syringa and/or its member companies.
66.

In the September to October 2009 time frame, two locations served by Syringa

member companies were not flagged as high cost, and the Syringa member companies li>egan
providing service in Dubois and Salmon, Idaho.
67.

In the September to December 2009 time frame, in a variety of meetings and

discussion, the OCIO requested alternatives for high-cost sites. As the OCIO was aware
that much of the costs for connecting a site could be attributed to the so-called "last mile"
connections, i.e., the final connection in physical proximity to the site, the OCIO
encouraged ENA and Qwest to look hard for alternatives and indicated the OCIO' s
willingness to consider solutions that incorporated wireless technologies such as microwave.
Throughout 2010, the OCIO continued various group and individual discussions with ENA and
Qwest/CenturyLink on alternatives for high cost sites, while focusing on establishing
connections to locations with acceptable cost/solutions.
68.

In the January to March 2011 time frame, Jim Schmit from Qwest menti0ned the

possibility of convincing Greg Lowe from Syringa to agree to provide service. Mr. Schmit
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anticipated ordering services from Syringa would be a means to lower costs to an acceptable
level on the high cost sites. Mr. Schmit reported that early attempts to reach agreement with
Greg Lowe (Syringa) on IEN service had been rebuffed. The reported rebuff by Greg Lowe
appeared to be consistent with his statement that he (Syringa) would not participate in part in the
IEN because he intended to get all of the work for Syringa. Towards the end of this time period,
Mr. Schmit reported that he had convinced Greg Lowe (Syringa) to provide telecommunications
service for the IEN.
69.

In April of 2011, with acceptable costs and technology proposed, IEN ordered

service through ENA, which ordered through Qwest to Syringa for what were the previously
identified high cost sites.
70.

In July and August 2011, Syringa began servicing IEN schools districts, including

Arco, Cambridge, Challis, Council, Filer, St Anthony, Fruitland, Mackay, Midvale, Rupert,
Malad City, Rockland, Driggs, and Terreton.

71.

In January of 2013, after lengthy deliberations aimed at increasing capacity and

decreasing costs, the Division of Purchasing renewed the IEN contracts with Qwest and ENA.
72.

As part of the renewal effort, Syringa was approved to overbuild Frontier territory

in order to reduce costs to specific districts. In January to April 2013, as part of a new
Qwest/Syringa agreement, IEN began paying lower costs in most, if not all, Syringa locations
based on new configurations that reduced or eliminated network access fees.

73.

In April of 2011, once Syringa finally became willing to perform its necessary

role in the implementation of Phase One of the IEN, immediate service orders were placed by
Brady Kraft of the OCIO to ENA, who then placed the orders to Qwest/CenturyLink, who then
acted pursuant to its MSA with Syringa.
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74.

From the earliest planning stages of the implementation of Phase One of the IEN,

through today, Syringa's participation was expected and desired wherever the State determined
its participation is most advantageous to the State.
75.

Since Syringa began providing services to the IEN, it is my understanding based

on the affidavit from Elissa Homenock of Qwest (which I have reviewed), that Syringa has
received compensation in the last three years for providing services for the IEN as follows: 2011
$241,809; 2012 $543,847; and 2013 $649,710, for a total of $1,434,367.
76.

Syringa continues during this next year (2014-2015) to be contractually bound to

perform services for the IEN under its Master Service Agreement with Qwest.
77.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is the February 2014 Idaho Education Network

(IEN) Mid-Year Report which discusses the IEN' s highlights, case studies, and the numbers
demonstrating the critical importance of maintaining the IEN for the State of Idaho into the
future.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thislb day of April, 2014, I caused to be served:a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GREG ZICK.AU IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven F. Schossbergev
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IDAHO EDUCATIOljl NElWORK

February 2a, 2011

Memo for Record
Subject: FCC Report 2010 £-Rate Program and Broadband Usage Survey: Report {DA 10-i414)
and Implications for the Idaho Education Network
1. Attached are excerpts from an FCC report assessing the adequacy of telecommunications
service to schools/districts nationally. Important findings include:
a. " ... nearly 80% of all survey respondents say their broadband connections'do not
fully meet their current needs." (p. 2)
b. "Slow connection speed is the primary reason current Internet connectivit¥ does
not meet the needs for 55% of these respondents." (p. 2)
c.

"39% of ... respondents cite cost of service as a barrier in meeting their lnt~rnet
needs, and 27% cite cost of installation ...."(p. 2}

d. "Only 11% say that their current connection completely meets their strearr,ing
video needs and even fewer {10%} report that their connections completely
meet their video-conferencing needs." (p. 8}

2. The FCC report substantiates the implementation of IEN in its current form. The full FCC
report may be found at http://www.fcc.gov/010511 Eratereport.pdf.
3. For each attached page, the chart and other data are taken from the report and are posted
on the upper half of the page, while comments on the report's implications for IEN are
included below.

4. For questions, please contact Mr. Brady Kraft, 332-1840, or Mr. Greg Zickau, 332-187.$.

EXHIBIT 1
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e
Telecomm Service and General Needs

FCC Data:
Reasons Internet Does Not Meet Needs by Entity Type
'

s,t ":""

Connection speed too slow
Lack of capacity to serve multiple
users
Wireless networks cannot provide
coverage to all facilities
Inadequate internal wiring
and connections
Frequent interruptions of service
Other

All Entities , School

District

Library

Consortium

55%

54%

54%

62%

59%

37

38

39

31

44

29

30

35

11

17

25
13
11

21
15

28

9

11

25
18
11

22
15
18

11

What is the primary reason that the current Internet connection does not meet some or all of your needs?
Check all that apply.
Base: Current Internet Connection Does Not Completely Meet Needs (n = 825)

IEN Comments:

The IEN rollout directly addresses and resolves the issue highlighted in the first two rows. The IE!\! has
also assisted districts with their internal wiring and connections. That assistance, combined with ~he
dollar offset from IEN paying the connectivity bill to the district, is addressing and resolving the third
highlighted row.
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e
Telecomm Service and Specific Needs

FCC Data:
Specific Entity Needs Not Met by Current Connectivity

Online learning management
systems (e.g. Blackboard)

32%

Streaming video

32%

Voice over IP service

25%

0
Completely meets

D Does not meet at all

~-

27%

17%

Video conferencing

•

15%

5

17%

.JO%

•

7%

-

~

&Ill,~

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

D Mostly meets
D Don't know/not sure

D Sometimes meets
D Don't have this need

D Rarely meets

More specifically, please Indicate whether the current Internet connectivity for your entity Completely Meets, Mostly' Meets,
Sometimes Meets, Rarely Meets or Does Not Meet At All your needs for each of the following.
Base: All Entities (n

= 1,060)

"Recipients are much less likely to believe their connectivity meets their video needs. Only 11% say
that that their current connection completely meets their streaming video needs and even fewer
(10%) report that their connections completely meet their video-conferencing needs."

IEN Comments:

Looking at the data, it's clear that schools with a video need (streaming or conferencing) have only a
50/50 chance nationally that most or all their needs will be met. IEN resolves that for 100% of our
high schools.
With only 10% of needs met nationally but 100% for Idaho high schools, this important difference can
give Idaho students a competitive edge if we continue to press usage of this resource.
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National Barriers for Adequate Telecomm Service

FCC Data:
Issues Preventing Entities from Obtaining/Using Internet Access Necessary to Meet Needs

28%
24
25
24
22
27
27%
26
20
16
Urban
Rural
Urban/Rural

43%

35

27%
27

27%
25

47

37

37

15%
17
21

16%
15
12

10%
20

13

9%
10
16

5%
5
7

.4%
4
5

28%
24
17

Do any of the following Issues prevent your entity from obtaining and using the high-speed, broadband Internet access that you think is necessary
to meet your entity's needs? If so, check all that apply. Base: All Entities (n = 1,060)

IEN Comments:
The highlighted row indicates the reimbursement range for Idaho schools connecting to IEN.
Of the 8 primary reasons that prevents schools from meeting their telecommunications needs
nationally, the IEN rollout directly addresses 7 of the 8 and indirectly addresses the ath factor
(Inadequate LAN, internal networks, wiring) as well.
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IDAHO DIVI_SION OF PURCHASI
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
5BP001J08
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") hereby amends the contract for the
Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: S8P01308 (the
"Agreement'').
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. Qwest will be the general contractor for all IEN technical network services. The Service
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and
provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all IEN sites.
2. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver IEN technical network services using its
existing core MPLS network and backbone services.

3. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Qwest and ENA will
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will provide all Internet services to IEN users.
5. Qwest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.
6. Qwest and ENA will use a combination of Qwest and ENA Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA

g

r· .
<ti,-

All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop IEN customer facing
service ahd support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via existing
management platforms.

-:
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IDAHC> DIVl~.IQN OF PURCHASING
_ AMENDMENTONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN}
SBP001308
February 26, 2009

7. Qwest will work with ENA arid with the State of Idaho to supply the iltlformation
necessary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely
manner.
8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the IEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBP001308
dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Qwest, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of IEN services on a monthly, annual, or on.,-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. Qwest must provide this information within
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing information.
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DEPAR--NT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF~ OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SBP001309
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Education Networks of America, lnc./ENA Services, LLC hereby amends the· contract
for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309
(the "Agreement").
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001309 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471. Qwest
Communications Company LLC ("Qwest") is required to work with the ENA Account
Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for
all IEN sites.
2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all IEN network services and support.
3. ENA, in coordination with Qwest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access
connections and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the rnost cost
efficient and reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safety network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and Qwest
will use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. ENA, in coordination with Qwest, will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the IEN network.
5.

ENA will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and Qwest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Qwest project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Qwest Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest.
·
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop IEN customer
facing service and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical
and logical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via
existing management platforms.
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DEPA-ENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE
OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SBP001309
February 26, 2009

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Qwest to supply the information
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State in providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Qwest as equal partners in the IEN project as
demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBP001309 dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of IEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. ENA must provide this information within 30
days of the State's request for itemized billing information.

(
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Idaho Education Network Contracts in Operation

'

n

T

'W'°'Serv1ces fr.om Entirety of C;ntracts. Purchased ~er Idaho Code 67-5718A (3) "'

r

•

-

-

$1,720,000/Annually (approx. teletom)

$$,~~S,000/FY 13

$1,974,000/FY 13 (telecon;)

Schools/Districts: augmenting, adding
services (directly from School/District

Dept of Admln: implementing Education 1'1etwork
(identified in Amendments 1 to each contract)
(Note: E-Rate services purchased only through ENA)

State Agencies: supporting Agency
Business Operations

to ENA)

Menu of Services:
Project Management and General Contractor Services

Videoteleconferencing
Video-teleconferencing Equipment

E-Rate Eligible Telecom Services

Video-teleconferencing Support

E-Rate Services
Network Backbone
Procure/Provision Local Loop
Network Operations Center
Service Level Support Public Internet
7x24 School Support

Other Goods and Services defined in RFP
Content Filtering per Child I ntemet Protection Act
Voice Over Internet Protocol Telephone Services

Security Services

Non E-Rate Eligible Telecom Services
Network Backbone
Procure/Provision Local Loop
Network Operations Center
Service Level Support Public Internet
7x24 School Support
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These are examples of multi-vendor, technology contracts that I found through a quick search of
Purchasing's website. My office (OCIO) was involved in establishing some of these contracts anlif make
use of others. I marked the contract categories with an asterisk* that I understand resulted from a
single RFP, just like the IEN. Public entities now can select from the products on those contracts for their
specific needs, just like the IEN.
Computer and peripherals (12 different vendors)
*IT Services Contracts
o

Matrix of services (18 different vendors)

*Security-related Products (4 vendors)
o

Advanced Systems Group; Networking Consulting Services, Inc.; Right I Systems;
Structured Communications

*Data Communications Equipment (3 vendors, multiple resellers)
o

Cisco Systems, Dell Marketing LP, Juniper Networks

*The Metropolitan Area Network contracts (5 different vendors)
A

o

,>; :,~

:t•,: •••••••••

0

Zaya, lntegra, Qwest, ~itj11g1:1,, TW Telecom

*Internet services (3 different vendors)
o

Centurylink

o

lntegra Telecom

b

,j~rina

*Telephone Service (ISDN PRI) (3 different vendors)
o

Qwest, Integra, TW Telecom

Video Teleconferencing (3 different vendors)
o

GBH Communications; One Vision Solutions; Century Link

*The IEN contract (2 different vendors)
o

o

Centurylink
•

Used by IEN (DOA) and Agencies

•

Available to schools (IEN not aware of use)

ENA
•

Used by DOA and schools

•

Available to agencies (IEN not aware of use)

EXHIBITS
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STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
maintain any applicable workman's compensation insurance as required by law and will provide certificate of
same if requested. There will be no exceptions made to this requirement and failure to provide a certification
of workman's compensation insurance may, at the State's option, result in cancellation of this Agreement or
in a contract price adjustment to cover the State's cost of providing any necessary workman's compensation
insurance. The contractor must provide either a certificate of workman's' compensation insurance issued by
a surety licensed to write workman's' compensation insurance in the State of Idaho, as evidence that the
contractor has in effect a current Idaho workman's compensation Insurance policy, or an extraterritorial
certificate approved by the Idaho Industrial Commission from a state that has a current reclpr0¢:lty agreement
with the Industrial Commission. The State does not assume liability as an employer.

9. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE: Acceptance of this
Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 601, Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964,
In that "No person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, national origin, or sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any program
or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." In addition, "No other wise qualified handicapped
individual in the United States shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the par:ticipation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity recehting Federal
financial assistance" {Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts involving
federal funds, the applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 11246 as amended, Section
402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination In Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sectlohs 621, et
seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of
Interior regulations at 43 CFR Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also
incorporated into this Agreement. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws
made during the term of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing
such laws. The Contractor must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement.
10. TAXES: The State Is generally exempt from payment of state sales and use taxes and from personal
property tax for property purchased for its use. The State is generally exempt from payment of federal
excise tax under a permanent authority from the District Director of the Internal Revenue Servi¢e (Chapter
32 Internal Revenue Code [No. 82-73-00191<]). Exemption certificates will be furnished as required upon
written request by the Contractor. if the Contractor Is required to pay any taxes Incurred as a result of doing
business with the State, it shall be solely and absolutely responsible for the payment of those taxes. If, after
the effective date of this Agreement, an Idaho political subdivision assesses, or attempts to assess, personal
property taxes not applicable or in existence at the time this Agreement becomes effective, the State will be
responsible for such personal property taxes, after reasonable time to appeal. In no event shall the State be
responsible for personal property taxes affecting items subject to this Agreement at the tlme it becomes
effective.
11. SAVE HARMLESS: Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the State from any and all
liability, claims, damages, costs, expenses, and actions, Including reasonable attorney fees, caused by or
that arise from the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of the Contractor, its employees, agents, or
subcontractors under this Agreement that cause death or Injury or damage to property or arising out of a
failure to comply with any state or federal statute, law, regulation or act. Contractor shall have rllo
indemnification liability under this section for death, Injury, or damage arising solely out of the negligence or
misconduct of the State.
12. ORDER NUMBERS: The Contractor shall clearly show the State's Agreement order numbers or purchase
order numbers on all acknowledgments, shipping labels, packing slips, invoices, and on all correspondence.
13. CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY: The Contractor is responsible for furnishing and delivery of all Property
included in this Agreement, whether or not the Contractor is the manufacturer or producer of such Property.
Further, the Contractor will be the sole point of contact on contractual matters, Including payment of charges
resulting from the use or purchase of Property.
14. SUBCONTRACTING: Unless otherwise allowed by the State in this Agreement, the Contractor shall not,
without written approval from the State, enter into any subcontract relating to the performance of this
Agreement or any part thereof. Approval by the State of Contractor's request to subcontract or acceptance
StandardTC (Revised 10-02-2007)
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STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
of or payment for subcontracted work by the State shall not In any way relieve the Contractor of any
responslblllty under this Agreement The Contractor shall be and remain liable for all damages to the State
caused by negligent performance or non-performance of work under the Agreement by Contractor's
subcontractor or its sub-subcontractor.
15. COMMODITY STATUS: It is understood and agreed that any item offered or shipped shall be new and in
first class condition and that all containers shall be new and suitable for storage or shipment, unless
otherwise indicated by the State in the specifications. Demonstrators, previously rented, refurlllshed, or
reconditioned items are not considered "new" except as specifically provided in this section. "New" means
Items that have not been used previously and that are being actively marketed by the manufacturer or
Contractor. The items may contain new or minimal amounts of recycled or recovered parts that have been
reprocessed to meet the manufacturer's new product standards. The items must have the State as their first
customer and the items must not have been previously sold, Installed, demonstrated, or used 1111 any manner
(such as rentals, demonstrators, trial units, etc.). The new items offered must be provided with a full,
unadulterated, and undiminished new item warranty against defects in workmanship and materials. The
warranty is to include replacement, repair, and any labor for the period of time required by other
specifications or for the standard manufacturer or vendor warranty, whichever is longer.
16. SHIPPING AND DELIVERY: All orders will be shipped directly to the ordering agency at the location
specified by the State, on an F.O.B. Destination freight prepaid and allowed basis with all transportation,
unloading, uncrating, drayage, or other associated delivery and handling charges paid by the Contractor.
"F.O.B. Destination", unless otherwise specified In the Agreement or solicitation documents, shall mean
delivered to the State Agency Receiving Dock or Store Door Delivery Point The Contractor shall deliver all
orders and complete installation, if required, within the time specified in the Agreement. Time for delivery
commences at the time the order Is received by the Contractor.

17. INSTALLATION AND ACCEPTANCE: When the purchase price does not include installation, acceptance
shall occur fourteen (14) calendar days after dellvery, unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing
that the order does not meet the State's specification requirements or otherwise fails to pass the Contractor's
established test procedures or programs. When installation is included, acceptance shall occur fourteen (14)
calendar days after completion of installation, unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing that the
order does not meet the State's specification requirements or otherwise fails to pass the Contractor's
established test procedures or programs. If an order is for support or other services, acceptance shall occur
fourteen (14) calendar days after completion, unless the State has notified the Contractor In writing that the
order does not meet the State's requirements or otherwise falls to pass the Contractor's established test
procedures or programs.
1

18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk of loss and responslblllty and liablllty for loss or damage will remain with 'Contractor

until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent defects, fraud and ,Contractor's
warranty obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not release the Contractor from any obligation
under this Agreement.
19. INVOICING: ALL INVOICES are to be sent directly to the ORDERING AGENCY ONLY. The Agreement
number and/or purchase order number is to be shown on all invoices. In no case are invoices to be sent to
the Division of Purchasing.
20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to
whom such Agreement or order is given to any other party without the approval in writing of the
Administrator, Division of Purchasing. Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the annulment
of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any breach of
such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726(1])
21. PAYMENT PROCESSING: Idaho Code Section 67-5735 reads as follows: 'Within ten (10) days after the
property acquired Is delivered as called for by the bid specifications, the acquiring agency shall complete all
processing required of that agency to permit the contractor to be reimbursed according to the terms of the
bid. Within ten (1 O) days of receipt of the document necessary to permit reimbursement of the oontractor
according to the terms of the contract, the State Controller shall cause a warrant to be issued in favor of the
contractor and delivered."
StandardTC (Revised 10-02-2007)
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(6} Service Order: A document provided by the User to Provider which details the type of
Service desired and provides all information necessary for Provider to provide the Service to
User.

(7) State: The Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing, acting as statutory agent
for the ordering agency.
(8) Telecommunlcatlons Services: The transmission of two-way interactive signs, signals,
writing, images, sounds, messages, data or other information of any nature by wire, radio,
light waves or other electromagnetic means, which are offered to or for the public, or some
portion thereof, for compensation.

(9) User: The ordering entity or State agency.

B. SERVICES
(1) Types of Service: The Services acquired pursuant to the Invitation to Bid or Request for
Proposals and an applicable Service Order may Include, but are not Hmited to, Asynchronous
Transfer Mode {"ATM"}, frame relay, private line, hosting, Private Network Satelllte, Private
Network xDSL and ATM/DSL Hybrid Services {Layer 2 connectivity}, network management
services, and other Telecommunications Services. The Services do not inolude any
Customer Premises Equipment ("CPE"}.
(2) E-Rate Service: The Provider acknowledges and agrees that Telecommunications Services
offered under the Agreement may be eligible for E-Rate discounts. Qualifying schools or
libraries may acquire Services offered through the Agreement, and related E-Rate discounts
may apply. To qualify for E-Rate discounts, schools or libraries must comply with all program
requirements, Including but not limited to, the E-Rate application process, technology plan
approval, reimbursement and invoicing prerequisites. Upon receipt of all properly ,executed
E-Rate forms and related documents, Provider will apply the E-Rate discounts. Provider's
sales account team and the State's E-Rate coordinator will work together to ensl!lre timely
application of discounts under the USF E-Rate program.

C. PRICING: As designated in the Agreement itself.
D. LATE PAYMENT AND EARLY TERMINATION
(1) Late Payment: A late charge shall be assessed and accrue at the rate determined In the
application of Idaho Code Section 63-3045 commencing ten (10} calendar days after
payment is due. Payments will be made in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-2302(2).

(2) Early Termination: The User may terminate for any or no reason at any time any Service
Order for ongoing Services.
(a} If eariy termination is prior to installation of Service as requested in a valid Service Order,
charges shall be those actual expenses incurred by Provider through the date of
termination.
(b} If the State terminates a Service, or individual circuit, during the first twelve {12) months
after commencement of any Service, for any reason other than what is described in
sections 1.E.(1) [For Cause] and 1.E.(2) [For Non-Appropriation], the State shall pay a
termination charge of one hundred percent (100%} of the monthly recurring charges for
that Service (or the applicable fraction thereof), multiplied by the number of months
remaining in the first twelve {12} months of the Service term, plus a termination charge of
fifty percent (50%} of the monthly recurring charges for the Service {or the applicable
fraction thereof), multiplied by the number of months remaining in the Service term after
State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
for Telecommunications Services
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the first twelve (12) months, plus the balance of all billed but unpaid recurring and all
outstanding nonrecurring charges. Cause is defined in Section 1.E.(1) [For Cause].
(c) If the State terminates any Service, or individual circuit (other than pursuant to Sections
1.E.[1) [For Cause) and 1.E.[2] [For Non-Appropriation]) after installation and after the
first twelve (12) months after commencement of any Service, but less than eighty percent
(80%) through the Service term, the State will pay a termination charge of fifty percent
(50%) of the monthly recurring charges for the Service (or the applicable fraction thereof),
multiplied by the number of months remaining in the Service term after the first twelve
{12) months, plus the balance of all billed but unpaid recurring and all outstanding
nonrecurring charges.
{d) The State may avoid termination charges for a circuit if a circuit of equal or gr$ter value
is ordered within thirty (30) days after termination of the original circuit. The disconnected
circuit must have been in place at least twelve (12) months and the new circuit must be
ordered for a period at least equal to the remaining contract term of the disconnected
circuit.

E. TERMINATION
(1) For Cause: The State may terminate the Agreement or any Service Order issued pursuant

to the Agreement when the Provider has been provided written notice of default or noncompliance and has failed to cure the default or non-compliance within a reasonable time, not
to exceed ten (10) calendar days, after receipt of such notice. If the Agreement is terminated
for default or non-compliance, the Provider will be responsible for any direct costs and/or
damages incurred by the State for placement of a new Agreement. The State, upon
termination for default or non-compliance, reserves the right to offset damages against
payment due, and to take any legal action it may deem necessary. If the State terminates the
Agreement for cause and such termination is subsequently determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to have been without cause, the termination shall be deemed a
termination under Section 1.D.(2) [Early Termination] and the State shall only be responsible
for payment in accordance with that section, which shall be the full extent of the State's
liability.

(2) For Non-Appropriation: Provider acknowledges that the State is a governmental entity, and
that the Agreement shall in no way be construed so to bind or obligate the State of Idaho
beyond the term of any particular appropriation of funds by the State Legislature, as may
exist from time to time. The State reserves the right to terminate the Agreement, in whole or
in part, if, in its sole judgment, the Legislature of the State of Idaho fails, neglects or refuses
to appropriate sufficient funds as may be required for the State to continue pawment or
requires any give-back of funds as may be required for the State to continue payment, or if
the Executive Branch mandates any cuts or holdback In spending. Any such termination
shall take effect on ten {10) calendar days' notice and be otherwise effective as provided in
the Agreement. It is understood and agreed that the payments provided for in the Agreement
shall be paid from Legislative appropriations.

F. SAVE HARMLESS: The Provider shall defend, indemnify and hold the State harmless :from any
and all liability, claims, damages, costs, expenses, and actions, including reasonable attorney's
fees, to the extent caused by or arising from the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions 11mder the
Agreement of the Provider, its employees, agents, or subcontractors, that cause death or bodily
injury, or damage to property, or arising out of a failure to comply with any state or federal statute,
law, regulation or act. IN NO EVENT WILL PROVIDER BE LIABLE FOR INCIOENTAL,
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. The Provider shall have no
indemnification liability under this section for death, injury, or damage to the extent that the same
is attributable to the negligence or misconduct of the State.

State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
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G. SUBCONTRACTING:
The Provider may enter Into any subcontract(s} relating to the
performance of the Agreement or any part thereof. The Provider's use of subcontracts shall not in
any way relieve the Provider of its responsibility for the professional and technical accuracy,
adequacy, and timeliness of the work to be performed under the Agreement. The Provider shall
be and remain liable for the performance of the work in accordance with the Agreemerlt, as well
as for any damages to the State caused by the negligent performance or non-performance of
Provider's subcontractor(s).

H. ASSIGNMENT: Neither the Agreement nor any Service Order or any interest therein shall be
transferred by the Provider to any other party without the approval, In writing, of the Administrator
of the DMslon of Purchasing. Any attempt to assign the Agreement, without prior written
approval, shall result In the termination of the Agreement or Service Order, at the sole discretion
of the State. All rights of action for any breach of the Agreement by the Provider are reserved to
the State. Notwithstanding the preceding and subject to the provisions contained herein, the
Provider may assign the Agreement or any Service Order, without prior written consent, to an
entity that controls, is controlled by, or is in common control with the Provider, or to any successor
in interest to the Provider, or, if necessary, to satisfy the rules, requirements and/or regulations of
any federal, local or state governmental agency. In the event of an assignment witlilout prior
written approval, the Provider shall remain fully responsible and liable for performance under the
Agreement.

I.

PATENT AND COPYRIGHT INDEMNITY

(1} The Provider shall indemnify and hold the State harmless from, and shall defend at its own
expense, any action brought against the State based upon a claim that the Services provided
under the Agreement Infringe any patent, trademark, copyright or trade secret. The Provider
will pay all damages and costs finally awarded and attributable to such claim, but such
defense and payments are conditioned on the following:
(a) That the Provider shall be notified promptly in writing by the State of any notice of such
claim;
(b) That the Provider shall have the sole control of the defense of any action on si;ich claim
and all negotiations for its settlement or compromise, and State may select at its own
expense an advisory counsel; and
(c) That the State shall cooperate with the Provider in a reasonable way to facilitate
settlement or defense of any claim or suit

{2) The Provider shall have no liability to the State under any provision of this section with
respect to any claim of infringement that is based upon:
(a) State content;
{b} Unauthorized modifications to the Telecommunications Services by the State;
(c} The Provider's adherence to the State's written requirements; or
(d} The use of the Telecommunicatlons Services in violation of the Agreement

(3) Should the Telecommunications Services become, or In the Provider's opinion be likely to
become, the subject of a claim of infringement, the State shall permit the Provider, at Its
option and expense, either to procure for the State the right to continue using the
Telecommunlcatlons Services, to replace or modify the Telecommunications Services so that
It becomes non-infringing, or, if those altematlves are not reasonably available, the Provider

State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
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may terminate the infringing Telecommunications Services without liability, except as
otherwise provided.

J. FORCE MAJEURE: Neither party shall be liable or deemed to be In default for any delay In
performance occasioned by unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault or
negligence of the parties, Including, but not restricted to, acts of God or the public enemy, fires,
floods, epidemics, quarantine, restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, sabotage, cable cut not
caused by Provider, or unusually severe weather; provided that in all cases of delay in
performance, the Provider shall immediately notify the State by telephone, of such delay, and
follow up such oral notice with prompt written notice detailing the cause for delay. The Provider
shall make every reasonable effort to complete performance as soon as practicable. This clause
does not apply to Service issues involVing network outages caused by or related to a network that
is not owned or controlled by Provider.

K. LIMITS OF LIABILITY: For Service issues, the limits of liability are as provided in Section 2.E.
[Problem Management] below. For all other claims, except with regard to Its indemnification
obligations under Sections 1.F. [Hold Harmless] and 1.1. [Patent and Copyright Indemnity],
Provider's aggregate liability shall be limited to twice the aggregate value of the Agre$ment or
One Million and 00/100 Dollars {$1,000,000.00), whichever Is greater. IN NO EVENT WILL
EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES. Direct damages Include costs or damages incurred by the State for placement of a
new Agreement upon a termination for cause so long as the State:
(1 ) Procures a substantially similar product or Service under the same terms and conditions as
provided In the Agreement;
(2) Procures such product or Service for the same term as the term applicable to the product or
Service being replaced; and

(3) Otherwise takes all reasonable steps to mitigate the amount of costs incurred.

L. WARRANTIES:

Except as set forth in Section 2.C. [Performance Objectives], the Provider
makes no warranties, express or Implied.

2. SERVICE LEVELS
A. STATE RESPONSIBILITIES

(1) Reasonable Access to State Sites: The State will ensure reasonable access. for the
Provider's employees and Provider's subcontractors' employees to State-controlled sites
where Provider's equipment Is or will be Installed. Access will be provided for the purposes
of installation and preventative and corrective maintenance. To the extent access Is outside
the control of the State, the State will cooperate with Provider in obtaining access to the
premises to install, operate, maintain, repair and remove Provider's equipment Provider's
employees or agents will comply with the State and/or federal access and security rules and
regulations which have be~n communicated to Provider. Provider will provide notice to the
State prior to entering the State's premises to Install, maintain or repair any Provider
equipment In connection with the Servlce{s) provided under the Agreement. Provider will
only enter the State's premises if escorted by State authorized personnel, unless State grants
written permission to Provider for unescorted access. Outage credits under applicable
service level agreements will not be granted for service Interruptions or times of service
degradation during any period in which Provider or Its agents are not afforded access to the
State's premises if such access is reasonably necessary to prevent a degradation or restore
Service.

State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
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B. PROVIDER RESPONSIBILITIES
(1) Filing Individual Case Based Contracts (ICBs): The State represents that less than ten
percent (10%) of data traffic traversing the Provider's network will be Interstate. The Provider
shall file ICB's with the appropriate regulatory authority and supply copies to the Division of
Purchasing.

(2) Assigning Account Team: The Provider shall assign an account team made up of the
following functional positions:
(a) An executive sponsor;
(b} An account manager;
(c) A network engineer; and
(d} A billing specialist.
This account team will be assigned within thirty (30) calendar days after signing the
Agreement The executive sponsor will be empowered to authorize credits and mobilize
Provider resources; the account manager will liaise with the State; the network engineer will
assist with network design and capacity planning; and the billing specialist will correct
erroneous billings.
(3) Providing an Escalation List: Upon request of the State, the Provider will submit an
escalation list The escalation list will contain the contact name, work telephone number, cell
telephone number, e-mail address for key operations and technical contacts, · and the
Provider's twenty-four (24) hour network administration and control center. The Prc,vider will
deliver this list to the State within five (5) calendar days after request.
(4) Provide Constant Network Monitoring: Provider will maintain a twenty-four (24) hour,
seven (7) day a week, three hundred sixty-five (365) days per year staffed network
operations center to monitor Services provided to the State, in order to facilitate response to
Major and Minor Trouble.
C. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
(1) The Provider warrants its network elements, including, without limitation, hardware,
equipment and cables, are designed to meet its Service objectives pursuant to this section.
Provider represents that all interfaces and protocols extended to the State are d8$igned to
meet the specifications described in Provider's technical publications. These technical
publications may include, but are not limited to, the ATM Forum, the Frame Relay Forum,
EIA/TIA, ANSI or ITU. There are no other warranties expressed or implied. Remedies that
apply to this area are contained in 2.E.(2) [Liquidated Damages].
(2) Further, the Provider will submit to the State, within five (5) business days after signing the
Agreement, the Provider's standard targeted Service level objectives for its network for each
of its offered Services. The objectives will include some or all of the following: availability,
reliability, mean-time-to-repair ("MTTR"), mean-time-between-failure ("MTBP), and bit error
rate ("BER"). The targeted Service level objectives will become part of and incorporated into
the Agreement as if set forth in full.
D. SERVICE MANAGEMENT
(1) Initiation of New Service: The State will place a Service Order for new Service either by fax
or by e-mail. The due date for a Service Order will be mutually agreed upon when the State
State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
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places an Order. If the Provider cannot complete Installation after thirty (30) calendar days
past the established due date for a Service Order, the Service Order will autdmatlcally
cancel, with no further liability to the State, and the State, at its option, may seek, without
penalty, substitute services from another Provider. The State will track the status of a
Service Order via telephone, written form, or, preferably, electronic form.
(2) Disconnection of Service: The State will place a Service Order for discontinuance of
Service either by fax or by e-mail. Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement, the State
will provide the Provider with thirty (30) calendar days' written notice to discontinue Service.
The State Is not obligated to pay for Service beyond this thirty (30) day notice period unless
an early termination charge applies, pursuant to Section 1.0. [Late Payment and Early
Termination] above. The State will track the status of a Service Order via telephone, written
form, or, preferably, electronic form.
E. PROBLEM MANAGEMENT
(1) Trouble Reports: The State will place a Major or Minor Trouble report with the ·Provider

either in written form (e.g., memo or fax), telephonlcally or, preferably, electronic form (e.g.,
web-based forms). Tracking the progress of problem resolution will be accomplished via
telephonic or electronic notification (e.g., web-based ore-mall).
(2) Liquidated Damages

(a) It Is essential for the State's business that the Services be provided uninterrupted. The
Provider agrees to delivery of Service as agreed upon pursuant to the Agreement and
any Service Order issued pursuant to the Agreement, including the targeted Service level
objectives submitted in accordance with Section 2.C.(2) [Performance Objectives] above.
Failure to provide Services in accordance with the Agreement constitutes an event of
default. The parties agree that actual damages to the State for the failure of or delay In
delivery will be dlfficult or impossible to determine. Therefore, if the Provider misses the
initial response time for a Major Trouble, the Provider may be assessed Two Hundred
Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($250.00) per hour for each hour missed, up to eight (8) hours as
described below, as liquidated damages, not as a penalty. If the Provider misses the
initial response time for a Minor Trouble, the Provider may be assessed One Hundred
Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($150.00) per hour for each hour missed, up to eight (8) hours as
described below, as liquidated damages, not as a penalty. Any sums due to the State
under this section will be handled as a credit against payments due from the State on
subsequent invoices.
(b) If either a Major or Minor Trouble has not been fully remedied after eight (8) hours from
the time of the trouble report, Seven Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($750.00) per hour
may be assessed as liquidated damages, not as a penalty, until such time as the Major or
Minor Trouble is fully remedied. In no event will the sum of liquidated damages per
outage exceed one months' recurring revenue for the circuit under repair. The State
reserves the right to offset the amount of liquidated damages against other sums owing
under the Agreement or any Service Order Issued hereunder. The Provider shall not be
assessed Service credits when delay arises out of cause beyond the control and without
the fault or negligence of the Provider.
(3) Chronic Trouble Remedy

(a) "Chronic Trouble Circuit" is a particular circuit for which:
{I) Three (3) or more trouble tickets have been opened for the same trouble within a
ninety (90) day period;

State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
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(ii) One (1) Service outage has occurred for a duration of more than twenty-four (24)
hours; or
(iii) Service outages accumulating one hundred twenty (120) hours or more, over any
period of one hundred eighty (180) consecutive calendar days and the cause of each
such trouble Is determined to be in Provider's network and is not the result of a cause
beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Provider.
(b) Whenever State or User reports to Provider, and Provider confirms that a Service is a
Chronic Trouble Circuit, Provider will immediately perform a detailed investigation and
report the findings to the State and the User. The State or User may disconnect a
specific Chronic Trouble Circuit without incurring termination liability or further obligation,
except for payment due and owing for Services received prior to disconnection, by
providing Provider written notice, unless such circuit has remained trouble-free for a
period of thirty (30) days prior to such termination notice.

F. PLANNED OUTAGES: The Provider shall provide at least twenty-four (24) hours adval'lce notice
to the State, via e-mail or telephone, of any planned outages affecting the Provider's network.

G. BILLING AND CREDITS
(1) Billing Address and Interval: The Provider will render a timely, accurate and complete
invoice to the proper billing address. The billing address will be identified on the Service
Order. Further, the billing "end date• will be mutually agreed upon between the State and the
Provider.

(2) Invoicing for a Finished Service: Where by necessity a finished Service is provisioned by
the Provider and other telecommunications carriers, the Provider will submit , a single
consolidated Invoice.

(3) BIiiing Elements: Invoices submitted by the Provider must include applicable one-time
charges, recurring charges and any prorated charges.

(4) Application of Credits:

The State will notify the Provider In writing of any billing or
administrative errors within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt of Invoice, including iclfentifying
the amount of the apparent error. The Provider shall respond in writing to such notification
within frfteen (15) calendar days of receipt. Failure to so respond shall be deemed
agreement by the Provider to the amount of the claimed mistake. Credits for any billing or
administrative errors shall be applied by the Provider to the proper account within forty-five
(45) calendar days of notification of such error. The State reserves the right to offset
amounts in dispute pursuant to this section pending resolution thereof.
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INTRODUCTION

During 2013, Director Luna determined that organizational changes were necessary to
improve internal IEN efficiency. The changes became effective late in the year and
included aligning Content and Communications responsibilities within the Office of the
Chief Information Officer. This action brought all IEN responsibilities into the same
division. With technical infrastructure and content closely allied in a single unit,
reviewing and updating the IEN strategic direction were clearly in order. This
document reflects the result of our efforts to define and affirm short and long-term
goals for the program.
The goals and objectives outlined here represent the early phases of our vision for the
IEN, from discovery through generation and capture of insights into creation of the
overall framework. Next, we'll begin rolling out the specific strategies and tactics
necessary to achieve the goals and objectives, and we'll begin a process of regular
review to tune the plan elements and to ensure we are on track. The process of
review will include updates to this document as the plan progresses.
As is common with many planning processes, early on we established a contextual
foundation of understanding of the IEN organization for all participants. This was
accomplished through review and discussion of key program elements, as well as
through more traditional planning tools and exercises. We've included a series of
appendices to provide readers a better understanding of the program operating
parameters.
What the plan doesn't reflect is the excitement those of us involved with the IEN f~el
about the program. The IEN represents a means to have a positive impact on
students throughout the state. It's very easy to become passionate about the IEN
when you see the difference it makes in individual lives, when you can recount rousing
stories of student success. It's hard to imagine a more inspiring program.
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MISSION
The IEN connects Idaho schools and communities to enable educational
opportunities for the empowerment and achievement of all Idaho citizens.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES
Technology must be an enabler not a detractor - invisible as far as possible.
Infrastructure serves the students - K-20, adult, professional.
Customers are the reason we exist.
We are stronger as a team than as individuals.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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GOAL: Increase High School Dual Credit
Enrollment
I

Objective: Scale teacher training program

I

Lead: ·
Michael Bartz

Strategies:
-

Update training documentation
Develop survey to monitor effectiveness and identify areas of
improvement

Objective: Scale content coordination capability

Lead: 1
Julie Best

Strategies:
-

-

-

-

Advocate for dedicated staff to focus on increasing content and
curriculum opportunities to all students
Work with the State Department of Education and school partners to
list all current IEN delivered courses to the content portal. Work to
communicate to parents, students, and educators on how to access
the information and inquire about courses.
Continue to work with policy makers to incentivize educators to offer
IEN delivered dual credit courses to rural schools. Examples include
financial incentives related to Star Rating and Pay for Performance.
Non-financial incentives include graduation requirements related to
online courses.
Continue to work with schools on increasing awareness of IEN
opportunities - examples include consortium building opportunities
(PTECH Network, GEAR UP, etc.), conference presentations, and
strategic partnerships.
Continue to work with content providers to increase course options
for high schools students.
Strategically place IEN VTC systems that support increased dual
credit content opportunities.
I

Objective: Identify next cycle of stipend funding
Strategies:
-

Collect data that support funding the stipend program
Perform research that supports funding the stipend program
Perform a needs assessment that supports funding the stipend
program
Create a generic proposal that includes data, research, and needs
assessment in order to use in a grant or as a proposal to a funder

Objective: Primary focus of Marketing/ Communications
Strategies:
-

I
Lead:
Brady Kraft/
Julie Best

Lead:
Julie Best

Target Parents
Work with SDE to incorporate IEN content in the online portal
Course catalog content
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GOAL: Roll out K-12 student access to virtual
education content With Phase 11 funding
Objective: Enhance bandwidth and establish new connections
where necessary

Lead:
Brady Kraft

Strategies: Seek policy guidance from IPRAC on
new and increased bandwidth.
I

Objective: Video conference expansion pending funding
Strategies:
-

Lead:
'
Mike Costa

Document installation guidelines and procedures
Evaluate new technologies for inclusion in and improvement of IEN
standards
Field test new equipment and ideas through the Innovation Program
Solicit feedback from users to improve the IEN installation models.
Keep contracts up-to-date for rapid response when funds become
available
Maintain open communication with vendors to improve products and
keep costs down

Objective: Marketing/Communications will transition to include
K-8

Lead:
Julie Best

Strategies:
-

Create a case study or white paper overviewing the benefits of
pursuing phase II
Create a presentation that demonstrates the benefits of pursuing
phase II
Work with partners to gain support for phase II
Create end user documentation from IEN technical team
documentation that highlights the benefits of phase II
Create school printed communications outreach plan to include any
packets, publications, and other materials

I
I
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-

Create a series of overview presentations for promotion of phase II

GOAL: Facilitate professional development and
continuing education opportunities for educators
to improve student achievement using video
teleconferencing technology
Objective: Teacher training program
Strategies:
-

Establish relationships with organizations to provide workshops for
educators
Promote professional development opportunities as they arise

Lead:
Michael Bartz

I

I
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GOAL: Maintain or enhance customer service
through current proactive management
processes
Objective: Address bandwidth before limits impact education
Strategies:
Objective: Assess video support process adequacy for
expansion

Strategies:

Lead:
Brady Kraft
Lead:
Mike Costa/
Brady Kraft

Route all support calls through support team to evaluate load and
training level
Provide up-to-date support documentation (contact lists, site lists)
Solicit customer feedback regard ing satisfaction with support process.
Create and distribute support surveys as an evaluation tool
Meet weekly with support team to assess any problem areas
(lingering tickets, training gaps, non-responsive customers)

Objective: Create tools and communications that support the
goal (i.e. N. Carolina Bandwidth map)

Lead:
Julie Best

Strategies:

-

Work with the IEN team to determine the best tool for content and
communication management with schools and partners. The ideal
tool would aggregate IEN school management such that bandwidth ,
video conference, and content information were easy to access and
utilize.
Create standard templates for reporting
Continue to maintain and support outreach communication tools
Work with the IEN team to create tools available to schools such that
they are empowered to fully utilize the bandwidth and video
conference systems
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GOAL: Review internal processes/procedures
and establish or enhance as appropriate
Objective: Prioritize necessary processes and procedures

Lead:
Greg Zickau

Strategies:

GOAL: Identify funding opportunities within
existing goals
Objective: Leverage initial assessment impacts to math/English
results and graduation rates

I

Lead:
Julie Best

1

Strategies:
-

Identify leading and lagging indicators of favorable outcomes related
to the IEN
Work with the Office of the State Board on leveraging SLDS to
perform research to substantiate favorable outcomes
Create program evaluation report

Objective: Actively work with partners or stakeholders who
might assist in funding opportunities

Lead:
Julie BesU
Brady Kraft

Strategies:
-

I

Work with J.A. and Kathryn Albertson Foundation and Cisco grant
writers
Continue to support JKAF initiatives such as Ed Sessions 2.0, ROCI,
and Go On in order to foster strong working relationship.
Continue to work with 21st Century, GEAR UP, and PTECH Network
to foster increased awareness of content and curriculum
opportunities that would benefit their grantees.
I
Continue to identify and pursue grant opportunities.
I

I
I
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APPENDIX A: Internal Survey
This year the IEN staff was surveyed using questions formulated by the Gallup Organization in
order to measure the strength of a workplace.

The Questions
1. Do I know what is expected of me?
2. Do I have the right materials and equipment I need to do my work right?
3. At work, do I have the opportunity to do what I do best every day?
4. In the last seven days, have I received recognition or praise for doing good work?
5. Does my supervisor, or someone at work, seem to care about me as a person?
6. Is there someone at work who encourages my development?
7. At work, do my opinions seem to count?
8. Does the mission/purpose of my company make me feel my job is important?
9. Are my co-workers committed to doing quality work?
10. Do I have a best friend at work?
11. In the last six months, has someone at work talked to me about my progress?
12. This last year, have I had opportunities at work to learn and grow?
Buckingham, Marcus & Coffman, Curt. "First, Break All The Rules". New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1999

Survey Results: averages for answers rated from 1- Strongly Disagree, to 5 - Strongly Agree

What do I get?

What do I give?

Know what is expected

Do my best every day
Encourages development
Recognition last 7 days

How can we all
grow?

s.n,.....

4.60
4.40

Do I belong here?

4.20
4.00
3.80

Opp. to learn / grow
Progress in last 6 months
Company mission
Co-workers quality
My opinions count

3.60
3.40
3.20
3.00

Best friend
Highest scores
Lowest scores
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APPENDIX C: Connectivity Update
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APPENDIX D: SWOT Analysis

Helpful
Strengths

Weaknesses

1.
2.

1.

3.

-co

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

C

....
QJ

9.
10.

+-'

11.

-

C

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

-co

....CQJ

+-'

X

UJ

Harmful

People
Relationships
Solid infrastructure/foundation
Diverse skillsets/experiences
Customer service
Political support
Public image
Branding (Kleenex)
Problem solving
Information volume
National recognition
Broadband management program
True network - Beyond just technology
Relationships with IEN partners/ Extended family
Good stewards of our funding
We've delivered
Integrity
Flexibility
Foundation laid for legacy

Reactionary problem solving

2. Information volume
3. Immature program (Shoot from tl!le hip,
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

lack of processes)
Lack of team integration
Oversensitive to history
Scope-creep - Understanding priorities,
difficulty saying "no#
Clarity of ownership
Internal communications

9. Trust?
10. Lack of defensible policies and procedures

Opportunities

Threats

a)

a)

b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Grow organic exchange of content (unique, accepted,
scalable, learner impact)
Slow down -> Create processes, be deliberate
Rural focus
Leader in rural education reform with national impact
Impact students who lack opportunity
Nurture technology in education (beyond video and
bandwidth)
Leverage partnerships
Empower rural communities to be education
consumers
Increase funding-> Infusion of I-Time$

b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

g)
h)

Funding
Political support
Legal issues

BYOD
Changes in distance education policy
Changes in leadership
(government/policy/agency)
Perceived encroachment on roles
Co-opted by external organization

IEN Codec
Phase II (exciting kids about opportunities)
I

I
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APPENDIX E: Strategic Opportunity Matrix

~<l

i~

-l~,,if-'

-:0~

f ~'-~

i'
Stratu:ic •tnnnrtunitv

--

cl$~~

Meets main
statutory
requirements

Score Notes

Success
dependent on
resources

\~~i

~s
t,~

43

High School - High School:
High School Credit

46

43

44

High School - High School:
Dual Credit (supply/demand)

49

39

4S

46

0

175

38

How do we
determine what is
measurable for
program success

171

I

0,

C

40

173

I

0

cu

I

Total

4S

cu

0

t~

Wbatis
measWllble7

C
C

~,

~
Score Notes

Score Notes

Overall (and example input)

41

p
t~<t-

1°~ 1~

.,~~'

~v,

\if'~

b-1~ J'~

1-.,:

Score Notes

~~
,o

o\

High School - High School:
Enhancement

44

43

42

2S

154

College-High School:
Dual Credit (supply)

47

3S

43

38

163

High School - Middle School:
High School Credit

39

ca

.c
u

~

.~

.
C

ca

0,

0

e3:

(!)

Statutory
authorization?

2S

implement

32

32

I

128

I
Middle School - Middle School:
Middle School Credit

31

Statutory
authorization?

IS

Middle School - Middle School:
Enhancement

32

Statutory
authorization?

25

30

Slowing down
helps us stay
focused on
Ireauirements

37

Overall
C

3:

0

C

No resources to

Create Processes/Be Deliberate

30

42

3:

No resources to

implement

No resources to
implement

2S

30

32

20

I
44

As long as
ownership of
processes are

0

CRM Database Creation

21

No impact to
requirements

43

As long as
appropriate
resources are

I

109

40

151

47

Can only
strengthen
program and
longevity

41

160

44

Much needed

41

149

33

163

41

177

created

in

101

dedicated
Overall

41

44

45

Impact Studens Who Lack
Opportunity

46

47

43

Leader in Rural Education
Reform with National Impact

18

31

39

Empower Rural Communities to
be Education Consumers

27

32

II)

::::,

u

0
LL.

1?::::,
a::

I
I

Not enough
resources to
dedicate to this

30

26

I

22

This is/will be ail
organic resuh o~
other actions

114

Ill
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.,.tt

~\·

~

if~<

i~
Stnter:ic Unnortunity

C

0
+l

~f

~~

\~'l.

~~

t•' ~·

~"'

~<

t!>'

~· .

ci' ~"'
Scon= Notes

.,.~'.~

J'\.

'I,.~.<" cf~

~·°'

Scott Notes

-~·'

~

\

~t,

Scott Notes

Score Note,

Total

Overall

32

37

44

40

153

1- 1 Student/Device Deployment

24

20

25

44

113

21

19

24

31

95

C'IS

u

:::::,
'1:1

w

.E
~
0
0
C

Other Technologies
( c.g.smartboards)

I

.c

Visual Communications (best
practices guide? Discussions?)

24

28

29

12

93

.

Branded Donation Receipt

15

22

20

8

65

Solicit Bequests

15

20

22

9

66

Overall

19

39

38

27

123

ENA

30

36

32

17

115

Century Link

32

31

31

27

121

Cisco

26

33

27

23

109

Polycom

26

29

18

16

89

Albertson Foundation

25

35

42

30

132

41

43

130

u
~
Cl)

:::::,
~

:::::,

z

II)

Q.

:c
l!?
Cl)

I

C

~
C'IS

ll..

Cl)

en

I.!
~

Cl)

..J

Had to rank these

C

in the middle

0

'iii

....E
:::::,

Overall

19

27

priority

Cl)

E
Supplemental to FY 14

9

15

Don't think it's
needed for FY14
unless addtl funds
needed for
broadband

22

23

69

Enhancement to FY 15

21

28

Prob not needed
unless addtl funds
needed for
broadband needs

31

32

112

36

36

~15

+l
I
Cl)

C

0
en

..
=sC
C

:::::,

because a' s

important but not
top or bottom

u..
Cl)
II)

C'IS

fu

.E

Expansion for FY 16

21

22

Possibly good
idea if funding not
obtained for
phases 2-4 thru
other means
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·~o\
10~

,o<'l
$'r ~it'

~r
~~ 1-"'~·

~

·~~

Score Notes

.
GI

0

I!?
0

Overall

IS

Para 2 Interactive video;
Para 4b - Idaho
will be a leader in

1<0

~

·"

c,oO~ $~•
Score Notes

27

If we wait long
enough

.t

.••

~

1"" 1<0

o;~

$-~

,_.:,

~·+•°'

Score Notea

18

Total

89

"Cl
C

E ~
0

>,.
Q. ,g

GI
"Cl

-

0

Cl.

u

oP"'

t?'..

~~

Scott Notes

29

~~
t#'o

'X

C

GI

E

0

0
z cii
!:!:!

)\

>

GI

C

-

GI

Overall

39

46

40

40

16S

Exciting Kids about
Opportunities

17

2S

36

21

99

Ill

ca

.c
Q.
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APPENDIX F: Budget

Idaho Education Network
FY2014 YTD Financial Summary
10/30/2013

Fund Summaries
Fund Source

General Funds - Index 9901

Title IID Funds - 9994

J.A. and Kathryn Albertson

IPersonnel Funds
FY2014
Budcet

$

403 700

FY2014 YTD
FY2014
Expenditures Funds Not
Spent Thouch Spent as of
10/31/13
10/31/13
$

174,207

$

229,493

FY2014
Budcet

N/A

FY2014YTD
FY2014 Funds
Expenditures
Not Spent as of
Spent Thouch
10/31/13
10/31/13
N/A

N/A

FY2014
Budcet

N/A

FY2014
FY2014YTD
Expenditures Funds Not
Spent Thouch Spent as of
10/31/13
10/31/13
N/A

N/A

IOperational Funds
FY2014
Budcet

$2,454,200

FY2014YTD
FY2014
Expenditures Funds Not
Spent Thouch Spent as of
10/31/13
10/31/13
$

763,120

FY2014
Budcet

$1,691,080

$ 647,501

FY2014
Funds Not

FY2014

FY2014YTD
FY2014 Funds
Expenditures
Not Spent as of
Spent Thouch
10/31/13
10/31/13
$

-

$

647,SOl

FY2014
Budcet

$ 226,499

FY2014YTD
FY2014
Expenditures Funds Not
Spent Thouch Spent as of
10/31/13
10/31/13

$

6,675

$

219,824

ICapital Funds
FY2014
Buqet

FY2014YTD
Expenditures
Spent Thouch

10/31/13
$

100,000

$

-

Spent asof
10/31/13
$

100,000

Budget

N/A

FY2014YTD
FY2014 Funds
Expenditures
Not Spent as of
Spent Though
10/31/13
10/31/13
N/A

N/A

FY2014
Budget

N/A

FY2014
FY2014YTD
Expenditures Funds Not
Spent Thouch Spent as of
10/31/13
10/31/13
N/A

N/A

IFY2014 E-Rate
Reimbursement
FY2014

FY2014YTD
Submlted
10/31/13

Budcet

Estimate
$5,694,649

$

2,026,077

FY2014YTD
Extlmate of
Remalnlnc E
Rate

$ 3,668,572
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APPENDIX G: 2013 Highlights

Stats
•

Network:
133 Districts and Charter Schools on the network
85,642 High School students served by the network
3 Colleges and Idaho Digital Learning on the network
Provisioned with 4.5 gigabytes of bandwidth
Capacity in excess of 62 gigabytes
Connection onto lnternet2 via Idaho Regional Optical Network

•

•

VTC and Distance Education:
236 VTC tracked in TMS
2012-2013 School year
3,353 high school students took courses via DE
7,351 credits were awarded
66% were dual credit
Tuition savings of $426,627 (153.00 a credit average)
96% Completion rate for dual credit courses
Between fall of 2009 and spring of 2013, 4,276 dual credit students have earned
13,574 dual credits equating to 452 years of full time college attendance

Recognitions
2011 Computerworld Honors Program 21st Century Achievement Award for Emerging Technology
(Beat out The Brookings lnstitute's Social Genome Project)
2013 National Journal Digital Innovation Winner (IEN beat out Google Fiber)
2013 Digital Education Achievement Award (Honorable Mention)

2013 Digital Education Achievement Award
Page
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•
Stories
Cisco Academy - Is a solution that supports early college and career ready initiatives, a
program aligned with STEM initiatives, and an opportunity to provide industry-aligned
curriculum and certifications to rural areas in Idaho. Offering Cisco Academy over the IEN
creates a sustainable model for delivering all or part of the career and technical educational
program of study around the state. Today we have a teacher at Dennis Technology Center in
the Boise School District teaching Cisco Academy courses to students in his classroom and 7
students at Forrest Bird Charter School in Sandpoint {500 miles north), 2 students at Idaho
Distance Education Academy in Post Falls, Idaho {450 miles north), and one student at Idaho
Distance Education Academy in Boise. The students are going to continue on with the
program in the spring, taking their first CCNA networking course.
lnternet2 and Presidential Primary Project - Students from Sugar Salem High Schpol
celebrated the anniversary of the landmark Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
(ANILCA) by joining President Carter on a live interactive videoconference on Monday,
December 2, 2013. President Carter answered questions from Sugar Salem High School and
four other schools after speaking about ANILCA, a conservation land act doubling the size of
the National Park System in 1980. This videoconference event was part of the Presidential
Primary Sources Project, a collaborative program sponsored by the U.S. Presidential Libraries
and Museums, the National Park Service, the lnternet2 Initiative, and other stakeholders.

Brady Kraft presenting at /STE - 2013
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•

•

Projects Underway
•
•

•

•

IDLA hybrid distance learning courses - Spanish course being offered with a modified
IDLA online curriculum with live IEN lectures twice a week.
PTE IT and Health Occupations distance learning pathways - We are working to offer
complete distance education programs of study in PTE health occupations and IT
pathways.
PTECH Cisco Academy and Health Occupations distance learning - We are supporting
the early college high school program being funded by the JA Kathryn Albertsons
Foundation
Primary system pilot -15 schools have received video conference units designed to
inspire learning and collaborations in KS environment

On the Horizon
•
•
•
•
•
•

By the summer of 2014 the available capacity of the network is 85.1 gigabytes
Deploy bandwidth to all K12 schools in the state supporting increased demand
Begin to deploy primary system VTC units into KS environment
Continue to work with vendors to develop improved VTC technology
Integrate course content onto the State Department of Education digital content
portal in order to increase awareness of IEN dual credit and advanced opportunities
Partner with early college programs to increase advanced and dual credit distance
education opportunities

Primary System
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APPENDIX H: Training Program
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
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Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BRAil>Y
KRAFT IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR .
RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S·.
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

BRADY KRAFT, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am of legal age, of sound mind, and make these statements of fact based on my

personal knowledge.
2.

I make this affidavit in support of the Idaho Department of Administration's (the

"DOA") motion for reconsideration and in opposition to Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC's
motion for partial summary judgment.

- 1001181

01152.0105.6586323.l

3.

•

I am the Idaho Education Network Technical Director (Technical Director), an

employee of the DOA. I have served in this position since May 2009.
4.

Attached hereto marked Exhibit "A" is a diagram that illustrates the current Idaho

Education Network Architecture.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Bra
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

-

c:JsS

day of April, 2014.

-2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

•

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this1H day of April, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing SECOND SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY KRAFT IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

David R. Lombardi
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

q E-mail
~Telecopy: 208.388.1300

-30115t0105.6586323. l
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Centurylink

Centurylink

Metro Ethernet Backbone and Local Loops
Fiber
Copper
42 Districts
5 Districts
BOHS
5HS
4HE

MPLS Backbone and Local Loops

Fiber
23 Districts
31 HS
10 Mbps

Copper
14 Districts
14 HS
114 Mbps

,.,.Mil

3,460Mbps

er@
Education Networks of America
Managed Network
Services

Juvenll~An1hony
TOM-Copper

4.5Mbps

Couer d'Alene SD

- - - Metro-E over Fiber
• - Metro-E Data over Fiber
- - - Ethernet over Flbar
- - - T D M over Fiber

---Copper
Microwave

Syrlnga ILEC Ethernet
Local Loops
Fiber
15 Districts
21 High Schools
289Mbps

"'4 High Schools
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 53'58
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN!
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND lN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
'

)

. )) ss.

I, Bob Collie, first being duly sworn, state and affirm as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN-·SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
01152.0106.6597321.1
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1.

I am over the age of eighteen and have personal knowledge of the matters stated

in this Affidavit.
2.

I am currently employed by ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") as a Senior Vic¢

President. In this capacity, I am responsible for strategy, solution development and ongoiJ!ig
management oversight of all technology, carrier relationships, product development and ~ervices.
With particular respect to the Idaho Education Network, I was personally involved in the review
of the State's Request for Proposal, the preparation of the response to the request for proposal
and the implementation of the services required by the award by the State of Idaho of the
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1309 to ENA.
3.

Both ENA and Qwest Communications Company, LLC d/b/a CentuiyLi~

("Qwest") were awarded SBPO's on January 28, 2009; however, it must be noted that the !SBPO's
were not limited to the provision ofE-Rate Services and resulted in contracts that obligat~d both
parties to be prepared to provide both services that were subject to E-Rate reimbursement~ and
services that were not subject to E-Rate reimbursement.
a.

These contracts were formed as a result of the award by the State of Idaho to ENA
and Qwest of SBPO'~ after review of their Responses to RFP 02160.

b.

RFP 02160 required responding parties to provide a description for the
development of a business model that would service both schools and state'
agencies.
1.

As noted thrqughout Section 3 of the RFP 02160 and stated specifi¢ally in
the fourth grammatical paragraph of RFP 02160, the State was "as~g

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
011$2.0105.6597321.1
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potential industry partners to describe a business model that they will
initiate to service the State of Idaho IEN network."
11.

The RFP required respondents to provide multiple deliverables over the
term of the contract, one of which was anticipated by the State to q!ualify
for Federal Funding and would be termed the "Idaho Education Nernrork"
or "IEN." As noted in paragraph 3.2.1 ofRFP 02160:
"This RFP is for the first phase of a multi-phase project for
connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (IEN).
Connectivity in subsequent phases of this project will
include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries
with connection to higher education institutions as required.
The final phase of the project will include migration of
state government entities to this IEN network backbone,
with the exception of IdaNet which may need to be
migrated earlier, given the current end of life status
concerning its major network equipment components (e.g.
MGX's).

4.

The RFP expressly reserved the right of the State to pick and choose the services

that it would purchase through the award as a part of the design, development and
implementation of a business plan for the project.
a.

The State expressly provided that it reserved "the right to reject any or all

!

proposals, wholly ofin part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in!
part ....All awards will be made in a manner deemed in the best interest ofihe
State." See RFP 02160, Paragraph 2.0, "Award."
b.

As stated in paragraph 3.2.1 of the RFP 02160, "The objective of this Section of
the RFP is to identify a contractor or contrators that will design, develop and

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
01152.0105.6597321.1
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e
implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future
telecommunication needs of eligible participants over the term of the contitact."
5.

Accordingly, ENA understood when it provided its response to the RFP that the

State could contractually obligate more than one vendor to provide some or all of the seniices
described in the RFP, and that the decision as to which purchases would be made from a specific
vendor would be guided by a business plan that was proposed in each vendor's response ~o the
RFP and subject to IEN' s determination of next steps according to its technology plan anc[
understanding of the proposed services available from each awarded vendor.
6.

ENA was awarded SBPO 1309, which was effectively an acceptance of the offer

.
made by ENA in response to RFP 02160, that provided on its face that:
.. . The Division of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency will issue
individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract
on an as needed basis in accordance with the IEN strategic
implementation plan, for a period of five (5) years commencing on
January 28, 2009 ending January 27, 2014, with the option to renew
for three (3) additional(?) year periods ...

The dollar amount listed in the contract extension pncmg is an
estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual dollar amount of the
contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders,
requirements, or tasks given to the Contractor by the State or may be
dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract.
7.

By both the terms of the RFP 02160 and the specific terms of the contract Award

SBPO 1309, ENA knew and understood that specific purchases would be guided by the terms of
the IEN strategic implementation plan.

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
011~2.0105.6597321.1
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e
a.

ENA was obviously aware that Qwest had likewise been awarded an identical
SBPO 1308.

b.

By operation of state law, ENA understood that both ENA and Qwest wete
obligated to provide the services described in SBPO 1308; however, it expected
that the IEN strategic development plan would avoid any duplication of services.

c.

As noted on the face of the Award, the specific purchase of services was to be
made through the issuance of "individual releases (delivery or purchase o*ers)
against this Contract on an as needed basis in accordance with the MN strategic
implementation plan." In effect, the plan coordinated the services that wouild be
purchased through the issuance of purchase orders.

8.

ENA is the designated E-Rate Provider for the State ofldaho. As is evidenced by
!

the "Form 471" that is attached hereto, the State ofldaho designated ENA its E-Rate pro~ider for
the IEN on February 19, 2009.
a.

It should be noted that under the regulations of the Federal Communicatiorii.s
Commission, there i~ a strong preference that each State designate only on¢ ERate Provider for each qualifying procurement.
I

b.

Similarly, FCC and Universal Service Fund regulationsl, require that the Sltate
designate the most "cost effective" provider of services as its E-Rate Provi~er.

1 http://www.sl.universalservice.org/reference/pit470yr4.asp#2

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN·suPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 5
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c.

The State of Idaho designated ENA its E-Rate Provider after the award of dual
Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders on January 28, 2009, and BEFORE th¢
issuance of the document entitled "Amended SBPO" on February 28, 2009.

9.

The State ofldaho prepared an "Amendment One" to the SBPO that provided on

its face that it was intended to "clarify the roles and responsibilities of the parties to the

,

Agreement."

a.

1

In ENA's view, the amendment was a statement of the intent as to how the State's
:

strategic implementation plan would be executed in practice.
b.

Significantly, neither ENA nor Qwest was asked to, or did, execute the
Amendment.

c.

Notably, the Amendment repeated exactly the language from the award that
provided that a specific purchase of services was to be made through the issuance
of "individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract dn an as
'

needed basis in accordance with the IEN strategic implementation plan."
10.

Since the Award, ENA has provided services as required by the Award. Same of

those services have been eligible for reimbursement under the E-Rate program; some hav~ not.
11.

With regard to those services provided by ENA that are eligible for

reimbursement under the E-Rate Program:
a.

ENA first received an order for services in August 2009.

b.

Consistent with the expressed intention of the award to purchase E-Rate-elfgible
services from a single provider, the State purchases all of its E-Rate services from

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 6
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ENA. Consistent with the determination that ENA was the most "cost effective"
bidder, the State does not purchase E-Rate Services from Qwest. Instead, ENA
has entered into a subcontract with Qwest to provide certain underlying services.
In turn, Qwest has entered into a sub-contract with Syringa to provide cert~in of
those services that Qwest is obligated by contract to provide to ENA.
12.

Because the State issued a statewide blanket purchase order, the Departmeint of

Administration was not the only agency that could purchase services under the Award. The
Amendments expressed the intent of the Department of Administration as to the services that it
would purchase under the Awards to support the IEN, but did not constrain other purchases that
could be made under the Awards by either the Department of Administration or other state
agencies. The Awards obligated both awardees to provide the entire menu of services to qther
state agencies. With respect to the p.urchases by the individual school districts, those school
districts have a right to seek E-Rate reimbursement for some of the services that they pur{hase
under the Awards, independently of any purchase by the Department of Administration.
Accordingly, other state agencies including specifically individual school districts had the right
'

to purchase, and have purchased, services under the SBPO 1309.
As an example of the services that ENA is required to provide all state agencies without
regard to those services identified by the Department of Administration in the Amendments,
ENA is providing certain school districts Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) as required by the
Awards. VoIP is among a number o.fE-Rate eligible services that DOA listed in its E-Rate form
470 Filing with the Federal Communications Commission. The E-Rate 470 filing, which ~s filed

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 7
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e
as part of the procurement process and is the basis of the Award before the Amendments were
issued, has a detailed list of available services to be sought in the procurement as follows:
Telecommunications Services/Speeds to include from DSL to
Ethernet (Digital Transmission Services)
Installation and Configuration Services
Video or Voice Conferencing Services
Bundled and Unbundled Internet Access Services
Other Eligible Internet Services (Maintenance and Technical
Support)
Distance Leaming and Video Teleconferencing Services
Web Hosting Services
VoIP Services

.

Statewide for all
eligible entities!in
Idaho
Statewide for aU
eligible entities i in
Idaho
Statewide for all
eligible entities !in
Idaho
Statewide for aU
eligible entities :in
Idaho
Statewide for aJI
eligible entities :in
Idaho
Statewide for all
eligible entities !!in
Idaho
Statewide for all
eligible entities iin
Idaho
Statewide for all
eligible entities lin
Idaho

The Department of Administration is not currently buying all these services from ENA; however,
individual school districts are separately purchasing additional internet access, WAN servfoes,
which fit under telecommunications services or Internet Access, and VoIP services under ~he
terms of the Award to ENA.
ENA has collected the purchases against the SBPO 1309 Award from various districts.
Amounts are in monthly recurring dollars and the services purchased are based on the full! menu

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 8
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e
of services included in ENA' s response to the RFP which included both E-Rate eligible s~rvices
and other services.
American Falls
Another Choice
Boundary
Burneau
Camas
Castleford
Cottonwood
Emmett WAN
Firth
Fremont
Idaho Arts
Idaho Deaf
IDLA
Jerome
Kamiah
Melba
Middleton
Mountain Home
Mountain View
Nampa
New Plymouth
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello
Salmon River
Snake River PL
Snake River Schools
Teton
Twin Falls
West Bonner
West Jefferson

13.

$9,805.00
350.00
5,185.00
3,300.00
33.00
450.00
995.00
13,125.00
2,050.00
14,520.00
1,050.00
3,000.00
1,050.00
1,750.00
1,010.00
225.00
6,125.00
1,750.00
14,165.00
3,500.00
2,490.00
7,280.00
5,500.00
21,345.00
1,440.00
700.00
8,470.00
1,084.38
1,750.00
8,975.00
1,385.00
$143,857.38

As an example of the State utilizing its right under the dual awards to purc]jiase

services from either Qwest or ENA, it is my understanding that the State is purchasing se:rMces

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 9
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to replace the IdaNET from Qwest. As set forth in the RFP, the State recognized that the ·
statewide IEN network for the schools might also servce to connect other state agencies a.pd
replace the existing IdaNET network that served the Idaho Supreme Court, highway districts,
port authorites and other city and county governments. Following its award determination
pursuant to RFP02160, the State of Idaho contracted with Qwest to upgrade or replace th¢
IdaNET netword that served state agencies through Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("$BPO")

1308.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me t h i s £ day of May, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of May, 2014, I caused to be served <l true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOtION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

'v""' U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

+-- Hand Delivered

_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-388-1300

Steven F. Schossberg

AFFIDAVIT OF BOB COLLIE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 11
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M;W O2 2014
CHPr,:·ny,}dCH D. FllCH, Clerk
by ,,;1H'\lllli<\ rHIESSEN
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL STRICKUER IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S•
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)
) ss.
)

I, Joel Strickler, first being duly sworn, state and affirm as follows:
1.

I am over the age of eighteen and have personal knowledge of the matter$ stated

in this Affidavit.
2.

I am currently employed by CenturyLink:, Inc. ("CenturyLink:") as a Prenµ.er

Account Manager in its Government & Education Services group. In this capacity, I am 1the
account manager for both the Idaho Education Network ("IEN") and the State ofldaho
Department of Administration/State Agency accounts.
3.

Qwest Communications Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink: ("Qwest") provides

services to both of these accounts through the contract awarded pursuant to RFP02160, which
was issued December 15, 2008, by the Idaho Division of Purchasing. Although RFP021~0 was
AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL STRICKLER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1
01152.0105.6597225. 1
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generally called the IEN Request for Proposals ("RFP"), it sought proposals and require<il
responses relating to both the IEN and services that were to be separately provided to Idaho state
agencies.
4.

Following its award determination pursuant to RFP02160, the State ofldaho

contracted with Qwest to acquire services relating to the IEN and to upgrade or replace tihe
network that served state agencies, called "IDANet," through Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
("SBPO") 1308.
5.

Since 2009, the State has routinely acquired services from Qwest for stat¢

agencies pursuant to SBP01308. The state orders these services directly from Qwest an<ll they
are independent from any services acquired from Qwest through Education Networks of America
to serve the IEN (other than the fact that they are ordered through the same SBPO).
6.

Qwest currently bills the State of Idaho about $160,000 per month in mol1lthly

recurring charges for services ordered against SBP01308 and provided to state agencies.
7.

In addition, Qwest has provided network services for the IEN through SBP01308

since the IEN's inception, and SBP01308 has not been cancelled. Qwest remains willingto
provide, if requested by the State, all services it contracted to make available under its response
to RFP02160 as accepted by the State through SBP01308, including all !EN-related services.
8.

It is my understanding that SBPO 1308 was the State's acceptance of Qwest's

signed offer, which is its Proposal to the State ofldaho submitted in response to FP02160, and
that the State has never attempted to revoke that acceptance.

AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL STRICKLER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Joel S ·
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this_±:::_ day of May, 2014.

Nam:

22'ki

Residing at, ~~. '17/ttl
My commission expires 6--J!C

$!/
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of May, 2014, I caused to be served b. true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL STRICKLER IN SUPPORT OF DEFEN))ANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

U.S. Mail, Postage Pr¢paid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-388-13()0

X

Steven F. Schossberg~
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•
CH,~;1s, '<1--/-111::H D. RICH, Clerk
Ely IV'iTRINA THIESSEN
DEPUTY

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

1.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
I

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF STEv1EN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT! OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR •
RECONSIDERATION, MOTION TO
CHANGE THE CAPTION, MOT[ON TO
STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE FIRST
AMENDEDPOST-APPEAL
;
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FbR
JURY TRIAL, AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARYJUDGMENT

I am an attorney for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration (the f'DOA"),

and I am a partner with the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP.
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2.

I am duly admitted to practice law before this Court and all courts of the !State of

Idaho, and maintain an office at 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho.

3.

I have personal knowledge of the matters referred to herein, and make this second

affidavit in support of the DOA's Motion for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption,
Motion to Strike Portions of the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand fot Jury
Trial, and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a letter from :Rlaintiffs

counsel, David Lombardi, to Defendant Department of Administration's counsel, Merlytn Clark
and Steve Schossberger.

5.

In the second paragraph Plaintiff's counsel states," ... .,ENA and Owes\ are no

longer parties to the litigation." (Emphasis added).
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Judgment filed

March 7, 2011, ordering, "That Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for .Jury Trial is

1

dismissed, with prejudice, as against all Defendants and Judgment is hereby entered fn favor
of Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney, Jack G.
I

"Greg" Zickau, ENA Services, LLC, a division of Education Networks of America, Inc.i, and
Qwest Communications Company, LLC." (Emphasis added).

7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of ENA's "Satis:t1action of

Judgments" filed February 27, 2013.
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8.

Attached hereto is a CD marked Exhibit D, which is a true and correct copy of
I

the oral argument presented by counsel to the Idaho Supreme Court on February 22, 20i3.

9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a transcription! of the

oral argument presented by counsel to the Idaho Supreme Court on February 22, 2013. :
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Steven F. S c h o s s b e r g e r ~
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

n/

;2 _ day of May, 2014.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this _
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of May, 2014, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, MOTION TO',
CHANGE THE CAPTION, MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE FIRST AME~DED
POST-APPEAL COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, AND IN OPPOSlTION
TO PLAINTIFF'S by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the followitjg:
David R. Lombardi
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepai4

0 Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300
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D~cember 17, 2013

Merlyn w. Clark
Ste.ve Sch9ssJ>erg~r

MAWLEYTR.OXB~LBNNIS &HAWLEY
P.O. Box 1611
Boise, ID 33701
Re:

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept of Administratio11, et al.
GP File: 5821-79

Dear Merlyn and Steve:
Syrlnga Networks is prepared, and has the resolve, to continue to pursue,. its claim jthat tl1e
award of the Iµal'lo Education Network contra~ w•. Ufl}awful. Toward that end, ~yringa
previously filed a Motion to Amend Complaint Pursuantt~ Rule 60(b)(6) and 15(a), IRCP, and
recently filed a Motion to Rename Count Three and Amend Paragraph 94 of Plruntifrs
Complaint.
No~ithstAAdiu;g it$ resolve and the motiOJ:lS which are now pending, Syrlnga is wUlin11 to
participate in post..remand mediation. I am extending this prop()aal fur mediation to JOU, as
counsel for the State Defendants, because ENA and· Qwest are no longer parties to the Uµ.gation.
Their participation is tl()t essential to S}1.rlnp. We believe it may, however, be essenfaµ to the
Sb.lte1 s ability to find and fund a solution to the problems presented by the pro,pecuve
unwinding of the unlawful, anti..competitive IEN procurement

Syringa will be prepared; ifthe affected parties wish to mediate and if a~ble terms
can be reached, to resolve all claims and to refrain m>Jn twther action C<)ncerning the leiality of
the IEN procurement
·
··
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Merlyn w. Clark
December 17. 2013
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Syrlnga i$ also prepared, if no mediation takes, place~ or if mediation is unsucces~ful, to
pursue the unlawful fflN pt()cumnent in state court and with other ,uthorlties. Thos~ other
authorities include the Federal CommuniQations Commission wh<1Se regulatic,n.~ ~equire
certification, fr.om the State and i~ contracted provider that a competitive bidding proc• was
fullowed in accor(Wlce: with state .and federal law~ Violation pf this requirement has r~lted in
FCC orders reqµiring repayment of federal funds and successful Qlaims under the False !Claims
Act. Copiea of rq,resentativ~ decisio~ fr<>m the FCC and Federal Court concerning pros~cution
of J3..rate program violations are enclosed for your reference. Also enclQsed is draf\ ootnplaint
t.ha,tretlec~ some of our thinking on the issue.
I look forward to bearing ftom you concerning whether the State and any Qf hs IEN
pfflflers wishes to ~pt Syringats invitation to mediate.
·
Sincerely,

DR.Ull<:b

· Enclosures
oo: Oreg Low:e
1931716;_:l
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MAR O7 2011
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IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

JUDGMENT

Defendants.

I

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED That Plaintiff's Comi,laint
and Demand for Jury Trial is dismissed, with prejudice, as against all Defendants and Judgment
is hereby entered in favor of Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael "jMike"

JUDGMENT-1
1089786_2
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Gwartney, Jack G. "Greg" Zickau, ENA Services, LLC, a division of Education Networks of
America, Inc. and Qwest Communications Company, LLC.
DATEDthis _ _ dayof

MARO 7 20ft

2011.

PATRICK OWEN
District Judge

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this _ _ day of MAR O 8 :i
2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addre~sed to
the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J.
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

./" U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht

Lu.s.Mail
_
Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_
Fax (395-8585)

HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

JUDGMENT-2
1089786_2
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•
Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700

......-u.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery

Nashville, TN 37203

_ _ Fax(615-252-6335)

Attorneys for ENA Services, UC
Stephen R. Thomas

MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.0.Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
B. Lawrence Theis

Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Plaintiff

v"'u.s. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax(385-5384)

_Lu.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)

Vu.s.MaiI
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax(388-1300)

JUDGMENT- 3
1089786_2
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Phillip S. Oberrecht
ISB #1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY,ARANT, COULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.
'

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
SATISFACTION OF JUDGMEN'JJS
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal official capacity of Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division ofEDUCAT ION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENTS- I

45950-00l/d39259
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COMES NOW Defendant ENA Services, LLC, by and through its counsel of t~cord,
I

Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht, P.A., and acknowledges full satisfaction of the Am.ended
I

I

Judgment RE: Costs and Attorney Fees entered against Syringa Networks and in favor oft ENA
Services, LLC, on December 15, 2011, and the Judgment for Costs and Attorney Fees on A.ppeal
entered against Syringa Networks and in favor of ENA Services, LLC, on October 28, 2013.

I HEREBY AUTHORIZE the Clerk of the above-entitled Court to enter satisfaction of
I

the aboveJ·udgments in this.action.

-:::fr--.

DATED this..J.Z. day of

5/uA4f.4.# ,2014.
ENERBURKESHOEMAKER
BERRECHT, P.A.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

On this ;2]~ay of £U-n_,lv..~, 2014, before me, the undersigned, a Notary nublic
in and for said State, personally appearedHILLIP S. OBERRECHT, known or identified to me
to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official sdtl the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
·

a~~-----'
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at ~ JL , ID
My commissionb[pir~s: S--ro~.;;:J-01<{:

SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENTS - 2

45950-001 / 639259
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;;). 7'11'day of ~~ 2014, I caused to be
served a true copy of the foregoing SATISFACTION OF JUDO NTS, by the rrtethod
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1300

.J/_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

Ji_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384

..J/._

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200

./_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENTS - 3
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Judge:

Thank you. At this time we're on record in Syringa Networks, LLC, versus State
of Idaho Department of Administration. Matters before the Court for Oral
Argument, David Lombardi will appear and argue on behalf of the Appe~lant;
Patrick Miller will appear on behalf of the Respondents; Merlin Clark and Steven
Schossberger will argue on behalf of the Department of Administration; Phillip
Oberrecht will argue on behalf of ENA Services, LLC; Steven PerfremeD1t will
argue on behalf of Qwest Communications Company; and Steven Thom~s will
appear. As I understand it, Mr. Clark and Mr. Schossberger, you have ateed to
split your fifteen minutes?

Schossberger: That is correct, Your Honor.
Judge:

Alright then. Any preliminary matters?

Lombardi:

None for the Appellant, Your Honor.

Judge:

Very well, you may proceed, sir.

Lombardi:

Mr. Chief Justice, members of the Court, we are here because the Defendl.ants
manipulated the competitive bidding process for the Idaho Education Network to
change the outcome and to avoid administrative appeal and judicial revidv. The
facts of the case are about how Qwest unlawfully became the exclusive contractor
for IEN Telecommunications and how Syringa was shut out of the project and its
contract with Respondent, Education Networks of America.
Syringa Networks comes to this Court for the noble review of summary judgment.
The District Court erred by ruling that Syringa failed to exhaust administ±ative
remedies. By ruling that the Teaming Agreement between ENA and S~ga is
not an enforceable contract and by misconstruing the Idaho Tort Claims Act.
These rulings are fundamental to the case because they precluded judicial review
of the IEN procurement and eliminated the foundation for Syringa's brea¢h of
contract, interference and to clarify judgment claims. The District Court '
erroneously dismissed Syringa's declaratory judgment claims and refused to
consider evidence that the multiple awards statute, Idaho Code 67-5718A was
violated because it concluded that Syringa had failed to exhaust available'
administrative remedies.
1
•

Now, before we go further, let me make one thing clear. Syringa did not
challenge the multiple award at summary judgment and does not challengje the
multiple award in this field. The unlawful post-award IEN contract ame~ents
of February 26, 2009, are the object of Syringa's suit. Now it's generallyjtrue that
a failure to exhaust administrative remedies can be jurisdictional. But thait rule
does not apply when there is no administrative remedy to exhaust. The Cburt
made it clear in Lochsa Falls, LLC vs. State of Idaho, 147 Idaho 232, the failure
to exhaust administrative remedies is not a bar to litigation when there ar(l no
remedies to exhaust. It reiterated this rule in 2012, in Fuchs vs. State of I~aho,
152 Idaho 626, in which Daniel Fuchs sued the Bureau of Alcohol Bevenige
I

- 1-
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Control for removing his name from the liquor license priority list to sev¢ral
Idaho cities. The District Court ruled that Mr. Fuchs had failed to exhaust
administrative remedies and dismissed the suit. Mr. Fuchs, of course, appealed.
ABC argued on appeal but the general administrative appeal provisions df Idaho
Code 23-933 provided an administrative remedy. This Court looked 23-C.?33 and
saw that no specific process for dealing with priority lists. It [inaudible] that
placement on the priority list was like getting a liquor license for which there was
no due process guarantee. It then reasoned that since there was no due p~ocess
guarantee or administrative remedy associated with the denial of a liquorilicense,
the same must be true for the placement on the priority list. Since no
administrative remedy was available, Mr. Fuchs had no administrative remedy to
exhaust. As a result, this Court concluded that the District Court did have
jurisdiction over Mr. Fuchs' petition for judicial review under the APA aiid also
for declaratory relief under Idaho Code Section 1012-01 and 1012-02. ·
'

Lochsa Falls concerning the conditional grant of state highway encroachlnent
permit, in that case, again, no administrative remedy was available to an applicant
to challenge the conditions of approval of affirmer. Direct action, again, for
declaratory relief was appropriate.
Now the question in this case is was an administrative remedy available to
challenge the February 26, 2009, amendments of the IEN statewide blanket
purchase orders? Review of the applicable statutes says no. The sole rel~vant
source for administrative remedies relating to purchasing is Idaho Code d?-5733,
nothing in that statute says an appeal can be brought to challenge the post-award
amendment of a statewide blanket purchase order. Now the IEN Notice ~f Intent
was issued on January 20, 2009, and indicated only that a multiple awardi would
be made. The Notice of Intent gave no indication that the IEN award would be
unlawfully split 37 days later into a separate contract for educational services and
a separate contract for connectivity.
Judge: Mr. Lombardi, there's one thing that I'd like you to address. In flte RFP
section 2 where it gives the definition and it talks about the State reserves the
right to reject any and all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award multiple
bidders in whole or in part, that gives me a little bit of trouble. I mean, iti,seems a
little odd what the State did after they granted the award for top to bottom
services to two entities and then sort of mixed and matched and came out! with
just one successful bidder who got the award. What does that mean that tihey can
award to multiple bidders in whole or in part?
·
Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Jones, let me start with the fact that the RFP was seeking an eind-toend solution.

Judge:

Right.

Lombardi:

And so that would be theoretically from the State to Buhl High School, fQr
example, end-to-end, and in saying that it reserved the right to make multiple

-2-
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awards, it, of course, had to refer back to the multiple award statute 67-5118A.
So that as written the State could decide, for example, to make a multipl~ award,
as it did, and it might fmd that in accordance with the conditions of the ~ultiple
award statute, the better price, service, and terms in the Treasure Valley ipight be
provided by one of the multiple award recipients and Southeast Idaho it might be
someone else and in Northern Idaho it might be someone else, just like t4ey do
with file cabinets and gasoline and other commodities under other multiple award
contracts.
Judge:

So that's what you mean, that's how you explain in whole or in part in parts of
this school and part to that school, is that what you're saying?

Lombardi:

Well that's what the statute requires and, of course, I believe the statute qlearly,
where they're making the multiple awards under the statute, is going to cpntrol
over the language of the RFP, but, yes, that is what I mean. Now, the important
thing here, Your Honor, is that a contract was issued and it was after the contract
was issued and amendments then to the contract were issued, that the problem of
the unwilling marriage occurred. Now, it's not surprising, Your Honor, ~ince the
RFP did say a multiple award might be made that no one appealed the m11Iltiple
award. Now, the original SBPOs were issued on January 28, which was two days
after the time for commencing an administrative appeal had expired. Outing
many of the 29 days of the following 29 days before the contracts were amended,
Syringa was identified as a provider by EN connectivity and strategic
implementation plans prepared by the Department of Administration. The first of
these plans is dated January 29 and is contained in the confidential record at page
188. Syringa remained a part of the IEN implementation plans until the ~Ian of
February 5. That plan, which is contained in the confidential record startµig on
page 265, is the first evidence that Syringa would be excluded. In furthe~
response to your question, Mr. Justice Jones, those plans actually do in o]jle or
more of their iterations reveal a geographic split, or geographic distributipn of
Syringa and Qwest connectivity. Now February 5 is 10 days after the tiiij.e for
commencing an administrative appeal had expired, so the time was alrea<Jy gone.
The contract amendments were issued and they cut Syringa out and granted an
IEN telecommunications monopoly to Qwest.

Judge:

Well Syringa didn't bid.

Lombardi:

No, Syringa did not bid, Mr. Justice Eismann.

Judge:

So the real issue is whether they could amend the bid award after the mutiple bid
was awarded.

Lombardi:

If I may, Mr. Justice Eismann, the issue was whether they could amend t.1:il.e
contract after the contract had been issued and ...

-3-
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Judge:

Well amended to instead of two providers, who provide substantially the same
services, amendment to say this provider will provide this service and this
provider will provide another service. They are substantially the same.

Lombardi:

That is what they did; however, the services that are provided by Qwest, for
example, and ENA are not substantially the same.

Judge:

That's what I said.

Lombardi:

Excuse me. I misheard you.

Judge:

I mean the issue isn't a violation of 18, or 675718A, it really, because that deals
with making the words two or more bidders to furnish the same or similar
[inaudible], these two bidders are not furnishing the same or similar product as
they were initially awarded the bid to do that and then that was changed to where
one of them was furnishing one type of services and the other was furnishing the
other type.

Lombardi:

And I, that is correct, Mr. Justice Eismann; however, that is a violation of
675718A because the RFP asked for the end-to-end services and the comllition for
making a multiple award is that it be for same or similar services.

Judge:

Well, the initial multiple award was the same for similar services for boJ, and it
was later amended to say one person gets one type of service, another gets ...

Lombardi:

That is correct and that creates two problems, Your Honor. First of all it!creates
the problem of Syringa's rights under its Teaming Agreement had matur<ed in that
a contract had been received by ENA so that Syringa was then going to be ENAs
exclusive contractor for telecommunications. Secondly, it was a material change
in the request for proposal. Had people known that that's the way the award was
ultimately going to be made, they could have bid it differently. In fact, t:To.e RFP
specifically said in response to questions that the State would not consid~r parts of
the project, or bids for parts of the project to be responsive. The only thitig that
was responsive was an end solution.

1

1

The District Court concluded that Syringa had failed to exhaust its admirtistrative
remedies by failing to make an appeal under 67-5733(l)(c) within five days after
the amended FTPOs were issued. There is no provision in the statute for appeal
following amendment of contracts issued by the State. That's a consensual act
between the contractors and the State and there simply is no administratiye
remedy. Which brings us back to Fuchs and Lochsa Falls and the fact thbt the
court committed error by requiring, by imposing an administrative appeal remedy
where none exists under the laws of the State of Idaho.
It was really material as well because what happened is by doing that the !court
then excluded considerations of any evidence offered by Syringa that the! split of
the contract, or the split of the project violated the law. It resulted in dismissal of
the interference claim and also resulted in dismissal of the declaratory ju(Jgment
1
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claim, which was extremely material, Syringa would have aided the jury1 s
understanding of the issues in the case by the time it got there.
My time is limited, and I'll turn to the contract between ENA and Syringja. ENA
and Syringa called their contract, pre-bid contract, a Teaming Agreement. The
document in itself is two and a half pages long and it's not integrated but it does
document the intent of the parties. Now it's clear under Barnes vs. Huck)
97 Idaho 173, that an agreement that is so vague and indefinite that the intent of
the parties can't be ascertained is unenforceable. But that's not this agre~ment.
It's also clear under Barnes vs. Huck that the law leans against the destruction of
contracts because of uncertainty and that it will, if feasible, construe agreements
to carry the reasonable intentions of the parties into effect.
Judge:

One of the problems, or I guess the main problem that District Court foub.d with
the contract is the pricing. And you've indicated in your briefing that the price
that you gave to ENA was a set price, an established price that would've1carried
through the contract. Is that correct?
·

Lombardi:

That is correct, Mr. Justice Jones. It's not unlike a general contractor whlo
receives a price from a subcontractor, say, a carpenter, I'll do this work for $100.
Well, the general contractor has much, much more to do than just the carpentry
work and so he takes that bid, uses it to figure out what his total bid is gding to be
for the project and then submits that to the owner.

Judge:

And he would've been bound by your pricing proposal?

Lombardi:

That is correct.

Judge:

We've ruled to the contrary.

Lombardi:

I'm sorry?

Judge:

We've ruled to the contrary where a subcontractor submitted his bid to ~e general
and the general used that to submit the bid for the project. And one of the projects
and one of these subs said I'm not going to contract with you, and the geilleral
tried to sue the sub saying, you're bound by it because I relied on your th~ory.

Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Eismann, there was no contract like the contract in this case $ that
instance.

Judge:

Well, Mr. Lombardi, I was talking about the issue of just the fact that ymi submit
what you will do it for to the general and the general uses that to prepare Uie
general's bid doesn't bind the subcontractor to then do it for the general. :.And
then the case I'm referring to, the general then had to hire somebody else1at a
higher price to perform that part of the work, and we held the subcontrac~or
wasn't liable, but the reliance on the bid by the subcontractor didn't have any
contract or obligation for the subcontractor to perform and [inaudible]. ·
1
•
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Lombardi:

I agree and thank you for the clarification, Mr. Justice Eismann, that is true;
however, in this instance with the Teaming Agreement and all of the
'
understandings of the parties that were in fact complete, this was a differ~nt case
because Syringa had in fact provided a firm bid or a firm price that was ihtended
to be used. It also provided technical input saying what the services wert that
were required and participated with ENA in the preparation of the ENA tesponse.
Another part that the District Court relied upon was the service agreement
contained in paragraph 3 of the Teaming Agreement. And the importantithing
about the service agreement is that the service agreement was something i that was
contemplated that the parties would enter into after the prime contract had been
issued. It was conditioned on the receipt of a prime contract by ENA, and most
importantly, one under the expressed terms of the Teaming Agreement it is
required to continue the same terms specified in the Teaming Agreement~ plus
any required flow down provisions or other appropriate terms similar to tihose set
forth in the prime contract, that is State imposes terms. We know that w¢ need to
have those incorporated into our service agreement.
And then most importantly, if you take a look at Section 2 HV, that is under
termination. It provides that the Teaming Agreement remains in place until it is
terminated by execution of the service agreement, which replaces the Teaming
Agreement.

Judge:

The Teaming Agreement was the entire provider, everything necessary, why
would they be entering into another agreement if a signed contract was awarded
[inaudible],

Lombardi:

Well, Mr. Justice Eismann, part of what was probably unknown to the parties at
that point is, as they say, is the flow down provisions required by the master
contractor so that the timing of payment for example, other things of thati nature
might be required by the State and the parties would need to adjust. ..

Judge:

[Inaudible] just incorporated whether the master contract was going to be
executed, why would we use another, why would there if the [inaudible] says that
if ENA was awarded the prime contract ,then they will enter into agreem~nt.

Lombardi:

That was the way they dealt with the problem rather than incorporating the terms
of the master contract. If I may very quickly, just with regard to the Idah6 Tort
Claims Act, the District Court addressed the requirements for immunity tµider the
Idaho Tort Claims Act conjunctively. That is to say the court said there's no
evidence that Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau acted outside the scope of th~ir
employment and with malice or criminal intent. And in doing so, the court
confused the burden because the burden of coming forward with that and:
establishing immunity is on the defendant. Only one thing, one of all tho~e
elements had to be proven or established at summary judgment by Syringa and
that was in this case either if they acted outside the scope of their employµient
which they did not, or they acted with malice and criminal intent. Criminal intent
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is not actually, does not need to be actual commission of a crime, but it i~ with the
·
intent to knowingly violate an existing rule, standard or statute.
Judge:

[Inaudible] really confused on your briefing on this point.

YOU

seem to ¢quate

malice and criminal intent. In fact, in your reply brief you substitute the:word
malice with the words criminal intent, but they were, in discussing Anderson vs.
City of Pocatello. But in Anderson, the court recognized because of the ,
[inaudible] that malice and criminal intent were two completely distinct concepts.
Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Gordon, I agree and I'm sorry that we may have been confusb<l on that
issue in our brief. To be honest, the basis for our intention that there is :do
immunity under the Tort Claims Act for Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau i$ that
they violated or caused the violation of Idaho Code Section 67-5718(a). ':

Judge:

Although violation of 67-5718(a) is not a criminal act.

Lombardi:

It is not a criminal act, but violation of the purchasing statutes and depriving a
vendor of an award under 67-5726 is a misdemeanor.

Judge:

I'm sure it's a felony.

Lombardi:

And depending upon it's conditions, it is a felony. So it does in fact conµect,
Your Honor.

Judge:

Okay.

Lombardi:

I see my time is up. Are there any other questions?

Judge:

I do have one more question regarding the pricing. You had indicated ini your
briefing that the monthly recurring charge of $571,000 was proprietary
information for Syringa?
!

Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Jones, I'm not sure I understand the question. The 571 monthly
recurring charge [inaudible] bid for, that it prepared that was included in1the
overall responses.

Judge:

Okay, so that didn't come from Syringa.

Lombardi:

The 571 did not, no. What happened is Syringa provided the charges for! its
services, $15,000 non-recurring charge, $83,800 for back bone and then $42.50
per megabit per second for internet connectivity and ENA in tum then us~d that to
come up with the $571,000, which covered the entire end-to-end solution. we
asked for in the RFP.
·

Judge:

One of the other things that I was just interested in, it says in the Teamin~
Agreement under the service agreement provision, it says in addition Sytj.nga and
Syringa members will have the first opportunity and first right of refusal to
provide last mile circuits delivered by ENA as part of this project. Does that
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indicate that you didn't have an absolute right to it, but you would have some
right in the future if you had the best, or if you wanted it? I am a little cqncemed.
Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Jones, that was explained by Mr. Lowe in his deposition, but'1the, what
it means is that first of all if you take a look at the affidavit of Kevin J ohb.son,
which is in the confidential records starting on page 516. He lays out the pricing
and also attaches spreadsheets that were school-specific and those conne~tions to
the schools are the last mile. And their pricing, there's pricing there. But what
this means is that when it came time to actually do the work, that if ENA as the
prime contractor, found it could get a better price from someone else, then
Syringa and its members had the first option to meet that price, which w<imld
reduce the cost to the project. That's the purpose of that.

Judge:

Thank you.

Lombardi:

Thank you.

Judge:

[Inaudible] go first, Mr. Schossberger or Mr. Clarke?

[Inaudible]
Judge:

Sir.

Schossberger: Honorable Chief Justice, Honorable Justices, Syringa lacks standing to bting
direct claims against the State of Idaho Department of Administration. This case
does not arise from general state action that affected the general public a~ large
such as a rezone or taxation. This case arises from the Department's
administrative bid proper for implementation of the Idaho Education Network, the
IBM. A multiple contract was awarded to Qwest and to ENA, the bidder~.
Syringa, a disappointed potential vendor, did not exhaust its administratiye
remedies. Syringa improperly attempted to bypass the administrative procedures
·
act and by [inaudible].
Judge:

Change the amendments of the two contracts or so that Qwest would do ~ne thing
and ENA would do another. Does that constitute a change in the bid
requirements? For the requirements of the [inaudible]

Schossberger: I don't think that it did, Your Honor.
Judge:

What didn't agree that didn't require that each bidder be able to fund the full
service required?

Schossberger: Well the [inaudible] rfp also reserve the right to the state. The state reserved the
right to purchase all or some or none of the services from any of the providers. It
also provided up front that it could be ...
Judge:

[Inaudible] saying not just producing similar services from this provider and this
one but saying okay now we're going to say you can argue, you'll do partt of it
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and we'll do the other part that are just similar services. I mean wouldn) that, if
you had, if they would've said we're open to anybody who wants to bid just on
the back bone or just on this, you can bid too and [inaudible] whoever we think.
Didn't that kind of change in the bid specification?
Schossberger: The state did not have to issue an amendment to decide who it was goin~ to
purchase the services from. The award, again, was an award of the whole project,
the [inaudible] solution to both Qwest and ENA, the two bidders and starting in
the first court though, I believe that it's this court's determination in the first place
to see whether or not Syringa has standing. Syringa asserts that it has st£j.nding
under the Declaratory Judgment Act, Section 10-1202 and they're basing that
upon the issue arising out of the issuance of the contract. They complaitj. about an
amendment to the contract, and I will submit to Your Honors that this case is very
analogous to the case of Brooksby vs. GEICO Insurance Company; it's the same
issue. Where the injured third party, Christina Brooksby tried to bring a! action
for declared relief against GEICO based upon a policy that she was not al party to,
she was a total stranger to. Same thing in this case. Syringa who was ndt a party
to the contract between the department and ENA or the contract betweeni the
department and Qwest. They're trying to bring a declaratory judgment action to
determine the rights and obligations that started rising out of that contrac~, i.e. the
amendment to that contract. This court rejected that argument in Brooks(Jy and it
should reject that argument here today.
·
Judge:

The question I have is let's say that I was required to, I work with the state and
say bids on building these buildings. Whoever bids has to be able to [in~udible]
the whole building, based on the contract. And then two people bid or 1~ people
bid and I say okay you two, I'll do it but I've decided now that you'll do ithe
framing and the roof and the foundation and you will do the interior and $heetrock
and everything else. And so I'll give you separate contracts to do those ~eparate
parts. Well would that, could the state do that? Or could somebody whd. was a
framer say wait a minute if I'd known I could have bid just on the fr~g I
would've bid on it.

Schossberger: Theoretically, Your Honor poses a question here that I think is outside the issue
presented here today and that being because I differentiate the hypotheti~al being
framed because as you mentioned at the end of your question, you talked about a
bidder. Syringa was not a bidder. It's admitted the fact it was not a bidder and
so ...
Judge:

They didn't have the ability to do the whole contract.

Schossberger: Correct. ENA had the ability to do the whole contract. They submitted with
respect to saying we can find the vendors, the workers; we'll also install ~d
implement the back bone part of it as well as the E-rate part of it. That's !what our
specialty is here. And Qwest also [inaudible] I had that certification; it dm. also
do all the connectivity work. And so they both qualify us to do that. But again
the quintessential issue before this court is, in the first instance [inaudible] does
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Syringa have standing to file a direct civil action. To bypass the known direct
civil rule of the Administrative Remedies Act which this court over and over
again has strictly applied on situations of an administrative process.
Judge:

I'm quite interested when they explain the issue, but like Justice Eismanµ I'm a
little more interested in the question of where you award contracts or make better
awards to two people to do top to bottom services and then decide well we're
going to mix and match. We'll deconstruct these two bids and reconstrubt them
so that there's just one duel award instead of two duel awards. I'd like tci> know
what the statutory authority is for that, or how the state gets to that end. I mean
can it just take whatever comes from the bidders and say well we'll take ithis part
from here and this part from there and we'll cobble them together. That seems to
be kind of a fast and loose way of forming a contract, doesn't it?

Schossberger: Well I don't think that's exactly, with all due respect Your Honor, what happened
here in the situation.
Judge:

Well it kind of looks that way to an outside observer and I'd just like to ~ee what
authority there is to do that kind of thing.

Schossberger: The state reserved the right and specified in the RP that this could be [inaudible].
Syringa knew that up front. Syringa [inaudible] qualified under Section 6757 ...
Judge:

They couldn't have submitted a bid.

Schossberger: No. Your Honor, under, there are too many of them for challenging ...
Judge:

Now, I've heard, let's get past the question of challenging and let's just get to the
question of does the state have the authority to sort of mix and match an4 cobble
something together like they did here. Let's get past the standing issue. [ think
we can deal with that; we've seen lots of briefing. I want to get to the q~estion
that I've asked. I don't care about who can challenge specifications or at\lything
like that. I just want to know what authority the state has to do that.

Schossberger: Well again Your Honor I believe that the state issued a multiple award; they
issued an award, the statewide blanket purchase order to ENA and for eafh one of
those purchase orders they could have purchased all or none or part of th~ services
from either ENA or from Qwest. And they sat down with meetings, and Syringa
was invited to those meetings as well, in terms of participating with it, the best
way the state of Idaho geographically to divide up how they're going to ·
implement the IEM and throughout those meetings, then, it was decided among
those who were participating in those meetings that the best geographic Way to
split this would be to have Qwest be the overall general contractor in partnership
as the amendment is talking about, with ENA [inaudible] contractors to provide
certain connectivity services in the southeastern part of the state and Syrihga was
involved, or in the north where Verizon was involved, etc., etc.
I

Judge:

But Verizon can also provide connectivity services.
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Schossberger: Absolutely. Qwest would leave it up to other subcontractors where they;re in the
area ...
Judge:

But Qwest would then select them as a subcontractor.

Schossberger: They'd be working in partnership with the general contractor, yes. But ~yringa
said no, ENA won. We won, all or nothing. And we're entitled to 100% of this
IEN project and that's what ...
Judge:

And so in the initial bid award there were two successful bidders in EN.A and
Qwest and the state could have said well I'm going to have Qwest do part of this
work and it can get whatever subcontractors it wants to and ENA can do!this other
part of the work and it can use its subcontractor and wouldn't that have worked?
And been in keeping what the RFP said in the start and what the statute Seems to
contemplate?

Schossberger: I believe that the department could have divided up many different ways by
reason of, after the SBPOs were issued to determine who they were going to
purchase services from in which parts of the state and that's what happened.
1

Judge:

Okay.

Judge:

Do you agree that this is not a situation where ENA and Qwest got together and
decided to divvy up the contract between themselves but the Department of
Administration who determined who did what, that Qwest would do one 1.thing and
ENA would do another?

Schossberger: Yes and again respectfully standing is the quintessential issue here today! whether
or not Syringa has a right to file a direct action in the first place in civil ~ourt. It
did not have a contract with the Department of Administration; they've ~dmitted
that. No previous contract. So under the Hobson SEG case which also aites
[inaudible]. Then what happens when you go to? You must have a statute that
authorizes to file an action, a civil action. There's no statute that confers! standing
[inaudible] to be before the court. Only under the Administrative Procedures Act
could it have had such an avenue to get there. And one was under 6757313 l(a) as
a vendor it qualified to challenge the [inaudible] of a multiple award. Syiringa did
not like after the fact that it was going to be a multiple award and it is ·
disingenuous in this argument to say we didn't have a problem with the multiple
award and we worked to the complaint paragraph 67 Syringa read a mult~ple
award was not necessary as the evaluation shows that the [inaudible] alliance
could have reasonably served the acquisition needs of the entire state. Uat was
an issue. They did not challenge it and then they did not proceed under the
Administrative Remedies Act. And then under part C of that act, as a bidder
[inaudible] they were considered. They could account, but Syringa is not a
builder, so they did not qualify there either. So the door was shut under tlhe
Administrative Remedies Act for Syringa to have any complaint about amended
awards, about violating statutes, about anything else. And that is the intetntion of
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this legislature. Quickly in terms of how poor under the Tortious Interfeirence
Act, they failed to state a claim for relief upon which relief can be grantdd. The
court has pointed out recently in the supplemental authority involving the
McNichols case, this court would have litigation immunity and in order to plead
that a lawyer had acted outside the course and scope with his employmel!lt, that
pleading must contain such allegations. Also, looking at the Meyer's ca$e, it's a
case [inaudible] dismiss from malicious prosecution because the plaintiff failed to
plead malice. When you look at this pleading, there's no [inaudible] that the state
employees [inaudible] acted outside the course and scope of their employment.
There's no allegation that they acted with malice. In fact, the [inaudiblel is true.
The allegations of that, they were within the course and scope of employment and
also I just point out that as for, that the allegations that were pied is that t!hey acted
at best negligently or recklessly or to keep from within the immunity of <5-904 and
6-903 subpart [inaudible]. This court should find that they [inaudible] iJ1 the first
place or from the District Court's dismissal based on the fact that there was no
getting [inaudible] that there was a rebuttal of the presumption of immunity that is
[inaudible]
·
Judge:

Thank you. How much time does Mr. Clark have?

[Inaudible]
Judge:

You're a man of few words. Better get to it.

Clarke:

[Inaudible] We're taking the position that 12.273 is the controlling auth<i>rity for
[inaudible] in this case. It's a tortious transaction, 12.20 says a billing party in a
commercial transaction must be [inaudible].

Judge:

Maybe you're swimming upstream because we said that when a state en~ty is
involved, 117 is the sole [inaudible]. We're talking about a half dozen or so
cases.

Clarke:

There are three cases specific to what you said the opposite. We specifidally said
[inaudible] civil action that problem with [inaudible]. In Henry vs. Taylar you
said in the public record that 934472 is controlled.
·

Judge:

Well there's a specific [inaudible]

Clarke:

Yes and [inaudible]

Judge:

It's public records.

Clarke:

Exactly. And so can state agencies and Public Records Act, they have a fort
Claims Act. If that statement in [inaudible] is accurate then [inaudible]. :The
statute 117 specifically says unless otherwise provided by statute. 12 120 is
otherwise provided. That's our point. In fact 12 120 sub 3 is controlling where
you have otherwise provided and where it takes a tortious transaction and it
1
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•
specifically said this applies to the state of Idaho. It doesn't exclude the lstate or
state agency, especially if there's any product in the state of Idaho. I rest.
i

Judge:

Nicely done sir.

Clarke:

Thank you.

Judge:

Mr. Oberrecht.

Oberrecht:

Mr. Chief Justice, members of the court. On behalf of ENA I address the bridge
contract claim on the Teaming Agreement that was dismissed by the couirt. The
Teaming Agreement was entered into by ENA and Syringa to team up td make a
proposal under the Idaho Education Network RFP. It did so, along with ~yringa.
ENA and Syringa submitted its IEN Alliance proposal to provide a statetide end
to end solution under the RFP.

Judge:

Mr. Oberrecht I notice in your brief you say IEN Alliance was formed because
standing alone neither Syringa nor ENA had the ability to provide a complete
statewide bid in response to the RFP. The RFP also says that they want a
company that has presence in the state and of course ENA didn't so it se~ms to
me that ENA got through the door in this situation by using its association with
Syringa and then just kind of dumped them.

Oberrecht:

Well, Your Honor, I don't think so. Let's take a look at the Teaming A~eement
under paragraph 2A where it identifies the purpose and it says that ENA ~s
seeking to become either the prime contractor for the project or the prime
contractor for the portion of the project which provides all services to sc~ools and
libraries. And the blanket purchase order that was fishy was issued to ENA with a
separate blanket purchase order issued to Qwest. The blanket purchase order that
was issued to ENA was not for the project and it was not for the portion ¢>f the
project that provided all services to schools and libraries. Therefore the tery
purpose of the IEN Alliance proposal was not fulfilled, which now that..,.

Judge:

That ENA would not have been able to bid without a local company that !would
provide [inaudible] activity, right?
·

Oberrecht:

Well, that's [inaudible]

Judge:

And so admitted Syringa to get its foot in the door so it could get a bid award.

Oberrecht:

Well I think, I think Syringa and ENA needed each other because ENA .. :.

Judge:

They needed each other?

Oberrecht:

But ENA had a presence in Idaho. It did have a presence in Idaho becau~e then I
had the ability to ...

i

'
'
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Judge:

Well then you're saying that all of the conditions were [inaudible] that ENA
really didn't need Syringa or anybody else.

Oberrecht:

Well, no Your Honor. That's not correct. ENA and Syringa combined tb make
their proposal because of the strengths of ENA were for the E-rate servides.

Judge:

Okay well ENA needed Syringa then to get its foot in the door and be aijle to
eventually get a part of the contract.

Oberrecht:

Your Honor I would agree that ENA needed Syringa to provide its statewide
solution, end to end and was not given that. And as a result of that, the Whole
purpose for which this alliance was entered into was not fulfilled when the
•
I
blanket purchase order was issued. That's fundamental to our case beca111se the
Teaming Agreement itself could not be fulfilled either by Syringa or by ENA
because the part of the Teaming Agreement or the part of the proposal that
Syringa was going to provide was the exact connectivity services if you will, to
use a shorthand, that Qwest was then ultimately to provide. And so [ina*dible]
did not have the opportunity to fulfill that [inaudible] agreement. The te~g
agreement itself became unenforceable. The portion that was appropriat~ and was
executed was teaming to make the proposal. And teaming agreement th4t had to
be entered into was an agreement that would never be entered into becau$e
[inaudible] could not provide any of the connectivity services to [inauditjle].
Those are [inaudible] requests and would have to go through Quest. The teaming
agreement itself provided a termination provision that if there was a forn).al,
excuse me, if [inaudible] customer formally or finally rejects a proposal br
cancels the project... You said it pretty clear ...

Judge:

[Inaudible] agree with the state that the amended purchase orders were in
conformity with Idaho law?

Oberrecht:

Your Honor, [inaudible] the amended purchase orders were unilaterally issued by
the state and a part of the purchase order itself, the amended purchase or<iler,
incorporated the standard terms and specifications that were used by the
purchasing division and the standard terms and provisions so that there doesn't
even need to be an acceptance by ENA or Quest, [inaudible] unilaterallyiissued.
!

Judge:

Does ENA take the position that's apparently advanced by the state that tlhe
amended purchase orders were consistent with the RFP and the bid process
required by that law?

Oberrecht:

Your Honor, we don't take a position on that. What we took a position dn is that
we submitted an RFP that was a [inaudible] RFP for the whole project, it was
never awarded to us in that fashion. And we couldn't possibly fulfill anJ
obligations to Syringa that were based on us getting the entire project or (hat
portion of the project disclosed in libraries. We just couldn't do it. It wa~
[inaudible] ...
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Judge:

The reason I ask because clearly the thrust of Syringa's argument is that ENA was
sufficiently interested in getting some money from the state if they were !willing to
disregard violations of state law.

Oberrecht:

Well, but Your Honor if, [inaudible] any violation of state law. ENA supmitted a
proposal, [inaudible] and ENA [inaudible] as Syringa indicated in its bri~f that
neither ENA nor Syringa had any right or obligation to fine any kind of• protest
under the awards that were submitted by the state. So we just accepted tµe awards
that were given us and we then had no obligations under the teaming agreement to
Syringa because of the way the awards were [inaudible].

Judge:

Was ENA afraid to rock the boat and lose the whole shooting match? Was that
the problem?

Oberrecht:

I don't think that's what happened here. I think this happened in an incr~mental
manner and [inaudible] received the original awards, they didn't really know what
was going on. They didn't know how this was going to be handled by tlie state
and as [inaudible] action was taken by the state that resulted in the two
amendments to the blanket purchase orders. That was unilateral action by the
state. That wasn't something that ENA did. And so as time went on when those
amended orders came down there was still a heck of a lot of work that had to be
done to find out how many of this was going to be priced, there was an ®tire
inventory that had to be done. The schools themselves had to under these blanket
purchase orders figure out whether or not they needed to buy these servi¢es, state
didn't have to buy any of these services and they certainly couldn't price any of
this under the assumptions that were stated in the RFP to be assumption~ only and
they weren't solid prices.

Judge:

Syringa [inaudible] for prices that it gave to ENA were solid prices and that didn't
have anything to do with the way that ENA priced it for the state. Is thai correct?

Oberrecht:

Well, no, [inaudible] that question. What I would say is that the state tol~
everybody who was submitting a proposal that the price assumptions wete just
that. They were never intended to specify the actual needs of the schools
themselves that were going to be served the IBN. A survey had to be do:pe of the
schools after these awards ...

Judge:

It gave to ENA were solid prices and, and that didn't have anything to do with the
way that ENA priced it to the State ...

Oberrecht:

Well ...

Judge:

.. .is that correct?

Oberrecht:

No, Your Honor, I wouldn't state it that way. What I would say is that the State
told everybody who was submitting a proposal that the price assumption~ were
just that and they were never intended to specify the actual needs of the s!chools
themselves that were going to be served by the IEN. A survey had to be done of

1
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all of the schools after these awards. The proposal or the statewide blanket
purchase orders themselves say this is all subject to a determination of ~hether or
not they're going to be individual purchase orders or delivery orders requested by
each of the individual entities that are going to get the services.
I

This is just a blanket purchase order. There was a lot of work that needed to be done at1-d what
the judge found here, with respect to the pricing term was that there was '1no way
under this Teaming Agreement with the language in this Teaming Agre$lent that
you couldn't have a subsequent agreement because that subsequent agr~ment
itself would have to fill in the blanks on how and when billing was gonna occur
between Syringa and ENA, how each of the parties were gonna get paid,1 how the
money and the labor would actually be divided, there was no way anybody could
know going into the proposal what kind of terms and conditions and reqlilirements
there were actually gonna be because under the survey that was gonna be
conducted, the State was then going to find whether or not there was already some
form of connectivity to individual schools, when they needed to be scheduled,
how the materials and services were gonna be provided. Without that suirvey
n~b~dy knew what was gonna be required and you couldn't possibly kn~w the
pncmg.
And in addition to that, as the Court knows, there was that last mile of connectivity that! still had
to be bid. Even though there was a right of first refusal, there was pricin~ and
service issues, or excuse me there were pricing and service issues that haid to be
considered by ENA and Syringa on that right of first refusal. Nobody knew what
that was yet. It was all up in the air.
Judge:

I think you've used your time and thank you, Mr. Oberrecht.

Oberrecht:

Thank you, Your Honor. We also ask for our attorney fees. Thank you.,

Judge:

Very well. How much time did Mr. Oberrecht go over?

Speaker 1:

Six minutes.

Judge:

Alright. I'll give the Qwest four, five minutes, and I will add that five minutes to
the appellant.

Perfrement:

Thank you Mr. Chief Justice, Honorable Justices. I'm here on behalf of Qwest to
specifically talk about the claims that are tardy requests that they sound ih tortious
interference, tortious interference with contract, meaning that ENA/Syrirtga
Teaming Agreement, and tortious interference with perspective business :
advantage, which Syringa has identified the IEN project as. The elements of
those claims are very similar, and the most important thing is that it requires
wrongful act on behalf of the Defendant. Something must have been dotie to
interfere with that opportunity, interfere with that contract, and it must have been
wrongful. Syringa was given every opportunity, every opportunity to attempt to
develop a record on which to support its allegations, those allegations were made
in this Complaint purely on information and belief. We filed an early Mci>tion to

I
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Summary Judgment before the close of discovery, seeking judgment on those
claims, based on the record that was then before the Court. Syringa asked the
Court pursuant to Rule 56(f) for additional time to complete discovery. tr'he Court
allowed that additional time. Syringa then conducted additional discovery. All
the discovery that it wanted, it got. And it hit a dry well.
There is no evidence in this case that Qwest did anything wrong. All of the evidence sqpports
one conclusion, that Qwest submitted a bid, it was granted a statewide blanket
purchase order by the State, the State then unilaterally, unilaterally, in its own
words, in writing in a letter to the Plaintiff. Unilaterally determined how to
allocate the responsibilities under that contract between ENA and Qwest1 and then
issued an amended statewide blanket purchase order allocating to Qwest, the
network services portion of the contract and the remaining portions of the contract
to ENA. Qwest had no influence in this process. And in fact, at the State's
request, the State specifically requested after the first statewide blanket purchase
order was issued. The State came to Qwest, as it did to ENA, and asked !that
Qwest provide its suggestions on how to make this work. We've got tw~
contractors who we awarded a contract to, how are we going to make this work?
Qwest provided its suggestions that it had been requested to make and those
suggestions were rejected.
Qwest asked that it be the provider of record instead of ENA. ENA became the provid{1r of
record instead of Qwest. Qwest asked that it have the lead role in detenrtining
how this contract was going to go forward. That was rejected. The State decided
to put ENA in that role and to have Qwest be a subcontractor to ENA. Qwest
exerted no influence, there's never been anything that the Plaintiff has b4en able
to point to which Qwest did anything improper. And even had Qwest gdtten what
it had asked for, there's nothing improper about that. When you look at the cases
that talk about tortious interference, when you look through the statement that this
Court has relied upon, in analyzing claims of tortious interference, wrongful
conduct is, it's tortious conduct, it's what we would all think of as being incorrect
when you use deception, when you use bribery, if you use threats, if you !use even
political persuasion, if you use perpetuities, if you use physical intimidatfon.
Those are the types of things that have been recognized as tortious conduct that
gives rise to liability when it is used to interfere with someone's contract or
someone's economic advantage, perspective economic advantage. None!ofthose
factors are at play here.
Judge:

What kind of political influence are you talking about when you that thae s a
factor?

Perfrement:

I've actually seen it referenced in comments through his statement, the
quantification is not made. They haven't said, you know, what degree yqu have
to show in order to meet that threshold. [Inaudible] enough, so that threshold is
not met here under any reading of the record. There is no indication that Qwest
used lobbyists to attempt to do anything with respect to the IEN. What h~ppened
was the RFP was issued, Qwest did what it was supposed to do. It submlted its
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bid, it was received the indication that it had reward on January 20, there was then
an eight-day period, there was time for bid protests and what did Qwest ~o during
that period? Nothing. It didn't go to the State like ENA did on behalf of the IEN
alliance and say why didn't you put us in the position primacy? Why diclln't you
put us in charge? Why didn't you make us the lead on this? That's what ENA
did. Qwest did not. Qwest did nothing but wait to see what the State wQuld do.
The State then determined that it would issue the two blanket statewide purchase
orders and the State unilaterally. . .
1

Judge:

ENA says that the ENA alliance didn't even qualify for a bid.

Perfrement:

And I don't know if that's the case, Your Honor. The State accepted their bid just
as they did accept Qwest's.

Judge:

Hm.

Perfrement:

And then the State unilaterally decided how to allocate the project, using; the core
competencies of the two companies that issue. ENA is an education network
service provider, Qwest is a telecommunication service provider and so it makes
logical sense that they did what they did. But the important point with respect to
Qwest is Qwest had nothing to do with it. Qwest simply provided its bidl, its bid
was accepted, it received its work. And it's now implementing that work. One of
the elements that Mr. Oberrecht was discussing with respect to the claimjagainst
his client is, which is breach of contract, also bleeds into the claim against my
client, tortious interference with the contract. Under either of those claims, you of
course had to show that there's an existence of enforceable contract, something to
be interfered with. And here I think Syringa failed for a couple of reasons that
Mr. Oberrecht did not have a chance to touch upon.
One of them, Mr. Justice Jones, is similar to what you referenced, is a
$571,000.00 bid that ENA made, that was monthly aggregate recurring charges.
So for everything that is being presented within this RFP response, there would be
a charge of $571,000.00 per month. About $6.8 million dollars if you add it up
per year. What's missing from the Teaming Agreement is what is going to
happen to that money. And there's a lot of other things I think there are problems
with it, among them, as Mr. Oberrecht said, no one knew how many schools were
going to sign up, no one knew what the bandwidth was going to be, no mite knew
what the ultimate charges would be. A school with a thousand students in Boise
needs more bandwidth than a school with 50 students somewhere else. It's just
logical. If you're doing video conferencing and things like that. No one piew
because the survey hadn't been done yet what specific bandwidth would be
needed and therefore what would be purchased.
But let's assume that everybody had perfect knowledge at the time of the !,RFP
response. What we still lack is an allocation of that $571,00.00 per month. That
$6.8 million per year between Syringa and ENA. No one knows how much
Syringa would get paid. No one knows how much ENA would keep. The parties
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never negotiated that amount. That was admitted by the CEO of Syringa in a
30(b)(6) deposition. They did not determine how price would be allocated. And
without that material term, the most important term one might think in a!
commercial transaction, is who's going to get paid and how much. Witq.out that
material term, there is no contract; therefore, there can be no interference of a
tortious nature with that contract.
And Syringa knew that it didn't have a contract. If you go back to what Syringa
was saying in internal communications, and we quote a couple of them ip. our
brief on page 12, once it became, the situation became uncertain; no oneireally
knew what the State was going to do once the two statewide purchasers were
issued or once the dual award was made, and Syringa became concerne~. It
didn't know what was going to happen because Qwest was in the picture. So
internal communications, Greg Lowe, the CEO to a consultant, a former I CEO,
communication between the two of them internal before this dispute real~y got
rolling, behind closed doors, the type of private conversation reveals wh~t you
really know, what you really understand, they said "as I recall the Teaming
Agreement was only good until the award was made and a new agreement worked
out."

In another exchange with the board of directors, Mr. Lowe told them, "I still have
a Teaming Agreement with ENA that says we have backbone. That agreement is
subject to be rewritten upon the award." They knew it; there was no agr¢ement
here. And for that reason as well, the tortious interference of contract cl•im
cannot stand.
And we've also sought fees. The court awarded fees; Syringa has challep.ged that.
I think also that fee award should be firmed as well based on the fact that there
was a commercial transaction here.
Judge:

What was the commercial transaction between Qwest and Syringa?

Perfrement:

There are two elements, Your Honor. The question to start with that on~, the
commercial transaction between Qwest and Syringa, each of the parties iFP
responses, Syringa's and Qwest's, both of them expressly contemplated ~at the
other would be a subcontractor to each other. Syringa identified Qwest ~s a
potential wholesale service provider; Qwest identified Syringa as a whol~sale
service provider.

Judge:

Did they enter into a contract to do that?

Perfrement:

They didn't at that time. They had provided services, or Syringa has provided
services to Qwest, I believe, under the contract since. Qwest has solicite~ Syringa
to provide its services.

Judge:

Is that issue up on appeal here? That contract?
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Perfrement:

There is no issue between the parties on that contract. But the RFP is th~y're
performing, there's no claim of breach, there's no dispute that I'm aware of under
that arrangement. But the RFP responses of both, because this is the way
telecommunications works, contemplated that if Syringa were providing'1 services
to the IEN, then Syringa, where it was efficient to do so, would contract with
Qwest to provide those services, some of them in certain regions where Qwest has
a bigger presence. The same is true of Qwest. In its RFP response to th¢ State, it
identified Syringa as someone it would also work with in a similar capaoity. And
therefore there is a commercial transaction contemplated in the RFP responses by
both parties between those two entities.
·

Judge:

Isn't contemplated the critical aspect here? There was in fact no commercial
relationship realized?

Perfrement:

Well, this Court's decisions hadn't depended upon there being a comme]icial
transaction realized. If there's a [inaudible] Complaint deals with a commercial
transaction contemplated between the parties, then the statute 12-120 Section 3
does apply.

Judge:

What we said is that there has to be an allegation that this is an action to tecover
in a commercial transaction, even if there was not. Now if it, Syringa su~d you to
recover in a commercial transaction between you and Syringa alleging tliat you
had entered into a commercial transaction?

Perfrement:

Syringa sued Qwest to recover on allegations arising from a commercial',
transaction which all three, the State, Syringa, and Qwest involved ...

Judge:

Well did they, is it right that Syringa entered into a commercial transaction with
Qwest?

Perfrement:

The Complaint does not allege that Syringa entered into a commercial transaction
with Qwest. No, Your Honor, it does not. However, the RFP response tp the
facts of this case demonstrate that the parties contemplated a specific commercial
transaction between those two parties and the [inaudible] of this, and this is
what's interesting about the argument that Syringa has made, Qwest is a
bystander here. Qwest got dragged into this by Syringa; didn't do anyth'1-g
wrong. And here it is, it entered into a commercial transaction and partiqipated in
a commercial transaction with the State that involved both ENA and Syringa and
then get sued. That is the type of thing for which a fee award should be granted
and there's an alternative basis for that, which is this Complaint is unfouhded
from the beginning. The member of the board of directors under deposition
testified that the sole basis on which he authorized the lawsuit to be filediagainst
Qwest, was Qwest had a too cozy relationship with the State and that it h~d
nothing to do with the IEN, but just a general feeling on his part. And, tlierefore,
as an alternative ground, then Qwest should be granted fees and the fee award
should be affirmed based on the fact that it's an unfounded lawsuit against Qwest
from the very beginning.

'
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Judge:

Thank you very much.

Perfrement:

Thank you.

Judge:

On behalf of Syringa?

Lombardi:

Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice and members of the Court. Listening to the
respondents made me think for a minute that I was back in the trial courll and that
in some cases I was listening to a jury summation. We're on appeal; wdre tied to
the issues on appeal, and to the record on appeal. If for example you take a look
at the RFP responses, you'll see that Qwest wholesale is identified, but not Qwest
as a potential contractor. But most importantly, what we're talking abodt and
what you have been presented with today are issues of fact. What was ~e
intention of the parties to the Teaming Agreement? Now we believe, anU we have
told this Court, and we have argued and demonstrated that the Teaming ·
Agreement is a complete agreement on its face.
Excuse me, excuse me, I'm sorry. Not within the four comers. It's extremely
important it's not integrated, and forgive me for misspeaking. But the T~aming
Agreement, with the conduct of the parties, which specifically includes the
submission of per unit pricing, is an enforceable agreement. And part 0£ that is
evidenced by the way the agreement said it would terminate. The agreement
would terminate upon execution of the service agreement which provided greater
detail.
But if we take a look at the issues mentioned by Mr. Perfrement, for exru;nple, or
Mr. Oberrecht I believe it was, the agreement doesn't say how people wcimld be
paid. But it does say or how billing would occur. Whether the mechani¢s of
billing and the mechanics of payment are material terms, or are material to this
contract, I submit is a question of fact that the jury would need to determiine. It's
not a question that is determined on summary judgment where all inferences are
to be drawn in favor of the non-moving party and then drawn against the: nonmoving party, because that's what happened in this case.
The arguments that have been made, the arguments that were presented ih the trial
court require the resolution of factual disputes or the drawing of inference from
what's in the record, and Syringa is entitled at this point in the proceedings to the
benefit of all of the favorable inferences.
Now, we mentioned, and it also was said well the Teaming Agreement dpesn't
say who would do what essentially, and in fact it does. And it's very cle;,rr about
who was going to do what. The words are general. You see words like
connectivity, but that demonstrates what it is that Syringa was doing. Tbat's all it
was providing. ENA was to provide the rest. Also in connection with this, the
RFP requested, and this is on record, page 77, the RFP requested unit pricing.
That was what was provided.
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Now, counsel for ENA didn't make the distinction, and I didn't know wbich
statewide blanket purchase order ENA was talking about when they saidithe
SBPO issued to ENA was not for the project. Well there was in fact the original
SBPO that was in fact issued for the project and in fact explicitly accepted, the
IEN alliance proposal.
SBPO 1309 in the record at page 585 says this statewide blanket purchase order constitliltes the
State of Idaho's acceptance of your signed offer, which submission is ·
incorporated herein by reference as though set forth in full. Well there'sireally no
question that ENA received a prime contract for the entire IEN project ~d the
condition in the Teaming Agreement was that upon receiving the contract, certain
obligations would flow and that's exactly what happened.
Judge:

Do you contend that the State did not unilaterally change that?

Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Eismann, I contend that the State did not unilaterally change and I
will, if I may, ENA participated in the process of negotiating, discussing ithe way
the project would be split. And, if I may, first of all, Syringa wasn't in attendance
at all the meetings. In fact, Syringa wasn't allowed to attend the meetingis by the
Teaming Agreement. Because if you take a look at paragraph, or Section II of the
Teaming Agreement, you'll see that as, this is 2(d), as between the parties, ENA
will assume the lead role for external communication regarding the project and
the proposal.

lt,

So ENA was the one that was there. ENA was the one that received the ¢-mail
from Mr. Zickau on February 6 saying you and Qwest get together and work out
the pricing for your services. The amendment to the statewide blanket pJ;.chase
order wasn't just unilaterally imposed from February 6 on ...
Judge:

Is there any evidence that ENA and/or Qwest asked the State to divide u~ the
services as it was ultimately divided up?
,

Lombardi:

There's evidence that Qwest asked for ...

Judge:

That can be a yes or no, then you can explain it.

Lombardi:

Yes. Yes. Mr. Justice Eismann, there is the, first of all, there is the, welllthere's
the original split where ENA was determined to be the E-rate provider. At that
point, ENA could have said, you've appointed us as E-rate provider; we ~ave an
obligation to our subcontractor Syringa. We have the end-to-end solution ,and we
won't give that up. We will disavow the contract, disavow the project if we can't
do it the way we did it, which was with Syringa as our contractor.
Now specifically with regard to ENA, Mr. Justice Eismann, if you go to t!he
record, page 2393, shortly before the amended statewide blanket purchas~ order
was submitted or introduced by the State, drafts were being circulated and that's
an e-mail from Mr. [inaudible] advising folks at the State what his comments
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were concerning the amended SBPO. So the fact of the matter is, they did
participate.
Judge:

Well they said they received the two attached documents and its minor suggested
edits.

Lombardi:

That is correct.

Judge:

That's after the documents were sent to them.

Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Eismann, that's before the statewide blanket purchase order was
issued. In other words, it was a draft that was submitted. The blanket ptlrchase
orders were issued on February 26 and this pre-dates that by a day or two, as I
recall. With regard to Qwest, Qwest provided language that was specifiqally
incorporated ...

Judge:

They were sent here to draft amendments, okay, I guess the question is, ] mean
the evidence in the record at least, my recollection is that it was not EN~ or
Qwest that decided to divide it up; it was the purchasing department. A:tjd then
they were sent the proposals for the draft amendments.

Lombardi:

Mr. Justice Eismann, there is no direct evidence from any of the 13 meetµigs,
most of which are not recalled, where we have received admissions to th~ effect
that Qwest and ENA and Mr. Zickau or Mr. Gwartney sat down and saidl this is
how we're going to divvy this up. But there is evidence from which ajuty could
conclude, and there is evidence that supports the inference that, in fact, filere was
an agreement and the agreement was that we're going to save part of this! for
Qwest; we like what ENA does on their educational services and so we'r~ going
to force a marriage between ENA and Qwest to do this project in a way !pat was
never described or contemplated by the RFP. And we're going, whether it was
forced by Qwest or ENA or the State is almost beside the point. The fad of the
matter is that the three participants together deprived Syringa of its right~ under
the Teaming Agreement to perform as the telecommunications provider on the
IEN.

'

1

Judge:

As I understand it, your time is up, but I do have one more question. What about
the Zickau memo that said you and, I think, ENA where he said, was alleged to
have said you and Qwest divide this up. Was that an invitation to amend the
RFD?

Lombardi:

Mr. Chief Justice, I believe that was direction from Mr. Zickau that they Were to
start going about the business of doing exactly that. And that was an e-mail that
was sent by Mr. Zickau on February 6. The record citation is 171, I beli~ve it's in
a confidential record.

Judge:

Very good. At this point in time this matter is under advisement. We w~t to
thank counsel for excellent arguments. We will render a decision.
·
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Bailiff:

All rise, please.
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IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

---------------

BRADY KRAFT, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:

1.

I am oflegal age, of sound mind, and make these statements of fact based on my

personal knowledge.
2.

I make this third affidavit in support of the Idaho Department of Administration's

(the "DOA") motion for reconsideration and in opposition to Plaintiff Syringa Networks,! LLC's
motion for partial summary judgment.
3.

I am the Idaho Education Network Technical Director (Technical Directol!'), an

employee of the DOA. I have served in this position since May 2009.
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4.

The Idaho Education Network (IEN) includes a State ofldaho mandated program

to connect every public Idaho school with high speed bandwidth and video teleconferencing
capability. This project required the implementation of a statewide Virtual Private Network.
During the first phase of the IEN (July 2009 - December 2011) all 200 Idaho high schools have
been connected to the IEN.
5.

As the Technical Director, I am responsible for all aspects of project management

including implementation oversight for our strategic implementation partners (Education
Networks of America (ENA) and Qwest, now known as CenturyLink).
6.

The IEN places all IEN circuit pricing requests with ENA. ENA then requests

circuit pricing from Qwest or a non-Qwest local loop provider directly on behalf of the IEN.
Qwest then requests circuit pricing from non-Qwest local loop providers on behalf of the: IEN.
The IEN never requests formal local loop circuit pricing directly from a local loop service
provider.
7.

As early as August 2009 the IEN identified multiple locations that exceeded the

IEN reasonable cost per Mbps benchmark and requested that ENA and Qwest investigate lower
cost solutions (See Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment,' ,r 1826).

8.

On or before January 14, 2010, the IEN identified thirty-three (33) locations as

exceeding 150% of the IEN reasonable cost per Mbps (see "Intervention Schools 01-14-10.xlsx"
tab "Sheetl" attached hereto as Exhibit 1) based on bids that Qwest had requested and received
from the Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILEC) serving these locations. At this time, the
IEN re-requested that ENA and Qwest investigate and present to the IEN revised pricing for
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local loop circuits connecting these locations. The "IEN Connectivity Timeline" (see Exb.. 1,
column "I") for these locations was not changed and the locations were placed on temporary
hold until resolution.
9.

The ILECs serving the thirty-three locations identified in paragraph 7 included:
Albion Telephone Communications Inc.
Cambridge Telephone Company Inc.
Columbine Telco Silver Star Comm
Custer Telephone Cooperative Inc.
Direct Communications Rockland Inc
Farmers Mutual Telephone Company
Filer Mutual Telephone Company
Fremont Communications
Frontier
Midvale Telephone Exchange, Inc.
Mud Lake Telephone Exchange, Inc.
Project Mutual Telephone Cooperative Assn Inc.
Qwest

10.

All except three (3) (Columbine, Frontier and Qwest) of the ILECs serving the

thirty-three locations identified in paragraph 7 were Syringa member companies. However, their
circuit proposals represented local loop connections directly from their respective ILEC
company to Qwest and not through Syringa. It is my understanding that at this time, Qwest had
existing contracts in place with each of these companies, but not with Syringa.
11.

Prior to June 24, 2010, having not received acceptable pricing on thirty-one (31)

of the locations identified in paragraph 6 above, the IEN changed the connection status of thirtyone (31) of these locations to IEN implementation Phase "1 g" (the last phase), and classified
them as "Z-Alternative- When Resolved" (see "FY201 l Proposed Connection Scheduleixlsx"
tab "Sheetl ", attached hereto as Exhibit 2). This re-classification meant that the connection to
these districts were on indefinite hold until ENA and Qwest presented an acceptable solution,
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which included using alternative circuit providers, to either lower the cost per Mbps in each of
the locations or the aggregate total recurring monthly cost to the IEN for all locations.
12.

At the July 13, 2010 meeting of the IEN Program Resource Advisory Council

(IPRAC), the administrative body within the DOA that was created by I.C. § 67-5745E to
oversee the IEN, (see "IPRAC July 13 2010 meetingminutes approved.docx", attached hereto as
Exhibit 3) the IEN reported that the IEN had requested ENA and Qwest investigate using

alternate local loop service providers, who may not be the Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier of
record, to provide the local loop connection to districts that had been identified as a high cost
location.
13.

At the August 10, 2010 meeting of the IEN Program Resource Advisory Council

(IPRAC) (see "IPRAC August 10 2010 meetingminutes approved.docx", attached hereto as
Exhibit 4), Joel Strickler, an employee with Qwest and the Qwest account manager for IEN,

reported to the IPRAC that:
" ... a "Service Availability Request" document, produced in collaboration with ENA as
an opportunity for infrastructure service providers to provide information about new or
additional service options, particularly for rural, high-cost locations. This docum¢nt has
been shared with Intermax Networks, First Step Internet, J&R Electronics, Micrqserve,
TekHut and Syringa Networks. Qwest and ENA will be vetting companies in terms of
technology, operations and finance."
14.

During the months of November and December 2010, ENA and Qwest provided

revised pricing proposals for all IEN locations in an attempt to lower the aggregate total
recurring monthly cost to the IEN (see "IEN Pricing Summary 11-16-1 OV2.xls", attached hereto
as Exhibit 5). Additionally specific proposals were presented to utilize microwave based
alternate local loop circuit providers in the highest cost/Mbps locations (see "IEN Pricing MW
Analysis.xlsx", attached hereto as Exhibit 6). It is my understanding that at that time, Syringa
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had not responded to Qwest' s request for bids and its pricing was not included in connection
with the pricing being considered.
15.

At the December 14, 2010 meeting of the JEN Program Resource Advisory

Council (IPRAC) (see "IPRAC December 14 2010 meetingminutes approved.docx", attached
hereto as Exhibit 7), Greg Zickau reported that the JEN had received proposals from ENA and
Qwest for some of the high cost locations and that the OCIO was evaluating the proposals.
16.

Prior to December 21, 2010, the JEN had received all of the revised proposals

from ENA and Qwest (see JEN "Current Master Site Plan w_Pricing - 12201 O.xlsm", attached
hereto as Exhibit 8, and "ISAR Wireless Pricing_BC (12-22-10).xlsx", attached hereto as
Exhibit 9). The JEN evaluated these proposals on a per-location and an aggregate basis.

17.

On January 7, 2011, in a letter from Greg Zickau to ENA and Qwest, ENA and

Qwest were notified that the proposal was acceptable and that the OCIO would begin orcllering
circuits. It was also noted that
"the alternative solution included a combination of Ethernet, Time Division Multiplexing
and Microwave technologies, and while the technical architecture and pricing ser!Ve the
immediate needs of the IEN, a solution with more Ethernet, in the long term, might offer
some advantages.
As we move forward with implementation, we expect that Qwest and ENA will continue
to look for ways to gain further efficiency in the network, including efforts to engage
other Ethernet providers as appropriate."
18.

At the February 2, 2011 meeting of the JEN Technical Advisory Committee

(ITAC), the JEN presented solutions using Microwave (MW) technologies to the committee.
After much discussion, a motion was presented, and passed, to accept Microwave Ethernet as an
option. The following are excerpts from the February 2nd meeting minutes (see IEN TAC Mtg
020211 Approved.pdf', attached hereto as Exhibit 10):

-5-
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"Motion: Jerry Reininger moved to accept Microwave Ethernet as an option, with the
caveat that the Department of Administration defines metrics for evaluating the two
technologies within 6 months of deployment. This relates only to the 7 schools discussed
at the meeting.
Seconded by Randy Gaines
A vote was taken; Jerry Piper voted nay, all else voted aye.
Motion passed
IPRAC will be advised of this Motion at the February 8, 2011 meeting.
Jerry Piper left at 3:30 to attend another meeting."
NOTE: Jerry Piper is a member ofITAC and is also the general manager for Canibridge
Telephone Company, a Syringa Networks member company.
19.

During the time between the February 2, 2011 ITAC meeting and the February 8,

2011 IPRAC meeting it was reported to the IEN by Qwest that Syringa had requested a nondisclosure agreement between Qwest and Syringa to facilitate pricing discussions. This update
was reported to the IPRAC at the February 8, 2011 IPRAC meeting (see "IPRAC Februacy 8
2011 minutes approved.pdf', attached hereto as Exhibit 11).
20.

In April 2011 Qwest informed the state that it had entered into a Master Service

Agreement with Syringa to provide connections to school districts located in Syringa member
company's service areas. On April 28, 2011, I removed the affected connections from h<i>ld and
placed service requests with ENA to complete the connections using the Qwest-Syringa Master
Service Agreement.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

//

I

/

!

/

_______________ __
_...._

Brad Kraft

. ,.,.

I

/'

l//
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0
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this / 4 f day of May, 2014.

Name:

Q~~

Notary Public rm'ldo~
Residing at .Arua,J, ,c ~
J1
My commission exp~ :i
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of May, 2014, I caused to be served$. true
copy of the foregoing SECOND THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF BRADY KRAFT IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
1

David R. Lombardi
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepai~

0 Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

)4.~

Steven F. Schossberger
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IEN Intervention Locations
District Name

JEN

DISTRICT

-- - - -

-

-- -

Students

MCITY

School Name

NO.

--

-

-

---

- --

County

REG

-

ABERDEEN

255

06-Blngham

5

lg

TETON HIGH SCHOOL
CHALLIS JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

DRIGGS

41-Teton

6
6

ld
lg

28 PARMA SCHOOL DISTRICT
29 MCCALL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT

421

HEARTLAND HIGH SCHOOL (ALT)

2 TETON CD LINTY SCHDDL DISTRICT
4 ONEIDA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
5 FILER SCHOOL DISTRICT
6 MACKAY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
7 SALMON RIVER JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
8 MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
. .LL-DONNELLY SCHOOL DISTRICT
K COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
DA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
12 BUTTE COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
13 CAMAS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
14 CAMBRIDGE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
15 MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
16 MEADOWS VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
17 MIDVALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
18 GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
19 CASCADE SCHOOL DISTRICT
20 FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
21 MARSING JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
22 WEST JEFFERSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
23 POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT
24 HORSESHOE BEND SCHOOL DISTRICT
25 ROCKLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
26 WHITEPJNE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
27 MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

MC CALL-DONNELLY HIGH SCHOOL

MCCALL

403
220
271
430
104
75
1135
305

CLARK COUNTY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

DUBOIS

94

17 -Clark
36-0nelda

MALAD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

MALAD CITY

FILER HIGH SCHOOL
MACKAY JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

FILER

SALMON RIVER JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

RIGGINS

MINJCO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

RUPERT

MACKAY

19 - Custer
36-0nelda

63

13-Camas

4

ld

Citizens/ Frontier

44 - Washington

3
3
3
3

ld

Cambridge

le

Midvale Telephone Exchange

le
le

Citizens/ Frontier
Midvale Telephone Exchange

43-Valley

Malad

12
142

CAMAS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

FAIRFIELD

CAMBRIDGE JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

CAMBRIDGE

MIDVALE Jr./Sr. HIGH SCHOOL

MIDVALE

130

44 - Washington

MEADOWS VALLEY Jr. -Sr. SCHOOL

NEW MEADOWS

02-Adams

MIDVALE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

MIDVALE

99
18

GARDEN VALLEY SCHOOL

GARDEN VALLEY

127

08- Boise

CASCADE JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

CASCADE

165

43-Valley

SOUTH FREMONT HIGH SCHOOL

ST ANTHONY

466

22-Fremont

MARSING HIGH SCHOOL

MARSING
TERRETON
POTLATCH
HORSESHOE BEND
ROCKLAND
DEARY
RUPERT
PARMA
MCCALL
COUNCIL
KOOSKIA
FRUITLAND
DEARY

215
199
223
103
136
211
172
314
17
152
217
513
916

37-0wyhee

HORSESHOE BEND MIDDLE-SR HIGH
ROCKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL
DEARY SCHOOL
MT HARRISON JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
PARMA HIGH SCHOOL

13

COUNCILJR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
CLEARWATER VALLEY JR-SR

32 FRUITLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
33 WHITEPINE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

288

IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACAD

FRUITLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Custer

74

34 - Minidoka

ARCO

POTLATCH JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL

Citizens / Frontier
Columbine Telco Sliver Star Comm

12-Butte

19- Custer
25-Jdaho

ONEIDA (ALT) HIGH SCHOOL

WEST JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL

Cost Per HS

5
4
6
2
4
3
6
5
6

42 - Twin Falls

BUTTE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

244
373

30 COUNCIL SCHOOL DISTRICT
31 MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT

CHALLIS

Connectivity

Intervention

Intervention

Cost per Mbs

Price Delta

44 - Washington

26 -Jefferson
29-Latah
OB-Boise
39-Power
29 -Latah
34 - Minidoka
14-Canyon
43-Valley
02-Adams
25-Jdaho

38-Payette
29 - Latah

3
3
6
3
6
2
3
5
2
4
3
3
3
2
3
2

lg

Albion

ld
lg

Flier Mutual Tel
Albion

ld

Citizens / Frontier

le

Project Mutual

ld

Citizens/ Frontier

lal

Mud Lake

le
lg

Albion
Albion

le

Citizens/ Frontier

ld

Citizens/ Frontier

lg

Fremont Telecom

lbz

Citizens / Frontier

ld

Mud Lake

le
le

Verizon
Citizens/ Frontier

ld

Direct Communications Rockland Inc

lf
lg

Verizon
Project Mutual

lg

Citizens / Frontier

ld
lg

Citizens / Frontier
Cambridge

laz

Qwest

le
lf

Farmers Mutual Tel
Verizon

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,519.50
26,410.75
14,334.00
14,245.50
19,642.00
7,568.25
5,179.50
19,812.00
13,332.60
6,934.50

4,748.50
8,627.00
4,629.50
4,629.50
8,514.70
6,300.75
4,257.30
7,267.00
6,967.00
12,045.30
8,021.19
7,725.13
7,935.00
5,138.25
6,552.00
7,473.25
7,197.00
9,304.50
3,333.20
5,967.00
6,886.00
9,804.50
10,003.25

JEN Connectivity

Invention%

Pre JEN MEDIA Pre JEN District Bandwidth

Purchased Per
HS

--

-

ABERDEEN HIGH SCHODL

3 CHALLIS JOINT SCHDOL DISTRICT

Local Loop Carrier

TimeUne

,_

58
401
181
351
413
162
243
331
421
161
351
111
121
432
433
11
433
71
422
215
363
253
285
73
382
288
331
137

1 ABERDEEN SCHODL DISTRICT

JEN

Connectlvfty

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,724.39
1,760.72
1,592.67
1,582.63
1,309.47
1,681.83
1,726.50
508.00
1,111.05
1,541.00

1,582.83
1,437.83
1,543.17
1,543.17
1,419.12
1,400.17
1,419.10
1,211.17
1,161.17
669.18
891.24
1,030.02
881.67
1,141.83
1,092.00
996.43
959.60
775.38
1,111.07
994.50
765.11
544.69
303.13

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,249.39

574%

cable

6

9

1,360.72
1,117.67

440%
335%

copper
fiber

6
3 Mbps at Agg, 3 sites with 256k DSL

15
9

1,107.83

333%

lxTl

Tl at two sites, 1.5 Mbps DSL at another

909.47

327%

fiber

3

9
15

1,056.83

269%

DSL

1.5

4.5

1,076.50

266%

copper

5

308.00

254%
247%
247%
244%
240%
237%
237%
237%
224%
218%
202%
194%
191%

copper

multiple direct connections

661.05
916.00

932.83
837.83
893.17
893.17
819.12
775.17
769.10
611.17
561.17
319.18
416.24
480.02
406.67
516.83
492.00
446.43
409.60
325.38
461.07
394.50
290.11
194.69
103.13

188%

fiber

10

12

DSL

0.768

4.5

fiber

Tl at two sites, 1.5 Mbps DSL at another

3
6
3
3
6
4.5
3
6
6
18
9
7.5
9
4.5
6
7.5
7.5
12
3
6
9
18
33

wireless
wlreless
DSL

wireless
DSL

wireless
copper
copper
cable
cable

187%

fiber

186%
183%

wireless
copper

182%

DSL

181%

wireless

174%

cable

172%

3xTl
fiber
DSL
2xTl
fiber

171%
166%
161%
156%
152%

3
39

-

6 Mbps at Agg, 1.5 Mbps at Howe ES
3
4
3
3
3
3 Mbps at Agg, 1 site with 1.0 Mbps DSL
3
10
8
1.5
3
5
5
11.5 Mbps site, 1 3 Mbps site
multiple direct connections
4.5
10
4
3
7
11.S Mbps site, 1 3 Mbps site

7976
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IEN Connectivity Implementation Plan

Updated:

IEN Connectivi

School Data

District

Dist No.

City

R!9 Num_ HS

-Stu~!.

Data

Pre-lEN Data

JEN
Connectl
vlty
Purchase
dPer

JEN
Conn~Mty

- Til118ilne

Current
Projected

-JEN MEBIA

District

Current

Current

.etoJ.•~<t.rl Prol"<IO!l
1.-ocal tooi, Port
Cost per Tax & Fees
Coat per
District
per District
District

Current
PraJected
cNA1,1gfflt Fee per

District

an
Required

(Mbs)

ass

6
6

2
3
·4
1
2

2
1
.1

!l2l!

94

2

151
7t1
1008

a

14T.9

2

Ma

2

8

2

ass

4

·1
-1-

5t3-

3

6
6
3

4
3
2
4
4
3
4

4

2

.1
-1

1
2
1
1

3
4

1

5
5

2
1
1

8'

8

.1

·5

·1

3

1
2
2
2

3
2
6
2

,-

8
4
4
4

t62
51.6
11l7
172
217
t21
324
419

lilSL

flbi>r'
Tel

.ta

••

••
••
-·

1b
1b

_asa_
71
461
2-43
129
739
597
95

/Frontier
1b

,.

1b

1b

1b 1b
1b

.-Ce

1b

Tel

OK
OK

235
1i35

OK

11;8_
50
2402
.18!!

'OK
OK

• - 1,!)4_1

·s-1s

'_ wa)wd.

Walveif-

~

1

372

2

528

- 1

5-9
221

Waive<!_
Qf(
01{

-OK-

-~

OK

144

2

i.mkitown

~

802

tea

f
4
1
2

1a

319

'ii

4
4

2xT1_

·aoa

8

1
8
3,
3

21.06

413
323

_4

2

..
-··
....

oet,te

Qwest
Vert;zon

187

52

8

2
5
4
3
8

.lS.00

6/24/2010

Current Pricin

- 1

249
J!24

1

111()
100
3'147

1
2
2
3
8
1

1o6
1563
1207
2888
1822
216
154

7a

4.50

.......

.

Citizens /l'rontler

S.00 . CJtlzo!js I fro_ntler

id•BIP
1d•BlP

,

1..
1da

CFaD2010

,...

C f.n2010
·~f:aU2lJ10

!db
1db

C-F.all201D

.....

CfaU20ff}

tdb

CN2010-

1db

C

CFall2010
'2010

....

95.00
8.00
88.00

M2010Fal12010
Fa:JJ201q
. "Fair2Q1t;t

12.00
8.00

_Of(

Closed

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

2xT1
Pqtlatch T8f honeVsti2Qn

F,U,0,0

FoU2010

-lilSL

.br
'·wftetesa

fiber
fiber
flbsr

oet,fa

3.00

awesi

75%

Qwest
QwesJ

82%

!lbsr

B4%
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IEN Connectivi

·a

5aq

13

265

3
2

181

3

1173

2

12411

3

3,
3
6

··1c

409
!
1

305

......

- 1d!>

160
6

1

ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

2
4

11

e

Pre-lEN Data

5- -

s --- ·r2
--

--~-

--

.

e
262

199

83,880
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IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

Idaho Education Network
Program Resource Advisory Council (IPRAC)
July 13, 2010 Meeting Minutes
(Approved by Council August 10, 2010)
The July 13, 2010 meeting of the IEN Program Resource Advisory Council was held in the Lewis & Clark
Conference Room of the Len B. Jordan Building, 650 West State Street, Boise, Idaho.

ATTENDANCE
Members/Alternate(s) Present:
Tom Luna (Chair), Superintendent of Public Instruction
Mike Gwartney (Vice Chair), Director and CIO, Dept. of Administration
John Miller, Dean of Off Campus Instruction, College of Southern Idaho
Jerry Reininger, Director of Information Systems, Meridian School District
Alicia Ritter, Ritter Consulting
Shelly Sayer, Premier Technology Inc.
Sen. John Goedde, Chairman of Senate Education Committee
Rep. Darrell Bolz, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Sen. Bert Brackett, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Sen. Shawn Keough, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Rep. Wendy Jaquet, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee

Alternate
Cheryl Charlton, Idaho Digital Learning Academy

Absent Members
Rep. Bob Nonini, Chairman of House of Representatives Education Committee
Donna Hutchison, CEO, Idaho Digital Learning Academy

Others Present:
Clint Berry, Qwest
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
Bob Collie, ENA (VTC)
Brady Kraft, IEN
Garry Lough, IEN
Keith Murphy, Qwest

Gayle Nelson, ENA (VTC)
Jerry Piper, Cambridge Telephone Co.
Debra Stephenson-Padilla, IEN
Joel Strickler, Qwest
Mike Vance, ENA
Greg Zickau, OCIO

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES
MOTION: Sen. Goedde moved and Alicia Ritter seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the rrieeting held
on May 14, 2010 with one minor change; the motion passed unanimously.

QUARTERLY REPORT
BUDGET AND ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
Brady Kraft explained the budgets and expenditures as presented in the report.

EXHIBIT
1
001247
3

e

e

Questions and Discussion
•
With regard to the E-Rate discount, Mr Kraft explained that ENA incurs the obligation of $700K and, in turn,
invoices the IEN for only the State's portion ($196K). ENA is then reimbursed by the Schools and Libraries
Division for $SOOK. The discount rate for FY2010 is 72%, for FY2011 it will be 74%.
•
The budgeted amount could more accurately be referred to as the appropriated amount. $3M i~ the amount
budgeted for fill the schools to be connected and the balance will be spent in FY2011.
• The FY2011 projections are available in the Business Plan http://www.ien.idaho.gov/lPRAC.htm.
• The $843K spent on VTC equipment includes installation and a three year warranty.
•

•
•

Regarding the RUS Grant, there about 100 locations that have been approved for a $9,000 reimpursement
each. This will be processed in FY2011. These reimbursements will be returned to the Operatiorllal Funds as
they are received over the next 18 months.
A request was made for an overall picture of the IEN budget with the various funding sources cc)mbined.
In FY2010 four teachers received a stipend of $1,500. Discussions continue regarding the amoumt of future
stipends. The allocated funds for stipends ($2SOK) will be spent by the Title IID Grant end date of September
30, 2011.

CHANGES TO THE BUSINESS PLAN
There have been no changes to the IEN Business Plan in this quarter. A link to the online Business Plan will be
included in the Quarterly Report.

NEW CONNECTIONS
Mr Kraft provided an overview of the schools already connected and those scheduled for connection by the end
of July.
Questions and Discussion
•
Sen. Brackett raised a query from the previous meeting regarding the IEN local loop providers for Salmon
and South Lemhi school. Brady Kraft confirmed that Custer is the provider for Salmon, following1, this meeting
it was verified that Century Tel is the provider for South Lemhi.
•
Rep. Jaquet queried the reasoning for using ILECs (Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers) rather than ISPs as
the local loop providers. Mr Kraft reminded the Council that Qwest predominantly uses ILECS b~cause they
already have inter-connection agreements in place with Qwest as well as the necessary electronics and
equipment. Most of the schools already connected, or about to be, are in Qwest and Verizon tetritory, with
only a few exceptions.
• Twin Falls has since been added to the list of communities that will connect by Metro Ethernet. :
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Garry Lough provided an overview of the types of training offered, which school districts had completed training
and the dates for upcoming sessions.
TESTIMONIALS
i
These testimonials have been shared previously with the Council but are included in the Quarterly R1eport for
the benefit of the JFAC members.
The Council members agreed that the Quarterly Report should be formally approved prior to submitting to JFAC
and the respective education committees.

MOTION: Dr. Miller moved and Rep. Bolz seconded a motion to approve the June 30, 2010 IEN Qua~erly
Report, with the addition of a consolidated budget (that combines the funding sources) and a link ito the
online IEN Business Plan. The motion passed unanimously.
A request will be submitted to the JFAC Chairs for a 5 day extension period to provide the requested! changes,
given the other commitments of staff at this time.
1

Approved IPRAC minutes are available online at http://www.ien.idaho.gov/lPRAC.htm
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COMMUNICATIONS
Garry Lough highlighted the Total Instruction Alignment and GEAR IP College Access conferences which were
centered around college access or content. Mr Lough also focused attention on the Payette River Regional
Technical Academy- this is a new school that will be created within the Emmett school district, serving students
in Garden Valley, Horseshoe Bend and Emmett by delivering PTE training across the IEN from the CWI.

CURRICULUM AVAILABLE
There has not been any change since the last meeting, given that schools are now on summer break. Mr Lough
noted that a couple of classes would be added within the next month or so but this was still being c¢>ordinated.
Questions and Discussion
• Supt. Luna expressed concern that BSU, ISU and UI appeared to be not as engaged with the IEN :in providing
content as other higher education institutions. The discussion that followed raised several points:
- there may not be a common vision about whether dual credit, especially synchronous classes, pays for
itself;
limited faculty resources may play a role;
stewardship from the State Board of Education might be beneficial;
- there might be a perception that education delivered over the internet is not of the same quality as face
to face in a classroom, and yet most institutions offer online courses;
some universities may be waiting to assess the success of the IEN;
- the universities do not always want to use school teachers because they are perceived as not meeting a
certain standard, this should change in time;
it is very challenging and time intensive to overcome the various school schedules.
• Rep. Jaquet queried whether the IDLA courses over the IEN would be tracked. Mr Lough noted 1:Jhat it is
debatable what the IEN can take ownership of in that regard, given, for instance, that students ~ake some
IDLA classes at home. Sen. Goedde felt that every opportunity should be taken to increase awareness of
course availability from the IDLA. Dr Charlton noted that the fiber connectivity had enhanced IDLA multimedia capability and therefore also the quality of their courses.
• Alicia Ritter commented on initiatives of the State Board of Education that are being undertaken, including
an attempt to get 6 out of 10 adults in Idaho obtaining post-secondary education. The IEN is integral and
therefore it is necessary to understand how the IEN can help the Board achieve its goals.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
Jerry Reininger reported that the Technical Committee had met on June 2 and discussed the following:
guidelines for recording classes: the hardware required; the potential legal issues about recordir!'lg students;
Brady Kraft will be providing guidelines for the recording of classes, but generally guidelines should be used
for making up missed classes.
the May 19 meeting with local ISPs was noted. [see report below]
ENA had updated the committee on bandwidth rates, consumption and how individual schools are able to
view their own bandwidth and consumption levels.
General update from Brady regarding the schools that had been connected at that time.
The Technical Committee will be meeting again on August 4, 2010.
Questions and Discussion
•
Brady Kraft advised the Council of the new IEN Program Specialist position that will shortly be fil!led. The
successful candidate for this position will help manage all aspects of deployment of VTCs, actingl as an
interface with the vendor doing the installations and providing phone technical support for schools, higher
education institutions, IEN staff and the legislature. They will also support the video training by testing
connections and resolving any issues.

Approved IPRAC minutes are available online at http://www.ien.idaho.gov/lPRAC.htm
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QWEST/ ENA
Joel Strickler commented on the importance of connectivity to the more rural areas of the state and the long
term benefit of the IEN infrastructure to communities, businesses and individuals who gain connectivity access
that they either did not have previously or at a greatly reduced cost. Qwest continues to recognize <Cost savings
and efficiencies in deploying connectivity, bearing in mind long term growth and sustainability of tei::hnology
Mike Vance reported that ENA is preparing for the new E-Rate cycle for 2011/2012. This is a significant effort
running from October through February and ENA provides support to the schools to ensure a smooth
application process. Additionally ENA provides support to schools for their individual applications (outside of the
statewide consortium). ENA continues to add newly-connected VTC units to their monitoring software and
circuits to their NOC (Network Operations Center) and assists schools that have had configuration issues in the
past.
Following a query raised at the previous meeting, Gayle Nelson reported that, in the previous year, schools had
applied for $13.4M, this year the figure is $15.3M. So far this year, $4.4M has been approved and there have
been no rejections, whereas last year $1.GM was rejected. This does not include the IEN statewide "pplication
which is progressing well and, once approved, will provide an additional $4M of funding to which school districts
can potentially have access. ENA will continue to update the Council regarding applications and funding
approval.
Questions and Discussion
Rep Jaquet noted that Meridian School District had been receiving 44% E-Rate prior to the IEN and was now
•
enjoying a 72% rate, and queried the figures for other districts. Ms Nelson will look into this and report back.
• The E-Rate increase from last year to this year is 2% which amounts to $300K.
• Given that the census is expected to impact the free and reduced lunch figures, this could in turn affect the
State's E-Rate dollars.

IEN LAWSUIT UPDATE
Director Gwartney reported that there had been no change since the last meeting, with the State still awaiting a
decision on its Motion for Summary Judgment.

ISP MEETING REPORT
Greg Zickau reported on the ISP meetings held on May 19 and June 3 where State personnel met with four
internet service providers at the former (lntermax, First Step, Microserve and J&R Electronics) and tt,e same four
plus an additional provider (Tek Hut) at the latter. The initial meeting covered the history of the IEN) the statute
and associated responsibilities, the RFI and RFP processes and resulting contracts, together with the technical
requirements for the IEN. A written synopsis of the first meeting was sent to IRPRAC members.
The Dept. of Administration then facilitated the second meeting between the ISPs and Qwest. Discussion at this
time included the bureaucratic process and procedures involved in doing business with Qwest and steps to
begin the process. However, Mr Zickau said it was his understanding that Qwest and ENA were now working
together to consider requesting technical and financial proposals from interested companies, underthe auspices
of the contract amendments, in order to accelerate the process. Mr Zickau stressed that the decision regarding
sub-vendors was not for the State to make but is a decision to be made by the respective companies. The Dept.
of Administration would not press ISPs to participate, especially since some investment might be necessary to
do business with Qwest, nor would Adm in press Qwest or ENA to do business with any particular company.
Mr Zickau noted that the ISP for Wallace had gone bankrupt and given the school just two week's notice that
they would be shutting down all services. The IEN was able to step in with Frontier (Verizon at that time), to
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continue service to the school. These are the situations that the IEN seeks to avoid, so it is important that there
be some form of vetting process.
Questions and Discussion
• At the time of this meeting, there are no minutes from the second meeting, however, at the request of
members of the Council, a synopsis will be produced.
• To Mr Zickau's knowledge there had not at that time been any individual meetings between Qwest and the
I
ISPs, though this may have been overcome by events. Mr Zickau said he believed that Qwest anid ENA were
in discussions with their attorneys and it was his belief that they would be actively soliciting proposals.
• Sen. Goedde queried whether it was a requirement for ISPs to be ILECS/CLECS in order to do business with
Qwest. Joel Strickler explained that that had typically been part of the bureaucratic process for establishing
corporate relationships. However, understanding that this could be timely and costly, Qwest, inltheir
partnership with ENA, had opted for a different strategy where the contract could potentially bt between
the local provider and ENA, ENA having greater flexibility.
Mr Zickau noted that Tek Hut had proactively begun to pursue CLEC status in order to place thetnselves in a
•
better position to work with Qwest.
Rep. Jaquet queried whether local ISPs might have to be involved with the FCC and PUC. Mr Zickau noted
•
that if an ISP gains CLEC status then they would be registered with the FCC and Idaho PUC, and the hurdles
(relating to working directly with Qwest) could be broached much faster.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Mr Lough noted that North Idaho College has offered their VTC facilities to IPRAC members should ~hey prefer
not travel to Boise for every meeting.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 2:57 p.m.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is scheduled for August 10, 2010 at 1:00pm in the Barbara Morgan Conference Room of the
LBJ Building, 650 West State Street.
Respectfully submitted,

~ck..
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
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IDAHO EDUCATION NElWORK

Idaho Education Network
Program Resource Advisory Council {IPRAC)
August 10, 2010 Meeting Minutes
(approved by Council September 14, 2010}
The August 10, 2010 meeting of the IEN Program Resource Advisory Council was held in the Barbar~ Morgan
Conference Room of the Len B. Jordan Building, 650 West State Street, Boise, Idaho.

ATTENDANCE
Members/Alternate(s) Present:
Tom Luna (Chair), Superintendent of Public Instruction
John Miller, Dean of Off Campus Instruction, College of Southern Idaho
Jerry Reininger, Director of Information Systems, Meridian School District
Alicia Ritter, Ritter Consulting
Shelly Sayer, Premier Technology Inc.
Teresa Luna, Interim Director, Dept. of Administration
Sen. John Goedde, Chairman of Senate Education Committee
Rep. Darrell Bolz, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Sen. Bert Brackett, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Sen. Shawn Keough, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee (VTC)
Rep. Bob Nonini, Chairman of House of Representatives Education Committee (VTC)

Alternate
Cheryl Charlton, Idaho Digital Learning Academy

Absent Members
Rep. Wendy Jaquet, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Donna Hutchison, CEO, Idaho Digital Learning Academy

Others Present:
Crystal Bowen, Special Agent, FBI (VTC)
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
Bob Collie, ENA (VTC)
Jamie Green, NIC (VTC)
Jon Isakson, Special Agent, FBI (VTC)
William Knickrhem, Emmett School District
Brady Kraft, IEN
Oliver Landow, ENA

Garry Lough, IEN
Jodi Mccrosky, Qwest
Keith Murphy, Qwest
Jerry Piper, Cambridge Telephone Co.
Debra Stephenson-Padilla, IEN
Joel Strickler, Qwest
Mike Vance, ENA
Greg Zickau, OCIO

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES
MOTION: Sen. Goedde moved and Rep. Bolz seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the me,ting held on
July 13, 2010 with one minor correction; the motion passed unanimously.
·

EXHIBIT
4

1
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INFORMATIONAL BRIEFING: MANAGEMENT OF STIMULUS FUNDS

-

'
Given that the IEN is expending stimulus funds during the initial rollout of the project, it was felt ap~ropriate
to
invite Special Agents Jon Isakson and Crystal Bowen to provide insight from the FBl's standpoint regarding the
potential mismanagement of this funding.

Special Agent Isakson explained that he and Special Agent Bowen were coordinating the efforts of the FBI in the
states of Utah, Idaho and Montana with regard to stimulus funding and any investigations of miscor\duct.
Following the passing of the Stimulus Act, each state was allocated a portion of 787 billion dollars. l~aho was
assigned approximately 1.6 billion dollars, of which, to date, approximately 735 million dollars has been
received. The FBI is making efforts to avoid the possibility of money being lost through fraud or corriuption, as
happened, for example, in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The Agency is monitoring the moneyithat is being
spent and has people in place to watch for illegal activity.
Special Agent Isakson noted that corruption or embezzlement has traditionally occurred with infrastructure
projects and advised the council of two particular areas where fraudulent activity might be found:
in the process of awarding contracts: it is possible for corruption to occur in the soliciting of kic~backs or the
acting for bribes by people who are in a position to award contracts; there can also be problems in the
bidding process if fair bids are not allowed to take place.
in the allocation of funds: there can be corruption or embezzlement on the part of government employees
who manage the process of money flowing from Washington through the federal government tb the state
or local level, or directly to private contractors.
1

The Stimulus Bill (ARRA) is an earmark-free project and Council members were encouraged to advise the FBI of
anything improper occurring such as the earmarking of funding by politicians. Special Agent Isakson commented
on "phonemarking", where a politician will call up a state employee and encourage them, or put pressure on
them, to steer a project into the hands of a particular contract.
·
Special Agent Isakson noted that the FBI is working to create a team environment, in which the FBI and federal
prosecutors are working together with state, county and city levels of government to detect whether any
violations are taking place.
Council members were encouraged to contact Special Agents Isakson and Bowen should they have $uspicions of
illegal activity that might rise to the level of violating federal law, or even if they have further questions. (Contact
information is available through Brady Kraft and will be shared with Council members.)
Questions and Discussion
Noting that IEN funding comes not only from stimulus funds but also through E-Rate, Foundation, arild State
sources, Supt. Luna queried whether FBI oversight extended beyond the $3M of stimulus funds. Spe1cial Agent
Isakson explained that although they have a particular interest in the management of stimulus funding, their
interest did extend to any allegation of criminal wrongdoing, especially if it involved publicly-electe~ officials or
any government official or employee in a position of trust within the State.

TERMS OF SERVICE FOR IPRAC MEMBERS
Following the reconstitution of the Council, there are four members for whom terms of service are ~pecified in
statute (67-5745E). Terms of service have been allocated as follows:
Representing public and higher education: Dr Jerry Reininger - 1 year/ Dr John Miller - 2 years
Representing the private sector: Shelly Sayer- 2 years/ Alicia Ritter- 3 years
Following these terms, each of these members will serve an additional four years.

2
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UPDATES
COMMUNICTIONS
Garry Lough reported that most of the communications efforts since the last meeting have occurred in the past
week as part of "back to school" meetings involving superintendents, school administrators and pa~ents.
Additionally:
Governor Otter has indicated that he will periodically address a few schools at a time over the IEN - topics
will vary and this will probably happen quarterly or bi-monthly;
work has begun with the J.A. and Kathryn Albertson Foundation's public awareness campaign, ~his will
include a revamp of the IEN website in order to highlight local efforts;
the Capitol Mall training room is being used now on a daily basis;
the Dept. of Education is leveraging IEN technology to serve distant school districts, Special Edu~ation
conference will be conducted over the IEN network;
about 20 participants connected to a "back to school" webinar.
Questions and Discussion
Based on feedback received, Dr Miller suggested focusing on the community element in the coming months.
Mr. Kraft explained that Proctor (4 hours) and Originator (16 hours) training was currently taking pl~ce. This is a
pre-requisite for receiving the stipend. Teachers will also have the opportunity to participate in three workshops
over the course of the year, where ideas and frustrations can be shared. Teachers have to be an originator to be
eligible for the stipend. The process is underway to make teachers who take the training, eligible to 'receive a
professional development graduate credit. The curriculum is currently approved through BSU, 30 Murs
translates to two professional development credits.
CURRICULUM AVAILABLE
Garry Lough explained that there were no major changes at this time in the IEN VTC curriculum beirlg offered.
Much of his time was currently spent facilitating intra-district, high school to high school exchanges 1 It was noted
that the current emphasis is on core curriculum. Mr. Lough commented that there are 43 variations. of class
schedules, so the more flexible the higher education institutions can be in aligning their interests wiith those of
the schools, the greater the growth will be.
TECHNICAL COMMITIEE
Jerry Reininger reported back on the August 4 meeting of the Technical Committee.
Security issues around availability of IP addresses: Terry Pabst-Martin (Chief Information SecuriW Officer for
the state) had advised that the purpose of the IEN far outweighs the current potential threat level. The only
concern is denial-of-service attacks, but similar networks have not experienced this. Ms Pabst-Martin will
continue to evaluate the situation and update the committee annually, or sooner if necessary.
Guidelines for recording classes: Brady Kraft produced a guideline which will become part of a l"rger online
procedure manual.
ISP meeting June 3: Greg Zickau had reported, summary notes were emailed to IPRAC members on August 9.
Connections for next fall: Brady Kraft had provided an update on connections, at that time there were 40
districts completed, 12 in progress. By December 70% of all the high schools in the state will be connected to
the IEN. Connections are ahead of schedule at this time.
Bandwidth Rates and Consumption: ENA had reported that in July 2009 there had been no banqwidth
deployed, now there are over 500 Mbs deployed, which is great progress.
New IEN staff member: Mike Costa will be joining the IEN staff on August 16 as a VTC Program Specialist. He
will take over the technical support internally and interface with school districts, ENA and One Vision.
Training Room: a new training facility has been built (without IEN funds) within the Capitol Mall iarea (under
the parking garage). Teacher training has already started and will last about four weeks.
Lawsuit: Counts 1 through 3 have been dismissed.

3
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Questions and Discussion
A query was raised about the overall security monitoring of the IEN, ENA will demonstrate their NOC (Network
Operations Center) at a future meeting.
Jerry Piper (Cambridge Telephone Company) raised a question regarding the potential one-off solution using
alternate providers, discussed at the last IPRAC meeting (July 13). Mr. Piper noted that he had raised this
question at the IEN Technical Committee meeting of August 4 and he questioned, given the connectivity in
Salmon, whether it would be possible to offer other rural schools the same wholesale-type solution, as this
would enable them to be connected by the end of the week. Dr Reininger advised against circumventing the RFP
and the contracts already in place. Greg Zickau (Office of the CIO) noted that Mr. Piper had previou$1y been
advised that he should raise this matter with Qwest and ENA. Mr. Zickau also noted that for the State to
circumvent the current contracts would not only be a violation of those contracts, but may also con$titute a
felony (referring to the FBI presentation heard earlier in this meeting). However, the State would be willing to
facilitate conversations if there appeared to be some benefit to the IEN.

QWEST
Joel Strickler shared with the Council a "Service Availability Request" document, produced in collaboration with
ENA as an opportunity for infrastructure service providers to provide information about new or add!itional
service options, particularly for rural, high-cost locations. This document has been shared with lnte~max
Networks, First Step Internet, J&R Electronics, Microserve, TekHut and Syringa Networks. Qwest and ENA will be
vetting companies in terms of technology, operations and finance.

ENA
Mike Vance reported that approval for the State E-Rate application should be received in the near future, with
no issues anticipated. Mr. Vance also provided a brief explanation of the ENA Network Operations Center (NOC),
this will be showcased at the next meeting. There is an increase in activity as schools prepare for the new year,
and ENA and Qwest are well positioned to assist schools with any technology or E-Rate matters. Responding to
Sen. Keough, Mr. Vance advised that Priest River High School should be connected within the next week.

NEW BUSINESS
Supt. Luna asked Council members whether they felt meetings should revert to being held on a bi-rrjlonthly basis.
No opinions were expressed either way. It was noted that the November meeting needs to be rescheduled as it
falls during the North Idaho Legislative Tour.
Supt. Luna noted that Mike Gwartney had resigned as Director from the Department of Administration and that
a debt of gratitude was owed to him, as he had been the driving force in getting the IEN project started and
funded. Teresa Luna is the interim Director for the Department of Administration and will therefore' be
attending IPRAC meetings as interim Co-Chair.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 2:35 p.m.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is scheduled for September 14, 2010 at 1:00pm in the Barbara Morgan Conference Room of
the LBJ Building, 650 West State Street.
Respectfully submitted,

~ck..
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
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IEN

District

CHy

ABERDEEN
AMERICAN FALLS
IDAHO CITY
MONTPELIER
BLACKFOOT
CAREY
BLISS
BOISE
IDAHOFALLS
BONNERS FERRY
BRUNEAU
BUHL
ARCO
CALDWELL
FAIRFIELD
CAMBRIDGE
CASCADE
BURLEY
CASTLEFORD
CHALLIS
DUBOIS
COEUR D'ALENE
COEUR D'ALENE
COTTONWOOD
COUNCIL
CULDESAC
DIETRICH
EMMETT
FILER
FIRTH
ST ANTHONY
FRUITLAND
GARDEN VALLEY
GENESEE
GLENNS FERRY
GOODING
GRACE
HAGERMAN
HANSEN
CRAIGMONT
HOMEDALE
HORSESHOE BEND
NAMPA
DEARY
IDAHOFALLS
GOODING
BOISE
BOISE
MENAN
JEROME
KAMIAH
KELLOGG
KENDRICK
KIMBERLY
HARRISON
KUNA
CLARK FORK
RATHBURN
LAPWAI
LEWISTON
NAMPA
MACKAY
REXBURG
ARIMO
MARSING
MCCALL
NEW MEADOWS
MELBA
MERIDIAN
MIDDLETON
MIDVALE
RUPERT
MINIDOKA
MOSCOW

1 ABERDEEN SD
2 AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SD
3 BASIN SD
4 BEARLAKECOUJIITYSD
S BLACKFOOT SO
6 BLAINE COUJIITY SD
7 BUSS JOINT SO
8 BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SD
9 BONNEVILLE JOINT SO
0 BOUNDARY COUJIITY SD
1 BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW JOINT SD
12 BUHLJOINT SD
13 BUTTE COUJIITY JOINT SO
14 CALDWELL SD
15 CAMAS COUJIITY SO
6 CAMBRIDGE JOINT SO
17 CASCADE SD
8 CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SD
9 CASTLEFORD SD
0 CHALUSJOJNTSD
1 CLARKCOUJIITYSD
2 COEUR D'ALENE SD Charter
23 COEUR D'ALENE SD Main
24 COTTONWOOD JOINT SD
2S COUNCIL SD
26 CULDESAC JOINT SD
7 DIETRICH SO
8EMMITTSD
9 FILER SD
0 FIRTH SD
1 FREMONT COUJIITY JOINT SD

-----

3 2 FRUITLAND SD

GARDEN VALLEY SO
GENESEE JOINT SD
GLENNS FERRY JOINT SD
GOODING JOINT SD
GRACE JOINT SO
HAGERMAN JOINT SD
HANSEN SD
HIGHLAND JOINT SD
HOMEDALE JOINT SD
HORSESHOE BEND SD
IDAHOARTSCHARTERSCHOOL
## # IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACAD
IDAHO FAU.S SD
JDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLINC
INSPIRE VIRTUAL CHARTER SCHOO
ISUCCEED VIRTUAL HS
J~FFERSON COUNTY JOINT SD
1 UEROME JOINT SD
2 KAMIAH JOINT SD
3 KELLOGG JOINT SD
4 KENDRICK JOINT SD
5 KIMBERLY SD
6 KOOTENAI JOINT SO
7 KUNA JOINT SD
8 LAKE PEND OREILLE SO
9 LAKELAND SD
0 LAPWAI SD
1 LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SD
12 LIBERTY CHARTER SCHOOL
3 MACKAY JOINT SD
4 MADISON SD
15 MARSH VALLEY JOINT SD
6 MARSING JOINT SD

7
8
19
20
21
22
23
24

MCCALL-DONNELLY SD
MEADOWS VALLEY SD
MELBA JOINT SD
MERIDIAN JOINT SO
MIDDLETON SD
MIDVALE SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Charter
MOSCOW5D
MOUN"'••N MnME_Sll -· ·-·- --· ···-··MOUNTAIN VIEW SD
MULLAN SD
MURTAUGH JOINT SD
NAMPASO
NEW PLYMOUTH SD
NEZPERCE JOINT SD
NORTH GEM SD
NOTUS SO
ONEIDA COUJIITY SD
OROFINO JOINT SD
PARMASD
-·
PAVETIE JQl,Nll' so-··
PLUMMER/WORLEY JOINT SD
POCATELJ.OSD
POST FALlS SD
POTLATCH SD
PRESTON JOINT SD

--/!ii#

II##
II##
## #

II##
1111#
1111#
1111#
II##

1111#

....

MQl.lNIAll'I. J:IQME.
KOOSKIA
MULLAN
MURTAUGH
NAMPA
NEW PLYMOUTH
NEZPERCE
BANCROFT
NOTUS
MALAD CITY
OROFINO
PARMA
PAYETTE
~LUMMER
POCATELLO
POST FALLS
POTLATCH
PRESTON

IEN
Connectivity
Dale

Media to

District
Aggregation
Point

Whonllesolwd

Fiber

04/09/10

Fiber
Copper

01128/10
02/18110

..............
Fall2010
03/08/10

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

Fall2010

Copper
Fiber

Fafl 2010

Fiber

02/26/10

Aber
Copper

..............
01/29/10

When Resolved
Fall2010

Aber

Copper
Rber

..............
..............

Copper
Copper

Fall2010

Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Copper
Copper
Rber

When Resolwd

When Rasolved

-

When Resolved

..............
Fall2010

'""""'

When Resolved

12/11/09
07122/10
10/21/09

WhenResolved

..............
..............
04/22/10

When Resolved

09/02/10
10/28/10
05/D4/10
04/22/10
02/12/10
10/28/10
Fall 2010
04/13110

Copper

Aber

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

Copper

Fiber
Copper
Rber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper

Fall2010

Rber
Copper
Fiber

When Rasolved

Fiber

Fall2010

Fall2010

Fall2010

Fiber
Rber
Rber
Copper
Rber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

Wlwn Resolved

Copper

07129/10

Fiber
Fiber

05/D4/10

FallzotO
Fall2010

09/22/tO

""'""'

10/29/10)

WhonResolved
11/o5110
04/09/10
05/D4/10

Fall201D
02/26/10

WhonResolved

OptedOUt
Fall2010

07122/10
When Reoolvod

Fiber

Whonllesolwd

Fiber

When Resolved

Copper

04/09/10

Fall2010
Fall2010

..... ....,....

Wl!onResolved

-·--08/12110

.Oa/11M. ..
03/09/10

--o

Rber
Rber
Rber
Rbar
Fiber
Coooar
Rber

--l'lbe, ..

-·

Rber
Cooner
Copper
Fiber
Rber

lll/08/10

Coooer

-o
......,,o

Copper
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

-·
---·,~--........
Falll011

WhanWhan Resolved

Falll011

Pal1ao10

When Reaolvacl

--o

Connec:tl
vlty

Connection

Coooer
Fiber
Rber
Fiber
Fiber

IEN Connectivity Clrcull Type

Purchase

IEN Connectivity Local

Loop Provider

d Per
D1$1rlct

n-

DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
SxTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
SxTl-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Al!!!)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
SxTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
4xTl-TDM (Al!!!)
Metro Ethernet (Al!!!)
2xTl-TDM (Agg)
2xTl-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Al!!!)
OC3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
3xTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
OC3-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
6xTX -> DS3-TDM SIP (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
SxTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
SxTl-TDM (Agg)
2xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
OS3-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
2xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
SxTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
4xTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Al!!!)
2xDS3-TDM (Agg)
2xDS3-TDM (Agg)
Opted Out
DS3-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
3xTl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Al!!!)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM IAgg)
5xT1-TDM (Al!!!)
DS3-TDM(Al!I!)
}----- ·--··
DS3-TDM (AD)
2xT1-TDM (AD)
2xT1-TDM (Al!!!)
Metro Ethernet (AD)
DS3-TDMVu)
4"Tl-TDM(w
2xT1-TOM ( '"'
5xT1-TDM ( •••
DS3-TDMfb.rni
DS3-TDM1An
053-TDM (A.,
Ethernet uu,ir
4"Tl-TOM(=
Matro Ethernet r,
OC3-TDM IAIH
DS3-TDM IAu)
DS3-TDM OA-)

...,

9.00
21.00
7.50
18.00
42.00
42.00
7.50
100.00
100.00
21.00
7.50
12.00
6.00
70.00
3.00
3.00
6.00
65.00
12.00
9.00
4.50
18.00
95.00
6.00
6.00
4.50
9.00
27.00
15.00
9.00
30.00
18.00
6.00
12.00
6.00
12.00
7.50
15.00
7.50
3.00
15.00
4.50
20.00

0

.......

0

$ 3,068.00

0

$ 500.00
$ 2,366.00

°"""'
°"""'
°"""'
Qwest

Qwest

OWost
Frontier

Centu,yTel

0
0

0

°"""'
0

Mud Lake Telephone Coop

0

Frontier

ow..,
0
Qwest

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 9,129.60
$ 3,960.00 $

1,783.00

1,200.00
1,401.00
840.00
420.00
420.00
840.00
3,900.00
1,401.00
1,250.00
630.00
1,564.00

$ 3,560.00 $
$ 4,058.00 $ 4,900.00

$
$
$

616.00
2,936.00
408.00
628.80
1,12200
6,420.00
1,122.00

$
$

840.00
840.00

630.00
$
$ 1,250.00

°"""'

$
$

Qwest

$
$ 8,252.00 $ 1,980.00
$ 2,600.00 $
$ 3,144.00 $
840.00

0

TekHul
0

Frontier

°"""'

Qwest

OWost

Qwest
Qwest

OWost
Cltixens/Frontfer
CJtlzena/Frontler
Qwost

-

F!retS!ep

100.00
3.00

Qwest

--···

$ 2,366.00
$ 6,200.00
$ 1,122.00

$
$

1,250.00
1,783.00
1,200.00
1,564.00
2,172.00
2,172.00
1,200.00

$

0

0
0

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

0

Potlatch Telephone

Qwest

Frontle,

Frontier
0
0
Qwest
Qwest

0
Qwest

°"""'

Tak Hut

0
0
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

•
•

._-·.
0

·-····

$ 1,091.60

$
$
$
$

Qwest

33.00

18.00
3.00
3.00
100.00
12.00
6.00
3.00
7.50
12.00
18.00
12.00
21.00
5.00
100.00
65.00
9.00
27.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0

Qwest

3.00
33.00
33.00
7.50
18.00
6.00
18.00
6.00
50.00
54.00
54.00
0.00
45.00
20.00
4.50
36.00
15.00
9.00
15.00
4.50
9.00
100.00
40.00
9.00
39.00
7.50
24.00

IEN Qwest
CUrrent
Port c:ost per Projl,cted Tax
Loop c:ost
D1$1rlct
&Feeeper
perD1$1rlct
(foday)
D1$1rlct
(Today)

4,000.00
1,122.00
420.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
420.00
$ 1,200.00
$ 1,200.00
$ 3,743.00
$ 1,790.00
$ 1,122.00

Qwest

9.00

11:N Quoted
ll.EC Local

-·
.......

--·-·
0

FronOar
TekHut

•

Frontier

First Step
Qwest

$ 1,924.00
$ 1,548.00
$ 1,250.00

$ 3,439.00 $
$ 400.00 $
$ 1,122.00 $
$
524.00 $
$ 1,122.00 $
$
524.00 $
$
500.00 $

$ 4,386.00 $
$ 1,237.00 $
$
808.60 $
$ 1,200.00 $
$ 1,200.00 $
200.00 $
$

$ 1,122.00 $
200.00 $
$
$ 1,122.00 $
$ 1,122.00 $
524.00 $
$
$ 3,494.00 $
$

940.00 $

1,401.00
840.00
1,401.00
1,200.00
1,548.00
1,200.00
420.00
1,548.00
630.00

420.00
1,250.00

420.00
2,047.00
2,047.00
1,200.00
1,664.00
840.00
1,664.00
840.00

$ 1,122.00 $
$
940.00 $
$
984.40 $
$ 7,486.00 $ 3,848.00
$ 3,657.00 $ 3,848.00
$
$
$ 1,122.00 $ 2,268.00
$
808.60 $
$ 1,247.00 $
630.00

$ 1,122.00 $ 2,087.00
$ 1,122.00 $ 1,548.00
$ 1,420.00 $
$ 10,195.00 $ 1,548.00

$ 3,453.00
$ 1,122.00
$ 1,200.00
915.80
$
$ 8,171.00
$ 5,420.00
$ 3,175.00
$ 4,218,00
t-t,==
$ 5,443.00
$ 470.00
$
209.60
$ 1,200.00
$ 1,122.00
$
400.00
$
200.00
524.00
$
$ 8,761.00
$ 4,265.00
$ 1,401.00
$ 1,783.00
$
940.00
$ 1,200.00
$ 4,058.00
$ 1,200.00
$ 1,122.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

630.00
1,250.00

1,250.00
2,123.00
1,200.00
1,859.00

s--··~$ 1,654.00
420.00
$
420.00
$
$
$ 1,401.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840.00
420.00
1,200.00
1,401.00
1,664.00

$

840,00

$
$ 3,900.00
$
$ 1,924.00

1312.50
72625
405.00
696.50
823.50
823.50
405.00
300.00
300.00
1381.50
747.50
630.75
977.00
272.90
230.00
696.50
801.50
2525.00
630.75
2594.90
1147.50
1306.00
2239.50
364.00
944.00
259.50
469.70
761.50
1992.00
593.00
2556.00

CUrrent
ProJected
ENAMgmt
Fee per
District

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

CUmmt
Profeoled

IEN Local

Bulld[ng

Loop One

Bullds>ut

Tlmebldld

c:ostper

out(Gyrs,)

1,047.00
1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00

$
$
$

219.94 $
13431 $

$

288.7S
102.94
102.94
117.78

$
$
$
$

19.68 $

-

$
$
$
$

$

$
185.2S $
78.84 $
134.64 $

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
89.27 $
279.94 $
$
$
$
$

$

996.00
1210.00
310.00
630.75
431.00
667.50
431.00
230.00
1483.50
466.75
202.15
300.00
300.00
155.00
593.00
155.00
792.25
79225
431.00
1289.50
445.00
696.50
445.00
246.10
2833.50
187625

$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

$

a.co

$
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

847.50
202.15
469.25

80225
667.50
355.00

2935.75
1020.75

593.00
300.00
228.95
236625
1885.75
1093.75
151925

776:50"···
1ne.75
222.50
157.40
300.00
630.76
310.00
155.00
431.00

2540.50
148225
350.25
445.75
445.00
300.00
1989.50
300.00
781.50

$
$
$
$

$

$
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$

$
$

$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

$ 1,047,00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

r,1lllT.W
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047,00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

4,279.59
14,156.14
6,784.50

7,666.27
12,524.44
2,867.00

$
$

5,767.00
2,344.50

$
$
$

3,395.50
4,854.50
11,181.00
4,123.13

$

$
$
$
$
$

14,025.15
4,397.22

6,027.00
7,266.97

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

s
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

2S.27 $
1C8.62 $
39.06 $

225.00 $

$

2,655.62

$

$
$

2,586.06
1,822.00
4,086.13
1,822.00
5,133.94
5,008.25
3,202.00
7,587.62
3,272.00
4,637.13
3,272.00
2,308.26
15,228.31
10,620.61

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$

$

$
$
$

$
74.13 $

$
$
$
$

$
125.69 $

$

$

$
$
$

93.12 $

$
107.63 $

$
30.76 $
13.81 $
192.36 $
$

$

-

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

105.94 $
25.27 $

$
128.81 $
106.94 $

5,390.44
2,083.02
3,393.25
5,187.06
4,491.44

$

$

$

$

2,894.56

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

15,880.85
6,150.75
4,138.88
2,547.00
2,220.37
U,947.85
10,667.44
6,515.75
8,856.31

126.88

28.62
124.60
191.69

$

213.06 $
159.75

-.··--$
$

$

182.81
66.50
82.97
78.13

-··

$

78.84 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
39.06 $
248.69 $
81.05 $
102.38 $

·
$
$
$

.
.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

s
$

s

.
.

$
$
$

s

s
$

2,695.00

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$

2,432.50
100.00
200.00
(5,215.00)
748.75
437.50
150.00
920.00
200.00
200.00
150.00
437.50
970.00
7,915.00
437.50
5,787.50
5,507.50
1,240.00
748.75
200.00
748.75
62.50
940.00
62.50
(150.00)
940.00
150.00
7,456.25
62.50
100.00
437.50
100.00
1,066.25
1,066.25
62.50
1,462.50
200.00
920.00
200.00
1,940.00
5,978.75

$

155.10 $

72.56

17,035.00
896.2S
162.50
920.00
1,285.00
1,285.00
162.50
62.50
62.50
896.2S
62.50
748.75

$

2,597.00
4,541.51
3,202.00
4,452.84
3,202.00
2,197.00
8,512.19
3,380.75
2,308.02

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$

.---·
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

169.97 $

$
47.69 $

$

$
$
$

340.76 $

$
$
$

$
$

-

$

68.34 $

$ 1,047.00 $

,

100.22

$
$

$
$
$
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

$
$
$

$

650.00

$
$
$

$
$

$

$
$
$

$
$
$

78.84 $

$

$
$

$
$
$

$

7,829.44

4,812.56
3,072.00
4,818.25
5,267.44
5,267.44
3,189.78
2,547.00
2,547.00
7,974.18
4,784.50
4,279.59
S,932.0D
2,411.50
2,197.00
4,529.50
5,054.50
13,857.25

$
$

$

174.00 $
111.13 $
188.15 $

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

;
cu,,,,nt,
P,oJi,cte<! 'Pr<>Jeoled:
po,t Cost per I': Projl>cled>Ta1< ENA Mgmt
Building
BulldOut
' plst,lct
& fees.pet ' Feeper
Costper
(:liodal'},
'
Dl!mlat
,

~

District

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
1,047.00 $

$
$
$

District

Satllngs

ProJectlEN
Total

CUJTent,

Cunent

1IEN>Qwes~

District

$
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$
$

'

CUmmt

·-

,,

=

10,100.50
2,159.50
1,834.00
2,547.00
4,279,59
2,S97,00
1,822.00
3,202.00
13,932.31
8,524.75
2,881.22
3,353.88
3,272.00
2,586.06
11,243.19
2,628.05
4,956.88

$

1,215.00

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

150.00
1,141.25
940.00
4,225.00
940.00
150.00
437.50
62.50
437.50
9,350.00
5,090.00
926.25

$
.. l" . - i;llZs.oo
920.00
$
100.00
$
100.00
$
62.50
$
748.7S
$
200.00
$
100.00
$
62.50
$
6,397.SO
$
920.00
$
5,427.50
$

$
$
$
$

$
$

896.2S
200,00
62.50
5,513.00
970.00

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
X

OK
OK

01< -- -

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

ABERDEEN SD
AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SD
BASIN SD
BEAR LAKE COU JIITYSD
BLACKFOOT SD I
BLAINE COUJIITY SD
BUSSJOJNTSD I
BOISE CITY INDEP ENDENTSO
BONNEVILLE JOI NTSD
BOUNDARY COU JIITYSD
BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW JOINT SD
BUHLJOINT SD I
BUTTECOUJIITY JOJNT50
CALDWELL SD I
CAMASCOUJIITYSD
CAMBRIDGE JOI NTSD
CASCADE SD
I
CASSIACOU NTYJOJNTSD
CASTLEFORD SD
CHALUS JOINT 50
CLARKCOUJIITYSD
COEUR D'ALENE SO Charter
COEUR D'ALENE SD Main
COTTONWOODJ OJNTSD
COUNCIL SD
I
CULDESAC JOINT so
DIETRICH SD
I
(
EMMITTSD
FILER SD
I
FIRTH SD
I
FREMONTCOU JIITYJOJNTSD
FRUITLAND SD I
GARDEN VALLEY 50
GENESEE JOINTSD
GLENNS FERRY JO INTSD
GOODING JOINTSD
GRACE JOINT SO
HAGERMAN JOI NTSD
)
HANSEN SD
HIGHLAND JO INTSD
HOMEDALE JOINT so
HORSESHOE BENDSD
IDAHOARTS CHARTER SCHOOL
IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACAD
IDAHO FAU.5 SD
IDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLINC
INSPIRE VJRTUAL CHARTER SCHOO
ISUCCEEDVJRTUALHS
JEFFERSON CO UNTY JOINT SD
JEROME JOINT SD
KAMIAH JOINT SD
KELLOGG JOINTSD
KENDRICK JO INTSD
KIMBERLY SD I
KOOTENAI JOINT SD
KUNA JOINT SD
LAKE PEND OREJLLESO
LAKELANDSD I
LAPWAI SD
I
LEWISTON JNDEP ENDENTSD
LIBERTY CHARTERSCHOOL
MACKAY JOINT 5D
MADISON SD
MARSH VALLEY JOJNTSD
MARSING JOINTSD
MCCALL-DONNE LLYSD
MEADOWSVALLEY SD
MELBA JOINT SD
MERIDIAN JOINT SD
MIDDLETON SD

MIDVALE SD
MINIDOKA COU NTY JOINT SD Main 1
MINIDOKA COU NTY JOINT SD Charter
MOSCOWSD I
MOUNTAIN HOM ESD.
MOUNTAIN VIEW SD
MULLAN SD
MURTAUGH JOI NTSD
NAMPA SD
NEW PLYMOUTH SD
NEZPERCE JOINT SD
NORTH GEM SD
NOTUS5D
ONEJDACOUJIITY so
OROFINO JOINTS D

PARMASD
PAYITTEJOJNTSD
PLUMMER/WORLEYJOJNTSD
POCATELI.OSD
POST FALlS SD
POTLATCH SD
PRESTON JOINTSD

$ 17,278.00 $ 1,600.00
$ 1,122.00 $ 2,500.00
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

500.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
500.00
1,250.00
1,250.00
3,743.00
1,790.00
1,122.00
5,064.00
1,091.60
2,366.00
2,366.00
2,366.00
2,028.00
1,122.00
9,129.60
3,960.00
3,560.00
4,058.00
616.00
2,936.00
408.00
628.80
1,122.00
12,000.00
1,122.00
12,062.00
4,606.00
3,976.00
3,439.00
400.00
1,122.00
524.00
1,122.00
524.00
300.00
4,386.00
1,237.00
808.60
4,265.00
1,2S0.00
200.00
1,122.00
200.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
524.00
3,928.00
940.00
1,122.00
940.00
984.40
7,486.00
6,888.00

$ 1,250.00
$ 2,400.00
$ 3,200.00

$ 3,200.00
$

1,250.00

$
$
$ 2,500.00
$ 1,250.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 1,000.00

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$

500.00
500.00
1,000.00
3,900.00
2,000.00
1,600.00
750.00
2,400.00
4,900.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
750.00
1,600.00
2,700.00
2,300.00
1,600.00
2,800.00
2,400.00
.1,000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
1,250.00
2,300.00
1,250.00
500.00
2,300.00
750.00

$
$
$ 2,900.00
$
500.00
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,600.00
500.00
2,900.00
2,900.00
1,250.00
2,400.00
1,000.00
2,400.00
1,000.00

$ 5,400.00
$ 5,400.00

$
$ 1,12200 $ 3,240.00
808.60 $
$
750.00
$ 1,247.00 $
$ 1,122.00 $ 3,000.00
$ 1,122.00 $ 2,300.00
$ 3,200.00 $ 1,600.00
$ 10,195.00 $ 2,300.00
$ 3,453.00 $
$ 1,122.00 $
$ 1,250.00 $
915.80 $
$
$ 8,171,00 $
$ 11,973.00 $
$ 7,197.00 $
$ 4,218.00 $

$ 1,122.00 $
$ 5,443.00 $
$
470.00 $
$
209.60 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,250.00
1,122.00
400.00
200.00
524.00
13,280.00
4,265.00
3,743.00
2,500.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

750.00
1,600.00

1,600.00
3,050.00
1,250.00
2,600.00
2,800.00
2,400,00
500.00
500.00

2,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
1,250.00
2,000.00
2,400.00
2,000.00

$
$
$
940.00 $ 1,000,00

1,250.00
4,058.00
4,010.40
1,122.00

.
$
$ 3,900.00
$ 1,600.00
$ 2,700.00

4719.50
906.50
437.50
880.50
1080.50
1080.50
437.50
312.50
312.50
1560.75
780.00
780.50
1516.00
272.90
716.50
716.50
841.50
1482.00
780.50
2682.40

1177.50
1490.00
2239.50
404.00
984.00
289.50
55720
955.50
3575.00
680.50
3715.50
1751.50
1244.00
1359.75
350.00
780.50
443.50
655.50
443.50
200.00
1671.50
496.75
202.15
179125
312.50
175.00
680.50
175.00
1005.50
1005.50
443.50
1582.00
485.00
880.50
485.00
246.10
3221.50
3072.00
0.00
1090.50
202.15
49925
1030.50
655.50
1200.00
3123.75
1050.75
680.50
312.50
228.95
244.2.75
3755.75
2111.75
1704.50

980.50
1980.75
242.50
177.40
312.50
780.50

350.00
175.00
443.50
3820.00
166625
1435.75
825.00
485.00
312.60
1989.50
1402.80
955.50

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

out(Syrs.)

$
$
$

219.94 $
134.31 $

288.75
102.94
102.94
117.78

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19.68 $

$

$

$
$

$

$
$

$
$

89.27 $
279.94 $

$

$
$
$
$

$

174.00
111.13
188.15
100.22

169.97 $
340.76 $

$
$

~

$

6834

$
$
$

47.69 $

$

$
2S.27 $

$
$

108.62 $
39.06 $

$
74.13 $

$
125.69 $

$
$
93.12 $

$

$
107.63 $

$ 1,047,00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047,00
1,047,00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$
$

30.76
13.81
192.36

-

126.88
28.62
124.60
191.69

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$

$

78.84

182.81
66.50
82.97
78.13

$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,904.72
7,267.00
8,015.72
2,797.00
5,290.26
3,264.50
5,392.84
3,264.50
2,047.00
9;452.19
3,530.75
2,308.02
10,111.87
2,648.56
1,922.00
4,523.63
1,922.00
6,200.19
6,074.50
3,264.50
9,050.12
3,472.00
5,557.13
3,472.00
2,308.26
17,168.31
16,599.36

$
$
$

$
$

213.06 $
96.94 $
169.75 $

19,812.65

$
$
$
$

$
128.81
106.94
72.56
155.10

.
.
.
.
.
.

2,494.50

3,833.00
5,824.50
19,096.00
4,560.63

$

$
$
$
225.00 $
$
$
$
- $
$
$
- $
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

24,864.44
5,708.81
3,234.50
5,738.25
6,552.44
6,552.44
3,352.28
2,609.50
2,60950
8,870.43
4,847.00
5,028.34
8,627.00
2,411.50
4,629.50
4,629.50
5,254.50
8,642.25
5,028.34
,14,593.64
6,934.50
8,586.27
12,524.44
3,067.00
5,967.00

$
$
$
$.
$
$
$

-

105.94
2S.27 $

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$

$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047,00 $

$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

$

$
$
$
$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

-

$
$
185.2S $
78.84 $
134.64 $

$

$
$

$
$

78.84 $

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

$

C,WTent

Pt<>Jl>clll!N
Total

c,..,1c1

$ 1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

$
$
$
$
$

IEN:local'

Loop,One
nme,buJld,

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

6,605.44
2,083.02
3,543.25
6,328.31
5,431.44
7,119.56
16,820.85
6,300.75
4,576.38
2,609.50
2,220.37
13,385.35
20,017,44
11,605.75
9,782.56
6,046.44
11,020.50
2,259.50
1,934.00
2,609.50
5,028.34
2,797.00
1,922.00
3,254.50
20,329.81
9,444.75
8,308.72
4,250.13
3,472.00

$

$
$

39.06 $

$

2,648.56

248.69 $
81.05 $
102.38 $

$
$
$

11,243.19
8,141.05
5,926.88
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IEN
Connection
Medlato
Connectivity
Dlatrlct
Date
Aggregation
Point

Connectl

IEN

District

---------

RICHARD McKENNA CHARTER HIGH
RICHFIELD SD
RJRJEJOIITTSD

## ROCKLAND SD
SALMON RIVER JOI ITT SD
SALMON SD
SHEUEY JOIITT SD
SHOSHONE JOI ITT SD
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK JOI ITT DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER SD

. ,_n>A1SP.RIN~·~l®Nm ~II!J

SOUTH LEMHI SD
STMARIESJOINTSD
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT SD
TAYLORS CROSSING CHARTER SCHOO
moN COUNTY SD
TROY SD
TWIN FAUS SD
VALLEY SD
VAWVUESD
WALLACE SD
WEISER SD
WENDELL SD
WEST BONNER COUNTY SD
### WEST JEFFERSON SD
WESTSIDE SD
### WHITEPINEJOINTSD
39 WILDER SD

City

MOUNTAIN HOME
RICHFIELD
RIRIE
ROCKLAND
RIGGINS
SALMON
SHELLEY
SHOSHONE
POCATELLO (Fort Hall)
BLACKFOOT
SODA SPRINGS
LEADORE
ST MARIES
SUGAR CITY
IDAHOFALLS
DRIGGS
TROY
TWIN FALLS
HAZELTON
CALDWELL
WALLACE
WEISER
WENDELL
PRIEST RIVER
TERRETON
DAYTON
DEARY
WILDER

Fall2010
When Re,oivad

Fiber
Fiber

vlty
JEN Connectivity Circuit Type

When Resolved

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Flbsr
Copper
Copper
Copper

When Resolved

Copper

5xT1-TDM (Aggi

10/26/10

Fiber
Copper

When Rasolvad

Copper

10/01/09
0,11,1110

Aber
Fiber

09/17/118
1n/181'10

Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper

03/01/10

SIP Award
01/27/10

When Resolved

08/14/10
Fall2010
Fall 2011
Fall 2010

10/20/10
Dpted°"1
Fall2010

09/1:1/10
02/04/10
04/0a/10
oa/28110
When Resolved

09/17/118

Loop Provider

District
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Aggi
2xT1-TDM (Aggi
Ethernet (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TOM (Agg)
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM ·> ME(Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
6xT1-TDM ·> DS3-TDM BIP (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
SxTl-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
5xT1-TDM (Agg)

When Resolved

Purchase
dPer

JEN Connectivity Local

Qwest

9.00
9.00
6.00
3.00
lS.00
24.00
6.00
5.00
21.00
lS.00
4.50
18.00
lS.00
20.00
0.00
6.00
100.00
0.00
60.00
9.00
18.00
12.00
21.00
7.50
6.00
7.50

Qwest

JEN Quoted
ll.EC Local

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

Centu,yT,1
Qwest
Qwest
0

Potlatch Telephone
Qwest
0

Qwest

Citizens/Frontier
Qwest

Frontier
Qwest

First Step

Tekl-!ut

curr1nt

Projected
ENAMgmt
Fee per
Dfslrrct

$ 1,122.00 $ 1,548.00
$ 2,000.00 $ 1,250.00
$ 1,122.00 $ 1,250.00

$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $

$
CUsterTelephon:e

Current

JEN Qwest
Current
Loop,Coet Port Cost per Projected Tax
Dlstrll>t
&Faes per
perDlstrll>t
{Today)
Dlstrrct
{Today)

6,100.00

$

667.50
812.50
593.00
1735.00
340.00
1200.00
745.25
310.00
168.75
728.25
887.00
564.75
1380.50
687.50
202.15
0.00
522.50
300.00
0.00
259.50
665.00
696.50
630.75
1390.25
1197.50
310.00
443.75
375.00

840.00

940.00 $
420.00
$
$ 4,800.00 $
$ 1,122.00 $ 1,8S9.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

400,00
675.00
1,122.00
2,000.00
1,629.00
3,778.00
1,122.00
808.60

1,250.00
1,200.00

1,038.00
1,410.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
3,n8.00
$ 3,590.00
$
400.00
575.00
$
$ 1,500.00
$248,268.60

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

840,00
1,783.00
1,548.00
630.00

1,664.00
1,548.00

840.00

1,250.00
1,664.00
1,401.00
1,783.00
1,200.00
840.00

$133,293.00

$

85,394.90

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00

Projected

BUUlflJl!J
aulld.Out

Costfier

Current

ProjectlEN

Dlstrrct

savings

Total

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
3S.OO $
$
116.31 $
$
$
$
21.09 $ 1,225.00 $
126.88 $
$
B3.44 $
$
$
$
91.55 $
$
248.94 $
$
2S.27 $
82333 $
$
$
$
$
39.06 $
$
$
$
32.44 $
$
$
$
92.84 $
$
lS0.94 $
$
173.78 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
83.44
138.39
74.13

$ 7,883.89

Clffl'ent
JliN Quo1ed l\aN Qwest
'Pr,oJJ!l>ti,d,
cunent
jlcEC.tocar ,
Pr<>jllctod,'JIM ; Projected'
Stllldlftg;
µ>op Cos! : ; ; : , -1 pe,
ENA
Mgmt
&-,fee&per!
lllulld10ut
Feepe,
~r lJJls!l'lct ('rodayj
1 Ola!l:lct
Cost per

,

District

$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$122,489.00

Current,

JEN.Local
Loop One
Tlmebulld
out(Syra.)

$

2,273.33

$

4,467.94
S,247.89
4,086.13
9,722.00
2,747.00
7,082.00
4,889.56
2,597.00
3,136.84
4,805.13
S,SGS.44
3,870.75

7,941.05
4,633.44
2,906.35
3,659.50

2,586.06
2,376.94
4,372.00
4,622.34
4,351.69

s,1n.03
7,034.50
2,597.00

3,265.75
2,922.00

607,357.39

940.00
$
9,79750
$
43750
$
$ (5,866.2SI
100.00
$
$
926.2S
$
200.00
$
$
896.2S
$
(1S7.SOJ
$
lS0.00
$
920.00
$
940.00
$
$
$
637.50
$
62.50
$
$
$
437.50
$
920.00
$
748.75
$
896.2S
$
62.50
$
200.00
$
4,207.50
$
3,065.00
$
$ 156,818.33

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

RICHARD McKE NNA CHARTER HIGH
RICHFIELD SD I
RIRIE JOINT SD I
ROCKLAND SD I
SALMON RIVER JOJNTSD
(
SALMON SD
SHEUEY JOINT SD
SHOSHONE JOINT SD
SHOSHONE-BANN OCK JOINT DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER SD
SODA SPRINGS JO INTSD
SOUTH LEMHI SD
ST MARIES JOINT SD
SUGAR-SALEM JOI NTSD
TAYLORS CR OSSING CHARTER SCHOO
IDONCOUNTYSD
TROY SD
I
TWIN FAUS SD
VAUEYSD
VAWVUESD
WALLACE SD
WEISER SD
WENDELL SD
WEST BONNER COUNTYSD
WEST JEFFERSON SD
WEST SIDE SD I
WHITEPINEJOINT SD
WILDER SD

odsy)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,122.00

9,488.00
1,122.00
1,247.00
940.00
4,800.00

1,122.00
400.00
67S.OO
1,122.00
1,122.00
1,629.00
3,778.00
1,122.00
808.60
1,600.00
1,250.00

1,038.00
1,410.00
1,122.00
1,122.00
3,778.00
3,590.00
400.00
3,891.00
2,702.00

$317,088.00

.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

.

lJJlstrlet

I

2,300.00
1,600.00
1,600.00
1,000.00
500.00
2,600.00
1,000.00
2,S00.00
2,300.00
750.00
2,400.00
2,300.00

1,000.00

1,600.00
2,400.00
2,000.00
2,500.00
1,250.00
1,000.00
1,250.00

1,250.00

$187,290.00

B88.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

128,094.60

$123,546.00

855.50
2m.oo
680.50
561.75
380.00
1200.00
930.50
350.00
168.75
905.50
855.50
594.75
1544.50
855.50
202.15
0.00
650.00
312.50
0,00
259.50
752.50
680.50
780.50
1569.50
1210.00
350.00
1285.25
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1EN1Lece1
I

Current

toop,OIUI

,r<>Joet IEN'

TIIne,bulldJ

t<>lall

oul(S:yra,J,

DIS!rlet

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

B3.44
138.39
74.13

35.00
116.31

21.09
126.88
B3.44
91.55
248.94
2S.27

39.06

32.44
92.84
lS0.94
173.78

$ 7,683.89

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 1,225.00 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
- $
$
823.33 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,273.33

$

5,407.94

15,045.39
4,523.63
3,855.75
2,847.00
7,082.00

5,815.81
2,797.00
3,136.84
5,70138
5,407.94
4,020.75
8,861.05
5,573.44
2,906.35
4,297.00
2,648.56
2,376.94
4,809.50
5,542.34
5,100.44
9,068.28
7,097.00

2,797.00
7,473.25
5,987.00
784,175.72
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EXHIBIT
6

IEN Connectivity Implementation Plan (01/04/11)
Connection Data

School Data
JEN Connection
District

BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW JOINT SD
SOUTH LEMHI SD
WALLACE SD
4 SALMON SD
OROFINO JOINT SD

BOUNDARY COUNTY SD

e

LAKE PEND OREILLE SD
MOSCOW SD
WEST BONNER COUNTY SD
10 MULLAN SD
1 HOMEDALEJOINTSD
12 HORSESHOE BEND SD
13 GENESEE JOINT SD
14 KOOTENAI JOINT SD
15 PLUMMER/WORLEY JOINT SD
6 CLARK COUNlY SD
17 KENDRICK JOINT SD
8 AMERICAN FALLS JOINT SD
9 BASIN SO
0 BEAR LAKE COUNTY SD
1 BLISS JOINT SO
2 CASTLEFORD SO
3 COTIONWOOO JOINT SD
4 CULDESAC JOINT SD
5 DIETRICH SD
6 EMMITT SD
7 FIRTH SD
8 GLENNS FERRY JOINT SD
9 GOODING JOINT SD
0 GRACE JOINT SD
1 HAGERMAN JOINT SD
2 HANSEN SD
33 !CAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLIND
34 JEFFERSON COUNTY JOINT SD
5 JEROMEJOINTSD
6 KAMIAH JOINT SD
7 KIMBERLY SD
8 MADISON SD
9 MARSH VALLEY JOINT SD
40 MELBA JOINT SD
41 MOUNTAIN HOME SD
4 2 MOUNTAIN VIEW SD
4 3 MURTAUGH JOINT SD
44 NEW PLYMOUTH SD
4S NE2PERCE JOINT SD
46 NORTH GEM SD
47 NOTUS SD
48 PRESTON JOINT SD
49 RIRIE JOINT SD
0 SHELLEY JOINT SD
1 SHOSHONEJOINTSD
2 SNAKE RIVER SD
3 SUGAR-SALEM JOINT SD
54 TWIN FALLS SD
5 WEISER SD
6 WENDELL SD
7 WESTSIDE SD
8 BUTTE COUNTY JOINT SO
9 MACKAY JOINT SD
ONEIDA COUNTY SD
1 CAMBRIDGE JOINT SD
2 COUNQLSD
3 RICHFIELD SD
TETON COUNTY SD

DtstNo.

365
292
393
291
171
101

B4
281
83
392
370
73
282
274
44
161
283
381
72
33
234
417
242
342
314
221
59
192
231
148
233
415
960
251
261
304
414
321
21
136
193
244
418
372
302
149
135
201
252
60
312
52
322
411
431
232
202
111
182
351
432
13
316
401

City

BRUNEAU
LEADORE
WALLACE
SALMON
OROFINO
BONNERS FERRY
CLARK FORK
MOSCOW
PRIEST RIVER
MULLAN
HOMEDALE
HORSESHOE BEND
GENESEE
HARRISON
PLUMMER
DUBOIS
KENDRICK
AMERICAN FALLS
IOAHO CITY
MONTPELIER
BUSS
CASTLEFORD
COTIONWOOD
CULDESAC
DIETRICH
EMMITT
FIRTH
GLENNS FERRY
GOODING
GRACE
HAGERMAN
HANSEN
GOODING
MENAN
JEROME
KAMIAH
KIMBERLY
REXBURG
ARIMO
MELBA
MOUNTAIN HOME
KOOSKIA
MURTAUGH
NEW PLYMOUTH
NE2PERCE
BANCROFT
NOTUS
PRESTON
RIRIE
SHELLEY
SHOSHONE
BLACKFOOT
SUGAR CITY
TWIN FALLS
WEISER
WENDELL
DAYTON
ARCO
MACKAY
MALADOTY
CAMBRIDGE
COUNCIL
RICHFIELD
DRIGGS

Reg NumHS

3
6
1
6
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
3
2
1
1
6
2
5
3
5
4
4
2
2
4
3
6
4
4
5
4
4
4
6
4
2
4
6
5

3
3
2
4

3
2
5
3
5
6
6
4
5
6
4
3
4
5
6
6
5
3
3
4
6

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

l
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

HS
Stu~!!~

217
95
249
369
516
529
1419
626
482
59
352
103
308
144
129
94
155
515
197
366
172
276
151
121
224
711
235
154
324
195
419
180
71
930
945
181
461
1041
372
243
802
448

52
319
158
50
168
739
221
643
167
567
413
2402
513
323
162
142
104
283
74
152
217
403

BW Status

Media to
District

JEN

JEN Connectivtty Circuit Type

Aggregation
Point
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
A Complete
ESpring2011
ESpring2011
ESpring2011
ESpring2011
ESpring2011
ESprlng2011
ESpring2011

Copper

Copper
Copper
Aber
MW
Fiber
Fiber
Aber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Aber

Proposed Costs

Connectivity
l!~~dP~r

Projected JLEC
JLEC (04/28/10)

JEN Connectivity Local loop
Provider

Dlstrlct(Mbs)
5xT1-TDM (Agg)
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
6xT1-TDM ·> DS3-TDM (Aggi
Ethernet {Ag)
MW-TOM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
2xDS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
2xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Aggi
3xT1-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Agg)
5xT1-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Agg)
5xT1-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Aggi
3xT1-TDM (Aggi
6x1X-> DS3-TDM (Agg)
OS3-TDM (Aggi
OS3-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
5xT1-TDM (Agg)
OS3-TDM (Aggi
5xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
5xT1-TDM (Agg)
OS3-TDM (Agg)
OS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
2xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
2xT1-TDM (Agg)
5xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM -> ME(Aggl
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
3xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
2xT1-TDM (Agg)
4xT1-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Aggi
DS3-TDM (Aggi

7.5
4.5
9
15
18
21
S4
24
21
3
15
4.5
12
6
6
4.5
6
21
7.5
18
7.5
12
6
4.5
9
27
9
6
12
7.5
15
7.5
3
33
33
7.5
18
36
15
9
30
18
3
12
6
3
7.5
27
9
24
6
21
15
100
18
12
6
6
4.5
12
3
6
9
15

CenturyTel
CenturyTel
atlzens / Frontier
CenturyTel
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon / Frontier
Verizon / Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon / Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier
Otfzens / Frontier
Verizon / Frontier
Verizon / Frontier
Verizon / Frontier
Mud Lake Telephone Coop
Potlatch Telephone
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Albion
Albion
Albion
Cambridge
Cambridge
CenturyTel
Columbine Telco Sliver Star Col

CenturyTel
CenturyTel
Citizens/ Frontier
Custer Telephone
First Step
Frontelr/Vertzon
Frontelr/Verlzon
Frontelr/Verizon
Frontelr/Verizon
Frontier
Frontler/Otfzens
Frontier/Citizens
Frontier/Verizon
Frontier/Verizon
Frontier/Verizon
Mud Lake Telephone Coop
Potlatch Telephone
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
O.west
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Albion
Albion
Albion
Cambridge
Cambridge
CenturyTel
Columbine Telco Sliver Star

Local Loop Cost
_p~r Ql~ct {12~
02-10)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

Projected Port
Cost per District

1,790.00 $
1,629.00 $
1,410.00 $
2,500.00 $
4,265.00 $
3,743.00 $
7,486.00 $
4,218.00 $
3,n2.oo $
470.00 $
4,386.00 $
1,237.00 $
3,439.00 $
940.00 $
940.00 $
3,960.00 $
940.00 $
1,122.00 $
420.00 $
1,122.00 $
420.00 $
1,122.00 $
616.00 $
408.00 $
528.80 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
400.00 $
1,122.00 $
524.00 $
1,122.00 $
524.00 $
200.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
524.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
5,443.00 $
209.60 $
1,122.00 $
400.00 $
200.00 $
524.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
400.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,235.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
400.00 $
3,068.00 $
2,430.00 $
8,761.00 $
2,366.00 $
5,396.00 $
2,000.00 $
9,917.00 $

itt-<>Z-111)

Projected Port
Fees per District
-112-112-111)

1,200.00 $
630.00 $
1,250.00 $
1,548.00 $
1,664.00 $
1,783.00 $
3,848.00 $
1,859.00 $
1,783.00 $
420.00 $
1,548.00 $
630.00 $
1,401.00 $
840.00 $
B40.00 $
630.00 $
B40.00 $
1,783.00 $
1,200.00 $
1,664.00 $
1,200.00 $
1,401.00 $
B40.00 $
630.00 $
1,250.00 $
1,924.00 $
1,250.00 $
B40.00 $
1,401.00 $
1,200.00 $
1,548.00 $
1,200.00 $
420.00 $
2,047.00 $
2,047.00 $
1,200.00 $
1,664.00 $
2,087.00 $
1,548.00 $
1,250.00 $
1,980.00 $
1,664.00 $
420.00 $
1,401.00 $
B40.00 $
420.00 $
1,200.00 $
1,924.00 $
1,250.00 $
1,859.00 $
B40.00 $
1,783.00 $
1,548.00 $
1,664.00
1,401.00
840.00
840.00
630.00
1,401.00
420.00
840.00
1,250.00
1,548.00

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

747.50
564.75
665.00
1,012.00
1,482.25
1,381.50
2,833.50
1,519.25
1,390.25
222.50
1,483.50
466.75
1,210.00
445.00
445.00
1,147.50
445.00
726.25
405.00
696.50
405.00
630.75
364.00
259.50
444.70
761.50
S93.00
310.00
630.75
431.00
667.50
431.00
155.00
792.25
792.2S
431.00
696.50
802.25
667.50
593.00
n5.5o
1,n6.75
157.40
630.75
310.00
155.00
431.00
761.50
593.00
745.25
310.00
726.25
667.50
308.75
696.50
630.75
310.00
9n.oo
765.00
2,540.50
696.50
1,559.00
812.50
2,866.25

Projected Bulld
Projectd Local
JEN ENA Mgmt
Out Cost (Trued Loop One Time
Fee per District
:t-1:Qrrn~~ u-oi•_ _b~lld out{S yn.
(12-112-10)
12-112-10)
10)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

134.31
288.75
117.78
78.B4

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
111.13 $
$
340.76 $
68.34

125.69

107.63
128.81
106.94
126.88
96.94
169.75

$
$

$

$
$
$
- $
47.69 $
$
169.97 $
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

78.B4

$
$

$

$
$

$

$
102.38 $
74.13 $
116.31 $

$

126.88
248.94

$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
92.B4 $
lS0.94 $

-

$
$
$
317.56 $
- $
- $
101.56 $
358.28 $

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

Projected JEN
T~

$

$
$
$

-

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$
$
35.00 $
66.50 $
19.68
13.81
213.06
173.78

Special

_(;9~ctfon

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$

$

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
1,050.00 $
- $
- $
1,050.00 $
1,050.00 $

$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,784.50
3,870.75
4,3n.oo
6,142.00
8,524.75
7,974.18
15,228.31
8,856.31
8,ln.03
2,159.50
8,512.19
3,380.75
7,266.97
3,272.00
3,272.00
6,784.50
3,272.00
4,812.56
3,072.00
4,818.25
3,189.78
4,279.59
2,867.00
2,344.50
3,270.50
4,854.50
4,123.13
2,597.00
4,541.51
3,202.00
4,452.84
3,202.00
1,822.00
5,133.94
5,008.25
3,202.00
4,637.13
5,187.06
4,491.44
4,138.88
5,021.44
10,100.50
1,834.00
4,279.59
2,597.00
1,822.00
3,202.00
4,956.88
4,086.13
4,889.56
2,597.00
4,805.13
4,633.44
2,S90.75
4,622.34
4,351.69
2,597.00
5,932.00
4,872.00
15,117.06
4,529.50
8,842.00
6,261.06
16,786.53

001258

IEN Connectivity Implementation Plan (01/04/11}
School Data

District

DtstNo,

Connection Data

City

Reg NumHS
--

HS
Students

BW Status

JEN Connection
Media ta
District

JEN Connettfvlty Orcult Type

Aggregation

Point
5 CHAWS JOINT SD
6 ROCKLAND SD
7 PAVETTEJOINTSD
68 FREMONT COUNTY JOINT SD

69 FRUITIAND SD
7 0 FILER SD
71 POTIATCH SD
7 2 WHITEPINEJOINTSD
73 Z First Step Moscow
74 CAMAS COUN'TY SD
7S CASCADE SD
7 6 COEURD'ALENESD Charter
n COEUR D'ALENE SD Main
8 KELLOGG JOINT SD

9 IAKEIAND SD
0 POST FAU.S SD
1 STMARIESJOINTSD

2 ABERDEEN SD
3 GARDEN VALLEY SD

84 MCCALL-DONNELLY SD
5 MEADOWS VALLEY SD
6 SALMON RIVERJOINTSD
7 MIDVALE SD
8 WEST JEFFERSON SD

9 TROY SD
0 BIACKFOOT SD
1 BIAINE COUNTY SD
2 BOISE CITY INDEPENDENT SD
3 BONNEVILLEJOINTSD

94 BUHLJOINT SD
S CALDWELL SD
6 CASSIA COUNTY JOINT SD
7 HIGHIAND JOINT SD
8 IDAHO ARTS CHARTER SCHOOL

9 IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACAD
100 IDAHO FALLS SD
101 INSPIRE VIRTUAL CHARTER SCHOO
102 !SUCCEED VIRTUAL HS
103 KUNAJOINTSD
104 LEWISTON INDEPENDENT SD
105 LIBERTY CHARTER SCHOOL
106 MERIDIAN JOINT SD
107 MIDDLETON SD
108 NAMPA SD
109 POCATELLO SD
110 RICHARD McKENNA CHARTER HIGH
111 SHOSHONE-BANNOCK JOINT DISTRICT
112 SODASPRINGSJOINTSD
113 TAYLORS CROSSING CHARTER SCHOO
114VAWVUESD
115 Z TecHUT Boise
116 Z TecHut Twin Falls
117 MARSING JOINT SD
118 PARMASD
119 WILDER SD
120 MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD
121 MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Charter
122 IAPWAISD
123 VALLEY SD

181
382
371
215
373
413
285
288

CHAWS

6

ROCKIAND
PAYETIE
ST ANTHONY
FRUITIAND
FILER
POTIATCH
DEARY

5

3
6
3
4

2
2

1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

220
136

ESprfng2011

Fiber

ESprfng2011

Copper

546

ESprfng2011
ESprfng2011

Fiber

813
S13
430
223
211

1
1
1

63
165
449

4
2

3446

Moscow

121
422

FAIRFIELD
CASCADE

271
271
391
272
273
41
58
71
421
11
243
433
2S3
287

COEUR D'ALENE

5S

BLACKFOOT
CAREY
BD1SE

61
1
93
412
132
151
30S
ID

COEUR D'ALENE
KELLOGG
RATHBURN
POST FAUS
ST MARIES
ABERDEEN
GARDEN VALLEY
MCCALL

NEW MEADOWS
RIGGINS
MIDVALE
TERRETON

TROY

IDAHOFAUS
BUHL

CALDWELL
BURLEY
CRAIGMONT
NAMPA

ID
2
134
131
25
ID
537
150
ID
139

BOISE
IDAHO FALLS
BOISE
BOISE
KUNA
LEWISTON
NAMPA
MERIDIAN
MIDDLETON
NAMPA
POCATELLO
MOUNTAIN HOME
POCATELLO !Fort Hall)
SODA SPRINGS
IDAHO FALLS
CALOWELL

363
137
133
331
331
341
262

1WINFALLS
MARSING
PARMA
WILDER
RUPERT
MINIDOKA
IAPWAI
HAZELTON

288

91
ID
ID
3
340

4

3
1
1
1
1
1
1

s
3
3
3
2
3
6
2
6
4
3
6
4
3
4
0
3
2
6

3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
5
3
4
5
6

3

3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
9
3
1
2
6
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
3
1
12
1
6
5

1
1
2
1
2

406
1436
1553
411
2SS
127
322
99
75
148
199
160
1207
1104
62S1
2S96
357
1786
1622
73
530
916
2488

255
1
1173
1248
409

11361
BS1
3881
3540
403
100
297
305
1529

Boise

3
3
3
4
4
2
4

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
197

215
314
213
1307
200
148
683

83621

ESprlng2011
ESprlng 2011
ESprlng 2011
ESpring 2011
ESpring 2011
ESpring 2011
ESprlng 2011

ESprlng 2011
E5prlng2011
ESprlng2011
ESpring2011
ESpring2011

ESprlng2011
ESprlng2011
ESprlng2011
ESpring2011

ESprlng2011
ESprlng 2011
ESprlng 2011
ESprlng 2011
ESpring2011
ESprlng 2011

ESprlng 2011
E Spring 2011
E Spring 2011

E Spring 2011
ESprlng 2011
ESprlng 2011
E Sprlng2011
E Spring 2011
E SDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
E SDrlnR2011
ESDrinR2011
E SDrinR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrinR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrinR2011
ESDrinR2011
E5DrinR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrinR2011
ESDrlnR2011
ESDrlnR2011
'l1. Optout
'l1.0ptout

Aber
Aber
Fiber

MW
MW
Fiber
Copper
Copper

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Copper
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Copper
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

Cogger
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

DS3-TDM {Agg)
4XT1·TDM {Agg)
Ethernet {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
MW-TDM {Agg)
MW·TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
2xT1·TDM {Agg)
4XT1·TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
OC3-TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
2xDS3-TDM {Agg)
OC3·TDM {Agg)
DS3·TDM {Agg)
DS3·TDM {Agg)
4xT1-TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
3xT1-TDM {Agg)
2xT1·TDM {Agg)
DS3·TDM {Agg)
5xT1·TDM {Agg)
4xT1-TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
DS3-TDM {Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)
Metro Ethernet (Agg)

DS3·TDM {Agg)
Metro Ethernet {Agg)

OC3-TDM {Agg)
2xT1-TDM {Agg}
Metro Ethernet {Agg)
Metro Ethernet '~
Metro Ethernet '~
Metro Ethernet '~
Metro Ethernet ,~
Metro Ethernet '~

DS3-TDM ••-•
Metro Ethernet '~

Metro Ethernet '~
Metro Ethernet '~
Metro Ethernet '~
Metro Ethernet '~

Fiber

DS3-TDM ••-•

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber

Metro Ethernet 1a11111

Fiber
Fiber

Fiber
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
Fiber
Fiber

Proposed Costs

IEN

DS3-TDM ••-•
Metro Ethernet 1a.11111
Metro Ethernet u1 011
MW Ethernet AJrll
MW Ethernet a.SJJI
MW Ethernet Ao
MW Ethernet
MW Ethernet
MW Ethernet

MW Ethernet
0Dted Out
0Dted Out

·-·--

Projected ILEC

ConnectMty

ILEC (04/28/10)

Purchased Per
Dlstrlct(Mlis)

9
6
21
30
18

IEN ConnectMty Local Loop
Provider

CUster

CUster

Direct Communications Rockla1 Direct Comm
ENASyrlnga
Falrpont

9
7.5
45
3
6
18

Verizon/ Frontier

Frontelr/Verizon

95
18
54
65
18
9
6
lS
4.5
3
9
7.5
6
42
42
100
100
12
70

Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Citizens I Frontier
Citizens / Frontier
Citizens / Frontier
Citizens / Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier
Midvale Telephone Exchange
Mud Lake Telephone Coop
Potlatch Telephone
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

Frontelr/Verizon
Frontelr/Verlzon
Frontelr/Verizon
Frontelr/Verlzon
Frontelr/Verlzon
Frontier/Citizens
Frontier/Citizens
Frontier/Citizens
Frontier/Citizens
Frontier/Citizens
Midvale Tel
Mud Lake Telephone Coop
Potlatch Telephone
Qwest

65

3
20
30
100
10
5
50

45
20
100
40
100
100
15
5

15
20
60
100
100
9

12
7.5
4S
7.5
0
0
2875.5

per District (12·

Projected Port

Projected Port

Cost per District

Fees per District
-{12-02-lGJ

112-02-lG)

02-1of

Qwest
Fremont Telecom
Farmers Mutual Tel
Flier Mutual Tel
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier
Otfzens / Frontier
Otfzens / Frontier

1S

Local Loop Cost

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

Qwest
Qwest

Qwest
Qw.st
Qwest
Qwest

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Citizens / Frontier
Citizens / Frontier
Citizens / Frontier
Prolect Mutual
Prolect Mutual

Qwest
Qwest

Farmers
Filer Mutual Tel
First Step
First Step
First Step Moscow
Frontelr/Otizens
Frontelr/Otlzens

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest

Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
Qwest
TecHut Boise
TecHut Boise
TecHut Boise
TecHut win
TecHut win

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
0 $
0 $
$

9,129.60

$

1,250.00

$

5,284.00 $

840.00 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,500.00

8,252.00
6,500.00

6,S00.00
57S.OO
S7S.OO
3,494.00
1,238.00

3,736.00
3,560.00
4,0S8.00

2,500.00
2,S00.00
4,0S8.00
2,500.00
4,000.00
3,144.00
11,19S.OO
3,4S3.00
2,838.00
8,171.00
3,590.00
1,2SO.OO
1,122.00
1,122.00
1,23S.OO
1,23S.OO
1,122.00
1,091.60
6,2S3.00
500.00
808.60

862.20
1,235.00

755.00
640.00
984.40
1122.00
808.60
1235.00
915.80
1235.00
1235.00
1122.00
675.00
1122.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
808.60 $

1038.00
1235.00
1235.00
1500,00
2 000.00
1500.00
4,000.00
1200.00

1,980.00
1,664.00
1,548.00

2,268.00
420.00
840.00
1,664.00
4,900.00
1,664.00
3,848.00
3,900.00
1,664.00
1,2SO.OO
840.00
1,548.00
630.00
420.00
1,2SO.OO
1,200.00
840.00
2,172.00
2,172.00

1,401.00
3,900.00
420.00

$
2,268.00 $
$
$
$
$
$
1548.00 $
$
1 S48.00 $
. $

$
$
$

$
$
$

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
. $
$
266,682.80 $

$
$
$
$
$
134,128.00 $

2,594.90
1,531.00
625.00
2,558.00
2,041.00
2,012.00
143.7S
143.75
1,440.50

41450
1,144.00
1,306.00
2,23950
1,041.00
1,S87.00
1,989.50
1,041.00
1,312.50
996.00

3,18S.7S
1,020.75

814.SO
2,355.25
1,197.50

S22.SO
823.50

823.50
308.7S
308.75
630.75

272.90
2,S38.25
230.00
202.15
215.55
308.75
188.75
160.00
246.10
847.50
202.15
308.75
228.95

308.75
308.75
667.50
168.75
667.50
202.15
259.50

308.75
308.75
375.00
500.00
375.00
1,000.00
300.00

Projected Bulld Projectd Local
JEN ENA Mgmt
Out Cost (Trued Loop One Time
Fee per District
+ Formula 12..oz~ bulld out(Syrs.
{:12-02-18)
10)
12-0Z-10)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100,202.70 $

1,047.00 $

324.36 $

1,047.00 $

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$

$
78.13 $

319.75
2SS.13
251.SO
17.97
180.06

163.2S
279.94
130.13

198.38
248.69
130.13

164.06
398.22

294.41

102.94
102.94

78.84

317.28
2S.27
26.94
38.59

23.59

30.76 $
105.94 $
25.27 $

$
28.62 $

$
38.59

83.44
21.09
83.44
25.27
32.44
38.59

$
$
$
$

38.59
46.88

$

125.00

62.50

$
$
$

126,687.00 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,447.61

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

s

Special
Construction

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
22S.OO $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
1,225.00 $
$
823.33 $

$
$
$
$

$

Total

1,050.00 $
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00

1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00

1,050.00
1,0S0.00
1,050.00

1,050.00

1,0S0.00
1,0S0.00

1,0S0.00
1,0S0.00
1,0S0.00
1,050.00
1,050.00

1,050.00

.

1,050.00

$
$
$
$

Projected IEN

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,050.00
1,050.00
1,050.00 $
1,050.00 $

$
1,050.00 $

.

$
$

$

$

2,273.33 $ 34,650.00

s

15,395.86
8,702.00
5,300.13
15,206.75
12,557.13

12,408.50
2,833.72
1,765.75
9,479.S6
3,119.SO
6,767.00
8,790.25
13,574.44
7,432.13
10,230.38
12,293.19
7,432.13
8,823.S6
6,027.00
18,423.97
6,150.75

S,119.SO
14,167.66
7,034.SO
3,659.SO
6,317.44
6,317.44
2,S90.7S
2,S90.7S
S,329.S9
2,411.SO
lS,10553
2,197.00
3,3S8.02
3,201.69
2,629.34
3,064.34
1,847.00
2,308.26
5,390.44
3,133.02
2,590.75
2 220.37
2,590.75
2,629.34
4,467.94
3,136.84
5,517.94
2,906.35
2,376.94
3,679.34
3,679.34
4,018.88
4,659.50
2,922.00
7,222.00
2,547.00

674,071.44
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TOM/Wireless Comparison
Proposed Costs

School Data

District

City

-OlstNo.

l{eg NumHS

_ HS
Students

IEN
Connection
Me_dll!w

District
Aggregation
Point

IEIII CQnn.,~vlty

Circuit Type

IENBW
_pg_r
District
(Mbs)

llEC10'l/28/10l

IE!II c:_c,_nnectlvlty

Projected ILEC
Loc;,1!.!><!11_1:!!!t

Projected Port

Projected Port

IENENAMgmt

Projected Build

Projected local

Special
Q\ltCQ~{I_l'l.l!!_d Lc,c,p_ 0Jte J!m_g
Cost p-er District Fe.. pe7Dlstrlct fl!e per-»lstrfct
Local loop Provider per District (12·
+ Formula 12--02 buUd out (5 yrs. Construction
(12--02·10)
(12-02·10)
(12-02·10)
02-10)
10)
12-02·10)

Project@d IEN
Total

TOM
FILER SD
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD Charter

e

430
1307
200

Fiber
Fiber
Copper

DS3-TDM (Agg)
Tl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)

15
45
7 .5

Flier Mutual Tel
Project Mutual
Project Mutual

Filer Mutual Tel
Project Mutual
Project Mutual

$
$

6,500.00 $
5,500.00 $
2,925.00 $

1
2
1

430
1307
200

Fiber
MW
MW
MW

MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)

100
16
45
7.5

Qwest
Filer Mutual Tel
Project Mutual
Project Mutual

Qwest
TecHut (Twin)
TecHut (Twin)
TecHut (Twin)

$
$
$
$

1,235.00
1,700.00
4,000.00
1,200.00

4

1

430

!Fiber

1Ds3-TDM (Agg)

15

IFlier Mutual Tel

IFiler Mutual Tel

Is

4
4

2
1

1307
200

Fiber
Copper

Tl-TDM (Agg)
DS3-TDM (Agg)

45
7.5

Project Mutual
Project Mutual

Project Mutual
Project Mutual

$
$

5,500.00
3,175.00

Fiber

100
45
7.5

Qwest
Project Mutual
Project Mutual

Qwest
TecHut (Twin)
TecHut (Twin)

$
$
$

1,235.00 $
4,000.00 $
1,200.00 $

18
9
12
7.5
46.5

Farmers Mutual Tel
Citizens/ Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier

TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise]
TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise)

$

$
$
$

6,500.00
4,000.00
4,500.00
2,925.00

4
4
4

413
331
331

FILER
RUPERT
MINIDOKA

414
331
331

TWIN FALLS
FILER
RUPERT
MINIDOKA

4
4
4

413

IFILER

2

1,548.00 $
2,268.00 $
1,200.00 $

2,012.00 $
1,942.00 $
1,031.25 $

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

308.75
425.00
1,000.00
300.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

12,408.50
12,049.75
6,203.25 $ 30,661.50

251.50 $
242.75

Is 16,141.16 I

Wireless
Z TecHut Twin Falls
FILER SD
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD Charter

$
$
$
$

38.59 $

-

125.00 $
. $

-

2,012.00 Is

1,041.00 Is

2s1.so I s

$
$

1,942.00 $
1,093.75 $

1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$

308.75 $
1,000.00 $
300.00 $

$
$

2,041.00
1,312.50
1,475.25
1,031.25

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

6,soo.oo Is

1,s48.oo Is

2,268.00
1,200.00

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$

2,629.34
3,172.00
6,172.00
2,547.00 $ 14,520.34 I

Is

1,oso.00 Is

12,408.so I s 12,408.so I

242.75

$
$

1,050.00 $
$

12,049.75
6,515.75 $18,565.50

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

38.59 $
125.00 $
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

2,629.34
6,172.00
2,547.00 $11,348.34

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$
$

255.13 $
164.06
184.41

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$

38.59 $

.

$
$
$

46.88 $
62.50 $

.
.
.

.

TOM
IFILER SD

TOM
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD Charter

331
331

RUPERT
MINIDOKA

331
331

TWIN FALLS
RUPERT
MINIDOKA

$
$

$
$

Wireless
Z TecHut Twin Falls
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNlY JOINT SD Charter

4
4

2

1307
200

MW

1

MW

MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)

3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1

513
215
314
213

Fiber
Fiber
Fiber
Tl

DS3·TDM IA1111J
DS3-TDM (Agg)
053-TDM (Agg)
Tl·TDM (Agg)

MW Ethernet
MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet("""'
MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)

100
18
9
12
7.5

Qwest
Farmers Mutual Tel
Citizens/ Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier

Qwest
Farmers
TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise)

$
$

Is

6,500.001 s

1,664.001

$

TDM

-

FRUITLAND SD
MARSING JOINT SD

PARMASO
WILDER SO

FRUITLAND
MARSING

373
363
137
133

WILDER

373
363
137
133

Boise
FRUITLAND
MARSING
PARMA
WILDER

3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1

513
215
314
213

Fiber
MW
MW
MW
MW

373

IFRUITLAND

3

1

513

!Fiber

los3-TDM (Agg)

18

IFarmers Mutual Tel

iTecHut (Boise)

363
137
133

MARSING
PARMA
WILDER

3
3
3

1
1
1

215
314
213

Fiber
Fiber
Tl

)
053-TDM (
053-TDM (Agg)
Tl-TDM (Agg)

9
12
7.5

Citizens/ Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier
Citizens/ Frontier

TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise)

363

Boise
MARSING

215

Fiber
MW

MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)

100
9

Qwest
Citizens/ Frontier

Qwest
TecHut (Boise)

PARMA

Wireless
Z TecHUT Boise
FRUITLAND SO
MARSING JOINT SO
PARMA SO
WILDER SO

r,,aa,

TOM
!FRUITLAND SO
MARSING JOINT SO
PARMA SO
WILDER SO

$
$

$

$
$

$

$
$
$

1,664.00
1,250.00
1,401.00
1,200.00

$
$

$

$
$
$

.
.

$
$

.

$
$
$

308.75
650.00
375.00
500.00
375.00

s

2,041.001 s

1,041.001

4,000.00 $
4,500.00 $
2,925.00 $

1,250.00 $
1,401.00 $
1,200.00 $

1,312.50 $
1,475.25 $
1,031.25 $

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

1,235.00 $
1,500.00 $

$

308.75 $
375.00 $

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

1,235.00
2,800.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00

$
$
$

.

$
$

-

$

$
$
$
$

s

.

.

.

$

255.131 $
164.06
184.41

1,050.00 $
1,050.00 $
1,050.00 $
$$

$

$
$

12,557.13
B,823.S6
9,657.66
6,203.25

7,217.161

37,241.60 I

Is 20,s14.8s I
$
$
$
$

s

12,557.131 $ 12,557.131

$

-

$

Is

$
$
$

2,629.34
4,297.00
2,968.88
3,609.50
2,922.00 $ 16,426.72 I

$

1,050.001

$

1,050.00 $
$ 1,050.00 $
$$

8,823.56
9,657.66
6,203.25 $24,684.47

1s12,554.751

Wlreless
Z TecHUT Boise
MARSING JOINT SO

~

Is

3

1

$

$

$

38.59 $
46.88 $

$

$

$
$

2,629.34
2,968.88
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PARMA SD
WILDER SD

137
133

PARMA
WILDER

3
3

1
1

314
213

MW
MW

MW Ethernet (Agg)
MW Ethernet (Agg)

12
7.5

Citizens / Frontier
Citizens / Frontier

TecHut (Boise)
TecHut (Boise)

$
$

2,000.00 $
1,500.00 $

$
$

500.00 $
375.00 $

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

62.50

285
288

POTLATCH
DEARY

2
2

1
1

223
211

Fiber
Copper

DS3-TDM (Agg)
Tl-TDM (Agg)

9
7.5

Verizon/ Frontier

Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier

$
$

2,500.00 $
1,425.00 $

1,250.00 $
1,200.00 $

937.50 $
656.25 $

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

117.19

Verizon/ Frontier

223
211

Fiber
MW
MW

DS3-TDM (Agg)
MW-TDM (Agg)
MW-TDM (Agg)

45
9
7.5

Verizon/ Frontier
Verizon/ Frontier

First Step Moscow

285
288

Moscow
POTLATCH
DEARY

$
$
$

3,494.00 $
1,205.00 $
575.00 $

2,268.00 $
$
$

1,440.50 $
301.25 $
143.75 $

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

180.06 $
17.97 $
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

3,609.50
2,922.00 $12,129.72

$1,050.00 $

6,901.69
$4,328.25 $11,229.94

1,050.00 $
$
$

9,479.56
2,571.22
1,765.75 $13,816.53

TDM
POTLATCH5D
WHITEPINE JOINT SD

$-

Is

Wireless
Z First Step Moscow
POTLATCH SD
WHITEPINE JOINT SD

2
2

1
1

Verizon/ Frontier

First Step
First Step

$
$
$

12,586.59)1
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School Data

Proposed Costs
IEN
Connectlo

District

Dlstl\111.

City

Re_g

NumHS

HS

IEN

n Media Connectlv

IENBW
Per

Students to District lty-Cin:ult

District

Aggregatl

Type

(Mbs)

IEN

Projected

ILEC

Connectlv

ILEC Local

(04/28/10

l_ty Local

I._Q_OJ:J Co_Jit

)

Loop

per District

Provider

(12-02-10)

on Point

Projected
Projected

Projected

IEN ENA

Port Cost

Port Fees

Mgmt Fee

Build Out
Cost

Projected
Local
Loop One

Special

Time_

Constryctlo

build out

n

per District perDlstrtct per District

(Trued+

(12-02-10)

{12-02-10)

{12-02-10)

Formula
{Syrs.12·
12-02-10)
02-10)

I $ 1,548.00

$ 2,012.00
$1,942.00
$1,031.25

$1,047.00
$1,047.00
$1,047.00

$ 251.50
$ 242.75

.

$ 308.7S
$ 425.00
$1,000.00

$ 38.59
$
$ 125.00

-

$

$1,047.00
$1,047.00
$1,047.00
$1,047.00

Projected
IENTotiil

TOM

e

FILER SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Charter

413
331
331

FILER
RUPERT
MINIDOKA

414
331
331

TWIN FALLS
FILER
RUPERT
MINIDOKA

4
4
4

1
2
1

430
1307
200

Fiber
Fiber
Copper

DS3-TDM (
Tl-TDM (A
DS3-TDM (

15
45
7.5

Filer Mutu Filer Mutu $ 6,500.00
Project Mt Project Ml $ s,soo.oo
Project Mt Project M1 $ 2,s2s.oo

430
1307
200

Fiber
MW
MW
MW

MW Ethen
MW Ethen
MW Ethen
MW Ethen

100
16
45
7.5

Qwest
Filer Mutu
Project Mt
Project Mt

TDM
Filer SD
15
Fiber
TDM
430

MW
Filer SD
15
MW
Ethernet
430

I $ 2,2aa.oo
I $ 1,200.00

$

$

.

.

$1,050.00
$ 1,050.00

$12,408.50
$12,049.75

$

$ 6,203.25

.

$ 30,661.50 I

I $ 16,141.16 I

Wireless
Z TecHutTwin Falls
FILER SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Charter

4
4
4

1
2
1

Qwest
TecHut (T,
TecHut (T,
TecHut (Tl

$1,235.00
$1,700.00
$4,000.00
$1,200.00

$
$
$
$

-

-

300.00

$

.

$

-

$
$

-

$
$
$
$

-

.

-

$
$
$
$

2,629.34
3,172.00
6,172.00
2,547.00

$ 14,520.34

I

Wireless Decision Matrix
location
lnitialBW
Media
Technology
HS Population

Sub
Category
Value

Category
Category

Multiplier

Media

2

Fiber
Coper
Microwave

3
2
1

Technology

3

TDM
Ethernet

1
2

~

0

C

Capacity for Expansion

~

Without Infrastructure

.c

Upgrade

2

Minidoka ~ Minidoka charter

200%
100%
50%
25%

4
3
2
1
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Student Population
Proj Growth Rate

2010
1
2015 3.71293
2020 13.78585

l'.l

.

1:

C.

~

1%
430
452
475

15
16

16

Project Need BW Need
based on Proj Growth
Rate

0

E
QJ

a

-~
C

::,

E
E
0
u

::::,
0
0

.c
u

School Desires
Initial Bandwidth

15

Mbs

V)

Proj. Bandwidth Utilization (Adoption)

2010
2015
2020

.

1v

,,
::,
a,

Total Cost
Cost for Expansion

0.4178

35%
15
67
302

USD

200%
100%
50%
25%
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•
IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

Program Resource Advisory Council (IPRAC)
December 14, 2010 Meeting Minutes
(Approved February 8, 2011)
The December 14, 2010 meeting of the IEN Program Resource Advisory Council was held in the Barbara Morgan
Conference Room of the Len B. Jordan Building, 650 West State Street, Boise, Idaho.

ATTENDANCE
Members/Alternate(s) Present:
Tom Luna, (Chair) Superintendent of Public Instruction
John Miller, Dean of Off Campus Instruction, College of Southern Idaho
Jerry Reininger, Director of Information Systems, Meridian School District
Cheryl Charlton, CEO, Idaho Digital Learning Academy
Teresa Luna, Interim Director, Dept. of Administration
Sen. John Goedde, Chairman of Senate Education Committee
Sen. Bert Brackett, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Sen. Shawn Keough, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee (phone)
Rep. Darrell Bolz, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee

Absent Members
Rep. Bob Nonini, Chairman of House of Representatives Education Committee
Rep. Wendy Jaquet, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Shelly Sayer, Premier Technology Inc.

Others Present:
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
Mike Costa, IEN
Robin Finch, Dept. of Administration
Brady Kraft, IEN
Oliver Landow, ENA
Garry Lough, IEN
Keith Murphy, Qwest

Gayle Nelson, ENA (VTC)
Jerry Piper, Cambridge Telephone Co.
Keith Reynolds, Div. of Financial Management
Debra Stephenson-Padilla, IEN
Mike Vance, ENA

Greg Zickau, OCIO

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES
MOTION: Sen. Goedde moved and Dr Miller seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the meeting held on
October 12, 2010 as presented; the motion passed unanimously.

ALTERNATIVE PROVIDERS
Greg Zickau explained that the alternative provider process, started around September 2010, impadts about 36
schools. These schools had previously been identified as having costs ranging from 100% to 600%, o~er and
above the anticipated costs. Qwest and ENA were asked to look at alternative solutions and they joihtly solicited
proposals from a variety of internet service providers and local providers.

EXHIBIT
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Qwest and ENA received 12 proposals and engaged Brady Kraft for feedback before providing the IEN with a
proposal that the IEN is now in the process of reviewing to ensure it meets the technical, financial and
operational needs of the IEN. Some refinements may be necessary in considering the long-term service to the
schools.
Questions and Discussion
• Sen. Goedde queried whether the 12 proposals encompassed all 36 schools and whether the IEN was in a
position to accept all proposals or pick and choose some of them. Mr Zickau confirmed that it was possible
to be selective. He did not believe any of the 12 proposals had provided a solution for all 36 schools and
there were several schools for which at least two provider options had been received.
•

Sen. Brackett expressed disappointment that the process was not further along and described the "have
nots", those waiting to be connected, as being held hostage. He felt it was a misnomer to say "high cost
rural", more often than not the providers were Syringa or Syringa affiliates. Sen. Brackett hopetd there would
be more progress to report once the legislature was back in session. Mr Zickau provided some perspective
on the situation by explaining that in terms of the overall rollout, the project was on track with about half
the districts connected, and those were largely the most rural districts. Also, half of the 36 schqols were in
Syringa territory and half were not, so this was not just a Syringa issue but involved several providers in
various school districts.

•

Dr. Reininger questioned whether costs for the 36 sites had been lowered following the alternative-provider
proposal from Qwest and ENA. Mr Zickau could not advise site by site but did comment that if ~he IEN had
not been managing the project in this fashion, the total cost of the program would be $SM per year more
than what is currently being funded.

UEN/WEN FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE
Garry Lough provided the council with a comparison of the UEN, WEN and IEN:
Annual Budget
Erate Reimbursement
State Appropriate FY09
Services*
Connectivity Costs
Available bandwidth
Employees
Installed IP Video Classrooms

UEN

WEN

IEN

$35,000,000.00
-$10,000,000.00
$25,000,000.00
$18,000,000.00
$7,000,000.00

$7,200,000.00
-$2,000,000.00
$5,200,000.00
$700,000.00
$4,500,000.00

$9,300,000.00
-$6,300,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$800,000.00
$2,200,000.00

7.0Gbps
120
500

l.OGbps
11
116

2.7Gbps
2.5
200

$4,500,000.00

$814,814.81

* IEN/UEN Services include personnel
WEN Services do NOT include personnel
COST PER Gbp
$1,000,000.00
Note: the state-appropriated figure for the JEN will only come Into effect in FY2013.

The UEN undertakes consolidated purchasing of websites and blackboard licenses etc. for universities as well as
K12. They also maintain their own network (whereas the IEN has outsourced this) and therefore require more
staff to manage this in-house.
For both the UEN and the WEN, the E-Rate reimbursement represents about 24% of their annual budgets
because they purchase their connectivity and because all management and support is provided by state
employees, thereby reducing the amount that is E-Rate eligible. The IEN, on the other hand, has purchased a

2
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managed network service and all of these costs are therefore E-Rate eligible so the IEN only pays 23% of these
costs and additionally can reduce the number of staff needed - a double benefit.
The UEN and WEN are facing capacity issues, but the IEN has forecasted growth and therefore has room to
expand. Brady Kraft advised that the connectivity costs and cost per gigabit are apple-to-apples comparisons
and the cost to each state in appropriated funds is also a valid comparison.
Greg Zickau noted that, within the constructs of the current contract, the annual budget of the IEN would be
about $13.GM but it is in fact less ($9.3M) because of the continuous efforts to negotiate better deals where it is
felt to be appropriate. Further, if Idaho had followed the Utah model and brought a large network in-house, the
costs would be even higher. It had been a deliberate decision from the outset to leverage E-Rate dollars
wherever possible. Prior to the IEN, states of similar size had been receiving as much as ten times the E-Rate
reimbursement that Idaho had been receiving.

UPDATES
TECHNICAL COMMITIEE
Jerry Reininger reported that the October 6 meeting had included discussion regarding alternative providers
(already discussed). Additionally, Brady Kraft had advised that year-end purchasing of Tandberg systems had
resulted in savings of about $219K, and Lenny Simpson of ENA had reported on trouble tickets, indh::ating overall
volume and reasons behind the need for support. ENA's reports are more appropriate for review bf the
Technical Committee, however Mr Kraft will bring a report example to the next IPRAC meeting. The Technical
Committee meeting scheduled for December 1 had been cancelled due to poor travelling conditions.
CONNECTIVITY
Brady Kraft reported that 72 schools in 54 districts are now connected. Mr Kraft commented that Wyoming had
initially connected directly to every single school but the resulting network had been unmanageable and ten
months ago they had started redeploying their network in the way that the IEN has been configured, by
connecting to district aggregation points.
The IEN has now connected 50% of the districts, 25 more districts (68 high schools) are in progress and should
be completed by the end of February. A further 20 schools are close to being ordered. Responding to a query
regarding the configuration of Lake Pend O'Reille School District, Mr Kraft explained that the WAN (Wide Area
Network) for this district, uniquely, was almost entirely microwave wireless. Almost all of the other schools have
copper or fiber leading to the aggregation point.
Sen. Goedde asked for clarity regarding the progression of connection status. Mr Kraft explained the basic
sequence although a lot of the work happens in parallel:
1) "Ordered" - order placed with Qwest.
2) "Order in Progress" - order with ENA for verification and back to Qwest to start arranging site surveys
and ordering equipment.
3) "Site Survey" - engineer dispatched to check for physical obstacles at the site.
4) "Telco Ready" -Qwest has completed all work, ENA connecting from property line to school building.
Per Sen. Goedde's request, Mr Kraft will include the process start date and a running total of days ifil progress as
part of the connectivity report. Senator Brackett requested a list of the schools that have not yet been started,
which Mr Kraft will provide.

3
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COMMUNICATIONS
Garry Lough's report included:
•
•
•

Work undertaken with the JA and Kathryn Albertson Foundation public awareness campaign, irwolving radio
advertising, opinion and editorial pieces and KTVB at Noon;
The placement of five billboards around the state featuring champions of the IEN;
The Snake River School District coordinating communications via the IEN between Idaho's deployed 116th
combat team and their family members.

CURRCULUM
Mr Lough shared graphs showing student numbers and credits earned over the IEN for the past three semesters,
a comparison of student numbers by subject and the growth in origination /proctor training. Senat¢>r Goedde
referred to the minutes of the last meeting and queried the $2SOK noted as having been budgeted for content.
Mr Lough explained that the $2SOK was in fact intended for stipends.

LIVE CLASS EXPERIENCE
Given that all other council business had concluded early, it was agreed that the live class experience would be
held another time.

ADJOURNMENT AND NEXT MEETING
The meeting adjourned at 2:22 p.m. The next meeting is scheduled for February 8, 2011 at 1:00pm in the
Barbara Morgan Conference Room of the LBJ Building, 650 West State Street.
Respectfully submitted,

~ck_.
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
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ENA MASTER SITE SPREADSHEET

Brady's Spreadsheet (12-2-10)
IEN

ACID

LEANM (DISTRICT NAME}

County

ENA SCHNAME List

MCITY

Students

IEN Media

~

Purchased
BW

fl'm

Agg Port
Price

~!!W

Agg Loop
Price

Facilities

~~6~::

1
1

IEN Connectivity

Existing

Billing For Price Billed to IEN

Order

Purchased per
District

IEN Qwest Port IEN Internet

Loop Cost per Cost per District

F;::;:c~r

IEN ENA

p~~;~~~

District

s

IE:u~~i~:g

New Qwest Pricing
IEN Local

Cost (Tn.aed

Loop One
Time Build

+ Formula

Out (5yrs}

IEN

IEN Quoted ILEC

25,234 44
5,708.81

9.00
21 .00

3,234.50

7.50
18.00

S420.00
$1 ,122.00

$1 ,250.00
$2,400.00

S417.50
$880.50

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

42.00

$1 ,122.00

$3,200.00

$1 ,080.50

$1 ,047.00

$135 06

42 .00

$1 ,122.00

$3,200.00

$1 ,080.50

$1 ,047.00

$135.06

$6,584

7.50
100.0 MetroE

S420.00
$1 ,235.00

$1 ,250.00

$417.50
$308.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$11 7.78

$3,252.28 $
52,590.76 s

100.0 MetroE

$1 ,235.00

$308 75

$1 ,047.00

4,000.00
$1 ,122.00

$3,743.00

$2 ,500.00

$1 ,560.75

$1 .047.00

7.50
12.00
6.00
70.0 MetroE

$1 ,790.00
$1 ,122.00
$3,068.00
$1,091.60

$1 ,250.00
52,000.00
$1 ,000 00

$760.00
$780.50
$1,017.00
$272.QO

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

6,967.00
8,129.75

3.00
3.00
6.00
65.00C-3

$1,238.00
$2,366.00
$3,736.00
U ,235.oo

$500.00
$500.00
$1 ,000.00
$3,900.00

S434.50
$716.50
$1 ,184.00
$2,533.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

5,047.06
14.794 30
6,934 .50
8,683.25
12.524 44
4,390.75

12.00
9.00
4.50
18.00
95.0 OC-3
7.50

$1 ,122.00
$9,129.60
$3,960.00
$3,560.00
$4,058.00
$1 ,425.00

$2,000.00
$1 ,600.00
$750.00
$2,400.00
$4,900.00
$1 ,250.00

$780.50
$2 ,682 .40
$1 ,177.50
$1 ,490.00
$2 ,239.50
$668.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

3.067.00
5,967 00
2,494 .50
3,708 00
5,824 50

6.00
6.00
4.50
27.00

$616.00
$5,996.00
$408.00
$628.80
$1 ,122.00

$1 ,000.00
$1 ,000.00
$750.00
$1,600.00
$2,700 00

$404.00
$1,599.00
$289.50
$557.20
$955.50

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

19,36888
4,560 63
20,088 94

15.00
9.00
30.00

$6,500.00
$1 ,122.00
$8,252.00

$2,300.00
$1 ,600.00
$2,800.00

$2,200.00
$680.50
$2,763.00

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

=.oo

10,023 44
7,267 00
8,015 72

18.00
600
12.00

$6,500.00
$3, 144.00
$3,439.00
$400.00
$1 ,122.00
$200.00
$524.00
$1 ,122.00
$500.00
$524.00
$4,386.00

$2,400.00
$1 ,000.00
$2,000.00
$1 ,000.00
52,000.00
$500.00
$1 ,250.00
$2 ,300.00
$500.00
$1 ,250.00
$2,300.00

$2,225.00
$1,036.00
$1 ,359.75
$350.00
$780.50
$175.00
$443.50
$855.50
$250.00
$443.50
$1 ,671 .50

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

S27B.13

$1 ,237 .00
$862.20
$1 ,235.00

$750.00

$496.75
$215.55
$308.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

33.00

$1 ,122.00

$2 ,900.00

$1 ,005.50

$1 ,047.00

33.00

$1 ,122.00

$2,900.00

$1 .005.50

9,154.75

7.50
18.00

$524.00
$2,500.00

$1 ,250.00
$2,400.00

$443.50
$1,225.00

3,472 .00

6.00

$940.00

$1 ,000.00

$485.00

$1 ,047 .00

12.00

s.oo
5,392.84
2,047 00
3,234 50
9.on 19
37500
3,530 75

7.50
15.00
3.00
7.50
15.00
4.50

30.0 MetroE
100.0 MetroE

$19.68

$97.66

$186.25
$279.94

$11113
$345.38

Sl,200.00
Sl,664.00

288.75

3,072.00
4,818.25

$6,584.561 s

1.122.00 I

S2,172.00

823.50

Is

1,041.00 I s

102.941 s

I s

5,267.44

ssl s

1,122.00 I

S2,172.00

823.50

Is

1,041.00 I s

102.941 $

I s

5,267.441

420.00
1,235.00

Sl,200.00
$0.00

405.00
308.75

1,047.00
1,047 .00

117.78

$8,870.43L
I ::S_
$4,847.00
55,047.06
$6, 132.00
$2,411.60

$
$
$
$
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$
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$
s
$
s
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3,960.00
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s
s
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s
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$
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$
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s
s
$
$
$
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$840.00
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259.50
469.70
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s
s
s
$
s
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1,047 .00
1,047.00
1,047.00
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s

78.84
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$
$
$
s

$
$
$
s
s
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s
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s
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s
s
s

$
s
$
$
$

$
$
$

s
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2,411.50

$
s
$
s

$
s

2,867.00
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3,39550
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$12,322.00!-;----'6:,,5:::D::D:::
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$2,151 .69 $
$2 ,629.34 s

1,237.00
862.20
1,235.00

$630.00

$26.94
$38.59

SO.DO

466.75
215.55
308.75

$125.69

$6,200.191 s

1,122.00 I

S2,047.00

792.25
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$1 ,047.00

$6,074.501 s

1,122.00 I

S2,047.00

792.25
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$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$153.13

$3,264.60 s
$7,325.13 s

524.00
2,500.00

Sl,200.00
Sl,664.00

431 .00
1041 .00

S840.00

445.00

$47.69

s
s

I

2041 .00
996.00
1210.00
310.00
630.75
155.00
431 .00
667.50
230.00
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$68.34

s
$

!
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$1,664.00
$840.00
Sl.401.00
S840.00
$1,401.00
$420.00
$1,200.00
Sl,548.00
$420.00
$1,200.00
$1,548.00

$340.76

Current
ProjectlEN
Total

420.00
1,122.00

6,500.00
3,144.00
3,439.00
400.00
1,122.00
200.00
524.00
1122.00
500.00
524.00
4,386.00

$169.97

IENLocal
Loop One
Time build
out (5 yrs.)

7, 7356
4,812.56

$316.72
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$335.30

FM per

Current Projected
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S2 ,59D.75L
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.o:.::o_

21 .00

&F-per

Current
Projected

ENA Mgmt

1,250.00
Sl,783.00

$288.75

4,847.00
5,43144
8,627 00

Current
Projected Tax

4,000.00
1,122.00

8

8,870.43

9.0 6xT1

IENCwastPort

Calculated Local Loop Cost
Cost per District
District Total
per District

$12,450.13
U,227.00
$8,015.72
$2,797.00
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$3,264.50
$5,392.84
$2,297.00
$3,264.50
$9.452.19

$
$
$
$
s

s
$

s
s
s
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$0.00

$
$
$
s
$

s
$
$

s
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$
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$
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$
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$
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s

s

s
s

$

$

s
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I s

5,133.941

1,041.00 I s
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I s

5,008.251

s
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s

3,202.00
6,382.13

Is
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3,212.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

1,047.00
1,047.00
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$ 11,507.13
$ 6,027.00
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2,597.00
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1,822.00
$
3,202.00
s
$ 4,452.84
2,197.00
s
3,202.00
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$
$
s

s
s

1,041.00 I s

26.94
38.59
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$
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2,151.69
2,629.34
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5,557.13
3,472.00
2,289.04
9,114 56
8,053.75
16.791 .00
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$5,557.13
$3.472.00
$2,308.26
$17,168.3 1

$30.76
$13.81

$
$
$
$

1,122.00
940.00
984.40
7,486.00

$1,664.00
$840.00
$0.00
$3,848.00

696.50
445.00
246.10
2833.50

$
$
$
$

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

107.63
30.76
13.81

$ 4,637.13
$ 3,272.00
$ 2,308.26
$ 15,228.31

$
$
$
$

45.00

$1 ,122.00

$3,240.00

$1 ,090.50

$1 ,047.00

$136.31

3,543.25
6,328 31

4.50
3600

$2,430.00
$1 ,122.00

$750.00
$3,000.00

$795,00
$1 ,030 50

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$128.81

2,430.00
1,122.00

$630.00
$2,087.00

765.00
802.25

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

128.81

$
$

5,431 44

15.00
9.00
15.00

$1 ,122.00
$4,000.00
$11,195.00

$2,300.00
$1 ,600.00
$2,300.00

$855 50
$1,400.00
$3,373.75

$1,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$106.94
$175.00
$421.72

1,122.00
1,420.00
11,195.00

$1,548.00
$0.00
$1,548.00

667.50
355.00
3185.75

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

106.94 $
72.56 $
398.22 $

$ 4,491.44
$ 2,89456
$ 17,373.97

4.50
9.00

$3,453.00
$1 ,122.00
$1 ,235.00

$750.00
$1 ,600. 00

$1 ,050.75
$680.50
$308.75

$1 ,047 .00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$126.88

3,453.00
1,122.00
1,235.00

$630.00
$1,250.00
$0.00

1020.75
593.00
308.75

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

126.88

40.0 Me1roE

$915.80

$
$

4,872.00
5,187.06

6,150.75
4,138.88
2,590.75

S

$

_s__2._22_0_.l_1I

$228.95

$1 ,047.00

$28.62

13,566 09

9.00

$8 ,171 .00

$1 ,600.00

$2.442.75

$1 ,047.00

$305.34

7,19700
20,295.26
11 .60575
9,782.56

$4,218.00

$2,600.00

$1 ,704.50

$1 ,047.00

$213.06

4,000.00
1,200.00
4,218.00

$0.00
$0.00
$1,859.00

1000.00
300.00
1519.25

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047 .00 $

191.69

24.00
30.00
18.00

$1 ,122.00
$$,443.00

$2,800.00
$2,400.00

$980.50
$1,960.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$122.56
$169.75

1,122.00
5,443.00

$1,980.00
$1,664.00

n5.50
1n6.75

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $

96.94 $
169.75 $

3.00
3.00
100.0 Me1roE

$470.00
$209.60
$1 ,235.00

$500.00
S5oo.oo

$242.50
s1 n.40
$308.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.oo
$1 ,047.00

1,235.00

$420.00
$420.00
$0.00

222.50
157.40
308.75

$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$

12.00
6.00
3.00
7 .50
12.00

$1 ,122.00
$400.00
$200.00
$524.00
$8,761.00

$2 ,000.00
$1 ,000.00
$500.00
$1 ,250.00
$2 ,000.00

$780.50
$350.00
$175.00
$443.50
$2,690.25

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$1,401.00
$840.00
$420.00
$1,200.00
$1 ,401 .00

630.75
310.00
155.00
431 .00

$
s
$
$
$

1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

s

$336.28

1,122.00
400.00
200.00
524.00
8,761.00

18.00

$4 ,265.00

$2 ,400.00

$1 ,666.25

$1 ,047.00

$66.50

S9 ,444.75LI'-s_ _4~,2_6_5._oo_!._""s_1',6_64_.oo
_ _._ _14_0_2_
.2_5_~1'-s_1',04-7_.oo~l~s_ _ _ _6_6_
.5_o~l_s_ _ _~l_s_ _
8,_52_4_
.1_5J

12.00
21 .00

$4,500.00
$2 ,500.00

$2 ,000.00

$2,690.25
$625.00

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$203. 13
$78.13

S9,s1s.1s ~---'1""
, 4-'0"'1."-oo-_ _s:::o""
.o""o--+_ _3_50-=-25_-t-c--1'.04c:-7=-.o~o:-r-,s,------,8""2""
.9"'7-r-:----f'-::s_72,~88:-:1:-:
.2-::-12
$4 ,250.13L..::._ __,2:!.:
,5:.::0.:::0·.:::00:..,.__ _;S:::D:::
.D:.::O_ _._..c6:.::2::.:5·;:;ooc__._=---=l:!.:,04...C7CC.o::.:o'-'-'s'--_ _ _7:::8cc.l:::3~---~S-4-',_25_0_.1_3

6.00

$940.00
$1 .235.00

$1 ,000.00

100.0 MetroE

$485.00
$308.75

$1 ,047 .00
$1 ,047.00

$38.59

$3,472.00f-.".---'9:.,:4.:::0·.:::oo:+-.::::S8:,c4:.::0:::
.00::_-+--,4'-:47
5.-=-oo:--+-=-S-'1"',o,..,4::'7_-=-oo:+S:-_ _ _"""":-:-t-:S---+,S:--::'3'-:c21::2:-:.o::1o
S2,629.34L..::._ _:l:c,2:::3.:::5·.:;.oo:..,,.._ _;S:::o:::.o:.::o_ _._...;3:::0::.:8.'-75'---'-"'-S--'l"',04-7._oo~S'-----3-8_.5_9~S---~S--'2,_629_.3_4

65.00C·3

$4,058.00

$3 ,900.00

$1 ,989.50

$1 ,047.00

$248.69

$11 ,243.19LI.:;_S_ _4o.;,Occ5.;;.8·.;;.oo;;..!._-'S"'3"'
,9-'-00"'.00CC-'_._ _1"-99'-9-'
,50---'! "-S---'1-'-,04-7._00~l~s'--_ _ _24_8_.6_9~'-s_ _ _~l-s_1~1,_24_3_.1_9

$1 ,425 .00
$2,500.00
$1 ,122.00

$1 ,250.00
$1,600.00
$2 ,700.00

$668.75 $1 ,047.00
$ 1,025.00 $1 ,047.00
$955.50 $1 ,047.00

$128.13
$102.38

6,072 .06
5,097.75
6,047.75
2,259 50
1,934 00
2,590 75

______
5,047 .06
2.797 00
1,922.00
3,264.50

5,926.88
15,253 50
4,534 56

3,85575
2.847.00
7,082 00

76
71

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,040.00
$1 ,047.00

$107.63

$5.400.00

$880.50
$485.00
$246. 10
$3,221.50

2.797 00
6,635.81

2,220 37

SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL D 15 - Caribou
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL D 15 • Caribou
SODA SPRINGS JOINT SCHOOL D 15 · Canbou

$2 ,400.00
$1 ,000.00

See Above

54.02xDS·3

100.0 MetroE

._

$1,122.00
$940.00
$984.40
$7,486.00

5,815.81
2.797.00
3,136.84
5,701 .38
5,431 .44
2.3n 50
1.934.00
4,020 75
8,962 56
2,338.02

7.50
9.00
27.00
9.00
9.00
6.00
3.00
15.00

S

24.00
6.00

$
$

5.0 MetroE

$
S
$

$

21 .00
15.00

$
$

4.50
18.00

$

20.0 MetroE

$

$2,000.00
1,122.00
5,284.00
2,838.00
4.800.00
1,122.00
400.00
675.00
1,122.00
1,122.00

$

S
S
S
S

S

$1 ,600.00
1,600.00
1.000.00
600.00

2,600.00
1,000.00

$
S

2,500.00
2,300.00

1.629.00 $
2,500.00 $

750.00
2,400.00

808.60

$

$900.00 $1 ,047.00
$ 680.50 $1,047.00
$ 1,571.00 $1 ,047.00
$ 834.50 $ 1,047.00
$ 1,200.00 $ 1,047.00

s2 .220.31LI""s_ _-=9-=1.c..5·.c.80'-l.__s"'o""
.00-'--_

_~I'-s_1'-,04_1_.o_o~l""s_ _ _ _29_4_.4_1~i-s_ _ _~I~S_l3~,_11_1_.6_6I

.2_5
S13.566.09LI"'S---'8"',1'-1"'1."-oo'-l'--"s"'1"',2S"'o'-.00CC-'_._"'2_35_5-=

470.00
209 .60

$5,047.06
$2 ,797.00
$1 ,922.00
$3,264.50
$14,634.53

$97.56

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

930.50
350.00
168.75
905.50
855.50

$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00

$
$
$

$

$

$112.50
85.06

35.00
116.31

$
$
$
$
$

2540.50

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$

213.06 $

6,238.69
2,547.00
8,856.31
5,021.44
10,100.50

$
$
$

2,15950
1,834.00
2,590.75

4,27959
2,597.00
$ 1,822.00
$ 3,202.00
$ 14,067.06

78.84

$
$
$
$
317.56 $

$

$

l

$4 ,390.75r7---,c,:-:-::-::-:T--:::-=--,---:::-::-:,::--r.--:-:==r,:-----;;::-;;;:,--;:----,,:--=:;;-;;.i
ss,300. 13 i...::.S----'1"',2:::oo:::·:::oo:+-,-s:::o:.::.o::o'--+--'3='00=.700=--+.;.---'1"'
,o,..,4='1.-:coo:+:----:c-::81;;;.oc=5+.S:--_ _+.s,---:'2,'::6c:28:-;.o:;;15
$5,926.88 L.::::S----'1"',1:::2:.::2·:;:.oo::..,,___:S:::1"',9.::24.:.:.oo=-_._ _7....:6.:.:1·.;.50'--'--'---'1"',04'--'7." -oo~'-----"1"-02'-.3_8~$_ _ _~$--'4,~95_6_.8~8

$0.00
$0.00
so.oo

$5,659.5{1
4,534 56
8,902.00
$
5,219.50
S 7,082.00

s
s
s
s
s

2,000.00
1,122.00
6,184.00
2,838.00
4,800.00

$1,250.00
$1,250.00
$840.00
$420.00
$0.00

812.50
593.00
1756.00
814.50
1200.00

s
s
s
s
$

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 s
1,047.00 s
1,047.00 s
1,047.00 s

101.56
74.13

s
s
s
$
$

5,211.06
4,086.13
9,827.00
5,U9.S0
7,082.00

S
S

$
s
s
s
s

1,122.00
400.00
675.00
1,122.00
1,122.00

$1,859.00
$840.00
$0.00
$1,783.00
$1,548.00

745.25
310.00
168.75
726.25
667.50

s
s
$
s
s

1,047.00 s
1,047.00 s
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 s
1,047.00 $

116.31

s
s
$
s
$

4,889.56
2,597.00
3,136.84
4,805.13
4,467.94

$

S

s
s

$

$
$

S
21.09
126.88
106.94

$
$
$

594.75 $ 1,047.00

$

$ 1,225.00 $ 1,047.00

$

153. 13

$
$

202.15 $1 ,047.00

$

25.27

$

$

_,.__2_2_0._95_~1'-s_1',04_1_.oo~l-s_ _ _ _2_8_
.6_2~l_s_ _ _~l

1,225.00

$

5,815.81
2,797.00
3.136.84
5,701.38
5,431.44

$
$

4,020.75 i...::.S----'1"',6::2:::9·:::oo=+-.;.S;:;63::D:::
.o:;:.o_+__,564::.::,.:·:.:,7=::5-+:'---'1"',04:-'::-7.700:+::'-S----:-:-:-:-:+:;:---+,$;:--;:3':,8:c7o;c.7~5
7,325.13 L.::::S----'2"',5:..:oc:.o·c:.oo::...,,_---'S:::1"',6:.::64.:.:·::.:ooe.-...,,_--=1.c.04""1.:.:
.oo;.:...._._,_-'1"-,04'--7.- '-oo_,_S'------'1-30_.'"'13~---~S'---6-'-,3-82_.1~3

$

2,338.02

$
$

255.00

s
s
s
$
35.00 $

.::.S_ __:8:.::0;:;8·;:;60:..l~--=$:::D:.::
.0:.::0_

LI

s
$
21.09 $ 1,225.00
126.88 s
83.44 $

I

_._....:2:::0;:;2·.;,;15'---'-'""S-'l::.:,04c......;7..;;.00c...l~s'-_ _ _;:;25cc.2_7~1-'s_ _22_5_.oo_.l...cs_-'2,~30_8_.o~2
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STATE CHARTER SCHOOL
STATE CHARTER SCHOOL

14 . canyon

NAMPA

409
403
306

20.0
15.0

808.60

4i~

lf

160

1l®.
1326

100.0

;,q

fliJ

0.00

No Build

2.083.02
5.431 .44
2.906 35
5,57344
27,071 02
4,297.00
4.949.50
2,590.75

5,815.81
2,357.72

24;

6JC1'1

Iii

fjjGi,®

~

8JIJ.5)!l!

~
~

4,684.50
5,542.34
5,100.44
9,090.69
7,097.00
2,797.00
7.473 25
5,987.00
606. 102.55

20.0 MetroE

$
15.00 $
20.0 MetroE
$
15.00 $
15.00
6.00
12.00 $
100.0 MetroE
$

808.60
1,122.00
808.60
1,122.00
9,917.00
1,250.00
1,122.00
1,235.00

60.0 MetroE

$

1,038.00 $

9.00 $
18.00 $
12.00 $
2 1.00 $

1,410.00 $
1,122.00 $
1,122.00 $
3,778.00 $

1,600.00 $ 752.50
2,400.00 $ 880.50
2,000.00
780.50
2,500.00 $ 1,569.50

3,590.00 $
400.00 $
1,425.00
zs2s.oo $

1,250.00
1,000.00
1,250.00
1,250.00

s
s

7.50
6.00
7.50
7.50

$
$
$

s

$
$

$
$
$
$

2,300.00
2,300.00
2,300.00
1,000.00
2,000 .00

$
$
$
S

s
$
$

$

202.15
855.50
202 .15
855.50
3,054.25
562.60
780.50
308.75

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$ 1,047.00
$ 1,047.00

$
$
$

25.27 $
106.94 $
25.27 $
248.94 $
381.78 $
$
97.56
$

259.60 $1 ,047.00

$

32.44 $

s

Z376.94 LI=.S_

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1,047.00

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

S

4,809.50
5,542.34
5,100.44
9,090.69

$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00
$1 ,047.00

$
$
$

$ 1,210.00
$ 350.00
$ 668.75
S 1,043.75

$
$
$
$
$

$

92 .64
150.94
19619

$
$
$
$

823.33

2,083.02 $
808.60
$0.00
202 .15
25 .27 $
$ 1,047.00 $
2,083.02
$
5,431 .44 $
1,122.00
667.50
$1,548.00
83.44 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 4,467.94
2,906.35 $
808.60
$0.00
202 .15
1,047.00
25
.27
823.33
$
$
2,906.35
$
$
5,573.44 $
1,122.00
$1,548.00
667.50
248.94 $
$ 1,047.00 $
$ 4,633.44
9,917.00 $
16,700.03 $
1,548.00 $
2,86625 $ 1,047.00 $
358.28 $
- $ 15,736.53
$ 3,859.50' I S
1,250.00 I
$840.00
522.50
$ 1,047.00 $
IS
$ 3,659.50
$
5,047.06 ,-,.---:-:-:,--,,-,,.,.--.--=:-=c- -r-:--:-==r:------,-;-----,-;-::-; :=;;-i
$ 2,590.75 LI,c,S_ __:lec,2:.:3cc5·.:.ooc..l...._--'$'-'O;.;;:
.o:.::o_ _,,__...:30cc8c.c.cc75'--'-l-'-s--'1'-',04-7_.o_o-'l'-'s'-_ _ _ _~I~s_ _ _~I~$_2~,5_9_0_.7~5
$
$
$
$

s

!

$
$

$

$
$

S
S

$
$
$
$

__:l:,.;
,0:.:3.::;8·:::.oo:..,_I_

_;S:;_:oc.:
.o:.:o_

1,410.00

$1,250.00
$1,664.00
$1,401.00
$1,783.00

665.00
696 .50
630.75
1390.25

$

$1,200.00
$840.00
$0.00
$0.00

11 97.50
310.00
143.75
375.00

$
$
$
$

1,122.00
1,122.00
3,778.00

7,097.00 $
2,797.00 $
4,390.75 $
6,265.75 $

3,590.00

$

262,569.80

400.00

575.00
1,500.00
$

_.__...:2:.:5c.c9·.:.50c.__,_l.,_
s --=1e.:
,04
_7.'-00-'j'-'s'-_ _ _3:.:2c...44_,,_!~s_ _ _~I~$_2~,_37_6_.9~4I

130,312.00 $

98,220.45

$
$
$

1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,047.00 $
1,04 7.00 $
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00
1,047.00

$
$
$
$

$121,452.00

$

92.84
150.94
173.78

9,342.68

$
$
$
$

$

$
$
$

$

4,372.00
4,62234
4,351.69
8,172.03
7,034.50
2,597.00
1,765.75
2,922.00

$
$
$
$

s

$ 2,273.33

$ 624,170.26

$
$

001270

District
MARSING JOINT SD
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Main 1
MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Main 2
,t'AHMA -SO-

POTLATCH SD
WHITEPINE JOINT SD
Ivrn.uc:n ::;u
SUIILANU ;;,u
ll"ILt:H::;U

Stte Address
301 8TH AVENUE W
310 10TH STREET
292W100S
137 PANTHER WAY
130 6TH STREET HWY 6
5011ST STREET
210AAVENUEE
210 A AVENUE E
210AAVENUEE

City
MARSING
RUPERT
RUPERT
PARMA
POTLATCH
DEARY
WILDER
FRUITLAND
FILER

Site Phone
Number
208) 896-4111
(208) 436-6252
208) 436-4721
208) 722-5115
208) 875-1331
208) 877-1151
(208) 482-6229

Desired
Minimum
Connectivity
(Mbps)
9.00
39.00
7.50
l-Z-00
9.00
7.50
7.bU
20.00
10.UU

ISAR Responses
Tek-Hut
Tak-Hut
Tak-Hut
Tak-Hut
First Stec
First Step
Tak-Hut
Tek-Hut
Tak-Hut

EXHIBIT
9

Chosen?
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

ISAR
MAC
1,500.00
4,000.00
1,200.00
2,000.00
575.00
575.00
1,500.00
4!,uuv.UU

l,,uv.UU

ISAR
NRC

-

-

ISAR POP
Tak-Hut-Garden City
Tak-Hut-Twin Falls
Tak-Hut-Twin Falls
Tak-Hut-Garden City
FSI-Moscow
FSI-Moscow
Tak-Hut-Garden City
Tak-Hut-Garden Cttv
Tak-Hut-Garden Cttv

ISAR
Tech
wireless
wireless
wireless
wireless
wireless
wireless
wireless
wireless
wireless

Shared
Hub Costs
1,188.58
1,782.88
1,782.88
1,188.58
4,732.25
4,732.25
1., ..... bl!

ISAR
Model
Price
2,922.00
7,829.88

4,329.88
4,735.58
6,498.00
6.498.00
4,llU.bl!
4,o<'11.UU

3,172.00
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IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

IEN Technical Advisory Committee
February 2, 2011
(Approved by Committee April 6, 2011)
The February 2, 2011 meeting of the JEN Technical Advisory Committee was held in the Barbara Morgan Ropm, LBJ
Building, 650 West State Street, Boise, Idaho.

ATTENDANCE
Members/Alternates Present:

Others Present:
Bob Collie, ENA
Keith Murphy, Qwest
Mike Vance, ENA
Lenny Simpson, ENA (phone)
Mark Westcott, CWI (phone)
Bob Gibson, NIC (VTC)
Steve Ruppel, NIC (VTC)
Steve Smith, NIC (VTC)
Garry Lough, JEN
Mike Costa, JEN
Sally Brevick, OCIO
Debra Stephenson-Padilla, JEN

Greg Zickau (Chair), Office of the CIO
Jerry Reininger (Co-Chair), Meridian School District
Brady Kraft, JEN
Jerry Piper, Cambridge Telephone Co.
Randy Gaines, ISU (via VTC)
Ann Joslin, ICFL
Chris Gibson (via VTC), Jerome School District
Ryan Gravette, IDLA

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
MOTION: Jerry Reininger moved to approve the minutes of the meeting held on October 6, 2010.
Jerry Piper seconded the Motion. It passed unanimously.

GENERAL UPDATE
Brady Kraft discussed the hand-out from ENA showing their "trouble-ticket" and "monthly dashboard" reports and
how the JEN staff uses these to evaluate and resolve specific issues. Brady then referred to his "Connectivity
Report" that shows 63 districts, 93 schools, and 37,396 students have been connected to the JEN.
Comparisons in costs were researched between the JEN vs. WEN and UEN, and it was found that IE N's costs are
about 80% of UEN costs and 15% of WEN costs. It was also noted that the JEN is operating at about 50% of :the
costs in the RFP. Projected connection times are end of March and remainder by June 30.
The Committee discussed at length the use of Microwave Ethernet vs. copper T-1; TDM, etc. Brady stated 1lhat the
JEN uses whatever solution is optimal. If Ethernet is available, then the JEN will use Ethernet, but it is not always
available to the JEN. Greg Zickau noted that there have been questions from legislators regarding the rurality of
the schools that are now connected, and in fact, 70% are categorized as "rural/very rural" using metrics
·
established by the USDA. This has been the intent of the program from the onset. This discussion led to proposed
Motions, subsidiary Motions.

Motion: Ryan Gravette moved to accept Microwave Ethernet as an option for the service providers to sel~ct with
the caveat that the Dept. of Administration defines metrics for evaluating the two technologies within 6 mdnths of
deployment.
Seconded by Ann Joslin
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Jerry Piper proposed a subsidiary Motion to Amend, to state "where fiber-based Ethernet is not available to the
school, Microwave Ethernet will be accepted as an option with the caveat that the Department of Administtation
defines metrics for evaluating the two technologies within 6 months of deployment".
No second
Upon further discussion by the Committee regarding the wording of the proposed Motion, Ryan Gravette then
asked to amend his original Motion to state "where Ethernet fiber is present but not available to the IEN,
Microwave Ethernet will be accepted as an option with the caveat that the Department of Administration defines
metrics for evaluating the two technologies within 6 months of deployment".
No second

Ryan Gravette proposed a substitute amendment to the original Motion to state " ... if by March 1 there is no
fiber-based Ethernet available to the IEN, Microwave Ethernet will be accepted as an option with the caveat that
the Department of Administration defines metrics for evaluating the two technologies within 6 months of
deployment". This would apply to the specific sites discussed here today.
Seconded by Jerry Piper
A vote was taken; Jerry Piper voted aye, Ryan Gravette abstained, all else voted nay.
Motion failed

Motion: Jerry Reininger moved to accept Microwave Ethernet as an option, with the caveat that the Department
of Administration defines metrics for evaluating the two technologies within 6 months of deployment. This, relates
only to the 7 schools discussed at the meeting.
Seconded by Randy Gaines
A vote was taken; Jerry Piper voted nay, all else voted aye.
Motion passed
IPRAC will be advised of this Motion at the February 8, 2011 meeting.
Jerry Piper left at 3:30 to attend another meeting.

UPDATE ON "COMMISSION FOR LIBRARIES BTOP GRANT PROJECT LAUNCH" -Ann Joslin
Ann Joslin spoke to the Committee about the BTOP grant that was awarded to the Libraries Commission in August
2010. The Commission aims to create public computer centers in a minimum of 55 of the least connected library
facilities in the State. In doing so, it would upgrade the current computer capacity and broadband connectivity, as
well as the number and type of public access computers. The other portion of the project is content and services
that will be delivered as a result of the increase in public comp4ting capacity.
PERFORMANCE METRICS FROM IEN TO IDLA- Ryan Gravette
IDLA had been experiencing connectivity issues around September; cause found to be routing issues local to the
main site in Virginia. Upon investigation through means of an analysis utilizing true-site evaluation softwart vs.
IEN, it was found that the IEN was 21% faster.

QWEST- Keith Murphy
Keith discussed ENA and Qwest's progress in migrating customers over to the new infrastructure of Metro
Ethernet. This has accommodated growth of the metropolitan area, and improved performance of the MPL:S
network.
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ENA - TROUBLE TICKET SUMMARY
Mean time resolution of trouble tickets has been reducing steadily since October (now at about 25 minutes). In
the last month, 80% of outages were due to power failures and 20% due to vendor issues. The average VTC tickets
per site have increased significantly because ENA has lowered the level of granularity for greater thoroughness in
testing and re-testing new units.
ENA- BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION REPORT- Mike Vance reported on the steady increase in available bandwidth
since the start of the IEN. Available bandwidth is well above average and peak use. They anticipate a spike in May
due to testing and other end of term activities.
The meeting adjourned at 4:08pm.
Respectfully submitted,

dt,L~-PaMt;
Debra Stephenson-Padilla
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IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

IEN Program Resource Advisory Council (IPRAC)
February 8, 2011 Meeting Minutes
(Approved April 12, 2011)
The February 8, 2011 meeting of the IEN Program Resource Advisory Council was held in the Barbara Morgan
'
Conference Room of the Len B. Jordan Building, 650 West State Street, Boise, Idaho.

ATTENDANCE
Members/Alternate(s) Present:
Tom Luna, (Chair) Superintendent of Public Instruction
John Miller, Dean of Off Campus Instruction, College of Southern Idaho
Jerry Reininger, Director of Information Systems, Meridian School District
Jay Larsen, Executive Director, Idaho Technology Council
Teresa Luna, Interim Director, Dept. of Administration
Shelly Sayer, Premier Technology Inc. (VTC)
Sen. John Goedde, Chairman of Senate Education Committee
Sen. Bert Brackett, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Rep. Darrell Bolz, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Rep. Wendy Jaquet, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Rep. Bob Nonini, Chairman of House of Representatives Education Committee

Alternate
Mike Caldwell, Idaho Digital Learning Academy

Absent Members
Sen. Shawn Keough, Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee
Cheryl Charlton, CEO, Idaho Digital Learning Academy

Others Present:
Martin Bilbao, ENA
Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
John Cockett, Malad High School
Mike Costa, IEN
Mike Dolezal, ATC Communications
Robin Finch, Dept. of Administration
Brady Kraft, IEN
Oliver Landow, ENA
Garry Lough, IEN
Jodi Mccrosky, Qwest

Sen. Mortimer
Keith Murphy, Qwest
Jerry Piper, Cambridge Telephone Co./lTA
Ken Romero, Qwest
Lincoln Smyser, ENA
Skip Smyser, ENA
Debra Stephenson-Padilla, IEN
Joel Strickler, Qwest
Mike Vance, ENA
Greg Zickau, OCIO

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES
MOTION: Rep. Bolz moved and Sen. Brackett seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the meet~ng held
on December 14, 2010 as presented; the motion passed unanimously.
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ALTERNATIVE PROVIDERS
Greg Zickau explained that fiber-based Ethernet is the preferred technology for the IEN as it is considered the
most economical and future-proof. It is also preferable that the solution be provided by the local incumbent.
However, in some areas there are technologies present that are not necessarily contractually availabld to the
State. It is hoped that new options will become available following a recent non-disclosure agreementibetween
Qwest and Syringa and their ongoing discussions. In the meantime, schools are planning their fall sche(lules now
and the remaining unconnected schools require a decision immediately as to whether they will be conlnected by
that time. The Technical Advisory Committee has discussed at length the option of, for the first time, 4sing
wireless technology, the alternative being older technology with a cost difference of about $36K/month. If the
discussions between Qwest and Syringa resolve quickly, then the IEN can accept proposals from the v~ndor
community so that these schools can be connected by fiber-based Ethernet.
Questions and Discussion
Dr Miller commented that the IEN needed to aggressively pursue the rollout commitment in order to ~ulfill
promises made to provide the same opportunities for all, whilst knowing that there may be emerging
technologies that could perform better. Dr Reininger reiterated that schools were planning their fall schedules
and registration now and noted that, for some of the schools in question, there was no alternative op~ion to
wireless. Mike Caldwell queried the reliability of wireless. Mr Zickau responded that the pros and cons! of
wireless had been considered by the Technical Advisory Committee and it would not have been considered if
there had been any question about it meeting the requirements of the IEN.

EDUCATION REFORM
Supt. Luna commented on the critical role that the IEN will play in the technology component of the "Students
Come First" legislation. The IEN provides the ability to harness the learning opportunity that the new legislation
will bring about for high school students, including the possibility for each high school student to have!a mobile
technology device. Some of the high school learning will transition to content that is online and the IEl'r,I makes
this possible.
'
Questions and Discussion
Senator Brackett commented that this message was not being as widely disseminated as it needed to ~e. Supt.
Luna encouraged anyone receiving questions to share the information that the Dept. of Education had been
distributing or refer people to the SDE.idaho.gov website.

CONNECTIVITY UPDATE

I

Brady Kraft reported that 63 districts have been connected (93 high schools/ 37,396 students) and 43 districts
are in progress with an anticipated completion date of June 30. Beyond that, 12 districts are still to be,started.
The original timeline for connectivity covered a three-year period but, in fact, all high schools should be
complete in two years. The connection process had taken much longer for some schools in the early stages, Mr
Kraft explained that the "bottle necks" occurring in the processes of Qwest and ENA had since been illjlproved
upon. Other schools had taken a long time to connect because alternative connection opportunities hifld become
available and required a 60 or 90-day delay. This had been the case for schools connected to Metro Ethernet but
the delay in implementation was realizing savings of around $100K/month. Unexpected obstacles aside, a
copper-based connection should take about 45 days and fiber-based connection 120 to 150 days to cdmplete.
1

Questions and Discussion
Sen. Goedde observed that, if the current education legislation passed, the Coeur d'Alene school district would
in four years' time have to provide 3,500 laptops and he queried whether the district's 100Mb of connectivity
would be sufficient. As a comparison, Mr Kraft noted that Meridian School District has 11,000 students and
300Mb of bandwidth, however the IEN has been designed for expansion and it is hoped that bandwidth will
have to be increased at some point.
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Regarding middle schools, Mr Kraft explained that the IEN was connecting to a single distribution point in the
district so students in middle schools were accessing the IEN at this time but that bandwidth was not ~urrently
being funded with IEN dollars.
Sen. Goedde commented that North Idaho College was frustrated with communication with the IEN. ~ep. Jaquet
noted she had similar concerns from Carey High School. Following the meeting, Mr Lough institutiona,ized
routine meetings with NIC.
Dr. Reininger noted that although there were districts indicated as not yet being connected to the IEN, this did
not necessarily mean those schools were not using online courses - Meridian School District was an example.

CURRICULUM UPDATE
Garry Lough reported that since the previous meeting schools had been between semesters and new !classes
were about to begin, information regarding curriculum was still being collected. However, he did repdrt that
College of Western Idaho {CWI) would be starting a series of classes in the fall. As schools are connec~ed there is
a growth in demand for content and more supply is needed which brings greater opportunity for institutions of
higher education. The IEN has recently been approached by CISCO who have asked that Idaho be the first state
to offer their portfolio of courses via interactive video. Students taking these courses will be able to jdin the
workforce when they leave school.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE UPDATE
In addition to the update regarding the alternative wireless solution, which the Council had already heard, Dr
Reininger reported that the Technical Advisory Committee had also heard from Ann Joslin that the Corn mission
for Libraries had received a BTOP grant in August. The Commission was now in the process of rolling aut more
computer and internet access to 55 of the least connected public libraries in the state and increasing ~nline
education opportunities. Ryan Gravette had reported to the Committee that the IDLA had experienced
connectivity issues around September and that during the course of their research into why this had happened,
they had isolated the IEN traffic. As a result of this, they had discovered that the IEN network is 21% f~ster than
the internet. The Committee had also been updated by Qwest regarding infrastructure changes to their POP on
Bannock and by ENA on the previous month's trouble tickets.

COMMUNICATIONS UPDATE
Garry Lough commented that origination and proctor training had waned over the December/January period
but he had continued to work with community education initiatives such as the Fire Academy in southern Idaho
P.O.S.T. Academy training with ITD.
Questions and Discussion
Supt. Luna queried whether the IEN had processes in place for ensuring queries were followed up. Mr Lough
assured the Council that the IEN staff has a strong customer service attitude. Attempts are made to r~ach out to
every bureaucratic level of the districts but it can be difficult to know who the champions are.

ADJOURNMENT AND NEXT MEETING
The meeting adjourned at 1:16 p.m. The next meeting is scheduled for April 12, 2011 at 1:00pm in thel Barbara
Morgan Conference Room of the LBJ Building, 650 West State Street.
Respectfully submitted,

~~

Sally Brevick, Office of the CIO
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

1

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

1.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT:OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION, MOTION TO
CHANGE THE CAPTION, MOTION TO
STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE FIi.ST
AMENDED POST-APPEAL
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FbR
JURY TRIAL, AND IN OPPOSI1ION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PAIRTIAL
SUMMARYJUDGMENT

I am an attorney for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration (the f'DOA"),

and I am a partner with the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP.
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01 001278
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2.

I am duly admitted to practice law before this Court and all courts of the State of

Idaho, and maintain an office at 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho.
3.

I have personal knowledge of the matters referred to herein, and make thils third

affidavit in support of the DOA's Motion for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the C31Ption,
Motion to Strike Portions of the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand fon Jury
Trial, and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of selected pages from

Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Brief filed with the Idaho Supreme Court on February 27, 2012.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of selected pages from

Plaintiff/Appellant's Reply Brief filed with the Idaho Supreme Court on June 4, 2012.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

J.711/day of May, 2014.

Nam.
y~
No
Public for Idaho
,
Residing at
~c?
My commission expires
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a
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day of May, 2014, I caused to be served true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
copy of the foregoing THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, MOTION TO CHANGE 1rHE
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M by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
·
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~and Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-mail
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and official capacity as
Director and Chief Information Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology Officer and Administrator of
the Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
Education Networks Of America, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company;

SUPREME COURT NO. 38735

Ada County District Court Case
No. CV OC 0923757 •

Defendants-Res ondents.

PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District for Ada County
Honorable Patrick H. Owen, District Judge, Presiding

David R Lombardi, ISB #1965
Patrick J. Miller, ISB #3221
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GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant Syringa
Networks, LLC
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Steven F. Schossberger
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Gwartney & Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALLFARLEY
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

Stephen R Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701

Robert S. Patterson
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1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, 1N 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

B. Lawrence Theis
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Attorneys for Qwest Communications Compa~
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ENA would provide education network services as prime contractor and Syringa would provide
telecommunications connectivity as primary supplier and subcontractor.

(R. pp. 576-577,

Teaming Agreement § 2; see also R. pp. 169-172, Executive Summary.)
The IEN Request for Proposals ("RFP") required each bidder to submit a, technical
proposal and a cost proposal. ENA submitted the highest ranked technical proposal.
The DOA announced, after completion of technical review and before review c1)f the cost
proposals, that it would award two contracts under Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
award went to ENA.

Thei first IEN

The second JEN award went to Qwest Communications Co., LLC

("'Qwest"). (R. p. 581, Letter of Intent.) Identical statewide contracts for the Project were issued
to ENA and Qwest on January 28, 2009 using state forms called Statewide Blanketi Purchase
Orders ("SBPOs") that incorporated the RFP and the respective proposals of the contracting
parties. (R. pp. 582-585.)
Twenty-nine (29) days afte-r issuing the original SBPOs, the DOA issuedl amended
SBPOs based upon terms suggested by Qwest. (R. pp. 586-593.) ENA offered no oijjection to
the amended SBPOs and accepted the benefits of the amended contract. The amended SBPOs
were no longer identical; they abandoned the "end to end" solution described in lthe RFP,
substituted Qwest for Syringa in the highest ranked proposal and required ENA- to look
exclusively to Qwest for IEN telecommunications services. The non-identical amend¢ SBPOs
split the JEN Project into an educational network services component to be provided exclusively
by ENA and a telecommunications component to be provided exclusively by Qwest itj violation
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had not provided sufficient evidence of wrongful conduct to create an issue of fact c!>n its tort
claims for intentional interference. (R. pp. 2555-2598, specifically pp. 2562-2563, 25&2, 2595,
Memorandum Decision Re: Motions for Summary Judgment.) Judgment dismissing~ claims
was entered March 8, 2011. (R. pp. 2602~2604.)
The district court awarded costs and attorneys' fees to ENA and Qwest under Id!aho Code

§ 12-120(3) and costs to the DOA, Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau.

C.

Statement of Facts

Syringa provides over 1300 miles of fiber optic ''backbone" to twelve

rural

Idaho

telephone companies that serve southern and eastern Idaho. (R. p. 382.) Each of these twelve
companies is a member/owner of Syringa, provides telephone service and is regulated by the
Idaho Public Utilities Commission. Syringa also provides telecommunications servi.c$ to other
customers including cell phone companies, the Idaho Department of Transportation, the Idaho
State Police and others. (R. p. 383.)
I

Syringa brought this action because it was wrongfully excluded from providing services
to the IEN Project.

1.

The Creation of the Idaho Education Network Project

The IEN legislation described the IEN as a "coordinated, statewide teleconumWcations
distribution .system for distance learning for each public school, including two-way ihteractive
I

video, data, internet access and other telecommunications services for providing! distance

leaming". 3
3 See

I.C. § 67-574SD(2) in 2008 Session Laws, ch. 260, Appendix.
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RFP also stated that comprehensive and binding schedules were required for all services (R.

pp. 62-63, RFP § 6.1.1), and that prices were required to be provided on a per unit! basis (R.
pp. 63, 67, RFP §§ 6.12 and 10.0).
The RFP contained multiple appendices that described each of the compone11ts of the
project for which proposals were sought. When asked by a vendor whether proposals would be
I

accepted for less than the entire "end-to-end" solution described in the RFP, the DOA rejected
the idea of splitting the project into pieces by answering:

As stated in the RFP, ... the State desires to partner with a total service
solutions provider. Vendors interested in bidding on a particular section lof
the RFP are highly encouraged to work with a major service provider
partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of the required specifications las
set forth in this document
(R. pp. 150-151, RFP A- I 5.) Special Instructions that incorporated the State of Idaho Standard
Contract Terms and Conditions and that stated, in item 9, "Award will be ALL-OR-NO!NE based
on grand total of extended unit price bid" accompanied the RFP.

(See Exhibits to Clerk's

Record, Little Exhihits A-~ Exhibit B, p. 2; Exhibit C, p. 2; Exhibit D, p. 3; Exhibit EJ p. 3; and
Exhibit F, p. 3). The RFP also stated that contracts might be awarded to multiple bidders. (R.
pp. 145, 153, RFP "A-1" and RFP ''A-25".)
Most purchases by the State of Idaho are made from the single, lowest responsiqle bidder.

See LC. § 67-5717(1), (2) and (3). The one statutory exception to this rule allows ithe state,
where "necessary," to purchase the "same or similar property" :from multiple bidders l!inder one
of three specific conditions. These conditions, which are set out in Idaho Code§ 67-5718A, are:
1) that it be necessary to have more than one contractor to furnish the type and ql.llantity of
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ENA and Syringa only knew on January 20, 2009 that the RFP had said multiple awards
could be made for the end-to-end solution. (R. pp. 2536, p. 136, LL. 5-23; R. pp. 2S39-2540.)
Neither ENA nor Syringa knew, at the time, that Mr. Gwartney had already concluded that
Qwest would provide telecommunication services for the IEN in violation of Id~o Code

§ 67-5718A. There was no reason, based on the information contained in the RF~ and the
'

January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent, for either Qwest or ENA to protest the award, or for Syringa to
be concerned that it was going to be excluded from the IEN Project.

9.

The State Issues Virtually Identical Undivided Contracts For The
Project to Qwest and ENA

On January 28, 2009, after the I.C. § 67-5733 appeal period had expired, the Division of
i

Purchasing issued virtually identical SBPOs for the IEN Project. One of these, SBPO 1308,
went to Qwest. (R. pp. 582-583.) The other, SBPO 1309, went to ENA. (R. pp. 584-5$5.) Both
I
I

SBPOs covered the entire IEN Project and contained the same scope of work language:,
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per State of Idaho Rf'P
2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho schools, agencies, institutions, $d
departments and eligible political subdivisions or public agencies ias
defined by Idaho code, Section 67-2327. (emphasis added)
I

Both SBPOs complied with Idaho Code § 67-5718A because they were issued for the
entire IEN Project, could accommodate "vertical" end-to end solutions, and were, th~efore, for
the "same or similar" property. (R. Conf. pp. 96-97, Burns Depo.,

p. 62,

L. 24

-p.l 69,

L. 6)

According to Mr. Zickau and William Bums, Administrator of the DOA PurchasinglDivision,
and consistent with I.C. § 67-5718A, the state could purchase some, none or all of the IEN
services from either Qwest or ENA under the original SBPOs. (R. p. 1837; Zickau Depo., p. 53,
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LL. 7 - 25; R. p. 1839, Zickau Depo., p. 99, LL. 8-20; R. Conf. p. 97, Bums Depo., p.

66, L. 24 -

p. 69, L. 6.) The original SBPOs, in other words, allowed competition.
The plain language of SBPO 1309 issued to ENA on January 28, 2009 states tjhat it is a
contract, saying "Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per State iof Idaho
RFP 2160 ...".

(R. pp. 584-585, SBPO 1309.) This language, coupled with the lroregoing

admissions by Mr. Zickau and Mr. Bums, support a reasonable conclusion that the I SBPO to
ENA was a Prime Contract for the purchase of services descdbed in the IEN RFP.

10.

With the Public Procurement Process and Two Identical <Contracts
for the Same Project Behind Them, _DOA, Qwest and ENA Attend
Multiple Meetings Between January 28 and February 26, 2009 That
No One Can Remember

The IEN SBPOs issued on January 28, 2009 made no task assignments ~d were
potentially available for the use of regionally based purchase orders or for a vertical division of
IEN services by one contractor and IdaNet services by the other. But that is not what happened.
Instead, a series of meetings preceded a horizontal split of the project into two separatei contracts
for dissimilar parts of the project. The first meeting involved DOA, Qwest and ENA. The
'

second meeting involved the same three and the Albertson's Foundation which had expressed
interest in providing funding for the IEN. The rest of the meetings were separate iand held
behind closed doors with DOA and Qwest, DOA and ENA, or Qwest and ENA.
The record concerning this time period is much less detailed than the time p¢od that
ended with the original IEN SBPOs and is marked by epidemic failures of memoty, blank
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be a better choice because "ENA does have a contract with Syringa" and proposed ithat ENA
should become a subcontractor to Qwest. (R. Conf. pp. 147-155, at 149) (emphasis in qriginal).
Qwest employee Clint Berry proposed, in a meeting with Bob Collie on February 10,
2009, that ENA withdraw and become a subcontractor to Qwest (R. Conf. p. 442, Betrr Depo.,
p. 292, L. 12 - p. 293, L. 18.) At the time he made this proposal, Mr. Berry knew thatiENA had
not been advised that the state had chosen to designate it as the E-Rate service: provider.

(R. Conf. p. 443, Berry Depo., p. 294, L. 6 - p. 296, L. 22.) Following up on the IIJ.eeting by
email later in the day, Mr. Berry misrepresented to Mr. Collie that the DOA I was still
I

''considering" listing ENA as the sole E-Rate provider, identified "questions and concerns"
raised by the Qwest legal and finance teams and reiterated the Qwest proposal that EN.,t\ become
a subcontractor to Qwest. Mr. Berry then wrote that ''if ENA were to withdraw and etii.ter into a

Qwest Professional Services Agreement that may answer a few of these concerns as wtll as help
with the Teaming Agreement you have with Syringa Networks."

He closed the email by

thanking Mr. Collie for "agreeing to seek input from [EN.A's] senior le~er&hip."

(R. Con£ p. 156.)

15.

The Multiple IEN Contracts Are Split Into Contracts for nissimilar
Services

Amended JEN SBPOs were issued by DOA on February 26, 2009. A redline cqmparison
of the Qwest Amendments with the executed amended SBPOs supports a reasonable !inference
that the Qwest Amendment was used as the template for preparation of the amended SBPOs.
'

(R. Conf. pp. 302-306, 484.) Laura Hill, who was responsible for preparation of the ',amended
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SBPOs denies using the Qwest Amendment and says she prepared the amended SBPOs at the
direction of Deputy Attorney General Melissa Vandenberg (R. Conf. 422-423, Hill Depo.,
p. 176, L. 9 - p. 179, L. 16.) Miss Vandenberg denies she directed Laura Hill to ptepare the
amended SBPOs. (R. Conf. pp. 463-464, Vandenberg Depo., p. 114, L. 11 - p. 117, L. 10;
p. 122, L. 10 - p. 124, L. 13.)
Mr. Gwartney has some recollection concerning the evolution of the Strategic
1
:

Implementation Plans, including discussions about Syringa providing east-west connectivity and
Qwest providing north-south connectivity, but denies choosing Qwest.
Gwartney Depo., p. 314, LL. 1-15.)

(R. Com£ p. 379,

When asked why Qwest was designated as the sole
1

contractor for connectivity, he deferred to the "team'' led by Mr. Zickau that included;Ms. Hill,
Mr. Little and Deputy Attorney General Melissa Vandenberg. (R. Con£ pp. 379-380, Gwartney

Depo., p. 314, L. 16 - p. 316, L. 7.) The "team" however, was essentially Mr. Zickau by himself
because Mr. Little says he wasn't involved, Ms Hill testified she didn't attend any meet!ings with
the contractors concerning the Plans and Ms. Vandenberg testified she reviewed the la:m.guage of
the amended SBPOs, but was never consulted about the multiple award or the legality of the
'

amended SBPOs.
Mr. Zickau's testified that DOA decided not to purchase services for the JEN from
Syringa because Mr. Collie or Laura Hill told him that Syringa would not share partic~pation in
the IEN or IdaNet "because he (Greg Lowe) was getting all of the education network."
(R. pp. 1847-1851, Zickau Depo., p. 282, L. 8 - p. 286, L. 22; R. €onf. p. 106, Zicka'.u Depo.,
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Idaho Purchasing Guide provided at the time, consistent with these examples, that multiple
awards "shall not be made for the purpose of dividing the business." (R. pp. 1707-1709.)
Notwithstanding the requirements of I.C. § 67-5718A and the Idaho Purchasing Guide,
the amended JEN SBPOs require Qwest and ENA to act as "equal partners in the IE* Project"
and provide distinctly different and dissimilar services to the JEN. Mr. Gwartney and Piurchasing
Atlministrator William Burns admitted the amended IEN SBPOs do not provide for the provision
1

of same or similar services. (R. Conf. p. 429, Bums Depo., p. 70, L. 13 - p. 72, L. 23.)

170

1

Syringa is Told~ You'll Regret the Day...

On July 15, 2009, during a dinner attended by Mr. Lowe and Mr. Gwartney, Mr.

Gwartney stated that he and Governor Butch Otter would be immune to any ranilfications
associated with the IEN procurement, and that, instead, Syringa would be puni~hed. Mr.
Gwartney also stated that he would hate to see the rest of Syringa' s existing state business go
away and that Syringa will "regret the day [Syringa] tangled with Butch Otter and Mike
Gwartney." (R. pp. 1167-1171, at 1171, Amended Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe ,r 16.).
Il.
1)

ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL

Did the district court err in holding, as a matter of law, that Syringa was barred,

by failure to exhaust administrative remedies set out in Idaho Code § 67-5377(1)(c), from
challenging the legality of post-award amendments to Statewide Blanket Purchase Ordm issued
to prime contractors ENA and Qwest that violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A because:

a.

Syringa was not a "vendor whose bid is considered"?

b.

The Idaho Code provides no post-contract administrative remedy?
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B.

The District Court Erred By Not Allowing Syringa to Challenge Post-Award
Amendments to the SBPOs that Violated State Law
lo

Litigation Offered the Only Remedy Available to Syringa for Its
Claims Based on the Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A

Counts Two and Three of Syringa' s complaint sought declaratory judgment that the
amended SBPOs splitting the IEN project into separate contracts for dissimilar servictts violated
Idaho Code§ 67-5718A. The district court rejected these claims on the basis that Syringa had
failed to exhaust administrative remedies provided by Idaho Code § 67-5733. The district court
decision was erroneous for two reasons. First, Syringa did not submit a response to th~ IEN RFP
and was not a bidder. There was no administrative remedy for Syringa to exhaust beca!Use it was
not a ''vendor whose bid is considered" under Idaho Code§ 67-5733. Second, Idaho Code§ 675733 provides no post-contract administrative remedy. The only remedy available to Syringa, as
a subcontractor to the holder of a state SBPO, who was harmed by post-award conduct, was to
I

sue and seek a declaratory ruling that the amended SBPO assigning its subcontract~ work to
Qwest violated the law.

2.

Syringa Had No Obligation to Appeal Under Idaho Code§ 67-5733
Because it Was Not "A Vendor Whose Bid is Considered"

Administrative remedies originate solely by statute:
The Idaho Administrative Procedure Act provides that "[a] person is not
entitled to judicial review of an agency action until that person tjas
exhausted all administrative remedies required in this chapter." LC. § 675271. The doctrine of exhaustion requires that where an administrative
remedy is provided by statute, relief must first be sought by e:xhaustipg
such remedies before the courts will act.
Regan v. Kootenai County, 140 Idaho 721, 724, 100 P.3d 615,618 (2004) (emphasis added).
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In so doing, the district court erroneously imposed a post-contract administratite remedy
where none exists. The remedy provided by Idaho Code§ 67-5733 applies solely to '"a vendor
whose bid has been considered" and is limited to whether a proper determination has "been made
concerning "lowest responsible bidder." Nothing in the statute provides that appeal c~ be taken
from the amendment of a state contract or SBPO, or that the time to prosecute such fill. appeal is
triggered once by the notice of award, a second time by the issuance of the acquisitio~ contract
and again every time the contract is amended. The district court erred by ruling that Syringa had
to exhaust administrative remedies concerning the issuance of the February 26, 2009 amended
SBPOs. Lochsa Falls, L.L.C. v. State ofIdaho, 147 Idaho 232, 239;.240, 207 P.3d 963, 970-971
(2009) ("Failure to exhaust administrative remedies is not a bar to litigation when th~e are no
remedies to exhaust.").
The language ofldaho Code§ 67-5733 is plain, obvious and unambiguous. See Verska v.
'
I

Saint Alphonsus Reg'l Medical Ctr., No. 37574-2010, 2011 WL 5375192, at *5 (Idalio Nov. 9,
2011).

Idaho Code § 67-5733 provides no post-award administrative remedy that required
'

exhaustion by Syringa. The district court's erroneous dismissal of Counts Two and Three of
Syringa's complaint fo:r failure to exhaust administrative remedies should be reversed. ·

C.

The Trial Court Erred In Dismissing Syringa's Contract Claim Agajnst ENA
1.

The Trial Court Eued in Determining on Summary Judgment that
the Teaming Agreement was not Complete

The trial court concluded on summary judgment that the Teaming Agreement

was not an

enforceable agreement because it was incomplete. (R. pp. 2590-2591, Memorandum Decision at
p. 37.) The trial court erred because the question whether the Teaming Agreement wasia binding
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First, the district court based its decision on its previous erroneous conclusioµ that the
i

February 26, 2009 amended SBPOs that resulted in the "final division of the work," "were
effectively the awards." (R. pp. 1659, 2595.) The amended SBPOs are not unilaterally imposed
modifications to the awards because they are contract amendments that must be agre~ upon by
the parties. (See, e.g., testimony of Deputy Attorney General Melissa Vandenberg thltt SBPOs
are contracts which can be amended only by agreement of the parties (R. p. 2470, Vimdenberg
Depo., p. 84, L. 4 - p. 85, L. 15).) The district court erred by concluding that the! amended
SBPOs did not require the agreement of ENA and Qwest.
Second, even if one accepts the erroneous district court conclusion that the ENA Proposal
was an offer to provide all or none of the IEN work and that DOA's decision to make a multiple
award was a rejection of that offer it was, not "formal and final." It was, if anything,

a rejection

by operation of law. See Heritage Excavation, Inc. v. Brisco, 141 Idaho 40, 43, 105 !P.3d 700,
703 (Ct. App. 2005) (citing Phelps v. Good, 15 Idaho 76, 84, 96 P. 216, 218 (1908)). As a
matter of law, the plain meaning of the words "formal and final" do not enco:pipass an
occurrence that happens by operation oflaw.
Third, to the extent the district court concluded that the parties intended the l!J.Se of the
phrase "formal and final" to encompass a rejection and counteroffer that occurs by operation of
law, the trial court made an improper factual determination of the intent of the parties. There is
nothing that is either formal or final about a rejection and counter offer that occurs by 1operation
of law. If the intent of the parties is not apparent based on the plain meaning of the words used,
the first resort is to look to other language in the parties' agreement.

See Henderson v.
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Henderson Inv. Properties, L.L.C., 148 Idaho 638, 640, 227 P.3d 568, 570 (2010~ ("When
interpreting a term of a contract, [the Supreme] Court is obligated to view the entire .greement
as a whole to discern the parties' intentions."). If such intention cannot be determined from
within the contract, then the court must consider the circumstances under which it was imade, the
objective and purpose of its particular provisions and any construction given the contr~ct by the
conduct and dealings of the parties. Triad Leasing & Financial, Inc. v. Rocky Mountain Rogues,

Inc., 148 Idaho 503,513,212 P.3d 1092, 1102 (2008).
Here, nothing in the language of the written Teaming Agreement indicates thatiENA and
'

Syringa intended their contract to terminate in the event the DOA awarded part, but not all, of
the contract to ENA. In fact, the Teaming Agreement expressly recognizes that ENA itnight not
be awarded the entire contract. Section 2(a) states ENA's intention to become eitler (i) the
prime contractor for the Project or (ii) the prime contractor for the portion of the Projfect which
provides all services to schools and libraries. Syringa is, at a minimum, entitled to ani inference

that the parties did not intend the Project to be "all or nothing."
In addition, the Teaming Agreement defines the "Project" with specific reterence to
"State of Idaho Request for Proposal #RFP02160."

(R. p. 576, Teaming Agreement,

Section 1(c)_.) The RFP repeatedly states that the Prime Contract could be awarded to µp to four
providers (see, e.g., R. pp. 61, 140, 145, 150-151, RFP § 5.3, Amended § 5.3, A-1 and A-15).
Also, ENA's pre-submission meeting notes reflect that ENA and Syringa knew a multiple award
could be made and discussed, among other things, whether it might be divided by ~strict or
product. (R. Conf. pp. 308-309.) The RFP also required pricing be bid on a per µnit basis
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First, as noted above and in the testimony of Melissa Vandenberg, the DO~ had no
power to unilaterally amend the SBPOs. (R. p. 2470, Vandenberg Depo., p. 84, L.14 - p. 85,
'

L. 15.) Second, the trial court's statement that there is no evidence in the record that iENA was
responsible for the manner in which the DOA awarded the work is not supported by the record.

In fact, the record reflects that the state did not act unilaterally. ENA began

talkint to DOA

about abandoning its obligations to Syringa after DOA issued the first SBPO. ENA '1employee
Bob Collie even told Mr. Zickau that the Teaming Agreement ''was not something! the State
needed to worry about" and that "ENA would do whatever the State asked them to do".

(R. p. 2399.) During that same time period, ENA began discussions with Qwest to determine the
price Qwest would charge for the same connectivity services that ENA had already, agreed to
acquire from Syringa, and ENA also discussed becoming a subcontractor to Qwest. ~. Conf. p.
156.) The record also contains evidence that ENA engaged in communications with IDOA that
were designed to change the content of the amended SBPOs and that were in the! nature of
negotiations. (R. Conf. pp. 288-292, February 19, 2009 Collie email to Little; R. p. 23g9.)
Moreover, there is evidence in the record that ENA breached Paragraph 2(e) of the
Teaming Agreement. The Teaming Agreement provided that neither party shall participate in
efforts related to submitting a Proposal independent of the other, excepting only the right to
submit proposals unrelated to the Project.

(R. p. 576, Teaming Agreement,

,r 2(ti),)

breached this provision of the Teaming Agreement starting February 10 when it met

ENA

Vltith Qwest

employee Clint Berry to address Qwest pricing. (R. Conf. p. 166, Miller email; R. Co~. p. 156,
Berry email.)
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Finally, even if ENA was not complicit in the state's mandate that Qw~t provide
'

connectivity services, ENA had the right and ability simply to say "no" to the amemJed SBPO
offered to it by DOA. When ENA learned, after the issuance of the first SBPO, that: the DOA
was intending to replace Syringa with Qwest as ENA's connectivity provider, ENA bould and
should have asserted that DOA could not do so under Idaho Code§ 67-5718A. ENA was under
I

no obligation to accept a contract amendment to provide content services if ENA w, not also
contracted to provide connectivity services. Put simply, the evidence presents a genuine issue of
material fact concerning whether ENA had an obligation to inform DOA that it wouldlnot agree
to provide content services unless it was also awarded the connectivity services consistent with
the terms and requirements of the RFP, the Proposal and Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
1

The decision of the district court granting summary judgment against Syringa's claims
against ENA for breach of contract was erroneous and should be reversed.

Do

The Trial Court Erred in Granting Summary Judgment to D~fendants
Gwartney and Zickau on the Interference With Contract Claim

Syringa's interference with contract claim alleged that Defendants Gwartney at1:d Zickau
knew of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa and intentionally interfered with
I

that contractual relationship, causing Syringa injury. The state moved for summary judgment
alleging that·syringa could not "put forth evidence that they [State Defendants] acted 01litside the
course and scope of employment, with malice or with criminal intent." The trial comtt: granted
the state's motion, finding that Syringa "failed to come forward with admissible e~dence to
overcome the presumption that Gwartney and/or Zickau acted within the course and 1scope of
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that a proposed contract to multiple bidders meets the criteria set forth in the§ 67-57l8A(l)(a),
(b) or (c). Subsection (2) § 67-5718A states:
No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under tpis
section unless the administrator of the division of purchasing make$ a
written determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (1) i or
more of the criteria set forth in this section.
'

The language of this subsection, "no award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be i made . . .
unless the administrator ... makes a written determination ... ," makes it clear that the written
determination by the administrator of the Division of Purchasing is required to be m$de before
the award is made. The written determination of the administrator of the Division ofRurchasing
is not, in other words, a rubber stamp or box to be checked, but is a substantive determination
'

and requirement of the statute. The failure by Gwartney and Zickau to seek the required written
determination by the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing is evidence of, wrongful
conduct and intent to violate the requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.

c.

The Amended IEN SBPlli Are Not Lawful Multiple Awai,ds under
Idaho Code § 67-5718A Because They Are Not for the AcqUisition of
Same or Similar Property
'

The IEN RFP sought proposals for a comprehensive, end-to-end solution to create the
I

Idaho Education Network. (R. p. 50, RFP § 3.1 Vision; R. p. 51, RFP § 3.2 Scope ofiPurpose.)

The ENA and Qwest proposals each offered a comprehensive solution for the IEN Project. A
multiple award was issued and virtually identical SBPOs (SBP01308 to Qwest and SBP01309

to ENA) were issued by which ENA and Qwest were to provide the full spectrum of services
requested by the IEN RFP. (R. pp. 582-585, Burns Depo., p. 64, L. 24 -p. 69, L. 6;1 R. Conf.

pp. 96-97.)
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Less than a month later the DOA, directed by Gwartney and Zickau, issued the amended
SBPOs that require Qwest and ENA to be "equal partners" and that divide the IEN Project into
two separate contracts for services and property that are neither the same nor similar mviolation
of Idaho Code§ 67-5718A. (R. pp. 586-592; R. pp. 566-574, Lowe Aff., ,I24; R.

Collrf. pp. 67-

98, Bums Depo., p. 69, L. 21 - p. 73, L. 1.) The amended SBPOs also violate Idaho Gode § 675718A(l)(c)(2) because Administrator failed to make the required written determination before
they were issued.

d.

Reasonable Inferences to be Drawn from the Record :Establish
Genuine Issues of Material Fact Whether the ConducJ of Mr.
Gwartney and Mr. Zickau was Wrongful, Unlawful and ~otivated
by ID Will

The district court concluded that Syringa did not present any evidence that Gw~ey had
any role or influence in Zickau's recommendation that DOA make a multiple award1to Qwest
and ENA or any influence over the manner in which DOA ultimately divided the work: between
ENA and Qwest.

(R. pp. 2584-2585, Memorandum Decision.)

The district cout1 erred in

making this finding because the record contains direct evidence of Gwartney' s involvement and
evidence of numerous facts from which a jury could reasonably infer that Gwatttney was
involved and that he acted wrongfully and with malice toward Syringa. The record als<!> contains
evidence that Zickau acted in concert with Mr. Gwartney. A summary of those facts fomows.

On December 8, 2008, Mr. Gwartney pulled Syringa CEO Greg Lowe aside 11efore the
start of an IEN meeting before the RFP was issued and told Mr. Lowe to keep his mticisms
regarding the IEN to himself or Gwartney would "make sure Syringa would never get any of the
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The record does not support summary judgment for ENA, Qwest, Mr. Gwartikey or Mr.
Zickau.
For each of the foregoing reasons, the district court decisions granting Defendants'
motions for summary judgment dismissing Count Two, Count Three, Count Four against Mr.
Gwartney and Mr. Zickau, and Count Five should be reversed and remanded for further
proceedings. In addition, the district court decision awarding attorneys' fees to Qwest:should be
reversed, the award of attorneys fees to ENA should be vacated pending further pro~ings, and
this Court should award Syringa its reasonable costs and attorneys' fees from ENA ilicurred in

bringing this appeal.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of December, 2011.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By.

~~~41.___,a~"--~
~--'-----David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant '
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(c)

Syringa's Standing Is Not Defeated by the Failure to Challehge the
Amended SBPOs.

Neither Idaho Code§ 67-5733 nor any other Idaho purchasing statute provideS a postcontract administrative remedy that supplants Syringa's right to bring an action under iidaho
Code§ 10-1202. Failure to exhaust administrative remedies is not a bar to litigation when, as in
'

this case, there are no administrative remedies to exhaust. See Fuchs v. State ofIdaho;

Department ofIdaho State Police, Bureau ofAlcohol Beverage Control, 152 Idaho 626, 272 P .3d

1257 (2012); Lochsa Falls, L.L.C. v. State, 147 Idaho 232,207 P.3d 9631 (2009); (Seei also
Opening Brief, pp. 32-36.)
The State Respondents have identified no statute that affords a post-contract arhendment
administrative remedy, offered no defense of the district court ruling that the "'amendIIll.ents were
effectively the awards" (R. 1659; Opening Brief, pp. 34-36), and offered no response to
I

Syringa's analysis other than to call it an irrelevant red herring. The State Respondents have, by
their failure to present any authority or analysis on this point, conceded the issue. Syringa had
no administrative remedies to exhaust and clearly has standing to challenge the amended SBPOs.
i

The summary judgment dismissing Counts Two and Three ofSyringa's Comp~aint
should, therefore, be reversed and the claims remanded.

B.

The Existence and Breach of the Teaming Agreement Present Issues That Can Only
be Resolved by a Jury.
1.

The Teaming Agreement was Complete in its Material Terms.

The Respondents wrongly assert that the Teaming Agreement lacked "definite and
material terms, such as price, and because it expressly contemplated the need to execute a
subsequent agreement." (ENA's Amended Brief, p. 13, Qwest's Brief, pp. 3-5.) The
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State. The statement is also nonsense because DOA did not expressly reject the ENA !Proposal
and said nothing about rejecting Syringa connectivity on January 20, 2009. In fact, DbA
accepted the ENA Proposal and the Qwest proposal and issued identical SBPOs for the entire
IEN Project to each on January 28, 2009. Moreover, the acceptance of two proposals and the
issuance of two SBPOs was not a rejection of the ENA Proposal, but was, as discussed above, an
LC.§ 67-5718A multiple award that was contemplated by the RFP.
ENA seeks to mislead the Court into concluding that the parties intended their :
participation in the IEN Project to be "all or nothing" by citing to statements of Greg I,,owe, .the
Syringa CEO, which acknowledge what no one disputes: that the Proposal was for an end-to-end
solution. If ENA and Syringa had not proposed an end-to-end solution, the Proposal would not
have been responsive. (ENA's Amended Brief, p. 22.) ENA's deception lies in its att~pt to
equate the phrase "end-to-end solution" with "state-wide solution". None of the recon!l citations
provided by ENA support its statement that the ENA Proposal was to be the sole statewide endto-end solution required by the RFP. For example, at page 23 of its Response Brief, ENA cites
I

the Affidavit of Greg Lowe for the proposition that the ENA/Syringa Proposal was for! a "statewide" solution. (R. 568.) In fact, Greg Lowe testified:
13. Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc. combined,
in response to recommendation in section 3.2 of the IEN RFP quoted
above, for the purpose of preparing a response to the IEN RFP and to
provide the "total end-to-end service support solution" solution the
RFP requested.
(R. 568.) The January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent accepted two proposals for end-to-endlsolutions
in a fashion that was consistent with the RFP and did not, therefore, vary from the EN~

-20-
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Proposal. The acceptance did not vary from the offer. The Letter of Intent and the first SBPOs
were actually an acceptance ofENA's Proposal.

6.

The Teaming Agreement Was Never Terminated by Rejection.

ENA argues that the Teaming Agreement ''terminated by its own terms" because the
ENA (IEN Alliance) proposal was ''twice rejected". (ENA's Amended Brief, p. 20.) It then
recites, but subsequently ignores the language of,r 2(h) of the Teaming Agreement that concerns
termination.
Paragraph 2(h) of the Teaming Agreement states, "This agreement will terminE.1,te without
liability upon any of the following events:" It then lists a series of terminating events, ;including

,r 2(h)(i) "the customer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels the Project'~; ,r 2(h)(ii)
"Either party notifies the other that it is ceasing its efforts with respect to the Project, however
such a notification shall not absolve either party of its obligations under Section 2(e) rulid 2(g)
above"; and other events such as (iv) "mutual written agreement" that don't bear on the issues in
this case. The list of terminating events makes it apparent that the nature of the terminating
event has a direct impact on the post-termination obligations of the parties.
None of the obligations of the Teaming Agreement remain following terminati<:>n because
"the customer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels the Project" under ,r ~(h)(i) or
the agreement is terminated by mutual written agreement under ,r 2(h)(iv). The ,r 2(e) obligation
not to compete, or assist others to compete for the Project and the ,r 2(g) obligation nofto
disclose Confidential Information, on the other hand, survive unilateral termination un~er

,r 2(h)(ii). The listing of five separate terminating events with two different kinds of post
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termination obligations makes it clear that the parties placed significance on the langu11ge used in
each.
The DOA decision to make a lawful multiple award (as suggested by the Letter of Intent
I

and the first SBPO) was not a rejection of the ENA Proposal because it would allow FlNA (with
'

S-yrin.ga as subcontractor) to compete against Qwest site by site to provide "all services" to
selected schools and libraries under I.C. § 67-5718A (3). The split award (i.e, the am¢nded
SBPOs), on the other hand, could have constituted a common law rejection of the ENA Proposal
if the ENA Proposal had not previously been accepted by the original SBPOs and if thb amended
SBPOs did not violate I.C. § 67-5718A. Further, paragraph 2(h)(i) of the Teaming Agreement
did not provide that the Agreement terminated on any rejection. Paragraph 2(h)(i) of the
Teaming Agreement requires that a rejection be both formal and final.
Contract interpretation principles require the court construing a written instrument to
consider the instrument as a whole and to give meaning to all of the provisions of the Writing to
the extent possible. Idaho Power Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 748, 9 P.3d 1204,
1214 (2000); Selkirk Seed Co. v. State Insurance Fund, 135 Idaho 434,438, 18 P.3d 9~6, 960
I

(2000); Mag)c Valley Radiology Associates, P.A. v. Professional Business Services, lne., 119
I

Idaho 558,565,808 P.2d 1303, 1310 (1991). Theplainmeaningoftheword "formally'' does
not mean a rejection that occurs by operation oflaw. The word "finally'' indicates that!the
parties anticipated there could be give and take between ENA and the DOA before a :fma1
contract was entered or ENA's proposal is "formally and finally'' rejected.
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(July 11~ 2009 Collie email, R. Con£ 142-143.)
Mr. Collie reiterated his understanding that the Teaming Agreement was still in effect on
July 27, 2009 when he again wrote to Syringa CEO Greg Lowe asking Syringa to agree to the
use of its circuits in Salmon. Mr. Collie stated:
We completely understand the need to protect Syringa's interests, but
your action last week does focus our attention on exactly how ENA
might proceed with its limited portion of this project since Syringa
has never formally declared the teaming agreement to have been
terminated. Given the importance of the IEN to the State and your
continued support for ENA's continued preparations to implement its
assigned portion of this project, we assume that everyone
acknowledges that Syringa agrees with ENA moving forward in
accordance with its purchase order. As with the Salmon School
District, ENA intends to continue to press the State to use the
backbone offered by Syringa and its members' local loop options
despite the rejection of those portions of the RFP. We believe over
time we will prevail.
(July 11, 2009 Collie email, R. Conf. 165.)
At a minimum, genuine issues of material fact exist whether the issuance of a multiple
award as evidenced by the January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent and the January 28, 2009 $BPOs
was a "rejection" of the ENA Proposal as contemplated by the parties in the Teaming
Agreement. The February 26, 2009- amended SBPOs that "split" the award could not cionstitute a
rejection of the Proposal because the ENA Proposal had already been accepted by the ci>riginal
SBPOs.

7.

ENA's "Alternative Grounds" Do Not Support Entry of Summary ,
Judgment.

ENA argues that its obligation to Syringa was excused because the DOA acted
unilaterally when it split the award by issuing the amended SBPOs. ENA relies on two different
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Qwest also seeks an award of fees under§ 12-121. Qwest's Brief at 38-39. The district
court did not address this argument. As noted above, the Teaming Agreement is enfotceable and
Syringa produced evidence of interference with that contract by Qwest. Accordingly, i Syringa' s
claim was not baseless, and the Court should deny fees under§ 12-121 as well.

ID. CONCLUSION
The district court decisions granting Defendants' motions for summary judgm¢nt
dismissing Count Two, Count Three, Count Four and Count Five ofSyringa's Comp14int should
be reversed and remanded for further proceedings. In addition, the district court decision
awarding attorneys' fees to Qwest should be reversed, the award of attorneys fees to ENA should
be vacated pending further proceedings, and this Court should award Syringa reasonable costs
and attorneys' fees incurred in bringing this appeal against ENA.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 4th day of June, 201U'\
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Attorneys for Plaintiff-AppellantCross-Respondent
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION,
Defendant.

STATE OF VIRGINIA
COUNTY OF _Prince William_

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF ELISSA HOMENOCK
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
AND FOR OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARYJUDGMENT

)
) ss.
)

I, Elissa Homenock, first being duly sworn, state and affirm as follows:
1.

I am over the age of eighteen and have personal knowledge of the matters! stated

in this Affidavit.
2.

I am currently employed by CenturyLink, Inc. ("CenturyLink") in its Can:1ier

Management group. The Carrier Management group is CenturyLink's wholesale buyer of network services
for CenturyLink affiliates, including Qwest Communications Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink
!

("Qwest"). In this capacity, we negotiate and manage contracts with leased access/transport prqviders
around the nation. One of our leased access/transport providers is Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
3.

On April 24, 2011, Syringa and Qwest entered into a Master Service Agreement

("MSA") for such services. I was personally involved in discussions and negotiations with Sytinga

AFFIDAVIT OF ELISSA HOMENOCK IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND FOR OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
01ff52.0105.6597171.1
'
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regarding this MSA. Greg Lowe, Syringa's President, was also personally involved in the neg~tiations
regarding the MSA.
4.

A true and correct copy of the MSA is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

5.

Under the MSA, Qwest only purchases from Syringa, and may only purchase, services

needed for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"). This limitation on Syringa's providing services to
Qwest only as needed for the IEN was imposed by Syringa, not Qwest. To be consistent with oU11' other
service provider contracts, Qwest would prefer to eliminate the IEN-only restriction under the Syringa
MSA.

6.

True and correct copies of the negotiation emails and associated draft of the MSA are

attached hereto as Exhibit B and Exhibit C.

7.

Qwest has purchased services under the MSA for purposes of the IEN on a regular basis

since approximately the middle of 2011. From 2011 through 2013, Qwest paid the following amounts
to Syringa, related primarily to Private Line and Ethernet services:
2011
2012
2013
Total

8.

$241,809
$543,847
$649,710
$1,438,367

Qwest continues to purchase and utilize these services from Syringa for purposes

of the IEN through today. We also anticipate increasing our expenditures with Syringe.

in 2014,

depending on whether the State follows-through with anticipated upgrades to the IEN. \\1e
recently requested pricing from Syringa to upgrade 23 IEN sites that today are in service lthrough
Syringa, and have so far received quotes for 19 locations back from Syringa.
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14:53 FAX

480 998 ~2

BRVAN CAVE LLP

:

~

004/005

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

~ , # ~ !

Elissa Homenock

~

SUBSCRIBF:D AND SWORN before me this ..6

day of May, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this S- day of May, 2014, I caused to be served a!true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF ELISSA HOMENOCK IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND FOR OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
1

David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-388-1300

"K.

AFFIDAVIT OF ELISSA HOMENOCK IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
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Qwest.
Spirit of Serv/ce'u

SERVICE AGREEMENT
(Service ProVider's Local Access and lnterexchange Services being offered lo gwest)
THIS AGREEMEN:r, including all Appendices. Addenda, and Exhibits ("Agreement") is made and entered into as of this
24th _ day of l\pF1 I
, 2011, by and between QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY. LLC, (referred lo as "Qwest"
or "Customer"), a Delaware limited liability company. with offices at 1801 California Street. Denver, Colorado 80202
(hereinafter referred to as ·customer") and SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC. an Idaho limited Debility company, with offices
at 3795 S. Developmenl Avenue, Boise, Idaho 83705 (hereinafter referred to as "Service Provider") for the sole purpose
of providing Services (as defined herein) necessary for the completion of the Idaho Education Network only. Customer
and Service Provider are collectively referred to herein as the 'Parties· and individually as a "Party". The Parties hereby
agree as foUows:
ARTICLE 1
DEFINmoNS
1.1

The terms used in this Agreemenl will have their normal or common meanings, except terms defined in place

and the following capitafized terms.

ASR or Service Order. ·ASR' (acronym for Access Service Request') or ·service Order· means the
mechanism utilized by Customer to initiate a Service Order hereunder. A sample ASR or Service Order is set forth in
EKhibil A.
Adverse Network Change "Adverse Network Change" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.5.
~ - ·Affiliate" means any entity that directly or indirectly controls. is controlled by. or is under common
control with, a party. "Control" means: {a) the possession, directly or indlractly, of the power to direct or cause the direction
of management and policies of any such entity whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract. or
otherwise; and (b) for Customer Affiliates, direct or indirect ownership of 25% or greater of the equity interest.
~ - "Appendix" means an appendix to the Agreement. Each of the Appendices listed below 1s attached
hereto and incorporated herein without need for execution. The Appendices are as follows:
AppendiK No. 1

Service Descriptions

Appendix No. 2

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Appendix No. 3

Maintenance and Support Plan

Appendix No. 4

Bilfing and Invoices

Availability. 'Availability" means the ability to transmit and receive communications between the Points of
Demarcation in accordance with the Service Level Agreement set forth in Appendix No. 2.
Chronic Interruption. ·chronic Interruption" has the meaning sel forth in the Service Level Agreement set forth
in Appendix No. 2.
Confidential lnfonnalion. "Confidential Information" means any and all business. technical or third party
information (including but not limited to, trade secrets, marketing plans. financial data, specifications, drawings. sketches.
models. samples. computer programs and documentation) provided, disclosed or made accessible by one party (the
"Disclosing Party") to the other (the "Receiving Party") under this Agreement that is either identified as or would be
reasonably understood lo be confidential or proprietary. Conlidenlial Information also includes the tenns and conditions of
this Agreement. Confidential Information does not include Information that the Receiving Party can clearly establish by
written evidence; (a) is or becomes known to the Receiving Party from a third party without an obligation to maintain its
confidentiality; {b) is or becomes generally known to the public through no act or omission of the ReceMng Party; or (c) is
independently developed by the Receiving Perty without the use of Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party,
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Connecting Facility Assignment or CFA "Connecting Facility Assignment" or "CFA" means the identifier or
location where Customer will interconnect with Service Provider, such as a slot or channel assignment where the
Customer will be interconnecting with Service Provider.

Q.bB. "DLR" (acronym for "Design Layout Record") means a record containing the technical information that
describes the facilities and termination provided by Service Provider to Customer used In the design of a particular
Service Element.
Delay. "Delay" means a delay in the Installation, implementation, completion, delivery, addition, deletion, move,
or modification of any Service Element beyond the FOC Date, provided that the delay Is not caused by denial of access to
the Premises where such access is necessary to install, implement, delete, move or modify the Service.
Distribution Network. "Distribution Network" means Service Provider's hub where Service Provider can deliver
Services to the End-User.
Early Disconnect Charge. "Early Disconnect Charge" has the meaning set forth In Section 3.3(b).
Effective Date. "Effective Date• means the first day on which the Service Agreement has been signed by an
authorized representative of each Party.
Emergency Maintenance. 'Emergency Maintenance" means corrective maintenance which is required in order
for a particular Service or Service Element to satisfy the performance specifications set forth in this Agreement and which;
if not accompllshed promptly, could result in a serious degradation or loss of service to the Customer, the End User, or the
Network.
End User. "End User" means a user to whom Customer will provide telecommunications services utilizing, in
part, telecommunications services provided by Service Provider to Customer under this Agreement.
Entrance Facility System or System. "Entrance Facility System" or "System" means the Services that provide
transport between Customer's POPs and selected Local Exchange Carrier ("LEC") serving wire centers. Systems utilize
the Service Provider's Network and are available between On-Net locations and LEC serving wire centers owned b>'.
Service Provider or in which Service Provider has a collocation arrangement with the LEC. Customer, at Its sole
discretion, wlll have the following options regarding the purchase of Entrance Facility Systems: (i) purchase a dedicated
Entrance Facility System and Customer controls the Connecting Facility Assignment for such system; or (Ii) customer will
only pay for the Service Elements it purchases on an Entrance Facility System and will not be responsible for paying the
Service Provider for the Entrance Facmty System that Service Provider instans In Customer's POP.
Exhibit. 'Exhibit" means an exhibit to this Agreement. Each Exhibit listed below is attached hereto and
incorporated herein. The Exhibits are as follows:
Exhibit A

Sample ASR or Service Order

Exhibit B

Intentionally omitted

Exhibit C

Intentionally omitted

Exhibit D

Intentionally Omitted

Fiber Distribution Panel. "Fiber Distribution Panel" or ('FOP") means the equipment used to deliver Service
(excluding Ethernet Service and non-optical Services) which resides In front of the equipment of Customer or of
Customer's End Users, as applicable. An FOP serves as an optical Point of Demarcation. This optical service interface is
in the fonn of a port or a jack on a Customer provided FDP (as set forth on the Appendices), unless it is mutually agreed
upon by the Parties for the Service Provider to provide the FOP. Where the interface occurs in a Customer POP, the
installation and maintenance of the connection between the Customer provided equipment and the socket on the FOP are
the responsibility of the Customer. Where the Interface occurs on the premises of Customer's End Users, the installation
and maintenance of the connection from the FOP to the End User's equipment are the responsibility of Service Provider.
~ - 'FOC" (acronym for "Firm Order Conflfmation") means the form utilized by Service Provider accepting •
Customer's Service Order or ASR. A FOC will become a part of, and be subject to, this Agreement.
FOC Date. "FOC Date· means the date in the FOC that Service Provider commits to installing a speclfrc
Service Element and such Service Element will be ready on the FOC Date for Joint testing to commence.
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Interruption. "Interruption· means the period during which any Service Bement fails to meet an applicable
performance specification as stated in the Agreement, including the Appendices, attached hereto. Interruptions are
specifically not limited to total loss or discontinuance of Service. Interruptions do not include: (a} failures caused by
Customer or customer premises equipment; (b} failures during any force majeure condition; (o} failures due directly to the
failure of power or equipment provided by Customer; or (d} failures due to scheduled maintenance and repair, provided
that Service Provider notifies Customer in advance of any scheduled maintenance and repair in accordance with the
provisions in this Agreement. An Interruption begins when Service Provider first becomes aware of the fallure or, if
release of the affected Service Element is necessary for repair, after such Service Element is so released. An Interruption
ends when the repaired or restored Service Element has been accepted by Customer in accordance with this Agreement.
Interruption Credjt. "Interruption Credit" has the meaning set forth In Appendix 2.

!,Q8. "LOA" (acronym for "Letter of Authorization"} means a letter or other document that Service Provider
provides to Qwest that authorizes Customer to share certain CFA information with a third party carrier to connect local
access to specifically identified network facilities of Service Provider. When Service Provider issues Customer a LOA for
virtual POPs, there will be no expiration date related to such LOA.
Lien Claims. "Lien Claims• has the meaning set forth in Section 8.8.
Monthly Recurring Charges or MRCs. "Monthly Recurring Charges• or "MRCs" means the charges that Service
Provider bills Customer on a monthly basis, on a per Service Element basis.
~ . "Network" means the proprietary telecommunications network of either Party as the context of the
provision requires or as contemplated under this Agreement.
Network Changes. "Network Changes· has the meaning set forth in Section 3.6.
Network Interface. 'Network Interface• means the electro-mechanical or optical interface that provides the
Parties interconnection between their respective Networks.
Non-recurring Charges or NRCs. "NRC" means all charges for Services that are not MRCs, including but not
limited to, taxes, Early Disconnect Charges or other termination liability incurred by Customer.
Ordering and Billlng Forum. "Ordering and BIiiing Forum" has the meaning sst forth in Section 3.7.
~ . "Off-Net' shall mean traffic that originates from or terminates to any location that is not on the Service
Provider Network.
On-Net. "On-Net" means a location where Service Provider has: (i) fiber-optic cable, at a minimum, terminated
from its Minimum Point of Entry ("MPOEj ("On-Net Building") to a Service Provider hub and such fiber is lit by Service
Provider; and (ii) any necessary third party licenses, approvals or permissions to comect its' fiber from the public rightsof-way to the MPOE and install or utilize the necessary inside plant facilities, including, without limitation, power. riser
conduit and fiber optics.
Point of Demarcation. "Point of Demarcation· means the point of interconnection between the Service Interface
Unit, the Fiber Distribution Panel, or the DSX panel (interface Is dependent on what type of Service Is being provided)
which will serve as the Service Provider's demarcation point in front of the equipment of Customer or of Customer's End
Users, as applicable, ("Demarcation #1) and any line, circuit or terminal equipment that is owned, leased or maintained by
Service Provider ("Demarcation #2). For each Service Element, there are two Points of Demarcation (Demarcation #1
and Demarcation #2) which identify the points between which Iha Service Provider is responsible to provide equipment
and Service, and beyond which Customer or End User is responsible. Under this Agreement, Demarcation #2 could
involve four (4) different scenarios at the point of interconnection:
The Point of Demarcation is at a "meet-me-room• at a carrier hotel whereby the SIU or FDP is
provided by the building owner; or
(I~ The Point of Demarcation is at a Customer POP and the SIU or FOP is pre-instaUed by Customer: or
(iii} The Point of Demarcation is at a Service Provider hub and the SIU or FOP is provided by either
Service Provider or Customer; or
(iv) The Point of Demarcation is at a mutually agreed upon location (e.g., manhole)
(i)

In regards to Demarcation #1 (i.e., at End-User Premises), described above, Iha Service Provider will provide the SIU or
FDP.
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e.Qf. •pop• (acronym for "Point of Presence") means a specific location within a Local Access Transport Area
(LATA) where Customer terminates or originates its local exchange or interexchange service.
Premises. "Premises• means the site to which Service is provided, which will be identified on the ASR.
Premises includes End-User sites, Customer POPs, or other Customer designated locations, as the context requires.
Request For Quotation or

RFQ. "Request for Quotation• or "RFQ" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.1 (h).

Requested FOC Date. "Requested FOC Date" means the date that Customer requests Service Provider to
commit to installing a specific Service Element, which wlll be set forth in the ASR for each Service Element.
Service. "Service• or "Services" means special access and interexchange transport service(s), including ah
Entrance Facinty System, provided by Service Provider as identified on an ASR(s). The Services wHI include the Service
Provider Network involving the following interconnection processes:
I)
ii)
iii)

at the point of interconnection (I.e., Service Provider hub, a carrier hotel (or a manhole, or splice
box), a Qwest POP); to
a lateral into a building/facility; or
a lateral within a building/facility to the End-User's Premises

Service Element. "Service Element" means any line or circuit of a Service at a Premises, including an Entrance
Facility System.
Service Element Term. "Service Element Term" means the set period of time for which a Service Bement(s) is
to be provided.
Service Interface Unit or SIU. "Service Interface Unif' or 'SIU" means the Service Provider's equipment used
to deliver Ethernet Service which resides In front of the equipment of Customer or of Customer's End Users, as
applicable. Each service interface Is in the form of a port on a Service Provider provided SIU (set forth on the
Appendices). Where the interface occurs in a Customer POP, the installation and maintenance of the connectior!l
between the Customer provided equipment and the socket on the SIU are the responsibility of the Customer. Where the
interface occurs on the premises of Customer's End Users, the installation and maintenance of the connection from the
SIU lo the End User's equipment are the responsibility of Service Provider.
Service Level Agreement or SLA. The "Service Level Agreement· or 'SLA" (found in Appendix No. 2) contain$
certain terms and conditions (In addition to those found in this Agreement) regarding Service Provider performance
requirements and Service level commitments, and also contains remedies for Customer to hold Service Provider
financially accountable for failing to meet these requirements and commitments.
Service Upgrade. "Service Upgrade" means any revision, improvement, enhancement, modification or additioA
to a Service (Including Increases In the functionality or improvements In performance) that Is developed by or for Service
Provider and is offered by Service Provider to customers (or Implemented by Service Provider In Its Network) without
charge.

Start of Service Date. ·start of Service Date• for a Service Bement means the later of (i) the FOC Date for th~
Service Element, or (ii) the date immediately after successful testing and acceptance of Iha Service Element by the
Parties pursuant to the joint testing procedures under Article 6.
ARTICLE2
RIGHTS OF CUSTOMER AFFILIATES
Customer has contracted with Service Provider urder this Agreement in order lo satisfy current or ftAure
requirements of Customer and Customer Affiliates; (b) to the extent that the interests of Customer Affiliates are affected by this
Agreement, all obligations of Service Provider under this Agreement will exterd and all rights and privileges of Customer will
accrue to the Customer Affiliates to the same extent as such obligations, rights and privileges extend or accrue to Customer
under this Agreement; and (c) notwithstanding the foregoing, Customer will be responsible lo Service Provider for the
performance of Customer's and its Afli6ates' obligations under this Agreement.
ARTICLE3
PROVISION OF SERVICE
3.1
Service Provider will provide On-Net Services to Customer In accordance with the following terms and
conditions and those listed In Appendix No. 2:
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(a)
To order On-Net Services, Customer need only tender to Service Provider an ASR specifying: (i) the
Service requested; (ii) the Customer's POP to be served; (iii) the Premises; (iv) the Requested FOC Date; and (V) the
Service Element Term.
(b)
Upon receipt of an ASR from Customer, Service Provider will provide a written response to Customer
specifically Identifying any and aU omissions or Inaccuracies In the ASR that Customer must correct before Service
Provider is able to process the ASR. This will be completed by Service Provider within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt df
theASR.
(c)
Aller Customer corrects any omissions and inaccuracies in the ASR Identified by Service Provider in
accordance with Subsection (b), Service Provider will provide an FOG to Customer within the timeframes set forth in
Appendix No. 2. The FOC will provide any necessary Service intervals as well as a committed FOC Date for the Service
Element, which will in no event, exceeds the Installation intervals for the Service Bement as set forth in Appendix No. 2
and Service Provider will use its reasonable efforts to accommodate Customer's requests for expedited installations.
(d)
Service Provider will provide DLR information concerning the Service Element within the timefram8$
set forth in Appendix No. 2.
(e)
At any time prior to the FOC Date, Customer may, upon payment of a One Hundred Dollar ($1001
ASR change order processing fee, delay the Installation of such Service Element by sending Service Provider a revised
ASR changing only the Requested FOC Date for such Service Element (which date will thereafter be treated under this
Agreement as the original FOC Date for such Service Element), which ASR will thereafter govern the terms pursuant t(l)
which the Service Element is provided.

(f)

Customer will have the option to control the Connecting Facility Assignment for all dedicated Services

hereunder.
(g)
If Service Provider receives an ASR for a Service which requires non-standard pricing quoted on an
individual case basis ("ICB"), Service Provider will place the ASR on held and, within twenty-four (24) hcurs of receipt of
the ASR, nctify Customer's Carrier Management Group in writing that Customer placed an ASR for Services requiring IC~
pricing. Customer's Carrier Management Group will have five (5) business days to respond to Service Provider instructing
Service Provider how to proceed. If Customer's Carrier Management Group does not respcnd back to Service Provider
within this timeframe, the ASR will be deemed cancelled and the Service Provider will not proceed with the order.
(h)
To order Services requiring ICB pricing, Customer must send Service Provider a Request fot
Quotation ("RFQ') specifying: Q) the Service requested; (ii) the Customer POP lo be served; (iii) the Premises; (iv) the
Requested FOC Date; and (v) the Service Bement Term.
(i)
Service Provider will provide a written response to the RFQ (a "Firm Proposal"), so that Customer
receives it within three (3) business days for On-Net Service or five (5) business days for Off-Net Services involving nc>
special construction fees after Service Provider's receipt of the RFQ, specifying: (i) the Service to be provided; (ii)
Customer's POP to be served; (ill) the Premises; (iv) the FOC Date; (v) all NRCs; (vi) all MRCs; and (v) all Service
Element Terms. The Firm Proposal will remain in effect for ninety (90) days after Customer receives it.
0)
If Customer receives a Firm Proposal from Service Provider more than three (3) business days for
On-Net Service or five (5) business days for Off-Net Services involving no special construction fees after Service
Provider's receipt of an RFQ, and Customer submits an ASR to Service Provider, Customer has the option to expedite the
ASR at no additional charge for On-Net Services. If Customer requests the ASR to be expedited, Service Provider will
use its best efforts to meet the expedited due date.

(k)
Upon receipt of a Firm Proposal, Customer may order the applicable Services by tendering to
Service Provider an ASR with terms which are materially consistent with those in the Firm Proposal. Service Provider will
provide Customer with a FOG for the Services within the timeframes set forth in Appendix No. 2.
3.2
Each Service Element will be subject to the Service Element Term, if any, specified in the ASR, which will
commence upon the Start of Service Date.
(a)
After the expiration of the Service Element Term of a Service Element: (i) Service Provider will
continue to provide the Service Element to Customer on a month-to-month basis, upon the same terms and ccnditions1
and at the MRCs that were in effect at the time of the expiration; or (II) Customer may enter into a new agreement for a
new Service Element Term for the Service Element,
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(b)
Customer will not be responsible for any non-recurring charges associated with the repricing of a
Service Element that remains in place after the expiration oflts Service Element Term.
3.3
Customer may instruct Service Provider to disconnect any Service Element by giving Service Provider twenty..
four (24) hours advance written notice of the disconnection for On-Net Services and ten (10) business days for Off-Net
Services.
(a)
If Customer instructs Service Provider to disconnect a Service Element prior to the expiration of ii$
Service Element Term, Service Provider will permit Customer lo do so without liability for an Early Disconnect Charge (a$
described below) If (A) Customer requests such disconnection in accordance with a provision of this Agreement thal
permits Customer to discontinue an affected Service Element without liability; (8) Customer elects a portability option
whereby Customer orders a new Service Element under the guidelines as stipulated below; or (C) the Service Element iS
being replaced or upgraded by another higher capacity Service Element (e.g., a DS-3 Is replaced or upgraded with an
OC-3 Service Element) to the same Premises. If Customer elects the portability option as described in Subsection (8)
above, Customer will order a new Service Element under the following guidelines to replace the Service Element that ill
being terminated. The portabifity guidelines, if applicable, are as follows: (Q new Service Element's MRCs are equal to or
greater than those associated with the Service Element being replaced; and (ii) new Service Element has a Service
Element Term which is equal to or greater than the remainder of the Service Element Term of the Service Element being
replaced, rounded up to the next highest Service Element Term (see example below).
An example for Section 3.3(a} (ijl above:
Customer elects to terminate ("port") an OC-3 in Its seventeenth month of being in service and It has an initial three (3)
year Service Element Term affiliated with it. The new OC-3 (or higher bandwidth) that will replace the existing OC-3 will
have a Service Element Term that is a minimum of 2 years (36 months [original Service Element Term] -17 months [lime
in service)= 19 months, then rounded to the next highest Service Element Term which is a 2 year term).
(b)
If Customer orders such diSoonnection for its convenience, rather than in accordance with a provision
of this Agreement that permits Customer to diSoontinue an affected Service Element without liability, Service Provider
may, as Its sole and exclusive remedy, charge Customer the following disconnect charges ("Early Disconnect Charge").
Early Disconnect Charges will be incurred in accordance with the guidelines below.
Early Disconnect Charges will be calculated as follows:

Q) If Customer terminates any Service Element as set forth above at any time during the first twenty-four (24)
months of the Service Element Term, Customer shall pay one hundred percent (100%) of the remaining MRCs
for the affected Service Element.
(ii) If Customer terminates any Service Element as set forth above at any time during months twenty fwe (25),
through forty eight (48) of the Service Element Term, Customer shall pay seventy five percent (75%) of the
remaining MRCs for the affected Service Element.

(Iii) If Customer terminates any Service Element as set forth above at any time during months forty nine (49)
through sixty (60) of the Service Element Term, Customer shall pay fifty percent (50%) of the remaining MRCs
for the affected Service Element

3.4
herein.

The Service will Include normal Installation, maintenance, inspection, repair and testing Services as detailed

3.5
Service Provider will notify Customer in advance of the following occurrences if a Network Change, as defined
below, is Service affecting or affects the routing diversity of a particular Service Element: (a) any substitution, change, or
rearrangement of telecommunications equipment used in providing Service; (b) any modification to Service Provider's
Network; or (c) the implementation of a Service Upgrade (collectively 'Network Changes") that may adversely affect the
nature or quality of Customer's or Customer's End User's receipt of the Services. Service Provider will not, without,
Customer's prior written consent, make any Network Changes that would impair or adversely change in any respect the
nature and quality of Service or type of Service, or require Customer to modify or replace any of the equipment used in
Customer's Network ("Adverse Network Change"), unless Service Provider agrees In advance to pay all direct costs and·
expenses that will be imposed on Customer as a result of such Adverse Network Change.
3.6

Service Provider will comply with the installation intervals set forth In Appendix No. 2.

3.7
If Network Data Mover ("NDM") Is available to transmit ASRs from Customer to Service Provider, this medium
will be used. However, once Customer reaches the $100,000 per month revenue level with Service Provider, before
discounts are appUed, Service Provider will be required to provide an electronic Interface with Customer, al Service
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Provider's expense, for ASR transmission and other purposes. If NDM is used, Service Provider will follow any Ordering
and BHllng Forum standards for use of NDM. if NDM cannot be utilized, Customer will transmit ASRs to Service Provider
via e-mail or facsimile to 208-229-6110. Service Provider will provide an electronic confirmation of receipt of ASR to
Customer within one (1) business day of receipt of such ASR.
3.8
Service Provider and Customer will cooperate in planning and implementing Services in an efficient, costeffective manner. Such cooperation will Include regular meetings as set forth in this Section, each Party's prompt
provision to the other of information that the other may reasonably require to carry out its responsibilities hereunder, and
reasonable cooperation with third party vendors of products and services to Customer. The Parties will meet quarter!~,
either in perscn at mutually agreed-upon locations or via conference call, to review invoices for the Services, to a ~
Service Provider's compliance with the performance specifications, to review the status of Service Provider'$
implementation of outstanding ASRs and FOCs, and to discuss other matters related to the Parties' obligations under the
Agreement.
3.9
Services characterized by Service Provider as On-Net that do not materially meet the specifications and/ar
requirements for On-Net Services as set forth herein may be terminated by Customer upon written notice and witho~
liability and Service Provider wDI refund to Customer any charges for tha affected Services paid in advance of the
rendering thereof.
3.10
Either Party may terminate this Agreement in its entirety, or any facilities provided by Service Provider 19
Customer pursuant to this Agreement, In the event such Party reasonably deems itself Insecure with respect to the other
Party's continuing ability to meet Its obligations under the terms of the Agreement due to the occurrence of any of the
following, where such occurrence is not cured within ninety (90) days of written notice: (a) a Party fdes a voluntary petitioiil
in bankruptcy; or (b) a Party fails to secure the dismissal of an involuntary petition in bankruptcy within sixty (60) days or
the filing. In the event Customer terminates this Agreement in whole or in part, pursuant to this section, Customer wm
only be obligated to pay for charges accrued but unpaid as of the termination date and will not be required to pay any
Early Disconnect Charges.

ARTICLE4
INTERCONNECTION
4.1
Interconnection of Service Provider telecommunications equipment and End-User terminal equipment will be
the responsibility of Service Provider with Customer's reasonable coordination and direction. Service Provider will
immediately repair or replace End-User equipment damaged by Service Provider or its agent during interconnection,
Customer will immediately repair or replace Service Provider's telecommunications equipment damaged by Customer or
its agent during interconnection.
4.1.1
The Point of Demarcation between the Service Provider's Network and the Customer's Network will
be at the locations requested by Customer on the ASR. Service Provider will bear the cost of bringing Its Network to each
of the designated Points of Demarcation requested by Customer. In most cases, Customer will request that the Point of
Demarcation for Service Provider to interconnect to Customer's Network be at a manhole or a meet-me-room, in which
case the Parties will splice Service Provider's fibers lo Customer's house fiber that runs from the meet-me-room to
Customer's FDP. After the Initial fiber splice, test, and acceptance between Service Provider and Customer, Service
Provider will be responsible for all trouble shooting and maintenance of its fiber up to the splice vault or Point of
Demarcation in the manhole or meet-me-room. Customer will be responsible for the trouble shooting and maintenance or.
Q) the splice/interconnection of Service Provider's fiber to Customer's house fiber, QQ Customer's house fiber Itself; and
(ifi) the termination of the house fiber on the Customer provided FOP. Service Provider is responsible for the jumpers from
Customer's provided FDP to Service Provider's systems and facilities at a particular location!
4.1.2
Wrth respect to all other points of interconnection and subject to 4.1.3 below, If the Parties agree to
interconnect their respective Networks at Service Provider's designated third party interconnection facilities (e.g .. , al a
carrier hotel), Service Provider will coordinate with the facility management of the interconnection facility for the necessary
interconnection rights, and all reasonable charges associated with such Interconnection to Customer will be negotiated
between the Parties. In some cases, the third party interconnection facility may require Customer to purchase the
interconnection service directly from It, in which case Service Provider will coordinate and facilitate such purchase by
Customer and the cost of such third party Interconnection will be mutually agreed upon by the Parties. Additionally, the
Parties may in the future agree to interconnection of the Services at designated Customer POPs not located in a Service
Provider On-Net location or Service Provider's service hubs. Where the lnterconneotion/collocation is at a Customer POP,
the terms of the Collocation/Interconnection Addendum attached hereto as Exhibit D will apply. Service Provider will!
arrange, with tha assistance of Customer, if needed, for all neceesary building aocess rights required for Service Provider
to collocate/interconnect in the agreed upon Customer POP. In addition, Iha Parties wUI work together to develop and
mutually agree upon a process for the Service Provider to provide Customer with the following information: (i) Telcordia
CLLI codes of the node/ACTL; (ii) equipment codes, and (Ill) part numbers/codes.
1

1
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Where the interconnection/collocation is at Service Provider's hub(s), the terms of such collocation an(!
interconnection will be attached hereto as an exhibit to this Agreement. Service Provider will arrange for all necessary
building acoess rights required for Customer to collocate/interconnect in the agreed upon Service Provider's hub.

4.1.3
Should Customer request a Point of Demarcation between Customer's Network and Service
Provider's Network that is not a designated Service Provider interconnection facility, then the Parties agree lo discuss the
commercial feasibillty of such request, and upon mutual agreement by the Parties ln writing, lo share in, on an individ~I
case basis, the cost of providing the requested alternative interconnection facility. In making such a request hereunder,
Customer wlll use its best efforts to propose, and Service Provider wUI use its best efforts to design, the most cost
effective alternative interconnection facility capable of satisfying the interconnection needs of the Customer.
4.2
If a direct interconnection between Customer facilities and Service Provider facifities is applicable, the terms
and conditions will be consistent with the terms of collocation set forth in Exhibit D

4.3
Upon request, Service Provider will provide interface specifications for any Service at no additional chergei.
Service Provider will, upon the receipt of appropriate specifications from Customer, inform Customer of (a) thli!
compatibiHty with the Services of any telecommunications equipment or software that Customer proposes to use ; (b) the
reasonably anticipated effects, if any, of the use of such telecommunications equipment or software on the quality(
operating characteristics and efficiency of the Services; and (c) the reasonably anticipated effects, If any, of the Service$
on the operating cheracterlstics and efficiency of any such telecommunications equipment or software. Service Provider
will also inform Customer of any intellectual property claims that have been raised by the use of the Services or any
similar services offered by other vendors with any telecommunications equipment or software that Customer proposes IQ
use.
ARTICLES
BILLING AND PAYMENT
5.1
As compensation for the Services provided by Service Provider and Service Provider's compliance with ii$
obligations hereunder,
(a)
Service Provider may invoice Customer the rates and charges as of the Start of Service Date for all
appHcable Service Elements as set forth in each appllcable ASR or Service Order. Non-usage based charges for Service
Elements will be billed monthly in advance. Usage based charges for Service Elements will be billed in arrears.
(b)
Service Provider may, in Service Provider's sole discretion, waive all non-recurring rates and charges
associated with On-Net Services provided under this Agreement.

5.2
Service Provider wiO invoice such fees and charges on the Invoice issued immediately following the Start of
Service Date for the Service Elements, and will invoice Customer for all fees and charges, including, without limitation,
any Early Disconnect Charges and other NRCs, applicable to any Service within one hundred twenty (120) days of date
such Service is rendered or disconnected. If Service Provider falls to invoice any charges within such one hundred twenty
(120) day period, Service Provider wlU forfeit the right to collect such fees and charges. Customer will have no obligation
to make payment of any fees or charges billed subsequent to such one-hundred twenty (120) day period. Customer will
pay aU undisputed items on an invoice at the address provided for herein, within thirty (30) days after receipt of such
invoice (the "Payment Due Dale").
5.3
Service Provider will maintain billing records and will generate invoices in connection with the provision of the
Services in the format and media, and with the content and level of detail as specified in Appendix No. 4. Service
Provider may change the format of invoices, but not the content thereof, and will use 1!11 reasonable efforts to give
Customer thirty (30) days advance written notice of such changes. Customer may require reasonable changes in the
form, media and structure of invoices from time to time, with the concurrence of Service Provider. For an invoice to be,
deemed received under Section 5.2, the invoice must comply with the requirements as to content and level of detail se~
forth in Appendix No. 4. In addition, the Parties will provide one another with reasonably requested information for bill'
validation. Service Provider will provide all billing information, including, but not limited to the invoice, electronically via e0
mail or via other web-based applications, to qwestxtrak@teoco.com.

1

5.4
If Customer has a dispute regarding the amount of any charges for the Services under any current or prior
invoice(s), Customer may withhold the disputed amounts by paying all undisputed amounts under any involce(s) due at
the time of Customer's dispute and providing an explanation of reasons for disputing the unpaid amount and, if applicable,
an explanation for disputing any charges in excess of the withheld amounts (Which may be withheld In Mure invoices)•.
The Parties will cooperate in good faith to resolve any such disputes within a ninety (90) day period after the date of
Customer's explanation of the disputed charges. If the dispute is not resolved during this period, then either Party may
seek resolution pursuant to Article 23, and Service Provider will not have the right to suspend or terminate Service
pending the outcome of a proceeding related thereto. Any billing disputes which are resolved in favor of Customer will be,
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adjusted on the next invoice following the resolution of such dispute. If Customer has already paid the disputed amount
and that amount is greater than the amount owed by Customer to Service Provider on the subsequent Invoice, then
Service Provider will make a separate payment to Customer of such resolved disputed amount within thirty (30) days Of
Customer's receipt of the subsequent invoice ("Resolved Dispute Payment Date"). Any such payment not received by
Customer by the Resolved Dispute Payment Date will accrue interest at the rate of one percent (1 %) per month, or the
highest interest rate allowed by law, whichever is lower. If a billing dispute is resolved in favor of Service Provider, al14l
Customer has withheld such amounts, Customer shall pay ail such disputed amounts plus interest at the rate of one
percent (1%) per month, or the highest interest rate allowed by law, whichever is lower, on or before the Resolved Dispute
Payment Date. If a billing dispute Is resolved in favor of Customer, and Customer has paid such disputed amounts,
Service Provider shall credit ail such disputed amounts plus interest at the rate of one percent (1%) per month, or the
highest interest rate allowed by law, whichever is lower, on the subsequent invoice to Qwest following the resolution of the
dispute.
5.5
Service Provider will invoice Customer the monthly recurring rates and charges for each Service Element Ir:,
advance of the month to which such rates and charges are applicable. When the Start of Service Date for a Service
Element falls on other than the first day of the month, the charge for that month will be prorated When a Service Element
is disconnected on other than the first day of the month (in which event, Service Provider will not charge Customer the
monthly recurring rates and charges for that month) and Service Provider has already invoiced Customer the monthly
recurring rates and charges for such Service Element for the month in which it is being disconnected, Service Provider will
give Customer a prorated credit on the next invoice.
ARTICLE 6
TEST AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
6.1
Service Provider will insure that each Service Element, including each Entrance FacilHy System, passes all
acceptance tests set forth in the Appendices hereto as well as in this Section 6.1 prior to its FOC Date.
(a)
Prior to calling Customer lo confirm that the Service Element is ready for Customer's acceptallClt
testing, Service Provider will perform such tests as may be required lo ensure that the Service Element meets or exceed'1
the network performance standards detailed in Telcordia technical publications GR-253-CORE and GR-499-CORE or any
successor document thereto, including the SLA herein. Service Provider will perform such tests prior to the FOC Date for
the Service Element.
(b)
Upon Service Provider's completion of testing of the Service Element, the Service Provider technician
will call the Customer at the Customer contact telephone number that is listed on the applicable ASR to confirm that the
Service Bement is ready for joint acceptance testing. The Parties will agree upon a time to perform such joint acceptance
testing.
(c)
The Service Provider technician will work with the Customer technician lo complete the joint
acceptance test to the satisfaction of both Parties prior to or on the FOC Date for such Service Element. Such testing will
include, at minimum: (i) 72 consecutive hours of error-free operation for the entire Service Element (including router to
router, if applicable), as verified by an external test set on the Services; (ii) the same 72 consecutive hours of error-free
operation verified by applicable performance management registers on Service Provider's equipment; (iii) verification that
all appropriate Service Provider equipment provides valid alarm telemetry to the Service Provider's customer service
center.
(d)
If for any reason Customer is not prepared to complete acceptance testing on the scheduled day, the,
Service Provider technician and the Customer contact will reschedule as soon as possible.
(e)
if the joint acceptance testing cannot be completed on or before the FOC Date for reasons
attributable to Customer, Service Provider will mark the installation complete and Customer will have five (5) business
days following this notice to complete joint testing. After such five (5) day period, if Customer has failed to complete joint'
testing, Service Provider may begin bllllng Customer as of the Start of Service Date for the Service Element. If after the
five (5) business day period Customer is prepared to test the Service Element, Customer will open a trouble ticket to
commence joint testing. If upon such testing the Service Element fails to meet the specifications described below after
billing on the Service Element hes commenced, then the provisions of Appendix No. 2 (Interruption Credits) will apply.
(f)
If Customer tests the Service Element pursuant to the terms hereof and deems ii not acceptable,
Customer will notify Service Provider of the refusal to sign off on the Service Element and provide a list of discrepancies.
Once discrepancies have been remedied, step (c) through step (e) wlll be repeated again until the testing is deemed
acceptable by Customer.
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(g)
If Customer tests the Service Element pursuant to the terms hereof and deems It acceptable.
Customer will notify Service Provider and Service Provider may begin billing Customer as of the Start of Service Date for
the Service Element.

6.2
Service Provider will insure that the Services at all times meet or exceed the specifications set forth in any
applicable ASR and Appendices No. 1, No. 2. and No. 3.

ARTICLE7
MONITORING. MAINTENANCE & EMERGENCY ACTIONS
7.1
Service Provider wUI monitor and maintain the Services In accordance with Appendices No. 2. No. 3. Service
Provider and Customer will reasonably cooperate In efforts to prevent and cure unauthorized use of the Services provided
hereunder, including by expeditiously informing each other of suspected abuse and assisting each other In the preparatlor,
and presentation of relevant information to officials of any jurisdiction for the purpose of prosecuting those individuals
responsible for the abuse or misuse of Services provided to Customer hereunder. The Parties will also reasonably
cooperate with each other in all legal actions that one or both of them may bring against third parties responsible for 1h11
abuse or misuse of such Services.

7.2
If any Party, in its sole discretion, determines the! an emergency action is necessary lo protect its own Network,
the Party may block any transmission path over its Network by the other Party where transmissions do not meet the
Party's required Network standards (Service Provider will provide the applicable Network standards lo Customer upon
Customer's request); provided, however, that the affected Party promptly notifies the other Party via telephone within
fifteen (15) minutes after such blockage has taken place. Service Provider will notify Customer's Network Surveillance
Center at 800-860-6485, and Customer will notify Service Provider's Network Operations Center at 800-454-7214. None
of the Parties' respective obligations to one another under this Agreement will be affected by any such blockage except
that Customer will be relieved, on a pro rate basis, of all obfigations to make payments for charges relating to any Service
which is blocked, unless Customer or its End Users are responsible for causing the Network blockage.
7.3

In the event of an Interruption:

(a)
If Service Provider falls to resolve an Interruption within the time frames set forth in Appendix No.
Service Provider will be liable lo Customer for the Interruption Credits set forth In Appendix No. 2.

2,

(b)
It may be difficult, if not impossible, to accurately determine the amount of damages that Customer
may incur if a Service Element suffers an Interruption and the above amounts, identified as Interruption Credits, are a
reasonable estimate in such an event.
7.4
Service Provider will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide disaster recovery assistance to Customer
when Customer needs to interconnect with an interexchange carrier on a short term emergency basis. Service Provider
will not charge Customer any monthly recurring rates and charges associated with Service Elements used in connection
with disaster recovery assistance for the first five (5) business days during which Customer uses such disaster recovery
assistance, but Service Provider may pass-through to Customer without mark-up of any kind and Customer will pay all
reasonable labor and material costs for the Service Provider's technician to perform the disaster recovery work. After th'!'
fU"St five (5) business days, at Customer's request, Service Provider will continue to provide such disaster recovery
assistance, but may charge Customer the pro rated monthly recurring rates and charges, as set forth in Exhibit C,
associated with the Service Elements used in connection with disaster recovery assistance. Customer will also use
commercially reasonable efforts to provide disaster recovery assistance to Service Provider under the same terms and
conditions hereunder.

7.5

From time to time as the Parties decide is appropriate, the Parties will meet either in person or telephonically to
discuss network capacity levels, mix of Services, pricing, and other opportunities.

ARTICLES
EQUIPMENT AND INSTALLATION
8.1
The Customer and its End Users are responsible for providing, instaUing, connecting and maintaining all
customer premises equipment ('CPEi associated wlth any Service provisioned under this Agreement. Excluding CPE,
Service Provider, at Its expense, will provide, install, maintain, repair, operate and control the telecommunications
equipment necessary for the provisioning of Its Network Services.
8.2
Service Provider will provide the Service between the Points of Demarcation. Service Provider will be
responsible for the procurement and maintenance of ail rights-of-way and private or publlo easements or licenses required
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for the Installation of Service Provider's Network. Customer-provided space and conduit requirements, If applicable, will
be specified In the Collocation/Interconnection Addendum attached hereto as Exhibit D
8.3
Whenever possible, Service Provider will provide at least three (3) business days prior written notice to
Customer before entering a Customer POP to install, maintain or repair any telecommunications equipment in connectioh
with the Service. In an emergency situation, Service Provider will provide notice to Customer as soon as practicable, but
in all events prior to entering the POP. Under no circumstances wHI Service Provider enter the Customer POI"
unaccompanied by Customer Operations' personnel unless prior permission from an authorized Customer Operations'
representative is given Service Provider will at all times comply with all applicable security and safety measures in place
at a particular POP.
8.4
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, if Customer provides its OWll
telecommunications equipment, Service Provider will have no obligation to install, maintain or repair such Customer
equipment.
8.5
Neither Party will adjust, align, encumber or attempt to repair the other Party's telecommunications equipment,
except as expressly authorized in advance in writing by the other Party. A Party may not remove or relocatt
telecommunications equipment belonging to the other Party without the prior written consent of such other Party, which
consent may be withheld in Its sole discretion.
8.6
Service Provider will be liable for any loss or damage to Customer's telecommunications equipment arising from
the negligence, acts, errors or omissions, unauthorized maintenance or other cause, including theft, of Service Provider,
its employees, contractors or agents. In the event of any loss or damage to the telecommunications equipment for whiclil
Service Provider Is liable, Service Provider will reimburse Customer for the cost of repair or replacement thereof withlrn
thirty (30) days after receipt of a written request for such reimbursement.
8.7
Service Provider's telecommunications equipment will remain the sole and exclusive property of Servlc~
Provider, and nothing contained herein will give or convey to Customer any right, title or interest whatever in such
telecommunications equipment. Service Provider will prominently affix identifying plates, tags or labels on such
telecommunications equipment showing Service Provider's ownership thereof.
Service Provider will be solely
responsible for insuring its telecommunications equipment against loss or damage, irrespective of the causes thereof.
8.8
Service Provider will not attempt to lien or otherwise encumber equipment or property belonging to Customer
or an End-User. Service Provider will include a similar provision In each of its agreements with subcontractors, suppliers,
materialmen or other laborers hereunder. Service Provider is responsible for paying any of its subcontractors, suppliers,
materialmen or other laborers hereunder, and hereby agrees to indemnify Customer and its landlords for any cost;
expense, or damage (Including reasonable attorneys' fees) Incurred by Customer or any of its landlords, Affiliates, or any
director, agent, or employee of Customer as a result of the filing or assertion of any notices of intention, lien claims or slop
notices filed in a county clerk's office (collectively, "Lien Claims") or other charge against Service Provider by an)i'
subcontractor, materlalman, or supplier furnishing labor or material pursuant hereto. Customer will promptly notify Service
Provider of the filing of any Lien Claim or other charge upon discovery of same by Customer, but Customer will not itself
undertake any action with respect thereto unless Service Provider fails or refuses to perform Service Provider's
obligations with respect to removing or satisfying a Lien Claim.
8.9
Service Provider's telecommunications equipment installed at a Customer POP or Premises pursuant to this
Agreement will be used exclusively for the purpose of providing Service to Customer pursuant to this Agreement.
8.1 O
Customer's obligations to Service Provider will not extend to any third parties whom Service Provider contracts
with to perform au or part of Service Provider's obligations under this Agreement, unless consented to in a prior writing by
Customer.

ARTICLE9
INTERRUPTIONSISERVICE GUARANTEES
9.1
In the event that Service Provider is unable to restore a portion of the Service as required hereunder, or in the
event of an Interruption, Customer wiD be entitled to Interruption Credit(s), es applicable, for the affected Service
Element(s) in accordance with Section 7.3(a), Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. Interruption Credits, if any, may be deducted1
from the charges payable by Customer hereunder and will be expressly indicated on the next invoice to Customer.
Notwithstanding Service Provider's obligation to issue Interruption Credits, Customer will also be entitled to the Chronic
Interruption cancellation rights set forth in Appendix 2.
9.2
Whenever Customer reports to Service Provider (or vice versa) that a Service Element has a Chronic
Interruption, Service Provider will immediately perform a detailed invastigation and report the findings to Customer. If,.
after receMng the report, Customer decides not to exercise its right to discontinue the affected Service Element under'
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Appendix 3, and the Service Bement continues to experience trouble within a thirty (30) day period after clearing the most
recent trouble ticket, Customer may discontinue the affected Service Element without liabHlty.

ARTICLE10
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
10.1
Except as expressly provided herein, the Receiving Party will: (a) not use Confidential Information of the
Disclosing Party for any purpose other than the fulfillment of Its obligations under this Agreement; (b) not make any copies
of Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party without the Disclosing Party's prior consent; and (c) protect and treat all
Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party with the same degree of care as It uses to protect Its own Confidential
Information of like Importance, but In no event with less than reasonable care. Notwithstanding the foregoing, either Party.
may share the other Party's Confidential Information with such Party's agants and contractors with a need to know If: (aj
the agent or contractor Is contractually bound by terms regarding the treatment of Confidential Information which are
similarly restrictive to those found herein; and (b) the agent or contractor is not a direct competitor of the Disclosing Party.
In the event that the Receiving Party is required to disclose Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party pursuant to
law, the Receiving Party will notify the Disclosing Party of the required disclosure with sufficient time for the Disclosing
Party to seek relief, wlll cooperate with the Disclosing Party in taking appropriate protective measures, and will make such
disclosure In a fashion that maximizes protection of the Confidential Information from further disclosure.
10.2
Service Provider will not use any Confidential Information provided under this Agreement by Customer for the
purpose of soliciting elternetlve access business for itself directly from Customer's pool of local access customers and
End-Users who are purchasing local access directly from Customer using Service Provider's Network. Failure to comply
with this provision constitutes a default of the Agreement.
10.3
Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement, the Receiving Party will promptly turn over to the Disclosing
Party, or at the Disclosing Party's direction destroy, all Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party, in whole or in part,
in whatever format, including any copies.

ARTICLE11
TERM AND RENEWAL OPTIONS
11.1
The Initial Term of this Agreement will commence on the Effective Date, and terminate three (3) years thereafter
unless terminated earlier as provided herein. This Agreement will be automatically renewed for successive one-year
periods (each a "Renews! Term') unless terminated by written notice by one of the Parties at least sixty (60) days prior to
the end of the Initial Term or any Renews! Term. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event the Service Element Temi
for a particular Service Element(s) provided to Customer pursuant to the ordering provisions described in Article 3.1(c)
herein extends beyond the effective date of expiration or termination of the Agreement, Customer will continue to receive
such Services Element(s) for the agreed upon Service Element Term, subject to all of the terms end conditions of this
Agreement (including Section 3.3(a)) as if it were still in effect with respect to such Service Element(s) or Service(s).
Initial Term and Renewal Term will be collectively referred to as "Term• in this Agreement.
11.2
This Agreement will be in full force and effect from the Effective Date until the latter of the end of the Term oii
the last Service Element Term to expire.
11.3
Subject to the terms of this Agreement, upon the expiration or termination of the Agreement, Service Provider
will maintain the level and quality of Services still being provided and cooperate in an orderly and efficient transition to a:
successor carrier. All reasonable costs associated with any such transition efforts will be borne by Customer.
ARTICLE12
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
12.1
Service Provider represents and wsrrants that it has the right lo provide the Services specified herein, that it is
an entity, duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of its origin, with all requisite power to enter
into and perform its obligations under this Agreement in accordance with its terms, and that this Agreement is the valid
and binding obligation of Service Provider, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms.
12.2
Service Provider represents and warrants that the Services will perform In accordance with the SLAs in this
Agreement. The Services are provided and maintained in compliance with applicable federal, state and local laws, and
applicable administrative and regulatory requirements. Service Provider further represents and warrants that it has
obtained and will maintain, at its expense, all registrations and certifications which may be required by such authorities..
Service Provider will provide evidence of the foregoing upon Customer's written request.
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12.3
Limitation of Liability. If the Services are unavailable to Customer or otherwise fail to meet the requirements set
forth in the Service Level Agreement attached hereto as Appendix No. 2 and such unavailability or failure results from the
failure of equipment or facilities of Service Provider or its third party providers, Service Provider will provide a credit t~
Customer's account In accordance with the terms of the Service Level Agreement. This credit, along with Chronic
Interruption termination rights, shell constitute the sole available remedy to Customer for any Service Provider errors,
interruptions or defects in the ordering processing, provislonlng or transmission of services. in no event shall either Party
be liable to any person or entity for any indirect, consequential, special, incidental actual or punitive damages, or for any
lost profits of any kind or nature, arising out of the performance of this Agreement.
12.4
Exclusion of Warranties. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN, SERVICE PROVIDER MAKES NO WARRANTIES
OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES AND DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING THOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE
DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE OF THE SERVICES.
12.5
To Service Provider's knowledge, Service Provider represents and warrants that as of the Start of Service Date,
the Services will not tainted by any computer instructions, circuitry or other technological means, the purpose of which 1$
to disrupt, damage or interfere with an End-User's or Customer's use of its computers and/or systems and/ot
telecommunications facilities.
12.6
In providing the Services hereunder, Service Provider will comply, and wiU cause its agents to comply, with the
terms of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the safety and health ragulations of the jurisdictions ii)
which the Premises are located and the Services provided to the extent the same are applicable.
12.7
Service Provider represents and warrants that this Agreement is not subject to or subordinate to any right of
Service Provider's creditors.
·
12.8
Customer represents and warrants that it is an entity, duly organized, validly existing and in good
standing under the laws of its origin, with all requisite power to enter into and perform its obligations under this
Agreement in accordance with its terms, and that this Agreement is the valid and binding obligation of Customer
enforceable against it in accordance with its terms.

ARTICLE 13
INDEMNIFICATION
13.1
Customer will indemnify, defend and hold harmless Service Provider, its Affiliates, and the employees,
directors, officers, agents and contractors of Service Provider and Service Provider Affiliates from and against all claims;
demands, actions, causes of actions, damages, liabilities, losses, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees anq
the ccsts of in-house counsel) incurred as a result of claims for damage to property or personal injuries (including death)
arising out of the negligence or willful acts or omissions of Customer.
13.2
Service Provider will indemnify, defend and hold harmless Customer. Its Affiliates, the employees, directors,'
officers, agents and contractors of Customer and Customer Affiliates from and against all claims, demands, actions,
causes of actions, damages, liabilities, losses, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees and the costs of inhouse counsel) incurred as a result of: (I) claims for intellectual property infringement relating to the Services or their
component parts; {ii) claims for damages to property or personal injuries {including death) arising out of the negligence or!
willful acts or omissions of Service Provider; and {iii) Service Provider's breach of any of its obligations or warranties
hereunder.

13.3
In the event the Services or any one or more of a Service's component parts becomes, or in the reasonable
opinion of Customer or Service Provider is likely to become, the subject of a claim of intellectual property infringement, or
should an injunction restricting Customer's full use and enjoyment of the Services be issued, Service Provider will, at its,
expense, (a) immediately procure for Customer the right to continue using the infringing item, or, if that cure is not made
available to Service Provider following exertion of its best efforts, (b) replace or modify the infringing item so as to make it'
non-infringing; provided, however, that the specifications set forth in this Agreement will nol be compromised. If neither
(a) nor (b) is attainable, then Service Provider will (i) discontinue providing such Service to Customer and (ii) refund to
Customer any charges (excluding special construction costs) paid in advance for the affected Services, which were not
provided to Customer.

ARTICLE14
DEFAULT
14.1
events:

A Party will be deemed in default of this Agreement upon the occurrence of any one or more of the following·
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(a)

such Party becomes insolvent, files for bankruptcy, or makes a general assignment for the benefit cf

creditors;
(b)
the violation by such Party of any applicable law, statute, ordinance, code or other legal requirement
with respect to the Service which such violation is not remedied within ten (10) business days after written notice thereof;
(c)
the failure by such Party to perform any material obligation under this Agreement which such
nonperformance is not remedied within fifteen (15) days after notice thereof, provided, however, that non-payment of any
amount subject to a good-faith dispute will not constitute a default hereunder and will Instead be governed by Section 5.4.
14.2
In the event of a default hereunder, in addition to pursuing any other remedies available to it at law or in equity,
the non-defaulting Party may terminate this Agreement effective immediately upon the giving of written notice to the
defaulting Party.

ARTICLE 15
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT FOR INSTANCES OF GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT, NEITHER PARTY
WILL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR ANY INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
RELIANCE OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST REVENUES, LOST SAVINGS OR HARM TO BUSINESS), REGARDLESS OF THl:
FORESEEABILITY THEREOF. THIS LIMITATION WILL NOT APPLY TO CLAIMS ARISING UNDER SECTIONS 11>
AND13.
ARTICLE16
INSURANCE

16. 1
Service Provider will at all times during the term of this Agreement, at its own cost and expense, carry and maintain
the insurance coverage listed below with insurers having a "Best's" ratirg of A- VII. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary ih
this Agreement, Service Provider will not commence any work hereunder until Service Provider has fulfilled all insurance
requirements herein. In the event that Service Provider does not commence any work hereunder due to its failure to have
fulfilled all such insurance requirements and, as a consequence, a Delay occurs with respect to the applicable Services ordered
by Customer, then Customer will be entiUad to credits in accordance Appendix No. 2 Service Provider will require Its
subcontractors and agents to maintain adequate insurance coverage
(a)
Workers' Compensation Insurance with statutory fimits as required in the state(s) of operation.
Employer's Liability or "Stop Gap" insurance with limfts of not less than $500,000 each accident.
(b)
Commercial General Liability insurance covering claims for bodily Injury, death, personal injury or
property damage occurring or arising out of the performance of this Agreement, including coverage for independent
contractor's protection (required if any work will be subcontracted), premises-operations, products.lcompleted operations, and
contractual liability with respect to the liability assumed by Service Provider hereunder. The Omits of insurance will not be less
than the Omits as listed below:

Each Occurrence
General Aggregate Limit
Products-Completed Operations Limit

$5,000,000
$7,000,000
$5,000,000

(c)
Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance coverirg the ownership, operation and maintenance of all
owned, non-owned and hired motor vehicles used in connection with the performance of this Agreement. with limits of at least
$1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage.
(d)
The insurance limits required herein may be obtained through any combination of primary and excess ot
umbrella liabiltty insurance. Service Provider will forward to Customer certi1icate(s) of such insurance upon execution of this
Agreement and upon any renewal of such insurance during the term of this Agreement. The certificate(s) will provide that (1)
Customer (and its participating Affiliates that may order Services hereunder) be named as an add'Ilional insured(s) as their
interest may appear with respects this Agreement; (2) thirty (30) days prior written notice of cancellation, material change ot
exclusions lo the policy will be given to Customer; (3) coverage is primary and not excess of, or contributory with, any othet
valid and collectible insurance purchased or maintained by Customer.
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ARTICLE17

!'ORCE MAJEURE AND LABOR DISPUTES

17.1
In no event will a Party have any claim or right against the other Party for any failure of performance by such
other Party if such failure of performance is caused by or the result of causes beyond the reasonable control of such other
Party, provided such Party will use due diligence to promptly renew performance hereunder (a "Force Majeure Event·).
During a Force Majeure Event, Customer will not be obligated to pay for Services not rendered. If the excusable delay
exceeds thirty (30) days, the affected Services or Service Elements may be disconnected without liability or this
Agreement may be terminated, without further liability, upon written notice by the Party still able to parfonn hereunder. lh
no event will a strike or labor dispute be deemed to constitute a Force Majeure Event hereunder, unless such strike dr
labor dispute is against Customer, and Customer is engaged to provide any service in connection with Service Provider'i;
obligations hereunder, in which event Service Provider's delay in performance as a result of such labor dispute will bl!
deemed a Force Majeure Event.
17.2
Immediately upon learning of same, Service Provider will provide written notice to Customer of any actual or
threatened labor dispute that could potentiaUy impact Service Provider's performance hereunder. Service Provider wlll
use its best efforts to promptly resolve any labor dispute and will have adequate back-up procedures in place so that th!!
provisioning of Services hereunder will continue uninterrupted in the event of an onset of a strike. Immediately upon
learning of same, Customer will provide written notice lo Service Provider of any actual or threatened labor disputii
involving Customer's employees or contractors that could potentially impact Service Provider's performance hereundei.
Customer will use its commercially reasonable efforts to promptly resolve any labor dispute.
ARTICLE 18

IMES
Each Party will be fully responsible for the payment of any and all taxes required by law to be paid by that Party.
Customer will pay sales, use, transfer, gross receipts, federal excise and similar taxes and surcharges lawfully levied by a
duly constituted taxing authority against or upon the Services (oollectively, the "Taxes'). In the alternative, Customer will
provide Service Provider with a certificate evidencing Customer's exemption from payment of or liability for such Taxes.
In no event will Customer be responsible for franchise, privilege, property, occupational taxes or taxes based upon the net
income or assets of Service Provider ("Service Provider Taxes'), or for any tax surcharge on the Services purchased by
Customer based upon the Service Provider Taxes, or for any penalties and interest due as a result of Service Provider'$
failure to timely pay any taxes attnbutable to the Services and to timely notify Customer of such taxes. Alty taxes to be
paid by Customer will be separately staled on the invoice.
ARTICLE 19
REGULATIONS
Each Party represents that It is not aware of any facts that would justify a complaint to the Federal
Communications Commission or any state regulatory authority concerning the prices, terms or conditions of the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. In the event a decision by a telecommunications regulatory authority at the
federal, state or local level necessitates modifications in this Agreement, the Parties will negotiate a mutually acceptable
provision in light of such decision consistent with the original Intention of the Parties.

ARTICLE20

COMMON CARRIERS
Service Provider hereby acknowledges its obligations under Section 222 of the Communications Act of 1934, al!
amended, and other applicable federal or state laws not lo divulge or publish (except as authorized by law) the existenoe:
contents, substance. purport, effort or meaning of any communications which Service Provider transmits, receives or
assists in transmitting or receiving as part of this Agreement.
ARTICLE21
ASSIGNMENT
21.1
Service Provider may not assign or transfer this Agreement, or delegate its duties hereunder without the prior
written consent of Customer. If consent to an assignment, transfer or delegation is granted by Customer, the assignee,
transferee or delegee wRI continue to perform Service Provider's obligations to Customer under the terms and conditions
of this Agreement and Service Provider shall have no further liability hereunder

1

22.2
Service Provider wlll be jointly and severally liable for all obligations of all Service Provider Affiliates,.
subcontractors and agents performing hereunder.
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ABJ1CLE22
NOTICES
Unless otherwise specified herein, any notices. notifications. or other communications required or permitted
under this Agreement will be in writing and delivered to the persons identified below by (a) facsimile, with confirmation of
receipt; (b) electronic mail, with confirmation of receipt; (c) certified mail, return receipt requested; or (d) overnight expres~
mall seNice, delivery conffl1T1ation requested. Delivery by means of certified mail or overnight express mail service will be
required with respect to notices of default or noUces of termination of ths Agreement. Such notice will be deemetl
received on the date of actual delivery or refusal thereof by the receiving Party.
If to Customer.

Qwest Communications Company, LLC
4250 North. Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Virginia 22203
Phone: 703-363-3879
Facsimile: 303-391-2296
Attn: Manager. Carrier Management

With a copy to:

Qwest Communications Company. LLC
1801 California Streetl1o'" Floor
Denver. Colorado 80202
Facsimile: 303-295-6973
Attn: Wholesale Legal Department

Invoices should be sent to:

Qwest Communications Company. LLC
c/o TEOCO Corporation
12150 Monument Drive
Suite 700
Fairfax. VA 22033
E-Mail: owestxtrak@teoco.com

If to Service Provider:

Syringe Networks. LLC
3795 South Development Avenue. Suite 100
Boise. ID 83715
Phone: (208) 229-6103
Facsimile: (208) 229-6110

With a copy to:

Cynthia A. Melillo
Givens Pursley LLP
601 West Bannock Street
Boise, ID 83702
Phone: (208) 388-1273
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

ARTICLE 23

DISPUTE RESOLUTION, GOVERNING LAW.

AND UTlGATION

23.1
The Parties will attempt in good faith to resolve any dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement promplly
by negotiation between executives who have authority lo settle the controversy and who are at a higher level of
management lhan the persons with direct responsibility for administration of this Agreement. Any party may give ths
other party written notice of any dispute not resolved in the normal course of business. Within thirty (30) days after
delivery of the notice, the receiving party wiU submit to the other a written response. The notice and lhs response wm
include (a) a statement of each party's position and a summary of arguments supporting that position and (b) the name
and title of ths executive who will represent thal party and of any other person who will accompany ths executive. Within
thirty (30) days after delivery of the disputing party's notice, ths executives of both parties will meet at a mutually
acceptable time and place. and thsreafter as often as they reasonably deem necessary, to attempt to resolve the dispute.
Ali reasonable requests for information made by one party to the other will be honored. All negotiations pursuant to !hi$
clause are confidential and will be treated as compromise and settlement negotiations for purposes of applicable rules of
evidence. Any dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement. Including the breach, tennination or validity hsreof, that
has not been resolved by negotiation as provided herein within ninety (90) days of the Initiation of such procedure. will be
resolved as set forth In Section 23.2.
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23.2 Colorado state law, without regard to choice-of-law principles, governs all matters arising out of, or relating lo, this
Agreement. Any legal proceeding arising out of, or relating to this Agreement, will be brought in a United States Dlstricl
Court, or absent federal court jurisdiction, in a state court of competent jurisdiction, in the location of the party to this
Agreement not initiating the action, as Indicated in the Notices section. Each party, to the extent permitted by law,
knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally waives its right to a trial by jury and any right to pursue any claim or action arisil1!J
out of or relating to this Agreement on a class or consolidated basis or in a representative capacity. If either Party fails to
comply with the dispute resolution process set forth herein and a Party is requlred to enforce such compliance in court or
elsewhere, then the non-complying Party will reimburse all of the costs and expenses incurred by the Party seeking sucm
enforcement (Including reasonable attorneys' fees).
ARTICLE24
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE
In the event of a conflict between the terms and conditions of this Agreement, an Appendix or an Exhibit
hereto, an ASR, or a FOC, the following order of precedence will apply with the terms of the superiorly ranked instrument
prevamng: (1) the Articles of the Agreement; (2) an Appendix; (3) an Exhibit or Addendum; (4) anASR; and (5) a FOC.
ARTICLE2li
MISCELLANEOUS
26.2
This Agreement will be binding upon Service Provider and Customer and each of their respective legal
successors and permitted assigns.
26.3
No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement will be binding unless It is in writing and signed by the
Party making the waiver. No waiver wiU be deemed, or will constitute, a waiver of any other provision, whether or nol
similar or a continuing waiver of any provision of the Agreement. The failure of either Party to give notice of default or to
strictly enforce or insist upon compliance with any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement will not be considered or
constitute a waiver of any term or condition of this Agreement.
26.4
This Agreement, together with an Appendices, Exhibits, Addenda and ASRs and FOCs, contains the entire
understanding between the Parties with respect to the subject matter herein contained and supersedes: (a) all prior oral
and written understandings, arrangements and agreements between the Parties relating thereto; and (b) all tariffs, and the
Parties waive the right to apply any tariff provisions to matters arising out of, or made the subject of, this Agreement,
Notwithstanding the foregoing, any non-disclosure or confidentiality agreement entered into by the Parties in advance of
this Agreement will remain effective as concerns matters outside this Agreement according to Its terms.
26.5
If any part of any provision of this Agreement or any other agreement, document or writing given pursuant to or
in connection with this Agreement will be invafid or unenforceable under applicable law, such provision will be ineffective
to the extent of such invalidity only, without in any way affecting the remaining parts of said provision or the remaining
provisions of this Agreement.
26. 7
This Agreement is non-exclusive. Nothing in this Agreement will prevent Customer or Service Provider from
entering into similar arrangements with. or otherwise providing services to, any other person or entity.
26.8
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, either Party may not make any disclosure to any other person or an}!
public announcement regarding this Agreement or any relation between Service Provider and Customer, without the other
Party's prior written consent.
26.9
Except as expressly specified in this Agreement, the Parties do not intend, nor will any clause be interpreted, to
create In any third party any obligations to, or right or benefit by, such third party under this Agreement from either Service
Provider or Customer.
26.10
The Article and Section headings contained herein are for convenience only and will not be deemed to limit or
otherwise affect any of the provisions hereof.
26.12
All provisions of this Agreement which by their nature must survive termination in order to achieve their
fundamental purposes, including but not limited to, those addressing liquidated damages and credits, lien waivers,
warranties, confidential information, termination, limitations of liability, indemnification, governing law, litigation and audits,
will survive any termination of this Agreement
26.13
Unless otherwise set forth in this Agreement, the remedies under this Agreement will be cumulative and not
exclusive, and the election of one remedy will not preclude pursuit of any other remedies.
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26.14
Either Party will not, without the prior written approval of the other Party, utilize, reproduce or publish in any
manner, any service mark, trademark or tradename belonging to either Party, or any of its Affiliates.
26.15
This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which will be deemed to be an origirn!I
but all of which will constitute one and the same instrument.
26.16
The Parties have jointly participated in the negotiations and drafting of this Agreement. In the event of an
ambiguity or question of intent or interpretation arises, this Agreement will be construed as if drafted jointly by the Parties
and no presumption or burden of proof will arise favoring or disfavoring one Party by virtue of authorship of any of the
provisions of thls Agreement.
'

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first above written.
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC

,.-('C"<l'lof....,.t,·

$,,o~

CEO

l· 1 :iM{h

s,gna'lMe' .. ·
sa rah Ni cho 11 s
Print Name

Greg Lowe
Print Name

Director Network Operations
Title

CEO
Title

4/26/2011
Date

4/26/2011
Date
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APPENDIX No. 1

Service Descrlpttons
Subject to availability and Service Provider's acceptance of ASRs, Service Provider agrees lo provide the following Services:
1.

DS-N Service Description. (DS•N designates D8·1 and OS.3 Services)

2. DS-1 Service Description. DS1 Service is a dedicated, high capacity, full duplex channel with a line speed of 1.544 Mbps
isochronous serial data having a line signal format of either Nlernate Mark Inversion (AMI) or Binary 8 Zero Substitution (B8Z$) and
either Superframe (04) or Extended Superframe formats. 081 Service has the equivalent capacity of 24 Voice Grade (VG) S"1rvice
Elements or 24 DSO Services Elements. AMI can support 24 channels with a line speed of 56 Kbps each and B8ZS can support 24
channels with a line speed of 64 Kbps each.
3. DS-3 Service Descriptjon. DS3 Service is a dedicated. high capacity, full duplex channel with a line speed of 44.736iMbps
isochronous serial data having a line code of bipolar with three zero substitution (B8ZS). DS3 Service has the equivalent capa'city of
28 DS1 Seivice Elements at 1.544 Mbps or er/2 Voice Grade (VG) services or er/2 DSO Services at 56/64 Kbps.

4. SONET Service Description. (OC-N designates OC-3, OC-12. OC-48, and OC-192 Services) SONET Service is offe~ed as
either concatenated or channelized. SONET connectivity is between sites within the applicable Points of Demarcation wilhin a
metropolitan area at data rates of DS-3, OC-3, OC-12. OC-48, and OC-192. Concatenated SONET allows a point-lo-point
connection between sites and channelized SONET aUows Customer to easily aggregate multiple Service Elements onto a i5ingle
physical handoff.
a.

OC-3 Sel\'lce Description. OC-3 is a high speed optical transmission Service operating at the terminating bit rate of
155.52 Mbps.
b. OC-12 Service Description. OC-12 is a high speed optical transmission Service operating at the terminating bit rate of
622.08 Mbps.
c. OC-48 Service Description. OC-48 is a hlgh speed optical transmission Service operating at the terminating bit rate of
2488.32 Mbps.
d. OC-192 Service Description. OC-192 is a high speed optical transm1SSion Service operating al the terminating' bit of
9.953Gbps.
e. OC-N Concatenated Services Description. A mechanism for allocating contiguous bandwidth on OC-N transport
Services. Service Provider may provide Services on an OC-N level whereby lower speed Services are droppl!d off
within the entire OC-N bandwidth, or can support the Service on an OC-N(c) level.
SONET SeNice Feature Summery
•
DS-3, OC-3, OC-3c, OC-12. OC-12c, OC-48, OC-48c, OC-192, and OC-192c line rates.
•
SONET Automatic Protection Switching (APS).
•
99.999% Service availability guarantee for SONET APS Protection.
•
Route-diverse transport paths, if requested.
•
4 fiber interface (75 ohm coax with BNC connectors and 2 fiber interface available under certain conditions)
•
Complete instaUatlon services.
•
Customer wiU have visibility to the full SONET overhead, namely seclion. line and path. Thay are; section - a+.-a2, b~. JO,
zO line • b2, h1. h2, h3, k1. k2, s1. mo. m1 path • b3, c2, g1. j1. h4.
•
Line coding will be non return to zero (nrz). Service Provider's line encoding scheme is nrz
Jttter must equal Telcordia gr-1377 core. Service Provider's Jitter rates adhere to gr-253, and are referenced to gr-1377
for OC-48.
5. Ethernet Service Desgiption. Ethernet Service defined as Ethernet connectivity between two or more sites within the
applicable Points of Demarcation within a metropolitan or regional area from 1 Mbps to 10 Gbps data rates. This covers both ELINE and E-LAN Ethernet connections as defined in the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF).

i;themet Service Features Required.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Mbps through 10 Gbps available bandwidths
100BASE-TX. 10008ASE-SX and 1000BASE-LX interface standards
Option for both 'Shared' (Layer 2) and 'Dedicated' (Layer 1) types of service across the Ethemet network
Complete installation and fully managed service
Ethernet 802 3 Standards
Vt.AN/ 0-in-O VLAN Stacking (802.1q)
QoS Support 802 .1 p (passed unaltered across the network)
UNI Ethernet port can be set as Untagged or Tagged
Frame Size - minimum 1522 Bytes to include customer VLAN tag
Protected service available (Protection defined as diverse fibers between end user customer building to the Provider~
Core network)
Minimum Network Availability SLA of 99.99%
Maximum Latency of 60ms roundlrip delay
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APPENDIX NO. 2
Service Level Agreement (SLA}
This SLA covers the following performance parameters:
1. Service Availability
2. Circuit Quality
3
Service installation intervals

1.

SERVICE AVAILABIUTY/UAVAILABILITY

(A) Service Availability. Service Availability is measured between the Service Provider's Point of Demarcation at each end ~f the
Service Element. Availability for dual path, route-diverse Service is defined as the relative amount of time that at least one
end-to-end Service Element is available for use. Service Availability is calculated separately for each individual Service
Element. "Service Availability" is defined as:
(Qty or seconds that at least one circuit path Is avallable during a bllllng month)
(Qty of seconds during a bllllng month)
(B) Se~ice Unavailability. Service Unavailability for SONET circuits begins at the point when the Bit Error Ratio (BER) exdeeds
1rr for a period often (10) consecutive seconds and ends when the BER drops below 10·9 fora period of one (1) second:

(C) Service Availability Commitment. Service Provider is committed to proViding a reliable Network for Customer. The Service
Availability Commitment varies depending on the type of Service being provided as follows:
Table 1 -Service Availability Commitment (on a monthly basis)

DS-1, OS-3 and OC-N SONETwith SONET/APS

99.999%

Ethernet Standard Protected (Dual Path)

99.999%

Ethernet Standard Unprotected (Single Path)

99.99% 1

' This Service Availability Commitment excludes fiber cut outages. Where an outage is caused by a fiber cut, only
Interruption Credits will apply, as described in Appencllx No. 3.
The Service Availability Commitment does not account for: (I) scheduled outages on Service Provider's Network, provided that
Customer is notified in writing of such scheduled outages at least ten (10) business days in advance of such outage, [ri)
equipment failures on the Customer's and/or its End Users' networks.
(D) interruption Credit Structure. If Service Provider fails to resolve an On-Net Service Interruption in accordance with this
Appendix No. 2, Customer will be entitled to a credit ilnterruptlon Credltj off of the monthly recurring charge for the affected
Service based on the cumulative unavailability of the affected Service In a given calendar month as set forth In the following
tables. No more than one hundred percent (100",{,) of MRC shall be credited for any Service In any one (1) month.
For any Protected On-Net Service (including Ethernet Services):

For any Single Path (Unprotected) On-Net Service (Including Ethernet Services):
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(E)
Chronic Interruption Termination. Notwithstanding Service Provider's obligation to Issue Interruption Credits pursuant to
Appendix No. 2, if (a) a Service Element measured over any thirty (30) consecutive day period, experiences: (i) more than three (3)
Interruptions; or (ii) more than twelve (12) aggregate hours of continuous Interruptions (a "Chronic Interruption"), the Customer will
have the right to disconnect the affected Service Bement with no Early Disconnect Charge. If Service Provider cannot satisfactorily
resolve a Chronic Interruption after attempting It; Service Provider reserves the right to negotiate with Customer for an alternatiwe
Service that satisfies the Customer's requirement for Service at the same location.
2.

CIRCUIT QUALITY

(A) DS-N and SONET Circuit Quality. Circuit quality definition for DS-N and SONET Services is specified in terms of the Bit IError
Ratio ("BER") measured on the circuit. The BER is defined as:
(Qty of Error bits recelyed on a circuit during a billing month)
(Qty of bits transmitted on a circuit during a billing monthl
BER is calculated on a per Service Element basis. BER calculations exclude periods of circuit unavailability caus~d by
scheduled outages on Service Provider's Network, provided that Customer is notified in writing of such scheduled outages at
least ten (10) business days in advance of such Service affecting outage, or equipment failures on the Customer's and/pr its
End Users' networks. A Service Element will be considered not satisfying its Circuit Quality Commitment any time the BER of
the Service Element exceeds its commitment for the biUing month.
(B) Ethernet Circuit Quality. Service Provider is committed to providing Ethernet Services in accordance with the following qircuit
quality standards:
Latency - 2 milllseconds or better across the metro network
Utilization less than 40%
Foot print of the Network- to be defined
Restoration/Resiliency - 50 milliseconds In case of ring protection, or 2 to 10 seconds for spanning tree restoration
(C) DS-N and SONET BER Commitment. Service Provider Is committed to providing an error-free Network for Customer. Each
Service Provider SONET Service Element will have a maximum Bit Error Ratio ("BER") commitment. The BER commitment for
SO NET Service are as follows:
Tobie 2- BER Conunitment (on a monthly basis)

DS-1

6.25 X 10-7

DS-3
SONET OC-3/3c
SONET OC-12/12c
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I

I 1cr12

SONET OC-48/48c

3.

SERVICE PRQYJSIONING INTERVALS AND DEADLINES

(A) DS-N and OC-N Services Provisjoninq Intervals, Installation Deadlines. and Credits. Service Provider's provisioning inl!arvals
and "Installation Deadline" for DS-N and OC-N Services and bulldings/facilities are shown in Table 3 below. The intervals
begin with Service Provider's receipt of a complete and accurate ASR. For purposes of this Section 3(A), installa!ion is
complete when Service Provider has finished Its Service activation process including the Service Provider acceptance !lasting
to be done jointly with Customer, at Customer's option ("Installation"). Installation Is exclusive of any acceptance testlr19 that
the End Users may require.
Table 3 - On-Net Provisioning lnteryals and lnstallatlon Deadlines for DS-N and OC-N Services (All OCN Intervals
apply to Entrance Facility Systems also).
(Cumulative in calendar days for new orders)

Services:

DSl1s

DS/3S

OC-3/0C-12s

OC/48

OC/192

FOC Interval

5days after
ASR receipt
Upon
Customer
Request
(Customer's
request will be
intheASR)
In accordance
withFOC

5days after
ASR receipt
Upon
Customer
Request
(Customer's
request will be
intheASR)
In accordance
withFOC

5 days after ASR
receipt
Upon Customer
Request
(Customer's
request will be in
theASR)

5daysafler
ASR receipt
Upon Customer
Request
(Customer's
request will be
in theASR)

5 days after ASR
receipt
Upon Customer
Request
(Customer's
request will be in
the ASR)

In accordance
withFOC

In accordance
with FOC

In accordance
with FOC

15 business
days

22 business
days

22business
days

22buslness
days

22business
days

DLR Interval

installation,
including
testing and
acceptance
oeriod
Installation
Deadline

If Service Provider does not meet an Installation Deadline set forth in Table 3 above, then Service Provider will provide
Customer with the following credits, which are cumulative. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Service Provider may amend the
FOC Date to extend the Installation Deadline at any time prior to three (3) days before the scheduled Installation Deadline with
no penalty If Customer finds Service Provider's justification adequate. Delay Credits, If any, may be deducted from the ch!lrges
payable by Customer hereunder and will be expressly indicated on the next bill to Customer.

Days after Installation Deadline
on which Installation Occurs
or Customer Cancels ASR
1-5 davs
6-60davs

Credits

10% of the NRC
100% of the NRC

Service Provider will also provide Customer with an LONCFA by the foOowing deadlines set forth below. Calculation begins
upon Service Provider's receipt of an accurate and complete ASR or Service Order from Customer ("LONCFA Deadline").,

Services:
LONCFA
Deadline

DS/1s
5 business days

DS/3s
5 business
da s

OC-3/0C-12s
5 business days

OCl4B
5business
da s

OCl192
5business
da s

If Service Provider does not meet the LONCFA Deadline, Service Provider will have a one (1) business day cure period in
which to provide Customer with an LONCFA, and If Service Provider again fails to so provide an LONCFFA, Service Provider
will issue Qwest a credit equal to ten percent (10%) of the non-recurring Installation charges ("NRCsi associated wltltl the
applicable Service Element(s).
(B)

Ethernet Services Proyi&loning lraeryais. lostallatjon. and Credjts. Service Provider's provisioning intervals for Ethernet
Services and bulldingslfacllitles are shown In Table 4 below. For purposes of this Section 3(B), installation is complete when
Service Provider has finished its Service aotivation process including the Service Provider acceptance testing lo be done j~intly
with Customer, at Customer's option ("Installation"), Installation is exclusive of any acoeptanoe testing that the End Usersi may
require. lnstaDatlon will be completed on or before the FOC Date.
'
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Table 4 - On-Net Provisioning Intervals for Ethernet Services;
Step

Interval: New Orders

Response to RFQ
Service Provider to Issue
FOC Date2
Provisioning Cross
Connects to the End User3
Test and Acceotance

2 business days

Interval: Add Order,
Addltlonal Interface or SIU
Reaulred
2 business days

Interval: Bandwidth Change,.
No Additional Interface or SIU
Reaulred
NA- order will reference original
ASR or Service order

1 business day after
receipt of an ASR with
a Requested FOC Date
7-14 business days

1 business day after receipt
of an ASR with a Requested
FOCDate
7-14 business days

NA
5 business days

5 business davs

5 business days

5 business days

1 A Request for Quotation (RFQ) wt1/ be transmitted to SeNice Provider on an ASR or SeNice order form via
email to sales@syringanetworl<s.net. The response to the RFQ will be transmitted back to the Customer Sales
Rep email address on the same ASR or SeNice order form and will include the order interval, Service Provider's
tracking number, and method of delivery. The RFQ interval starts from the time a complete and accurate ASR or
Service order form is .received in the Service Provider's e-mail box and ends when the response email is sent
back to the Customer.
2A Requested FOC Date will be requested by the Customer on an ASR or Service order form.
The Service
Provider will send a FOC Date back to the Customer via email to the Customer contact name listed on the ASR
or Service order form.

3Provisioning the order will include placing an SIU, if necessary, ordering and terminating cross-connections to
the End User Customer, and bullding a provisioning account in the Service Provider's provisioning system. The
Interval starts upon the receipt of a complete and accurate ASR or Service order form by the SeNice Provider
and ends when the Service has been tasted and accepted by Customer.
4

Test and acceptance will include all the items set forth in Article 6.1 of this Agreement.

If Service Provider does not complete Installation by the FOC Date, then Service Provider will provide Customer with the
following credits, which are cumulative. Delay Credits, ff any, may be deducted from the charges payable by Customer
hereunder and will be expressly indicated on the next bill to Customer.

Days after FOC Date on which
lnstallatlon Occurs or
Customer cancels ASR
1-5 davs
6-60davs

Credits
10% of the NRC
100% of the NRC

(C) Credits and Remedies. Unless otherwise provided for In the Agreement, the credits and termination rights set forth herein
represent the Customer's exclusive remedies for any failure of the Services to conform to the speclftcations and other
requirements set forth herein. Any Service credits accruing hereunder will be applied against amounts invoiced t~ the
Customer. Credits are not granted in those instances where installation is delayed by, or at the request of, the Customer.
(D) Termination Rights. If any DS-N or OC-N Service has not been installed within fifteen (15) calendar days of the conclusion <i>f the
Installation DeadHne, customer will be entitled (but will not be obligated) to cancel the ASR without liability and receive the Delay
Credits set forth above. If any ~Service has not been installed within fifteen (15) calendar days of the conclusion of the ,FOC
Date, Customer will be entltled (but will not be obligated) to cancel the ASR without liabHity and receive the Delay Credits set forth
above.
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APPENDIX NO. 3
M11lntenance and Suppot1 Pinn
TROUBLE l\1ANAG1':MEl\'T

Definitions

Tw I Teclmmrl Sr1ooor1

Custom« 'lier I Teclmicnl Support is the first level of support that the End User contacts for their trouble resolution. Customer will hruldle all
Titir I Technical Support. It encompasses receiving the phone cnll from the End User, identilYing the problem. nnd, if' problem is a Se!vice
Provider problem. opening a Trouble Case ,~ith Service Provider. •

Tier 2 Teclrmc(JI Support

Customer Tier 1 Technical Support initiates Service Provider Tier 2 Technical Support by opening a Trouble Case. Service Provider takes the
handoff and manages the trouble to closure. Service Provider 11er 2 Technical Support will identify the problem and send ii to the appropriate
workgroup for NSolution. •

Trouble Case (as defined in this Appendix No. 31

A Trouble Case is a way to identify and track an End User's network problem. Customer creates a Trouble Case when there is a
Service Provider Network problem. Service Provider manages the Trouble Case to completion.

• Note: <-ustomer must handle nil End User colTIITlllJJicntions. The End Users may not mll Service Provider dil'llctly fm· suppm1.
Process Description
Service Provido,r is dedicated lo providing outstanding nel\\urk support to Customer. When a Customer End User first experiences a problem,
the End Cser must contact Customer. CL,tomer and its End Us«
identi(v the problem ru1d use commercinlly reasonable efforts to ensure that
the problem is a Seivice Provider-caused problem. After verifying that the problem is the fault of the Service Provider Network. Customer opens
a Trouble Case by calling l-lllJ0..454-7214 or using anod1er method that is mutually agreed upon by the Parties For technical supp011. C...'ust0111er·s
End \Js.:rs should not call S<lrvice Provider dirt10tly for 1111pp<H'I. Customer will then validate th.i Tmublll Ca.'!tl, and 1mce validated as u Service
Provider problem, assign a Service Provider priority level for resolution.

,,ill

If Service Provider detects a maintenance or trouble issue involving their system(s) and facilities at the Customer's house fiber
Interconnection point, Service Provider will contact Customer's Network Control Center at 866-874-6790 to place a Trouble case
with Customer for trouble resolution. Trouble resolution guidelines will apply. If Service Provider is not granted access lo the
Customer POP or manhole after contacting Customer's Network Control Center, Customer will not be entitled to interruption Credits
as outlined in this Agreement until such time Service Provider has been granted access.

lnfonnation for Opening a Trouble Case
TI1e folioning data will be needed to open a Trouble Caso,:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Customer J\'amo
Customer Repres.intalive Nan1e
Customer Rcpr=itativo E-mail Addross
Customer Representative Phone )\'umber
Alternate Phone Number
Date Created
Time Problem Started
Problem Type
Problem Description
End User Affected
Circuit II)

Division of ResponslbWty

~,~~!Jm!Jm~'.t;~~~~~~;~'.:f~~~~~!(~;t~~tffllli!f~\
~i8roitldii~Ji,
Receive the ohone call from the End User
X
Create/Update the Trouble Case Form (manual)
Troubleshoot problem with End User
Resolve the problem if it is NOT a Service Provider problem
Communicate the resolution Process to End User
Assian Customer Prioritv
Call Service Provider at 1..SD0-454-7214 to ooen Trouble Case

X
X
X
X
X
X
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All End User Communications
Receive the phone call from Customer CeR Center for ooenina Trouble Case
Manually entered the Trouble Case into Se1Vice Provider's Trouble Management
System CTMSl
Validate that the trouble is a Service Provider problem
Troubleshoot the problem
Assian Service Provider Priority
F01Ward the Trouble Case to the approPriata workaroup for resolution
Resolve the oroblem
Run a link test with Service Provider and Customer Celi Center to ensure it meets
performance standards
Notifv Custom er of resolution
Close Trouble Casa
Communicate with Customer throughout the trouble resolution orocess via phone
Update the Trouble Case throughout the trouble resolution process via phone

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

1).
Following receipt of Customer's notification of a Trouble Casa, Service Provider will exert best efforts to respond on-1,ite (if
applicable) to the affected Premises 1.5 hours of the initial Trouble Case. Service Provider will restore the Service Element ll>n the
failed system as follows:
·
(a)
Electronic Restoration. In the event of an electronic failure, Service Provider will respond to the
Trouble Case within thirty (30) minutes and will restore the affected electronics within eight (8) hours after the Initial Trouble C$e.
(b)
Cable Restoration. In the event of a cable failure, Service Provider will begin cable restoration ~ithin
two (2) hours after the faulty cable is identified. Service Provider will restore the cable no later than eight (8) hours after failure.
(c)
Emergency Reconfiguration. If the Service Provider's system has the capability to provide route
reconfiguration to maintain Service between Customer POPs or between the Customer's POP and the Customer's End-User, as
applicable, Service Provider will provide reconfiguration if other means of restoration are not reasonably expected to or do not
restore Service within the time frames stated In Subsections (a) and (b) above. Service Provider wlll begin reconfiguration ohe (1)
hour after the need to reconfigure is determined and will complete such reconfiguration within eight (8) hours.
2).
While on-site, Service Provider will contact Customer on a regular basis, not to exceed forty-frve (45) minutes between
calls, to update the Service status. When the Service failure is resolved, Service Provider wm contact Customer and so f¥Jvise
Customer.
3).
Equipment Spares. Service Provider will maintain spares at a facility in close proximity to each Premises and will be fully
responsible for providing ail spares required for the provisioning of maintenance services hereunder. Customer may, 1in its
disoretion, permit Service Provider to store spares at a Customer site or sites, but in such an event, Service Provider will bear the
risk of loss and damage to said spares.
4).
Upon Customer's request, Service Provider will provide call-out reports to Customer of maintenance services performed
by Service Provider at each requested site. The reports will, at a minimum, address the following items: dispatched calls, service
inquiries, part returns and exchanges and status of spare parts pool. Service Provider wlll also provide, upon Customer's r~uest,
written reports on the number and length of Interruptions with respect to each Service Element and the availability of each Service
Element during the requested month.
5)
Service Provider is responsible for ensuring that the maintenance personnel are properly trained and otherwise qlJtilllfied
to perform the maintenance on the Services.
PLANNED :\<IAINTENANCE

DeHnitlons

Planned Network Maintenance
Network Maintenance that either involves or could potentially involve the disruption of Service to Customer and/or its End User$. For
example, planned network maintenance may involve work on a Network facility that is involved in selVice delivery, either directly
(transmission equipment, fiber, fiber cable, etc.) or indirectly (power, environmental systems, etc.). The nature of the mainter\ance
activity Is such that it can be pre-scheduled so as to allow notification to Customer and its End Users where appropriate.
Planned Network Maintenance Periods
The Service Provider NOC will generafly conduct maintenance outside normal working hours anytime between 12:00 AM to 6:00 AM
(local time) seven Cl) days a week. Unless a longer period of notice Is set forth below, Service Provider will provide Customer ~th at
least ten (10) business days written notice of any scheduled outages that are due to occur that are Service affecting and fJl.1e (5)
business days written notice of any scheduled outages that are due to occur that are not Service affecting.
·
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Planned Ring Switch Maintenance
Planned Ring Switch Maintenance Is when Service Provider switches an End User from a primary lo a secondary path causing a
Service interruption to Customer andlor Its End Users of less than 50 miHiseconds. This maintenance will be conducted outside of
normal business hours, but Service Provider may make some exceptions. Service Provider will provide advance notice of at least
frve (5) business days, along with any system transmissionlcircuil IDs and a detailed Maintenance Operating Procedure (MOP).
Because the Service interruption will be less than 50 milliseconds, Service Provider will proceed with this type of maintenance
activity without the need for obtaining a release confirmation from Customer.
Planned Non Ring Switch Maintenance
Planned Non Ring Switch Maintenance is when Service Provider cannot switch over to a secondary path because of the Service
offering, thus causing a Service interruption to Customer andlor its End Users of greater than 60 milliseconds. This maintenance
will be conducted outside of normal business hours, but Service Provider may make some exceptions. Service Provider will provide
advance notice of at least ten (10) business days, along with any system transmissionlcircuil IDs and a detailed MOP. Beoause the
Service interruption will be greater than 50 milliseconds, Service Provider will only proceed with this type of maintenance activity
after obtaining a release confirmation from Customer.
Description
Seivice Provider NOC will open a Trouble Case and use it to document the time of actual maintenance activity, the duration ,of the
activity, the total impact on the Service, and the personnel involved in the maintenance activity. Service Provider will ptovide
Customer Support staffed twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven days a week by trained and qualified personnel. Service Provider will
offer 24{7 Customer Support which will meet Customer's trouble resolution requirements. Syringa Networks Customer S~pport
hours are 7AM to 12AM MST. After hours Customer Support is at the same phone number provided from 12:01AM to 6:59AMiMST.
Service Provider maintenance employees will be avallable for dispatch twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week. 'At no
cost to Customer or End-User, Service Provider will provide such remedial and preventive maintenance services as are necessary
to keep the Services and their component elements in good working order consistent with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement and the applicable manufacturers' specifications. A Service Element will be eligible for maintenance services
immediately upon the Start of Service Date for such Service Element.
In the process of managing a complex network, inevitably planned maintenance must occur. Since planned network maintenance
may affect Customer andlor its End Users, it is important to perform such maintenance in a manner that will minimize both the
impact to Customer and/or its End Users and the risk that such maintenance could cause unanticipated Service interruptiohs. In
order to provide a focused response to the need for planned maintenance activities, the Service Provider NOC is defined iis the
single point of contact for coordinating all network maintenance activities that can affect Service availability to Customer andtor its
End Users. This coordination activity generally includes the scheduling of all maintenance activity, the notification of Customer
regarding maintenance work In accordance with its existing contractual obligations, the monitoring of such work whfle ii is lbeing
performed, and all related activities.
Division of Responsibjlity

roVtde releasse confirmation for
n
intenance WI in 72
hours after Issuing notification to Customer (if Customer does not respond within
such 72 hour riod, Service Provider will assume Customer consent is Ivan
Notify at least five (5) business days prior to Planned Ring Switch Maintenance if
not service affectin
Notify at least ten (10) business days prior to Planned Non Switch Maintenance if
service affectin
Provide Circuil IDs and detailed MOP
n re uest for MOP
O en!Close a Trouble Case to measure service maintenance time frames
Switch over lo seconda
th on Planned Rin Switch Maintenance
Perform Planned Rin Switch and Non Rin Switch Maintenance

X
X
X

X
X

X

ESCALATION POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Policy & Procedures
The Service Provider provides 24 x 7 support for Service Provider Networks looated in all of Service Provider's metropolitan ar$e in
the United States. Problems are solved making every attempt to keep the Service Provider Network in a proactive stance stl that
outages and Service interruptions are mitigated when outages do occur, the Service Provider Network operations team is prepared
to deal with such situations as they arise.
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Service Provider Customer's support has the ability to respond quickly and effectively to resolve network trouble as indicated in
section 1 of this document. The Service Provider has established Internal performance measurements designed to continually
improve its performance in providing quallty, speed and accuracy of its services.
As part of the Trouble Management process, if outages occur, assessments are made as to the impact of an outage as soon as the

problem is noted by monitoring systems or by Customer's inbound notifications by phone, email or other means. The Service
Provider will Inform and/or dispatch personnel based on the severity and impect of the outage as applicable. The following trouble
priority and notification matrices dictate this notification process.

0

NIA
NIA
Rick McKinne

208-229-6101

NIA

2

208-229-6137

208-891-4077

3

G~

208-229-6136

208-473-1661

NIA

Lowe
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APPENDIX NO. 4
BILLING AND INVOICES
Each invoice from Service Provider will include at least the following information:
Service Provider Circuit I.D. (i.e.• Service Element 1.0.)
Related Customer Circuit I.D. (i.e.. Service Element 1.0.)
Customer PON
Type of Service (bandwidth/speed)
MRCs and NRCs for each Service Element
the End User Premises for each Service Element on the bill
POP Location for each Service Element invoiced on the bill
the Rate Element Breakdown (channel term, mux, mileage)

•

•
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EXHIBIT A
SAMPLE ASR OR SERVICE ORDER
(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT B

SERVICE PROVIDER'S BUILDING UST {INCLUDING HUB LOCATIONS & FLOOR AND SUITE NUMBERS)
[Intentionally omitted]
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EXHIBITC
Service Provider Pricing Schedule & Site Ust
All pricing to be ICB

Renewal
At the end of each Initial Seivice Element Term, the indivldual Service Elements herein are automatically renewed on a month lo
month basis under the same terms and conditions thet existed prior to the expiration of each Service Element Term.
Service Cancellation
Seivice cancellation involves the cancellation of a Seivice order prior to the FOC Date. If Customer cancels anytime before
Customer's receipt of the FOC (the "Cancellation Window"), then Service Provider will not assess a Service order cancellation fee. If
Customer cancels the Seivice order after the Cancellation Window, Customer will pay Service Provider the following non-recurring
cancellation fees: All Services: $500. Seivice Provider will provide Customer with the appropriate documentation to validat~ such
costs. If the Customer cancels the Service order due to a material breach by Service Provider of Its Service obligations herelunder,
or such cancellation is permitted under Appendix No. 2 hereto, then there will be no cancellation fee charged to customer.
Inside Wiring

Inside Wiring is defined as the wiring within a building/facility (i.e., End User Premises) from the building Minimum Point of Entry
(MPOE) (where the Service Provider's Service Element enters the building/facility) to the location of the Service Provider's Point of
Demarcation equipment at the End User's Premises. Inside wiring will be provided by Service Provider if Customer agrees to pay
charges to extend the point of demarcation from the MPOE. Charges for demarcation extension will be provided to customer upon
request on an ICB basis.

Syringe MSA Exhibits 041211 final.doc (DKW/Dublin)
Confidential Use Only - Disclose and distribute only to Qwest employees having a legitimate business need to know. Disctoswre
outside of Qwest Is prohibited without authorization
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ocuSlgn Envelope ID: BCA29DE5-104C-4146-B192-FBB978An445

EXHIBITD
COLLOCATION/INTERCONNECTION ADDENDUM FOR LOCAL ACCESS

(Intentionally omitted because not applicable since Syringe is going to lease a GIGE from Qwest Corporation, lo connect from its
POP in Boise to the ace POP in Boise - so Syringa will use QC to provide the interconnection)

Syringe MSA Exhibits 041211 final.doc (DKW/Dublin)
Confidential Use Only • Disclose and distribute only to Qwest employees having a legiUmate business need to know. Dlsclo&ure
outside of Qwest is prohlbHed without authorization
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DocuSlgn Envelope ID: BCA29DE5-104C-4146-B192-FBB978An445

Syringa MSA Exhibits 041211 final.doc (DKW/Dublin)
Confidential Use Only - Disclose and distribute only to Qwest employees havlng a legitimate business need to know. Disclosure
outside of Qwest is prohibited without authorization
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Exhibit B to Affidavit of Elissa Homenock

001356

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Lowe
Monday, March 28, 2011 02:39 PM
Greg Lowe; Homenock, Elissa
RE: Qwest I Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
image001.gif: image002.jpg; Syringa Master Service Agreement 03-28-11 Draft.docx

Here is the first part of our markups. We are working on the remaining exhibits and will forward these as
soon as they are done.
Thank You,
Greg Lowe
President & CEO
Syringe Networks, LLC
3795 s Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
Fax: 208-229-6110
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not print It or
disseminate It or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the,e-mail
file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Greg Lowe
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:05 AM
To: 'Homenock, Elissa'
Subject: RE: Qwest / Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
We are working on it and will try to get it back this week.
Thank You,
Greg Lowe
President & CEO
Syringe Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
Fax: 208-229-6110
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
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Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"

Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not print it or
disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail
file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mallto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 20119:56 AM
To: Greg Lowe; Kevin Johnsen
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing • Q requests changes

Gents
Will Q see the contract draft returned to us this week?
Please advise
Elissa/Q
From: Homenock, Bissa
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 20114:31 PM
To: 'Greg Lowe'
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Greg
As I thought, Qwest Sales is sitting on order due asap for the site that were quoted. The
IEN wants them installed in the next couple of weeks.
There is no July 1 date - so it is urgent to close this contract.
Please advise
Elissa
From: Homenock, Elissa
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 20113:41 PM
To: 'Greg Lowe'
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing • Q requests changes

Hi Greg - I know Kevin is trying hard, but he advised me this am, that the contract was still
with your VP of Ops who is absorbed with an outage from Monday. And then once this
person returns it to Kevin, your Attorney still has to clean it up.
>Is there anyway you could use your influence to expedite the return of the draft ba~k to
Q?
Please advise
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EJissa Homenock, Carrier Management, Qwest Communications Co., LLC
Qfc: 70;.;6-,.;910 Mobile: 70;.628.7l I; E_maif, E lissaJ1omenock@Qwest.com

From: Homenock, Elissa
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 20113:10 PM
To: 'Kevin Johnsen'
Cc: 'Greg Lowe'; Montenegro, Robert
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Hi Kevin
Will Q see the draft contract back from Syringa today? Please advise. Elissa/Qwest
From: Kevin Johnsen [mailto:kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 201112:05 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Cc: Greg Lowe; Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
Elissa,
legal has completed their assessment. Operations is now reviewing Exhibits and SLAs to ensure
they can meet them or to make changes. There are more changes than we had thought, although few
changes to the overall integrity of the document. We will need more time with it. At this time I muh
project Wednesday. Thanks!

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Greg Lowe; Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Hi Kevin
Will Qwest be seeing the draft contract today? If not, can you please advise when we will
see the contract draft?
Thank you
Elissa Homenock/Qwest Carrier Mgmt
From: Kevin Johnsen [mailto:kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 20111:35 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Cc: Greg Lowe; Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
Elissa,
i had hoped for today, but I am still working on it with legal. We may have something for you as
late as Friday. I will know this afternoon, after I meet with them, what kind of timeline we are lookimg at
more specifically.
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Kevin Johnsen
Carrier Sales Engineer
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83705
Office: 208 229-6109
Cell:
208 841-3913
Main: 208 229-6100
Fax:
208 229-6110
Email: kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net

SD!}a
nrdaho's Premier Fiber Optic Networkn
Privilege and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the Intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not prirlt It or
disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail
file Immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 201111:31 AM
To: Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Greg Lowe; Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Hi Kevin
Will Qwest be seeing Syringa's comments on the contract this week? Please advise &
thanks in advance
Elissa/Qwest
From: Homenock, Elissa
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 12:43 PM
To: 'kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net'
Cc: 'Greg Lowe'; Wright, Diane; Montenegro, Robert
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Kevin
Here's our standard contract for your review.
The Exhibits will be of interest to you as they contain the standard description of services
from our Access providers .. It also contains the SLA & Maintenance descriptions - Ref
Appendix 1-3.
At a minimum:
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Re Ex A- will need a sample of Syringa's service order form;
Ex B - normally we ask our providers to provide a list of their on-net buildings - if this is an
issue for Syringa, we can skip it, or add later; it just means Q will have to call Syringa on
every opportunity
Ex C - Pricing - again for our providers, we have standard pricing; alternatively, wa could
include the latest quote, to the specific locations & indicate that all future pricing would be
ICB
Being optimistic, will assume that Syringa may want to sell services to Q beyond the Idaho
State in future. If true, may I suggest you retain all the descriptions of services as well as
the collocation exhibit?
Lastly, How long do you think it will be before we receive feedback on this contract?
Please advise & thanks
FJissa Homenock, Carrier Management, Qwest Communications Co., L.L.C

Qfc:: JO}.)b).~9 IO Mol->ile: J0}.628.?7 I} [.mail: f_Jssa.f lomeno~k@Q_west.rnm

From: Kevin Johnsen [mailto:kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 6:01 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Subject: RE: Qwest / Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Thanks.
From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Kevin Johnsen
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Kevin
Will send you then our standard clec access agreement in the morning, once I've got a
hold our contract manager for it. See you then. Elissa
From: Kevin Johnsen [mailto:kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 5:58 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Elissa,
None of these cross LATA boundaries.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 3:56 PM
To: Kevin Johnsen
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Kevin
Sure

== Questions: all these circuits that Syringa is going to provide are going to be local
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Ethernet, right? None are crossing Lata lines, correct? It has a bearing on what template I
sent you.
Please clarify. Elissa
From: Kevin Johnsen [mailto:kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net]

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 5:51 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
Elissa,
Do you have a buy-side MSA that you might prefer to use that you could send to us? Thanks.
From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:ellssa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 201110:27 AM
To: Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Greg Lowe; Montenegro, Robert; drl@givenspursley.com; Miller, Steven - Legal; Wright, Diane
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing • Q requests changes

Kevin
Can we both in the contract, just as we had in the quote, please?
Elissa/Qwest
From: Kevin Johnsen [mailto:kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net]

Sent: Monday, March 07, 201112:25 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa; Greg Lowe
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane; Miller, Steven - Legal; drl@givenspursley.com
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing • Q requests changes
Elissa,
Are you interested in the packaged rates or the individual rates? Thanks!

Kevin Johnsen
Carrier Sales Engineer
Syringa Networks; LLC
3795 s Development Ave, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83705
Office: 208 229-6109
208 841-3913
Main: 208 229-6100

Cell:

Fax:
208 229-6110
Email: kjohnsen@syringanetworks.net

S)f(uga
"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privilege and Confidentiality Notice
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The Information in this message Is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain Information that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance 01n the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail In error, do not prt,:it It or
disseminate It or Its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete thie e-mail
file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:ellssa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Greg Lowe
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane; Miller, Steven - Legal; drl@glvenspursley.com; Kevin Johnsen
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Greetings Greg
Qwest is agreeing to the attached price list, but please note a change:
-,. The deletion of 1 circuit for MINIDOKA COUNTY JOINT SD Main 1,
310
10TH STREET, RUPERT
(208) 436-6252
40mg
~ The change of the site in Minidoka Cty, at 292 W 100 S, RUPERT (208) 436-4721
to 40mg now requested
o There is an assumption a 40mg circuit going to W-100S will be the same
price as the deleted 310-10th street location.
Can you please confirm?
If yes, we'd like then also see your contract for this deal.
Please advise
E_lissa Homenock, Carner Management, ()}vest Communications Co., LLC
Ofc: 70).)6).).910 Mobile: 70).628.,771; [.mail: [Jissa.Homenock@Qwest.com

From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syrlnganetworks.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 2:42 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane; Kevin Johnsen; Miller, Steven - Legal; drl@givenspursley.com
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
Elissa,
Please find the attached pricing. There we no changes in price for the minimal increase In bandwidth on
the six circuits. We will be provisioning as Native Ethernet. Feel free to reach out again if you need pricing
for other variants.
Thank You,
Greg Lowe
President & CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
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Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
Fax: 208-229-6110
Email: glowe@syrlnganetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is Intended for the named recipients only. It may contain informatior;i that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action In reliance on the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail In error, do not print it or
disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete thei e-mail
file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Greg Lowe
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane; Kevin Johnsen; Miller, Steven· Legal; drl@glvenspursley.com
Subject: fW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes

Greg
Would you please use this corrected xis, instead of the one sent yesterday?
Thank you for your patience.
Elissa Homenock/QCC
From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 6:48 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
,
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane; Kevin Johnsen; Miller, Steven - Legal; drl@givenspursley.com
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syrlnga request for pricing • Q requests changes
No problem. We'll get right on It.
Thank You,
Greg Lowe
President & CEO
Syrlnga Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
Fax: 208-229-6110
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141
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"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is
priVileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not print i~ or
disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail
file Immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Bissa [mallto:ellssa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Greg Lowe
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; Wright, Diane; Kevin Johnsen; MIiier, Steven - Legal; drl@givenspursiey.c¢m
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing • Q requests changes

Hi Greg
After further discussions, Qwest is requesting of Syringa another revision to the quote:
It has been determined that fractional bandwidths are not supported in our
network , hence have revised the speeds in 7 sites - can you please re-quote & as
before provide 2 flavours of pricing: bulk order all circuits at once vs order 1 circuit a
time, please?
b) We request an understanding in how Syringe will provision the loops (i.e. Native
Ethernet or Ethernet over SON ET) - we are looking for info as it impacts how we
provision from Syringa to our IP POP equipment.
a)

Appreciate your efforts in accommodating our requests.
Regards
Elissa Homenock/QCC
From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syrlnganetworks.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 6:37 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa
Cc: Kevin Johnsen; drl@givenspursley.com; Miller, Steven - Legal; Wright, Diane; Montenegro, Robert
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syrfnga request for pricing - Q requests changes

Elissa,
Please find attached the revised quotes per your request. There we no changes In price for the minima I
reduction in bandwidth on the two circuits. Also, we added another pricing column for your ability to
order one circuit at a time. If all circuits are ordered at once then the orlglnal price prevalls and you will
have up to a six month spread In turn-up/acceptance dates. Let me know if you have questions.
Thank You,
Greg Lowe
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President & CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
Fax: 208-229-611 0
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain informatio111 that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the!
contents of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not print It iar
disseminate It or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the: e-mail
file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 201111:59 AM
To: Greg Lowe
Cc: Kevin Johnsen; drl@givenspursley.com; Miller, Steven - Legal; Wright, Diane; Montenegro, Robert
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syrlnga request for pricing - Q requests changes

Greg,
Excellent for the turnaround.
Please use this corrected xis - I had reversed the text in Col I 9+1 O in error & want to
avoid confusion.
Look forward to your response.
Elissa/Qwest
From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:29 PM
To: Homenock, Elissa; Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; drl@givenspursley.com; Miller, Steven - Legal; Wright, Diane
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing - Q requests changes
HI Elissa,
We remember you. We'll get on your request today and give you some answers hopefully within the next
24 hours.

Thank You,
Greg Lowe
President & CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
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Fax: 208-229-6110
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@svringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"

Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain informatioh that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not print it or
disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail
file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Homenock, Elissa [mailto:elissa.homenock@qwest.com]

Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 201111:01 AM
To: Greg Lowe; Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Montenegro, Robert; drl@givenspursley.com; Miller, Steven - Legal; Wright, Diane
Subject: FW: Qwest/ Syrlnga request for pricing - Q requests changes

Greetings Greg & Kevin
To introduce myself, I was the Q Carrier Manager engaged in the 2010 discussions,
attempting to secure an NOA with Syringa. Rob Montenegro was acting on my behalf
during my recent absence.
With regards to the Syringa Feb 8/11 proposed pricing, please see Qwest's response &
note the following changes:
1. We have deleted 2 sites (Rupert) from the original list of 16 locations (Net 14
locations) & have changed the bandwidth requirements in another 2 locations,
Midvale & Minidoka
• Can you please revise your pricing quote?
2. Please clarify if this proposal is based on Q ordering to all locations at once, or will
this pricing be valid as Q receives incremental orders to these locations from the
IEN?
Lastly, being optimistic that we will proceed to contract once we've agreed to a final
pricing proposal, would Syringa be willing to forward Q your standard contract so that we
can commence reviewing internally?
Regards
Elissa Homenock, Vendor Manager
Carrier Management
Qwest Communications Company, LLC
Ofc: 703.363.3910 Mobile: 703.628.7713
Email: Elissa.Homenock@Owest.com
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From: Greg Lowe
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 20111:36 PM
To: Montenegro, Robert; 'drl@glvenspursley.com'; Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Wright, Diane; MIiier, Steven - Legal
Subject: RE: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing

All,
Please find attached the pricing for the locations you requested. Feel free to call me if you have any
questions. I would also appreciate acknowledgement of receipt by Qwest.
Thank You,
Greg Lowe
President & CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Cell: 208-473-1661
Fax: 208-229-611 O
Email: glowe@syrlnganetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is
privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the Intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail In error, do not print it or
disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail
file Immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Montenegro, Robert [mailto:robert.montenegro@qwest.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 201111:08 AM
To: Greg Lowe; 'drl@givenspursley.com'; Kevin Johnsen
Cc: Wright, Diane; Miller, Steven - Legal
Subject: Qwest/ Syringa request for pricing
Gentlemen,
It was a pleasure speaking with you this morning. I have been able to confirm that Qwest requires all service~ be
provided back to 619 W Bannock St Boise, ID 83702. We understand this would require a leased/resale solutllon for a
portion of your service offering.
Thanks again and look forward to receipt of the Syrlnga proposed pricing.
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Sincerely,
Rob Montenegro
Manager, Domestic Carrier Management
703-363-3879
robert.monteneg ro@qwest.com

This communication Is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged inlonnation. Unauthorized u;.e of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
In error. please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachment;..

-h,s communication 1s U1e property of Qwest and may contain cor,fidenllal or
pnv,leged information. Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error. please nnmed,ately notify the sender by reply e•ma1I and destroy
all copies or the communication and any attachments.

-his communication Is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged information. Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this comrnunicat1on
In error, please Immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments.

-h,s communication is the property of Qwe,;t and may contain confidential or
pr,v1leged 1nfonnation. Unauthorized use of this commurHcation is strictly
orohib1ted and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error. please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments.

""his communication is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged information. Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments.

---------------------------------------------~---his communication is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged informabon. Unauthorized utse of lh1s communication 1s strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error. please immediately notify the sender by repl'l e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachrnentr.

-his communication is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged information. Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error, plea$e immediately notify U1e sender by reply e-mail ancl destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments.

Thi& communication Is lhe property of Qwest and may conmin confidential or
privileged information. Unauthorized ur.e of this communication Is strictly
prohibited sod may be unlawful. If you have received this comrnunicatron
in error. please immediately notify the sender by reply e•mall and destroy
all copies of the commumcation and any attachments

-hi& communication is lhe property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged lnfonnation. Unauthorized u&e of thia commun1ca~on is strictly
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prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communicotion
in error. please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments.

~his communication is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged information. Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments.

-h,~ communication 1s the propeny of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged information. Unauthorized use of this communicat1on is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments

This communication Is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or
privileged Information. Unauthorized use of this communication Is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error. please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the communication and any attachments
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Exhibit C to Affidavit of Elissa Homenock

001371

Qwest~
Spirit of Service""
DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY

SERVICE AGREEMENT
(Service Provider's Local Access and lnterexchange Services being offered to Qwest)
THIS AGREEMENT. Including all Appendices, Addenda, and Exhibits ("Ag.reemenr) Is made and entered into as or this
day of
. 20_, by and between QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY. LLC, {referred to as "Qwest"
or "Customer"), a Delaware limited liability company, with offices at 1801 California Street, Denver. Colorado 80202
(hereinafter referred to as ·customer") and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
a
corporation, with offices at --,-------,---,-,,..--.....,.....--,,----,.-,,--,-,--....,....-----:c(hereinafter referred to as ·service Provider") for the sole purpose of providing Services (as defined herein) necessary for
the completion of the Idaho Education Network only. Customer and Service Provider are collectively referred lo herein as
the ·Parties· and Individually as a "Party" The Parties hereby agree as follows

_

ARTICLE 1
DEFINITIONS
1.1
The terms used In this Agreemenl wlll have their normal or common meanings. except terms defined in place
and the following capitalized terms.
ASR or Service Order. "ASR" (acronym for Access Service Request") or ·service Order" means the mechanism
utlllzed by Customer to Initiate a Service Order hereunder. A sample ASR or Service Order Is set forth In Exhibit A.
Adverse Network Change "Adverse Network Change· has the meaning set forth In Section 3.5.
~ . "Affdiate" means any entity that directly or Indirectly controls, Is controlled by, or is under common
control with. a party. ·control" means: (a) the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction
of management and policies of any such entity whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract. ol
otherwise; and (bl for Customer Affiliates. direct or Indirect ownership of25% or greater of the equity Interest.
'
~ . "Appendix" means an appendix to the Agreement. Each of the Appendices listed below is attachedi
hereto and Incorporated herein without need for execution. The Appendices are as follows:
Appendix No. 1

Service Descriptions

Appendix No. 2

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Appendix No. 3

Maintenance and Support Plan

Appendix No 4

BIiiing and Invoices

Availability. 'Availability' means the ability to transmit and receive communications between the Points of
Demarcation In accordance with the Service Level Agreement set forth in Appendix No. 2.
Chronic lnterruRliOn. "Chronic Interruption· has the meaning set forth in the Service Level Agreement set forth
in Appendix No. 2.
Confldenllal Information. "Conftdenlial Information" means any and ell business, technical or third party
information (Including but not Umlled lo, trade secrets, marketing plans, financial data, specifications, drawings, sketches.
models, samples, computer programs and documentation) provided, disclosed or made accessible by one party (the,
"Disclosing Party") to the other (the "Receiving Party") under this Agreement that ls either Identified as or would be
reasonably understood to be confidential or proprietary. Confidential Information also includes the terms and conditions of
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this Agreement. Confidential Information does not Include Information that the Receiving Party can clearly establish by
written evidence: (a) is or becomes known to the Receiving Party from a third party without an obligation to maintain its
confidentiality; (b) is or becomes generally known lo the public through no act or oml$slon of the Receiving Party; or (c) i$
independently developed by the Receiving Party without the use or Confidential Information oflhe Disclosing Party.
Connecting Faclllty Assignment or CFA. "Connecting FacHlty Assignment" or "CFA" means the Identifier or
location where Customer will Interconnect with Service Provider, such as a slot or channel assignment where the
Customer wlll be Interconnecting with Service Provider.
QIB. "DLR" (acronym for "Design Layout Record") means a record containing the technical Information thal
describes the facilities and termination provided by Service Provider to Customer used In the design of a particular
Service Element.
Delay. ·oelay· means a delay In the Installation, implementation, completion, delivery. addition, deletion, move,
or modification of any Service Element beyond the FOC Date, provided that the delay Is not caused by denial of access to
the Premises where such access is necessary to Install, Implement. delete, move or modify the Service.
Distribution Network. "Distribution Network" means Service Provider's hub where Service Provider can deliver
Services to the End-User.
Early Disconnect Charge. 'Early Disconnect Charge· has the meaning set forth in Section 3.3(b).
Effective Date. 'Effective Date" means the first day on which the Service Agreement has been signed by an
authorized representative of each Party
Emergency Maintenance. "Emergency Maintenance· means corrective maintenance which is required In order
for a particular Service or Service Element to satisfy the performance specifications set forth In lhiS Agreement and whlch1
if not accomplished promptly. could result in a serious degradation or loss of service to the Customer, the End User. or the
Network.
End User. "End User" means a user to whom Customer will provide telecommunications services utilizing, iri
part. telecommunlcatlons services provided by Service Provider to Customer under this Agreement.
Entrance Facility System or System "Entrance Facility System• or "System" means the Services that provide
transport between Customer's POPs and selected Local Exchange Carrier ("LEC") serving wire centers. Systems utlliZEI
the Service Provider's Network and are available between On-Net locations and LEC serving wire centers owned by
Service Provider or in which Service Provider has a collocation arrangement with the LEC. Customer, at its sole
discretion. wifl have the following options regarding the purchase of Entrance Facility Systems: (i) purchase a dedicated
Entrance Facility System and Customer controls the Connecting Facility Assignment for such system; or (Ii) Customer will
only pay for lhe Service Elements ii purchases on an Entrance Facility System and wlll not be responsible for paying the
Service Provider for the Entrance Facility System that Service Provider Installs in Customer's POP.

~h!t!l.l. ·Exhibit" means an exhibit to this Agreement. Each Exhibit listed below Is attached hereto and
Incorporated herein. The Exhibits are as follows:
Exhibit A

Sample ASR or Service Order

Exhibit B

Intentionally omitted

Exhibit C

lntentlonally omitted

ExhlbitD

Collocation/Interconnection Addendum

Fiber Distribution Panel. "Fiber Distribution Panel" or ('FOP") means the equipment used to deliver Service
(excluding Ethernet Service and non-optical Services) which resides in front of the equipment of Customer or of'
Customer's End Users. as applicable. An FOP serves as an optical Point of Demarcation. This optical service interface is
in the form of a port or a jack on a Customer provided FOP (as set forth on the Appendices). unless ii Is mutually agreed
upon by the Parties for the Service Provider to provide the FOP. Where the interface occurs in a Customer POP. the
installatlon and maintenance al the connection between the Customer provided equipment and the socket on the FOP are
the responsibility of the Customer. Where the interface occurs on the premises of Customer's End Users. the imitallatlon
and maintenence of the connection from the FOP to the End User's equipment are the responsiblUty of Service Provider.
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fOC. ·foe· (acronym for "Firm Order Confirmation") means the form utilized by Service Provider acceptintJ
Customer's Service Order or ASR. A FOC will become a part of, and be subject to, this Agreement.
FOC Date. "FOC Date· means the date In the FOC that Service Provider commits to Installing a speclfle
Service Element and such Service Element will be ready on the FOC Date for joint testing to commence.
Interruption. ·interruption" means the period during which any Service Element fails to meet an applicable
performance specification as stated in the Agreement, including the Appendices, attached hereto. Interruptions are
specifically not limited to total loss or discontinuance of Service. Interruptions do not include: (a) failures caused by
Customer or customer premises equipment; (b) feilures during any force majeure condition; (c) failures due directly lo the
failure of power or equipment provided by Customer: or (d) failures due lo scheduled maintenance and repair, provid~
that Service Provider notifies Customer in advance of any scheduled maintenance and repair in accordance with the
provisions in this Agreement An Interruption begins when Service Provider first becomes aware of the failure or. if
release of the affected Service Element is necessary for repair, after such Service Element Is so released. An Interruption
ends when the repaired or restored Service Element has been accepted by Customer in accordance with this Agreement.
Interruption Credit. •tnterruplion Credit" has the meaning set forth In Appendix 2.
!.QA. "LOA" (acronym for "Letter of Authorization") means a letter or other document that Service Provider
provides to Qwest that authorizes Customer to share certain CFA information with a third party carrier to connect local
access lo specifically identified network facilities of Service Provider. When Service Provider issues Customer a LOA for
virtual POPs, there wiU be no expiration date related to such LOA.

Lien Claims. "Lien Claims• has the meaning set forth in Section 6.8.
Monthly Recurring Charge§ pr MRGs. "Monthly Recurring Charges· or "MRCs" means the charges that Service
Provider bills Customer on a monthly basis. on a per Service Element basis
Monthly Volume. "Monthly Volume" means the sum of all charges for Services provided to Customer under th!$
Agreement, Including MRCs, as weU as a prorated portion of any MRCs, NRCs, taxes, Early Disconnect Charges, and any
other lermlnatlon liability Incurred by Customer. For On-Net Services, Monthly Volume will be calculated at the MRCs set
forth In any ASR as modified from time to time as permitted or required by this Agreement.
~.l'llQ.[k. "Network" means the proprietary telecommunications network of either Party as the context of the
provision requires or as contemplated under this Agreement.

Network Changes. "Network Changes" has the meaning set forth In Section 3.6.
Network Interlace. "Network Interface" means the electro-mechanical or optical Interface that provides the
Parties Interconnection between their respective Networks.

!'!Qn:rg__«!!ITi.09 Charge~__Q!'J'l~..
"NRC" means all charges for Services that are not MRCs. Including but not
limited to. taxes. Early Disconnect Charges or other termination Uablllty Incurred by Customer.
Orderlng and Billing Forum. "Ordering and Billing Forum· has the meaning set forth In section 3.7.

Qn:M!:tl. "On•Nel" means a location where Service Provider has: (i) fiber-optic cable, at a minimum, terminated
lrom tts Minimum Point of Entry ("MPOE") ("On-Net Building") to a Service Provider hub and such fiber Is Ill by Service
Provider; and (II) any necessary third party licenses. approvals or permissions to connect its' fiber lrom the public rights-or-·
way to the MPOE and Install or utlltze the necessary inside plant facilities, including, Without limitation, power, riser condUit
and fiber optics.
Point of Demarcation. ·Point of Demarcation" means u,e point of Interconnection between the Service Interface
Unit. the Fiber Distribution Panel. or the DSX panel (interface Is dependent on what type of Service is being provided)
which will serve as the Service Provider's demarcation point In front of the equipment of Customer or of Customer's End
Users, as applicable, ("DemarcaUon #1) and any line, circuit or tenninal equipment that Is owned, leased or maintained by
Service Provider ("Demarcation #2). For each Service Element, there are two Points or Demarcation (Demarcation #1'
and Demarcation #2) which identify lhe points between which the Service Provider is responsible lo provide equipment
and Service. and beyond which Customer or End User is responsible. Under this Agreement. Demarcation #2 could
involve four (4) different scenarios at the point of interconnection:
(I)

The Point or Demarcation Is al a ·meet-me-room" at a carrier hotel whereby the SIU or FOP is
provided by the building owner: or
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{l!)

The Point of Demarcation Is at a Customer POP and the SIU or FOP Is pre-Installed by Customer; or ,

{ID) The Point of Demarcation Is at a Service Provider hub and the SIU or FOP is provided by either

Service Provider or customer; or
(iv) The Point or Demarcation is at a mutually agreed upon location (e.g., manhole)
In regards to Demarcation #1 (I.e., at End-User Premises), described above, the Service Provider wlll provide !he SIU or
FOP.
EQ.e. ·pop· (acronym for "Point of Presence") means a specific location within a Local Access Transport Area
(LATA) where Customer terminates or originates Its local exchange or lnterexchange service.

~ . "Premises• means the site to which Service Is provided, which will be identllled on the ASR.
Premises Includes End-User sites, Customer POPs. or other Customer designated locations. as the context requires.
Request For Quotation or RFO. "Request for Quotation" or "RFQ" has the meaning set forth In Section 3.1 (h).
Requested FOC Date. "Requested FOC Date" means the date that Customer requests Service Provider 101
commit to installing a specific Service Element, which will be set forth in the ASR for each Service Element.
Service. "Service" or "Services" means special access and lnterexehange transport service(s), including an
Entrance Facility System, provided by Service Provider as identlf18d on an ASR(s). The Services will include the Service I
Provider Network involving the following interconnection processes:
I)
ii)

Iii)

at the point of interconnection (1.e .. Service Provider hub. a earner hotel (or a manhole, or splice
box). a Qwest POP); to
a lateral Into a building/facility; or
a lateral within a building/facility to the End-User's Premises

Service Element, ·service Element" means any line or circuit of a Service at a Premises. Including an Entrance
Facility System.
Se1Vlce Element Term. ·service Element Term· means the set period of time for which a Service Element(s) ls
to be provided.

Servtce Interface Unit or SIU. ·service Interface Unit" or 'SIU" means the Service Provider's equipment used
to deliver Ethernet Service which resides in front of the equipment of Customer or ol Customer's End Users, as
applicable. Each service Interface is in the form of a port on a Service Provider provided SIU (set forth on the
Appendices). Where the interface occurs in a Customer POP, the installation and maintenance of the connection
between the Customer provided equipment and Ille socket on the SIU are the responsibility of the Customer. Where the
interface occurs on the premises of Customer's End Users. the installation and maintenance of the connection from the
SIU to the End User's equipment are the responsibility of Service Provider.
Service Level Agreement or SLA. The "Service Level Agreement" or "SLA" (found in Appendix No. 2) contains
certain terms and conditions (in addition lo those found in this Agreement) regarding Service Provider performance '
requirements and Service level commitments, and also contains remedies for Cuetomer lo hold Service Provider
financially accountable for failing to meet these requirements and commHments.
Service Upgrade. •sarvice Upgrade" means any revision. improvement, enhancement, modlllcation or addition,
to a Service (including increases in the functionality or improvements In performance) that is developed by or for Service'
Provider and is offered by Service Provider to customers (or implemented by Service Provider In Its Network) without.
charge.
filfil1.QiServlce Date. ·start of Service Date· for a Service Element means the later of (I) the FOC Date for the
Service Element, or (ii) the dale immediately after successful testing and acceptance of the Service Element by the
Parties pursuant to the joint testing procedures under Article 6.

ARTICLE2
RIGHTS OF CUSTOMER AFFILIATES
Customer has contracted with Service Provider under this Agreement In order lo satisfy current or future
requirements of Customer and Customer Affiliates; (b) to the extent that the Interests of Customer Affiliates are affected by this
Agreement, all obUgatlons of Service Provider under this Agreement will extend and all rights and prfvlleges or Customer will
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accrue to the CUslomer Affiliate& to the same extent as such obligations, rights and priVlleges extend or accrue to Customer
under this Agreement; and (c) notwithstanding the foregoing, Customer will be responsible to Service Provider ror the
performance of Customer's and !Is Affiliates' obligations under this Agreement.
ARTICLE3

PROVISION OF SERVICE
3.1
Service Provider will provide On-Net Services to Customer In accordance with the following terms anti
conditions and those listed in Appendix No. 2:
(a)
To order On-Net Services, Customer need only tender to Service Provider an ASR specifying: (i) the
Service requested; (Ii) the Customer's POP lo be served; (iii) the Premises; (Iv) the Requested FOC Date; and (v) the
Service Element Term.
(b)
Upon receipt of an ASR from Customer, Service Provider will provide a written response to Customer
specifically identifying any and all omissions or inaccuracies in the ASR that Customer must correct before ServlCE!
Provider is able lo process the ASR This will be completed by Service Provider within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt or
the ASR
(c)
After Customer corrects any omissions and inaccuracies in the ASR Identified by Service Provider in
accordam:e with Subsection (b), Service Provider will provide an FOC to Customer within the timeframes set forth in
AppendlX No. 2. The FOC will provide any necessa,y Service intervals as well as a commllled FOC Date for the service
Element, which will in no event. exceeds the installation intervals for the Se1Vice Element as set rorth in Appendix No. 2
and Service Provider will use Its reasonable efforts to accommodate Customer's requests tor expedited Installations.
(d)
Service Provider will provide DLR information concerning the Service Element within the limeframes
set forth In Appendix No. 2.
(e)
At any lime prior to the FOC Dale. Customer may, upon payment of a One Hundred Dollar ($100~
ASR change order proce&&ing fee, delay the instaltatton of such Service Element by sending Service Provider a revised
ASR changing only the Requested FOC Date for such Service Element (which date wlU thereafter be treated under this
Agreement as the original FOC Date tor such Service Element). which ASR will thereafter govern the terms pursuant to
which the Service Element is provided.
(f)

Customer w~I have the option lo control the Connecting Facility Assignment for all dedicated Services

hereunder.
(9)
If Service Provider receives an ASR ror a Service which requires non-standard pricing quoted on an
individual case basis ("ICB"), Service Provider will place the ASR on hold and, within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt o~
the ASR, notify Customer's Carrier Management Group In writing that Customer placed an ASR for Services requiring ICBi
pricing. Customer's Carrier Management Group will have five (5) business days to respond to Service Provider instructing
Service Provider how to proceed. If Customer's Carrier Management Group does not respond back to Se1Vlce Provider
within this limelrame. lhe ASR will be deemed cancelled and the Service Provider will not proceed with the order.
(h)
To order Services requiring ICB pricing. customer must send Service Provider a Request for
Quotation ("RFQ") specifying: (I) the Service requested; {ii) the Customer POP to be served; (lll) the Premises; (iv) the,
Requested FOC Date; and (v) the Service Element Term
(i)
Service Provider will provide a written response to the RFQ (a ·Ftrm Proposal"). so that Customer
receives it within three (3) business days for On-Net Service or llve (5) business days for Off-Net Services Involving no
special construction fees alter Service Provider's receipt of the RFQ, specifying: (i) the Service lo be provided; (il)
Customer's POP to be served; (ID) the Premises; (IV) the FOC Date; (v) all NRCs; (vi) au MRCs; and (V) au Service
Element Terms. The Firm Proposal will remain In effect for ninety (90) days after customer receives II.
0)
fl Customer receives a Firm Proposal from Service Provider more than three (3) business days after,
Service Provider's receipt of an RFQ, and Customer submits an ASR to Service Provider, Customer has the oplion to
expedite the ASR. If Customer requests tile ASR to be expedited, Service Provider wlH use its best efforts lo meet the
expedited due date

(k)
Upon receipt or a Firm Proposal, Customer may order the eppllc:able Services by tendering to
Servloe Provider an ASR with terms which are matenany consistent with those In the Firm Proposal. Service Provider wm
provide Customer with a FOC for the Services within the limerrames set forth in Appendix No. 2.
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3.2
Each Service Element wlll be subject to the Service Element Term, If any, specified In the ASR, which wlU
commence upon the Start of Service Dale.
(a)
After the expiration of the Service Element Term of a Service Element: (i) Service Provider will
continue to provide the Service Element to Cuslomer on a month-to-monlh basis, upon lhe same terms and conditions,
and at the MRCs that were In effect at the time or the expiration; or (Ii) Customer may enter Into a new agreement for a
new Service Element Term for the Service Element,.
(b)
Customer will not be responsible for any non-recurring charges associated with the repricing of
Service Element that remains in place after the expiration of its Service Element Term.

a

3.3
Customer may instruct Service Provider lo disconnect any Service Element by giving Service Provider twenty•
four (24} hours advance written notice of the disconnection.
(a)
II Customer Instructs Service Provider to disconnect a Service Element prior to the expiration of its
Service Element Term, Service Provider wlU permit Customer to do so wilhout liability for an Early Disconnect Charge (as
described below) If (Al customer requests such disconnection In accordance with a provision or this Agreement that
permtts Customer to discontinue an affected Service Element without llabifity; (B) Customer elects a portability option
whereby Customer orders a new Service Element under the guidelines as stipulated below; or (C) the Service Element is
being replaced or upgraded by another higher capacity Service Element (e.g., a DS-3 is replaced or upgraded with an OC3 Service Element) to the same Premises. If Customer elects the portability option as described In Subsection (Bl above,
Customer will order a new Service Element under the following guidelines to replace the Service Element that Is being
terminated. The portability guidelines. If applicable, are as follows: (I) new service Element's MRCs are equal to or
greater than those associated with the Service Element being replaced: and (ii) new Service Element has a Service
Element Term which is equal to or greater than the remainder of the Service Element Term or the Service Element being
replaced. rounded up to the next highest Service Element Term (see example below).

An example for Section 3,3(al (til above·
Customer elects to terminate ("port') an OC-3 In Its seventeenth month of being In service and II has an lnltlal three (3)
year Service Element Term affiliated with it. The new OC-3 (or higher bandwidth) that will replace the existing OC-3 will
have a Service Element Term that Is a minimum of 2 years (36 months [original Service Element TermJ- 17 months (time
in service)= 19 months, then rounded to the next highest Service Element Term which Is a 2 year term).
·
(b)
If Customer orders such disconnection for tts convenience. rather than In accordance with a provision
of this Agreement that permits Customer to discontinue an affected Service Element without llabiHty. Service Provider
may, as its sole and exclusive remedy. charge Customer the following disconnect charges ("Early Disconnect Charge"):
Early Disconnect Charges will be incurred In accordance with the guidelines below.
Early Disconnect Charges will be calculated as follows: If Customer terminates any Service Element as set forth above al
any time dunng lhe first lwenty four (24) months of the Service Element Term. Customer shall pay one hundred percent
(100%) of the remaining MR Cs for the affected Service Element. II Customer terminates any Service Element as set forth
above at any lime during months twenty five (25) through forty eight (48) of the Service Element Term. Customer shall pay
seventy live percent (75%) or the remaining MRCs for the affected Service Element. 1r Customer terminates any Service,
Element as set forth above at any lime during months forty nine (49) through sixty (60) of the Service Element Term,
Customer shall pay llfty percent (50%) of the remaining MRCs for the affected Service Element.
3.4
hereto.

The Service will Include normal Installation, maintenance, inspection. repair end testing Services as deteiled

3.5
service Provider will notify Customer In advance of lhe following occurrences If a Network Change. as definedl
below, Is Service affecting or affects the routing diversity of a particular Service Element: (a) any substitution, change. or
rearrangement of telecommunfcations equipment used In providing Service: (b) any modmcatlon to Service Provider's
Network; or (c) the Implementation of a Service Upgrade (collectively "Network Changes") that may adversely affect the
nature or quality of Customer's or Customer's End User's receipt of the Services. Service Provider wlU not. without
Customer's prior written consent. make any Network Changes that would impair or adversely change in any respect the
nature and quality of Service or type of Service. or require Customer to modify or replace any of the equipment used in
customer's Network ("Adverse Network Change"), unless Service Provider agrees In advance to pay all direct costs and
expenses that will be Imposed on Customer as a result or such Adverse Network Chenge.
3.6

Service Provider wm comply with the 1nstallation intervals set forth rn Appendix No. 2.

3.7
If Network Data Mover ("NDM"l is available to transmit ASRs rrom Customer to Service Provider. this medium
will be used. However, once Customer reaches the $100,000 per month revenue level with Service Provider. before;
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discounts are applied. Service Provider will be required to provide an electronic lnterrace with Customer, at Service
Provider's expense, for ASR transmis&1on and other purposes. If NDM is used, Service Provider Will follow any Ordering
and Billing Forum standards ror use of NDM. If NDM cannot be utilized, Customer will transmrt ASRs to Service Provider
v,a e-mail or raCS1mile to
. Service Provider wm provide an
electronic confirmation of receipt or ASR to Customer within one ( 1) business day of receipt or such ASR.
3.8
Service Provider and Customer will cooperate in planning and implementing Services In an efficient. costeffective manner. Such cooperauon will Include regular meetings as set forth in this Section, each Party's prompt
provision to the other of Information that the other may reasonably require to carry out Its responslbililles hereunder, ancj
reasonable cooperation with third party vendors of products and services to Customer. The Parties will meet quarterly~
either In person at mutually agreed-upon locations or via conference can, to review Invoices for the Services, to assess
Service Provlder-'s compliance with the performance specifications, to review the status of Service Provider'$
implementation of outstanding ASRs and FOCs. and to discuss other matters related to the Parties' obligations under UU!
Agreement.

3.9
Services characterized by Service Provider as On-Net that do not materielly meet the specifications and/or
requirements for On-Net Services as set forth herein may be terminated by Customer upon written notice and without
liabiHty and Service Provider will refund to Customer any charges for the affected Services paid in advance of the
rendering thereof.
3.10
Either Party may terminate this Agreement in its entirety, or any facilities provided by Service Provider to
Customer pursuant to this Agreement. In the event such Party reasonably deems Itself Insecure with respect to the othet
Party's continuing ability to meet its obligations under the terms of the Agreement due to the occurrence of any of the
following. where such occurrence is not cured within ninety (90) days of written noUce: (a) a Party files a voluntary petition
In bankruptcy; or (b) a Party fails to secure the dismissal or an involuntary petition In bankruptcy within sixty (60) days of
the filing. In the everrt Customer terminates this Agreement in whole or In part, pursuant lo this section. Customer will only
be obligated to pay for charges accrued but unpaid as of the termination date and will not be required to pay any Early
Disconnect Charges.

ARTICLE4
INTERCONNECTION
4.1
Interconnection of Service Provider telecommunications equipment and End-User terminal equipment will be
the responsibHity of Service Provider with Customer's reasonable coordination and direction. Service Provider will
immediately repair or replace End-User equipment damaged by Service Provider or its agent during interconnection•
Customer will Immediately repair or replace Service Provider's telecommunications equipment damaged by Customer or
its agent during interconnection.

4.1.1
The Point of Demarcation between the Service Provider's Network and the Customer's Network will
be at the locations requested by Customer on the ASR. Service Provider will bear the cost of bringing its Network lo each
of the designated Points or Demarcation requested by Customer. In most cases, Customer WIil request that the Point ol
Demarcation for Service Provider to Interconnect to Customer's Network be at a manhole or a meet-me-room, in which
case the Parties will splice Service Provider's fibers to Customer's house fiber that runs from the meet-me-room to:
Customer's FOP. Aller the Initial fiber splice. test. and acceptance between Service Provider and Customer, Service
Provider will be responsible for all trouble shooting and maintenance of Its fiber up to the spDce vault or Point of.
Demarcation in the manhole or meet-me-room. Customer will be responsible for the trouble shooting and maintenance of:
(i) the splice/interconnection of Service Provider's fiber to Customer's house fiber, (ii) Customer's house fiber itself: and·
(Iii) the termination of the house fiber on the Customer provided FOP. Service Provider is responsible for the jumpers from
Customer's provided FOP to Service Provider's systems and facilities at a particular location.
4.1.2
IMth respect to all other points of Interconnection and subject to 4.1.3 below, if the Parties agree to,
interconnect their respectlve Networks at Service Provider's designated third party Interconnection facilities (e.g .. , at a,
carrier hotel), Service Provider will coordinate with the facility management of the interconnection facility for the necessary
Interconnection rights, and all reasonable charges associated with such interconnection to Customer will be negotiated
between the Parties. In some cases, the third party interconnection facffity may require Customer to purchase the·
interconnection service directly from it, in which case Service Provider wlD coordinate and facilitate such purchase by
Customer. Additionally. the Parties may in the future agree lo Interconnection of the Services at designated Customer•
POPs not located in a Service Provider On-Net location or Service Provider's service hubs. Where the
lnlerconnectlon/collocalion Is at a Customer POP, the terms of the Collocation/Interconnection Addendum attached hereto
as Exhibit D will apply. Service Provider will arrange, with the assistance of Customer, If needed. for all necessary building
access rights required for Service Provider to collocate/interconnect in the agreed upon Customer POP.
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Where the lnterconnectlon/collocatlon Is at service Provider's hub(s). the terms or such collocallon and
interconnection will be attached hereto as an exhibit to this Agreement. Service Provider WIii arrange for all necessary
building access rights required for Customer to collocate/Interconnect In the agreed upon Service Provider's hub.
·
Should customer request a Point of Demarcation between customer's Network and Service
4.1.3
Provider's Network that is not a designated Service Provider Interconnection facility, then the Parties agree to discuss the
commercial feasibility of such request, and upon mutual agreement by the Parties In writing. to share In, on an Individual'
case basis. the cost of providing the requested alternative interconnection faclllty. Jn making such a request hereunder.
Customer will use Its best efforts to propose, and Service Provider will use Its best efforts to design, the most cost
effective alternative interconnection factnty capable or satisfying the interconnection needs of the Customer.

4.2
If a direct interconnection between Customer facilities and Service Provider facilities is appficable. the tenns and
conditions will be conslstent with the terms of collocation set forth in Exhibit D
4.3
Upon request. Service Provider will provide interface specifications for any Service at no additional charge.•
Service Provider will, upon the receipt of appropriate specifications from Customer. Inform Customer of (a) the
compatiblUty with the Services of any telecommunications equipment or software that Customer proposes to use ; (b} the
reasonably anticipated effects. If any, of the use of such telecommunications equipment or software on the quality.'
operating characteristics and efficiency of the Services; and (c) the realilOnably anticipated effects, if any, or the Services.
on the operating characteristics and efficiency of any such telecommunlcallons equipment or lilOftware. Service Provider
will also inform Customer of any Intellectual property claims that have been raised by the use of the Services or any
similar services offered by other vendors with any telecommunications equipment or software that Customer proposes to
use.

ARTICLE 6

BILLING AND PAYMENT
5.1
As compensation for the Services provided by Service Provider and Service Provider's compliance with 1ts
obligations hereunder.
Service Provider may invoice Customer the rates and charges as of the Start of
service Date for all applicable Service Elements. Non-usage based charges for Service Elements will be billed monthly In
advance. Usage based charges for Service Elements will be billed In arrears.
5.2
Service Provider will Invoice such fees and charges on the Invoice Issued immediately following the ,
Start of Service Date for the Service Elements, and wiU Invoice Customer for all fees and charges. Including, without
limitation, any Early Disconnect Charges and other NRCs, applicable to any Service within one hundred twenty (120) days
of date such Service Is rendered or disconnected. If Service Provider fails to Invoice any usage based charges within ,
such one hundred twenty (120) day period, Service Provider will forfeit the right to collect such fees and charges.,
Customer will have no obRgalion to make payment of any usage based fees or charges billed subsequent to such onehundred twenty (120) day period. Customer will pay all undisputed items on an invoice al the address provided for herein.
within thirty (30) days after receipt or such invoice (the "Payment Due Date").
5.3
Service Provider wlU maintain billing records and will generate invoices in connection with the provision of the
Services in the format and media. and with the content and level or detail as specified in Appendix No. 4. Service
Provider may change the formet of invoices. bul not the content thereof, and will use all rea&0nable efforts to give
Customer thirty (30) days advance written notice of such changes. Customer may require reasonable changes in the
form. media and strudure of invoices from time to lime, with the concurrence of Service Provider. For an invoice lo be
deemed received under Section 5.2, the invoice must comply with the requirements es to content and level of detail set .
forth In Appendh< No. 4. In addition, the Parties will provide one another with reasonably requested information for bill
validation. Service Provider wtQ provide all billing Information. Including, but not Umited to the invoice, electronically via email or via other web-based eppllcatlons, to qwestxtrak@teoco.com.
5.4
If Customer has a dispute regarding the amount of any charges for the Services under any current or prior .
lnvolce(s), Customer may withhold the disputed amounts by paying all undisputed amounts under any lnvolce(s) due al
the time of Customer's disp11te and providing an explanation or reasons ror disputing the unpaid amount and, If applicable,
an explanation for disputing any charges In excess of the withheld amounts (which may be withheld in future invoices).
The Parties will cooperate In good faith to resolve any such disputes within a ninety (90) day period after the date or ,
Customer's explanation or the disputed charges. 1r the dispute is not resolved during this period, then either Party may
seek resolulion pursuant to Article 23. and Service Provider will not have the right to suspend or terminate Service
pending the outcome of a proceeding related thereto. Any billing disputes which are resolved in favor of Customer will be
adjusted on the next Invoice roUowing the resolution of such dispute. If Customer has already peld the disputed amount ,
and that amount Is greater than the amount owed by Customer to Service Provider on the subsequent Invoice. then
Service Provider will make a separate payment to Customer of such resolved disputed amount within thirty (30) days or
Customer's receipt of the subsequent Invoice ("Resolved Dispute Payment Date'). Any such payment not received by
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Customer by the Resolved Dispute Payment Date will accrue Interest at the rate or one and one hall percent (1.5%) per
month, or the highest interest rate allowed by law. whichever is lower. If a bffling dispute is resolved in favor or Service
Provider, end Customer has withheld such amounts, Customer shall pay all such disputed amounts plus interest at the
rate of one percent (1%) per month, or the highest interest rate allowed by law, whichever ts lower, on or before the
Resolved Dispute Payment Date.
'

5.5
Service Provider will Invoice Customer the monthly recurring rates and charges for each Service Element In
advance or the month to which such rates and charges are applicable. When the Start or Service Date for a Service
Element falls on other than the first day of the month, the charge for that month will be prorated When a Service Element:
Is disconnected on other than the first day of the month (In which event, Service Provider will not charge Customer the
monthly recurring rates and charges for that month) and Service Provider has already Invoiced Customer the monthly,
recurring rates and charges for such Service Element for the month In which ii is being disconnected, Service Provider will
give Customer a prorated credit on the next invoice.

1

ARTICLE&
TEST AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
6.1
Service Provider will insure that each Service Element. including each Entrance Facility system, passes all
acceptance tests set forth in the Appendices hereto as well as In this Section 6.1 prior to its FOC Date.
(a)
Prior to calling Customer to confirm that the Service Element Is ready for Customer's acceptance
testing, Service Provider will perform such tests as may be required to ensure that the Service Bement meets or exceeds
the network performance standards detailed In Telcordia technical publications GR-253-CORE and GR-499-CORE or any
successor document thereto. including the SLA herein. Service Provider will perform such tests prior to the FOC Dale for
lhe Service Element.

(b)
Upon Service Provider's completion of testlng or the Service Etement, the Service Provider technician
will can the Customer at the Customer contact telephone number that Is listed on the applicable ASR to confirm that the
Service Element Is ready for joint acceptance testing. The Parties will agree upon a lime to perform such joint acceptance ,
testing.
(c)
The Service Provider technician will work w~h the Customer technician to complete the joint
acceptance test to the satisfaction of both Parties prior to or on the FOC Date for such Service Element in accordance
with the terms and conditions set forth in an exhibit attached hereto.
(d)
If for any reason Customer is not prepared to complete acceptance testing on the scheduled day. the
Service Provider technician and the Customer contact will reschedule as soon as possible.
(e)
If the joint acceptance testing cannot be completed on or before the FOC Date for reasons
attributable to Customer, Service Provider will mark the installation complete and Customer will have five (5) business
days following this notice to complete joint testing. Aller suoh live (5) day period, If Customer has failed to complete Joint
testing, Service Provider may begin billing Customer as of the Start of Service Date for the Service Bement.
(f)
If Customer tests the Service Element pursuant to the terms hereof and deems It not acceptable,
Customer will notify Service Provider of the refusal to 8lgn off on the Service Element and provide a list of discrepancies.
Once discrepancies have been remedied, step (c) through step (e) wiD be repeated again until the testing Is deemed
acceptable by Customer.

(g)
If Customer tests the Service Element pursuant to the terms hereof and deems ii acceptable,
Customer will notify Service Provider and Service Provider may begin blUlng Customer as of the Start of Service Dale for
the Service Element.
6.2
Service Provider wHI insure that the Services at all times meet or exceed the specifications set forth in any
applicable ASR and Appendices No. 1. No. 2, and No. 3.

ABJICLE7
MQNITORlNG. MAINTENANCE & EMERGENCY ACTIONS
7.1
Service Provider will monitor and maintain the Services in accordance with Appendices No. 2. No. 3. Service
Provider and Customer will reasonably cooperate in efforts to prevent and cure unauthorized use of the Services provided
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hereunder. Including by expeditiously informing each other of suspected abuse and assisting each other In the preparation
and presentation or relevant information to officials of any jurisdiction for the purpose of prosecuting those individual$
responsible for the abuse or misuse of Services provided to Customer hereunder. The Parties will also reasonably
cooperate with each other in all legal actions that one or both of them may bring against third parties responsible for the
abuse or mleuse of such Services.
7.2
II any Party, In its sole discretion, determines that an emergency action Is necessary to protect Its own Network,
the Party may block any transmission pau, over Its Network by the other Party where transmissions do not meet 1h11
Party's required Network standards (Service Provider will provide the applicable Network standards to Customer upon
Customer's request): provided, however, that the affected Party promptly notifies the other Party vla telephone within
fifteen (15) minutes after such blockage has taken place. service Provider wffl notify Customer's Network Survelllance
Center at 800-860-6485, and customer will noury service Provider's Network Operations Center at 800-464-7214. None
of the Parties' respective obligations to one another under this Agreement will be affected by any such blockage except
that Customer wUI be relieved, on a pro rata basis. of all obligations to make payments for charges relating to any Service
which Is blocked. unless Customer or Its E:nd Users ere responsible for causing the Network blockage.
7 .3

.

In the event of an Interruption·

(a)
If Service Provider falls to resolve en Interruption within the time frames set forth in Appendix No. 2·.
Service Provider will be liable to Customer for the Interruption Credits set forth In Appendix No. 2.
(b)
It may be difficult, if not Impossible. to accurately determine the amount of damages that Customer
may Incur II e service !::lament suffers an Interruption and the above amounts. identified as Interruption Credtts, ere
reasonable estimate in such an event.

a

7 .4
Service Provider will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide disaster recovery assistance to Customer
when Customer needs to Interconnect with an lnterexchange carrier on a short term emergency basis. Service Provider
will not charge Customer any monthly recurring rates and charges associated with Service Elements used in connection
with disaster recovery assistance for the first five (5) business days during which Customer uses such disaster recovery
assistance. but Service Provider may pass-through to Customer withcut mark-up of any kind and Customer will pay al,
reasonable labor and material costs for the Service Provider's technician to perform the disaster recovery work. After lhE!
first five (5) business days, at Customer's request. Service Provider will continue to provide such disaster recovery
assistance. but may charge Customer the pro ratecl monthly recurring rates and charges, as set forth in Exhibit C.
associated with tha Service Elements used in connection with disaster recovery assistance. Customer will also uS!j
commercially reasonable efforts to provide disaster recovery assistance to Service Provider under the same terms and
conditions hereunder.

ARTICLE 8

EQUIPMENT AND INSTALLATION
8.1
The Customer and its End Users ere responsible for providing. Installing, connecting and maintaining all
customer premises equipment ("CPE") assootated with any Servloe provisioned under this Agreement. Excluding CPE,
Service Provider, at Its expense. WiU provide, install. maintain. repair, operate and control tha telecommunications
equipment necessary for the provisioning of Its Network Services.
8.2
Service Provider will provide the Service between the Points of Demarcation. Service Provider will be
responsible ror the procurement and maintenance of all rights-of-way and private or public easements or licenses required
for the installation of Service Provider's Network. Customer-provided space and conduit requirements, if applicable. will
be specified in the Collocation/Interconnection Addendum attached hereto as Exhibtt D
IMlenever possible, Service Provider will provide et least three (3) business days prior written notice to
8.3
Customer before entering a Customer POP to Install, maintain or repair any telecommunications equipment in connection
with the Service. In an emergency situation. Service Provider will provide notice to Customer as soon as practicable, but
in all events prior to entering the POP. Under no circumstances will Service Provider enter the Customer POP
unaccompanied by Customer Operations' personnel unless prior permission from an authorized Customer Operations'.
representative Is given. Service Provider will at ell limes comply with all applicable security and safety measures In place
at a particular POP.
8.4
Notwithstanding any provision or this Agreement to the contrary, If Customer provides Its own
telecommunications equipment. Service Provider will have no obligation to Install, maintain or repair such Customer
equipment.
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8.5
Neither Party will adjust. align, encumber or attempt to repair the other Party's telecommunicallons equipment,.
except as e1<pressly authorized in advance in writing by the other Party. A Party may not remove or relocate
telecommunications equipment belonging to the other Party without the prior written consent of such other Party, whlcll
consent may be withheld in Its sole discretion.
8.6
Service Provider will be Uabte ror any loss or damage to Customer's telecommunicallons equipment arising Iron\
the negligence, acts, errors or omissions. unauthorized maintenance or other cause, Including theft, of Service Provlder1
its employees, contractors or agents. In the event of any loss or damage to the telecommunications equipment for which
Service Provider Is liable, Service Provider wlll reimburse Customer for the cost of repair or replacement thereof within
thirty (30) days after receipt of a written request for such reimbursement.
8.7
Service Provider's telecommunications equipment will remain the sole and exclusive property of Service'
Provider, and nothing contained herein will give or convey lo Customer any right. title or interest whatever in such
telecommunications equipment. Service Provider will prominently affix Identifying plates, tags or labels on such
telecommunications eqUipment showing Service Provider's ownership thereof.
Service Provider will be solely
responsible for insunng its telecommunications equipment against loss or damage. irrespective of the causes thereof.
'
8.8
Service Provider will not attempt to lien or otherwise encumber equipment or property belonging to Customer ot
an End-User. Service Provider will Include a simlfar provision in each of its agreements with subcontractors. euppllers,
materlalmen or other laborers hereunder. Service Provider is responsible for paying any of its subcontractors. suppliers,
materlalmen or other laborers hereunder, and hereby agrees to indemnify Customer and Its landlords for any cost,
expense, or damage (Including reasonable attorneys' fees) incurred by Customer or any of its landlords, Affiliates. or any
director, agent, or employee of Customer as a result of the filing or assertion of any notices of intention. lien claims or stop
notices filed in a county clerk's office (collectively, "Lien Claims") or other charge against Service Provider by any
subcontractor. materlalman, or supplier furnishing labor or material pursuant hereto. Customer will promptly notify Service
Provider of the filing of any lien Claim or other charge upon discovery of same by Customer. but Customer will not itself
undertake any action with respect thereto unless Service Provider faUs or refuses lo perform Service Provider's
obligations v/ith respect to removing or satisfying a Lien Claim
8.9
Service Provider's telecommunications equipment Installed at a Customer POP or Premises pursuant to this
Agreement will be used exclusively for the purpose of providing Service to Customer pursuant to this Agreement.
8.10
Customer's obligations to Service Provider will not extend to any third parties whom Service Provider contracts
with to perform all or part of Service Provider's obligations under this Agreement, unless consented to in a prior writing by
Customer.
ARTICLES
INTERRUPTIONS/SERVICE GUARANTEES
9.1
In the event that Service Provider Is unable to restore a portion of the Service as required hereunder, or In th~
event of an Interruption. Customer will be entitled to interruption Credit(s). as applicable. for the affected ServiCll
Element(s) In accordance with Section 7.3(a). Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. Interruption Credits. if any, may be deducted
from the charges payable by Customer hereunder and will be expressly Indicated on the ne1<t Invoice to Customer.
Notwithstanding Service Provider's obllgallon to Issue Interruption Credits, Customer will also be entitled to the Chron!Q
Interruption cancellallon rights set forth in AppendlX 2.
9.2
Whenever Customer reports to Service Provider (or viee versa) that a Service Element has a Chronio
Interruption. Service Provider will immediately perform a detailed investigation and report the findings to Customer If;
after receiving the report, Customer decides not to e1<ercise Its right to discontinue the affected Service Element under
Appendix 3, and the Service Element continues to experience trouble within a thirty (30) day period after clearing the mosl
recent lrouble ticket, Customer mey discontinue the affected Service Element without liability.
ARTICLE10
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
10.1
Except as expressly provided herein. the Receiving Party will: (a) not use Confidential Information of the
Dlscloslng Party for any purpose other than the fulfillment or Its obligations under this Agreement: (b) not make any copies,
of Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party without the Disclosing Party's prior consent; and (c) protect and treat all,
Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party with the same degree or care as It uses to protect tts own ConRdentlal,
Information or like importance, but in no event with less than reasonable care. Notwithstanding the foregoing. elther party
may share the other party's Confidential Information with such party's agents and contractors with a need to know If: (a)!
the agent or contractor is oontractually bound by terms regarding the treatment of Confidential Information which are·
similarly restrictive to those round herein: and (bl the agent or contractor la not a direct competitor or the Disclosing Party.
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In the event that the Receiving Party is required to disclose Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party pursuant to
law, the Receiving Party will notify the Disclosing Party or the required disclosure with sufficient time for the Disclosing
Party to seek relief, will cooperate with the Disclosing Party In taking appropriate protective measures, and will make such
disclosure in a fashion that maximizes protection of the Confidential Information from further disclosure.
10.2
Service Provider wm not use any Confidential Information provided under this Agreement by Customer for the
purpose of sollc!llng alternative access business for Itself directly from Customer's pool of local access customers and
End-Users who are purchasing local access directly from Customer using Service Provider's Network. FaHure to compl~
with this provision constitutes a default of the Agreement.
10.3
Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement, the Receiving Party wlll promptly tum over to the Disclosing
Party, or at the Disclosing Party's direction destroy, all Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party, in whole or in part:
In whatever formal Including any copies.

ARTICLE 11
TERM AND RENEWAL OPTIONS
I

11.1
The Initial Term of this Agreement will commence on the Effective Date. and terminate three (3) years lhereaftet
unless terminated earlier as provided herein. This Agreement will be automatically renewed for successive one-yea(
periods (each a "Renewal Term") unless terminated by written notice by one or the Parties at least sixty (60) days prior Id
the end of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term. Notwithstanding the roregoing, in the event the Service Element Terni
ror a particular Service Element(s) provided to Customer pursuant to the ordering provisions described in Article 3. t(cl
herein extends beyond the effective dale of expiration or termination or the Agreement. Customer will continue to receiv~
such Services Elemenl(s) for the agreed upon Service Element Term, subject to all of the terms and conditions of thiS
Agreement (including Section 3.3(a)) as If II were still In effect with respacl to such Service Elemenl(s) or servlce(s). Initial
Term and Renewal Term will be collectively referred to as "Term" In this Agreement.
11.2
This Agreement will be In full force and effect from the Effective Dale until the latter of the end of the Term or the
last Service Element Term to expire.
11.3
Subject to the terms of this Agreement. upon the expiration or termination of the Agreement. Service Provider
will maintain the level and quality or Services still being provided and cooperate in an orderly and efficient transition to a,
s11ccessor carrier. All reasonable cosls associated with any such transition efforts will be borne by Customer

ARTICLE 12
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
12. I
Service Provider represents and warrants that ii has the right to provide the Services specified herein, lhat it i$
an entity, duly organized, validly existing end In good standing under Iha laws of Its origin. wtlh all requisite power lo ente~
into and perform its obligations under this Agreement In accordance with its terms, and that this Agreement is the valid
and binding obligation of Service Provider. enforceable against It In accordance with Its terms.
12.2
Service Provider represents and warrants that the Services are provided and maintained In compliance with,
applicable federal. state and local laws. and applicable administrative and regulatory requirements. Service Provider
further represents and warrants that ii has obtained and will maintain, al Its expense. all registrations and certrncations
which may be required by such authorities. Service Provider will provide evidence of the foregoing upon Customer's
written request.

ran

12.3
Limitation of Liability. If the Services are unavailable to Customer or otherwise
to meet the requirements set,
forth in the Service Level Agreement attached hereto as Appendix No 2 and such unavailability or failure results from the
rallure of equipment or facilities of Service Provider, Service Provider will provide a credit to Customer's account in,
accordance with the terms of the Service Level Agreement. This credit shall constitute the sole ave Ifable remedy for any
Service Provider errors. interruptions or defects In the ordering processing, provisioning or transmission of services. In no
evenl shall Service Provider be liable to any person or entity for any Indirect, consequential. special, incidental actual or,
punitive damages. or for any lost prolils of any kind or nature. arising out of the performance of this Agreement
12.4
Exclusion of Warranties. SERVICE PROVIDER MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. SERVICE PROVIDER SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDES AND
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING THOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE DESCRIPTION, QUALITY.
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE OF THE SERVICES.
12.5
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Customer represents and warrants that It Is an entity, duly organized, validly
existing and in good standing under the laws of Its origin, with au requisite power to enter into and perform its obligations
under this Agreement in accordance wUh Its terms, and that this Agreement is the valld and binding obligatlon or
Customer enlorceable against it in accordance With its terms.

ARTICLE 13
INDEMNIFICATION
13.1
Customer wm Indemnify, defend and hold harmless Service Provider, Its Alfiliales. and the employees, directors,
officers, agents and contractors of Service Provider and Service Provider Affiliates lrom and against all claims. demands;
actions, causes ol actions, damages, ilabillUes, losses, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees and the costs
of in•house counsel) incurred as a result of claims for damage to property or personal Injuries (Including death) arising out
of the negligence or willful acts or omissions of Customer
13.2
Service Provider will indemnify, defend and hold harmless Customer, its Affiliates. the employees, dlrectorsJ
officers, agents and contractors of Customer and Customer Afflllates from and against all claims, demands, actions;
causes of actions. damages. liabilities, tosses, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees and the costs of in·
house counsel) incurred as a result of: (i) claims for intellectual property Infringement relating to the Services or thel1
component parts: (ii) claims for damages to property or personal Injuries (including death) arising out of the negligence or
wlllful acts or omissions of Service Provider: and (ill) Service Provider's breach of any of Its obligations or warranties
hereunder.
13.3
In the event the Services or any one or more of a Servioe's component parts becomes, or in the reasonable
opinion or Customer or Service Provider is likely to become, the subject of a claim of intellectual property Infringement, or
should an injunction restricting Customer's full use and enjoyment of the Services be issued, Service Provider will, at its
expense, (a) Immediately procure for Customer the right to continue using the inlrlnglng Item, or. if that cure is not made
available to Service Provider following exertion of its best efforts. (b) replace or modify the infringing item so as to make ii
non-infringing; provided. however. that the specifications set forth In this Agreement will not be compromised. If neilhe~
(a) nor (b) ls attainable. then Service Provider will (i) discontinue providing such Service to Customer and (Ii) refund to
Customer any charges (excluding special construction costs) paid in advance for the affected Services, which were no!
provided to Customer.

1

ARTICLE 14
DEFAULT
14. 1
events:

A Party will be deemed in defauil of this Agreement upon the occurrence of any one or more of the following,
(a)

such Party becomes insolvent. files for bankruptcy, or makes a general assignment for the benefit of

creditors:
(b)
the violation by such Party of any applicable law, statute. ordinance. code or other legal requirement,
with respect to the Service which such violation ls not remedied within !en (10) business days after written notice thereof:
(o)
the failure by such Party to perform any material obligation under this Agreement which such:
nonperformance Is not remedied within fifteen (15) days after notice thereof: proVid9d, however. that non.payment of any,
amount subject to a good-faith dispute will not constitute a default hereunder and will instead be governed by Section 5.4.
14.2
In the event of a default hereunder, in addition to pursuing any other remedies available to It at law or In equity,
the non.defaulting Party may terminate this Agreement effective immediately upon the giving of written notice to the
defaulting Party.

ARTICLE 16
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT FOR INSTANCES OF GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT, NEITHER PARTY
WILL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR ANY INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
RELIANCE OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST REVENUES, LOST SAVINGS OR HARM TO BUSINESS), REGARDLESS OF THE
FORESEEABILITY THEREOF. THIS LIMITATION WILL NOT APPLY TO CLAIMS ARISING UNDER SECTIONS 10'
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AND 13.

ARTICLE 16

INSURANCE
16.1
Se1Vlce Provider win at all times during the term of this Agreement, at its own cost and expense, carry and maintain
the insurance coverage fisted below with Insurers having a "Best's" rating of A- VII. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in
this Agreement, Service Provider will not commence any work hereunder until Service Provider has lulfilled all insurance
requirements herein. In the event that Service Provider does not commence any work hereunder due lo Hs failure to have
fulfilled all such insurance requirements and, as a consequence, a Delay occurs with respect to the applicable Services ordered
by Customer, then Customer will be entitled to credits in accordance Appendix No. 2. Service Provider wlil requlre Its
subcontractors and agents lo maintain adequate insurance coverage.
(a)
Workers' CompensaUon Insurance with statutory limits as requlred in the state(s) of operation!
Employer's Liability or "Stop Gap" insurance with limits of not less than $500,000 each accident
(b)
Commercial General Liability Insurance covering claims for bodily injury, death. personal injury
or property damage occurring or arising out of the performance of this Agreement. including coverage for independent
contractor's protection (required if any work will be subcontracted), premises-operations, products/completed operations, and
contractual liability with respect to the liability assumed by Service Provider hereunder. The limits of lnsu111nce will not be less
than the limits as listed below:
Each Occurrence
General Aggregate Limit
Products-Completed Operations Limit

$1,000.000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000

(c)
Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance covering the ownership, operation and
maintenance of all owned. non-owned and hired motor vehicles used in connection with the performance of this Agreement
with llmlts of at least $1,000.000 per occurrence for bodily Injury ancl property damage.
(d)
The insurance limits required herein may be obtained through any combination of primary and
excess or umbrella liability Insurance. Service Provider win forward to customer certlRcate(s) or such Insurance upon execution
of this Agreement and upon any renewal of such insurance during the term of this Agreement. The certlflcate(s) wlil provldlj
that (1) Customer (and Its participating Affiliates that may order Services hereunder) be named as an additional insured(s) all
their interest may appear with respects this Agreement; (2) thirty (30) days prior written notice of cancellation, material chang!l
or exclusions to the poficy will be given to Customer; (3) coverage is primary and not excess of, or contributory with, any other
valid and collectible insurance purchased or maintained by Customer.

ARTICLE 17
FORCE MAJEURE

AND LABOR DISPUTES

17. 1
In no event will a Party have any claim or right against the other Party for any failure of performance by such
other Party If such failure of performance is caused by or the result of causes beyond the reasonable control of such othei
Party, provided such Party will use due diligence to promptly renew performance hereunder (a "Force Majeure Event"):
During a Force Majeure Event. Customer will not be obligated to pay for Seivices not rendered. If the excusable delay
exceeds thirty (30) days, the affected Services or Service Elements may be disconnected without liability or lh~
Agreement may be terminated, without further fiability, upon written notice by the Party still able lo perform hereunder. In
no event wlll a strike or labor dispute be deemed to constitute a Force Majeure Event hereunder. unless such strike o~
labor dispute Is against Customer, and Customer Is engaged to provide any service in connection wi1h Service Provider's
obllgallons hereunder, in which event Service Provider's delay in performance as a result of such labor dispute will be
deemed a Force Majeure Event.
17.2
Immediately upon learning of same. Service Provider wiff provide wrilten notice to Customer of any actual or
threatened labor dispute that could potentially Impact Service Provider's performance hereunder Service Provider will
use its best efforts to promptly resolve any labor dispute and will have adequate back-up procedures in place so that the'
provisioning of Services hereunder will continue uninterrupted in the event of an onset of a strike. Immediately upon!
learning of same. Customer will provide written notice to Service Provider of any actual or threatened labor dispute
Involving Cuslomer's employees or contractors that could potentially Impact Service Provider's performance hereunder
Customer wlll use its besl efforts to promptly resolve eny labor dispule.

ARTICLE 18
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Each Party will be fully responsible for the payment of any and all taxes required by law lo be paid by that Party.
Customer will pay sales, use. transfer, gross receipts. federal excise and similar laKes and surcharges lawfully levied by a
duly constituted taxing authority against or upon the Services (collectively, the "Taxes"). In the alternative, customer will
provide Service Provider With a certiftcale evidencing Customer's exemption from payment of or liability for such Ta,ces.
In no event will Customer be responsible for franchise, privilege, property. occupational taxes or ta,ces basad upon the net
Income or assets of Service Provider ("Service Provider Ta)(es"). or for any tax surcharge on the Services purchased by
Customer based upon the Service Provider Taxes, or for any penalties and interest due es a result or Service Provider's
failure to Umeiy pay any taxes attributable to the Services and to timely notify Customer or such taxes. Any taxes to be
paid by Customer will be separately stated on the Invoice.
ARTICLE 19
REGULATIONS
Each Party represents that it is not aware of any facts that would Justify a complaint to the Federal
Communications Commission or any slate regulatory authority concerning the prices, terms or conditions of the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. In the event a decision by a telecommunications regulatory authority at the
federal, state or local level necessitates modiffcalions in this Agreement, the Parties will negotiate a mutually acceptable
provision in light of such decision consistent with the original intention of the Parties.

ARTICLE20

COMMON CARRIERS

service Provider hereby acknowledges Its obligations under section 222 or the CornmunlcaUons Act of 1934. a$
amended, and other applicable federal or state laws not to divulge or publish (e)(cept as authorized by taw) the existence,
contents, substance. purport, effort or meaning of any communications which Service Provider transmits. receives or
assists in transmitting or receiving as part of this Agreement.

ARTICLE21
ASSIGNMENT
21.1
Service Provider may not assign or transfer this Agreement, or delegate Its duties hereunder without the prlof
written consent of Customer. If consent to an assignment, transfer or delegation is granted by Customer, the assignee,
transferee or delegee will continue to perform Service Provider's obligations to Customer under the terms and conditions
of this Agreement and Service Provider shall have no further liability hereunder.

22.2
Service Provider will be jointly and severally liable for all obligations of all Service Provider Affiliates,
subcontractors and agents performing hereunder.
ARTICLE22
NOTICES

Unless otherwise specified herein, any notices. notifications, or other communications required or permitted
under this Agreement will be in writing and delivered to the persons identified below by (a) facsimile, with confirmation of
receipt: (b) electronic mail, with confirmation or receipt; (c) certified mail, return receipt requested; or (d) overnight express
mail service, delivery confirmation requested. Delivery by means or certified mail or overnight express mail service will be
required With respect to notices of default or notices or termination of the Agreement. Such nollce wilt be deemed
received on the date or actual delivery or refusal thereof by the receiving Party.
lfto Customer:

Qwest Communications Company, LLC
4250 North. Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Virginia 22203

Phone:703-363-3879
Facstmlle: 303-391-2296
Attn: Manager. Carrier Management
Vvlth a copy to:

Qwest Communications Company, LLC
1801 California StreeVIOu, Floor
Denver, Colorado 80202
Facstmlle: 303-295-6973
Attn: Wholesale Legal Department
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Qwest Communicalions Company, LLC
c/o TEOCO Corporation
12150 Monument Drive
Suite 700
Fairfax, VA 22033
E-Mail: qwestxtrak@teoco.com

invoices should be sent to:

If to Service Provider:

Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 South Development Avenue, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83715
Phone: (208) 229-6103
Facslmfle: (208) 229-6110

VWh a copy lo:

Cynthia A. Melillo
Givens Pursley LLP
601 West Bannock street
Boise. ID 83702
Phone: (208) 388-1273
FacsimHe: (206) 388-1300

ARTICLE23
DISPUTE RESOLUTION, GOVERNING LAW. AND LITIGATION

23.1
The Parties will attempt In good faith lo resolve any dispute arising out or or relating to this Agreement promptly
by negotiation between executives who have authority to settle the controversy and who are at a higher level of
managemenl than the persons with direct responsibttity for administration of this Agreement. Any party may give the other
party written notice of any dispute not resolved In the normal course of business. VWhln thirty (30) days after deUvery of
the notice, the receiving party wlU submit to the other a written response. The notice and the response wiU include (a) a
statement of each party's position and a summary of arguments supporting that position and (b) the name and title of the
execuUve who will represent that party and of any other person who will accompany the executive. VVllhln thirty (30) day$
after delivery or the disputing party's notice, the executives or both parties wm meet at a mutually acceptable time and
place. and thereafter as often as they reasonably deem necessary. 10 attempt to resolve the dispute. All reasonable
requests for Information made by one party to the other will be honored. All negotiations pursuant to this clause are
confidential and will be treated as compromise and settlement negotiations for purposes of appl!cable rules of evidence
Any dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement. Including the breach. termination or validity hereof, that has not
been resolved by negotiation as provided herein within ninety (90) days of the initiation of such procedure, will be resolved
as set forth In Section 23.2.
23.2 Colorado state law, Without regard to choice-of-law principles, governs all matters arising out of, or relating to, this
Agreement. Any legal proceeding arising out of. or relating to this Agreement, will be brought in a United States Olstricl
court. or absent federal court jurisdiction, in a state court or competent Jurisdiction, In the location of the party to this
Agreement not Initiating the action, as indicated in the Notices section. Each party, to the extent permitted by law•.
knoWingly, voluntarily, and intenllona Uy waives its right to a trial by Jury and any right to pursue any claim or action arising
out or or relating to this Agreement on a class or consolidated basis or In a representative capacity. If either Party falls to;
comply with the dispute resotutlon process set forth herein and a Party Is required to enforce such compliance In court or
elsewhere, then the non-complying Party will reimburse all of the costs and expenses Incurred by the Party seeking such:
enforcement (Including reasonable attorneys· fees).
ARTICLE 24
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE

In the event of a conmct between the terms and conditions of this Agreement. an Appendix or an E><hibll hereto.
an ASR. or a FOC. the following order of precedence will apply with the terms of lhe superiorly ranked instrument
prevailing. (tJ the Articles of the Agreement (2) an Appendix; (3) an Exhibit or Addendum; (4) an ASR; and (5) a FOC.
ARTICLE2G
MISCELLANEOUS
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26.2
This Agreement will be binding upon Service Provider and Customer and each of their respective legall
successors and permitted assigns.

1M

26.3
No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement will be binding unless ii is in writing and signed by
Party making the waiver. No waiver will be deemed, or will constitute, a waiver of any other provision, whether or nol
similar or a continuing waiver of any provision of the Agreement. The failure of either Party to give notice of default or to
strictly enforce or insisl upon compliance with any of the terms or condltiona of this Agreement will not be considered or
constitute a waiver of any term or condition of this Agreement.
26.4
This Agreement, together with all Appendices, Exhibits, Addenda and ASRs and FOCs, contains the entire
understanding between the Parties with respect to the subject matter herein contained and supersedes: (a) all prior oral
and written understandings, arrangements and agreements between the Parties relating thereto; and (b) all tariffs. and the
Parties waive the right to apply any tariff provisions to matters arising out of, or made U1e subject of, this Agreement
Notwithstanding the foregoing, any non-disclosure or confidenUaHty agreement entered Into by the Parties in advance or
this Agreement will remain effective as concerns matters outside this Agreement according to Its terms.
26.5
If any part of any provision of this Agreement or any other agreement, document or writing given pursuant to ot
in connection with this Agreement wtU be Invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, such provision will be ineffectiv~
to the e><tent of such Invalidity only, without In any way affecting the remaining parts of said provision or the remaining
provisions of this Agreement.

26.7
This Agreement is non-exclusive. Nothing In this Agreement will prevent Customer or Service Provider from
entering mto similar arrangements with, or otherwise providing services to, any other person or enllly.
26.8
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, either Party may not make any disclosure to any other person or any
public announcemenl regarding this Agreement or any relaUon between Service Provider and Customer, without the other
Party's prior written consent.
26.9
Except as expressly specified in this Agreement, the Parties do not intend. nor will any clause be interpreted, to
create In any third party any obligations to, or right or benefit by, such third party under this Agreement from either Service
Provider or Customer.
26.10
The Article and Section headings contained herein are for convenience only and will not be deemed to llmil or
otherwise affect any of the provisions hereof.
26.12
All provisions of this Agreement which by their nature must survive termination In order to achieve their
fundamental purposes, including but not limited to, those addressing liquidated damages and credits, lien waivers,
warranties, confidential information. termination. limitations of liability, Indemnification. governing law. lltlgation and audits.
will survive any termination of this Agreement.
2613
Unless otherwise set rorth in this Agreement, the remedies under this Agreement will be cumulative and not
exclusive. and the election of one remedy wiH not preclude pursuit or any other remedies.
26.14
Either Party will not, without the prior written approval or the other Party, utilize, reproduce or publish In any
manner, any service mark, trademark or tradename belonging to either Party, or any of its Affiliates.
26.15
This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which wHI be deemed to be an original
but all of which wm constitute one and the same Instrument.
26.16
The Parties have Jointly participated in the negotiations and drafting of this Agreement. In the event of an
ambiguity or question of intent or Interpretation arises, this Agreement will be construed as If drafted jointly by the Parties
and no presumption or burden of proof will arise favoring or disfavoring one Party by virtue of authorship of any of the
provisions of this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first above written.
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC

Signature

Signature
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Print Name

Print Name

TIiie

TIiie

Date

Date
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JUN 2 4 2014
1
2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRI

3

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4
5
6

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

7

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757

8

vs.
9
10
11

12
13

14

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company;

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE:
MOTION TO RECONSIDER

Defendants.

15
16
17

::.s

This matter is before the Court for determination of a Motion for Reconsideration filed by
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"). For the reasons set forth below, the
Court will grant the motion in part, and deny the motion in part.

19

Background and Proceedings
20

In Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Department ofAdministration, 155 Idaho 55,305
21

P.3d 499 (2013), the Supreme Court reversed this Court's decision which granted DOA summary
22
23

t

judgment on Count Three of the Complaint. In Count Three, Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

24

("Syringa") sought a declaratory judgment that the award of a Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

25

("SBPO") to Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") violated Idaho Code

26

§ 67-5718A which governs and limits the ability of the administrator of the Division of
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i.

I

e
Purchasing to make multiple awards of a single state contract. Syringa sought a ruling deflaring
1

2
3

the award of the SBPO to ("Qwest") "void, null, and of no effect." Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial at 17,, 94.
Following the remand from the Supreme Court, Syringa filed a motion for leave to

4
5
6

rename and amend , 94 of the Complaint. In a Memorandum Decision and Order entered on
February 25, 2014, the Court granted leave to rename and amend as requested by Syringa. 1 On

7

March 14, 2014, Syringa filed the First Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury
8

Trial.
9

On April 22, 2014, DOA filed a motion to reconsider the decision granting Syringa leave

10
11

to rename and amend Count Three. The motion was supported by a memorandum and the

12

affidavits of Greg Zickau (DOA), Brady Kraft (DOA), Sarah Hilderbrand (DOA), Gregory

13

Lindstrom (DOA), Elissa Homenock (Qwest), Joel Strickler (Qwest), Bob Collie, Defendant

14

ENA Services, LLC (ENA), and DOA's counsel, Steven F. Schossberger. On April 25, DOA

15

filed the second affidavit of Brady Kraft in support of the motion to reconsider. On April 29,

16

2014, DOA filed the Second Affidavit of Bill Burns (DOA).
17

Syringa filed its opposition to the motion for reconsideration on April 29, 2014. Syringa
18
19

also filed the affidavit of its counsel, David R. Lombardi.
On April 30, 2014, DOA "withdrew" the April 22, 2014 affidavits of Bob Collie, Elissa

20
21

Homenock and Joel Strickler. On May 2, 2014, DOA filed new affidavits of Bob Collie and Joel

22

Strickler. The substance of the May 2, 2014 affidavits appears to be identical to the April 22,

23
24
25
1 The

26

decision also determined an earlier motion in which Syringa sought leave to pursue an additional claim against
J. Michael Gwartney and Jack G. Zickau. The Court's resolution of that motion is not part of this motion for
reconsideration.
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e
2014 affidavits. 2 On May 2, 2014, DOA filed its reply in support of its motion for
1
2

reconsideration. On May 2, 2014, DOA also filed the second and third affidavit of its counsel,

3

Mr. Schossberger, and the third affidavit of Brady Kraft. On May 5, 2014, DOA filed the

4

affidavit of Elisa Homenock. The substance of this affidavit appears to be identical to the April

5

22, 2014 affidavit.3

6

This motion for reconsideration was argued to the Court on May 6, 2014. Merlyn W.

7

Clark, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, appeared and argued for DOA. David R.
8

Lombardi, Givens Pursley LLP, appeared and argued for Syringa. The Court took the matter
9

10

under advisement.

Standard of Review

11

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (a)(2)(B) permits a party to move for reconsideration of

12
13

14

an interlocutory order, so long as final judgment has not yet been ordered. l.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B);

see also Telford v. Neibaur, 130 Idaho 932, 950 P2d 1271 (1998). Specifically, the rule states:

15

A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be
made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen
(14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for reconsideration of
any order of the trial court made after entry of final judgment may be filed within
fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order; provided, there shall be no motion
for reconsideration of an order of the trial court entered on any motion filed undet
Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b).

16
17
18
19
20

I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B).

21
22
23

24
25
26

2

The caption on the April 22, 2014 Affidavits of Elissa Homenock and Joel Stricker indicate the affidavits were
submitted by counsel for Qwest. The caption on the April 22, 2014 Affidavit of Bob Collie indicate the affidavit
was submitted by counsel for ENA. The May 2, 2014 affidavits do not indicate the affidavits were submitted by
counsel for eit4er Qwest or ENA.
3 See note I. The May 5, 2014 affidavit of Elissa Homenock does not indicate the affidavits were submitted] by
counsel for Qwest.
·
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The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that "[a] rehearing or reconsideration in the trial
1

2

court usually involves new or additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of:both

3

law and fact." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank ofN. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, '823,

4

800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990) (quoting J.1 Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223,229,280 P.2d

5

1070, 1073 (1955)). However, a party requesting reconsideration is not required to submit new

6

or additional evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,472, 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Ct. App.

7

2006)
8

The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the new facts. The
9

10

trial court is not required to search the record to determine if there is any new information that

11

might change the specification of facts deemed to be established. Id The district court "sl:1lould

12

take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the

13 ·

interlocutory order." Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP, 143 Idaho 812, 817, 153 P.3d

14
15

1158, 1163 (2007) (citing Coeur d'Alene Mining Co., 118 Idaho at 823). Additionally, the trial
court may reconsider its orders for legal errors. See Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,472, 147

16

P.3d 100, 104 (Ct. App. 2006).
17

The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration of an interlocutory order rests
18
19

20

in the sound discretion of the trial court. Spur Products Corp, 143 Idaho at 815.

Discussion

21

As a preliminary matter, Syringa objects to consideration of the affidavits filed bi DOA

22

on May 2, 2014 and May 5, 2014 as untimely. I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(B) requires affidavits to be filed

23

and served seven (7) days before the court hearing. These affidavits were not filed and seil'Ved

24

seven (7) .days prior to the hearing. The substance of the May 2 and May 5, 2014 affidavits of
25

Bob Collie, Joel Strickland, and Elissa Homenock appear to be identical to earlier versions filed
26
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on April 22, 2014. Because Syringa had prior knowledge of the contents of these affidavits, the
1

2

Court will overrule any objection as to timeliness as to these affidavits. However, the objection

3

as to the second and third affidavits of Mr. Schossberger and the third affidavit of Brady Kraft

4

are well taken. The Court.will sustain the objection as to these affidavits and will not consider

5

their content in determining DOA's motion for reconsideration.

6

In December, 2008, DOA issued a Request for Proposals to provide goods and services

7

for the Idaho Education Network ("IEN"), a high-bandwidth telecommunications distribution
8

system for remote learning for all Idaho public schools. Both Qwest and ENA submitted bids.
9

10

Prior to submitting its bid, ENA entered into a ''teaming agreement" with Syringa. Under the

11

teaming agreement, Syringa agreed to provide the necessary technical network services or

12

"backbone" for any IEN work awarded to ENA. On January 20, 2009, DOA awarded identical

13

SBPOs to both ENA and Qwest. Under the SBPOs, ENA and Qwest were awarded the el!ltire

14

scope of work for the IEN solicitation. One month later, DOA issued amendments to the iSBPOs.

15

The amendments divided the scope of the IEN work between Qwest and ENA. Qwest was made
16

the exclusive provider for IEN's "backbone" i.e. technical network services. ENA was made the
17

18
19

20
21
22

exclusive provider for IEN' s E-rate services. As a result of the amendments, Syringa was unable
to provide IEN technical network services to ENA because DOA awarded all of that work to
Qwest.

In the original complaint, Count Three sought a declaration that the award of the SBPO to
Qwest was void. See Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial at 194. Syringa ass¢rted·

23

24
25
26
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that DOA violated Idaho Code § 67-57 l 8A4 in that only one (1) award should have been made,
1

2
3

and DOA should have made that award to Syringa's teaming agreement partner, ENA. Syringa
did not seek a ruling that the award to ENA was void.
In granting DOA's motion for summary judgment on Count Three, the Court detetmined

4
5

6

that Syringa could not pursue a legal challenge because Syringa failed to exhaust its
administrative remedy. The Supreme Court reversed the Court's determination that Syringa had·

7

an administrative remedy to challenge the amendments to the SBPOs. In the absence of an
8

administrative remedy, the issue was whether Syringa had standing'to pursue a legal challenge.
9

In the decision granting DOA summary judgment on Count Three, the Court found. that

10
11

Syringa did have standing. In affirming the determination that Syringa had standing, the

12

Supreme Court did so for a different reason. Normally, DOA will award a contract to the

13

"lowest responsive bidder." Idaho Code§ 64-5718(4). 5 In this case, DOA made a multiple

14
15
16

17
18
19

2·0

21

22
23
24
25

26

"(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the administrator of the
division of purchasing may make an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to fumish the
same or similar property where more than one (1) contractor is necessary:
(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state agencies;
(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for state agencies; or
(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property
previously acquired.
(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section unless the
administrator of the division of purchasing makes a written determination showing that multiple
awards satisfy one (1) or more of the criteria set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in accordance
with this section, a state agency shall make purchases from the contractor whose terms and
conditions regarding price, availability, support services and delivery are most advantageous to
the agency.
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be made when a single
bidder can reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a
contract shall only be made to the number of bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of
state agencies. Idaho Code Ann.§ 67-5718A
5 "Contracts shall be awarded to and orders placed with the lowest responsible bidder on the basis
of initial proposals received ... " Idaho Code§ 67-5718.
4
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award. The Supreme Court reviewed the requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A which'
1

2

authorizes DOA to make multiple awards. A central requirement is that any multiple award

3

must be for "the same or similar property." Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 504. The Supreme

4

Court found that when DOA made the multiple award on January 28, 2009, the original SBPOs

5

complied with this requirement because the initial contracts "constituted an award to two {2) or

6

more bidders to furnish the same or similar property." Id. In the appeal, Syringa did not raise

7

any challenge to the original multiple awards to ENA and Qwest. Id.
8

On February 26, 2009, when DOA issued the change orders which resulted in the award
9

10

of the IEN backbone scope of work to Qwest and the IEN E-rate services scope of work to ENA,

11

the Supreme Court found that Qwest and ENA were no longer providing the "same or similar

12

property". Id. In the following language, the Supreme Court found that DOA violated state

13

procurement law by dividing the scope of work:

14
15
16
17

18
19

20

By amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer furnishing the
same or similar property, the State has, in effect, changed the RFP after the bids
had been opened in violation of l.C. § 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. Th¢
separate contracts as amended no longer conform to the RFP's description of th¢
property to be acquired. The description of property to be provided by Qwest
under its amended contract is not a minor deviation from the property to b¢
provided by the successful bidder under the RFP, nor is the property to be
provided by ENA under its amended contract.
Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506. The amended contracts are contrary to state law because

"[t]he RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide the backbone and a separate contract to

21

be thee-rate service·provider." Id. at 505. The logic of the Court's reasoning also leads te) the
22

23
24

25
26

conclusion that a multiple award that permitted contractors to provide different property would
also violate Idaho Code§ 67-5718A.
Following entry of the Remittitur which remanded this case to the district court, on
December 2, 2013, Syringa filed a motion to rename Count Three, amend Paragraph 94, and
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTION TO RECONSIDER-PAGE 7 001396

amend Paragraph 1 of the prayer for relief. The motion sought leave to make the following
1

changes:

2

"COUNT THREE
Declaratory Relief
Violation ofldaho Code§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 hy DOA

3

4
5

* * **

6

94. Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of Purchasing

7

declaring its aware ef th@ OOT Pffl'@h-as@ Oreer te Qw@st the January 28, 2009 and Ftbruary
8

26, 2009 IEN Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest were issued in violation of Idaho Code
9

§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 and are void ab initio, mdl, Mei ef ne @:ffc@t pW'BttMt te I~e Gee@

10
11

§ ~+ S'.72S Mtiier p@ffllM@ftt iltjttn@tiv@ r@li@f p1ehi.hiting and permanently enjoining the State

12

Mei Qw@st from performing tmei@f th@ OOT pW'@h~@ e1a@r thereunder.

13

****

14

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

15 .

1.
16

17
18

Declaratory judgment including a finding that the contract and/or purchase

l order(s) between DOA, ftft€l Qwest and ENA are unlawful, and thtts void ab initio:"
****

19

The amendments to the complaint have the effect of permitting Syringa to challenge both the

20

January 28, 2009 identical IEN SBPOs to Qwest and ENA, as well as the February 26, 2009

21

amendments which divided the scope of work between Qwest and ENA.

22

23

A. Syringa's challenge to the amendments which divided the scope of work.
DOA argues that, in granting the motion to amend, this Court misunderstood and •

24

misapplied the scope of the Supreme Court's ruling in Syringa Networks. DOA argues that
25

either the Supreme Court did not actually rule on the merits of the challenge to the amendments
26
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•

which divided the scope of work, or that: "[i]n an 'unacceptable exercise of appellate
1
2

"

jurisdiction' the I[daho] S[upreme] C[ourt] purported to opine on the merits of Count Tlwee ... "

3

Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Partial Reconsideration at p. 1. According

4

to DOA, the Supreme Court's discussion of the effect of the amendments which divided the

5

scope of work was mere dicta. DOA argues that this Court is not bound to follow such dicta,

6

much less accept the language as binding in any sense. DOA argues that the merits of the

7

Syringa's challenge to these amendments must be litigated and addressed by this Court without
8

regard to the discussion of this very issue in Syringa Networks.
9
10
11

12

The law of the case doctrine is well settled in Idaho and provides as follows:
... that upon an appeal, the Supreme Court, in deciding a case presented states im
its opinion a principle or rule of law necessary to the decision, such
pronouncement becomes the law of the case and must be adhered to throughout its
subsequent progress, both in the trial court and upon subsequent appeal.

13

14

ParkWest Homes, LLC v. Barnson, 154 Idaho 678,683,302 P.3d 18, 23 (2013) (citing Swanson

15

v. Swanson, 134 Idaho 512, 515, 5 P.3d 973, 976 (2000)). In deciding that Syringa had standing

16

to challenge to the amended SBPO to Qwest, the Supreme Court stated a principle of law that

17

was necessary to its decision, i.e. that by improperly splitting the IEN RFP scope of work

18

between ENA and Qwest, DOA caused a distinct and palpable injury to Syringa, who otherwise

19

would have submitted a bid for the work later awarded solely to Qwest. The Court's

20

determination that the amendment violated state law is not dicta. The Court's determination that
21

the amendment violated state law is the law of this case and will be adhered to by this Court.
22
23

Contrary to DOA's argument, the Supreme Court has made a determination that the

24

February 26, 2009 amendments which divided the scope of work between Qwest and ENA were

25

contrary to law. Syringa did not challenge any aspect of the original award to ENA, or the

26

amendment changing ENA's scope of work in the original complaint. However, because the
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTION TO RECONSIDER-PAGE 9·
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logic of the analysis that prohibits dividing the scope of work applies equally to the ENA scope
1
2

•

amendment, as an exercise of discretion, the Court continues to find that it would be appropriate

3

to permit Syringa a challenge to the amendment which changed ENA's scope of work.

4

Accordingly, the Court will deny the motion to reconsider this aspect of the decision permitting

5

amendment of Count Three to include a challenge to the scope of work amendment to ENA.

6

B. Syringa's challenge to the original SBPOs.

'7

In the decision granting Syringa leave to amend, the Court also permitted Syringa to
8

assert a challenge to the initial award of the SBPOs to Qwest and ENA. DOA argues that the
9
10

Court erred in permitting this challenge because Syringa should be judicially estopped from

11

taking this position where Syringa has formerly asserted that the original awards were lawful.

12

DOA also argues that Syringa should be precluded from challenging the original awards because

13

of the Court's prior ruling that Syringa failed to pursue an administrative challenge to the awards.

14

DOA also argues that Syringa's challenge is moot because Syringa is doing some of the

15

backbone work as a subcontractor to Qwest. DOA argues that Syringa has failed to join

16

necessary parties: ENA and Qwest Lastly, DOA argues that the challenge to the original
17
18
19

SBPO's would be barred by the applicable statute of limitations.
As to the claim of judicial estoppel, Syringa argues that it should be permitted to prove

20

that the original awards were a pretext to allow DOA to impermissibly divide the scope of work

21

at a later date. Syringa argues that whether Syringa has performed some IEN technical network

22

services as a contractor to Qwest does not establish either waiver or estoppel. Syringa agrees that

23

Qwest and ENA are necessary parties. Syringa argues that the challenge to the original S:JBPOs

24

should relate back to the filing of the original complaint and that there is no statute of limitations
25

as to an illegal contract.
26
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Prior to filing this action, Syringa did not pursue any administrative challenge to tl11e RFP
1

specifications, the award of the original SBPOs or the amendments which divided the scope of

2
3

work. In Count Three of the original complaint, Syringa sought a ruling that the award(s} to

4

Qwest were null and void. In the Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order entered July 23,

5

2010, the Court found that because Syringa did not pursue any administrative challenge, Syringa

6

failed to exhaust its administrative remedies. The Court granted summary judgment against

7

Syringa on the claims in Count Three for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. This ruling
8

applied to Syringa's challenge to the award of the original SBPO to Qwest, as well as to the
9

challenge to the amendment which divided the scope of work.

10

Syringa filed a motion to reconsider this decision on August 20, 2010. In the supporting

11

12

memorandum, Syringa conceded that the administrative appeal provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-

13

5733 applied to Syringa in this case. See Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsi~eration

14

of the Dismissal of Counts Two and Three of Syringa's Complaint at 10. ("Syringa

15

acknowledges that the administrative appeal requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5733 apply to bid

16 I
1

specification challenges and to award challenges.) Further, Syringa conceded the correctness of

17

the Court's determination that Syringa had and failed to exhaust an administrative remedy to
18
19

challenge either the bid specifications or the award of the SBPO to Qwest. Id. at n. 3 ("Syringa

20

agrees on this point with the determination of the Court . . . but does not agree, however, with

21

the Court's implied determination ... that an administrative appeal must be taken from

22

amendments to Purchase Orders.") Syringa sought reconsideration only of the determinadon that

23

there was an available administrative remedy for a challenge to an amendment to a SBPO; The

24

Court denied the motion for reconsideration and ultimately entered judgment in favor of DOA on
25

Count Three.
26
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Syringa did not seek any appellate review of ruling that Syringa had and failed to ]:!>ursue
1
2

an administrative challenge to the bid awards. On appeal, Syringa did not challenge the award of

3

the original SBPOs, and conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful. See Reply Brief of

4

Syringa at 8. ("Syringa does not challenge the Letter of Intent or the identical and lawful $BP0s

5

issued to Qwest and ENA on January 28, 2009 because they did not split_the IEN Project.;')

6

Rather, Syringa focused the appeal on the challenge to the amendments which divided the scope

7

of work between Qwest and ENA.
8

The doctrine of judicial estoppel is well settled as the law in Idaho. The doctrine
9

10.
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

provides that:
. .. a litigant who obtains a judgment, advantage, or consideration from one party
through means of_ sworn statements is judicially estopped from adopting
inconsistent and contrary allegations or testimony, to obtain a recovery or a right
against another party, arising out of the same transaction or subject matter. Id at
93-94, 277 P.2d at 565. Judicial estoppel "precludes a party from gaining an
advantage by taking one position, and· then seeking a second advantage by taking
an incompatible position." McKay, 130 Idaho at 152, 93.7 P.2d at 1226 (quoting
Rissetto v. Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 343, 94 F.3d 597, 600 (9th Cir. 1996)),
The policies underlying judicial estoppel are general considerations of the orderly
admin,istration of justice and regard for the dignity of judicial proceedings. Id.
(citing Rissetto, 94 F.3d at 601). Judicial estoppel is intended to prevent a litigant
from playing fast and loose with the courts. Id

18

Heinze v. Bauer, 145 Idaho 232,235, 178 P.3d 597,600 (2008) (citing Loomis v. Church, 76

19

Idaho 87,277 P.2d 561 (1954)).

20

In Syringa Networks, the Supreme Court stated as follows:

21

Idaho Code section 67-5718A(l) allows the State to award contracts to multiple
bidders ''to furnish the same or similar property" where more than one contractor
is necessary for a statutorily specified reason. It is apparent from the record that
the State Defendants believed that the statute only controlled the initial award to
multiple bidders. If they were initially awarded contracts to furnish the same or
similar property, amending those contracts so that the successful bidders were nq
longer furnishing the same or similar property would not violat.e the statute. They
believed the State could do in two steps what
prohibited in one.

22
23
24

25

was

26
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Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d 499,505 (2013)
1

2
3

(footnote omitted). Now, Syringa seeks to argue that the original awards were an unlawful
pretext to divide the scope of the work between Qwest and ENA.
The doctrine of judicial estoppel precludes Syringa from having it both ways. Because

4

5
6

Syringa has previously conceded that the original SBPO's were lawful, Syringa will be estopped
from taking the opposite position now. 6 For this reason, the Court will grant DOA's moti¢n to

7

reconsider the ruling that granted leave for Syringa to challenge the original SBPOs. The iCourt's
8

earlier ruling permitting such an amendment is vacated.
9

The Court's conclusion thijtjudicial estoppel applies is dispositive of this aspect oif the

10
11

motion to reconsider. As a result, it is not necessary for the court to reach the other arguments as

12

they relate to the original SBPOs.

13

C. The status of Qwest and ENA

14

DOA asserts and Syringa agrees that ENA and Qwest are necessary parties. The Court

15

agrees. Idaho Code§ 10-1211. 7 Hartman v. United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co., 141 Idaho 193,

16

197, 108 P.3d 340,344 (2005).
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

As noted above, the Supreme Court agreed that Syringa had standing to file a legal challenge to the amendtnent
which divided the scope of work. However, its discussion of standing raises doubt as to whether Syringa would have
standing to challenge the original awards of the SBPOs. ("When the amendments to the contracts issued to Qwest
and ENA are viewed in isolation, Syringa does not have standing to challenge them. It is not a party to either
contract. Its position as an intended subcontractor of ENA does not make it a party to ENA's contract with tlile State,
nor does it create privity of contract with the State. Hobson Fabricating Corp. v. SEIZ Constr., LLC, 154 Idaho 45,
49-50, 294 P.3d 171, 175-76 (2012)." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d
499, 505 (2013).
6

24

"When dec~aratory relief is sought, all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest which would be
affected by the declaration, and no declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the proceeding."
Idaho Code§ 10-1211.
·
7

25
26
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Syringa and DOA have different views on the status as parties of Qwest and ENA in this
1
2

case. The Court entered a judgment in favor of ENA on the only claim. asserted against ENA in

3

the original com.plaint, Count Six. This judgment has been affirmed upon appeal. In the Court's

4

view, ENA is no longer a party because there is no claim. against ENA in the original complaint

5

which has not been fully resolved.

6

The Court has permitted an amendment which challenges the am.endm.ents which divided

7

the scope of work between ENA and Qwest. DOA argues that such an am.endm.ent as to ENA
8

would be futile due to the running of the applicable statute oflim.itations. The Court is not
9

10

satisfied that the application of the statute of limitation to ENA is as clear as DOA argues

11

because the claim. is rooted in the assertion that the amendment was illegal and contrary to law,

12

and because the relation back doctrine m.ay apply. ENA must be made a party to this action.

13

The Court dismissed the affirmative claims against Qwest, Counts Four and Five. The

14

Supreme Court affirmed. However, in Count Three and in the Prayer for Relief in the original

15

com.plaint, Syringa sought a declaration that the contract or purchase order(s) between DOA and

16

Qwest were unlawful and void. Consideration of this claim. has been rem.anded to this Court.
17

18
19

20
21
22
23

The Court has permitted an am.endm.ent to Count Three and the Prayer for Relief which seeks a
ruling that the am.endm.ent which divided the scope between ENA and Qwest was contrary to
law.
While counsel for Qwest have attended some, if not all, of the court hearings following
the rem.and, Qwest has not taken a seat at counsel's table at any hearing, nor filed any response to
Syringa's motion for leave to am.end. In the Court's view, Qwest is still a party to this action.

24
25
26
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Conclusion
1

As explained above, DOA's motion for reconsideration of the decision granting Syringa

2
3

leave to amend to challenge the amendments splitting the work between Qwest and ENA [s

4

denied. DOA's motion for reconsideration of the decision granting Syringa leave to amend to

5

challenge the original SBPOs is granted.

6

Syringa is directed to amend Paragraph 94 and Paragraph 1 of the prayer for reliefito

7

conform with this decision. Syringa is directed to serve the amended pleading on DOA, Qwest
8

and ENA.
9

The parties are further directed to use the form of the caption which appears on thte first

10
11

page of this decision. 8

12

IT IS SO ORDERED.

13

Dated this

14

15

;;z:~

day of June, 2014.

p&:tn

/_1 .

~

District Judge

16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23

24
25
26

The Court is somewhat aware that Qwest is now associated with CenturyLink, Inc. The Court is unaware ilfthis
association will require any modification to the caption in this case.

8
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1
2

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by

3

United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice pursuant' to Rule

4

77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12

[gc"'I Afl StM.t vr, e -n4,' I
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
AMBER N. DINA
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W BANNOCK ST
POBOX2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 MAIN ST, STE 1000
PO BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701-1617

13
14

15
16

STEPHEN R. THOMAS
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, 10TH FLOOR
POBOX829
BOISE, ID 83701-0829'

17
18
19

20

22

23

B. LAWRENCE THEIS
STEVEN J. PERFREMENT
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 LINCOLN STREET, STE 4100
DENVER, COLORADO 80203
PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 BANNOCK, STE. 950
BOISE, ID 83702

24
25
26
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1
2

3

ROBERTS. PATTERSON
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 DIVISION STREET, STE 700
NASHVILLE, TN 37203

4
5

6

Date:
7

~ [-i~ l'f

8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

:~·----F-IL~,.~LJ I y
JUN 25 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RilCH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPU1V

2114562_1

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-23757

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

SECOND AMENDED POST APPEAL
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL

Defendants.
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), pleads, alleges and complains as follows for cause
of action against Defendants:

I.

INTRODUCTION

This lawsuit concerns conduct by the Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA")
and several of its officials who worked in conjunction with Qwest, a private vendor, in vti.olation
of the public procurement process. The DOA and Qwest colluded to deprive Syringa ...J part of

SECOND AMENDED POST APPEAL COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL.- 1
001407

•
the vendor team which had the lowest responsible bid - from rightfully ptoviding
telecommunications services for the Idaho Education Network (the "IEN"). Their actions not
only wronged Syringa, but most importantly, they deprived the people of the State of Idaiho from
receiving the benefit of the best telecommunications services - evaluated by the State's own
officials - at the lowest offered price.
The Idaho Education Network

The IEN is the embodiment of an effort to enable the use of telecommunications
technology in Idaho schools and libraries. The IEN is composed of two major components:
educational content and telecommunications services. Once implemented, the IEN is planned to
provide fast internet service, two-way interactive video, streaming video courses and other
benefits to Idaho students.
The DOA was responsible to procure the educational content and to implement and
install internet connections to Idaho schools for the IEN through the use of the State of Idaho's
competitive bidding process. By using the competitive bidding process, it was believed that the
purchasing power of the State of Idaho could obtain the best technology at the lowest price.
Undertaking a valid competitive bidding process was also a precondition for the State to obtain
federal funding known as E-Rate funding which would reduce the State funds needed for the
project.
DOA Found the JEN Alliance and Syringa to be
the Lowest Responsible Bidder

In December 2008, the DOA issued the IEN Request for Proposal to procure educational
content and telecommunication services and equipment. Syringa responded to the IEN Request
for Proposal by forming the IEN Alliance with Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"),
to submit a joint bid proposal. Companies such as Qwest, Verizon and Integra Solutions also
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submitted bids. All bids were evaluated by an impartial evaluation team selected by DOA. The
impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the IEN Alliance was the least
expensive and most technically proficient bidder in almost every category.
To Date, Syringa Has Not Received Any JEN Work
Due to DOA 's Arbitrary Acts

Despite the IEN Alliance being the best in almost every technical category evahiiated by
the impartial evaluation team and despite the fact that the IEN Alliance submitted the lowest cost
bid, the DOA issued a multiple award of the IEN Request for Proposal - awarding the
telecommunication services component to Qwest and awarding the educational component to the
IEN Alliance - as a practical matter, to ENA.
The DOA decision to award ENA- Syringa's partner- all of the substantive educational
components of the IEN implementation and to award Qwest all of the IEN telecommupication
services was unnecessary, arbitrary and a violation of law. It also constituted a breach of the
representations made by DOA which induced Syringa to participate in the IEN Alliance bid
proposal. Most important, the DOA's wrongful acts breached the confidence placed in the DOA
by State of Idaho schools.

II.

1.

PARTIES

Plaintiff, Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), 1s an Idaho limited liability

company with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho.
2.

Syringa was formed in 2002 by a group of rural Idaho telephone companies who

were determined to improve telecommunication and rural broadband services in Idaho.
3.

Syringa has, to date, invested over 40 million dollars in the State to become one

of Idaho's leading fiber optic network providers.
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4.

Defendant, Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA"), is an eocecutive

branch department of the State of Idaho generally responsible for procurement of goods and
services for most State agencies, holds the Office of the Chief Information Officer ("OdIO") for
the State of Idaho and provides administrative oversight for the Idaho Education Network
("IEN") under Idaho Code Section 67-5745D(3).
5.

J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney ("Gwartney"), is a resident of Ada County, Idaho,

and is the Director of DOA and Chief Information Officer for the State ofldaho.
6.

Jack G. "Greg" Zickau ("Zickau"), is a resident of Ada County, Idaho, and is the

Chief Technology Officer and Administrator of the OCIO.
7.

Defendant, ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of

America, Inc. ("ENA"), is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of busµiess in
Nashville, Tennessee.
8.

ENA provides managed network and communication services to customers in the

education, library and government sectors in Idaho.
9.

Defendant, Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest"), is a Delaware

limited liability company with its principal place of business in Denver, Colorado.
10.

Qwest provides telecommunication services in Idaho.

III.
11.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature ("State Legislature") determined that Idaho

lagged behind in the use of high-bandwidth connectivity and technology to deliver educational
opportunities to students and teachers. See Idaho Sess. Laws 2008, ch. 260 § 1. As a result, the
State Legislature established the public policy of the State that high-bandwidth connectivity be
an essential component of education infrastructure in the 21st century. Id.
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12.

In furtherance of this goal, the State Legislature authorized the creation of the

13.

IEN is planned to become a coordinated, statewide telecommunications

IEN.

distribution system, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access arid other
telecommunications services for providing distance learning and connecting each instruction of
higher education and other locations as necessary to facilitate distance education, teacher training
and other related services for distance learning for every Idaho public school. See Idaho Code §
67-5745D(2).
14.

As part of the State's IEN efforts, DOA is statutorily required to:
a) procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface

equipment for public education facilities;
b) procure telecommunications services and equipment on behalf of public
education; procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance
learning;
c) procure telecommunications services and equipment for the IEN thrc,ugh an
open and competitive bidding process; and
d) in conjunction with the State Department of Education, apply for state and
federal funding for technology on behalf oflEN. See Idaho Code§ 67-5745D(2).
15.

In December 2008, the DOA, through the Division of Purchasing ("DOP"), issued

Request for Proposals 02160 concerning the IEN for the State of Idaho (the "IEN Rf'P") to
procure telecommunication services, content and equipment for the IEN.
16.

A true and correct copy of the IEN RFP is attached as Exhibits A -

L to the

Affidavit of Mark Little dated March 18, 2010.
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17.

The JEN RFP sought proposals for "a total solution, education-focused managed

internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts
with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation
and associated services support for our JEN network." Id.,§ 3.1 Vision at p. 12.
18.

The IEN RFP was later updated to include integration with existing state network

infrastructures such at IdaNet- a combination of Master Service Agreements and physioal ATM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise, Meridian, Lewiston and Coeur D-Alene. See

Id.
19.

IdaNet currently serves 57 state organizations which is monitored and managed

by the Idaho Department of Labor. Id.
20.

Several of the IdaNet service contracts were, in December, 2008, with Syringa.

21.

The JEN RFP specifically contemplated proposals that incorporated "partnerships

Id.

between multiple providers." Id. at§ 3.3.b.
22.

The JEN RFP stated, "[s]trong consideration will be given to proposals that

incorporate partnerships between multiple providers. Vendors must explain their partnering plan
within their RFP response." Id.
23.

The JEN RFP Updates dated December 29, 2008 and made part of the RFF, stated

that "we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable" (Ex. A,
JEN RFP, Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up, at Q.-10), and explained its "prefenence to
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including [sic] legacy
Idanet/State Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the finger pointing often
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associated with multi-award contracts." Id. at RFP IEN Questions submitted in response to
RFP02160 and their respective answers, Q-1.
24.

Based on the representations contained in the IEN RFP, on or about January 7,

2009, Syringa and ENA entered into an agreement ("Teaming Agreement") to jointly submit a
bid proposal to the IEN RFP.
25.

The Teaming Agreement delineated duties and responsibilities between i Syringa

and ENA should the two be awarded the bid.
26.

On or about January 12, 2009, Syringa and ENA jointly submitted a response to

the IEN RFP as the IEN Alliance ("IEN Alliance Proposal").
27.

A true and correct copy of the IEN Alliance Proposal to IEN RFP is attached as

Exhibit B to Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed on Dec~ber 15,
2009.
28.

Under the IEN Alliance, Syringa was responsible for the IEN telecommutrication

services and equipment, including local access connections, routing equipment, network and
backbone services.
29.

The IEN Alliance Proposal cover letter stated in part:

ENA [] and Syringa [] responding jointly as the IEN Alliance, appreciate the
opportunity to respond to the State of Idaho's Request for Proposal #02160 for the
implementation and ongoing support of the Idaho Education Network (JEN). We
are pleased to provide a response that represents a collaborative approach and
leverages the existing infrastructure as well as the collective skills, experience and
capacity of a wide variety of service providers and industry leaders in delivering
and managing statewide education networks.
Id., IEN Alliance Proposal cover letter dated January 12, 2009 to Mark Little, p. 1.

30.

The DOA did not reject the IEN Alliance Proposal as non-responsive

011

a non-

responsible bid.
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31.

On or about January 20, 2009, DOP issued a Letter of Intent to award th¢ RFP to

both Qwest and the IEN Alliance.
32.

A true and correct copy of the Letter of Intent to award dated January 20, 2009

from Mark Little to David Pierce is attached as Exhibit C to Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial filed on December 15, 2009.
33.

The Letter of Intent to award indicates that the IEN Alliance Proposal - listed by

DOA as "ENA" below - prevailed over Qwest and Verizon in every single technical e~aluation
category and overall cost as follows:
Criteria

Points

Qwest

ENA

Prior Experience

200

110

145

65

Legislative Intent

100

73

83

15

Management Capacity

100

56

72

35

Financial Risk

100

29

82

35

Subtotal

500

268

382

150

E-Rate Cost(l)

400

267

400

278

Non-E-Rate(l)

100

100

74

64

1000

635

856

492

TOTAL

Verizon

Id.

34.

The majority of the points awarded to the IEN Alliance in the categories of Prior

Experience, Legislative Intent, Management Capacity and E-Rate Cost was a direct r~sult of
evaluating Syringa's contribution to the proposal.
35.

Despite being evaluated by the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA as the

most technically proficient in every category and the lowest cost bidder for the E-Rate portion of
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the IEN RFP, the DOA issued a multiple award of the IEN RFP to both Qwest and the IEN
Alliance.
36.

Upon information and belief, the issuance of the multiple award of the IEN RFP

to both Qwest and IEN Alliance was at the direction of Gwartney and/or Zickau.
37.

Upon information and belief, the issuance of the multiple award of the IEN RFP

to both Qwest and IEN Alliance was unnecessary, unreasonable, arbitrary and/or capricious.
38.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau had meetings and

conversations with Qwest officials before and after the issuance of the IEN RFP multiple award.
39.

Upon information and belief, during those meetings and conversations~ Qwest

attempted to, and in fact, unduly influenced the DOA to inappropriately split the :@roposal
submitted by the IEN Alliance and to contract with Qwest for the IEN technical network
services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without
regard to the price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the State, to
the detriment of Syringa.
40.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau agreed with Qwest officials

that DOA would contract with Qwest rather than Syringa for the IEN technical network s:ervices,
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services despite tn.e State
evaluation team's conclusions.
41.

The DOA decision to contract with Qwest was made without regard to price,

availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the State.
42.

To date, Syringa has received no direct purchase orders from DOA for fue IEN

implementation despite having the lowest cost for the IEN technical network services, local
access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services.
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43.

Upon information and belief, Syringa has not received any work for the JEN

implementation because DOA has failed and/or refused to consider price, availability,· support
services and delivery that are most advantageous to DOA and the State of Idaho as required by
Idaho Code for multiple bid awards.
44.

Upon information and belief, ENA, part of the JEN Alliance, has made numerous

requests that the State use Syringa for the JEN technical work. See E-mail from Bob Collie,
ENA, to Greg Lowe, Syringa, dated July 27, 2009 and attached as Exhibit D to P]aintiffs
Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed on December 15, 2009. ("ENA has
requested multiple times that the State use any local loop provider who can deliver the .quality,
1

price and time requirements, similar to what we contemplated in the proposal. The State has
rejected requests to use Syringa for the JEN technical work .... [t]he State has made it impossible
for [ENA] to use Syringa or anyone other than Qwest for that matter, to provide 100% of the
local loop, backbone and core equipment ... ").
45.

Upon information and belief, ENA has been instructed by Gwartney, Zickau

and/or others at DOA not to use Syringa for any of the JEN implementation.
46.

In fact, Gwartney has represented and made statements to Syringa represehtatives

that Syringa would not work on the JEN implementation regardless of the competitive bidding
process or consideration of price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous
to DOA and the State ofldaho as required by Idaho Code for multiple bid awards.
47.

Gwartney has also informed Syringa representatives that other State contracts

with Syringa such as agreements between State agencies and Syringa under IdaNet would be
placed in jeopardy if Syringa continued to discuss JEN procurement irregularities with others
and/or pursue its remedies.
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48.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau intentionally, capriciously

and without authority, informed and directed State agencies and political subdivisions such as the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, the Idaho
Department of Labor and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for
telecommunications services regardless of price, availability, support services and delivery that
are most advantageous to those State agencies and political subdivisions.
49.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau unduly influenced the IEN

RFP award to Qwest and unduly, unlawfully, and without authority, split and divided the IEN
Alliance Proposal to deprive Syringa of any of the IEN implementation work.
50.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau also conspired with Qwest to

influence the award of the IEN implementation to Qwest to the detriment of Syringa.
COUNT ONE
Breach of Contract
DOA

51.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 50 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

52.

In December 2008, the DOA issued the IEN RFP to procure telecommunication

services and equipment for the IEN.
53.

The IEN RFP constitutes a solicitation for bids for a total solution, education-

focused managed internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure
and contracts with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the
essential foundation and associated services support for our IEN network.
54.

The IEN RFP specifically contemplated proposals that incorporated partnerships

between multiple providers.
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55.

The IEN RFP established the rules by which proposals were to be subnutted and

evaluated.
56.

Syringa and ENA jointly submitted the IEN Alliance Proposal in reliiance on

DOA's solicitation for bids and the representations contained in the IEN RFP, on or about
January 7, 2009.
57.

On or about January 20, 2009, the DOA accepted the IEN Alliance Proposal.

58.

The IEN RFP, IEN Alliance Proposal and the DOA's acceptance of the IEN

Alliance Proposal created a contractual obligation by all parties involved in the transa¢tions to
follow the process and criteria contained in the IEN RFP.
59.

DOA changed and/or did not follow the process and criteria contained in 'the IEN

RFP and breached the contract which arose from the IEN RFP and its acceptance of the IEN
Alliance Proposal.
60.

Such failure to adhere to the IEN RFP rules, terms and conditions for the award of

the project constitutes a breach of contract by DOA.
61.

Syringa has been damaged by DOA's breach of contract in an amount to be

proven at trial.
COUNT TWO
Declaratory Relief
Violation of Idaho Code§ 67-5726 by Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest

62.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 61 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

63.

Under Idaho Code § 67-5726(2) "no officer or employee shall influence or

attempt to influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to
deprive any vendor of an acquisition contract."
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64.

Idaho Code§ 67-5726(3) states that "[n]o officer or employee, shall conspire with

a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee, to
influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a
vendor of an acquisition award."
65.

The impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the IEN Alliance

was the lowest responsible bidder.
66.

The impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the IEN Alliance

Proposal had the most advantageous price, availability, support and service terms.
67.

A multiple award was not necessary as the evaluations show that the IEN Alliance

could have reasonably served the acquisition needs of the entire State.
68.

Despite the conclusions of the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA, DOA

rejected and continues to reject the involvement of Syringa in the IEN implementation in lieu of
Qwest.
69.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA amended the IEN Purchase Order to list Qwest

as the general contractor and awarded Qwest the IEN technical network services, local access
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without regard to which vendor
team had the best terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A.

See

Exhibit E to Plaintiffs Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed on December 15,

2009.
70.

Upon information and belief, Qwest drafted and then provided DOA with the

amended IEN Purchase Order.
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71.

•

Upon information and belief, Qwest's actions unduly influenced DOA's ,decision

to award Qwest part of the IEN implementation without regard to the most advantageous price,
availability, support and service terms.
72.

Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau conspired with Qwest to

deprive Syringa of an acquisition award in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5726.
73.

Upon information and belief, ENA has been directed by individuals such as

Gwartney and/or Zickau at DOA not to use Syringa for any of the IEN implementation.
74.

Gwartney has represented to Syringa representatives that Syringa would not get

any of the IEN work.
75.

Gwartney has also informed Syringa representatives that other State contracts

with Syringa would be placed in jeopardy if Syringa continued to discuss the IEN procurement
with others and/or pursue remedies.
76.

Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA declaring its awartd of the

IEN Purchase Order to Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725
and/or permanent injunctive relief prohibiting the State and Qwest from performing under the
IEN Purchase Order.
COUNT THREE
Declaratory Relief
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A and 67-5718

77.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 76 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

78.

Under Idaho Code§ 67-5718A, a multiple award may only be awarded to; furnish

the same or similar property where more than one (1) is necessary: 1) to furnish types and
quantities needed; 2) to provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition; or 3) to enable
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agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property previously acquired. Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A.
79.

There are several limitations for a multiple award under Idaho Code§ 67-5718A:

(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section
unless the administrator of the division of purchasing makes a written
determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (1) or more of the criteria
set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in
accordance with this section, a state agency shall make purchases from the
contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support
services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be
made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state
agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the number of
bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies.
Idaho Code§ 67-5718A (emphasis added).
80.

The DOA through Gwartney and Zickau failed to adhere to the statutory

limitations delineated for multiple awards.
81.

On June 29, 2009, Syringa made a public records request for the, written

determination of the Administrator ofDOP justifying a multiple award.
82.

In response, Syringa received a copy of a letter dated June 30, 2009 constituting

the Administrator's written determination - more than four (4) months after the multiple award

was made. See Letter from Bill Burns to Melissa Vandenberg, attached and fully incorporated as

Exhibit F to Plaintiffs Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed on December 15,
2009.
83.

Based on DOA's own evaluation team's conclusions, the IEN Alliance is the

lowest responsible bidder.
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•

The DOA's evaluation team determined that the IEN Alliance Proposal had the

most advantageous price, availability, support and service terms, and a multiple award was not
necessary as the evaluations showed that the IEN Alliance could have reasonably served the
acquisition needs of the entire State.
85.

Despite the DOA's own evaluation team's conclusions, DOA has reje¢ted and

continues to reject the involvement of Syringa in the IEN implementation in lieu of Qwest, who
received only 635 out of 1,000 points during the evaluation, as opposed to 856 points received by
the IEN Alliance.
86.

More than one bid award was not necessary in this case.

87.

More than one bid award was not necessary to furnish types and quantities needed

for the IEN RFP.
88.

More than one bid award was not necessary to provide expeditious am.d cost-

efficient acquisition.
89.

More than one bid award was not necessary to enable agencies to acquire property

which is compatible with property previously acquired.
90.

When a multiple bid award is made, the DOA is required to conduct due djligence

and to purchase from the vendor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability,
support services and delivery are the most advantageous to the State.
91.

The price, availability, support services and delivery proposed by Syringa. under

the IEN Alliance Proposal for the IEN technical network services, local access connections,
routing equipment, network and backbone services far exceed the same proposed by Qwest.
92.

Syringa has not received one direct purchase order from DOA for the project.
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•

On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily amended the JEN Purchase Order to

list Qwest as the contractor for all of the IEN technical network services, local access
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without regard to whid1 vendor
team had the best terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.
94.

Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of Purchasing

declaring the February 26, 2009 JEN Amended Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest wene issued
in violation of Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 are void and permanently enjoining the
State from performing thereunder.
COUNT FOUR
Tortious Interference with Contract
DOA, Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest

95.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 94 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

96.

ENA and Syringa entered into a valid Teaming Agreement wherein each party

had an obligation to perform certain duties should the JEN Alliance be awarded a contract with
the State of Idaho.
97.

DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew of the existence of the Teaming

Agreement between ENA and Syringa.
98.

DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew that should the JEN Alliance be

awarded the JEN Purchase Order, Syringa would implement the JEN technical network services,
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services.
99.

Upon information and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau instructed

ENA to work only with Qwest during the JEN implementation despite knowledge of the
existence of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa.
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•

Upon information and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau have

intentionally, capriciously and without authority, informed and directed agencies and political
subdivisions such as the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Labor,
and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for telecommunications services.
101.

The conduct summarized above constitutes interference of the contract between

ENA and Syringa by DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau.
102.

Syringa is informed and believes, as set forth in summary fashion above, that the

conduct of DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau was at least negligent or reckless and may,
depending on facts which are not yet fully known, be revealed to be intentional.
103.

On or about July 20, 2009, Syringa filed with the Idaho Secretary of State its

Notice of Tort Claim, attached and fully incorporated as Exhibit G to Plaintiff's Verified
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed on December 15, 2009.
104.

Such interference with contract has resulted in accrued and future damage, the

exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be approximately $251,061
monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year period; and $60,254,640 over a
twenty (20) year period.
COUNT FIVE
Tortious Interference with
Prospective Economic Advantage
Qwest

105.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 104 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

106.

Qwest had knowledge that Syringa, as part of the vendor team who was evaluated

by the DOA as having the lowest responsible bid, had a right to be awarded a contract for the
IEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and
backbone services.
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•

Despite this knowledge, Syringa is informed and believes that Qwest conspired

with Gwartney and Zickau to prevent Syringa from receiving work for the IEN technical network
services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services in
violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.
108.

As a direct and proximate result of Qwest's interference with Syringa's

prospective economic advantage and IEN Purchase Order, Syringa has incurred damage and
future damage, the exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be
approximately $251,061 monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year period;
and $60,254,640 over a twenty (20) year period.
COUNT SIX
Breach of Contract

ENA
109.

Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 108 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

110.

On or about January 7, 2009, Syringa and ENA entered into a Teaming

Agreement to jointly submit a proposal to the IEN RFP.
111.

On January 20, 2009, ENA and Syringa were awarded the IEN RFP by DOA.

112.

ENA had and continues to have an absolute duty to perform its obligations to

Syringa now that the IEN RFP has been awarded to them.
113.

ENA has failed and continues to fail to perform its obligations to Syringa under

the Teaming Agreement.
114.

Such failure to perform its obligations to Syringa under the Teaming Agreement

constitutes a material breach.
115.

Syringa has suffered damages as a result of ENA's breach of the Teaming

Agreement to be determined at trial.
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IV.
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ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS

For the reasons set out in paragraph 1 through 115, Syringa was required to retain the
services of Givens Pursley LLP to prosecute this matter. Syringa has incurred and will continue
to incur attorneys' fees and costs in connection with this lawsuit. Pursuant to Idaho Codie§§ 12101, 12-117, 12-120, and 12-121 Syringa is entitled to its reasonable attorneys' fees and costs
incurred in the prosecution of this matter.

V.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Syringa hereby demands a trial by jury of no less than twelve (12) persons on all issues
so triable.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Syringa requests the following relief:
1.

Declaratory judgment including a finding that the February 26, 2009 amended

contracts and/or purchase order(s) between DOA, Qwest and ENA are unlawful and void;
2.

Temporary, preliminary and permanent orders enjoining Qwest's involvement in

the JEN implementation;
3.

Judgment against DOA, Gwartney and Zickau for damages to Syringa, the exact

amount of which is unknown but in excess of the jurisdictional limit of the District Court and
which will be proven at trial.
4.

An award of costs and attorneys' fees to Syringa in connection with this litigation

under Idaho Code §§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, and 12-121, and other applicable authority
including the private attorney general doctrine; and
5.

Such further relief as the Court determines is warranted.
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DATED this 25th day of June, 2014.
GNENS PURSLEY LLP

By
David R. Lombardi
Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 25th day of June, 2014, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

- - U.S. Mail

- - Overnight Mail
___J. Hand Delivery
__
,/Fax(954-5210 and
954-5260)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
--r-Fax (319-2601)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S.Mail

- - Overnight Mail
. Hand Delivery
"3._ Fax (615-252-6335)
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Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
- - Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
,./ Fax (385-5384)

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
-- - Overnight Mail
_ _. Hand Delivery
--,,.."--'Fax (303-866-0200)

--

David R. Lombardi
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NO.----~:--~-AM
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~
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. ·--....._.__,J,M.

JLJL 07 201~
CHRISTOPHSA D
By PATRICK McLA~CH, Clerk

Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326

DaPUTY

MOFFA1i, THOMAS, BARRE1i, ROCK &

GI-ILIN

FIELDS, CHARTER.BO

IO l S. Capitol Blvd•• 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise. Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-S384
srt@moffatt.com
24462.0000

B. Lawrence Theis (Admitted Pro Hae Vice)
Steven J, Perfrement (Admitted Pro Hae J/ice)
BRYAN CAVEHRO

1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver. Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866..0200
bnzy.theis@bryancave.com
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com

Attorneys for Defendant Qwest
Communications Company. LLC
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
Jimited liability company.

Plaintiff.

vs.

IDAiiO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL ··MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and aftlclal
capacity as Director and Chief Infonnation
Officer of tho Idaho De
ent of

Case No. OC 0923757

JOINDER IN IDAHO DEPARTMENt
OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION to
DISMISS SECOND AMENDED POS'It
APPEAL COMPLAINT OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR ENLARGEMENT
OF TIME TO RESPOND TO THE
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

JO INDER IN IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION
TO DISMISS SECOND AMENDED POST APPEAL COMPLAINT OR, IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME TO RESPOND TO
THE SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT- l
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Administration; JACK G. ''OREO'' ZICKAU,
in his personal and official capaoity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CID; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware oorporation;

QWF..ST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.
LLC. a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC (..Qwest"), through its

counsel. respectfully submits the following Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint, or
Alternatively, Motion tbr Enlargement of Time to Respond.
1.

In its Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider dated

June 24, 2014 ("June 24 Order"), the Court concluded that Qwest is a party to this action and'

ordered Syringa to serve its Second Amended Complaint on DOA. Qwest, and ENA.
2.

On June 25, 2014, Syrlnga served its Second Amended Complaint on

Qwest by facsimile. Based upon Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure Sand the Court's June 24 Order,
Qwest believes that Its answer or other response is currently due on or about July 7, 2014. 1
3.

However, as the Court held in its June 24 Order, ENA is a necessary party

in this case under Idaho Code Section 10-1211. Undersigned counsel for Qwest has been
advised by counsel for ENA that Syringa has not served its Second Amended Complaint on ENA
as required by Idaho Ruic of Civil Procedure 4 and the June 24 Order. Qwest also understands
I

' Qwest does not agree with the Court's recent determination that ft continued to be a
party in this mattor post-appeal. Qwest did not participate in post-appeal proceedings to date
based upon the decision of the Idaho Supreme Court affirming the dismissal of all claims
asserted against Qwest in Syringa's pre-appeal pleadings.
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that the Department or Administration is filing a Motion to Dismiss the Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint because ENA Services, LLC c··ENA") is necessary and indispensable but has
not been joined as a party to this action, or, in the alternative, for an enlargement of time to file
its Answer to the Second Amended Complaint pending a detennination by this Court about
ENA.

4.

Qwest agrees that the resolution of the BNA issue wi11 need to be decided

first by this Coun before the substance of Count Three can be litigated, including Qwest•s
substantive and procedural defenses to Count Three, such as waiver. estoppel. Iaches, and
res judicata.

5,

Qwest therefore respectfully joins in the Motion filed by the Department

of Administration, and requests that the Court either dismiss this action for failure to join a
necessary and indispensable party, or grant Qwest an enlargement of time to submit its answer or
other response to the Second Amended Complaint.
DATED this 7th day of July, 2014.
BRYAN CAVE HRO

B. Lawrence Theis (Admitted Pro llac Vice)
Steven .J. Perfrement (.Admitted Pro Hae ivlce)
MOFFATI, THOMAS, BARREIT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTBRED

n . Thomas - Of the Finn
ys for Defendant Qwest
unications Company, LLC
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CERTIFJCATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of July, 2014. I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoingJOINDER IN IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION TO DISMISS SECOND AMENDED POST APPEAL
COMPLAINT OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME TO
RESPOND TO THE SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT to be served by the method
indicated below. and addressed to the following:

David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
A1tomuyJ'[u1· PlaintlffSyringa Network.r, LLC

( ) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(x) Facsimile

Merlyn W. Clark

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Steven F. Schossberger

( ) Hand Delivered

HAWLEY TROXELL liNNIS &. HAWLEY, LLP

( ) Overnight Mail
(x) Facsimile

877 Main St.• Suite 1000
P.O.Box 1617
Boise. ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210

Allorneysfor D~fendants Idaho Department of
Admini~·tratlon.· J. Mit·hael "Mike" Gwartne;,
and Jack G. "Greg" Zic:kau

Phillip s. Oberrecht
0RHENER BURKE SHOBMAKRR 0BERRECHT1 P.A.

950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise. IO 83 702
Facsimile (208) 3 J9..2601
Alfurney.r for Defendant ENA Servicet,, /..LC. u
Divl,\'lon qfEdu,·atlon Network.v oj'America, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(x) Facsimile
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Robert S. Patterson (,pro hac vice)
BRADLBY ARANT SOULT CUMMINGS LLP

1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville. TN 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorneys/or D~fendanl EN.A Services, LLC, a
Division of Education Network.v ofAmerica, Inc.

•
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(x) Facsimile

{

JOINDER IN IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION

TO DISMISS SECOND AMENDED POST APPEAL COMPLAINT OR, IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME TO RESPOND TO
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JUL 11 2014
CHRISTOP~R D. RtCh, c:er 1<.
By KATRINA Tri!l::SS!:::f'"

Phillip S. Oberrecht

::>~?;.:;-,

ISB # 1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, COULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION
TO DISMISS

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.

!
I

COMES NOW ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), by and through its counsel of recbrd, and
moves this Court for an Order dismissing ENA as a Defendant from the Second Amen~ed Post
Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. This Motion is based upon the Memorahdum in

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 1
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Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion to Dismiss filed concurrently herewith, and i!s further
based upon the records and pleadings on file before the Court in this litigation, as well as on the
arguments of counsel to be made at any hearing on said Motion.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this )

7~ay of

f

, 2014.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT, P.A.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the / ? ~ y of..-~----' 2014, I caused to be
served a true copy of the foregoing ENA SERVICES, LL 'S OTION TO DISMISS, by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the followin :
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1300

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
l O1 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
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Phillip S. Oberrecht

'

ISB #1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601

CHF:ISTOfi>HER D. RlCM, Cl€Jf!·;
By KA1rR!NA Tl'-1!~~~~1'1

Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TH$
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT! OF
ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION
TO DISMISS

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.

Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), by and through its counsel of record, !submits
this memorandum in support of its Motion to Dismiss ("Motion"), filed concurrently ®rewith.
ENA contends that Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") is prevented from asserting neJr claims
I
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against ENA in this matter because all claims against ENA were dismissed previously\ and the
dismissal was affirmed on appeal.

I. INTRODUCTION
In its original Complaint, Syringa sought to have the amendment to Qwest declruted void.

It deliberately refrained from seeking to have the amendment to ENA declared void. Why was
this? Because Syringa hoped to get subcontracts from ENA to perform the telecommuriications
part of the project.
Now after five years of litigation and the dismissal of all claims asserted against ENA,
which was affirmed on appeal, Syringa seeks to have Amendment No. 1 to ENA's SBJl>O 1309
declared void. It takes multiple positions inconsistent with its prior pleadings, after ENA was
dismissed from the case. Syringa's new claims should be dismissed on the theories o~judicial
estoppel and res judicata.
II.RELEVANT FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A. The Appeal of This Court's Dismissal of Syringa's Claims on Summary Judgmeb.t.

"In the Court's view, ENA is no longer a party because there is no claim against!ENA in

the original complaint which has not been fully resolved." (Memorandum Decision

ankl Order

Re: Motion to Reconsider ("Reconsider Order"), p. 14.) The starting point for the analysis of
ENA's present motion is the undisputed finding that all claims asserted against ENA ari~ing out
of the transaction and occurrence presented in the original Complaint have been fully anG} finally
dismissed.
'

The present case arises out of the remnant of Syringa's appeal to the Idaho Supreme
Court of this Court's dismissal of Syringa's original claims on summary judgment.

Orn appeal,

the Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal on all counts except for Count Three, remandiing that
single count for further proceedings consistent with its opinion. Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 2
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Dept. of Admin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499 (2013). The Supreme Court's ruling stilted that

"count three seeking to set aside the State's contract with Qwest" was remanded "on th~ ground
that it was awarded in violation of the applicable statutes." Id. at 68, 305 P.3d at 512. Count
Three of the original Complaint, the only Count that survived appeal, never asserted! a claim
against ENA.
Notably, the Supreme Court did not remand for the amendment and continuation of
proceedings against ENA. Regarding ENA, the Supreme Court stated that the "district tourt did
not err in dismissing the claim against ENA for breach of contract," and further that since
Syringa "failed to prevail on its breach of contract claim against ENA," it was not entitled to an
award of fees on appeal. Id. at 64, 67,305 P.3d at 508, 511. Indeed, the Supreme Court µ.warded
fees and costs to ENA as the prevailing party. Id. at 67-68, 305 P.3d at 511-12. As note<! by this
I

Court, ENA was fully and finally dismissed from this case.
In reviewing the procedural history of this case, it is important to note what Sytj.nga did
not do. "Syringa did not challenge any aspect of the original award to ENA, or the am¢ndment
changing ENA's scope of work in the original complaint." (Reconsider Order, p. 9.) Syringa
has never sought a temporary restraining order barring the development of the IEN pursuant to
the original award. When confronted with motions for summary judgment, Syringa did hot seek
to amend its complaint to include additional claims against ENA. Although fully engaged in
years of hard fought litigation over the "transaction and occurrence" of the award of this contract
to ENA, Syringa focused solely on the "amendment" of the SBPO to Qwest and never ~ttacked
!

the "amendment" of the SBPO to ENA.
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•
B. This Court's Decision on Syringa's Motion to Amend Complaint and Subsequent
Filings.

Subsequent to the Supreme Court's decision and remand, Syringa filed a Motion to
Amend Complaint and a Motion to Rename Count Three and to Amend Paragraph !94. On
February 25, 2014, this Court granted the motions in part and denied them in part, ~llowing
Syringa to amend Count Three. This Court found that the proposed amendment to the c~unt was
consistent with the Supreme Court's opinion. On April 22, 2014, DOA filed its :niotion to
reconsider the Court's Order. After review of arguments on reconsideration, the Court gtanted in
part, and denied in part DOA's Motion. The Court directed Syringa to amend its complaint to
conform to the decision, permitting Syringa to assert a challenge to both of the amendJ!nents to
the SBPOs. As for Syringa's desire to challenge the original SBPOs, the Court fowid that
Syringa was judicially estopped from pursuing a claim related to the original SBPOs. i Syringa
has now filed its Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand For Jury Trial ("Post
Appeal Complaint'), adding references to ENA in its amended Count Three without suiting the
relief that it seeks from ENA.
C. The Current Posture of the Pleadings

In finding that Syringa's challenge to the amendments applies equally to both
amendments, the Court identified a claim without finding that the claim could be asserted against
ENA at this late date and without considering the defenses to that claim that are now presented to
the court in this Motion. With regard to Count Three of the Complaint, this Court nqted that
"logic of the analysis that prohibits dividing the scope of work applies equally to the ENA. scope
amendment." (Reconsider Order, p. 10.) However, that same logic requires the conclu~ion that
Syringa's decision to "not challenge any aspect of the original award to ENA, or the amendment
changing ENA's scope of work in the original complaint" was intentional. (Id. at p. 9.) The
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Court concluded, that "it would be appropriate to permit Syringa a challenge to the amendment
which changed ENA's scope of work." (Id. at p. 10.) At the time that this finding was made,
ENA was not a party to this proceeding, and had not been heard on the issues presented by this
newly added theory of the Post Appeal Complaint.
Syringa should be denied its effort to insert a new theory as to ENA when it intentionally
excluded the same from the original Complaint. The Court is right; simple logic compels the
conclusion that Sryinga intentionally excluded ENA from Count Three of the Complaint. As the
Court noted, all of the claims against ENA were resolved on summary judgment and, ~s of the
ruling of the Supreme Court, ENA was no longer a party to this proceeding. (See Rtjconsider
Order, p. 14.) While the Supreme Court may have concluded that Syringa could have asserted a
I

'

claim against ENA in Count Three of its complaint, Syringa did not do so. ENA was ~srnissed
I
I

from the original action. That dismissal was upheld on Appeal, and ENA obtained jujdgrnents
against Syringa, which have been satisfied. Syringa does not get a "do-over"; the docttrines of
judicial estoppel and res judicata bar Syringa's claims in its Post Appeal Complaint against
ENA.

III. ARGUMENT
I

A. This Court Should Dismiss Syringa's Claims against ENA Services, as Sytinga is
Judicially Estopped From Asserting a Position that is Inconsistent with its Previous
Positions in this Matter.
The doctrine of judicial estoppel prevents Syringa from asserting the arnendetl Count
Three against ENA, as the claim is inconsistent with Syringa' s previous positions taken in this
matter relevant to ENA.

Syringa initially asserted in its original Count Three that the

amendment to the SBPO to Qwest was void, essentially alleging that the connectivity iservices
awarded to Qwest should have been awarded to Syringa under the IEN Alliance Proposal. (See
Com.pl., pp. 14-17.) As this Court has recognized, Syringa did not challenge any aspe¢t of the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 5
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'

award to ENA in the original SBPO or in the first amendment to the SBPO. (See R~consider
Order, pp. 6, 9.) Yet, the Post Appeal Complaint now asserts a challenge against the "Amended
I

i

Purchase Order" to ENA. (Post Appeal Comp!.,, 94.) Similar to the reasons this CoJrt found
I

that Syringa cannot challenge the original SBPOs, this Court should also find that judicial
estoppel bars Syringa's amended Count Three as it applies to ENA.
Judicial estoppel, also known as the doctrine of preclusion of inconsistent ~ositions,
'

"precludes a party from gaining an advantage by taking one position, and then seeking

~

second

advantage by taking an incompatible position." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 252,i 92 P.3d
492, 502 (2004) (citing Rissetto v. Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 343, 94 F.2d 597, ~00 (9th
!

Cir. 1996)). The underlying policies of judicial estoppel "are general considerationls of the
orderly administration of justice and regard for the dignity of judicial proceedings." Swbrd, 140
Idaho at 252, 92 P.3d at 502. Its intent is to "protect against a litigant playing fast and lobse with
'

the courts." Id.
Syringa has consistently limited its challenges to the SBPO awarded to Qwest, ~d then
to the first amendment, prior to the Post Appeal Complaint. It specifically chose not to challenge
either the original SBPO to ENA, or the subsequent Amendment No. 1 to ENA's SBPO ]309.
In its Reconsider Order, this Court applied the doctrine of judicial estoppel in ari exactly

parallel situation to bar Syringa' s newly articulated theories challenging the original award. It
noted that Syringa had never challenged the original awards in either the trial cowt or the
appellate courts. "Syringa did not challenge the award of the original SBPO's and conceµed that
the original SBPO's were lawful." (Reconsider Order, p. 12.) "Now, Syringa seeks to ar~e that
the original awards were an unlawful pretext to divide the scope of the work between Qwest and
ENA." (Id. at p. 13.) As the Court noted, "(t)he doctrine of judicial estoppel precludes !Syringa
from having it both ways." (Id.)
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 6
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Similarly, Syringa filed its original complaint making a challenge solely to Am~ndment
No. 1 to Qwest's SBPO No. 1308. Its election to not sue ENA on the same theory is n~ less an
intentional statement to the Court than Syringa's concession that the original SBPO's were
lawful. Having elected not to sue ENA in its challenge raised under Count Three, Sjrringa is
judicially estopped from adding ENA to that claim now. Therefore, dismissal of ENA as a party
to this post-appeal action is appropriate.

B. This Court Should Dismiss Syringa's Claims against ENA Services, as Sytinga is
Barred From Asserting Additional Claims Subsequent to the Appeal Under the
Doctrine of Res Judicata.
Even if this Court were to rule Syringa is not barred by the doctrine of judicial 4stoppel,
res judicata prevents Syringa from asserting new claims against ENA in this matter. Synnga had
an opportunity and an obligation to bring all claims arising out of the same transactid.n in the
original lawsuit. Syringa initially asserted a claim of breach of contract against ENA in this
action. That claim was dismissed on summary judgment by this Court in 2011. On Appeal, the
Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of the breach claim. Syringa is now barred from asserting
any additional claims against ENA subsequent to ENA's dismissal from the action on appeal.
Any additional claims are precluded.
As a general rule, res judicata stands for the principle that litigants who were parties in a
previous action are subsequently prevented from bringing another claim arising ftom the
transaction(s) underlying the previous suit. Grubler v. Brydon, 125 Idaho 107, 110, 8167 P.2d
981, 984 (1994). The principle extends not only to "every matter offered and received td sustain
or defeat'' a claim, but also to "every matter which might and should have been" pr¢viously
litigated. Farmers Nat. Bank v. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 70, 878 P.2d 762, 769 (1994). The res
judicata analysis in Idaho case law may involve both claim preclusion (true res judicata) and
issue preclusion (collateral estoppel). See Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 1~3, 157
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 7
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P.3d 613, 617 (2007). In this case, post-appeal, true res judicata, or claim preclusion, hars any
claims asserted by Syringa against ENA.
"Under the principles of claim preclusion, a valid fmal judgment rendered on th~ merits .
. . is an absolute bar to a subsequent action between the same parties upon the same claim."
I

Hindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 94, 57 P.3d 803, 805 (2002). Claim preclusioniprotects
parties from expense of defending multiple lawsuits, conserves judicial resources, and m~izes
the possibility of inconsistent decisions. Silver Eagle Mining Co. v. State, 153 Idaho 1!76, 182,
280 P.3d 679, 685 (2012) (citing Montana v. United States, 440 U.S. 147, 153-54, 99 s;ct. 970,
973-74, 59 L.Ed.2d 210,217 (1979)). A claim will be precluded if it could have been b:t1ought in
the previous action, "where: (1) the original action ended in final judgment on the merit~, (2) the
present claim involves the same parties as the original action, and (3) the present claim arises out
of the same transaction or series of transactions as the original action." Berkshire Investments,

LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81,278 P.3d 943, 951 (2012) (citing Ticor Title, 144 Idaho at 12527, 157 P.3d at 618-20). All three elements of res judicata are established by the recorp in this
case.
This Court has ruled that the original action against ENA ended in a fmal judgment on
the merits; "ENA is no longer a party because there is no claim against ENA in the '1original
complaint which has not been fully resolved." (Reconsider Order, p. 14.) In the origihal suit,
Syringa filed a complaint naming ENA, Qwest, the DOA, and two individual State empl~yees as
Defendants. Syringa pleaded six claims, but chose to pursue only one claim against ENA, Count
Six, "Breach of Contract, ENA."

(See Compl.)

Count Six was related to the 1j'eaming

Agreement that this· Court concluded was "not an enforceable contract, but rather ; . . an
agreement to agree," stating that ENA was not liable for breach of an unenforceable contract.
I'

(Feb. 9, 2011 Mem. Decision and Order Re: Mots. For Surnrn. J.) Subsequently, the Supreme
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I

Court affirmed, also finding the Teaming Agreement was not an enforceable contract.: Syringa
Networks, 155 Idaho at 64, 305 P.3d at 508.

On appeal, this Court's final judgment and

dismissal of ENA as a party to the action was upheld. Thus, regarding step one of a claim
preclusion analysis, the original action against ENA ended in a fmal judgment on the merits. See
Berkshire Investments, 153 Idaho at 81,278 P.3d at 951.

The Post Appeal Complaint involves the same parties to the original Complaint.

This

I

Court has granted Syringa permission to amend Count Three of its Complaint based on the
Supreme Court's decision in Syringa Networks, remanding only Count Three. 155 Idahd 55,305
I

I

P.3d 499 (2013). Originally, Count Three was labeled "Declaratory Relief, Violation pf Idaho
Code§ 67-5718A by DOA" and only sought "a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Pivision
of Purchasing declaring its award of the JEN Purchase Order to Qwest void, null, atitd of no
effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725 and/or permanent injunctive relief prohibiting the State
and Qwest from performing under the JEN Purchase Order." (Compl., p. 17.) Count three of
the Post Appeal Complaint is now labeled as declaratory relief for violation of Idaho Code§ 675718A and§ 67-5718. 1 In addition, Syringa now seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA
declaring the February 26, 2009 Amendments to both Qwest and ENA to be void. ($ee Post
Appeal Complaint, p. 17 (emphasis added).) Syringa wishes to permanently enjoin the State
from performing the Amended SBPOs. (See id.) The amended Count Three clearly involves
parties that were all part of the original action (Syringa, DOA, Qwest, ENA) and satisfies the
second prong of the claim preclusion analysis. See Berkshire Investments, 153 Idaho at!81, 278
P.3d at 951.

1 Incidentally, the Post Appeal Complaint includes all six of the Counts from the original complaint, includµig Count
Six against ENA, with only Count Three containing any substantial changes from the original compla~t. (See
generally Post Appeal Complaint.)
·
i
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Finally, the amended claim undeniably arises out of the same series of transactions or
occurrences that were disputed in the original action.

Count Three deals with :identical
'

transactions-the First Amendments to the SBPOs. Regarding the only initial claim against
ENA (Count Six), the Teaming Agreement was formed to submit a bid proposal to the ]EN RFP
for what became the January 2009 SBPO. Count Three of the Post Appeal Complairlt, which
now refers to the First Amendment to the SBPO to ENA, arises out of the same ~eries of
transactions as the Teaming Agreement which Syringa alleged had been breached by EN"A in the
original Count Six.
Accordingly, the amended Count Three should be precluded against ENA in this
subsequent action since it entails the same parties and the same transaction that ended in final
judgment on the merits in the original action filed by Syringa. See Berkshire Investments, 153
Idaho at 81, 278 P.3d at 951. As all three elements of the defense of res judicata ar~ clearly
I

satisifed, dismissal of the claims against ENA in the Post Appeal Complaint is appropriate.
IV. CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, ENA respectfully requests this Court grant this motion to
dismiss and enter an Order of Dismissal of the Post Appeal Complaint against ENA.

DATED iliis/

Tla.y o f ~ , 2014.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT P.A.
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HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
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Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757
DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPAR11MENT
OF ADMINISTRATION'S M011ION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ,

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 56(b), Defendant Idaho Department of Administrationi
("DOA"), moves this Court to enter summary judgment in its favor on the Second Amended
Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (Count Three).
This motion is made on the grounds that there is no genuine issue of material fadt and the
Court can fmd as a matter of law that there is no justiciable controversy because Plainti:ttf Syringa
DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
or.001448
152.0105.6835830.1

Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") action for declaratory judgment as plead in Count Three is moot.
The so-called Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 has been mutually rescinded between ~e DOA
'

and Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC, and the so-called Amendment .No. 1 to
SBPO 1309 has been mutually rescinded between the DOA and Defendant ENA Services, LLC
and Education Networks of America, Inc. These grounds are explained further in the

'
!

accompanying supporting memorandum. This motion is also supported by the Affidaviit of Bill
Burns filed concurrently herewith.
Oral argument requested.
DATED THIS

__ll_ day of August, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

~t.)~

Merlyn W. Clark, I S B N ~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 i
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Departrhent of
Administration

DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
'

Ol001449
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day of August, 2014, I caused to be served a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
'
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300 ·

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE HRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
'
~Overnight Mail
A! E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancate.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200 '

Stephen R. Thomas
D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepa~d
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, D Hand Delivered
CHARTERED
D Overnight Mail
•
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
iE-Mail: SRT@moffatt.cc>m
P.O. Box 829
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384 •
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
·
D Overnight Mail
l[E-Mail:
,
poberrecht@greenerlaw.coni
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601 :
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
efE-Mail: bpatterson@babd.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335!
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CHRISTOPHER D. RlfH, Clerk
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAW~Y TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Str~et, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757

)

AFFIDAVIT OF BILL BURNS IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

vs.

)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMJNISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

---------------

BILL BURNS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
'l.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so.
2.

Since December l, 2008, I have been the Administrator of the Division of

Purchasing of the State of Idaho Department of Administration ("Division of Purchasing").
AFFIDAVIT OF BILL BURNS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-I
011152.0105.6837525.I
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Idaho Department of

Administration, Division of Purchasing Amendment No. 4 to State of Idaho Education Network
(JEN) Contract (SBPO 1309) dated July 15, 2014.

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of Idaho Department of

Administration, Division of Purchasing Amendment No. 15 to State of Idaho Education Network
(IEN) Contract (SBPO 1308) dated July 30, 2014.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

//'4-l day of August, 2014.

AFFIDAVIT OF BILL BURNS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT IDAHO
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Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
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P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
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melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
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Steven J. Perfrement
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D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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~q Overnight Mail
~ E-Mail:
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Phillip S. Oberrecht
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950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
j2lE-Mail:
:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601 I
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335

Steven F. Schossberge1.'
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, DMSION OF PURCBASINQ
AMENDMENT 4 TO STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (JEN) CONTRACT
(SBP01309)

This Amendment No. 4 (this "Amendment") is entered into by and between the State of
Idaho, Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing (the "State"), and Education
Networks of America, Inc., and ENA Services LLC (collectively "ENA").

Recitals
A.

The State issued a request for proposals related to the development of the Idal).o
Education Network (IEN) as RFP02160 (the "RFP").
·

B.

ENA submitted a proposal in response to the RFP.

C.

Following an evaluation of proposals, on January 28, 2009, the State issued SBPO
1309 identifying ENA as eligible to perform services described in the RFP. 'Ilhe
State retained discretion to detemrine which, if any, of such services it would ',
order from ENA under SBPO 1309.
·

D.

On February 26, 2009, the State issued a document titled "Amendment One (U to
State ofldaho Education Network (JEN) SBP01309, dated February 26, 200~,"
("Amendment No. l ").

E.

Neither the State nor ENA intended Amendment No. 1 to alter the services
available from ENA under SBP01309. Non-parties to SBP01309 have
.
misconstrued Amendment No. 1 to mean that it altered the services ENA was i
eligible to provide under.SBP01309. To avoid any confusion or misperceptiQn
about Amendment No. 1, the State and ENA are hereby confirming their
understanding and intent that Amendment No. 1 did not alter the services ENA
was eligible to provide under SBP01309 Moreover, because Amendment Nol I
did not alter the rights and obligations of the parties to SBP01309 the State alld
ENA are hereby rescinding Amendment No. 1 to clarify that it had no effect op
SBP01309.
Agreement

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which are incorporated '
herein by this reference, and other good and valuable consideration, including the mutual
promises of the parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged herein, the partjes
agree as follows.
·
1.

Neither the State nor ENA intended Amendment No. 1 to alter the services
available from ENA under SBPOl 309. The State retained discretion to deteniine
which, if any, of the services it would order from ENA under SBP01309.

AMENDMENT - 1
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2.

Amendment No. 1, together with any language included in the subsequent
amendments to SBPOI309 incorporating by reference said Amendment No. l, is
and are hereby rescinded ab initio, superseded and ofno force or effect upon'
SBP01309.

3.

This Amendment clarifies that SBP01309 remains an open contract for isSU8J;1ce
of individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) by the State on an as need~
'
basis pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 67-5718A(3), for the ongoing
administration, implementation, maintenance, and servicing of the IEN, as
authorized by Idaho Code, Section 67-57450, for the benefit of the State ofldaho
eligible sGhools, libraries, political subdivisions, or public agencies as defined, by
Idaho Code, Section 67-2327(4).

4.

This Amendment may not be further amended in any manner except in a writing
signed by the State and ENA.

5.

SBP01309, and any subsequent amendments, except as specifically amended:by
this Amendment, remain in full force and effect.

The undersigned parties have read and mutually agree to the terms set forth in this
Amendment.
Education Networks of America, Inc.

State of Idaho, Department of
Administration, Division of Purchasing

By.·~~

By:fdu~/

Date:
:J - I S: ENA Services, LLC

1~

\

Date:

?i- 1'1-

z;.o

,y

By:
Date:.___::J__.__~...;..,......
S::_-_,_i_.,_...._______

REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY:
Oreg Zickau, State ofldaho Chief Technology Officer,
Office of the Chieflnformation Officer

':\--- I"\-- dOltf
GregZickau

AMENDMENT-2
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EXHIBITB

001459

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, DMSION OF PURCBASIN~
AMENDMENT 15 TO STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
CONTRACT (SBP01308)
.
1

This Amendment No. 15 (this "Amendment") is entered into by and between the St~e of
Idaho. Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing (the "State"), and ~est
Communications Company, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink QCC ("CenturyLink").

Recitals
A. The State issued a request for proposals related to the development of the Idaho i
Education Network (IEN) as RFP02160 (the "RFP").
·

B. CenturyLink submitted a proposal in response to the RFP.
C. Following an evaluation of proposals. on January 28, 2009, the State issued
SBPOJ 308 identifying CenturyLink as eligible to perform services described in t\he
RFP. The State retained discretion to determine which, if any, of such services i~
would order from CenturyLink under SBP01308.
·
1

I

D. On February 26, 2009, the State issued a document titled "Amendment One (1) t~
Stateofldaho Education Network (IEN) SBP01308, dated February 26, 2009," i
("Amendment No. l ").

and

E. The State has advised CenturyLink that it wishes to rescind Amendment No. 1
that it has executed with Education Networks of America ("ENA") an Amendmeht
rescinding a similar "Amendment One (1) to State ofldaho Education Network dEN)
.
SBP01309, dated February 26, 2009."

Agreement
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above recitals, which are incorporated
herein by this reference, and other good and valuable consideration, including the mutual
promises of the parties, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged herein, the P¥ties
agree as follows.
',
L Under SBP01308, the State retained discretion to determine which. if any, of~he

services it would order from CenturyLink.

'

2. The Parties agree that Amendment No. 1, together with any language included in
any amendments to SBP01308 incorporating by reference said Amendment No.
1, is and are hereby rescinded by the State, superseded and ofno force ot effect
upon SBPO 1308.
3. The Parties agree that SBP01308 remains an open contract for issuance of
individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) by the State on an as needed
basis pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 67-5718A(3), for the ongoing

1

AMENDMENT - 1
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administration, implementation. maintenance, and servicing of the JEN,~
authorized by Idaho Code, Section 67-5745D, for the benefit of the State~fldaho
eligible schoo~ libraries, political subdivisions, or public agencies as defilied by
Idaho Code, Section 67-2327.
4. This Amendment may not be further amended in any manner except in a writing
signed by the State and CenturyLink.
·
5. SBPOI308 and any subsequent amendments, except as specifically amended by
this Amendment, remain in full force and effect.
The widersigned parties have read and mutually agree to the terms set forth in this
Amendment.
·
1
,

State of Idaho, Department of
Administradon, Division of Purchasing

Qwest Communicadons Company, LLC
d/b/a CenturyLin.k QCC
By:'-=--=""-.

Date: '7-,Jo .. 'Za 1¢

Date: () 7 -

3U

·.,z?O/ ~

REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY:
Greg Zickau, State ofldaho Chief Technology Officer,
Office of the Chieflnformation Officer

GregZickau

AMENDMENT - 2
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AUG \ \i 20\4
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clark
By KATRINA 'T'HIESSEN
pEPUTY

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOT]ON
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

---------------
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COMES NOW Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through
its undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rules 7(b)(3) and 56(c), submits this
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.
INTRODUCTION
This action has been pending since the filing of Syringa's Complaint on December 15,
2009. In paragraph 93 of the Complaint, Syringa alleged as follows:
On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily amended the IEN
Purchase Order to list Qwest as the contractor for all of the IEN
technical network services, local access connections, routing
equipment, network and backbone services without regard to
which vendor team had the best terms and conditions regarding
price, availability, support services and delivery most
advantageous to the agency in violation of Idaho Code §67-5718A.

See Complaint filed December 15, 2009, <[93.
Despite seeking a declaratory judgment from the Court finding that Amendment 'No. 1 to
SBPO 1308 is unlawful and should be declared void, Syringa never moved the Court for a
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction under I.R.C.P. Rule 65 to enjoin the DOA
and Qwest from performing in connection with the IEN. Rather than seeking this interim
judicial redress, Syringa has acquiesced in the Defendants' implementation and development of
the IEN for over four (4) years. Indeed, Syringa did not merely acquiesce; it actively
participated in and helped facilitate Qwest's involvement in the IEN: inconsistent with its legal
position that Qwest should be enjoined from its involvement in the IEN, on April 24, 2011,
Syringa entered into a Master Service Agreement ("MSA") with Qwest for the purchase of
Syringa's services needed for the implementation and ongoing servicing of the IEN. See
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Affidavit of Elissa Homenock filed May 5, 2014. Pursuant to the MSA, Syringa has received a
benefit in the amount of $1,438,367 from 2011-2013 from its contractual relationship with
Qwest and its performance of services rendered for the IEN. Id.
On June 24, 2014, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Mbtion to
Reconsider, granting in part and denying in part the motion. In partially denying the Motion to
Reconsider, the Court directed Syringa to serve an amended pleading on DOA, Qwest nd ENA
amending paragraph 94 and paragraph 1 of the Prayer for Relief to conform with the decision
allowing Syringa to challenge Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 (DOA/Qwest) and Amendment
No. 1 to SBPO 1309 (DOA/ENA) in connection with its argument under Idaho Code §675718A.
In granting the Motion for Reconsideration, the Court noted that, "Syringa conceded that
the administrative appeal provisions of Idaho Code §67-5733 applied to Syringa in this case."

See Mem. Dec., 6/24/2014, at 11, LL. 12-13. The Court further noted that, "Syringa conceded
the correctness of the Court's determination that Syringa had and failed to exhaust an
administrative remedy to challenge either the bid specifications or the award of the SBPO to
Qwest." Id. at 11, LL. 16-19. The Court concluded that, "Because Syringa has previously
conceded that the original SBPO's were lawful, Syringa will be estopped from taking the
opposite position now."
Thus, all that is left in Count Three is a request under Idaho's Declaratory Judgment Act,
LC. § 10-1202, for the Court to determine the present and ongoing lawfulness of Amendment No.
1 to SBPO 1308 and Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309. However, Amendment No. 1 to SBPO
1308 has been mutually rescinded by the DOA and Qwest, and Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309
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has been mutually rescinded by the DOA and ENA. Therefore, Syringa's declaratory judgment
action is moot and this case should be dismissed.

II.

STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
1.

The SBPOs issued by the DOA to Qwest and ENA on January 28, 2009 are

lawful and cannot be challenged by Syringa in any legal action.
2.

Both Qwest and ENA have provided services for the IEN under orders placed by

schools and agencies through SBPOs 1308 and 1309. See Affidavit of Greg Zickau filed
April 22, 2014, f.1[41-46.
3.

On July 15, 2014, the DOA and Education Networks of America, Inc. and ENA

Services, LLC entered into Amendment No. 4 to State of Idaho Education Network (IEN)
Contract (SBPO 1309). Amendment No. 4 states, in relevant part, as follows:
1.
Neither the State nor ENA intended Amendment No. 1 to
alter the services available from ENA under SBP01309. The State
retained discretion to determine which, if any, of the services it
would order from ENA under SBP01309.
2.
Amendment No. 1, together with any language included in
the subsequent amendments to SBP01309 incorporating by
reference said Amendment No. 1, is and are hereby rescinded ab
initio, superseded and of no force or effect upon SBP01309.
3.
This Amendment clarifies that SBP01309 remains an open
contract for issuance of individual releases (delivery or purchase
orders) by the State on an as needed basis pursuant to Idaho Code,
Section 67-5718A(3), for the ongoing administration,
implementation, maintenance, and servicing of the IEN, as
authorized by Idaho Code, Section 67-5745D, for the benefit of the
State of Idaho eligible schools, libraries, political subdivisions, or
public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327(4).

See Affidavit of Bill Burns in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Exhibit A.
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On July 30, 2014, the DOA and Qwest entered into Amendment No. 15 to State of Idaho
Education Network (IEN) Contract (SBPO 1308). Amendment No. 15, states in relevant part, as
follows:
1.
Under SBPO 1308, the State retained discretion to
determine which, if any, of the services it would order from
CenturyLink.
2.
The Parties agree that Amendment No. 1, together with any
language included in any amendments to SBPO 1308 incorporating
by reference said Amendment No. l, is and are hereby rescinded
by the State, superseded and of no force or effect upon SBPO
1308.
3.
The Parties agree that SBPO 1308 remains an open contract
for issuance of individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) by
the State on an as needed basis pursuant to Idaho Code, Section
67-5718A(3), for the ongoing administration implementation,
maintenance, and servicing of the IEN, as authorized by Idaho
Code, Section 67-57450, for the benefit of the State of Idaho
eligible schools, libraries, political subdivisions, or public agencies
as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327.
See Bums Aff., Exh. B.

III.

LEGAL STAND ARD
Summary judgment is appropriate only if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and
other evidence in the record demonstrate that there are no genuine issues of material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Rule 56(c); Heinz v. Heinz, ·
129 Idaho 847,934 P.2d 20 (1997). When considering a motion for summary judgment~ the
court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party opposing the motion
and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor." Brooks v. Logan,
130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).
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Affidavits submitted in support of and in opposition to motions for summary judgment
must be made on personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the
issue addressed, and demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated
therein. Rule 56(e). When a motion for summary judgment is supported by affidavits or
deposition testimony, the non-moving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the
pleadings, but must set forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material faqt for
trial. Arnold v. Diet Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 746 P.2d 1040 (Ct. App. 1987). While the
moving party generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure
of proof on an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial.

Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
(1986). Creating only slight doubt or presenting only a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sanke, 243 Idaho 133,968 P.2d 228 (1998).

IV.
ARGUMENT
A.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted On Count Three Of The Second Amended
Post-Appeal Complaint.

1.

Syringa is not entitled to a declaratory judgment because no justiciable
controversy exists regarding the rescinded first amendments.

Under Idaho's Declaratory Judgment Act, J.C. §10-1202, "Any person interested under a
... written contract ... , or whose rights, status or other relations are affected by a statute[or]
contract ... , may have determined any question of construction or validity arising under the ...
statute [or] contract . . . and obtain a declaration of rights, status or other legal relations
thereunder." However, a court's jurisdiction under section 10-1202 is limited to cases "where an
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actual or justiciable controversy exists," and courts are thus precluded "from deciding cases
which are purely hypothetical or advisory." Bettwieser v. New York Irrigation District, 297 P.3d

6V

·

1134, 1143, 145 Idaho 317,326 (2013) (quoting Wylie v. Idaho Transp. Bd., 151 Idaho 26, 31,
253 P.3d 700, 705 (2011)) (quoting State v. Rhoades, 119 Idaho 594,597, 809 P.2d 455,458
(1991)).
The Idaho Supreme Court has explained that a justiciable controversy is:
[D]istinguished from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or
abstract character; from one that is academic or moot. ... A
controversy must be definite and concrete, touching the legal
relations of the parties having adverse legal interest. ... It must be
a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief
through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from
an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical
state of facts.
Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at 326; Davidson v. Wright, 143 Idaho 616,620, 151 P.3d 812, 81i6 (2006)
(quoting Weldon v. Bonner County Tax Coalition, 124 Idaho 31, 36, 855 P.2d 868, 873 (1993)).
Whether an issue is moot is to be determined at the time of the court's trial or hearing,
and not at the time of commencing the action. Id. The Bettwieser court stated that, "A litigant
seeking a declaratory judgment must demonstrate that an actual controversy exists and tmat the
requested relief will provide actual relief, not merely potential relief." Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at
326-27. Therefore, "[A]n action for declaratory judgment is moot where the judgment, if
granted, would have no effect either directly or collaterally on the plaintiff, the plaintiff would be
unable to obtain further relief based on the judgment and no other relief is sought in the action."
Id.; Wylie, 151 Idaho at 32 (quoting Idaho Sch. For Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Idaho S~ate Bd.
Of Educ., 128 Idaho 276, 282, 912 P.2d 644, 650 (1996)).
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In Wylie, the court held that Wylie was not entitled to a declaratory judgment because
there was no justiciable controversy. In that case, Wylie sought, among other relief, a
declaratory judgment invalidating an ordinance that limited his access to a state highway. On the
question of justiciability, the court held that:
Wylie has been unable to articulate how a judgment declaring the
Ordinance invalid would provide him any relief. The Agreement
clearly precludes direct access to SH20-26 in the provisions of the
Agreement are not dependent upon the Ordinance. Further, even if
we were to declare the Ordinance invalid ITO has denied Wylie's
encroachment permit, which would still preclude his desired
access.

Wylie, 151 Idaho at 34. When Wylie argued that if the court invalidated the ordinance, he would
have an opportunity to petition to the state for an access point, the court held that "A remote
contingency is not sufficient to satisfy the requirements for a justiciable controversy." Id.
This Court need not consider the merits of Count Three because the issue is now moot.
"When conduct sought to be redressed by either declaratory or injunctive relief if peculiar to a
particular event that has already occurred, the finality of the event in a manner incapable of
repetition moots the controversy." See Zingiber Inv., LLC v. Hagerman Highway Dist., 150
Idaho 675, 685, 249 P.3d 868, 878 (2011) (quoting 22 A. Am. Jur.2d Declaratory Judgments

§36(2003)); see also Euclid Ave. Trust v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 306, 310, 193 P.3d 8S3, 857
(2008) ("A case is moot if it presents no justiciable controversy and a judicial determination will
have no practical effect upon the outcome."). The Zingiber court explained that "Mootness ...
applies when a favorable judicial decision would not result in any relief. This Court may only
review cases in which a judicial determination will have a practical effect on the outcome."
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Zingiber, 150 Idaho at 685 (quoting Fenn v. Noah, 142 Idaho 775, 779, 133 P.3d 1240, 1244
(2006).

In Zingiber, the Idaho Supreme Court reached its conclusion of mootness because:
The permit issued by the District authorized Lyn Clif to construct a
pipe. That pipe has already been constructed. A voiding the permit
would not provide Zingiber the relief it requests. This is a
declaratory judgment action, not an action for damages, and thus
Zingiber can make no argument for damages in regard to this
proceeding. Therefore, the issue of standing is now moot and this
court does not address it.

Id.
Additionally, Idaho courts will only issue declaratory judgments and actions that are ripe
for adjudication. Paddison Scenic Properties, Family Trust, L.C. v. Idaho County, 153 Idaho 1,
4,278 P.3d 403,406 (2012); see Wylie, 151 Idaho at 31. "Ripeness asks whether there is any
need for court action at the present time." Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 642, 778
P .2d 757, 764 (1989). "The traditional Ripeness Doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to
prove (1) that the case presents definite and concrete issues, (2) that a real and substantial
controversy exists, and (3) that there is a present need for adjudication." Paddison Scenic

Properties, 153 Idaho at 4, quoting Noah v. Cenarrusa, 137 Idaho 798, 801, 53 P.3d 1217, 1220
(2002).

In the instant action, because the parties have mutually rescinded the first amendments to
the SBPOs, which form the subject matter of Count Three, the action is not ripe for adjudication
and the issue is now moot. Mootness and ripeness principles require that the plaintiff's alleged
injury continue throughout the litigation. As a result, even if a plaintiff can demonstrate:the
requisite "distinct palpable injury" at the commencement of the litigation, when the
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circumstances change during the pendency of the litigation such that the injury no longer exists,
the case becomes moot and is properly dismissed by the court. See id; Arizanas for Official
English v. Arizana, 520 U.S. 43, 67 (1997); Dorman v. Young, 80 Idaho 435,437,332 P.2d 480,
481,332 P.2d 480 (1958) ("when, pending an appeal from the judgment of a lower colll1t, and
without any fault of the defendant, an event occurs which renders it impossible for this ¢ourt, if it
should decide the case in favor of plaintiff, to grant him any effectual relief whatever, the court
will not proceed to a formal judgment, but will dismiss the appeal") ( quoting Coburn v.
Thornton, 30 Idaho 347, 349-50, 164 P. 1012 (1917).
In the case at bar, there is no longer an issue to be decided under Count Three because the

so-called first amendments have been mutually rescinded by the parties. Syringa seeks

a

declaration from the Court that Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and Amendment No. 1 to
SBPO 1309 should be declared unlawful and void; however, each has been mutually rescinded
and no longer exists. The Court cannot grant Syringa any effectual declaratory relief
whatsoever. Thus, there is no longer any justiciable controversy before the Court, and the action
is moot.

B.

The Mutual Rescission Of The Amendment Nos. 1 To SBPO 1308 And SBPO 1309
Restores The Parties To The Status Quo Under The SBPOs.
It is established law in Idaho that where there is a written contract of rescission the rights

of the parties are limited by the stipulations contained in the contract of rescission. See
Holverson v. Evans, 38 Idaho 428, 224 P 1067 (1923). In Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 262 (Ct.
App. 1982), the Idaho Court of Appeals held that once the rescission of a contract had occurred,
a subsequent claim on that contract could not be maintained. The Appellate Court quot~d from
17 A C.J.S. Contracts §392, at 471-72 (1963) as follows:
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The rescission of a contract is in itself a new contract; it is the
substitution of a new agreement for the old. The mutual rights of
the parties are determined by the terms of their rescission
agreement. Where a contract has been rescinded by mutual
consent, the parties are, as a general rule, restored to their original
rights with relation to the subject matter, and they are entitled to be
placed in status quo as far as possible. All rights under the
rescinded contract are terminated, and the parties are discharged
from their obligations thereunder. No claim or action for breach
can be maintained thereafter ....

Id.
In the instant case, the respective mutual rescissions of Amendment No. 1 between the
DOA and Qwest and the DOA and ENA clearly state that Amendment No. 1 is hereby rescinded,
superseded, and of no force or effect upon the SBPOs. Burns Aff., Exhs. A and B. Further, each
amendment states that the respective SBPO:
remains an open contract for issuance of individual releases
(delivery or purchase orders) by the State on an as needed basis
pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 67-5718A(3) for the ongoing
administration, implementation, maintenance, and servicing of the
IEN, as authorized by Idaho Code, Section 67-5745D, for the
benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, libraries, political
subdivisions, or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section
67-2327.
Burns Aff., Exhs. A and B, <J[3.
There is no question that the DOA and Qwest have restored their original rights, if ever
altered, under SBPO 1308, and there is no question that the DOA and ENA have restored their
original rights, if ever altered, under SBPO 1309. There is no triable issue of material fact that
the first amendments have been mutually rescinded by and between the DOA and Qwest and the
DOA and ENA. There is no triable issue of material fact that there are lawful multiple party
contracts, i.e., the SBPOs, in place for the continuing implementation and servicing of the IEN.
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Thus, Syringa's action for declaratory judgment is moot given that, "[t]he judgment, if granted,
would have no effect either directly or collaterally on [Syringa], [and Syringa] would be unable
to obtain further relief based on the judgment and no other relief is sought in the action." Wylie,

supra, 151 Idaho at 32. Consequently, there is no justiciable controversy and this Court lacks
jurisdiction under LC. § 10-1202 over this "purely hypothetical or advisory" case. See

Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at 326; Wylie, 151 Idaho at 31.

v.
CONCLUSION
As discussed above, there is nothing for this Court to do on Count Three of the Second
Amended Post-Appeal Complaint because Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and Amendment
No. 1 to SBPO 1309 have each been mutually rescinded. As a result, there is no justiciable
controversy before the Court. Therefore, the Court lacks jurisdiction to render a decision under
Idaho Code §10-1202, the DOA's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted, and
Syringa's Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint should be dismissed
DATED THIS

__li_ day of August, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

~J.J~/

MerynW.Clark, ISB No.16
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Depart~ent of
Administration
·
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B. Lawrence Theis (Admilled Pru Hae Vice)
Steven J. Perfremcnt (Admitted Pro Heu.· Vic.·e)
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1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
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larry.theis@bryancave.com
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
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Communications Company, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THH STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS. LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION~ ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,

Case No. OC 0923757
JOINDER IN IDAHO DEPARTMENT1
OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
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HEARING ON MOTION FOR
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Defendants.
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COMES NOW defendant Qwest Communications Company. LLC (11 Qwest")t by
and through its undersigned counsel of record, and hereby joins in the following motions:
1.

Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary

Judgment. filed on August 11, 2014. requesting to be heard by the Court on September 9, 2014 at
3:00p.m.

2.

Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Motion to Shorten Time

for Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on August 11, 2014, requesting to be heard
by the Court on August 25, 2014, at 3:00 p.m.

DATED this 11th day of August, 2014.
MOFFATI, THOMAS, BARRF.TI, ROCK &

FIELDS., HARTER.ED

By·~----=~~~+~~~:_
Stephen
Attorney or Defendant Qwest
Communications Company. LLC
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
INTRODUCTION
One year and four months after the Idaho Supreme Court held that the February 26, 2009
amended Idaho Education Network ("JEN") Statewide Blanket Purchase Order contracts (SBPO
1308 and SBPO 1309, referred to hereinafter as the "First Amendments") violate Idaho Oode §§
67-5718(2) and 67-5718A, the Department of Administration ("DOA"), Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwest"), and ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") tried to amend SBPOs 1308 and
1309 again. The stated purpose of these new amendments, which came after five years and five
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months of performance, is to rescind the First Amendments ab initio.
DOA asserts its ab initio rescission of the First Amendments renders the IEN contracts
lawful and precludes further legal review. The unlawful First Amendments cannot, however, be
rescinded as a matter oflaw because a contract that is unlawful at the outset has no legal '
existence and cannot be rescinded. Further, conduct that is unlawful is not rendered lawful when
it is stopped.
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 makes it clear that state contracts for the acquisition of property
and services must be in writing. Idaho Code§ 67-5725 also makes it clear that "contract$ and
agreements made in violation of the provisions of this chapter shall be void and any sum of
money advanced by the state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be
repaid forthwith." These requirements are mandatory.
The gravamen ofDOA's Motion for Summary Judgment is that DOA and its contractors,
after five years of performance and the payment of millions of dollars, can agree to the rescission
of unlawful state contracts that were void at the time they were made, obtain the dismissal of a
declaratory judgment challenge that has been validated on appeal by the Idaho Supreme Court,
escape the operation ofldaho Code§ 67-5725, and insulate the contractors from liability for
statutory repayment. This prospect is offensive to public policy, contradicts the mandatory
requirements of Idaho Code § 67-5725 and is not supported by the law.
RESPONSE TO DOA'S STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
DOA has identified three alleged facts on which its motion is based. Syringa' s response
to those alleged facts follows.
Response to Fact No. 1:
Syringa acknowledges that this Court has ruled Syringa cannot challenge the original
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SBPOs in this action by operation of the doctrine of judicial estoppel. That ruling, howewer, is
not a fact. It is an interlocutory ruling oflaw.
Response to Fact No. 2:
DOA' s Undisputed Fact No. 2 is based upon paragraphs 41 through 46 of the April 22,
2014 Affidavit of Greg Zickau. Statements in paragraphs 43, 45, and 46 violate I.R.C.P. 56(e)
and should be disregarded by the Court. The remaining provisions of paragraphs 41-46 of Mr.
Zickau's affidavit establish only that the state agencies and school districts purchased services
from Qwest and from ENA during fiscal year 2013.
The statement in paragraph 43 of Mr. Zickau's Affidavit that "Contrary to the literal
language of the so-called 'first-amendments', both Qwest and ENA have provided services under
orders placed by schools and agencies through SBPOs 1308 and 1309" and the statement in
Paragraph 46 that "None of these separate services would have been ordered by the State
agencies and schools or provided by ENA and Qwest if the so-called first amendments has
altered SBPOs 1308 and 1309 in the way that Syringa has argued" violate the requirements of
IRCP 56(e) because they are overbroad and because they express legal opinions concerning the
effect of the First Amendments without foundation that Mr. Zickau is competent to express the
opinion. Paragraph 45 also violates I.R.C.P. 56(e) because it states Mr. Zickau's
''understanding" of facts for which there is no foundation that he has actual knowledge.
Response to Fact No. 3:
Syringa does not dispute that DOA may have entered into Amendment No. 4 with ENA
on July 15, 2014 and Amendment No. 15 with Qwest on July 30, 2014. As discussed at length

infra, however, the attempted rescission has no legal effect.
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIVE UNDISPUTED FACTS
The DOA issued identical contracts to ENA and to Qwest for the same or similar services
following its receipt and evaluation of bids in response to the IEN Request for Proposals
("RFP"). The RFP, with exhibits, is attached to the Affidavit of Mark Little filed March 19,
2010 (hereinafter "Mark Little Affidavit"). Copies of SBPO 1308 and 1309 issued January 28,
2009 are attached as Exhibits I and J to the Mark Little Affidavit.
The IEN RFP had two principal components. The first component was to provide
statewide educational and telecommunication services to schools that qualified for federal ERate funding. The second RFP component was to provide internet and telecommunicati@n
services to state agencies through the DOA. This portion of the IEN project was designed to
replace what was called ldanet, was not subject to FCC regulation and was not a candidate for
federal reimbursement. (See April 22, 2014 Affidavit of Greg Zickau, ,r 15).
Focusing on the E-Rate portion of the IEN RFP and proposals, the solution sought by the
IEN RFP required multiple components to be addressed in responsive proposals. These
components fall into three general categories: (1) E-Rate education services; (2) backbone
connectivity; and (3) last mile connectivity.
The ENA and Qwest responses to the IEN RFP each described how they would deliver
E-Rate services consistently with multiple components of the IEN RFP. These responses, and
the original IEN contracts were consistent with an Idaho Code§ 67-5718A multiple awwd that
could have divided the state and participating school districts into service areas (e.g., east-west
for Syringa and north-south for Qwest). (See Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Plaintiff's Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
("Lombardi Aff.") Exhibit 1, Deposition of Greg Lowe, pp. 149-159:7).
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After sharing preliminary implementation plans that discussed a geographic division of
services, the DOA decided not to have two "end-to-end" E-Rate contractors and designated ENA
as the sole E-Rate service provider with the Universal Service Administrative Company·
("USAC"), a government corporation responsible for the management of the E-Rate program.
(See April 22, 2014 Aff. Of Bob Collie, iJ18.) This designation made ENA responsible :ffor the
entire IEN E-Rate program and telecommunications services for schools in the State ofltlaho.
Qwest had received the highest score on its proposal for providing services to state agen¢ies and
was in a position to provide the same or similar services to the state agencies in compliance with
Idaho Code§ 67-5718A. If the DOA had chosen to use the "end-to-end" E-Rate services offered
by ENA for the IEN schools and the "end-to-end" state agency services offered by Qwest in this
fashion, it could have done so under the original SBPOs. ENA, with Syringa and others as its
telecommunications subcontractor could have provided E-Rate services and Qwest could have
provided telecommunications services to state agencies as "same or similar services" at the ENA
price under the original IEN contracts.
But that's not the way it happened.
DOA issued the First Amendments on February 26, 2009. Copies of the February 26,
2009 Amendments to Qwest SBPO 1308 and ENA SBPO 1309 are attached as Exhibits Kand L
to the Mark Little Affidavit. The lawful allocation of services between ENA and Qwest, and the
original IEN contracts on which they were based were changed by the First Amendments. The
First Amendment to the Qwest contract stated, in paragraph 1, that:
Qwest will be the general contractor for all IEN technical network
services. The service provider listed on the State's federal E-Rate
form 471, Education Networks of America (ENA) is required to
work with the dedicated Qwest account team for ordering and
provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for
all IEN sites.
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Amendment No. 1 to the ENA contract directed that Qwest would be the exclusive
telecommunications provider to ENA by stating, in paragraphs 1 and 2, that:
ENA will be the service provider listed on the State's federal ERate form 471. Qwest communications is required to work with
the ENA account team for ordering, provisioning of, on-going
maintenance, operations and billing for all IEN sites.
ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all IEN network services
and support.
The First Amendments changed the E-Rate division of services arising out of the IEN RFiP and
proposals by functionally removing IEN telecommunication services to schools from the ENA
scope of work and by substituting Qwest as a mandatory subcontractor to ENA in the place of a
contractor or contractors selected by ENA.
The First Amendments prohibited ENA from obtaining telecommunication services from
any provider other than Qwest without the consent of Qwest. DOA employee Greg Zickau
explained this requirement as follows in his deposition ofNovember 11, 2010:
290
12
Q. To your understanding, is ENA allowed
13 under the amended SBPOs to contract directly with
14 Syringa for the provision of IEN technical
15 network services?
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MR. THOMAS: Object to form.
MS. HAYES: Object to form.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Join.
THE WITNESS: It is my understanding
that ENA in conjunction with Qwest, in
coordination with Qwest, could go to Syringa.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) My question is,
remove Qwest from the equation, remove any
consent by Qwest, remove any subcontract between
Qwest and Syringa: Is it your testimony that ENA
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1 can contract for IEN technical services with
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21

Syringa?
A. You're asking me to ignore a piece of
the contract with the State.
Q. I'm just trying to understand your
previous answer. And if the answer is no, that's
fine, I understand that. What I don't understand
.
.
1s your preVIous answer.
A. If you're asking me to ignore a piece of
the contract that the State holds, then I don't
know how to answer that because I don't
understand the question.
Q. So there is no way that ENA can contract
directly with Syringa for the provision of IEN
technical services unless Qwest agrees; isn't
that true?
MR. THOMAS: Object to the form.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Join.
MS. HAYES: Join.
THE WITNESS: I believe Qwest would have
to agree.

(See Lombardi Aff., Exhibit 2, Deposition of Greg Zickau, pp. 290:12-291: 21; see alsb pp.

280:24 - 286:6.)
Bob Collie of ENA sent an email to Greg Lowe, CEO of Syringa, in July, 2009 that
confirms the plain language of the IEN amended contracts and the 2010 deposition testimony of
Mr. Zickau. In that email Mr. Collie said, "ENA has asked multiple times to have the ability to
quote circuits from multiple providers and have been told no each time." (See email string,
Lombardi Aff., Exhibit 3.)
The state purchases E-Rate services and telecommunication services for IEN schools
from ENA pursuant to SBPO 1308, as amended and does not purchase E-Rate services or
telecommunication services for IEN schools from Qwest. ENA, in turn, has purchased
telecommunication services for IEN schools from Qwest since 2009 as required by the First
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Amendments. (See April 22, 2014 Affidavit of Bob Collie, ,r 11.)
The State of Idaho has purchased state agency services from Qwest since 2009 under
SBPO 1308, as amended. The state orders these services directly from Qwest. (See April 22,
2014 Affidavit of Joel Strickler, ,r,r 3-5; see also April 22, 2014 Affidavit of Bob Collie, 1f 13.)
ENA could not directly contract with Syringa for JEN telecommunication services as a
consequence of the First Amendments and Syringa provided no such services to the JEN until
mid-2011. As a result, several areas of the state that are well served by Syringa were not:served
by the JEN until after mid-2011 when Syringa agreed to sell its telecommunication servides to
Qwest for resale to ENA for sale to the JEN schools. (See May 22, 2014, Aff. of Greg Ziakau, ff,

see also May 5, 2014 Affidavit of Elissa Homenock, Ex. A, Service Agreement.)
Qwest was the sole, mandatory telecommunications subcontractor to ENA pursuant to the
First Amendments before they were allegedly "rescinded". Further, ENA and Qwest did not
compete to provide E-Rate telecommunications services to the JEN schools and did not provide
the "same or similar services" to JEN schools as a result of the First Amendments before they
were allegedly "rescinded".
The record contains no evidence indicating how JEN telecommunication services have
been provided since the date the First Amendments were allegedly "rescinded" in July 2014.
ARGUMENT

A.

DOA's Attempted Rescission of the First Amendments is Ineffective Because
Contracts that are Void Cannot be Rescinded.
1.

The First Amendments are Void.

As the Idaho Supreme Court explained, the First Amendments violate Idaho Code§ 675718(2):
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By amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer
furnishing the same or similar property, the State has, in effect,
changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation ofl.C.
§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052 ... [M]ere schemes to
evade law, once their true character is established, are impotent for
the purpose intended. Courts sweep them aside as so much rubbish.
Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d 499,506 (20Il)

(citations and quotation marks omitted). Employing the same logic, this Court has reasoned that
the illegality of the First Amendments extends to a violation ofl.C. § 67-5718A:
The amended contracts are contrary to state law because "[t]he
RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide the backbone and
a separate contract to be the e-rate service provider." The logic of
the Court's reasoning also leads to the conclusion that a multiple
award that permitted contractors to provide different property
would also violate Idaho Code§ 67-5718A.
(Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider, p. 7) (quoting Syringa Networks,
LLC, 305 P.3d at 505.) This Court went on to find:

The Court's determination that the amendment violated state law is
not dicta. The Court determination that the amendment violated
state law is the law of this case and will be adhered to by this
Court. Contrary to DOA's argument, the Supreme Court has made
a determination that the February 26, 2009 amendments which
divided the scope of work between Qwest and ENA were contrary
to law.
(Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider, p. 9.) Prior to the First
Amendments, ENA was free to select and to subcontract with any telecommunications provider
it wished. The First Amendments fundamentally changed the SBPOs because they eliminated
competition between ENA and Qwest and made Qwest the gatekeeper for all IEN E-Rate
telecommunications services. As noted in the Statement of Responsive Undisputed Facts, Greg
Zickau testified that Qwest has to agree before ENA can contract with Syringa or other
telecommunications providers for IEN E-Rate telecommunications services. (See Lombardi
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Aff., Exhibit 2, Zickau Depo. pp. 281 :7 - 291: 21.)
As the Supreme Court explained, "[ a]11 contracts made in violation of these statutes are
void and any money advanced by the State in consideration of such contracts must be reJ!>aid."
Syringa Networks, LLC, 305 P.3d at 504 (citing Idaho Code§ 67-5725); see Idaho Code
§ 67-5725 ("all contracts made in violation of these statutes are void and any money advanced by
the State in consideration of such contracts must be repaid"). The First Amendments, which
violate Idaho Code§§ 67-5718(2) and 67-5718A, are void.

2.

Void Contracts Cannot Be Rescinded.

Idaho authority is scant on the issue of whether void contracts can be rescinded, but clear
on the point that "[Void] contracts are deemed never to have existed in the eyes of the law."
Thompson v. Ebbert, 144 Idaho 315,318, 160 P.3d 754, 757 (2007) (brackets in original).
Courts in other jurisdictions have followed this principle regarding void contracts to hold that a
void contract cannot be rescinded because, in contrast to a voidable contract, a void contnact
never legally existed. See Muncy v. City ofO'Fallon, 145 S.W.3d 870,872 (Mo. Ct. App. 2004);
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Greatbanc Trust Co, 887 F. Supp. 2d 822,828 (N.D.

tn.

2012).
In Muncy v. City of O'Fallon, the Missouri Court of Appeals considered whether,the

plaintiffs' purchase agreement with the defendant city could be rescinded where the city argued
that the agreement was void because it violated a Missouri statute concerning municipal
contracts. 145 S.W.3d at 872. The court found that the agreement violated the statutory
requirements and was therefore void and unenforceable. Id. at 873. The court went on to rule
that rescission was not possible:
The rules of rescission are applicable only to voidable, and not to
void, contracts. In other words, rescission contemplates a voidable
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but existing contract. As stated earlier in this opinion, the purchase
agreement is void because it did not comply with the requirements
of section 432.070 relating to contracts entered into by a
municipality. Therefore, even assuming arguendo that the
[plaintiffs] can meet the requirements for entitlement to rescission,
because the purchase agreement is void it is not subject to
rescission.
Id. at 874 (citations omitted).

In Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Greatbanc Trust Co., the United States District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois applied Illinois law and refused to allow a resci$sion
action to proceed after the defendant trustee had admitted that the contract at issue was void ab
initio. 887 F. Supp. 2d at 828. The court explained that "the remedy ofrescission presumes that

a valid contract exists; it does not negate that a contract ever existed." Id. (citing Allianz Ins. Co.
v. Guidant Corp., 373 Ill.App.3d 652, 675, 869 N.E.2d 1042 (2d Dist. 2007)). The court further

explained that "[i]frescission is dependent on the existence of a valid contract, it cannot ~lso be
the remedy when a contract is void ab initio." Id.
Other courts have reached the same conclusion, finding that void contracts cannot be
rescinded. See, e.g., TTSI Irrevocable Trust v. ReliaStar Life Ins. Co., 60 So. 3d 1148, 1150 (Fla.
Dist. Ct. App. 2011) (rescission not available where contract found to be void rather than
voidable); City ofBeaumont v. Moore, 146 Tex. 46, 52-53, 202 S.W.2d 448, 452-53 (1947)
("Where a contract is ultra vires and void there is nothing to rescind."); Loxley S., L.L.C. v. W.
Express, Inc., CIV.A. 10-0024-KD-N, 2011 WL 2469823, at *2 (S.D. Ala. June 21, 2011)

(applying Alabama law) ("the Agreement is void because it was made in violation of the
Alabama subdivision regulation statutes. In Drinkard v. Embalmers Supply Co., 244 Ala. 619,
621, 14 So.2d 585,587 (1943), the court held that where a contract was void 'there is no
occasion for a rescission; there is nothing to rescind.' ... Accordingly, there is no agreement to
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rescind (or enforce) in this case."); Am. Cas. Co. ofReading, Pa. v. Mem 'l Hosp. Ass'n, 223 F.
Supp. 539, 542 (E.D. Wis. 1963) ("Technically, a void contract is a nullity and there is nothing
to rescind.").
Because the First Amendments are void, they cannot be rescinded. Therefore, DOA's
argument that it has mooted Syringa's declaratory judgment action by rescinding the void
contract amendments cannot stand.

B.

1

DOA Has No Authority to Rescind the SBPO First Amendments Ab Initio aJild the
Rescission Would Not Restore the Parties to the Status Quo Under the Original
SBPOs.
In an eleventh-hour attempt to avoid the consequences of the Idaho Supreme Court's

ruling and the operation ofldaho Code § 67-5725, the defendants have purportedly rescinded the
very amendments the Idaho Supreme Court ruled were illegal. DOA has cited to no statutory
authority showing DOA can rescind contracts that are void under Idaho Code§ 67-5725 !and
there is no authority given on the face of the amendments. Nor has DOA shown how this Court
can disregard the Idaho Supreme Court's directive on remand for proceedings consistent with its
Opinion, including proceedings consistent with Idaho Code§ 67-5725.
As noted, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled that the amendments to SBPOs 1308 and 1309
violate Idaho Code sections 67-5718(2) and 67-5718A and are illegal. Syringa Networks, LLC,
305 P.3d at 506. The court also stated that "[a]ll contracts made in violation of these stailites are
void and any money advanced by the State in consideration of such contracts must be repaid."
Syringa Networks, LLC, 305 P.3d at 504 (citing Idaho Code§ 67-5725).

1 DOA

also argues that the amendment rescission has rendered Syringa's declaratory judgment action not ripe for
adjudication. (DOA Opening Brief, p. 8.) DOA's ripeness argument fails for the same reason its mootness \argument
fails; the Defendants' attempted rescission was ineffective because void contracts cannot be rescinded. Thls case
remains ripe for adjudication.
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DOA argues that the defendants have rescinded the First Amendments by mutual consent
and that "[t]here is no question that the DOA and Qwest have restored their original rights, if
ever altered, under SBPO 1308, and there is no question that the DOA and ENA have re~tored
their original rights, if ever altered, under SBPO 1309." (DOA Opening Brief, p. 10.) However,
"[w ]hether a rescission by consent has been effected is one of law for the court, where the facts
are admitted or clearly established." Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259,263,646 P.2d 1030, 1034 (Ct.
App. 1982). As explained, the First Amendments cannot be rescinded because they are Void.
Further, "rescission requires restoration to the status quo." White v. Mock, 140 Icilaho
882, 888, 104 P.3d 356,362 (2004). The defendants' supposed rescission cannot restore the
parties to the status quo because the defendants have not cured the impact of the First
Amendments. The defendants have operated under the Amended SBPOs for years. In White v.

Mock, the plaintiff sought rescission of a real estate contract. Id. at 887, 104 P .3d at 361; The
Idaho Supreme Court ruled that because the plaintiff had made changes to the property at issue,
the plaintiff's "remodeling efforts rendered rescission an impossibility." Id. at 888, 104 P.3d at
362. Rescission is likewise impossible in this case due to the defendants' performance under the
First Amendments for at least five (5) years.
Declaratory judgment declaring the First Amendments void and triggering the operation
ofI.C. § 67-5725 is the only remedy available.

C.

Even if DOA Could Rescind the Amended SBPOs, Recognized Exceptions to the
Mootness Doctrine Preclude a Finding of Mootness.
DOA's mootness argument (and entire summary judgment motion) is based on thie

mistaken assertion that the defendants lawfully rescinded the First Amendments. Even if this
Court were to find that the rescission was effective and lawful, this action would not be moot
because exceptions to the mootness doctrine apply.
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DOA Could Return to its IDegal Behavior at Any Time.

Idaho follows federal law in recognizing the voluntary cessation exception to the ·
mootness doctrine. In O 'Boskey v. First Federal Savings & Loan Association ofBoise, tlie Idaho
Supreme Court explained that generally, "[w ]here the conduct causing injury has been
discontinued, the dispute is moot .... " 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987).
"However, as the United States Supreme Court observed, the trial court must be convinced that
'there is no reasonable expectation that the wrong will be repeated.' Id. (citing United States v.

W.T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. 629,633, 73 S.Ct. 894,897 (1953)). And, "the burden on the
defendant to make this showing 'is a heavy one."' O'Boskey, 112 Idaho at 1007, 739 P.2d. at 306
(citing W. T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. at 633, 73 S.Ct. at 897). "The reason for so burdening the
defendant lies in inevitable questions concerning the motive of the defendant's voluntary
cessation." O'Boskey, 112 Idaho at 1007, 739 P.2d at 306. In O'Boskey, the court found that the
lower court did not abuse its discretion in reje.cting a mootness argument and entering an ·
injunction against the defendant, where the defendant only changed its disputed policy after an
adverse appeal decision and an adverse district court decision. Id.
In McCormack v. Hiedeman, the plaintiff challenged the constitutionality of an abmrtion

statute, suing a prosecuting attorney after the plaintiff was charged with the crime of unlawful
abortion. 900 F. Supp. 2d 1128, 1136 (D. Idaho 2013). The prosecuting attorney later declared
he was not going to prosecute the plaintiff and signed an immunity agreement promising that his
office would not prosecute the plaintiff for the past abortion. Id. at 1138. The court had to
determine whether the case was moot, explaining:
Merely stopping the complained of conduct ordinarily is not
enough, however, to establish mootness . . . If it did, the courts
would be compelled to leave the defendant free to return to his old
ways. Given this concern, the United States Supreme Court has
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explained that "a defendant claiming that its voluntary compliance
moots a case bears the formidable burden of showing that it is
absolutely clear the allegedly wrongful behavior could not
reasonably be expected to recur."
Id. (citing Friends ofthe Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Environmental Services (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S.

167, 189, 120 S.Ct. 693 (2000) (internal citations omitted). The court further stated that"a party
cannot conjure up mootness by ceasing the challenged conduct only for practical or strategic
reasons-such as avoiding litigation." McCormack, 900 F. Supp. 2d at 1138. "Courts also
'

hesitate to find a case moot when a party voluntarily ceases the challenged conduct but continues
to argue the lawfulness of the challenged conduct." Id. (emphasis added).

The McCormack court ruled that the defendant prosecutor did not meet the burdeh of the
voluntary cessation test for several reasons. First, the prosecutor had decided not to prosecute
the plaintiff only after losing an appeal, leaving the possibility "that he changed course M deprive
the Court of jurisdiction." Id. at 1139. Second, the prosecutor's "promise not to prosecute, with
nothing more, would not bind his successors." Id. Additionally, even though the prosecutor had
signed another immunity agreement purporting to bind the State of Idaho, the court was not
satisfied that the agreement passed muster under contract law. The court explained, "enough
questions regarding the validity of the agreement exist to significantly undermine its impact on
the mootness question." Id. The court also noted that the prosecutor continued to argue that the
statute was constitutional, and that there was "a significant public interest in settling the legality
of these provisions." Id.
DOA has not met the "formidable burden of showing that of showing that it is absolutely
clear the allegedly wrongful behavior could not reasonably be expected to recur." McCormack,
900 F. Supp. 2d at 113 8. Like the defendants in O 'Boskey and McCormack, DOA has
purportedly ceased the disputed conduct only after a significant amount oflitigation. To ithe
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extent this Court finds DOA can legally rescind the First Amendments, DOA should have done
so long ago. See White, 140 Idaho at 888, 104 P .3d at 362 ("Under the common law, it isi well
established that the party seeking rescission must act promptly once the grounds for rescission
arise ... Once a party treats a contract as valid after the appearance of facts giving rise to•a right
of rescission, the right of rescission is waived.") (internal citations omitted). The attempted
rescission at this late stage in the litigation suggests DOA has rescinded the First Amendments
for "strategic reasons." McCormack, 900 F. Supp. 2d at 1138.
As demonstrated by its recent "rescission" of the SBPO amendments, DOA believes it
can rescind ab initio and amend government contracts after years of operation under those
contracts. It is not "absolutely clear" that DOA will not simply rescind the most recent
"rescissions" at some point in the future and reinstate the First Amendments or the same
functional arrangement. Nor is it clear that DOA will not continue to engage in the same
contract manipulation that the Idaho Supreme Court found illegal. If this Court determines the
case is moot, DOA remains free to return to its old ways at any time.
Further, because a number of jurisdictions have held that void contracts cannot be
rescinded, "enough questions regarding the validity of the agreement exist to significantly
undermine its impact on the mootness question." McCormack, 900 F. Supp. 2d at 1139. :DOA's
mootness argument is premised entirely on its assertion that the SBPO amendments were
rescinded. The weakness of that premise destabilizes DOA's mootness argument. Finally,
though it "rescinded" the First Amendments, DOA continues to argue that those amendments
were lawful, which cuts against a finding ofmootness. Id. at 1138; see Lombardi Aff., Exhibit 4,
Hr'g Tr., p. 27:2-2l(May 5, 2014).
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DOA has not met its heavy burden of showing "there is no reasonable expectation that
the wrong will be repeated." O'Boskey, 112 Idaho at 1007, 739 P.2d at 306. Given thatiDOA
continues to maintain that its actions were entirely lawful, it is unclear how DOA could ~ven
make such a showing. If this Court finds that DOA somehow had the power and authority to
rescind the First Amendments ab initio, rendering Syringa's declaratory judgment action moot,
this Court should also find that the voluntary cessation exception applies and that DOA has
failed to meet its "formidable burden" under that exception.

2.

There is a Substantial Public Interest in the Determination of Syringa's
Declaratory Judgment Action.

Idaho also recognizes the public interest exception to the mootness doctrine. "Under this
exception, even if the case is determined to be moot, if the issue presented is one of substantial
public interest, the Court may address the issue for future direction and guidance." Idaho Sch.
for Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Idaho State Bd. ofEduc., 128 Idaho 276,284,912 P.2d 644,652

(1996) (citing Johnson v. Bonner County Sch. Dist. No. 82, 126 Idaho 490,492,887 P.2d 35, 37
(1994)).
In Idaho Schools for Equal Education Opportunity v. Idaho State Board ofEducation, the
Idaho Supreme Court considered whether the case was mooted due to a sunset provision in the
challenged regulations. 128 Idaho at 284, 912 P.2d at 652. The court found that despite the
sunset provision, the case was not moot, explaining:
Even were we to determine that this controversy is technically
moot due to the sunsetting of the Board's regulations, the issue
whether current levels of state funding meet the constitutionallymandated requirement of "thoroughness" is a matter of great
fundamental importance. The "thoroughness" of the system of
public education affects the present and future quality of life of
Idaho's citizens and its future leaders, its children.
Id.
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Similarly, in Ameritel Inns, Inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium District, the Idaho Siupreme
Court considered whether an action seeking to prevent the defendant from expending public
funds or employee time to influence a bond election was moot, where the election had ahteady
been held at the time of the appeal. 141 Idaho 849, 851, 119 P.3d 624,626 (2005). The court
found that the public interest exception precluded a finding of mootness, explaining: "[t]he
substantive issue presented in this case is whether public entities can use public funds to
campaign in an election. That is an issue of substantial public interest that this Court has not yet
addressed. We will therefore address the issue to provide guidance and direction in the future."

Id.
The substantive issue presented in Syringa's declaratory judgment action is whether a
department of Idaho's government can violate procurement law by amending competitively bid
public contracts worth tens of millions of dollars after the bidding has been closed and later agree
to rescind the unlawful amendments after substantial performance. The public has a subsrantial
interest in determination of this action. As the Idaho Supreme Court pointed out in its de~ision
in this case:
If the State could circumvent the statute simply by amending the
contracts awarded to multiple bidders, then the statute would be of
no effect. That two-step approach is obviously not permissible
when considered in light of subsection (3) of the statute, which
states, "Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2)
or more bidders in accordance with this section, a state agency
shall make purchases from the contractor whose terms and
conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery are most advantageous to the agency." I.C. § 675718A(3). Subsection (3) obviously intends, for the benefit of the

taxpayers, that the multiple bidders who are awarded contracts
will remain as competitors, which will only occur if they are
furnishing the same or similar property.
Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d at 506 (emphasis added).
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Just as Idaho's procurement laws benefit Idaho taxpayers, violations of those laws injure
taxpayers. See I.C. § 67-5715 (defining purpose ofldaho's government contract statutes) ("The
Idaho legislature, recognizing that an offered low price is not always indicative of the greatest
value, declares it to be the policy of the state to expect open competitive bids in acquisitions of
property, and to maximize competition, and maximize the value received by the government of
the state with attendant benefits to the citizens.") (emphasis added). In this case, lack of
competition likely led to increased IEN contract prices that have been paid for, in increa$ing part,
by Idaho taxpayers.
This Court should also allow the case to proceed because the Court has a duty ancll
obligation to rule on illegal contracts. "[I]n Idaho a court may not only raise the issue of whether
a contract is illegal sua sponte, but it has a duty to raise the issue of illegality, whether pled or
otherwise, at any stage in the litigation." Hyta v. Finley, 137 Idaho 755, 758, 53 P.3d 338, 341
(2002) (internal citation omitted) (quoting Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d
695, 701-02 (1997)). This is particularly true where, as here, the contracts at issue involve
taxpayer funds. This Court's duty to address illegal contracts has not been mooted by DOA's
purported rescission. Summary judgment for DOA would be inappropriate in light of the
Court's obligation to address illegal contracts.
The issue presented in this case is one of substantial public interest. Thus, even i( this
Court finds this action moot by virtue of the attempted rescission of the First Amendments, this
Court should address the public contract question at issue in Syringa' s declaratory judgment
action.
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3.

DOA's Conduct is Capable of Repetition But Evading Review.

In Idaho, "an exception to the mootness doctrine exists if the case is capable of repetition
yet evading review." Idaho Sch. for Equal Educ. Opportunity, 128 Idaho at 282, 912 P.2d at
650. As explained, in Idaho Schools for Equal Education Opportunity, the court considered
whether the sunset provisions in regulations promulgated by the defendant rendered the
plaintiff's action moot. The court found:
Theoretically, the Board could promulgate new standards every
year, sunsetting the previous year's standards. If this were the case,
then each time a declaratory judgment action is filed claiming that
the method of school funding is not "thorough" under that year's
standards, the district court could dismiss the case as moot
claiming that those standards had been sunsetted. Thus, a situation
arises wherein the case is repetitive or continuing, but is incapable
of being resolved.
Id. at 283, 912 P.2d at 651 (holding the case was not moot). Similarly, if this case were
dismissed, the DOA could continue to award contracts in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A
and Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2) and simply "rescind" those unlawful contracts each time a
declaratory judgment action is filed against DOA in order to moot the case and avoid review.
The instant case, therefore, satisfies the criteria for this third mootness exception.
In summary, three recognized exceptions to the mootness doctrine foreclose a fincling of
mootness in this case. The case is not moot because even if the rescission of the First
Amendments is deemed effective, DOA remains free to reinstate the challenged amendments at
any time and could avoid review of future unlawful amendments by deeming challenged ·
contracts "rescinded." Furthermore, this case is not moot because there is a substantial p111blic
interest in the determination of Syringa' s declaratory judgment action.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should deny DOA's Motion for Summary Judgment
in its entirety.
DATED this 26th day of September, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI
IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR:
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

County of Ada.

)

ss.
DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho and am the attorney

of record for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
2.

I am filing this Affidavit in opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's

Motion for Summary Judgment
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the

Deposition of Greg Lowe taken November 5, 2010.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the ,

Deposition of Greg Zickau taken November 10, 2010.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of an email string ~y Bob

Collie (ENA000133-37).
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the May 5, 2014

Hearing Transcript in the above referenced case.
DATED this 26th day of September, 2014.
GIVENS PURSL

By
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 26th day of September, 2014.

Ntfi~
Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires:

'7-t )=£f?"'
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IN THE DISTR!CT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho

)

limited liability company,

)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.

)

IDAHO DEPARTMEN'l' OF

)

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,

l

D@fendants.

)

-

)

case No. cv

oc 0923757

VOLUME I
{Pages 1 through 232)

VIDEOTA~ED DEPOSITION OF GREGORY D. LOWE
TAKEN NOVEMBER 5, 2010

REPORTED BY:

SHERI FOOTE, CSR No. 90, RFR, CRR

Notary Public

EXHIBIT

i -----I
(208)345-9611

'
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13:52:16

1

to or put in your affidavits, are there any other

13:52:20

2

facts that lead you to believe that Greg Zickau

13:52:23

3

or Mike Gwartney were the ones who issued that

13:52:27

4

direction?

13:52:28

5

13:52:33

6

the fact that does not line up with what's 1been

13:52:39

7

stated by various people.

13:52:45

8

13:53:Q:;!

9

13:53:06

10

relationship with Gwartney.

13:53:08

11

on the award, let's stick with that for a moment.

13:53:12

12

And let's go to Laura Hill for a few minut$s.

13:53:18

13

Because you had dinner with her with Cisco in

13:53:22

14

December.

13:53:26

15

deposition; did you not?

13:53:26

16

A.

I did.

13:53:27

17

Q.

And we've seen her e-mail chain through

13:53:31

18

when she left the State February the 12th ©r

13:53:35

19

whenever it was.

13:53:40

20

have with Laura Hill between the dinner in

13:53:45

21

December and when she was no longer with t~e

13:53:48

22

State?

13:53:49

23

A.

None.

13:53:50

24

Q.

None?

13:53:51

25

A.

Zero.

(208)345-9611

A.

Q.

Only knowledge that's been learn~d after

All right.

I got a little off ttack

because I rea~ly wanted to figure out your

But since we'#e back

And I think you sat through her

What communications did you

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
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Now, she recounts in her depositton in

Q.

13:53:53

1

13:53:57

2

fairly vivid detail a meeting where you satr at

13:54:04

3

the end of the table and made some

13:54:06

4

pronouncements, and you were there in the

13:54:11

5

deposition.

13:54:11

6

you're going to tell me you deny being at tthat

13:54:15

7

meeting; is that right?

13:54:15

8

13:54:18

9

13:54:19

10

Q.

Right.

13:54:20

11

A.

And I believe she is confusing the

13:54:22

12

December 8th meeting that I was at the end of the

13:54:25

13

table and Mike Gwartney was at the other end of

13:54:28

14

the table.

13:54:31

15

December 8th meeting.

13:54:34

16

there.

13:54:37

17

only time, the only two times I've ever been in

13:54:41

18

the Department of Administration building was on

13:54:44

19

December 8th when Mike Gwartney and I had our

13:54:48

20

conversation.

13:54:48

21

Q.

Right.

13:54:49

22

A.

And July 16th when I was in Mikel

13:54:54

23

Gwartney's office.

13:54:57

24

building other than those two times.

13:55:00

25

(208)345-9611

A.

And you're smiling at me.

I $uspect

Well, I believe -- I do remember•her

testimony vividly.

Q.

I believe she is capturing the
You asked me if she was

I don't remember if she was.

Okay.

But the

I have never been in that

So, we've got a pretty shlarp

M & M COURT REPORTING (208) 345-88100
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13:55:07

1

conflict in testimony between Laura Hill's

13:55:09

2

description of this meeting after the award

13:55:11

3

issued and your testimony; is that right?

13:55:14

4

A.

We do.

13:55:15

5

Q.

Okay.

13:55:21

6

13:55:23

7

MR. LOMBARDI:

13:55:24

8

THE WITNESS:

13:55:27

9

13:55:31

10

Department of Administration, it would be $n that

13:55:34

11

calendar most likely.

13:55:38

12

absolute, but I was not at any meeting that she's

13:55:40

13

talking about

13:55:41

14

Q.

(BY MR. PATTERSON)

13:55:43

15

A.

-- in that time frame.

13:55:44

16

Q.

She also testified that one on one she

13:55:52

17

asked you the question, and I can look it up if

13:55:56

18

you want me to, to the effect of:

13:55:58

19

to take part of the contract?" and you said, "All

13:56:01

20

or none."

13:56:03

21

A.

I do remember that testimony.

13:56:04

22

Q.

And she, as I recall it, and tel~ me if

13:56:09

23

you recall it differently, placed that

13:56:10

24

conversation as having occurred after the meeting

13:56:13

25

where she so vividly described you at the end of

(208)345-9611

Is there any way that you~re

aware of that we resolve that conflict?
Object to the for~.
Well, I tend to ke$p a

fairly detailed calendar.

If I were at th~

I'm not saying that!s

Okay.

"Are you going

Do you remember that testimony?
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13:56:17

1

the table and immediately before -- "immediiately"

13:56:22

2

is probably the wrong adverb, but within some

13:56:26

3

short period of time before she left.

13:56:28

4

recall that the same way?

13:56:29

5

13:56:32

6

13:56:32

7

Q.

Okay.

13:56:33

8

A.

I believe that -- and we can go back and

13:56:36

9

13:56:40

10

confused as to whether it was Bob Collie

13:56:42

11

delivering that message from me or myself

13:56:46

12

delivering that message to her.

13:56:48

13

correct.

13:56:48

14

Q.

All right.

13:56:48

15

A.

You can look it up.

13:56:49

16

Q.

Yeah, I recall it a little differently.

13:56:53

17

But your testimony is going to be that

13:56:55

18

conversation didn't take place?

13:56:57

19

A.

Absolutely not.

13:56:58

20

Q.

All right.

13:57:21

21

your deposition in my mind so I don't repl~w that

13:57:24

22

ground with you.

13:57:58

23

it this way:

13:58:03

24

the award on January 20th to the amendment on

13:58:06

25

February 26th, and talk about the events that

A.

Do you

Well, I think there was a little more to

that testimony.

look at it, but I believe she then became

I think that's

I'm trying to go thr$ugh

I'll tell you what, let'$ try

Let's look at a time frame, from

,.• ~~·-"""',<>'~·''"''" .,,_,_,,:,~, ........., ,-.... ~,

(208)345-9611
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13:58:15

1

occurred during that time frame.

13:58:19

2

more logical way to approach all of this.

13:58:25

3

don't want to replow this ground with you $ither.

13:58:28

4

13:58:32

5

Bob Collie reporting to you on these meetings

13:58:36

6

that took place the day after the award on,the

13:.56:39

7

21st and then breakfast with the Qwest folks.

13:~,8:43

8

And then he forwarded to you the draft str~tegic

13:58:52

9

plan that had the geographic east-west,

13:59:01

10

north-south and he pointed to you apparently the

13:59:03

11

draft amendment.

13:59:07

12

that we're talking about?

13:59:08

13

13:59:11

14

13:59:14

15

Q.

Yes.

13:59:15

16

A.

Yes, I remember that time frame.

13:59:16

17

Q.

Tell me what you remember about the

13:59:22

18

beyond what you've already told us, which fhat's

13:59:25

19

an awful question, but I just don't -- !'mi trying

13:59:27

20

to get an overview here.

13:59:30

21

of an east-west, north-south.

13:59:33

22

A.

Right.

13:59:33

23

Q.

What do you remember about that

13:59:35

24

13:59:35

25

(208)345-9611

Maybe th~t's a
And I

You testified in your deposition.about

A.

Do you remember that time frame

Draft amendment?

You mean of the

strategic implementation plan?

There was a discussion

discussion?
A.

Okay.

So, first and foremost, ENA asked
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13:59:38

1

for and Syringa Networks conceded to allow:ENA to

13:59:41

2

be our representative inside the State for,all

13:59:46

3

discussions, inside the Department of

13:59:47

4

Administration.

13:59:51

5

discussing any of this with the Department·of

13:59:53

6

Administration because Bob Collie was our

13:59:54

7

representative.

13:59:56

8

coming through Bob Collie and/or Ken McClure from

14:00:04

9

a lobbying perspective.

14:00:07

10

14:00:07

11

14:00:07

So, I was never at any me~ting

So, everything I heard wa$

Q.

Right.

12

A.

Right.

14:00:09

13

Q.

We'll come back to Ken.

14:00:10

14

14:00:10

1$

A.

So, what I was told, and I beliete it

14:00:12

16

was January 28th or 30th, it's somewhere 2~09

14:00:17

17

somewhere right in that time frame, Bob Coilie

14:00:19

18

called me up and said he had been talking with

14:00:23

19

Laura Hill and that the State was discussi~g

14:00:29

20

using Qwest for the north-south backbone and

14: 00: 34

21

Syringa Networks for the east-west backbon¢ and

14:00:38

22

connectivity.

14:00:40

23

also talking about last-mile local access .. so,

14 :00: 43

24

connectivity.

14:00:49

25

Bob asked me how I felt about that.

{208)345-9611

I was going to ask you afuout

that.

Tell me,about

Bob.

M

&

When I say "backbone" now, I'm

And that was being discussecli and

M COURT REPORTING (208)345-88©0 {fax)
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14:00:52

1

14:00:55

2

was being discussed, that that would only happen

14:00:58

3

if Qwest had more favorable pricing for that

14:01:02

4

north-south component than we could have 04 find.

14:01:08

5

14:01:11

6

December 4th meeting with Kreizenbeck where I

14: 01: 11

7

came at this in trying to do the right thi~g for

14:01:15

8

the Idaho taxpayers and the inventory and the

14:01:16

9

protective clauses in our teaming agreement --

14:01:20

10

syringa Networks has been very consistent about

14:01:26

11

trying to help Idaho taxpayers in this IEN

14:01:28

12

network.

14:01:29

13

14:01:31

14

logical extension of our desire to help Idaho

14:01:35

15

taxpayers.

14:01:38

16

connectivity at a lower price than we could, I

14:01:41

17

didn't have a fundamental problem with ope#ating

14:01:44

18

in that environment, predominantly because:r

14:01:48

19

didn't believe they could provide it at a lower

14:01:52

20

cost.

14: 01: 54

21

and once pricing was laid out on the table 1

14:01:57

22

because of the disparate prices that you saw in

14:02:00

23

the summary, I don't remember what it was,

14:02:03

24

$856,000 to $571,000, that's a huge chunk, I was

14: 02: 08

25

confident we would prevail.

(208)345-9611

Now, what Bob also said was, while that

So, if we roll all of this back to my

When Bob presented that to me, it was a

M

If Qwest could provide a north~south

I was confident that once we got into it

&

So, ! was okay with
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it, that that's what we needed to do.

14:02:11

1

14:02:14

2

14:02:16

3

last I knew, Laura Hill was about to write that

14:02:19

4

up.

14:02:23

5

bifurcation and we were all nodding our heap on

14:02:27

6

that.

14:02:30

7

14: 02: 37

8

questions about that geographic division.

14:02:42

9

correct in assuming that there would be a fiinite

14:02:46

10

point where the north-south backbone would

14:02:49

11

connect with the east-west backbone such that you

14:02:53

12

could -- you really could define a geographic

14:02:56

13

region that was served by each of those

14:02:59

14

backbones?

14:02:59

15

A.

Correct.

14:03:00

16

Q.

All right.

14:03:06

17

introduced by the concept of splitting the award

14:03:10

18

by geography was not the geography, but whether

14:03:15

19

the pricing could be met?

14:03:18

20

14:03:21

21

And so, Bob -- the last I heard, the

And that was going to be the dual awarp

Q.

A.

Now, did you -- I've got a couplei of
f,m

I

And so, the uncertairtty

So, it wasn't a geographical issue.

Qwest, if you look at that PUC map that you were
!

14:03:24

22

14:03:25

23

Q.

Yes.

14:03:26

24

A.

-- Qwest has territories in the ~outh.

14:03:27

25

(208)345-9611

looking at before

They also have some territory in the north~
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14:03:30

1

Q.

Right.

14:03:31

2

A.

So, there wasn't an issue about whether

14:03:34

3

Qwest and Syringa could interconnect because we

14:03:36

4

were already assuming we could because Qwest

14:03:41

s

Wholesale was a supplier.

14:03:42

6

Q.

Yeah, I didn't ask my question right.

14:03:42

7

A.

Okay, I'm sorry.

14:03:4S

8

Q.

Here's what I hear you saying:

14:03:48

9

14:03:50

10

14:03:55

11

A.

Mm-hnun.

14:03:56

12

Q.

They come out with an award where

14:03:59

13

they've awarded it to two contractors.

14: 04: 01

14

Bob Collie comes to you -- and everybody

14:04:04

15

uncertain, as we've already discussed, about what

14:04:07

16

does that mean.

14:04:08

17

14:04:10

18

says:

14:04:14

19

doing east-west and north-south.

14: 04: 17

20

to figure out how much certainty that prop~sal

14:04:22

21

how much of the uncertainty that resulted from

14:04:25

22

the dual award was resolved by that proposal.

14:04:30

23

14:04:33

24

geographic division made sense because you knew

14:04:38

25

what geography you were dealing with, but you

(208)345-9611

~t the

bidders conference and the RFP the State says:
"We want one contract."

And then

is

So, then Bob Collie comes to you(and
"Let's do" -- that we're talking abQut
And I'm trying

And what I hear you saying is that
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14:04:41

1

didn't know if you were going to get it or hot

14:04:44

2

until you evaluated the pricing.

14: 04: 49

3

14 :04: 52

4

14:04:53

5

Q.

Right.

14:04:54

6

A.

-- one of the things I said in thiat

14:04:55

7

deposition was that:

14: O:i: 00

8

to participate.

14:05:01

9

Q.

Right.

14:05:02

10

A.

I get it.

14:05:05

11

get the politics of it.

14:05:07

12

fronted was the uncertainty of the multiple

14:05:10

13

awards had been resolved with this solution.

14:05:14

14

Qwest would do north-south as long as they iWere

14:05:18

15

price competitive.

14:05:21

16

protects our agenda.

14:05:24

17

where we already knew we would enjoy price

14:05:27

18

advantages.

14:05:29

19

given that I had price protection, sure, wijy not?

14:05:33

20

And

14:05:34

21

14:05:38

22

what the State said they were going to do in the

14:05:43

23

RFP, that was an acceptable modification

14:05:45

24

proposal?

14:05:48

25

·~·.. ,., .... -·-

:;:~·H,,·.--.,~

A.

Is that-~

So, if you go back to my Qwest

deposition --

Q.

I got it that Qwest rueeded

They' re a major employer.

I

And the way it was

It protects the taxpayers, it
You will do east-west,

So, given the political environment,

So, that was a -- even though it was not

MR. LOMBARDI:

oi

the

Object to the form.

.,~1---b..:.,.,.·.·•~ ..... ~ ..... ..._..,,.,~''•'~"" ...... _.,..,..__

(208)345-9611
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14:05:50

1

14:05:51

2

14:05:54

3

14:05:55

4

different from what the State said they wo~ld do,

14:05:58

5

but recognizing the political issues here with

14:06:03

6

Qwest, it was something you were willing t~ do?

14:06:06

7

A.

Correct.

14:06:12

8

Q.

Now, Bob Collie forwarded to you that

14:06:16

9

14:06:20

10

14:06:23

11

14:06:28

12

serves me correct, that draft strategic plan did

14:06:3::.

13

not have all of the pages that were in that

14:06:34

14

revision.

14:06:38

15

missing, if I remember correctly, missing the

14:06:41

16

table that you're referring to, which we l~ter

14:06:45

17

had in further discovery.

14:06:47

18

You're asking me to go by memory now on so~ething

14:06:51

19

a year and a half old.

14:06:54

20

take a look at it.

14:06:57

21

14:07:00

22

if we can find it, that would be great.

14:07:04

23

remember that there was any difference between

14:07:06

24

what the State gave us and what Bob gave ybu,

14:07:10

25

so --

(208)345-9611

THE WITNESS:

It would have been;as soon

as it was memorialized in writing.

Q.

(BY MR. PATTERSON)

Okay.

Very

draft strategic plan that Laura Hill had drafted
that showed that; right?
A.

Q.

We need to look at that.

If my memory

The copy that Bob gave to me Wa$

We can look at it.

So, if you want,

we

can

Let me get the overview first and then
I didn't
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IN THE OISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho

limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV

oc

0923757

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

VOLUME II

J\DMINISTRATION, et al.,

(Pages 18.3~.373)

Defendants.

CONTINUED VIDEOTAPED DEPOSI~ION OF
JACK G.

"GREGu Z!CKAU

TAKEN NOVEMBER ll, 2010

REPORTED 8¥;
BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR

Notary Public

EXHIBIT'

I
(208)345-96 11

2
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Page 280
A. He had asked about using Syringa ror the

13;35:221
13:35:262
13:35:26 3
J,J;35:304

13135:325
13:351366
13:35:397
13135:428
1:3:3S:479
13:35:4910
13:35:5211
'l3: 35 1 S412
13;35:5413
13:35:5711
1:i:3610015
1 '3: :, 6, 0216
13: 36: 0317
13: 3 6: l 518
13:36:2019
13: 36: 2420
13:36,2821
13:36:2922
13:36:3123
lJ; 36: 3:,,.24
13:JG:5525

P~ge 282
13:'.Hl:54 l
13:38:$62
13:38:573
131381594
13:39:11S
J.J:39:136
131391167
131391178
13:3!11219
13:39:2910
13: 39: 3311
13::39:3612
13:39:3913
13:39,'1114
13: 39 1 4415
13:39!4'716

future.
Q. How did you find out that Syrlnga had a

teaming agreement with ENA 110 that their service
was accessible through the BPO?
A. Well, after the question from Brad I
went to Laura and asked her trwc would be able
to buy services ftom Syrlnga lfwc desired to do
so, after I think I used the phl'fflle, after all
the dmt settles on the contract!I, and she
replied yeah, they have II teaming agreement with
ENA.
Q. Did shtl tell you anything else about the
teaming agreement between Syringa and i!N A?
A. Thal was almost the sum tutnl of that
pal'tlculltl' conversation.
Q. There had been nu discussions between
your oOice, HNA, and Qwest concerning the
lmplcmcnlalion of the IEN project prior to the
lime you sent this c•mull. Exhibit 34, to Mr.
Alvaro; correct'?
A. Based on the calendar it appears to be

13:39:4817
13:40;0618

the case, yes.
Q, When was lhc decision made to use Qwest
cxchtslvcly for telecommunication
aiwvlces
--- - "for. - , - - -

13:401on9
13:40:1020
13;40:1121
13:10:12"2
13:40111123
13:4011624
13:40:1825

the IEN'?
MR. SCl10SSllERGER: Object to runn.

13:371023
·1~:371034

THE WITNESS: I don't think we nmde -

13,36:!ia 1

l:l.37:075
13:371096
13:37:237
J3:37:~59
1313'/:'199
13 ! 37: 4910
l.l:3'7:4911

MR. THOMAS:

Join.

well. we have not 1111100 11 decision to \1sc Qwus(
exclusively und IU'll not using Qweiit exclm:lwly.
And in fuel. us I mentioned earlier. wc l111Sit'li
Syri111,1a's wrvicl!S lbr lhe Hducalion Network.
MR. 'l'l lOMAS: I'm sorry. could you read
thut back. I didn't hear
MR. SCIJOSSBER(iBR: Try lo hl)l.i1k up a

1):37:4912
1'.!:)·]:49t3

lilllll.

lJ: )7: ~011

up.

13:371\:iOl!>

(Rci:ord rend back.)
MR. 11 IOMAS: Thank you.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) r>ld you have: nny mle
in rcviuwlnij or appmvin~ lhl.l nmcndcd SB!'O:; lbr
1hu ll!N project'!
A I'm !lure I rcviuwud II dmn uniendment,
Q, 1r I can di~ your nttcn1ion to
Bxhiblt•l9.
I\. Okuy.
Q. Whal dow pur11gn1ph I moan'?
A. Are you 111lklng 11bout paragraph I ••

13:37tS116
13:37:S117

13;.}(I,0118
1J :.}8 I 07\9

ll:311:0roO
13: 381111,U
13: 381 l.G.!2
13:38:3423
U:38:3524

t3:l8;42?.S

,t

A. (Reviewing document.) I think means
what it says, that "Qwest will be the gc~eral
contractor for all IEN technical network
services."

Q. Does ENA·· Mr. Collie has tcs~lfled
that ENA was required or was directed Ito use
Qwciit exclusively for !EN technical n~twork
servicc11.
A. Well, I sat through Mr. Collie's
deposition and I don't recall hin1 saying that.
And I can say categorically he's never l;,ccn
directed to ui;c Qwest exclusively or nc!t to use
any other contractor.
'
Q. So cnn ENA •• is ENA free to u~e Syringa
to provide mN services?
MR. SCI IOSSBERGRR: Objcc~ to form;
ambiguous.
MR. THOMAS: Join.

MS. HA YES: Join.
Q. (BY MR, LOMBARDI) Go ahcud.

A. ENA has contractual responsibilities
that they need to work within and those arc

,.,,,,.

Page 283
13:401211

13:40:232
13:41:123
ll14l11S4

13:4l1lllS
13:41:1116
13141:il).,
13141:468

D:11\:499
1): 41: 5310

13:41:5411
13:41:5"J12

'l'IIE Wt'f'NP.SS: Sorry. Yeah. I'll spcnk

A. -of6201?
Yes, I am. Thank you.

Q.

_____ ____ _

Page 281.

l:i :l'/: 00?.

Q. Paragraph I of··

13:4115913
l):'11,59lil
13:42:001,5
1314210316
U:421051?
ll: 42: 0618
13:42:0719

113:42:0~0
13:42;lo;!1
D:4211$12
13:42:2023
t:3:42:2424
13:4212526

spt.-ci fled in the amendment to their confruet.
Q. Was ENA diri.>ctcd by the State tt, work
with Qwest for the oonnt.-ctivlty portion 1>fthc
JEN projeet'l
A. Tht: responsibilities of ENA arc (,utllncd
In their amcndmcnl.
'
Q. Mr. Collie ht111 lt,'llliflt.'ll ENA Wei$
directed lo wurk with Qwest for the conlwclivity
1rortlons of the ~jcct.
MR. Tl IOMAS: Give us the 1mg¢ and line.
f>h.'11~.
MR. LOMBARDI: Page 96. llnc.8,
MR. THOMAS; Thnnk you.
Tl IE WITNBSS; I'm not sure wh'1! he mllll!W
by that. ·111ey hove bt.-cn in:itructcd to work
within thu constraint.'! of the amcndrm:n1~ to the
conlracl,
Q. (IW MR:' LOMBARDI) Mow did the
con11tl'lllnlll contained in the mmmdml.!ntl of the
contruct come Into c:xistem,'l.l?
A, Well, tho Clllllltralnl.'111n: 11n inherent
purl ol' the contracL Thay require coordination
uf Qwest in some cases or QweHt lo wotk in
coordination with RNA,
.
Q. What docs it mwn thut "Qwest will be

26 (Pages 280 to 283)
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13:42:33 l
13: 42: 36 2
'1.:3:42:38 3
13:42:10'1
13:42:455
13:42:50 6
13:42:53 7
13 :42: 54 8
13: 43: 07 9
l3: 43: 0910
13:43:1111
13:43;1412

13: 43: 1513
13:43:1514
13:'13:l"/15

13: 4 3: 1816

1:3:43:2217
l3: 43: ~Hll 11
13 :43: 331!:I
13: II 3: J 32 0

13 : 113 : l '721
lJ:43:4122
l3:43:4S23
13,43,4924
13: 43: 5525

the general contractor for all JEN technical
network services''?
A. It means exactly thol,
Q. What are "technical network services''?

Page 286
13:45:181
13 :4S:22 2
U14S12fi 3
13:4S:27'1

A. The technical network services would be
the MViec& thal we're purchasing to

131451295

lntcroonncct the schools.
Q. That would include the phy1ic11I media

13:45:33'1

tlu-11 we talked about this morning?
A. Yes.
Q. That would include the backbone we
talked about this morning?
A. Yes,
Q. Thnl would include the architecture we

131451SOSl

talked about this morning?
A. Yes.
Q. It wmlld im;;hade me me1111& by which the
content for the IEN is delivered to schools;
right?

13:45:326
lJ:45:468
13:45tS210
U14ti:l0ll

13:46:1Sl2
13:46:1913
13:46:2214

13:46:26lll
13:46:3216

13:46:3'117
l.3: 46: 3618
13:46:3819
13:46:4420

A. Yes.

Q, Now. by saying that Qwest is to be the
gcrn:ral contrQCtor, that means, doesn't it, that
Qwest Is respunsiblc for either pnwiding all of
those services or armnging for those services?
A. Not solely. ·111ey must do so in

13:46:6221
D :47: 0022
13:47:1423
13: 47: 1624

13:47,2125

A. I think the services must be dellven:d
in coordination with Qwest. I don't seq anything
exclusive in there.
Q. Coordination with Qwest, you've already
told me, requires Qwest to agl'ff, right~
A. Thal Is what I believe. )'CS,
Q. So how was the decision made ~hat Qwest
would be the general contractor tbr all 1IEN
technlc11I network services?
'
A. Well, In great part thro\lgh p~css of
elimination. We would otherwise Jik~ to have
had Syrinp in I role in there. but agai$, Grog
I.owe refused to .participate on anybod~'s own
terms, being all or none, or he's getting nil of
it. II madu no sense whatsoever from 4businullS
perspective lo the State, from an opcrupunul
perspective to the Stute, from a contnuitual
perspective to the State.
.
Q. Do you have or does there exist to your
knowlcdgo, any documentation dcmo~stratlna the
refusal that you have just stutcd'l
A. Not dircctly, no.
Q. Is there any documentation lndjrectly
that documents or evidences lhis pc>Sit1on that
you've at1ributcd to Mr. Lowe'?
-~- - ,t,. - - - - - - -
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~age 287
13:47:241

Q. 11111 HNI\ cm1'l coc>rdlnotc with anyone
else for Im, d111lvvry or IEN technical servicllll.

can they?

MR. SCI l0SSl3~RORR: Object to form,
MR. '11 IOMAS! Join.
TI ru WITNUSS: I believe they eould, n,q
long 115 QW\llll WIii! in agn."\.·nn,'ltt,
Q. (IW MR. LOMBARDI) 811 Qwust cun'I
cou1'1.fi111111l with any other provick:l'll unlcll!l Qwest
ugrei.,'i, to Lh\l Ullt: orother providffl to d11llver
mN tcl.'!mlcal network 51.'l'Vici..'ll. is time right'!
MR. 1110MAS: Objcet to rorm.
THE WITNHSS: Vcs.

MR. S('I IOSSUEROER: Da'1c. I believe you
missiwko:, You si1id: "So Qw~"lll 1:nn't coordhwtu
whh any t,thur provi<lcra unlws Qw11111 ng~'\.'l! lo
the llllC of other providCl'5 It> dcli\'1:1' IEN
h..'l!hnical network services."
MR. l,OMU/\1{1>1: 'lllmlk you. I'll rca.'lk
the qui.:st ion.
Q. (RY MR. J..01'\rlllARDI) So thnt nNA cnnnot
coordinate wllh any other tclc:communicatiom
providers than Qwest ror tho provision of IEN
l"-"Chnicnl nutwork servicell unless Qwest agrees?

A. I don't know that Uum: is

13:48:3S19

dOCllllllllltatlon.
.
MR. SCH0SSl1F.RCiP.R: Are w¢ wfthinihc
time rmmo or1he amendments'!
MR. l,OMBAROI: Well, the qutstion
actually Willi not limited to that.
·11 mWITNF.SS: So even actualjy, so let
,no clarily a little more. Because wlthi$ the
con11truet ol'the drafi strategic plans that you
asked me about In detail during the first part of'
the deposition, there is a clear changii In the
nature of how IEN would be Implemented. I've
stated 111811)' limes that our most desiratjlc would
have been to haw the l0ctll exchange carriers
within those rc$ptlCtive co1upanles scrvj: lhO!iU
loon! schools, nnd that, I think, is reflected in
the early ports or the strategic plan.
;
If that was our most desirable, 111¥1 the
cast, west, north, south was, In my vie\.y. so

13:48:3820
13148:4121
13 :48 :4422
1.3 :48: 4723
13 :48 :4924
13 ;48: 5125

unfavorable lhat I would never have advocated
actually ndopting ii, Why would WO
chane;e
the strategic plan except for having rec¢1ved
feedback from Mr. Lowe, nt lenst attri~ted to
Mr. Lowe. to the effect lhat he would nbt
participate In any fashion unloss ... ~use hu

13:47:432
1:3:47:543
13:47:554

13:47:575
1);471596
13:48:017
13:48:038
13:48:069
l3: 48 l 0910
13:48:1211
13:48:1512
13:48:2013

13:48:2414
13148:2715
13:48:3016
1 3 : 4 8 : l 1l .,
l l: 48: 331A

evrr
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Page 290

Page 288
13148:541.

13:4131582
l3:49:103

\3149:154

13,49:155
13:4!1:1?6
13149:207
l:!i491288
13:49:359
ll:49:'1110
1314914311
l3:49:4$ll

so, 03'1.3

13 t

lJ I !;i0 I 0614
LJ: SO: 1015

13:~0:l116
13 I 5 0 l l )l '/
13:50:J.l!lll
13: 50 :1419
l'.l t

so ,i:120

lJ1S0:23:ll
13 l S0 1 2622

13:S0,2923

U:50:.,224
lJ: !lO 13425

w1lli g11t1 ing ii nil'!
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) l>ld you share any of

100 draft strategic implementation ph\llS with Mr.
Lowe'!
A. I hcllev.: 1nlrcady testified that I did
not contact Mr. Lowe during this lime.
Q. Who nctlllllly decided that no, thii.
proposition or lhis rcfusnl to share on the purl
of Syrlnga Is going lo make us decide to use
Qw1.'S1 llS n gcnernl contractor. who mode llmt
decision?
A. I think lhnt would have beet\, again, a
joinl decision, but that 11.,'l.lommtmdutlon certainly
came out of my omco. sn I would lake
rc~ponsiblc r1.-sponsibili1y fol' It.
Q. l)ld Mr. Gwartney pmiiclpotc in that
decision?
/\, I don't krn.1w.
Q. But you do rc:.:1111 pnrticipnt!ng in that
Mcillion'l

13:52:213
13: 52: 24 4

13:S2:325
13:521366

·--"-="'"' _ _ _ --

A. No.
Q. How else can they do so?

131521'10,
l.3152:4410
l3:S2:50l1
13;52:5312

13153:0213
13:531091<1
13:53:1!:llS

13:53:1516
13:53:1617
13:53:1"718
13:53:20151

13:53:272.l

13:53:29'.'.2
13:5313023
13:53:3424

U:S3:3825

13:52:0734

u:sa:t<12s

Clllltffllltul'll,

lJ:!;,0:43 3
13:S0:55 4
13:51:01 5
l3:S1:056
1.l:Sl:0'/7
13:Sl:08 8
13:51:09 9

13:5111610
13:51:191.1

"13:51:2212
J.3:5\ ::?413
J_'J:51 ::t614
13:!>1:JtJ'IS

13:!H:3816
13:51:41J'/
13:51:4&18
l'\:51:5419
1 3 , s 1 : !i n:zo

13:51:5821
13: 521 00?.;~
13 I 52: 0523

A. ENA In coordination with Qwcat'1could
contraci with Syringa directly. Or subcontract,
I should say, with Syringa direc::tly.
Q. To your undcnrtonding. is ENA allowed
under the amended SBPO~ lo contract di~--ctly with
Syringa lbr lhc provisl1,n or mN tcchnlclll
nc1work services.?
MR. Tl IOMAS: Object to lill'llt,
MS, I IA YI~".!: Object lo fonn.
MR. SCHOSSBEROER: Join.
TliE WITNESS: ll is m)' understanding
that HNA In conjunction with Qwest. In ·
coordination with Qwest. could go to Syiringn.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) My question Is.
remove Qwest from the equation, rcim1\le uny
consent by Qw<.'lll, rClnlWC any subconlmct bctwc.'l..'n
Qwest and Syrlngu: Iii il your lcstimon~ that ENA

~--------~---

opti1mi,; thut we had already climinul1."<I, or thnt
had houn clirninalcd for us.
Q. Wa..,; there nny oUmr basis on which
S)•rlnga was eliminated as a particlpunt In the
pmvl:;lon of 11.:.'N 11.-chnlcad
•
network services'!
MR. SCHOSSBERGUR: Object lo foml,
MR. Tl IOMt\S: Join.
THE WITNESS: 1don't believe they've
been eliminated WI n portldpanl. The Slutc to
this day would like to sec !EN servlcei. provided
by Syringa or its mcmbor companies.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) With !he consent of
Qwest.
I\, W1.1ll. they wuuld lm provided by ENA 1111d
Qwest in c.oordinntlon 10 Syringn.
Q, Well. ifQwc~t uoosn't ngn..-e. 1hcn
Syringu wouldn't purtlclpatc; right?
I\. If Qwest doesn't agree, lhen Syringu
wouldn't plll'ticiputc.
Q. Right. Wus Lhe .igrt.-emunt ol' Qwest
nt.'CffllmlfY 10 Syringa participating in the
provision of mN tcchnhml m,twork services to
thclRN?
I\, They urc our contnti:tor or om: l)f our

I 3: SO: 3 '7 1

Qwest.

13:52:388

Page 291

Page 289
13:50:41 2

Q. '"mey" bolng Qwest?
A, Yes. Qwest Is one of our contraclorn.
Q. So the only way, If I understand ~ou
correctly, that Syrlnga can pn:scnlly provide IEN
techniool services Is under subcontmct ,~ith

13:52:377

13:SJ:2320

A, Ve.,i.
Q. And U'J undcl'5land you com.:c!ly,
you're tuking fCSJXmslbility for that decision.
A, Well. it's undi..'l' my omce In the scnlill
thlll I bl:lieve it's the hc!ll way to go, given the

1--·-·

13:521151

13:52:172

13:53:43 l

can contract for IEN technical services ,vi1h

13:S3:49:a

Syrlnga'l
A. You're a.,klng me to ignore a pioclc uf

13:53:49 3
13:53153 4
U: 53: 55 S

l'.l:5J:57 G

13 :!M 101 '/
13:54:03 8
l3: Sil: OS 9

13:54:1010
1.3: 54: 1311
13:S4:1512
13:54:1513
13: 54: 27. l4

l3tS4:251S
13:S4131116
13: 54 I 351'/
l3:S4t361B
1'.s:!H:3719
13:511:3920

ll:54,41\21
13:54:4522
13:54:S423

D:54:5624
13:55:042S

the contnwl with the Stutc.
Q. I'm just Lryiny lo undl.lrntond you(
previous answer.' And lfthc WJSW!.'1' ls n~. !hut's
One. I understand 1IUU, Whul I don'l undbrslund
ls your previous unswc:r.
A. Ir )'OU'fll llSking me lo ignore n pl~t.'C or
the cuntrnct that lhc State holds. then I don't
know hnw tu ,umwr thal bcc1mm: I don•1:
und1:r.mmd the qllllSlion.
Q. So there ls no wuy thul ENA ca,iicontracl
dirot.11y wllh Syr!nga for the provision of IEN
\(.'Chnical services unlC11.~ QW1.'St agfl!l.-s; j$n't
that true?
MR. THOMAS: Object to the li,~m,
MK. SCIIOSSllERGHR: Join. .
MS. I IA VE$: Join.
Tl IE WITNESS: I hl:licvc Qwcsl would have
to ugl'llt.l.
Q. (BY MR. LOMllARl)I) Thank ~011,
So, Is there any l\.'tt.ffltt other than !Mr.
Lowe's alleged statement lhlll all of the !EN ••
that the general contract for loo JEN Leclmlcul
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From:

To:
Sent:
Subject:

Sob Collie
Gayle Nelson; 'Skip Smyser'
7/11/2009 9:08:17 AM
FW. IEN awards

From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2009 10:06
To: Bob Collie
Subject: RE: lEN awards
Thank you. Actually the person is dose. Otherwise I would not have ask so bluntly. But you answered and reaffirmed our
relationship.

Regards,
Greg
CEO

Lowe

Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 s Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Office: 208-229-6136
Cell:

208-473-1661

Main: 20&-229-6100
Fax: 208-229•6110
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net

\ssistant: Faye Baxter
..:mall: fbaxter@svringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"
Privileged and Confidentiality Notice

The information in this message is intended for the narned recipients only. It may contain information that is prMleged,
confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified t.hflt any
disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this a-.mail In error, do not print it or disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sander by return
e-mail and delete the e-mail file Immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Bob Collie [mailto:bcollie@ena.com]
Sent: saturday, July 11, 2009 9:04 AM
To: Greg Lowe
Subject: RE: JEN awards

EXHIBIT

I

:J

Greg-

ENA has asked rnultiple times to have the ability to quote ciroutts from multiple providers and have been told no eapti time. We
have also shared our teaming agreement with the state aoo have dlScussed it In detan with octo and Admin leadership so there
IS no possibility that they are confused about where we stand on the matter. Furthermore, we have stated numerous times that
the current environment is not our preferred, normal or typical manner of doing business nor Is It the way that we bid In respanse
to the state's R.FP.
I am not sure who you are referring to at the State, but given the response that was provided to you there Is no way that person

ENA000133
001525

e
is close to the operation of IEN or they must have been mistaken when they spoke.

We continue to stand behind our teaming agreement, however at this point we have no ability to implement its functions as we do
not have the ability to award a backbone or circuits outside of the State's direction.
-Bob

from: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2009 09:52

To: Bob Collie
Subject: RE: IEN awards
Importance: High
Bob,
I had a meeting with a state employee this week around the IEN dual award. He said that the state was clean since ENA was
the prime and had elected to use O.west and not Syringa per our teaming agreement. He Indicated he was not aware of any
teaming agreement, that ENA had never raised the topic of a teaming agreement, and that ENA was responsibl~ for Syringa
Networks not receiving any business or quotes. Hence, any issue Syrlnga Networks had was with ENA and not ~e state.
He indicated that the state had made no demand on ENA to use Qwest and that selection and the continual denial of
business to Syrlnga was an ENA decision. This employee also said It was an ongoing practice and that Is why w~ continued
to receive no bids.
This of course flies In the face of every conversation we have had regarding the IEN award where you have told me
repeatedly that ENA had tried to enforce the teaming agreement but was told by Mike Gwartney that ENA had ito use Qwest
if ENA wanted the business.
The obvious lack of quote requests during this period Is cause for alarm and Is not by accident. Some person(s/) or entity
.1as denied Syrlnga Networks its rightful win as the backbone provider for the IEN network.

So, the question is simple and I have to ask it directly since ENA Is being accused by one state employee. Has ENA elected to
not use Syrlnga Networks or has ENA been directed to not use Syringa Networks?
Our continued support of ENA during this period was predicated on the information communicated by you regarding the
position ENA had been put into by the state and that ENA had done everything in its power to honor Its teamlrig agreement
with Syrlnga Networks. The state is now saying something very opposite to our prior conversations.
Please reply to this email and clearly state ENA's answer to my question.

Regards,
Greg Lowe

CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705

Office: 208--229-6136
Cell:
Main:
Fax:

208-47~1661

208--229-6100
208-229-6110
email: g!owe@syrlnganetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbper@syrjnganetworks.net
Oesk: 208.229.6141

ENA000134
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"Idaho's Premier Fiber Optic Network"

Privileged and ConfidentlaJlty Notice
The information In this message is Intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is prMlege~.
confidential or otheiwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the Intended recipient, you are hereby notified th~t any
disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this e-mail in error, do not print It or disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return
e-mail and delete the e-mail file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Bob Collie [mailto:bcollie@ena.com]
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2009 10:09 AM
To: Steve Maloney
Cc: Greg Lowe
Subject: RE: IEN awards
Understood. I think they are beginning to understand IRON, but they don't like the zealousness that they are showimg to (1) push
things faster than the state is comfortable with proceeding and (2) head in the path of a commercial provider - pittirig
themsetws against Qwest.
The meeting is over and attached Is a document that Laura prepared to begin negotiations related to how we're all supposed to
work together. Overall, I'd say the document is pretty balanced -- perhaps more balanced than we had hoped in M initial draft,
but at the same time it was clear that it was not as much as Qwest was expecting/hoping be given at the starting g~te.
Gwartney made it clear that he'd be running things and that he wanted ENA and Qwest to get together and come tel> an amicable
solution to how we all might execute. Qwest is definitely on the defensive and wants much more. Jim Schmit was hoticeably
frustrated both due to a meeting he had prior with Gwartney and what the document said. Skip had a meeting earlier In the
week with Gwartney and said that the biggest Impediment to get this to move forward is for Gwartney to get Qwe~t nodding and
agreeing with what needs to be done. It appears that Gwartney has begun this process, but I arn certain there Willi be more
required to accomplish the task .
.\II of this being said, however, together we've got quite a bit to do to get this overall relationship with Qwest shaped in the best
manner for our partnership. We're planning to meet with Qwest first thing on Monday in person to try and hear the111 out now
that the attached document has been circulated. I know that Greg is out on Monday and I had initially planned on being in
Phoenix for meetings on Tuesday and Wednesday, but now think that I'm going to stay In Boise over those days. &houk:I we get
together in person on Tuesday? I'm available to talk just about any time, but I do think getting together in person would be

w~~.

,

Outside of the meeting detailed above, we've had a great week, spending time with school districts and gathering $-Rate
papetwork. Take a look at www.ena.com/idaho for copies of what we've been distributing. Oliver is following up personally with
each district that was there as well as those that were not in attendance to gather the appropriate E-Rate paperwork by
February 5th. Overall, districts are very exc:ited about the project (sure, there are a few execeptlons driven by s~cific concerns
and we are working to address them) and supportive.
-Bob

From: Steve Maloney [mallto:smaloney@syrlnganetworkS.net]

Sent: Fri 1/30/2009 08: 12
To: Bob Collie
Subject: RE: IEN awards
OCIO doesn't understand the value of IRON I guess. Of course there has always been tension between the Unllversities and
Administration. So that may be natural. Greg Zlckau Is relatively new to his position and seems to be protetjlve-this has
shown up in his relations with IRON and with Homeland Security. He needs someone advising him who underlstands what
;an be done here.
Watch Qwest carefully. They will agree to something and then not follow through.

ENA000135
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I will be interested to hear what comes out of the meeting.
Steve Maloney

.:rom: Bob Collie [mailto:bcollie@ena.com]
Sent: Ftiday, January 30, 2009 7:32 AM
To: Steve Maloney; Greg Lowe
Cc: Steve Wagner; Adam Johnston
Subject: Re: IEN awards
IRON does not have a good position right now in OCIO so be careful. We have a nng this am with Qwest/Gwarticy to hear Qw¢st out Will
report back afterwards.
·

Bob Collie
Education Networks of Airerica, he. (ENA)
p: +l 615 312-6004f: +1615 250-0535

--- Original Message -H·From: Steve Maloney <smaloney'?{,:syri.nganetworks.net>
To: Greg Lowe <glowe:@.syrlnganetwor.ks.net>; Bob Collie
Cc: Steve Wagner <stwagner@syringanetworks.net>; Adam Johnston <ajohmtont"~-ringanetworks.oot>

Sent Fri Jan 30 08:23:18 2009
Subject: JEN awards
Attached are copies oftl1e IEN awards.

Notice that the awards are blanket purchase orders. Tie state will then issue orders against these - supposedly according to aniIEN strategic
plan We need to find a way to influen:e the devcloprnmt of that plan Perhaps IRON could play a role in that.

Whoe\'er takes Laura Hill. s place will have a lot of influence on what gets ordered aoo from which vendor. It will be interesting.

Regards.

Steve Malore\'

Syringa Networks. ILC
3795 S. Developl1'1'1n1 Ave.

Boise. ID 83705

Office: 208-229-6101
Cell: 208-869-6H)O
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"ldahJ's Premier Fiber Optic Network"

Privilege and Confidentiality Notice

The infonmtionin this iro$sage is intended for tre ralt'Cd recipienlS only. It may contain infmmation tint is privileged, confideIJlial or
otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipictll, you are hereby notified tmt ~· disclosure, copying, ~slributi.on, or
the taking of any action in reliance on the co:nte11ts of this message is $1:rictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in erro~. do mt print it
or disseminate it or its contents. h1 such eve111., please notify the sender by return e-Illlil and delete tJie e-tmil file imirediately tl)ereafter. Thank

you.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGJ.\ NETWORKS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liabiJ. .ity company,
C~$0 No. CVOC-2009-23757

Plaintiff,
VS,

I DJ.\HO DEl?ARTMll:N'i' OF
ADMINISTRATlONJ J. MICHAEL "M:CKE"
GWARTNEY I in hj

11

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT

personal and

official capacity as Director and
ChJef Information Officer of the
Idaho Department of Administration)
JACK G. "GREG" ZlKAU, in his

)

personal and official capacity as l
Chief Technology Officer and
l
Administrator of the Office of the)
CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division)
of EDUCATION Nll:TWORKS OF AMERICA, )
INC., a Delaware corporation;
l
QWEST COMMUNTCATIONS COMPANY, LLC,)
a Delaware limited liability
)
company,
)

________________
Defenciants,

)

)
)

BE IT REMEMBERED, thal this matter came on
i:-egularly £or- Hearing on May 5, 2014, before the court,• in

the courtroom of thQ Ada county Gourthoue;® in Boise, Idaho.

EXHIB

I

4-
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APPEARANCES

For the Plaintiff
Syringa Networks, LLC:

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Givens Pursley, LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83701

For the Defendant
Idaho Dept. of
Administration:

STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
MERLYN W. CLARK
MATTHEW GORDON
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, Idaho 83701
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1
1

nm CWRT: I'll take up syringa Networks, L!.C
vs. Idaho Department of Mninistration, at al. This is
'., il.da County case 2009-23?57. Vir. l.olrbardi here for the
plainti:f1 Mr, clarl:, Hr. Schosooerger and, I'm sorry

1

'.,

, again, sir?
MR. GOR!Xl'l: Vatthew Gordon, Yoor Hor.or.
THE OOJR!: Mr. Qm::!on here on behalf of the

u
1

State, Idaho Departtmnt of fl.dniniscration.
11
A n\lil1ber of matters have been noticed for
11. hearing. r '11 ccire to chose.
I1
Just i:l short 1-klile ago I \olllfl }'I.anded svnnga I S
i. or.:jectior: :.o a nurroor of affidllvits that were sul:mitted
l ', as ur,tiirel y.
1,,
Do you w1mL to have 1:cday1s pro::eeding
Jl continue:!, !lir. L:>til:iard.i, to give you additioool Li.Jr.e Eu
, , consider those matters7
1.,
l·1t La-!BAADI: Thank you, Your Honor, bui: r.o,

111

111

;JI

11

12
11

1,
I~

!ti

p
1,1

19

thank you.

..:o

THE CWRT: All right. Thank you.
n
So the matt.ers that have boon noticed, by my
1 calculation, for hearing tri<:my are the daf&ndsnt I s 11':irch
1.i 21th, 2014 lli'.ltion to change the caption; the oofendant 's
1.' t.Js..."'Ch z; rrotion to strike portionis of the first arrendl'!d
ll

1

,I

1.1.

zJ
;4

t.!,

involves EN.I\ and trn; subseq.ient arriandloonts to both ot
those state:,iide blanket purchase orders to, essentially,
di vida the work 1::etween FNA and Q,lest.
So the question• s corre up in - they ~ into
focus on the trotion to change the caption and the, I
think particularly there. And it cnre;, up also for ~h!!
rrotion for partial 51l!llllarY j uo;irrent that• s been nctitoo
soroowhere out there.
And that question is, what is the contimied
status of ENI'. and Q;rest or what Q.1est is now,
CenturyLink, Wlrnt is their status in this case. And
that rray be sanething that the parties need to ac::klress.
Now, certainly the Q,lest intar~st in Count pr
is the siillli, tcrJay as it was re:orr.,. It rray not vie1J its
inten:isc as rn'ilriting any appearanc:e or argurrent herel,
But ENA -- thi$ is a new claim involving the ENA contracr
that's ooen allth:,rizeci in the decision granting leave to
a.wnd.
And so the qi.,-estion is what is ENA' s status Iin
this, and whether its tonner status as a party is "--1
is - how all that stuff :«>rts out.
Again I don• t need those issues to be ctari ~ied
today, l wonder, though, whether, Mr, l.anbanii, yotj've
effected service on cW.1 and effected serviC0 on the .Q.-last
entity .md whether you've served the D.:!partmant of

'

1

t

1

,

•
1

"
"
111
!1

pvst~appeal G'O!i'plaint and &!mand for a jury tri.a~ and t:he
oofer:dant 's nntion for partial reconsideration of the
Ccurt 's February 25, 2014 decision regarding the 1JDtion
to il.ffi=rd and reriaJ"M Count !11.
I've reviewed the l'IX)tions, the supp::irtir.g
rt'laterials, the opposition, the change in opposition ~nd
the rep.lies to these r.hirigs, And I wanted to discus.-; one
asp¢ct of these motions that ! 'm not Sa&king any
r.:.!!01:.ition on tc<lay, but l 'll just .share with cuunsel.
Tho ca.%' presents, I think in one or two
resp,c'Cts, an od:I ~veloi;:ment. And that is, at the tirrlfl

1
1

Adminiscration, whether new answers will oo ccming iln,
those Hnds of things.
And it causes ne sorre C{ll\t:€lrn al:out 1o/hether
we' re going to l:e able to hear your irotioti in the time

~

fra're.

b

I think there's a gi\!neral agree.rent, if th,m,
can ha such a thing l::et1.ieen these parties 1-lho are htjJre
today, tl'.at the interes;ts of ENA and Q..iest are iupo1'1:ant.
And certainly i regard them as very i!!POrtant ir. teims of
any da-.:isions that may be made with te~poct to thesti
State contracts.
And so it became rrore elm to fl'I;! as I rev~&ls'ed
sone of the material for today that chat I s an il'!SUe I
think the partic:s are gcing to n88d to ad::lress. Ari(! I
thought I'd just share that with the parties.

1

s
•i

1u

11

the Court enter«i its judcr,oont dismissing all o! the
11 plilintiff's daim.s and the case went up on appeal, \-.hat
11 r.awenect w;is the sup.rem:i t»urt affirrroo the dismissal of

11

1:,

all of the co1.mts e:\capt for the Court's cleternrl.nation
with respect to tha declaratory relief sought. in Count
11 III,
111
~ it was originally fr•d, that was the

i!.1

111

I •m not necessarily seeking any responses, lbut I
n think that's; something we're going to have to sort but
1R before we get tco far along.

11.

;,, reqtlest for declaratory relief regarding the
aaninistration's contract statewide blanket purchase
ti order with (),'est,
u
And so as the case CO!l'e5 back, that claim came
i 1 back. And the plaintiff has rooved pretty quicl:ly to
t4 am!lld that claim to include the other statewide blanket
1.h purchase order that was made at the sarre till'e that
1.11

1;.:

1J

lb

That being said, I don I t think that •• we4, ;i
couple of other observations.
~1
I have been careful in - I've tried to be.
careful, for instance, when I set out rlf,/ decision o~ the
ll ll'Otion to arrenct and renama Count m to make sure t'1at I
ii sent - I provided serotice copies to all of the pa~ies 1
l~ including ~ and Q,18S1; counsel.
rn

20

,2

t
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11
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llnd I nottll that, Mr. Larbardi, your office
c:ontinues to sen•ice - provide service copies to all the
parties. Cmmsel, as I note for sone reason, the State,
cha ~partment of Ad!linistration, ten& to only provide
l!!'.!rvice copies to you, Mr. Wllbardi • llnd that I s
scm:thing I'd ask counsel to think about a5 we• re -- fill
this question I think has to be addressed.
Those things having been said, the - it's not
clear to ire at all, and it doesn't sttike me that ENA and
Q,,~st are ne-::essaril y needed parties tor the motion to
aimnd or for tins rrotion to reconsider.
If they are -- if they are to be made parties or
their status is clarified, it 11\lY be they file sare other
m:>tions going forward. But it SOOl115 to rre that there is
no ::eason thllt I cannot hear thG argmient on the rrotion
to reconsider or the rmtion to d@nge the caption or tlm
rtDtion to strike p,rtions of the first airended cooplaint
without them being here,
l did want to have SO!lB input froni cotln!l!l on
that. Mr. ~ ?
MR. 101BAADI: Yes, Your Honor. Thank you.
In fact, Syrinqa was ~rving copies of pleadings
o11 Q,.e;:;L and ENi'I up to 1.1nd Including the rotion to afl'end
dl~.l !!,/@Ire.
l\'e rncei ved the Court's decision on that, A'ld

I then after tlmt, ...., received a pleading from the state
, that had e.1tcluded 1!NA and Qnest. And l,;J did tor II pi:riod
J of time, I oolieve in error, not include 1!NA and (.)lest.
We ~ntly realized our error and :.erved
~ everything that we had filed on Q,m5t and ENI\, And then
6 ;ie subsequently served everything that the r.epart.mant of
-i Adninist.ration had filed we also served on Q:·iest and EW\,
I d:in 't see an obstacle to the court •s
9 c:onsideration of the rrotions that are scheduled tor
tn toooy. l understand that the hearing date 1,e have for
11 the rrotion for partial SUl!lllary jud()rrent may be ac risk,
12 in any event, ar.d understand that ever>rone needs to hava
11 an oHJOrtunity to bi: heard. So we' 11 be •,ery, very
ti fle;:ible Oil that and subject to whatever tha Court
I~ decidlls,

16

ti
18

rn
iu
1.1

22
21
24
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With regard to ENA and Q,;e~, we 111e made our -or suhnitted our written argixnent. And the cru.-: of it,
essentially, Your Honor, is that the Supreme Court
t'elBllded for proc:eedl.ng$ consistent with the opinion, and
it did not ~- it dismissed the claims that were iw.p.ressly
asking for relief against ~ and ENA,

count m asks tor relief agaiMt the Department
of Ad'rd.nbtration. But under the declaratory j udc}ll:lnt
statute, Omt and 6N1\ have an interest. That interest
is reqarded and respected and noted by the Sll'l!nded

1 cooplaint as well as the original CO!Jt>laint which
z incorporates and reall~s the preceding allegations
J t-lhich set out the factual pr!!l1lisa, including the fact
4 that Q.,/P..st and ~ are defendants and that they had
~ interest in the original and i'll1lended $8!:1()g,
We believe that that is, in fact, sufficient
1 they ramrin parties for purposes of Count m. And I
regret that they haven't shown up, but I believe that
q that's been their choice because they have been ootifist
10
Thank you, Your Honor.
11
THE CCURT: Tham: you,
1~
Mr, Clark or Mr. schos..¢erger, in terms of yout
D views, is there any reason 1-1hy 1 can't pr~ on the '
14 matters that have been noticed tor tod::iy?
1~
MR. Cl.ARK: Th9111: you1 'four Honor,
10
Well, 1 think the cru:,: of tM! ITDtion to change '
i'I the caption does raioo the issue that tha U>urt has
u frarred, is wlwther or not \:hey are parties. And that's
M certainly - I think ym: can l-iear that even in th@ir
20 ebsence. That's going to l:e presented by the Department
n of Mnl.nistration.
22
Iii th respect to the rrotion to strike, 1..e would ;
ll sul:mit to the Court that whichever way the COurt rules Q/"1
l4 the motion to change thl'! caption will guide the C.ourt i~
2:, how to awroach the irotion to strike.

And we have waived oral argU1Tent on that
l\'e submit it on the briefs as to how

i pmicular irotion.
1

the Court would rule on thaL.
With resp«:t to the rroti!)n for reconsi deratfon,

r, again tlwt raise.5 the issue whether or not ENA Md Q,1est:
need to be parties under the statute that grants this
court authority to grant a d~laratory j~nt and
a provides that indispensable pmies must be included, Sc
9 we think you can hear arguroont. I Imnot sure al»ut your
1o ruling on that point.
11
Tl£ COURT: l 'm along ~11th you there, tlir. Clark)
ti

MR, CU\RK: Okay.

2~

TIE COURT: All right, So let •s - if 1,ie can,
Mr, Clark, on - if
this is going te oo you, sir - on your rmtion fur
partial reconsideration of my February decision?
MR. Cl.llRK: Could we begin with the ll't:'ltion to
change caption, Your 11.mor?
TIE CCURTI I'm going to go with you, Mr. Clark,,
ho1.ever }'OU want to do it,
MR, C1AAK1 Okay.
W$ll, 1,,1 bring this nDtion t:o charqe the caption,
I
under Rule 7(b) (2) and Rule lO(a) fl). We submi.t to the
Court that FW\ and l).•t wen both diS!lissed fr001 this

~!i

case by final judl]nent. A final jud:;Jn'ent

11

14 (-an I have you take th@ lead then,

I~
!IJ

n
1a
19

io
?.1

ii
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•
1 the suprelfl! court. The supreire Court remanded only on
, Count m. And that's only against 00~; that's not
, against &NA or Q.,iest.
This Court and the Suprere Court both awarded
f6€5 and costs to M.. They were paid, A satisfaction
,. of j\lcigloont was entered. As this Court well f:®ws 1 the
, rule in Xd!ho is no tees and costs could ~ awarded
, ur,less all issues and all claioo in a rratter are fully
resolved. '!'hflre can be no issues reimining FEindinq.
JI'
So we sul:mic that the only parties to this case
t 1 at r,hfo till!B are syringa and i::he Cep.irorent of
Ii il.1ninistration.
1,
We l:now - initially plaintiff's c.:aunsel, in a
k,:Ler to u:; in Des::errber cf .)013, ackMwledged that ENA
1:, ai,d Q.·lf'..St were not parties. Then in a formal filinq in
"' rn5Fcnse to our rr.otion for caption, Syrir.ia agreed that
1
they 1ser~ not ptu:ti es and then d·iar.gact its i:;osi tion and
1:: wi thdre>"' that pleading and that acknowledgment.
l1'e 1..oold sul::mi.t to the court they did so when
1.l• they got our motion for reconsideration and realized this
n Coort has no jurisdiction co grant a declaratory relief
u that 1;hey seek on their a!l<lncled claims unless ENA and
1. , Q.:est are parties.
1,;
They've nade several ar~tli, 'flmy argue that
1: the'i h<1ve ~ared p:>5t-appeal, which is r.ot true. There
, ·'<

1 •,

l sulloit, Your fl:>nor, that the law is clear ~hat
once the final judg'nent is entered disttl.ssing the cliUITl!l
1 against ENA and Q;iest that tr.ey were no longer parti*s.
4 And the only way they can b', brought back in is on r~tion
::, and order of this Court allowing Syringa to make the i
Ii effort to try and bring them back in.
And then, as the C.ourt well knows and Syrin(Ja
a \,\all r.nows, there's going to be a huge fight over re*
~ judicata. Thank you.
111

11

1,

n
1,1

i:,
!ti
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THE o:lJ]T: Hr, Clari:,
Mr. lc!rbardi 7
MR, 1.0.S.bJml : Thank yoll., Your Honor.

The Court very accurately characterii.ed thi~
is51,;e by sayir.g it 's odd, the decision of the suprem~
court ii; odd on this point. The Supreme Court cleilt1y
analyzed proc:ireirent law, clearly analyzed t.he RFP, the
responses t{l the RFP, tM contract~ that were issuoo and
the an-anded contracts troat were ist.-ued and then talk~d
about the Ltnlaw!Ltl nacure of the precess ti.at !'..id ~n
undertal:en by the Departnent of Administration.
It then very spocifically di:ill1issed tho
conpLaint for intel'far&nce against Q,K,st ar\(j the
collt)laint ror breach of contrlJCt against ENA - or upheld
this Court's decision on that course - and then
upheld - or, rather, remanded the decision - or.,

9

1 1~:r:&

1

1

r•

·•

1,,
1'
It
1,

1;
1:i

1..
11
1r1
1·1

t"

1:

11

a couple of affidavits, three affidavits filed by

the Stace that had the na,,r,1;15 of the counsel for ENA and
!}.\".St ir. the top of the caption. '!'hat was inadvertent on
our part. !'le had no authori ~y to maf:e an ai;:pciararn:e for
5'Y)inga or Q....est -- or for ENI\ or Qi/est.

They've argued that, well, in order to give
effect to the supreme Court I s decision, in order to grant
~he declaratory relief, that they must be partiet.1, aut
:hat doesn't happen ipso tac.to,
They argue chat, wall, l::ocause tll6re was no
e:;press order entered by the Supreme Court er anterc.ad by
this Court declaring them not parties that, therefore,
they must still be parties.
In fifty years ot practice ! 've oover read or
5enn the law applied \:hat Wf).IJ in the Idaho courts, It's
wel~ underistood t.hat a di:mssal. ot plaintiffs ends the
case. t·il'len the judgment is entered, the case is over and
the p.irties go liorre.
Here we have a judgirent disnu.ssing the
plaintiff. It's been affimd 'f1.J the Supreme Court.. And
rrerely servinq ENA and Q..iest with dOCUl'l'ents doesn't 1l'ake

b

ij

q

HI

11

1i

))
14

11,
lo

11
ia
1q

?.o
1.1

u them parties. The rules ot procedure in the statutes of

n

Idaho require n:ch rrore than that. syringa actni. ts that
i4 they' ::e indispwable parties but IMk&s no effort to
1.~ bring them back in.

,l

t:1

24
2~

10

rather, re!l\!ll\ded the case on Count III, which is ooebng
dBci.&ratory j~nt.
i\nd in the remittitur it says: "It is !:ere~
ordered that the Discrict Court shall forthwith ~ly
with the directive of this opinion if any action is
required."
Similarly, in the vrery l:iegiMing of the ca~, of
the decision by tha Supreme Court, Justice E:ismann says:
"We affitm the dismissal of all daims except the claim
contending chat che bidding process violated the st~tutes
governing purchases by che division of purchasing. !'le
remand this case for further proceedings consistent 1,Jith
this opinion,"
The original cooplaint in this case allegedi illld
identified ENA as a defer.<lant in pa1:agraph 7, It aliso
identified Q,iest as a defendant in paragraph 9,
And then at the );)QgiMing of Count 1Il - f~rst
of all, the title on C'cunt m doesn't state it's against
anyone. It ii, thta one count that asked tor just sirwlY a
declaratory judgfflnt.
And paragraph n realleges paragraphs l to ~6,
which includes those paragraphs en\ll'erating or
identifying El'UI and ~st as defendants and the corrpanion
paragraphs 1 through 76 that set out the faete of tile
unlawful contracts that ware Ulldllrtaken 'r1y OOJ\ clllCi ,
1

12

9
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•

•

accepted by ENA and Q,.iest •
I have never seen this circumstance before. It
sounds as if Mr. Clark has never seen this circl.lJT$t.!lllCe
• before. And i suspect, perhaps, that 's also true of the

l

i,

Court.

But tl1e fact of the rratter is that Count III
·, always incorporated ENA and Q,rest as deterunLs. And
q they were - they remain defendants in this case
'' p)st-reirand becau..;e the rerr011d preserved the claim
111 contending the bidding p~ss violated the statutes.
11
Now, the relie! that'!! requested 1,
THE COJRT: But your original - the claim that
1 i you a!J!;(!l:ted in count 111 •,ias only against the Q~oest
14 statewide blanket purchase order. It di.dn' t have
1~ anvt:hing to oo with the order at the same tine to Elill..
ii\. i.CNBAR,'JJ: ihe Court is corrnct. But lh!!
n contrac.t that - the ~remood S8FO that is the object of
rn count III ir.clude:i ltl>UI and the di vision of the labor
1•• mtween ENA atid 1.Jhat ENA and Q;iest would do, so that El\.lL,
20 and Q,mst both have an interest in that airendnent to
11 ~he - e:<c:11$(! ~ - in that ameOOTl9nt to the contracts.
a
SO that to the e:·:tent their interest was there,
iJ they were includad a., partie., berore this Court in
1.1 connecdon 1.ith \:ount 111.
1'.,
l\'ow, tho relier that's requested i, relief
b

1 against OOl\, But the ceclaratory j1Ktpnt statute ooes
require that they be reo:iqnized as parties $0 their
1 interests may b0 addressed. And that w.i:1 give them an
4 opportunity to ap~ and Lt1 ~se tho relief that
~ Syri nga' s requesting.
But the one thin;i that.' s clEia! .fro:n the record
1 i$, that tht:lre is no or,:l.>r saying, frC!!l the Supreme CQurl,
n they are diElllissed. The only order 1~ have i:, the
•, opinion saying the claim., are reJl\91'1ded and the remittitur
111 i:.hat requires pr~ngr: consistent with the opinion.
11
With regard to the letter to Mr, Clark and
t7 Mr, Schosmerger, that's a Rule 408 co.'tll\Ullication. T1m
11 surprised to see it here. rt appears, h01..ever, that both
1. r.arries have been a little inadvertent in the way we've
1~ descrU:ed things.
16
l would note in that vein that the three
11 pleadings: the affidavit of Joel SLrid:ler, the affidavl~
I» of Bob Collie illld the affidavit of Elissa !mnocl: do
1•, contain the captions of the - of counsel for ENA and
;,11 l,}>1:!st, and they've not been ~.ithdrawn by o:>Ul1&'!1 for ENA
1.1 and Q,/e$!;, And the -

THE ca:JRT: But 1 have substitute affidavits

22
11

in COll\)liance with the rules, indicate they are pleadings
z for Mr. ThotTBs and Mr. flerfreirent, Mr. Patter$0n and
Mr. cterrecht; that I den' t believe Hawley Troxell
actually has slanding, if you will, to withdra11 those
, pleadil\9$.
Mr, Clark has told us he didn't really have
1 authority to file them in the first place. And that's
s son-ething that counsel for Q.-.1'!1.!it Md counsel for ENA can

But if he didn't r.ave authority to file them im
the first plac:e, I question Wther he has authority .:1t
I? thi:; p;ii nt to withdraw them 1vmre they could ha11c and
11

n shnuld have been withdrawn by ENA or C?,,iest.
But tho point is si11pl y this, i'o~rr Honor. Cmn)t
1~ rn was directed to declaratory relief. It invoked tr.e,
!1i declaratory rnlief statute. Th.it rnquires that Lhe
n interests of al 1 parties to the contract have an
111 opi:ortunity to be heard.
1q
El{/\ and Q,.-est 1,13m incll.ldt;;d within th<.!
20 alle9ations that are contained ~.1 thin Coone 111, both in
11 the original co:rplaint Md in the wended corrplaint. J!Jld
n they - too caption should not te changed t.o reflect
n their deletion as plll'ties beeaue.: they raiiain as partie$.
24
i have no objection to the caption being chanqe:i
w, to delete Mr. Zickau i;Jnd Mr. c.i.1.utney.
l4

~

u
10
JI
11.

n
14
la

16
11
tu

l~
20

11
22

n

now.
MR, LGlBAA!l!: You ha•,e substitute affidavits.
I guess 1Tfy wint is because these on their face,

,.,

.iddress.

9

10

24
:i~

Thank you, Your Honor.
'!'HE ct.IJRT: Hr. Ir..ooardi I t;hilnk you.
Mr. Clark, anything else on that, sir?
MR, CIARK: Yes, Your Honor.
Section 10-1211 of che l'.X!clar.;tory ,Juclr;,urent !Jr.:t
e;,:pressl y provides "ltien cw.:laratory relief is sought,
all parsons shall be rrad!i partie.S who havo or claim dllY
interests that ~XJuld be affectP.d by the ooclaration, an(j
no declaration sooll prejudice the rightll of p:irsons not
~rties to the proceeding."
·
And section l!.H200 gives this Court authority
to refuse to enter ti SIJ!lln!lry judg'11e11t when that
'
jurisdictional requirSll\l!nt cannot be root.
The fact that the Supreire Court r ~ on
count Ill against the 00?\ does not make them partis".s,
Cbviousl y the SuprerrP. Court n@ver forMal>' this procedural
jurisdictional issue.
Plaintiff has a rl!!!Mdy. It can move this court:
to join thffl as parties, ENA and Q.·.l;lSt, and tlmn gi'Je
this Court the opportunity to bring them bacl: in, shoulq
it ~ the need to do so an<l the legal ability to do $0,
Time is a reason th;t our statutes and our
rules provide express requit!l!llllntii and conditions for
br~ing a p!lrty into an action. Tho.!le requir!lll'ents oo•ie
not been satisfied here.

13
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With respect to the affidavits, I think we did

r

file a notice of withdrawal of these throo affidavits.
Ne fol lowed Mr. l.<:.mbardi' s lead, lrJt withdrawing
d.--cu.Tsnts chat w,3rn inadvertently filed, Md 1,ie made it
clear that; we didn't rnwe authority to represent ENA or
0.-1=st. And we don't have authority today to .represent

I

tl'J6.1\,

1
1

.i

;"
11
1,
1·,

,,:
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.,,
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,,

1.:
,,
1.,,
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We're here repreoonting the State. Those
affidavit:. \.,l;lfe filed by the State on i'ehalf of the State
in the int!lrest of the state in supp::>rt of the m:ition for
r.ic.nnsideration ar.<l in opposition of the m;tion for
etmll:U'.-y judgrent.
If it were so easy to bring som;ione back in
after tl'tll!\' had been cii.:mi.s.sed from a case, we woi;ldn't
r.ave any .::l:!Sie ever closed. ~1ery file in this court!r;iuse
wcU:.d have the MIO& ot former i:-arties who ware involved
ai:d ;;r,ey w,:,u~d all be deerred parties.
So if $001,lbody wanted t:o CO!Th'., in and nake a
ro;;tfon to r•:s:.pen one of those files, t:r.-ey could just do
M t1n.'i bring them back and chey'd be back in. And that's
r.cl the law. It nevl.'lr has been the law.
it's always been the law in Idi!Jio onc:e a c.i.se is
resc:·:e::l on the merit~ and closed, it's ovar.

There are

waff,

to reopen, You can trove to

rropen a case1 but you have t.o Jierve the parties to do

need to defend themselves on that ct aim, and neither :did
2 the State for that niatter. We've looked at that,
But we rmde the motion to di/ill\iss on the basis
of standing and failure to e:1,haust. And chis Court
~ granted the judg:rent on those iSSlles, so that those ,
t issues were never develoi;edi Q..est was never requir~ to
·1 respond to that issue.
And l think the proper prcr..ooura to get thi~
•.i turned il!Ound would bi! for plaintiff to rrove to bring
j I) thl;IDJ back in•
11
And he can argue, and there will ~ an atqll/!lellt
11. of res judicat:a - and I'm not going to predict that: at
n this i:;oint, and l 'm surfJ the Court won't either - b'~t
H there is -- pli,intiff has a relief. ~laintiff has a
1~ prcredure it can follow. That doesn't forf'.e this Co11tt
;" to try and convolute soiw rem.dy to say, well, Q,iest was
: 1 a party ir. the case at one ti.rm so rr.M t:hey'ra wck in
!B wmuse there Wa$ a claim that ro.iqht ;iffact them •
;,,
That doesn't miike ttiem a party. And that's
,o really ,1hat th@ statute says. ~n you r...ve ar,
ii indispanm.le parey, you must mar.e them a party. Anij
u r.hat' s not been done with re~ct to that claim against
/'! them. Okay?
14
I don't hava a better answer. It's a diffic;ult
;,!, and : t is an odd situation. But think the Court still

JI

, i:. None of that 1 $ wen li>M here.
THE COORT: But t:he -~ but one of the odd
!eatw:~ here, Mr. Clari:, is that (?,,i:;st was a party in an
ac,: on in 1-inich there 1~as a claim of affirmative relief
against iL. Solt has a claim that it's fighting for
,, dam3.,1es.
That case also includad thii, claim for
~.:laratory relief in l'lhich it~ interest in this State
:::er.tract was being i:.'hallenged indirectly, but it had an
1,, int.erelit in that matter as well. There's no question
t 1 t~at :.t was pro~rly joined and its interest in that
1., contract •.1as properly joined because it was a party.
1,
So the question I have with respect to i;.west is
i. when that claim CC.Ile$ back, does Q,rost come back ~lith ir,?
1•.
I recogni::e thal the plaintiff's claim for
aWrm.!ttive relief aga.irist Q,;est has been reoolved,
1, That's not here. And it I s -- so that's the issue that r
II! have, Mr. Clarl:.
1•
That other ciaim ir. which it was -- it was a
,... par7,·; 1./nen that -;lillim was a,$$erted 11
MR. Cl.ARK: !Jh-huh ,
1..

THE co:mT: -- am! its intere!its were !replicated
, , in that claimi that claim has come back •
.:4
Mfi, C!Ml.l<: But chat claim was never asserted
,,. against Q,iest:. They never had the opportunity or the

u

19

needs to protect the record and protect the parties ~he
are indispensable parcies. The statute ll'ilkes Lhat <4ear:.
Th,mk you.
'i'HE: caJRT: Mr, Clari;, thanf; you.
Who's goir.9 to argue tM defendant's rr.0tion :Co!:
" r0consiooration? Vir. Clari:?
MR. Cll\RK: Y.es, Your Honor, I ~ii 11 •
1

THE COORT:

G:;i

ahead, sir.

~

MR, CLARK: This case has been going i;ince 2009,
111 and the State has really not had the on:ortU11ity before
l1 now to tell its side of the story in this c:a..~.
l·le challenge the

1i

1J
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Stiil!iding

of Syringa to brirjlg

the case in its failure to ei:haust admi.nistrad vo
rel!Edies. To do that, there was no nood for the Sta~e to
go back into the facts of what really happened with the
Idaho r,;due&tion t@twork RFP or the contra<:ts chat 1\\!i~e
l0t to ENA and Q,1ese.
Ar.d ~.\ll sul:mi. t to the Court there have been 41 lot
of rni.sparceptions about the RfP, aoout the leuit:g ~ the
contracts, and that these mispm::eptions had baen
damaiJing to the state's case. So we want to use this
opr:ortunity to correct the rncord.
Md 1,e oogin with this court's first sub8titute
meirorandum that was issued on July 2J of 2010, In that
decision, this Court stated that "The DOA issued nearly

18

1

1.0

17
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•
identical to statewide blanket purchase orders to Ei\JA and
l

MR. ClJIRK: Yes,
THE COURT: And you correctly read frr,rn it,

~51:,11

i~oo

On Fl'lbrunry 26th, the CQ1\
l\!rendnent t-k). l
4 to (?,.est and EN.ii., And in that che L"ourt st111ted that each
!1 amendrant stated "It is the intent of the State of Idaho
" lo arrend SBro 1300, 1309 to clarify the roles and
7 responsibilities of the parties to the agreerent."
Each ~ndmant also stated "The State considerts
~ Q,ii:!st and ENA equal partner$ in the IEN proiect as
rn ~trated in the intent to award letter dated January
11 20, 2009 and the subsequent ssro 1308, 1309, dated
1, January 28, 2009, The amendrents clarified the scope of
1.1 1-Kirk tor b:Jth oo. and Q.,1251; ,"
l4
And then the Court ffl.d ~thing c:hat is
1'. disturbing to the state, A:'l the Court stated, "syringa
t~ contends, antl the contention does not appear to t:e
l'I msputed, that the effect of the mndrn,mts was to award
18 to Q;-,est the entire scope of worl: a!!ligned to Syringa in
t(, too t;e&'\'d.ng agreenent and the !EN Alliance prop)sal. The
1.0 affect of the ;;urendili,nt$ to the purch;;ise ordllr$ 1,ias to
1,1 eliminate Syringa from participation in the tltN/RrP

lt

project."
And we submit, 'iour Honor, lhi$ stat;eirent is not

2J
14 correct.

In a series of al legations in paragraphs 39 to
50 in its verified c.aiplaint and in the post-appeal

b

In its decision, the Supreme Court - an<l I
4 don't -- I have the - tlw -- I oon't have this fran too
5 Pacific Third Reporter or fran the Idaho Reports bocaust

" we' re not quite there yet.
But in its decision, the Suprerre Court r~ tha
8 staterrent: ''The effect of these arrendrents was to make
q Q,lest the e:t.clusi ve provider of the J:;acl:bor.e, which is i
10 what Syring& intended to provide ilS a sul:x::ontractor of
1

11 ~!A. 11

12
l)

Do you view that as a rllistal:e?
MR. CIARK: Yell, Your fbnor.

14
My understanding is when the Suprfflro court I', they don't make findings of fact. In fact, 1 once hear@
11, Justice Ei~nn address it at a l!eminar i was at. And hir.
11 said, "Ne do not make finding!! of fact, 11
1a
What they do, they asslllll'e facts as alleged. And
19 chat wasn't an all@gation. So r don't fault them for
1.0 saying that /llS an assurt~)tion based on a pl<>..-1ding on tl.e
1.1 corrplaint, 1::ecauw., they acc:opt that as true on their
n decision when they're ruling on .\ltanding. They oon't
;:J address the Jll@rits on standing. So 1 accept that they
24 said it and I acc:ept why they £laid it. But I don't thirll:
2~

it's an accurate statement of fa'.':t.

:\

))

1

tc:tplaint, Syringa alleges that "Syringa has received no
dtrect purch~ orders frcm :he IX\!\ for the IEN

1

inpl e:nenta: ion ,"

!,
~

And that's true. But they never would. E,en
un~r their teaming agreemilnt, they would n,wer have
gotten a direct order.
That "Syringa has not re:eived any w:irk tor the

u IEH imitation,"

''
:Cl
;1
11
1,

14
1~,

lb

n
1a

1• 1

io
;,1

:a
23
,i
J.~

the neoorl:.
That "The State rejected requests co use Syrill{Ja
for the TEN technical Wl}rk."

That's also false. Tha affidavits of Greg
Zid:au and I.aura Hill establish that that's false; that
Syringa was asked to participate and they refused to do
it. unless they could gel all the \\Ori:.
And. "That the award to QA>est by the 00&. unduly,
unlawfully and without authorlt.y split and divided the
IF.I-! Alliance proposal to dopri ve Syringa o! any of the
IEN i~lerrentation 11'0rk. 11
THE COJRT: Can I ask YoU a ~stion, Mr, Clark?

ctm:

, pr~'" -- and it:' s almost like a three-step pro:ess.
And one of the things that ••ie ~1.!lllted to point out i.::

R

l\nd that's false. They've had w:irk since 2011 1
and they've been paid over $1.4 million for their work on

certainly.
THE co:JRT: 'iou read frQII page 6 of my
suostitute decision that's dated JUly 23.td, 2010.
~.

And r think if the St.ilte is allowed Lo put on
, evidence t~} descril:e to this Court what harfene<I, the
J Court wi11 say, at the end of the day, assllllptionl'l nf thn
Court are not accurate. Tlw findings ot fa(.t that shou.lid
be IJ'ade by this Court would Elbtablish those fact£,
One of the thl nqs th.::it haR,*nad in this

Yes1

:, that - and it's unfoi:tvnate that th<>.se dcC1.m:1nts

1;~):'\;

10 lab:lled 111'.rrandr.ents" l:ecause 1.e .sutmit 1 and we think \,~
11

n
11

14

1~
16
r,

lR
1•1
2n
21

22
11

l4
l5

can estabiish they really didn't .urend the ser;os.
ENA and (,'.!,;est ooth bid for the conplete work,
all of the work that was isstkKI that was solicited by the
RFP. That inc.J.u&.ld the d!sign, the supplying, the
COl\5truction, the equiµoont, the software to create a
network for all of the .schools in Idaho, inc1 uding ;ill qt
the univer1M.ies, all tile State agencies, &11 the cities
and colll'lties that are considered State l'lntitia51
including the Idaho Supra court,
And they both bid the whole project, And they
were both ar1ardad with ehe SBPO, the whole project, ~J
were identical. They weren't nP.arly identical.. They
were identical. Sl3POs to ENA and to Q,:est.
That
the first step. And they were di!! or
similar services. And they c:enplied fully with the
1

*

22

21
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t

1

"
1:

'•
1,
11

t'
1•

,1

•

statute, Anri evorylxldy seems to agrne with that. ThE
!i'uprene Court agrE!!d wiU1 it. And you noted in one of
your decisions in Footnote 5 that che plaintitt had
agreed with it, And, yet, hore we are bnck fighting
wlw,thiar or not that',; 00..."'Q!l'ta an Jssue, whether or not
they' re legal, bwful orders.
The se.-:ond step in that procetct1 was the
ro-called am..~nts, And what thc.i:ie 8111111',::ilu:mts did is
they inlStxucted the parties of how tM State conte~lat~d
1sstiing service; ordflrs at that ti!l'fl.
THE OOJRT: ~It, Clark, as I understand tho
plaintiff's p:,sition •• and I have read illld I had read at
tl:e L!:re t.hal l m,,de the dedsion on ttv; m:>tiou to ;,.rend
ar.:i rcn"1Ti<' count m, :,yrl m;in' s .:i~p..111 ntr:: hri Gt in th,,
Supr1:1:r~ l!~•,lrL ir. 1·:hich ~hey cild noL contesl Lhe ori9i::e1l
.,;-u,rd.
.41ld their 11rtJtlr~t 11£:Jinly !:o..--used <lt1 thp d fe~t
of tire arnam.hent:;1 and C'hangir.g the ~\1t1r<.1 ro &gliit.i.c:,ilitly
that neither F.Hti. or Q,11:!St were, aft.<:r the: a.'re11ch1ents,

: ehat sno:na~~if:=:~ a: :::t~;f o:~~c~~
I

1

I

u~y

:Ln

Chi!~ :;o-caileti am<1nxents .as ct llcw they Willlted to [
irrp~1;I1W1~ i; ilr.i ti:(~ they didn't. follow it. \lhat tltY
cti<;l -- r.hcrc' s a third lltffO,
,
,;
N:.-r1, w,r,;':,, .. st~\:11ce t!tat ,;a.ys /Jflce lhey ~ssue

thii c:r.atf;~.~.oo b:@l;et ~urchil.511! orders, c:hey're open
6

l

cor.trn::ts, All .,9~ncies must buy vff tl:C:i~!'! .:ontra::tl.

.1\nd '//J'j t::1ve :ei rifl'fillr~I r.;.u;, we I re dlial.ing r.:it
just". with sehr,0}s ;md e-rata, 1-:e're also dealing wit ali
) ·1 ~lw Sti.tc;, ag,mce;;.
1
t'l.
k',d wl'wt _i:ii~y did~ they ~id,_ okay~
11 how tile'{ plan l:; 1rrple1ri!llt w.1.th the s.:ni;,;,~$. .ney
,,-,, """'-I'°
~.n,.-' r·t; r··•or .. 1...-., l'-•!/-.1 '"' -~..,11c·· 1't
1...' .;._. _;_"1,
··~1.. 1.., PJ1.,.l
_.n_. ~a:.~, 1 J.,IM; \L'l-1.. n v .._v •.• ,
111

lw1'~

l:.i,•t

1.'·J

11

"'' ptovidiny th@ J!:\in~ t\! $imilar ~ervkes, And mat w;;is lhe
fo:;us of the argumant.

1' t:<"·::,:1"" Jl\.k:! ""rate fu1ilir.3, tl10y h:s·:c to tal:,:: th;:
t6 ,c,.-.,~t pri,:... ,:..r.1 {;.,iest w~ net Che .:.owest priet. .
n
Sc:· ,.:~ ::hir:i ~,;ec :in this r;r~::c.:~· that th~ ~ft=.<ltt:
ill .a-~tu;;:l •.· f,;;ll,;,;,\!d ~'"" ti~• orde:<:d ·e•:er:,'tli~liif frat ~~;.. al
1:1 U1e EN.Li prirn, \·~1i:h 1~;~:i the kx-1.st prier.,,
:
1.11
£!I,\ ti.en e:qiiged sy.ri.r.g:;1 t;,; ,b Lhe w;;rk.
11 1,;;:i1.u o hitvt' ;;;nq..-'t(reti -- not Syiir,g.., ,),;.,sc.
!

;.-1.
hut what l underl'II.Md chem to be saying ~~ wh:ll
, ·' ! und&t.stand syringa to be asserting is that if the first

n already annount:ed w,he nol golr.g to play, If 11'1 d:l~' L

;"
,1

,..

I'·

!::+

n

EMA muld have engaged Syringa, but Syringa l1md

a.1,:1ru.'tnenc;:; which dl'lterml.ned ~he scope of work tor ENA and

1.,1

Q,,e.:1L v/as slnply a preLl.i)~:L, Lt Lhe ()riginal i!lWard~ ~.1:,re

t:, '1ffidal'iti:; of Laura Hill lltld

gee it all, we're not going co play. And that's in Fhe
her dei:osition tel!tin:onr and
/ I

). ~ l

1

1

1

,
1,,
1!

1/
1,
i,;

r,
1,,

P

s;!fPlY to got a pretm:t !In th;it they could lat.er m,~nd in
a 11ay thal was against Lhe biddintJ :.;ll.llUti!l.l, Lhal 1·1ould
ir1:1ke rile original aw<1Id subject to t~, challenge that;
thr.y'•:n raiser!, N,t. that i t 1s on its faee an impro~~r
multiple a"·ard. l Lhink whcil l 'm n1ading thelo to .,;ay i$
on its tar.a it appears to he a proper nw.tiple award,
which w~u not the claim that W<lfl 11\:\i.le in the complaint
nriginally,
But they' n: saying if re.ally 11hat ~he i~a was,
it the State wants to give the one sco~ ot work to (west
in a di ffor('nt r,c,:ipe an.-1 they a:m •t do it by m::ikir.g tht>
mullipl..i .:M.itds, if they ffi\lke iwntical irultJ.ple a1-r.-ml11
for 1:hc purposes of later r.<li.ng ;:ibla ,;o 1Jdju11t i:he 1,coi::e
w they get to wbera they want, the whOle procos.s i.s bad.
Th;;it's wh..,t I ur.derscand they're sa~•ing,
Hr. Clari:,
MR. CJ.ARK: l agree that's what they're saying,

they! re a.(!.5tmiing facts that haVt:1 not haon
est;ilbHshed. They' re assuming tacts that this Court
lo never found.
11
The pro::ef<.s normally is this Court would hnve a
n trial and this Q,urt would d&cide whether or not it was

1

1

!)

,i

,
"
10
Ii

1~
11

14
1~

lb
11

1,; Th.it

1fl

p,

1•1

w
1.1

u

ll

prete:-:t and then m.ke findings of fact, Md then they'd

n

11

gc to th,: Supreim court l.lnrl they could affi l.'Tll or

,i

I.!·

duaffinn or reverne, That hadn't happened here. llnd

in Grng 7.ickau,
So at th.iL point !!:NA couldn't. follow the I
w-,:alled eire.n::mmnts. syringa even myued Lo Lh!! suprem:i
Court thnt tho am~r.droontfJ ware nor. V<'llid, not entorc~able
l::ecause they we.ran' L signed by ENA and O,X-1.-.t, Ami trey
weren't. They \·me never sub1\i. tted to thilllt for:
!
:,ignature. They were never really placed in effecL./
The origi nai SBKm eirG still fully i.npl.~nil}<l
mid still in effoc:.. And t)..~rti;:;.s .irn still buying ei~i'
tllosa SBPO.s, Not just the schools, State agencies ~
baying nff them as well, And they renein in ettect.!
ll11t nnric of that stor}"s hecr. r.old, F.ven
-D
1-.,1 r.urmi t it's ilJ.ogk.al to the Court -- even if thei
;ii1pnrl'l'l'lnts were invalid, el'en \f the illlMlndrmints werel tor
an if~oper purpose and were voi<l"..d, they drm't affel;l
tlm underlying SBPO!l, They don't aff(!(:t th& contra~5.
lie ,ubmi.tted authoritiee frcm other
i

if

juriscil.ctior!S be::ause we couldn' c find - found one ~n
ldaho, l jl.lSt became iit/are of it ~restercmy. And itl
invol \'8d a situation wher<, a son bought ~ propert~
frcrn his man. And tho son had got th~ m:::m to sign ~
aRl51lCmBnt to his advMtage. And the aimndnrmt 1>a, I
I
challenged. And the Idaho Court of Ai:i;ieals sw.d Lh~

m~ndroont w;is not 11alid because the !Klll didn't have!
1.:, ioontal capacity to e:<ee:Ute the arrendnent. They didli't

25
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strike down the underlying contract. They left it in
i place.
And tile authorities that we've cited in our
4 briefing to the Court from other jurisdictionll like
5 Hawaii, North Carolina, had the $a!11G rule. So even if -the i:;;;ise I'm referring to -- it's not in our briefinq, I
1 ap:,logize for that. It's Nolton VB, Mudd, ~H.!-D-0 1 116
ij Idaho 262, Court of ~ b 1989.
•,
:Jo ev1t1n if the court were to find that the
10 sc-.called arrenan.nts were void oocau.5e they divided the
11 'M'.lrk to a certain extent, not all of it, fitlt. by any rooans
12 all of it, but to a certain e:,tent they did divide the
; 1 ·,xiri:, if that violated the statutes then the anEr.dnents
1,1 may te voictooi but the underlying contrnc:t:.i n.main in
t~

connectivity, providing statewide e-rate services. ENA!

1

wl:tni ttoo a proposal in which lt~li\ would l:e responsible
for e-rate services. ENI\ proposed to ui:-e Syringa to I

There's ooen a misp,,.rmpi:ion about what ls it
ba1111 like a nPving target .
Jij You l:now, the - Mr. Lorrbardi represented to the supreire
1•, court th.it Syringa was shut out cf the project in its
iu contract with ENA and that he wanted to riw;e one thinq
i1 dear, that Syrinqa did not challenge the multiple awiird
u at the Stlll'mal'Y ju•nt and does not challenge the
i.l ITTJltiple award tetore the ~'upr€illo Court. Too target am
:11

the ll!OO!ld!rents.
P.e further stated, "'!'he contract. a!!Bndnents were

j

1

I

provide the bac~..oone. Q,,/est also ~tted a proposal I
~ which q.,.,.st proposed to provioo both bacl:l::-One and e-rat1
services."
And on January 28th, 2009 OOI\ issued two nearl~
a identical contract. awards for the first phase
~ i.rrplerrrantation of the ml: one to ENh, the other to
1

111 (Jl'est.

11
1,

11

11

1:,

place.

:., tr.at Syringa' s claiming. H's

L.J

1

111
11

111
19

10

11

u
J1

Then on February 26th, 2009, DOA issued change !
orders to each contract, The effoct of the change orooifs
I
was to rra};e Q;,'Gst th0 e;:clusive provider of. the oocl:bo~
.services and to mika EMA the exclusive provider of the
e-rate services.
i
Both ot thOse contracts were. tor the award. Th?
I
iS$Ual'!Ce of the so-call(1d .®/;!f:d!rents a.s to how the Stat<.t
conte!!pl.at!!d issuing s0rvice orders did ll'Jt dividG ~.'::!re not chanqE! orders as h'e f.:now them in the
canst r:-uction world,
Tti CCUR'l': The language you j uzt quote from lll'l';
decil!ion, that is nearly in haec verb« from the Suprerre i
Court opinion, Mr. Clark,

i!~

1

MR. ClJIRK: I un:mrstar:d that,
THE C<XJRT: I didn't get far away trcm that

'1

1,<1

1 i.ssuoo ®d they cul Syringa o~t lllld granted an TEN
i

1

teleconm.inicadons rronoi:;oly to Q.,est. 11
And that wasn't true. And Justice Eismann asked

4 Mr, ltlni',ardi, "Eo the rnal isslli! i.s whether they could
•, awnd the bid award after the rrultiple bid was awarded."
i\nd Mr, I.orrbardi said, "If I may, Mr. Justice
, t'.iw.ann, the iszue is whether thl'ly could award the
u contract after the contract had been issued."
And he had challenged that, whether or not they
9
111 ,xiuld airend the contract, wh@tr.er or not, in fact, they
11 had a'!leilded. We sutrni t to the Court it was not an
11 ~ncrnenc <1$ we'd been trained to reccgni.ze an ~ n t ,
rt that changes tl\l,l relationship of the p;irties.
u
And even so, if it was, it didn't affect the
1~ original SBFOs which were much broader than the service
16 orders that we2-e going to be given to ENA and t);e$t for
11 the schools,
18
We sutmit there are rnispirceptions about the 1•1 in the Court's oost recent tu:rand~ Decision and Order
20 on these l\'Otions. !?age 3 and 4, tM Court Slmlllllri:zes
21 relevant facts, leavel:l ioo to believe that the Court was

i2

par$in<J the

saros.

The Court .sta.te.s at page 3 and 4 of your
7.4 decision, "In !>road tetlllS, the first phase 11~uld involve
2~ two JMin aspects providing the network backbone

1.1

1

~
6

·1
n
10
11

11
1,

~ wrote that.
MR. CIJ\RK: Okay. T urr~lerstand.
M COORTt All right.
MR. CU1RK: But again h'a' re ,:,ayinq those are
assU'liptiOM of facts that were m,de by the Supr~ ceurtj
that have not been established, have r.ot boon proven. ·
Th~y ar.·e cor:te:31:ed. And the State is llsld.n~ for a
hearing in order to adl:iress tr,;,~ issue!.
Your Horr.;t1 we've argued in our briefing that
futility is a valid tea$'.ln to deny a ll'm.:ion co ..m;,nd. ,
And we've always taken the position, and hai; syringa
taken the position that the original SBF0$ ..re !aw:tul, 1
We submit Syring.i's l:.'.lmid by judicial estoppel,

opinion when

l4 fran C'.hallenging that position, changing its position. I
Thii; Court i:uled that the Doctrine of
,
1r, klministrative Exhaustion r.>arred Syringa from challenqitjq
17 tho$$ original !l'BP09. 'Ihey didn't appeal that.
IR
This Co1.ut 1s decision that those saros "~re
1~ lawful is the law of tht we. They can' t challenge it
in now. But they've triad. They've asked this CO\lrt to
it amend to allow them to.
~2
I s\ll:mitted to the Court the law that even if
t1 the arrendnents we i.nvtl],id, they still do not void the
1~

24

underlying contract,

2b

And

"'1 1Ve

already d i ~ with this Ccurt thel
Ii

.1(1

29
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e

I

I

1 fact that EMA and Q,1est are nete5Mry partiei;, ln the
;: Idaho statute on judicial -- or on d!!claratory judgnents 1
1 e:,;pressl y l.'l!qllires that all necessary and indispensable

partie., oo brought in. l·lhen declaratory relief is
sought, all persons shoulcl oo oode parties who have or
,, claim any intereiit that would be affected by the
1 declaration; and that no daclaration shall prejudice the
11 rights of persons not p.irties to the proceeding.
And ~1e sw:mit to the court that the l!lllre fact
111 that t:he Court mmanded Count m on the daitn agai.tl!!t
l1
;1

P

1,
,~.
"·
111
i·•
1,11

ll

,2
11

,~
11,

the 00A dces not iral:e them parties. The m.ir-e fact that
the court -The court could have directed you to enter
judgrrem:. If it v&1s so convince.ct that there was a
\'ioladon of che law in the procureirent process of the
s~ate, 1-'hy di.ctn' t the Suprem: Court then just ooelare the
(.".)r.tracts voie.l and order you to enter a judg1rent
accMdir:gly? It didn'~ do it,
1 .submit that the res,san they didn't do it is
b.Y'.ilUSe they !:new that the State had not teen provided
wich due process or an opportunity to present a story.
Ano th;rt:'$ wlw we've gone to swJi great lengths to file
affidavits.
NonMlly in a motion for rec0!1$iek:ration it
dllesn't carry this iruch paper. But we really thought it

assertion of claims by Syringa that are appropriate land
consistent with the decision of the supreme Court. lll\nd
the argwoonts and the history ar.d all the 1;1teps and how
the contracts are suwcised to worl: and what happens
:, the atllilr~nt is declared unlawful are issues that ,~' ll
6 address on another day.
1
The m::ition tor reconsideration typically isl
based on one of two foundations. Either, one, the i
~ District Court abused its discretion in allewing t~
1u M1enment1 or, two, there's an error of law.
11
Ml of the things that we have heard ab:lut ~oday
are essentially affirnet.ive de!enses. They're eichJr
lJ fact or law, ~lax. They aren't really fully bri~fed.
1r. They're presented by ~he State. But there's .mothe~ $ide
1~ to all ot th&m.
i
'"
And the question really is1 did th.! Court ~e
11 its discreLion'? No. Did the Court camrl.t an error
a law by following too 5upr0!00 Court? J>k>, Pid the S~rerre
l'J court Gtl'tmit an error of ldw? 1-:eu, to li.sten co tile
211 !:epartir!)nt of Mninistrat:.011, they did. And that's 1an
11 argi..rrant that. 1 suspect the Supreme COUrt rfllly hear :krre
,., day. But right t'!()W we're <iealing with th8 effect the

IH

i

1,

lof

ot

1.1.

t!,

And I submit, Your Honor, that the Court di~ t:118
appropriate thi!l'1 in teimS of allowing the amendmm1 of
I

Syringa's claims so the issues can i:;e fully addros~
r.ere in this court and, if necessary, brot.'ght to thif
, Supreme Court again.
11e offer four ri:!aoons, Your Honor, why the
:. Supreroo Court did not. coomit error and why this coutt was

inr:.ort~nt that this court ur.derstand so:ne of the
,. b3.ckground behind this and the consequences of what
, happens if this Court aces issue an order voiding all
tho;:-,e contracts and enjoining further award.
Thank you.
THE cam: Mr. Clark, thank you.
Mr, to:r.bardi?

1

2

1

" correct and eor!ect in Mlowing the guidance ar.d t~
1 words used by the Suprem. Court.
·
First of all, this C'O'Jt"l is etTfOWered 'r1y lcjaho

MR. .LQ,JB.".RflI : Than!: you 1 Your Honor.
111
1:

11
1!

1,:

to
Iii

11
1~

111
,11

1.1
u
ll
.14

t,

~~!

Your Honor, this is a motion for reconsideration
of the r.ourt' s oocision to allow Syringa co aoond its
corrpla:nt. It I s oot a rrotion to reconsider tm entry of
joo;r,rent, rt 1 .!! not a notion to re-..'"Onsi,!er partial
s!.l!Tfffi\ry judg't;;nt, it's simply a rrotiem to re::onsider a
decision to allow syringa to ollt);Jnd ir.:s cooplaim:
COt;;i.stent with the Supreire Court ont:r.
Now, the State argues that now it gets to tell
its story. Well, I smc, 'four Honor, t.hey will
event1Jally, They will in support of II motion for sumnary
jt.'dg!rant that chey :ray file or an opr;osition to .i iootion
for .SUll'll'lll'Y jud;Joont that I rrs.y file,
But that's - this .l.s not the tin'e to deteill\l.ne
on the basis of affidavits wth&r Syringa refl.1S$d to
participate in the IEN project or not. Those are iasues
that gee dealt with later.
The C-0urt has sinply allowed by its decision the

9 Section 1-205 to aa:lress issues
or, 0l((..1J58 TOO --!the
10 SUpren:e Court is entJOl'~red by 1-.205 to addrec-...s isirut~ it
11 r;er,-ei ves as M<."eS&lty to detenni.nation of cha case i after
lt ram;md.
11
N01-1 1 we cited Neilson v:,. Qi..'i$ia - in Thlid
H Fall.s County -- J;;lnt Class Scheel V.i::trJ.::t at 103 fcmlm
1!, 317. The Depa::tm,mt of Administration asserts on ~ply,
mm

l~

now, wait a minute here. 1-205 only tall~ about new

n trial, whf!re there's a remand for a

00t1

trial, then! the

rn SUprene CO\ll't has authority Ul'lder MOS; but, no,
ti, doesn't have it otherwise,

ii
i

Well, that's not true. Because in Srazp ~. WH
l I l'lbore at 118 Idaho :m, the SUprar.e Cour.t said, in tact,
22 that after reading the statute, "The Court shall ~
1.1 upon and determine all of the questions of law irwoi ved
t4 in the case presented upon such appeal and r.ec:easaJ to
25 the determination of the ca.'!e,"

iv

34
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•
!Ind then the Court states: "This is true even
if the reversal is of a Sl.lntMry j udgnent rather than a
1 j udgtrflnt rendered after trial , "
And it cites J:ayrite Pm:iucts ~ny vs. Lux,
:, which is a 1964 case found at 86 Idaho 477.
h
So to the extent that the state has taken the
·1 i;:osi tioo that the statute doesn't allow the court -- did

1

allow the Supreoo Court to addr!W! issues that were
necessary to resollltion on remand, they' re sirnpl v wronq.
They also argll!l that 1·205, anecdotally looking
at the Zupliky (pholieticl ca:30 and other cases, well, the
supreme court says when it's invcking 1·205,
Weil, 1 haven't surveyed all of the cases, but
Chere's certainly nothing in tht1 language of the casP,5 1
nor i.s there anything in the statute, that says that the
supr@m Court must tell us all, by the way, we'rG going
bayon:I the issues on app:al ooc.iuoo 1-.1;1 think it wlll be
oc"C!!ssary and helpful to the tr.ial court.
In this case, they sinply did it. There's
nothing ~,TOnq with what they did. /ind, in fact, it was
sntirely corniistant with their duty unoor 1-205.
l'ie $Ullnit in addition, Your Honor, a$ a third
reason truit, I guess as the second r.iaoon, t.hat the court
1::1 required to address illegal contracts.
!'le 've addressed the Cou.rt or directed th@ Court
not

9
10

11
1,
i1

11

I',

11,
n
1H

19
1.0

!l

YI.

o
,,:
1.~

the l;mguage quoted by the state, the suprere Court wen~
2 on. And I will read just a section of it.
"The matter of what questiooo IW.Y be ta}:en up '
and re.solved for tile first tiire on <l!Ji.""!Al is one left !
'• pri11111rily to the discretion of the courts of appeals tol
o be exercised on the fact:;; of individual case>..s. !'le

announce no general rule."
tn other ~rd5 1 Slnqletcn vs. &•blf is not
black-letter law Sa'Jing that this is prohibited. Tlwy'
10 $!lying, '~'le announce no general rule. Certainly there i
11 are circumstances in t1hich a federal appellate court isi
1, justi fioo in rnsol ring an issue not passed on below as :
11 where tr.fl proper resolution is b::!y•ond any doubt •11 i\nd !
11 then it says: "See Tw·r:m: im. City of M571\dll$, 11
i'.,
Nell, it certainly appears tha'.: for tho Idaho
lb Suprerre Court thorn was little ooubt concerni11g the l ~
11 effect of tha dCC\ltoonts that 1\1\lre before it.

re

~

rn
\9

:iu
?1

u
il

~4
2~

Aru:l, finally, the fourth reason, as we've
derronstrated in our briefinq, the determination of how '
the procure.Tent procei;s was sllp!X)S€d to work and hm1 the
statutes work tcgether and how the m.il tiple award statu~e
I
and the statutes requi.rilllJ an RFP .ill fit togl1ltlwr.
It was necessary for the court to go tnrough ;
that analysis in order to determine whether Syringa had I
standing. So it was not dicta. It was not beyond thm ,
1

1f1

1/

1 to Hyta vs. Finfoy1 137 Idaho 155, thal Lalk:; about r.he
duty of the Court sua sµ>nte when it's praoonted with an

1

J

• illegal contract.

l submit, Your H:lnor, that that's a specially
~, iiq::ortant duty where the C.'l.)ntract is a publ ic contract
6 involving as broad a reach M the contrat:.1:s in this case,
1 that thorn fr a duty by t~.e Court.
A.f\d just in connection with 1,mo the partie11
" should b9, I would 6t.>ggest that should the Court
to detennine scrrehow that ENA .ind Q.,iest don't belong as
11 parties and di.~"'ld.ss syrih<fll' s eompl;;int, as Mr. Clar'r:
IL would like to see bP..cause of fai.111re to join
11 i r.di spensahle parties, which we think ~iould be error but,
I< ncnethele.ss, that would not relieve the Court of its duty
11, under the Hyt;c case; its dUty to 1;12view the eontract,
lb which the Supreire Court has alrMdy said is wilawful, an:!
n to address it.
1s
The State also presents us with Singleton V//,
t~ ltblf, rt 1s a tJS Suprerre C.ourt case. And they say, well,
?.O here is black-letter law. And that's telling us that,
z1 oh, there's a violation of due process and this wasn't
ii presented on appeal and the S\lprerm Court has gone - or
ii rather the C-OUrt of ~als has gone beyond its
1.4
1,~

jurisdiction.
Well, starting on page 121 1 imrooi.ately after

t

',
1

R

9
rn
11
1i

u
1d

1~
1r.

11

juris<iic.tion of t;i~ court. rt was, in fact, nll\."'es.5ary.;
In that. regard, just very quickly, I thinl: you ,
can tal:e a look ae 67-572:i ara 6725 -- or 572:.: has two
very irrp::irtant roquirements. F'irs•. of all, it require..,;
that contracts with the State oo in wrii:;ing.
Second of all, lt says, "All contract:; or
agreerrents Irade in violation of the provisicnr, of this
chiipter 5hall be void." And it is in the declarathe a~d
lt is ei:trerrely clc.ir. The St1pmr.<'.'! Cmm had chat betote
it.
The Suprrnoo Court also Md before it too
~m:s. t>bw, tor ex~le, the Q.,/est a11endll!!t1t, Andi
it Jl'aY be unfortunate, wt it d®s, in fact, $ljy
J.mendrrent No. 1. Md with regard ::o the finding of thit
Court, which was then reiterated b~1 the Suprerre Court, i
about everything that went - that Syringa had proi;:osoo'
to do had gone to Q,1est , Itern N:>, 1 says: "Q,'lflst wil l 11:(i
the general contractor tor all IEN tGChnical ru.t\\Ork

1a
19 ser1ices."

w
My point is sirrply this, Your Honor. There is 1
21 no allegation th:.t toore was an m:iigui ty in the RFP
22 concerning what was going to b2 done, what the awards
n 1-.ere going to be and \./nat was required.
2~
There is no allegation that t.here is an
25 am.bigtii ty in the statewide hlanket purchase orders.
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And r,here is no allegation that there is an
ili'l'biguity in the amended llmandirent No. l to the statewide

1

blanket purchase orders.

previously allo~.~ the <'11'19m:lrrent,
:i0 the queation then b&."Olfes, is there any pasis
1 for the Court at thh point to change its mind? fl.a.1
4 there been any de!oo.'lstration that there is futility jthat
~ che Court overlooked before or that the parties
!
6 overlooked in making their opposition?
There's none. There is no basis for the seFond
8 e;.;ercise of discretion which would und:J the first.
Finally, Your Honor, just for the record, ~
111 lwve - l know the Court has a great daal of rrateri~.
I
11 The -- flT}' affidavit of, I believe it WIii> April 22ndj
12 included an e.'<cerpt from thll ~iticn of t-,',r. Zic~,
Ll who is the administrator at (Xl!i.. Jl.rn:l the question, ljust
t

Those are all matters that the supr• court was
'.• free to address as a matter of law in construing tho:ie
" dticun'ents and those a;mtracts, which is wl'.at it did.
But still, w,e are mt here on a m;t:ion for
o sur«rary judgmmt. The iSSlle about the enforceability of
~ the contract, what the effect is, is scrnething that we' 11
111 ha11e to deal with later.
11
There are fact-based affirnati ve defetl.Se$, The
11 [))partlmnt of lrlninistradon has, essentially, withdrmm
1.• frar. this motion by its footnoLe on page 11 of ics reply
1,: brief, their argurrents ,about wai.•:er, estoi::pel and

1,;

very short: "SC there is no

I', r!P::ltness.

I',

Syringa for the provision of !e'.N tl!Chnical
services unless Qd'<:1$t agxees; is that true:"
I
And af:;er objections, the witness said: "Ii
i::.ilieve Q,tell~ would have to agree."
And, in fact, that is absolutely consistent! ~1ith
the words UBed in the aniaridrent cc the SBPO that wa$
r€wiewed by che supremo Court.
In conclusion, Your !k>nor, th1m~' s no basi~ for
the Court to change iti. decision. Its d&.::ision •.as i
sound, awropriate. The contentions that have been I
prnsented by the State in this case are really fact~

1"
1n
1·,

'"
ii

n

n
:,1
1.~

And tr.e issues rhat are presented are whether
th~ original SBfCJs are in p:ay, whether there is judicial
.:,.:,~OPFf'.1 oocauSc Syringa claimed that the original SBFOs
t~re lawful, and whether Syringa is barred from
challenging the otigin31 SBFOs because it didn't exhaust
adninistrative appeal.s. And the law i.n too rnse from
chis Court addre.,;se5 t.hot issue.
The Cou~t properly, I oolieve at least,
cettru.nly Slll!rrarized Syrinqa's JX)flitfon in its colloquy
with Mr. Clari:. Still, on their faCEi, tneri. is nothing

lb
tI

JP.
1!1

u,
1.1

:a
2J
1,4

,~

dirsY.;•.ly

1-Iay chat

ENA can contr4ct

111 :h

,1)

41

1 illegal or unlawful about the statewide blanket "" the
, original statewide blanket purchasll> oroors.
What is unlawtul is the way they were used as
,: step one of a two-step proce.~s to violate the lav1, to
violate the irultiple bidding/lil\lltiple award statute.
b
As t:ia Supreme Court said, what a goverrnent is
7 prohibitl'ld frotn doing in one step, it can't do in two,
n
That is Syrinqa 's claim, i\nd Syringa did, in
11 tact, prP.sant tr.at on ai::p;ai..
syi:i~ did, in fa::t,
to, dis:uss i L in Ee.ms of being prete-.1.t. And the Supr£1m
11 Court, to r~ reading of the opinion, aebowledged that
11 .;irgurrent by, in its own words, tall;ing about the two-step
1 1 proc~ss being lllilawM •
1.1
aut all of these facL-bas.id at!innative defenses
1:, are all defenses chat will. be assessed on the basis of a
Hl hearing for s:Jllrl\llry judgml!nt or probably trial because
11 they arf< -~ they do present disputes.
rn
1':0ne of these are like a statm.e of limitations
1, Mgllfff!nt that indicates that oops, this accident. happened
,11 three years ago and the plaintiff is not a minor and so
21 on it:s face the cCllJlllaint i:!oosn't survive. lt would be
n futile to allow the amend!rent.
tJ
There I s nothing here on the record that
.~ mnstrates to the Court that it would be futile to
it allow the aroondootlt. And I believe tMt is why the Court

1 affirmative defenses. I r~tfully requ1:st that ~he
z rrotion for r~n:iioeration be denied and that Che state
1 be required to file an anSW:lr in ten days as req,;ir~-0 by
the ru.i.&S of prccedure.
',
Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COJRT: Mr. Lcm:iarcti, thank you.
Last words, Hr. Clari:.
I
MR. CL.~: It ! r~l, there was an obj~tion
,1 to Mr, Zickau giving a 1eqal conel usion in that
1ro dep:11iiticn.
11
Syringa points out ctiis is just a rmtion t1
t; amend. And we submit to tlw Court it's a critical tlPtion
11 to amend, It allows Syringa to challenge not. only ¢he
14 ill'OOnaioonts to Q.est, which were or, rewand frcm the .
1~. Supre!Ml Court, but also the amencrnent to ~NA and th$
16 original SBros.
r,
Counsel suhnits to the court toot grounds .tlor
rn reconsideration are when there's an error ot la~i ori~n

19 abuse of discretion.

'that's the federal standard.

i

That's not th0 standard in Idaho our SUpremii Court ~s
21 e;-:pressly held. And under Rule 11 (al (21, we can ~sent
ii everything wa feel we need to present to this Court i so
1.) you hiwe a full pic.ture of what 's liapf:ening, what's I
t4 happened in the past and how to address soroo of the$e
i~ legal issues that are involved.
1.0

42
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2

•

Section 1-205 does not apply in this case. l
can read it to the Court. It says: "In giving a
decision if a new trial be <Jranted, the Ccurt shall i:;ess

up,n an::l determine all the questions of la11 involved in
the case presented 1.lp)n such aweaJ. and necessary to the
6 final determination of the case,"
~stions of law, yes, I lfP.an, that1s what a what that 's rresnt to do is to give the trial court
i

~

9

10

11
1,
11
11

1i,
lll
11

iu
;q

1ri

;11

n
n
!.4

1.5

1
1.

.1

!,
6

,

a
~

11i
11
12

1i

14
1:i
16

r1
18
19

io
i1

i2
1.1

24

2~

guidance on questions ot law, not questio!ll! of fatt.
And as this Court p,inted out, the way that the
arrendnents reach the original SBPOs is if it's proven
that it was all preteKt or if it's proven chat the
aroondnents so affected - infe:;ted the original SBPOs
that they're .strid,en too. That fact's not ~n prov@fl,
1'hat 's been assuned. .1\nd we would hope this Court 1-.1.)uld
r;ot m!l.ke Lhe &'lite assurrplion.
Syringa arques that there's a sua sp:>nte duty of
the Court to void the contracts. We would ~·ubmit that
this Court llUlSt first h.tve jud$dl.ction and have the
authority to do :10. Not even the inherent .r:ower of this
C'ourt gives it that jurisdiction. The inherent p::,ier
&...esn't e:{pand jurisdiction. lnherent power gives the
Court the ~ r to enforce its orders over which it has
jurisdiction to issue.
And, as we pointed ouc, there's big limitation

1

mind? Yes, tiwre is. Legal 1:ia11is in the t'&COrd,

1

judicial estoppal,

•1

1,,
11

1?
11
1,1

11,
1,,

11
111

law of the ~ , indispansable
all valid legal masons for this
mind and then deny the irotion to
least as to the SBPOs,

th@

parties. Those are
4 tourt to change its
amend, certai. nl y at
•
Thank you.
THE COOR'!':
-i

Mr. Clark, thank you.
Is there anything @lss that the Court n&!ds to
tal:e up today then, C<lunsel?
MR. cr.n.RK: Nothing from the defense, Your
lbt\Or.
~, UNBAIIDI : l«i, Your Ho.-.or. Thank you.
THE COURT: counsel, thank you. I awredau,
your &gtl!fents, appreciate your llttendar.ce. I will tal:t1
these matters under adviserrenc. And ~n-1en 1 can, I '11
issue a written ruling on each cf theS@ m.tters.
Court i$ in r.ices~ as to this rti\1tter,
Thank y:iu.

19
211

(E:nd of proceedings. l

JI
I.:..
l.<

on this Court's jurisdiction at the present tirre. Under
the Ceclaratory Judgmrmt Act, thera has to oo
jurisdiction o\•er indist:ensable parties. And 111> subnit
that i t doosn' t e;<i st.
Syring;i ~ to be confu.,ing tM rrerits of the
Q1lSQ with t hi! standing issue. Standing e:-:ainines the
party; it doesn't eltamine the merits. The rrerits are not
ne<:e5sary to standing. And that seems to be a confusion
that Wa5 also lll:lde by the Supr€l!'l'l Court when it looked at
the marits of the case.
As counsel says, they had to look at now the
proe0ss works. They had to look Lo see wh!!ther or not
there was coopliance with the procurement proces~,. They
had to examine the rrerits of the case. ~lell, they
didn't. And that's black-letter law thilt they didn't
have to,
They did. And they made assllll)tions o! fac.:t.
1lnd we subnit that those assimptions are, in effect,
di.eta and are not binding on this Court.
Again, the only way for this COurt to let the
anendnent stand, to challenge the saros is that if this
Court finds that there was a pretext, And that I s a
questian of fact, And there's nothing in the re=td to
support it. Nothing at all.
Is there any basis for this Court to change its
4i;
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COMES NOW Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through
its undersigned counsel, and respectfully submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment filed March 20, 2014, and as presented in the
Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing dated August 21, 2014.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Syringa is not an aggrieved party. It had absolutely nothing to gain financially or
otherwise by seeking to have the February 26, 2009 Amendment(s) No. 1 to SBPOs 1308 to
Qwest and 1309 to ENA (the "SBPOs") declared void by the Court. Syringa's goal has always
been to kill the Idaho Education Network ("IEN") - - no matter what the cost. That attempt has
failed. This Court has confirmed that the SBPOs issued January 28, 2009 by the DOA to Qwest
and ENA cannot be judicially challenged by Syringa.
All work ENA has done for the IEN has been ordered and performed under the original
contract award (SBPO 1309), not the subsequent so-called first amendment. All work Qwest has
done for the IEN has been done under its original contract award (SBPO 1308) and throqgh a
subcontract with ENA.1 Qwest is not even paid by the State of Idaho for IEN school services,
rather all invoices are sent to and paid by ENA. As a result, even if the first amendments to the
SBPOs were or could be declared void as Syringa' s motion requests, nothing would change with
the continuing everyday operations of the IEN.

1 Syringa has been performing work for the IEN through a subcontract with Qwest sin¢e
February 2011, has been paid more than $1.5 million for its services, and continues to be
paid approximately $80,000 a month for its IEN services.
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In addition, this hypothetical is of no moment because (1) on July 15, 2014, the OOA and
ENA entered into Amendment No. 4 to State of Idaho Education Network (IEN) Contra¢t
(SBPO 1309), which mutually rescinded Amendment No. 1; and (2) on July 30, 2014, the DOA
and Qwest entered into Amendment No. 15 to State of Idaho Education Network (IEN) ~ontract
(SBPO 1308), which mutually rescinded Amendment No. 1. See Affidavit of Bill Burnsi filed
8/11/2014; see the DOA's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed
8/11/2014. There is no justiciable controversy presented by Count Three. Dismissal of 1lhe claim
is required under Idaho Code §§10-1201, 1202 and 1211. See ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access

Group, Inc.,_ Idaho_,_ P.3d _ , 2014 Ida. LEXIS 206, 2014 WL 3856156 (ldli!ho
August 6, 2014).
Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be denied for the followµig
reasons: (1) Pre-appeal, this Court did not have jurisdiction under Idaho Code §10-1211 to
make any declaration under Count Three against either ENA or Qwest because they wer¢ not
parties to that claim; (2) the Idaho Supreme Court's discussion of whether Syringa had standing
to challenge the February 26, 2009 amendment issued by the DOA to Qwest as asserted in Count
Three of the original Complaint could not be the law of the case as to Count Three effecting
either ENA or Qwest because (a) the high court could not decide a legal issue that the lower
court did not have jurisdiction to decide in the first instance, i.e., ENA and Qwest were not
included as necessary parties in Count Three to begin with, and (b) on appeal, neither ENA nor
Qwest was a party to Count Three; (3) ENA's motion to dismiss must be granted, and given that
ENA is an indispensable party to Count Three, the Court lacks jurisdiction under Idaho Code
§10-1211 and cannot make any declaration to the prejudice of ENA; and (4) Count Three is moot
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given that there has been a mutual rescission of Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 (Qwest) and of
Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309 (ENA).

II.

STATEMENTOFFACTSANDPROCEDURALBACKGROUND
On February 25, 2014, this Court granted Syringa's Motion to Amend Count Three to
assert a challenge to the validity of the SBPOs between the DOA and ENA and between :,the
DOA and Qwest, and to also challenge the so-called Amendments No. 1 to the SBPOs. On
March 14, 2014, Syringa filed its First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand fdr Jury
Trial. Six days later, on March 20, 2014, Syringa filed a Motion for Partial Summary Juµgment
"to give effect to the decision and analysis of the Idaho Supreme Court" and seeking a ruling as a
matter of law that the SBPOs issued by the DOA to ENA and to Qwest are void pursuant to
Idaho Code §67-5725 (because they allegedly violate the provisions of Idaho Code §67-$718A
and §67-5718(2)). See Syringa's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment, p. 2 (Syringa Supp. Memo filed 3/20/2014).
On April 22, 2014, the DOA filed a motion seeking reconsideration of the Court's order
relating to Syringa's Motion to Amend Count Three. On June 23, 2014, the Court granted in part
'

the DOA's Motion to Reconsider, stating "[b]ecause Syringa has previously conceded that the
original SBPO's were lawful, Syinga will be estopped from taking the opposite position how."
I

Thus, Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs. See Memorartdum
Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider filed June 24, 2014 ("Reconsider Order").1
'

This Court highlighted in its Reconsider Order that "Syringa did not challenge any aspect
of the original award to ENA, or the amendment changing ENA' s scope of work in the original
I
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complaint." Id. at 9. The Court further emphasized that a judgment has been entered in favor of
ENA on the only claim asserted against ENA in the original Complaint, Count Six, and that the
judgment has been affirmed upon appeal. Id. at 14. Syringa did not assert a claim against ENA
in Count Three. Nor did Syringa assert a claim against Qwest in Count Three of the original
Complaint.2 This Court pronounced that "ENA is no longer a party because there is no ¢laim
against ENA in the original Complaint which has not been fully resolved." Id. at 14. The Court
viewed that Qwest is still a party to this action and correctly concluded that ENA and Qwest are
necessary parties to the Court's adjudication of Count Three under Idaho Code § 10-1211. See
Hartman v. United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co., 141 Idaho 193, 197, 108 P.3d 340,344 (2005).

On June 25, 2014, Syringa filed its Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint ("SAPAC")
which, according to this Court's Reconsider Order, includes only a declaratory relief claim
against the DOA and ENA regarding Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309, and against the DOA
and Qwest regarding Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308. See Reconsider Order, p. 15. The
SAPAC, together with the Summons, was served upon ENA on July 3, 2014. ENA has :filled a
Motion to Dismiss under the doctrines of judicial estoppel and res judicata, which is set for
hearing on October 10, 2014.

2

In the original Complaint, Syringa carefully and specifically designated the Defendant party
against whom each one of the six causes of action were being asserted, e.g., "Count d>ne
Breach of Contract DOA; Count Two Declaratory Relief Violation of Idaho Code §67-5726
by Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest; Count Three Declaratory Relief Violation of Idaho Code
§67-5718A by DOA; Count Four Tortious Interference with Contract DOA, Gwartney,
Zickau and Qwest; Count Five Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
Qwest; and Count Six Breach of Contract ENA.
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On July 15, 2014, the DOA and ENA mutually rescinded Amendment No. 1. See Burns
Aff., supra; see the DOA's Supp. Memo., supra. On July 30, 2014, the DOA and Qwest
mutually rescinded Amendment No. 1. Id. The DOA has filed a Motion for Summary Judgment
seeking dismissal of Count Three of the SAPAC on the ground that no justiciable controiversy
exists, and the claim is both moot and not ripe for court action at the present time. Qwest has
joined in the motion.

III.
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
A motion for summary judgment may be granted only "if the pleadings, depositi<1>ns, and
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.RJC.P.
56(c). The Court "liberally construes the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing
the motion, drawing all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor." Thompson

v. Pike, 125 Idaho 897, 899-900, 876 P.2d 595, 597-98 (1994). Where the record, when,so
construed, would permit a reasonable person to find for the non-moving party, the Court must
deny the motion. Id. at 900. In other words, if reasonable people could reach different
conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the record, then summary judgment is nbt
appropriate. Zimmerman v. Volkswagen of America, Inc., 128 Idaho 851,854,920 P.2d 67, 70
(1996).

IV.
ARGUMENT
A.

Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Must Be Denied.

1.

Pre-Appeal, neither ENA nor Qwest were included as parties to Count
Three.
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The Court got the analysis correct in its Reconsider Order that in order to proceed under
Idaho Code §10-1211 on Count Three, both ENA and Qwest must be included as necessary
parties. Looking backwards prior to the appeal, that same analysis applies. The Court h~s
confirmed that ENA was never a party to Count Three in the Complaint. Despite Syringa's
caginess in the arguments it has presented to this Court about whether Qwest was a party to
Count Three - - Syringa' s position is belied by the fact that Syringa specifically named ilie party
defendant as to each of the six causes of action, and Count Three only named "DOA". See
Compl. Filed 12/15/2009, p. 14. Regardless, the Court granted the DOA's motion for summary
judgment on Count Three under the Administrative Exhaustion Doctrine before this issue of
including Qwest as a necessary party could even be presented to the Court.
Idaho has adopted the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act ("UDJA"). Pursuant to
section 10-1211 of the UDJA, "[w ]hen declaratory relief is sought, all persons shall be n:j.ade
parties who have or claim any interest that would be affected by the declaration, and no
declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the proceeding." Moreover, under
section 10-1206, the court "may refuse to render or enter a declaratory judgment" where ;such
judgment "would not terminate the uncertainty or controversy giving rise to the proceeding."
Pursuant to those statutory provisions, a failure to join a necessary party deprives the
court of jurisdiction to enter a declaratory judgment. Courts interpret the UDJA's statement that
"all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest that would be affected by the

3

Qwest was never added as a necessary party to Count Three, never had the opportunity to
plead and assert affirmative defenses to Count Three, and never had any participatiort in
Count Three whatsoever prior the Judgment being entered.
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declaration" as "set[ting] forth a jurisdictional requirement." State ex rel. Dewberry v.

Kulongoski, 346 Or. 260,273,210 P.3d 884, 891 (2009) (interpreting Oregon's analog of section
10-1211) (emphasis added). See also, e.g., Kendall v. Douglas, 118 Wash. 2d 1, 11, 820 P.2d
497,502 (1991) ("Appellants' failure to join the Counties as required by RCW 7.24.110 deprived
the court of jurisdiction to grant declaratory relief."); Nat'l Solid Wastes Mgmt. Ass'n v. Stark-

Tuscarawas-Wayne Joint Solid Waste Mgmt. Dist., 124 Ohio St. 3d 197,201,920 N.E.2~ 978,
981 (2009) ("The absence of a necessary party to a lawsuit is a jurisdictional defect that ·
precludes the court from rendering a declaratory judgment."); Dunn v. Daub, 259 Neb. 559, 563,
611 N.W.2d 97, 100 (2000) ("the presence of necessary parties in declaratory judgment actions
is jurisdictional and cannot be waived, and if such persons are not made parties then the p.istrict
court has no jurisdiction to determine the controversy"); Stanley v. Mueller, 211 Or. 198i 202,
!

315 P.2d 125, 127 (1957) ("the courts have no authority to make a declaration unless all persons
'who have or claim any interest which would be affected by the declaration' are parties to the
proceeding. Otherwise, there is no 'justiciable controversy' within the meaning of the statute.");

id. at 202-207 (discussing cases from other jurisdictions to the same effect);4 accord 22A Am.
Jur.2d DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS§ 204, at 859 (2d Ed. 2013) ("A party's failure to join
1

an interested and necessary party constitutes a jurisdictional defect that precludes the couut from
rendering a declaratory judgment.").

4

Idaho appellate courts do not appear to have addressed whether section 10-1211's
requirements are mandatory and jurisdictional, but section 10-1215 of the UDJA mandates
that the act's provisions be interpreted "to make uniform" the law of the states that have
enacted it.
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Furthermore, it is a "fundamental principle" that "a party to a contract is necessruty, and if
not susceptible to joinder, indispensable to litigation seeking to decimate that contract."
Dawavendewa v. Salt River Project Agric. Improvement & Power Dist., 276 F.3d 1150, 1156-57
(9th Cir. 2002);see also Lomayaktewa v. Hathaway, 520 F.2d 1324, 1325 (9th Cir. 197~) ("no
procedural principle is more deeply imbedded in the common law than that, in an action to set
aside a lease or a contract, all parties who may be affected by the determination of the action are
indispensable"); Weissbard v. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., 6 N.J. Super. 451,455, 69 A2d 559,
561 (1949), aff d 4 NJ 115, 17 A2d 629 (stating that "[a] contract may not be declared null and
void in the absence of a party to the contract" and dismissing declaratory judgment complaint);
Wright v. Nashville Gas & Heating Co., 183 Tenn. 594,598, 194 S.W.2d 459,461 (1946)
(affirming the lower court's sustaining of a demurrer to a complaint seeking a declaration that a
charter and franchise granted by city to defendant was invalid and illegal; "The non-joinder of
necessary parties is fatal on the question of 'justiciability' which, in a suit for a declaratory
judgment, is a necessary condition of judicial relief."); Louisville v. Louisville Auto. Club, Inc.,
290 Ky. 241,250, 160 S.W.2d 663,668 (1942) (holding that where plaintiff sought a declaration
that a contract was invalid, court could not pass on validity of the contract because contractor
had not been made a party to the declaratory judgment action; "Persons whose interests are
affected by declarations must be made parties.").Although not previously decided by the Idaho
appellate courts, other jurisdictions have uniformly ruled that Section 10-1211 's requirements are
mandatory and jurisdictional and Section 10-1215 mandates that Idaho courts interpret the Act's
provisions "to make uniform" the law of the states that have enacted it.
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Therefore, applying the uniform law, it is clear that prior to the appeal, because ENA was
not a party to Count Three, the Court had no jurisdiction to make any declaration pursuant to
Idaho Code §§10-1201, 1202, and 1211 against the interests of ENA under its SBPO 13©9, or as
to Amendment No. 1. Similarly, because Qwest was not a party to Count Three, the Col[lrt had
no jurisdiction to make any declaration pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-1201, 1202 and lOl.1211
against the interests of Qwest under its SBPO 1308, or as to Amendment No. 1. Of cow:tse this
Court made no such adverse rulings prior to the appeal. There was simply nothing to appeal by
Syringa under Count Three as to either ENA or Qwest. Thus, the Idaho Supreme Court could
not make a ruling of law upon a legal issue adverse and prejudicial to the interests of ENA and
Qwest that the lower court lacked jurisdiction over to begin with and never decided.

2.

There cannot be any law of the case regarding Amendment No. 1 to I.NA's
SBPO and Amendment No. 1 to Qwest's SBPO.

As discussed above, because this Court lacked jurisdiction under Idaho Code §l@-1211 to
'

render a declaration prejudicial to the rights of ENA and Qwest, who were not parties to1 Count
Three of the Complaint, it follows that the Idaho Supreme Court had no appellate jurisd~ction
over the legal claim. LC. § 1-204.
Additionally, because ENA and Qwest were not parties to Syringa' s appeal of Count
i

Three, the law of the case doctrine cannot be relied upon by Syringa to preclude ENA and Qwest
from defending against the declaratory judgment claim asserted in the SAPAC.
The law of the case doctrine is discussed in Parkwest Homes, UC v. Ramson, 154 Idaho
678,302 P.3d 18 (2013). In Parkwest, the issue was whether the law of the case doctfin:e
forecloses additional challenges to the validity of a lien, when a party challenging the validity of
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the lien was not a party to the prior appeal. The Idaho Supreme Court held that it does nJot. 154
Idaho at 682. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the district court's ruling that Residential could
not have raised its challenges to the validity of ParkWest's lien because Residential was1not a
party in the action at that time. Id. at 683. "The law of the case only binds the parties to the
appeal." Id. (quoting Vill. Of Heyburn v. Sec. Sav. & Trust Co., 55 Idaho 732, 746, 49 P.2d 258,
264 (1935) (finding the law of the case governs "subsequent litigation between the same parties
over the same issues")). Id. The Idaho Supreme Court thereby concluded that because neither
Residential nor its predecessors-in-interest were a party to the prior appeal, the "law of the case"
doctrine does not preclude Residential's challenges to ParkWest's lien, and the district aourt did
not err in holding that it did not preclude Residential' s challenges to the validity of ParkWest's
lien. Id.
Similarly, Syringa cannot rely upon the law of the case doctrine to preclude challenges by
ENA, Qwest and the DOA to Syringa's attack on the first amendment between the DOA and
ENA and between the DOA and Qwest. Neither ENA nor Qwest were parties to the issue on
appeal asserted by the DOA, i.e., that the District Court erred in finding that Syringa had
standing to pursue the claims asserted in Count Three of the Complaint. ENA and Qwest had no
involvement as a party as to that issue on appeal. Thus, in this post-appeal proceeding under
Count Three of the SAPAC, because ENA and Qwest were not parties to the issue under Count
Three the law of the case cannot act as Syringa's "slam dunk" against them and the DOA.

3.

ENA's motion to dismiss should be granted.

Although ENA will be arguing its motion to dismiss on October 10, 2014, the DOA
supports that motion to dismiss in this opposition because it provides a reason for the C<i>urt to
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deny Syringa' s motion for partial summary judgment under Count Three regarding Amendment
No. 1 to SBPO 1309. The Court should decide ENA's motion to dismiss before considering
Syringa's motion. ENA's motion should be granted as argued under the doctrines of judicial
estoppel and res judicata. The DOA respectfully refers the Court to, and incorporates by
reference herein, ENA's memorandum in support of motion to dismiss filed July 17, 20li4. Upon
the Court's dismissal of ENA it should dismiss Count Three because ENA is an indispensable
party and the Court will not have jurisdiction to grant relief under Count Three. I.C. §10-1211;
I.R.C.P. 19(a)(2).

4.

Count Three does not present a justiciable controversy.
a)

Mutual Rescission of "Amendment No. 1" by the DOA, ENA and
Qwest

On July 15, 2014, the DOA and ENA entered into Amendment No. 4 to SBPO 1309,
which acknowledges that Amendment No. 1 is null and void. See Burns Aff., supra, Exh. A.
The parties acknowledge that neither the State nor ENA intended Amendment No. 1 to 3:lter the
services available from ENA under SBPO 1309, and the DOA retained discretion to determine
which, if any, of the services it would order from ENA under SBPO 1309; that any language
included in subsequent amendments to SBPO 1309 that may have incorporated by refereince said
Amendment No. 1, are rescinded ab initio, superseded and of no force or effect upon SBPO
1309; and that Amendment No. 4 clarifies that SBPO 1309 remains an open contract for issuance
of individual releases (delivery of purchase orders) by the DOA on an as-needed basis pursuant
to I.C. § 67-5718A(3), for the ongoing administration, implementation, maintenance, and
servicing of the IEN, as authorized by I.C. § 57-5745D, for the benefit of the State of Idatho
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eligible schools, libraries, political subdivisions, or public agencies as defined by LC. § 572327(4). Id.
On July 30, 2014, the DOA and Qwest entered into Amendment No. 15 to SBPO 1308,
which acknowledges that under SBP01308, the DOA retained discretion to determine which, if
any, of the services it would order from Qwest under SBPO 1308; that any language included in
subsequent amendments to SBP01308 that may have incorporated by reference said Amendment
No. 1, are rescinded ab initio, superseded and of no force or effect upon SBPO 1308; and. that
Amendment No. 15 clarifies that SBPO 1308 remains an open contract for issuance of individual
releases (delivery of purchase orders) by the DOA on an as-needed basis pursuant to LC § 675718A(3 ), for the ongoing administration, implementation, maintenance, and servicing df the
IEN, as authorized by LC.§ 57-5745D, for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schobls,
libraries, political subdivisions, or public agencies as defined by I.C. § 57-2327. Id. at Em. B.

b)

The DOA's Pending Motion for Summary Judgment

The DOA has filed a motion for summary judgment seeking dismissal of Syringa' s
remaining claim under Count Three of SAPAC, on the ground that the claim is moot because no
justiciable controversy exists regarding the rescinded first amendments. Qwest has joined in the
motion.
Syringa's claim under Count Three seeks a declaratory judgment under LC. §10-1202
that the amended SBPOs are void. Most recently, in ABC Agra, UC v. Critical Access (Jroup,
Inc.,_ Idaho_,_ P.3d _ , 2014 Ida. LEXIS 206, 2014 WL 3856156 (Idaho Augjust 6,
2014), the Idaho Supreme Court reaffirmed the doctrine that an actual or justiciable controversy
is a prerequisite to a declaratory judgment action; thus, courts are precluded from deciding cases
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which are purely hypothetical or advisory. The Court stated, "[f]or there to be a justiciable
controversy there must be more than a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or abstract
character. Accordingly, a litigant seeking a declaratory judgment must demonstrate that an actual
controversy exists and that the requested relief will provide actual relief, not merely potential
relief." Id. at 8.
A court's jurisdiction under section § 10-1202 is limited to cases "where an actual
justiciable controversy exists," and courts are thus precluded "from deciding cases which are
purely hypothetical or advisory." Bettwieser v. New York Irrigation District, 145 Idaho ~ 17, 326,
297 P.3d 1134, 1143 (2013) (quoting Wylie v. Idaho Transp. Bd., 151 Idaho 26, 31,253 P.3d
700, 705 (2011) (quoting State v. Rhoades, 119 Idaho 594,597, 809 P.2d 455,458 (199U).
The Idaho Supreme Court has explained that a justiciable controversy is:
[D]istinguished from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or
abstract character; from one that is academic or moot. ... The
controversy must be definite and concrete, touching the legal
relations of the parties having adverse legal interests .... It must be
a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief
through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from
an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical
state of facts.

Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at 326; Davidson v. Wright, 143 Idaho 616, 620, 151 P.3d 812, 816 (2006)
(quoting Weldon v. Bonner County Tax Coalition, 124 Idaho 31, 36, 855 P.2d 868, 873 ('1993)).
Whether an issue is moot is to be determined at the time of the court's trial or hearing,
and not at the time of commencing the action. Id. The Bettwieser court stated that, "A litigant
seeking a declaratory judgment must demonstrate that an actual controversy exists and that the
requested relief will provide actual relief, not merely potential relief." Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at
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326-27. Therefore, "[a]n action for declaratory judgment is moot where the judgment, if granted,
would have no effect either directly or collaterally on the plaintiff, the plaintiff would be: unable
to obtain further relief based on the judgment and no other relief is sought in the action."; Id.;

Wylie, 151 Idaho at 32 (quoting Idaho Sch. For Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Idaho State Bd. Of
Educ., 128 Idaho 276, 282, 912 P.2d 644, 650 (1996)).
In Wylie, the court held that Wylie was not entitled to a declaratory judgment bedause
there was no justiciable controversy. Wylie sought, among other relief, a declaratory judgment
invalidating an ordinance that limited his access to a state highway. On the question of
justiciability, the court held that:
Wylie has been unable to articulate how a judgment declaring the
Ordinance invalid would provide him any relief. The Agreement
clearly precludes direct access to SH20-26 and the provisions of
the Agreement are not dependent upon the Ordinance. Further,
even if we were to declare the Ordinance invalid. ITD has denied
Wylie's encroachment permit, which would still preclude his
desired access.

Wylie, 151 Idaho at 34. When Wylie argued that if the court invalidated the ordinance, lie would
have an opportunity to petition the state for an access point, the court held that "[a] remote
contingency is not sufficient to satisfy the requirements for a justiciable controversy." Id.
This Court need not consider the merits of Count Three because the issue is now moot.
"When conduct sought to be redressed by either declaratory or injunctive relief is peculiar to a
particular event that has already occurred, the finality of the event in a manner incapable, of
repetition moots the controversy." See Zingiber Inv., LLC v. Hagerman Highway Dist., 150
Idaho 675,685,249 P.3d 868, 878 (2011) (quoting 22 A. Arn. Jur.2d Declaratory Judgments

§36(2003)); see also Euclid Ave. Trust v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 306,310, 193 P.3d 853, 857
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(2008) ("A case is moot if it presents no justiciable controversy and a judicial determination will
have no practical effect upon the outcome."). The Zingiber court explained that "Mootness ...
applies when a favorable judicial decision would not result in any relief. This Court may only
review cases in which a judicial determination will have a practical effect on the outcome."
Zingiber, 150 Idaho at 685 (quoting Fenn v. Noah, 142 Idaho 775, 779, 133 P.3d 1240, 1244

(2006)).

In Zingiber, the Idaho Supreme Court reached its conclusion of mootness because:
The permit issued by the District authorized Lyn Clif to construct a
pipe. That pipe has already been constructed. Voiding the permit
would not provide Zingiber the relief it requests. This is a
declaratory judgment action, not an action for damages, and thus
Zingiber can make no argument for damages in regard to this
proceeding. Therefore, the issue of standing is now moot and this
court does not address it.
Id.

Additionally, Idaho courts will only issue declaratory judgments in actions that are ripe
for adjudication. See ABC Agra, supra, 2014 Ida. LEXIS 206, *5 - *14 (dismissal of ac~on was
appropriate under Idaho Code §§10-1201 and 1202, because the developer had failed to ~stablish
the existence of a real and substantial controversy between itself and the assignee over the
validity of the restrictive covenant in the option agreement as the facts which the developer
alleged were too hypothetical and contingent to establish a justiciable controversy); see also
Paddison Scenic Properties, Family Trust, L.C. v. Idaho County, 153 Idaho 1, 4,278 P.3d 403,

406 (2012); see Wylie, 151 Idaho at 31. "Ripeness asks whether there is any need for court
action at the present time." Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 642, 778 P.2d 757, 764
(1989). "The traditional Ripeness Doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove (1) that the
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case presents definite and concrete issues, (2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and
(3) that there is a present need for adjudication." ABC Agra, supra, 2014 Ida. LEXIS 206, *5-*6;
Paddison Scenic Properties, 153 Idaho at 4, quoting Noah v. Cenarrusa, 137 Idaho 798,801, 53

P.3d 1217, 1220 (2002).
As dictated by these doctrines, the claims under Count Three are not ripe for adjuciation
and are now moot because the parties have mutually rescinded the "first amendments" which
form the subject matter of Count Three. Mootness and ripeness principles require that the
plaintiffs alleged injury continue throughout the litigation. As a result, even if a plaintiff could
have demonstrated the requisite "distinct palpable injury" at the commencement of the Htigation,
when the circumstances change during the pendency of the litigation such that the injury no
longer exists, the case becomes moot and is properly dismissed by the court. See id; Arizonans
for Official English v. Arizona, 520 U.S. 43, 67 (1997); Dorman v. Young, 80 Idaho 435,437,

332 P.2d 480, 481, 332 P.2d 480 (1958) ("when, pending an appeal from the judgment df a lower
court, and without any fault of the defendant, an event occurs which renders it impossible for this
court, if it should decide the case in favor of plaintiff, to grant him any effectual relief whatever,
the court will not proceed to a formal judgment, but will dismiss the appeal") ( quoting Qoburn v.
Thornton, 30 Idaho 347, 349-50, 164 P. 1012 (1917)).

There is no longer any issue to be decided under Count Three because the so-called first
amendments have been mutually rescinded by the parties. Syringa seeks a declaration ~om the
Court that Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309 should be
declared unlawful and void; however, each has been mutually rescinded and no longer exists.
The Court cannot grant Syringa any effectual declaratory relief whatsoever. Moreover, $yringa
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••
has no damage claim remaining. Thus, there is no longer any justiciable controversy be£ore the
Court. The claim should be dismissed.
Additionally, the mutual rescission of the "Amendment Nos. 1" to SBP01308 and
SBP01309 restores the parties to the status quo under the SBPOs. It is established law in Idaho
that where there is a written contract of rescission the rights of the parties are limited by the
stipulations contained in the contract of rescission. See Holverson v. Evans, 38 Idaho 428, 224
P. 1067 (1923). In Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 262 (Ct. App. 1982), the Idaho Court of
Appeals held that once the rescission of a contract had occurred, a subsequent claim on that
'

contract could not be maintained. The Appellate Court quoted from 17 A C.J.S. Contra~ts §392,
at471-72 (1963) as follows:
The rescission of a contract is in itself a new contract; it is the
substitution of a new agreement for the old. The mutual rights of
the parties are determined by the terms of their rescission
agreement. Where a contract has been rescinded by mutual
consent, the parties are, as a general rule, restored to their original
rights with relation to the subject matter, and they are entitled to be
placed in status quo as far as possible. All rights under the
rescinded contract are terminated, and the parties are discharged
from their obligations thereunder. No claim or action for breach
can be maintained thereafter....

Id.
The respective mutual rescissions of Amendment No. 1 between the DOA and Qwest,
and the DOA and ENA, clearly state that Amendment No. 1 is hereby rescinded, supers~ded, and
of no force or effect upon the SBPOs. Further, each amendment states that the respective SBPO:
remains an open contract for issuance of individual releases
(delivery or purchase orders) by the State on an as needed basis
pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 67-5718A(3) for the ongoing
administration, implementation, maintenance, and servicing of the
JEN, as authorized by Idaho Code, Section 67-5745D, for the
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-benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, libraries, political
subdivisions, or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section
67-2327.
There is no question that the DOA and Qwest have restored their original rights, if ever altered,
under SBP01308, and there is no question that the DOA and ENA have restored their original
rights, if ever altered, under SBP01309. There is no triable issue of material fact that the first
amendments have been mutually rescinded by and between the DOA and Qwest and the'DOA
and ENA. There is no triable issue of material fact that there are lawful contracts, i.e., the
SBPOs, in place for the continuing implementation and servicing of the IEN.
Thus, Count Three is moot and unripe given that, "[t]he judgment, if granted, would have
no effect either directly or collaterally on [Syringa], [and Syringa] would be unable to obtain
further relief based on the judgment and no other relief is sought in the action." Wylie, 151 Idaho
at 32. Consequently, there is no justiciable controversy, and this Court lacks jurisdiction. under
I.C. § 10-1202 over this "purely hypothetical or advisory" case. See ABC Agra, 2014 Ida. LEXIS
206; Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at 326; Wylie, 151 Idaho at 31.

v.
CONCLUSION
For each of the foregoing reasons, Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment should
be denied.
DATED THIS 26th day of September, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
By

Isl
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB
. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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COMES NOW Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through
its undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rules 7(b)(3) and 56(c), submits this
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The resolution of this motion is simple. DOA claims that Amendment 1 to SBPO 1308
and Amendment 1 to SBPO 1309 ("First Amendments") no longer exist, because of their
rescission by mutual consent of DOA, ENA, and Qwest. Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"),
contends the First Amendments never existed, because they are void. In addition, all agree that
SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 are valid and unassailable. As a result, the parties each ad-tance a
different basis upon which this Court may determine that the matter is now unripe and moot.
The case is not ripe for adjudication, because the non-existence of the First Amendments
renders Syringa's fmal claim purely hypothetical. In addition, the case is moot. No matter the
angle from which this Court views the current state of the First Amendments-nonexistent as
rescinded or nonexistent as void-no relief this Court may grant will have any practical ieffect.
Indeed, rescission of the First Amendments has given Syringa what it has sought all along.
Further, there is no money that has been advanced under the First Amendments that needs to be
returned. The undisputed evidence demonstrates that services have been paid for under $BPO
1308 and SBPO 1309, not the Amendments.
Further, if this Court disagrees with DOA that the matter is unripe, summary judgment
must still be granted in DOA's favor, because no exception to the mootness doctrine applies.
'

Due to the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of¥\.dmin.,
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305 P.3d 499 (Idaho 2013), the matter is not capable of repetition yet evading review; it has been
reviewed. In addition, any value in providing guidance on the issue under the public interest
exception to the mootness doctrine has also been captured in the same opinion.
Finally, equitable considerations including the doctrines of unclean hands and laches
preclude Syringa's claim for declaratory relief here. Indeed, Syringa has obtained substantial
fmancial benefit by providing services through the IEN, and it never sought preliminary
injunction against the IEN contracts.
There is simply nothing left for this Court to do, and as a result, it lacks jurisdic~ion under
Idaho Code §§10-1201 and 10-1202. The undisputed evidence establishes the case is both
unripe and moot.
II.

ADDITIONAL UNDISPUTED FACTS
1.

Syringa has produced no evidence demonstrating that any purchase order was

issued under the First Amendments. On the other hand, DOA has produced uncontrovetted
evidence demonstrating that ENA and Qwest provided services, and were paid, under SBPO
1308 and SBPO 1309. See Affidavit of Greg Zickau filed April 22, 2014, lj[ 43-45.
2.

The First Amendments were not enacted to alter the terms of SBPO 1308 or 1309,

as evidenced by the fact that ENA, Qwest, Mr. Zickau and a representative from the Division of
Purchasing, did not sign the Amendments. See Zickau Aff. lj[ 54-55 and Exh. 4.
3.

Syringa has provided services to the IEN and been compensated to the tuµe of

$1,434,367 as of April 22, 2014. See Zickau Aff. lj[ 75.
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4.

Syringa has also contracted to continue performing services for the IEN through

2015. See Zickau Aff. <J[ 76.

III.

ARGUMENT
!

A.

Regardless of whether the First Amendments have been validly rescinded, ~r are
instead void, a case or controversy no longer exists, because under either position,
the Amendments are nonexistent.
"As a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual
1

or justiciable controversy exists." Harris v. Cassia Cnty., 681 P.2d 988,991 (Idaho 1984). "A
controversy in this sense ... must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of spe¢ific
relief through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from an opinion advi~ing what
the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts." Id. (internal quotation marks omitt~d).
Here, DOA contends that the First Amendments no longer exist, because they hhve been
properly rescinded. See Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at p. 10
(citing Lowe v. Lym, 646 P.2d 1030, 1033 (Idaho Ct. App. 1982) ("'Where a contract h¥ been
rescinded by mutual consent, the parties are, as a general rule, restored to their original :tights
with relation to the subject matter, and they are entitled to be placed in status quo as far

~

possible."')). Syringa, on the other hand, contends that the Amendments never existed, because
they were void. See Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at p. 10 (citing Thompson v.
Ebbert, 160 P.3d 754, 757 (2007) ("[Void] contracts are deemed never to have existed in the

eyes of the law.")).
In addition, both DOA and Syringa agree that SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 are ,
unassailable in this action. See Memorandum in Support of Motion at p. 3 and Opposition at p.
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2-3. Coupling this understanding with the parties' shared position that the Amendments do not
exist (albeit on different grounds), there is no "relief through a decree of a conclusive character"
that this Court is capable of providing. See Harris, 681 P.2d at 991.

1.

DOA, ENA, and Qwest have effected a valid rescission.

Syringa claims that the rescissions of the First Amendments were ineffective, because a
void contract cannot be rescinded. Opposition at p. 8. However, Syringa' s cases stating as much
pertain to the situation where one party to a contract seeks rescission of the contract against the
other party as an equitable remedy. See Muncy v. City of O'Fallon, 145 S.W.3d 870, 812 (Mo.
Ct. App. 2004) (Individuals who sold property to City sought rescission due to City's partial
nonperformance of agreement.); Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Greatbanc Trust Co., 887 F. Supp.
2d 822, 824 (N.D. Ill. 2012) (Trustee seeking rescission of an insurance policy between the
insurance company and the trust.); ITS/ Irrevocable Trust v. ReliaStar Life Ins. Co., 60i So. 3d
1148 (Fla. Ct. App. 2011) ("Rescission is an equitable remedy where the primary obligation is to
undo the original transaction and restore the former status of the parties."); City of Beautnont v.

Moore, 202 S.W.2d 448, (Tex. 1947) (Party from whom City sold interest in land sought
rescission of conveyance instruments as against the City.); Loxley South, LLC v. Western

Express, Inc., No. 10-0024-KD-N, 2011 U.S. Dist. Lexis 66225 at *2 (S.D. Ala. June 2l, 2011)
(One party to contract of sale seeking rescission as against the other.); Drinkard v. Embalmers

Supply Co., 14 So. 2d 585,585 (1943) (same); Am. Cas. Co. v. Mem'l Hop. Ass'n, 223 F. Supp.
539, (E.D. Wis. 1963) (Contractor sought rescission of contract for work he had done fot
Hospital as against the hospital).
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The factual distinction between the case at bar and the cases cited by Syringa is obvious:

not one of the foregoing cases involved a third party attempting to prevent or promote 11escission
of a contract to which it was not a party.
Syringa's claim that whether a valid "rescission by consent has been effected is [an issue]
of law for the court, where the facts are admitted or clearly established," Lowe, 646 P. 4d at
1034, settles the law in like manner. The suit in Lowe was between parties to a contract for sale
of land, and the dispute centered on the issue of whether or not the parties to that contr4ct had
actually consented to its rescission. Id. Syringa's recasting of a simple appellate standard of
review as a broad proclamation that the rescission of any contract by mutual consent of the
parties must be decided in court, by the court, is an improper statement of the law.
Finally, Syringa's citation to White v. Mock, 104 P.3d 356 (Idaho 2004), is also of no
moment. That case involved the sale of property, and the buyer sought rescission as ag,inst the
seller, under Idaho Code§ 55-2515. Id. at 359. Due to the buyer's delay in seeking res~ission,
the Court determined that the buyer waived its statutory right to rescission. Id. at 361-6~. As
with all other cases cited by Syringa regarding rescission, this case is completely off point.
Though the Idaho Supreme Court determined that Syringa had standing to chall~nge the
Amendment 1 as to Qwest, SyringaNetworks, 305 P.3d 499,506 (Idaho 2013), Syringaidoes not
have standing to challenge the rescission of an agreement to which it is not a party. Its attempt to
I

"pull the wool over the eyes" of this Court by tinkering with inapposite precedent must pe
rebuffed.
In summary, Syringa has provided no basis that supports departing from the general rule
articulated in Lowe, that "[ w ]here a contract has been rescinded by mutual consent, the parties
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are ... restored to their original rights with relation to the subject matter, and they are entitled to
be placed in status quo as far as possible." 646 P.2d at 1033. The status quo is embodied in
SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, valid agreements which cannot be challenged in this action.
Reasons for rescission are apparent: in addition to fueling a substantial and costly dispute over
their meaning and effect, the First Amendments were never meant to alter the terms of $BPO
1308 and SBPO 1309. See Zickau Aff. CJ[ 54-55. DOA, ENA, and Qwest's decision to tyliminate
the controversy over them, by mutual consent of all who are party to them, means they ~o longer
exist. There is nothing left for this Court to do with respect to Syringa's Count Three except to
enter an order dismissing it.

2.

Even if rescission had not occurred, and Syringa is correct that the irirst
Amendments were void, the result is the same.

Syringa has burdened this Court with considerable argument over the validity oft the First
Amendments' respective rescissions. But its contentions against rescission, if adopted, !would
only produce the same result. Indeed, Syringa has readily established that if a contract ~s void, it
is deemed to have never existed. See, e.g., Thompson, 160 P.3d at 757 (Idaho 2007) ("[!Void]
contracts are deemed never to have existed in the eyes of the law."); ITS/ Irrevocable i+rust, 60
So. 3d at 1150 ("[C]ontracts that are void ... will not be enforced by the courts and the parties
will be left as the court found them."); City of Beaumont, 202 S.W.2d at 452-53 ("Where a
contract is ... void there is nothing to rescind.").
As a result, whether this Court agrees with the DOA or Syringa on this point, the result is
the same: with the First Amendments no longer in effect, there is no case or controversy over
which this Court has jurisdiction. See Harris, 681 P.2d at 991.
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B.

Because the First Amendments no longer exist, this Court lacks jurisdiction over the
fmal claim in Syringa's Complaint.
This case is moot and unripe. Syringa has effectively conceded as much. After !devoting

significant argument to establish the same conclusion advanced by DOA-that the First
Amendments no longer exist-Syringa makes no argument against a finding of mootness. See
Opposition at 13. Likewise, Syringa denies DOA's contention that the matter is unripe ~ithout
any supporting argument. See Opposition at 12 n.1. fustead, Syringa allocates the remainder of
its Opposition Memorandum to contend that one of the exceptions to the mootness doctrine
applies. See id. at 13-20. Syringa has, therefore, waived any contention that the matter;,is ripe or
not moot, because it has failed to support its conclusory assertions with argument. See Bowles v.

Pro Indiviso, 973 P.2d 142, 147 (Idaho 1999) (requiring "argument and authority" to "sµpport
allegations of error'' on appeal).

1.

The matter is not ripe for consideration.

The Idaho Supreme Court only recently announced that "an actual or justiciable
controversy is still a prerequisite to a declaratory judgment action; thus, courts are preclµded
'from deciding cases which are purely hypothetical or advisory."' ABC Agra, UC v. Critical

Access Group, Inc., No. 40573, 2014 Ida. LEXIS 206 at *5 (Idaho August 6, 2014). As:a result,
Syringa bears the burden of proving (1) "the case presents definite and concrete issues";I (2) "a
real and substantial controversy exists"; and (3) "there is a present need for adjudication:." Id. at
*5-6.
Syringa has not borne this burden; it has not even tried. DOA respectfully submits that
this is due to the fact that (1) there is no longer any definite or concrete issue presented; (2) there
is not a real and substantial controversy; and (3) there is no present need for adjudicatioi
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Syringa approached this Court seeking a declaration that the First Amendments were vQid and
entry of a permanent injunction against their enforcement. See Second Am. Post Appeal
Complaint at 17. Since DOA has rescinded the First Amendments, there is simply no n~ed for
adjudication. Opining further on this unripe matter, which is now "purely hypothetical,t' ABC
Agra, 2014 Ida. LEXIS 206 at *5, is simply unwarranted and impermissible; jurisdiction is

lacking.

2.

The matter is moot.

In addition to being unripe, the matter is moot. "Mootness ... applies when a favorable
judicial decision would not result in any relief. This Court may only review cases in which a
judicial determination will have a practical effect on the outcome." Zingiber Inv., LLC v.
Hagerman Highway Dist., 249 P.3d 868,878 (Idaho 2011).

A judicial determination in this case will have no practical effect on the outcome.
Syringa has not prevailed on any of its other claims against DOA, ENA, or Qwest in this lawsuit.
Indeed, Syringa has admitted that "the only remedy available" is a "[d]eclaratory judgment"
holding "the First Amendments void and triggering the operation of I.C. § 67-5725." Opposition
at 13. Declaring the First Amendments void would have no practical effect, because they no
longer exist. See supra Part I.A.1. Further, triggering the operation of I.C. § 67-5725 would also
have no practical effect.
Section 67-5725 provides that "All contracts or agreements made in violation ofithe
provisions of this chapter shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in
consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith." Even if this :Court
disagrees with DOA regarding the effect of the mutual rescission of the First Amendmeri.ts, this
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Court has already held that the Idaho Supreme Court's decision-that the First Amendments
were void-is the law of the case in this action. See Memorandum Decision and Order !Re:
Motion to Reconsider at 9. Therefore, any declaration by this Court as to the lawfulness of the
First Amendments would only be redundant of the Idaho Supreme Court's published o~inion.
There would be no practical effect.
Further, all evidence in the record demonstrates that no money was advanced under the
First Amendments. DOA has provided evidence of ENA and Qwest being paid for se~ices
under SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309. See Zickau Aff. <JI 43-45. Syringa has not provided a single
invoice or purchase order demonstrating that any money was "advanced" by the State under the
First Amendments. Even assuming arguendo Syringa has standing to demand money advanced
under the First Amendments be returned, there was no money advanced under them. Therefore,
there would be no practical effect if this Court declared the First Amendments void. Nothing
would be "triggered" under I.C. § 67-5725.

3.

No exception to the mootness doctrine applies.

Syringa's glaring lack of argument on the issues of ripeness and mootness must not be
ignored. And while it has advanced argument respecting the exceptions to the mootness
doctrine, it has not articulated any applicable exception to the ripeness doctrine. Therefbre,
summary judgment in DOA's favor under the ripeness doctrine is warranted. However,, even if
the Court disagrees with DOA on these points, no exception to the mootness doctrine applies in
this case.
The Idaho Supreme Court has articulated only three exceptions to the mootness doctrine:
"(l) when there is the possibility of collateral legal consequences imposed on the person raising
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the issue; (2) when the challenged conduct is likely to evade judicial review and thus is icapable
of repetition; and (3) when an otherwise moot issue raises concerns of substantial publi¢
interest." See Ameritel Inns, Inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium Dist., 119 P .3d 624, 626-'2,7 (Idaho
2005).
Syringa has not sought application of the first exception. However, Syringa has argued
for application of the second and third exceptions. I Neither one applies.

a.

The challenged conduct is not likely to evade judicial review $Dd is
not capable of repetition.

A court may (though it is not required to) consider an issue that is otherwise moot where
a defendant voluntarily ceases certain behavior and the court finds that "there is a probability of
resumption." O'Boskey v. First Federal Savings & Loan Assoc., 739 P.2d 301,306 (Ida.po 1987).
Likewise, a case "capable of repetition yet evading review" may provide grounds to review an
otherwise moot matter. Idaho Sch. for Equal Ed. Opportunity v. Idaho State Bd. of Ed., 912 P.2d
644,650 (Idaho 1996).
Here, there is no probability of resumption or repetition. This Court has already!
determined that the Idaho Supreme Court's decision with respect to the validity of the First
Amendments is the law of the case. See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion ~o
Reconsider at 9. With a published Opinion by the Idaho Supreme Court declaring that the First

I

1

Part C.1 and Part C.3 of the Opposition Memorandum contain arguments focused on the third exceptjon. See
Opposition at 14-20. Therefore, DOA will address these arguments together under the third exception; its
response to both arguments is the same.
·
I

i
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Amendments violated Idaho law2, there is simply no probability that DOA will resume or repeat
the problems identified by the Idaho Supreme Court with respect to the First Amendmehts which
were never implemented by the DOA. This is further substantiated by the fact that all evidence
in the record demonstrates that payments have been made under SBPO 1308 and SBPOi 1309
rather than under the First Amendments. Thus, the parties' relationships will continue t~ be
governed by SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, which are unassailable. As a result, this exciption to
the mootness doctrine does not apply.
Syringa's arguments to the contrary are without merit. First, McCormack v. Hiedeman,
900 F. Supp. 2d 1128, 1136 (D. Idaho 2013), is not relevant to this case. Of primary cop.cem to
the McCormack Court was the questionable validity of the agreement not to prosecute and the
public interest in settling the legality of the provisions in question. See id. at 1139. He11e, there
is no questionable agreement that might or might not permit relitigation at a future date.' Instead,
there is a valid underlying agreement in SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 and an Idaho Supreme
Court opinion addressing the First Amendments. Thus, litigation of the issue will not reappear.
Furthermore, the public interest, as discussed below, does not support taking exception (o the
mootness doctrine. Further, DOA, ENA, and Qwest's rescission of the First Amendmetjl.ts is not
a change of course to deprive the Court of jurisdiction; rather, it effectively gives Syringa the

2

The DOA respectfully disagrees that the Idaho Supreme Court had jurisdiction to make any
"law of the case" that prejudices the rights of either ENA or Qwest who were not Patties to
Count Three of the Complaint or parties to any issue on appeal regarding Count Three.
Nevertheless, the Opinion is published.
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remedy it requested. As a result, McCormack does not counsel against granting summairy
judgment in favor of DOA on mootness grounds.
Second, this case is not similar to Idaho Schools for Equal Education Opportunity, 912
P.2d 644. There, the unique circumstance presented by regulations with a sunset provi~ion
persuaded the Court to exercise jurisdiction, because there was a possibility that such regulations
I

might continually evade review. Id. at 651. Syringa claims that in like manner, DOA might
rescind unlawful contracts "each time a declaratory judgment action is filed against [it] in order
to moot the case." Opposition at 20. However, Syringa's hypothetical involves a new ¢ontract
and a new case. Idaho Schools does not stand for the broad proposition that a Court must
exercise jurisdiction when a case is otherwise moot, because a party might engage in similar
unlawful behavior in the future on a different contract. Under such reasoning, the excel)tion
would swallow the rule, and no contract case could ever be mooted. These cases do not support
exercising jurisdiction in this case.
Further, Syringa has inserted within this argument a contention that repetition mfiy occur,
because DOA has operated under the SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 and the First Amendments for
five years before rescinding. See Opposition at 15-16. However, the doctrine of laches
precludes Syringa from making this argument. If it wanted a preliminary injunction frotn this
Court, it could have asked for one five years ago. On April 13, 2010 Syringa's Motion for Order
to Show Cause was rejected by the Court, and the Court invited Syringa to return under !Rule 65

if a preliminary injunction is what it sought. No motion has ever been filed by Syringa lllnder
Rule 65. Therefore, this does not constitute a basis upon which to rest its argument aga~st
mootness. See Huppert v. Wolford, 420 P.2d 11, 19 (Idaho 1966).
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b.

The moot issue regarding the validity of the First Amendments does
not raise concerns of substantial public interest.

Under the public interest exception, a court may exercise jurisdiction over a mo~t case
presenting a matter of "substantial public interest" in order to provide "future direction and
guidance." Idaho Schools, 912 P.2d at 652. The public interest does not support an exercise of
jurisdiction here.

In Idaho Schools, the Idaho Supreme Court considered the public interest of res~lving the
dispute and concluded that the question remaining in the case "affect[ed] the present an~ future
quality of life of Idaho's citizens and its future leaders, its children." Id. Although the lEN does
and has affected the quality of life of many of "Idaho's citizens and its future leaders, it~
children," the question to which Syringa is desperately clinging in this case does not. The IEN
will continue to be serviced under SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, and ENA, Qwest, and $yringa,
will continue to provide services thereunder. The First Amendments have been rescind¢d. In
addition, the Idaho Supreme Court has already provided any necessary "direction and guidance"
in Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d 499. As has been repeatedly emphasized by DOA, there1 is simply
no longer a controversy that needs resolving. Certainly the public interest does not require
anything more in this case.
Furthermore, Syringa has no standing upon which to assert a claim for the taxpayers of
Idaho. See Opposition at 19. Indeed, "[a] citizen or taxpayer may not challenge a goveirunental
enactment where the injury is one suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction."
Koch v. Canyon Cnty., 177 P.3d 372,374 (Idaho 2008). This "general rule holds even if the
citizen or taxpayer alleges some indirect harm from the governmental action." Id. The Idaho
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Supreme Court's decision that Syringa had standing pertained only to its challenge of tlie First
Amendments. Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506.
Finally, Syringa's last-ditch argument that this Court has "a duty and obligation to rule on
illegal contracts," see Opposition at 19, is completely irrelevant to the case at bar. That'rule
applies only where a party is seeking enforcement of a contract, which may be illegal. See Hyta

v. Finley, 53 P.3d 338, 341 (Idaho 2002). In no event does that provide a basis under the public
interest exception to the mootness doctrine to assume jurisdiction of this matter.
Therefore, there is no material factual dispute with respect to the applicability of any
valid exceptions to the mootness doctrine: summary judgment should be entered in favqr of
DOA.

C.

The equitable remedy of a declaratory judgment is improper where, as here, a party
has unclean hands.
In conclusion, it bears emphasizing that any form of declaratory relief sought byi Syringa

in equity must be counterbalanced by the equitable consideration of Syringa' s unclean bands.
Indeed, Syringa has profited to the tune of over $1.4 million under SBPO 1308 and SBEO 1309.

See Zickau Aff. 175. It will continue to profit thereunder through 2015. See Zickau Ml 176.
Syringa's self-righteous table-pounding must be counterbalanced by the fact that it has benefited
substantially from the arrangement established by the DOA. See Sword v. Sweet, 92 P.3d 492,
(Idaho 2004) ("[A] court [may] deny equitable relief to a litigant on the ground that his or her
conduct has been 'inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to the
controversy at issue."').
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IV.
CONCLUSION
For each of the foregoing reasons, DOA respectfully requests summary judgment be
entered in its favor.
DATEDTHIS

~

day of October, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLBY LLP

Byl~cL!i~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 •
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Departl)lent of
Administration
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Attorneys for PlaintiffSyringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO ENA
SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO
DISMISS

Defendants.

INTRODUCTION
Syringa's Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint ("Amended Complaint") was1served
on ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") as required by this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order
RE: Motion to Reconsider dated June 24, 2014 ("Reconsideration Decision"). ENA's Motion to
Dismiss characterizes its inclusion as a party in Count Three of Syringa' s Amended Complaint
as a "new claim" subject to the defenses of judicial estoppel and res judicata. However, neither
doctrine applies.
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ENA has an undeniable interest in the February 26, 2009 amendments to the Idaho
Education Network ("JEN') Statewide Blanket Purchase Order contracts (SBPO 1308 and SBPO
1309, referred to hereinafter as the "First Amendments") and, consistent with the Supreme Court
remittitur, must remain a party. Further, the First Amendment to SBPO 1309 to ENA is an
illegal and void contract, which this Court has a duty to address at any stage in the litigation.
ENA's Motion to Dismiss should therefore be denied. 1

ARGUMENT
ENA argues it should be dismissed from this action pursuant to the doctrines of res

judicata and judicial estoppel because "Syringa has consistently limited its challenge to the
SBPO awarded to Qwest .... " (Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion. to
Dismiss ("ENA Memorandum"), p. 6). However, judicial estoppel does not apply because
Syringa has consistently asserted the illegality of the amended SBPO to ENA. Likewise,the
doctrine of res judicata is inapplicable because this Court has not entered a final judgment and
because Syringa did not file a new lawsuit by amending its complaint post-remand.
Additionally, ENA is a necessary and indispensible party to the declaratory judgment actfon and
must remain in this lawsuit. Furthermore, the amended SBPO to ENA is an illegal and v()id
contract, which can be addressed by the Court at any stage in the litigation, and, thus, pretludes
dismissal.

A.

Syringa is not Judicially Estopped from Challenging the Amended SBPO to JtNA
Because Syringa has Consistently Argued it is Illegal.
ENA argues, without supporting authority, that Syringa is estopped from challenging the

1 In

an effort to limit redundancy, Syringa's factual summaries included in support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment, and Plaintiff's Opposition briefing to DOA's Motion for Summary Judgment, DOA's Motion
to Strike Portions of the Complaint and Enlarge Time, and ENA's Motion to Strike, each of which is before: the
court on same day, are hereby incorporated by reference to the extent necessary to provide context for the argument.
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Amended SBPO to ENA because Syringa has "consistently limited its challenges to the $BP0
awarded to Qwest, and then to the first amendment, prior to the Post Appeal Complaint.'~ (ENA
Memorandum, p. 6). This is untrue. Syringa consistently challenged the legality of the
Amended SBPO to ENA early on in the litigation, and ENA cannot be dismissed on the grounds
of judicial estoppel.
Judicial estoppel precludes a party from advantageously taking one position, then
subsequently asserting a second position that is incompatible with the first. A & J Const. Co. v.
Wood, 141 Idaho 682, 684, 116 P.3d 12, 14 (2005). "Essentially, this doctrine prevents a party
from assuming a position in one proceeding and then taking an inconsistent position in a
subsequent proceeding." Robertson Supply, Inc. v. Nicholls, 131 Idaho 99,101,952 P.2d 914,
916 (Ct. App. 1998). "The doctrine of judicial estoppel sounds in equity and is invoked at the
discretion of the court." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242,252, 92 P.3d 492,502 (2004).
The policy behind judicial estoppel is to protect "the integrity of the judicial system, by
protecting the orderly administration of justice and having regard for the dignity of the judicial
proceeding." A & J Const. Co., 141 Idaho at 685, 116 P.3d at 15 (quoting Robertson Supply Inc.
v. Nicholls, 131 Idaho 99,101,952 P.2d 914,916 (Ct. App. 1998)). Broadly accepted, it is
intended to prevent parties from playing fast and loose with the legal system. Id.; see also 31
C.J.S. Estoppel and Waiver§ 186 (2012). Judicial estoppel protects the integrity of the judicial
system, not the litigants; therefore, it is not necessary to demonstrate individual prejudice. A & J
Const. Co., 141 Idaho at 686, 116 P.3d at 16 (citing Hamilton v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co.,
270 F.3d 778 (9th Cir.2001)). "Judicial estoppel must be applied with caution and in the
narrowest of circumstances so as to avoid impinging on the truth-seeking function of the court
because the doctrine precludes a contradictory position without examining the truth of either
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statement." 28 Am. Jur. 2d Estoppel and Waiver § 68.
Syringa has consistently challenged the legality of the Amended SBPO to ENA since
early in the case. The original complaint was filed December 15, 2009. On February 23, 2010,
Syringa filed a Motion for Order to Show Cause that concerned the Amended SBPO to Qwest
and the Amended SBPO to ENA and asked the Court to issue an Order directed to DOA to show
cause:
Why the DOA should not be enjoined from acquiring further
services or property for the IEN Project pursuant to Statewide
Blanket Purchase Orders 1308-01 and 1309-01 or from otherwise
directing Education Networks of America, Inc. to select Qwest
Communications
Company,
LLC
as
the
exclusive
telecommunications supplier for the IEN Project.
(February 23, 2010 Motion for Order to Show Cause; see February 23, 2010 Plaintiffs
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Order to Show Cause.)
Syringa again contended, in support of a Motion for Reconsideration of the decision
dismissing Count Three of its complaint, that both the February 26, 2009 Amended SBPOs
violated state procurement law:
The fundamental question presented by this Motion for
Reconsideration concerns whether there is an administrative
remedy associated with the amendment of contracts for the
purchase of goods or services by the State that, if not pursued,
defeats the right of an injured party with standing to pursue a
declaratory judgment to determine the legality of the contract
amendments under Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A and/or 67-5726. The
contract amendments, in this case, are Amended SBPOs 1308-02
and 1309-02 that removed the internet backbone and connectivity
portions of the IEN project from ENA and its subcontractor,
Syringa, and assigned the work exclusively to Qwest.
(August 20, 2010 Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of the Dismissal of
Counts Two and Three ofSyringa's Complaint, p. 3).
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Syringa persisted in its contention that the Amended SBPOs to Qwest and to ENA violate
state procurement law. (See, e.g., November 16, 2010 Opposition to State Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment Re: Count Four Plaintiff's Complaint, p. 13; January 4, 2011
Supplemental Brief in Opposition to State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, p. 7;
Plaintiff's Opening Brief before the Idaho Supreme Court, pp. 24-27 and 48-51; Syringa
Networks' Reply Brief before the Idaho Supreme Court, pp. 2-9). Syringa's Motion to Amend
Count Three of the Complaint to assert the illegality of the Amended SBPO to ENA following
remittitur was, in fact, entirely consistent with its earlier positions and challenges to the First
Amendments, including SPBO 1309-02 to ENA.
Further, judicial estoppel does not apply against a party who "never obtained a judgment,
advantage or consideration" from the asserting party. Smith v. U.S.R. V. Properties, LLC, 141
Idaho 795, 800, 118 P.3d 127, 132 (2005) (citing Middlekauff v. Lake Cascade, Inc., 110 'Idaho
909,915, 719 P.2d 1169, 1175 (1986)). Syringa has obtained no advantage from any sort of
alleged change in position.
Because Syringa has consistently asserted the illegality of the Amended SBPO to ENA
and obtained no advantage from any alleged inconsistent position, the doctrine of judicial
estoppel does not apply and cannot serve as grounds for dismissal.
B.

Res Judicata is Inapplicable Because There has been no Final Judgment As to All
Parties on the Merits and no Previous Lawsuit.

Similarly, Syringa's declaratory judgment action is not barred by the doctrine of res
judicata because this Court has not entered final judgment and because Syringa did not fi]e a
new lawsuit by amending its complaint post-appeal. For res judicata to apply, there must first be
a final judgment as to all claims and all parties, followed by a subsequent lawsuit or proceeding.
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Melton v. Lehmann, 118 Idaho 61, 64, 794 P.2d 650,653 (Ct. App. 1990). These requirements
are not met in this case.
A claim is precluded by res judicata where: "(l) the original action ended in final
judgment on the merits, (2) the present claim involves the same parties as the original action, and
(3) the present claim arises out of the same transaction or series of transactions as the original
action." Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81,278 P.3d 943, 951 (2012)
(citations and quotation marks omitted); accord Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 124,
157 P.3d 613,618 (2007).
The final judgment element requires that: "[I]n an action between the same parties upon
the same claim or demand, the former adjudication concludes parties and privies not only as to
every matter offered and received to sustain or defeat the claim but also as to every matter which
I

might and should have been litigated in the first suit." Ticor Title Co., 144 Idaho at 126, ]57 P.3d
at 620 (citing Farmers Nat'! Bankv. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 70,878 P.2d 762, 769 (1994))i As
further explained by the Court of Appeals ofldaho in Melton v. Lehmann, "[g]enerally the rules
of res judicata, including both claim preclusion and issue preclusion, apply only to final
judgments. Under I.R.C.P. 54(b), a judgment which adjudicates some, but not all, claims
presented in an action is not final unless so certified by the judge." 118 Idaho at 64, 794 P.2d at
653 (internal citations omitted). In Melton, the plaintiff landlord settled a lease dispute with one
of the two co-tenant defendants prior to trial and the court entered a consent judgment to that
effect. Id. at 63, 794 P.2d at 652. The co-tenant defendant who did not settle ultimately lost at
trial and appealed the judgment against him, arguing that res judicata was triggered by his codefendant's consent judgment. Id. The Court of Appeals rejected that argument "because the
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judgment against [the defendant who settled] was not final until all the claims of the parties to
the action were adjudicated." Id. at 64, 794 P.2d at 653.
The final judgment requirement for res judicata is not met in this case. ENA asserts that
"[t]his Court has ruled that the original action against ENA ended in a final judgment on the
merits." (ENA Memorandum, p. 8 (citing Reconsideration Decision, p. 14)). This Court made
no such ruling. Instead, this Court ruled that it entered judgment before the appeal as to Count
Six against ENA and that that judgment was affirmed on appeal. This Court also subsequently
ruled that "ENA must be made a party to this action." (Reconsideration Decision, p. 14).
Assuming, arguendo, that the only count concerning ENA was resolved, and thatSyringa
must now make ENA a party to this lawsuit again (a finding Syringa disputes), resjudicata
would not be triggered because there's been no final judgment as to all claims and all parjties,
followed by a subsequent lawsuit or proceeding. Melton, 118 Idaho at 64, 794 P .2d at 653; Ticor

Title Co., 144 Idaho at 126, 157 P.3d at 620; see Berkshire Investments, LLC, 153 Idaho at 81,
278 P.3d at 951 ("As an initial matter, issue and claim preclusion both require that the separate
proceedings involve the same parties or their privies."); Hindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 9e, 94,
57 P .3d 803, 805 (2002) ("Res judicata prevents the same plaintiff from bringing multiple
lawsuits against the same defendant for actions arising from the same event.").
ENA suggests (without citing any legal authority) that by amending its complaint,
Syringa commenced a new lawsuit. ENA refers to "the original suit" and the "original action"
when discussing Syringa's pre-appeal complaint. (ENA Memorandum, pp. 8-9). ENA's,
suggestion is inconsistent with the facts and not supported by the law.
This case was filed in 2009, went on appeal, and returned to this Court for further
proceedings consistent with the opinion of the Supreme Court that held the First Amendments
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violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2), § 67-5718A, and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. Syringa Networks,

LLC v. Idaho Dep 't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499, 504-06 (2013) ("By amendi.nJg the
contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer furnishing the same or similar property, the
State has, in effect, changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation ofl.C. § ,675718A and IDAPA 38.05.01.052."). Syringa's Amended Complaint is clearly consistentwith
this ruling. Syringa amended its complaint, but a complaint amendment does not commence a
new lawsuit. Rather, "an amended complaint supersedes prior complaints such that all
subsequent pleadings must be based upon the contents of the amended complaint." AlliediBail

Bonds, Inc. v. Cnty. ofKootenai, 151 Idaho 405,411,258 P.3d 340,346 (2011).
ENA cited no cases in which the doctrine of res judicata was applied in the context of a
single lawsuit. Every case cited by ENA involved two distinct actions. See Hindmarsh, 138
Idaho at 96, 57 P.3d at 807 (Plaintiff first sued Defendant in small claims court and received a
judgment, and Plaintiff's second suit against Defendant in district court was properly barred by

resjudicata); Ticor Title Co., 144 Idaho at 123, 157 P.3d at 617 (title company, who was party
to bankruptcy action in which final judgment was entered, was precluded from bringing later
action against the petitioner in the bankruptcy action concerning property at issue in the
bankruptcy); Farmers Nat. Bank, 126 Idaho at 69-71, 878 P.2d at 768-70 (Plaintiffs' action
barred by resjudicata where Plaintiffs' claims arose out of same transaction as claims in earlier
bankruptcy action to which Plaintiffs were privities); Berkshire Investments, LLC, 153 Ida.ho at
81,278 P.3d at 951 (subsequent action barred by resjudicata where prior case ended with final
judgment that was affirmed on appeal); Gubler v. Brydon, 125 Idaho 107, 110-12, 867 P.2d 981,
984-86 (1994) (trial court's dismissal of second action on res judicata grounds improper because
there was a question of fact regarding whether defendants in each case were in privity); Silver
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Eagle Mining Co. v. State, 153 Idaho 176,182,280 P.3d 679, 685 (2012) (applying and
interpreting federal claim preclusion law and finding subsequent state court action barred by
earlier federal agency determination).
Claim preclusion requires that there be a final judgment on the merits in the first action.
A complaint amendment does not commence a new action. Though certain claims have been
dismissed in this case, there has been no final judgment, and ENA' s res judicata argument fails.

C.

ENA is a Necessary and lndispensible Party and Must Remain a Party to the
Action.
ENA is a necessary and indispensible party to the declaratory judgment action, and thus,

must remain a party to this action in order to effectuate the Supreme Court's directive that the
action proceed.
As discussed in previous pleadings (with which ENA was served), Count Three of the
Second Amended Post-Appeal Complaint seeks a declaration that "the January 28, 2009 and
February 26, 2009 IEN Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest were issued in violation ofldaho
Code§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 and are void ab initio" and that performance under them!be
enjoined. (Amended Complaint ,r 94.) "When declaratory relief is sought, all persons shall be
made parties who have or claim any interest which would be affected by the declaration, and no
declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the proceeding." I.C. § 10-1211;
see Hartman v. United Heritage Property and Cas. Co., 141 Idaho 193, 197-98, 108 P.3d 340,
344-45 (2005); Tomchakv. Walker, 108 Idaho 446,449, 700 P.2d 68, 71 (1985).
The Court, Syringa and DOA have all agreed that ENA is a necessary and indispensible
party to this action. (See Reconsideration Decision, p. 13 ("DOA asserts and Syringa agrees that
ENA and Qwest are necessary parties. The Court agrees.")). ENA has not contested its status as
a necessary and indispensible party. The Supreme Court directive to proceed with the
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declaratory judgment action includes the inherent direction that all necessary and indispensable
persons be party to the action. Thus, to give effect to the Supreme Court's directive that the
Count Three declaratory judgment action proceed, ENA, as necessary and indispensable,i must
remain a party to this dispute, and its motion to dismiss must be denied. See Syringa Networks,
155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d at 512; Hartman, 141 Idaho at 197-98, 108 P.3d at 344-45; Tomehak,
108 Idaho at 449; 700 P.2d at 71.
Moreover, ENA must be included in the declaratory judgment action so it may have a
chance to protect its interest in the subject of Syringa' s declaratory judgment claim against DOA.
ENA is the designated E-Rate provider for the IEN and has provided E-Rate services since
August 2009. (May 2, 2014 Affidavit of Bob Collie In Support Of Defendant's Motion For
Reconsideration and In Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment,

~

8-

11 ). ENA clearly has an interest in the Amended SBPOs. It is equally clear that entry of a
declaratory judgment "including a :finding that the February 26, 2009 amended contracts and/or
purchase order(s) between DOA, Qwest and ENA are unlawful and void", as requested in
paragraph 1 of the Prayer for Relief of Syringa' s Amended Complaint could impact ENA' s
interests. ENA is not a necessary party because Syringa seeks relief from ENA. ENA is a
necessary party because it has a right to be heard concerning its interest in the Amended SBPOs:
The rule that a court will not render a declaratory judgment unless
all persons having an interest in the subject matter of the complaint
are parties to the action or have reasonable notice thereof is not
merely a procedural regulation but, rather, is in recognition and
implementation of the basic principle that due process of law
requires that the rights of no person may be judicially determined
without affording him or her a day in court and an opportunity to
be heard.
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22A Am. Jur. 2d Declaratory Judgments, § 204, Necessity ofMaking All Interested Pers@ns
Parties, Observation (2d Ed. 2014). 2 Syringa seeks no direct relief from ENA. Syringa does,

however, seek a declaration that the Amended IEN SBPOs issued by DOA are unlawful and
void.

D.

The Amended SPBO to ENA is an Illegal Void Contract, which Must be Ad<lressed
Finally, ENA's Motion to Dismiss must be denied because the Amended SBPO to ENA

violates multiple statutes and is, thus, an illegal and void contract. "[I]n Idaho a court may not
only raise the issue of whether a contract is illegal sua sponte, but it has a duty to raise the issue
of illegality, whether pied or otherwise, at any stage in the litigation." Hyta v. Finley, 131 Idaho
755, 758, 53 P.3d 338, 341 (2002) (internal citation omitted) (quoting Quiring v. Quiring, 130
Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997)). As the Supreme Court in Hyta discussed:
A question not raised by the parties or addressed by the district
court is whether the partnership between Hyta and Finley was an
illegal contract. Neither party suggests that the contract might be
void as against public policy if the parties entered into it with the
intention of sharing profits from the illegal gaming activities. In
Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 P .2d 695 (1997), this Court
said that:
Whether a contract is against public policy is a question
of law for the court to determine from all the facts and
circumstances of each case. Steams v. Williams, 72 Idaho
276, 283, 240 P.2d 833, 840 (1952). Public policy may
be found and set forth in the statutes, judicial decisions or
the constitution. Id. at 287, 240 P.2d at 842. An illegal
contract is one that rests on illegal consideration
consisting of any act or forbearance which is contrary to
law or public policy. 17A AM.JUR.2D CONTRACTS §
2 See,

e.g. Cappo v. Suda, 126 Conn. App. 1, 15, 10 A.3d 560,570 (2011) (internal quotation omitted) ("Joinder of
indispensable parties is mandated because due process principles make it essential that such parties be givelll notice
and an opportunity to protect their interests by making them a party to the action); Vale Chem. Co. v. Hartford Acc.
& Indem. Co., 512 Pa. 290, 296, 516 A.2d 684, 688 (1986) ("Essential to the adversary system of justice, atlld one of
the basic requirements of due process, is the requirement that all interested parties have an opportunity to b¢ heard.
Thus, all parties whose interest will necessarily be affected must be present on the record"); Safeway Ins. Co. v.
Harvey, 36 Ill. App. 3d 388, 392, 343 N.E.2d 679, 682 (1976) ("Basic notions of due process forbid the entty of a
decree affecting the interests of a party not before the court").
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239; See Miller v. Haller, 129 Idaho 345, 924 P.2d 607
(1996). A contract prohibited by law is illegal and hence
unenforceable. Miller, 129 Idaho at 351, 924 P.2d at 613.
Although not clearly argued below or addressed in either
the magistrate's decision or the district court, in Idaho a
court may not only raise the issue of whether a contract is
illegal sua sponte, Nab v. Hills, 92 Idaho 877, 882, 452
P.2d 981, 986 (1969); Belt v. Belt, 106 Idaho 426, 430 n.
2, 679 P.2d 1144, 1148 n. 2 (Ct. App. 1984), but it has a
duty to raise the issue of illegality, whether pied or
otherwise, at any stage in the litigation. Steams, 72 Idaho
at 290, 240 P .2d at 842.

Id. at 566-67, 944 P.2d 701-02.
The courts will not enforce the agreement if it is illegal or contrary
to public policy. In this case the contract may have been entered
into for some legal and some illegal purposes. The evidence of the
potential illegal intentions of the parties in this case comes from
the district judge, who deemed the FBI raid to have terminated the
purposes of the partnership, and from Finley who argues that when
the gaming came to an end, so did the profits and purposes of the
partnership. This is an issue that should be addressed by the
district court upon remand.
137 Idaho at 757-58, 53 P. 3d 338, 340-41 (emphasis added).
Although ENA contends Syringa is estopped from challenging the legality of the
amended SBPO to ENA, this Court is not estopped, "[a] party to a contract, void as against
public policy, cannot waive its illegality by failure to specially plead the defense or otherwise,"
and "whenever the same is made to appear at any stage of the case, it becomes the duty ofa

court to refuse to enforce it." Quiring, 130 Idaho at 567,944 P.2d at 702 (quoting Steams, 72
Idaho at 290,240 P.2d at 842) (emphasis in original).
A contract is illegal as against public policy when it violates a statute. Quiring, 130
Idaho at 564, 944 P .2d at 702. As the Idaho Supreme Court explained, the First Amendments
violate Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2) and are illegal:
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The amendments to the purchase orders issued to ENA and Qwest
were, in effect, changing the RFP after the bids were opened. The
RFP solicited proposals from bidders who were able to perform the
entire contract which, under the wording of the RFP, would be a
"total end-to-end service support solution." The RFP defined a
proposal as "[a] written response including pricing information to a
request for proposals that describes the solution or means of
providing the property requested and which proposal is considered
an offer to perform a contract in full response to the request for
proposals." The RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide
the backbone and a separate contract to be the E-rate service
provider.
An RFP is required to "describe the property to be acquired in
sufficient detail to apprise a bidder of the exact nature or
functionality of the property required." I.C. § 67-5718(2). A
"request for proposals may be changed by the buyer through
issuance of an addendum, provided the change is issued in writing
prior to the bid opening date and is made available to all vendors
receiving the original solicitation." IDAPA 38.05.01.052. fu
amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer
furnishing the same or similar property, the State has, in effect,
changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation ofl.C.
§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. The separate contracts as
amended no longer conform to the RFP's description of the
property to be acquired. The description of property to be provided
by Qwest under its amended contract is not a minor deviation from
the property to be provided by the successful bidder under the
RFP, nor is the property to be provided by ENA under its amended
contract. "[M]ere schemes to evade law, once their true character is
established, are impotent for the purpose intended. Courts sweep
them aside as so much rubbish." O'Bryant, 78 Idaho at 325, 303
P.2d at 678.

Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d 499, 505-06 (emphasis added).
Employing the same logic, this Court has reasoned that the illegality extends to a
violation ofldaho Code § 67-5718A and necessarily includes the Amended SBPO to ENA:
The amended contracts are contrary to state law because '[t]he
RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide the backbone and
a separate contract to be the e-rate service provider." Id. at 505.
The logic of the Court's reasoning also leads to the conclusion that
a multiple award that permitted contractors to provide different
property would also violate Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
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***
Contrary to DOA's argument, the Supreme Court has made a
determination that the February 26, 2009 amendments which
divided the scope of work between Qwest and ENA were contrary
to law. Syringa did not challenge any aspect of the original award
to ENA, or the amendment changing ENA's scope of work in the
original complaint. However, because the logic of the analysis that
prohibits dividing the scope of work applies equally to the ENA
scope amendment, as an exercise of discretion, the Court continues
to find that it would be appropriate to permit Syringa a challenge to
the amendment which changed ENA's scope of work.
Accordingly, the Court will deny the motion to reconsider this
aspect of the decision permitting amendment of Cout Three to
include a challenge to the scope of work amendment to ENA.
(Memorandum Decision, pp. 7, 9-10) (quoting Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d at
505).
The amended SBPOs are unlawful and void because they violate Idaho statutes. As the
Supreme Court explained: "All contracts made in violation of these statutes" (citing multiple
competitive bidding statutes, including Idaho Code§§ 67-5718(2) and 67-5718A (1) and (2))
"are void and any money advanced by the State in consideration of such contracts must be
repaid." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d at 504 (citing LC.§ 67-5725); see J.C.
§ 67-5725 ("all contracts made in violation of these statutes are void and any money advanced by
the State in consideration of such contracts must be repaid"). The amended SBPOs to ENA and
Qwest were void from the outset because they violate Idaho statutes and should be addressed by
this Court. See Hyta, 137 Idaho at 757-58, 53 P. 3d at 340-41.
CONCLUSION

ENA argues, without support, that it should be dismissed from this action on the grounds
of judicial estoppel and res judicata. However, neither doctrine applies because Syringa has
consistently challenged the amended SBPO to ENA and because the elements of res judiaata are
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not satisfied. Moreover, dismissal would be improper because ENA is a necessary and
indispensable party to the declaratory judgment action, and must remain to effectuate the
Supreme Court's directive. Finally, dismissal is inappropriate because the Amended SBPOs are
illegal, void contracts, which must be addressed by this Court. ENA' s Motion to Dismiss must,
therefore, be denied.
DATED this 3rd day of October, 2014.

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

PLAINTIFF'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
INTRODUCTION
The Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") has offered no factual analysis! in
opposition to Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Instead, it re-offers jurisdictional
and procedural arguments that lack merit and the contention that unlawful public procurement
contract amendments can be rescinded to render this case moot. DOA's contentions are wrong
as a matter oflaw and, at a minimum, disrespectful of the public interest.
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") is an aggrieved party with standing to pursue'Count
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Three because the DOA unlawfully changed the terms of the Idaho Education Network Request
for Proposals ("IEN RFP") by issuing the February 26, 2009 Amended Statewide Blanket
Purchase Orders (the "First Amendments") after the bids had been opened. See Syringa

Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d 499, 506 (2013).
Idaho statutes provide a remedy to Syringa for DOA's violation of Idaho procurt:ment
law. Idaho Code§ 67-5725 provides that contracts issued in violation of the Idaho procurement
statutes are void and any money paid thereunder must be repaid. DOA has a mandatory duty to
obtain repayment of the money paid to ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") and Qwest
Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") under the void First Amendments and to undertake
a new procurement that complies with the law. Syringa does not want to "kill the IEN". Syringa
does, however, want the opportunity to participate in IEN purchasing efforts that are conducted
in accordance with the law. Idaho Code§ 67-5725 makes the opportunity possible.
ARGUMENT

A.

Syringa Has Standing to Pursue its Declaratory Judgment Action.
DOA asserts that "Syringa is not an aggrieved party'' and resurrects its argument that

Syringa lacks standing to pursue declaratory judgment. The Idaho Supreme Court ruled $yringa
has standing to pursue its claim "that the bidding process violated the statutes governing
purchases by the division of purchasing." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho 55,305 P.3d at 502.
The court acknowledged Syringa was aggrieved and identified its injury as follows:
Syringa has alleged a distinct and palpable injury, not suffered by
all Idaho citizens, that is alleged to have been caused by the
challenged conduct and that can be redressed by judicial relief
The record indicates that had the RFP solicited bids for separate
contracts that described the property to be acquired in accordance
with the amended contracts ultimately awarded, Syringa would
have bid to perform the work specified in the amended contract
awarded to Qwest. Syringa submitted a bid to ENA to perform that
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same work. Therefore, Syringa has standing to challenge the
amended contract to Qwest because it constituted, in effect,
changing the RFP after the bids were opened.
305 P.3d at 506 (emphasis added). DOA's manipulation in the bidding process caused Syringa
to lose the opportunity to bid for the work ultimately given to Qwest.
Despite the fact that the Idaho Supreme Court explicitly defined Syringa's injury and
ruled that Syringa's injury "can be redressed by judicial relief," DOA asserts that Syringa "has
nothing to gain". (DOA Opposition Brief, p. 1.) But the Supreme Court saw it differently and
ruled that the conduct of DOA "can be redressed by judicial relief'. That relief, as noted above,
is mandated by Idaho Code§ 67-5725. 1 No material change has occurred in the facts ofthis
case, or been identified by DOA that place that ruling by the Supreme Court into question.

B.

ENA and Qwest Have Been Parties to All Parts of this Case From the Beginning.
After ruling DOA violated Idaho procurement law, the Idaho Supreme Court reversed the

dismissal of Count Three and remanded this case for "proceedings consistent with this opinion."

Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 512. DOA now asserts the case cannot proceed because Qwest
and ENA are necessary parties that were excluded from Count Three at the outset of the case.
DOA argues that Qwest and ENA are necessary parties to Count Three whose interests
were excluded from Count Three pre-appeal because DOA was the only party listed in the title
that appears immediately before Paragraph 77 of the Complaint. This contention fails for two
reasons: (1) Idaho is a notice pleading state, and (2) Idaho's Uniform Declaratory Judgm¢nts Act
("UDJA") does not require that interested parties be named as defendants to the specific count of
a complaint requesting a declaratory judgment. UDJA requires only that all parties with

aclaim

or interest that would be affected by the declaration be parties to the proceeding.
1 Even though this Court ruled that Syringa is judicially estopped to directly challenge the original SBPOs, the
operation ofidaho Code § 67-5725 and the effect of a declaration invalidating the First Amendments on the original
SBPOs and the scope of the remedy in this case have not yet been addressed.
'
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I.R.C.P. l(a) provides, "[t]hese rules shall be liberally construed to secure the just, speedy
and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding." Idaho is a notice pleadiJ!lg state.

See Cookv. Skyline Corp., 135 Idaho 26, 33, 13 P.3d 857, 864 (2000); I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l). "Thus, a
pleading which sets forth a claim for relief ... need only contain a short and plain statement of
the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief, in addition to alleging jurisdiction of the
court and a demand for judgment ... Under notice pleading, a party is no longer slavishly bound
to stating particular theories in its pleadings." Zattiero v. Homedale Sch. Dist. No. 370, 137
Idaho 568,571, 51 P.3d 382,385 (2002) (citations and quotation marks omitted).
Syringa's Complaint complied with Idaho's notice pleading standards and alleged the
existence of interests held by Qwest and ENA in the First Amendments that could be affected by
the relief sought against DOA in Count Three. Equally important, Qwest and ENA answered
these allegations.
ENA and Qwest were identified as parties in every part of Syringa' s original complaint

(See Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint"), p. 1.) and were the subject of
specific claims for relief in particular counts of that Complaint. Specific relief was sought
against Qwest for example, in Count Five and specific relief was sought against ENA in C:ount
Six. Acting as parties, ENA and Qwest answered each allegation of the Complaint, including
the allegations contained in Count Three.
Syringa' s Complaint identified ENA and Qwest as defendants and parties under the
heading "Parties." (Compl. p. 4.) Syringa then alleged, in the "Factual Background" sectilon of
the Complaint alleged against all parties, that DOA manipulated the bidding process by issuing a
multiple award of the IEN which it later split in order to give Qwest control over the work that
Syringa would have performed under the original multiple award. (Compl. pp. 5-11.)
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The interests of Qwest and of ENA (aka the IEN Alliance) in the IEN contracts was first
alleged in paragraph 35:
35.
Despite being evaluated by the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA
as the most technically proficient in every category and the lowest cost bidder for
the E-Rate portion of the IEN RFP, the DOA issued a multiple award of the IEN
RFP to both Qwest and the IEN Alliance.
Paragraph 49 then alleged that the "split" of the ENA (IEN Alliance) Proposal was unlawful:
49.
Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau unduly influenced the
IEN RFP award to Qwest and unduly, unlawfully, and without authority, split and
divided the IEN Alliance ProposaI2 to deprive Syringa of any of the IEN
implementation work.
Qwest denied the allegations of Paragraph 49. (Answer of Defendant Qwest Commuriications
Company, LLC (the "Qwest Answer'') 149.) ENA stated it had insufficient information to form
a belief as to the truth of the allegations, but specifically denied the allegations of Paragraph 49
"insofar as it asserts that the State lacked legal authority to award contracts to different entities to
perform different aspects of the IEN RFP". (Answer to Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial (the "ENA Answer")

1 49.)

ENA's specific denial of the allegation in

Paragraph 49 that DOA acted ''unlawfully and without authority'' showed ENA's intention to
protect the First Amendments, and its interest therein, from Syringa's allegations.
Count Three restated and incorporated the allegations that preceded it, including the
allegations contained in "Factual Background" and specifically alleged in Paragraphs 93 and 94
that DOA violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A by issuing the First Amendments:
93.
On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily amended the IEN Purchase
Order to list Qwest as the contractor for all of the IEN technical network services,
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone service$
without regard to which vendor team had the best terms and conditions regarding
price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the agenc)!'
in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A.
·
'

The IEN Alliance Proposal is the response to the IEN Request for Proposals that was submitted by ENA ahd that
has been referred to in this litigation as the "ENA Proposal".
2
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94.
Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of
Purchasing declaring its award of the IEN Purchase Order to Qwest void, null,
and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725 and/or permanent injunctiVie
relief prohibiting the State and Qwest from performing under the IEN Purchase
Order.
Qwest responded to each allegation in Count Three. Its responses to Paragraphs 93 and ,4
indicated it was aware of Syringa's claim that the First Amendments were unlawful because it
denied that claim:
93.
Qwest admits that on or about February 27, 2009, the State ofldaho issued
Purchase Order No. SBP01308-01, which speaks for itsel£ Qwest denies th~
remaining allegations in paragraph 93 of the Complaint.
In response to paragraph 94 of the Complaint, Qwest states that Syringa
94.
fails to state a claim on which relief may be granted, and is not entitled to any
·
relie£ Qwest also denies any allegations in paragraph 94 of the Complaint.

(See Qwest Answer iMf 77-94.) The Qwest Answer put Count Three at issue and belies DOA's

assertion that "Qwest was never added as a necessary party to Count Three, never had thtb
opportunity to plead and assert affirmative defenses to Count Three, and never had any
participation in Count Three whatsoever prior [sic] the Judgment being entered". (DOA
Opposition Brief, p. 6 n. 3.) Qwest has been as a party, and participated as an answering (Party in
Count Three all along.
ENA also responded to the allegations of Count Three, including the allegations of
Paragraphs 93 and 94:
93.
ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to
the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 93 of the Complaint.
94.
ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to
the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 94 of the Complaint, which are
not directed to this defendant.
(See ENA Answer iMf 77-94.) The ENA Answer also put Count Three at issue. In fact, ENA's
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Answer to Paragraph 94 put at issue the question whether Count Three was directed at ENA. By
placing this allegation at issue, ENA continued its defense of the DOA and its interest in the First
Amendments that ENA started in its answer to Paragraph 49 of the Complaint.
Count Three sought the specific relief of a declaratory judgment against DOA. It
specifically sought this relief against DOA because DOA is the governmental party that violated
Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2), IDAPA 38.05.01.052, and Idaho Code§ 67-5718A when it issued the
First Amendments that split the E-Rate portions of the IEN into a contract for E-Rate educational
services to ENA Services, LLC and a contract to Qwest for E-Rate telecommunications s~ces.
Qwest and ENA, as non-governmental parties, had an interest in the First Amendments, out did
not have the same duties, or liability as DOA. Qwest and ENA had an interest that could be
affected by the declaration sought by Count Three but no duty that could form the basis of a
claim for relief by Syringa. That interest is noted by the allegations of Paragraph 35 of the
Complaint that describe the multiple award to Qwest and to ENA (the IEN Alliance) and
multiple paragraphs thereafter, including Paragraphs 39, 49, 58, 59, 91 and 93. The existence of
the interest of Qwest and of ENA in the First Amendments is, in other words, adequately
identified in the Complaint and in Count Three to establish their status as necessary parties. That
Qwest and/or ENA denied an interest or asserted that Count Three was not "directed" at tlllem,
does not change the fact that the interests of Qwest and ENA in the First Amendments, as parties
to the litigation, was evident from the Complaint.
Under UDJA, "[w ]hen declaratory relief is sought, all persons shall be made parties who
have or claim any interest which would be affected by the declaration, and no declaration shall
prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the proceeding." I.C. § 10-1211; see Hartman v.

United Heritage Property and Cas. Co., 141 Idaho 193, 197-98, 108 P.3d 340, 344-45 (2005);
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Tomchakv. Walker, 108 Idaho 446,449; 700 P.2d 68, 71 (1985). UDJA does not, however,
require that plaintiffs name all necessary and interested parties as defendants in the speci6c
declaratory judgment count of a complaint; rather, UDJA requires that all interested persons be
"parties to the proceeding" before any declaration is entered that could prejudice their interest.
This rule is rooted in the principles of due process:
The rule that a court will not render a declaratory judgment unless
all persons having an interest in the subject matter of the complaint
are parties to the action or have reasonable notice thereof is not
merely a procedural regulation but, rather, is in recognition and
implementation of the basic principle that due process of law
requires that the rights of no person may be judicially determined
without affording him or her a day in court and an opportunity to
be heard.
22A Am. Jur. 2d Declaratory Judgments § 204, Necessity ofMaking All Interested Persons

Parties, Observation (2d Ed. 2014). In order for necessary parties to have an opportunity to be
heard, they must be parties to the proceeding.
ENA and Qwest were parties to this lawsuit and "parties to the proceeding" pre-appeal
who had the opportunity to be heard on the merits of Count Three. Syringa wasn't requwed
under UDJA or the cases cited by DOA to specifically name ENA and Qwest on the heading in
Count Three as defendants for that count. Syringa was required to include ENA and Qwest in
the action, and they were included.
ENA and Qwest were also parties to the appeal in this case and had the opportunity to
participate or join in DOA's arguments concerning Count Three if they chose. Neither chose to
do so. Their failure to challenge Count Three on appeal does not, however, establish that they
were not parties to the lawsuit whose interests could be affected by Count Three.
Finally, this Court has ruled, post appeal, that "Qwest is still a party to this action}' (June
23, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motion to Reconsider ("Reconsideration
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Decision"), p. 14.) This Court also ruled, post-appeal, that "ENA is no longer a party," and that
"ENA must be made a party to this action." (Reconsideration Decision, p. 14.) Although
Syringa disagrees with that conclusion, it issued and served a Summons For Second Amended
Post Appeal Complaint on ENA pursuant to the Reconsideration Decision.
All persons and entities made necessary by UDJA for the resolution of Count Three have
been and are parties to this litigation and before the Court.

C.

DOA, ENA, and Qwest Are Bound by the Law of the Case.
DOA argues that there can be no law of the case regarding the First Amendments because

ENA and Qwest were not parties to the appeal of Count Three. DOA' s argument is based on a
misconstruction of ParkWest Homes, LLCv. Ramson, 154 Idaho 678,302 P.3d 18 (2013).
The Idaho Supreme Court held in Park West Homes that a party who was not involved in
the case until after appeal was not bound by the ruling on the first appeal, because "[t]he law of
the case only binds the parties to the appeal." 154 Idaho at 683,302 P.3d at 23. DOA argues
that Park West Homes applies because "[n]either ENA nor Qwest were parties to the issue on
appeal asserted by the DOA ... " (DOA Opposition Brief, p. 10.), and asserts that the law iof the
case concerning a specific issue applies only to the parties in the case who litigated that issue on
appeal. But ParkWest Homes says nothing about the law of the case binding particular parties
with respect to particular issues on appeal. The law of the case in ParkWest Homes did not
apply to a party who was not present in the case until after the first appeal, but did apply to
parties that participated in the appeal. Id. This case is distinguishable from ParkWest Homes
because ENA and Qwest were parties who answered the allegations of the Complaint, including
the allegations of Count Three and participated in the case ever since it was filed. ENA and
Qwest were also "parties to the appeal", had the opportunity to weigh in on the issues pertaining
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to Count Three, and are bound by the decision on appeal. Id.
This Court ruled that the Idaho Supreme Court's decision is law of this case, and that
"[ c]ontrary to DOA' s argument, the Supreme Court has made a determination that the Felbruary
26, 2009 amendments which divided the scope of work between Qwest and ENA were contrary
to law." (Reconsideration Decision, pp. 8-9.) This law of the case concerning the First
Amendments is binding on DOA, ENA and Qwest, who have been named parties all along and
who have been involved in the case since it began.

D.

ENA's Motion to Dismiss Does Not Prevent the Court From Ruling on Syringa's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
ENA's pending Motion to Dismiss presents no basis for this Court to deny the instant

motion because Syringa is not precluded from challenging the amended SBPO to ENA 0111
grounds of estoppel or res judicata.
ENA asserts that Syringa is estopped from challenging the February 26, 2009 amended
SBPO to ENA because Syringa did not challenge that amendment in the original Complaint.

(See July 17, 2014 Motion to Dismiss, pp. 5-7.) Syringa is not estopped from challenging the
amended SBPO to ENA because Syringa's claim against ENA is not a new claim and Syringa
obtained no advantage from its previous position. ENA responded to the allegations in Count
Three when it answered the Complaint and has been on notice that the declaratory judgment
sought by Count Three could affect its interest in the First Amendments since the beginning of
this case. Moreover, this Court ruled, post-appeal, that Syringa may challenge both oftht:i First
Amendments. (See Reconsideration Decision, pp. 9-10.) (For Syringa's full estoppel argument,

see Plaintiff's Response to ENA Services, LLC's Motion to Dismiss, filed October 3, 2014.)
ENA also argues that Syringa's challenge of the amended SBPO to ENA is precluded by
the doctrine of res judicata. (Motion to Dismiss, pp. 7-10.) This argument fails because the
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doctrine is inapplicable. A claim is precluded by res judicata where: "(1) the original action
ended in final judgment on the merits, (2) the present claim involves the same parties as the
original action, and (3) the present claim arises out of the same transaction or series of
transactions as the original action." Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81,278
P.3d 943, 951 (2012) (citations and quotation marks omitted); accord Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion,
144 Idaho 119, 124, 157 P.3d 613,618 (2007). The final judgment element requires that there is
a final judgment as to all claims and all parties. Melton v. Lehmann, 118 Idaho 61, 64, 794 P .2d
650, 653 (Ct. App. 1990). ENA has failed to demonstrate that the elements of res judicata have
been met because no final judgment as to all claims and all parties has been entered in this case,
and this case is not an independent, second lawsuit brought after final judgment.
DOA's argument adopted from ENA cannot prevail because the procedural history of this
case simply does not support the application of res judicata. (For Syringa's full argument, see
Plaintiff's Response to ENA Services, LLC's Motion to Dismiss, filed October 3, 2014.)

E.

Syringa's Declaratory Judgment Action has Not Been Mooted by the Defendants'
Purported Rescission of the First Amendments Because Void Contracts Cannot Be
Rescinded and Because Exceptions to the Mootness Doctrine Apply.
1.

The First Amendments are Void Contracts that Cannot Be Rescinded.3

Syringa's motion is based upon the ruling of the Idaho Supreme Court that the Fust
Amendments violate Idaho's competitive bidding statutes and are unlawful. Faced with this
motion and unable to put forth any material evidence in defense, the DOA has attempted to
rescind the First Amendments to moot the case. In so doing, DOA asks this Court to ignQre over
five years of performance under the First Amendments and to ignore the Idaho Supreme Court's
directive on remand.

3 For

Syringa's more extensive argument concerning rescission, see Plaintiff's Opposition to Idaho Depart:rnent of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment, filed September 26, 2014.
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The attempted rescission, however, was not effective. The First Amendments are void by
operation ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 and "[Void] contracts are deemed never to have existed in
the eyes of the law." Thompson v. Ebbert, 144 Idaho 315,318, 160 P.3d 754, 757 (2007)
(brackets in original). Although Idaho courts do not appear to have addressed the precise
question concerning the rescission of void or unlawful contracts, courts in other jurisdictions
have held that void contracts lack legal existence and cannot be rescinded. See, e.g., Muncy v.
City of O'Fallon, 145 S.W.3d 870, 872 (Mo. Ct. App. 2004) ("The rules ofrescission are

applicable only to voidable, and not to void, contracts. In other words, rescission contemplates a
voidable but existing contract."); Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Greatbanc Trust Co, 887 f. Supp.
2d 822, 828 (N.D. Ill. 2012) ("the remedy of rescission presumes that a valid contract exists; it
does not negate that a contract ever existed"); TTSI Irrevocable Trust v. ReliaStar Life Ins. Co.,
60 So. 3d 1148, 1150 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2011) (rescission not available where contract found to
be void rather than voidable); City ofBeaumont v. Moore, 146 Tex. 46, 52-53, 202 S.W.2d 448,
452-53 (1947) ("Where a contract is ultra vires and void there is nothing to rescind."); Loxley S.,
L.L.C. v. W. Express, Inc., CIV.A. 10-0024-KD-N, 2011 WL 2469823, at *2 (S.D. Ala. June 21,

2011) (applying Alabama law) ("the Agreement is void because it was made in violation of the
Alabama subdivision regulation statutes. In Drinkard v. Embalmers Supply Co., 244 Ala. 619,
621, 14 So.2d 585, 587 (1943), the court held that where a contract was void 'there is no
occasion for a rescission; there is nothing to rescind.' ... Accordingly, there is no agreement to
rescind (or enforce) in this case."); Am. Cas. Co. ofReading, Pa. v. Mem 'l Hosp. Ass 'n, 223 F.
Supp. 539, 542 (E.D. Wis. 1963) ("Technically, a void contract is a nullity and there is nothing
to rescind.").
The weight of authorities holds that void contracts cannot be rescinded. Because the First
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Amendments are void, the defendants' attempted rescission had no effect and has not m©oted
Syringa's declaratory judgment action. Additionally, because there's been no rescission, DOA's
ripeness argument fails.

2.

Recognized Exceptions to the Mootness Doctrine Preclude a Finding of
Mootness.

Even if this Court were to find that DOA had authority, despite the Idaho Supreme Court
ruling, to rescind the First Amendments ab initio, this case would still not be moot because it
falls under recognized exceptions to the mootness doctrine. These exceptions are: (1) V1oluntary
Cessation; (2) Public Interest; and (3) Wrongs Capable of Repetition Yet Evading Review.
Idaho follows federal law recognizing the voluntary cessation exception to the m©otness
doctrine. Generally, "[w ]here the conduct causing injury has been discontinued, the dispute is
moot .... " O'Boskey v. First Federal Savings & Loan Association ofBoise, 112 Idaho 1002,
1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987). However, if a defendant voluntarily ceases its behavior,
"the trial court must be convinced that 'there is no reasonable expectation that the wrong will be
repeated."' Id. (citing United States v. W.T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. 629,633, 73 S.Ct. 894,897
(1953)). And, "the burden on the defendant to make this showing 'is a heavy one."' 0 'Boskey,
112 Idaho at 1007, 739 P.2d at 306 (citing W.T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. at 633, 73 S.Ct. at 897).
Further, "a party cannot conjure up mootness by ceasing the challenged conduct only for
practical or strategic reasons-such as avoiding litigation." McCormack v. Hiedeman, 900 F.
900 F. Supp. 2d 1128, 1138 (D. Idaho 2013). "Courts also hesitate to find a case moot when a
party voluntarily ceases the challenged conduct but continues to argue the lawfalness ofthe
challenged conduct." Id. (emphasis added).

DOA attempted to rescind the First Amendments to moot this case and escape the
litigation. Further, DOA continues to argue that the First Amendments were lawful, that the
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Idaho Supreme Court's decision ruling otherwise is dicta, and has made no effort to demonstrate
that its conduct will not be repeated. DOA has not, in other words, met the "formidable burden
of showing that of showing that it is absolutely clear the allegedly wrongful behavior could not
reasonably be expected to recur." Id. Under these circumstances, the voluntary cessation
exception forecloses a finding of mootness.
There is also a substantial public interest in the determination of Syringa's declaratory
judgment action. "Under this exception, even if the case is determined to be moot, iftheissue
presented is one of substantial public interest, the Court may address the issue for future
direction and guidance." Idaho Sch.for Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Idaho State Bd. ofEduc.,
128 Idaho 276,284, 912 P.2d 644,652 (1996) (ruling that despite a sunset provision in a
challenged regulation, case not moot because there was a public interest in the issue of whether
the regulations complied with the state constitutional provision concerning thoroughness !Qf the
education system) (citing Johnson v. Bonner County Sch. Dist. No. 82, 126 Idaho 490,492, 887
P.2d 35, 37 (1994)); see Ameritel Inns, Inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium District, 141 Idaho 849,
851, 119 P .3d 624, 626 (2005) (claim concerning use of public funds in elections not moot even
though election had passed because there was public interest in resolution of the issue).
In this case, Syringa has challenged whether a department of Idaho's government ,can
violate procurement law by amending competitively bid public contracts worth tens of millions
of dollars after the bidding has been closed and later agree to rescind the unlawful amendments
after substantial performance and without the restoration of state funds required by Idaho Code §
67-5725. The public has a substantial interest in determination of this action because
government contracting laws are established for the benefit of taxpayers. Thus, DOA's
attempted rescission does not moot this case.
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Finally, "an exception to the mootness doctrine exists if the case is capable of repetition
yet evading review." Idaho Sch. for Equal Educ. Opportunity, 128 Idaho at 282, 912 P.2d at
650. This third exception applies because DOA could continue to award contracts in violation of
the Idaho procurement statutes and "rescind" those unlawful contracts in order to avoid review
each time a declaratory judgment action is filed against DOA.
In sum, the defendants' attempted rescission ab initio of the First Amendments was
ineffective because void contracts cannot be rescinded. Further, even if this Court were to rule
that DOA had authority to rescind the First Amendments despite the Idaho Supreme Court's
ruling, this Court should also find that this case falls within the exceptions to the mootness
doctrine and should rule on the merits of Syringa' s declaratory judgment action.

CONCLUSION
The Idaho Supreme Court ruled that the First Amendments violate Idaho Code§§ 675718(2) and 67-5718A and are illegal. Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506. The court also stated
that "[a]ll contracts made in violation of these statutes are void and any money advanced by the
State in consideration of such contracts must be repaid." Id. at 504 (citing LC. § 67-5725).
DOA has not established disputed material facts that preclude summary judgment This
Court should reject DOA's procedural arguments and determine that there is no material fact in
dispute concerning the legality of the First Amendments under Idaho competitive bidding
statutes, and should grant Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
DATED this 3rd day of October, 2014.

:~NSPU~.
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
·•
_ vEmail - poberrecht@green§rlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S. Mail
- - Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
../"' Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@~abc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)
~mail - srt@moffatt.com

Steven Perfrement
Larry Theis
BRYANCAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
-:--Jax (303-866-0200)
-//Email
-

- - Hand Delivery
.
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-526Q)
~Email - mclark@hawleytrdxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com; ·
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
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Phillip S. Oberrecht
ISB #1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319~2601

CHRISTOPHER D; RICH Clerk
By PATRICK MctAUGHLIN
Dt=PIITV

Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, 1N 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252~6335
Attorneys fot' Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINOA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES,
LLC'S MOTION TO DIS:MISS

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA'\ by and through its counsel of record, submits
this reply memorandwn in support of its Motion to Dismiss (''Motionj and in opposition to
Plaintiff's Response to ENA Services, LLC's Motion to Dismiss (''Response").
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I. INTRODUCTION
Originally, Syringa deliberately refrained from seeking to have the amendment to the
ENA SBPO declared void. Now, subsequent to remand from the appeal to the Idaho S~preme
Court, Syringa takes positions inconsistent with its original stance. Currently, in response to
ENA's Motion. Syringa attempts to justify its inconsistency by citing to previous arguments it
had made that were parallel with its current claim, claiming that these arguments were applied
consistently throughout prosecution ofits case. In addition, Syringa argues that it should 'be able
to pursue additional claims against ENA regardless of the fact that the dismissal of all p~vious

claims against ENA was affirmed on appeal.

Finally, Syringa implicitly concedes its

inconsistency by shifting the focus from ENA's defenses and insists the Court ignore ENA's
Motion and address instead the merits of its current position. However, the theories .of res
judicata, judicial estoppel and law of the case are applicable to the cuuent pleadings and,

therefore, Syringa's new claims against ENA should be dismissed.

A. The Idaho Supreme Court's Decision Affirming Dismissal of the Count Against ENA
was a Final Judgment for- Preclusion Purposes.
Syrlnga's right to maintain an action against ENA on the Idaho Education Netwotk was
extinguished as a matter of law when the Idaho Supreme Court affinned the final judgment in
favor of ENA. This Court has previously found that all claims asserted against ENA arising out
of the transaction presented in the original Complaint had been fully and finally dismissed.
(Reconsider Order, p. 14 ("In the Court's view, ENA is no longer a party because there is no

claim against ENA in the original com.plaint which has not been fully resolved.").) As Syringa
specifically cited in its parenthetical from Hindmarsh v. Mock, "[r]es judicata prevents the same
plaintiff from bringing multiple lawsuits against the same defendant for actions arising from the
same event." 138 Idaho 92. 94, 57 P.3d 803. 805 (2002). Thus, the doctrine prevents Syringa
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 2
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from pursuing another lawsuit against ENA arising from the IEN it its Post Appeal Complaint
against ENA. 1
Syringa misapplies the finality element of the res judicata doctrine in its ar~ment,

indicating that a judgment for a party cannot be final unless final judgments are reached on all
remaining claims and parties. Essentially, Syringa confuses the issue by mixing the finality
requirements for appealabjljty with the finality requirements for preclusion for res judicata
pm:poses. Syrina cites to Melton v. Lehmann, as authority for its misapplied position. See 118
Idaho 61, 64, 794 P.2d 650,653 (1990). However, regardless of how Syringa wishes to reframe
the procedural history of the litigation against ENA, it cannot erase the fact that a final ju(\J.gment
for purposes of appealability was issued in this case on March 7, 2011 as to all defendants, and
the Supreme Court decision in Syrlnga Networks, LLC v. Idaho Departmenl of Administration

was released in August 2013 "affmn[ing] the judgment dismissing all counts of the complaint
except count three" and remanding only that claim fur further proceedings consistent with its
opinion. 155 Idaho 55. 68, 305 P.3d 499, 512 (2013). Thus the final judgment as to ENA was
affmned on appeal for preclusion purposes. See Restatement (Second) of Judgments, § 13,
comment b. ('~Comparison with finality for purposes of appellate review."); Wright, Miller &
Cooper, 18A Fed. Pra.c. & Proc.: Jurisdiction§ 4432 Finality-Traditional Requirement. The
Melton decision does not support a finding that this was not a final judgment as to ENA!for res

judicata purposes.
I

In Melton, one of two defendants had reached a settlement agreement with the plaintiff

and a consent judgment was entered as to the claims between the two agreeing parties. 118

Although Syringa pied its new case against ENA in its Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint, such is !¢tu.ally a
new complaint against ENA, which was not a party to tbe cese, and was served on .ENA wfth a new Sum:(nons for
Second Amended Pc;,$t Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial.
'
1
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Idaho at 63, 794 P.2d at 652. The claim against the remaining defendant went to trial and a
money judgment against thls defendant was entered, whlch was appealed on the theory 1!hat the

claim against the remaining defendant was merged into and barred from further prosecution once
the consent judgment went of record. Id. "In effect [the remaining defendant] is asking tlhat the
rules encompassed by res judicata be applied in his favor on the basis of the consent judgment.,,

Id.

The Court reviewed applicable authority, including I.R.C.P. 54(b) and rejected this

argument, finding that the consent judgment was "provisional and subject to revision •by the
court at any time prior to entry of a final judgment." Id. at 64, 794 P.2d at 653. Since the trial
court had not issued a Rule 54(b) certificate upon entry of the consent judgment. thci Court
reasoned there was an "absence of a detennination and direction of finality." In contrast, the
judgnient entered in this matter March 2011 was a final judgnient under Rule 54(a) and ~d not
require court certification of finality under Rule 54{b).

Here, the Supreme Court specifically affumed the final judgment as to all cowits: except
count three. Syringa, 155 Idaho at 68, 305 P.3d at 512. Accordingly, as to ENA, the final
judgment was affumed and is no longer subject to further revision. meaning the judgment as to
ENA was final for preclusion and res judicata pm:poses. See Melton, 118 Idaho at 64, 794 P.2d

at 653; Restatement of Judgments (Second) § 24(1) (..[A] valid and final judgment rendered in
an action extinguishes the plaintiff's claim.''). Remand of one specific claim of a final judgment
encompassing multiple cla.jms and multiple parties on appeal does not preclude the doctrine of
res judicata as to the affirmed claims of the multiple parties as it is a general rule /that ••a
judgment affirmed. is final for res judicata purposes as to those parts of the action no! longer
subject to litigation." Merrimack St. Garage, Inc. v. Gen. Motors Corp., 667 F. Supp. 41, 44
(D.N.H. 1987); see also Ernest W. Hahn, Inc. v. Codding, C-75-2706 RPA. 1981 WL 2191, at *I

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 4
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(N .D. Cal. Aug. 17~ 1981) (..Since the judgment on Coddint s first claim was affirmect, by the

Ninth Circuit, it is fmal and cannot be relitigated. Codding' s argument that the judgment was not
':final,' thus not entitled to res judicata effect, is without merit. ·A case remanded for further

hearing or over which jurisdiction is retained for some purposes may nonetheless be fmal as to
other issues deter.mined."' (quoting Bullen v. DeBretteville, 239 F. 2d 824, 829 (9th Cir. 1959));

Mazaleski v. Harris, 481 F. Supp. 696,698 (D.D.C. 1979) ("Only that issue [affirmed on appeal]
could remain unaffected by further proceedings in the trial court; th.us only judgment on that
issue is entitled to Res judicata effect.").
Thus, any right of action against ENA was effectively extinguished by operation of law
once the Court affirmed the final judgment as to ENA. Hence, the finality requirem~nts for
preclusion were met Syringa has now attempted to pursue a new action against ENA upon a
claim arising from the same transaction underlying the previous suit. Syringa, however, may not
pursue any claim which might and should have been previously litigated. See Grubler v. Brydon,

125 Idaho 107, 110, 867 P.2d 981, 984 (1994); Farmers Nat. Bank v. Shirey, 126 Idaho 163, 70,
878 P.2d 762, 769 (1994). Therefore, res judicata prevents Syringa from pursuing the icurrent
claim against ENA.

B. Syringa Has Only Recently Argued the Amendment to ENA's SBPO is ruegal.
As Syringa correctly notes, the policy behind judicial estoppel protects the integrity of the
judicial system by preventing parties from playing fast and loose with the courts; i.e., by arguing
one position early in the litigation only to reverse that position later. From the defendants•
perspective, the plaintiff. who identifies the claims for litigation, should not be able to ,change
those claims later to suit its changing strategy as arguments and claims rise and fall. This policy

REPLY MEMORANDUM JN SUPPORT OF ENA S.ERVICESt LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS - 5
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precludes Syringa from seeking an advantage by taking a position now that is incompatible with
the position it took before its case against ENA was pursued, lost, and affirmed on appeal.1
As this Court specifically found in its Memorandum. Decision and Order Re: Motion to
Reconsider ("Reconsider Order"). "Syringa did not challenge any aspect of the original award to
ENA, or the amendment changing ENA• s scope of work in the original complaint." (Reconsider
Order, p. 9.) This was a deliberate and calculated move by Syringa to limit its challenges to the
SBPO awarded to Qwest alone. Syringa specifically chose not to challenge either the original
SBPO issued to ENA. or the subsequent Amendment to ENA's SBPO, thus preserving the
possibility that it could still leverage its position to be able to provide the internet backbone for
the IEN. However, now that position. appears disadvantageous to Syringa, and it has cham.ged its
stance relative to the amendment to ENA's SBPO. This Court should apply the doctrine of
judicial estoppel to prevent Syringa from ' 4impos[ing] an unfair detriment" on ENA, by rsquiring
ENA to defend against additional litigation on the same project, but which is inconsist~nt with
Syringa'sprevioussuit. See A &JConst. Co. v. Wood, 141 ldab.0682,687, 116P.3d 12, 17-18
(2005). ENA relied on the fact that Syringa was not challenging additional issues surrounding
the IEN transaction, when it conducted discovery and motion practice in the original suit Now,
if Syringa is allowed to re. .litigate issues inconsistent with its previous position, ENA wm suffer
prejudice through incurring unnecessary time and expense of litigating similar, but different
issues, while witnesses have moved on to other jobs and places. In addition, the Suprem~ Court
uttered its dicta without the benefit of the development of the factual record with respect to the
amendment to the ENA SBPO, and Syringa has already obtained its relief in the Supreme Court,
which never addressed the original ENA SBPO or the Amendment Having strategically 'elected
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not to challenge the ENA SBPO or its Amendment in its original Count Three. Syringa should be
judicially estopped from now adding ENA to the claim.

C. The Court Mu.st Address ENA's Motion Prior to the Merits of Syringa's Claim.
Finally, Syringa argues that ENA's Motion cannot be granted because ENA is an
indispensible party to its Post Appeal Complaint and, alternatively, that ENA's Motion must be
denied because the court must address the issue of whether the amendment to the ENA SBPO
1309 is illegal. However, the facts that ENA may be an indispensible party to Syringa's new

claim, or an amendment may be illegal, do not result in ENA losing its right to assert its d~fenses
to the claim Syringa asserts. In particular. ENA is not denied its right to assert its defenses of

judicial estoppel and res judicata.
Syringa has not provided any reasoning or authority to support its position that its merits
should be addressed prior to ENA's Motion. While, the Supreme Court did "'remand: [colUlt
three] for further proceedings that are consistent with [its] opiniont it did not, and could not
waive any of ENA's defenses, substantive or procedural. In point of fact, the Court actually
ruled that Syrlnga had "standing to challenge the amended contract to Qwest." Id. at 62, 305
PJd at 506. The Supreme Court's finding did not infer there were no other grounds upon which
Syringa's claim could be dismissed.

Furthermore, the doctrine of the law of the case directs that:
[T]he rule of law necessary to the Court's decision on appeal must be adhered to
throughout the case's subsequent progress, both in the trial court and upon
subsequent appeal. Where the case is remanded to the trial court. the case 'must:
be tried in light of and in consonance with the rules of law as announced by the
appellate court in that particular case.•
Robideaux v. Idaho Dep't of Lands, CV 2005 8728, 2006 WL 3304476 (Idaho Dist. Oct. 10,
2006) (citations omitted). The law of this case is that Syringa•s case against ENA on th~ Idaho
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Education Network was dismissed in the lower court, and the Supreme Court afftm1ed the
dismissal. No further claims can be brought against ENA by Syringa which should have been
brought in the original action. Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81, n:.7, 278
P.3d 943, 951, n.7 (2012) (citing Swanson v. Swanson, 134 Idaho 512, 515, 5 P.3d 913. 976

(2000)) ("[T]he law of the case doctrine ... applies to bar re-litigation ... in a single caseiand its
subsequent progress.n)). Thus. the application of the law of the case, or the defense~ of res

judicata and judicial estoppel. extinguish Syringa•s right of action against ENA by operation of
law, and the detenninations of whether ENA is an indispensible party, or whether illegality must
be addressed, are simply not applicable to ENA's Motion.
At issue currently is ENA's Motion to Dismiss, not the merits ofSyringa's claim. iENA's
defenses cannot be ignored simply because Syringa wishes its merits to be addressed •by the
court. The issues of indispensability and illegality can only be addressed by the Court after
ENA's Motion is decided by this Court.

Accordingly. Syringa's arguments related to

indispensability au.d illegality are irrelevant.

D. CONCLUSION
Syringa's right of action against ENA has been extinguished by operation @f law.

preventing Syringa from re-litigating the issues against ENA. In addition, the alleged merits of
Syringa's claim as to ENA do not make it immune to the defenses claimed by ENA, or irequire
this Court to address the merits prior to ENA's Motion. Therefore, ENA respectfully ~quests
this Court grant its motion to dismiss and enter an Order of Dismissal of the Post ¥\ppeal
Complaint against ENA.
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DATED this
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'i!:a.ay ofQJ.~ 2014.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT, P.A.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thefll... day otO.,l'H,., 2014, I caused to be served a.
true copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES,

LLC'S MOTION TO DISivllSS, by the method indicated below, and addressed to eack of the
following:

David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
X

Email

Boise, ID 83 701
Fax: (208) 388-1300
Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
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877 W Main St, Ste 1000
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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Overnight Mail
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Telecopy
Email

Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

Stephen R Thomas
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1
2
3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

4

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5

6

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

7

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757

8

vs.
9

10
11

12
13
14

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company;

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE:
PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS

Defendants.

15

16
17

18

This decision will resolve 1) Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") and
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's ("DOA") cross-motions for summary judgment
as to Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint; and 2) Defendant ENA.

19

Services, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.'s ("ENA") motion to dismiss
20

Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. As explained more fully below,
21

the Court grants summary judgment in favor of Syringa as to Count Three of the Second
22

23
24

Amended Post Appeal Complaint. The Court denies ENA's motion to dismiss Count Three of
the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint.

25

26
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Background and Proceedings
1

In 2008, the Idaho Legislature established the "Idaho Education Network" ("IEN"),

2
3

intended as a statewide high speed broadband telecommunications network for every public

4

school in Idaho. Ch. 260, § 3, 2008 Idaho Sess. Laws 753, 754. In December 2008, D9A issued

5

a Request for Proposals ("RFP") for the initial work to establish the IEN. The closing date for

6

submitting RFPs was January 12, 2009.

7

On January 7, 2009, Syringa entered into a "teaming agreement" with ENA. The
8

teaming agreement described how ENA and Syringa would jointly perform an award of the RFP.
9
10

ENA submitted a proposal in response to the RFP indicating an intent to perform on the basis of

11

the teaming agreement with Syringa. Defendant Qwest Communications, LLC ("Qwest") and

12

Verizon Business Network Services also submitted proposals.

13
14

On January 28, 2009, DOA awarded the IEN work to ENA and Qwest in the fonn of
essentially identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPO"); SBPO 1308 to Qwest~ and

15

SBPO 1309 to ENA. Each SBPO contained the same scope of work, to perform the entire scope
16

of the RFP requirements. On February 26, 2009, DOA issued Amendment One (1) to ea¢h of the
17

18

19

SBPOs. These amendments divided the work between Qwest and ENA. Amendment 0111e to the
Qwest SBPO made Qwest the general contractor for all technical network services, i.e. the

20

"backbone." As a result of this amendment, Qwest was awarded the entire scope of work that the

21

teaming agreement would have assigned to Syringa. Amendment One to the ENA SBPO made

22

ENA the service provider for federal E-rate services. 1

23

24
1 The

25

"Universal Service Fund" provides federal funding subsidies for telecommunications services to eligible
schools, school districts and libraries. In re CMC Telecom, Inc., 383 B.R. 52, 55-56 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 2008). For
some reason this funding is known as E-rate funding. DOA intended to use E-rate funding for the IEN.

26
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1

Syringa filed this action on December 15, 2009. Counts One, Four, Five and Six sought

2
3

damages against DOA, its Director, its Chief Technology Officer, Qwest and ENA on various

4

theories including breach of contract and tortious interference. In Count Two, Syringa sought a

5

declaratory judgment that DOA's award to Qwest was the result of improper influence by Qwest,

6

the Director of DOA and DOA's Chief Technology Officer in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-

7

5726.2 In Count Three, Syringa sought a declaratory judgment that DOA's award to Qwest
8

constituted an improper multiple award in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718A. Syringa did not
9

10

seek declaratory reliefregarding DOA's award to ENA. Over the course of the proceedings in

11

district court, the Court granted summary judgment against Syringa on all claims and dismissed

12

the lawsuit. Syringa appealed.

13

14

In a decision filed March 29, 2013, the Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of Counts
One, Two, Four, Five and Six. Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep 't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55,

15

305 P.3d 499 (2013). However, the Court reversed the grant of summary judgment as to Count
16

Three. The Supreme Court found that by dividing the scope of work between Qwest and ENA,
17
18

19

DOA violated state procurement law in two respects. Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 503·06.
First, the division of the scope of work violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2)3 and IDAPA

20
21
22
23

24

2

"(2) Except as provided by section 67-5718, Idaho Code, no officer or employee shall influence or attempt to
influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to deprive any vendor of an
acquisition contract.
(3) No officer or employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with
an officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to
deprive a vendor of an acquisition award." Idaho Code§ 67-5726.
·

25

26
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38.05.01.0524 by awarding contracts which did not conform to the description of the work. as set
1

2

forth in the RFP, "in effect, changing the RFP after the bids were opened." Id. at 506. Second,

3

the division of the scope of work violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A5 which only permits a

4

multiple award if each contractor provides the same or similar property. Id. at 505-06.

5

6

The remittitur remanding the case to the district court was filed on September 9, 2!013
with a directive for "further proceedings consistent with this opinion" as to Count Three of the

7

Complaint. Id. at 512. Following remand, Syringa sought leave to amend Count Three to add a
8

challenge to the award to ENA based upon the Supreme Court's analysis and conclusion that
9

10

DOA violated state procurement law. In opposition, DOA argued that the Court had no

11

jurisdiction to permit any challenge to the validity of the award to ENA. See DOA's Mem. in

12

Opp'n to Mot. to Rename Count Three and Amend Paragraph 94 of Pl.'s Compl. at pp. 5.;.11,

13

January 7, 2014. In the February 25, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions to

14

Amend, the Court granted leave to permit Syringa's challenge to the award to ENA, and stated:

15
16

17
18
19

3 "(2) Notice shall be posted of all acquisitions of property, unless otherwise excepted by rules of the divisicm. The
notice may be posted electronically. The administrator shall also cause all invitations to bid and requests for
proposals to be posted manually in a conspicuous place in the office. The notice shall describe the property to be
acquired in sufficient detail to apprise a bidder of the exact nature or functionality of the property required; and shall
set forth the bid opening date, time and location." Idaho Code§ 67-5718.
4

20
21

22
23

"An invitation to bid or request for proposals may be changed by the buyer through issuance of an addendum,
provided the change is issued in writing prior to the bid opening date and is made available to all vendors receiving
the original solicitation. Any material information given or provided to a prospective vendor with regard to an
invitation to bid or request for proposals shall be made available in writing by the buyer to all vendors receiving the
original solicitation. Oral interpretations of specifications or contract terms and conditions shall not be binding on
the division unless confirmed in writing by the buyer and acknowledged by the division prior to the date of the
opening. Changes to the invitation to bid or request for proposals shall be identified as such and shall require that the
vendor acknowledge receipt of all addenda issued. The right is reserved to waive any informality."
IDAPA 38.05.01.052.

24

"(I) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing
may make an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property where more than
one (I) contractor is necessary ..." Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
5

25

26
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"The Supreme Court has ruled that DOA violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718 in making the amended
1

2

awards to Qwest and ENA." Id. at p. 10.

3

DOA moved for reconsideration of this decision and made a number of arguments

4

including: 1) asserting that the Supreme Court exceeded its authority by discussing the merits of

5

Syringa's challenge to the bid award; and 2) characterizing any such discussion by the Supreme

6

Court as improper dicta which is not controlling on this or any other court. See Mem. in Supp.t

7

ofDef.'s Mot. for Partial Recons., April 22, 2014. In ruling on the motion to reconsider, the
8

Court rejected DOA's efforts to avoid the plain implications of the decision by the Supreme
9
10

11

12
13
14

Court and stated:
The [Supreme]Court's determination that the amendment violated state law is not
dicta. The [Supreme] Court's determination that the amendment violated state
law is the law of this case and will be adhered to by this Court.
Contrary to DOA's argument, the Supreme Court has made a determination that
the February 26, 2009 amendments which divided the scope of work between
Qwest and ENA were contrary to law.

15

Mem. Decision and Order Re: Mot. to Reconsider at p. 9, June 24, 2014. In this decision, the
16

Court permitted Syringa to include a challenge to the award to ENA based upon the amendment
17

which divided the work between ENA and Qwest.
18
19

After the Court granted leave to amend Count Three to include a challenge to the award

20

to ENA, Syringa amended its complaint. On March 20, 2014, Syringa moved for partial

21

summary judgment that DOA's awards to Qwest and ENA were void based upon the Supreme

22

Court's decision in this case. DOA filed a supporting memorandum and an affidavit of its

23

counsel with multiple attachments. DOA filed an opposition to Syringa's motion for summary

24

judgment on September 26, 2014. Qwest filed ajoinder in DOA's opposition on September 29,
25

2014. Syringa filed a reply in support of its motion on October 3, 2014.
26
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On July 17, 2014, ENA filed a motion to dismiss Count Three of Syringa' s Second
1
2
3

Amended Post Appeal Complaint as it relates to the award to ENA. Syringa filed a response on
October 3, 2014. ENA filed a reply on October 8, 2014.

4

On August 11, 2014, DOA filed a motion for summary judgment as to Count Three of the

5

Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. The motion was supported by a memorandum and the

6

Affidavit of Bill Burns with numerous attachments. Qwest filed ajoinder on August 11, 2014.

7

Syringa filed an opposition on September 26, 2014 along with an affidavit of its counsel. DOA
8

filed a reply on October 3, 2014.
9

10

The Court heard argument on these matters on October 10, 2014. David L. Lombardi and

11

Melodie A. McQuade, Givens Pursley, LLP, appeared and argued for Syringa. Merlyn W. Clark

12

and Steven F. Schossberger, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP, appeared for DOA,

13

argument by Mr. Schossberger. Stephen R. Thomas, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields,

14

Chtd., and Steven J. Perfrement (pro hac vice), Bryan Cave HRO, Denver, Colorado, appeared

15

for Qwest, argument by Mr. Preferment. Phillip S. Oberrecht, Greener Burke Shoemaker
16

Oberrecht, PA, and Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice) (by telephone conference), Bradley Arant
17
18

19

Boult Cummings, LLP, Nashville, Tennessee, appeared for ENA, argument by Mr. Oberrecht.
The Court took the matters under advisement.
Standards

20

21

A.

22

Summary judgment is appropriate when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on

23

Summary Judgment

file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact

24

and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). Generally,
25

the burden of proof is on the moving party to demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue of
26
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material fact. Rouse v. Household Fin. Corp., 144 Idaho 68, 70, 156 P.3d 569, 571 (2007) (citing
1

2

Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902, 905, 935 P.2d 165, 168 (1997)). In construing the facts, the

3

court normally must draw all reasonable factual inferences in a light most favorable to the non-

4

moving party. Mackay v. Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408, 410, 179 P .3d 1064, 1066

5

(2008). If reasonable people can reach different factual conclusions, then the motion must be

6

denied. Ashby v. Hubbard, 100 Idaho 67,593 P.2d 402 (1979). "Once the moving party

7

establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the burden shifts to the non-m@ving
8

party to show that a genuine issue of material fact does exist." Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225,
9

10

227, 159 P.3d 862, 864 (2007). If the non-moving party does not demonstrate that there is a

11

genuine issue of fact, then summary judgment, if appropriate, will be entered against such party.

12

I.R.C.P. 56(e).

13
14
15

Where the party moving for summary judgment will not carry the burden of production or
proof at trial, the "genuine issue of material fact" burden may be met by establishing the absence
of evidence on an element that the non-moving party will be required to prove at trial. Heath v.

16

Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 2000). Such an
17

absence of evidence may be established either by an affirmative showing with the moving party's
18

19

own evidence or by a review of all the nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such

20

proof of an element is lacking. Id. (citing Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 882 P .2d 4 75,

21

478 (Ct. App. 1994); Withers v. Bogus Basin Recreational Ass'n, Inc., 144 Idaho 78, 80, 156

22

P.3d 579,581 (2007)(quoting Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263,267 (2000)).

23
24
25

B.

Motion to Dismiss

ENA's motion to dismiss is based upon the legal doctrines of resjudicata and judicial
estoppel. In the usual case, these doctrines would be pied as affirmative defenses. I.R.C.P. 8(c);

26
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1

Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 122, 157 P.3d 613,616 (2007) (resjudicata is an

2

affirmative defense); Kootenai Elec. Co-op., Inc. v. Lamar Corp., 148 Idaho 116,119,219 P.3d

3

440, 443 (2009) (party asserts judicial estoppel as an affirmative defense). However, in this case,

4

ENA has not filed an answer containing any defenses. Instead, ENA filed this motion to dismiss.

5

The Court will treat the motion to dismiss as a motion under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) alleging failure to

6

state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Because the motion involves consideration of

7

matters outside the pleadings, the Court will treat the l 2(b)(6) as a motion for summary Jmdgment

8

as to those affirmative defenses under I.R.C.P. 56. E.g. Mccann v. McCann, 152 Idaho 809, 814,

9

275 P.3d 824, 829 (2012). Thus, the Court need not address the merits of ENA's motion to

10
11

12
13

dismiss prior to Syringa's motion for summary judgment.
Discussion
Syringa's motion for summary judgment is based upon the Supreme Court's ruling that
the SBPOs, when amended by Amendments One to divide the scope of work, violated State

14

procurement law, and as a consequence, are void. DOA argues that this Court lacks jurisdiction
15

to make a declaration because ENA and Qwest were not joined as necessary parties to Count
16
17

Three pre-appeal. Under Idaho's Declaratory Judgment Act, "[w]hen declaratory relief is sought,

18

all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest which would be affected by the

19

declaration, and no declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the

20

proceeding." LC.§ 10-1211. Qwest and ENA were named as parties to the original Complaint.

21

The Court acknowledges Count 3 sought a declaration that only the award to Qwest was in

22

violation of state law. In the Supreme Court decision, the Supreme Court determined that the
23

amendments dividing the work violated state law. Post-appeal, the Court has permitted Syringa
24

to seek a declaration that the awards to Qwest and ENA, as amended to divide the scope of work,
25

26
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violates state law as determined by the Supreme Court. In the Court's view, all necessary parties
1

2
3

have been joined and the Court has jurisdiction.
DOA's motion for summary judgment asserts that in July 2014, DOA, ENA and Qwest

4

entered into new amendments to the SBPOs which "rescinded" Amendments One to the $BPOs.

5

DOA argues that any issue of validity now has been cured and is moot because the SBPOs now

6

have the same scope of work. DOA argues that "there is nothing for this Court to do on Count

7

Three of the Second Amended Post-Appeal Complaint" because Amendments One to the' SBPOs
8

have been "rescinded." DOA also argues that whether Amendments One to the SBPOs are
9

10
11

12

considered void or rescinded, the remaining claim by Syringa is moot because the Amendments
are "nonexistent."
Syringa argues that void contracts cannot be rescinded to cure a defect. In the alternative,

13

Syringa argues that recognized exceptions to the mootness doctrine preclude a finding of

14

mootness.

15

The consequence of entering into a contract which violates state procurement law is
16

governed by Idaho Code§ 67-5725 which provides as follows:
17
18
19

20
21

All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of this chapter
shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in
consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith. In the
event of refusal or delay when repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the
state of Idaho, under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have beert
made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying, together with his
surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at law for the recovery of such
sum of money so advanced."

22

23
24

Idaho Code § 67-5725. This statute requires that agreements made in violation of state
procurement law "shall be void."

25
26
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The SBPOs, as amended to divide the work between Qwest and ENA, are void. A void
1

contract is "one which never had any legal existence or effect, and such contract cannot ih any

2
3

manner have life breathed into it." Black's Law Dictionary 1745 (Rev' d 4th ed. 1968)7; King v.

4

Donnkenny, Inc., 64 F. App'x 376,378 (4th Cir. 2003) (a void contract "cannot in any manner

5

have life breathed into it"); Robinson v. Am. Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc., I: 11-CV-1087,

6

2012 WL 4470116 (W.D. Mich. Sept. 27, 2012) (citing to same definition of"void contract"

7

from Black's Law Dictionary 5th ed. 1979); Matter ofEstate of Griffin, 248 Mont. 472,476, 812
8

P.2d 1256, 1258 (1991) ("A void contract is one which never had any legal existence or effect,
9

and it cannot in any manner have life breathed into it."); Consol. Realty Grp. v. Sizzling Platter,

10

Inc., 930 P.2d 268,272 (Utah Ct. App. 1996) (citing definition of void contract from Black's Law

11

Dictionary 1412 (5th ed.1979)). Contrary to DOA's argument, DOA's efforts to salvage these
I
13
14

15

void contracts were futile and of no effect. An agreement made in violation of the state's
procurement law cannot be fixed or cured. The amendments dividing the scope of work render
these awards void.

J6

ENA argues that Syringa's challenge to ENA's award is barred by the doctrines df res
17

judicata and judicial estoppel. ENA is correct that Syringa did not challenge the award to ENA
18

19

in its Complaint, and did not seek to add this claim until after the appeal. ENA's arguments

20

correctly state the law but, in the end, these arguments must be rejected. The award to ENA

21

presents the same difficulty as the award to Qwest. As amended to divide the scope of work, the

22

award to ENA violates state procurement law, and as a result, is void.

23
24
25
26

7 This edition of Black's Law Dictionary was purchased at the beginning ofmy first year in law school and has been
in my office since.
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The SBPOs, as amended to divide the work between Qwest and ENA, are void. A void
1

2

contract is "one which never had any legal existence or effect, and such contract cannot in any

3

manner have life breathed into it." Black's Law Dictionary 1745 (Rev'd 4th ed. 1968)6 ; Ning v.

4

Donnkenny, Inc., 64 F. App'x 376,378 (4th Cir. 2003) (a void contract "cannot in any manner

5

have life breathed into it"); Robinson v. Am. Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc., l: 11-CV-1087,

6

2012 WL 4470116 (W.D. Mich. Sept. 27, 2012) (citing to same definition of"void contract"

7

from Black's Law Dictionary 5th ed. 1979); Matter ofEstate of Griffin, 248 Mont. 472,476, 812
8

P.2d 1256, 1258 (1991) ("A void contract is one which never had any legal existence or effect,
9

10

and it cannot in any manner have life breathed into it."); Consol. Realty Grp. v. Sizzling Platter,

11

Inc., 930 P.2d 268,272 (Utah Ct. App. 1996) (citing definition of void contract from Black's Law

12

Dictionary 1412 (5th ed.1979)). Contrary to DOA's argument, DOA's efforts to salvage these

13

void contracts were futile and ofno effect. An agreement made in violation of the state's·

14
15

procurement law cannot be fixed or cured. The amendments dividing the scope of work nender
these awards void.

16

ENA argues that Syringa's challenge to EN A's award is barred by the doctrines of res
17
18

judicata and judicial estoppel. ENA is correct that Syringa did not challenge the award to ENA

19

in its Complaint, and did not seek to add this claim until after the appeal. ENA's arguments

20

correctly state the law but, in the end, these arguments must be rejected. The award to ENA

21

presents the same difficulty as the award to Qwest. As amended to divide the scope of work, the

22

award violates state procurement law, and as a result, is void.

23

24
25
26

This edition of Black's Law Dictionary was purchased at the beginning ofmy first year in law school and has been
in my office since.
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In Idaho, a court has an affirmative duty to raise the issue of illegality at any stage in the
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

litigation, regardless of whether the issue was pleaded by a party. Quiring v. Quiring, 13 0 Idaho
560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997). As explained by the Court:
A party to a contract, void as against public policy, cannot waive its illegality by
failure to specially plead the defense or otherwise, but whenever the same is mad¢
to appear at any stage of the case, it becomes the duty of a court to refuse to
enforce it; again, a court of equity will not knowingly aid in the furtherance of atil
illegal transaction; in harmony with this principle, it does not concern itself as to
the manner in which the illegality of a matter before it is brought to its attention.

8

Id (quoting Stearns v. Williams, 72 Idaho 276,283,240 P.2d 833, 840 (1952) (citations

9

omitted). The Court is not free to ignore this issue or to countenance the continuation of

10

contracts that resulted from violation of state procurement law. The award of the SBPO tID ENA,

11

when amended to divide the scope of work, violated state procurement law, and is void. ENA's
12

motion to dismiss this claim is denied. ENA is seeking a ruling that would allow ENA to benefit
13

14
15
16

from an improper award. In the Court's view, such a result would fly in the face of the Supreme
Court's decision in this case.
The Supreme Court decided this case in March, 2013. Since then, DOA has argued that

17

the Supreme Court had no authority to decide that DOA's actions violated procurement law.

18

DOA also argued that the Supreme Court's ruling that DOA violated state procurement law was

19

improper dicta which this Court is free to ignore. The Supreme Court's ruling that DOAviolated

20

state procurement law by splitting the work between Qwest and ENA is the law of the case, and
21

is binding upon the parties and this Court. The awards which divided the work violate state
22
23

procurement law and are void. DOA seeks to extend this case to engage in additional discovery,

24

and ultimately, a trial on the merits. In the Court's view, there is no good reason to further delay

25

this case.

26
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To date, DOA refuses to acknowledge that its bid process in this case was and remains
1
2

fatally flawed. Even after the Supreme Court decision, and despite further rulings from this

3

Court rejecting DOA's post appeal arguments, DOA continues to fund these contracts. DOA

4

even tries to fix what cannot be fixed.

5
6

The Idaho Legislature established administrative oversight for the IEN in the Idaho
Education Network and Resource Advisory Council ("IPRAC"). Idaho Code§ 67-5745E. One

7

ofIPRAC's duties is to ensure continued E-rate funding for IEN. Idaho Code§ 67-5745E(5). 7
8

The Universal Service Administrative Company ("USAC") is the agency responsible for funding
9

10

E-rate projects. In 2013, USAC suspended funding of the IEN, presumably after USAC reviewed

11

the Supreme Court decision in this case. Currently, there is no E-rate funding for this project.

12

As a result, DOA sought and has received replacement funding from the Legislature to allow

13

DOA to continue full funding of these awards to Qwest and ENA. Ch. 229, 2014 Idaho Sess.

14

Laws. This legislation authorized an appropriation of$ 4,800,000.00 for continued IEN

15

implementation for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014.
16

Qwest's SBPO 1308 and ENA's SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendments One, were
17
18
19

made in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5718(2), IDAPA 38.05.01.052 and Idaho Code§ 675718A. As such, these agreements are void. The attempt to revitalize these agreements by

20

purportedly "rescinding" Amendments One is futile. There is no genuine issue of material fact

21

as to whether these contract awards complied with state procurement law. As detailed ab@ve, the

22
23
7

24
25

"The IPRAC shall, in its administration of the provisions of this section, comply with all provisions offederal law
and regulations necessary to obtain and maintain qualification of the IEN and its participating schools in order to
enable receipt of federal universal service support funding and the federal e-rate discount program for schodls and
libraries including, but not limited to, maintenance of the IEN as a separate and distinct network to the extent
necessary to obtain and maintain such qualification." Idaho Code § 67-5745E.

26
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contract awards, as amended to divide the scope of work, do not comply with Idaho law. The
1

2
3

4

Court will grant summary judgment in favor of Syringa as to the claim in Count Three that the
contract awards, as amended to divide the scope of work between Qwest and ENA, are void.
In light of the Court's ruling, the other outstanding motions are moot. 9

5
6

Conclusion
As set forth above, the Court grants summary judgment to Syringa a& to Count Three of

7

the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. The Court denies ENA's motion to dismi$s.
8

The Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to Qwest (SBPO 1308), as amended by Amendment One,
9

10

and the Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to ENA (SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment

11

One, are void. Because these contract awards are void, the provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725

12

now apply.

13
14

15

Counsel for Syringa is directed to submit an appropriate form of judgment from which an
appeal may be taken.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

16

Dated this

/0

day ofNovember, 2014.

17
18

19

~/J~-

Patrick H. Owen
District Judge

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

9 These include Syringa's October 3, 2014 Rule 56(e) Objection to Affidavits and Deposition Testimony Presented
by DOA; ENA's July 22, 2014 Motion to Strike Count Six of Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint; DOA's
July 7, 2014 Motion for Enlargement of Time; and DOA's July 18, 2014 Motion to Strike Portions of Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1

2

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by

3

United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice pursuant to Rule

4

77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause in envelopes addressed as f<l>llows:

5

6
7

8

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W BANNOCK ST
POBOX2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720

9
10
11

1.2

MERLYN W. CLARK
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 MAIN ST, STE 1000
PO BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701-1617

13

14
15
16

STEPHEN R. THOMAS
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, 10TH FLOOR
POBOX829
BOISE, ID 83701-0829

17
18
19

20
21
22

23

B. LAWREN CE THEIS
STEVEN J. PERFREMENT
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 LINCOLN STREET, STE 4100
DENVER, COLORADO 80203
PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 BANNOCK, STE. 950
BOISE, ID 83702

24
25
26
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•
1
2
3

ROBERTS. PATTERSON
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 DIVISION STREET, STE 700
NASHVILLE, TN 3 7203

4

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

5

6

7

8

Date:

t!~ /0I Jo /If

::~c~i; wt?Deputy Cl

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20

21
22
23

24
25
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e
NOV 18 2014
CHFUSTOPM&Fi D. AfOH Ckilt
By JAMIE MAll'r!N '
Dl:PuYy

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
Defendants.

Case No. CV OC 0923757
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S
11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE PENDING
DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS

)
)
)

COMES NOW Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through
its undersigned counsel of record, and moves this Court, pursuant to Rule ll(a)(2)(B) of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to reconsider and/or clarify its Memorandum Decision and Order
Re Pending Dispositive Motions ("Order") issued on November 10, 2014. In particular, DOA
respectfully moves this Court (1) to clarify whether the Order declares void the Amendments No.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 1
Ol 152.0105.7071200.1
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1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, or instead declares void the Amendments No. 1 and SBPO
1308 and SBPO 1309; and (2) if the latter, to reconsider its decision in light of the law of this
case.
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification.
DATED THIS

Ji_ day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

Byiki.)~
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No.106
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 2
01152.0105.7f.l71200.I
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _l_2_ day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
Q Overnight Mail
~· E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~ E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com

lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
CHARTERED
~ E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
)iQ E-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 3
01152.0105.7071200.1
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
P 9vemight Mail
e:fE-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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CHRISTOP~f!~ D. ~IOM, Clerk
By JAMIi! MNffiN
~

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Em.ail: m.clark@hawleytroxell.com.
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com.
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S
11/10/2014 MEMO~UM DECISION
AND ORDER REP ND ING
DISPOSITIVE MOT ONS

COMES NOW Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through
its undersigned counsel of record, and submits this Memorandum. in Support of Its Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification Re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum. Decision and
Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions issued on November 10, 2014.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Because the continued vitality of the State of Idaho's wide area network used by the state
agencies, and the statewide telecommunications distribution system for public schools known as
the Idaho Education Network ("IEN") depends on the existence of a lawful Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order(s) (the "SBPOs"), the DOA respectfully requests this Court clarify and/or
reconsider its November 10, 2014 Order.
As this Court has held, Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging SBPO 1308 and
1309. Because this decision has become the law of the case, which Syringa has not moved to
reconsider or appealed, the DOA reasonably has grounds to interpret that this Court's November
10, 2014 Order struck down the Amendments No. 1 to the SBPOs, but did not disturb its
conclusion that the original SBPOs were lawful. The DOA requests the Court clarify this aspect
of its Order.

In the event this Court has concluded that not only are the Amendments No. 1 void, but
so are the original SBPOs, the DOA requests the Court reconsider, because (1) the law of the
case precludes such a decision; (2) void amendments do not affect a lawful underlying contract;
and (3) the standard terms and conditions of the DOA' s contracts require that the Amendments
No. 1 be severed and the underlying lawful agreements be enforced.

II.

BACKGROUND
Due to the Court's familiarity with the record, DOA will only mention facts and
procedure relevant to the Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification.
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1.

Original SBPOs. The Idaho Division of Purchasing issued Statewide Blanket

Purchase Orders (SBPO) 1308 and 1309 to Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest")
and Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA") respectively, on January 28, 2009. SBPO
1308 and SBPO 1309 are identical awards authorizing the state to select any service covered by
the Idaho Education Network ("IEN") Request for Proposals ("RFP"), which also includes the
wide area network used by the state agencies, from either Qwest or ENA.
After this Court granted summary judgment to the DOA on, inter alia, Count Three of
Syringa's Complaint for failure to exhaust administrative remedies, Syringa appealed that
decision to the Idaho Supreme Court. On appeal, Syringa represented that it was not challenging
the lawfully issued SBPOs. Sup. Ct. Reply Br. at 8. The Idaho Supreme Court reversed this
Court's decision as to Count Three, finding that Syringa had no administrative remedies to
exhaust and could therefore challenge "the amended contract and/or purchase order(s) issued to
Qwest." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Admin., 305 P.3d 499,506 (Idaho 2013).
Syringa' s subsequent attempt to change course on remand and challenge both the original
and amended SBPOs was rebuffed by this Court on June 24, 2014. See Memorandum Decision
and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider at 13. Indeed, this Court held that Syringa could not
challenge the lawfulness of the original SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309. Id. This Court so'held, by
way of the doctrine of judicial estoppel, because Syringa acknowledged before the Idaho
Supreme Court that it was not challenging "the lawful SBPOs issued to Qwest and ENA on
January 28, 2009 because they did not split the IEN Project." Id. at 12 (quoting Reply Brief of
Syringa at 8).
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Further, Syringa did not appeal this decision or move for reconsideration. Rather,
Syringa modified its Partial Motion for Summary Judgment to comply with it. On August 21,
2014, Syringa filed a Fourth Amended Notice Hearing for its partial Motion for Summary
Judgment, which noticed the Court that "the scope of Syringa' s Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment will be limited, pursuant to the Court's June 24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order RE: Motion to Reconsider, to a determination whether SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, as
amended by the February 26, 2009 Amendments, ... are void." Fourth Amended Notice of
Hearing at 2.
2.

Amendments No. 1. On February 26, 2009, the Division of Purchasing issued

Amendments No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, which were issued in order to clarify the
State's intended roles and responsibilities for the implementation of certain phases of the JEN.
These Amendments did not relate in any way to state agency networks, which are a separate
component of the JEN RFP for the JEN itself, and which were not affected by the Amendments
NO. 1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309.
3.

On November 10, 2014, this Court held that "[t]he Statewide Blanket Purchase

Order to Qwest (SBPO 1308), as amended by Amendment One, and the Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order to ENA (SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment One, are void." Order at 13.

III.
ANALYSIS
A.

Standard of Review
"A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made

at any time before the entry of fmal judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry
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of the final judgment." I.R.C.P. l l(a)(2)(B). Although Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) motions are often used
to notify the Court of new evidence to be considered, they may also be used to correct "errors of
law or fact in the initial decision." Johnson v. Lambros, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (Idaho 2006). The
movant bears the burden of establishing an error of law or fact, and the "decision to grant or
deny a motion for reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court." Spur
Prods. Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP, 153 P.3d 1158, 1161 (Idaho 2007).

B.

DOA Respectfully Requests Clarification of the November 10, 2014 Order, Because
the Continued Existence of the IEN Depends on Whether the Original SBPOs are
Valid.
Because Syringa has conceded that the original SBPOs are lawful, the Idaho Supreme

Court accepted Syringa' s representation as part of its decision on appeal, and this Court held
Syringa to its word by way of the doctrine of judicial estoppel, DOA asserts the legal position
that any order in Syringa's favor on Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment could only
pertain to the Amendments No. 1.
The "law of the case" doctrine "is well established in Idaho" and provides that when a
Court, whether trial or appellate, "states in its opinion a principle or rule of law necessary to the
decision, such pronouncement becomes the law of the case, and must be adhered to throughout
its subsequent progress, both in the trial court and upon subsequent appeal." Swanson v.
Swanson, 5 P.3d 973,976 (Idaho 2000).
In the June 24, 214 Order, this Court held that "[t]he doctrine of judicial estoppel
precludes Syringa from having it both ways. Because Syringa has previously conceded that the
original SBPOs were lawful, Syringa will be estopped from taking the opposite position now."
See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider at 13.
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This decision by the Court established the "law of the case" with respect to the
underlying SBPOs. As a result, the record of this case supports a legal interpretation that the
Court's November 10, 2014 Order holds void Amendments No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO
1309, without impacting the underlying and lawful SBPO 1308 and 1309.
This distinction is critical to the State of Idaho. If the Court has found, contrary to its
previous decisions, that the underlying SBPOs are also void, then there is no contract on which
to order and run critical wide area network services for state agencies 1 or under which to operate
and fund the education network. Therefore, the DOA respectfully requests this Court clarify its
November 10, 2014 Order in order to allow the State to ascertain the validity of the underlying
SBPOs.
Moreover, the original SBPOs are underlying contract vehicles for both the state agency
networks and the IEN. These state agency services have never been part of this case, and they
are not addressed in the challenged Amendments No. 1, which address only the IEN. As this
Court held and the Idaho Supreme Court recognized, Syringa, did not challenge the original
SBPOs; its challenge has been limited to the IEN and the Amendments No. 1. Therefore, the
DOA respectfully requests this Court clarify its November 10, 2014 Order to make clear that it
only addresses the Amendments No. 1 as they may pertain to the IEN.

1 These agencies include: Department of Building Safety; Department of Corrections;
Department of Environmental Quality; Depart of Fish & Game; Department of Health &
Welfare; Health District I, II, Ill, V and VII; Industrial Commission; Department of Juvenille
Corrections; Department of Labor; Liquor Dispensary; Depart of Parks & Recreation;
Retirement System; Idaho Supreme Court; Tax Commission; Veterans Services; Vocational
Rehabilitation; and Department of Water Resources.
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C.

If This Court's November 10, 2014 Order Voided both the Amendments No. 1 and
the Original SBPOs, DOA Respectfully Requests this Court to Reconsider.
In the event this Court has voided both the Amendments No. 1 and the original SBPOs,

the DOA respectfully requests this Court reconsider that decision. Grounds for reconsideration
include: (1) the Court's November 10, 2014 Order would be contrary to the "law of the case"; (2)
when an amendment to a contract is void, the parties return to the status quo under the original
contract; and (3) the severability clause of the standard terms and conditions to the contract
preserves the original SBPOs notwithstanding a finding that Amendments No. 1 are void.

1.

The "Law of the Case" Precludes Finding that the Original SBPOs are Void.

As set forth above, the doctrine of the "law of the case" applies to preserve this Court's
decision that Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs. However, in
the event this Court has adopted Syringa's argument that the void "taint" of the Amendments
No. 1 have somehow poisoned the underlying, lawful SBPOs, the DOA submits that such is
barred by both principles of judicial estoppel and the doctrine of the law of the case.
Syringa has neither moved for reconsideration nor appealed this Court's decision that it
was judicially estopped from challenging the validity of the original SBPOs. As a result, Syringa
should not be allowed to "back door" the same result be making the unprecedented and
unsupportable argument that a void amendment to a contract somehow taints and effectively
voids the entire underlying agreement. As set forth in the DOA's papers, and discussed further
briefly below, the law is clear that a void amendment does not exist, and the terms of the
underlying contract govern. But in adopting Syringa's "taint" approach, this Court wou[d be
sanctioning what the law does not permit (judicial estoppel and the law of the case) in a manner
that is inconsistent with the law regarding void contractual amendments. Therefore, the Court
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
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should reconsider its November 10, 2014 Order and preserve the validity of the underlying
SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309.

2.

By Voiding the Amendments No.1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, the Result
is a Return to the Original SBPOs, which are lawful.

This Court has found that the Amendments No. 1 are void, because the Idaho Supreme
Court determined that by splitting the !EN-specific work between ENA and Qwest with the
Amendments No. 1 was unlawful. See November 10, 2014 Order at 11. However, this
conclusion does not implicate the otherwise lawful underlying contracts.
In Knowlton v. Mudd, 775 P.2d 154 (Idaho Ct. App. 1989), the Idaho Court of Appeals
addressed an analogous factual scenario. There, a woman sold a piece of real property to her
son. Id. at 155. After five years, the son stopped paying his mother on the loan. Id. The mother
had become mentally and physically debilitated, however, so she did not enforce her son's loan
obligations. Id. When the woman's daughter was appointed conservator of her mother's estate,
the son presented his mother with an amendment to the real estate contract that would reduce the
balance of the loan, forgive unpaid interest, reduce the loan's interest rate, and lengthen the loan
term. Id. The Idaho Court of Appeal affirmed the trial court's decision that the amendment to
the contract was void, because the mother was incapacitated when she signed it. Id. at 156.
Tellingly, the Court did not hold that the amendment nullified the entire contract. Id.
Likewise, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that void "contracts are deemed never to
have existed in the eyes of the law." S. Idaho Realty-Century 21 v. Larry J. Hellhake & Assocs.,
636 P.2d 168, 173 (Idaho 1981). Because the Amendments No. 1 are void and non-existent, all
that remains is the original SBPOs, which this Court has unequivocally held cannot be
challenged as unlawful. This position is consistent with many other states' law. See, e.g., Shinn
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v. Edwin Yee, Ltd., 553 P.2d 733, 745 (Haw. 1976) ("But even if we were to assume that an
agreement to modify the original contract was reached at that meeting ... the amendatory
agreement would have been so permeated with the illegality of the kickback provision that it
would have been void and unenforceable. In that even, obviously, the amendatory agreement
could have no effect and the original contract must stand.") (internal citation omitted); Tillman v.

Talbert, 93 S.E.2d 101 (N.C. 1956) ("A subsequent illegal agreement by the parties cannot
affect a previous fair and lawful contract between them in relation to the same subject. The
change is regarded as a mere nullity, and as such cannot scathe the original contract.").
Therefore, if this Court has concluded that not only the Amendments No. 1 are void, but
also the underlying SBPOs, DOA respectfully requests this Court reconsider this decision,
because a void amendment does not impact an otherwise lawful contract.

3.

Even if this Court Views each SBPO and Amendment No. 1 as One Contract
together, the Severability Clause of the Contract Preserves the Underlying,
Lawful SBPOs.

Finally, even if this Court has concluded that the Amendments No. 1 have by way of their
invalidity somehow tainted the otherwise lawful original SBPOs, thereby becoming one
agreement, the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, which were a part of this
agreement, contain a Severability Clause: "In the event any term of the Contract is held to be
invalid or unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining terms of the
Contract will remain in force." See Affidavit of Steven Schossberger, Exhibit 1.
Were this Court to reject all of DOA's above arguments, nevertheless the Court would
still be required to sever the unlawful Amendments No. 1 from the otherwise lawful original
SBPOs. Indeed, the "issue of severability of an agreement has been frequently addressed. by" the
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Supreme Court Magic Valley Radiology Assocs., P.A. v. Prof. Business Servs., Inc., 808 P.2d
1303, 1311 (Idaho 1991). "Whether a contract is entire or severable depends on the intention of
the parties." Id. at 1312.
As established by the standard terms and conditions of the contract, the Amendments No.
1 must be severed from the original and lawful SBPOs. Therefore, to the extent this Court has
determined that both Amendments No. 1 and the original SBPOs are void, DOA respectfully
requests the Court to reconsider.

IV.
CONCLUSION
The DOA respectfully requests this Court clarify its November 10, 2014 Order with
respect to whether it holds void only Amendments No. 1 or also the original SBPOs. In the
event the latter, the DOA respectfully requests the Court reconsider its decision on the basis set
forth above.
DATED THIS

J{i__ day of November, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

ByMJ~lk~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION
RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PENDING
DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENSPURSLEY,LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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D Overnight Mail
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melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
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Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
Li'E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
tfTelecopy: 208.385.5384

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
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1600 Division Street, Ste 700
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D Overnight Mail
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NOV 18 2014
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
Defendants.

1.

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION

)
)
)

I am an attorney for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA"),

and I am a partner with the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP.
2.

I am duly admitted to practice law before this Court and all courts of the State of

Idaho, and maintain an office at 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho.

A
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3.

I have personal knowledge of the matters referred to herein, and make this

affidavit in support of the DOA's Motion to Dismiss the Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint or, in the alternative, for Enlargement of Time to Respond to the Second Amended
Complaint.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the State of Idaho

Department of Administration's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions. A portion of the
Standard Terms and Conditions was attached to the Affidavit of Greg Zickau in Support of
DOA's First Motion for Reconsideration, Exhibit 6. However, the portion containing the
Severability Clause was not included in Exhibit 6. In all likelihood the full document is in the
record, but for the convenience of the Court, the DOA provides the attached Standard Terms and
Conditions, although revised July 2014, as a reference to the materially similar provision. in the
Standard Terms and Conditions appended to the original SBPOs.
Further your affi.ant sayeth naught.

~ t )~
~/

Steven F. Schossberger
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

' fl,,,

j8__ day of November, 2014.

..
Notary Public for Id~o ~
Residing at l'l1er&::{tdh /£)
My commission expires
tql~a /7
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing affidavit of steven f. schossberger in support of defendant's motion for
reconsideration and/or clarification by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]
Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~

E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursl¢y.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
){E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200
D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

,!

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
00 E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS: Unless the context requires otherwise, all terms not defined below shall have the meanings defined in
Idaho Code Section 67-5716 or IDAPA 38.05.01.011.
A. Agency. All offices, departments, divisions, bureaus, boards, commissions and institutions of the state, including the
public utilities commission, but excluding other legislative and judicial branches of government, and excluding the governor,
the lieutenant-governor, the secretary of state, the state controller, the state treasurer, the attorney general, and the
superintendent of public instruction.
B. Bid - A written offer that is binding on the Bidder to perform a Contract to purchase or supply Property in response to an
Invitation to Bid.
C. Contract - Any state written agreement, including a solicitation or specification documents and the accepted portions of
the solicitation, for the acquisition of Property. Generally, the term is used to describe term contracts, definite or indefinite
quantity or delivery contracts or other acquisition agreements whose subject matter involves multiple payments and
deliveries.
D. Contractor - A Vendor who has been awarded a Contract.
E. Property - Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible, including, but nonexclusively,
designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights and interest in such Property. Includes concession services
and rights to access or use state property or facilities for business purposes.
F. Proposal - A written response, including pricing information, to a Request for Proposals that describes the solution or
means of providing the Property requested and which Proposal is considered an offer to perform in full response to the
Request for Proposals. Price may be an evaluation criterion for Proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant basis
for Contract award.
G. Quotation - An offer to supply Property in response to a Request for Quotation and generally used for small or
emergency purchases.
H. Solicitation - An Invitation to Bid, a Request for Proposals, or a Request for Quotation issued by the purchasing activity
for the purpose of soliciting Bids, Proposals, or Quotes to perform a Contract.

I. State - The state of Idaho including each Agency unless the context implies other state(s) of the United States.

J. Vendor - A person or entity capable of supplying Property to the State.
2. TERMINATION: The State may terminate the Contract (and/or any order issued pursuant to the Contract) when the
Contractor has been provided written notice of default or non-compliance and has failed to cure the default or noncompliance within a reasonable time, not to exceed thirty (30) calendar days. If the Contract is terminated for default or noncompliance, the Contractor will be responsible for any costs resulting from the State's award of a new contract an<il any
damages incurred by the State. The State, upon termination for default or non-compliance, reserves the right to take any
legal action it may deem necessary including, without limitation, offset of damages against payment due.

3. RENEW AL OPTIONS: Notwithstanding any other provision in the Contract limiting or providing for renewal of tJile
Contract, upon mutual, written agreement by the parties, the Contract may be extended under the same terms and
conditions for the time interval equal to the original contract period, or for such shorter period of time as agreed to by the
parties.
4. PRICES: Prices shall not fluctuate for the period of the Contract and any renewal or extension unless agreed to in writing
by the State. Unless otherwise specified, prices include all costs associated with delivery to the FOB Destination address
identified in the Solicitation, as provided in Paragraph 17, Shipping and Delivery, below.
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5. ADMINISTRATIVE FEE:
A. Application of Administrative Fee:
1. All Purchase Orders (PO) and Contract Purchase Orders (CPO) issued through the Idaho eProcurement System (IPRO)
shall be subject to an Administrative Fee of one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) of the awarded value of the Corttract,
unless the PO or CPO is exempt, as described in Paragraph B, below.
2. All Blanket Purchase Orders (BPO) and Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders (SBPO) shall be subject to an Administrative
Fee of one and one-quarter percent (1.25%), based on orders placed against the Contract (unless the BPO or SBPO is
exempt), as follows:
a.

The prices to be paid by the State (the price BID by Contractor) shall be inclusive of a one and one-quarter
percent (1.25%) Administrative Fee. On a quarterly basis, Contractor will remit to State of Idaho, Attn: Division
of Purchasing, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0075 an amount equal to one and one-quarter percent
(1.25%) of Contractor's net (sales minus credits) quarterly Contract sales.
For Example: If the total of Contractor's net sales to the Agency for one quarter= $10,000, Contractor would
remit $10,000 x 0.0125 =$125 to the Division of Purchasing for that quarter, along with the required quarterly
usage report.

b.

Contractor will furnish detailed usage reports as designated by the State. In addition to any required detailed
usage reports, Contractor must also submit a summary quarterly report of purchases made from the Contract
to purchasing@adm.idaho.gov, utilizing the State's Summary Usage Report Form.

c.

Reporting Time Line (Fiscal Year Quarters):

Fee and Report Due:

1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter

October 31st
January 31st
April 30th
July 31st

July 1 - Sept 30
Oct 1 - Dec 31
Jan 1 - Mar 31
Apr 1 - Jun 30

3. Unless otherwise exempt, the Administrative Fee will apply to all Awards issued through IPRO, regardless of how
Contractor submits its response to the solicitation (i.e. manual (paper) or electronic via IPRO).
4. A Contractor's failure to consider the Administrative Fee when preparing its Solicitation response shall not constitute or be
deemed a waiver by the State of any Administrative Fees owed by Contractor to the State as a result of an Award issued
through IPRO.
B. Administrative Fee Exemptions:
1. Notwithstanding any language to the contrary, the Administrative Fee will not apply to Contracts with an original awarded
value of $100,000 or less.
2. The Administrative Fee will not apply to Contracts issued through IPRO without a competitive solicitation, e.g. Emergency
Procurements (EPA), Sole Source Procurements (SSA), Exempt Purchases (EXPO), or awards issued under Delegated
Purchase Authority (DPA).
3. The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing may also exempt a specific solicitation or class of solicitations from the
Administrative Fee requirement.
C. Payment of Administrative Fee:
Contractor will remit the Administrative Fee to the Division of Purchasing, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0075, as
follows:
1. POs and CPOs with a firm delivery date: The Division of Purchasing will invoice Contractor for the Administrative Fee on
or after the delivery date provided in the Contract, with payment due thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of invoice.
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2. POs and CPOs with a contract start and end date: The Division of Purchasing will invoice Contractor on either a quarterly,
monthly or "per payment'' basis; or may offer Contractor a prepayment option. Payment will be due thirty (30) calendar days
after receipt of each invoice.
3. BPOs and SBPOs: Contractor will remit the Administrative Fee and Report for the prior quarter based on the schedule
outlined in Paragraph 2.c., above.
D. Refund of Administrative Fee: In the event that a Contract is cancelled by the State through no fault of the Contractor, or if
item(s) are returned by the State through no fault, act, or omission of the Contractor after the sale of any such item(s) to the
State, the State will refund the Contractor any Administrative Fees remitted. Administrative Fees will not be refunded or
returned when an item is rejected or returned, or declined, or the Contract cancelled by the State due to the Contractor's
failure to perform or comply with specifications or requirements of the Contract. If, for any other reason, the Contractor is
obligated to refund to the State all or a portion of the State's payment to the Contractor, or the State withholds payment
because of the assessment of liquidated damages, the Administrative Fee will not be refunded in whole or in part.
E. Failure to Remit Administrative Fees: If a Contractor fails to remit the Administrative Fee, as provided above, the State, at
its discretion, may declare the Contractor in default; cancel the Contract; assess and recover re-procurement costs from the
Contractor (in addition to all outstanding Administrative Fees); seek State or federal audits, monitoring or inspections;
exclude Contractor from participating in future solicitations; and/or suspend Contractor's !PRO account.
6. CHANGES/MODIFICATIONS: Changes of specifications or modification of the Contract in any particular can be affected

only upon written consent of the State, and after any proposed change or modification has been submitted in writihg, signed
by the party proposing the change. Additionally, the State may issue unilateral amendments to the Contract to maike
administrative changes, when necessary.
7. CONFORMING PROPERTY: The Property shall conform in all respects with the requirements of the State's Solicitation.

In the event of nonconformity, and without limitation upon any other remedy, the State shall have no financial obligation in
regard to the non-conforming goods or services. Additionally, upon notification by the State, the Contractor shall pay all
costs for the removal of nonconforming Property from State premises.
8. OFFICIAL, AGENT AND EMPLOYEES OF THE STATE NOT PERSONALLY LIABLE: In no event shall any official,

officer, employee or agent of the State be in any way personally liable or responsible for any covenant or agreement herein
contained whether expressed or implied, nor for any statement, representation or warranty made herein or in any connection
with the Contract.
9. CONTRACT RELATIONSHIP: It is distinctly and particularly understood and agreed between the parties to the Contract
that the State is in no way associated or otherwise connected with the performance of any service under the Contract on the
part of the Contractor or with the employment of labor or the incurring of expenses by the Contractor. Said Contractor is an
independent contractor in the performance of each and every part of the Contract, and solely and personally liable for all
labor, taxes, insurance, required bonding and other expenses, except as specifically stated herein, and for any and all
damages in connection with the operation of the Contract, whether it may be for personal injuries or damages of any other
kind. The Contractor shall exonerate, defend, indemnify and hold the State harmless from and against and assume full
responsibility for payment of all federal, state and local taxes or contributions imposed or required under unemployment
insurance, social security, worker's compensation and income tax laws with respect to the Contractor or Contractor's
employees engaged in performance under the Contract. The Contractor will maintain any applicable worker's compensation
insurance as required by law and will provide certificate of same if requested. There will be no exceptions made t0 this
requirement and failure to provide a certificate of worker's compensation insurance may, at the State's option, result in
cancellation of the Contract or in a contract price adjustment to cover the State's cost of providing any necessary worker's
compensation insurance. The Contractor must provide either a certificate of worker's compensation insurance issued by a
surety licensed to write worker's compensation insurance in the state of Idaho, as evidence that the Contractor has in effect
a current Idaho worker's compensation insurance policy, or an extraterritorial certificate approved by the Idaho ln<ilustrial
Commission from a state that has a current reciprocity agreement with the Idaho Industrial Commission. The State does not
assume liability as an employer.
10. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE: The Contractor is bound to the terms and
conditions of Section 601, Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964, in that "No person in the United States shall, on the gnounds of
race, color, national origin, or sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.• In addition, "No otherwise qualified handicapped
individual in the United States shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
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benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance" (Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for Contracts involving federal funds, the applicable provision$ and
requirements of Executive Order 11246 as amended, Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act
of 1974, Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA),
29 USC Sections 621, et seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S.
Department of Interior regulations at 43 CFR Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, are also indorporated
into the Contract. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws made during the term of tl!le Contract
and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing such laws. The Contractor must include this provision in
every subcontract relating to the Contract.
11. TAXES: The State is generally exempt from payment of state sales and use taxes and from personal properl}l tax for
property purchased for its use. The State is generally exempt from payment of federal excise tax under a permanent
authority from the District Director of the Internal Revenue Service (Chapter 32 Internal Revenue Code [No. 82-73-0019K]).
Exemption certificates will be furnished as required upon written request by the Contractor. If the Contractor is required to
pay any taxes incurred as a result of doing business with the State, it shall be solely responsible for the payment of those
taxes. If, after the effective date of the Contract, an Idaho political subdivision assesses, or attempts to assess, personal
property taxes not applicable or in existence at the time the Contract becomes effective, the State will be responsible for
such personal property taxes, after reasonable time to appeal. In no event shall the State be responsible for personal
property taxes affecting items subject to the Contract at the time it becomes effective.
12. INDEMNIFICATION: Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the State from any and all liability, claims,
damages, costs, expenses, and actions, including reasonable attorney fees, caused by or that arise from the negligent or
wrongful acts or omissions of the Contractor, its employees, agents, or subcontractors under the Contract that cause death
or injury or damage to property or arising out of a failure to comply with any state or federal statute, law, regulation or act.
Contractor shall have no indemnification liability under this section for death, injury, or damage arising solely out of the
negligence or misconduct of the State.
13. CONTRACT NUMBERS: The Contractor shall clearly show the State's Contract number or Purchase Order number on
all acknowledgments, shipping labels, packing slips, invoices, and on all correspondence.
14. CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY: The Contractor is responsible for furnishing and delivery of all Property il"lcluded in
the Contract, whether or not the Contractor is the manufacturer or producer of such Property. Further, the Contra<:tor will be
the sole point of contact on contractual matters, including all warranty issues and payment of charges resulting from the use
or purchase of Property.
15. SUBCONTRACTING: Unless otherwise allowed by the State in the Contract, the Contractor shall not, without written
approval from the State, enter into any subcontract relating to the performance of the Contract or any part thereof. Approval
by the State of Contractor's request to subcontract or acceptance of or payment for subcontracted work by the State shall
not in any way relieve the Contractor of any responsibility under the Contract. The Contractor shall be and remain liable for
all damages to the State caused by negligent performance or non-performance of work under the Contract by Contractor's
subcontractor. Subcontractor(s) must maintain the same types and levels of insurance as that required of the Contractor
under the Contract; unless the Contractor provides proof to the State's satisfaction that the subcontractor(s) are fllllly covered
under the Contractor's insurance, or, except as otherwise authorized by the State.
·
16. COMMODITY STATUS: It is understood and agreed that any item offered or shipped shall be new and in first class
condition and that all containers shall be new and suitable for storage or shipment, unless otherwise indicated by the State in
the Solicitation. Demonstrators, previously rented, refurbished, or reconditioned items are not considered "new" eiecept as
specifically provided in this section. "New'' means items that have not been used previously and that are being actively
marketed by the manufacturer or Contractor. The items may contain minimal amounts of recycled or recovered parts that
have been reprocessed to meet the manufacturer's new product standards. The items must have the State as their first user
and the items must not have been previously sold, installed, demonstrated, or used in any manner (such as renti:jls,
demonstrators, trial units, etc.). The new items offered must be provided with a full, unadulterated, and undiminisliled new
item warranty against defects in workmanship and materials. The warranty is to include replacement, repair, and any labor
for the period of time required by other specifications or for the standard manufacturer or warranty provided by the
Contractor, whichever is longer.
17. SHIPPING AND DELIVERY: Unless otherwise required in the Contract, all orders will be shipped directly to the Agency
that placed the order at the location specified by the State, on an F.O.B. Destination freight prepaid and allowed basis with
all transportation, unloading, uncrating, drayage, or other associated delivery and handling charges paid by the Contractor.
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Unless otherwise specified in the Contract, deliveries shall be made to the Agency's receiving dock or inside deliv:ery point,
such as the Agency's reception desk. The Contractor shall deliver all orders and complete installation, if required, within the
time specified in the Contract. Time for delivery commences at the time the order is received by the Contractor.
18. ACCEPTANCE: Unless otherwise specified in the Contract:

A. When the Contract does not require installation, acceptance shall occur fourteen (14) calendar days after delivery, unless
the State has notified the Contractor in writing that the product delivered does not meet the State's specification
requirements or otherwise fails to pass the Contractor's established test procedures or programs or test procedures or
programs identified in the Contract.
B. When the Contract requires installation, acceptance shall occur fourteen (14) calendar days after completion of
installation, unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing that the products(s) delivered does not meet the State's
specification requirements, that the product is not installed correctly or otherwise fails to pass the Contractor's established
test procedures or programs or test procedures or programs identified in the Contract.
C. When the Contract requires the delivery of services, acceptance shall occur fourteen (14) calendar days after delivery of
the services, unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing that the services do not meet the State's requirements or
otherwise fail to pass the Contractor's established test procedures or programs or test procedures or programs identified in
the Contract.
19. RISK OF LOSS: Risk of loss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain with Contractor until
acceptance, when responsibility will pass to the State with the exceptions of latent defects, fraud and Contractor's warranty
obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not release the Contractor from any obligation under the Contract.
20. INVOICING: ALL INVOICES are to be sent directly to the AGENCY TO WHICH THE PROPERTY IS PROVIDED,
unless otherwise required by the Contract. The Contract number is to be shown on all invoices. Invoices must not be sent to
the Division of Purchasing unless required by the Contract.
21. ASSIGNMENTS: Contractor shall not assign this contract, or its rights, obligations, or any other interest arising from the
Contract, or delegate any of its performance obligations, without the express written consent of the Administrator ,of the
Division of Purchasing and the Idaho Board of Examiners. Transfer without such approval shall cause the annulment of the
Contract, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any breach of the contract are reserved to the State.
(Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1]).

Notwithstanding the foregoing, and to the extent required by applicable law (including Idaho Code Section 28-9-406),
Contractor may assign its right to payment on an account provided that the State shall have no obligation to make payment
to an assignee until thirty days after Contractor (not the assignee) has provided the responsible State procurement officer
with (a) proof of the assignment, (b) the identity of the specific state contract to which the assignment applies, and (c) the
name of the assignee and the exact address to which assigned payments should be made. The State may treat violation of
this provision as an event of default.
22. PAYMENT PROCESSING: Idaho Code Section 67-5735 reads as follows: "Within ten (10) days after the property
acquired is delivered as called for by the bid specifications, the acquiring agency shall complete all processing reciuired of
that agency to permit the contractor to be reimbursed according to the terms of the bid. Within ten (1 O) days of receipt of the
document necessary to permit reimbursement of the contractor according to the terms of the contract, the State Controller
shall cause a warrant to be issued in favor of the contractor and delivered." Payments shall be processed within the
timeframes required by I.C. § 67-5735 unless otherwise specified in the Contract.
23. COMPLIANCE WITH LAW, LICENSING AND CERTIFICATIONS: Contractor shall comply with ALL requirerlnents of
federal, state and local laws and regulations applicable to Contractor or to the Property provided by Contractor pursuant to
the Contract. For the duration of the Contract, the Contractor shall maintain in effect and have in its possession all licenses
and certifications required by federal, state and local laws and rules.
24. PATENTS AND COPYRIGHT INDEMNITY:

A. Contractor shall indemnify and hold the State harmless and shall defend at its own expense any action brought against
the State based upon a claim of infringement of a United States' patent, copyright, trade secret, or trademark for Property
purchased under the Contract. Contractor will pay all damages and costs finally awarded and attributable to such claim, but
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such defense and payments are conditioned on the following: (i) that Contractor shall be notified promptly in writing by the
State of any notice of such claim; (ii) that Contractor shall have the sole control of the defense of any action on such claim
and all negotiations for its settlement or compromise and State may select at its own expense advisory counsel; and (iii) that
the State shall cooperate with Contractor in a reasonable way to facilitate settlement or defense of any claim or suit.
B. Contractor shall have no liability to the State under any provision of this clause with respect to any claim of infringement
that is based upon: (i) the combination or utilization of the Property with machines or devices not provided by the Contractor
other than in accordance with Contractor's previously established specifications unless such combination or utilization was
disclosed in the specifications; (ii) the modification of the Property unless such modification was disclosed in the
specifications; or (iii) the use of the Property not in accordance with Contractor's previously established specifications unless
such use was disclosed in the specifications.
C. Should the Property become, or in Contractor's opinion be likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of a
United States' patent, the Contractor shall, at its option and expense, either procure for the State the right to continue using
the Property, to replace or modify the Property so that it becomes non-infringing, or to grant the State a full refund for the
purchase price of the Property and accept its return.
25. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION: Pursuant to the Contract, Contractor may collect, or the State may disclosa to
Contractor, financial, personnel or other information that the State regards as proprietary or confidential ("Confidential
Information"). Such Confidential Information shall belong solely to the State. Contractor shall use such Confidential
Information only in the performance of its services under the Contract and shall not disclose Confidential Information or any
advice given by it to the State to any third party, except with the State's prior written consent or under a valid order of a court
or governmental agency of competent jurisdiction and then only upon timely notice to the State. Confidential Information
shall be returned to the State upon termination or expiration of the Contract.

Confidential Information shall not include data or information that:
A. Is or was in the possession of Contractor before being furnished by the State, provided that such information or other data
is not known by Contractor to be subject to another confidentiality agreement with or other obligation of secrecy to the State;
B. Becomes generally available to the public other than as a result of disclosure by Contractor; or
C. Becomes available to Contractor on a non-confidential basis from a source other than the State, provided that such
source is not known by Contractor to be subject to a confidentiality agreement with or other obligation of secrecy to the
State.
26. USE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO NAME: Contractor shall not, prior to, in the course of, or after performance under the
Contract, use the State's name in any advertising or promotional media, including press releases, as a customer or client of
Contractor without the prior written consent of the State.
27. TERMINATION FOR FISCAL NECESSITY: The State is a government entity and it is understood and agreed that the
State's payments under the Contract shall be paid from Idaho State Legislative appropriations, funds granted by the federal
government, or both. The Legislature is under no legal obligation to make appropriations to fulfill the Contract. Additionally,
the federal government is not legally obligated to provide funds to fulfill the Contract. The Contract shall in no way or manner
be construed so as to bind or obligate the state of Idaho beyond the term of any particular appropriation of funds !by the
Idaho State Legislature, or beyond any federal funds granted to the State, as may exist from time to time. The State
reserves the right to terminate the Contract in whole or in part (or any order placed under it) if, in its sole judgment, the
Legislature of the state of Idaho fails, neglects, or refuses to appropriate sufficient funds as may be required for the State to
continue such payments, or requires any return or "give-back" of funds required for the State to continue payments, or if the
Executive Branch mandates any cuts or holdbacks in spending, or if funds are not budgeted or otherwise available (e.g.
through repeal of enabling legislation), or if the State discontinues or makes a material alteration of the program under which
funds were provided, or if federal grant funds are discontinued. The State shall not be required to transfer funds between
accounts in the event that funds are reduced or unavailable. All affected future rights and liabilities of the parties shall
thereupon cease within ten (10) calendar days after notice to the Contractor. Further, in the event that funds are no longer
available to support the Contract, as described herein, the State shall not be liable for any penalty, expense, or liability, or for
general, special, incidental, consequential or other damages resulting therefrom. In the event of early Contract termination
under this section, the State will collect all Contractor-owned equipment and accessory items distributed under the Contract
within thirty (30) calendar days of Contract termination. Items will be collected at a central (or regional) location(s)
designated by the State. Contractor will be responsible for all costs associated with packaging and removing all Contractor-
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owned items from the State-designated location(s), which must be completed within thirty (30) cale.ndar days of written
notification from the State. If Contractor fails to remove its items within that time period, the State may charge Contractor for
costs associated with storing the items; and may otherwise dispose of the items as allowed by applicable law. At
Contractor's request, the State shall promptly provide supplemental documentation as to such Termination for Fiscal
Necessity. Nothing in this section shall be construed as ability by the State to terminate for its convenience.
28. PUBLIC RECORDS:

A. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-335, et seq., information or documents received by the State will be open to, public
inspection and copying unless the material is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. The person or entity submitting
the material must clearly designate specific information within the document as "exempt," if claiming an exemption; and
indicate the basis for such exemption (e.g. Trade Secret). The State will not accept the marking of an entire document as
exempt; or a legend or statement on one page that all, or substantially all, of the document is exempt from disclosure.
B. Contractor shall indemnify and defend the State against all liability, claims, damages, losses, expenses, actioni;, attorney
fees and suits whatsoever for honoring such a designation or for the Contractor's failure to designate specific information
within the document as exempt. The Contractor's failure to designate as exempt any document or portion of a document that
is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by any such release. If
the State receives a request for materials claimed exempt by the Contractor, the Contractor shall provide the legal defense
for such claim.
29. NOTICES: Any notice which may be or is required to be given pursuant to the provisions of the Contract shall' be in
writing and shall be hand delivered, sent by facsimile, email, prepaid overnight courier or United States' mail as follows:

A. For notice to the State, the address, phone and facsimile number are:
State of Idaho
Division of Purchasing
650 W State Street - Room 815
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0075
208-327-7465 (phone)
208-327-7320 (fax)
Additionally, for notice to the State, the email address to use is the email address identified in the Contract, courtesy copied
to purchasinq@adm.idaho.gov.
B. For notice to the Contractor, the address, facsimile number or email address shall be that contained on the Contractor's
Bid, Proposal or Quotation (including, for any Bid, Proposal or Quotation submitted electronically through IPRO, the address,
facsimile number or email address in the profile under which the Contractor submitted its Bid, Proposal or Quotation). Notice
shall be deemed delivered immediately upon personal service, facsimile transmission (with confirmation printout), email (with
printout confirming sent) the day after deposit for overnight courier or forty-eight (48) hours after deposit in the Un!ited States'
mail. Either party may change its address, facsimile number or email address by giving written notice of the change to the
other party.
30. NON-WAIVER: The failure of any party, at any time, to enforce a provision of the Contract shall in no way constitute a
waiver of that provision, nor in any way affect the validity of the Contract, any part hereof, or the right of such party thereafter
to enforce each and every provision hereof.
31. ATTORNEY FEES: In the event suit is brought or an attorney is retained by any party to the Contract to enforce the
terms of the Contract or to collect any moneys due hereunder, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover reimbursement
for reasonable attorney fees, court costs, costs of investigation and other related expenses incurred in connection therewith
in addition to any other available remedies; however, the State's liability is limited to that which is identified in the Idaho Tort
Claims Act, Idaho Code Section 6-9 et seq.
32. RESTRICTIONS ON AND WARRANTIES - ILLEGAL ALIENS: Contractor warrants that the Contract is subject to
Executive Order 2009-10 http://gov.idaho.gov/mediacenter/execorders/eo09/eo_2009_1O.html]; it does not knowingly hire or
engage any illegal aliens or persons not authorized to work in the United States; it takes steps to verify that it does not hire or
engage any illegal aliens or persons not authorized to work in the United States; and that any misrepresentation in this
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regard or any employment of persons not authorized to work in the United States constitutes a material breach and shall be
cause for the imposition of monetary penalties up to five percent (5%) of the contract price, per violation, and/or termination
of its contract.
33. FORCE MAJEURE: Neither party shall be liable or deemed to be in default for any Force Majeure delay in shipment or
performance occasioned by unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of either party,
including, but not restricted to, acts of God or the public enemy, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine, restrictions, strikes,
freight embargoes, or unusually severe weather, provided that in all cases the Contractor shall notify the State pr0mptly in
writing of any cause for delay and the State concurs that the delay was beyond the control and without the fault or
negligence of the Contractor. The period for the performance shall be extended for a period equivalent to the period of the
Force Majeure delay.
34. PRIORITY OF DOCUMENTS: The Contract consists of and precedence is established by the order of the
following documents:

1. The State's Blanket Purchase Order, Statewide Blanket Purchase Order, Contract Purchase Order, Purchase Order, or
Participating Addendum;
2. The Solicitation; and
3. Contractor's Bid, Proposal or Quotation as accepted by the State.

The Solicitation and the Contractor's Bid, Proposal or Quotation accepted by the State are incorporated into the Contract by
this reference. The parties intend to include all items necessary for the proper completion of the Contract's requirements.
The documents set forth above are complementary and what is required by one shall be binding as if required by all.
However, in the case of any conflict or inconsistency arising under the documents, a lower numbered document shall
supersede a higher numbered document to the extent necessary to resolve any such conflict or inconsistency. Provided,
however, that in the event an issue is addressed in one of the above mentioned documents but is not addressed in another
of such documents, no conflict or inconsistency shall be deemed to occur.
Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's Bid, Proposal or Quotation differ from the terms in the Solicitation,
the terms and conditions in the Solicitation shall apply. Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's Bid,
Proposal or Quotation supplement the terms and conditions in the Solicitation, the supplemental terms and conditions shall
apply only if specifically accepted by the Division of Purchasing in writing.
35. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: The Contract is the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof. Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's Bid, Proposal or Quotation differ from those specifically
stated in the Contract, the terms and conditions of the Contract shall apply. In the event of any conflict between the State of
Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions and any Special Terms and Conditions in the Contract, the Special Terms
and Conditions will govern. The Contract may not be released, discharged, changed or modified except by an instrument in
writing signed by a duly authorized representative of each of the parties; however, Termination for Fiscal Necessity is
excepted, and, the State may issue unilateral amendments to the Contract to make administrative changes when necessary.
36. GOVERNING LAW AND SEVERABILITY: The Contract shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the
laws of the state of Idaho. Any action to enforce the provisions of the Contract shall be brought in State district court in Ada
County, Boise, Idaho. In the event any term of the Contract is held to be invalid or unenforceable by a court of competent
jurisdiction, the remaining terms of the Contract will remain in force.
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COMES NOW defendant Qwest Communications Company ("Qwest"), hereby
OBJECTS to that certain proposed Judgment submitted to the Court by Plaintiff on November
18, 2014, for all reasons allowed by law, including.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It attempts to usurp the authority of the executive branch of state government.
It seeks a remedy that has not been litigated.
It violates the law of the case.
It misinterprets the applicable authority.
It exceeds the relief requested in the Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment.
It is premature, since Qwest (and presumably others) intend to seek reconsideration or
clarification of the Decision and Order dated November 10, 2014, as is permitted under
Idaho law.
It violates Due Process oflaw under the State and Federal Constitutions.
It would, if implemented as proposed, be an unconstitutional taking of property without
just compensation.
DATED this 18th day ofNovember, 2014.

omas - Of the Finn
s for Defendant Qwest
'=·~·cations Company, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November, 2014, I caused a 11rue
and correct copy of the foregoing QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY'S
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
David R. Lombardi
AmberN. Dina
GIVENS PuR.sLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for PlaintiffSyringa Networks, LLC

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
&) E-Mail
ctrl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenstirsley.com

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(f-)E-Mail
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP

877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration
Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Facsimile (208) 319-2601
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
~E-Mail
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

Robert S. Patterson (Pro Hae Vice)

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
<>') E-Mail·
bpatterson@babc.com

BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP

1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division of Education Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

(
(
(
(
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ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION, et al.
Defendants.

Case No. OC 0923757
DEFENDANT QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC'S MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION AND/OR
RECONSIDERATION OF Tiffi
COURT'S 11/10/2014
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING
DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS

DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S 11/10/2014
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTI(!)NS
Client:3636919.1
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Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully moves the
Court, pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to reconsider and/or
clarify its Memorandum Decision and Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions ("Order") issued
on November 10, 2014.
In its Order, the Court held that the Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to Qwest ("SBPO
1308") and to Education Networks of America, Inc. ("SBPO 1309"), as amended, are void and
stated that "the provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply." (Order at 13). However, as
explained by the Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") in its Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification, Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging SBPOs
1308 and 1309. Qwest therefore joins the DOA's Motion.
Qwest also seeks clarification and/or reconsideration of other portions of the Order.
Specifically, if the Court's Order was intended to declare the original SBPOs entirely void
(notwithstanding Syringa's concession and this Court's prior conclusion), then the Order fails to
consider that the Amendments No. 1, by their express terms, relate only to the Idaho Education
Network ("IEN"). Thus, even if the original SBPOs were somehow tainted by the Amendments
No. 1, that taint would only extend to the IEN portion of the contracts and cannot affect the state
agency portion of the award, which at all times has been governed solely by the original SBPOs.
In addition, Qwest does not understand the Court's statement that ''the provisions of
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply." (Order at 13). Syringa has filed a proposed judgment
ordering the DOA to demand repayment for money paid for IEN (and presumably state agency)
services based on a gross misreading of Section 67-5725's clear and unambiguous language that
extends far beyond the scope of Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Further, the
proposed judgment would violate the separation of powers doctrine of the Idaho Constitution,
DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S 11/10/2014
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS
Client:3636919.1
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and would attempt a taking of private property in violation of the Constitution's Just
Compensation and Due Process clauses. Clarification and/or reconsideration of the Order is
therefore needed.
This Motion is supported by Qwest' s Brief in Support of Its Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration.
Respectfully submitted this 24th day ofNovem er, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of November 2014, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC'S MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF THE
COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE PENDING
DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for PlaintiffSyringa Networks, LLC

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
GFacsimile

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P. 0. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210
Attorneys for defendants Idaho Department ofAdministration;
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

Bu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY 0BERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700
P. 0. Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271
Facsimile (208) 395-8585
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a Division of
Education Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

[JU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending)
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorney for Defendant ENA services, LLC, a Division of
Education Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

[JU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
· D Facsimile
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Kevin M. Lanoha, Senior Attorney
Qwest Communications Company, LLC
1801 California Street, Room 900
Denver, CO 80202

@U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overni t Mail
D Faes· ·
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ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION, et al.
Defendants.

Case No. OC 0923757
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN
SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION AND/OR
RECONSIDERATION OF THE
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING
DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS

Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this Brief in
Support oflts Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions issued November 10, 2014 ("Order").
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INTRODUCTION
In its November 10, 2014 Order, the Court held that the Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order to Qwest ("SBPO 1308") and to Education Networks of America, Inc. ("SBPO 1309"), as
amended, are void and stated that "the provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply." (Order
at 13). However, as explained by the Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") in its
Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification, Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging
SBPO 1308 and 1309. Like the DOA, Qwest presumes that this Court's Order was directed at
the Amendments No. 1 to the SBPOs, but did not disturb its conclusion-which Syringa
conceded-that the original SBPOs were lawful. Qwest therefore joins the DOA's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification.
Qwest also seeks clarification and/or reconsideration of other portions of the Order.
Specifically, if the Court's Order was intended to declare the original SBPOs entirely void
(notwithstanding Syringa's concession and this Court's prior conclusion), then the Order fails to
consider an important aspect of the original SBPOs that was never implicated by Amendments
No. 1. The original SBPOs relate to services made available to two separate categories of
customers: (i) state agencies, and (ii) schools participating in the Idaho Education Network
("IEN"). The Amendments No. 1, by their express terms, relate only to the IEN. Thus, even if
the original SBPOs were somehow tainted by the Amendments No. 1, that taint would only
extend to the IEN portion of the contracts and cannot affect the state agency portion of the
award, which at all times has been governed solely by the original SBPOs.
In addition, Qwest does not understand the Court's statement that "the provisions of
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply." (Order at 13). The meaning of Section 67-5725 has never
been litigated, and Defendants have not been permitted an opportunity to brief and argue the
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION
FOR CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF THE MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - PAGE 2
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matter. Nevertheless, Syringa has filed a proposed judgment ordering the DOA to demand
repayment for money paid for IEN (and presumably state agency) services. Syringa's
misreading of Section 67-5725 does violence to its clear and unambiguous language, and the
proposed judgment extends far beyond the scope of Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment that was the basis for the Order. Further, the proposed judgment would violate the
separation of powers doctrine of the Idaho Constitution, and would attempt a taking of private
property in violation of the Constitution's Just Compensation and Due Process clauses.
Clarification and/or reconsideration of the Order is therefore needed.

ARGUMENT
A.

Legal Standard
"A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made

at any time before the entry of fmal judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry
of the final judgment." I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B). Although Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) motions are often used
to notify the Court of new evidence to be considered, they may also be used to correct "ertrors of
law or fact in the initial decision." Johnson v. Lambros, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (Idaho 2006). The
movant bears the burden of establishing an error of law or fact, and the "decision to grant or
deny a motion for reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court." Spur
Prods. Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP, 153 P.3d 1158, 1161 (Idaho 2007).

B.

The Challenged Amendments No. I Relate Only To The IEN; State Agency
Networks Are Governed Exclusively by The Original SBPOs
1.

Background

Due to the Court's familiarity with the record, Qwest will only mention facts and
procedure relevant to the Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION
FOR CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF THE MEMORANDUM DECISION
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(a)

Original SBPOs. The Idaho Division of Purchasing issued SBPOs; 1308

and 1309 to Qwest and Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"), on January 28, 2009.
SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 are identical awards authorizing the State to select any service
covered by the Request for Proposals ("RFP") from either Qwest or ENA.
(b)

After this Court granted summary judgment in favor of the Defendants,

Syringa appealed that decision to the Idaho Supreme Court. On appeal, Syringa represented that
it was not challenging the lawfully issued SBPOs. (Sup. Ct. Reply Br. at 8). The Idaho Supreme
Court reversed this Court's decision only as to Count Three of the Complaint, finding that
Syringa had no administrative remedies to exhaust and could therefore challenge "the amended
contract and/or purchase order(s) issued to Qwest." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of

Admin., 305 P.3d 499, 506 (Idaho 2013).
(c)

On June 24, 2014, this Court held that Syringa could not challenge the

lawfulness of the original SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309. See Memorandum Decision and Order
Re: Motion to Reconsider at 13. This Court held that Syringa was estopped from challenging the
original awards because it acknowledged before the Idaho Supreme Court that it was not
challenging ''the lawful SBPOs issued to Qwest and ENA on January 28, 2009 because they did
not split the IEN Project." Id. at 12 (quoting Reply Brief of Syringa at 8).
(d)

Amendments No. 1. On February 26, 2009, the Division of Purchasing

issued Amendments No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, which were issued in order to .clarify
the State's intended roles and responsibilities for the implementation of certain phases of the
IEN. These Amendments did not relate in any way to state agency networks, which are a
separate component of the RFP from the IEN, and which was not affected by the Amendments.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION
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For example, Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 provides as follows:
1. Qwest will be the general contractor for all IEN technical network
services. The Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate Form
471, Education Networks of America (ENA) is required to work with the
dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and provisioning of, ongoing maintenance, operations and billing for all IEN sites.
Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309 similarly provides:

I. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate
Form 4 71. Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest") is required
to work with the ENA Account Team for ordering, and provisioning of,
on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all IEN sites.
Neither Amendment No. 1 references state agency sites, coordination regarding non-IEN sites, or
any division of responsibility for such locations. All references are to the IEN.
(e)

On November 10, 2014, this Court held that the SBPOs, as amended, are

void because the amendments "divided the scope of work." Order at 10.
(f)

Payments for Services Rendered. Qwest has not received advances from

the State of Idaho with respect to the IEN or state agency work, whether under the original SBPO
1308 or Amendment No. I. Idaho Code§ 67-5735 provides that "[w]ithin ten (10) days after the
property acquired is delivered as called for by the bid specifications, the acquiring agency shall
complete all processing required of that agency to permit the contractor to be reimbursed
according to the terms of the bid. Within ten (10) days of receipt of the documents necessary to
permit reimbursement of the contractor according to the terms of the contract, the state controller
shall cause a warrant to be issued in favor of the contractor and delivered."
(g)

As the Summary Judgment record before the Court demonstrates, the State

did not pay any money to Qwest for the IEN project; rather, the State paid ENA, which paid
Qwest through a separate contract between ENA and Qwest.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION
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2.

Argument

The original SBPOs relate both to the JEN and to separate state agency networks. These
state agency services have never been part of this case, and they are not addressed in the
challenged Amendments No. 1, which address only the IEN. The state agency work was never
divided. Moreover, as this Court held and the Supreme Court recognized, Syringa did not
challenge the original SBPOs; its challenge has been limited to the JEN and the Amendments
No. 1. Therefore, Qwest respectfully requests this Court clarify its November 10, 2014 Order to
make clear that it only addresses the Amendments No. 1 as they may pertain to the JEN.

C.

No Money Was "Advanced" By The State Of Idaho In Consideration Of Any
Contract With Respect To The IEN
Syringa's proposed judgment ordering the DOA to demand repayment of money paid for

JEN services seriously misinterprets Idaho Code§ 67-5725. Section 67-5725 provides in
relevant part:
All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of
this chapter shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the
state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement
shall be repaid forthwith. In the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the state of Idaho,
under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been
made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying,
together with his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at
law for the recovery of such sum of money so advanced.
Under Idaho law, the Court "must begin with the literal words of the statute; those words must be
given their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed as a whole. If
the statute is not ambiguous, this Court does not construe it, but simply follows the law as
written." Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'! Med Ctr., 151 Idaho 889,893,265 P.3d 502, 506
(2011 ). There is no ambiguity here; the term "advanced" must be given its plain meaning.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION
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The plain, usual, and ordinary meaning of "advanced" encompasses money loaned or
paid before it is due or for work only partly completed, not compensation for services rendered:
•

Black's law Dictionary (4th ed. 1968) (the current edition at the time
Section 67-5725 was enacted)-Advance:
To pay money or render other value before it is due; to furnish
something before an equivalent is received; to loan; to furnish
capital in aid of a projected enterprise, in expectation of return
from it. ... To supply beforehand; to furnish on credit or
before goods are delivered or work done; to furnish as a part of
a stock or fund; to pay money before it is due; to furnish
money for a specific purpose understood between the parties,
the money or sum equivalent to be returned; furnishing money
or goods for others in expectation of reimbursement; money or
commodities furnished on credit; a loan, or gift or money
advanced to be repaid conditionally; may be equivalent to
"pay." In re Altman 's Will, Sur., 6 N.Y.S.2d 972, 975. 1

•

Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014)-Advance: "The furnishing of
money or goods before any consideration is received in return."

•

Dictonary.com (accessed Nov. 21, 2014)-Advance: "to supply
beforehand; furnish on credit or before goods are delivered or work is
done .... a giving beforehand; a furnishing of something before an
equivalent is received."

•

Merriam-Webster.com (accessed Nov. 21, 2014)-Advance: "to supply or
furnish in expectation of repayment <advance a loan> .... a provision of
something (as money or goods) before a return is received."

•

Oxforddictionaries.com (accessed Nov. 21, 2014)-Advance: "Lend
(money) to (someone): the bank advanced them a loan .... Pay (money)

This final usage refers to moneys "advanced" from an estate that need not be repaid or charged
against other beneficial interests. In re Altman 's Will, Sur., 6 N.Y.S.2d 972, 975 (Surr. Ct. N.Y.
193 8) (holding that the term "advanced" as used in testator's will meant "to give or to pay" to
estate's life beneficiaries as a gift that need not be repaid to the estate, and distinguishing the
"literal and commonly accepted sense" of the word under the circumstances); see Central Trust
Co. v. Egleston, 47 Misc. 693,694 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1905) (holding that an "advance" from estate
for the benefit of wife and three sons was "not to be charged against any of the specific
beneficial interests elsewhere provided, but the word 'advance' is equivalent to the word 'pay,"'
under the circumstances, so the funds may be applied to the common benefit of the
beneficiaries).
1

1
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to (someone) before it is due: he advanced me a month's salary .... An
amount of money paid before it is due or for work only partly completed:
the author was paid a $250,000 advance[;] I asked for an advance on next
month's salary."
Accordingly, the court in Cooper/T. Smith Stevedoring Co. v. Liuzza, 293 F.3d 741, 746
(5th Cir. 2002), held that the word "advance" is commonly understood to indicate payments that
take place prior to a specific event and that "advance payments" are defined as "payments made
in anticipation of a contingent or fixed future liability or obligation." (quoting Black's Law
Dictionary 52 (6th ed. 1990)). Payment for work performed is not an advance. Id.; see Allnutt v.

U.S. Dep't ofJustice, No. CIV. Y-98-1722, 2000 WL 852455, at *7 (D. Md. Oct. 23, 2000) affd
sub nom. Allnut v. Handler, 8 F. App'x 225 (4th Cir. 2001); Durm v. Am. Honda Fin. Corp., No.
CIV. WDQ-13-0223, 2013 WL 6490309, at *3 (D. Md. Dec. 9, 2013) (relying on Black's Law
Dictionary, and distinguishing "advance payment" from "payment"). 2
Federal precedent of a nearly identically worded United State Code provision supports
Qwest's interpretation. See Leliefeld v. Panorama Contractors, 111 Idaho 897, 900 (Idaho
1986) ("This Court has consistently held that a statute which is adopted from another jurisdiction
will be presumed to be adopted with the prior construction placed upon it by the courts of such
other jurisdiction.") (quoting Odenwaltv. Zaring, 102 Idaho 1, 5 (1980)). 3 Specifically, 18

Syringa's misreading ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 may have arisen from the case State ex
rel. Parsons v. Bunting Tractor Co., an Idaho Supreme Court decision from 1938. In that case,
however, the State advanced money for the purchase of road equipment and disguised the
payments as sham lease payments to evade and nullify the competitive bid process. 58 Idaho
617, 77 P.2d 464-65 (1938). The Court ordered the return of the installment payments and
voided the sale of the road equipment. Unlike in Bunting Tractor, here there are no adval!lced
payments to repay to the DOA or goods that can be returned.
2

See also Chacon v. Sperry Corp., 111 Idaho 270, 275 (1986) (Idaho courts rely on
federal decisions interpreting federal rules of procedure when they are substantively identical to
the Idaho rules); CDA Dairy Queen, Inc. v. State Ins. Fund, 154 Idaho 379,383,299 P.3d 186,
3
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U.S.C. § 431 provides that a contract between a Member of Congress and the United States shall
be unlawful and that:
All contracts or agreements made in violation of this section shall
be void; and whenever any sum of money is advanced by the
United States or any agency thereof, in consideration of any such
contract or agreement, it shall forthwith be repaid; and in case of
failure or refusal to repay the same when demanded by the proper
officer of the department or agency under whose authority such
contract or agreement shall have been made or entered into, suit
shall at once be brought against the person so failing or refusing
and his sureties for the recovery of the money so advanced.
Although Qwest has not located a specific link between 18 U.S.C. § 431 or its predecessors and
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 in the latter's legislative history, the textual similarities are uncanny and
this United States Code provision existed long before Idaho Code§ 67-5725, suggesting that
Section 431 served as a model for the relevant language of Section 67-5725.
Interpreting a prior version of the federal statute - one that is even more strikingly similar
to Section 67-5725 than the current federal version4 -in 1903, the United States Attorney
General was asked to opine on the Secretary of War's question: "If a contract ... is entered into
in violation of the above section and is completely executed on both sides, the articles contracted
for having been delivered and the consideration paid at the time of the delivery, what portion of
the consideration, if any, is subject to a demand for repayment?" Statutory Constr.-Mone,y

Advanced on Contracts, 25 U.S. Op. Atty. Gen. 71, 72 (1903). 5

190 (2013), reh 'g denied (Apr. 9, 2013) (Idaho courts follow federal precedent and use federal
methodology when analyzing state constitutional matters).
This suggests that the earlier version of the federal statute that is now codified at 18
U.S.C. § 431 actually served as the model for the relevant part ofldaho Code § 67-5725.
4

For the Court's convenience, a copy of this Opinion is attached as Exhibit A, and a
comparison of the text analyzed by the U.S. Attorney General to Idaho Code§ 67-5725 is
attached as Exhibit B.
5
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The United States Attorney General answered unequivocally:
The word [advance] ... has always had a definite and well-understood
meaning in law. An 'advance,' in connection with a contract, is
something paid in anticipation of the performance of the contract-a part
of the consideration paid in 'advance' of the delivery of the thing, or the
performance of the work, bargained for. It is therefore plain that the term
is without meaning or significance except where the contract is in am.
executory state.
If the thing contracted for was delivered and the consideration paid at the
time of the delivery-in other words, if the contract has been executedthere can, of course, be no such thing as an 'advance' in the legal sense of
the word. Whence it follows that in the case you put, which is the case of
an executed contract, the Government having received and paid for all it
contracted for, you are not authorized by section 3739 of the Revised
Statutes to demand the repayment of any portion of the consideration paid
by the Government, if the term 'advance,' as used in that section, is to be
understood in its general legal acceptation.

Id. at 73 (paragraph break added).
The United States Attorney General explained further that "it is a well-known principle
that where a contract has been executed the consideration can not be recovered simply on the
ground that the contract was void, the party paying the consideration having 'got full value for its
(his) money[.]"' Id. at 74. Moreover, it "can not be presumed, in the absence of a clear
expression of such a purpose, that it was the intention of Congress to change this fundamental
principle so far as its application to the class of contracts dealt with in section 3739 of the
Revised Statutes is concerned." Id. Accordingly, the United States Attorney General instructed
the Secretary of War that because the Government had received and paid for all it contracted for,
he was "not authorized by section 373 9 of the Revised Statutes to demand the repayment of any
portion of the consideration paid by the Government." Id. at 73.
This same fundamental principal of statutory construction and contract law applies here the DOA does not have authority under Idaho Code § 67-5725 to demand repayment for any
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amount it paid for services rendered. The State of Idaho received full value for its payments to
date. Moreover, the Idaho Code consistently distinguishes payment for services rendered from
an advance. See I.C. § 67-2302(16) ("The provisions ofthis section shall in no way be construed
to prohibit the state or any taxing district from making advanced payments, progress payments,
or from prepaying where circumstances make such payments appropriate."); I.C. § 67-5704
("Any unit of the department of administration providing services to departments of state
government as authorized in this chapter may charge and receive payment in advance of
performance thereof for a period of time not to exceed the current appropriation of the
department requesting such services.").
Under the unambiguous language of Section 67-5725, Qwest requests reconsideration of
the Order to clarify that the Court does not support any judgment that would require a demand
for repayment by the DOA. The Court should therefore decline to enter the judgment submitted
by Syringa and make clear that the DOA has no authority under Idaho Code§ 67-5725 to
demand the return of any moneys paid with respect to the IEN (or other work under the SBPOs).
D.

The Separation of Powers Clause Of The Idaho Constitution Bars The Court From
Ordering The DOA Under Idaho Code § 67-5725 To Demand Repayment Of Money
Paid For Services Rendered.
Qwest also requests clarification and/or reconsideration of the Order to address Syringa's

proposed judgment ordering the DOA to demand payment from Qwest for all sums of money
advanced by the State of Idaho because such a command from the judiciary branch to the
executive branch presents a violation of the separation of powers clause of Section 1 of Article II
of the Idaho Constitution. Although Idaho Code§ 67-5725 states that any person refusing to
repay any moneys advanced, it expressly reserves enforcement of this provision to the discretion
of the executive branch by stating that any violator "shall be forthwith prosecuted at law.''
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION
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The Idaho Supreme Court "has consistently recognized that the separation of powers
provided by Article II of our constitution prohibits judicial review of the discretionary acts of
other branches of government." In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 128 Idaho 246,261, 912 P.2d 614,
629 (1995); Idaho State AFL-CIO v. Leroy, 110 Idaho 691, 698, 718 P.2d 1129, 1136 (1986)
("[W]e hold that the legislature's determination of an emergency in an act is a policy decision
exclusively within the ambit of legislative authority, and the judiciary cannot second-guess that
decision."); Diefendorfv. Gallet, 51 Idaho 619,638, 10 P.2d 307,315 (1932) ('The character of
the legislation to be considered by the legislature was by the constitution left to the gove:mor, and
a review of such a discretionary act of the governor should not be done by the courts.' ")
(quoting Utah Power & Light Co. v. Pfost, 52 F.2d 226,231 (1931)). To determine whether
judicial resolution of an issue would require a judicial determination of how another branch of
government should exercise its discretion, the "question is whether this Court, by entertaining
review of a particular matter, would be substituting its judgment for that of another coordinate
branch of government, when the matter was one properly entrusted to that other branch." Miles
v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635,639, 778 P.2d 757, 761 (1989).
Prosecutorial discretion is plainly an exclusive power of the executive branch. Section 5
of Article IV of the Idaho Constitution states "[t]he supreme executive power of the state is
vested in the governor, who shall see that the laws are faithfully executed." It would be an
unprecedented violation of the separation of powers clause for the judiciary branch to usurp this
authority by encroaching on the executive branch's power to prosecute claims under Idaho Code
§ 67-5725. See Gallet, 51 Idaho at 63 8, 10 P .2d at 315; Leroy, 110 Idaho at 698, 718 P .2d at
1136; Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho at 640, 778 P.2d at 762 (fmding discretionary decision
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concerning how water resources will best serve Idaho is a matter peculiarly within the legislative
and executive branches).
The Court in this case has found that the SBPOs, as amended, are void and thus the
provisions ofldaho Code § 67-5725 now apply. (Order at 13). Now it is up to the executive
branch to decide how to proceed - particularly where this Court and the Idaho Supreme Court
have both held that any violation of state contracting laws was caused solely by the DOA's
unilateral action in dividing the IEN work between ENA and Qwest. Taking this discretibn away
from the executive branch by commanding the DOA to demand repayment would be a clear
violation of the separation of powers doctrine (especially where the State paid ENA, not Qwest,
for the IEN services). And there is no authority supporting the notion that subcontractors could
be compelled to return money paid by a prime contractor on a state contract.
This is especially true where any attempt to demand repayment of moneys paid for
services rendered would affect an unconstitutional taking barred by the Fifth Amendment to the
United States Constitution, as well as be an affront to due process. "Often referred to as the Just
Compensation Clause, the fmal Clause of the Fifth Amendment provides: 'nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation.' It applies to the States as wrell as
the Federal Government." Brown v. Legal Found., 538 U.S. 216,232 n.6 (2003). Qwest's
property has been installed and used by state agencies and educational institutions throughout the
State of Idaho, and the State has enjoyed the benefit of its bargain. Any attempt to comptH the
return of any moneys received for this public use violates this constitutional prohibition.
Moreover, the Court has already found that there is no evidence Qwest in any way acted
improperly with respect to the IEN procurement, or influenced the DOA to divide work between
Qwest and ENA, and the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed that conclusion. Any demand for
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repayment by the State of moneys received for services rendered to the State, caused by alleged
contract infirmities created by the State, would be a gross violation of the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment, which provides that "nor shall any State deprive any person oflife,
liberty, or property, without due process oflaw." U.S. Const. Amend. 14, § 1. Qwest therefore
requests clarification and/or reconsideration of the Order on this point.

CONCLUSION
Qwest respectfully requests the Court clarify and/or reconsider its Order on the basis set
forth above.

Respectfully submitted this 24th day ofNovernber, 014.

Stephen . om.as, ISB No. 2326
MOFFA
T OMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIBLDS,
CHARTE
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@mojfatt.com
Steven J. Perfrernent (Pro Hae Vice)
BRYAN CAVE LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
Attorneys for Defendant
Qwest Communications Company, LLC
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25 U.S. Op. Atty. Gen. 71 (U.S.A.G.), 1903 WL 459
United States Attorney General
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION-MONEY ADVANCED ON CONTRACTS.
October 21, 1903.
The word 'advanced' in section 3739, Revised Statutes, which requires the return of money advanced by the United States on
any contract wherein a member of Congress is benefited, is used in its ordinary legal meaning, and does not apply to
contracts that have been fully executed and payment thereon fully made. Words having a well-defined meaning ~11 be
presumed to have been used by the legislature to express that meaning and no other, unless a contrary intent is disclosed.
**1 The SECRETARY OF WAR

SIR:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated August 3, 1903, in which you state that a case has arisen in
the administration of your Department in which you desire an expression of my opinion as to the applicatiolil of the act of
April 21, 1808 (2 Stat, 484), which was embodied in the revision of the laws as section 3739 of the Revised Statutes. In the
report of the Judge-Advocate-General inclosed in your letter, reference was made to *72 certain additional testimony which
was afterwards taken and transmitted to this Department under dates of August 26 and September 9, 1903, respectively.
The case arose in connection with a contract between the firm ofLittauer Brothers, of Gloversville, N. Y., one member of the
firm being a Representative in Congress, and one Lyon, a jobber, for the manufacture of 30,061 pairs of gauntlets, which the
latter, under date of December 7, 1898, had agreed to furnish to the United States for the use of its Regular and Volunteer
Armies. There were other contracts of the same general nature, but you state in the memorandum accompanying your letter
that'There appears to be no evidence that in the manufacture of gloves by the Messrs. Littauer Brothers, to be used in filling
Government contracts made by Lyon and others, there was any violation of the statute except in one case, the contract of
December 7, 1898.
The provision of law referred to, as carried into the Revised Statutes (section 373 9), reads as follows:
'No Member of or Delegate to Congress shall directly or indirectly, himself, or by any other person in trust for him, or for his
use or benefit, or on his account, undertake, execute, hold, or enjoy, in whole or in part, any contract or agreement made or
entered into in behalf of the United States, by any officer or person authorized to make contracts on behalf of the United
States. Every person who violates this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined three thousand
dollars. All contracts or agreements made in violation of this section shall be void; and whenever any sum of money is
advanced on the part of the United States, in consideration of any such contract or agreement, it shall be forthwith repaid; and
in case of refusal or delay to repay the same, when demanded, by the proper officer of the Department under whose authority
such contract or agreement shall have been made or entered into, every person so refusj.cy;__ or delaying, tog,ther with his
surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at law for the recovery of any such sum of money so advanced.'
**2 Your inquiry is this: If a contract under the jurisdiction of your Department is entered into in violation of 1!he above *73
section and is completely executed on both sides, the articles contracted for having been delivered and the consideration paid
at the time of the delivery, what portion of the consideration, if any, is subject to a demand for repayment?
The answer, which seems clear, turns entirely on the sense in which Congress used the word 'advanced' or soI1D-e form of it.
Did it use it in its legal sense, or in a broader sense, including not only 'advances,' strictly speaking, but paymettts made upon
the delivery of the thing, or the performance of the work, contracted for? The word, as you point out, has always had a
definite and well-understood meaning in law. An 'advance,' in connection with a contract, is something paid ih anticipation
of the performance of the contract-a part of the consideration paid in 'advance' of the delivery of the thing, or the
performance of the work, bargained for. It is therefore plain that the term is without meaning or significance except where the
11
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contract is in an executory state. If the thing contracted for was delivered and the consideration paid at the time of the
delivery-in other words, if the contract has been executed-there can, of course, be no such thing as an 'advance' in the
legal sense of the word. Whence it follows that in the case you put, which is the case of an executed contract, the Government
having received and paid for all it contracted for, you are not authorized by section 3739 of the Revised Statutes to demand
the repayment of any portion of the consideration paid by the Government, if the term 'advance,' as used in that section, is to
be understood in its general legal acceptation.
The issue, then, narrows down to this: Did Congress, in the enactment of the provision in question, use the word 'advance' in
any other than its generally accepted legal meaning? I am clear that it did not. For, in the first place, there is n.o principle of
statutory construction more elementary than that words having a well-defined meaning will be presumed to have been used
by the legislator to express that meaning, and no other, unless a contrary intention is disclosed. In the case before me there is
not a trace of evidence to show that Congress used the term 'advance' in any other sense than that in which it is generally *74
employed; on the contrary, there is every reason to believe that it used it in its ordinary legal acceptation.
In the second place, the statute is highly penal in character. An offender against its provisions is declared to be guilty of a
high misdemeanor and exposed to a fine of $3,000 for each offense. Therefore, inasmuch as the terms of a penal statute must
be strictly construed, the word 'advanced,' as used in section 3739 of the Revised Statutes, must be confined strictly to its
plain and well-understood meaning; its scope can not be enlarged by construction. If it were held that the consideration paid
by the Government in this transaction could be recovered, the contract having been executed and the Govetnment having
received and used the articles contracted for, that would be equivalent to reading into the statute an additional penalty, that is,
the loss of the contract price. No argument is needed to show that that can not be done.
**3 Again, it is a well-known principle that where a contract has been executed the consideration can not be recovered

simply on the ground that the contract was void, the party paying the consideration having 'got full value for its (his) money,'
as you say it appears the Government did in the case in hand And it can not be presumed, in the absence of a clear
expression of such a purpose, that it was the intention of Congress to change this fundamental principle so far as its
application to the class of contracts dealt with in section 373 9 of the Revised Statutes is concerned.
Finally, that Congress used the term 'advanced' in this enactment in its proper legal sense is further evidenced by the fact that
in a subsequent enactment (3 Stat., 723) Congress expressly prohibited such 'advances,' and provided that thereafter no
payment on any Government contract should 'exceed the value of the services rendered or of the articles delivered previously
to such payment.' This provision was carried into the Revised Statutes as section 3648.
I am of the opinion, therefore, that in the case you state, no part of the consideration paid by the Government is subject to a
demand for repayment.
In the concluding paragraph of your letter you say:
'For the information of the Department of Justice in determining *75 whether any further action on its part is called for, I
transmit also the report of the Inspector-General, referred to by the Judge-Advocate-General, and the testimony on which that
report was based.'
By 'any further action' you mean, I presume, criminal action. There is no occasion, however, for me to determine whether the
transaction called in question, and which you say it the only one wherein there is any evidence of violation of law, presents
sufficient ground for a criminal prosecution under section 3739 of the Revised Statutes, since the statutory period of
limitation within which such a prosecution could be brought elapsed more than a year ago.
No useful purpose, therefore, would be subserved by such determination. An affirmative opinion could not be followed by a
vindication of the law; a negative one might be regarded as an affirmance of the validity and propriety of methods of dealing
with the Government in cases where, after all, the form of the transaction is not to be so much considered as its substance.
Very respectfully,

P.C.KNOX
25 U.S. Op. Atty. Gen. 71 (U.S.A.G.), 1903 WL 459
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U.S. Rcv1scd Statutes 3739Idaho Code§ 67-5725:

All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of this secti:onchapter
shall be void; and~eflevcf any sum of money mdvanced efl~ the PffiState 0f t-he
ti:nited StatesJdaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement,it shall, be
repaid forthwith-zepaid; and in case. In the event of refusal or delay to repay the same
when repayment is demanded; by the proper officer of the ~ s t a t e of'Idaho
under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been made or entered
into, every person so refusing or delaying, together with his surety or sureties, shall be
forthwith prosecuted at law for the recovery of--ftftJ' such sum of money so advanced.
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ISB #1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION RE
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE
MOTIONS

Defendants.
Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), by and through its counsel of record, and
pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, submits this Motion for
Reconsideration, seeking the Court's reconsideration of the November 10, .2014 Memorandum

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION RE MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 1
· 45950-001 I 717552
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Decision and Order Re: Pending Dispositive Motions. ENA specifically moves this Court to
reconsider its decision denying ENA's Motion to Dismiss and its decision granting Syringa's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment without giving ENA an opportunity to respond.
Oral argument is requested.

DAIBD this ~da;:rnecember, 2014.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT, P.A.

Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC
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Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc .

. IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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Defendants.
Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), by and through its counsel of record, submits
~his memorandum in support of its Motion for Reconsideration, regarding the Court's decisions
denying ENA's Motion to Dismiss and granting Syringa Networks, Inc. 's Motion for Partial
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Summary Judgment in its November 10, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Pending
Dispositive Motions ("Order").
Prior to remand, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of ENA, awarded ENA
its attorneys' fees, and ruled that all claims other than "count three seeking to set aside the
State's contract with Qwest" were dismissed and remanded "for further proceedings that are
consistent with this opinion." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Admin., 155 Idaho 55,
68,305 P.3d 499,512 (2013). Entering a judgment against ENA in the post-appeal litigation is
inconsistent with the Supreme Court affirming the dismissal of ENA.

ENA, therefore,

respectfully requests reconsideration of its Motion to Dismiss and this Court's decision granting
Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment.
I. INTRODUCTION
While ENA acknowledges the conundrum created by the Supreme Court's opinion, the
law of the case requires the dismissal of ENA from this action. The Supreme Court's ruling as to
ENA is one of the clearest found in that opinion: "The district Court did not err in dismissing the
claim against ENA for breach of contract." Id. at 64, 305 P.3d at 508. While that ruling is clear,
the Court and the parties are struggling with the Supreme Court's "remand for further
proceedings that are consistent with this opinion." The opinion affirmed the dismissal of all
claims in the lawsuit except "count three seeking to set aside the State's contract with Qwest."
While the Court's authority over the claims in count three is established from the Supreme
Court's remand, its ability to expand the claims in count three to reach ENA is restrained by the
very opinion that resulted in the remand. To join ENA in the current action and enter a summary
judgment affecting ENA is contrary to the Supreme Court's opinion dismissing ENA, and the
law of the case requires reconsideration of the Court's Order.
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How does one logically distinguish the Count Three claims against Qwest and the claims
now asserted against ENA under those same Count Three theories? The answer is a practical
one that distinguishes construction of the telecommunications circuit to a particular school and
the coordination of the overall network of those circuits. At an operations level, Syringa and
Qwest were competitors because each was capable of providing a physical connection to the
internet through telecommunications circuits that they owned, controlled or intended to construct
for the IEN; accordingly, Syringa can argue that it suffered the loss of its ability to provide the
telecommunications circuit to individual schools or school systems. ENA manages networks of
circuits, and does not own telecommunications circuits, but rather purchases such services from
vendors such as Syringa and Qwest. The amendment to ENA deprived Syringa of nothing
because Syringa has never contended that it could provide the statewide coordination of the IEN
network. The State always intended to operate the E-Rate eligible portion of the IEN with a
single vendor, and it chose ENA as that vendor. Since Syringa was allegedly damaged only by
the work performed by Qwest, it is entirely consistent that the Supreme Court remanded this case
solely for consideration of "the State's contract with Qwest." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 68,
305 P.3d at 512.
The issues on reconsideration as to ENA are distinct from the other parties for three
reasons. First, Syringa was not damaged by the award to ENA. As a result, second, Syringa did
not initially sue to have the award to ENA declared void. Third, and most importantly, the
Supreme Court dismissed ENA from this case.
The Supreme Court's opinion admittedly obfuscates its precise holding that dismisses
"all counts of the complaint except count three seeking to set aside the State's contract with
Qwest" with more general language regarding the issuance of the "amendments to the purchase
orders issued to ENA and Qwest." As noted above and as will be discussed below, the general
reference to amendments can be reconciled to the precise order of the Court when considering
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the pleadings, and the admitted fact, that there was only one network coordinator.

All the

amendment to SBPO 1309 did was identify ENA as that vendor.
In the first part of this memorandum, ENA will argue that this court should deny
jurisdiction over the amended complaint on the basis of three well-recognized legal doctrines, the
law of the case, res judicata and judicial estoppel. In the second part of this memorandum, ENA
will argue that these issues of law as to whether Syringa has a claim against ENA should be
resolved prior to proceeding to the question of whether the facts support that claim on a motion
for summary judgment.

In requesting a ruling in its favor, ENA asserts that it would be

inconsistent with the ruling of the Supreme Court to issue a judgment on claims against ENA
when (1) Syringa cannot claim any damage as a result of the award and amendment to ENA, (2)
the law of the case established by this Court and affirmed by the Supreme Court has dismissed
ENA from this action and, therefore, (3) the dismissal of ENA would result in a holding
consistent with the Opinion of the Supreme Court, and consistent with the law of res judicata and
judicial estoppel as correctly stated by ENA.

II.RELEVANT BACKGROUND
On July 3, 2014, ENA was served with a copy of Syringa's Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Post Appeal Complaint"). After the remand of
count three, ENA did not participate in the post appeal litigation until service of the Post Appeal
Complaint on July 3. ENA's status as a non-party prior to that time was recognized in this
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider ("Reconsider Order") dated
June 24, 2014, which specifically stated that "ENA is no longer a party because there is no claim
against ENA in the original complaint which has not been fully resolved." (Reconsider Order, p.
14.) Also recognized in the Reconsider Order was the fact that Syringa was estopped from
challenging the legal validity of SBPO 1309 because it had previously acknowledged it as
lawfully issued to ENA. (Id. at 12-13.)
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After being served with the Post Appeal Complaint, but prior to the time an answer was
due, ENA filed a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12 on July 17, 2014, contending that the
doctrines of judicial estoppel and res judicata bar Syringa's claims in its Post Appeal Complaint
against ENA. ENA relied upon the holding the Idaho Supreme Court in support of its motion,
noting that it had affirmed the dismissal of "all counts of the complaint except count three
seeking to set aside the State's contract with Qwest."
In addition, Syringa filed its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on March 20, 2014,
over three months before ENA was served with the Post Appeal Complaint. In the Court's
Order, ENA's Motion to Dismiss was not considered on its merits. Furthermore, by the Court's
ruling, ENA was not given the opportunity to present its opposition to Syringa's Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment.

III. LEGAL STANDARD
"A motion for reconsideration is a motion which allows the Court ... to reconsider the
correctness of an interlocutory order." Johnson v. North Idaho College, 153 Idaho 58, 62, 278
P.3d 928, 932 (2012). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ll(a)(2)(B) permits the filing of "[a]
motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial Court ... at any time before
the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final
judgment." When a party brings a Motion for Reconsideration pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(2)(B),
the party may present new evidence, but is not required to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho
468, 471 (2006). With these standards in mind, ENA respectfully submits that there is good
reason for this Court to reconsider its Order granting summary judgment against ENA's interests
under SBPO 1309.
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IV. ARGUMENT
A. The law of the case is that ENA has been dismissed from this action; the decision to
void the amendment to the State's contract with ENA is not consistent with the
ruling of the Supreme Court.

The law of the case as established by the Supreme Court is that ENA has been dismissed
from this proceeding, a ruling that is seemingly at odds with the Supreme Court's discussion of
the amendments to the purchase orders. Despite this discussion in the body of the opinion, the
Supreme Court's holding was to remand the case for actions consistent with its opinion that
focused on "count three seeking to set aside the State's contract with Qwest ...."
The law of the case requires the enforcement of the Court's ruling. Subsequent to an
appeal, the rule of law necessary for the Supreme Court's decision must be adhered to by the trial
court. Robideaux v. Idaho Dep 't of Lands, CV 2005 8728, 2006 WL 3304476 (Idaho Dist. Oct.
10, 2006) ("Where the case is remanded to the trial court, the case 'must be tried in light of and
in consonance with the rules of law as announced by the appellate court in that particular
case."'). The law of the case doctrine "applies to bar re-litigation . . . in a single case and its
subsequent progress." Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81, n.7, 278 P.3d
943, 951, n.7 (2012).
The precision of the Supreme Court's holding as to the "State's contract with Qwest" can
be reconciled with the more general language of its analysis to render a result in this court that is
consistent with the Supreme Court's complete dismissal of the claims against ENA. As the
Supreme. Court noted in its "Factual Background," the IEN anticipated many physical
"connections" between schools, libraries, administration buildings and school districts to be
accomplished over a number of years. Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 58-59, 305 P.3d at 50203. At the same time, the State anticipated that there would be a "single point of accountability"
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to coordinate and manage those connections as an integrated network. Id. at 59,305 P.3d at 503.
Syringa has never asserted that it alone could "coordinate overall delivery of all IEN network
services and support." Id.

Accordingly, Syringa did not sue in count three of its original

complaint to declare illegal the amendment which identified ENA as the overall network
coordinator, and did not challenge the multiple award. Id. at 60, 305 P.3d at 504. Regardless of
the amendment or the number of awards, there would only be one network coordinator and the
State awarded that role to ENA, which had scored highest on its proposal. Id. at 59, 305 P.3d at
503. By recognizing that there were multiple connections for which Syringa and Qwest were
competing, but never more than a single network coordinator, this court can preserve the IEN
and focus its rulings on the precise matter remanded by the Supreme Court, which was the
"State's contract with Qwest." Id. at 68, 305 P.3d at 512.
In so doing, the Court can rule consistently with the law of the case as decided by the
Supreme Court. By recognizing that there were two awards from which the State had to choose
a single network coordinator, the Court can focus its analysis on the "State's contract with
Qwest" as defined by the amendments process. The Supreme Court dismissed ENA; it would
not be "consistent with this opinion" for this court to add ENA to this litigation in order that it
could rule against ENA on the amendments. This rationale preserves the law of res judicata by
recognizing that it is too late for Syringa to add a claim against ENA that could have been
asserted in its original complaint. Accordingly, ruling with this analysis would enforce the law of
the case as articulated by the Idaho Supreme ·court.
B. The Original SBPO 1309 is Still in Effect

ENA has sought a ruling under its Motion to Dismiss that Syringa can no longer pursue
claims against ENA and its award of SBPO 1309 for reasons both procedural and substantive.
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Of the many reasons that ENA contends Syringa is barred from drawing ENA back into this
litigation is the fact that Syringa's post-appeal action is limited only to the "State's contract with
Qwest." Op. at p. 17. Under SBPO 1309 awarded to ENA, ENA had the opportunity to be
selected the sole network coordinator; accordingly, it is (1) separate from the amendment and is
still enforceable, (2) is valid under the law of the case, and (3) is still in effect because it is the
contract under which ENA's work has been performed. Therefore, the Court's Order declaring
the amendments void is inapplicable to the IEN work completed by ENA.
1. SBPO 1309 is separate from the amendment.

Consistent with the fact that Syringa did not "challenge the multiple award" (155 Idaho at
60,305 P.3d at 504), ENA contends that the Court's Order that the "award of the SBPO to ENA,
when amended ... is void" (Order, pp. 10-11), insofar as it addresses the original award to ENA,
SBPO 1309, exceeds the boundaries of the law of the case. According to the Supreme Court,
and as a practical matter, the award of SBPO 1309 to ENA for potential coordination of the IEN
network is distinct from the award and amendment of SBPO 1308 to Qwest for building the
physical connections to the internet. SBPO 1309, which is still in effect, is separate from the
amendment. This Court's Order does not clarify whether only the amendment itself is void or
whether this Court has ruled that its declaration extends to the original award under SBPO 1309.
If the ruling involves the latter, ENA respectfully requests this Court to reconsider its Order and

view SBPO 1309 separate from the amendment, especially since it has already recognized that
Syringa could not challenge SBPO 1309's validity.
Under Idaho contract law, a contract that is originally valid is not rendered invalid by any
subsequent agreement found to be void. Knowlton v. Mudd, 116 Idaho 262, 775 P.2d 154 (Ct.
App. 1989). In Knowlton, a mother entered into a contract with her son in 1977 for the sale of a
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parcel of commercial real estate. 116 Idaho at 263, 775 P.2d at 155. The contract provided that
the son would pay $100,000, plus interest at 8% over the course of ten years, and payments
would consist of $863.44 per month with a balloon payment at the end of the ten-year period. Id.
After the contract was executed, the mother became "debilitated, mentally and physically by
Parkinson's disease." Id. Moreover, five years into the contract term, the son began missing
payments, and, for several years thereafter, made no payments at all. Id. On August 10, 1987,
upon the advice of the mother's physician, the mother's daughter filed a petition to be appointed
as the conservator of the estate. Id. After receiving notice of his sister's petition, the son (and
his attorney) visited his mother and presented an amendment to the contract.

Id.

The

amendment reduced the contract balance and eliminated a significant amount of interest that had
accrued during the years that the son had failed to make payments.

Id.

The amendment

modified the contract in other respects, including but not limited to reducing the interest rate
from 8% to 7%, lowering the payments to $600.00 per month, and deleting the ten-year
performance deadline. Id.
A week later the daughter was appointed conservator and immediately filed suit against
the son seeking to have the contract amendment set aside due to the fact that the mother had been
rendered "incapable of understanding the contact amendment when she signed it." Id. The trial
Court found that the mother "lacked sufficient mental capacity to understand the amendment or
its effect upon her," and "found that [the son] had occupied a 'confidential relationship' toward
his mother and had failed to show that the amendment was fair to her." Id. On these bases, the
trial Court entered a judgment declaring that the amendment to the real estate contract was void,
thereby leaving the original contract in force. Id. On appeal, the Court reviewed the district
Court's judgment, focusing on whether the mother "possessed the mental capacity to enter into
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an agreement amending the extant contract." Id. at 263-64, 775 P.2d at 155-56. The Court
affirmed the judge's findings and affirmed the voiding of the amendment. Id. at 264-65, 775
P.2d at 156-57. Accordingly, the judgment affirmed on appeal did not destroy or affect the
originally valid contract by the execution of an invalid or illegal amendment. See id.
Similar to the son's misuse of his mother's capacity in Knowlton to obtain an
advantageous amendment to a contract, this Court has found that the State has misused the state
procurement law to amend both SBPOs. The Supreme Court, however, remanded this matter
only as to the contract with Qwest.

Hence, also similar to Knowlton, a finding that the

amendment of SBPO 1308 to Qwest is void, even if it applies to SBPO 1309 to ENA, does not
void the original award of SBPO 1309 to ENA. This Court has already held that Syringa cannot
challenge the validity of ENA's contract with the State because it has already declared SBPO
1309 to be valid. Accordingly, SBPO 1309 was separate and enforceable, remains so, and
cannot be rendered invalid by any subsequent amendment that has been found void.
2. SBPO 1309 is valid under law of the case.

The original, separate award to ENA cannot be included within the declaration that the
amendments are void, as under the law of the case, SBPO 1309 is valid. This Court stated on
page 7 of its June 24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider:
The Supreme Court found that when DOA made the multiple awards on January
28, 2009, the original SBPOs complied with this requirement because the initial
contracts 'constituted an award to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or
similar property.' In the appeal, Syringa did not raise any challenge to the original
multiple awards to ENA and Qwest.
(Citations ommited.) In addition this Court also found, as stated in that same Memorandum
Decision at page 13, that Syringa's challenge to the original SBPOs was judicially estopped:
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The doctrine of judicial estoppel precludes Syringa from having it both ways.
Because Syringa has previously conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful,
Syringa will be estopped from taking the opposite position now.
The law of the case compels the conclusion that SBPO 1309 to ENA is valid and enforceable.
3. All of ENA's work was done under the original SBPO 1309.
Finally, essential to ENA's contention that SBPO 1309 is still in effect is the fact that all
work performed by ENA for the IEN was done under the original award. The State issued
multiple purchaser orders from which it would choose a single network coordinator. The State
chose ENA in a document entitled "amendment." While styled an "amendment," the fact is that
ENA was not asked, nor required, to sign that document. (May 2, 2014 Aff. of Bob Collie in
Supp. of Def.'s Mot. for Recons. and in Opp'n to Pl.'s Mot. for Partial Summ. J. ("Collie Aff."),
~

9.) The State may have its reasons why such a unilateral "amendment" was required.or was

believed to be valid, but none of these reasons, like the amendment itself, have an effect on ENA
or the work that it has performed. See Green v. Beaver State Contractors, Inc., 93 Idaho 741,
743, 472. P.2d 307, 309 (1970) (finding contract between two parties requires mutuality of
obligation). The "amendment" acted only as the State's statement of intent regarding orders
under the original contract, SBPO 1309.
Further, ENA's services for the IEN were not performed under this "amendment," nor
did the amendment require or contemplate acti9n on the part of ENA. See id. at 742,472 P.2d at
308 (contemplating a difference between unilateral offer and bilateral contract). Legally, the
"amendment" had no binding effect on ENA in this matter as all of the IEN services ordered by
the State from ENA have come under, and have been subject to, the original award, SBPO 1309.
(Collie Aff.,

~

12; April 29, 2014 Second Aff. of Bill Bums,

~~

11-13.)

This original award

remains in effect and separate from the amendments ruled void in the Order and, therefore,
dismissal of ENA from the post-appeal litigation remains appropriate.
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C. The Merits of ENA's Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim Should Be
Addressed by This Court Before Addressing the Factual Basis for the Complaint.

Consistent with its contention that the original award to ENA (SBPO 1309) is still in full
effect and apart from any proceedings consistent with the remand, ENA has responded to
Syringa's attempt to make it a party to its post-appeal litigation and service of the Post Appeal
Complaint by filing its Rule 12 motion to dismiss. The Motion to Dismiss presents this Court
with the applicable legal doctrines under which ENA should be dismissed from this post-appeal
action and provides an opportunity for this Court to limit this action to the award to Qwest as
contemplated by the Supreme Court. This Court has acknowledged the applicability of ENA's
arguments, yet it has struggled with how to fit them in procedurally:
ENA's arguments correctly state the law but, in the end, these arguments must be
rejected. The award to ENA presents the same difficulty as the award to Qwest.
(Order, p. 10.) Unfortunately, this Court has determined that the doctrines presented in ENA's
Motion to Dismiss should not be addressed, but has not provided any justification for ignoring
the arguments it presents.

ENA respectfully asks this Court to reconsider and address the

applicability of the doctrines ofresjudicata and judicial estoppel to ENA's inclusion in Syringa's
post-appeal litigation.
1. The law of the case limits this court's jurisdiction to consider a challenge to

SBPO 1309.

For the reasons stated above, the law of the case defines this Court's jurisdiction upon
remand to focus on the "State's .contract with Qwest." The general rule in Idaho is that on
remand, a trial court has the authority to "take actions it is specifically directed to take, or those
which are subsidiary to the actions directed by the appellate court." Mountainview Landowners
Co-op. Ass'n, Inc. v. Cool, 142 Idaho 861, 866, 136 P.3d 332, 337 (2006). This rule limits a
court's jurisdiction and prohibits consideration of issues outside the scope of action directed by
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the Supreme Court's opinion remanding the matter. See State v. Hosey, 134 Idaho 883, 886, 11
P.3d 1101, 1104 (2000) (directing that which was "within the trial court's jurisdiction on
remand").
In Walters v. Industrial Indemnity Company of Idaho, the Supreme Court had previously
reversed the district court's order denying a motion to dismiss and issued an amended remittitur.
130 Idaho 836, 837, 949 P.2d 223, 224 (1997). The remittitur ordered the district court to
"comply with the directive of the Opinion, if any action is_ required." Id. On remand, the
Walters attempted to amend the complaint to add constitutional claims that the Supreme Court
had refused to hear because the Walters had failed to raise them below. Id. The motion to
amend was denied by the trial court because the court stated that it did not have continuing
jurisdiction in the case to address the amendment. Id. The Walters appealed the decision, but it
was affirmed by the Supreme Court. Id.
The Supreme Court ruled that its "implicit directive" in its prior remittitur was that the
trial court "should dismiss the Walters' claims." Id. It specifically held that "[u]pon the issuance
of the amended remittitur, the trial court had no other jurisdiction over the case." Id. In support
of its holding, the Supreme Court quoted from its 1921 decision, Mountain Home Lumber Co. v.
Swartwout, which stated in part:

The mandate of the reviewing court is binding upon the lower court, and must be
strictly followed. Where the appellate court remands a cause with directions to
enter judgment for one of the parties, the judgment of the appellate court is a final
judgment in the cause, and the entry thereof in the lower court is a purely
ministerial act .... A trial court has no authority to enter any judgment or order
not in conformity with the order of the appellate court. That order is conclusive
on the parties, and no judgment or order different from or in addition to that
directed by it can have any effect . . . . No modification of the judgment so
directed can be made by the trial court, nor can any provision be ingrafted on or
taken from it.
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33 Idaho 737, 740-41, 197 P. 1027, 1028 (1921). Thus, the trial court in Walters did not
have jurisdiction on remand to consider the Walters' request to amend their complaint. Walters,
130 Idaho at 838, 949 P.2d at 225. Here, as in Walters, it would not be "consistent with [the
Supreme Court's] opinion" to expand the trial court's jurisdiction to a challenge to the State's
contract with ENA after the Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of ENA. Therefore, the law
of the case eliminates this Court's jurisdiction to consider a challenge to SBPO 1309.

2. The legal doctrine of res judicata prevents Syringa from pursuing a claim
against ENA in its Post Appeal Complaint.
In addition, ENA's argument regarding the doctrine of res judicata should be
reconsidered and addressed by this Court prior to issuing a judgment relating to Syringa's partial
summary judgment motion. As argued in the Motion to Dismiss, res judicata prevents Syringa
from pursuing any claim related to the SBPOs against ENA. ENA's dismissal from this action
has been affirmed by the Supreme Court and Syringa's ability to litigate any matter against ENA
which should have been litigated in the original case has been extinguished. See Farmers Nat.
Bank v. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 70, 878 P.2d 762, 769 (1994); Walters, 130 Idaho at 225, 949 P.2d

at 838 ("[The] "dismissal constituted a valid and final judgment of the claims between the
Walters and the defendants. . .. In filing the declaratory relief action, the Walters were simply
attempting to raise a new legal theory to seek a remedy for acts arising out of [the same]
transaction."). ENA respectfully asks this Court to reconsider its Order which has unlawfully
permitted Syringa to extend its cause of action on remand to include claims against a previously
dismissed party.
The Supreme Court affirmed ENA's dismissal from this action, and thereby provided the
final judgment on the merits of the case against ENA. The doctrine of res judicata provides that
any claim that could have been brought against ENA in the litigation "cannot again be brought
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into litigation between the parties upon any ground whatever." Nevada v. United States, 463
U.S. 110, 129-30 (1983); see also Etemad v. State of Cal. Dep't of Water Res. Control Bd., 39
C

F.3d 1186 (9th Cir.· 1994) ("Under the doctrine of res judicata, a final judgment on the merits
prevents a plaintiff from relitigating claims that were or could have been litigated in the prior
actions."). The issues on reconsideration as to ENA are distinct from those related to the other
parties because the Supreme Court affirmed ENA's dismissal from this case. The purpose of the
i

law of res judicata is to force the claimant to assert all of its claims in a single action. Shirey,
126 Idaho at 70, 878 P.2d at 769."); see also Bullen v. DeBretteville, 239 F.2d 824, 829 (9th Cir.
1959) ("A case remanded for further hearing or over which jurisdiction is retained for some
purposes may nonetheless be final as to other issues determined."). Syringa cannot now pursue
claims against ENA related to SBPO 1309 as ENA has obtained finality on all claims related to
the award.
3. The legal doctrine of judicial estoppel prevents Syringa from pursuing a
claim against ENA in its Post Appeal Complaint.
Similarly, the judicial estoppel argument presented in ENA's Motion to Dismiss should
be addressed by this Court. This Court has previously recognized that Syringa did not challenge
any aspect of the award to ENA in the original SBPO or in the amendment, yet has now granted
Syringa's partial summary judgment which appears to affect SBPO 1309. (See Reconsider
Order, pp. 6, 9.) However, the doctrine of judicial estoppel prevents Syringa from asserting
these claims as they are inconsistent with Syringa's previous positions taken in this matter
relevant to ENA. See Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 252, 92 P.3d 492, 502 (2004) (citing
Rissetto v. Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 343, 94 F.2d 597, 600 (9th Cir. 1996)) (Judicial
estoppel "precludes a party from gaining an advantage by taking one position, and then seeking a
second advantage by taking an incompatible position.").
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As ENA has consistently argued, Syringa has limited its challenges to the SBPO
awarded to Qwest. The Supreme Court's decision should be interpreted and is best understood,
to only remand those issues pertaining to the award to Qwest. The doctrine of judicial estoppel
bars Syringa from asserting a claim against ENA and SBPO 1309.
D. As to the factual basis of Syringa's claims, ENA Has A Right to Present Arguments
in Opposition to Syringa's Motion for Summary Judgment.
In its Order, the Court has determined that the merits ofENA's Motion to Dismiss should
go unaddressed, and has instead ruled on Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment. The
Court's ruling on the amendments appears to affect the interests of ENA under the original
award, SBPO 1309; however, ENA was never given an opportunity to address the arguments
presented by Syringa in its motion. ENA has only filed a Motion to Dismiss as a challenge to the
legal sufficiency of the allegations of the Post Appeal Complaint. Insofar as the Court concludes
that it has jurisdiction over Syringa's newly added claim that the contract with ENA is void,
ENA is entitled to address the merits of that claim, and to respond to Syringa's Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment, with facts. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide clear procedural
safeguards that guarantee ENA be given an opportunity to respond to Syringa's motion. In
addition, ENA has a constitutional right to due process of law regarding its interests. However,
the Court's ruling has not recognized these rights and has denied ENA's ability to defend itself.
1. ENA was denied the opportunity to present arguments in response to

Syringa's Motion.
This Court granted summary judgment in favor of Syringa, determining that both of the
amendments defining the roles of Qwest and ENA are void. Although unclear, it appears the
Court's Order also affects the original SBPOs, or at least Syringa believes this to be the case.
(See Proposed Judgment.) This possible conclusion affects the interests of ENA, yet ENA was
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never notified that by operation of Rule 12(b) its Motion to Dismiss would be treated like a
summary judgment motion and disposed of under Rule 56; nor was it provided with any
opportunity to respond to Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment.

The failure to

provide ENA with the opportunity to respond is prohibited under the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and basic constitutional due process principals.
a. ENA's Motion to Dismiss should not have been treated as one for
summary judgment.
In the Court's Order, it stated that it would treat ENA's Motion to Dismiss as a motion
under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). Apparently, because ENA's Motion to Dismiss did not focus solely on
the allegations of Syringa's Post Appeal Complaint- but also on the allegations from Syringa's
original complaint, findings from the Court's Reconsideration Order, and the Syringa Networks
decision - the Court treated the motion as a motion for summary judgment as directed by Rule
12(b). See id. By so doing, the Court determined it could then disregard the merits of ENA's
Motion to Dismiss and focus on Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment. (See Order, p.
8.) However, ENA's motion did not present any matters outside the pleadings and, therefore, it
should not have been converted into a summary judgment motion. Accordingly, its merits
should have been addressed prior to the determination of Syringa's motion for partial summary
judgment.
Typically, a Rule 12(b)(6) Motion in Idaho will be treated as a summary judgment
motion where extrinsic items outside the record, like affidavits, are filed in support of the
Motion. See Doe v. Idaho Dep't of Health & Welfare, 150 Idaho 491, 494, 248 P.3d 742, 745
(2011) (supporting affidavit of counsel), Glaze v. Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 831, 172 P.3d
1104, 1106 (2007) (supporting affidavits), Serv. Employees Int'l Union, Local 6 v. Idaho Dep't of
Health & Welfare, 106 Idaho 756, 763, 683 P.2d 404, 411 (1984) (supporting affidavit). Here,
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ENA referred to nothing outside the record in support of its arguments in its Motion to Dismiss.
It did not present any additional materials in support of its motion because, in fact, it was relying

upon the express language of the pleadings, and the express holding the Supreme Court, as
support for its arguments. ENA referred to the allegations in Syringa's original Count Three, the
amended Count Three, the Court's Reconsideration Order, and the Supreme Court's decision on
appeal - all matters within the Court records and all related to Syringa's pleadings. The rule
itself contemplates that only those items presented which meet the requirements of, or are
pertinent to, Rule 56 convert the 12(b) Motion to a summary judgment motion. I.R.C.P. 12(b)
("If ... matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the Court, the motion

shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56 ....")
(emphasis added).
Thus, the rule contemplates that materials such as "depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits" or "answers to interrogatories" would be of the kind that would
convert a Rule 12(b) motion into one under Rule 56. I.R.C.P. 56(c), (e); see also State of Ohio v.
Peterson, Lowry, Rall, Barber & Ross, 585 F.2d 454, 457 (10th Cir. 1978) ("The material made

pertinent by Rule 56 includes such things as depositions, answers to interrogatories, admissions
on file, affidavits, and the like."). This list of materials does not include those items already part
of the record or part of the public record that ENA referred to in its Motion to Dismiss. Federal
Courts have interpreted F.R.C.P. 12(d), which is nearly identical to this portion of I.R.C.P. 12(b),
similarly and have held that matters of pubic record outside the pleadings may be reviewed by a
Court for a motion to dismiss without converting it to a summary judgment motion. See Lee v.
City of Los Angeles, 250 F.3d 668, 689-90 (9th Cir. 2001) ("A Court may take judicial notice of

'matters of public record' without converting a motion to dismiss into a motion for summary
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judgment."); MGIC lndem. Corp. v. Weisman, 803 F.2d 500, 504 (9th Cir.1986) ("On a motion
to dismiss, we may take judicial notice of matters of public record outside the pleadings."). In
addition, mere argument contained in a memorandum in support or opposition to a motion to
dismiss, has not been held to be the same as "material made pertinent" by a motion for summary
judgment. Peterson, Lowry, Rall, Barber & Ross, 585 F.2d at 457; Sardo v. McGrath, 196 F.2d
20, 23 (D.C. Cir. 1952) ("Such memoranda are neither mentioned in Rule 56 nor, in our view,
may they be classed inferentially among the documents in which extra-pleading matters may be
presented for purposes of summary judgment. Neither the Federal Rules nor custom at the bar
contemplate transformation of legal memoranda into a new vehicle of factual conflict.").
Therefore, since ENA did not file any matters outside of the pleadings in support of its Motion to
Dismiss that would convert it to a summary judgment motion under Rule 12(b), its merits should
be addressed by this Court.
Even if it were found that ENA did present items outside the pleadings, under Rule 12(b)
it is not until the Court fails to exclude these materials, and in fact take those materials into
consideration, that the motion is to be converted to a summary judgment motion. I.R.C.P. 12(b)
("matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the Court"). A Court does
have discretion to convert a motion to dismiss into a summary judgment motion, but must only
do so where it does not exclude extrinsic documents. Doe v. Presiding Bishop of Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 837 F. Supp. 2d 1145, 1156 (D. Idaho 2011). "When ruling

on a Rule 12(b)( 6) motion to dismiss, if a district Court considers evidence outside the pleadings,
it must normally convert the 12(b)(6) motion into a Rule 56 motion for summary judgment." Id.
Here, this Court has not identified the extrinsic materials from ENA's Motion to Dismiss that it
has considered in its decision and failed to exclude.

Without doing so, the Court has not
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provided any information on whether it properly converted ENA's Motion to Dismiss to a
motion under Rule 56. Therefore, ENA respectfully asks this Court to reconsider its basis for
conversion of the motion, or at least to clarify its decision and identify the materials that it has
considered in aid of its decision.
b. Rule 12(b) requires a reasonable opportunity to present all pertinent
material when a motion is converted to a summary judgment motion.
Rule 12(b) also provides that parties "shall be given" a "reasonable opportunity to present
all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56" once it is determined by a Court that it
should not be treated as a typical 12(b) Motion. I.R.C.P. 12(b). Here, ENA was not aware that
this Court might convert its Motion to Dismiss into a summary judgment motion. 1 The Rule
contemplates that the Court is to provide every party notice when it converts a motion to dismiss
under this provision. Doe, 837 F. Supp. 2d at 1156.
We think the emphasis in summary judgment practice has been, and must
continue to be, on actual notice. This is made clear not only by Rule 56 itself but
also by Rule 12(b), which expressly provides that when extra-pleading matters are
presented, 'all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all materi!3-l
made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.' Without such notice that allegations
of fact are being made for the record, there is no real opportunity to enter the
responses necessary to create the 'genuine issue of material fact' which can stave
off summary judgment.
Sardo, 196 F.2d at 23; see also Peterson, Lowry, Rall, Barber & Ross, 585 F.2d at 457 ("In such

circumstance the trial Court should give the parties notice of the changed status of the motion
and thereby provide the parties to the proceeding the opportunity to present to the Court all
material made pertinent to such motion by Rule 56."). Thus, ENA respectfully asks this Court to
reconsider its conversion of ENA's Motion to Dismiss and if it is to treat it as a motion for
summary judgment, allow ENA to present all "p~rtinent" extrinsic material to support its motion.

ENA believes this is especially true since it has not presented any extrinsic materials in support of its Motion to
Dismiss.
1
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c. Rule 56 prohibits a plaintiff from filing a summary judgment motion
prior to service and allows parties an opportunity to respond.
In addition, Rule 56 provides procedural protections for ENA to ensure any interests are

not affected by another party's motion for summary judgment without ENA getting a fair
opportunity to respond. First, under I.R.C.P. 56(a), a plaintiff is entitled to file a motion for
summary judgment at any time "after the expiration of twenty (20) days from the service of
process upon the adverse party or that party's appearance in the action." Next, Rule 56(c) and
(e) contemplate that all parties' interests affected by the motion are given an opportunity to
respond to the motion before summary judgment is .rendered for or against any party. See
I.R.C.P. 56(c), (e). The Rule does not contain provisions that make it appropriate for summary
judgment to be rendered against a party that has not had an opportunity to plead all of its
defenses or an opportunity to set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue. In
fact, summary judgment can only be rendered against someone who is a party to the action.
I.R.C.P. 56(c). Here, Syringa filed its motion on March 20, 2014, however, service of process
upon ENA was not made until July 17, 2014, nearly four months after the motion for partial
summary judgment affecting its interest in SBPO 1309 was filed. Further, ENA contends in its
Motion to Dismiss, and argues above, that it is not a proper party to this post-appeal litigation.
Thus, ENA had no reason under the Rule to expect that Syringa's motion for partial
summary judgment could be held to apply to ENA's interests in this matter. Furthermore,
ENA's Motion to Dismiss did not include any response to Syringa's motion, but it now appears
that by converting the Motion to Dismiss to a summary judgment motion, this Court has treated
it as a response, declared ENA is a party to the action and to Syringa's motion, and so ordered.
Therefore, ENA contends this was done in error and respectfully asks this Court to reconsider its
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Order, and if ENA is a proper party to this action and to Syringa's motion, it asks for an
opportunity, as provided by Rules 12 and 56, to respond with all pertinent information.
d. Due process gives parties an opportunity to respond to a summary
judgment motion.
Finally, ENA contends that this Court's Order was entered without providing ENA its
right to due process of law. Binding ENA to summary judgment entered in favor of Syringa,
while giving ENA no voice to protect its interests under SBPO 1309 violates basic
considerations of procedural fairness. Further, avoiding a determination of the merits of ENA's
proper defenses in its Motion to Dismiss when reaching the conclusion in the Court's Order also
violates ENA's right to due process of law. At a minimum, the Due Process Clause requires that
any "deprivation of life, liberty or property by adjudication be preceded by notice and
opportunity for hearing appropriate to the nature of the case." Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 579
(1975). Thus, it has been said that due process of law fundamentally requires an opportunity to
be heard. Id. Without being given an opportunity to respond to Syringa's motion, or notice that
its Motion to Dismiss was being converted to a summary judgment motion (which would allow
for presentation of extrinsic materials), ENA's right to due process has been violated. See id.
("[The right to be heard] 'has little reality or worth unless one is informed that the matter is
pending and can choose for himself whether to . . . contest."') (quoting Mullane v. Central
Hanover Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1950)).

Therefore, ENA requests that this Court

reconsider its decision and grant ENA an opportunity to respond prior to making a determination
on Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
2. ENA has arguments to present in response to Syringa's Motion for Partial
Suµimary Judgment.
While ENA asserts that the Supreme Court's "law of the case" requires the dismissal of
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ENA as a procedural matter, ENA asserts further that if the Court intends to rule on the case
summarily, it should at least consider evidence on the genesis and effect of the amendment that
is at issue. For instance:
a) While styled an "amendment," the fact is that ENA was not asked to, or required to, sign
that document. The State has readily, and repeatedly, admitted that the amendments were
unilaterally issued. The Supreme Court noted the same when it said: "The district Court
granted summary judgment as to this claim because the record showed that the decision
on how to divide the work between Qwest and ENA was a unilateral decision by the
Department of Administration." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 65,305 P.3d at 509.
b) The work on the IEN project has been performed by ENA under the original SBPO 1309
by separately issued purchase orders.
c) Syringa was not damaged by the "amendment" to ENA because Syringa always intended
ENA to control the E-Rate portion of the work ostensibly allocated to ENA in the
amendment. Syringa only complained of not obtaining the backbone for the IEN.
d) Since remand from the Supreme Court, the parties have taken no discovery nor have they
had the opportunity to present testimony as to how the amendments were developed and,
most importantly, whether Syringa was damaged by the Amendment to ENA.

In summary, the proof will show that the Supreme Court's focus on the "State's contract
with Qwest" is appropriate factually and legally. Factually, the amendment to ENA did not
damage Syringa or ENA. Legally, the amendment to ENA did not change the scope of services
that could be provided by ENA. Accordingly, there is the possibility, as apparently recognized
by the Supreme Court's opinion, that the amendment to Qwest might be analyzed differently,
and a different outcome obtained, as compared to the amendment to ENA. In short, this Court
can rule "consistent with this (Supreme Court) opinion" without upsetting the Supreme Court's
dismissal of ENA from this action.

V. CONCLUSION
ENA has a unique position in this litigation that merits a separate ruling on the claims
against it. While both ENA and Qwest were awarded purchase orders to provide network
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management services, there could only be one such vendor.

When ENA was named that

provider, Syringa did not suffer any damages. Accordingly, Syringa did not sue in its original
complaint to void the award to ENA. Of all the defendants, the Supreme Court dismissed only
ENA completely. As a result, a ruling that impacts the interests of ENA is not "consistent with
the (Supreme Court's) opinion" and exceeds the scope of remand that focused solely on the
"State's contract with Qwest."
For the reasons stated above, ENA respectfully asks this Court to reconsider its Order and
address the merits of ENA's Motion to Dismiss or provide ENA an opportunity to respond to
Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as it applies to ENA's interests under SBPO
1309.
DATED this ~~cember, 2014.

GREENERBURKESHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT, P.A.

By---ll~~~~~:::::::::::::===t=;~(--~~~~
Phillip S
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC
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INTRODUCTION
The Department of Administration ("DOA") Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification asks this Court to ignore direction from the Idaho Supreme Court and to "fix what
cannot be fixed."
The Motion for Clarification should be denied because no clarification is needed. The
Motion for Reconsideration should be denied because it fails to acknowledge that contracts made
by the state must comply with the statutory law of the state.
The original Idaho Education Network ("IEN") contracts to Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwest") and ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") were issued on January 28, 2009 as
multiple awards under Idaho Code § 67-5718A. These original contracts allowed competition
between Qwest and ENA to provide E-rate services to Idaho schools. The original IEN contracts
also provided for competition between Qwest and ENA to provide broadband service to replace
to the award. 1 The original
the IdaNet network that was used by most Idaho state agencies prior
·,
IEN contracts were amended 29 days later on February 26, 2009. These amendments were
documented by Change Order-01 and titled "Amendment One (l)" to the Qwest and ENA
contracts. For ease of reference, these amendments will be referred to hereinafter as the "First
Amendments".
The First Amendments to the IEN contracts eliminated competition between Qwest and
ENA by making Qwest the exclusive provider for "technical network services" (backbone) and
making ENA the exclusive provider for E-rate services in a fashion that had not been described
in the IEN Request for Proposals ("RFP").

1 DOA

acknowledges this fact on page 3 of its Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification on which it states, "SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 are identical awards authorizing the state to select any
service covered by the Idaho Education Network ("IEN'') Request for Proposals ("RFP"), which also includes the
wide area network used by the state agencies, from either Qwest or ENA".
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
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The DOA request for clarification asserts that the original IEN contracts should be
restored after the First Amendments have been declared void. This result cannot occur because
the First Amendments to the IEN contracts were material amendments that made the IEN
contracts, as amended, into new contracts that violated Idaho competitive bidding statutes and
robbed potential bidders of a fair opportunity to bid on portions of the project.

The IEN

contracts, as amended, were void from the outset as a result of this violation and the operation of
Idaho Code§ 67-5725. As noted by this Court's rejection ofDOA's argument that its July 2014
"rescission" of the First Amendments "cured" DOA's violation of the law, nothing can be done,
after five years of performance under the unlawful IEN contracts, as amended, to restore the
original IEN contracts. (See November 10, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order re: Pending
Dispositive Motions ("Memorandum Decision"), pp. 9-10.)
The IEN contracts, as amended, are void because they were public contracts issued
pursuant to statutory authority provided by the Legislature to the DOA pursuant to Title 67,
Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code. The purpose of this authority is to implement "the policy of the
state to expect open competitive bids in acquisitions of property, and to maximize competition,
and to maximize the value received by the government of the state with attendant benefits to the
citizens". Idaho Code§ 67-5715.
The Idaho Supreme Court has ruled, consistent with this public policy, that RFPs and
contract language do not negate the purchasing statutes. Syringa Networks, LLC, v. Idaho
Department of Administration, 155 Idaho 55, 61 n.l, 305 P.3d 499, 505 n.l (2013).

The

Supreme Court has also ruled, in support of this public policy, that common law principles like
quantum meruit do not control where the competitive bid statutes have been violated. See J & J
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Contractors/0. T. Davis Construction, A.J. V. v. State by Idaho Transportation Board, 118 Idaho
535, 535-~6, 797 P.2d 1383, 1383-84 (1990).
Finally, DOA claims it filed its motion because the "continued viability" of the JEN
"depends on the existence of a lawful Statewide Blanket Purchase Order". The DOA cannot
continue the JEN under the existing unlawful JEN contracts. While Syringa Networks, LLC
("Syringa") supports the continuation of the JEN, the present void JEN contracts, as amended,
cannot be its foundation. The State of Idaho can take action to continue the JEN by following
the law and rebidding the JEN in a fair, open and transparent manner.
DOA's Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification ignores the clear import of the
Idaho purchasing statutes and would eviscerate the public policy on which the statutes are based.
That public policy and the statutes by which it is implemented properly control in this case,
properly controlled the Memorandum Decision, and direct the denial of DOA's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The JEN contracts took the form of Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPOs") issued
by the DOA. The Idaho Supreme Court ruled that DOA violated Idaho competitive bidding
statutes by issuing the First Amendments to the JEN SBPOs. See Syringa Networks, LLC v.
Idaho Dept. of Admin., 155 Idaho 55, 61-62, 305 P.3d 499, 505-06 (2013).

The amended

SBPOs were unlawful, according to the Court, because they represented a material change from
the contracts that had been described in the JEN RFP:
The separate contracts as amended no longer conform to the
RFP's description of the property to be acquired. The description
of property to be provided by Qwest under its amended contract is
not a minor deviation from the property to be provided by the
successful bidder under the RFP, nor is the property to be provided
by ENA under its amended contract.
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Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 62,305 P.3d at 506 (emphasis added).
This Court considered two post-appeal issues presented by Syringa after remand from the
Supreme Court: (1) whether to permit Syringa to challenge the issuance of the original SBPOs to
Qwest and ENA as pretext to DOA's unlawful split of the IEN scope of work, and (2) whether to
permit Syringa to add a challenge to Amendment One to ENA SBPO 1309 that was consistent
with the direction from the Supreme Court. Ultimately, this Court decided that Syringa could
challenge Amendment One to ENA SBPO 1309 but held that Syringa was judicially estopped
from arguing "that the original awards were an unlawful pretext to divide the scope of the work
between Qwest and ENA." (June 24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to
Reconsider ("Reconsideration Decision"), p. 13.)
Twenty days after this Court ruled that Syringa could not challenge the original SBPOs as
pretextual, DOA tried to fix the illegality of the amended IEN contracts by manipulating them
with new amendments. These new amendments were signed in July 2014 and purported to
rescind the First Amendments ab initio. (See August 11, 2014 Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting papers).
Armed with the July, 2014 Amended SBPOs, DOA moved for summary judgment and
argued that the freshly amended SBPOs fixed the problem identified by the Supreme Court and
mooted ~e case. Syringa, on the other hand, asked this Court to determine "whether SBPO 1308
and SBPO 1309, as amended by the February 26, 2009 Amendments," violate Idaho's
competitive bidding laws and are void.

(August 21, 2014 Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing,

p. 2.)
This Court rejected DOA's rescission argument, granted Syringa's motion for summary
judgment and held that "Qwest's SBPO 1308 and ENA's SBPO 1309, as amended by the First
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Amendments, were made in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718(2), IDAPA 38.05.01.052 and
Idaho Code§ 67-5718A." (Memorandum Decision, p. 12.) It then ruled:
The Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to Qwest (SBPO 1308), as
amended by Amendment One, and the Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order to ENA (SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment One, are
void. Because these contract awards are void, the provisions of
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply.
(Memorandum Decision, p. 13.)
DOA now seeks clarification whether this Court intended its ruling to encompass the
original SBPOs, and requests reconsideration if this Court so intended. But no clarification or
reconsideration is necessary. This Court's ruling that SPBOs 1308 and 1309, as amended by the
First Amendments, are unlawful and void is clearly written and correct on the law.

ARGUMENT
A.

DOA's Request for Clarification and/or Reconsideration Should be Denied.
DOA does not seek clarification because the Memorandum Decision is ambiguous or

confusing. DOA seeks clarification or reconsideration because it disagrees with the decision and
seeks to undermine its effect by inviting the Court to limit its decision to the First Amendments
and to restore part or all of the original IEN contracts.
The DOA's motion is based on two contentions. The first contention is that the First
Amendments did not concern or effect broadband services to state agencies.

The second

contention is that "law of the case" requires invalidation of the First Amendments and restoration
of the original IEN contracts as if they had not been unlawfully amended over five years ago.
Neither contention has merit.
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1.

The First Amendments Affected the Entire Scope of Services Described in
the IEN RFP and the Original IEN SBPOs.

The DOA mischaracterizes the IEN contracts by stating that "state agency services have
never been part of this case, and they are not addressed in the challenged the First Amendments,
which address only the IEN". The DOA is wrong. State agency broadband connections were
included within the scope of the IEN RFP and IEN contracts, as amended, because they were
added to the RFP by Amendment 03 on December 29, 2008 and they were not excluded from the
First Amendments to the IEN SBPOs.
RFP Amendment 03 changed page 12 of the IEN RFP to add the migration of existing
State ofldaho customers (state agencies) from a system called IdaNet to the IEN backbone. (See
Exhibit D to the March 19, 2010 Affidavit of Mark Little.) Amendment 03 added a seven page
list of state agencies and locations as Appendix F to the IEN RFP. Appendix F is now part of
Qwest SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One. (See Exhibit 1 to the March 20, 2014
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi, pages DOA_PA 000051 - 000057; a copy of Amendment 03 to
the RFP is also attached hereto as Appendix 1.)
Amendment No. 1 to Qwest SBPO 1308 makes it clear that Qwest is to be the sole
contractor providing "technical network services" (backbone) under the IEN contract. The first
four numbered paragraphs ~f Amendment No. 1 to Qwest SBPO 1308 address those services as
follows:
1.

Qwest will be the general contractor for all IEN technical network
services ....

2.

Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver IEN technical network
services using its existing core MPLS network and backbone services.

3.

Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all local
access connections and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to
ensure the most cost efficient and reliable network access throughout the
State to include leveraging of public safety network assets wherever
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economically and technically feasible. Qwest and ENA will use existing
and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary bandwidth
to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4.

Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will provide all Internet services to IEN
users. (Emphasis added.)

Nothing in Amendment One to Qwest SBPO 1308 limits the designation of Qwest as
exclusive contractor of "technical network services" or states that the effect of Amendment One
was restricted to users of E-rate services. Similarly, nothing in Amendment One to ENA SBPO
1309 limits the designation of Qwest as exclusive contractor for "technical network services" or
states that the designation of Qwest as "general contractor for all IEN technical services" and as
the exclusive provider of "all Internet services to JEN users" was restricted to E-rate services and
did not include technical network services to state agencies. Copies of Amendment One to
Qwest SBPO 1308 and Amendment One to ENA SBPO 1309 are attached hereto as Appendix 2.
The fact that state agency services were included within the scope of the First
Amendments is demonstrated by a June 4, 2009 letter from J. Michael Gwartney, Director,
Department of Administration, to Agency Directors and Administrators, and by the testimony of
Greg Zickau, Chief Technology Officer of the State of Idaho.
Mr. Gwartney' s letter states, in relevant part:

As you may be aware, the Idanet Steering Committee is currently
developing a migration strategy to transition the state from aging
Idanet equipment and services to the next generation of
telecommunications networks for state government. They expect
to execute this plan during the course of Fiscal Year 2010, with a
target date for completing migrations not later than 30 June 2010.
The Steering Committee is developing this plan in conjunction
with service providers available through the Idaho Education
Network contracts, which include services for state government.
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A copy of Mr. Gwartney' s letter is attached to as Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit of David R.
Lombardi in Opposition to DOA's Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification. A copy is
also attached hereto as Appendix 3.
The fact that state agency services were included within the scope of the First
Amendments is further demonstrated by the November 11, 2010 testimony of Greg Zickau,
Chief Technology Officer of the State of Idaho. Mr. Zickau testified that the IEN contracts
superseded existing service agreements between state agencies and other telecommunications
providers Hke Syringa:
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. Yes.· And again in regards to the waiver
of privileged communications, after the
amendments were released, I had some questions
about the status of the Idanet master service
agreements, and I spoke with Melissa about the
status of the Idanet master service agreements.
She explained to me through a couple of meetings
that the master service agreements had been
superseded by the Idaho Education Network
contract for a number of reasons.
She expressed that for one, the IEN
contract is a more recent date, and therefore,
would supercede. She also expressed that the IEN
contracts were competitively bid, and so
therefore, superior to master service agreements
which were not competitively bid.
It seems like there was some other
factor that she had related at that time. One of
the things she mentioned was that if someone were
to use the master service agreements

1 inappropriately now that they had been
2 superseded, they may well be committing a
3 misdemeanor in terms of the State procurement
4 process.
5
It was that communication that played
6 into my communication to, at least to Idaho Fish
7 and Game, to Department of Health and Welfare,
8 and later to the Department of Environmental
9 Quality, that they needed to work within the
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

constructs of legitimate purchasing vehicles that
the State had and that for telecommunications the
purchasing vehicle was the IEN contracts or were
the IEN contracts and that they superseded master
service agreements that were in place, even
though the dates on them still made them appear
to be effective. That caused some frustration on
their part.

(Deposition of Greg Zickau taken November 11, 2010, 367:6 - 368:17.) The above excerpt and
additional excerpts concerning this subject are attached as Exhibit 2 to the Affidavit of David R.
Lombardi in Opposition to DOA's Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification filed
contemporaneously herewith. They are also attached hereto as Appendix 4.
The DOA contention that state agency services are not subject to the IEN contracts as
amended by the First Amendments is contradicted by the record. There is no justification for the
DOA contention that the First Amendments did not relate to the provision of technical network
services to state agencies.

2.

The Ruling that SBPOs 1308 and 1309, as Amended, Are Void Does Not
· Violate the Law of the Case.

The DOA contends that law of the case precluding Syringa from challenging the original
IEN contracts as an unlawful pretext to divide the scope of the work between Qwest and ENA
precludes the Court from finding that the IEN contracts, as amended, are void. The DOA is
wrong for two reasons.
First, law of the ·case set forth by the Idaho Supreme Court establishes that the IEN
contracts, as amended, violate Idaho purchasing statutes. The subsequent ruling by this Court
that Syringa is precluded by judicial estoppel from challenging the original IEN contracts on the
basis that they were pretextual does not prohibit this Court from holding, consistent with the
Idaho Supreme Court, that the IEN contracts, as amended, violate Idaho purchasing statutes. It
also does not preclude this Court, on motion by Syringa, or on its own initiative, from declaring
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the IEN contracts, as amended, to be void. 2.
Second, the First Amendments to the IEN contracts are material amendments that
fundamentally changed the IEN contracts in violation of the competitive bidding statutes.
Excision of the unlawful First Amendments does not restore the original IEN contract because
restoration of the original IEN contracts would not cure the violation of the competitive bidding
law that occurred. Restoration of the original IEN contracts would also preclude the statutory
remedy provided by Idaho Code§ 67-5725 for five years of unlawful payments of public money
made to Qwest and ENA under the unlawful IEN contracts, as amended.
(a)

Law of the Case Supports the Court's Ruling that the SBPOs, as
Amended, are Unlawful and Void.

This Court's Memorandum Decision is based upon and consistent with the Idaho
Supreme Court ruling that the IEN contracts, as amended, violate the law:
By amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer
furnishing the same or similar property, the State has, in effect,
changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation ofI.C.
§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. The separate contracts as
amended no longer conform to the RFP's description of the
property to be acquired. The description of property to be provided
by Qwest under its amended contract is not a minor deviation from
the property to be provided by the successful bidder under the
RFP, nor is the property to be provided by ENA under its amended
contract. "[M]ere schemes to evade law, once their true character
is established, are impotent for the purpose intended. Courts
sweep them aside as so much rubbish."
Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 62, 305 P.3d at 506 (emphasis added) (citation omitted).

The Supreme Court did not rule that the First Amendments, standing alone, were unlawful. It
expressly ruled that the "contracts, as amended" violated the law. This Court properly followed
the Idaho Supreme Court decision that the "separate contracts, as amended" violated Idaho Code
Memorandum Decision, p. 11, "In Idaho, a court has an affirmative duty to raise the issue of illegality at any stage
in the litigation, regardless of whether the issue was pleaded by a party. Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67,
944 P.2d 695, 701-02 {1997)."

2
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§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. (Reconsideration Decision, p. 9.) It then properly ruled,
consistent with the law of the case and Idaho Code § 67-5725, that the IEN contracts, as
amended, are void and that provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725 now apply. (Memorandum
Decision, p. 13.) Put simply, the Idaho Supreme Court provided this Court with no basis upon
which it could rule, as requested by the DOA, that the original IEN contracts can be restored
after five years of unlawful performance in violation of Idaho purchasing law.
The ruling that Syringa cannot challenge the issuance of the original SBPOs as pretext
does not prevent the Court from following the law of the case established by the Idaho Supreme
Court and ruling, as it has, that the SBPOs, as amended, are void.
This Court's ruling that the IEN contracts, as amended, are void is also consistent with
the Material Amendments Doctrine that arises under public contracting law because the changes
made by the First Amendments were material.

(b)

The Only Remedy Available to Redress the Injury Sustained by
Syringa as a Result of the Material Change Made to the IEN Scope of
Work by the First Amendments Is a Judgment Declaring the IEN
Contracts, As Amended, to be Void.

DOA Director Michael Gwartney made it clear in his March 19, 2010 Affidavit that the
First Amendments made material changes to the identical IEN contracts that were memorialized
by SBPOs 1308 and 1309. Mr. Gwartney testified:

***
After the initial award, Administration then unilaterally determined
how best to divide the work between the two awardees/contractors.
Administration's determination was based upon the individual
strengths of each awardees/contractors' proposals. For example,
ENA had expertise in providing E-rate services and providing
video teleconferencing operations. Qwest had expertise in
providing the technical operations (i.e., the backbone). Before
Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 and SBPO 01309 were issued,
Administration contemplated various ways to divide the
responsibilities between Qwest and ENA, including but not limited
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to dividing the services to be provided by Qwest and ENA
regionally. However, the division of responsibilities reflected in
the Amendments 1s is a reflection of what Administration believed
would best serve the State of Idaho and the schools.

***
While I understand Syringa's frustration, the fact is that Qwest was
awarded the technical services portion of IEN {i.e., the backbone).
ENA was not. Just as both Syringa and IRON, the other backbone
partner in ENA's proposal are not directly benefitting from the
IEN contract, because of the division of responsibilities, some of
Qwest's listed partners are not directly benefitting from its IEN
contract (e.g., Cisco systems, Inc) ... This is not the result of some
conspiracy to "shut out" Syringa, IRON, or even Cisco; it is simply
the natural consequence of the division of work under the
contracts.

***
(March 19, 2010 Affidavit of J. Michael Gwartney, 111 (emphasis added).)
Mr. Gwartney's affidavit testimony is consistent with the language of the First

Amendments and the clear fact that the First Amendments_ materially amended the original IEN
contracts .by stripping the provision of technical network services from ENA' s contract.
Although the use of language was different, the Supreme Court treated the First Amendments as
material amendments by stating:
The separate contracts as amended no longer conform to the RFP's
description of the property to be acquired. The description of
property to be provided by Qwest under its amended contract is not
a minor deviation from the property to be provided by the
successful bidder under the RFP, nor is the property to be provided
by ENA under its amended contract.
Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 62,305 P.3d at 506 (emphasis added).
Syringa has been unable to find Idaho case law, other than the decision of the Idaho
Supreme Court in this case, that addresses the effect of illegal amendments on otherwise valid
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government contracts. 3 Courts in other states have, however, addressed the issue. Courts have
~eld that material amendments to competitively bid public contracts are impermissible and have
ruled that illegal amendments can render both the amendment and underlying contract void. The
description of Syringa's injury and the analysis of standing by the Supreme Court in this case
demonstrate that the Supreme Court contemplated the same remedy in this case.
The Alaska Supreme Court explained its analysis of the impact of material amendments
on the competitive bidding process as follows:
[G]enerally a government contract that was initially competitively
bid cannot be materially amended because that is tantamount to
forming a new contract, which should be accomplished by starting
all over again with competitive bidding. This rule has been
judicially imposed in order to guard against circumvention of
competitive bidding requirements. Competitive bidding itself is
designed to ensure that government obtains the most favorable
terms possible in its contracts, and to protect the public from the
possibility of favoritism, fraud, and corruption on the part of public
officials.
Kenai Lumber Co., Inc. v. LeResche, 646 P.2d 215,220 (Alaska 1982) (citation omitted) (finding
amendment immaterial); accord Baxley V. State, 958 P.2d 422, 433 (Alaska 1998). Maryland's
highest court explained the concept in a similar way:
The generally accepted rule is that where a statute requires that a
contract for public work shall be let to the lowest responsible
bidder, a municipal corporation or administrative agency cannot
evade the law by making substantial changes in the contract after it
has been awarded pursuant to the law. In short, the municipality or
agency cannot do indirectly what it is prohibited from doing
directly.

3

DOA cites to Knowlton v. Mudd, 116 Idaho 262, 775 P.2d 154 (Ct. App. 1989) for the proposition that an unlawful
contract amendment has no effect on the underlying contract. Knowlton involved a contract amendment that was
voidable because one of the parties to the amendment lacked capacity. 116 Idaho at 263-64, 775 P.2d at 155-56.
The Court of Appeals ofldaho upheld the district court's decision finding the amendment void and left the original
contract that had not been challenged intact. Id. at 264-65, 775 P.2d at 156-57. Knowlton did not involve
competitively bid public contracts, a public entity or violation of public procurement statutes and is not at all
analogous or applicable to the instant case. Similarly, neither Shinn v. Edwin Yee, Ltd., 57 Haw. 215, 553 P.2d 733
(1976), nor Tillman v. Talbert, 244 N.C. 270, 93 S.E.2d 101 (1956), cited by DOA, involved public contracts.
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Hanna v. Bd. of Ed. of Wicomico Cnty., 200 Md. 49, 55, 87 A.2d 846, 849 (1952) (emphasis

added). 4
Although the determination whether a public contract amendment is "material" can be
fact dependent, the most important fact is the impact of the amendment on the competitive
bidding process:
Not all amendments to competitively bid contracts are prohibited,
only those regarded as material. The concept of materiality in this
context has not been satisfactorily captured in a single phrase. One
court has spoken of 'an essential change of such magnitude as to
be incompatible with the general scheme' of competitive bidding;
another has phrased the question to be whether the amendment 'so
varied from the original plan, was of such importance, or so altered
the essential identity or main purpose of the contract, that it
constitutes a new undertaking.' These formulations simply
recognize that the materiality concept prohibits those changes
which tend to be subversive of the purposes of competitive
bidding.
Ki/a, Inc. v. State, Dep't ofAdmin., 876 P.2d 1102, 1108 (Alaska 1994).

The most important

consideration in other wo!ds, concerns whether an amendment to a competitively bid public
contract undermines the statutory competitive bidding scheme. See, e.g., Hanna, 200 Md. at 55,
87 A.2d at 849 (where board of education provisionally awarded school construction contract
and subsequently changed the scope of work to be performed by the winning bidder and awarded
the contract without re-advertising for new bids, the contract violated competitive bidding rules
and thus construction under the contract was enjoined); Hanisco v. Twp. of Warminster, 41 A.3d
116, 123-26 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2012) (where an amendment changed the price terms of a public
contract between a township and a waste-services contractor by establishing a rebate, a new
bidding process was required) ("Where, as here, there is deviation from the requirements of
public bidding, the proper procedure is to ... readvertise, and secure another open competitive
a similar statement of the emphasized law, see Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 61, 305 P.3d at 505 ("A
government agency may not do indirectly what it is prevented by law from doing directly.").

4.For
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bidding so that all of the bidders would be on an equal footing.").
Like the above cases, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled that the First Amendments to the
JEN contracts made material changes to the scope of work to be performed under SBPOs 1308
and 1309 and undermined the purpose of Idaho's competitive bidding statutes.

Syringa

Networks, 155 Idaho at 62, 305 P.3d at 506. The Supreme Court also ruled, however, that
Syringa did not have standing to challenge the First Amendments "in isolation". If the Supreme
Court had ruled that Syringa had standing to challenge the First Amendments "in isolation", an
order declaring the First Amendments to be void and restoration of the original JEN contracts
may have been the appropriate remedy. But it did not so rule.
Syringa has standing only when the First Amendments are viewed in the context of the
"entire bidding process".

Viewed in that fashion, the Supreme Court concluded that "by

amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer furnishing the same or similar
property, the State has, in effect changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation of
LC. § 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052". Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 61,305 P.3d
at 505. This ruling implicates the entire bidding process and the contracts that are the result of
that process.
Standing requires a litigant to demonstrate, among other things, "an injury in fact and a
substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or redress the claimed injury".

Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 61, 305 P.3d at 505 .. Syringa's injury, according to the
Supreme Court, was the inability to submit a separate bid to perform the "technical network
services" (backbone) work that was assigned exclusively to Qwest' by the First Amendments.
This injury cannot be remedied "in isolation" by declaring the First Amendments to be void and
restoring the original JEN contracts. Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 61,305 P.3d at 505.
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Invalidation of the IEN contracts, as amended, is the only judicial relief that can redress
Syringa's injury in accordance with the opinion of the Supreme Court. The Memorandum
Decision declaring the IEN contracts, as amended, to be void is consistent with the decision of
the Supreme Court and is correct as a matter of law. Restoration of the original IEN contracts, as
requested by DOA, would be error.
B.

Idaho's Competitive Bidding Statutes Govern the IEN Procurement Process.

DOA's Motion for Reconsideration relies upon common law principles concerning
contracts between private parties to support its contention that the original IEN contracts can be
restored after removal of the unlawful First Amendments.

DOA's motion must be denied

because it ignores the fundamental difference between this case and ordinary contract cases.
This case involves public contracts governed by statutory law.
When the initial IEN legislation was passed in 2008, DOA was given administrative
oversight of the IEN and was specifically directed to "procure telecommunications services and
equipment for the IEN through an open and competitive bidding process." Ch. 260, § 3, 2008
Idaho Sess. Laws 753, 754 (previously codified at LC. § 67-5745D(5)(h)). The competitive
bidding statutes DOA was required to follow govern the procurement process and provide a
mandate for instances where the procurement process is conducted illegally. See Idaho Code,
Title 67, Chapter 57 (entitled "Department of Administration"). DOA is bound by these statutes,
including Idaho Code§ 67-5725.
The Idaho Supreme Court explained the significance of Idaho's competitive bidding
statutes and demonstrated their primacy in the public contracting context in J & J
Contractors/0. T. Davis Construction, A.J. V. v. State by Idaho Transportation Board. In that

case, the Court concluded that a contractor could not recover in quantum meruit for work
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performed for a state entity under a contract that was void because it violated competitive
bidding statutes stating, "[t]he principle is well established in this state that when a governmental
contract is void, the contractor may not recover in quantum meruit." 118 Idaho 535, 536, 797
P.2d 1383, 1384 (1990). In the course of its decision, the court also explained the public policy
behind the competitive bidding statutes in the following words:
It was manifestly the purpose of the legislature, in enacting the

[statutes], to procure competitive bidding for contracts for making
public improvements ... and thereby to safeguard public funds and
prevent favoritism, fraud and extravagance in their expenditure, ....
Id. (brackets in original) (quoting Seys/er v. Mowery, 29 Idaho 412, 416-17, 160 P. 262, 263

(1916)). It then concluded that the public contracting statutes controlled and that common law
principles of quantum meruit did not apply:
This evidences that there is a strong public policy against the
enforcement of governmental contracts that violate competitive
bidding laws. To allow recovery in quantum meruit for work
performed pursuant to governmental contracts that violate
competitive bidding statutes would emasculate this public policy.
Id.

The J & J Contractors court denied equitable relief that might have been available had the

contracts at issue not been public contracts. Id. J & J Contractors demonstrates that Idaho's
competitive bidding statutory scheme controls over common law contract rules and remedies that
apply in transactions between private parties because of the significant public policy concerns
addressed by public contracting statutes.
A similar principle was recognized by the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in this case
when it noted that RFP language to the effect that "the State reserves the right to reject any or all
proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part'' would not
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negate the requirel)lents of Idaho Code§ 67-5718A. 5
Put simply, common law principles cannot change or undo the public policy expressed in
the Idaho's public purchasing statutes. Idaho Code§ 67-5725 mandates that the IEN contracts,
as amended, which violate Idaho Code§ 67-5718A and Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2), are void.

C.

The Original IEN Contracts Cannot be Saved by the Boilerplate Severability
Clause.
DOA asserts, contrary to footnote 1 in the Idaho Supreme Court opinion iri this case, that

the severability clause contained in the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions
restores the original IEN contract. There is no way to reconcile the DOA's assertion with the
decision in J & J Contractors described above or with the footnote 1 declaration by the Supreme
Court that the language in the IEN RFP could not negate the operation of Idaho Code § 67571 SA. DOA's argument is not only reflective of bad policy; it contradicts the decision of the
Idaho Supreme Court in this case and is wrong as a matter of law. Boilerplate language cannot
change or undo the statutes of the State of Idaho.

CONCLUSION
DOA has demonstrated no error of fact or law that requires this Court to overturn or
change its Memorandum Decision and has offered no other basis for the Court to reconsider the
Memorandum Decision as an exercise of discretion.
DOA's Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification should be denied.

Syringa Networks, LLC, 155 Idaho at 61 n.1, 305 P.3d at 505 n.l {"The RFP stated: "All purchases, leases, or
contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded according to the provisions in the Request for
Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple
bidders in whole or in part." (Emphasis added.) This provision would not negate the requirement of Idaho Code
section 67-5718A{l) that awarding a contract to multiple bidders must be to furnish the same or similar property.").
5
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DATED this

9th

day of December, 2014.

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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APPENDIX F, IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT
REQUIREMENTS
Agency Name
DSL Servi Current
Geographic
ce
Bandwidth
Location
Type (MB)
Accountancy, Board of (Owyhee Plaza)
UBR
1.5
Boise Metro
FRS VBRl .5
Aging, Commission on
Boise Metro
Agriculture, Department of
Access
Boise IMA Group
3 Boise
Metro
Nampa
VBRl .5
Boise Metro
Twin Falls
VBRl .5
Southern Idaho
DSL UBRl .5
Arts, Commission
Boise Metro
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for
the
Coeurd 'Alene DSL VBRl .5
North Idaho
Lewiston DSL VBRl .5
North Idaho
DSL
Idaho Falls
VBRl .5
Eastern Idaho
Pocatello DSL VBRl .5
Eastern Idaho
Twin Falls DSL VBRl .5
Southern Idaho
Building Safety, Division of
Coeur d'Alene
VBRl .5
North Idaho
Meridian to CMFONI
VBRi
Boise Metro
Corrections, Department of - (modified
pricing)
Blackfoot Dist 7 FRS VBRl
Eastern Idaho
Boise Orchard to CMFONI ATM VBRl
Boise Metro
FRS
Boise CWCEB
VBRl
Boise Metro
Boise Dist4E ATM CBR 1.5
Boise Metro
Boise Dist4W ATM CBRl .5
Boise Metro
Boise Parole ATM CBR 1.5
Boise Metro
Burley ATM CBRl .5
Eastern Idaho
Caldwell Dist3 ATM CBRl .5
Boise Metro
CDA FRS VBRl .5
North Idaho
North Idaho
Cottonwood ATM CBRl .5
Idaho Falls CWCIF FRS VBRl
Eastern Idaho
Idaho Falls Dist7 ATM CBRl .5
Eastern Idaho
ATM
KunaIMSI
CBR 1.5
Boise Metro
KunaISCI ATM CBRl .5
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
KunaSICI ATM CBR 1.5
Lewiston ATM CBR 1.5
North Idaho

FRS
Meridian Dist 4
Mountain Home ATM

VBRl
CBRl .5

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho

DOA_PA 000051

r
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APPENDIX 1

NampaCWCN
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello Dist6
Pocatello PWCC
Rexburg Dist 7
Sandpoint
SBWCC
St. Anthony
Twin Falls Dist5
Dairv Commission
Denstistry, Board of
Developmental Disabilities, Council on
Endowment Fund Investment Board
Environmental Quality, Department of(modified pricing)
Boise (Orchard Campus)
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Finance, Department of
Fish and Game
Health and Welfare, Department of
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene Aging- 1221 Ironwood
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Moscow - 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health 111 Bever Grade Lapwai, ID
.
Health District 1
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene
Health District 1 - Sandpoint
Health District 2
Health District 3 .
Caldwell
Nampa
Health District 4
Health District 5
Health District 6

.

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBRI
CBR 1.5
CBRI .5
CBR 1.5
CBR 1.5
VBRI
CBR 1 .5
CBR 1.5
CBRI .5
CBR 1.5
UBRC .75
UBRC .75
UBR 1.5
UBRI .5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR<
CBR:
CBR 10
VBR:
CBR 10
CBRIO
VBRI .5
CBR~ .5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
N011h Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VE R
CE R
VE R
CE R
CE R
VE R
VE R
VE R

14.75
1.5
1.5
9.75
0.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VBRJ
VE R
VE R
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VE R
VE R
CBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

2
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Health District 7
Hispanic Affairs, Commission on
Historical Society - Assay Office DSL
Historical Society - Stora_ge Buildin_g
Historical Society - Museum
Historical Society - History Center
Human Rights Commission (Owhyee Plaza)
Insurance, Department of

1.5

VE R
VE R

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

VE R
VE R

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Southern Idaho

DSL
DSL
ATM

DOI - Coeur d'Alene
DOI - Pocatello

VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBRI .5
UBR

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL

1.5
0.25
1.5
0.25
1.5

Juvenile Corrections, Department of
CDA
Twin Falls

Labor, Department of
Blackfoot- 34.HCGL.337784
Boise - IdaNet
Boise (DDS) (IDHW circuit) 34. YBGA.311890
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) 61.HCFS. l 00410
Boise (SCO) - IdaNet
Boise (Thomas Dev) - IdaNet
Bonners Ferry- 13.HCFJ.003306
Burley- 34.HFGJ.000125
Caldwell- 34.HFGJ.000121
Coeur d'Alene - 13.HFFJ.001887
Emmett - 34.HCGJ.398898
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417
HaileyIdaho Falls- 30.HFFJ.192096
Kellogg-13.HCFJ.003329
Lewiston - 76.HFFJ.02856
McCallMeridian - 34.HFGJ.000111
- Moscow- 13.HCFJ.003309
Mountain Home- 34.HCGJ.001670
Orofino - 13.HCFJ. 003326
Payette - 34.HCGJ.394270
Pocatello - 34.HFGJ.000120
Rexburg- 34.HCFJ.001981
SalmonSandpoint-13.HCFJ.003327
Soda Springs St. Maries-13.HCFJ.003328
Twin Falls- 34.HFGJ.000126

Access

CE R
VBRI .5
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access
Access

CE R
CE R
Access
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access
Access
Access
Access

CE R
Access

CE R
Access

1.5 Eastf rn
Idaho
9.8
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
1.5 Boise
Metro
0.25
Boise Metro
3.0 Boisc
Metro
North Idaho
1.5
5.0 Eastf rn
Idaho
5.0 Boise
Metro
5.5
North Idaho
1.5 Boise
Metro
North Idaho
1.5
1.5 Eastf rn
Idaho
Idaho
5.0 Baste rn
North Idaho
1.5
North Idaho
5.0
1.5 Nort
Idaho
5.0 Boisc
Metro
North Idaho
1.5
1.5 Boise
Metro
1.5
North Idaho
1.5 Boise
Metro
Idaho
5.0 Baste rn
1.5 Baste rn
Idaho
1.5 Baste rn
Idaho
1.5
North Idaho
1.5 Nortl
Idaho
1.5
North Idaho
5.0 Soutl ern
Idaho

3
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Labor, Department of for: Disability
Determinations Services
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW
Boise DDS - connection to Labor

Lewis-Clark State College
Library, Idaho State - Idaho Falls DSL
Liquor Dispensary, Idaho State

VE R

CE R
VBR
UBR

State Store 216 (Ammon ID) DSL 1JBR
State Store 222 (1175 Parkway Dr Blackfoot) DSL 1lJBR
Boise HQ ISDL VBRI .5
Boise - Store Net ISDL VBRI .5
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise) DSL1 JBR
State Store 102 (1744 W. State St Boise) DSL1 JBR
State Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise) DSL 1JBR
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 107 ( 2150 Broadway, Boise) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 110 (2273 S. Vista Ave #130
Boise) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise) DSL1 JBR
. State Store 114 (10356 Fairview Boise) DSL 1 BR
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise) DSL 1lJBR
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise) DSLl lJBR
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners
Ferry) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley) DSL1 lJBR
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Caldwell) DSL 1JBR
State Store 13 6 (3110 Cleveland #J7
Caldwell) DSL1 JBR
State Store 200 (825 Brundage Chubbuck) DSL 1JBR
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA) DSLl lJBR
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way
CDA) DSL1 lJBR
State Store 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA) DSL1 lJBR
State Store 319 (1607 Northwest Blvd CDA) DSL 1JBR
State Store 117 (174 W State St Eagle) DSLl JBR
State Store 119 (Eagle) DSL1 JBR
State Store 125 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle) DSL JBR
State Store 111 (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty) DSL 1JBR
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 300 (1077 W Heron Ave Hayden) DSL 1lJBR
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden) DSL 1 BR
· State Store 203 (2105 Niagara Dr Id Falls DSL 1JBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

4
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State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls)
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls)
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome)
State Store 323 (Kellogg)
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N
Ketchum)
State Store 129 (Kuna)
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston)
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston)
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview, Meridian)
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd,
Meridian)
State Store 303 (904 W. Pullman Rd,
Moscow)
State Store 309 (872 W Troy Hwy #110,
Moscow)
State Store 122 (275 E. 4th N Mtn Home)
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd #7
Nampa)
State Store 115 (I 225 12th Ave Rs S Nampa)
State Store 118 (16453 Marketplace Blvd
Nampa)
State Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino)
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette)
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello)
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello)
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello)
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice Way Post Falls)
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice Way Post
Falls)
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest
River)
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint)
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin
Falls)
State Store 207 (1146 Filer Ave E Twin
Falls)
State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd#311C Twin Fis)
State Store 326 (Wallace)
State Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser)

Lottery Commission
Medicine, Board of
Nursing, Board of
Occupational Licensing, Bureau of (Owhyee Plaza)

Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board

DSL l~BR
DSL l~R
DSLl JBR
DSLl JBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSLl JBR
DSL l JBR
DSL l JBR
DSL l~BR
DSL l~R

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSLl JBR

0.25

Boise Metro

DSL l JBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL l~R
DSL l~BR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSLl ~BR
DSL l ~R

0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL l~BR
DSL l JBR
DSLl JBR
DSL l~BR
DSL l ~BR
DSLl ~BR
DSL l ~BR

,0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSLl JBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL l~R
DSL l~BR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho

DSL l~BR

0.25

Southern Idaho

DSLl ~BR
DSLl JBR
DSL JBR
DSL JBR
VBR
DSL UBR
DSL UBR
UE R
PtoP UBR

0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.75
3
1.5

Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

5
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Parks and Recreation
Pharmacy, Board of
Public Works - Facility Services - for Idaho
Falls DSL

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
1

1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
N011h Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VE R
VE R
UE R

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho

UE R

3

UE R

1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho

DSL

Public Works - Design & Construction - for Lewiston
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Moscow
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Pocatello

Real Estate Commission
Snake River Basin Adjudication
Species Conservation, Office of
State Bar, Idaho
State Independent Living Council
Tax Appeals, Board of
Tax Commission
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office
Tax - Lewiston Office
Tax - Twin Falls Office
Veterans Services
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise
Lewiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of
(modified pricing)
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Caldwell - 39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell - 39.YHFJ.001830
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
CDA Mental Health #130
CDASWT#l40
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Idaho Falls - 39. YHFJ. 001833
Lewiston Office #210
Lewiston Office #210
Moscow VR #230
Moscow (Uojl)
Orofino #220
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Sandpoint VR # 120
Sandpoint SWT #150
Twin Falls- 39.YHFJ.001828
Twin Falls- 39.YHFJ.001828

.

UBR
UBR

UBR
DSLl JBR
DSLl JBR
DSLl JBR
DSLl JBR
ATM VBR 1.5
DSL UBR
VBR 1.5
DSL UBR
DSL UBR

1.5

CE R

3

UE R

0.5
0.5

CE R
UE R
CE R
UE R
UE R
VE R
UE R
UE R
CE R
UE R
CE R
UE R
CE R
UE R
UE R
CE R
UI R
UI R
UE R
CE R
UE R

3
0.5

3
3
0.5
0.75
0.75
0.5

3
0.5

3
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5

3
0.75
0.75
0.5

3

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
N011h Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho
Southern Idaho

6
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Water Resources, Department of

•

Boise
CDA
Boise Airport
Idaho Falls
Twin Falls
Soda Sprinf!S

VE R
VE R
Mi ~c
Mi ~c
Mi ~c
VI R

4.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)

· SBP001308
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this aAmendnleflt") by and between the State of Idaho (~State•)
and Qwest Cornn-..nicatlona Company, LLC c·awesr) hereby amends the contract for the
Idaho Education Network ("IEN·). Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the
"Agreement").

It Is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 In order to darlfy the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
1. Qwest will be the general contractor for aU IEN technical network services. The Service
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and
provisioning of, on.going maintenance, operations and billing for au IEN sites.
2. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver JEN ted'lnlcal network services using Its
existing core MPLS network and backbone sel\/lces.
· 3. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Qwest and ENA will
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, In coordination with ENA, will provide all lntemet services to IEN users.
5. Qwest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.
_6. Qwest and ENA will use a combination of Qwest and ENA Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network Including but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center {NOC) by ENA
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's ·NOC will serve as the one-stop IEN customer facing
service and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via existing
management platfonns.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING

AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)

S8P001308
February 26, 2009

7. Qwest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
necessary for the state and ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely

manner.
8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the IEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBP001308
dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Qwest, as the service provider
associated with the delive,y of IEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement Qwest must provide this Jnformation within
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing information.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OClO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (IEN)
SBP001309
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this ·Amendmenr) by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Education Networks of America, Inc.JENA Services, LLC hereby amends the contract
for the Idaho Education Network ("IENR), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Older: SBP01309
(the "Agreement").

It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001309 In order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the partlea to the Agreement.
· 1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Fonn 471. Qwest
Communications Company LLC ("Qwest") is required to work with the ENA Account
Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on-going maintenanoe. operations and billing for
all lEN sites.
·
2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support.
3. ENA. In coordination with Qwest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access
connections and routing equipment making A3asonabl& efforts to ensuA3 the most cost
efficient and reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safety network assets wheA3ver economically and technically feasible. ENA and Qwest '
wlll use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each IEN site and to connect to the core IEN MPLS platform.
4. ENA, in coordination with Qwest, wlll provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the IEN network.
5.

ENA will assign a project manager to work with 1he State of Idaho and Qwest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Qwest project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project Implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho IEN program manager for fmal
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan Is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Qwest Network Operations Center
· (NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Networ1< including, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest
All three NOCs wlll be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop IEN customer
facing service and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical
and logical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via
existing management platforms.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (JEN)
S8P001309
February 2S. 2009

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Qwest to supply the information
neoessary for the State to file Federal E-rate fonns accurately and In a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State In providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Qwest as equal partners in the IEN project as
demonstrated in the Intent to Awan:1 Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBP001309 dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of IEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during the tenn of the agreement ENA must provide this infonnation within 30
days of the Slate's request for itemized billing information.
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
Qffjce of the Chi~f Informati.on Office_r
C.L ''BUTCH" OTTER
yovernor
,I. MIC~_E_L GWARTNE_Y
Dire.tor

G~G'~CKA_U
Chief Technology Officer

,650 West State Street (83702)

P.O. :Box 8372Q
Boise, ID 83720-0042
l'elephone (208) 33:ic1876 or FA."-;. (208) 334-2307
http://cio.idnbo.gov

June 4,2009

TO:

Agency Directors and .Administrators

RE:

ldariet Migration Strategy

As you may be aware, :the ldanet Steering Committee is currentiy developing a migration strategy to
transition the state from aging ldanet equipment and services to the next generation of
telecommunications networks for state government. They expect to execute this plan during .the
course·of Fiscal Year 2010, with a target date for completing migrations not later than 30 June 2010.
The 'Steering Committee is developing this plan 'ih conjunction with service providers available
through the lqaho Ed!Jcation Network contracts, which include services for state ,government.
To the maximum extent possible, it is our intent to fund execution of the migration plan developed by
the Steering Committee through funds··set aside by ldanet in aritici_pation of these ·chang~s. As
plans and. as§Qciated migratic;,n cQsts are refined, we will )<eep you apprised of current
developments. ln·the meantime, it is essential to overall state planning that we eliminate dynamic
shifts related to lqan~t that might'hinder planning or ex~cµtion, or'that might detract 'fro.m ·the p~st
'Way forward for the .state overall.
In ordetto ensure the operational and financial stability of state network operations now and in the
future, I'm asking that agencies currently on ldanet maintain that ·service commitmentthrough fiscal
yegf 2010 or until ~uch tim~ g~ the _ldgn~t Ste~ringCommitte~ migrate$ yo!Jr gg~ncy to n~vv service
as part of a comprehensive network plan.
·
I thank you, in advance, in anticipation of your cooperation on this important project.
For questiQns ab<;>ut ldanet or the future of §tate networking, pl~ase c;:ontact Michael Guryan at
michael.gUryan@cioJidaho.gov or (208) 332-1877.

Sincerely,

~---

--·L~r~-~~-(:
_'- ~
-

;
'

·(}

J. Michael ·Gwgrtney
Director, Department of Administration

CC:.

IT !Managers
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SYRINGA004155

1
1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

2

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3
4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho

5

limited liability company,

6

Plaintiff,

7

vs.

Case No. CV QC 0923757

8

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

9

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,

10

VOLUME II
(Pages 183-373)

Defendants.

11

12
13

14

CONTINUED VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF

15

JACK G.

16

11

GREG 11 ZICKAU

TAKEN NOVEMBER 11, 2010

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

REPORTED BY:

24

BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR

25

Notary Public
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1

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

2

THE WITNESS:

3
4

Join.

I'm not sure I understand

that.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Sure.

I understand.

Did you have any conversations or do you

5
6

recall any conversations with any representatives

7

of Qwest concerning the desirability of using

8

Qwest as the general contractor for the !EN

9

network services over any other contractor?

10
11

12

A.

I don't recall having conversations of

that nature with Qwest or anyone.

Q.

I would like to direct your attention to

13

Exhibit 153, please, which I think is probably in

14

the box by the door.

CT])

@J

(Counsel,:while r:turn:to:that,:you had)

@

[asked :a:guestion about something to: the effect of)

@

@.y~ga being cut:out:earlier:and:r:said no,

@

(don' t:agiii) (Just:as:a:2oint of clarity::=1.ii)

@

~act,:sy~ga is 2roviding Idanet re2lacement)

@

(services:to:the:oepartment:of:corrections and:to)

@

Ct;-he:Idaho:state:Police, r:believe also:to:the)

(@

~2artment of"Environmental Quality.J

@

~

:I)

un:state government:there are:some)

~

~2artments that 02erate inde2endent:of:the)

@ID

~2artment:of:Administration, aren•t:there~
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ill

@J

(There:are,:but:these:were not those.)

@

~y~q!,!ested permission to use Syringa:and we)

®

(granted:that J

@

([)

(For how long])

®

~

@.i:2ut some 2arameters around:themJ C;D

®

~hink,:de2ending on what they were asking -- what)

(7)

~ y were asking:for .) cr:think:in:one:case :it was)

®

~2

®

months:and:one case:was 3:yearsJ

(QJ

(And:how many de2artments:have asked:fo:r)

@

Cor:what:de2artments have asked to use Sy..!:l!:!ga for)

@

~heir:Internet:services and:have:been:told:theyJ

©)

(inust:use: Qwest?)

@

~

(,Well,:the agencies I mentioned:asked:fo'.0

~

(a __waiver:in::order :to :use - - and:substantiated:a)

@

(waiver:in order:to:use:Sy..!:l!:!ga, which we granted)

@

(after:reviewing:themJ q:-Jo:one who:has:asked:for a)

(0)

~aiver has:been:refused:a waiver,:that:r•m aware)

@

(of, : and: I: think: I: would :know J

[ID
@
@

(QJ

(You:mentioned~' substantiated:a waiver.~

(What:do:you mean by:that?)

QQ

(Well, :when an ag~y asks:for:a:waiver)

@

(trom:a:state:contract,:we:ex2ect:them to:make)

®)

~ome:sort of justification, it's not just simpJ:.yJ

@fil

(asking and receive a

@

(basis:for varying from what we see as a legi!)

11

yii2!) (we: have to:have: some)
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m

(binding:contract)

(gJ

@
@

©.§:_you reca11:the:basis:for the:waiverj

(granted to the DeRartment:of:corrections?)
~

®

cr:don It: recall:the:basis:for:any:of:the)

®

~aivers,:but:r:know:we would:have reviewed:themJ

®

(and:believed:that:they:made:sense at:the time.)

(?)

®

([)

(Would :cos< have: been one of:the factors)

(you would have:considered?)
~

®

(Cost to::the:agency would:have: been:a)

([Q)

(factor, y_ill

@

([)

(What:other:factors?)

@

@]

@Rerational efficiency to the agency..)

@

(Ultimately what:it boils:down:to:is:what:were:the)

Q])

(needs:of:the:state .) (What's in:the:best:interest)

@

(of: the :state.)

@

([)

(Thank: yiili.J

17

A.

So I'm at Exhibit 153.

18

Q.

Okay.

That is an IEN technical

19

committee meeting agenda, or the first page is,

20

from June 25, 2009?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And then there are minutes from June 25,

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Did you attend this meeting?

23

2009.
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1

A.

As best I can recall, she simply

2

affirmed that everything that we had done was

3

appropriate and right for us to do.

@

©.)

®

(k_yi@J

®

!10

Cfui..you recall her saying anything:else)

~ (And again in regards: to :the wai verJ

CT)

@!:2rivileged:communications, after:theJ

®

(amendments were:released;:r:had:some guestionsJ

®

Cabout:the:status:of:the:rdanet:master:service)

tIID

@.greements, and I s2oke with:Melissa about:theJ

@

Cstatus:of:the:rdanet:master:service:agreementsJ

@

~he e~lained to me through a cou2le of meeting.§)

@

~hat:the:master;service agreements had beeri)

Q])

@ii2erseded by the:rdaho:Education Network)

@

(:ontract:for:a:number:of:reasons.)

@

~he:ex2ressed:that:for:one, the:IEN)

Cf])

(contract is:a:more recent:date, and:therefore,)

@

(would su2ercede J (She: also:expressed :that: the )EN)

cm

(contracts:were::competiti vely: bid, :and:so)

@)

~herefore, su2erior to master service agreements]

@

Gi;hich:were not com2etitively_bidJ

@

Ut seems:like there was:some other)

@

(factor: that:she had: related:a<that:time) (One ofJ

(?])

~he things she:mentioned:was:that:if:someone were)

@

(to use the:masi:er:service agreements)
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rn

l!:..!§EP~Eriately now that they:had:been)

@

~Eerseded, they__!!§y well be committing_jiJ

®

(misdemeanor:in:terms:of:the:state:Rrocurement)

@

(Rrocess .)

®

~t was:that communication:that Elayi@.)

®

~nto my:communication:to,:at:least:to:rdaho:Fish)

(7)

(and:Game, to DeRartment:of:Health:and:welfare,)

®

Ca;nd later:to:the:DeRartment:of:Environmental)

®

(Quality, that they:needed to:work:within the)

[ID

(constructs:of:legitimate RUrchasing:vehicles:that)

@

~he:state:had:and:that:for:telecommunications:the)

CT])

f:E:>urchasing vehicle:was:the IEN:contracts or were)

@

~he:IEN:contracts and:that:they~Eerseded:masterj

~

(service agreements that were in Rlace,:evel1)

[ID

~ g h the dates on them still made them aEP~

@

(to:be :effective.) (That:caused some:frustration:on)

CD)

(their pii.Q

18

Q.

19

Are the master service agreements

terminable by the State at will?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

20

Object to form; legal

21

conclusion.

22

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

23

A.

I don't know.

24

Q.

Do you know if the master service

25

Do you know?

agreements were for a stated term?
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1
2
3

A.

I believe they had terms where they

would expire, yes.

Q.

You were advised that even though the

4

master service agreements had not yet expired by

5

their terms, they nonetheless had been

6

superseded; is that right?

7

A.

Correct.
I knew

8

And I recall the third thing.

9

there was something else that Melissa had advised
She

10

me regarding the master service agreements.

11

did advise that they could be used only as

12

essentially a bridge purchasing vehicle to get

13

agencies to the IEN contract.

14

something that should be offered under the IEN

15

contract but perhaps is not currently available

16

but would be available through some vendor

17

through a master service agreement, we could use

18

the master service agreements only in those cases

19

and only until such times as the service was

20

available under the competitively bid IEN

21

contracts.

22

Q.

If there was

Did you receive any written

23

communications from Melissa Vandenberg concerning

24

the IEN projects?

25

A.

I know I've received written
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
2296770_1

rru

DEC O9 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TENILLE RAD
DEPUTY

,

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited, liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
RESPONSE TO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
ss.

County of Ada.

)

DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho and am the attorney

of record for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
2.

I am filing this Affidavit in opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's

Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification Re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 1
001785

Decision and Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a June 4, 2009 letter

:from J. Michael Gwartney, Director, Department of Administration, to Agency Directors and
Administrators.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the

deposition of Jack G. "Greg" Zickau taken November 11, 2010.

sday

DATED this

of December, 2014.

(

GIVENS PURSLEY

By
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

, , . . . . .~IJ•,,,..

~

",,,, \,,\SA IC.

~ day of December, 2014.

L~

--+--7""""""-"~----'~---------<-------ary Public for Idaho

l' ..•••......-:o-<P,
...... ,-1-il!
I* l •• ~01',1,t,
\ 1lesiding at: Boise, Idaho
i i '• J- 1 \fy Commission Expires:
: \~0 ....
: :
~

..
..:*I
·~ ~·········o
................. "'"

\~.
~

~"1;,.•·
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••
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AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

°'/

I hereby certify that on this
day of December, 2014, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
.,,/ Email - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
--,-Fax (319-2601)
7 Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
/Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
- - Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)
-dEmail - srt@moffatt.com

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

David R. Lombardi

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 3
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••

State of Idaho
Department of Administration
Office of the CbiefI:nfoQ11ation Officer
650 West State Street (83702)
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0042

C.:t: "BUTCH" OTTER
Governor

J. MICHAEL GWARTNEY
Director

Telephone (208) 332-1876 or FAX (208) 334-2307

G~GZ!~KAV

http://cio.idaho.gov

Chief Technology Officer

June 4,. 2009
TO:

Agency Directors and Administrators

RE:

ldanet Migration Strategy

As you may be aware, the ldahet Steering Committee is· .currently developing a migration strategy to
transition the state. from aging ldanet eq1.,1ipment and services to the next generation of'
telecotinnunications networks for state government. They expect to execute this plan during .the
course of Fiscal Year 201 o, with· a target date ·for completing migrations not. later- than 30' June 20'1 o.
The Steering Committee is· developing this plan ih conjunction With setvice providers available
through the lcfaho Education Network contracts, which include :services for state ,government
To the maximum. extent possible, it is our intent to fund execution of the migration plan developed by
the Steering Committee through funds set aside by ldanet in anticipation of these changes. As
plans and ass~ci~tecf !lligratiQn CQ!:?t~ are· refined, we wi!l ,keep yot,1 apprised of current
development's. In ·the meantime, it is essential to overall state planning· that we. eliminate-dynamic
shifts related te lcfanet that might 'hinder plann,ing or e~ec!ition, or that might detract from tne pest
-way forward for the ·state overall.
·

lri order to ensure the. operational and financial stabflity of state network operations now-and in the
future, I'm asking that agencies currently· .on Jdanet maintain that •service commitment-through fiscal
year 201 o pr until such time as· ttJe- ld~net Ste~ring ·Cc;>mmitt~e migrates your ~g~ncy to new. s~rvice
as .Part of .a comprehensive network, plan.
l tt;ank you, in advance, in antid,Pation of your cooperation on .this important project. .
Fe,>r quei;;tiQns ~b9~ !danet or the fut1;1re of ~tate networking, please ex>ntact Michael Guryan at
_inichael.guryan@cio.iidaho.gov or (208) 332-1877. ·
,
Sincerely,

~L~. ·
•

•

•

•

'•1 "•

'

~. Mictta~I Gwartney
Dit.ector, Department of Administration
CC::

IT Managers

EXHIBIT

I ---'-----
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1
1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

2

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3
4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho

5

limited liability company,

6

Plaintiff,

7

vs.

Case No. CV OC 0923757

8

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

9

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,

10

VOLUME II
(Pages 183-373)

Defendants.

11

12
13
CONTINUED VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF

14

15

JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU

16

TAKEN NOVEMBER 11, 2010

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

REPORTED BY:

24

BEVERLY A. BENJAMIN, CSR No. 710, RPR

25

Notary Public

EXHIBIT

I
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1

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

2

THE WITNESS:

3
4

Join.

I'm not sure I understand

that.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Sure.

I understand.

Did you have any conversations or do you

5

6

recall any_conversations with any representatives

7

of Qwest concerning the desirability of using

8

Qwest as the general contractor for the IEN

9

network services over any other contractor?

10
11

12

A.

I don't recall having conversations of

that nature with Qwest or anyone.
Q.

I would like to direct your attention to

13

Exhibit 153, please, which I think is probably in

14

the box by the door.

[ID

~

(Counsel,:while I:turn:to:that,:you had)

[§)

[p.sked:a:guestion about something:to:the:effect:of)

(0)

@Y!igga being:cut out:earlier and:I:said:no,:IJ

@

(don' t : a g ~ (Just: as a:point of clarity---=:Iri)

~

ifact,:sy~ga is providing Idanet replacement)

@ID

~ervices:to:the:Department:of:corrections:and:toJ

(@

~he:Idaho:state:Police, I:believe:also:to the)

®)

(!Thpartment of Environmental Quality::.;)

®)

(QJ

~n:state:government:there:are:some)

~

~partments.that operate independent of the)

@ID

{!Thpartment:of:Administration,:aren•t:there~
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ID

@J

(There:are, :but :these:were:not those.)

@

@.fuiy~quested permission to use Syringa and:w~

®

(granted:that .]

©

(Q)

(For:how longj)

®

@)

®£:12ut some 12arameters:around:them.J CT)

®

~hink,:de12ending on what they were asking -- what)

(?)

~ _were asking::for .) (r: think:in one case:it wasJ

®

(12:months:and:one:case was 3 yearsJ

®

(g:J

(And:how:many de12artments have asked:for)

@

Cor what:de12artments have asked to use Sy~a:fo:rJ

em

~heir:rnternet:services:and:have:been told:they)

@

(must:use:Qwest?)

!JD

@

(Well, :the:agencies:r:mentioned:asked:for)

~

u,.

@

(y,aiver_in order::to use:sy..!l.!!ga, which we granted)

[§)

(after reviewing:themJ (No one who:has :asked:for a)

@

(y,aiver has been refused:a waiver,:that:r•m:awar~

cm

(Q"f, and:r:think:r would :know.)

Cf.ID
@ID

@1

waiver:in:order:to use -- and substantiated:a1

(g:J

(You:mentioned: 11 substantiated a waiver.!!)

(what:do you mean bi:that~

@)

(Well,:when an ag~y: asks:for:a waiver)

@

~rom:a:state:contract, we:ex12ect:them:to make)

@

~ome:sort:of:justification, it's not just sim!?J:_y)

~

(isking and receive a " y ~ (we:have:to have:someJ

@ID

(basis:for varying from what we see as a legit)
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ill

(binding contract]

®
@

([)

lfui..you recall the:basis:for:the waiverj

(granted to the Department:of:corrections~

@

@J

~:don•t:reca11:the basis:for:any:of:th~

®

G,,aivers,:but:r:know:we would:have:reviewed:them)

®

(and:believed:that:they:made:sense:at:the:time.)

(?)

®

([)

(,would:cost:have:been one:of:the factor~

(you would:have considered~

®

@J

(Cost ::to:the:agency_:would:have:been a)

@

(factor ,:yi.iiJ

@

([)

(what:other:factors?)

@

@J

CQ2erational efficiency to the agency__)

@

Q.Jltimately what:it:boils:down:to:is:what:were:the)

[1)

(needs:of:the State.) (what•s:in the:best:interest)

@

(pf: the:state .)

@

([)

(Thank y..§ii)

17

A.

So I'm at Exhibit 153.

18

Q.

Okay.

That is an IEN technical

19

committee meeting agenda, or the first page is,

20

from June 25, 2009?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And then there are minutes from June 25,

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Did you attend this meeting?

23

2009.
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1

A.

As best I can recall, she simply

2

affirmed that everything that we had done was

3

appropriate and right for us to do.

@

(Q)

®

,[si:_y-2@

®

@J

@.i..you recall her saying anything else)

~ (And again in regards to:the:waiver)

(?)

("g_L_2rivileged:communications,:after the)

®

(amendments were released,:r:had some:ggestions)

®

(about :the :status:of:the:rdanet:master: service)

@

@'..greements, and I s2oke:with:Melissa:about:the}

@

(status:of:the:Idanet master:service:agreements.J

@

~he:ex2lained to me through a couple of meeting.iD

@

~hat:the master:service agreements:had:been)

~

@.i!2erseded by:the:Idaho:Education:Network)

@

0ontract:for:a:number:of reasonsJ

@

~he:ex2ressed:that:for:one,:the:IEN)

(0)

0ontract:is a:more:recent:date,:and:thereforeJ

@

(would:su2ercedeJ ~he.also:ex2ressed:that:the:IEN)

@

0ontracts:were:com2etitive1y:bid,:and:soJ

@:ID

~herefore,:su2erior to master service agreement~

®)

~hich were:not:com2etitive1y:bidJ

(@

~t seems:like:there:was:some other)

®)

[factor that:she had: related:at:that:time .) (One of)

@1)

~he:things:she mentioned:was that:if:someone were)

@)

(to:use:the: master: service::agreements)
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ID

O:iiiiPP..!:Qpriately now that they had:been)

@

@:gperseded, they~y well be committing~

@

(misdemeanor:in:terms:of:the:state procurement)

®

(:2rocess .)

®
®

(into:mi:communication to,:at least:to:rdaho:Fish)

(?)

(and:Game, to De:2artment:of Health:and:welfare,)

®

f?nd:later:to:the:Department:of:Environmen tal)

®

(Quality, t~at they:needed to work:within:theJ

[ID

(constructs:of:legitimate purchasing:vehicles:that)

@

(the State:had:and:that:for:telecommunications: the)

@

(purchasing vehicle:was:the:IEN:contracts:or:wereJ

@

(the:IEN:contracts:and::that:they~perseded :master)

[ID

~ervice:agreements that were in :Qlace,:even)

@

~ g h the dates on them still made them appi.ii)

@

(to:be:effective.J (That:caused:some frustration:on)

(0J

(their pi.ii)

18

Q.

19

terminable by the State at will?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

20
21

Are the master service agreements

Object to form; legal

conclusion.

22

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

23

A.

I don't know.

24

Q.

Do you know if the master service

25

Do you know?

agreements were for a stated term?
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1

2
3

A.

I believe they had terms where they

would expire, yes.

Q.

You were advised that even though the

4

master service agreements had not yet expired by

5

their terms, they nonetheless had been

6

superseded; is that right?

7

A.

Correct.

8

And I recall the third thing.

I knew

9

there was something else that Melissa had advised

10

me regarding the master service agreements.

11

did advise that they could be used only as

12

essentially a bridge purchasing vehicle to get

13

agencies to the IEN contract.

14

something that should be offered under the IEN

15

contract but perhaps is not currently available

16

but would be available through some vendor

17

through a master service agreement, we could use

18

the master service agreements only in those cases

19

and only until such times as the service was

20

available under the competitively bid IEN

21

contracts.

22

Q.

She

If there was

Did you receive any written

23

communications from Melissa Vandenberg conce~ning

24

the IEN projects?

25

A.

I know I've received written
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CHRISTOPHER D. f!tlCH Ctork
By STAO!YWPIAfv
D8tJ1V

.....-·

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
'

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company',

)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF)
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)
1.

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION

I am an attorney for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA"),

and I am a partner with the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP.
2.

I am duly admitted to practice law before this Court and all courts of the State of

Idaho, and maintain an office at 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, Boise, Idaho.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 1
001796
01152.0105.7140645.1

JI

3.

I have personal knowledge of the matters referred to herein, and make this

affidavit in support of the DOA's Reply in Support of Motion for Clarification and/or
Reconsideration.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of Syringa Networks,

LLC's Opening Brief filed with the Idaho Supreme Court on February 28, 2012.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of Syringa Networks,

LLC's Reply Brief filed with the Idaho Supreme Court on June 5, 2012.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this /

?.Jh day of December, 2014.

c&~-.,·~
~~11<:

Name: 'Lin
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at tr/>:,ndt.M
My commission expires
~ /.t&./~ot?
I

I

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

lZ

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of December, 2014, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, D Hand Delivered
CHARTERED
D Overnight Mail
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
l;r'E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
P.O. Box 829
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE S~OEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D pvernight Mail
,WE-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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[
[

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

[

S~GA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
vs.

[

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and official capacity as
Director and Chief InfonnatiQn Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology Officer and Administrator of
the Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
Education Networks Of America, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company;

-,

SUPREME COURT NO. 3873~

Ada County District Court Case
No. CV OC 0923757

Defendants-Res ndents.

PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
_,

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District for Ada County
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A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Nature of the Case

The Idaho Education Network ("IEN") was created by the Idaho Legislature in 2008 to
provide a coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning

-~
'

i

for public schools. 1 The Department of Administration ("DOA'') was given the responsibility to
develop the IEN by purchasing educational network and telecommunications services through
competitive bidding and by applying for federal program funds for its support.2 DOA issued a

_)

Request for Proposals ("RFP'') seeking "end-to-end" services for the IEN ("the IEN RFP") on

1
J

December 15, 2008. (Exhibits to Clerk's Record, Little Exhibits A-L ("Little Exhibits"), Exh. A,

l

pp. 21-22, RFP § 3.2; see also R. pp. 566-574, 568, Lowe Aff.,

r
_J

,r 3.)

,i,r 9-12; R. pp. 725-731,

726,

Syringa "teamed up" with prime contractor ENA whose proposal was ranked

-~

Little Aff.

.J

highest. Qwest' s proposal was rariked second, but it got a statewide contract and Syringa got

I

J

nothing. This lawsuit is about corruption of the IEN competitive bidding process, the unlawful
split of the IEN contracts to favor Qwest and the damages Syringa sustained as a result.
Syringa is an Idaho telecommunications company.

Syringa entered into a Teaming

Agreement with ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), a Tennessee company that specializes in
providing education network services, to compete for the JEN work. (R. pp. 568-569, Lowe
Affidavit ,r,r 13-14; R. pp. 576-578, Teaming Agreement.) Under the terms of their agreement,
ENA assumed the lead role for preparation of the proposal with input and information, including

1 See
2

..,
l

.

·''

Appendix to this brief, attaching 2008 Session Laws, ch. 260 (codified at I.C. § 67-5745D).
See J.C. § 67-5745D(5)(a),(c) in 2008 Session Laws, ch. 260, Appendix.
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detailed pricing information, provided by Syringa. (R. pp. 576-577, Teaming Agreement§ 2; R.
pp. 1794-1795, Lowe Depo., p. 94, L. 7-p. 95, L. 22; R. p. 1798, Lowe Depo., p. 175, LL. 3-19;

Q.

see also R. Conf. pp. 514-582, Johnsen Aff.)

[}

successful, ENA would provide education network services as prime contractor and Syringa

The parties agreed that if the proposal was

would provide telecommunications services as primary supplier and subcontractor. (R. pp. 576-

f_;

577, Teaming Agreement§ 2; see also R. pp. 169-172, Executive Summary.)
The IEN Request for Proposals ("RFP") required each bidder to submit a technical
proposal and a cost proposal. The ENA proposal received the highest overall ranking.

l

_,I

The DOA announced, after completion of technical review and before review of the cost

--,

!
I

proposals, that it would make a multiple award under Idaho Code § 67-5718A to ENA and to

_J

second place Qwest Communications Co., LLC ("Qwest").

(R. p. 581, Letter of Intent.)

I

J

Identical statewide contracts for the Project were issued to ENA and Qwest on January 28, 2009

J

using state forms called Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPOs") that incorporated the
RFP and the respective proposals of the contracting parties. (R. pp. 582-585.)

I

.....

Twenty-nine (29) days after issuing the original SBPOs, the DOA issued amended
SBPOs based upon terms provided by Qwest. (R. pp. 586-593.) The amended SBPOs were no
longer identical; abandoned the "end-to-end" solution described in the RFP; and required ENA
to look exclusively to Qwest for JEN telecommunications services. The amended SBPOs split
the JEN Project into an educational network services component to be provided exclusively by
ENA and a telecommunications component to be provided exclusively by Qwest in violation of
the Idaho Code§ 67-5718A requirement that contracts be issued to multiple bidders only for the

.

..,I
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same or similar services. (R. pp. 586-593.) ENA offered no objection to the amended SBPOs
and accepted the benefits of the amended contract.

i

... )

A timeline showing the major IEN milestones between the December 15, 2008 Request
for Proposals and the February 26, 2009 amended SBPOs is located in the Clerk's Record on
Appeal at page 1262 and as Appendix 1 to this brief.

B.

Course of the Proceedings Below

Syringa sued the DOA to invalidate the amended SBPOs on the basis that they violate
~-;

_j

-,/
i

Idaho Code § 67-5718A, sued ENA for breaching the Teaming Agreement and sued Qwest,
DOA chief information officer J. Michael Gwartney and chief technology officer Greg Zickau
for intentional interference with the Syringa/ENA contract and prospective economic advantage.

..J

The district court entered two summary judgments. In the first, it ruled that Syringa was
barred from challenging the post-contract amendment of the IEN SPBOs because it failed to
exhaust administrative remedies under Idaho Code § 67-5733 when the amended SBPOs were
issued and accepted. (R. pp. 1655-1661, 1659, Memo. Dec. Re: Syringa Motion to Reconsider.)
I

-i

In the second, the district court ruled that the c_ontract between Syringa and ENA was not
enforceable. The district court also ruled that the amended SBPOs were unilaterally imposed by
DOA and that Syringa had not provided sufficient evidence of wrongful conduct to create an
issue of fact on its tort claims for intentional interference. (R. pp. 2555-2598, specifically pp.

--.
=·'
;

2562-2563, 2592, 2595, Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary Judgment.)

Judgment

dismissing all claims was entered March 8, 2011. (R. pp. 2602-2604.)

_,

·-

!
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The district court awarded costs and attorneys' fees to ENA and Qwest under Idaho Code

[._;

§ 12-120(3) and costs to the DOA, Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau.

[

C.

Statement of Facts

Syringa provides over 1300 miles of fiber optic "backbone" to twelve rural Idaho

I ;

telephone companies that serve southern and eastern Idaho. (R. p. 382.) Each of these twelve
companies is a member/owner of Syringa. Syringa also provides telecommunications services to
-·
'

..... ;'

cell phone companies, the Idaho Department of Transportation, the Idaho State Police and others.
(R. p. 383.)

1.

The Creation of the Idaho Education Network Project

The IEN legislation described the IEN as a "coordinated, statewide telecommunications
distribution system for distance learning for each public school, including two-way interactive
video, data, internet access and other telecommunications services for providing distance
learning".3
The telecommunications distribution system described in the IEN legislation is mostly a
cabled and wired system. These cables and wires are like a highway system with freeways,
---.
i
I

-.

secondary highways and roads. The freeways on a telecommunications distribution system have
a large capacity, called bandwidth, while the secondary highways and roads usually have a
smaller capacity that eventually funnels down, at the "last mile" to an actual user connection.
The federal government recognized the benefits of fostering internet access for education
and created the telecommunications industry funded Universal Service Fund in 1996. This fund

-·
3 See

I.C. § 67-5745D(2) in 2008 Session Laws, ch. 260, Appendix.
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provides support for internet based programs for schools and libraries through what is commonly
referred to as "E-Rate funding". (R. pp. 2556-2557, Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary

[
I 1

Judgment.) State programs using qualified E-Rate service providers can receive funding from
the E-Rate program. The IEN was created to be such a program.
Federal E-Rate funding was available for qualified schools and libraries through the IEN
for the 2009 fiscal year.

That funding was conditioned, however, on competitive bidding

involving the issuance of an RFP, the selection of the "most cost effective service offering" by a
single, qualified E-Rate provider, compliance with all applicable FCC, state and lo~al

l
J
-,
I

J
'""!
j

procurement/competitive bidding requirements and the filing of a Form 471 E-Rate Application
Services Ordered and Certification Form ("E-Rate Application") with the Universal Service
Administrative Company (''USAC") no later than February 12, 2009. (Little Exhibits, Exh. D,

i

p. 27, Key Milestones; R. Conf. p. 285, Hill to RFP Review Panel.) The schedule was tight and

d

failure to select an E-Rate provider and file the E-Rate Application with USAC by February 12,

-.

2009 could have resulted in a loss of funding for the year.

d
iI

J

-.
i

,;

2.

DOA Chief Gwartney Threatens Syringa Over CEO Comment

Greg Lowe became Syringa's CEO in September, 2008. Mr. Lowe met with Jason
Kreizenbeck, Chief of Staff for Governor Otter on December 4, 2008. During the course of that
meeting, which occurred before the IEN RFP was issued by DOA, Mr. Lowe expressed his
opinion that the state "should do an inventory to insure no overbuilds were done by any carrier''

in connection with the IEN. Mr. Lowe's remark to Mr. Kreizenbeck was prompted by his
concern that IEN public funds might be used to dl!plicate services that already existed and
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D
provide a competitive advantage to the prevailing vendor in the private market.
(R. pp. 1123-1129, 1124; 1167-1173, 1168, Amended Third A:ff. of Lowe ,r,r 1-5.)
I,
L ... •'

Mr. Gwartney confronted Mr. Lowe four days later before a DOA meeting concerning
the IEN with ENA and Syringa. Mr. Gwartney, who was irate, pulled Mr. Lowe aside and
demanded that he "keep his opinions to himself." Mr. Gwartney also told Mr. Lowe that if he

.• .!

....,

JEN business." (R. pp. 1124, 1168, Amended Third Aff. of Lowe ,r,r 1-5 .)

3.

'j
I

didn't keep his criticisms to himself, he would "make sure Syringa would never get any of the

The DOA Request for Proposals Seeks an End-to-End Solution

IEN competitive bidding began with the publication of the IEN RFP. An RFP is a
i

_J

document that tells vendors what the state wants to buy. In the case of the IEN RFP, the State
indicated "that highest consideration will be given to the Partner or Partners presenting the best
and most cost effective total end-to-end ser4ce support solution." (Little Exhibits, Exh. A,

J

pp. 21-22, RFP § 3.2.) The RFP also stated that comprehensive and binding schedules were

-,

required for all services (Little Exhibits, Exh. A, pp. 32-33, RFP §§ 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.2), and that

d

prices were required to be provided on a per unit basis (Little Exhibits, Exh. A, pp. 33, 47,

-,

I

_J

-·,

j

··-'

1

.:,;

RFP §§ 6.1.2 and 10.0).
The RFP contained multiple appendices that described each of the components of the
project for which proposals were sought. When asked by a vendor whether proposals would be
accepted for less than the entire "end-to-end'' solution described in the RFP, the DOA rejected
the idea of splitting the project into pieces by answering:

_;
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As stated in the RFP, ... the State desires to partner with a total
service solutions provider. Vendors interested in bidding on a
particular section of the RFP are highly encouraged to work with a
major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of
the required specifications as set forth in this document.
-,

I
'

(Little Exhibits, Exh. E, pp. 15-16, RFP "A-15".) Special Instructions that incorporated the State

-·,

of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions and that stated, in item 9, "Award will be
ALL-OR-NONE based on grand total of extended unit price bid" accompanied the RFP. (See
Little Exhibits, Exh. B, p. 2; Exh. C, p. 2; Exh. D, p. 3; Exh. E, p. 3; and Exh. F, p. 3.) The RFP
also stated, in apparent contradiction, that contracts might be awarded to multiple bidders.
(Little Exhibits, Exh. E, pp. 10, 18, RFP "A-1" and RFP "A-25".) The RFP did not say the IEN

-.

!

_,

l

award or contracts would be "split''.
Most purchases by the State ofldab.o are made from the single, lowest responsible bidder.

""'

See I.C. § 67-5717(1), (2) and (3). The one statutory exception to this rule allows the state,

d

where "necessary," to purchase the "same or similar property" from multiple bidders under one
of three specific conditions. These conditions are: 1) that it be necessary to have more than one
contractor to furnish the type and quantity of property required; 2) that it be necessary to have
more than one contractor to provide expeditious and cost-effective acquisition, or 3) that it be
necessary to have more than one contractor to enable state agencies to acquire property that is

-,
:

:.i

compatible with previously acquired property.

In recognition of the exceptional nature of multiple awards, Idaho purchasing law
requires the Purchasing Administrator, ''where more than one (1) contractor is necessary to
furnish the same or similar property," to make a written determination that one or more of the

l
~
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statutory conditions have been satisfied before contracts can be awarded to multiple bidders.
The required advance written determination was not made for the IEN contracts. (R. Conf.
p. 322, Vandenberg 7/31/09 Memo.; see also R. Conf. p. 286, Burns 2/22/10 Memo.)
The JEN RFP had two parallel components.

The first component was for the

construction and maintenance of the JEN that would provide service to Idaho schools and
libraries eligible for federal E-Rate funding support. (Little Exhibits, Exh. A, pp. 21-22, 25, RFP
~.

~'

§§ 3.2, 3.5.3.)

The second component was for the construction and maintenance of a

telecommunications system for state agencies that do not receive federal E-Rate support. The
_J

-,

!

••• J

component not involving E-Rate funding was called IdaNet. (Little Exhibits, Exh. A, p. 34,
RFP § 7.1.) The IEN and IdaNet components could be divided "vertically" to allow multiple
contracts for the same or similar end-to-end service. (R. Con£ pp. 434-435, Lowe Depa., p. 138,
L. 10 -p. 143, L. 6.) They could not be split "horizontally" without violating Idaho Code

J
)
I

§ 67-5718A.

Finally, Sectj.on 4.1 of the RFP described a two stage evaluation process for the IEN

-1
..,

proposals. The Technical Proposals were to be evaluated and scored first by a team of evaluators
""j
I
.J

_,l

based on evaluation criteria contained in the RFP. The results of that technical evaluation were
then to be forwarded to the Division of Purchasing for review and validation. After validating
the Technical Evaluation scores, the Division of Purchasing was to open and score the Cost

_.,

Proposals. After scoring the Cost Proposals, the technical scores and cost scores were to be
added together to identify the Apparent Successful Bidder.

..:

'
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Syringa and ENA Team Up to Provide the End-to-End Solution

ENA is a highly experienced company that specializes in providing managed network
and telecommunications services to technology-enabled education customers, including K-12
.--,
I

I

schools and libraries. ENA also has a depth of experience managing projects involving federal

I

'

....

E-Rate funding.

ENA does not, however, provide telecommunications services in Idaho .

(R. pp. 1807-1808, Lowe Depo., p. 60, L. 21 -p. 61, L. 21.) Syringa's agreement to provide
-"'!
I

IEN telecommunication services was essential to ENA's response to the JEN RFP. (Little

_J

Exhibits, Exh. E, pp. 15-16.)

'

I

Knowing that a contract could result from the RFP process, Syringa and ENA defined

_;'

their relationship and the conditions under which Syringa would provide telecommunication
I
_I

services as a subcontractor to ENA in a written contract they signed before ENA submitted a
response to the IEN RFP. They called that contract the Teaming Agreement.4
The Teaming Agreement detailed ENA's and Syringa's respective obligations with
respect to (1) submitting a responsive bid (or "Proposal" as defined in the Teaming Agreement)

1
J
..J

and (2) the services each would provide if the ENA Proposal resulted in a state contract. The

1

language of the Teaming Agreement was both detailed and imperative, signaling the parties'

I

_i

I

intent to be bound to one another not only for the preparation and submission of technical and
cost proposals in response to the IEN RFP, but also to perform any resulting state contract.
-1

,

_j

Paragraph 2(c) of the Teaming Agreement assigned the lead role for preparing the IEN Proposal
to ENA and required Syringa to provide "such input, review and information into the Proposal as

-·
...
iI

4

See Appendix to this brief, attaching the Teaming Agreement.

.~

\
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is required to complete all required elements of the Request for Proposal." (R. p. 576.) The
ENA proposal described the agreed delegation of responsibility in similar fashion by stating that
"ENA will be the contracting entity (and) serve as the prime contractor for the project with
Syringa as the principal partner and prime supplier". (R. p. 169; see also R. p. 163.)
Paragraphs 2(d), (e), (f), and (g) assigned the lead role for external communications
regarding the Project to ENA, prohibited participation in competing Proposals without· the
written consent of the other party, prohibited contracts or future arrangements relating to the

-,

Project without written approval, and required the parties to maintain confidentiality.

j
_I

t

l

Paragraph 2(h) identified specific events that would terminate the Teaming Agreement.
Paragraph 2(a) of the Teaming Agreement stated that in the event ENA or Syringa was

....)

--1

awarded a Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa "shall" enter into a service agreement pursuant to

I

I

'

which Syringa shall provide connectivity services to ENA. Paragraph 2(b) of the Teaming

J

Agreement reiterated the parties' agreement that Syringa would "provide the connectivity

.,

services in connection with the Project" if ENA was awarded a Prime Contract. Section 3 of the

d

J

..,

Teaming Agreement contained the material terms of the service agreement. IfENA won a Prime

-,

:

i

Contract, it was to be responsible for JEN management, content and E-Rate. Syringa was

..J

required provide the telecommunications backbone for all the services of the IEN, to provide a
network <?perations center and to share responsibility with ENA for procuring, managing and
provisioning actual connections to users (sometimes described as "last mile circuits").
The price to be paid Syringa for its services was determined when Syringa provided ENA
with fixed prices, as required by Section 2(c) of the Teaming Agreement. (R.. pp. 1794-1795,
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Lowe Depo., p. 94, L. 7 -p. 95, L. 22; 1797-1801, Lowe Depo, p.174, L. 21 -p. 178, L. 7;

!
_J

-,

,l

...

R. Conf. pp. 514-582.) These prices were, in turn relied upon and used by ENA to formulate the

total price it submitted in the ENA Cost Proposal in response to the RFP. (R. Conf. pp. 139-141;
R. pp. 1502-1534.) ENA accepted Syringa's pricing by submission of the ENA Proposal
(R. pp. 163-164) and Cost Proposal (R. pp. 1502-1534).

ENA and Syringa knew from the RFP that some state contract form provisions would
impact their service agreement. As a result, they agreed that their service agreement would

j

include any ''required flow-down provisions or other appropriate terms similar to those set forth
in the Prime Contract." (R. pp. 577-578, Teaming Agreement§ 3(c); R. pp. 1794-1795, Lowe

Depo., p. 94, L. 7 -p. 95, L. 22; 1797-1801, Lowe Depo., p. 174, L. 21 -p. 178, L. 7.) The
...J

business logos of ENA and Syringa appeared on all but the signature page of the proposal which

-,
I

I

::l

J
-,

was executed solely by ENA. (See Little Exhibits, Exh. G.)

The Teaming Agreement and the conduct of the parties after execution of the Teaming
Agreement support the conclusion that ENA and Syringa shared a clear, mutual understanding

I

-I
..,

concerning the performance required of each associated with the submission of a response to the

l

JEN RFP, the criteria by which their respective performance could be measured, and that they

..
I

intended to form a binding contract. The Teaming Agreement and the conduct of the parties also
support the ~onclusion that the parties further agreed on the material terms of a service
agreement for the provision of connectivity services by. Syringa to ENA and the JEN Project if
ENA received a Prime Contract.

_,

'
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5.

The ENA Proposal Receives the Highest Score

Proposals in response to the IEN RFP were submitted by Qwest, ENA (with Syringa
identified as its principal contractor pursuant to the Teaming Agreement), Verizon, and Integra
Communications. (R. p. 1500.) After brief review for satisfaction of submission requirements,
the technical proposals were submitted to six technical evaluators for review.
The technical evaluation took three days to complete ...... The evaluators met with the DOA
and delivered their evaluations on the fourth day which was Friday, January 16, 2009. (R. Conf.

j

p. 285.) The scores given by each of the individual evaluators were tallied that day while the
I

J

evaluators were present.

!

proposals later that evening. (R. Conf. p. 87, Hill Depo., p. 89, LL. 4-25.)

i

DOA employees Mark Little and Laura Hill scored the pricing

_J

The ENA proposal received the highest score from the technical evaluators.

l

6.

d

d

DOA Announces a Multiple Award that Includes Qwest Before it
Knows Whose Bid is Lowest

DOA Purchasing Manager Mark Little announced to the technical evaluators
immediately after the technical scoring was completed that a multiple award would be made to

---,

Qwest and to ENA. (R. Conf. pp. 124-125, Hough Depo., p. 26, L. 23 -p. 31, L. 18.) Mr. Little

I

I

_j

had no authority to make the decision to issue a multiple award. (R. Conf. p. 121, Little Depo. p.

J

122, L. 14 - p. 123, L. 7; see also I.C. § 67-5718A{2); R. Conf. p. 390, Little Depo., p. 50, L. 10 p. 51, L.25; R. Conf. p. 399, Little Depo., p. 126, LL. 3-20.) Moreover, the cost proposals had

;
I

::-1

not been scored before Mr. Little made his announcement. (R. Conf. p. 87, Hill Depo., p. 87, L.
11 - p. 89, L. 25.) Mr. Little's lack of authority and his announcement that a multiple award
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would be made before their cost proposals had. been evaluated support an inference that Mr.

.....,
__ j'
-,

Little knew a multiple award would be made before the proposals were evaluated.
ENA received the highest technical and cost scores overall and the second highest IdaNet (Non-E-Rate) subcategory cost score of 74. Qwest, on the other hand, received the second

'
place score in all categories except the non-E-Rate cost subcategory on which it received the
I

....J

highest score of 100. (R. p. 581, Letter of Intent.) The ENA cost proposal offered a Monthly
Recurring Charge of $571,000.00.

The Qwest cost proposal offered a Monthly Recuning

j

Charge of $854,215.64. (R. pp. 566-593, at 572-573, Lowe Affidavit.) Had there been no

J

multiple award, ENA was the clear wirmer and, according to Section4.1 of the RFP, the

l

"apparent successful bidder." (Little Exhibits, Exh. ~ pp. 27-28.)

J
t

7.

Gwartney, Zickau and Luna Take the First Step to Give JEN
Telecommunications to Qwest

i

.J

The results of the technical and cost evaluations were given to DOA employees Greg

J
-~

Zickau and Teresa Luna on the evening of January 16, 2009.

Teresa Luna, by her own

d

admission, bas no telecommunications technical knowledge or skill. (R. Conf. p. 385, Luna

-,
i
_J

Depo., p. 94, LL. 4-23.) Mr: Zickau, on the other hand, is technically knowledgeable, but did not
participate in the evaluation process. (R. Conf. pp. 394-395, Little Depo., p. 105, L. 16-p. 107,

L. 4.) Neither Ms. Luna nor Mr. Zickau had, by that time, read the IEN RFP or the responses to

.

-,

...i

1
...J

theIENRFP.
Informed only by a report :from Mark Little and Laura Hill (who also hadn't read the RFP
responses), Ms. Luna and Mr. Zickau telephoned Mr. Gwartney. Mr. Gwartney, Ms. Luna and

...
i

J

i
i

_;

-,
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Mr. Zickau have testified that they agreed, during that telephone conversation, that a multiple
award would be made to ENA and to Qwest Mr. Zickau, who attended the meeting with the

C
C
[

technical evaluators for about 15 minutes, testified he recommended an award to Qwest and
ENA on the recommendation of Mark Little, Laura Hill and "one of the evaluators." (R. Conf.
p. 108, Zickau Depo., p. 178, L. 8 - p. 179, L. 11.)

Mr. Little testified by affidavit filed March 19, 2010, that, "It was the evaluators'
recommendation that the contract be awarded to both ENA and Qwest." (R. p. 729, Little Aff.

D
D

114.) The technical evaluators were not, however, asked to provide a recommendation whether

u

n

recommendation. (R. Conf. pp. 124-125, Hough Depo., p. 26, L. 3 - p. 31, L. 23; R. Conf. p.

·~

129, Gaines Depa., p. 82, L. 23 -p. 83, L. 12; R. Conf. p. 131, Reininger Depo., p. 74, L. 14-p.

j

a multiple award should be made, lacked financial information to evaluate and made no such

'

77, L. 2; R. Conf. p. 138, Finke Depa., p. 22, L. 1 - p. 25, L. 18; R. Conf. p. 134, Gravette

d
-,

Depa., p. 24, L. 17 -p. 25, L. 24; R. Conf. pp. 123-138.)

Mr. Gwartney testified that he understood during the January 16, 2009 telephone call that

I

-i
_,

J
"""""'I

an award would be made to Qwest and ENA in the first volume of his deposition on September
2, 2010. (R. Conf. p. 91, Gwartney Depo., p. 154, L. 22 - p. 155, L. 8.) He also testified that he
knew, at the time, that ENA would provide E-Rate services and Qwest would be "making the
connections and providing the broadband." (R. Conf. pp. 90-92, p. 153, L. 8 - p. 160, L. 8.) Mr.
Gwartney said essentially the same thing in the second volume of his deposition on December 2,

:.·:i

2010. (R. Conf. p. 371, Gwartney Depo., p. 259, L. 13 - p. 261, L. 19.) Mr. Gwartney later
__j

-·,

repudiated his prior testimony, stating that he "misspoke" and that "there was no detail about
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who was going to do what'' in the January 16, 2009 post-evaluation telephone conversation. (R.

n

Conf. pp. 371-372, Gwartney Depo., p. 262, L. 8 - p. 263, L. 23.)

C

Qwest employee Clint Berry who testified, "I knew all along we (Qwest) were going to be

Notably, Mr. Gwartney's "misspoken" testimony is consistent with the testimony of

providing connectivity." (R. Conf. p. 440, Berry Depo., p. 163, L. 5 - p. 165, L. 12.) It is also
._J

consistent with Mr: Little's announcement to the evaluators on January 16, 2009 and creates a

......

I

__J

J

material issue of fact whether Mr. Gwartney knew and intended that Qwest would be the
exclusive provider for IEN telecommunication services from the beginning.

8.

DOA Issues a Notice of Award to Qwest and ENA

i
_,l

On January 20, 2009, the DOA sent a Letter of Intent (aka Notice of Award) notifying the

-,

bidders that an award would be made to ENA and to Qwest. The letter does not reveal ''who

J

would do what'', does not reveal that Mr. Gwartney already knew that ENA and Qwest would

d

provide different services and that Qwest would "dig the holes and put the cables in."

-,

(R. Conf. p. 91, GwartneyDepo., p. 157, LL. 16-17.)

d
l

..J

awards could be made for the end-to-end solution. (R. p. 2536, p. 136, LL. 5-23; R. pp. 2539-

-.

2540.) Neither ENA nor Syringa knew, at the time, that Mr. Gwartney had already concluded

i

All ENA and Syringa knew on January 20, 2009 was that the RFP had said multiple

l

~

that Qwest would provide telecommunication services for the IEN in violation of Idaho Code

§ 67-5718A. There was no reason, based on the information contained in the RFP and the
January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent, for either Qwest or ENA to protest the award, described in the

-1
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Letter of Intent, or for Syringa to be concerned that it was going to be excluded from the JEN
Project.

9.

DOA Issues Virtually Identical Undivided Contracts For The Project
to Qwest and ENA

On January 28, 2009, after the LC. § 67-5733 appeal period had expired, the Division of
Purchasing issued virtually identical SBPOs for the JEN Project. One of these, SBPO 1308,
went to Qwest. (R. pp. 582-583.) The other, SBPO 1309, went to ENA. (R. pp. 584-585.) Both
SBPOs covered the entire JEN Project and contained the same scope of work language:

'

J
l.J

Contract for the Idaho Education Network (JEN) per State of Idaho
RFP 2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho schools, agencies,
institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions or
public agencies as defined by Idaho code, Section 67-2327.
Both SBPOs complied with Idaho Code § 67-5718A because they were issued for the
entire IEN Project, could accommodate "vertical" end-to end solutions, and were for the "same

J

or similar" property. (R. Conf. pp. 96-97, Burns Depo., p. 62, L. 24 - p. 69, L. 6.) So long as the

-,

SBPOs complied with I.C. § 67-5718A, the state could purchase some, none or all of the JEN

1

:-J

services from either Qwest or ENA. (R. p. 1837, Zickau Depo., p. 53, LL. 7 - 25; R. p. 1839,

.....

I

..J

-,
i

Zickau Depo., p. 99, LL. 8-20; R. Conf. p. 97, Burns Depo., p. 66, L. 24 - p. 69, L. 6.) The
original SBPOs allowed competition as contemplated by I.C. § 67-5718A.

!

The plain language of SBPO 1309 issued to ENA on January 28, 2009 states that it is a
'

:-)

contract, saying "Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per State of Idaho
RFP 2160 ...". (R. pp. 584-585, SBPO 1309.) SBPO 1309 to ENA was, in fact, a Prime

j

Contract for the purchase of services described in the JEN RFP.
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10.

With Two Identical Contracts for the Same Project in Place, DOA,
Qwest and ENA Attend Multiple Meetings Between January 28 and
Febmary 26, 2009 That No One Can Remember

The IEN SBPOs issued on January 28, 2009 made no task assignments and were
potentially available for the use of regionally based purchase orders or for a vertical division of
IEN services by one contractor and IdaNet services by the other. But that is not what happened.

[

Instead, a series of meetings preceded an unlawful split of the project into two separate, amended

D

contracts for dissimilar services. The first meeting involved DOA, Qwest and ENA. The second

n

meeting involved the same three and the Albertson's Foundation which had expressed interest in
providing funding for the JEN. The rest of the meetings were separate and held behind closed

.......

. !

doors with DOA and Qwest, DOA and ENA, or Qwest and ENA.

'

_J

..,
'I

The record concerning this time period is marked by epidemic failures of memory, blank

.d

calendars, conflicts in testimony and the deletion of files from Mr. Gwartney's laptop. (See

1

D.2.d., infra.) Nonetheless, two significant sequences of conduct appear.

j

--,

The first sequence begins with the January 29, 2009 IEN Strategic Implementation Plan

d

and concludes with an email from Greg Zickau at the end of the working day on February 6,

l

2009 stating that no decision had yet been made concerning which contractor (Qwest or ENA)

......

would be designated on the state's E-Rate Application. The second sequence begins after hours

_J
i

I

···'

on February 6, 2009 at the Bitter Creek ~ub where contrary to Mr. Zickau's email, Teresa Luna
gave advance notice to Qwest Lobbyist Ed Lodge and Qwest employees Jim Schmit and Clint
Berry that ENA would be the designated E-Rate provider.
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(_)

Gwartney Announces He Will "Run Things" as DOA and Qwest Start
to Interfere With the Syringa/ENA Teaming Agreement Between
January 28 and February 6, 2009

The first post-contract IEN meeting involving ENA, Qwest and DOA was called by Mr.
Zickau and occurred in Mr. Gwartney's office on January 30, 2009. (R. Conf. p. 202, Zickau
email,. 1/28/09.) This meeting followed an earlier meeting that day involving only Mr. Gwartney
and Qwest employee Jim Schmit. Neither meeting is reflected on Mr. Gwartney's calendar, but

-,

;

i

they are described in an email from ENA representative Bob Collie to Syringa CEO Greg Lowe

_.)

who had not been present. Mr. Collie reported the following in a June 30 email to Mr. Lowe:

J
J
-,j
,J

d
"l

d
lI
_J

.....
.. ,i

l

Gwartney made it clear that he'd be running things and that he wanted
ENA and Qwest to get together and come to an amicable solution to
how we all might execute. Qwest is definitely on the defensive and
wants much more. Jim Schmit was noticeably frustrated both due to a
meeting he had prior with Gwartney and what the document said.
Skip had a meeting earlier in the week with Gwartney and said that
the biggest impediment to get this to move forward is for Gwartney to
get Qwest nodding and agreeing with what needs to be done. It
appears that Gwartney has begun this process, but I am certain there
will be more required to accomplish the task.
All of this being said, however, together we've quite a bit to do to get
this overall relationship with Qwest shaped in the best manner for our
partnership. We're. planning to meet with Qwest first thing on
Monday in person to try and hear them out now that the attached
document has been circulated.

(R. Conf. p. 144.) Mr. Gwartney testified that he doesn't recall the meetings in his office on
January 30, 2009.

(R. Conf. pp. 374-375, Gwartney Depo., p. 283, L. 25 - p. 286, L. 18.)

Mr. Zickau remembers meetings occurring, but has no recollection what took place at the
meetings. (R. Conf. p. 110, Zickau Depo., p. 272, L. 6 - p. 275, L. 6.)

·1

J
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The document attached to Mr. Collie's email was a Strategic Implementation Plan dated
January 29, 2009. (R. Conf. pp. 188-199.) This plan mentions that Syringa will provide JEN

C

connectivity. (R. Conf. p. 190.) The January 29, 2009 Strategic Implementation Plan also
acknowledges the existence of a "partnership" between ENA and Syringa. (R. Conf. p. 195.)

Mr. Zickau sent an email to Qwest and ENA the day after the January 30, 2009 meeting

in Mr. Gwartney's office announcing, at the request of Qwest, that future meetings with DOA
_J

J
l

.. I

would be conducted separately. (R. Conf. p. 168, Zickau email, 1/31/09; R. Conf. p. 110, Zickau
Depo., p. 275, LL. 7-24.)
ENA assumed the lead role for communications for the JEN Project as agreed in
. Paragraph 2(d) of the Teaming Agreement and communicated regularly with the DOA after

)

J
d
-,

d

issuance of the IEN SBPOs. ENA representative Mr. Collie was not clear concerning the dates
he discussed the Teaming Agreement with members of the DOA, but remembers that he showed
'

a copy of the Teaming Agreement to Laura Hill before she left state employment on February
12, 2009. (R. Conf. p. 103, Collie Depo., p. 178, L. 10 - p. 179, L. 17; R. Conf. p. 415, Hill
Depo., p. 18, L. 8- p. 19, L.11.) Mr. Zickau learned about the existence of the ENA/Syringa
Teaming Agreement from Laura Hill in January, 2009. (R. Conf. p. 106, Zickau Depo., p. 91,

...,
i

L. 1 -p. 92, L. 7.) Mr. Collie also discussed the Teaming Agreement "in detail" with Mr.

I

.,

Gwartney and Teresa Luna before ENA was directed to use Qwest exclusively for JEN
connectivity. (R. Conf. p. 103, Collie Depo., p. 179, L. 18 - p. 181, L. 21.)
The record contains little other infonnation concerning the meetings that took place
-·,

concerning the JEN after January 29, 2009 however, because, with the exception of one fact

;
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concerning Ms. Luna's February 6, 2009 meeting at the Bitter Creek Pub, neither Mr. Zickau nor
Ms. Luna have any recollection concerning the meetings.

(R Conf. p. 110, Zickau Depo.,

p. 272, L. 6 - p. 275, L. 11; R. Conf. p. 111, Zickau Depo., p. 299, LL. 1-7; R. Conf. p. 112,
Zickau Depo., p. 302, LL. 10-13; R. Conf. p. 113, Zickau Depo., p. 304, LL. 13-18, p. 304, L. 22
- p. 306, L. 7; R. Conf. p. 116, Luna Depo., p. 96, L. 10 - p. 97, L. 22.)

12.
_j

--,
i

Qwest Receives Early, Ex Parle Notice at the Bitter Creek Pub on
February 6, 2009 that ENA will be Designated E-Rate Provider and
Drafts an Amended SBPO for DOA

February 12, 2009 was the deadline for filing the state's E-Rate application.

(Little

_J

Exhibits, Exh. D, p. 27.) Although DOA decided on or before February 6, 2009 that ENA was

1

going to be the designated provider on the state's E-Rate form, the official position provided to

I

.J
-,

the IEN contractors by e-mail from Greg Zickau at 7:58 p.m. on Friday, February 6 was that no

J

selection had yet been made. Foreshadowing the exclusion of Syringa by the amended SBPOs,
Mr. Zickau's email to ENA and Qwest that evening told them to "work out" pricing in the same

i
...j

fashion as ENA and Syringa had accomplished for the response to the RFP, saying:
Regardless of who is the .listed service provider, the services we want
and need from our respective providers remain the same. And,
regardless of who is the listed service provider, pricing has to be
worked out between Qwest and ENA . . . The pricing for each school
must incorporate and reflect the total service we expect to receive
from Qwest and the total service we expect to receive from ENA.
Period. We know that you will each bear in mind pricing in the RFP
responses as you work on this.

....I

·-,
.!

(R. Conf. pp. 111-113, Zickau Depo., p. 299, L. 23 - p. 304, L. 9; R. Conf. pp. 171-172, 173,
183-184.)
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Qwest knew that ENA was going to be the designated IEN E-Rate provider before
Mr. Zickau's e-mail was sent.

Qwest knew because Teresa Luna asked Qwest lobbyist Ed

Lodge to arrange a meeting late in the day on February 6 with Qwest employees Jim Schmit and
Clint Berry. (R. Conf. p. 441, Beny Depo., p. 167, L. 3 - p. 169, L. 18.) Ms. Luna told
Mr. Lodge, Mr. Schmit and Mr. Beny that ENA had been chosen as the IEN E-Rate provider
when she met with them at the Bittercreek Pub after 5:00 p.m. that day. Ms. Luna described the

-,

meeting in an email to Mr. Zickau the next day, saying:

-·-=
··1

I

j

....!

i

I
...J

"l

I had a very long and I think very productive meeting with Qwest on
Friday afternoon. I will fill you in on the details on Monday, but we
made enough progress to move forward with the letter and with an
amendment to the contract stipulating the duties that each of our
vendors will be in charge of.

(R. Conf. pp. 171-172, Luna email.) Ms. Luna does not recall what "letter" she was referring to

I

I

J

and does not recall any discussion concerning the "amendment to the contract that would specify

J

the duties for each contractor" that she mentioned in her email. (R. Conf. p. 117, Luna Depo., p.

1
~

.J

108, L. 19 - p. 109, L. 18.) Ms. Luna remembers only that she, Mr. Schmit, Mr. Berry and Mr.
Lodge discussed selection of ENA as the designated IEN E-Rate provider. (R. Conf. p. 117,

,
j

I
I

Luna Depo., p. 106, L. 25 -p. 108, L. 4.)
Teresa Luna, Laura Hill and Greg Zickau met in an unscheduled meeting on short notice
at Qwest's request with Qwest employees Clint Berry and Jim Schmit the following Monday
afternoon February 9, 2009. (R. Conf. p. 118, Luna Depo., p. 114, L. 9 - p. 117, L. 22; R. Conf.
pp. 147-155; R. Conf. p. 105, Zickau Depo., p. 76, L. 2 - p. 77, L. 11; R. Conf. p. 113, Zickau
Depo., p. 304, L. 10 - p. 306, L. 4.) The next day, February l 0, 2009, Clint Berry e-mailed a
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proposed SBPO amendment (''the Qwest Amendment'') to "Teresa, Laura and Greg" that
identified ENA as the E-Rate service provider and, for the first time, designated Qwest as the

C

D
[

ge~eral contractor for JEN and IdaNet internet technical services. (R. Conf. pp. 147-155.) The
Qwest Amendment split the IEN Project into two contracts for dissimilar services in violation of
I.C. § 67-5718A.
Clint Berry and ENA employee Bob Collie met that same day to discuss pricing and the

D
.

~

provision of services to the IEN. (R. Conf. p. 166, Miller email; R. Conf. p. 156, Berry email.)
ENA and Qwest were both under contract with DOA at the time pursuant to the original SBPOs

i

I

!

that covered the entire IEN Project. (R. pp. 582-585.) There is no evidence that Mr. Collie told
Syringa he was engaged in pricing discussions with Qwest the week of February 9, 2009 and no

...i

-,

evidence that ENA asked for Syringa's assistance or written permission to work with Qwest. (R.

I
d

Conf. p. 474, Collie Depo., p. 306, LL. 7 - 15.) ENA breached Paragraph 2(e) of the Teaming

d

Agreement by the meeting of February 10, 2009 and the events that followed it (R. p. 576.)

13.

:
-i

ENA is Designated as the IEN E-Rate Provider on the E-Rate
Application on February 12, 2009

.J

Laura Hill was responsible for completing the E-Rate Application and for drafting
amendments to the IEN SBPOs before she left her job with the state on February 12, 2009. The
1

...,I

E-Rate Application submitted by her that day designated ENA as the E-Rate service provider and
stated that a monthly recurring charge of $571,000.00 was ''the most cost-effective means of

-,,

meeting educational needs and technology plan goals".

(R. Conf. pp. 299-301.)

The
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on Syringa pricing for backbone and network connectivity. (R. pp. 566-593, at 572-573.)

14.

Qwest Pressures ENA to Subcontract with Qwest

The record does not reveal when ENA learned that it would be the designated IEN ERate provider. It does, however, reveal that ENA learned later than Qwest because Qwest sent
multiple communications to the DOA between February 6 and 12, 2009 in which it argued, in

D
!

$571,000.00 monthly recurring charge came directly from the ENA proposal which was based

-

response to the inside information received Friday evening from Teresa Luna, that Qwest should
be the designated provider. These communications noted, among other things, that Qwest would

i

J

be a better choice because "ENA does have a contract with Syringa" and proposed that ENA

1i

should become a subcontractor to Qwest. (R. Conf. pp. 147-155, at 149) (emphasis in original).

_j

-,
I

Qwest employee Clint Berry proposed, in a meeting with Bob Collie on February 10,

d

2009, that ENA withdraw and become a subcontractor to Qwest. (R. Conf. p. 442, Berry Depo.,

l
d

p. 292, L. 12 - p. 293, L. 18.) At the time he made this proposal, Mr. Berry knew that ENA had

-,

not been advised that the state had chosen to designate it as the E-Rate service provider.

....J

(R. Conf. p. 443, Berry Depo., p. 294, L. 6 - p. 296, L. 22.) Following up on the meeting by
email later in the day, Mr. Berry misrepresented to Mr. Collie that the DOA was still

-,

"considering" listing ENA as the sole E-Rate provider, identified "questions and concerns"
raised by the Qwest legal and finance teams and reiterated the Qwest proposal that ENA become
a subcontractor to Qwest. Mr. Berry then wrote that "if ENA were to withdraw and enter into a
Qwest Professional Services Agreement that may answer a few of these concerns
with the Teaming Agreement you have with Syringa Networks."

~

well as help

He closed the email by

'';

.J

I
.j
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thanking Mr. Collie for "agreeing to seek input from [ENA's] senior leadership."
(R. Conf. p. 156.)

15.

The Two Identical IEN Contracts Are Split into Contracts for
Dissimilar Services By Amended SBPOs Excluding Syringa

Amended IEN SBPOs stating Qwest and ENA were to act as "equal partners
and that Qwest was ''the general contractor for all IEN technical network services" were issued
by DOA on February 26, 2009. (R. p. 588.) A redline comparison of the Qwest Amendments
with the executed amended SBPOs supports a reasonable inference that the Qwest Amendment
-,

I

was used as the template for preparation of the amended SBPOs. (R. Conf. pp. 302-306, 484.)

-,

Laura Hill, who was responsible for preparation of the amended SBPOs denies using the Qwest

J

Amendment and says she prepared the amended SBPOs at the direction of Deputy Attorney

j

-,

J

J

General Melissa Vandenberg. (R. Conf. pp. 422-423, Hill Depo., p. 176, L. 9 - p. 179, L. 16.)
Miss Vandenberg, however, denies she directed Laura Hill to prepare the amended SBPOs. (R.
Conf. pp. 463-464, Vandenberg Depa., p. 114, L. 11 - p. 117, L. 10; p. 122, L. IO - p. 124, L.
13.) Whether the Qwest Amendment was a template for the amended SBPOs is a disputed

j

question of fact.

Mr. Gwartney has some recollection concerning the evolution of the Strategic

-,
I

l

Implementation Plans, including discussions about Syringa providing east-west connectivity and
Qwest providing north-south connectivity, but denies choosing Qwest.
Gwartney Depa., p. 314, LL. 1-15.)

'
_;

(R. Conf. p. 379,.

When asked why Qwest was designated as the sole

contractor for connectivity, he deferred to the "team" led by Mr. Zickau that included Ms. Hill,

....
i
!
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Mr. Little and Deputy Attorney General Melissa Vandenberg. (R. Cont: pp. 379-380, Gwartney
Depo., p. 314, L. 16-p. 316, L. 7.) The "team" however, was essentially Mr. Zickau by himself
because Mr. Little says he wasn't involved, Ms Hill testified she didn't attend any meetings with
the contractors concerning the Plans and Ms. Vandenberg testified she reviewed the language of
the amended SBPOs, but was never consulted about the multiple award or the legality of the
amended SBPOs. (R. p. 2465, Vandenberg pepo., p. 26, L. 10-p. 27, L. 18.)

Mr. Zickau testified that DOA decided not to purchase services for the IEN from Syringa
because Mr. Collie stated that Syringa would not share participation in the IEN or ldaNet.

;

.:
(R. pp. 1847-1851, Zickau Depo., p. 282, L. 8 - p. 286, L. 22; R Conf. p. 106, Zickau Depo.,

-·
-,

d

p. 90, L. 11 - p. 93, L. 18.) Mr. Collie denies making this statement. (R. Conf. p. 102, Collie
Depo., p. 134, L. 7 - p. 136, L. 19.)

i
Although Mr. Zickau aclmowledges that Mr. Collie told him, before the February 26,
2009 amended SBPOs, that ENA and Syringa had a Teaming Agreement, he also claims that Mr.
Collie told him that the Teaming Agreement was not an impediment to am.ending the SBPOs,
and that ENA would do whatever the state asked ENA to do. (R. p. 2399, Zickau Depo., p. 102,

.,

;
;

.. ,
I

..·'

L. 6 -p. 105, L. 25.) Mr. Zickau also testified that neither Mr. Collie nor anyone else from ENA
complained, objected or protested the amended SBPOs. (R. p. 2399, Zickau Depo., p. 103, L. 20

- p. 105, L. 25.)
Mr. Collie did, however, report conditions in Idaho to the ENA CFO Rex Miller on
February 11. Mr. Miller shared Mr. Collie's report by email to ENA CEO David Pierce (a

_j

business record of ENA) in which he noted, among other things, "He (Collie) finally received

-·
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Qwest's numbers," that "they issued a rules of engagement document that strongly favored
Qwest and that the state is leaning toward issuing an update to that document that says we must
use Qwest to provide all the IEN circuits'', and that "Mike Gwartney and Greg Zickau - are
apparently under some kind of need to give Qwest this deal or appease them at a minimum."5

(R. Conf. p. 166, Miller email; R. Conf. pp. 474 -476, Collie Depo., p. 306, L. 7 - p. 317, L. 7;
R. Conf. pp. 480-482, Miller Depo., p. 34, L. 14-p. 45, L. 5.)
ENA told Syringa nothing about the amended SBPOs at the time they were issued.
(R. pp. 2402-2403, Lowe Depo., p. 163, L. 4 - p. 166, L. 10.) In fact ENA employee Bob Collie

communicated with Syringa CEO Greg Lowe, by email on July 11, 2009 as if the amended
!
I

SBPOs had not been issued and ENA "continued to stand behind" the Teaming Agreement.

....J

ENA has asked multiple times to have the ability to quote circuits
from multiple providers and have been,told no each time. We have
also shared our teaming agreement with the state and have discussed
it in detail with OCIO and Admin leadership so there is no possibility
that they are confused about where we stand on the matter.
Furthermore, we have stated numerous times that the current
environment is not our preferred, normal or typical manner of doing
business nor is it the way that we bid in response to the State's RFP.

-,
I

!
I

=-'

d
-~!

We continue to stand behind our teaming agreement, however at this
point we have no ability to implement its functions as we do not have
the ability to award a backbone or circuits outside of the State's
direction.

.i
.. ,
I

'

(R. Conf. pp. 142-146.)

5

The district court erroneously struck the February 11, 2009 Miller email. The email is an
admission by ENA and is not hearsay, as against ENA, under I.R.E. 801(d)(2). Further, it was
evidence of the state of mind of Bob Collie.

..i
-.
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Mr. Gwartney and Purchasing Administrator William Burns admitted the amended IEN
SBPOs do not provide for the provision of same or similar services. (R. Conf. p. 429, Burns
Depo., p. 70, L. 13 - p. 72, L. 23.)

.I II
,

16.

..

As noted above, Idaho Code §67-5718A allows an award of contracts to two (2) or more

;

.i

Idaho Has Made No Other Multiple SBPOs Requiring the
Contractors To Act as Equal Partners

bidders to provide the same or similar services or property when specified conditions are

I

J

satisfied. The State of Idaho had several multiple SBPOs not involving the IEN in operation in

l

2009. Each of these multiple SBPOs was for the same or similar services or property. 6 The

j

multiple SBPOs in existence before the IEN SBPOs were issued generally concerned fungible

!
I

_J

l

J

l3

things and services like Bulle Fuel, Medical Supplies, Office Furniture, Court Reporting, Copiers,
Propane, Tires and Vehicles. (R. pp. 623-624, Heneise Affidavit, Exh. 1.) No multiple SBPOs
in existence before February 26, 2009 required the vendors to act as "equal partners." (R.
Conf. p. 294.) The Idaho Purchasing Guide provided at the time, consistent with these examples,

-,

d

that multiple awards "shall not be made for the purpose of dividing the business."

-;

pp. 1707-1709.)

(R.

iI

17.

.1

Syringa is Told: You'll Regret the Day

On July 15, 2009, during a dinner attended by Mr. Lowe and Mr. Gwartney, Mr.

•. .J

, Gwartney stated that he and Governor Butch Otter would be immune to any ramifications
:::;

associated with the IEN procurement, and that, instead, Syringa would be punished. Mr.
6

.....
j

"Property'' as defined by I.C. § 67-5716(3) includes both goods and services among other
things; see also IDAPA 38.05.01.29 ("Property") .

_,

-,

~-!
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Gwartney also stated that he would hate to see the rest of Syringa's existing state business go
away and that Syringa will "regret the day [Syringa] tangled with Butch Otter and Mike
Gwartney." (R. pp. 1167-1173, at 1171, Amended Third Aff. of Lowe ,r 16.)
II.

1)

ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL

Did the district court err in holding, as a matter of law, that Syringa was barred,

by failure to exhaust administrative remedies set out in Idaho Code § 67-5377(1)(c), from

~-_.,I

I ,'

'J

challenging the legality of post-award amendments to Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders issued
to prime contractors ENA and Qwest that violated Idaho Code § 67-5718A because:
a.

Syringa was not a ''vendor whose bid is considered"?

b.

The Idaho Code provides no post-contract administrative remedy?

--,

!

i

_J

2)

Did the district court err in holding, as a matter of law, that ENA is not liable for

breaching the Teaming Agreement because:
a

.....

J

The Teaming Agreement is a contract and not "merely an agreement to

agree"?

_J

'
....;

b.

The Teaming Agreement was not terminated by its terms?

c.

ENA's acceptance of the amended EN~ SBPO is evidence that ENA
agreed to the assignment ofSyringa's work under the Teaming Agreement
to Qwest?

I

i
:-j

3)

Did the district court err by concluding that Syringa failed to overcome the

presumption that Mr. Gwartney acted within the course and scope of his employment, without
_;

-!

malice and without criminal intent?

i

")
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. 4)

Did the district court err by concluding that Syringa failed to overcome the

presumption that Mr. Zickau acted within the course and scope of his employment, without

D
i

!

malice and without criminal intent?
5)

Did the district court err by dismissing Syringa's claims for tortious interference

against Qwest on- the basis that the Teaming Agreement is not enforceable and that Qwest's
conduct was not wrongful?
6)

Did the district court err by awarding attorneys' fees to Qwest under Idaho Code

§ 12-120(3)?

1
J

7)

!
I
_j

Is Syringa entitled to attorneys' fees and costs against ENA on appeal under

Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 and Idaho Appellate Rules 40 and 41?

ill.
.',

]

A.

ARGUMENT

Standard of Review

This Court reviews an appeal from an order of summary judgment de nova. Curlee v.

Kootenai County Fire & Rescue, 148 Idaho 391,394,224 P.3d 458,461 (2008). Fenn v. Noah,
142 Idaho 775, 778, 133 P. 3d 1240, 1243 (2006). A grant of summary judgment is warranted
_,!

only where ''the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if

.!

any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is

...

entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). Circumstantial evidence can create a
material issue of fact, particularly in the context of cases involving tortious interference. See

Highland Enterprises., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 986 P.2d 996 (1999) (noting proof of
intent usually comes from circumstantial evidence and inference). "[A]ll reasonable inferences

-,
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that can be drawn from the record are to be drawn in favor of the nonm.oving party, and disputed
facts will be liberally construed in favor of the nonm.oving party." Hopkins Nw. Fund, LLC v.

Landscapes Unlimited, LLC, No. 37170, 2011 WL 5142054 (Idaho Nov. 1, 2011) (quoting
Mackay v. Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408,410, 179 P.3d 1064, 1066 (2008)). When
questions of law are presented on a motion for summary judgment, the Supreme Court exercises
free review. Fuller v. Dave Callister, 150 Idaho 848,850,252 P.3d 1266, 1269 (2011).
. Syringa asserted, among other things, that the record, including excerpts of audio-visual
depositions taken pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b)(4), demonstrates material issues of fact and raises
issues of witness credibility that preclude summary judgment See, e.g., Athay v. Stacey, 142

r
j

Idaho 360, 128 P.3d 897 (2005). The district court expressly rejected Syringa's request that it
review audio-visual deposition excerpts, stating: "It is settled that it is for the trier of fact to
weigh the credibility of witnesses and it is error for a district court to do so in summary judgment
proceedings." (R. p. 2570.)

-,
I

_j

It is clear that the district court misapprehended the factual and witness credibility issues

_J

-.

i

raised by Syringa. Syringa does not contend that the credibility of witnesses should be resolved
in summary judgment proceedings. The record must, however, be assessed to determine if it
raises any issues of credibility concerning a material fact. Blackmon v. Zufelt, 108 Idaho 469,
471, 700 P.2d 91, 93 (Ct. App. 1985) ("If the credibility of an affiant furnishing direct evidence

~

is put at issue by other, circumstantial evidence, the credibility issue should not be resolved on
summary judgment."); see also Argyle v. Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668, 670, 691 P.2d 1283, 1285
(Ct. App. 1984) (finding summary judgment improper where affidavit conflicted with deed in

I

_,!

1
..)

-,
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evidence). There is a significant distinction between determining whether witnesses are credible
and determining whether the credibility of a witness creates a genuine issue of material fact.
I.R.C.P. 30(b)(4)(B) and (D) state that an audio-visual recording of a deposition is an ~
official record that may be used for any purpose. The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide no
basis upon which the court can choose to ignore any part of the official record offered by a non-

I

:

moving party in opposition to a motion for summary judgment. Nonetheless, the district court
'

J

erroneously refused to consider the audio-visual portions of the official record submitted by
Syringa on the basis that it was being asked to resolve issues of credibility. In fact, the contrary

1

.J

is true. The court's decision to ignore Syringa's proffered audio-visual evidence and to accept

'

written affidavits and deposition transcripts at face value was, itself, a determination of

!
I

_J

credibility that was clear error.

l

_j

Syringa acknowledges that issues of credibility do not necessarily attach to the testimony
of every witness. The credibility of Mr. Gwartney, Mr. Zickau, Ms. Luna, Mr. Little, Ms. Hill

. .,

and Mr. Collie is, however, raised by the record, including particularly the testimony of former

I
I

j

Deputy Attorney General Melissa Vandenberg. DVD's with excerpts of the testimony of Ms.
Vandenberg and of each of the witnesses identified above are contained in the Exhibits to the
Clerk's Record, Roden Exhibits 2-3 (see R. Conf. pp. 488 - 513).

..

....
i

-~
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B.

The District Court Erred By Not Allowing Syringa to Challenge Post-Award
Amendments to the SBPOs that Violated State Law
1.

Litigation Offered the Only Remedy Available to Syringa for Its
Claims Based on the Violation of Idaho Code§ 67-5718A

Counts Two and Three of Syringa's complaint sought declaratory judgment that the
amended SBPOs splitting the JEN project into separate contracts for dissimilar services violated

L
C

-Idaho Code§ 67-5718A. The district court rejected these claims on the basis that Syringa had
failed to exhaust administrative remedies provided by Idaho Code§ 67-5733. The district court
decision was erroneous for two reasons.

First, Syringa was not a "vendor whose bid is

considered" under Idaho Code § 67-5733. Second, Idaho Code § 67-5733 provides no post."lt

contract administrative remedy. The only remedy available to Syringa, as a subcontractor to the

•• J

holder of a state SBPO harmed by post-contract conduct, was to sue and seek a declaratory
ruling that the amended SBPOs violated the law.

2.
··,

j

Syringa Had No Obligation to Appeal Under Idaho Code§ 67-5733
Because it Was Not "A Vendor Whose Bid is Considered"

Administrative remedies originate solely by statute. Regan v. Kootenai County, 14"0

..J

Idaho 721, 724, 100 P.3d 615, 618 (2004) (emphasis added). The administrative appeal process
[
...J

-·

for state purchasing is governed by Idaho Code § 67-5733. Syringa aclmowledges that the
administrative appeal requirements of Idaho Code § 67-5733 apply to bid specification
challenges and to award challenges.

Idaho Code § 67-5733 does not, however, apply to

subcontractors who did not submit a bid.
The Idaho statutes concerning state procurement define specific terms (capitalized
···

hereinafter) that are used in the procurement process. These defined terms make it clear that the

_;
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administrative remedy provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5733 that apply to bidding and awards do

~,

not apply to Contracts and Purchase Orders.
·-'

·The terms Bid, Bidder, Contractor, Lowest Responsible Bidder and Vendor that apply to
the analysis whether an administrative appeal was available under Idaho Code § 67-5733 are

-- .

contained in Idaho Code § 67-5716 and de.fined, in relevant part, as follows:

:

(10) Vendor.
property to the state.

A person or entity capable of supplying

(11) Bidder. A vendor who has submitted a bid on a specific
item or items of property to be acquired by the state.

r

__,i

--,

(12) Lowest responsible bidder. The responsible bidder
whose bid reflects the lowest acquisition price to be paid by the state;

I

__ JI

-.....
I

I

(13)
acquisition

I

_j

Contractor.

A bidder who has been awarded an
contract.
***

(15) Bid. A written offer to perform a contract to purchase or
supply property or services in response to an invitation for bid or
request for proposal.
::
--i

...)

See also IDAPA 38.05.01.011. Application of these definitions makes the description of the
state procurement process a straightforward matter:
A Vendor submits a Bid on a specific item or items of
property to be acquired by the state. The Vendor that submits a Bid
also becomes, by definition, a Bidder.
1.

2.
A determination is made concerning which Bidder is
the Lowest Responsible Bidder.

••• J

3.
When the award is made, the Bidder that is awarded
the acquisition contract becomes a Contractor.

_,
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The district court ruled that Syringa was barred from challenging the amended SBPOs
because· it failed to exhaust administrative remedies available to it under Idaho Code § 67-

!

i·-''
--,

i

5733(l)(c). That statute afforded no such remedy to Syringa because it applies solely to bidders
and the determination of the lowest responsible bidder:

;

..;

-,
;
__;

'

A vendor whose bid is considered may, within five (5) working days
following receipt of notice that he is not the lowest responsible
bidder, apply to the director of the department of administration for
appointment of a determinations officer. The application shall set
forth in specific terms the reasons why the administrator's decision is
thought to be erroneous. ,
I.C. § 67-5733(1)(c) (emphasis added). Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c) does not apply to Contracts,

\

j

-'

Contractors, or Syringa in this case. It does not apply to Syringa because Syringa was not "a

1
_J'

'J

I

vendor whose bid is considered." Mr. Gwartney made this same point in his July 24, 2009 letter
to Syringa in which he stated:
" . . . it is Administration's position that only ENA, Qwest, and
Verizon (the three responsive proposers) had statutory rights to
protest the awards."

"""'

-l'

(Rpp. 739-742, at 739-740, Gwartney Aff., Exh. A, emphasis added.)

_J

The district court erred by imposing the administrative appeal requirement of Idaho Code
j

i
§ 67-5733(1)(c) on subcontractor Syringa, which did not submit a bid. The dismissal of Counts
Two and Three ofSyringa's complaint should, therefore, be reversed.

3.
I

!

The District Court Erred by Ruling That Syringa Failed to Exhaust a
Non-Existent Post-Contract Administrative Remedy

_J

No one challenged or appealed the award after the January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent was
sent The IEN SBPO contracts were issued to ENA and to Qwest six days later on January 26,
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2009 as described in Section 3 .10 of the RFP. (Little Exhibits, Exh. A, pp. 26-27.) The district
court ruled that failure to appeal the January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent and/or the SBPOs and
amended SBPOs precludes Syringa from challenging the amended SBPOs in this case. This
ruling was erroneous because Idaho Code§ 67-5733 provides no administrative remedy for the
issuance of SBPOs and/or amended SBPOs.
Idaho Code § 67-5733(I)(c) does not address and had no application to the IEN

C

procurement after the award to ENA and Qwest became final and SBPOs were issued. Once the

n
J

selection of the successful Bidder or Bidders has been completed, an award becomes final and
the state is authorized to enter into a Contract. When that happens, the Purchase is documented

!
I

by a Contract or Purchase Order and the successful Bidder becomes a Contractor. The Contract

-,

in this case took the form of a SBPO. Neither ENA nor Syringa, as its subcontractor, had any

_I

!'

_j

duty to prosecute an administrative appeal when the amended SBPOs were issued because

J

SBPOs are Contracts on which the parties must agree and to which Idaho Code§ 67-5733(l)(c)

--,

does not apply.

d

Confronted with the January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent, the January 28, 2009 SBPOs, the
February 26, 2009 amended SBPOs and Syringa's analysis that Idaho Code§ 67-5733 does not
apply to post-award contracts or amended contracts, the district court concluded, without citation

-·

•• J

to authority that:
... These amendments were effectively the awards. Syringa did not
exhaust its administrative remedies in challenging these awards and
cannot now resort to the court to challenge the awards .

....:

.. ,
'

_,
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(R. p. 1659.) In so doing, the district court erroneously required Syringa to exhaust a postcontract administrative.remedy where none exists. Lochsa Falls, L.L.C. v. State of Idaho, 147
Idaho 232, 239-240, 207 P.3d 963, 970-971 (2009) ("Failure to exhaust administrative remedies

is not a bar to litigation when there are no remedies to exhaust").
As noted above, the remedy provided by Idaho Code § 67-5733 applies solely to "a

.

vendor whose bid has been considered" and is limited to whether a proper determination has
-;

'i

_;

~

I

.....J

been made concerning "lowest responsible bidder." Nothing in the statute provides that appeal
can be taken from the amendment of a state Contract or SBPO, or- that the time to prosecute such
an appeal is triggered once by the notice of award, a second time by the issuance of the

-,

l

acquisition Contract and again every time the Contract is amended. The language of Idaho Code

...,

§ 67-5733 is plain, obvious and unambiguous. See Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'/ Medical

j
I

I

_j

d

Ctr., No. 37574-2010, 2011 WL 5375192, at *5 (Idaho Nov. 9, 2011). The district court's
erroneous dismissal of Counts Two and Three of Syringa's complaint for failure to exhaust
a~strative remedies should be reversed because I.C. § 67-5733 does not apply to post award

-.
i

_,!

Contracts or Contract amendments.

c.

The District Court Erred In Dismissing Syringa's Contract Claim Against ·
ENA

;
!
...)

....)

1.

The District Court Erred in .Determining that the Teaming
Agreement was Not Enforceable

The district court concluded that the Teaming Agreement was not an enforceable contract
because it was incomplete.

--'

.

(R. pp. 2590-2591, Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary

Judgment) The district court erred because the question whether the Teaming Agreement was a

-.
_,.;

-·1
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binding contract presents disputed issues of material fact that can only be resolved by the jury.
"When the existence of a contract is at issue, and the evidence is conflicting or admits of more

LJ

C

than one inference, it is for the jury to detennine whether a contract in fact exists." Johnson v.

Allied Stores Corp., 106 Idaho 363, 368, 679 P.2d 640, 645 (1984); Mackey v. Four Rivers
Packing Company, 145 Idaho 408, 179 P.3d 1064 (2008); Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 143
Idaho 733, 738, 15~ P.3d 604,609 (2007) ("Whether the parties intended to form a contract is a
question of fact to be detennined by the trier of fact."); see also, Dante v. Go~es, 121 Idaho 149,

_;

J
"l
__ j

151, 823 P.2d 183, 185 (Ct. App. 1990).
The district court failed to draw factual inferences in favor of Syringa as the non-moving
party and failed to take note of evidence outside the four comers of the written Teaming
Agreement. The evidence the district court ignored includes the RFP provisions that made it
clear that a multiple award could be made, that ENA and Syringa knew and discussed the
possibility of a multiple award before the Teaming Agreement was executed on January 7, 2009

-,
I

-·...J

(R. Conf. pp. 308-309, Landow email), that Syringa provided prices to ENA for its services
(R. pp. 1794-1795, Lowe Depo., p. 94, L. 7-p. 95, L. 22; 1797-1801, Lowe Depo., p. 174, L. 21

-,
i'

-p. 178, L. 7; R. Conf. pp. 514-582), that ENA accepted Syringa's prices, and that the testimony
ofSyringa's CEO created an issue of fact concerning the compulsory requirement that the parties

-·
_,

enter into a service agreement that would include "flow down" provisions that might be
"required" as a result of the Prime Contract with the state. (R. pp. 1798-1801, Lowe Depo., p.
175, L. 3 -p. 178, L. 7.)
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An enforceable agreement must be sufficiently complete in its material terms to enable

[

the trier of fact to determine (1) what acts are to be performed and (2) when performance is

0
n

complete.

Dale's Service Co. v. Jones, 96 Idaho 662, 664, 534 P.2d 1102, 1104 (1975).

Agreements that do not meet this standru:d because they leave material terms for future resolution

;_i

are often given the label an "agreemenUo-agree." This nicely alliterative label, though
convenient, can easily mislead. The inquiry is not whether a disputed contract is "an agreement
_,i

to agree," but instead whether it is sufficiently complete. As this Court stated in Giacobbi

Square v. PEK Corp., 105 Idaho 346, 348, 670 P.2d 51, 53 (1983), a "contract must be

J

J

complete, definite and certain in all its material terms or contain provisions which are capable of

!

themselves of being reduced to certainty." Whether the Teaming Agreement is a complete

_j

-,

agreement is a disputed question of material fact.

i
I

_J

The Idaho appellate courts have not yet had the occasion to address the effect of the
foregoing contract principles on a public contract teaming agreement. A review of cases from

--.

other jurisdictions, however, reflects that teaming agreements are common and subject to the

I

j

same contract principles as other contracts. The Third Circuit, for example, note in ATACS Corp.

...,

v. Trans World Commc'ns, Inc., 155 F.3d 659 (3d Cir. 1998), that the anticipation of a future
agreement does not render a teaming agreement incomplete:
_,

_I

As with most other "prelimiriary agreements" precedent to an
executed contract... , the question arises whether the teaming
agreement itself, absent an executed subcontract, may constitute the
basis for contractual liability. Courts have generally allowed such a
cause of action in contract based solely on the teaming agreement, but
not without overcoming two major obstacles: (1) the intent of the

-·'
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parties to enter into a binding contractual relationship; and (2) the
existence of sufficiently objective criteria to enforce.
155 F. 3d. at 666 (emphasis added)(citations omitted). The ultimate question as noted by ATACS
is whether the record contains sufficient evidence from which the finder of fact can determine

[

the existence of mutual intent to enter a contract and the existence of objective criteria to
enforce. See also EG&G, Inc. v. The Cube Corp., No. 178996, 2002 WL 31950215 (Va. Cir. Ct.

-,

Dec 23, 2002). The district court erred by making that determination on the disputed facts in this

J

record.

--,

l

..J'

2.

The Teaming Agreement Reflects the Parties' Intent to be Bound and
Contains Sufficiently Objective Criteria to Enforce

The evidence of the agreed upon obligations of Syringa and ENA begins with the express

!

....l

terms of the Teaming Agreement.

-,

Those express terms define the parties' obligations in

I

I

J

connection with the "Proposal," the "Project'' and the "Prime Contract'' in paragraph 2.2(a). By
those terms, the Teaming Agreement defines (1) the obligations of Syringa and ENA with
respect to their efforts to obtain the Prime Contract and (2) their respective areas of responsibility
should their efforts result in the award of a Prime Contract to ENA.

...,

j

The Teaming Agreement is unquestionably complete concerning the parties' efforts to
obtain the Prime Contract. The Teaming Agreement provides that ENA will assume the lead
role in preparing the proposal and that Syringa will provide "such input, review and information

!

..J

into the Proposal as is required to complete all requirements for the Request for Proposal." (R. p .
576, § 2(c).) The Teaming Agreement provides that ENA will assume the lead role for external
communication regarding the Project and Proposal and that Syringa will notify ENA if it was

'
·-'
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contacted by the DOA or its agents. (R. p. 576, § 2(d).) The Teaming Agreement provides that
neither ENA nor Syringa will ''participate in efforts related to submitting a Proposal without the
other party's prior written consent" (R. p. 576, § 2(e).) It also provides that neither party shall
enter into a new contract or future arrangement with any customer that may be eligible to receive
service under the Project "'.ithout the written approval of the other party and that neither party

will use confidential information of the other for any purpose other than in :furtherance ofENA's

n

•

I

'

:_J

efforts to win the Prime Contract. (R. p. 577, § 2(t).)
The Teaming Agreement also contains material terms (or provisions that are capable of

: l

.....;

being reduced to certainty) relative to the obligations of the parties in the event the Prime

!
_j

Contract is awarded to ENA. The Teaming Agreement provides that ENA will be the prime

i

contractor and that Syringa will provide the "connectivity services." (R. p. 576, § 2(a).) Utilizing

I

J

imperative language reflective of their intent to be bound, ENA and Syringa state that they

d

"shall" enter into a service agreement should ENA win a Prime Contract. They also described

-,
l

the mutual terms of the service agreement.

,..l
..J

...,

i

The service agreement terms include ENA's specific areas of responsibility (R. p. 577,
§ 3(b)), Syringa's specific areas of responsibility (R pp. 577-578, § 3(c)), and agreed upon areas

of joint responsibility (R p. 578, § 3(d)).

The Teaming Agreement also provides for

incorporating state contract terms by requiring the service agreement to contain "any required
'
.J'

flow-down provisions or other appropriate terms similar to those set forth in the Prime Contract."
(R. p. 577, § 3(a); see also Special Instructions, Little Exhibits, Exh. B, pp. 1-2.)

j
''

_;'
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The district court concluded that the Teaming Agreement was not complete because it did
not specify the price Syringa would receive for the connectivity services it agreed to provide.

[;

0
f:

(R. pp. 2590-2591.) In making this determination, the district court focused solely on the tenns

of the written Teaming Agreement and ignored the fact that Syringa provided a fixed price bid to
ENA under section 2(c) of the Teaming Agreement on January 8 and 9, 2009. (R. 1794-1795,
Lowe Depo., p. 94, L. 7 - p. 95, L. 22; R pp. 1797-1798, Lowe Depo., p. 174, L. 15 - p. 176, L.
5; R Conf. pp. 514-582.) ENA accepted that pricing by submitting the ENA Cost Proposal. (R.
pp. 1502-1534.)
The district court noted that the Teaming Agreement required the parties to enter a
service agreement if the State awarded a Prime Contract to ENA, but appeared to conclude that

__;

-,

the provisions concerning the service agreement made the Teaming Agreement an "agreement to

l

.J

agree." The requirement that the parties execute a related agreement in the future does not,
however, require a conclusion that the Teaming Agreement was incomplete. It presents a

-,

d
!

I

question of fact whether the parties intended to be bound upon the occurrence of the objectively
ascertainable event of ENA receiving a prime contract (the original SBPO) and whether the
terms for the service a~eement that are described in the Teaming Agreement are sufficiently
definite to permit enforcement.

-·

See ATACS Corp., 155 F.3d at 666.

As noted above,

Sections 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), 3(d) and (e) of the Teaming Agreement identify the terms of the service

~

;

agreement with sufficient detail to reflect the intent of the parties to be bound and to identify the
required performance.
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By defining the parties' individual and joint obligations should ENA be awarded a Prime
Contract, and identifying a method for detennining the terms not detailed therein like the "flow

C

0

down" provisions (see Little Exhibits, Exh. A, p. 30, RFP § 5.0), the written Teaming Agreement
contains the material, detailed terms from which a jury could determine (I) the acts to be
performed and (2) when performance was complete. See Dale's Service, 96 Idaho at 664, 514

LJ

P.2d at 1104. To the extent additional evidence of the agreement and intent of the parties was

0

necessary, it exists in the January 8 and 9, 2009 pricing submissions provided to ENA as
discussed more fully in section C.4 of the Statement of Facts, supra.

D
J
'J

d

The district court's decision that the Teaming Agreement was too incomplete to be
enforceable was erroneous and should be reversed.

3.

The District Court Erred in Finding that the State Formally and
Finally Rejected the JEN Alliance Proposal

Paragraph 2(h) of the Teaming Agreement provides that the Teaming Agreement will
terminate without liability if "the customer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels

-,

J

the Project." (R. p. 577, § 2(h)(i).) The district court concluded as a secondary ground for

..J

dismissal that "the IEN Alliance sought the entire award of the IEN work ... (and) ... [t]hat
both the decision to make a multiple award to Qwest and ENA and the final division of work as

-·

reflected in the amendments to the SBPOs constituted a formal and final rejection of the IEN
Alliance Proposal." (R. pp. 2595-2596.) This conclusion is erroneous for several reasons.
First, the district court based its conclusion that the amended SBPOs constituted a formal

...J

and final rejection of the ENA proposal on the mistaken premise that DOA had the power to
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unilaterally impose the amended SBPOs without the consent of ENA and Qwest. (R pp. 1659,
2595.) The amended SBPOs are not unilaterally imposed modifications of the JEN award. They

0
[J
[

0
....,
1.......,l

,

I

_j

l...J

J
'j
1..J

are contract amendments that required agreement by the parties. (See, e.g., testimony of Deputy
Attorney General Melissa Vandenberg that SBPOs are contracts which can. be amended only by
agreement of the parties (R. p. 2470, Vandenberg Depo., p. 84, L. 4 -p. 85, L. 15).) The district
court erred by concluding that the amended SBPOs did not require the agreement of ENA.
Second, nothing in the Teaming Agreement indicates that ENA and Syringa intended the
Teaming Agreement to end if ENA received a contract for part, but not all, of the JEN "Project".
(R. pp. 576-578.) The Teaming Agreement defines the "Project" with specific reference to the

RFP. (R. p. 576 § l(c).) The RFP repeatedly states that the Prime Contract could be awarded to
up to four providers (see, e.g., Little Exhibits, Exh. A, p. 31; Exh. E, pp. 5-6, 10, 15-16,
RFP § 5.3, Amended § 5.3, "A-1" and "A-15"). The RFP also required pricing be bid on a per
unit basis (which ENA and Syringa provided) so a multiple award could be accommodated.
(Little Exhibits, Exh. A, p. 47, RFP § 10.0.) These RFP provisions led ENA and· Syringa to
conclude, and to discuss the possibility that a multiple award could be made before the Teaming
Agreement was executed on January 7, 2009. (R. Conf. pp. 308-309.) Based on this possibility,
Section 2(a) explicitly acknowledges that ENA might receive less than the entire Project by
stating, "ENA is seeking to become either (i) the prime contractor for the Project m: (ii) the prime
contractor for the portion of the Project which provides all services to schools and libraries". If it
is not clear as a matter oflaw from the plain language of the Teaming Agreement that the phrase

-i

"formally and finally rejects" means rejection of all parts of the ENA Proposal and Cost
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Proposal, then a genuine issue of material fact exists concerning what the parties intended by
their language that cannot be resolved on summary judgment. The district court committed error

[:

by doing so.

0

Third, even if one accepts the erroneous conclusion that the ENA Proposal was an offer
to provide all or none of the JEN work (which Syringa contests) and that DOA's decision to

C

make a multiple award was a rejection of that offer, the rejection was not "formal and final." It

0
0

Idaho 40, 43, 105 P.3d 700, 703 {Ct App. 2005) (citing Phelps v. Good, 15 Idaho 76, 84, 96 P.

!

occurrence that happens by operation of law. Whether the multiple award was a "formal and

J
-,

w~, if anything, a rejection by operation of law. See Heritage Excavation, Inc. v. Brisco, 141

216, 218 {1908)).

The words "formal and final" do not, in common language, mean an

final" rejection of the "Proposal" as intended by the parties under the Teaming Agreement

I

I

J

presents a disputed question of fact that must be resolved by the jury. See Henderson v.

Henderson Inv. Properties, L.L.C., 148 Idaho 638,640,227 P.3d 568,570 (2010); Triad Leasing
...,
l

& Financial, Inc. v. Rocky Mountain Rogues, Inc., 148 Idaho 503, 513, 212 P.3d 1092, 1102

-I

...J

-

i
I

~

{2008).

4.

The District Court Erred in Holding ENA did not Breach the
Teaming Agreement

The district court held that Syringa had not established that ENA breached the Teaming
Agreement "because there is no evidence that ENA was responsible for the manner in which
..J

DOA awarded the work". (R. pp. 2595-2596, Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary Judgment.)
This holding is legally and factually vvrong.
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The district court is wrong on the law because, as noted above and in the testimony of
Melissa Vandenberg, the DOA had no power to unilaterally amend the SBPOs. (R. p. 2470,
Vandenberg Depo., p. 84, L. 4 - p. 85, L. 15.)
The district court is wrong on the facts because the record reflects that ENA breached the
Teaming Agreement by accepting the amended SBPOs. ENA employee Bob Collie even told

Mr. Zickau that the Teaming Agreement was "not something the State needed to worry about"

J

and that "ENA would do whatever the State asked them to do". (R. p. 2399, Zickau Depo.,
p. 102, L. 1 -p. 105, L. 25.) ENA also discussed becoming a subcontractor to Qwest in breach

"l
I

_j

of paragraph 2(d) of the Teaming Agreement (R. Conf. p. 156) and the record contains evidence

•'

that ENA tried to negotiate changes in the amended SBPOs with DOA. (R. Conf. pp. 288-292,

.J

Collie email, 2/19/09; R. p. 2399, supra.)

·1
J

Moreover, there is evidence in the record that ENA breached Paragraph 2(e) of the

J

Teaming Agreement before the amended SBPOs were issued.

The Teaming Agreement

provided that neither party shall participate in efforts related to submitting a Proposal
independent of the other, excepting only the right to submit proposals unrelated to the Project.

·,

i

(R. p. 576, § 2(e).) ENA breached this provision of the Teaming Agreement starting February 10

when it met with Qwest employee Clint Berry to determine the combined price ENA and Qwest
would charge for the same connectivity services that ENA had already agreed to obtain from
Syringa (R. Conf. p. 166, Miller email; R. Conf. p. 156, Berry email.)

Finally, ENA had the right and ~bility to say "no" to the amended SBPO offered to it by
_;

DOA. When ENA learned, after the issuance of the first SBPO, that the DOA was intending to
··1

.,

'

-'
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replace Syringa with Qwest as ENA's connectivity provider, ENA could and should have
asserted that DOA could not do so under Idaho Code § 67-571 SA. ENA was under no obligation
to accept a contract amendment to provide content services if ENA was not also contracted to
provide connectivity services.

ENA breached the Teaming Agreement by accepting the

amended SBPOs.
The decision of the district court granting summary judgment against Syringa's claims

'!

against ENA for breach of contract was erroneous and should be reversed.

..J

D.

1

The District Court Erred in Granting Summary Judgment to Defendants
Gwartney and Zickau on the Interference With Contract Claim

_J
Syringa's interference with contract claim ~leged that Defendants Gwartney and Zickau

-,
i

.J

knew of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa and intentionally interfered with

J

that contractual relationship, causing Syringa injury. The state moved for summary judgment
alleging that Syringa could not "put forth evidence that they [State Defendants] acted outside the
course and scope of employment, with malice or with criminal intent." The district court granted

-,

j

the state's motion, finding that Syringa "failed to come forward with admissible evidence to

.J

overcome the presumption that Gwartney and/or Zickau acted within the course and scope of

l
_;

employment, without malice and without criminal intent." (R. p. 2584.)7 In so stating. the
district court misstated the applicable standard, failed to address the threshold legal issue whether

!

;J

The elements of the tort of interference with contract are identified in section E.l ., infra.
Because the district court based its ruling on immunity, only the immunity issue is discussed
here .
7

_;
..,
!
..,I
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the SBPOs violated Idaho Code § 67-5718A and failed to recognize that genuine issues of
material fact exist that preclude summary judgment.

1.

[

State Employees Are Not Immune from Suit for Interference with
Contract Where (1) They Intentionally Commit a Wrongful or
Unlawful Act Without Legal Justification .ru: (2) Intentionally Commit
a Wrongful or Unlawful Act with ID Will

Section 6-904 of the Idaho Tort Claims Act provides in part that governmental

[:

employees, (1) while acting within the course and scope of their employment and (2) without

0

malice or criminal intent, shall not be liable for any claim which "arises out of ... interference

,...,
I I

with contract rights." A plaintiff who sues a state employee must show that a state employee

:__;I

was: (1) acting outside the course and scope of his or her employment, (2) acting with malice or

_,
I

!

(3) acting with criminal intent In addition, Idaho Code Section 6-903(c) provides a rebuttable

I

J

d
"l

j

presumption that any act or omission of an employee ''within the time and place of his
employment is within the course and scope of his employment and without malice or criminal
intent."
The district court incorrectly joined subsections (1), (2) and (3) by concluding that
Syringa had "failed to come forward with admissible evidence to overcome the presumption that

1

J
-·

Gwartney and/or Zickau acted within the course and scope of their employment, without malice
and without criminal intent." (Emphasis added.) By stating the test in the conjunctive, the Court
misstated and misapplied the law. If a plaintiff establishes _any one of the three parts of the test,

..J

the employee loses his or her immunity .

.,
''

--·

·-,
·;
~
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The Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A is Evidence that the Conduct
of Gwartney and Zickau Was Wrongful, Unlawful and l\fotivated by

ID Will
~...:

The district court concluded that Syringa had not established Mr. Gwartney or

-:

Mr. Zickau influenced the preparation of the IEN RFP, influenced the technical review or

i

influenced the evaluation of the proposal. (R. p. 2585, Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary
Judgment.) These conclusions miss the point. Syringa's inference claim against Mr. Gwartney

--,
!I

and Mr. Zickau is based on the fact that they caused the state to issue amended SBPOs to Qwest

_J

and ENA that violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A and interfered with Syringa's interest under the
'"l

i

-.J

:

I

'
·-'

Teaming Agreement.
The district court refused to consider the violation of Idaho Code § 67-571 SA as evidence

1

'J

of wrongful conduct because it concluded that Syringa's failure to exhaust administrative

I

remedies precluded it from asserting violation of the statute as a basis for its interference claims.
The district court erred because, as demonstrated above, there were no administrative remedies
for Syringa to exhaust. Further, even if Syringa were precluded from declaratory relief by the
jurisdictional requirements of the exhaustion doctrine, that failure does not make the conduct of

··1

I
!

the parties who caused violation of the statute any less wrongful or extinguish the violation.

·-'

Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Commission, 141 Idaho 129,. 106 P.2d 455 (2005). Whether the

-·

amended SBPOs violate Idaho Code § 67-5718A is a material, disputed issue in this case.

·-·,

_J

-,

!

--.

!

.::.:J
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a.

Idaho Uses a Competitive Bid Process Which Requires It to
Acquire Goods and Services from the Lowest Responsible
Bidder Except in Limited Circumstances

Idaho has a strong interest in the use of a competitive bid process. See Idaho Code § 675715.

The Legislature reiterated its interest in the competitive bid process by including a

specific proviso, consistent with federal E-Rate requirements, that IEN telecommunications
services and equipment be acquired through "an open and competitive bidding process" in the

J

enabling legislation for the IEN. See I.C. § 57-5745D.

• I
....J

The competitive bidding process usually results in the acquisition of property by the state

J'

from the lowest responsible bidder. There is, however, a single exception that allows the state, in

-,

specific circumstances, to obtain property from multiple bidders. The exception is contained in

__j

J

Idaho Code§ 67-5718A.
b.

The Multiple Bidder Award Exception to the Lowest
Responsible Bidder Requirement Exists Only for Property
That Is "the Same or Similar"

The single exception to the requirement that Idaho agencies acquire significant goods and
services from the lowest responsible bidder using a competitive bid process concerns property
that is "the same or similar." The statute describes the property and circumstances to which it
-,

may be applied, in pertinent part, as follows:

I

J
-,

.~.i

67-5718A.
ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY BY
CONTRACT - AWARD TO MORE THAN ONE BIDDER STANDARDS FOR MULTIPLE AWARDS -- APPROVAL BY
ADMINISTRATOR.
(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary,
the administrator of the division of purchasing may make an award of
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a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar
property where more than one (1) contractor is necessary:
(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by
state agencies;

(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of
property for state agencies; or
I

___ j

(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is
compatible with property previously acquired.
I.C. § 67-5718A(l) (emphasis added). This statute allows the state to award contracts to more

i

.J

-,

than one bidder, under specified conditions, to acquire the same or similar property. Where, on

_I

the other hand, the state intends to acquire property that is not "the same or similar" it is clear,

lI

from the plain language of the statute, that a multiple bidder award is not allowed. See Verska,

• ..J

2011 WL 5375192, at *5 ("This Court has consistently adhered to the primary canon of statutory
construction that where the language of the statute is unambiguous, the clear expressed intent of
the legislature must be given effect ...") (quoting Worley Highway Dist. v. Kootenai Cnty., 98
Idaho 925,928,576 P.2d 206,209 (1978)).

In addition to limiting multiple bidder awards to circumstances involving acquisition of
the "same or similar property," Idaho Code § 67-5718A(2) conditions multiple bidder awards
upon the administrator of the Division of Purchasing first making a written determination that a
i

!

_;

proposed contract to multiple bidders meets the criteria set forth in§ 67-5718A(l)(a), (b) or (c).

..,

The language of I.C. §67-5718A(2), "no award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made ..

.....'
. unless the administrator ... makes a written detennination ... ," makes it clear that the written
-·

determination by the administrator of the Division of Purchasing is required to be made before

,

i__

I

_;
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the award is made. The failure by Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau to seek the required written
determination by the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing is evidence of wrongful
conduct and intent to violate the requirements of Idaho Code § 67-5718A the district court
ignored.
C.

The Amended JEN SBPOs Are Not Lawful Multiple Awards under
Idaho Code § 67-5718A Because They Are Not for the Acquisition of
Same or Similar Property

The IEN RFP sought proposals for a comprehensive, end-to-end solution to create the
Idaho Education Network. (Little Exhibits, Exh. A, pp. 19-22, §§ 3.1, 3.2.) The ENA and
Qwest proposals each offered a comprehensive solution. A multiple award was issued and
virtually identical SBPOs (SBP01308 to Qwest and SBP01309 to ENA) were issued by which
...J

ENA and Qwest were to provide the full spectrum of services requested by the IEN RFP. (R. pp.
582-585; R. Conf. pp. 96-97, Burns Depo., p. 64, L. 24 - p. 69, L. 6.)
Less than a month later the DOA, directed by Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau, issued
amended SBPOs that require Qwest and ENA to be "equal partners" and that divide the IEN
Project into two separate contracts for services and property that are neither the same nor similar
-;

!

in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A. (R. pp. 586-593; R. pp. 566-574, 570, Lowe Aff. 124;
R. Conf. pp. 97-98, Burns Depo., p. 69, L. 21 - p. 73, L. 1.) The amended SBPOs also violate
Idaho Code § 67-5718A(2) because the Administrator failed to make the required written

_;

determination before they were issued. (R. Conf. p. 322, Vandenberg 7/31/09 Memo.; see also
R. Conf. p. 286, Bums 2/22/10 Memo.)

...,
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d.

Whether the Conduct of Gwartney and Zickau was Wrongful,
Unlawful and Motivated by Ill Will is a Genuine Issue of Material
Fact

The district court concluded that ~yringa did not present any evidence that Mr. Gwartney
had any role or influence on Mr. Zickau's recommendation that DOA make a multiple a"'iard to
Qwest and ENA or any influence over the manner in which DOA ultimately divided the work

!

between ENA and Qwest

_,i

l_J

!

_,

(R. pp. 2584-2585, Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary

Judgment.) The district court erred in making this finding because the record contains evidence
from which a jury could reasonably infer that the multiple award was a pretext to allow direction
of the IEN work to Qwest, that Mr. Gwartney was involved and that he acted wrongfully and
with malice toward Syringa. The record also contains evidence that Mr. Zickau acted in concert
with Mr. Gwartney.

'

J

d
i

Mr. Gwartney told Syringa CEO Greg Lowe on December 8, 2008 to keep his criticisms
regarding the IEN to himself or "Syringa would never get any of the IEN business." (R. pp.
1124, 1168.)

--l

...J

The ·ENA technical proposal was rated the best by the evaluation team. In spite of the

-,

i

__;

fact that Purchasing Administrator Bums had not made the required findings before contracts
could be issued to multiple bidders (see Idaho Code § 67-5718A), Mark Little, who reports to

Mr. Gwartney, announced that DOA would make a multiple award after learning that Qwest did
I

Mr. Little did so without even opening the cost

J'

not receive the highest technical score.

i

proposals. (See section I.C.6., Statement of Facts, supra).

_j

l
_;

]
_;
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Mr. Little testified that he announced a multiple award would be made because the
evaluation team had recommended a multiple award, but multiple members of the evaluation
team denied making such a recommendation. (R. Conf. pp. 123-138.)

0
[

Mr. Gwartney's direct connection to the pretext of the multiple award is evidenced by his
deposition testimony and the testimony of Qwest employee Clint Berry. Mr. Gwartney twice
testified that he knew as of January 16, 2009 (the day the award was announced), that Qwest was

r.

I •

L

going to be the backbone provider. (R. Conf. pp. 90-92, Gwartney Depa., p. 153, L. 15-p. 160,

,

L. 8; R. Conf. pp. 371, p. 259, L. 13 and p. 266, L. 19.) Mr. Berry also testified that he "knew all

J

-

along" Qwest was going to provide connectivity. (R. Conf. p. 440, Berry Depo., p. 163, L. 5 - p.

I

!

J

165, L. 12.)

In addition, evidence from sources and witnesses other than Mr. Gwartney document that
he met with Qwest employee Jim Schmidt on January 30, 2011. Mr. Gwartney's calendar for
this time period (January and February 2009), unlike subsequent months beginning with
March l, is clean and devoid of any appointments, suggesting it has been altered. The contents
of Mr. Gwartney's laptop were also deleted during the pendency of this litigation, suggesting the
destruction of evidence (R. 1991-2011, Affidavit of Merlyn Clark). (R. Conf. pp. 324-362; see
i

I

also R Conf. pp. 375-377, Gwartney Depo., pp. 287, L. 4 - p. 298, L. 3.) Further, the final IEN

..i

work assignment by the amended SBPOs constituted an unlawful split award in violation of
j

Idaho Code§ 67-5718A and evidence of "criminal intent" within the meaning of the Idaho Tort

..,

!

_j

Claims Act.
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A jury should be allowed to determine whether Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Berry knew on
January 16, 2009 that Qwest was going to get the connectivity work no matter how the proposals
were ranked. A finder of fact could reasonably conclude from the above facts that the multiple
award was pretext, that the amended SBPOs violated I.C. § 67-5718A and that Mr. Gwartney,
with the assistance of Mr. Zickau, wrongfully and unlawfully subverted the competitive bidding
process in violation of the law and with ill will toward Syringa The ~ntry of summary judgment
was error.

E.

The District Court Erred in Determining as a Matter of Law that Syringa
had Failed to Establish its Tortious Interference Claims Against Qwest

L..J

Count Four of the Syringa Complaint alleges that Qwest intentionally interfered with the
_j

i

I

J

Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa. Court Five alleges Syringa had a prospective
economic advantage because it· was a part of the vendor team that the DOA determined was the
lowest responsible bidder for the proposed IEN network and that Qwest wrongfully interfered
with that prospective economic advantage. The district court erroneously dismissed both counts.

I

I

...j

1.

....J

..,
i

The District Court Applied the Wrong Standard to Syringa's
Interference with Contract Claim

The district court granted summary judgment on Count Four (the interference with

_j

contract claim) because the court erroneously concluded that the Teaming Agreement was not an
enforceable agreement. The district court erred·further by applying a wrongful conduct standard
to the interference with contract claim, by failing to evaluate the evidence in the record in light of
the proper allocation of the burden of proof and by failing to recognize the existence of genuine
_J

issues of material fact.

..,

i
!
.)

'

J
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The district court erroneously dismissed Syringa's interference claims, stating: "For
either tortious interference with contract or prospective economic advantage, the plaintiff must
demonstrate some improper or wrongful conduct, not just intentional interference." (R. p. 2591,
•-,

'

Memo. Dec. Re: Motions for Summary Judgment (emphasis added).) The district court then
concluded that "Syringa has failed to demonstrate that there was any improper or wrongful
conduct on the part of Qwest to support a claim of tortious interference." (R. p. 2592.)
The district court applied the wrong standard and misallocated the burden of proof by

_;

J
·1

stating that Syringa f~ed to prove improper or wrongful conduct as to Syringa's interference
with contract claim. The tort of interference with contract puts the burden on the interferer to

J

establish 'Justification." Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893,522 P.2d at 1114; see also Wesco Autobody

J

Supply, Inc. v. Ernst, 148 Idaho 881,895,243 P.3d 1069, 1083 (2010); Autobody Supply, Inc. v.

~
I

Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 895, 243 P.2d 1069, 1083 (2010) (quoting Bybee v. Isaac, 145 Idaho 251,

259, 178 P.3d 616, 624 (2008)); N. W. Bee-Corp. v. Home Living Serv., 136 Idaho 835, 841, 41
P.3d 263, 269 (2002); Bliss Valley, 121 Idaho at 284, 824 P.2d at 859. Syringa did not, as the

I

j
district court erroneously stated, have the burden of proving that Qwest's conduct was wrongful.
-·1

!

_J

Whether a party's interference with a contract is 'justified" depends upon the facts of

i

each case and, when the action is to be tried to a jury, it is "ordinarily for the jury to determine

i
....;

·-,

'

whether the interference of the defendant was justified." Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893, 522 P.2d at
1114; see also Bliss Valley, 121 Idaho at 284, 824 P.2d at 859.

:

·~···

··~

!I

-~

\
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2.

Qwest Failed to Establish Its Interference Was Justified

There is no dispute that Qwest knew a Teaming Agreement existed. Moreover, the
re_cord demonstrates that Qwest intentionally interfered with the Teaming Agreement by, among
other things, meeting with ENA to set prices for Qwest connectivity, encouraging ENA to
withdraw and become a subcontractor of Qwest, requesting and engaging in ex parte meetings
with ENA and the DOA, submitting the Qwest Amendment assigning all of the connectivity

C

work to it; and, accepting the amended SBPO to provide all the connectivity services work that

n

ENA had contractually agreed to acquire from Syringa.

'-'

Idaho Code Section 67-57~6(3) provides that no officer or employee shall conspire with a

~

vendor or its agent and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee of the

I

I

~.J

-..

state to influence or attempt to influence the award of a state contract or to deprive or attempt to

'

deprive a vendor of an acquisition award. This statute reflects the strong public policy that it is

j

inappropriate and unlawful for a vendor to interfere with the public bidding process. In light of
---,

J

_)

J
i

J

this public policy, it is hard to identify any justification for Qwest's interference with the
Teaming Agreement that resulted in depriving Syringa's interest in the SBPO awarded to ENA.
Syringa presented evidence that creates genuine issues of material fact as to each of the
elements of its prima facie case. The burden, therefore, shifted to Qwest to prove ''justification"
under all of the facts and circumstances of the case. Qwest did not establish, as a matter of law
that its interference was justified. Qwest' s justification is, on the record in this case, a disputed
issue of fact.

J

The district court erred by dismissing Count Four ofSyringa's complaint.

l
I
_)

l

.::

J
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Genuine Issues of Material Fact Exist Whether Qwest Wrongfully
Interfered with Syringa's Prospective Economic Advantage

In contrast to the tort of interference with' contract, the prima facie elements of the tort of
interference with prospective economic advantage are: "(I) the existence of a valid economic
expectancy, (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3) intentional
interference inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) the interference was wrong by some
measure beyond the fact of the interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose

j

expectancy has been disrupted." Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 205,

J

216 (2008).
Wrongful interference "may by shown by proof that either: (1) the defendant had an

l

_J
improper objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means
t

J

to cause injury to the prospective business relationship." Id Conduct can be wrongful where the

J

means used to cause injury violate a statute or other regulation, a recognized rule of common
law, or an established standard of trade or profession. Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129
Idaho 171, 178, 923 P .2d 416, 423 (1996).
Although the standard under this tort is different from the "justification" requirement
applicable to the interference with contract claim, genuine issues of material fact nevertheless
exist on this issue. As noted above, there is direct evidence that Qwest demanded and engaged

-,
.....!

in closed doors meetings with the state and with ENA after the issuance of the Letter of Intent,

..J

-,

pressured ENA to withdraw and become a subcontractor to Qwest, and provided language for an

!

J

amended SBPO that split the IEN project into two contracts for dissimilar services, including a

.,'
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telecommunications contract for itself in violation ofidaho Code§ 67-5718A. (See Statement of
Facts§§ 10, 12, 13, 14.)

C.

These facts support an inference that Qwest and Mr. Berry always knew Qwest was

C

"going to provide connectivity" because it intentionally interfered with the competitive bid
process and with Syringa's interest in the award and in the original SBPO 1309 issued to ENA.

I
......
:

(R. Conf. 440, Berry Depo., p. 163, L. 5 - p. 165, L. 12.)

---:

F.

i

·-'
!

Attorneys Fees Are Not Recoverable by Qwest Under Idaho Code § 12-120(3)

The district court erred in granting attorneys' fees to Qwest under Idaho Code

j

§ 12-120(3).

_J

!

A dis~ct court may award a prevailing party reasonable attorneys' fees in a civil action

I

_J

---,

pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120(3) only where a commercial transaction took place between the

J

parties. Jacklin Land Co. v. Blue Dog RV, Inc., 151 Idaho 242, 254 P.3d 1238, 1245-46 (2011);

I

Sadid v. Idaho State Univ., No. 37563-2010, 2011 WL 5966883, *9 (Idaho Nov. 30, 2011);

J
...J

J

Soignier v. Fletcher, 151 Idaho 322, 256 P.3d 730, 734-35 (2011); BECO Constr., Inc. v. J-U-B
Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 726, 184 P.3d 844, 851 (2008).

Moreover, where a plaintiff never alleged that a commercial transaction took place
between the plaintiff and a particular defendant, that prevailing defendant cannot recover
attorneys' fees under I.C. § 12-120(3). Sadid v. Idaho State Univ., 2011 WL 5966883 (citing

,

:J

"1

Jacklin Land Co., Inc., 151 Idaho 242,254 P.3d at 1245-46). See also Soignier v. Fletcher, 151

Idaho 322, 256 P.3d at 734-35
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No commercial transaction is alleged between Syringa and Qwest in this case. The
commercial transaction at issue was the Teaming Agreement between Syringa and Defendant
ENA, to which Qwest was not a party. Syringa sought relief against Qwest for the tort of
interfering with its commercial transactions with others; not with Qwest Therefore, Qwest is not
entitled to recover attorneys' fees pursuant to J.C. § 12-120(3). See Sadid, 2011 WL 5966883 at
*9; Jacklin Land, 151 Idaho 242, 254 P.3d at 1245-46.
The district court decision awarding attorneys' fees to Qwest should be reversed.

_i

G.
_j

Syringa May Recover Its Costs and Attorneys Fees on Appeal from ENA

Syringa has not appealed from the award of attorneys' fees to ENA under Idaho Code

--,
_j

§12-120(3) because it was involved in a commercial transaction with ENA. In the event Syringa

··1

prevails on this appeal, it is entitled to its costs and attorneys' fees from ENA pursuant to Idaho

I
I
•.J

Code§ 12-120(3), and Idaho Appellate Rules 40 and 41.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The record contains more than sufficient evidence to create a triable issue concerning the
enforceability of the Teaming Agreement and breach by ENA. This evidence includes, but is not
limited to, the Teaming Agreement, the pricing and technical information provided to ENA by
Syringa for use in the RFP, the testimony of multiple witnesses, including Bob Collie, who said
..,

-·
··1

!

ENA would do "whatever the state wanted," and ENA's acceptance of an amended SBPO that
excluded Syringa from the work assigned to it under the Teaming Agreement.
The record also demonstrates at least two violations of Idaho Code §67-5718A. These

.J

violations arise as a result of 1) the issuance of multiple SBPOs on January 28 and February 26,

...

.,
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2009 without advance written documentation that the conditions of the statute were satisfied; and

C

2) the requirement that the contractors ENA and Qwest provide dissimilar services and act as
"equal partners" on the IEN Project.

No administrative remedies exist concerning these

C
C

unlawfully directed that Qwest would provide telecommunications connectivity services for the

r:r,

IEN project, caused the issuance of the January 28, 2009 multiple awards to keep second place

~j

J

violations that Syringa was required to exhaust.
The record contains abundant evidence supporting the inference that Mike Gwartney

Qwest on the project for that purpose and ultimately directed that Qwest be designated as the

i

• ..J

exclusive contractor for connectivity, cutting out Syringa. The testimony of DOA witnesses

l

Mr. Gwartney, Mr. Zickau, Little and Hill concerning the reasons for making a multiple award

I

_j

and issuing the amended SBPOs that eliminated Syringa from the IEN Project is so vague and so

-,

'I
_J

strongly contradicted that it raises issues concerning their credibility and supports an inference
that the reasons given are pretext. Further, the testimony of Mr. Gwartney d~ectly supports the
conclusion that he intended, consistent with the testimony of Qwest employee Clint Berry, for

t

-i·
.J

,

Qwest to provide IEN telecommunications services at the time of the January 16, 2009 post-

..

!

evaluation telephone call with Mr. Zickau and Ms. Luna. (R. Cont: pp. 90-92, Gwartney Depo.,

p. 153, L. 15 -p. 160, L. 8; R. Conf. p. 371, p. 259, L. 13 - p. 261, L. 19; R. Conf. p. 371,
...:

p. 262, L. 8 -p. 263, L. 23.) This same evidence supports the inference that Mr. Zickau knew
-,

'

of Mr. Gwartney's intentions from and after January 16, 2009 and participated.
The record further indicates_ direct efforts by Qwest to interfere with the Teaming

_J

Agreement and with Syringa's prospective economic opportunity, including a combination with
;

-·
"''l:

.,
'
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ENA to reach a post award agreement in price and its attempts to persuade ENA to become a
subcontractor by withholding material information that DOA had selected ENA as its E-Rate
provider.
For each of the foregoing reasons, the district court decisions granting Defendants'
motions for summary judgment dismissing Count Two, Count Three, Count Four, and Count

--·

Five of Syringa's Complaint should be reversed and remanded for further proceedings. In

;'
_J

addition, the district court decision awarding attorneys' fees to Qwest should be reversed, the

-,

award of attorneys fees to ENA should be vacated pending further proceedings, and this Court
should award Syringa its reasonable costs and attorneys' fees from ENA incurred in bringing this

.J

-;

appeal.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this .dZaaY of February, 2012.
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By: ------.Jo.,~e...._---t~r----=-David R. Lorn ardi
Amber N. Dina
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant
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Ch.260
H.B.No. 543
EDUCATION-FUNDS-IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK

AN ACT RELATING TO 11IE IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK; STATING LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS;
AMENDING SECTION 33-125, IDAHO CODE, TO REQUIRE 11IE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TO PERFORM THE DUTIES ASSIGNED TO IT RELATING TO THE IDAHO EDUCATION NE'IWORK;
AND AMENDING CHAPTER 57, TITLE 67, IDAHO CODE, BY TIIE .ADDmON OF A NEW SECTION
67-5745D, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS, TO DEFINE "IDAHO EDUCATION
NETWORK (JEN)," TO PROVIDE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE OVERSIGHT OF THE IDAHO EDUCATION
NETWORK BY TIIE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO SPECIFY DUI'IES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION INCLUDING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GOALS AND PLAN OF THE
IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK, TO SPECIFY DUTIES OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
TO PROVIDE FOR MANAGEMENT OF SITE OPERATIONS .AND TO CREATE THE IDAHO EDUCATION
NETWORK FUND.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State ofldaho:
SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS. The Legislature finds that
(1) High-bandwidth connectivity is an essential compoDCDt of education infrastructure in the 21st century;
(2) Idaho is behind in the use ofhigh-b~dwidth connectivity and technology to deliver educational opportunities to
students and teachers;
(3) High-bandwidth connectivity and technology can enable advanced and specialized courses to be shared within or
among school districts and allow students access to concurrent enrollment offered by higher education; and
(4) A common high-bandwidth connectivity 8Dd technology platform will enable scarce educational resources to be
shared throughout the state.
'.
SECTION 2. That Section 33-125, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

-.

<< ID ST § 33-125 >>
§ 33-125. State deparbnent of education-Creation-Duties

...•

There is hereby established as an executive agency of the state board of education a department known as the state
department of education. The state superintendent shall serve as the executive officer of such department and shall

I

!

....1
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haw the responsibility for carrying out policies, procedures and duties authorized by law or established by the state
board of education for all elementary and secondary school matters, and t.o administer
ts for the motion of
science education as rovided in sections 33-128 and 33-129., Idaho Code.

.j
-)

SECTION 3. That Chapter 57, Title 67, Idaho Code, be, and the s11111e is hereby amended bytbe addition thereto of
a NEW SECTION, to be known and designated as Section 67-574SD, Idaho Code, and to read as follows:

<< ID ST § 67-574SD >>
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§ 67-57450. Idaho education network

(1) The legu]atun: finds that
(a) Idaho does .ll1>t have a sta~coor4foated and funded high-bandwidth education network;
(b) Such a netwprk. will enable rcquhed and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher 1raining to be deliverable .to all public high schOQls tbrou_gh an efficiently-managed statewide nrliastructure; Ill.cl
(c) Aggregating and l~ging d e ~ at the statewide level will prQv:ide overall benefits and efficiencies in the
p ~ of ~lecommunications services, includiug high~bzuulwidth connectivity, mtetnet access, purchases of
eqnipnient. fed~ subsidy program.expertise and other xelated services.
(2) .:AJ U/JCd in this section. ''I~. Education Network (IEN).., means the coordinated, statewide telecommunications
distn'bution s.ystc;m for dis.tance learning for each public school, including two-way interactive video, data, internet
access and othet telecollllD.anicatj~ services for providing distance learning. The term also includes connections to
each institution ofhigher education and other locations as necessary to facilitate distance education, teacher training
and other related services.
(3) The department of administration shall provide administrative oversight for JEN•
(4) In perfonning the duties under this section, the department of administration shall consider the following goals to
ensure that
(a) Idaho will utili7.e technology to facilitate compsmble access to educational opportunities for all students;
(b) Idaho will be a ~ader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricul~ concurrent college credit,
and ong_oing ~cher training on.an equitable basis lhroughout the state; and
(c) Idaho "Witt leverage its statewide purchasing power fot the IEN to promote private sector investment in telecommunicatiplis jnftastructure that will benefit ether technology applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovernment and economic development.
(5) In perfomring the duties under this section, subject to the availability of funds, the depanment of administration
shall:

(a) Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for education, which shall
include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive video and internet access, using primarily fiber optic and
other high-bandwidth transmission media;
(b) Consider statewide economic development impacts in 1he design and implementation of the educational telecommunications infras1ructurc;
(c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice communications ofpublic education;
(d) Procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment to public education facilities;
(e) Procure telecommunications -services and equipment~ behalf ~f public education;
(f) Procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance leaming;
(g) In conj1lllCUOil with the state deparbncnt ofeducan'on. apply for state and fedetal funding for technology on behalf

ofIEN servic~;

the:

(.h) Procure telecommuoic:atioiis sendces.and equipmcnt{.or IEN through an open and competitive bidding process;
(i) Wc.,rk with the private sector to deliver.lJ.igh-quality, '}nsl:-effective services statewide; and
(j) C09l)el'8te with state and local · g ~ and ~tional entities and provide leadership and consulting for
telecommunications for education.
( 6) 11w department of administration shall follow an implementation p1an that
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{a) In the first phase, will coID1ect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including
connections to each institution of higher education as necessary, thereby allowing any location on IEN to share educational resources with any other location;
(b) Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be setved with high-bandwidth
connectivity, int.emet access and equipment in at least one (1) two-way interactive video classroom; and
(c) In subsequent phases. will evaluate and make :recommendations to the legislature for:
(i) Comiectivity to each elementary and middle school;
(ii) The addition of h'lmuies to the IEN; and
(ili) The migration of state agency locations from cmrent technology and services.
(7) Under the direction of the state superintendent of public instraction. the state department of education shall:
(a) Coordinate with the state board ofeducation and school districts to distn'bute telecourses, teleconferences and other
instructional and training services to and between public schools;
(b) Coonlinate with the state board of education and institutions of higher education to distn'bute college credit telecourses, teleconferences and other instructional and training services;
(c) Act as a clearinghouse for the materials, courses, publications and other applicable information related to the
requirements of this section; and
(d) Coordinate all e-rate funding applications for Idaho's school districts and implement e-rate funds, 1hrough the
department of administration, for related services provided under the purview of the JEN.
(8) Educational institutions served by the JEN shall manage site operations under policy established by the department
of administration.
(9) Idaho education network fund. There is hereby created in the state treasury the Idaho education network fund.
Moneys in the fund shall consist of funds received from state appropriations, grants, federal moneys, donations or
funds from any other source. Moneys in the fund may be expended, pursuant to appropriation, for implementation and
ongoing costs of the Idaho education network. The treasurer shall invest ell idle moneys in the fund. Any interest
earned on the investment of idle moneys shall be returned to the fund.

--,

Approved on the 25th. day of March, 2008.

J'

Effective: July 1, 2008.
Statement of Purpose
RS 17910Cl

The pwpose of this legislation is to enable the Department of Administration to start the process of implementing a
statewide education network. This legislation would also create a place for funds when available for the continued

···.

development of the Idaho Education Network
Fiscal Note
No impact on the General Fund.
Contact Name: Rep. Bob Nonini Rep. Wills Sen. Goedde
Phone: (208) 332-1000 Rep. Snodgrass Sen. Cameron
Rep. Bell Rep. Rusche Sen. Jorgenson
Rep. Anderson Rep. Ruchti Sen. Keough
Rep. Henderson Rep. Sayler Sen. Richardson
Rep. Bedke Rep. Bock Sen. Hammond
Rep. Bolz Rep. Smith(30) Sen Langhorst
Rep. Bradford Rep. Durst
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Rep. Eskridge
Rep. Shirley
Rep. Nielsen
Tom.Luna, Superintendent of Public Instruction
Mike Gwartney, Director, Department of Administmtion
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Title 67. State Government and State Affiurs
1':jl Chapter 57. Department of Administration
,..,.. § 67~5716. Definitions of terms

<rext of section effective July 1, 2013. See, also, section 67-5716 effective until July 1, 2013.>
(1) Acquisition. The process of procuring or purchasing property by the state ofldaho.
(2) Procurement. Obtaining property for state use by lease, rent, or any manner other than by purchase or gift.

j

(3) Property. Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible, inoluding, but non.exclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights and interests in such property.

l

(4) Goods. Items of personal property, not qualifying as equipment, parts or supplies.

l

(5) Services. Personal services, in excess of personnel regularly employed for whatever duration and/or covered by
personnel system standards, for which bidding ·is not prohibited or made impractical by statute, rules or genemlly
accepted ethical practices.

~

J

··-,

(6) Parts. Items of personal propert>'." acquired for repair or replacement of unserviceable existing items.

I

J

(7) Supplies. Items of personal property having an expendable quality or during their nomial use are consumed and
which require or suggest acquisition in bulk.

(8) Equipment. Items of personal property which have a normal useful life expectancy of two (2) or more years.
(9) Component. An item ofproperty normally assembled with other items into a unified productive whole at the site of
use, which items belong to functional classes that may be interchangeable units of similar function but differing operational or productive capabilities.
(10) Vendor. A person or entity capable of supplying property to the state.

(11) Bidder. A vendor who has submitted a bid on a specific item or items of property to be acquired by the state.
(12) Lowest responsible bidder. The respoI1S1"ble bidder whose bid reflects the lowest acquisition price to be paid by
the state; except that when specifications are valued or comparative performance examiuations are conducted, the
results of such examinations and the relative score ofvalued specifications will be weighed, as set out in the specifications, in determining the lowest acquisition price.

(13) Contractor. A bidder who has been awarded an acquisition contract.
. i

(14) Agency. All officers, departments, divisions, bureaus, boards, commissions and institutions of the state, including
the public utilities commission, but excluding other legislative and judicial branches of government, and excluding the
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governor, the lieutenant govern.or, the secretary of state, the state controller, the state treasurer, the attorney general.
and the superintendent of public instruction.
(15) Bid A written offer to perform a contract to purchase or supply property or services in response to an invitation
for bid or request for proposal•

...:

(16) Recyclable. Materials that still have useful physical, chemical or biological properties after serving their original
pwposes and can. therefore, be reasonably reused or recycled for the same or other purposes.
(17) Recycled-content product. A product containing postconsumer waste and/or secondmy waste as defined in this
section.
(18) PostcoD81lDler waste. A finished material which would normally be disposed of as a solid waste, having completed its life cycle as a consumer item.

I

....,;

(19) Secondacy waste. Fragments of products or :finished products of a manufacturing process, which has converted a
virgin resource into a commodity of real economic value and may include a postconsumer waste .

J
·1

I

__ ,
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Title 67. State Government and State Affairs
~ Chapter 57. Department of Administration
.... § 67-5718A. Acquisldon of property by contract-Award to more than one bidder-Standards for
multiple awards-Approval by ailminfstrator
(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing may
make an award ofa contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property where more than one (1)
contractor is nccessacy:

(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state agencies;
j

(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for state agencies; or

I

...J

(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is oompatlole with propertypMViously acquired.
-,

...,I
.....

(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section unless the administrator of the division
of purchasing makes a written determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (1) or more of the criteria set
forth in this section.

.J

(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in accordance with this section, a state

J

J

agency shall make purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support
services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.

(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the number
of bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies.

::i

I

J
.J
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Title 67. State Government and State Affaim
"Iii Chapter 57. Department of Administration
...,..,. § 67-5726. Prohibitions
(1) No cbritmlt o r ~ or any intetcst therein shall be-.traosferred by the contiactor or vendor to whom such contmct
or oxder is.given to any qthe,r party, without the approval in writing of the administrator. Trmisfer of a contract without
approval shall cause the annulment of the contract so transfetred, at the option of the state. All rights of action,
however, for any breach of such contract by the contracting parties are reserved to the state. No member of the leg.,
islature or any officer or employee of any branch of the state government shall directly, himse1( or by any other person
in 1rust for him or for his use or benefit or on his account, undertake, execute, hold or eajoy, in whole or in part, any
contract or agreement made or entered into by or on behalf of the state ofldaho, if made by, through. or on behalf of
the department in which he is an officer or employee; or if made by, through or on beha]f of any other department
unless the same is made after competitive bids.
(2) Except as provided by section 67..5'7,18;•. Jdaho Code,.DQ officer or employee shall influence or attempt to influence
the award ofa contract to a particular vendor, Qr io deprlve or attempt to deprive any vendor of an acquisition contract.

(3) No officer or employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its· agent sliall co.nspii'c with an
officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or·a~ to depn";Je a
vendor of an acquisition award.
(4) No officer or employee shall mil to utilize an open contract without justifiable cause for such action. No officer or
employee shall accept property which he knows does not meet specifications or substantially meet the original perfol'DWlCc test results.

J

(5) Deprivation, influence or attempts thereat shall not include written reports. based upon substantial ~vidence., sent to
the administrator of the division of purchasing concerning matters relating to the responsibility of vendors.
(6) No vendor or related party, or subsidiary, or affiliate of a vendor may submit a bid to obtain a contract to provide
property to the state, if the vendor or related party, or affiliate or subsidiary was paid for services utilized in preparing
the bid specifications or if the services influenced the procurement process.

··~
;
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Title 67. State Government and State Affairs
._ Chapter 57. Department of Administration
.. _. § 67-5733. Division. of plll'Chaliog-Appeals
(1) (a) There shall be. beginning w.ith the day ofreceipt ofnoticet a period ofnot more than ten (10) working days in
which any vendor, qualified and able to sell or supply the items to be acquired, may notify in wrlting the administrator of the divjsion of purchasing of his intention to challenge the specifications and shall specifically state the
exact nature ofhis challenge. The specific challenge shall descn"'be the location of the challenged portion or clause in
the specification document, unless the challenge concerns an omission, explain why any provision should be struck,
added or altered, and contain suggested corrections.

'

•• i
_J

Upon receipt of the challenge, the administrator of the division of purchasing shall either deny the challenge, and
such denial shall be considered the final agency decision, or he shall present the matter to the director of the department of administration :fur appointment of a determinations officer. If the director of the department of administration appoints a determinations officer, then all vendors, who are invited to bid on the property sought to be
acquired, shall be notified of the appeal and the appointment of determinations officer and may indicate in writing
their agreement or disagreement with the challenge within five (5) days. The notice to the vendom may be electronic. Any vendor may note his agreement or disagreement with the challenge. The determinations officer may, on
his own motion, refer the challenge portion and any related portions of the challenge to the author of the specification to be rewritten with the advice and comments of the vendors capable of supplying the property; rewrite the
specification himself and/or reject all or any part of any challenge. If specifications are to be rewritten, the matter
shall be continued until the determinations officer makes a final determination of the acceptability ofthe revised
specifications.

'j

The administrator shall reset the bid opening no later than fifteen (15) days after final determination ofchallenges or
the amendment of the specifications. If the administrator denies the challenge, then the bid opening date shall not be
reset

_l

r

i

·--'

_J

-·'
I

J

_.)

The final decision of the determinations officer or administrator on the challenge to specifications shall not be
considered a contested case within the meaning of the administrative procedure act; provided that a vendor disagreeing with specifications may include such disagreement as a reason for asking for appointment of a determinations officerpursuantto section 67-5733(1)(c), Idaho Code.

_j

J

j

!

(b) There shall be, beginning with the day following receipt ofnotice of rejection, a period of five (5) working days
in which a bidder whose bid was found nomesponsive may appeal such decision to the director of the department of
administration. A nonresponsive bid, within the meaning of this chapter, is a bid which does not comply with the bid
invitation and specifications and shall not apply to a vendor whose bid is considered but who is determined not to be
the lowest responsible bidder as defined in this chapter. The director sball;
(i) Deny the application; or

(ii) Appoint a determinations officer to review the record and submit a recommended order to the director to af:fum or reverse the administrator's decision of bid nonresponsiveness.
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The director shall, upon receipt of a written recommendation from th~ determinatious officer, BUBtain, modify or
reverse the administretor's nonresponsive bid decision. An appeal conducted undc:tthe;provisiqns of this subsection
shall not be considered a contested case and shall not be subject to judi~ review under Ute provi,siµns 0£ cmipter
52, title 67, Idaho Code.

(c) Awndor whose bid is consideredinay, within five($) working da~ following receipt ofnotice that he is not the
lowest ~ ~ l e bidder, apply•to t h e ~ of the departrnent.ofadmmistration for appointment of a detenniM
QBtions offi~. The applicawm shall set forth: in spc;iejfic tmns the teaSOns why the administrator's decision is
thought to be erroneous. Upon receipt of the application, the director shall within three (3) working days:
(i) Deny the application, and such denial shall be considered the :final agency decision; or
(ii) Appoint a detcnninations officer to review the record to detennine whether the administrator's selection of the
lowest responsible bidder is correct; or

J
l

i
..J

_J

·-,

(iii) Appoint a determinations officer with authority to conduct a contested case hearing in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.
A detenninations officer appointed pursuant to section 67-5733(l)(c)(ii), Idaho Code, shall inform the director by
written recommendation whether, in his opinion, the administrator's selection of the lowest responsible bidder is
cQtteet. The determinations officcrin making this recommendation may rely on the documents ofrecord, statcm.enl,s
of.employees of the state ofldaho. participatingJn any phase qfthc sclec.tion process,. and statements ot any vendor
submitting a bid. A contested. case hearing shall not be l!lJowed and the determinations o:ffic.er shall not be,reqµired
~ soJ,icit statements :from any per.;on. Upon receipt of the recommendation from the.determinations officer, ~
director shall sustain, modify or reverse the decision oftbe administrator on the selection of the lowes.t ICSpons1ole
bidder or 1he director may appoint a determinations officer pursuant to section 67M5733(l)(c)(ili), Idaho Code.

I

J

J
-·

r

_j
..,

A determinations officer appointed pursuant to section 67·5733(1)(c}(ili), Idaho Code, shall conduct a contested
case hearing and upon conclusion of the hearing shall prepare fmdings of f$c:~ conclusions of Jaw and a recommended order for the director of the department of administration. Upon receipt of the findings: of fact. conclusions
of law and recommended order, the director shall enter a final order sustaining. modifying or~e,rsing the decision
of the administrator on the selection of the lowest responsible bidder.
(d) In the case o.f a sqle source procurement, tliere shall be a period ofnot more than five (5) worldng da.ys from the
last date ofpublic notice in which any-vendor, l.lble to sell or supply the item(s) to be.acqaired, may mtifythe adM
ministratorofthe division ofpurchasing..in writing, ofhis intention to cball~e the sole soun:e procurement and
briefly explain the nature of the challenge.
Upon receipt of the challenge, the director shall either:
(i) Deny the application; or
(ii) Appoint a detenninations officer to review the record and submit a recommended order to the director to afM
firm or reverse the administrator's sole source determination.

The director shall, upon receipt of a written recommendation ii:001,. the determhµwons offiG'CI', ~tain, modify or
reverse the administrator's sole source determination. An appeal c.onducted under the provisions of this subsection
shall not be considered a contested case and shall not be subject tp judicial review under.the provisions of chapter
52, title 67, Idaho Code.
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{e) The administrator of the division of purchasing may, on his own initiative, file a complaint with the director for
a hearing before a detenninations officer. The director shall appoint a detenninations officer who shall make written
recommendations to the director and the director shall render whatever decision is necessary to resolve the complaint
(2) The director of the department of administration is hereby authorized and directed to appoint a determinations
officer whenever one is required by this chapter. The officer shall meet and render whatever detennination is called
for. When a complaint is filed pursuant to section 67-5733(1)(b), Idaho Code, no bid may be awarded until the final
decision is nmdered by the director of the department of administration; provided that in all other cases where a detenn.inations officer is appointed by the director, the director shall have the power to allow the acquisition contract to
be awarded to the successful bidder prior to or after the decision of the determinations officer ifhe determines such
award to be in the best interest of the state. Any determinations officer appointed pursuant to this section shall exist
only for the duration ofunresolved complaints on an acquisition and shall be dismissed upon resolution of all such
complaints. The detenninations officer shall be guided in bis detennination by the best economic -interests of the state
for both the near future and more extended periods of time. In addition to the powers conferred on the determinations
officer, the director of the department ofadm.inistration may: impose -the penalty prescribed by section 67-5734(3),
Idaho Code; enjoin any activity which violates this chapter; direct that bids be rejected, or sustained; direct that specifications be rejected, sustained or modified; and direct further legal action.

1

j

(3) Challenges or appeals conducted pursuant to section 67-5733(l)(a), (l)(b). (l)(c)(i) or (I)(c}(ii), Idaho Code, shall
not be considered to be a contested case as that term is defined in the administrative procedure act An appeal conducted pursuant to section 67-5733(l)(c)(ili), Idaho Code, shall be conducted as a contested case according to the
provisions of ch.apter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.
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TEAMING AGREEMENT
This teaming agreement i11 datocl January 7, 2009 between Education Networlca of America, Inc., a Delaware
cmporation and its wholly-owned 11.1b1idiary ENA Semcea, LLC. a Delaware limilcd liability coipOration
(collectively".ENA"), and S:frla&• Networb, LLC, an Idaho limit~ liability ~any("~').
l. DefhiUfon,
(a) Coaffdential loformatioa. "Confidcmtial Jnfonnatiop" means my Information that 11 not genenlly
~vailablo to the public, whether of a technical, buainess, or other nature and that the receiving party knows or has
miron to know is confidctnfaI. proprietary, or trade secret information or the diaclosiq party. Confidential
Information includes lhc PropOlll and the terms of thia agreement. Collfidenaal Information doea not lncludit
information that is in the public do.main through no breach of thla Agreement by the receiving party or that is
already known or is independently davcloped by the rccclvina party.

(b) Prime Contract. ''PJjmc Contract" means the resultant contract(s) between ENA and/or Syringa with the
State ofldaho reguding the Project.
·

-·

I

(c) Project. "Emiaa" means that certain request for proposal, request ror quotation, invitation for bid, or
similar invitation for (i) the provision ofproducll or aervice.s in connection with the Slate of Idaho Rcqum for
Proposal #RPP02160 to construct the Idaho Education Network (''.IEN") and (ii) services provided under the
Prime COl!h'lcr.
(d) Propo11L

"Proposal" means the written responso to lhc Project.

(e) S:,rb1p MC1D1ber1. ''Syripga Membem" refers to the companies that arc members and owners of Syring&
Networb. LLC upon execution of this Agreement.
2. Tnmlag

"l

:J

J
=j
J

-.
J-;

(a) Purpose. ENA ii sccldni to become either (i) the prime contractor for the: Projaet or (ii) the ,prime
contractor for Im: portion of the Project which provides Ill services to Eehool11 and libraries. If ENA or Syrinp
are awarded the Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa 1hall enter into an agrcemeot pursuant to which Syrin1a 11haU
provide '°1llleCtivity services statewide to ENA. The purpose of this agreement is to defme the parties' mpcctivc
rights and obligations in ccnnc:ction with the Propo11J, the Project, and the Prime Contract.
(b) Relatloo,blp. Tho partie3 agr= thal, as between tJie pmi~, ENA will be: the prime aintractor for either
(i) the: Project or (ii) tho prime contractor for the portion of the Project wich provides all 111rvices to scboola and
libraries, and, ff ENA ww the l'rinlc Contract, Syringa will provide amncctivity services in connection with the
ProjccL The partios ans and will be independent cOOll'lctons with respect to lhi1 qroemcnt and lhe Project.
(c) Propc>tal. ENA shall assume the lead role in preparing the Propo!llll. Syringa •hall provide ~b input.
review and fnfonnation into the Proposal as is ~ to complete all requiremcms of the Request for Proposal.

(d) Communlcatloa11, As between the parties, ENA will a$Sllme the lead role for external communications
regarding lhe Project nnd the Proposal, unless mutually agreed 10 by both partiea. Syrlnga shall promptly notify
ENA and obtain ENA 's authorization prior 10 any reapomc by Syring& in the cvett the customer or any employee
or offic« of the c:xccutivc or lcsjalativc blanch of the State of Idaho cODI.Bcts Syringa or vice-versa concerning tho
Propoaal.
(e) Joint Partfclpatioa, Neither party shall participate in efforts related to submittina a Proposal, whether by
itself a1 a prime contm:tor or with another party, independently of tJle either piny without the other party'• prior
written consent. Nothlng in lhil ap:cment however, is intended to preclude either party from fulftllins its
axiating obligations, or from indcpondcntly submitting proposab or pcrfunninJ wock, unrelated to the Proji:ct.

-1 -
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(f) Esi1t1111 and Future C111tomer Relationships. Nothing in this aere,enu:nt 111 intended to pr=ludc c:itMr
party from fulfilling its cdsting obllgatiom to provide service under cidstina cDDlrletS or service agreement, with
customers that may be clisiblci to m:civc service under the Project reginileas if suc.b QbligaUons may be, in
conflict with Section 2(e) abovo. Neither party shall enter into a new contnlCt o.r fu.lim: ·ammmm=1 with ,ny
customer that may bo eligible to n:caiw aervicc Wider the Project without written approval of the other puty,
which shall not be unreasonably wilhheld should the requesting party be able to prove that auch a con1ract or
IICl"Vice amngement will not be entered into in bad faith to the goals of the Project or the other party.

(g) Coafldentfallty. Neither party shall disclose to any third pmty, or 'USO for any purpose other lhan In
liuthmnce ofBNA's efl'orta to win the Primci Contract, any Confidential lnfonnatlon of the olhcr" party.
(h) Termb1atio11. This a,reement will terminate without U11bllity 1lJ>On any oflhe following cven1s:

(i) the CU!tom« fu111111ly and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels lhc P.roji:x::t;
(ii) Either party notifies the other that it is ceasing its efforts with rcspeot to the Project, however auch a
notificalion ab.all not absolves either party of ita obligations under Sc,ction 2(e) and 2(g) above;

(iii)thc annivmaiy of this agreement in lhc absence of an award, cxtcnaion, canccll11ion, or withdruwal
of the Project;

(iv) mutual written agreement of the parties; or

__,''l

-,
'

J

·1
l
_J

f

J
-,

(v) execution of the service agreement contemplated in Section 3(a) below.
3. Service AP'ecmcot

(a) Genenlly. If ENA wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section 2(a) above, the parties shall ~ccute a
partnarship agreement u specified in this agreement that will also inch1dc any required Dow-down provisions or
other 11ppropriatc tmllll simil1tt to those .set forth in the Prime Contract.·
(b) ENA lt"pou,lbUities. If ENA wiJl5 the Project as provided in· Section 2(a) above, in coMCCtiOll with
per.fbrming the Prime Contract, ENA shall be n:spansiblc: fur the following functiona for all participatiug schools
and libraries: (0 procuriil$ af\d owning ·all c:uslomcr premises equipment, (H) coordinating field service, (Iii")
managing the C\IStomer relatiODShlp, (iv) serving as the fisc11l and contncting agent, including responsibility for
invoicjpg ~ collections. (v) mamicmcnt of·E-Ratc: funda, and (vi) procuring. maoaiint:, and provhionlng last
mile circuits.
(c) Syria1:11 Re1po11slblUdet. If ENA wins lhc Proj~I as provided in Section 2(11) above, io coMectlon with
perl'onniug the Prime Coallact, Syrinp •hall be RSpOmible for (i) providing the statewide baclcbone for lhc:
services, (il) providing Md opcnilng a network operations center r« the backbone, (iii) providing for co-location
of core network equip.ment. (iv) ptwWing and ownmg all Qlltomer pn:misi:s ~u.ipmeJlt not pt0vldcd by ENA,
(v) coordinating field acmca for non--school or library sites, (YI) managing tha customer rclalio11$hip for nonschool or library sit03 1 and (vii) procuring. managing and provisioning last mile clrcuita for non-school or library

sitc;S.
Cn addition. Syringa and Syringa Members shall have the first opportunity mi first right of refusal lo
provide Jast mile circuits delivered by ENA as p.ut of this Project. ENA shall notify Syrinp of all last mile
circuits needed for the Project. Syringa and Syrinp Member, shall have the fllSt opporlwlity to provide ENA a
cost estimale, a statement of service and quality requirement, of the last mile circuits proposed lo be provided by
Syring& or S)'ringa Mcmbm and I timclinc for providing such last mile circuits. After reviewing the Syringu or
Syringa Member proponl(a), ENA may seek proposal.1 from other providers. ENA shall award the contract for
last mila circuits to Syringa pr Syrlnp -Mctnbcrs unlcu the following condition& are ~t: (i) such other providen
can provide such last mile circuits mcc:ting or excec«:Ung the quality requiiemcnts reque5tcd by ENA and (ii) such
other providers can provide such last mile circuits at a better price: than that proposed by Syringa or Syringa

·2.
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Members; after Syringa and Syringa Mcmbcn have an opportunity to match the lower price point or (Hi) If the
timcfrunc for providing such last mile c~uit5 proposed by Syringa or Syringa Mmnbcrs would result In a prime
~ntract default for inability to dcliYCr semce in a timely manner. In solk:lting proposals from any olhc:r
providm, ENA a~l maintain the confidc:ntiality of Syringa or Syringa Mcmb«a' proponl.
(d) Joint bpoa1lbUJtlec. IfBNA wins the Project, in connection with pcnonniog the Pri~ Contract, tho
parti.:a ,hall jointly be responsible for {i) levcraain& lhc best prico from cxistin& carrier rcbltlonshiJn, {ii)
dovclopina additional cm:icr n:latlonahip for tbc pUJJ)08es of this project
(iii) interfacing between last mile
chcuits and Syrinaa.'1 backbone. Additionally, if selected for Iha Project, the parties shall also have Piujcct
review mcct.lngs, in a location and manner to be agreed upan in 1dY111cc of tho maceing, to ensW'c 1SUCCC111ful
execution and high lcvelll of customer satisfaction; such meetings 1haJJ occur not Jess than oncc,.per ca!endll?'

and

quarter.

!

j

'

J
"""\

'
.J

4. General. The pueics can IIJlCOd this qreement only by a written agreement of lhe parties that identifies
Jtxlf as an amendment to this aarcement, 'The parties can waive this a&reement only by a writing executed by the
party or parties agaimt whom the waiver i& IClll&h,t to be enforced. Each party shall pay its own fees and expenses
{fncludinr, without limilation, lhe fee:, md expenses of its aients, repreaenlativcs, attomeys. and accountants)
incurred in connection with the negotiation, dJaftins, execution, dclivccy, and perfonnancc ofthls asremnent md
the lrmsaetiom it contemplates. Neither party may assiiJl eny of its rights under this apecment, except with the
prior written i;:onsent of the other party. All assignments of riahll are prolu.'blted under the prec:ediJ1i .sentence,
whether they arc volwitary or involuntary. by mcraer, consolidation, dissolution, operation of Jaw or any other
manner. Any change of co11trol 1ta11S11ction is deemed un assianmcnt hcrCWJdcr. Neither party may d1:1Icg11te any

pcrfonnancc \!Oder Ibis agreement. Any purported assignment of rights or dcleptiou ofperfonnancc In violation
of this 1grecmc:.nt is void.

ENA

SYR.INOA

By.~

~-11i1£

Print:~
Title:
C.. rp-1 h:Vf

Title:

C.E.o

'J
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IN TH, SUPRElv.lE. COURT OF TH£ STATE: OF IDA~O

SYRINGA ·NETWORK.S, LLC, an Idaho iitl'lited·
.lip\,ility, cqinpa'-1,y, ·
·
SUPREME COURT NO. 38735

· Plpintiff~Appellant
__...
. ..cross·RC$pondent,
.
'

vs.

\.

~

A:c.l.a County Distri'c~ C~urt
Case No. ·cv oc 0923757

IDAHO' DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION;·
..
personal ang official caP.acity as .Pirector and Chief
Information Qfficer'of tl1e 'Jdahp Depirtinei1t of' . ...
Administration; JACK: <S. ~'OREO" ZICKAU, in his
p,ers~naf~d ot'~ci.~l. cjipa~ity as phiefJ:echnology
Officer :and Adtnini~tratoi" pf the, Office of the CIO;

'i. MICHAEL '~MIKE~' GWARTNEY, in his ·

'

·"

"'

.,-

•~

r

And
,,

ENA SERVICES; LLC, ·a divisi9n of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC.,
pelaware coq,oration; QWEST".. . . . . . .
COM~UNICATI0N$ ·qoM~ANY, LLC! a

a

De.lawate l.iin.ited ltabjlity c,pmpany;

.

'
SYRINGANETWORKS'
REPLY
....
. .:
. . .
...
- . . BRIEF
. ..
~

A~pcal from the District·Court of the Fourth Judicial District~
I~ and f9r ~he-C(mnty of.~da

·

Honorable Papick Ow~n, District Judge, Presiding
'.

• •

~

-

It

,

,'

'

.. •

•
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Pavid R Lombi\rdi,. IS_B .#1965.
Patrick J. Millci:, '1SB #3221
Ambei~ N. Dina, :1sB #7708

M~rlyl.) W. park
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY

GIVENS.PlJR,SLEY LLP,.

.r:o.-sox1611 · · . _ ·-

P. 0. Box 2720

Boise, ID ·83 701

J;loise~: Idaho ~3701
Attorneys for Plainti/f-Appeilant Syringa
J{enyor~, L,49,
• ..
· ·
Phillip.$. O~erre9ht

Farley· Obeirccht Wes_t Harwood & Burke

...

Attorneys for]d.ah9 Defat..~fAdmtn,· J.
Michael ;,Mike.'' 1 Gwartney & Jack G. ··'(kegi,
ZJckau.:

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT '{ROMAS

.702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700.
P.O. Box, 12_7( ··· · ·· ·
Boise; ID 83701

P.O. Box.829
B9ise, 1Q ·s~701

Robert S. Patterson:
BRADLEY ARANT BOUL1' CUMMINGS
J600 Di_Vi~ion ·str~~t~ Sµite 790 ·
Nashville, TN 37203

J;3. Lawrence. Theis
Steven Pcrfrcmcnt

A.t(<{rney~for E}II). 8_e,:vic~s, L!,,Q

·

HOLME ROBERT$. & OWEN
1700 Lin~oln ·st~eet, Suiti 4100

Denvet, CO . 80203. ·
. , Atiornej(/fot .Qwqsi. CQii11iuinicatio~1s.
Company
.
.
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I. INTRODUCTION

,r~e JEN ~eq ue~t;. f~r Proposals (~f'.~) pro.1~iscd a fair COI!]pctitive bid~~ng pr9ces~ for the
JEN Project that would be conducted in accordance wHh the law. Syringa entered into an
•

•

•

e

"

'

'

,.,

•

•

"

'

' •'

'

'

"'

'

~

•

•

'

,.

agreement with E-Rate,educational services provider ENA-to. cooperate in that process by the·
su}:n:n,ission of pte~ponsivc proposal.. As~ part 9f thqt a~1-e'ement; s·yring~ provided fin:ri prices

for its, c~np~p~iv!ty~e~l~es ~o E'!'JA .it~ exqhp,nge fot ~NA'~ agreenieµt to t'.J§e Syringti
qxclusively if i~ received a contract for the Proj~ct.
•

..

,..

•

>

•

~

•

¥

•

>

'

ENA built on thefinn prices provided bY'Syringa
to prepare and submit the bighest
.
'

~

'

a

r~mked, lowest 'cost iEN proposal arid recei~ed statewide- blanket ?urchase order (SBPO) from
the D~pw1,111_ent of ;\d1;ninj~tration (DQA) for .the Project. SccQrid plape Qwest, whi<;h ki1ew 41all

a!~)l~g t~a!.w~r ':Yo~l~ ~.~ providjng co,1111e9tiyity'\ r_~ceiye~ _ap identic~l ~BPO.
Pressured by the State Respondents a:nd Qwest follo~in~ tl~e issuance of the ·s~POs.,
ENA breached

its agreement with Syrin~a by agteeing 'to an illegal "split" .of the lEN Project

r~ultjng from,. am~nded saPOs that ~llocatcJl _specialized ·E:.Ratc ~crviccs to ENA but gav~ JEN
connectivity exclusiv~ly to. Qwest.
.,.

..,.,

~f'

•

·-~-

.. ~"

•

.•

~·

•.

Syringa received nothing as a result of its agreement with ENA. Qwest received all ti~~

~

•

•

'

~ \;

'

• •

•

•

~

'

'

•

"

'

I'

',·

IEN connectivit.?' that' ENA had agreed to obtain from Syringa and t1ie State Respondents

,t\Hin,pulated_'th~, co,npetitive. biddjhg proc.ess· With ·appare1it impunity.
~yri.nga .S\!e.d P.OA fo tt:~flhe. Jeg~lity of the ame.ndt;d ~B:PQs~· sued EN.A for l:>rc.a<;:l~ 9f
.

....

'(

.

'

covtract a,nd su~d Qw~st and th~ Stat~ Respondents for int~rfe!:ing. wit4 thq competitive biddi!tg
'
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process
and Syringa's.contract with ENA.
-~

-1001894

1
The district court dismissed all of Syringa
s,clainis.at summary Judgment. The case is
.
·~
'

~

''

now b9for~ this Court fo.r de novo i·eview.
T~e pµt]9.$~ ofthis·Reply Bi:ief ar~;

.

To de1~qn,s~r~~e t~auh~ 1s~qanc~ of ~h~ amend:~d ~BP9s that split the IEN Pi;oj~ct

\.

'

into separate ·contrac;:ts for dissimilar services violateq Idaho Code § 67-57 f 8A

that Syringa his sian.ding to vindicate;
T~ ·s~ow why th_e Teaming Agi;e~m~nt b.~tween S~·inga,'arid ENA was. f;!n

2.

'

.

•;

enforceable
that
by ENA;
. "·' ·~· -- contract
' - ..
.' . was breached
,, ,..
.
:,.

''

'

'

,,

~

'

~

'To ·identify principles of law:an9
disputes. of material fac;:t that prec;:iude
the.
.
.

3.

'

.• '

~

dismissai of srringa's interference 'claims;
·To i:~ply tQ the '.R~sp_ond~nfs~ ,argl!m·ents co1werning ntto.rneys fees.

4.

II! A~G.l!J\1EN'.I'

The Split' Of The IEN .(>rojcct Was A Fundamental Violation Of Idaho Law That
~yring~ ~-a~ ~t~_nding 'J;'~ Yin~~c~_te..

A.

S#nga ha$· consistel'1tly. chiimeq that the· ainendcd Si3Pbs. are unlawful because they
"!~la~e ~4a4o ~ode§ 67-?718A. (Complainti Ctjuri_t Tio, ,r,r 6.9.;..79, ~. pp. 29-3.0 niid Coµ1it

Tt1ree, ~ir 77;.94,_ R_. PP: ~p-33; I\flotiq!1 foF <).~d~r to S!1ow ¢ause:_lln4 suppo11!_ng I~Wt<?riaJs,

'R. 00563 - ·00688;. Syringa;s
Opening Brief, pp. 32-36 and 48-Si.).
,'
~

ENA accepts. the am91}dQd S.BJ>Os at face value, clairns they were unilaterally iinposcd,
.and as~e1tffthat. t'the S,tat~ .reserved the right tQ split the award". (ENA's Amc11dcd Brief, pp. 3j
.

.. -

.

.

.

.lq.an<1·22.) Qwest accepte~l the ben~fits of the amended saPOs whi9hit also claims.were
...

•

•

'

•

•

...

...

•

•

-

•

•

'

-

•

•

'

by .DOA;
'unilaterally
.y .imposed
.

./'

•

•

••

•

•

.,,

•.

"

•

•

..

..

4.

•
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•
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•
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"

~

The
' State Respondents,
' on the other
\ himd, ·provicie·no. subst.antive
•"

". 2:-
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dcfen:;;9 ofthc.aruended
SJ3P0s b\lt attack Syringa'.s st4nding {o assert that tlw ainen.ded SBPOs
$,, "
•
.,~ '
'.J

.,. .. ,

•

l

~

•'

'

•

,

•

<, "

,

•

~

'

,,

I

•

violate Idaho Code§ 67.-.57I8A. (State
Respondents' Brief,. p. 25.)
.
,

The disfric(cQµrt was: diyerted frbm.revicwing the legality of the amended SBPOs by its
err~me~u.s cpn~tu~io}l that' Syringa was qartcd .\)ya fail~re tq ~x44ust ~dmjni,~trative, temedi(:$ 1
The issue i& now squarely before this Court.
'

~

...... ' ' •.

«•. ,

... •

•. ,•

•

..

.. •

• •

•

•

• •

Jhe, Amended SBPOs- SpliUbc JEN Proj~ct,

l,

It i(undJ~p)lt~d tl;mt. !he an1ertded S~:('Os. sp,lit th~ lE~ Project ·ipto two

contrlJ.cts for

dissimH~r $~rvices. The State Respondents admit this fact ii;i th.cir Qounter~tatem.ent of facts:
.. ~.

•

...

'

~

,v.;.

,:.

'l,

-·

"? ,

~

'

-.~

'

~

•

•

,

'

'

•

•

•

;

, •

~

..

•

•

.. •

'

On. February 26~ 2009,. iDA issued Amendment l to SBPO 1308 and
.Amendment 1 to SBPO 1309. Id. at 588-593. Each.Amend111e11t
stated:··· "It i~ the int~nt. of the State ofldaho to ame~d SBPO 1308
[SJ3:PO 1309] to ~larify tl~e rll;l~s ·and .respcmsiJ>i,liti.es of the pa.i;ties, io
the agree~ne11t" Id. at 588 and 592. Each am~ndtncint also stated:
11
The State·.considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the IEN
Prqject as dem:~:m~trat~ci J1! ~h~ lnt.en_t to .1\ward Letter dat~,d Jan,*ry
20, iop~ and :the.subsequ~ntSB'PO 13.08 [SBPO 1309] d~ted January
28, 2009Y I4i at 589 and 593, The J\me11clments clarify the scop~ of
~cirk f~r·h,qth Q~~st ~cl. ENA, such t~at Qwest vyoµld be the general
contractor in coordination with ENA,for·all 1EN technical network
~~fYi?es, anci ;E:NA will l?e: the Service Provld~r, Jis~~d ont~~ State's
f'._ed.~ral E:-Rate i?onn 471 and.
·co'ordi.nate d!.'llivery .of all IEN
ne{wo~k services and support'. Jrj. 588 ~d 592 . .(~t~te Respon~eµts'
Brier.
'
..... i,,,PP.,• 6-7
., _,)'

will

ENA also admits that the,amcndeci SBPQs split the JEN Project, stating:
•
The State diµ not award the IE.N alliance the IEN contract;, instead, it
unilaterally decided to split the award between ENA (f9r E~rate) and
Qwest (for.conn~cti,vity) .. (~NA's Am~nded_B,:-l~f, ·p. .3; See _also, pp.
7;- 8, 9, 20, 24-25 and 27!
The State Respond~nts and ENA ad111it the JEN Project was split into dissimilar contracts, and
,

•

• '

r,. •
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. ,.. .
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'

'•, •

•

.-.

•

.

• ' '

•

,

'·

"

'

' .,

the State
Respondents aiso admit. that Syringa
was l1am1ed as a. result, siating:
...
..
... . . :
,

~'.

,

'

.J.
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The effect of Afllendm~nt 1 to SJ3PO 130,8 ~nd to SBPO 13.09 was to

·assig,:i to Qwe&~ the ~'entire scope of 'York assign~d to .syringa i_n the:
Teaming Agreement u11d the IEN Alliance·Proposal:". Id. at-1144.
(State Respmidents' B1;ief, p. 7.)
• ..

•'•

~

•• •

J -~ (

~

'

~.

'

•

•

Qwest tnak;~s rio effort fo uef(;)_nd· the: legality· of the amen·4~,4 :sBPO& arid offers no

oppo_si~to11 to the co_11Ql)l$i~w.that the ~~epded ~13~0~. sp_lit the IE~ P.roJect into _twq· sep:ar~te.
contracts for .dissi1nilai' services.
~.

,

' ' , •.... '

,

'.

'',

i.

':.t

' '

'·....

(

The Amend~d SBPOs Viol~te Idqho Law and Damaged Syring~.

· T~~ ~dJ1.ho. ~o_mpet\tive ~idding pr:qcess j~ d~$~ribe~ .in. detail in ,I4aho Code §§_ 67-57~ ~

through
These
of
bids~. protest
.. 67-5740.
. ..
. ,.. statute$
..
. govern
. .. bid ·specifications,
.
.
. the solicitation
.
. . ..
. . of
:;,.

,•

,

' '

,

'

'

'

;

~

~

specifications, thesclection·ofthe lowest responsible bidder, multiple awards and the initial

issU&nPC of sttltc. ~oiitracts. These statutes _also providc,'as aenionstrated in. Syril1ga' s Opening"
.

.

'

Bri~f)' that it Is uritawful for' the. State_ to award 111ultiple c_ontr~cts. for· dissimilar ptpperty ~o
multJple ~id4e~s, follc:,wi1.1g c<:>mpetitive bidding. (I4aho. Code.§ 67·S718A, Syringa's Om~ning
.. , ...

-

•

~ --

~

• '

••

'

..

>

•

'

~·

•.

..

•

'

.,

•

'

•

'lo

Brie(pp. 49-51)
~

~·

>

~

,•

•

•

Ex1stin~ law becomes part of the confract'that

results· from an RFP .and.an ·accefted bid,

.See,: -e.g., fr!1izafy Ife(llfh. l'}'etw_ork,.1itc; v. $ta.re ofJi,/abp, Dep<trti?i~ni off1.d1nih(s_trp(io_~, 1~7
Idaho
093,
6.6-7, 5~_P
311
(2002).
lda,h().. Gode § .67-~71
SA
.
,.
. . . .:.}d
... 307,
.
...
'
.
. wa$ pai;t
.. of
. the law in
.
.

.

'

~xistctice it:1 idaho
;it the. time of the
the l;~ttcr of Intc11t
and
the origina'l
SBPOs to
.
. I.E'N RFP,
.. .
-~
-~'
.
. .
,.,:

~

~

'

'

'

\

:;

'

~

ENA and to Qwest.
Idaho Code §,. 67:571 SA authorizes awards and contracts to multiple bidders
.
for th~.'~saine pr sitnilar pi:opei;ty'' in spe:cific circumstances and subje9t fo express conditipns. lt
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3;

S~rin~a
Has Standing' .to Cballen;e the Amended SBPOs.
.

Nei,ther Qw~st-n.Pr E'f'i!A, disput~ Syringfs ·~t~11dinfJ:~~ challenge ~ho ame~ded $BP0s.
The .State Respo_rtdents 4iscµss federal ~nd state procurement pases supportive of the principle
•

-·

"

+ ,.....

·•

,
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... •

•

.,.

,

-

••

'

•
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•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

'

,

,,

"

that disappointed· bidders do not have· standing to cha1lenge an award .absent authorizing
-le_gislation? but ultiiiuitel~ ·acknowh:dge that ~sfotutoty l_aw iµ the relevant jurisdi¢ticin usually
·c,ontrols. (St~te Respqn99Iits' Bri~f, PP.: 10-1~.) Th(: appli¢_able_ ~t~tute irt this ·c~s_ejs Idaho
Code. § 10-1202
.
·-·
..
._

.

Subject
to the·. constitutiomd '''cas9 or controversy'' requirements of'standing,. Idaho Code
.
'

~

·access to the courts' for perso.ns whose r!ghts ar~ affected hr contract, statute,
fran_chfs.e ·~d/or ~imil.ar relations. ns~ates:
§ 10-12.02 provides

fi.ny p.ets.on i!1t9r~st~d uµd<?r a deed,. \:\'ill,. ~ri~te11 contr.act or oth~r
·wJ·itings constituting acontract or any c:>ral contract, pr whO:se rights,
stfttus·or othcr·lcgal retaijons are affcctc4 by a st_atutc, municipal
Qidihancc, c'ontra_ct <?t: fr~nchis·c, tnay hayc :dcte~rntned any 'qutistion Qf
construction or validity arising under thQ .instnuncnt, statute,
or9inanc,e, c9~tract or fraJicM~·(.} and c:>btaj_~ a decl~!-ltiop. of #gl1ts,
&tatus.or Qther 1~ga1 relation$ tlwreun.4er.
.

Syring~
is. :StJch
a •:·p~rson;,
and
this
case
satisfies
the 'f,case or
i·equi_ryment
. ·- . . .
.
.
...
. .
. .
. controyersy'~
.
. .
.
'

)

.addressed

'

,~

'

'

'

~

'

~

'

'

in Young v. City o.fKeialtu11i, 137 Idaho l 02, 104, .44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002); see also
..

..

'

•

'

Scott v.. Buhl Jo.i,,it School l)istrict, 123 Jdaho 779, ssi I1.2d 1376 (1993).

f•

•

$yringa, as. a.

~ubc911tracJqr to..E'NA, incurrefl an AclWi.tted injury in fact tho.Us di~cctly related t_o the ~niawful
split pf th~ IEN Project. The "district court propc::rly rulecl that Syringa has qqt}stitu.tionai ·stauping
"

•

•

~

~

;.

~

I

"'

•

'

•

•

>

~

n

"

•

•"'

'

~

•

,'

..

~

,

~

to b1:ing
this action, :(Memorandum Decision and Order, R. 1139-1159 and 1149-1153..)
. .
"

~

The St~tc Resp.cinden(s o,f-fc1: three. faulty adminish~tiye law. based theories aguinst
Syri1iga'$ sJfi_nding to 9halk;nge th(unlawful am:ended JEN. SBP.Qs.

-5,-.
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Syringa
cannot challenge the amended SBPOs because it failed to protest thcJEN
->

·1.

RFP multiple .award spccific_atlonS: (StaJe.Respondents' Bdef, pp. 13-22~;
Sytj1Jgd C!ltlilOJ challenge the, am~nde~ SBPQs becat~s~ it .failed tq pr9t~~t the

2.

Jat\ua1y 2Q1 2Q09 N_<?tice. qq~tertt (~.t~t~ lle.~pond¢~tf Bri.c~, pp. 22-25);

t

Syrin~a's c9nt~ntion that Idaho·code § 67-5733(1)(c~ provides no post-contract

adrninistrative·re1nedyis an irrelevant ted herring (Stafo·R~sporidents; Brief,
p .. 25).

~ach <?f t~es~ the9rjes i_~ -~~~~-~ on thAJal~c prcr1:1Js_c. that Syrjng~ failed tQ_ e~h_aust an av9:ila9l~
admi.ni~tra~ive_ rel!led y.
'Syringa's ·standing is Not Defeated by Failure to Challenge tile IEN
Uifj ,Spc~i(i~~~i~~·s~ ·
·

(a)

Syrlnga
does· nt>t challenge the· JEN bid spedficat_ions that lawfully 1ioyided the
·~
,,

IEN Project cou_ld b~ th.~ subject of a µiµltipl(award. NQh5'.thele.~s, the State Rcsponqents

.

'

arg~1e,. ba~_ed upo_n ~ tpi$qons.~rur;ti91). of C.ol;lnts .2 and~ 9f Syri_ng~'s Complaint,, !l.1at

syringa lacks standing
because
it failed
to protest the specifications of the JEN R.FP.
.
.
..
.

.

'"

,.

·, ,

'

"

(State.Respondents Btief,pp. 21-22; 25.) 'The State Respondents are ·wr01)g.

Count Two of Sypnga>.s Complaint allegqs, .in relevant .part, that the amended 'JEN
11

pur¢hase_oi'det'$" (aniended SBPQs) violated Idaho Code§ _67-S718A,.and that Gwartney and/pr
~

•

~

'

•

'

,,

< •

r

•

•

•'

~

•

~

•

'

~

•

•

~.

'

<

Zickau. conspired with Qwest, in yioh1tion or'iclaho Code.§ 67-5726, to exclude Syi:inga from
f ·~

'

'

•

~

•

,

¥

"

...

t

•

,,

,.

..

,

'

•

'

'

....

"

•

' •

participating-in. the IEN. Count Three of Syringa's Complaint alleges 'that the runended SBPOs
'.:t

'

"

••

yiolatcd Idaho Codi,§ (>7-5718.A ancl ~eeks a 'declarato.ry. ju.dgmqnt
declai'ing tlic am911ded
",
\

'

,

.SBPOs ypid. Neither _CqunfJ''V,o 11or CQ.unt Thre~ rnen!!on~ ~t chall_enges:the IE~

:-6-
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specifications. (R. 28~33, Complaint,. Counts Two aiidThre.e, 1,J62-94.) s·yringa contends tne
A

,:

A

:/'

'

'

'

spe9ifications tQ RFP 02160 $Upport the mak.hig pf a lawful i.C..§ .~?-5718Amultiple avyaro.
Syringa'$' Complaint, c<;m_¢cri}~. the unlawful split t)u1t r1;1suit~d fro~ the ~m~ndcd SBPOs,

The. State Respondents', contention that Syringa has no .sta11ding to chall~ngc the amer,.ded
•

•

.. ,. "~

•

' ',.

,

~

'

,

'1•·

...

,

,

~

:

'

'

"

•

•

•

•

SBPO~ ~ecause Jts 'Complaint challen~cs the ic~ali~ of the multiJ?le award under the iEN RFP'
specifications

is 'not true~ is not $Upporfod by the Complaint or the Recor4 u11d has n9 merit.
8-yririga' Standing Is Not D_cfcatcd by Faitur~ to Cba,llenge the:
Multi1:1Ie Award of Januarr, 20_! 2009.

(b)

Th¢)nu1(ipJe. ~Ward to. E_NA ·aµ~ Qw~$~ w,af a~mo,\u~ced_ by th_e_.l?OA (?11, 1$1:~ary 2Q,_ 2Q99.
Neither
nor EN.A pr9tested
the ..multiple
Qr. claimed
that
ENA was the ' 1iowest
... ·syiinga
. . ..
"'·• .,. . ... .
. .
. award
,,
.
.
~

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

responsible bidder'' under Idaho Code§ 6.7':"5733(1l(c~. Ncithei: Syi'in~anor ENA had reascin. to

protest. be~ause thcdan:uary 20, 2009 Letter Qflnfent (R,. 5~.t) giycs 110 indi9_~tion that t_he IEN

Pr9j~~t would 1;,e unlawfully_spti~ int9 two pontracts for diss)mi_lar prope_rty _in ".'i<?lation qf I~ahq
C9de § ~7-571 ~,A. ;No,t~~iy,, Mr. Gwartney .ad1:nitted th_at he knew that the project, W~Qld be -~plit~

admitted
t.hat
the Letter of intent s&id nothing about:the project being. split, and did nothing to
.
,

'

~

.

'

'•

advise:thc bidders the. award would be iplit beibre the appeal tirp.e had ru1i:•
.

.

Q.
Okay. Would you_tjgree th~t th~_IE:~ project ~nd the cqritracts:
that were ultimately let, in simple terms, involvc.E-Rate and
,

:Connectivity as two· separate elements?'
...

•

A.

,

"

~

•

.... -

•

y'<

•

,'

,,

-

....

•

'

•

'

·-

I would a~gc that thos2 ·ru:e fa,q_ critical ~l~ments, yes.
.

.

'

Q. . O_~ay. And ~ne 9f tl,iose el~x:nepts. was, acc<:>r9ing_ to _this ~plit,.
fo b¢.'providcd by E.NA?
··
· · · , ·
A.

Yes.

Qi

A.net that was the p-Rat~ cotnponent; 99rrec_t7

-7001900

•
Amon~ other thinM~; but that was their special skill~ yeah.

· A.

Q.
O~ay. A1_1d. it w~is the, coimectivity coinpQn.ent·-- th!:\t is~
actually niaking the corine'ctions and providing "the' broadband- that
wa~ 1<'> be exclusively Qwest unde1: this bi~ split?
J

. . . . . . . . ~.

,,,..,

•

>

'

~

''

"~

,,

'

..

~

A.

.Qwest and/or whoever they authorized to work with, whatever
other words
there
are;
.
'

Q.
01,cay, An4 tha~ was the inten~ of tlle l~tter of int_cnt dated
January 20, 2009?
A.

You're· back to Exhibit 27?

Q.

Yes.·

A.

Yes.

•''.' <

<

A•

"

•

~-

..

Q.
'W.hcrc· do.es it say that _the award in the dmtracts. would be
split
it1
that fashion. on.Exhibit
27?:
''·
.
.
'

,

,"

,

:1t doesn1t s·ay.that.

A.

Q.
Do you know how the spiit that youi.ve just described for me,
'Yl)icl1 ge~erally inyoly~s ?-Rate going tq EN':', and Intef!}et
connectivity going to Qwest> was communicated. to ENA?
-

.

A.

Do r know :when?

Q'.

How?

A.

How? I don't know specifically, no.

-' ...

... '

,

• ~

,>

,,

,'

,<

•

'. < ;

•

..

•

(Conf.R.~9Z;, Gw{Ut_ncy Dep'o,
p.. 15.9, L. ) ~ .
·~

'

'

•

,,<!

p. 161,,J... 15.)

Sytjngadoes, hot·chal11:;11g~:th~ J;.ietter ofI~te1,1,t 9r th~. iden.ti<?~l ap~;l!;l.wn1\ .S_BPQ~ i~~ued
to Qwe,st nnci .ENA .oo J~u1uary 2.8, 2009 because they did llQt spHt the JEN Projcc.t. .Syringa
'

•

,\.

•

t '

~ ~

•

"'

~

• ,

,... '

,

•

"

..

,

•

~

J/

•

'

•

-

•

•

•

does_, however# challenge the uniawful alliended SBPOs because they did split the Proje.ct.
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Syringa;s Standing.ls Not Defeated by the ·Failure·to Challenge the
A~1¢nded SBPOs.
.'

(c)
,(

Ncifu~r Idaho .Code.§ 67-5.73'3 .rior ru1y other IdahQ PlJfChasirig 5.tatute ptovides a 150St.

"

qpntra9t admini.stn1fiV,e r~meqy that ~uppl~ts ,Syringa'$ .right to bring .a~ action µnd~t Jd&ho
1

.

.

.

,

.

,

Code.§ 10.· 12Q2. Failµre to exhaw~t adm\nistrative remedies is not ubar to litigation when, as. in
'

··~

.,

---

~

,,,

•

'

'

•

<

·~

'

~

.,

..-,.

,,_

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

this case, there are 110. ~dministrative remedies to exhaust.
Sea
Fuchs
ofidaho,
.
.
. . v. State
.
'

'

'

,

•'.

'

Deparirrieni .ofIdaho State Police, Bureau ofAlcohoi Beverage Co,itrol, 1S2 fdaho 626, 272 P.3d
;

•

>

~

..

12~.7 (2012);L_pchsii Fqjls,. L.f.t.C. ~. State, 147 Idaho 232,.207 P.3d 96.31 t20Q9); (See q,lso·

Ope1jing Brief, pp. 32..:3(5.)
.

•

~

,

•

l

..

.

Tl?-.c ~fat~ R~s_pondcmts h~vc· id~ntificd .no statute that affords a pos_t-co11t~act ame~dme11_t
administrative remedy, offered no defense of the district court ruling·that the uamendments were

efteqtively th~ aw·ard~'' .(R. J659; 'Opei1irig llnef, pp. 34~36), ~nd offered no response to
S)'t:ii\ga'~ analxsi.~ Q.t})er than to.call it an itrel~vant ,:ed. herring. Tl1~ St~h~ ~cspond9.rits h_aye, by
!h<;ii·
'r~ilure tq.... present- a_ny
on ·this point,
had
,.. ... ,
. .authority or analysis
, ......
,,-.. cqnccded
. . . the issuq. Syringa
- '.
•'

,

~

,.

•,

,, ,

~

'

'

'

,

~

.,

~,

·no. administrative remedies to exhaust and clearly'h~s standing. .to challenge tl,e amended SBPOs.
. ~

'

Thesummaryjudgmc.11t 4ismjss1ng C6µn.ts TWo.and Three ofSyrirtga's Complaiiit
'.~

:

~ho~ld~. tl1er~fore, h{t-rev~rsed al'.ld the claims rernande9.

The ~~sten.c~ a.lid, Breach of th,~ T~amil~g ~gre,emcnp,1 r~s~•·t ~SS!J:CS: That. c~_ll Qnly

B.

b~ Resolved by a Jury._

f·

Tile_ T~.aP1i!1gAg1·cC!0t~nt was c;omJ)lct~ b_1 its M~tcl'ial Tc.-m~; ·

The R~~pond~i:it~ w_r9-11gly ass~tt: that the Teaming Agi'eement laqk~d "definite and
.

.

'

,

m:ate~i~l t~11ns, sueµ .as r;>ric~, -~~1d b~cau$~)t e~pi:pssly contempl~tc~ thq 11.cc.d tq_ C}?(:epute a
subscq_u~~t agree~~nt? (ENA_'s A1!1ended ~rief? .P·. 13; Qwest?s Bri~f, pp. 3~5'.) ~he.

'." 9.
001902

Respondents are wrong because the.'reaming.Agreemertt
contained all the material terms;
.
,,
"',

inc~uping !l

process for establishing Syi'in~a's ~rice to ENA, 'thahvcrc necessary. ·the

Resp9i:id91)t~ are al.8-Q wrcmg beqausc they 96nflttt¢ Syringa:i; ptjcc··t9 I;NA with J;:NA's ppce to

th,c,, S~at~: (E}\TA~·~ ,f\pjended. B~ef, P: ~4;, Qw~.~rs J3ri~f, PPr ~-~.: 1~.-J 9.)
The Cost of ~yri~ga's $erv!ces to ENA was Firm, was Not DeJ>emJent
_oq ~NA's. Cos.t. t~ t.he S.tat~, a11c;I. in the R._ec9rd:. . .
.·

r~

The Tcaining Agreemciit detailed the obligations of ENA and Syringa with respect
,-l

"•

:their jQipt efforts to 'obtain a, priiric, contra~t ~hd their respe_ctiye

'

to

performance. obligations if tl)e..

~NA Pi:opq~:at (~s~,ltcp i~ ~prime q(?n~ract. Spe~Mi.c ptjcjng did not nee.d 19 be ii'1clud~~ within.

the four co111t":rs 9fthe 'i'earnh1g A.gr~ement because the ·~price'~ fot Sytinga's conne_ctivity
,,•

..

0

'

••

0

0

•

,•

•

0

,

•

V

'

'

services to ENA was required to be provided by Syringa
to ENA by. f2(c)
of the Teaming
"
" .
~

Agrecimenf, That price proyided by Syri11ga 011 January$ and '9, 2009 was acCCJ?ted by ENA and
·Qecamc fl. p~rt ofthe.·Teami,ng Agree.m~nt. (R, 1794 - 1795, Low(;} Depo., p. 94, L. ·7:~ p_. ~~'

J.,: 22; i797 - l~Pl~ L~~e D_cp,o., p. 174, L'. 2,1 :._ p. 178~ L. 7~ .Affig~yit op<.cyJn Jo_hl1S(?l1,

R. cion.t:,pp. 5i4.-58i'.)
Paragraph
2(. c) of the Teaming Agreeme1it
required Syringa
to "provide
·such input,
.
.
.
.
~

~

~

,

.

,;

'

~

rev~C\Y an_d i~fonjiation into thc,Prqposal a~ is.requir:¢ tp corhpldc.:allt:etjuircin9nts of the
'

.

'

}l~qu(?~t f<,>r Propo~alY (~. p. $,76.) ENA'~- a~missio11 that ths: Tcruµing Agreement wa~
('unquestionably com1?lete·9oncerning the parties' efforts to obt~in the prime contfijct" is an
l""

'

-,

•

•

'

'

•

....

•

·acknowlcdgcme11t that iacccived and used Syringa's pdcingin the prcparation.of its.response:to
;-:._

'thcRJ;ij>. (ENA'sAiriended~ricf,p, 18.)

E,NA?s. ~~s.dirt1c~ion on. ~!is issue,atjses from jts co:pflation _of ~he Syringa ptjce to ENA.

- _10 001903

with ENA's price to the 'state. The two are separate and
distinct. Syringa's
price·to.E'NA
is tl).e
.
.
...
.
~

~

s~bject cifthe A:ffid11vii ofK,evfo Jofinson.(R. Cohf. 514.. 5·s2) and was a :firm·'\vholesale', price
.

'•

that brpke, the c~.nti,ect.ivrtfservic~:s SyrjngtiWas to provide fo EN~ jntQ separ,ately priced

component parts.
,.

~

...

'

,

'

,l

ENAf$. pric~. to the $tfltt\ on the othc;r hand, was a ''retair-' pd~e. fQt
~

•

.,>

1,

'

,

,_

•

•'

/i.,.

,.

I

'

•~

'

eyerylhing, inciuding E~Rate servfce required to provide the IEN ;,end to end';. soiuti(?n. That
<

'

•

>

•

<

<

..

•.

,

•

'A

prlce Was culciilateci by ENA.
ENA. frie:ftp hide th~ facnh~t Syrfoga's. price to ENA was detent1i_ned its a p~rt of the·
I

,

·prep~r~ti<?~: a!l.4 ~u~in!s~iq!1. 9f ENA 1.s respon.se to the l\"FP by ~tatili'g thf!t. the R,FP w~~ not

i!.1tendcd to specif~ i~e act'ual needs .of tJ1e ,schpo1~. for tlJ~ JEN ~1!~? tlwi,·ef~rc_, tlw total pi:ic~ '\V~S
riot known, This is true! but irrelevant ENA;s ·1on~_explanation ofthe·process by which the

amount of services reqi.iired woµld be determined (ENA'~ Amended Brief, pp, 14~15). is
',.

i~yleyA11t b_eca-q_si~ t\l,~ Jsc.y elcm~nt !o IE;N' p#cing Wll~. rt9t to.t~l ptjccj b_ut p_er µnit pric.~! ENA' s

·explm!1;1tJ0!1 is ·~Is~. irrcl_cv~1t ~e~ca1:!S~ Sy_tjQ_t(s .P~·!~e t9_ ;E~A. yi,a~ 11ot depende.nt ~p~m EN~'s,
-price to ·the Stat·c - Syringa was committed· to provide as much,. Ol;'
E,ls l.ittle.conQ.cctivity
as ENA
'
.

.

~

.r~qui;ed~

'

'

'

at'its statecl price.

syo:riga'§ pri~ing tq. ENA consist9p ofthrc.c eq_mponcnts (1) backbone; (2) internet
.

.

JW?~ss; ·an,d (3) 1Q¢Al.acce$_s o~ '·'last mil~'\ .Syrh~ga prbVi4cd E~A a fJat rate NoJ1-Re9u1:1:ing
Charge (NRC) of $'15,000 and a flat rate MQnthty Recurring Ch~rge {MRC) Qf $83,400 for
V

<

;

"\

~

•

,

,,

A

t

<

;

~

·backb011e'and variable~ ''per unit)) i·atcs

4

,

,

,

•

A

~

•

'•

•

for tnternet access and local access to the locutions listed

in.the RFP :as· Pp.asc· t :;;ites. (Affidavit qf J. K.evjn JoJJ11~oi1; CoM. R. 516;

see also' Exhibits 3

and 5, C~l).f. l_l. ~77-53}, an,~ -539-58_2.) T.he SYri~ga i;at~ to ~NA_forintcrnet ac9css w~s $42.~Q

- t1 001904

per mbps and Jhc ~yd_nga rate to ENA for local access was co1)tained on two spreadshe~ts that
,lo,

<

•

~·

~

,

~

'~

•

~

•

~

"

•

•

~'

,•

•

~

•

•

'

addressed NRC and MRC for each iEN location. The flat, rates tci be charged to ENA for

backbone woul~ ·start 11poi1 the first request for services qy ENA. The vai'iabl~ rate to be charged
tQ E;NA for in~emet acc~ss w~>Uld start uppn ieqqest by ~NA th.at de~ignatcd the i;ite and t\1e

amoup.t of cap_acity desired at $42.50 per mbps. Tbc 1:ate to be charged to .ENA f~r loc.al. acce.ss
'

•

~

••• '

1

·~

... ......

,.

y

•

,

"·

,...

•

••

"

•

•

"

•

-

..

'

•

'

'

•

•

~

would start on request by ENA to activate a s_pccifie IEN location (subject only to downward

a

adjuStm~nt p~rsuant to. S:~ction 3(c) if another'provider offered better price for "last inile;').
These;- firm fi;!t_e·s· wcr~ ~ignificantly le~s and werMnclud,~sl withi~ Qie r.ates s~.t oqt .in the,' ENA

Cost Prop~~_ai and ~ere :n_o.t dcp_¢n4~~t up_on .~he pnc~ pai9 ~o ENA by tJ1e St~t~. ,(~ex. Miller

email stri11;g,:R. Conf..139~141.)

was incomplete because it failed to address

Qwest argues that the. Teaming Agreement
<

•••

_how' E'NA. and S,yrii;ga would diyidc. the $571,000'monthly'r~¢µrring charge. (Qwestis Briet:
p. J9,.), -~~ pot~ abqye, ·!h~rf.? "Y.a~ no· need, (9r ~- ~·~~xision'' Qf tl1ti $5;71,000 MRG, l:tetwe·~~1 ENA
and .Syringa. Syringa would p~ p~id, base~ 011 the rates it prov(d~d to _ENA 011 January~ 'and 9,
'

'<,•

' -

;"

•

•

'

V

,t.<!J ..

'

•

• ''

'

~.

"

•,

..

~

>

,r

>

'

~

-

·2009, for the backbone,- internet access and local access services it .provided to ENA for use by

t.h~. IEN, B~yoj1d
th~t; Syringa had 110, claim t9 the mQnies lo. be pa•d to El'{A by 'the State. The
..
.
.$.5,71 ~QO.O .¥~C nun:ili~r was, in shQrt, a nu(n~er cr~a.tcd by ENA tq c,:qvcr the·~eryices included
.

'

within :its response to the RF:P.
,•

A

.....

";

•

t, '

4...

IS-

',

•

'

,•

,0

•

"

~

ENA and Qwes·t also try to create coniltsion by suggestin~ Mr. Lowe testified in
deposition that ENA and Syririga
had noi agreed ori pric,e.- (Qwest's brief,,pp ..~5, 19;. ENA's
'
~

,A.mend~4.13ri~f, pp. 13.-141) In fact,· .Mr.

'.

:

Low~ 'testified that. Syringq, gave ENA a f1xed price:

- 12 -
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'

A..
In order to put itl a fixed pri9c bid, V>fC J1ad to go out and get
quQte~· for the last 'mile. Jf .you Wo~ at the pnqing scli~dules th.at we:
gave ENA as part ofthe RFP response, they're broken down into two
basic categ9rie.s. One was .a core charge. And that cote ch~tge is
what .we wert;: going ~o cliarge ENA fo1: the backbQ11e. Aiid. in th¢
tca1J1_ing
-~greenJ,ent,.. it was
one backbone.
"-'
...
'

'

,

'

The li9n's sh~te of t,1,f9harge vya~ acc~ss charge~..

An9 we

we,it out to the best. of.our ability. to find various suppliers, Qwest
Whol~sale; V.eriz9i), Frontier, ¢apt~ One, Dire~t Communications,
any~6dy ·hiid .~v~rybody. We we11t otit to fitid what w.e b'eliev~d at
that tinie the lowest cost last-mile. And then we presented that with
·q4i; markup ~~)i.p1:ice tg E,NA 1
·
•
•

as

. So, ENA received core charges and access 9harges a part of
the ij?C,ed p1ice that w~ gave them. So, we had a s_olution and wo knew,
'tl1at the solution. would not ~XGe~d:at least !he
ch;irges. But w~
lefttlw ability in the teamh;1g agreement for ENA to come back in .
.Becaµli~ this thing·.:.~ thi$ thing went from an RFP let, qf D_~cember
15th to anRFP response of January 12th.

a~cess

Q'.

Ri,ght.

A.
We had less than amonth. We did a lot,ofwork 'to CQine''up .
with what we believed.to be the lowest cost. We lefl: the provisio.ns in
the tc,aming··agrq~mept so that once' the aw~rd. was made and once w.e
initiated .on.this platfonn, if ENA could find a cheaper access provider
th_a~ ~as· ~vai,ipble tp th~m, t}1en great. S~inga Netwot~s woul~ h_li-Y~
first right 'of r~fusal .if it matched the pli_ce, matched the techniY.al,
capabil.ities, et cetera. Those pi:ovision.s were left in place to protect
ldahq'~· ti~p-ay~rs. We went t9 _gre~flcn.1:,rth, t ';Ve11t tQ gre.at.length ht

my

conversations with Jaso1i Krcizei1bcck, ht the teaming agreement
-W(.mi~ng, and i.r.itcnt ?f what Sy!'in,g~J,!ctw~~k~ }"_an~cd tp do to pro,~c~
Idaho's _taxpay~rs..
~Lo~e '.D~po.~ p. 9·41. L.. 1- .P· 95i L. 22;· R. i 793-1795.)
Mr, Lowe also testified,. consistei1t ,with

the fixed price given to ENA, that cost was
.

.

know_o; w}Jat was not kno\\711 was the logi~tiqs. (LoWe· Depo . , p. 94, L. 7 - :p. ~5, L..22; R. 1793179,5; R.

4<>.W~ Depo,.p. J?4, L. 21 -178 1 L..?;, R.

17~~-180_1.) ~'? ~ub}!cquent ~q~'Vicc
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agt:eement contemplated by· the Teaming-Agreement ''was, for the logistics of what
this Tewning
.
.
'

'..

.Agre~inent defined as awork- you krio~,, a~ a work ~ody shoi.tld th~1EN Alli~c_c win."
TI1c RJ:P r~sq!"Ved :the ~·ight ~~- dq~i_d~: thq aµicfunt Qf scrvicc_s th~t woµld b~ purcha~qq.

The p~tics_ d!~ n,o~ ~~~~' _thcref~rc,_ bq'.Y- t~~ projqct_ ~ould lll.l~old, btWthey 9i~ ~ow th,ftYl?e.
,and cost of services Syripga was rcquirQd. to make !).vaitable, The lqgistics of implementation;

including billing; depended urio:n how the work would be-awarded by the State. To addres·s these
'

.

·~

'

logi~_tip_s, the Te~irii.nttAgre~m!m~ prqyiged ih~t the pi,lrti¢.s· shalJ ~~ecute'a ~~pflrtriershjp
awee~ent. a~ ·sp_e~i~~~ i~ ~]is' Agre~m.~t~t. ~hat \yo~l_d; iri~iude any tyquir.~d flow.-down provlsio~s
or other appropriate.tenns similar to those set
forth in the prime contract.'~ Syringa's.
price,to
.
.
~

''

'

ENA, mi the other hand, WasJci10wn and accepted pursuant to, the process·tequired by 12(c) of
thq Tcamirig ~grcqmc.nt bcfor~ the ENA ,Propi)sal wa~ st1bmittcd. The J,lesppndents:; co.titqn,ti-9hs
t<f tl~e ~Qntr~Y are i~c.o.risist~tJ.t with th~__record an4 \vithol;lt tnerlt.
Tbe C~rtainty of tbe M~_terjal rei::111s of the 'l'c.~~ng Ag~~~mcnt i.~ _N~t
.l)deat~d by ~be Absenc~ 9f :Q~tail on ,Qtti~r, Non"'.'MateriaJ Terms~

2.

ENA alleges the Teaming A~eement was jncomplete bec~use tt did n9t contaii.1
information about 110w orders would be._}?laced, h6w billfog would occur, how workflow issues
-~-ould.l!C:a<!dt~$sed ~rt91lQ':\flabo.rwoulg,l:!ediyided.. (ENA's_.A,1jwnded B1'i~f, pp, 13'-14.) How
j

'

•

•

•

-

'.

'

labor ~ould be djvideg ~rid h(>w worldlow'i~sues would l:>e handl~d are, contrary to ENA 1s
...

•

...

•

'A

<

'•

~

~

-,

...

,

..

a,<

•

•

"'

_,

,.,

A'

¥

••

• ~..

•' • • ~

,/'

v,,...

1

J•

'

N

argument, specifically addressed in paragrapI1s 3!B and :tC of the,Teaming Agreement (R. 576. •

.

,.. .

•

578 at 577).

''

, t

'

'

'

.

'

'

.. ,.

'

'

~

.

,

How orders would be. placed and how billing would occur are; on the other hand~
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A contract rii.ust be complete, definite and .ccttain in all its material terms, oi· contain
ptovisimis which ,are caP;J1blti in thems"elves. of 1,~ing reduc_ed t(i re1:1~on.{lble cert1:1inty. Glacobbi
,$qiJ.ar{q!, PE.I~ C,ofp., I 0~ Id.a~p 349,: 348, .67Q ,P.74? 1, ·53 {19~~); A,iders!'m v. TfhJpjJ/e~ 71.

Idaho ~ 14, 12~, 2'2,7 P,2d 351 (19~1); Farber.v. Dewey-Davis .E~tate, Inc., 883 Jdaho 394, 398,
... ,.~

t

..

'

"

,,

''

' ...

•~

>

4--

..

'

,

•

'

....

,

''

...

•

•

<

t

'

'.

364. pjd 173 (1961). The abse~1ce of detail in non-mate1:1al tenns, ort the other hand, does not

ren,der''ii 'coritract uncnforccablq.
This Gqurt a;ddre~sed simil.ar fact~ in Bqrnes v. H!Jc.k, 97 ldah9 173,. 540 ;p .;4d 1352
(1975),. ~~!9~ ~pnp~~~d;.th~ ~!!f-o.i:ce1:11ent 9fa,n ·~~~1 agr.eet~H?t tQ .P~Y tl~c p{!r~has~ R~~ce

pr far~

machineri over tfo1e. As here~ appeiiant Huck contended .that tho contract was so vague,_
indcfiriite and iincertain that' it could not be enforced. Huck argu.ed that t;here was no agreement

(1)\vJiethet the b,alah~c w~s. tg be pai~ i1:ifos.taUn:i~mts or in a lmnp $µ111; (2) whe~1 ~a.ch
in~taltn,ent w.as ~ue (~ss~ing ihc balan~~.w~s. tc:, pe pptd in ~~tali~c~1t~);_ ot (~) t1p9n a ~n£!1
maturity date for the entir~ ip.debtedness to be paid. This· Court rejected 'Huck's arguments and
~

'

•

,.

•

••

~

\

'

~

• '.

~

,,.

• '

•

•

•

•

')I

•

•

•

found thatthe defe1Ted paymentagreemenf1 Which was for a specific atnount:and an interest rate

'''equivalent fo lha( charged, by the. So1._1thero Idaho ·J,>rodµcfiori Cr~dit A$soc!~tion'' Was
sufficic~tty· certain :iri)ts· teyms .ai;id r~uireii:ient~. tp .rend.er it ~nfqrqeal?l~. lri so -dQing, th,is Goult.
.
~mp))as~tcd ,Jh_&t. o_nly ,rca_sq~~bJe ccrt~it1l.Y ~s rc_quircd:
,

'

As a general rule if a contraci'is so vague and indefinite that the intent
Qfthc pl:µties. canno.t be a~ccrtainqd thcrefro1n,- it ls. unenfotceabl~. Jn
applyi'ng this ruie; courts wilf not hold the contracti~g pa'11ics to a standard of absolute certainty relative to every detail of a contract.
Rather onty· reasonable certainty is necessary before a contract will be
given legal effect. ~~mphasis added).
~7 IdalJo·at 17~,: ~4Q P,2d 13~7 (i.975)._ ·

-15 '.'
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This Court also explicitly. recognized
in Huck, .supra, that the law "docs not favor, but
.
'

~

leans ·a~ainst, the 'destruction of contract$ because of UllC(;}rtainty, ·and it w.ill, if feasible, SQ

_ccmstnie tl)y ~greenien!s Jo carry intq effept ~he re~!iQii"ble (ntet1ti,011s of the parties_ if th~t C!J.t) lie
>

"

• '

~~cett~i,1~d:." Id., q_upti[l,g_ W~L~_IS'.f91'! ()!') ~ONTR{\qTs ~ 13', § 1A74 .(3d eq. 1968)~ If tl}e p,arties

have. expressed their inte11t to be bound anq ifthe tenns are reasonably certain such that the
I::•

'

'

<

"

•

•'

•

'

I

~

"

'

~

'

Court can determine the ·parties' bargain, :the a~rrecnient is enforc·eable. 'The Teamh1g Akiie_ement
js _supli an l,lgrecnfont.

3.

t\.nticjp~tio,n ·oq~~ N:ccdJor a Fµturc SeryJec Agrc~·~~nt l,loe~ Not Rcnd~r
the Teaming Agreement Uncnfoi'ccnblc.
<

I'

ENt\ argues that the.-Teai1,ling Agreement was not 901nplete ,be.cause .it anticipa~ed the
h

...

'

,..

..

•

-,

•

~.

•

•

•'-,

•

,,

'

•

•

•

•

'-'

•

••

~

•

'

..

)

need for a sub$equcnt sc1vicc agreement and contends that, ''a contract that demonstrates· .an
.
'

interit 'to be. b.ourid oy a future c.onfract is· the definition of an agreement to agree." ENA 'cites no

nq~ ~uffi~t~r~ly <;9~p_le~e il'.1 i!~ mat~1JaJ te~~ns tc(en~We.~h'.e tti~r o( fact to de_t~~nine (1) 'Yh_at
acts ar(?".to· be pc(formcd ·1,_1_11d (2) when -perfon:na:nceJs qomplete. Dale's Service C~. v. Jones; 96
> •

,

,

'

,

+

-

n

•

,•

•

.\S

,

•

,

\

•

"

'

'

Idaho 6.62,... 664,. 534 °P..2d 1102, 1104 (197:S). The phrase
"agi·eement to agree''
.,.
~

'.

is not itself a test

of"enforceabiljty, 'but is a: ¢<>nclusion rcache~ by _appliq~tion of'thq prope.r test. Whether rui
·agte~j~ent 'c9nt_emp1ates 'a '.furth9r \yritten agre~ment. is. n()\ ~ctermin,attv,c of ti~c c~istc1Jcq .o_f a
current agi:eeme11t; As stated in ATACs°Corp. v. Trans W01:ldCommunications, Inc.:
'•

•,

•

-

•

'!

• .

•

'

·,

'

V

~

~

•'

., '

• •"

•

,

•'

"

to

In many cases; the :finalized sµbcontract betwee11 the parties a
teaming agreement will spe¢i.fically enumei:~te the -s~ope c>f
Qbligation.s
each· party c9ntingent upon, th~'priine con.tractor
winning_ the RFP so ~1at there is usually little need to enforce the
·tea1~ing agr(iem_¢J,1t its.elf. O:fl;eµ~ hQ\\'.evei; the parties m~y re~c}?, ?Il

for
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unde1;sta11.ding. to team, but• fail to.execute a subcot1tract as anticipated
it.} ~4e .~eaming agreem~nt.. A,f} with .1~19sf 9t1wr ~~PF~limip~!'Y
agrc'eini:Jnts" pre,cede,nt to µn exe~ute~ CQnti'_act .•. the question arjseS
wpcth.cr the teaming E\-gt.·ccmcnt itself, absent ~n executed su.bcontr~ct,
.miy qonstitut¢ tl'ic.ba.sis for coi1tractµal. Hability'. Courts have ·
·
generally .a11ow.ed such a causc'_of action in contract based solely 011
the tcruping·~greement, but not Without overcoming two major·
obsticles:·· (1) 'the ,intent :of the partie~ 'qnter int<>' .a binding .
contractual relationship; and (2) the existence of sufficient objective
.cdte\ia tQ enfor~e.
·
·
·
·

to

*~*
The fact that th~ parties never finalized an implementing·subcontract
is'-µsually qot fatal to 'enforcing the 'tearri{ng agrccm'ent, <>n' it~ own-if.
the parties intended the ~earning agreemen_t itself to constitute a
bi.ndingagr~ement that enut11cerated defipite te,n.ns ofb~J1~yior"
govemii1g th~ parties durfng1 or even after, the :binding process. Siich
terms might include the subcontractor's assistance in the prime
c911tl'~CtQr,s prop'osa} i~ return fol" th~ prji1je COl)tiactor~s de}jy,~iy of
an agreeable subcontract. Or,, the parties might promise to work
exclu~!,vcly wJt;h. cacg othpt i.n prepai'ing th:e bid for the. goverrufie:nt
coilfraqt. .of.course, if the parties to a teaming agreement do not wish,
to create binding obligation~ before ei'(ecuting an 1,1ltjmatc·subcontract,
th~y rteed ~mly··say so,..' (lpjem~l C,itl!tion$;omitted ~d etnphasi$ .
added.)
ATAQS Corp. ,_;. 'l;'r·q~~ Wprlr.{ C6}n~zmicati9.ils; In~.• 1S5 I;}d 6~9, 66~-6~7 (3d qir.

i998).
ENA

argues. the ATACS'case is distinguishable because.Trai1s World Airlittes, .the prime

contraqtor; re9eiv~d a contract 1or the C\1tire p(ojeqt While ENA djd.not. This 'distiiwtiQn is
.hnin~tcrial. ~S. .f!~t~d ~bo".'e~ ~yrh1ga provided fin:(l pricing to ENA tha~ allmy~d ENA. to i11clude
.per unit ~nd ~.ite ·spccifjc priping.in its rqsponse tQ the RFP. The exact ,ain<)mit, sequence and
\,

. . . .~

l

,I'

'

~

..

•

'..

~.

,

1:,

,, , ~.

•

..

'

~ •

•

'.

'

'

~

..

'• •

,. ~

•

•

-

,

'

location of services the State required was not materiai to the Teamin~ Ag:eement. Syrin~a
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at its.stated price without re~ard to thcnumber.of sites
s~focted. for servfo¢,,'toe· volume ieq_uested~ or tho prfoe· received br ENA..
agreed to provide.connectivity.to ENA

Qw~if assen;s theJfAC.$1 .Pa$e)s "unhelpfnP' ar!!4ing that under P(?nnsyl_vtmta law "tl)e

'!

omiJ;sioi1 q:f an \;:~s.ential tenn in a conttact, such as price· does not_ vitiute contract_ fonnati(>,Il ....
•

¥"

,

<

..

>

• •

-

,

•

~

<

•

#

k

,

•

4

r

",

V

,

o

•

-

,

ATA GS at. p. 667.
(Qwes:t;
s 'Briet p. 20:) Qwest misrepresents
the A.TA Cs' court by quo'ting only
- -.
.
.
.

'

.

~

,

'

'

,

a portion of the subject
~entence from ATACS.
.,

'

the entire quote,
which is consistent with Idaho
'

law; rc~d~: :"_Indeed, th~ omissJ01i of ~n csse_ntjal tcl'111 in a c;otJ.tl:act su_ch as price d9es not vitiatq:
co~tr~ct_ fqrm,atiot~ if the parties othcrwisc:manifcstca their _mutual -asset to the agrecmcnOind the·

t~s of the awecmcnt arc· suffi~ientiy deffnite/~ (~phasis ad~ed). Id.

The'reamin~ A~eement was sufficiently·definite even though a price was not included
within its four

comets bec4use .Syringa's price to ENA was' to be. deterfnitied and was in fact
1

deterll!ine9, thi~QUW1 !he pqrtief pqrformance of tjlcir ~1'2Jc) qbliga_tiqns in ~ubrtjitting a r9spon~c
~o tpe'l~FP..

~i1~, d_etaii~_c,01~c_en~_ing the lqgi~tics ~f ~illing anq re!~ted_m~tters, w~~·e ~J~C? t!ed to

the correlating
details of State tenns and conditions so that the reference to/'tlow down
. .
~

,~

.

'

pr.ovisio.ns'' iias sufficient to 'id.eritify aprocess tor compieting lhese 11011-mafotfal terms.
The T()Junhig Agreei:nei1t Was Not ~endcred U11enforc~abl9 By The RFP
Reservation of tbe Right to Make Multiple Awards.

4.

ENA iAcon·ectly.a~~~~ tl1at ~1'1A an_d Sytinga could ~p_t Rontra9.t bey9nd the submission

of th~ ENA Proposal because.the ··-'RFP reserved for the ~tate the rfgpt to split the award'':
•

-

•

•

•

•

A

>

~

<

~

~

•

•

'•

•

<

•

•

,'

•

(R. Vol. I, pp. 1875-79; RFP '1f 2.0;.., ENA's Amended Brief,. p. 16.) This argument is without
~

'

::....

'

m:erif for ~t l~a.st thre~ reason~:

--18 ~
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'.First, the RFP .did not reserve a right fo "split'? the award,, DOA reserved the right to
•

'...

'

I'

••

•

'

'

'

•

•

,

•

<

•

'

•

;,,

make a multiple award to up to four providers but specificaI1y discouraged bids on ,parti but not

all of the JEN. ProJect. 1 The. RFP 'also. required pricing to be submitted
,,,

on a per upit basis so that

in14ltipl~ award could Q~ a,c.cpmlUQdated. Ol.17, RFP Secti<m lO.Q.)
$ec6r).d, the .State is 9mpowcred to make multiple awatds 9nly for the same ov sip1ilar
~

,

,

'

,

,

•

•

"

,

"

,

1-

,

t

•

..

,

.

, •,

,

;,,.

•

•

~

~

,

,•

•

,

I• •

•

,

property ~nd could not split the E-Ratc and connectivity services; The reference to four
~roviders in the RFP could onl.Y lawfully rncan awarding 1nultiple contracts for the end-to-end

~qlution .spµ'ght. ln: the ,llf_p: .{e.g., on~ pro'Vider for northqrn Idaho, :Ql'.lC prqvider for SOl.}tl~west
.

'

'

ldf:1ho a_n:~ olie_Pt<:>'{i.~et f~{ ~4~t(!m ~daho) .

.Third,,
qicl not _split the award when
. the DOA
.
. ft issu.ed the
. first SBPOs.
.

'

;,

It ·issuc;d identical

~

contracts to ENA arid to Qwest
'for the eiltire
:
. !EN Project which included E-Rate and

connectivity, Thi~ otjgin.al .E~A SBPQ was a ''pritne coµtraqt'' as d~fiI1¢d in.the Teaming_

T)le
iNA Proposal W~s·.. Not Rejected
by-the
of
Intent.
.
" , , ...
....
~
. tcftel,'
...
'~"'

'•.,,~

~

ENA ·chlims the Teamin'g Agreeinent. tcnninatcd by its lenns'.p.nJanµafy 20; ~Q09
.

bcc_a'1s~."the St~te, ~xpresslyreje~ted the ~EN A1H:,in~) offer to h;wq ~yringa prc)'vide·the.

conticc_tiviW·pqrtion of the IEN on a_statewldc,basis.~; (ENA's AI11ct_1dcd Brief; p. 20.) ENA's
.. ...

·~

;

•

•

'

. . . . •'

~,

,.

••• , ,

•

~

.~ • •

'

'

•

•

•

•

...

,1

•

.,

'

•

~,

argument is nonsense.

'The argument is nQ11s~i1se b~cuus~ de.spit¢. the. '!J~N Atliancp" name,. the "IE.N Alliance,,,
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State.. The ~taten:ient is alsp nonsense because DOA did not expressly reject the ENA Proposal
~~

•

"',

/

•

•

,

•

'

I

and said nothing about rejecting Syringa
co1mectiVity.
;
'

on Janu.a1;y 20, ·2009.

In.fact, DOA

iicc.~pte,d the aNA Pi:oposal at)_cj the.Qwest proposµl and issu~d ~dentical SBPOs f9r the entire

JEN Proj~ct tQ each 9!1 Jan'4Eey.28, ,ioQ9. Iv!ore~ryel', ~he. ac~~J?.t~nc~ of two prop9sal~ and t~e
-issuance·or"tw~ SJ3PO~ w~s not a.rejection of the ENA Proposal, but wa~, as discussc;id aboye, an
•

,,,

'

<

·4

-

'

• '

~

. •

'

.

'

•

.

_,

l.C. -~ 67-5718A muftiple award that was contemplated by. the RFP.
ENA see~s t¢: misl~ad the Court h.1to cpnchi<;lit1g th.at the parties int~hded their
participation, in, th~ I.EN Prqject. tQ p~ "~l! _or uoil)in_g~' ~Y citi1;1g t_o ·stat~1:n_~h~ of Q_rcg Low~,. the
Syringa CEO, Whic)l ackno.Wledge what 110 Ol;le di.sputes: that ~1~ Proposal was for _an end-to-c1:i.d
~

• "-

~

•

•

,.

.... >

.,.

•

'•

•

•

•

•

•

'

•

solution, If ENA and ·sydn~a had not proposed an end-to:-end solution; the Proposal would not
have been responsiye,
(ENA's
A1ricndcd Brief, p. 22.) ENA's: deceptio.n lies in its aUetnpt
to
.
.
.

pr~vid.cd JJy .ENA ~upl_)(?rt H~ state1~,ent t~~t tbe E~A Prop°-sal
w~ F<? ~c tp~ sole statewicJe
~n~.
to-e11d soluti<;m required. by.
the
RFP. For example,
at page
23 of its Response· Brief,. ENA cites
....
.
. .
.
"

~

' "'

'

,

'

~

theAffidavfro.f.Grc~ Lowe for the proposition that the ENA/Sytinga Proposal wa.s for a "statc-

wtde11 $<>hiHon. (R; ~<58.) In fact, G~eg .Lqwc testJfie,µ:
13,. ,Syfinga and ~d~cat.io11 ~let»1orks: ~f America,. I~c. ~ofub_i,tie_d,
in respo~se to rc·commendationi11·s~ction3.2 of the IBNRFP quQted
·above~ t'Qr the purpose of preparing ~ response to the IEN RFP and to
provid~. the "total end-tq-e,rid sb,1-vjcc suppo1t ~pluti_Qn" solutiq1:i. the
RFP- requeste.d.
'

'

(R, S..6~.) Th~ January 20~ -~00_9 Lct,ter o.Un_1ent_ ac_c.ept~.d twg propo~al~ fo,r ~ng-to.-.e~(l s~h.lt_io~s
:in a fashion that was· cons1stent with the.'Rfp. and did not, .therefore, vary from the ENA
~

>

,, ,

'

•

•

•

<

•

'

,

<

<

<

•

•

,

•

'

•

..

-

T'

~

~

-~0--
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Proposal. The acceptance did not. vary from the offei". 'the. Letfoi· of Inteilt and the tfrst SBPOs
were ~ctually; an ac_ceptai1ce. cif',EN.A's Propo:~al.
~.

'.fh.c 'J;'c~m.ing Agrc.~m.~nt Was }'{ever T.erm\na~~d. by Rejecµo~ ..

ENA ar1:,rues that the Teaming A~eetrient ''terminated

hr its own tehtls" because the

ENA. OEN
Allimice) prop&sa]
wa.s. Htwiqe rejected'\ (ENA's Amended )3tjcf, p. 20.) It then
.
.

-termination.
,, ~.
~.

'

,

Para_~raph 2Ih) of the Team in~ A~reement statest 11'his ~gi-eement will terminate without

liability. µpcm
any. of the follpwing events:" It then lists a series or l!;lrmitiating event$; including·
.

,r 2(h)(i) '-'th.e C\t$fomef (cm11.a.lly and fi11aUy rejq~t$ the Prop_osal Q.r cai1cels the:Projecf'; i12(h){ii)
.'.'E~tp,er p~!'.lY :n.<>J~fi~ the.: pth.~.r Q1~t it, is· c~asfog ~t~ Qffo!ts 'Y~th .tcs£cct. to th~ Project,. ~1o~ev~r
.sl}ch a,l)Qtification sliaU not absolve either party of its obligations under Section 2(e) and 2(g)
....

'

>

•

T

•

,

•

'~

),

,

,<

-~~

~·

>

•

>

<

above";. and other events such as (iv)
'1nuhial writtcii a1:,>reement"'that
don;t
. ·;.
"

•

bear on the issue.sin

thi.s c4se. Tbe lis.f tjftetmin.attng ~Ytims mak~s.it app.arei;:it that "the nature qfth~ tenninating
'eveijt p,as a direqt impac~ op~~ p_o_s.t-t~rmi_n~~ion: obligation~ of,tlJ.<? p~,rtie~.
None·q.fthe obligation~ of the Teamiµg Agreement remain follo)Ving termination because,

•

•

'

,

•

•

.,,.

~

'

,

•

,

'-

,

•

¥

•

••

'

~

•

'

"the customer fot1nally. artd finally... rejects the Proposal or cancels-'the Project" under ii 2(h)(i)
.. or
.,._

'

the agrcqmcn.t is ·t~,foinµted by ,mqtual wr.itfe11 :aweehwnt.unde.t: ,i i(h)(iy). Tnc. ,J 2(c) qbligation.
>

•

not t2 ·991:ripctq~ or assi_st qthers'. to compete, fo_r :tbe Projec,t a~<;l t~e ,r ~(g) obJig~ti9.n .~ot to
,

disclose Confidential Jnformation1 on th~ other J1µ!1d, survive unil~tei:al tenni11ation under·
0

:,

,t •

<

<

j

O

•'

'

,

> ..

~~"

M

-

•

'

•

'

'

•

'

.. •

,.

•

•

~

•

•

'

'

'•

•

•

•

'

'

~

,,

,i. 2(h)(ii).
The listing of five separate
terminating events wlth two different ktnds of post
.
.
•'

~
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tetmination oblig&tiOl)S makes it clear that the parties placed significance Ol'l the language used in
' -

...

•

~

<

.. ~

'

-

~

'

''

• •

"

each.
The .UOA d~cfsion to make .a h1wful mt,iltiple award (~s {luggeste~l by th_e Letter of bi.Jent
.~n,d tbe·first SBPQ) was ri9t a reJection of t4e EN;\ Proposal ~~~au_se_iJ ~~ulq al~ow ENA ·(w~th
11
Syringa
to compet,e ~gafosi
Qw~st
to.
. .. .
..a~. S\lbcontractor)
.
. ..
.
..
. site by sit~ to
. . provide
. ''all. ·services
.
"

'

~

~

§· 67--5718A (3). The split award (i.e.,
... the amended

selected schools and.'libraries under J.C;

.

.

SBPOs), on the other h~ndi could have· con~titutep a con:itnt;>n l_~w: rejcctipn
o(th~ gNA, Propqsal
.
,

.

.

ift}:le EN~ Proposal_had_not pteyiou~,ly bee~ 4~cept<;:d by th:e. origi9al SBPO~ ::i-nd if thq a~nei:id_cd

·.SBPOs- 4id n9tvioiatq LC. § 67.:5_71 SA.
~

'

,(

,

•

I

.... ~

•

Further, paragi:aph. 2(h)(i) Qf the Teaming Agrccmen{

'

• •

~

'-

•

• ,;

~

•

•

< •

•

"'

diq not provide that the·Agrccmcnt terminated 011 any rejection. Paragraph'.2{h)(i) of the
'I'

•

..

A.

•

.......

0

Teaining Agreeinenf tequir~s that a rejection be· hrith fonnal and.final.
..

'

'
Contract 11:i~erpr~tatiQn prhicipleS: r~quite. th~. ~91.!rt construi_ng ~ Written ii1strµment to
consider the. instrument
and
to
aU. . of th~ provisions
to
.
. . . as~ whole
... ..
. tQ. give
. ...meaning
.
, .
.
. . . . of. the
~· . writing
. .
.,,.
,,

'

.,, ,

'

'

~

~

•'

'

.

'

'

. '

'

'

· the
extent possibi~.... icJ,aho
P<;>w~r
Co:. v.. Cogeneration;·Jnc.;
134:ldaho
738i '148,.9·P.3d 1204,
.
. .. .
.
. .
,., .
..
..
.
'

~

'

,

'

,

'

,.

.

,

1214 ..(2000}; Selkirk Seed Co. v. Staie lnsurance.J:.Und, 135 Idaho 434,.. .438-~ 18 P.3d 956, 960
~

(2000); Mqgic Vdlley',Ra_d_io/.ogy.A.~tMcip'ies, P.A.· v,- Ptofesslonql .~lJsiues~ .&rv/c~s; Inc., 11 ~

ld.alw 558, 5(?5,i. ?O~ P·.2d 13p~,- P tp, (1991).

The. platri i:ne.aning ofth(? W8rc! i'form~l_ly'~ dgeif

not mean a. rejection.tha~ occurs by operation of l~w. The word !~finally" indh~ates that the
>

-

'

~ ,

., ,

..

•

.. - •

• ,$

,

"

'

~

,

• ,

'

,

! .

'

,;.

•

-~

. .

h'

'

•

_parties anticipated there;could be g{ve and take. between ENA and the DOA before a final
C.Qri'tract was_ e~'itei:.c.d b.r ENA~s prppqsal i.$ Hfonually and f{rially'; rejcptcd.

M
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of the Tcatning Agreement as a'whole reveals· that the ·parties' made. a

Construction

-~

.

disthicti6n between formal and fltial r~je·ctfon by the.. cus_t9mer under paragraph 2(h)(i) I,lnd
vq!uptary 9e_s~atjpp 9f ~fforts, u1)d<:?r paragraph 2(h)(ii)_. Jfth~re. is .a foi)nal ~11d fi1\al rejecti~Q~ all
'

<

n

''

•

Qb.Fgattcm~ 9f the 1?¥tjes. u9gqr !J~e agrce~?-~nt ce.~.~e. Jf, ·<>n ~he ~the~ hand,. one of the p~rti_(ls
believ~s 'that the Proposa't ·has been rcj_ccted and _'~ceases its efforts with respect to the Prqject" ~ it

is.still obligated, by the. Tc:;uning Agreement, to refrain from coinpetit1g fof tb~ Project and not to
'

.

disclose
...
'"
- Confidential Information.
.
.

~

'

,

Finaliy, tl1e arguments made by ENA'_s lawyer~ ignore the t.nc~nsjstent ccmduct and

1

•n

statements
.
~

,

•

..

•

•

•

-

,-

•

,

•

or ENA Ieadership.
.•

'

'

•

•

~

•4

•

"'

•

,.o

'

,

•

,

•

~

~

'

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

ENA executive Bob Collie dealt extensively
. with DOA and with

Syr111ga. coricerhin'g the Teuri1ing Agreement and the IEN Project. Bob Coilfe also attended, most1·
'

'"

treated, th~ Team~ng Asi:e.~.~<:mt a~ if ~t "o/as s~iU effectiv~ as late, a~ July, .7QQ9. W,h~n Gr~g :1,owc'

c()mplain~d i<;> Mr. Collie on. July 11., 2009, ~h;it he.had been told by a ~tate employee that ENA
',

'N,

,I

,.

.....

'+

..

•

''•

"

I

"I.•',

•

'

.,

,

..

••

•

•

had made the choice to use {Jwest,: Mr. Goliie responded the same da_y by sayin~i

,ENA hqs a~k~d rnµltiple tilllC$ t.o have the ability to quote'.cfrquits
frmµ.multjple provlders an~ llave beeIJ told no ea9h time. We have
alsp s_lJ~red_o~r temp.ing agreem~nt \yit)l the, state an~ have dis~u.ss,ed.
it in detail with OCIO and Admin leadership so then~ is no possibility
that they arc confused about where w·e stm1d on the matter. ·
·
w~ h~ve ~t~tid i;imherotis 'tiin~s 'that the· C'1rt:ent
enviromncnt is. not our preferred., nonnal or typical manner of'dofog
bus.i~~s~: ~or. ~~ i_t t!1c wp.·y ~ha~t ~c biq Jn r~~P~,n~c. !o ~h~ .$,tat~~ s .R~P.

F~_rtlicrmo;~,.
*'

*

:ti

We continue to stand behind our teaming agreement, h9wcvcr at this

point w.e.b.av~ PQ ability ,to implement its. function~ as we do· nQt have
th~ ability to awar4 a backbone or circµits outside of the state's
'<;lil:e_pt~Qn. {emphasis. uqded)
·

.-i~ 001916

(July 11; 2009· Co11ie email, R. Conr.' 142-143.)
•

"I

,,

•

,.

•

Mr. Coilie reiterated his uricforstanding that the Teaming Agreement was still in effect on

July 2..7J 2.009 whe)1,he.agairi wrote to Syri~g~ CEQ Gr9gL9\_Ve asking Syrii:iga t~i agr~c,to; tl19

Mt. Collie stated:

use of its circuits in Salmon.
•• •

-

,

<

•

'!-

~ '

~

•

,. •

•

...

,

•

'

•

'

We c9mpietely understand the need to protect Syri'nga's lntcrests, but
y9ur ~ction:J~st week do.~s fo,cus. QUr attentiqn ori_e~ac.tly how ENA
might pro.ceed with its. limited porti01J of this project since Syring~
has.never fo1mally·d.eclared the teaming agreeme.nt to have been
t~rtllinated. Oiv'i::n tlicdmriortqiiqe of the IEN to the State and'your
continued·support for. ENA's continued preparations to 1mplement its
B$&igt1~d ·porti(?n ·~r this project, ~e assume th,at_~yery01Je ·
acknowledges· that Syringa agtees with ENA moving: forward in
accord.ance with it,s p:urchas~ order. As with the Salmon School
Qi strict, ~~A inten~s .to c~ntirue to prc.ss the. St~tci to. u~~ -~he
Qackbone offered by Syringa and its members' local lo9p optio11s
de_sp1b.~. the. rejection of Jho"se portions Qf the RFP. We believe over
tithe w·e
prevail. . ., ~
.. ' ' "
. .

will

(J\lly 11~. 2~0~ Collie ema!l, R.. Conf. 165.)

At a minin1um),. genuine issues o-f material fact exist whether the issuance of.a multiple
,'

award as evidei1ced by'the January 10, :2009 Letter Qfinterit 'and the)a1;mary 28·,. 2Q09.SBPbs

w.a$ _a ~'rejecti9.n" Qf tl~q El'fA: Ptopo~al a~ _co1iteµ1p~~ted by, th~ parti~s in. t~e T~aming
Agreerpent. The Fc~ruary .26,:2009 al1).e:nded SBPP& that'''splW' the award 90Q1d not constih:tte a
•

•

••

•

l

•

•

•,

l

,

.

'~

),

•

..

.

•

•

.

••

~

•

• '

.

rejection of the Proposal
because the ENA Proposal had already been ·accepted by the original
.
~

SBPOs.
Jl;N1_Vs "Alternath'.c.Gr~mqcJs" .Jl~ Not Supp:ort Entry'of SJ•llll!lllry
·Ju~gment.
.
.
.
.,..
. .
ENA.
tbaUts
obligation
to Syringa was
acted:
. ~·~., 'argt!cs
"' . ,
....
. .· .
-~ excused because
... .~ . the DOA
, .
7~

'

.

'

'

'

'

}

'-'.'.

,

•.

~

'

uQfiateq11ly when it ·~plit tho award by, issuing the amended SBPOs. ENA relies on two different
•

'

•

•,;,

'

~

•

•

•

y

•

•

'

~

;

'

.~

•

~

'

•

'
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icgal 1hcories tq .~upport this argume11t. Firs.t, ENA asserts it was excused on the theory that the
~J.'.

,

.. , <

>

~

•,,

,. ,•

,~

•

,,_,

(<y

•

,.

.~.....

~'

•

V

'

'

'

,

'

~'

>

'

'

+

•

•

aw~rd of connectivi~y work to ENA was a condition precedent to 'its ·Teaming A_grc;ement

.obligation to work ·With Syrjriga·.
.
. Second, ENA. argues that the alleged D.OA unilateral decision
~Q ·split, the

awJ\rd ·~xyus.es
.E"NA.'s petfonna11b,e:u114er the doctrin~ offrqstration, of P.urpQ$C~
,

In ~upport of thes~ theotjes, EN A $tates ·that ''Syrlnga can point to no evidence that
•

'

•

•

~

>,

~

>

V

<f'

'

•

.,,

~

•

•

•

~ ,•

•

<

•

..

'

"'

<

•

~

t

<

•

•

•

'

creates any issue of fact that the State's decision regarding the Amendments was not unilateral.''
•

•

"

v,

..

•

•

ENA Response Brief ~tp. 25. ENA's as·sertion that the,DOA acted unilaterally is dead wron~,
Th~ DQA apph>.ich¢.d ENA after the· qrigipal Sl3PO ~qd ~sked pl\!A fo woi·k with Qwest. ENA
:w~s·u~dct no ~bl.igatiqn t9 acquiesce to DQA's: request. !n~tcad, q1Jd co11trary ~o its..~bli~at10.1)s
under the Tea~ing Agreement, Bob Collie toid 0:eg Zickau _that the Teaming Agre~ment ',Jas
not an ·impediment and that ENA would do whatever the state asked ENA to do. (R. p. 2399! .

ZicJqiu D.~po_,; p.. 1.04, L. 6 -p. 105, L. 45.).. C.oi1si.stei1t: with. doing\yJ1atever the stut~ w,ke.d, Mr.
~

,Cqllje )net Q~est erppJoyecf Clint B~riy a.~.d EN-6 e_mplqyee Bob. C9lli~ me_t on F.ebajary 9, 4009
.

,

to discus& the pricing Qwest would chatgc for the very services ENA had agreed to acquire, froni.
.•.

..

•

....

.-

'

,:

·'-

..

-

....

h

JJ,.

...

~·

• ,

•

l.

•

.

•

'

•

. .. '

¥

'

•

~

•

•• ,_

'

,

' -

••

Syringa.
(~ .. Conf. p. 16(5, Miller email; R. Conf. p. i 56, Berry email.).. ENA alsQ met wit11
.,.
...
.

'

OOA offici.als arid Qwest
1;epre~entitives
multfp.le times fo the in,ier~al between tne original. atJ,d
.
'
;

afrleri4ed ~J3J?Q~. 'The rQ9Qrcl jef deyoid of any eyidQnce that ENA. t(>ld Sytl1~ga ·it wa~ .wQrking
~

.

"

-

with Qwest. In fact, ENA did ·npi even tell Syringa that the amended SBPO.s had b~e11 entered.
'><

/..

,

...

I

N;

:•

•

,

~-

,

'

A,.,

,

•

•

•

.,

.,

,w,

''

'

II

>

,

,A

t,,

•

As.-late as
ot'2009." ENA told Syrlnga it 1ico11tinuecfto stand behind'~ the Teaming.
. ".July
..
'

~

:

~

.

A¥reement. (R. Conf..PP· 142-146.) EN.A's duplicity is.strong evidence.tliat its excuses are.not
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ra~~ed i~1 go9q faith; i!l shorti ENA 's ~ssertion ~~~t DOA .acted unilatcrallr is simply not
sup.ported hrJhe record.
Bcca,u,se. the fic<ml coptains .cvid9nGC that ENA fo9iljtated o.r at Je.ast CO()perate,d with t.he

DQA i11 ~plitting the P_roject thJ9ug~ t11e ~n;u~nd~~ 'SBPOs,,. ~eit11(?t tl?-e .~oc~rine 9f fryst~_ati9n qf
purpose npr EijA's conditiohprececlent ~rgument: excuses itsperfonnance of the Teaming
,

•

N

,;

I ,

,

• >•

,

,~

,

...~...

,

...,

,

, ,

,

•

>

,<..

•

•

,

,

,

~

<

f\greem~nt. ENA ar&UCS that the doctrine of frustration of purpose applies alieging that the
.i'State'.s decision

to is'sue the award to ENA and Qwest .frµ_str&fod th~ ·object of the Teamjng

A,gre_e_metiV' (ENA J3.rief, p. 2,8.) A quick ~X.at!lination of t~.c a~gumet!t, ho\;\rcvcr, .~eveaJs that
1

ENA ·is actually makitig an impossi.bility of performance argument and, in fact, :thc. ldal.10 Court
1'

•

'

-

_.

'

~

'°

•

'

•a

,..

'

,

'

,

•

~

•

•

'

2
of
. Appeals. case ENA ~ites is &ctually
. an impossibility of' perfonnance case. Apromisor is
'

~

'

relieved of its pr01nise cinir if the promisot was .tiot at fault for the. event causing the "frustrat,iQn

of purpose" or 1ri~ing pei'forinaiip~ impQs$ibl~1 (~¢.e .R~t~t:.2~ ~Q'µtract § 26S; see al$o
'

17A -Am
..· Jur
. ·... 2d, Section
... 660.)
'
.
'

,

'

~

'

, '

~

,

Because EJ',JA part.icip~jed' in the·circu1v.stance that allegedly prevents its performance;
'- <

'-W

',o

..

<

'I,

,0

.. ,

>

~

<

•

•

neither the defense of im,possib11ity of ..pcrforinai1ce nor :frustration o:f purpose i~ available. to. it,
,,

~

'

Morcov.ci·, b~A m4de rip effort. tQ "s.urmount the obsfaqle ,.to perfonnaJ;1.ce.
1

'

In fact, t9 the.
.

cpntrru·y, ENA invitedDOA.~s spl~ttin1f<>f the awar4 by te)ling th~. DOA it n~ed n.ot \,yQrrr .~bo_u~.
ENA'
s· teaipjng_
.t,i.g~eement.
. .' .
.
.
..
'

'

\

~

•,

I

2

El'fA ~itos.Siitlzeilj1~f v~ Stoltenbe,•g, 121 Idnlio ~ 1, &96 P,2d 98~ (Ct, App. 1995) In support of its frustration of
purpQs.~ 'arguin~nt, but ~1,ti1~mfer ii! act.uall:y att irripc,;s.~i~ility ofperforniance case, 127 Idaho /lt 85, 896 P.2d at
9,93.. 'f.his court explah1~d Jh~ distfocti<.,n bct"{ccrt Lho two defense~ Twin Harbors Llt'mber Con'IJJar,y·v;
·
(:arl'it:o, 92 ldnho 343. 442 P. 2d 753 (1 ~68),. stating that the doctrine of impossibility excu~dng perfonnance of
a l:ontra_ct provides gene~alty:that tf the Oll.istence of~ specific thing is essentially ncceSSBI)' for the performance·
of a: promi$e in the .bnrg.ai111 tho promise Will be disclrnrged if the· th.fog subsequently is not in existence in time
·rof
· ·
·
·
. . perfommncQ:·
• •
.92
. . • tdahO:
N. .• at 34.8, 442 P, 2d at 7S8,
~

~
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.F<fr'.tfos.-same reason,
. ENA cannot escilpe its cortfradual obUgatiort to S.yringa on its
th<;16i'y'that tl}e ~ward~{ copnectiyity to ENAwa$ a 9Q~ldition pr¢c~dent to_ ENA'~ :ol?lig~tiOJl to
us~:~:yi:ing~ fqr ~ha,t, ~01:k_. [W]hen the_ im_ppeyJrig ~f t~Q. eyent i~. »7ithin. th~ e~clti15ive or partial
c~,:itrql pf the _pa_rt;Y whose oblig~tion_ i,s fOUdition~d ~pon the ev~mti it_s nonocc~rrencc wilJ not
always excuse the obligor's.pciformancc."· Wade Baker & Sons Farms, 136 Idaho ··922, 93,, 42
':

~

P .'3d 715, 71 ~ (Id~o App. 2ooi). (qmpbasis ~ddcd). "Where :a pa11y h~s control over the

..
happen/t D,mgler, M1 Idah9 at 1.29; {06 :P.3d at 454; Joltn~on v. Lambros,.143 Idaho 468,. 474,
•

••

.-.,

•

• •

"

"'~· •

,,

, "'

~

I

,, •

~

•

'

~

.

,,

•.

•

'. •

,

147 '.P.3d 100, 106; Schlueter v. Nelson~ 74 Idaho 396~! 399,_ 263 i>:2d 386,387 (1953)). Where a

pany is the cause pfthe,t4il\ire ~fa ~cmdition precedent, he .cai1iiot fake.advantage, of the f~ihire.
J)englqr, v. Hat/31 Blej_~inger Famrty 'I'rit~t, J41 Jd?l~o 123, q9, JO(j P..~d 449,. 4;54 (~QQ~) (cjting

fifh r.~r?~~sfiman,1. -~.7 .idah.o: .1?6~ 1_33_,.39_1 f)d_34.4i ~4ij (H>64)).

~n_this e~sc P1c r~cord

contains evidencc:from which ·ajury cou1d rc~onablf determine that ENA participated in tho

DOA decisioii to award connectivity to Qwest.. ENA had the power to refuse DOA's atteinpts.
N:ot qi}ly- COl:Jl4 ~NA11ave)imply !9\Q the DOA "not EN~ !1~d s_ignif)cantpo'Y~r. aiJd pd~ition
once
it a.was
named
the E-rate
provider. It would have· been entirely appropriate for each to
•
'
' •
., , •
"'
'
"\.
~

h,

'

~

'

•

-

'

• •

•

- •

••

-

•

•

'

exercise th~t
position
co1Jsistent
with its contractual' obligation_s
to. Syrh~ga.
.. . . power -and
.
·.
...
··' .
'
'

'

C.

'

'

Summaa·y J.udgmcnt in,Favor ot Gwartney and Zickau was Impropcl'.
'

j

,.

.

'

.-

.

.

1he State Respo1tdent$. argue that the district court should have gr~11ted suinmary
'

•'

~

,;

A

•

'

'h .. :

•

~

,•

'

~

'O

•

•

•

•,>-

~

•

'

,..•

<

....

'

'

•

'(

Judgment ii) favor of Gwartney. and Zickau because. Syringa's
Complaint
failed to aJlege t~mt
,.
.
.
~

'

'

.Gwartney and Zickau were not entitled to the iliimunity, provided oy Idaho Code § 6-904(3).
,.

~J:'

~

·~·

•

-2,7 -
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The Statellcsponde11ts further argue:that Syringa did·not point t6 sufficient evidence.to.
"

.Syring~ was' N~t R~q11~•·cd to.Pl~.a~ t)1c .~.OS~l~CC ofl~.'!nity~

J.

The State Respondents ai·gue .that the Court should affim1 ·the district court's grant of

.summary judgm~mt to Chya11ney ap4 Zickf!u becau~e th,e CQmplaint d9e$ not ';illege facts to
.
9ve~9P¢.e t~e State. p\;}fq~~a~ts.' ~.tatut~cy im!l)un1fy. (Stat<? .Respo~4entf B!ief~ .P·. 26,) Jl\is.
'

appeal, however, i~ not from.a MotiQn to Dismiss that challenges the su(ficiei1cy of'the
'"

t

< •

~· "'~

),

~

<

~.

~ •

•

•

• •

'

•

_pleadings. This appeal concerns the sufficiency of the evidence.to overcome summary
•

•

~

¥

'

;

·NoQ.ethel9.s~, .Ha 9.QJ11_pl_qint need not ~~ticipat~ ~nd overcom~ ,~ffh'tr,iative d~fc!lscs.
91,A All). iur ~~ .f!.eq_dif!!f. §; ~ ?1i s.ee: id. § J}6: Quit~ tl~e.oppo~_it~~ d~fonda11~ be~~ the ~ur~en

·of alleging and proving an- affirmative defense, such as statutory 'immunity: See, e.g., Stuard v,
•

>

•

'

~.

•

•

•

•

Jorgenson,· 15.0 Idaho 701', '704, 249 P.3d l l 5(j, l 159 ~2011 _) (defendant irtust pi·ove µffinnatjve
cl~Jetjse);;,5'., 9rif.fl.n f;o)ist., Inc.. vJ-1.ewist.9~, 1,~5.Id~ho 181, 184, 1(5 P.3d i1s, 78l (20_QQ)

Doe. y, Durt.~cht, i lQ ld~1<? 466,470, 7i6. P.?.~. i~3~,, 124i

(i~Jp.~mity is a~ ~ffi1:mat~ve. q~f~n~e);

(1986); Fuhrima,i v. bep't ofTransp., 143 Idaho 800,. 804, 153 P.3d 480,483 (2007).
'

~

...

'

J ~

•

.' '

•

•

..,

'

,

•

:

,

~

'

Thus, the

Complaint
is nof dcficient-Syi'inga
to anticipate and over.come 'the State
.
. .. was not tequired
.
-:::

~

Respond~ritf, as-'y~J-unplcadcq c;lefensc. of.imini.mity. 3

·~. As ·iiQted .below~ Pli1Jntiff pr94uc.~d evJdonc~ pyercQming th~ State RC$poridont's' immunit>'. 4~fqn$.C:, Y9t the
State Respp.qden,~ as~ this c;:oun t,o igriorc th~t qyidcnce a~4 to ,mnn the distrfcf q~µrt'~ grant of ,sl)mmary

j4~gment 2n the gr9u11d11. tlJat· tho 9~1)1plaint (ailcd·to. ~tilto a clai~. \Vhil~ t1.1e Stat~ Respo1~de11ts' 8l'8\ll11ent is
tegJmiciiJly· p~c~ei:vcd, Sytingl' r(?spccJfulty: su~mit~ thiit t~~~- Coµrt ~hould review tl\e sumttil\l'Y judgme11t
_decitJlOJJ bci.for¢. !t,, .S~o_ul.d tlie C~µrt ~nt9tt?'it1 tho Stare. ~es"pot~dents.' argun:ien,t th~t the, Complaint failed to state
a, ~.tail~ ~eqaµse. it r~.il~d ·t~ all()go t~~ absenctg>f ,iqtt'll~ility, ~Yr.inga aj1quJd !>!? ·provi4ed the, opportunity (<?
ame11,d t~e ~91l}PW!'tt P..1;1rs.1,1?tH to l,l.l~9·~ ~.JS to ,c9.11f~rm Jo th~ evide.nc.e pr~~epted QJl. sumn~~ry judgm~nt.
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The State r~spondents rely upon Myers. v. Pocatello~ 98 Idaho 168,559 P.2d 1136 (1977),
'

•

6

in s.upport pf their argument th.at Sirlnga w'as required to plead the facts ~s,uch

-.::

as iyjalice) that are

neqe1mtry \o 9\ierc91J.1e. statut~fry immunity. 'fhe cJtatipn, ho~cycr, is,misl.eading. ,¥yei:s was an
,

•

.

~

.

action foi· malicious prosecution. Tfa~ allegation that the "defendant was actuated by·malicc" is
•

'

•

~

•

•

~

..

•

• '

, • ...

•~

'

,1 , •

'

• •.

- •

•

•

•

<

•

•

•

•

•

•

..

••

•

an essential
clement 9f the prima]({ciq
case of
the to1t of malicious
prosecution, '9s ·1ciaho at
.,.
. . .
. .
~

'

~

169, '559 P.2d

'

at ·1137.

The court properly dismissed the complaint hi Myers for failure to alle~e

the ~l~ments of tl~~ itriderlying fort claim; not {or 'failure to, pl¢_a(i facts that Jmticip~ted tt,e'
.

,

_ijffi_ft!latiy~ deft:n~~ .C?.fi~m.u,riity: Myers i~ not app(?~it,e ~n~ $)'1:'ii:iga is ,~ot ,i:equ_!re~t_t<,) pl<?Ml

!~malice',\ crimii1al intent, or other·facts necessary to ovcrcqme Gwart_ney ~nd°Zickau's alleged
•

•

•

•

s_t.

'

-"

'

•

,

...

'

•

•

"'

'

affim1ative defense of immunity.- In other·words?· S~ringa was uilder

'

-

"

•

•• ~

,

no obligation. to anticipate

and refute OOA'.s affi,nnative defei1se.
Even if Syrirtga 'Vas r~quif<;!d to ~llege th~t Gw~~iiley' aiid Zicl<au acteQ outside the cpl.!rs~
and. scope·oftheir,¢mploymept, wit11 malfcc, or With criminal intent, real,onable inferences drawn
•

"

•

from

'

•

~

•

"

•

e

;

•

•

~

-

•

'

•

•

•

•

•

,.

•

'

•

•

.('

~

I

•

th~ ~OmI?1aint meet thi~ re~uiremcnt Count Four of Syrin_~.a's Complaint realleged

foregoitl~ par~graphs of the Complai11t_, whi,chi_nc1tided p!:!,ragrnph~ 40 (Gw.artncr, and Zi9kati
agrc~d wit.h Qwest ·ofijcials to ·coiltrapt ~ith Qwest d,espite t_hc ~yalt!~JioJl teJup co,nclusii:m$), 4~
thtougl1 ~o. (Gwartney and ZiQkau inst.meted ENA and.'.other~ nQt to u~~ Sydnga for IEN
...... , ,

l

• •

•

•

,.,,

.,

..

•

'•

•• •

•

'

'

•

'

-

••

'

,

~

,,..,

'

~

•

~

....

'

•

~

•

••

implementation rcga.r<Jless of the competitive bid process, cqnsideration of pri,ce and other
,

,,t

.,

f

•'

•

,

,,

•

'

"'-

•

-

statutory..,, ractors)J and ·69 'through 76 (Gwarfoey and Zickati conspired
w.ith Qwest to ani~nd the
.
-

~

~

'

IEN Purcha$e Qrd~r~ in vi.6\ation pf lda}io Co_q~ § 67-5_7 l 8_A and t9_ dep_rivQ Syring~ of ap

.-29-
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At ?,.mfoJmum, these·al,legations

acqu{sitioQ. award in vJoiation of IMho Code §67..5726).
',

< •

-.

"

,.

,

t ,

I

'

~

'

'

"

'

••

,

'

•

~

•,

'

,

~

support
.an inference of criminal intent.
.-....
'criniinal intent; is present wh~n "the defc1idant knowingly performqd the proscribed acts.
S((!.t<J. :v., Young, 13.6 Id~h9: 37.0, .(j4 P.3d 29~, 303. (20.02) citing .$iaJ¢· y, Slijfl~f. 117 Idaho 405,
T

..

.,.

•

•

._

..

406,.__ 788
(1990).
wprd
not ine~il
the
. . ... P,2d·~ 220,221
.
. ~. .~,. '·'The
.
"'·· . ~intent'
.. -~ ., .as 11sed ip cri,mi.nal
...... - . statutes
..
... does
.,
. .
""
,

~

'

'

,

,

•'

,

intent to commit a crime~ but the fotent knowin~ly ·to perform the interdicted act." State v.

1300(0.,i:,. 85 Idaho, SI,.375: P.2d 53.6 (1962) {crpphasfa
added); ,•/ee. aiso Anderson v. City'o[
.
~

poc,qtel/b, 11.2 J~aho' l 76; ~ 87,
.

n l '\2d 1n ,) 87.(19.87) (''[.ctil)).inal intl;)nt] ipvolye~ the

..

~

intentional
of- a :wrongful
justificptiot1
or·
..
. commission
... at. unlawful act wlthQut
. - ,,. leg~J
.
,.
. . . excuse.'-')
'

~

'•'

'

~

(emphasis added). the allegation
tlwt Gwart.ncy and Zickau conspired to sp1it the IEN award in
A'
..

~

>

•

~

-,

•

<

..

'

...

.~

'

•

•

violation of Idaho Code §67-5718A and to deprive· Syringa of

•

¥

~

'

~

an .acquisition award in violation

:of lda,hq C~qe §.67-.$7:2.6 sµppqrts an infeJ¢nc~ of cr.frninal intent

in {hat they kn<>wingly split the

!E~ ri:.oje,9~ ~d ~riP.~!J.?.gly ~?Cclu,<i.ed ~yringa ft:qni providipg ~he service$. it conti:act~_d to

provide. in the. Teaming Agreemet)t, 4
.,

•

> •

'

'

'

_..,, • •

•

• '

., .....

the same allegations.support an inference of malice·as a form of criminal fotcnt plus i11
'

<

withqut regat<l to lnteiit to ,iri.jui;e. A,idertY,Olt; supra.·
Syringll'_s cojnpl~in~ i_~. fully' ~ufffcicnt.

.4:

The district cqurterr?;:meouslyhtlcd, withoµtcit_ation to authority, tha.t Syringa wa·s precluded from relying upon
tl.ie'j&s.~a11c~:!'>fthe n1~1cnde·d SBP(?s and vi~~ation.bfldaho Co~e ~ 67-~.11SA.a~ the.''pro:Scsil,cd ~ct'.' f?.r·
.
purp9ses of criminal intent because it had concluded ~at Syringa· was barred,. by failure to exhaust
11dn1i11istrative ren:iedies fr.o.m cliail~ngi.i1g ipe a1nende,f S,l3P0s. The. State Respondents haye·nor'addrcsscq \his
iS~l_l~ W!ti~h, w.as'r_ai~~d by ~yr~1~a !~ ils qp~nin~.J;3rj~f, (~yring~'s Qpc_v.ing Bri~f; P, 48):, ' '
' .
>

•,

,. 30001923

Gwartney, and Zickau 's Claims of Immunity Present Genuine Issues of
Mated~l .Fa.ct.

:2,

The State.Respondents claim that Syrin~~ failed to prese11t facts sufficient to create a.
genuine issue. of malerial fci.ct suffi¢iep.t ~o overcom.~ the pre.sµmptioi1 tl:)at ·tn.e coi1du9t of

Gwartn~y:ai1d .Zick;au wa~Jmmune under Idaho Cod·e § <?-904(3). Whil¢ it .is. t,rµe that Idaho
•

-

'

•

•

f

'

•

•

'

¥.

~

'

•

•

•

•

"'

•

,

•

-

'

'

••

'

•

)

...

••

•

•

¢~de §' ~-904(3) sr~ate~ a ''rebJ._1tt~ble.prcs1;1m_ption that ~my act or admission o(employee within
the time and at the place of his cmplo?'111cnt is within the course aiid s<fope of his employment

.and witli.out inalfoe cfr'crhninal hit~rlt'', th.e standafd is ·not sp p1icrous as the State Resporidenis
cont¢nd. !lncferspn V: $Jialding, 137 Id~\lo, 599>-~l9, SQ J>.J9 1004,, i0~4 (20Q2).

T!'t~ State Respondents
and the
th9 burden of overcoming. the
.
..
. ~listrict
. court
. overstate
.
,

_..

,

'

,

Idaho Code '§' 6-904 presumption
by misreading Boise Tower Assoc. LLC v, Hoagland, 147
.
:,

,

Idaho '774, 784; 215 P.3d 494, 504 (2009), .for the propo$ition that' the burden. is "particularly
higq:'' (R. ~5?~·.) 'JJj.~t case 'did not ch~ng¢ the evidcntiary bui:_d.en f~r ·oyef~Qniing the
,(

'<

-

presµrhpt{on o( Idaho God.e § 6-9Q4; jt simply note.d that the burden on a plaiµtiff ch~lle11ging an
~

•

•

~

~.

A•

'•

I

\

,

•

,

•,,

•

•,J

1

~

1

•

•

;

1

,,•

<

,

;

'

act ofa state employe~i~ fJpai:ticula:rly high'; because of the presumption. The district court
<l

•c

•

"

,J

'"

<

'...

I

I

'

"

,

statement in this reg~d that ."Sjringa must demonstrate that there_ is. ·a genui~e is~ue .of material

fact sufficient to,o_vircoroe the ~~atut<;>ryprcsumption"·i~ iO: error. (R. iss3.) Syringa wa~
r¢q1Jited m;ly lo d~1n;onstr~te th3:t t~cr~ is, a geJ~uine i_ssue. of plat~rial fact c~n.c~ming the
except~on~ to immunity. Whether the fa~ts are ~ufncient is for the jury to decide.

The State Respondents. do not d1spute,. but do not state clearly, that the.!Idaho Cod.c .~ 6-.
904 p'r6s:urhptfori ls rebutted if.the sµbj~ct qmployce acts. Qutsi9{the. course: aqd sc9p~ ·qf bi~ Qr

h~r C;1mployment; or. a:ct~ with m€llice; 6t act~ with .ct1minal iht~~t, fut sit11ply, ttst~te C{lJployee.
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is not immune from liability tor torttoUS conduct Undertaken_' Ol\1Stcfo' the St0p~ Of cmploymci1t.
~

Sirnntirty ~ ~tattf cn;iployee 'i~ nqt .imn;iune fr~i:n liabni~Y for tortiqus condt1ct undertaken wJtJ'i
·cri_mi11al
with
The
district
erred
.
. intent,
'.,. or ut).dertaken
. ... . . .
.
..malice.
. . ....
.
. c9urt
.
.~. ... tQ the extent. that. jt treated the
.
"

•

'

'

;

.,•

'

t

'

.•

,.

'

,

'

'

'

,

~

,,.

J~: 2584.)

except~ons 9onjuµ~tl~ely.

.S~nga acknowledges it was rc9uired to come foiward with adrnissible evidei1ce

to

de1i:ion~ti;at~ the ·(;}xist~tice of agt;muine'iS~mq' of matirial fact whether Gwartney and Zjck.~u f,lCted

with y~ittiinal in!~nt or 111alic~nm4 asserts that t~~ ·cvi~epcq is in th~ Rqqord. By th<? same t!)~~n,
t!1e R.ecord. do,es not pre~~,J;1t ~vidt::nce that Gwart~ey ~d Zi~kau wc_rc acting outside .the sc?pe ?f
their ·employment when 'tliey a¢ted with Qwest to amend tlic JEN Purchase Orders fri violation of
.

.

'

Idaho .C~idc § 67-5718A and to deprive $,yringa of an acquisitio11 'award i1j yJofatio.n ondah<:>
'

'

Th~ record. is replete. with ·admissible ,eyidcnc9 fro.m which a jury could rea_so~1~bly infer
•

'

_,...

>

{

.,

•

'

'-··

~·

,

'.

'

,

"

..

~

•

•

...

~

~

'.,,•

•

••

<.'

'

',

-

•

,,

•

•

'

"

-

...

,•

.that .Gwartney... flnd
of Idaho Code
. Zickau acted with criminal intent to violate the rcq11iremcnts
.
.

" ,

,

~

§,: 67-5718A and t6 depiive Sytiriga: of.an acquisition awatd 111 violation of idaho Code.,§ 67"··
.
:
'

~

'

.

'

"

jnte.9t, Highltmtl Ejlterprises~ In~,, v. B_qr:.kefr, 1~3 l~~ho 33Q,. ~40~ 98Q. P.2d 996, 1006 0 999)

(What motivates.a pcr$on fo act fs seldom ,susceptible of'direct proof; intent may be established
'

A ••

•

~

•

'

•

•

•

'

,

"'

,

-

'"

•

• •

by inference as well as by direct proof.) Further,. circunistaritial evidence that is ridmissible is
'

;

suffi~ien~ t<> create' amaterial jssti~ o_f fact, See J!an(l~r:ford Co., Irie; v. Kn~4~ori, 15,Q Idaho 664,

.

.

-249 P.3d 857 (2911); /3cm.1.?,~r ~ife .f1'Js, C9. 1 v; Mq,rk, W~/laqe Dixs_911J,:rev9c.al?le Trust,

,,

\47 Idaho

117, 20(5 l?.3d 4~1 (2009).
..

•

,' - • 'I..'

• '.

•

~

•

t~

~

<
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Evidence of crlmi~1al intet)t 01' malice on the part of Ivk Gwartney hegins with his
,.;

~

••

~,...

'

•

•

'

, • ...

,

'

•

-;i.

•

admission that he knew, .atJcasLas- early as January 20, that Qwest M'Ould be providing IEN
:i;

"

'•

-

corinecfivi.ty. (Syrfr1g~'s 0penirigl3rl~t~ pp·. 14-15.) Thi~ teS,limon)ds corroborate~ by the
.
.

t~sti_mQny pJQ\.Vest e!nployee CHnt Berty wlio tes.tified 1·'1 J<:pevv.· allal~ng w,e (Q~est) w,ere going
to be prqviding cpnnectivity'' (Syringa's Openilig Bri~f,.p.
•

~ ~

#

... _

'

,.

..

•

'

,

•

~

,

~·

~

•

~

"'

is.)
. .,

Gre~.Zickau's testimony to tl1e effect that he.recommended 1naking a multiple award

(fudng'the J.qnuiuy, J6, 2009 telephone call foilowin~ the comple,tio11 of the;tedmical evaluation,
m~de th~ d~qisi011. tQ av.r,~rd cqnnectiy~ty ~Q. Qw.cst, an_d do.esn', recall who ~niti~tcd ~he amqndcd
.
'
.
SBPOs llH\St be evaluated .in light of the foregoing tcstill)ony by :Iyir. ·Gw~ney and Clint Berry
..

• '

'

..

;

....

'

•

•

~

•

• ~ •

~

'

i.

. •

•

•

~

•

.

'

\ifld raiscs·an fntcrence that Mr. Zickaµ is a co-con$pirator and ~·team J?layer'i whose testimon~ is

designed
to protected,Mr.
Gwartney. (See
,.
.
·~ Zickau Depo. P. 179 L. 9 -:J?. 180 L. 2, R. Con£ 108;

'

'

P. 9Z L. 5-P·. 93 L. ·21, R. Qon{. 107; P. 1_6 L. 2-L, 7, R. C~nf. 105).
G~~rtncy's s~,f-l{QgFfqdgq qf gtt_iltmay a,~s!? pc infqrrc~.fi:om the ~cstru~~on qf_cvj_d~ncc
on his compµtqr.
'

•

\,..

'•

(R. 199i-2011~ Affidavit of Merlyn Clark).
~

, •J·

'

"

~"

'

'""

•

Al.though!). question remains
~

-

'\.

' ;/'

'

•

whether the:destruction of Mr. Gwartney'S. computer files rises to the level of deserving a

j,_resumptfve spoliation i_tistruc.tion, ~Y.idei1ce of the ta.ct that Mr." Gw~rt11ey' s calendars tor the
tnon~h~ of Janµary• and F~hruai'y are c_iean pnd q~Ve>id <?f.appofntnwn~s l}hlik~ all otlJer .m.onths is

·unexpiained ·and support$ an infere11ce that evidence was destroyed. (Owart11ey I>epo., p. 286 L.
,,,,

-

.,,.)',

,'•

•,,';,

-,

~,<I'

/'

•

;),.

_.•

'

'

·•

<

,~F

••

••'

'

~-1,<_

•

•

·~'

•

2 ~ p. 294,_ L. 25; R.: Conf. 374-375; Gwartney Calendurr R.; Conf. 00324 ~ 000362.)

.Further ~videhc,ieJn the ·recor9 U1~t .pre1,1tes geu1.1.i.11e issucs..of mat~rfol fact and from which
·a jury :could rea~on.a~,Y. ii~for th¢ e~tstern;c· of qtjminal intent and mali.cc ~m the p~ 9f pv{artncy
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and Zi~kau
is,summarized
·i11'Plaintiff's
Statement
of Material- Facts in Support
of Response
to
"
.
.' .
.
~

'

'

~

'

~

'

;,

.

"

~'

Dcfe11dants; Motions.for Pal'tial Summary Judgmcnt_(R. Con£ 1-31) ·and supported by the
documents and tc~tfrnpriy atJaqhcd fo the Affiday_it pf.David R. Lombatdi Io Support of
.

:,

'

'

.;

Plaintiff·~ Oprto~i~~()p_ toJl'.l;otio.:t'ls r01; J.>ru:ti.al Summary Judgment (It Conf. 73-3Ql). This
Qvfd~n9e proyes that Gw~r~ney and Zicka~ }(new about th~ Tellrning· Agteem~n,t (R. Conf. 5-7);
•

,

"

,0

'<.

,,

~

•

l

<

<

,

>

•

,,.

T-

-

,...

•

,

,.

,

~

'<

'

•,

~

•

that Gwartne~·threatened to cut'syringa out from JEN business ffthe.Syringa CEO ''didn't keep

his opinion& to him&~Jr· (lt 'Con£ $-9): that at l~ast Qll~_of the evalµators belie.ve.d there was. oias
again$t Syring~~ (~! 9onf. ~-19); th~t ENA ·9rficials had ~~1c '.present Jmpr~ssion that "G"\\!a11ney
and Z~ckau ·i,~ire . ~ . u·nder so.me kind Qfnee~ to give Qwe~t this dca\. : . " (R. Con£ 19-i i )6; that
•

-

...

'

'

•

...

,

•

'

~

•

••

1

•

•

•

~

'

•

~

..

'

'

•

••

GwartneY.
in multiple closed door meetings. with Qwest-and
ENA they. could.
.. and Zickau engaged
.
.
:.

~

not rernemoer bufwhith resulted in c.hru,ges to the StrategkJmplementation Plari that. n1orphed

from. including Syri.rigil tQ the tqtal ~xclus_io,n Qf SyJ.i11.ga (R. C,011f. 11 :2~);· and flu.it the qecf~iori
to make a split award separating E-rate services·from connectivity services was 1nade before the.
~

... ..

"

..

>

.

'

,

·~· ,. " " '

' -

•

•

•

•

.

-

,

.

•

..

,.

,,

>

...

-·

~

',,

'

~

•

••

•

••

.,..

,techni<;µl
evaluation
(R. Cpnf.
2j-27.)
. .
. . . . .tea,m conducted
..
. i\s pyaluation,
.
. . ... ., .
.
.
,

, '

~~

The. record also contains evidence that brings
the credibility of Gwartney, Zickau,. state
.
witnes§es Tcrc~~ Lllnfl, Mark ~ittl.e, ~aurs,i I:-Iill °i!t)d ENA ,witness J;lo.1.1 Collie into· qu~stiot),
.

.

(P.!a_i~tjff ~: Pp~11_i.11,g.B_tie:f, p. 31 ;E".',l1i,b~ts t_(.) th~ Cl.erk' s:Rec_ord,. Rodq1~ Exhibit$. 2 - ~ a~d.
R~. <?~11t:'

5

0

488-s:1~). ·This ~~i~ence pr_ecludes s_trict !elia1_1c_e o~ the ptin~ed version ~t'th~ testimony

Thi~ eyipe1jce wns err~me~usly exclu~ed Qy 'the_ d.isttict COUJ:t as;innd,~is~ib_le; it is npt J1ents(ly, but is 8 sla(em.~~t
o,f ~~isting_sJ!I~~ pf n1.irtp_ of1~1~ d(lolam'1t under IRE 803(3).
This evidenco was also crrorteously"exotudcd by tho.district cou~ as ina~ml11aibtc;·it i~ 11ot hcariiay1 J)ut is either
an ~d1nission 9f !} party opponem (ENA) µndcri1:{.E 8Ql(d\ or~ state~ent 9f Qxi~ting sunc of mind undorIRE:8P3(3).
.. .
. . . ,
.
,. .. ..
'L
. .
. . ,,
,
.
,, ...

-

''"'

-34001927

of the above indivi9uals whose demeanor, failures of memory, evasivene~s and presentation
present an iss'tie of-cridibilit~ that can only be resolved by the jury.

Sul.Jlinacy judgi:nent 1:md dismissafofCountA <;>f SYringa'.~ clµim~ agaih~t Gwartqey ·arid
Zickau: was and would be en-or.
• •~

'

'

~

'

.:-,

'

•

·~

•

'

<

~

~

•

,

•

,

~CAD;inc: ~ss~~s of Fact P.rc.ci(!~C th~ 'Entt·r Qf ~U)'1~lll'Y J u~gm~µt to Qwest.

D.

Qwe$.t adyait'c~s.three. prhicipal arguitients. to. ~qp_hbrt the disroissa.1 'of Syrjnga's_
.

.

~

'

<

'

'

.

"

(D ENA and Syringa dicl not hav~ bindirig agr~e111.e11t with which Qwe.st

inte1ference
claims:
fl';,.,,.
'
~'
•

<

a

'

-

•

'I"

•

•

•

~~

'- •

...... ~

•

• "•

..

•

..

< •

•

•'

f

C~>Uld interfer~;
(2) Qwest's
h1terfcrcnce with the Teaming Agreemeut
was
not ''impropei-'
and
.
.,
'. . - .
.
.
.
.
,·

~

,

')

'

'

,

was tliei;efore not actioi1able; and (3) .the DOA acted unilateraily and, thcref01:e; Qwest did not
,·

,,

!

ac;tua1ly i11t~rfcrc.

A~ tg the fi_r~t p_oiJit, 'Yhet~er t~e Te;i~ing Agreem.ent ~~~ sufficiei;i~ly defjnite in its

terQl~ to be ·enforceable presents q,1JeStjo~1s of fucqo be r~s()lved by the jury.,
•

•

,(,

,

,

•

~·· •

'

,,.

• < •

'

•

..

•

'

.,'

'

..

'

..

'

• "" '

..,

'

,

• •

See ·section. 11.B.
•

• "' '

•

•

..

•

above.
Qwcst',s secohd poin'frclatcs to the law and to the facts.

On the law; Qwest confuses the,

tor(of int~rferq!}cfwi,t,h 90,n_tract ~ith tJ10 t_or.t of interfer~n.c_c ~ith prospectiy¢' ¢~(ln()mic
.~dV~Ftt,a.g~.,

·r~e _t9_rt 9f int~tf~1'.CflC~ wi,~) <:~ntra9~ ~a~ tb~r el_~l~bnt~.: "( 1) the. ex,iste~.C~ Of a

contract; (2) knowledge
ofihe contract
on the. part of the defendant;, (3)
intentional interference
. . .
.
...
causing a breach ofthe contract; and (4) inj~iy to the plaintiff resulting ftoin -the b.reach.· Wesco

-

~

:A,utobbdy filfpply! Inc. v.
.

Errz.ast,. 149 J~aho_ 881,895,243 P:3d 10~9, 1983 (2010); see als.o
-

.,

!}arloW v. Inr'lHatyf!~t<irCq_., 95 .ldahq .881, 89_~,. ~~? P~~d U02, 1114 (1974). The tort of
fnterfcrence with economic;acivant~ge adds lln clement that the interference must be '~wrongful
,

-

•

•

'

"

....

,

:,.

•

..

'

'

M

>

•

a

•

'

,

•
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.J

by s9me.~ean~.b~xond t~~ fact of the ~nterfcrcn9e !tsel,f." it~_e_.ldalio_F!rst Na(l ~a,n!_v, Blis~

(1992) .

Valley Foods: Inc.,. 1~1 Idaho 266, 2~6?. 824 P~2d ~41t 861

.Oncb the above etenients are established, the burden shifts fo the. defcndat1t to explain the
interfetence:, We~co, 895; Idah<f~t a9,s, 243, P,3d at l 083. Whether the.4efeQ.qant is µ_ble to·
establish justification is evaluated under a multiple factor test summarized in the Restmt.
~

.. - • • • • ,1_

.,,,,

.. , . ~

...

, . , __

•',"

••

"

..

~

"'~,J

•

~

•

•

.-

•••

'

(Second) of Tort_s at§ 766A. We.sco.~ 895 l~aho at 895, 243,, P .3q at 1083. The evaiuation of
these factors is not for the purpose
of determining
the,
.
. "wrongfulness~ but rather"[w]~ighing
... '.
.,

~bove:f~ctor~ jtj ~;ich in(iivi9m1.l ~a~·e··invol~9s a cotnpkI(. interplay bqtwe.en ov~rlaying public'
interests.'' Jc}. nnd is. "qrdin~ty for,th_e'jury fo ~et~n:nin~···· .0 · Bar/ow, 95 JdaI10. at ~93, 5_22

~ .2d -~t ii 14. ·'J:he te~t, in s1::nn~ArY, is not ''wr()ngf(!ln~s~··· bu_~ o~e -of t,~lanctP& interests to
determine whether the iriterference was justified or privileged. The burden is not on Syringa to
.establish 'the absence Qf justificatiJ)Jl _or, p_rivilege.
Q\\.'eSf $. s~l.ectjyq r_e_cita_tiq,i of facts (Qwes.( Brief, pp. 21-2,4; +8 729) wh~qh draws
.
.
infere~we~ h:i s·uppq1t of Qwest con.trary to tbe.requirernents of Rule ~6 .does. not establish, ns a
•

•

•

•

~

•

•

..

..

'

'

..,,

•

~

•

•

~

A'

W

'

..

,

•

'.

;.<

¥

•

'

•

•

,,

'

•

~

matter or' law,. that its interference was j1:1sti£ied or privileged. Given the strong public policy in

'

,to,,

;.

'

•

'

>

•

A

A

ldaho Code§r·· 67.-5726(3)
against influen'cing an award of apubli~·.confract
(and the fact tb!lt jt is
·•
•
:megal fQr apµJ?li~ offker to 99 ·so (Idaho Gocle § 67-.~72~(l)), Qw~st has,. riot establishe~ that it$
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7 At aminimum, ·01~·quQstloif of justjtfoatio'n oi' privilege.
.i_riterfetenc.e. wa~ ju_stified or privUeg~d.
.
,'

i~ aq~e~tjo1i fo1: :tlte jury Qn tl1e evJdence: in thi.~ ca~e:

A~ t?. Q\,\'~Sv~ th!~d p9.i,nt, ·Qwe~~ fa,i~S,!O c~t~b.lis~~ Jp~t ~1~_D_O~ '\miJ.~tp~~l~y'' Js_su~~ the
amended SBPOs ~cc_ausc the record contains undisputed evi.dencc

of Qwcst•s involvement and

direct foterfcrcnc:C with. the Teaming Agreement. As noted above in connection with Gw~rtney

.

.

a11d .Ziqkau, ~V,id~_nc_e in .t.hth:~c.cm:l thatcr~ate$ genuine· i~~ues qf miiterial fact ~d frpm. w_hich' a
jµfy C.Ql:114 n~aspn.abltirfer irj.t~ntio_nat' h1terf~:renc~ by. Qw~~t i~ ~.ummariz~d, in. :P~aintiff'.~.

·Statement
of Material
in Support of Respo!)se to Defendants' Motions for Partial Stlmmary
... .
... Facts
.
~

.;

,

~

Judgment (R.. Con£ l "31) and su~ported by the documents arid. testimony attached to. the
Affidavit qf David~. f:.ombardi In Supp~rt qf Plainti:ffs O~tfositiori to I'vl0ti9ns for Partial

.Su~n:i.~Y !~P~~~t (R..Gqn(. 73-3QD. Th.at <.W~den~e. P.rqvc~ ~p11t as Q(Janu.~ry 3_0,. Qwcs.t was

••on tJ,e defensiye.~d want~ m~cb mori· (R .. ¢q11f. 17..23); ~h~~ 9wes~, E~A apd DOA officials

met in closed~door meetin~~ on over thirteen occasions~ includf~g a meeting at the Bitler Creek

loungc:Hn Bo1se wli~re Qwesti:eceived advancenotici~ that" IiNA would b~.sele~ted asih~ E-Rate
p_roytd.~r, _e_x,changcd J:nultipl~. e-mails. and lettc~s i11cl1.,1di11g "deta,il~d circ1:1i~ priQing" emails, ~~d

-~-n~~g~d i.1~ disc_µs~f9~~. qor1;~Q{~Jpg l?E~¢i,1,1~, 0~1. Fe~rySJ:r 9 anci _10, 20.99 _bc~<?,l'C !l~taµi~!l,c;led
SBPQ's were issued_;, (R~ Conf. 11-17; Berrr Depositio~! P· 154~ L. 4-p. 162, L: 18, R. Conf.

A39.-MO);. and th.at Qwest pressl.lred
ENA, in the .presei,.ce of Mr. Zickau, to bc~ome Q.
.
s_ubc~~tr(lc~qr fo QYi~t .(R. Conf. 7-.8;. i1-3Q~)
7

Qwc1,1t1s subvcrsic:,n of the open ~nd 1;01)1.potitive bidding prOCO$$ li_kcly·~ISQ rticots, lhc l<_w~o~gful by some mean~
other ~ban tho.intcr'fcrcnce,.itselfnccc(!Rary,f}s a part of Syringa'_s prhna fact case fol'. interferc1icc with.
prospective,economic advan1agc. Because.a ~inding c~mtract existed between .ENA and Syringa, Syringa's
fc;ic,us in this- bri~f is on thadort Syringa does not, hpwever, waive i(~ claim for int~rfereilce. w#h pr9speot!','.e.

c~onomic adv.an.fage.

·•.-37 -·
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The evidence of' what occurred at the JEN meetings involvin~ Qwest is incomplete
·b,ccau·s~ the i:iartlcipants.haye an astonishing laqk of recall.

•

>

the ·ev.idence that-does e~ist,

•

E:N:A and tJi.~, DOA t~ rc~~or_k th9 pfi~~s: at. wJ1i~h j~ wo~ld provide ~cnU~!,':Ctivity servic.es be~au~e
qwest~- tl1e ·ooA and ENA all knew that Qwcst's prices exceeded Syrii1ga's (.R. Con:f. 166, ·111;
173, 174, 185); ·Qwest wrote language for the itinchdcd SBPOs which allocEJted. the.co1111ectivity...

'

,•

work to Qwest (R. C<mf; 174-175);. Lau.r~ B.ill useµ nearly idc1,tic~l latiguagq to l_anguage

~aros (R_. 16()~, L. 9-1<5Q3,~ L. ·~1; R.: C.9nf.. 463-64)

Pfc:>Vi9e<l ~¥ Q\Y~si,j11; ill~ ~mend.~.d

(Suppiemental Affidavit of David ·R. Lombardi, ,r 21 ! Exhibit 18, R.

Cont:' 3()2-487 at 484;_

R. Cont:' l 47-155 at i'48 and .amended Qwest SBPO, R. s·86-589 at 588-589; That Sob Collie,
Who vartidpated in the qlp~ed cioor m.eptirigs. on_ behalf of ENA,. reported ENA's: r~lation.$hip was
ii} jeQp~rqy pµe

tg pr~~-S~fe frpt,n Q~e.~.t and ;th~t M~~c .Q\Y~r!ney ~d 9reg ?ickau we~e under

sqme kind qf ne~d tq give Qwest this de~i or appease them at a minimum: (R. 166.) and Qwest
~

'-~

""'~•' •

•

~

•'

I•

'

'

-

,

"·'

'

~w

•'

•

,..,

•

•

•

4

•.

empioycc
Clint Berry
would be providing connectivity.
,,,,
. ~'knew all along''
-~ that Qwest
..
,

,

There arc, 'in short~ gerniineJs~ues ·of material. fact that preclude the entry ofourrimaiy
'

.

jupgment dismis~ing. Syringa's itt~erforenc~ claim·s ag~i~st. Qwe.st.
E..

Atf;~rli~Y, ..F~~~·,

1,

The D1.stl.'ict Court Corrictly D~1iied J.l'cis to. Tbe St~tc ~cspo.ndcn·ts.

The
CQt.trt properly denied the State·Respondentsi
fees under
.. dlstrict
~. ...
'
.
. reques't
. . for attorney
.
. .
•'''

'

.

,

'

Idaho Code § 1'2-120(3) and-~ 12-121 :under this Court's holding, in Potlatch Education Ass 'n v.

Po.tlatc.h Sclipol.District.#2.85; 148 ~daho· (5~0, 2.2.6 P.3d 1277.'(2010). (See Me.morcmdu111
D,eq(iiq,j.. µn{l Qrd.er o/i 4i{orn~j~ Fe.e's ~~tached to Syringa·~ Dec~mber ;21, 2911

Motion, to,

-_38.:-
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Augment the Record to Include Content Required by I.A:R. 28(b
)(1 ), at page
~:
.. 20). The district
.

;;

'

'

court also prop.orly denied fe_cs·undcr Idaho Code-~ 12-117(1) becaiis.c Syringa~s claims wqrc not
unreasonaple. fd..
P9tlqtct, a~~ six sybsecj~eg.t ~a.ses· squ?.rely h~ld ~hat "Idaho Co~~
§ 12-117(1) the 'exclusive nieaus. fo,: awarding atto.rn~y fee~ f9r th.e
.entities to wl~ich it ·applies.,,
'

(a)

is

'.

,, '

lri fo#aJclz, :the,plai~ti{f~ su~ a s_(?}:ip9l d~sjrict for breach of c<;mtract. Th_c ~cho9l district

prevait~d OJ) appea,i" and sought ation1ey t~~s ·under Idaho Cod~ §. l~-117(1) and §·12-121.
...

~ ' ..

• •

'

!

•

•

,

~ •

....

~ ·,

l

•

'•

"

""

•

'

'

'

•

••

•••

'

•

'

•

,,

~

•

•

•

~.,

Id, at

•

I,.

•

••

634,226 P.3d at 1282: ~his ~ourt denied fees under~' l 2'-1 J7(1) because the plaintiff's' appeal
was rtot unre.aso11able. Id. It also denied fees under~~ 12-121 "because I.Ci § 12-117 is 'the
·excluslve means for ~w~ding ~tton:i.cy fees for th9 entities t9 which it applie.s.''- Id. (c:itiJ1g

v. lda_ho. '[ra,isp: Dep't~ 13~ Idahq \97~ 116, 73 P.$._d 171,, 73Q (2Q93)).

;Westway Cojz~t:!}tzc.

the Potlatch rul~ c;oncerning the exclus.ivity ofidaho Code-'§ 1.2-t lihas·bccn ~ffirmcd
,

'

'

•

•

••

•

4

•

•

..

•,•

'

'

no less than six times. See Arambarrt v. Armsirong,,: 2012 WL 739486, at :"6 (Idaho March 8,
~

,(

.

'2012);' City of Os.b.utn· v. Randel, 2012 WL 14.~4339\ af *4 (Idaho April 26, 2:012); Kepler~
Flee_nqr v. fr_e;npn( CnJ:P;, J5~ J;d~h~~ 2Q?, -~68,,P .3_d 11 ~9,. J 165, (291 i); S111itlt. v. Was/.lingt<;m

C1Jty., ~~O Jd,al).~
22~>°P.3d

~8?., ~Q2.; 24?: P.3d Q\5? iil~ (201,0);_Bro~n v: Poc.atell~

1

148 Idaho. 802, 81 lr

i i.64, 1173· .(2010);
Sopatyk
V; :Lemhi Cn.ty., 151 Idaho 809,'264 P.3d ~16, 925 ·(2011).
.
,,
·~
.~.
.
~

~-~

:.

·Th~~e. cas.c~ settle, the matter. Y.et' the State: RG~pondcnts
ijrgu¥.
that" tlic Court; s language
.
',
.
itj Po'Uqt~hW.~~ diq~~ ~d th~r(?fore not bi.~ding. (SJat~ RcsporidQn,t~, Brief, p. 41).

N_ot.~o~

l)icta h "[a] ju.d~cia~ 9pn:iµie~t nia,cie, whi~e _d~!ivetjJ?-g_ ajudiciaJ ?P}.1'.liq!1 t~at i~ ~nnGc_e~S?fY _tQ th~
decisfon
not precedential (although
it may be considered persuasive)."
.
. in the- case and therefore
.
.
:

,

'

~

~

'
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BLACK'S. LAW DICTIONARY, Obiter Dictum (3d. ed.); see Si. Liike 's Magfc Valley Reg'l Med.
Ciitr., Ltd. ¥· J)r}. of.Cn.ty. C9fnin 'rs, 9l Idaho 338, SQ5, 237 P.3-d 12.10, J24l (iPJO). In

P.opay;h, the..901:1.rt qQnied :(cc~ und9r § l~-121 onlx b(?Caµsc § 12-117 is cx.~lush/9. §ee 148
Idal}o ~t 632, 22~ P.3d ~! 1279. ·The exclusi_vity of'§ 12-i l 7 WfJ.S ~bsolutely nc~cssary to reso1v~
•

,

~

•

•

'

•

•

•''

..

,<

•

'

~

•

•

,

the attorney-fee .issue. Heil.cc~. the CQ\.1rt' s interpretation of* 12-111 is not dicta;
the St~te Re$po~denfa alsp argue that Jhis. Court d.id not ine~n wh1,1t it said iri Poflalch.
(~e.e S!~teRespq_rtd~n~s~ B,;iet p. 40..:43). ~cq~rding to th~ S~ateJlespon4~nts, Pot/a!cl~ ~tan,d~

oµly for tb~ proposition that·§· 12-117 dispiaces·§ 12-121; it 4.~e~ uotprectude an award of fees
••

...

,;

~

• '

"

'

-

' ,

'

• •

•

'

•

•

•

•

••• '

•

'

•

•

•

'

t '

id. at 42. But the Court's rationale was cleat: '~tc. § 12,.. 117 is the exclusive

under § 12-120(3).
'

me~ns for awaiding atforneis f~c.s fodhc ei1tities

to 'which it applies." Po.tlaich

1

148 ldaho at

-~bi.~ C,o!u:t s_ltoul(J n_o! 9~~rr~le Potlatch.

0>)

Stizriid~pisis has lo11gheen ~ stl,lpk of Atncrican jurisprµd9ricc. ''[This Court] sh~ll not

s_tr~Y f1:c;i.m. th~ririii~iple_'qf sfare'decfsis_ without~' e.xccptlo.n.i;tlly,co.titpelling rca_spn to do so,
.

.

'

.

'

~

parti¢u1urly where doing so would. be a, move to embrace .an:ibiguity over orderi '' Idaho Fall.r v.
'

•

" ·~ "

•

•

•

< S..

,. •

• ,

•

- •'

~'

••

<

•

,,{' ,

"'

~,¥ •

•

•-

~

I <

•,

•

•

'

·~

'

~ '

•

•

"

•

~ f

'

Fuhri!?Jan 1 149 Idaho 574, 579.;237 P._3d 1'206,)2()5 .(2010). Stare decisis serves many
~

•

T

•

•

....

'•

~

,;

0

>,

•

•

pui~oses, including i;'spadng [litigahts] the i1ecesslty of relI.tigating e.very relevant propositio11 in
< '

•

'

"

•

•

~

-

...

evc1y cas.e~'Jind preventJng "the.§lu;er i:qipo§~ibiliiy of t¢exam_in_ing de ~i~yo :~very· r.~ley~~1t

proposhi.~.J;l i~~- 9yct·y ·~a~e.,,. !]et~ke v. ld~~q ~ay.. -~ I:o~n ,(1,ss 11~~ 93. Id4l}o ~ 1OJ, 412·) 3,, 4~2 ~ ,2d.
'a

ln any event, Smith "· W(ls/iingion. County. and Wesiway Construction, Inc. v. Idaho Transp. Dopi., 139 Idaho
107\ 1-16, 73 P.3d 721 (2003), each held that§ 12-117 precludes fees under§ 12-i:20(3),..Thus, even if the
Court'~ Ia1,1guagQ in Poilc1ic;h ~ere not clear, there is no· merit to DOA's argument that'§ 12-117(1) does not
preclude fees under.§_ 12-120~3).
·

.·49·.
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~.02,. 5Q5-06 (1969) (in.terrial qµotation mark.sand citation omitted)., 'The.State Respondents'
:--

~

crqss.:.?PP~.al sq~~~Jy inipljcates .lJoth c¢n9.~rmi-it attempts, tQ re.:litigatg ari i~suo.that hits b9en
~~,cid.e_d s~~ ti!ll~~ iii the pa~tlV{o yc~rs and .inv1~t?s; tp<;: Cpq,;ft~ rc;.9x~ine ~ ~c~t1e.~ point 9naw.
Of qourse?
.stare
is not
an µnbcnding
rule. :·~stare decisis
requires
this
CQUlt to·
"
. .tJecisis
.
. .
~·
.
'
. .
'

,,

~

'

'

is

follow controlling.... precedent unless it tnanifestly.' wrong, proven to be unjust Ot unwise, or
';...

,

oyerruling it is .Tf¢gcs$ary in light of obvious principles of law

Cntj:, .151

W~~.o 8.09, ---, 26.4 P.34 9l 6,: 92q (~011 ).~

and justic~.'' S.opatyk v. Lein.hi

P9}~rjtch

wa~ ~o~ n'lanifes(ly inco,rr~ct,

hovy':}v~r, ~1or ~~. th~~ ~n ?QVipus prit19ipl~ 9flaw ~.n~ justi~e at st~ke.
Potlatch. is not manifestly incorrect.

(i)
.

'

11:Js! last yqar this Co.rnt·refus_~d to ovet:t_ulePollafc!i, See ~opatyk, 151 Id.~ho 899, 264
pjd at 926, :nlUs, in a sense the State Respondents,are doubly.barred by stare declsis----,on the
'

''..

'

••

..,

,:

•

,

•

'

• ,,'

~

,•

,.,

... "

,.

• ~

•

.,.

-

•

•

~• •

.J

-,

•

..

•

•

•

~·"·.

merits by.. Potiaich itself; and on its argument
to overrulePotlatch by Sopatyk. Further,
the State
. '
.
'

·Resp01iderits are

.

-..

unable t9 demo11s'trate that f'o.tlaidi was 'manifestly incorrect.
'

.

.

,-,.

117(1) .~~e ex.clu~iye a~Jhority fo( ~)~at4Jng fee~ in fav9_r of .a ~tate M~1~cy i~ su~pe.ct

ur b~t

(State
Respondents' Brief,
p. 3$).) '('he State
cite the
Stateme,nt
of Purpose .for the
.
.
. .Respon~ents
..
.
.
.
',

'

'

.,,

bill that ainended. § 12-117(1) in 2000. 10 l:!ut the cited Statement of Purpose actually
•

•

".,

,>

'd¢mori&tr.ates the oppo~ite. It proyide~1
IdE}l~~ law presently ~lloWs.fo.r ti1e recovery .c]f att9rncy f~es:agai~s.t
public ag~1wi~s jri ~.ases where the public agepcy, frivplQusly purst1es

f

io

Fittingly, in SopatykJµe Cm11t held thntPolfa.tch shpuld not be overt"Uled it1 light of principle[! o[stcite decisi.~,.
.m~e~ded §; ·12-1
i~ ai1~·w ;n -~~a~ ·of fe~- i~· favo~ ~f-st~tc agc~cfe~ ~~ain~t-private
persons. See 2.000 S.L:, Ch. 234, § l (changi_ng "person" to (lprevailing. party~'). It also added lhe·prcfalory
language, •,\Unless other.wise provided by statute/' Id.
·
'' ·
"
·

·In ·20()0, Q).~ ~;gislntu~~

i'16f

-Al-:
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or defends tho ad111i11istrative action or civil judicial proceeding.
There is no general provision for an award of attorney fees in favor of
the public agency where the other party to tlie action :frlvolously "
pursu~s or defends tl~e administrative or civil action.
(SJ~t~'}.~esp_Q11dem~; BriE}f, P: 3Q. ((;}mpJ1asi~ ~d~ed) (citing ~oo.o $.~. Ch. 241, sec. 1i)

Thus, the jdaho 'lcgislatur~ Judjcated in 2090, ·notwith~tanding Idah~ Code §. 1:2- 17.1 ,. ,
~

~

••

'

'

....

-

-

•

~

'

~

6

,,

"'

,

...

~

'

'

•

-

•

-

"

'

there was n~ basis other than Idaho C'ode ~ 1_2-11? for an award offet;s to public age~cies
against adverse..vrtrties· that took unreasonable litigutio11 positions. Accordingly, in the ''1nh'1d" of
th,~ ldJJhO legjsl.a~ui·e, § l 2~117 b~ca1ne the exclusive means by which a public agency CQU}d

qbtai.1~.fees f9.r f~ivoJ~us litigll,ti(?~l.
The sa11,1cr~:;;.u~~is apparcnf b):7 comP.~rison oftl)e l~~a~c of§ 1_2.;1171 *. 12-120, ruJd
§. 12-i21.. Read in isolation,§ 12-120 and§ 12"'.121 apparently attow fees in favor of a public
':,

"

'•

,"

A

~i1tity'.. B~t&tatute$ must be re~d in conjunction, not 1SOli\tlon. See Flying Elk 1,ivestin.eot, £LC-v.

'

'

.

..,

cqnstruction to resolve conflicting &tatutcs: ~'When two statutes conflict, the m~tc, specifiq ~tatute·
•

• ....

'

-·~

.~

•

• - , Jt ' .

..

••

'

.. ....

"

•

•

•

,...

...

•

'

"

•

~

•

•

•

'

•

•

•

controls over the more gcneral. 11 Pater,$'On v. State, 128 ldaho 494; 502,915 P.2d 724, 732
..

•

•l

-~

~

(1996) (citation omitt.ed),. S.ecdon 12-111 sp.~cifically govems.the award .of ~ttorneyfces in civil
•• ,

I,'::

••

pf9cee.dings b<;ilWeen ~ per:~~m and sJate agenci.~§l. Hence~ it is. the P1bre ,sp~cific statut~· that

controls,1~ th~ event o_f a. co11flict with the gen~ral attomey-fee,statutes, §§ P-12,0 and iz. 1·21,
•

_,

•

• ,>

~

•

....

Jt "

• '

•

V

•

~

'

>

'

"

•

•

"

~

'

,_

;

<

>

and
does not establish t11at Potlatch
was manifestly
incorrect.
. tile ?ppareni,conflict
.
., . . .
'
.
. .
"

~

~

~

'

~

,

Third,_ the State Respondentil
proposed
inierpi·etation would render eith(;)r §. 12.. 121 or the
.
'

rel~v.ant iiect~o~ 9f §. 12.-117 duplicative aml suJ:ierfluqu~: "[T]he· Cpurt ,must gi'v~ effe~t tq JtJl the

-42.-
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Schulz1 151 Idaho. 863,. ·:-·,... 264 P.3d 970, 973 (2011) (citation omitted).. If§, 12-1:21 and§ 1i'

~

,

'

'•

,

'

s

l 17 applied. t9 the .~ame cµ,se, .12-121 woµld permit nri award of foes'for frivolous litigation
.p~~iti~n~ !fh!l~ § l~-117 w,o,uld require such an ~ward.

F<>urth, Sta,te Respond.ents argue that the phtase "Unkss otherwise pro.vided by statute'"
•

• ''

•

>

,

"

,

\.,

}

••

•

'

,

~

•

•

'

•

•

)

•

•

•

'

'

•

'

,,.

refers' to.§ i2-i20(3) and .§. 12-121 and engrafts the general attorney-fee
regim~. onto
ca&cs
.
.
"'
.
.
~~

g(jvemeg by§, 12-1 f1.

'

'

~

(State Respondents' Brief; p. 45.) But the prefatory
language
.
. docs not
'

,_

'•

~

9pe~at~ it~ thi~ ,11janner; A( its. CQre, § 12-l 17(1) reads~ ''l)nl9s$ oth'erwi$e provkfod l?y statute ...
the court shall award 'the prevailing party reasonal?lc a,ttorney' $ fe~s ... if it finds that the
'

•

•

••

-

•

"

,•

;,..•

,

•

,,

'~..

•

•

<

·-

-

•

•

nonprevailing party acted without a reason~blc basis fn fact o:r law/?
•

added). Thus,Jn
•

A

~

•

>

<

-

'

'

•

·-

••

•

f c. § 12:-li 7(i), ,(empha~is
0

'

~

0

'

c~ses fo which §i 2-117(1) applies, an award of fees for unreasonable litigatio11
t

.

~

~

l

!

-

po~itionS: }§ mah~atpfy-''[u]n19&~ othcrWjse provid~d QY statute/ The prefatory language does
not i~.corpoi:at~ ~~~ g~q.~ral 'a!tqrheY-fee regime~ it_ sjmplypcrmits th<Uegislatur~ to establish ij.
differc1~~ ~tt~rnc~-fe~ r~gi~~ to su~~cts, ~>f ca~~s t~ 'o/~ich ·§1~-1.17(1) woµl~ ot~cn_vi.sq require_

,an-award,offces. Idaho Code~ 6-918A is an example.
fifth ~jd finally, th~ Stafo Respqild~nts ,argue, that '''thfa c'ourt has continued to award

fees to:$tat~ ag~nqje~ pursu~nt to §, 1i,-120(3) ·or § 12-121 .even after thq Potlatch de.cision. ''
{State Respond~p~' Br~cf~ P:, 44.)

~peciffc_aity~ tj1~ State ~.esp,qqd~~t_s !ncog~ctly ~911tcqd thaJ

this Court "award[edJ- • attorney• foes to Hagennan
1-Ii.ghway
Dist.ric~
pµrsuant,
to·§ 12"121,~,; in•
• ,,.
..
<'
'
'
'
'
• \ •
~

'7i,igib~r Inves(mi.nt> 1,f.,Cv. Iiagermali. High~1ay,District, l 50 Idaho 675r.... 249 P.3d 868 (2011 ).
•,

~

Id., qt 44.

J1i fi~c;t~ thi~ Qoutt s~qt~d: "tlie d,istri_ct .CQUrl: properly .awar4ed attort1e,y fees to the

-43. 001936

[I-iagert1ian Highway]
District under 1.c: §. 12-117 .. ; ~;, Id. at 686,249 P.3d at.879 (emphasis
..
~

!ldded): 11

The ~t9t~ R~SP91:l~~qts ~rgue th(lt tl~is Cq~~t- aw_ardc4 fees ·under§. 12-1io(3) tq a $t~te~
run '1J1iyers#r in .~attt¥'!· f,daho_ S{f!fe Untve;rsitr, ~fos P).~ 1J41,, l 154 (2011). (State

Responderits>Brief: p. 44.~ 'that is correct. But universities are not subje~t to §'.12-117(1). 'Se~
H.orne:v. .lclaho State, Univ.~ 138 Idalio 7:00, 706, 69 P.3d 120, 126 (2003). 'thus, Sa.did do.es

not

conflfot·with Potlatch .
•~

'

..

•

J

...

•

- '

•

Fina,liy, 1~ \he State Rcspondpnts cite.Doe v. Idaho Departmen( oj'Health & Welfai·e;
-

•

'I;

'~

••

.,

~

~·..

•

~-

>

• '

••

.,.

'.,

•

.(.,.

•

•

•

•

~

•

150

-

-

Idaho 491, 49\ 248.P.3d 742., 748- (20i 1). In Doe, this Court granted fees to the Department of
<

-

),

,

•

•

Be.alth and Welfare.under§ 12-121. See id. The award· conflicts with Potlatch. But the Does.

app~r~ntly .did not PJ:'~S~l'.lt ·an µrgumen'fthaq.)ot/atch prohibit~d a fee award ui1d~r '.§ .12-121. 13
'

'

•,

,)

Tluis, pq¢ HJcely stands ~nly fot t~c prop_o.sitj9n that th~. Qourt will iwt 'decid~ a case ba~eq on
arguments not prcsent~d to it. In
•

<•

:

'

>

•

-,

,

•

<

.;,"

any event, the ex1sjence of a singl~ anom~lous: cas~ docs not
'

#

#

•

•

('

•

•

<

•

V

•

>

..

•

,

•.

V

-,_

,

;,

.0

•

#

~

•

prove that Potlaich was manifestly incorrect. No obvious prindple ofjustice requires Potlatch:
.

'

-

Id~h()
courts
mus(ad4.ere. to pt;ecedeqt
.
'
.
. unless ft i_s inanifo~tly incorrect or "oyerruling 'it is
'•

neces.sary ifl ligl1t Qf obvfou~ principles of la~ andjqstice'.'.~ Sopatf.k, -~ 51 Idah9 809, 264 P. ~d ·at
'

11

12

13

•

-,

•

-

•

••

.,

'• ... • .. ...

•

•

,

'

'

'

•

~

'

•

...(

'lo

.. ~ ~

'

l;""

•

•

Th~ ~Q~rt_ awllr~cd fe!=S to ~ynCliC a private party, 'under I.C: § 12:)2t'. See Zlng/~e,'_lnv., 150 .JdahQ at 686,
249 J.>.~d_nt ~7.~. 1'hi!l hQlding· is-comii$lent .with Pot/ate;[!, bec11use § 11·1 l'7(1) does npt apply ,(o litignti9n
betw~~l) 'pr~vat~ p_afti~$:
'I'h~ State R~s'pondcnts.. atso.,oile '$19,ldu'rq v: P~~a_iello Scf1ool Dist; #25.,. 149 ,Idahq' ~79, -~87, 239 J:> .3d, 7841 79293 (~91~). li,1.S,to!/qC1ra,·~~e·C~urt dccli11cd to. aw~rd fee~ to tl~~_.schoQl~istrlct. Thu~, S1oddt1rd d~cs not
conflief V'fi_lh_ f9.tl,ital1i ·atth~ug!~ the .Qourttccfinic.atly sh~:~itd ~~a"'.~ den!e~_fees u!1der ~ 12-~ F inst~np ~f.§ q.
121.
The briefs in Doe were sealed; Ac9ordingly, counsel could not definitely detcnnino whether the § 1. 2-117(1)
issue- was argued in tl1nt case.
" ··
•

- '44 .-.
001937

926. As this Courfrecently stated, "there..is.

no oovious principleof justice ·at stake here.....
'

~ince· IdahQ follo_w~ th(;) 'Americ~n Rule' fQ1~ ~ttqrneis: fe¢s, no foe a\Vard~ iji:e available absent

'$0pat)!_ic, 151 l_qah9 $Q,91 2q4 P;~ d.at ~4.6.

~OJlt;f~Ctl.)~1,or, ~~atut~ryA_4.tJ~~d.t¥."

The,~ t~rc

Resp~nde1~ts 'raif to _idei:itify an :ol?~ious prin~iple ~_f)aw. or justfce ~~~~ !cquircs· Potlq._tch t~ be
overruled. I-ie11ce;· Potlatch is binding undci· principles of stare decisis.
'

..

~

Tit¢ District .COUl't pt·Qpcr_ly .dcnjcd fees ·u-1der l<.htho . Code § 12117(1)..
.

(c)_

The ~tat~-Re.sponde~1ts ~rgue !hat-it is· entitled to: ~ttorncy :fees under § .12.-117(1). gccau.~q
Syringu brought tbis caS\;: withoqt standing, failed to exhaust .admfnistrativc remedies, and had no
...-

•• •

~·

<

>

'

•

.. •

.,.,

•

<

..

•

•'

'

,>.

••

t

>

~

• •

~

~

_,

f

'

•

V

'\

'

,

evidcncc·to support its.tortious interference claim. (State Respondents' Brief, p. 54.) But
•

Syiiriga
~.

'

~~

<

has, to the contr;1ry, 9emoristrated fn this bri.ef and its Opening. Brief: that it was not
)

requir~d tQ e~haµ$t 4dminislrati v~ reme,di.~s in Qrcler to ch~Uemi<f the. ml)enqeg SBPOs a.nd that

its to.rtious intetf~renc.e.
claims are well supported with admissible evidehcc. The. district co.urt
= ',
/'..
•

, ..

-

•'

f>'

....

•

~

•

'<

0

~

•

A

...

'

•

.~

'

•

•

'

..

•

'

,•

•

'

,.

...

'

0

0

..

'A

•'

<

•

•

sp~cificnlly fou11d thijt Syringa's claims were reasonable: "Based uppn its review oi'tbe ~tHfr~
;

-

'

•

,

•

•

..

~

•

A

~

~

•

y

"

•

'

'

0 •

~

rec01:d/the Court cannot .find that Srringa act.Cd.without a reasonable basis hi. fact or law/
(Mcm9ratidwn an(! Oi<;ier r~: Cost~t ~g Attomeys' F~es,..p!, 22.)

Th.e State. Respondent~;- have not

cstabli.~hed t_h~t Syringa;s. clai~s ar~ un.~ea_sonal?le, Ac~qrdingly, th~s Gourt should affirm the.
r

9

•

••

•

~.

•

...

•

•

dc.maJ 9ff~cs \lt_1der § ~2-117(1) at:id ~eny the:stat_e_~espq1.1de~ts' at!or1~c~s' -f~es on. appeal
should they prevail. 14

14'

The.State·Respondents do not present any nrgumet~t that it ls entitled to fees under ld~ho Code§ 6~918A.
Accordingiy, any such argument is waived and the,Court must affirm the district court's decision on this issue.
Ball v. Cii)' ofBlackfoot,-.-~ Idaho---, 273 P.3d 1266, 1211 (Idaho March 23, 2012).
...

•

•

"

'I.

.. 45001938

.,

·i.

No "Commcrtial Transaction;' took Place Between Qwest and Syringa.

Tlle. dis~ict
c.qu1t
ti;ansac_tlpn
between SYringa,a!ld Qwes_t.
.
. . <liq
.' not
. •, i~ept~fy
' ,, . ..
. ~ .9ommercial
A......
~·.
'" .
~

~

II

•

••

... •

•

~

•

Nonetheless, 'it granted fees because b9th Qwest and Syringa participated in the "largei:
'

•

•

•

•

,

'

V

•

~

•

'

•

c9nunerciaL trans_action•• of the JEN biddin~ process. (Memorandum Decision and Order re:
Costs a~d Attorneys'· F:ees, p. i3.) Tbis_lwlding,is 9rrpne_o4s; ~d requires re.v~rsal if the.

·dismissnl of Syri1.1ga'-s C,omplaint against Qwest ,is· affirmed.
•

lo.•

"

"~·

'•

<

> • '

,.

).

•

..

'

'

•

'-

Ir

•

<

,

•

<"

Until recent} y, tort· ciaims co~ld not suppor~ an aw~i:ci 9t f~e~ µnder Iqah.o Cod(? § 12120(3)". See Soignie.r
v. Fietcher, 151 Idaho 322, ---,-: 256 P.3d 730, 735 (2011) (dc1$cribing this
-;

~

,,

hisiory). N<>w, a p1:ey~i}Jng P~rty rriay obtain. fees for c14ims ·sounding in tort or contract, so long
,

.,

'

a~ a ~'Go~1µm:m~ial, \r,!l(l~~ctid!} cqmp_ris~s th.¢ gravaniei1 of tJ.ieJq\;Vsuit,'t~jthouftegard to whetlufr
th~ c!ahn so~_nds in 'tort pr con\ract. Lett11nich v.

lf..ei Banft Na_t l/Js~ 'n, 'l 41
1

lda,l~o. ~67, '368-, 109

'

P.3d 1104, 1110 !~005). fo short~ 'Idaho law has shifted from a cl~ims~based t(? a ~an~~~tion-

b.ased approach.
Whjle
q party_
can rccpyer _on ·a iQtt 'cla,im ~a~ed on a com1nercial transacti.on, 'the
..
.
,

,cmmn~rcial t1:ansact:ion must stfri have·,Q9C1Jrte4 hetw.ee11 tiu~ prevailing party and th~ rion..

'

,

•It',

prevailing part~.

~

,,

, ,., • ,

,

r

•,

~

-

~...

l,

,

,

~

,

-

• •

,

,

~

,

See Sotgnier~ 25~ P.3d ~t 7?4 ('-'[The] ·commercial tr.an~~ct!on occurred
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COMES NOW Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through
its undersigned counsel of record, and submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Its Motion
for Reconsideration and/or Clarification Re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions issued on November 10, 2014 [hereinafter "Order"].

I.

INTRODUCTION

A key focus of this litigation has been the principle of the law of the case. This Court has
concluded that the law of the case established by the Idaho Supreme Court requires it to find that
the DOA has violated state procurement law by issuing Amendments No. 1 to SBPOs 1308 and
1309. Indeed, this Court applied the law of the case doctrine against the DOA in reaching this
decision. However, the time has now come for this Court to reject Syringa's attempt to obtain
indirectly what it could not obtain directly (through claiming that the void Amendments No. 1
have infected the lawful original SBPOs), by reaffirming the law of the case established when it
ruled that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the "lawful" original SBPOs.
Such a holding would be completely consistent with the law of the case established by
the Idaho Supreme Court. The Supreme Court found that (1) Syringa was not challenging the
original SBPOs, (2) Syringa had standing to challenge the amended contract between the DOA
and Qwest, and (3) Syringa did not have an available administrative remedy to challenge the
Amendments No. 1. This decision left in place this Court's holding that Syringa had failed to
exhaust available administrative remedies as to the original SBPOs, and also recognized that
Syringa did not have standing to challenge the original SBPOs. The only way to recognize the
individual import of each of these holdings, is to leave the original SBPOs in place, even though
the Amendments No. 1 have been found void.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 1
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Further, unassailable principles of contract law establish the necessity of this conclusion.
When an amendment to a valid contract is invalidated, the valid contract controls. The
severability clauses in the original SBPO contracts further confirms the propriety of this result.
Finally, Syringa's only remedy is to obtain a declaratory judgment that the Amendments
No. 1 are void. It does not have standing to seek application of I.C. § 67-5725, and this Court
lacks the constitutional authority to compel the Executive to enforce I.C. § 67-5725.
Therefore, the DOA's Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration should be granted.

II.

A.

ANALYSIS

The Law of the Case Establishes Syringa Cannot Challenge the Original SBPOs.
This Court must clarify its recent Order, because it is subject to two very different

interpretations. One interpretation-that Amendments No. 1 are void but the original SBPOs are
lawful-is consistent with the law of the case. The other interpretation-that both the
Amendments No. 1 and the original SBPOs are void-is inconsistent with the law of the case as
established repeatedly by this Court and the Idaho Supreme Court, and evidenced by myriad
representations made by Syringa.
A brief review of this case's procedural history cements this point. On July 23, 2010, this
Court issued its Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order, which, inter alia, granted
summary judgment "to the State Defendants on ... the requests for declaratory relief as alleged
in Count ... Three of the complaint," because Syringa failed to exhaust available administrative
remedies. July 23, 2010 Order at 19. In then ruling on Syringa's motion to reconsider that

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 2
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decision, the Court rejected Syringa's contentionl-that administrative remedies were
unavailable specifically with respect to the Amendments No. 1-"These amendments were
effectively the awards. Syringa did not exhaust its administrative remedies in challenging these
awards and cannot now resort to the court to challenge the awards." November 2, 2010
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Syringa Networks, LLC's Motion to Reconsider at 5.
Syringa appealed this decision to the Idaho Supreme Court. In its opening brief, it
framed the issue on appeal as:
Did the district court err in holding, as a matter of law, that Syringa
was barred, by failure to exhaust administrative remedies set out in
Idaho Code§ 67-5377(1)(c), from challenging the legality of postaward amendments to Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders issued
to prime contractors ENA and Qwest that violated Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A ... ?
Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 28 (emphasis added). In addition, Syringa repeatedly
reiterated that it was not challenging the original SBPOs:

Both SPBOs complied with Idaho Code§ 67-5718A because they
were issued for the entire IEN Project, could accommodate
"vertical" end-to end solutions, and were for the "same or similar"
property .... The original SBPOs allowed competition as
contemplated by LC.§ 67-5718A (emphasis added).
Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 16.
The only remedy available to Syringa, as a subcontractor to the
holder of a state SBPO harmed by post-contract conduct, was to
sue and seek a declaratory ruling that the amended SBPOs violated
the law.

In its Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, Syringa "acknowledge[d] that the administrative
appeal requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5733 apply to bid specification challenges and to award challenges," at
10, and agreed with the Court that it had failed to exhaust its administrative remedies with respect to the original
SBPOs, at 10 n.3.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 3
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Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 32 (emphasis added).
Nothing in the statute provides that appeal can be taken from the
amendment of a state Contract or SBPO .... I.C. § 67-5733 does not
apply to post award Contracts or Contract amendments.
Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 36 (emphasis added).
Syringa does not challenge the Letter of Intent or the identical and
lawful SBPOs issued to Qwest and ENA on January 28, 2009
because they did not split the IEN Project.
Plaintiff/Appellant's Reply Br. at 8 (emphasis added).
Syringa' s consistent litigation position did not go unnoticed by the Supreme Court: "On
appeal, Syringa does not challenge the multiple award." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept.
of Admin., 305 P.3d 499, 504 (Idaho 2013) (emphasis added). The Idaho Supreme Court also

made clear that "The initial contracts to ENA and Qwest on January 28, 2009, constituted an
award to two bidders to furnish the same or similar property. The material provisions of their
contracts were identical. There was no differentiation as to the scope of work each was to
perform under their respective contracts." Id.
Next, in overruling this Court's decision that Syringa had failed to exhaust its
administrative remedies, the Supreme Court concluded that Idaho Code§ 67-5733 "did not
provide Syringa with any administrative remedy to challenge the amendment to ENA's
[Qwest's][sic] contract." Id. at 506. After surveying the provisions of section 67-5733, the
Supreme Court noted that "[n]one of those administrative remedies permit the challenge being
made by Syringa here," id., namely "the legality of post-award amendments to Statewide Blanket
Purchase Orders," Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 28. The Supreme Court also concluded

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 4
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that Syringa had "standing to challenge the amended contract to Qwest because it constituted, in
effect, changing the RFP after the bids were opened." Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506.
However, the Supreme Court's decision left untouched this Court's conclusion that
Syringa had failed to exhaust available administrative remedies with respect to the original
SBPOs. Likewise, the Supreme Court's finding of standing extended only to Syringa's
challenge to the Amendments No. 1. Indeed, this Court has already recognized as much: "the
Supreme Court agreed that Syringa had standing to file a legal challenge to the amendment
which divided the scope of work. However, its discussion of standing raises doubt as to whether
Syringa would have standing to challenge the original awards of the SBPOs." June 24, 2014
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider at 13 n.6.
Completely consistent with the foregoing, this Court rejected Syringa's attempt of
"having it both ways" when Syringa tried to challenge both the Amendments No. 1 and the
original SBPOs in its Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. See id. at 10-13. First, the
Court found that Syringa had waived any challenge to its finding that Syringa had failed to
exhaust available administrative remedies with respect to the original SBPOS: "Syringa
concede_d that the administrative appeal provisions of Idaho Code§ 67-5733 applied to Syringa
in this case. Further, Syringa conceded the correctness of the Court's determination that Syringa
had and failed to exhaust an administrative remedy to challenge ... the award of the SBPO to
Qwest." Id. at 11 (internal citations omitted). Second, this Court found that "[o]n appeal,
Syringa did not challenge the award of the original SBPOs, and conceded that the original
SBPOs were lawful." Id. at 12. Therefore, this Court determined that "[t]he doctrine of judicial
estoppel precludes Syringa from having it both ways. Because Syringa has previously conceded
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 5
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that the original SBPOs were lawful, Syringa will be estopped from taking the opposite position
now." Id. at 13. As a result of this decision, Syringa then modified its Partial Motion for
Summary Judgment. See Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing at 2.
The law of the case could not be clearer: (1) Syringa may not challenge the lawful
original SBPOs; (2) Syringa does not have standing to challenge the lawful original SBPOs; and
(3) Syringa has concededly failed to exhaust available administrative remedies with respect to
the original SBPOs. The law of the case is a principle with which this Court is intimately
familiar, having applied it against the DOA in the June 24, 2014 Order. DOA now respectfully
requests this Court clarify its Order so that it is consistent with the law of this case.

1.

Syringa's Attempt to Narrow this Court's Judicial Estoppel Decision Must
be Rejected.

Ignoring the foregoing, Syringa attempts to narrow this Court's application of the
doctrine of judicial estoppel to apply only to Syringa's argument "that the original awards were
an unlawful pretext to divide the scope of the work between Qwest and ENA." Opposition at 4.
This is a misconstruction of the Court's June 24, 2014 Order, which clearly held that "[b]ecause
Syringa has previously conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, Syringa will be estopped
from taking the opposite position now." June 24, 2014 Order at 13. In other words, Syringa
cannot claim that the original SBPOs were unlawful. Syringa's attempt to ignore the clear
import of the holding betrays its cognizance of the fact that the doctrine of judicial estoppel
precludes finding that the original SBPOs are void; only the Amendments No. 1 may be found to
be void.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION RE THE COURT'S 11/10/2014 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE PENDING DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS - 6
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2.

Invalidating the Amendments No.1 and the Original SBPOs Would Allow
Syringa to Do Indirectly What It Could Not Do Directly.

Syringa has trumpeted the Idaho Supreme Court's statement that Amendments No. 1
permit the DOA to "do indirectly what it is prevented by law from doing directly." Syringa
Networks, 305 P.3d at 505. However, in the instant situation Syringa's catch phrase applies aptly

to its most recent attempt to once again change its litigation position. The law of the case and the
doctrine of judicial estoppel preclude Syringa from directly challenging the original SBPOs.
However, by construing this Court's Order to reach both the Amendments No. 1 and the original
SBPOs, as requested by Syringa, see Opposition at 10, this Court would be granting Syringa
relief indirectly which it cannot obtain directly. In sum, Syringa cannot challenge the validity of
the original SBPOs, and this Court should not sanction any argument from Syringa to the
contrary. The only relief Syringa may obtain is a decision by this Court that the Amendments
No. 1 are void.

B.

Black Letter Contract Law Establishes that the Valid Original SBPOs Control
Where the Amendments No.1 Have been Found to be Void.
Applicable contract law is clear: when an amendment to an otherwise valid contract is

void, the underlying contract controls. Syringa's attempt to cast aside clearly established
principles of contract law that apply to the original SBPOs and all amendments made thereto
(there were more than just the Amendments No. 1) must be rejected.

1.

Principles of Contract Law Apply in This Case.

First, the fact that the contracts at issue in this case are between the DOA, a state agency,
and private businesses, does not mean the Court should cast away all law based on "common law
principles concerning contracts between private parties," as Syringa would have the Court do.
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See Opposition at 16. Rather, the United States Supreme Court has long since determined that

when reviewing government contracts, "the ordinary principles of contracts must and should
apply." See Smoot's Case, 82 U.S. 36, 45 (1872). Further, Syringa has conceded in its briefing
to the Idaho Supreme Court that the "SBPOs are Contracts on which the parties must agree."
Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 35.

2.

Invalidating the Amendments No. 1 Cannot Scathe the Original SBPOs.

Second, Syringa's claim that it "has been unable to find Idaho case law, other than the
decision of the Idaho Supreme Court in this case, that addresses the effect of illegal amendments
on otherwise valid government contracts," see Response p. 12-13 & n.3, ignores precedent
already brought to this Court's attention. Further, Syringa's attempt to escape this precedent (in
a footnote) is baseless. The fact that Knowlton v. Mudd, 775 P.2d 154 (Idaho Ct. App. 1989), did
not involve a public contract is of no import. See Smoot' s Case, 82 U.S. at 45. As a result,
Knowlton is binding precedent on this Court establishing the effect of an invalid amendment on

an otherwise valid contract: the amendment2 may be stripped away, but the underlying contract
must remain. See 775 P. 2d at 156-57.
Further, the Supreme Court's decision in Syringa Networks does not support Syringa's
position. Rather, the Idaho Supreme Court held, inter alia, that (1) Syringa was not challenging
the original SBPOs, 305 P.3d at 504, (2) Syringa had "standing to challenge the amended
contract to Qwest," id. at 506, and (3) Syringa did not have any "administrative remedy to
challenge the amendment to ENA's [Qwest's][sic] contract," id. The only way to consistently

2

DOA here preserves its contention that the Amendments No. 1 were never supported by consideration or agreed
to by ENA and Qwest.
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read this decision is to conclude that Syringa may challenge the Amendments No. 1, but the
original SBPOs are insulated from any challenge. To this end, the Supreme Court's conclusion
that the DOA violated Idaho procurement law in enacting the Amendments No. 1 in no way
opines on the validity of the underlying original SBPOs. Syringa's reading of Syringa Networks
to somehow support a conclusion that it may attack the underlying SBPOs is flatly inconsistent
with the Supreme Court's decision (and Syringa's litigation position before that Court).
Third, Knowlton is not on an island. Rather, it is backed by black letter contract law
articulated in contract law treatises and judicial decisions across the country. See, e.g.,

Empiregas Inc. of Ardmore v. Hardy, 1987 Tenn. App. LEXIS 3167 at *7 (Tenn. Ct. App.
February 27, 1987) ("'[l]f the substituted contract is voidable, it discharges the original duty until
avoidance, but [on] avoidance of the substituted contract the original duty is again
enforceable."') (quoting Rest. 2d Contracts§ 279 cmt. b (1979)); id. ("'[T]he avoided contract is
nullified both as an executory contract and as a discharge. The prior claim then becomes
enforceable."') (quoting Corbin, Corbin on Contracts§ 1293, at 196 (1962)); Blake v. Buck, 587
P.2d 575,577 (Wash. Ct. App. 1978) ("A void contract cannot legally modify or extinguish an
earlier valid contract, thus the original agreement remains in effect and can be sued upon.")
(citing 45 Am. Jur. 2d Interest & Usury§ 247 (1969)); Shinn v. Edwin Yee, LTD., 553 P.2d 733,
745 (Hawaii 1976) (A "void and unenforceable" agreement to modify an original contract "could
have no effect and the original contract must stand."); Spellman v. Ruhde, 137 N.W.2d 425,428
(Wis. 1965) ("The trial court properly concluded that the 1963 agreement must be considered
viable upon the demise of the 1964 agreement."); In re Hellwig's Estate, 34 N.Y.S. 2d 876,877
(N.Y. Surr. Ct. 1942) ("A subsequent illegal arrangement would not infect with invalidity
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contracts between parties made prior to the initiation of any such arrangement and innocent of
any connection with it."); Ferkin v. Bd. of Educ., 15 N.E. 2d 799, 800 (N.Y. 1938) (Because
"original agreements were supported by consideration and [were] not dependent upon the new
agreement for support," the fact that the new agreement was an "illegal contract" could not
"nullify[] the previous legal contract."); McCurdy v. Dillon, 98 N.W. 746, 748 (Mich. 1904) ("If
a valid contract for retainer fees was in fact made, it would not be abrogated because an attempt
was made to merge it in a void contract."). Where the validity of the original SBPOs is so
clearly established, the voiding of the Amendments No. 1 cannot "infect with invalidity" the
original SBPOs. See In re Hellwig's Estate, 34 N.Y.S. 2d at 877. Rather, "the original [SBPOs]
must stand." Shinn, 553 P.2d at 745.
Notwithstanding this weighty authority, Syringa claims that "[e]xcision of the unlawful
First Amendment does not restore the original JEN contract because restoration of the original
JEN contracts would not cure the violation of the competitive bidding law that occurred."
Opposition at 10. This contention fails for at least two reasons.
First, Syringa has cited no case that supports its argument. Indeed its reliance on J &J
Contractors/0.T. Davis Constr., A.J. v. State, 797 P.2d 1383 (Idaho 1990); Kenai Lumber Co.,
Inc. v. LeResche, 646 P.2d 215 (Alaska 1982); Hanna v. Bd. of Educ. of Wicomico Cnty., 87

A.2d 846 (Md. Ct. App. 1952); Kila, Inc. v. State, 876 P.2d 1102 (Alaska 1994); and Hanisco v.
Twp. of Warminster, 41 A.3d 116 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2012), is misplaced. First, the J&J
Contractors case is "neither here nor there": it involved a void government contract, but there

was no amendment. See 797 P.2d at 1383-84. The case simply stands for the proposition that
"[a] contractor may not recover in quantum meruit for work performed pursuant to a
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governmental contract that is void." Id.at 1384. Next, in Kenai and Kita, the allegedly unlawful
variances to competitively bid government contracts were upheld by the Alaska Supreme Court,
so there was no need in either case for the Court to determine whether the valid underlying
contract could be enforced absent the variances. See 646 P.2d at 222; 876 P.2d at 1109. Third,
the facts of Hanna are in stark contrast to the facts at bar: there, the Maryland Court of Appeals
struck down a contract because it was not competitively bid; there was simply no amendment
involved whatsoever. See 87 A.2d at 848-850. Finally, Hanisco is similarly inapposite, because
that case involved a contract at the end of its initial contract term; of course reengaging the
competitive bidding process would be the proper solution in light of an unlawful amendment, as
the underlying contract could not constitute a basis to govern the parties' relationship going
forward. See 41 A.3d at 119. In sum, these cases have no bearing on the instant situation, which
involves an invalidated amendment and a valid underlying contract (which Syringa is barred
from challenging by the doctrine of judicial estoppel).
Second, Syringa has conceded that the bidding process in this case was competitive. In
its brief to the Idaho Supreme Court, Syringa stated that "Both SBPOs complied with Idaho
Code§ 67-5718A because they were issued for the entire JEN Project, could accommodate
'vertical' end-to end solutions, and were, therefore, for the 'same or similar' property.... The
original SBPOs, in other words, allowed competition." Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 16
(emphasis added). Again, Syringa stated that "The DOA decision to make a lawful multiple
award ... was not a rejection of the ENA Proposal because it would allow ENA (with Syringa as
subcontractor) to compete against Qwest site by site to provide 'all services' to selected schools
and libraries under J.C. § 67-5718A(3)." Plaintiff/Appellant's Reply Br. at 22 (emphasis added).
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Syringa has conceded that the problem is not with the bidding process in this case, which was
competitive. Its problem has always been with the Amendments No. 1. Invalidating
Amendments No. 1 and upholding the validity of the original SBPOs would ensure competition
and would be consistent with case law generally, as well as the law of this case specifically.

3.

The Parties Agreed that Should the Amendments No. 1 be Unenforceable,
They Should be Severed.

Finally, in addition to the foregoing law establishing that the original SBPOs are valid
and should now govern, the severability clauses incorporated into the original SBPOs further
confirm the appropriateness of this conclusion. Syringa's only argument against the application
of the severability clauses is the listless claim that "Boilerplate language cannot change or undo
the statutes of the State of Idaho." Opposition at 18. However, enforcing the severability
clauses would not "change or undo the statutes of the State of Idaho," because this Court has
found the Amendments No. 1 void, pursuant to the statutes of the State of Idaho. Rejecting the
Amendments No. 1 and upholding the validity of the original SBPOs, which are concededly
lawful, does not negate Idaho law; it propitiates it.
In summary, the doctrines of judicial estoppel and law of the case, black letter contract
principles, and the original SBPOs' severability clauses, all affirm the propriety of preserving the
lawful original SBPOs notwithstanding the Court's finding that the Amendments No. 1 are void.

C.

Syringa's Exclusive Remedy is Invalidation of the Amendments No. 1.
Syringa has, until recently, maintained the consistent litigation position that "[t]he only

remedy available to Syringa, as a subcontractor to the holder of a state SBPO harmed by postcontract conduct, was to sue and seek a declaratory ruling that the amended SBPOs violated the
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law." Plaintiff/Appellant's Opening Br. at 32 (emphasis added). By issuing a declaration that
the Amendments No. 1 are void, this Court grants Syringa its "only remedy."
However, Syringa now seeks the additional relief of enforcing I.C. § 67-5725 against the
DOA and mandating a new competitive bidding process. Syringa' s change in course may not be
sanctioned by this Court, because (1) Syringa has already conceded that its "only remedy" is a
declaration that the Amendments No. 1 are void, (2) Syringa does not have standing to enforce
LC. § 67-5725, and (3) this Court has no authority to Order the Executive Branch of the State of
Idaho to Enforce I.C. § 67-5725.
First, with respect to Count Three of its Complaint (and subsequent amendments),
Syringa has always sought only the remedy of a declaration that the contracts, as amended, are
void. The Court's Order gives this relief. However, Plaintiff has now taken the new position
that it has some right to enforce I.C. § 67-5725 as well as require a new competitive bidding
process. See Opposition at 10. As a result of this only recent vacillation, the parties have simply
not addressed the application or effect of I.C. § 67-5725 on the instant matter. Therefore, to
simply direct that this section applies, without notice or hearing, is a denial of due process of
law.
Second, Idaho Code§ 67-5725 is not a remedy for Syringa. Section 5725 provides that
"[a]ll contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of this chapter shall be void
and any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or
agreement shall be repaid forthwith." Refusal or delay in repayment, after demand has been
made by "the proper officer of the state of Idaho, under whose authority such contract or
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agreement shall have been made or entered into," shall be met with "prosecut[ion] at law for the
recovery of such sum of money so advanced." Id.
The ultimate enforcement of this provision lies with the Executive. As a result, (1)
Syringa does not have standing to seek enforcement of its provisions; and (2) this Court lacks
authority to require the State to enforce its provisions.
Indeed, "[a] citizen or taxpayer may not challenge a governmental enactment where the
injury is one suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction." Koch v. Canyon
Cnty., 177 P.3d 372, 374 (Idaho 2008). This "general rule holds even if the citizen or taxpayer

alleges some indirect harm from the governmental action." Id. The Idaho Supreme Court's
decision that Syringa had standing pertained only to Syringa's challenge of the First
Amendments. Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506. As Syringa's injury-if I.C. § 67-5725 is not
enforced-is "one suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction," it lacks
standing to attempt to use Section 67-5725 as a sword.
Finally, the Idaho Supreme Court "has consistently recognized that the separation of
powers provided by Article II of our constitution prohibits judicial review of the discretionary
acts of other branches of government." In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 912 P.2d 614,629 (Idaho
1995). By ordering the enforcement of I.C. § 67-5725, this Court would be "substituting its
judgment for that of another coordinate branch of government," because the provision is left to
be enforced by "prosecut[ion] at law," a right specially entrusted to the Executive. See Miles v.
Idaho Power Co., 778 P.2d 757, 761 (Idaho 1989); Idaho Const. Art. II,§ 1.
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Because Syringa's only remedy is a declaration from this Court that the Amendments
No. 1 are void, the DOA requests clarification of the Order to ensure a holding consistent
herewith.

III.

CONCLUSION

DOA respectfully requests this Court clarify its Order as set forth above.
DATED THIS~ day of December, 2014.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

li~8vi.'ct~~

Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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INTRODUCTION

This Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order RE Pending Dispositive Motions
· ("Memorandum Decision") on November 10, 2014.

Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa")

submitted a proposed Judgment, as directed by the Memorandum Decision, on November 18,
2014. The Department of Administration ("DOA") filed a Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification the same day. Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") filed its Motion
for Clarification and/or Reconsideration on November 24, 2014, and ENA Services, LLC
("ENA") filed a separate Motion for Reconsideration on December 9, 2014.
The purpose of this Memorandum is to respond to Qwest's Motion for c_larification and/or
Reconsideration. Where Qwest's arguments are the same as arguments advanced by the DOA,
Syringa's response will be abbreviated and will refer to the analysis offered in Plaintiffs
Response to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification ("Syringa's DOA Response"). Consistent with that briefing, Amendments No. 1 to
the Idaho Education Network ("JEN") Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPOs") 1308 to
Qwest and 1309 to ENA will be referred to collectively as the "First Amendments".
Qwest's Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration has four parts:
1)

It asks the Court to clarify whether it declared the entire JEN contracts as
amended to be void or declared that only the First Amendments are void.

2)

It argues that this Court cannot rule that the entire JEN contracts, as
amended, are void because Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging
the original JEN contracts.

3)

It contends that the First Amendments relate only to services provided to
the schools participating in the JEN and that Qwest's ability to continue to
provide services to state agencies under SBPO 1308 remains intact and
unaffected by the First Amendments and unaffected by the Memorandum
Decision.
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4) ·

It argues that the proposed Judgment "misreads" Idaho Code§ 67-5725,
violates the constitutional separation of powers and takes private property
without compensation.

Qwest's Motion for Clarification should be denied because this Court's ruling that SBPO
1308, as amended, and SBPO 1309, as amended, are void in their entirety is the only ruling that is
consistent with the direction received from the Idaho Supreme Court.

.

Qwest's Motion for Reconsideration on the basis that Syringa is precluded, by judicial
estoppel, from challenging the "original IEN contracts" should be denied because judicial estoppel
applies only to Syringa's claim that the original contracts were a pretext to the unlawful First
Amendments. Syringa is not estopped from asking, and this Court is not precluded from ruling, as
directed by the Supreme Court, that the IEN contracts, as amended, are void because they violate
Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2), IDAPA 38.05.01.052 and Idaho Code§ 67-5718A.
Qwest's attempt to salvage its exclusive, unlawful contract to provide broadband services
to state agencies independent of the provision of broadband services to schools should also be
rejected. Qwest offers no evidence to overcome the overwhelming evidence in the record that the
amended SBPOs relate to services provided to state agencies and to services provided to schools
that are participants in the IEN.
Qwest's objections to the Court's reference to Idaho Code§ 67-5725 and to the Judgment
proposed by Syringa also miss the mark. Idaho Code § 67-5725 applies, by its terms, when a
violation of Chapter 57, Title 67 of the Idaho Code has occurred. Those terms establish two
mandatory requirements.
First, Idaho Code § 67-5725 requires that "all contracts or agreements made in violation"
of Chapter 57, Title 67 "shall be void". The Memorandum Decision and paragraphs 1 and 2 of the
proposed Judgment satisfy this requirement.
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Second, the statute requires that "any sum of money advanced by the State of Idaho in
consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith" and provides for
prosecution at law for the recovery of monies advanced "in the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the State of Idaho, under whose authority such
contract or agreement shall have been made or entered into ... ". This language in Idaho Code§
67-5725 creates a mandatory duty on the part of the proper officer of DOA to make the demand
described in the statute. By directing the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department
of Administration to demand payment, paragraph 3 of the proposed Judgment addresses as much
of the second requirement of Idaho Code § 67-5725 as can be presently addressed by this lawsuit.
Syringa agrees with Qwest's position that this Court cannot presently make any order
concerning prosecution of any defendants to obtain repayment of money advanced by the State.
This Court can, however, order DOA to discharge its mandatory duty under Idaho Code § 675725 to demand the repayment of "any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in
consideration of' the void JEN contracts, as amended. How DOA makes that demand, how DOA
determines whether and how much money has been "advanced" under the void contracts, and
whether there has been a refusal or delay to pay monies due are matters that must be determined,
in the first instance, by DOA.
Whether DOA complies with the requirements of Idaho Code § 67-5725 when so
ordered, is not yet before the Court. Further, until DOA takes action pursuant to paragraph 3 of
the proposed Judgment, the meaning of "advanced" in Idaho Code § 67-5725 and the issue of
whether action taken by DOA complies with the requirements of Idaho Code § 67-5725 are not
before the Court and not yet ripe for adjudication.
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ARGUMENT
A.

The Memorandum Decision Requires No Clarification Because it Clearly Holds that
the IEN Contracts, as Amended, Violate the Law and are, Therefore, Void.
"Qwest presumes that this Court's Order was directed at the Amendments No. 1 to the

SBPOs, but did not disturb its conclusion ... that the original SBPOs were lawful." (Qwest
Opening Brief, p. 2.) Qwest's presumption is based upon the explanation provided by the DOA in
its Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification. (Qwest Opening Brief, p. 2.) Qwest offers
no additional argument for its motion which does not, in fact, seek clarification of the
Memorandum Decision but asks the Court to change its ruling.

Syringa's DOA Response

demonstrated that this Court's ruling that SBPOs 1308 and 1309, as amended by the First
Amendments, are void is clearly written and correct on the law. Qwest's motion for clarification
should, therefore, be denied.

B.

The First Amendments Affected the Entire Scope of Services Described in the IEN
RFP and the Original IEN SBPOs - Including Services to State Agencies.
Qwest contends, without any reference to evidence in the record or explanation of the

language contained in the IEN SBPOs, that "state agency services have never been part of this
case, and they_are not addressed in the challenged Amendments No. 1, which address only the
IEN." (Qwest Opening Brief, p. 6.)
Syringa's DOA Response demonstrated that the First Amendments affected the entire
scope of services described in the IEN Request for Proposals ("RFP") and in the original IEN
SBPOs. It also demonstrated that those services included broadband services to state agencies.
(See Syringa's DOA Response, pp. 6-9.)

Section 3.2 of the IEN RFP included schools and state agencies within the scope of what
it described as the Idaho Education Network and clearly stated that the intended IEN contracts
would involve the provision of service to E-rate eligible entities and the provision of service to
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non-E-rate eligible entities, including state agencies. The first two paragraphs of that section
state:
3.2

(ME) ~COPE OF PURCHASE

The State of I~aho desires to contract with a qualified industry
partner or partners to establish a long-term relationship to design
and implement the Idaho Education Network (IEN).
The objective of this RFP, as stated in the Executive Summary
above, is to create a network environment that will meet the needs
of K-12 distance learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D,
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video
services (Interactive and Streaming), Internet services, and wide
area data transport. In addition to serving the K-12 institutions and
our State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve
entities that are not E-Rate eligible, such as higher education
(community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State
Agencies. Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate
discounts.
(See Exhibit A to the March 19, 2010 Affidavit of Mark Little, at Section 3.2 (emphasis added).)

These non E-rate eligible state agencies were added by name by amendment 03 to the RFP on
December 29, 2008. (See Exhibit D to the March 19, 2010 Affidavit of Mark Little.) Amendment
03 changed page 12 of the IEN RFP to add the migration of existing state ofldaho customers from
IDANET to the IEN backbone.
Broadband service to the state agencies was an undisputed part of the original IEN RFP
and part of the project for which the DOA sought the "end-to-end" solution. Pursuant to the IEN
RFP, SBPOs 1308 and 1309 were undivided contracts for the provision of those services
described in the RFP. In fact, SBPO 1308 and 1309 describe themselves in the very same terms,
as follows:
NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD.

Contract for the Idaho Education Network (IEN) per state of Idaho
RFP 2160 for the benefit of state of Idaho schools, agencies,
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institutions and department and eligible political subdivisions or
public agencies as defined by Idaho Code§ 67-2327. The Division
of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency will issue individual
releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this contract on an
as-needed basis in accordance with the IEN strategic
implementation plan.
(See Exhibits I and J to the March 19, 2010 Affidavit of Mark Little (emphasis added).) The

original SBPOs, in other words, cover the provision of services to the IEN schools and the
provision of services to "agencies, institutions and departments and eligible political subdivisions
or public agencies ...". Nowhere do the original SBPOs state that Qwest will be the exclusive
provider of broadband services to state agencies. In fact, under Idaho Code§ 67-5718A, ENA
and Qwest, as the holders of identical, "multiple award" SBPOs, were competitors for the
provision of those services under the original SBPOs. Qwest admits this important fact in its
description of the original SBPOs in paragraph (a) on page 4 of its Opening Brief.
The First Amendments eliminated competition between Qwest and ENA for the provision
of technical network services (Amendment 1 to SBPO 1308, item 2) and the provision of internet
services to IEN users (Amendment 1 to SBPO 1308, item 4), by making Qwest the exclusive
provider of IEN technical network services. As noted on page 7 of Syringa's DOA Response,
nothing in the First Amendments limits the designation of Qwest as the exclusive provider of
"technical network services" or states that the effect of the First Amendments was restricted to
users of E-rate services. In fact, the only reasonable interpretation of the RFP and proposals
which were incorporated into SBPO 1308 and 1309 and the First Amendments is that Qwest was
designated as the exclusive provider of all broadband services requested by the IEN RFP by the
First Amendments. That designation included broadband services to the state agencies.
The May 2, 2014 Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is
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consistent .with this analysis.

Mr. Strickler is a Premier Account Manager in the Qwest

Government & Education Services group, and account manager for the Idaho Education Network
and the State ofldaho Department of Administration/state agency accounts. Mr. Strickler testified
in paragraph 3 of his affidavit that Qwest provides services to both these accounts pursuant to RFP
2160. Mr. Strickler also testified, in paragraphs 5 and 6, that the state has routinely acquired
services from Qwest for state agencies since 2009 and that Qwest bills the state of Idaho
approximately $160,000 per month in monthly recurring charges solely for those services
provided to state agencies.
Qwest's contention that the First Amendments did not relate to the provision of services to
state agencies and had no impact upon the provision of services to state agencies is unsupported
and is, in fact, contradicted by the record as set forth above and in Syringa's DOA Response.
Qwest's Motion for Reconsideration asking for a ruling from this Court that Qwest's contract to
provide services to state agencies remains intact and unaffected should, therefore, be denied.

C.

A Ruling that SBPOs 1308 and 1309, as Amended by the First Amendments, Are
Void Does Not Violate the Law of the Case.
Qwest states that "Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging SBPOs 1308 and 1309".

(Qwest Opening Brief, p. 2.) Qwest makes no further argument, however, relying upon the
argument presented by DOA. That argument is addressed on pages 9-16 of Syringa's DOA
Response which Syringa incorporates by this reference. For the reasons stated in that argument,
Qwest's Motion for Reconsideration on the basis of judicial estoppel should be denied.

D.

The Memorandum Decision and the Proposed Judgment Properly Apply Idaho
Code§ 67-5725.
Qwest argues that the provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725 cannot apply because: (1) no

money was "advanced" by the state of Idaho in consideration of the IEN contracts; (2) this Court
is barred from ordering DOA to comply with Idaho Code § 67-5725 by the separation of powers
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doctrine; and (3) it would violate Qwest's right to due process if DOA demands that Qwest repay
money obtained in consideration of the illegal IEN contracts.
Qwest's separation of powers argument fails at the outset because the "demand"
provision of Idaho Code § 67-5725 is mandatory when public contracts have been made in
violation of Idaho competitive bidding statutes. Qwest's other arguments are premature because
the repayment issue is not ripe for review.
1.

This Court has Jurisdiction to Order DOA to Comply With Idaho Code§ 675725.

Syringa brought a declaratory judgment action against DOA, seeking a ruling that the
"JEN Amended Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest were issued in violation of Idaho Code§§ 675718A and 67-5718 are void and permanently enjoining the State from performing thereunder."
(June 25, 2014 Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial,

,r 94.)

This

Court held, on page 12 of the Memorandum Decision, that "Qwest's SBPO 1308 and ENA's
SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendments One, were made in violation of Idaho Code § 675718(2), IDAPA 38.05.01.052 and Idaho Code§ 67-5718A." It then ruled:
The Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to Qwest (SBPO 1308), as
amended by Amendment One, and the Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order to ENA (SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment One, are
void. Because these contract awards are void, the provisions of
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply.
(Memorandum Decision, p. 13.)
The statute rendering the contracts void and triggering the demand for repayment applies
as a result of the declaration that the IEN contracts, as amended, violate the competitive bidding
statutes. Idaho Code§ 67-5725 contains two mandatory provisions that are relevant to this case.
The first provision mandates that contracts or agreements made in violation of Chapter 57 of
Title 67 of the Idaho Code are void. The second provision requires the proper officer of the state
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of Idaho under whose authority an unlawful contract or agreement was made to demand
repayment. Those duties are clearly set out in the statute as follows:
All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of
this chapter shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the
state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement
shall be repaid forthwith. In the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the state of Idaho,
under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been
made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying,
together with his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at
law for the recovery of such sum of money so advanced.
LC. § 67-5725. The Idaho Supreme Court noted the applicability of Idaho Code § 67-5725 in its
decision. Syringa Networks, LLC, v. Idaho Department of Administration, 155 Idaho 55, 60, 305
P .3d 499, 504 (2013). The proposed Judgment directing DOA to comply with the mandatory
provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 is within the scope of this Court's jurisdiction and the scope
of the Idaho Supreme Court's remand instructions.

Additionally, this Court's ruling that Idaho

Code § 67-5725 has been triggered is consistent with its affirmative obligation to address and to
refuse to enforce illegal contracts. See Hyta v. Finley, 137 Idaho 755, 757-58, 53 P.3d 338, 340-41
(2002); Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997); Stearns v.
Williams, 72 Idaho 276,290,240 P.2d 833, 842 (1952).

DOA's obligation to comply with the statute is mandatory. The cases cited by Qwest
involving judicial review of discretionary executive branch actions do not apply to mandatory
executive duties. (See Qwest Opening Brief, pp. 11-13.) Courts have the power to rule that a
statute imposes mandatory duties of performance upon an executive branch official, even though
the "details of the performance of the duty are left to the [official's] discretion." See Musser v.
Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 395, 871 P.2d 809, 812 (1994) (addressing official's duty in the writ of

mandate context) ("The director's duty pursuant to LC. § 42-602 is clear and executive. Although
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the details of the performance of the duty are left to the director's discretion, the director has the
duty to distribute water."), abrogated on other grounds by Rincover v. State, Dep't of Fin., Sec.
Bureau, 132 Idaho 547,976 P.2d 473 (1999).
Qwest offers no argument and apparently concedes that the statute is applicable and that
contracts or agreements made in violation of Chapter 57 of Title 67 of the Idaho Code are void. It
argues, instead, that no money was "advanced by the state of Idaho" in consideration of any such
(unlawful) contract or agreement and that a Judgment ordering DOA to demand repayment. would
violate Qwest's due process. These arguments are premature.
2.

Qwest Raises Issues That Are Not Ripe For Review.

This Court ordered Syringa to submit a proposed Judgment.

Syringa submitted a

proposed Judgment that tracks the language of Idaho Code § 67-5725 and the Memorandum
Decision. The proposed Judgment does not impede any discretion vested in DOA because it
follows, verbatim, the wording ofidaho Code§ 67-5725.
The plain language of the statute makes it clear that the contracting official must make
demand for repayment of monies advanced. The proposed Judgment directs the proper officer to
make that demand. The proposed Judgment does not, however, state whether any money was, in
fact, "advanced" and, if so, what amount should be demanded.

Whether money has been

"advanced" as used in the statute and, if so, the determination of the amount to be demanded are,
in the first instance, matters to be determined by the proper officer of the DOA.

That

determination is not presently part of this lawsuit. The only determinations that are part of this
lawsuit are that (1) the IEN SBPOs, as amended, are void because they violate provisions of
Chapter 57, Title 67 of the Idaho Code, and (2) the proper officer of the DOA has a mandatory
duty to demand repayment of any monies advanced in violation of the statute.
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Syringa's proposed Judgment does not go nearly so far as Qwest suggests, and says
nothing about prosecution. Prosecution becomes relevant under the statute only after a demand
'

for repayment is made and refused. Syringa is not in a position to guess as to how DOA will
interpret and carry out its responsibilities under Idaho Code § 67-5725. Qwest can bring an
appropriate proceeding against DOA if DOA carries out its statutory duty in a manner with which
Qwest disagrees.
Qwest's potential dispute with DOA is not ripe for review at this time. "The purpose of
the ripeness requirement is to prevent courts from entangling themselves in purely abstract
disagreements. Under the ripeness test in Idaho, a party must show (1) the case presents definite
and concrete issues; (2) a real and substantial controversy exists (as opposed to hypothetical
facts); and (3) there is a present need for adjudication." United Investors Life Ins. Co. v. Severson,
143 Idaho 628, 633, 151 P.3d 824, 829 (2007) (citing State v. Manley, 142 Idaho 338, 342, 127
P.3d 954, 958 (2005)). The issues raised by Qwest are premature and do not meet Idaho's
ripeness requirements because DOA has taken no action under Idaho Code§ 67-5725.
It is neither appropriate nor necessary for Syringa to litigate the meaning of Idaho Code §
67-5725 in this case because the issue is not ripe for review and does not involve Syringa. That
the statute applies, however, is beyond dispute. Accordingly, the proposed Judgment directing
DOA to comply with the statute is appropriate.
CONCLUSION

Qwest has not identified any ambiguity or mistake of fact or law in the Court's
Memorandum Decision that would support clarification or reconsideration.
The Memorandum Decision correctly concluded that DOA's amended IEN contracts
were awarded illegally and are void. Qwest's objections to inclusion of the mandates of Idaho
Code§ 67-5725 in the proposed Judgment are either meritless or premature.
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..
Qwest's motion for clarification and/or reconsideration should be denied in its entirety.
DATED this 23rd day of December, 2014.
GIVENS PURSLEY LL

By
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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INTRODUCTION
ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") offers multiple reasons why it should be dismissed and
why it should continue to enjoy the benefits of its unlawful contract to provide services for the
Idaho Education Network ("IEN"). None of those reasons changes this Court's observation that
"ENA is seeking a ruling that would allow ENA to .benefit from an improper award", and none
of those reasons demonstrates how this Court can avoid its affirmative duty to address the
unlawful amended IEN contracts. While Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") disagrees with
ENA's stated reasons, as developed below, ENA's Motion for Reconsideration fails first for a
fundamental reason that ENA chose not to address.
The unlawful IEN contracts are public contracts involving the expenditure of public
monies pursuant to the statutory law of the State of Idaho. Those statutes are clear. When the
law is violated, the contracts are void. The case law is also clear. When the Court is confronted
with a contract that is void as against public policy, the Court cannot endorse or enforce that
contract. See Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997); see also
November 10, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order RE Pending Dispositive Motions
("Memorandum Decision"), p. 11. ENA's silence on this issue is telling and tantamount to a
concession that the Court's analysis is correct and unassailable.
ENA's Motion for Reconsideration should be denied.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Law Requiring the Court to Invalidate Illegal Contracts Requires Denial of
ENA 's Motion to Dismiss.
1.

The Court Has an Affirmative Obligation to Address and Invalidate Illegal
Contracts.

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") 1309, as amended by Amendment One and
issued to ENA violates Idaho purchasing law and is void pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725.
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This Court correctly held on page 11 of its Memorandum Decision that this unlawful public
contract cannot be allowed to stand.
The law supporting the Court's decision is undisputed and clear. "[I]n Idaho a court may
not only raise the issue of whether a contract is illegal sua sponte, but it has a duty to raise the
issue of illegality, whether pled or otherwise, at any stage in the litigation." Hyta v. Finley, 137
Idaho 755, 758, 53 P.3d 338, 341 (2002) (internal citation omitted) (quoting Quiring, 130 Idaho
at 566-67, 944 P.2d at 701-02); see Stearns v. Williams, 72 Idaho 276, 290, 240 P.2d 833, 842
(1952).

2.

ENA's Request to be Dismissed With its Illegal Contract Intact Must be
Denied Because it Ignores this Court's Obligation to Address Illegal
Contracts.

Even if Syringa is estopped from challenging the legality of the amended SBPO to ENA,
as contended by ENA, this Court is not estopped from addressing the legality of the amended
SBPO. "A party to a contract, void as against public policy, cannot waive its illegality by failure
to specially plead the defense or otherwise," and "whenever the same is made to appear at any

stage of the case, it becomes the duty of a court to refuse to enforce it." Quiring, 130 Idaho at
567, 944 P.2d at 702 (quoting Stearns, 72 Idaho at 290, 240 P.2d at 842) (emphasis in original).
A contract is illegal as against public policy when it violates a statute. Quiring, 130
Idaho at 564, 944 P.2d at 702. As the Idaho Supreme Court explained, the IEN contracts, as
amended by Amendment One to SBPO 1308 to Qwest Communications Company, LLC
("Qwest") and Amendment One to SBPO 1309 to ENA (collectively the "First Amendments")
violate Idaho Code § 67-5718(2) and are illegal:
The amendments to the purchase orders issued to ENA and Qwest
were, in effect, changing the RFP after the bids were opened. The
RFP solicited proposals from bidders who were able to perform the
entire contract which, under the wording of the RFP, would be a
"total end-to-end service support solution." The RFP defined a
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proposal as "[a] written response including pricing information to a
request for proposals that describes the solution or means of
providing the property requested and which proposal is considered
an offer to perform a contract in full response to the request for
proposals." The RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide
the backbone and a separate contract to be the E-rate service
provider.
An RFP is required to "describe the property to be acquired in
sufficient detail to apprise a bidder of the exact nature or
functionality of the property required." LC. § 67-5718(2). A
"request for proposals may be changed by the buyer through
issuance of an addendum, provided the change is issued in writing
prior to the bid opening date and is made available to all vendors
receiving the original solicitation." IDAPA 38.05.01.052. fu
amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer
furnishing the same or similar property, the State has, in effect,
changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation ofl.C.
§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. The separate contracts as
amended no longer conform to the RFP's description of the
property to be acquired. The description of property to be provided
by Qwest under its amended contract is not a minor deviation from
the property to be provided by the successful bidder under the
RFP, nor is the property to be provided by ENA under its amended
contract. "[M]ere schemes to evade law, once their true character is
established, are impotent for the purpose intended. Courts sweep
them aside as so much rubbish." O'Bryant, 78 Idaho at 325, 303
P.2d at 678.

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Admin., 155 Idaho 55, 61-62, 305 P.3d 499, 505-06
(2013) (emphasis added).
Employing the same logic, this Court reasoned further that the illegality extends to a
violation of Idaho Code§ 67-5718A and necessarily includes the amended SBPO to ENA:
The amended contracts are contrary to state law because '[t]he
RFP did not seek bids for one contract to provide the backbone and
a separate contract to be the e-rate service provider." Id. at 505.
The logic of the Court's reasoning also leads to the conclusion that
a multiple award that permitted contractors to provide different
property would also violate Idaho Code§ 67-5718A.

***
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Contrary to DOA's argument, the Supreme Court has made a
determination that the February 26, 2009 amendments which
divided the scope of work between Qwest and ENA were contrary
to law. Syringa did not challenge any aspect of the original award
to ENA, or the amendment changing ENA's scope of work in the
original complaint. However, because the logic of the analysis that
prohibits dividing the scope of work applies equally to the ENA
scope amendment, as an exercise of discretion, the Court continues
to find that it would be appropriate to permit Syringa a challenge to
the amendment which changed ENA's scope of work.
(June 24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider ("Reconsideration
Decision"), pp. 7, 9-10 (quoting Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho 55, 61,305 P.3d at 505).)
The amended SBPOs are void because they violate Idaho statutes. As the Supreme Court
explained: "All contracts made in violation of these statutes" (citing multiple competitive
bidding statutes, including Idaho Code§§ 67-5718(2) and 67-5718A (1) and (2)) "are void and
any money advanced by the State in consideration of such contracts must be repaid." Syringa
Networks, 155 Idaho 55, 305 P.3d at 504 (citing I.C. § 67-5725); see I.C. § 67-572.5 ("all

contracts made in violation of these statutes are void and any money advanced by the State in
consideration of such contracts must be repaid").
The SBPOs to ENA and Qwest, as amended, were void from the outset because they
were amended in violation of Idaho statutes.

This Court properly discharged its duty by

addressing and invalidating these unlawful amended contracts. See Hyta, 137 Idaho at 757-58,
53 P. 3d at 340-41. That decision does not require reconsideration.

B.

Inclusion of ENA as a Party is Consistent With the Law of the Case as Handed
Down by the Idaho Supreme Court.
ENA asserts that it should be dismissed because the decision of the Supreme Court

created a "conundrum" that can be resolved by reconciling the "general language" of the opinion
with the order sustaining dismissal of Syringa's claim against ENA for breach of contract. (ENA
Opening Brief, pp. 2-3.) ENA's "reconciliation", however, elevates the dismissal of Syringa's
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breach of contract claim against ENA into a determination that SBPO 1309, which was issued to
ENA and unlawfully amended by the Department of Administration ("DOA"), cannot be reached
by this Court for the purpose of enforcing the Supreme Court determination that the JEN
contracts, as amended, violate Idaho Code § 67-6718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. Syringa .
Networks, 155 Idaho at 62, 305 P.3d at 506. If "reconciliation" is required, reconciliation should

be employed to include ENA as a party to implement the primary determination of the Supreme
Court that the JEN contracts, as amended, are void. 1
The Supreme Court remanded this case for "proceedings that are consistent with this
opinion". Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 68, 305 P.3d at 512.

The dismissal of ENA, which

has a recognizable interest in the JEN SBPOs, as amended, is not consistent with the remand. It
is also not consistent with the original complaint in this case which always implicated ENA in
Count Three.
ENA was identified as a party in every part of Syringa' s original complaint (See Verified
Complaint 1:111d Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint"), p. 1). While it is true that Syringa sought

.

relief against ENA only for breach of contract, ENA was identified as a party in the lawsuit and
'

its rights were implicated by Count Three, which challenged the JEN bidding process. Acting as
a party, ENA answered each allegation of the Complaint, including the allegations contained in
Count Three.
Count Three sought the specific relief of a declaratory judgment against DOA.

It

specifically sought this relief against DOA because DOA is the governmental party that violated
I_daho Code§ 67-5718(2), IDAPA 38.05.01.052, and Idaho Code§ 67-5718A when it issued the
First Amendments. ENA, as a non-governmental party, had an interest in the JEN contracts, as
1 Syringa recognizes that this Court ruled, in the Reconsideration Decision, that ENA was not a party after remand.
Syringa respectfully submits, as demonstrated by the analysis in this section that the Court's previous determination
should be reconsidered.
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amended,.that could be affected by the declaration sought by Count Three but no duty that could
form the basis of a claim for relief by Syringa. That interest was noted by the allegations of
Paragraph 35 of the Complaint that described. the multiple award to Qwest and to ENA
(described as the IEN Alliance) and multiple paragraphs thereafter, including Paragraphs 39, 49,
58, 59, 91 and 93. That ENA denied having knowledge of certain facts alleged in Count Three
and asserted that Count Three was not "directed" at ENA, does not change the fact that the
interest of ENA in the IEN SBPOs, as amended, was evident from the request for declaratory
relief contained in Count Three of the Complaint.
The Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act ("UDJA") does not require that plaintiffs n'ame
all necessary and interested parties as defendants in the specific declaratory judgment count of a
complaint; rather the UDJA requires that interested persons be "parties to the proceeding" before
any declaration is entered that could prejudice their interest.

See, e.g., 22A Am. Jur. 2d

Declaratory Judgments § 204, Necessity of Making All Interested Persons Parties, Observation
(2d Ed. 2014).
ENA had the opportunity to be heard on the merits of Count Three before appeal, during
appeal and on remand. ENA's failure to participate in argument with respect to Count Three
before, or dur!ng appeal does not establish that it was not a party to the lawsuit whose interests
could be affected by Count Three or that its interest in the unlawful SBPOs, as amended, was no
longer included in the lawsuit when the dismissal of Syringa's direct claim for breach of contract
was sustained on appeal. Syringa wasn't required under the UDJA to specifically name ENA on
the heading in Count Three as a defendant for that count. Syringa was required only to include
ENA in the action due to its interest in the IEN contracts. ENA's contention that it was not an
interested party, for purposes of the Count Three declaratory judgment claim after remand is
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unsustainable.
Finally, neither the Supreme Court nor this Court issued post-appeal orders to dismiss
ENA. At the outset of its decision, the Supreme Court ruled Syringa has standing to pursue its
claim "that the bidding process violated the statutes governing purchases by the division of
purchasing." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 58, 305 P.3d at 502. The Supreme Court was also
clear that the amended IEN contracts were issued in violation of Idaho procurement law. Id. at
62, 305 P.3d at 506. As to Count Three, the Court remanded "that claim for further proceedings
that are consistent with this opinion." Id (emphasis added). Declaratory judgment that both IEN
SBPOs, as amended, are void, is the only outcome of this proceeding that is consistent with the
Supreme Court opinion.
This Court has properly ruled that ENA is a party in this action and given ENA the
opportunity to defend its interests in the IEN contracts. ENA's attempt to divest this Court of
jurisdiction over Count Three by obtaining dismissal from this action should be rejected because
it is inconsistent with the law of the case articulated by the Supreme Court.
C.

SBPO 1309 Was Materially Amended in Violation of Idaho Competitive Bidding
Statutes, Rendering the Contract, as Amended, Illegal and Void.
ENA asserts that SBPO 1309 is still in effect, is entirely separate from Amendment One

to SBPO 1309, and is valid under the law of the case under the doctrine of judicial estoppel.
ENA also argues, without citing any material evidence, that work performed by ENA was done
under SBPO 1309 and not under the arrangement established by the First Amendments. (ENA
Opening Brief, pp. 7-11.)
Syringa demonstrated m its December 9, 2014 Response to DOA's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification that the First Amendments materially changed SBPOs 1308
and 1309 by changing the scope of work to be provided by ENA and Qwest. That change
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eliminated competition between ENA and Qwest and undermined Idaho's competitive bidding
laws. Syringa also explained why judicial estoppel does not prevent the Court from ruling on the
IEN contracts, as amended. (See Syringa's DOA Response, pp. 9-16, incorporated herein by
reference.)
The original IEN SBPOs cannot be resurrected after being materially amended, after five
years of performance under the unlawful material amendments, and almost two years after the
Supreme Court's decision that the IEN contracts, as amended, violate the law. ENA ignores the
material nature of the First Amendments and persists in "seeking a ruling that would allow ENA
to benefit from an improper award", which "would fly in the face of the Supreme Court's
decision in this case". (Memorandum Decision, p. 11.) This attempt should again be rejected.
D.

Even if the Court Has No Affirmative Duty to Address the Illegal Contracts,
Principles of the Law of the Case, Res Judicata, and Judicial Estoppel do Not
Preclude Syringa's Challenge to ENA's Amended SBPO Because the Issue of
Legality of Both Amended SBPOs Was Before the Court Pre-Appeal and Was
Before the Supreme Court, Which Remanded For Consistent Proceedings.
This Court ruled, after remand that Syringa could directly challenge Amendment One to

SBPO 1309. (Reconsideration Decision, pp. 9-10.) As explained supra, the decision to include
ENA as a party post-appeal is consistent with the Supreme Court's opinion and remand. This
Court's decision to permit Syringa to amend its complaint to challenge Amendment One to
SBPO 1309 is also consistent with the Supreme Court's decision and does not violate principles
of law of the case, resjudicata, or judicial estoppel.
1.

. The Doctrine of Law of the Case Does Not Prevent Syringa From

Challenging DOA's Issuance of Amended SBPO 1309 to ENA.
The law of the case as articulated by the Supreme Court makes clear that both "contracts
as amended" violate the law:
By amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer
furnishing the same or similar property, the State has, in effect,
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changed the RFP after the bids had been opened in violation of LC.
§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052. The separate contracts as
amended no longer conform to the RFP's description of the
property to be acquired. The description of property to be provided
by Qwest under its amended contract is not a minor deviation from
the property to be provided by the successful bidder under the
RFP, nor is the property to be provided by ENA under its amended
contract.
Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 62, 305 P.3d at 506 (emphasis added). The Supreme Court
remanded for consistent proceedings. Id at 68, 305 P .3d at 512.
Despite the fact that the Supreme Court explicitly addressed the legality of ENA's
amended SBPO 1309, ENA contends that consideration of that contract on remand is beyond the
scope of this Court's jurisdiction because ENA's dismissal was affirmed by the Supreme Court.
(ENA Opening Brief, pp. 12-14.) The case relied upon by ENA in support of its argument,
Walters v. Industrial Indemnity Company of Idaho, 130 Idaho 836, 949 P.2d 223 (1997), was
decided under very different procedural circumstances than this case. In Walters, the court
affirmed the lower court's decision denying the plaintiffs' post-appeal motion to amend, where
the plaintiffs sought to add a constitutional claim that the Supreme Court had refused to hear
during the first appeal.

Walters, 130 Idaho at 837-38, 949 P.2d at 224-25.

This case is

distinguishable from Walters because on appeal, the Supreme Court considered the legality of
the very contract that was the subject of Syringa's post-appeal motion to amend. Accordingly,
the legality of amended SBPO 1309 _is within the scope of the Supreme Court's remand.
As explained above, the Supreme Court never dismissed ENA. It affirmed this Court's
decision as to Count Six of the Complaint. Furthermore, because the Supreme Court did not
limit its review to Qwest's amended SBPO 1308 and instead addressed both amended SBPOs,
this Court's post-appeal decision to permit Syringa to challenge DOA's actions in awarding
amended SBPO 1309 was consistent with the Supreme Court's opinion and remand and within
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the scope. of this Court's jurisdiction. The decision permitting Syringa to amend its complaint
was within the Court's discretion and should not be disturbed.
2. ·

The Doctrine of Res Judicata Does Not Prevent Syringa From Challenging
DOA's Issuance of Amended SBPO 1309 to ENA.

Syringa's challenge to ENA's amended SBPO 1309 is also not precluded by the doctrine
of res judicata. ENA contends that Syringa has brought a new claim "against ENA", who is "a
previously dismissed party".

(ENA Opening Brief, p. 14.)

Preliminarily, an important

distinction must be mad~ here: Syringa has not brought a new claim against ENA, but has
amended Count Three against DOA to explicitly challenge DOA's issuance of amended SBPO
1309 to ENA. As discussed supra, ENA's interests have been implicated by Count Three since
this action was filed and ENA must remain a party to this declaratory judgment action so that it
has the opportunity to protect its interests. Syringa has not, however, brought a new cause of
action against ENA post-appeal, as ENA contends.
ENA argues that based on principles of res judicata, "Syringa cannot now pursue claims
against ENA related to SBPO 1309 as ENA has obtained finality on all claims related to the
award." (ENA Opening Brief, p. 15.) In light of the Supreme Court's opinion concerning the
illegality of the First Amendments and its remand for consistent proceedings, Syringa is at a loss
to understand how ENA believes it obtained "finality" on appeal with respect to the award and
amendment of SBPO 1309.
Putting aside the significant facts that Count Three is not brought against ENA and ENA
was never dismissed by the Supreme Court, the doctrine of res judicata does not bar Syringa's
~ended claim for declaratory judgment.2 For res judicata to apply, there must first be a final
judgment as to all claims and all parties, followed by a subsequent lawsuit or proceeding.
2 For

purposes of brevity, Syringa directs the Court to Plaintiff's October 3, 2014 Response to ENA's Motion to
Dismiss, at pp. 5-9, for Syringa's previous resjudicata argument, incorporated herein by reference.
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Me}ton v.. Lehmann, 118 Idaho 6~, 64, 794 P.2d 650, 653 (Ct. App. 1990). These requirements
are not met in this case.
A _claim is precluded by res judicata where: "(1) the original action ended in final
judgment on the merits, (2) the present claim involves the same parties as the original action, and
(3) the present claim arises out of the same transaction or series of transactions as the original
action." Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81, 278 P.3d 943, 951 (2012)
(citations and quotation marks omitted); accord Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 124,
157 P.3d 613, 618 (2007). In this case, there's been no "former adjudication" as to all parties
and all matters at issue, so the final judgment element is not satisfied. Ticor Title Co., 144 Idaho
at 126, 157 P.3d at 620; see Melton, 118 Idaho at 64, 794 P.2d at 653. This case has been
ongoing since it was filed on December 15, 2009. Syringa never filed a second lawsuit, such that
there is an "original action" that can be compared to the current action. Syringa amended its
complaint post-appeal in a manner consistent with the Supreme Court's ruling and consistent
with the allegations found in the original Complaint.
In'requesting reconsideration, ENA has not expanded on its res judicata argument and
has not presented any new case law that would support a reversal of this Court's Memorandum
Decision.
3. ·

The Doctrine of Judicial Estoppel Does Not Prevent Syringa From
Challenging DOA's Issuance of Amended SBPO 1309 to ENA.

Syringa is not estopped from challenging ENA's amended SBPO 1309 on judicial
estoppel grounds. 3 As with its res judicata argument, ENA presents no new case law or
argument supporting reversal of this Court's Memorandum Decision.

For a mor~ exhaustive judicial estoppel argument, see Plaintiff's October 3, 2014 Response to ENA's Motion to
Dismiss, at pp. 2-5, incorporated herein by reference.

3
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"The doctrine of judicial estoppel sounds in equity and is invoked at the discretion of the
court." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 252, 92 P.3d 492, 502 (2004). ENA has not articulated
how this Court abused its discretion in declining to apply judicial estoppel against Syringa.
Significantly, judicial estoppel does not apply against a party who "never obtained a
judgment, advantage or consideration" from the asserting party. Smith v. US.R. V. Properties,
LLC, 141.Idaho 795, 800, 118 P.3d 127, 132 (2005) (citing Middlekauffv. Lake Cascade, Inc.,

110 Idaho 909, 915, 719 P.2d 1169, 1175 (1986)). ENA has yet to identify any advantage
obtained by Syringa as a result of its alleged inconsistency. The reason for this is obvious.
Syringa has obtained no advantage from any alleged change in position.
This Court, in its discretion, declined to apply the doctrine of judicial estoppel. Given the
Supreme Court's opinion and remand, the decision to permit a challenge to the issuance of
amended SBPO 1309 was not an abuse of discretion and should not be revisited.
In summary, ENA has failed to show that the doctrines of law of the case, res judicata,
and judicial estoppel compel this Court to reverse its decision. Nor has ENA explained how
these doctrines can possibly overcome the Court's obligation to address illegal contracts sua
sponte, without regard "to the manner in which the illegality of a matter before it is brought to its

attention." Quiring, 130 Idaho at 567, 944 P.2d at 702 (quoting Stearns, 72 Idaho at 290, 240
P.2d at 842).

E.

The Court Did Not Err in Treating ENA's Motion to Dismiss As One For Summary
Judgment.
In its Memorandum Decision, this Court explained that it was treating ENA's Motion to

Dismiss as an I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) motion because the motion was based on the doctrines of res
judicata and judicial estoppel. (Memorandum Decision, p. 8.) ENA apparently does not take

issue with that decision.

This Court further explained that "[b]ecause the motion involves
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consideration of matters outside the pleadings, the Court will treat the 12(b)(6) as a motion for
summary judgment as to those affirmative defenses under I.R.C.P. 56". (Memorandum Decision,
p. 8.) ENA takes issue with this decision. (ENA Opening Brief, pp. 17-20.)
The Court's decision to convert ENA's motion was not improper. Under I.R.C.P. 12(b):
If, on a motion asserting the defense numbered (6) to dismiss for
failure of the pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted, matters outside the pleading are presented to and not
excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for
summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all
parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material
made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
I.R.C.P. 12(b); see McCann v. McCann, 152 Idaho 809, 814, 275 P.3d 824, 829 (2012) ("Where
a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted is supported by
information outside of the pleadings, the motion is treated as a motion for summary judgment.").
ENA presented matters outside the pleading (Syringa's Second Amended Post-Appeal
Complaint) in its Motion to Dismiss. ENA asserts it "referred to nothing outside the record" in
its motion, but that assertion misconstrues the standard, which focuses on matters outside the
"pleading" being challenged. Although the documents were found in the record, the record
included decisions that included consideration of facts beyond Syringa's pleading.
In the Memorandum in Support of ENA's Motion to Dismiss, ENA cited the following
documents from the record (the page citations are examples; certain documents are cited multiple
times throughout the brief): (1) Syringa's original Complaint (p. 2); (2) this Court's
Reconsideration Decision (p. 2); (3) The Idaho Supreme Court Opinion (p. 2); (4) Syringa's
Second ~ended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (p. 4); and (5) Feb. 9, 2011
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions for Summary Judgment (p. 8).
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ENA did not constrain its challenge to the facts alleged in Syringa's Second Amended
Post Appeal Complaint, but instead relied upon decisions from this Court and the Supreme Court
that were based upon facts outside the four comers of the pleadings (such as affidavits and
deposition testimony, submitted for the courts' consideration by various parties). Because those
decisions were derived from outside evidence, these documents constituted "matters outside the
. pleading" under I.R.C.P. 12(b). There is no requirement that the "matters outside the pleading"
referred to in I.R.C.P. 12(b) be depositions, affidavits, or interrogatory answers, as ENA suggests
based on _the language of I.R.C.P. 56(c) and (e). (ENA Opening Brief, p. 18.) In fact, Rule 56
recognizes that summary judgment motions may be brought "with or without supporting
affidavits". I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (b). A summary judgment motion does not have to be supported
by the types of documents ENA proposes.

Inclusion of those types of documents is not a

predicate requirement for converting a 12(b)(6) motion into a summary judgment motion.
In deciding ENA's Motion to Dismiss, the Court took into account, at the very least, the
Idaho Supreme Court's decision concerning the s·ubstance of Count Three. (See Memorandum
Decision, p. 11.) This was matter beyond Syringa's Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint
presented by ENA in support of its Motion to Dismiss and not excluded by the Court in reaching
its decision. There is no need for this Court to clarify that it relied upon the Supreme Court's
decision because the Court's reliance is clear from the Memorandum Decision. ENA's request
that the Court clarify and identify those materials "presented to and not excluded" by the Court
should be denied.
ENA also argues it should have the chance to present additional material concerning its
motion. ENA does not describe the information it previously withheld that could be put forth at
this point. If ENA is referring to extrinsic material concerning the substance of Count Three,
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ENA could have presented such material in opposition to Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment, but decided not to do so, as described in more detail below. Because ENA has not
identified any concrete information previously withheld that might change this Court's decision
on the res judicata and judicial estoppel questions, this Court should not permit additional
briefing on ENA's Motion to Dismiss.
Fi1;1ally, the Court did not "disregard the merits" of ENA's arguments, as ENA contends
on page 17 of its Opening Brief; instead, it ruled that ENA' s arguments could not prevail in light
of the fact that the IEN contracts were awarded illegally and in light of the Court's affirmative
duty to invalidate illegal contracts.

(Memorandum Decision, p. 11.)

ENA has not even

attempted to explain why that ruling was wrong, and instead advances a procedural argument
that is defeated by the content of ENA';:; Motion to Dismiss.

F.

ENA Had the Opportunity to Respond to Syringa's Summary Judgment Motion
and Chose to be Silent.
ENA asserts it was "denied the opportunity to present arguments in response to Syringa's

Motion". (ENA Opening Brief, p. 16.)

This assertion is belied by the record.

ENA had

appropriate notice of Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, and nothing prevented
ENA from filing an opposition brief to the motion or from joining in DOA's opposition, as
Qwest did.
There was considerable litigation over the contents of the post-appeal complaint after this
case returned from the Supreme Court. On April 24, 2014, Syringa filed a Notice of Service of
Pleadings' on ENA and Qwest, verifying that Syringa served its post-appeal pleadings, including
its March 20, 2014 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, on ENA and Qwest. After the Court
ruled on. the contents of the post-appeal complaint, Syringa filed its Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial on June 25, 2014, and served it, along with a
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Summons, on ENA on July 3, 2014. (See Affidavit of Service, filed July 8, 2014.) ENA
subsequently filed its Motion to Dismiss on July 17, 2014.
Syringa filed a Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing on August 22, 2014, re-noticing its
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment for hearing on October 10, 2014, the date set by the Court
for a hearing on multiple motions. Syringa's notice was served on all defendants, including
ENA. 0~ September 26, 2014, DOA filed its Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment. Qwest joined in DOA's Opposition on September 29, 2014.
ENA argues that under I.R.C.P. 56, ENA did not have enough notice of Syringa's
motion. (ENA Opening Brief, pp. 21-22.) To the contrary, the procedural history shows that
ENA had notice of Syringa's motion, at the latest, by April 24, 2014, almost six months before
the October 10, 2014 hearing date. And, ENA was served with the Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint about three months before the hearing date, and received notice that Syringa's
motion was re-noticed for October 10, 2014 about two months before the hearing date.
ENA had everything it needed to prepare a response to Syringa's motion, but chose not to
· file an opposition because it hoped it would prevail on its Motion to Dismiss. Knowing that
Syringa's motion was being heard on the same date as ENA's motion, ENA's decision not to file
an opposition brief ignored the Court's decision to hear and address the pending motions in an
efficient manner on October 10, 2014. Now, after this Court has ruled on Syringa's motion,
ENA wants to weigh in. ENA should have filed its opposition to Syringa's motion prior to the
October 10, 2014 hearing, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). At that time, ENA could have
presented all the arguments it believed it had concerning the legality of the First Amendments.
(See ENA Opening Brief, pp. 22-23.) ENA could also have presented those arguments in its
J
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Motion for Reconsideration, but instead only previewed the arguments, hoping to file an
opposition brief outside the parameters of I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3).
Although ENA did not file a brief in opposition to Syringa's motion, counsel for ENA,
Mr. Oberrecht, presented argument in opposition to Syringa's motion at the October 10, 2014
hearing. Syringa did not obtain a transcript of the hearing but did obtain a recording of the
hearing from the court, which reflects (beginning at about 2:38:00 on the recording) that counsel
for ENA argued that DOA's purchases were made under the original SBPOs, not the First
Amendments. Counsel for ENA also argued that the original SBPOs could stand despite the
amendments, and that ENA never signed Amendment One to SBPO 1309, which was issued
unilaterally by DOA.
ENA was never denied the opportunity to be heard; ENA chose not to be heard through
briefing, but did present oral argument. ENA, therefore, was not denied any due process of law.
This Court should not permit ENA to file an opposition brief months after it was due, and should
reject ENA's attempt to shift the blame for its silence onto Syringa and the Court.
CONCLUSION

ENA's Motion for Reconsideration should be denied.
DATED this 5th day of January, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By

1}04~
MELODIE A. MCQUADE
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company'

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES,
LLC'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

i

Defendants.
Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), by and through its counsel of record, submits
this reply memorandum in support of its Motion for Reconsideration, and in opposition to the
Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") response. ENA seeks reconsideration of, the
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Pending Dispositive Motions ("Order").
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I.

DISCUSSION

The entry of any order granting relief against ENA will violate the holding of the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court dismissed ENA. The Supreme Court directed this court to
take actions consistent with its holding. To rule against ENA violates this holding.
A. The Supreme Court's Decision Has Limited the Jurisdiction of This Court In
This Matter.
· 1.

The Supreme Court dismissed ENA, and remanded the case
for proceedings consistent with that holding; the entry of a
judgment against ENA is not consistent with that holding.

ENA was dismissed; this case was remanded "for further proceedings that are consistent
with this opinion." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 68, 305 P.3d
499,512 (2013).· By its express terms.the remand is limited.to "count three seeking to set aside
the State's contract with Qwest on the ground that it was awarded in violation of the applicable
statutes." Id.

The· Supreme Court's directive does not expand Count Three to include a.

challenge to the original awards much less a challenge to the original awards that impacts the
rights of ENA.

The ruling against ENA violates the Supreme Court's holding.

While the Supreme Court's analysis identified a theory that would have allowed a
challenge to the original award, its holding is much more limited. The Supreme Court has long
held that a lower court is strictly bound by the reviewing court's mandate. Mountain Home
Lumber Co. v. Swartwout, 33 Idaho 737, 740, 197 P.1027, 1028 (1921). Accordingly, a lower

court will have no jurisdiction beyond the actions directed by the appellate court. State v. Hosey,
134 Idaho 883, 886, 11 P.3d 1101, 1104 (2000). This dictates that jurisdiction in this matter
must be limited to the Supreme Court's directions-"count three seeking to set aside the State's
contract with Qwest." In seeking a ruling on the issue of whether the amendments impacted the
validity of the awards, Syringa conflates the Supreme Court's analysis of this case with its
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holding. While the parties have. argued about the consequences of the Supreme Court's analysis,

its holding as to ENA is clear and unequivocal. ENA was dismissed.

2.

Syringa's ·actions in this case have legal consequences.

ENA is protected from further proceedings by the substantive consequences of the
Supreme Court's holding. While the procedural posture of this case is well known to the Court,
ENA's Motion for Reconsideration requests this Court to analyze the legal consequences of the
following undisputed facts:
•

Four years ago when Syringa filed suit, it did not allege this
theory; indeed,
• Syringa very intentionally pled a theory that would have preserved
the original awards and declared only the Qwest amendment
. invalid; because,
• Syringa's obvious purpose was to displace Qwest as the backbone
provider under the award; accordingly,
• Syringa never moved to enjoin the performance of the contract;
and
• Syringa took advantage o(the contract to provide, and be paid for,
services while pursuing litigation to have the contract under which
it performed declared void; as a consequence, ·
• The parties have spent five years performing this contract, wiring
the schools, investing in the infrastructure and connecting
thousands of students together for an improved learning
experience; during which time
• Syringa (as have all of the parties) has accepted the benefits of the
contract; resulting in the anomalous position of,
• The State defending a contract that Syringa, five years into its
performance, now asks this Court to declare invalid; when doing
so
• Imperils the IEN and dramatically impacts the numerous students
who benefit from it.
Syringa's choice of legal theories at the outset of this litigation has substantive
conseque.nces. Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 252, 92 P.3d 492, 502 (2004) (stating judicial
estoppel prevents party from gaining advantage by taking incompatible position to one taken
earlier to gain separate advantage). Syringa initially sought to preserve the awards, and have
declared invalid only the amendment benefitting Qwest. In its analysis five years later, the
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S
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. Supreme Court identified a theory that Syringa never pied. The Supreme Court's suggestion of a
theory that Syringa never pied may highlight defects in Syringa's original strategy, but it does
not resurrect
a lawsuit against .a party previously dismissed.
.
.
The fact Syringa has accepted the benefits of the award for five years also has legal
consequences.

Syringa has never moved to enjoin the performance of the contract; on the

contrary, it is providing services under the contract for which it has been paid over $1.4 million.
(Reply Mem. in Supp. of Def. Idaho Dept. of Admin.'s Mot. for Summ. J., p. 14.)1

The

beneficiary of this contract, the State, continues to defend its validity and has provided the court
unrebutted testimony on how it has managed the contract to assure that the State has received the
best pricing for the maximum benefit for its students. Syringa had its opportunity to allege that
the original award benefitting ENA was illegal; it did not do so; ENA was dismissed on the
theories that were asserted against it.
3.

ENA has substantive rights as a result of the Supreme Court's
ruling that will be violated by the entry of an order against it.

As a consequence of the ruling of the Supreme Court, ENA has substantive rights that
require its dismissal. As this court has held, ENA was not a party to this case on remand. (June
24, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion to Reconsider ("Reconsider Order"), p.
14 (stating "ENA is no longer a party because there is no claim against ENA in the original
complaint which has not been fully resolved.") (emphasis added).) ENA should not be made a
party to this proceeding, and should not be prejudiced by orders entered in this proceeding on
remand.

1

Syringa further suggests that SBPO 1309 cannot be "resurrected" after "five years of performance under the
unlawful material amendments." (Syringa's Response, p. 8.) However, Syringa's conclusion is unsupported by
authority or the record. Such resurrection is unnecessary; ENA's IEN work has all come under and is subject to the
original SBPO 1309, separate and unaffected by the unilateral amendment, to which ENA did not agree. (See May
2, 2014 Aff. of Bob Collie in Supp. ofDef.'s Mot. for Recons. and in Opp'n to Pl.'s Mot. for Partial Summ. J., ~~ 9,
12; April 29, 2014 Second Aff. of Bill Bums, ~~·11-13.)
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The Supreme Court declared the law of the case; ENA has been dismissed. ENA relies
upon its rights under the doctrines of res judicata and judicial estoppel each to protect it from any
further proceedings
against its interest
in this rri.atter. . Claim preclusion (res. judicata) prevents
.
.
Syringa from re-litigating claims related to the IEN against ENA. The doctrine of res judicata is
.

.

substantive law; it is not a procedural mechanism that addresses a defect in the pleadings but
rather a principle of substantive law that holds that a party, absent fraud, is not allowed to take
the proverbial "two bites at the apple." McDonald v. Barlow, 109 Idaho 101, 104-05, 705 P.2d
1056, 1059-60 (Ct. App. 1985). This Court should never get to the issue of whether ENA is an
indispensable party because Syringa is not allowed to raise a new legal theory against ENA when
its ability to litigate any further matter against ENA was extinguished by the Supreme Court.
See Walters v. Industrial Indemnity Company of Idaho, 130 Idaho 836, 838, 949 P.2d 223, 225
(1997).
ENA was dismissed; it should stay dismissed.
B. Syringa's inability to join ENA as an indispensable party is yet another
problem authored by Syringa when it failed to challenge the awards in its
original complaint.

Syringa asks this court to misinterpret the ruling of the Supreme Court in two ways that
violate the holding of the Supreme Court. First, the Supreme Court did not remand this case for
a challenge to the original awards. While its analysis seems to identify a theory that Syringa
could have pled, one that would have challenged the validity of the awards because of the actions
taken with the amendments, the Court's holding was limited to Count Three of the Complaint. It
is only IF this court expands the Supreme Court's holding that the parties are confronted with the
issue of whether ENA is an indispensable party.
That issue is likewise resolved by the holding of the Supreme Court affirming the
dismissal of ENA. While the Supreme Court discussed the issue of whether Syringa could have ·
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challenged the original awards on the basis of the subsequent amendments, it held that ENA,
which was clearly an indispensable party to any challenge to the original awards, was dismissed.
C. Insofar as this Court intends to address the illegality of the original awards,
the parties are entitled to a full hearing on the merits of that theory including
most specifically the defense of in pari delicto.

While the Supreme Court's analysis identified for Syringa a theory that it had not pled,
the articulation of the theory is only the beginning of the analysis of what, if any, relief might
result. The conclusion that the original awards are invalid five years into the performance of the
contract leaves open the remedies available to Syringa, and leaves unresolved the defenses to this
claim of illegality. The parties are entitled to a complete hearing on these issues.
First, there is the question of standing that is posed by the simple fact that the State, as the
beneficiary of this contract, does not want the contract declared illegal or void.

Gambling

contracts and other "illegal" contracts only become the subject of case law when a party to the
contract who has been wronged seeks a defense to performance. Similarly, LC. § 67-5725 gives
the state the right to recover advancements but does not deny the state the right to accept the
benefits of a contract for which it would then owe payment. Five years into this litigation while
accepting the benefits of the award, Syringa loftily seeks to protect the public interest, even
while the State argues the public interest has been served and defends the validity of the awards.
Second, there is the defense of in pari delicto that requires this court to consider the
relative positions of the parties. See Berner v. Lazzaro, 730 F.2d 1319, 1321 (9th Cir. 1984)
("Historically, the doctrine of in pari delicto has been used to protect the integrity of the court
where it was called upon to decide between two wrongdoers.") The fundamental problem is that
Syringa waited five years into the performance of the awards to insert a claim that the awards
were invalid. A court is obliged to raise the issue of illegality sua sponte when an illegal
contract is before it in litigation. Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S
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02 (1997). Although it is true that the court'rinist refuse to endorse or enforce an illegal contract,
it can only do so when that contract is properly before the court. Id. ("[W]henever the [illegality
of a contract] is made to appear at any state of the case, it becomes the duty of a court to refuse
to enforce it."). The illegality .of the award was not pled by Syringa when this case was filed,
was not added to this lawsuit when ENA was dismissed and that dismissal was affirmed by the
Supreme Court.
Finally, even if Syringa did not wait too long to assert claims of illegality, the Court has
to consider the remedy that is available to Syringa if its rights have been violated. Does Syringa
have a right to declare the contract from which it has benefitted for five years void ab initio; is
the contract void only after .there is a final ruling that the contract was illegal; or, ·is Syringa, afte~
the beneficiary of the award has affirmed it, limited to recovery of damages? In considering
these remedies, the Court is confronted with the consequences of declaring a contract void five
years into the performance of the contract. Syringa's proposed order that the award is void ab
initio effectively makes everyone start over, rip out the connections that have benefitted the

students, and give Syringa another chance to win a bid that it lost to become the backbone
provider for the JEN. When considering such a result, it is important to appreciate that the
Supreme Court's analysis addresses events that occurred after the award was made. Regardless
of how the events after the award leading to the amendments are analyzed, the events predating
the award resulted in Qwest providing the backbone.
These issues and other issues regarding the newly articulated "illegal contract" theory
· require a full evidentiary hearing before a ruling can issue; yet, ENA has not even been provided
the right to file an answer that would frame these issues. ENA was made a party to this
proceeding after remand. It filed a Motion to Dismiss on a single issue of the law of the case;
yet, it is now confronted with a ruling on summary judgment against it on the merits of the case.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S
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While· ENA has previously addressed the issue· of whether its motion to dismiss could be
converted to a motion for summary judgment2, there remains the issue of whether the record is
developed sufficiently on these other issues to allow a ruling on those issues on summary
judgment. ENA was not given an opportunity to enter the materials necessary to support its
converted motion, nor in response to Syringa's motion to show a genuine issue of material fact
that could defeat the summary judgment ultimately granted. First, ENA wa~ never provided with
the notice and opportunity to present all pertinent material as provided in Rule 12(b). State of
Ohio v. Peterson, Lowry, Rail, Barber & Ross, 585 F.2d 454, 457 (10th Cir. 1978) ("In such

circumstance the trial Court should give the parties notice of the changed status of the motion
and thereby provide the parties to the proceeding the opportunity to present to the Court all
material made pertinent to such motion by Rule 56."). Second, Rule 56 prohibits rendering
surrimary judgment where a party did not have an opportunity to respond. Syringa presents no
authority which requires a party to prepare a response to a partial summary judgment
prematurely filed under I.R.C.P. 56(a) against an adverse party prior to the party's appearance in
the matter, or while a party's motion to dismiss is still pending before a court. Without such
authority, the Rules do not provide for summary judgment under such circumstances against a
party not allowed to respond.
Most importantly, however, granting summary judgment against ENA's interests under
these circumstances denies ENA its right to due process of law. SBPO 1309 has never been a
part of this litigation; denying ENA an opportunity to protect its interests under SBPO 1309, as
well as ignoring the substance of ENA's Motion to Dismiss violates basic considerations of

2

Although Syringa argues there is no specific requirement in Rule 12 that "matters outside the pleading" be those
materials generally associated with Rule 56, a review of decisions converting such motions shows otherwise. (See
cases cited by ENA in Memo. in Supp. of its Motion for Recons., pp. 17-19.) Further, a court is not required to
convert a motion to dismiss if it only reviews matters in the public record. See Lee v. City ofLos Angeles, 250 F.3d
668, 689-90 (9th Cir. 2001) (stating court's review of matters of public record does not convert motion to dismiss).
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procedural fairness and ENA~s-right to due process of law. The Due Process Clause requires a
fundamental opportunity to be heard if a deprivation of property by adjudication is at issue.

Goss v. Lopez, 419
U.S. 565, 579 (1975).
Basically, ENA was
not given a reasonable chance to
.
.
.
contest Syringa' s attack on its interests; it relied upon the law of the case in its Motion to
Dismiss, but was instead met with an Order negating a contract under which it has performed for
five years. In effect, ENA, a party dismissed from this proceeding, can hardly be considered to
have been granted due process if in validly questioning whether one can actually be a party to a
matter, the party finds out instead that all its rights can be stripped well before it is given an
opportunity to defend or object.
II. CONCLUSION
In summary, ENA asks this court to re-consider the legal consequences of Syringa's
actions, both with respect to the prior proceedings and its claims that the original awards are
invalid. SBPO 1309 was not before the court when this case was filed and, ENA would assert, is
not before the court now. While the Supreme Court in its analysis identified a legal challenge to
the original awards that Syringa could have pied five years ago, it remanded the case solely for
proceedings consistent with the dismissal of ENA and a hearing on Count Three of the
Complaint as originally pied. The Supreme Court did not remand this case for a ruling against
ENA and it did not remand the case for consideration of challenges to SBPO 1309.

The

Supreme Court did affirm the dismissal of ENA, and remanded this case for proceedings
consistent with its holding. Adding ENA as a party and then entering a judgment against it is
inconsistent with the Supreme Court's holding, and ENA respectfully asks the Court to
reconsider the ruling against ENA and dismiss all claims against it.
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ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATiONS COMPANY, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION, et al.
Defendants.

Case No. OC 0923757

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC'S REPLY
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION
AND/OR RECONSIDERATION
OF THE MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER RE
PENDING DISPOSITIVE
MOTIONS

Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this Reply Brief
in Support oflts Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions issued November 10, 2014 ("Order").
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In its November 10, 2014 Order, the Court held that the Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order to Qwest ("SBPO 1308") and to ENA Services, LLC ("SBPO 1309"), as amended, are
void and stated that "the provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply." (Order at 13).
However, because of the way this case has developed the parties have never been afforded an
opportunity to fully develop the record with respect to critical aspects of this case, and the
Court's current Order Re Dispositive Motions erroneously relieves Syringa of the consequences
of its own prior litigation strategies.
First, as. explained in the DOA's motion for reconsideration and/or clarification, Syringa
is judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs 1308 and 1309. Syringa has
conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, this concession has been relied upon by the
Defendants and the Courts reviewing this matter, and that concession is binding on Syringa.
There is no legal basis for allowing Syringa - and Syringa alone - to abandon its prior positions
and start over with new legal theories. Qwest therefore joined the DOA's motion for
reconsideration and/or clarification but will not address the issue further in this brief.
Second, ~ere is no basis for an Order that impacts state agency work as opposed to the
JEN. Although the RFP process contemplated services being made available to two separate
categories of customers - state agencies and schools participating in the JEN - the challenged

Amendments No. 1, by their express terms, relate only to the JEN. The state agency portion of
the award at all times has been governed solely by the original SBPOs.
Finally, the Court's statement that "the provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply"
(Order at 13), is incorrect. As Syringa concedes;the meaning of Section 67-5725 has never been
litigated. However, the authorities Qwest presented in its Motion for Reconsid¢ration make clear
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION AND/OR RECONSIDERATION OF THE MEMORANDUM
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that the judgment Syringa seeks, a demand for repayment of monies paid for services rendered,
is not authorized by any law. Indeed, Syringa does not even contest the matter and offers
nothing of substance in response to Qwest's arguments and authorities on this point.

.

II

•

'ARGUMENT
1. The Challenged Amendments No. I Relate Only To The JEN; State Agency
Networks Are Governed Exclusively by The Original SBPOs.
As described in more detail in Qwest' s Motion for Reconsideration, Statewide Blanket
Purchase Orders (SBPO) 1308 and 1309 to Qwest and Education Networks of America, Inc.
("ENA"), respectively, are identical awards authorizing the state to select any service covered by
the Request for Proposals ("RFP") from either Qwest or E:NA, On February 26, 2009, the
. Division of Purchasing issued Amendments No. 1 to SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, to clarify the
State's intended roles and responsibilities for the implementation of certain phases of the IEN.
Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308 provides as follows:
1. Qwest will be the general contractor for all JEN technical network
services. The Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate Form
471, Education Networks of America (ENA) is required to work with the
dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and provisioning of, ongoing maintenance, operations and billing for all JEN sites.
(Emphasis added). Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309 similarly provides:
1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate .
Form 471. Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest") is required
to work with the ENA Account Team for ordering, and provisioning of,
on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all JEN sites.
(Emphasis added). Neither Amendment No. 1 references state agency sites, coordination
regarding non-IEN sites or non-E-Rate work,1 or any division ofresponsibility for sµch
locations.' All references are to the IEN.
1

The Federal E-Rate program provides subsidies for schools, not state agencies.
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Indeed, Syringa essentially concedes the point, asserting that "[t]he First Amendments
eliminated competition between Qwest and ENA for the provision of technical network services
(Amendment 1 to SBPO 13 08, item 2) and the provision of internet services to JEN users
(Amendment 1 to SBPO 1308, item 4), by making Qwest the exclusive provider of JEN technical

network services." (Response at 6, emphasis added). As a result, to the extent that this Court has
concluded that the Amendments No. 1 were improper, any effect they have is limited entirely to
the IEN portion of the procurement, and.any Order by this Court should be confined to the IEN.
2. Syringa's Proposed Judgment Erroneously Seeks an Order that the DOA Demand
Repayment of Imaginary Money "Advanced" by the State.

Syringa's proposed judgment ignores the undisputed fact that the state of Idaho has
advanced no money under the SBPOs or the Amendments No. 1. Indeed, Syringa has never
even alleged the existence of any advancements on the IEN contract. Nevertheless, Syringa
(once again) attempts to have it both ways by arguing that the Court must order the DOA to
demand repayment of advancements, but the Court must refrain from determining what an
advancement is and whether any advancements were in fact made on any contract.
Unless the Court first determines that advancements were made as opposed to payment
for services rendered, there is nothing to demand, and it would be improper for the Court to order
the DOA to demand anything from anyone. As explained in Qwest's Motion, "money
advanced" means money loaned or paid before it is due or for work only partly completed and
does not include compensation for services rendered. (Qwest's Opening Brief at 6-11). No one
contends that the state has advanced any money for IEN services that were not received. Thus,
the remedies provided in Idaho Code§ 67-5725 do not apply and should not be referenced in any
judgment in this matter. To the contrary, based on the undisputed facts, if the judgment
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references payments at all it should state that the State of Idaho has received full value and that
nothing has been advanced in consideration of the Amendments No. 1 or original SBPOs.
Syringa essentially concedes this point. In its response, Syringa notes that in the May
2, 2014, Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration and in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, Mr. Strickler testified that the
State has acquired services from Qwest for state agencies and has billed the state for services

provided to state agencies. (Response at 6-7). There is no evidence supporting the contrary
conclusion that Qwest was paid any advancements for which services have not been provided.
3. Syringa's Proposed Judgment Asks The Court to Overstep Its Jurisdiction by
· Ordering the DOA to Demand Repayment.

Nothing in Idaho Code§ 67-5725 authorizes the Court to order the DOA to do anything
at this stage. Instead, the provisions of Section 67-5725 apply if and only if the DOA has
determined that the state of Idaho has advanced money and repayment should be demanded. ~t is
undisputed State ofldaho has not advance any money for IEN services (or state agency services).
Syringa's attempt to shortcut this process by proposing the DOA be ordered to demand
repayment should be rejected; Section 67-5725 is subject to the discretion of the executive
branch in compliance with the separation of powers clause and due process. Syringa concedes
that it is for the DOA to determine whether any money has been "advanced." It cannot
· simultaneously contend that this court must order the DOA to demand repayment of "advances"
DOA has yet to determine even exist. (Qwest's Opening Brief at 11-14). The Idaho Supreme
Court "has consistently recognized that the separation of powers provided by Article II of our
constitution prohibits judicial review of the discretionary acts of other branches of government."
In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 128 Idaho 246,261,912 P.2d 614,629 (1995). Here, a judgment

mandating that the DOA demand repayment of non-existent advancements "would be
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substituting [this Court's] judgment for that of another coordinate branch of government, when
the matter was one properly entrusted to that other branch." Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116
Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757, 761 (1989). The Court shou~d decline Syringa's invitation to
make such a judgment.
CONCLUSION

Qwest respectfully requests the Court clarify and/or reconsider its Order on the basis set
forth above and in the Opening Brief.
Respectfully submitted this 14th day of January, 2015.

Stephen
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Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hae Vice)
BRYAN CAVE LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS RICT OF
1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

2
3

4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

5
6

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757

vs.

7
8

9
10

11

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
tLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company;

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE:
MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER

Defendants.

12
13

Background and Prior Proceedings

14

In response to legislation creating the Idaho Education Network ("IEN") as a high-

15
16

bandwidth telecommunications distribution network for every public school in Idaho, 1 on

17

December 15, 2008, the State ofldaho issued Request for Proposal ("RFP") 02160 for the

18

design and implementation of the IEN. The RFP contemplated a five (5) year contract, with

19
20
21
22

23
1 2008

Sess. Laws, Ch. 260, § 3, codified at Idaho Code§ 67-5745D.

24
25
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three (3) five (5) year extensions. RFP at§ 5.3. 2 The scope of the project was the entire design,
1
2

construction and implementation of the IEN. RFP at§ 3.2.3
The RFP also contained a "Public Agency Clause" as follows:

3

Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in
Section 67-2327 of the Idaho Code; which reads: "Public Agency" means any
city or political subdivision of this state, including, but not limited to counties;
school districts; highway districts; port authorities; instrumentalities of counties;
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of Idaho. It
will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with
the CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of
Idaho Code governing public contracts.

4
5

6
7

8
9

RFP at§ 5.5.

10

4

The Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") received three (3) responsive

11

proposals: (1) ENA Services, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.,
12

("ENA"); (2) Qwest Communications, LLC ("Qwest"); and (3) Verizon Business Network
13
14
15
16

Services, Inc. ENA's proposal was submitted with a "teaming agreement" in which ENA
proposed that the IEN work would be divided _between ENA and ENA's proposed partner
Syringa Networks, LLC '("Syringa").

17
18

19
2 The

20
21
22

23

RFP and related infonnation and documentation have been attached to numerous pleadings in this case. In
addition, these documents are available and can be reviewed at:
http:/!purchasing. idaho.gov/pdf/contracts/IdahoEducationN etwork/SBPO 1309. pdf and
http://purchasing.idaho.gov/pdf/contracts/IdahoEducationNetwork/SBPO 13 08.pdf.
3 The project also included migration of existing state telecommunication networks to the new IEN network
backbone. RFP at§§ 3.2.1, 7.0 to 7.4.
4 Under Idaho Code§ 67-5717(9), the Administrator ofDOA's Division of Purchasing may enter into "open"
contracts for the acquisition of property commonly used by public agencies. See also Idaho Code § 67-5716(20).
Idaho Code§ 67-5726(4) provides in part "No officer or employee shall fail to utilize an open contract without
justifiable cause for such action."

24
25
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On January 28, 2009, DOA issued contract awards in the form of Statewide Blanket
1
2

Purchase Order ("SBPO") 1308 to Qwest and SBPO 1309 to ENA. 5 Each SBPO had the .

3

identical scope of work: the entirety of the IEN RFP. Each SBPO had a Public Agency Clause,

4

permitting other public entities to acquire property from ENA and Qwest that was not part of

5

the IEN project. DOA's website identifies SBPOs 1308 and 1309. as open contracts. See

6

http://purchasing.idaho.gov/statewide_ contracts.html#!.

7

On February 26, 2009, DOA issued Amendment One to SBPO 1308 and Amendment
8

One to SBPO 1309. 6 By virtue of Amendment One to SBPO 1308 (Qwest), Qwest became the
9

10

exclusive IEN contractor for all network services, i.e. the "backbone." In doing so, DOA made

11

Qwest the exclusive provider of all of the services Syringa would have provided to ENA. By

12

virtue of Amendment One to SBPO 1309 (ENA), ENA became the exclusive IEN contractor

13

for E-rate services. As a result of the Amendments, Qwest and ENA would.not be providing

14

the same or similar services for the IEN project.

15

On December 15, 2009, Syringa filed this action. In a series of earlier rulings, this

16

Court granted summary judgment against Syringa on all of its six claims. 7 In Count Three of
17

18
19

5 Copies are attached as Exhibits J and H to the Mar~h 10, 2010 Affidavit of Mark Little.
6 Copies

20
21

22
23

are attached as Exhibits K and L to the March l 0, 2010 Affidavit of Mark Little.
Syringa's Verified Complaint asserted numerous causes ofaction against the DOA, DOA's Director, DOA's
Chief Technology Officer, Qwest and ENA. In Count One of the Complaint, Syringa alleged that DOA breached
contract obligations by awarding the work proposed for Syringa to Qwest. In Count Two, Sytinga sought a
declaratory judgment that the award of work to Qwest was a violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5726. In Count Three,
Syringa sought d~claratory judgment that the award of work to Qwest was a violation ofldaho Code§ 67-571 SA.
In Count Four, Syringa alleged that the conduct of the DOA, Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest constituted tortious
interference with Syringa's "teaming agreement" with ENA. In Count Five, Syringa asserted that Qwest's conduct
constituted tortious interference with Syringa's prospective arrangement with ENA. In Count Six, Syringa alleged
that ENA breached its obligations under the teaming agreement.
7

24
25
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the Complaint, Syringa challenged DOA's award ofwor~ to Qwest, and asserted thafall of the
·1
2

work should have been awarded to ENA/Syringa. This Court dismissed this claim finding that

3

Syringa had failed to exhaust administrative remedies. Syringa appealed the dismissal of its

4

claims to the Idaho Supreme Court. As to the claim in ~ount Three that DqA should not have

5

made any award to Qwest, Syringa challenged the manner in which DOA divided the scope

6

work, but did not challenge the multiple award. ·

7

The Supreme Court issued its decision on March 29, 2013. Syringa Networks v. Idaho
8

Dep 't ofAdmin., 155 Idaho 55, 305 P .3d ~99 (2013) (h~reinafter Syringa Networks). The
9

10

Supreme Court affirmed c:li~missal of five of the six counts. However, the Supreme Court

11

reversed the granting of summary judgment as to Count Three in which Syringa challenged

12

DOA's award to Qwest. The Supreme Court remanqed the case to the district court on

13

September 9, 2013 after denying DOA's request for reconsideration.

14
15

Following remand from the Supreme Court, the Court permitted Syringa to amend its
post-appeal complaint to include a challenge to the work awarded to ENA. See February 25,

16

2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions to Amend. See also June 24, 2014 ·
17

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motion To Reconsider. The Court also required Syringa
18
19
20

to make ENA a party to these proceedings. June 24, 2014 Decision at pp. 13-15.

In a decision entered November 10, 2014, the Court granted summary judgment to

21

Syringa that DOA's award of the IEN work to Qwest and ENA violated state procurement law,

22

and for that reason, SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendments One, were void.

23

Syringa filed a proposed form of judgment on November 18, 2014. DOA and Qwest filed

24
25
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\

objections to the Proposed Judgment on Nove~ber 18, 2014. ENA filed its objections to the
1
2

Proposed Judgment on November 19, 2014.
On November 18, 2014, DOA filed a Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification of

3

\

4

the Court's November 10, 2014 Order. This motion was supported by a memorandum and an

5

affidavit of counsel. On December 9, 2014, Syringa filed its opposition to DOA's motion. The

6

'

opposition was supported by an affidavit of counsel. On December 17, 2014, DOA filed its

7

reply with an affidavit of counsel. ·
8

On November 24, 2014, Qwest filed a Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration
9

10
11

of the Court's November 10, 2014 Order. This motion was supported by memorandum. On
December 23, 2014, Syringa filed its response. On January 14~ 2015, Qwest replied.

12

On December 8, 2014, ENA filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's

13

November 10, 2014 Order. This was supported by memorandum. ENA filed its response in

14

opposition on January 5, 2015. On January 14, 2015, ENA replied.

15

The Court has taken these matters under advisement. As an exercise of discretion, the

16

Court has determined that it will d~cide these motions without further hearing.
17

Legal Standard
18

A party may file a motion for reconsideration pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B), which

19
20
21
22
23

states:
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be
made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not tater than fourteen
(14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for reconsideration of
any order of the trial court made after entry of final judgment may be filed
within fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order; provided, there shall be

24
25
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1
2

no motion for reconsideration of an order of the trial court entered on any
motion filed under Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59.1, 60(a), 60(b).
I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B).

3

The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that "[a] rehearing or reconsideration in the
4

trial court usually involves new or additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of
5
6

both law and fact." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'! Bank ofN. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812,

7

823,800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990) (quoting.J:I Case v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223,229,280 P.2d

8

1070, 1073 (1955)). The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the

9

new facts, if any. The trial court is not required to search the record to determine if there is any

10

new information that might change the specification of facts deemed to be established. Id. The

11

trial court should consider any new facts presented by the party that bear on the correctness of
12

the order. Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP, 143 Idaho 812,817, 153 P.3d 1158, 1163
13
14

(2007). However, a party requesting reconsideration is not required to submit new or additional

15

evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,472, 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Ct. App. 2006). The

16

trial court may reconsider its orders for legal errors. Id.

17
18

19

The trial court's decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration is a matter of
discretion and the decision will not be overturned absent an abuse of discretion. Spur Products

Corp., 143 Idaho at 815. Under I.R.C.P (7)(b)(3)(D). Oral argument is not a requirement and it

20

is entirely within the trial court's discretion to hold a hearing prior to making a decision. Lamm
21

v. State, 143 Idaho 763, 766, 152 P.3d 634, 637 (Ct. App. 2006); I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D).
22

23
24
25
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Summary of Arguments
1

2
3

A. DOA
DOA requests the Court to clarify and/or reconsider its November 10, 2014 Order to

4

address whether both Amendments One to the SBPOs and the original SBPOs are void. DOA

5

also asks the Court to declare that the voided awards only affect the IEN, not other state

6

agencies who have obtained goo~s and services through SBPOs 1308 and 1309. Alternatively,

7

if the Court's November 10, 2014 Order voided both Amendments One and the original
8

SBPOs, DOA requests the Court to reconsider. Syringa argues that because the awards as
9

10

amended violate state purchasing statutes, the awards cannot be used to provide goods and

11

services to other state ~gencies. Syringa also argues that the decision granting summary

12

judgment was correct and should not be reconsidered.·

13

DOA (and ENA) cite and discuss Knowlton v. Mudd, 116 Idaho 262, 775 P.2d 154 (Ct. ·

14

App. 1989) for the proposition that a void amendment does not nullify an entire contract. DOA

15

argues that finding the original SBPOs void would be against the law of the case because this

16

Court has determined that Syringa is judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.
17

Syringa asserts that the Court, by motion or on its own initiative, may declare the contracts, as
18

19

amended, void. Furthermore, primarily relying on Kenai Lumber Co., Inc. v. LeResche, 646

20

P .2d 215 (Alaska 1982), Syringa argues that because the amendments were material to a

21

competitively bid public contract, both the amendments an~ the underlying contract must be

22

void. DOA asserts that Syringa cannot challenge the validity of the original SBPOs and the

23

only relief Syringa may obtain is a ruling that would void Amendments One. DOA also argues

24
25
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that the public contract cases cited by Syringa do not apply to the present matter, which
1

2
3

involves an invalidated amendment and a valid underlying contract.
DOA argues that a severability clause in the State ofldaho Standard Contract Te~s and

4

Conditions severs Amendments One and validates the original SBPOs. See November 18,

5

2014 Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger, Ex. 1, ~ 36. The severability clause states, in

6

pertinent part: "In the event any term of the Contract is held to be invalid or unenforceable by a

7

court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining terms of the Contract will remain in force." Id.
8

Syringa asserts that the clause is boilerplate language that cannot change or undo Idaho's
9

10

competitive bidding statutes and the opinion of the Supreme Court.

11

B. Qwest

12

Qwest joins DOA's motion in whole. For any arguments that overlap with DOA's

13

motion, Syringa stands on and incorporates its arguments in response to DOA's motion for

14

reconsideration.

15

Qwest also seeks clarification of and expands on the issue of the validity of the SBPOs

16

as they pertain to technical network services to state agencies. Syringa asserts that
17

Amendments One to the SBPOs impacted the entire scope of the original SBPOs, including
18

19

services to state agencies. Qwest argues that, on their face, Amendments One only refer to the

20

IEN, not services provided to state agencies. Qwest argues that because Amendments One only

21

relate to the IEN, the void SBPOs, as amended, do not impact the technical network services

22

that Qwest and ENA provided to other state agencies. Syringa, in addition to its arguments in

23
24
25
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I

•

opposition to DOA's motion, argues that Amendments One eliminated competition between
1
2
3

Qwest and ENA, including all technical network services provided to state agencies.
Qwest additionally seeks further clarification as to the language and scope of Idaho

4

Code§ 67-5725. Specifically, Qwest argues that the word "advanced," as used in Idaho Code§

5

67-5725, should be defined as something·paid in anticipation of the performance of a contract.

6

As such, Qwest argues, DOA has no authority under Idaho Code§ 67-5725 to demand the

7

return of any moneys paid with respect to the SBPOs because there have been no "advances."
8

Qwest further argues that the Court does not have the power to order repa~ent because Idaho
9

10
11

. 12

Code·§ 67-5725 entrusts prosecutorial discretion in the executive branch so it would violate the
separation of powers doctrine of the Idaho Constitution and would take property if.I. violation of
the Constitution's Just ComJ?ensation and Due Process clauses. Sxringa asserts that the Court

13

did not violate the separation of powers doctrine because the requirements of Idaho Code§ 67-

14

5725 are mandatory when a contract is made in violation ofldaho competitive bidding statutes.

15

Syringa agrees that this Court cannot order prosecution of payments but argues the Court can

16

order DOA to discharge its mandatory duty under the statute to demand repayment. In other
17

words, Syringa argues that the Court has proper jurisdiction to declare the contracts illegal.
18

19

Thus, Syringa asserts that a reading of and the requirements ofldaho Code § 67-5725 ar~ not

20

yet ripe for adjudication. Qwest maintains that the provisions of Idaho Code§ 67-5725 apply if

21

and only if DOA, not the Court, has determined that the State of Idaho has advanced money and

22

that repayment should be demanded.

·23
24
25
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C. ENA
1
2

ENA argues that it is not a proper party to this post-appeal proceeding under the law of

3

the case. Specifically, ENA asserts that the Supreme Court entirely dismissed ENA from this

4

action. Syringa argues that the Supreme Court did not dismiss ENA, but only affirmed this

5

Court's ruling as to Count Six of the original complaint. Syringa argues that the Court has an

6

affirmative duty to address illegal contracts. Syringa also asserts that ENA must be a party to

7

implement the Supreme Court's ruling that the IEN contracts, as amen9ed, are void. ENA
8

maintains that a ruling against ENA violates the Supreme Court's holding.
9

10

ENA also argues, separately from DOA and Qwest, that the original SBPO 1309 to

11

ENA is still valid because it is separate from the void amendment, is consistent with the law of

12

the case and ENA has only performed its work under the original SBPO 1309. Syringa again

13

argues that Amendments One were material amendments to the original SBPOs that

14

fundamentally changed the IEN contract in violation of Idaho competitive bidding statutes.

15

ENA asserts that the· doctrines of law of the case, res judicata, and judicial estoppel

16

prevent Syringa from challenging DOA's award of SBPO 1309. Syringa argues that, even if the
17

Court does not have a duty to void illegal contracts, the Court's decision to permit Syringa to
18
19

\

challenge Amendment One to SBPO 1309 is consistent with the remand of the Supreme Court.

20

Syringa asserts that th~ Supreme Court clearly held that both contracts, as amended, violate the

21

law, that ENA's interests have been implicated by Count Three since the original Complaint

22

and Syringa has obtained no advantage from any change in position. ENA argues that Syringa

23

24
25
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has benefitted from the contract and.its inconsistent choi?e of legal theories has substantive
1
2

consequences.
ENA argues that the Court incorrectly converted its motion to dismiss into a motion for

3

4

summary judgment and seeks clarification as to the materials the Court considered in aid of its

5

November 10, 2014 Order. Syringa asserts that because the Court relied upon decisions that

6

were based upon facts outside the four comers of the pleadings, the Court properly treated

7

ENA's motion as one for summary judgment. ENA argues that due process requires the Court
8

to give ENA notice and an opportunity to be heard before granting summary judgment against
9

10
11

ENA's interests. Syringa argues that ENA was not denied due process because ENA had every
opportunity to oppose Syringa's motion but strategically chose not to do so.
Discussion

12
13

14
15

The procurement policy of the State ofldaho is to expect "open competitive bids" to
maximize competition and the value received by the government. Idaho Code§ 67-5715.
DOA, through its Division of Purchasing, acquires all "property"8 for the State. Idaho Code §

16

67-5717(1). Unless an exception applies, all property must be acquired by competitive bid. Id.
17

at (2). A request for bids must "describe the property to be acquired in sufficient detail to
18
19

apprise a bidder of the exact nature or functionality of the property required." Idaho Code § 67-

20

5718(2). "All contracts made in viol~tion of the provisions of [Idaho Code Title 67, chapter 57]

21

shall be void ... ,; Idaho Code§ 67-5725.

22

23

24
25

8 "Property"

is defined broadly to include all goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment. Idaho Code§ 67-

5716(3).
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As a general rule, tlw Division of Purchasing must make 1:111 award to the "lowest
1

2

responsible bidder." Idaho Code§ 67-5718(4). However, under some circumstances, the

3

Administrator of the Division of Purchasing may make an award to two (2) or more bidders.

4

Idaho Code§ 67-5718A provides as follows:

5
6
7

8

9

10
11

12
13
.14

15
16

(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the
administrator of the division of purchasing may make an award of a contract
to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property where
more than one (1) contractor is necessary:

(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state
agencies;
(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for
state agencies; or
(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with.
property previously acquired.
(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section
unless the administrator of the division of purchasing makes a written
determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (1) or more of the
criteria set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders
in accordance with this section, a state agency shall make purchases from
'the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability,
support services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.

17
18

19

(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be
made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the acquisition needs of
state agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the
number of bidders necessary to serv.e the acquisition nee~s of state agencies.

20

Idaho Code Ann.§ 67-5718A.
21

In its decision, the Supreme Court explained that by dividing the scope of work between
22

23

ENA and Qwest, DOA violated state pro~urem·ent law in two respects. First, the division of the
'

.

'

24
25
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scope of work violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718(2)9 and IDAPA 38.05.0l.05i1° by awarding
1
2

contracts which did not conform to the description of the work as set forth in the RFP which,

3

"in effect, changed the RFP after the bids had been opened .... " Id. at 506. Second, the

4

division of the scope of work violated Idaho Code§ 67-5718A which only permits a multiple

5

award if each contractor provides the same or similar property. Id. at 505-06. By making Qwest

6

the exclusive provider of the backbone, and by making ENA the exclusive E-rate provider,

7

neither Qwest nor ENA were providing the same or similar services.
8

In its November 10, 2014 decision, the Court granted summary judgment to Syringa on
9

10

the amended claim in Count Three that the awards to Qwest and ENA violated ~tate

11

procurement law; and were void. Guided by the controlling analysis and ruling of the Supreme

12

Court in Syringa Networks,, this Court found that DOA's award of work to Qwest and ENA,

13

violated Idaho's procurement law in that: 1) the amended awards did not conform to the

14

description of the work in the RFP, and 2) the amended awards impermissibly divided the

15

scope of.work so that Qwest and ENA were not providing the ~ame or similar property.

16
17

"(2) Notice shall be posted of all acquisitions of property, unless otherwise excepted by rules of the division. The
notice may be posted electronically. The administrator shall also cause all invitations to bid and requests for
proposals to be posted manually in a conspicuous place in the office. The notice shall describe the property to be
acquired in sufficient detail to apprise a bidder of the exact nature or functionality of the property required; and
shall set forth the bid opening date, time and location." Idaho Code§ 67-5718.
10 "An invitation to bid or request for proposals may be changed by the buyer through issuance of an addendum,
provided the change is issued in writing prior to the bid opening date and is made available to all vendors receiving
the original solicitation. Any material information given or provided to a prospective vendor with regard to an
invitation to bid or request for proposals shall be made available in writing by the buyer to all vendors receiving
the original solicitation. Oral interpretations of specifications or contract terms and conditions shall not be binding
on the division unless confirmed in writing by the buyer and acknowledged by the division prior to the date of the ·
opening. Changes to the invitation to bid or request for proposals shall be identified as such and shall require that
the vendor acknowledge receipt of all addenda issued. The right is reserved to waive any informality."
IDAPA 38.05.01.052.
9

18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25
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The Court did not come to its conclusions casually. The Court was well aware that
1

2

DOA had used these award~ to make significant investments in the IEN project since 2009.

3

The Court also was aware that its decision likely would have a number of potential adverse

4

consequences to schools and students. In coming to this decision, the Court carefully

5

considered the Supreme Court's analysis of the award process in this case. The following

6

excerpts contain the analysis which controls:

7

8.
9

10
11

12
13
14

. 15

16
17
18

19

By amending the contracts so that Qwest and ENA were no longer furnishing the
same or similar property, the State has, in effect, changed the RFP after the bids
had been opened in violation of LC. § 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052.
The separatt: contracts as amended no .longer conform to the RFP's description of
the property to be acquired. The description of property to be provided by Qwest
under its amended contract is not a minor deviation from the property to be
provided by the successful bidder under the RFP, nor is the property to be
provided by ENA under its amended contract. "[M]ere schemes to evade law,
once their true character is established, are impotent for the purpose intended.
Courts sweep them aside as so much rubbish." O'Bryant, 78 Idaho at 325, 303
P.2d at 678.

Syringa Networks~...155 Idaho at 62,305 P.3d at 506 .
Idaho Code section 67-5718A(l) allows the State to award contracts to multiple
bidders "to furnish the same or similar property" where more than one contractor
is necessary for a statutorily specified reason. It is apparent from the record that
the State Defendants believed that the statute only.controlled the initial award to
multiple bidders. If they were initially awarded contracts to fun:i.ish the same or
similar property, amending those contracts so that the successful bidders were no
longer furnishing the same or similar property would not violate the statute.
They believed the State could do in two steps what was prohibited in one.

20

21
22
23

That two-step approach is obviously not permissible when considered in light of
subsection (3) of the statute, which states, "Where a contract for property has
been awarded to ·two (2) or more bidders in accordance with this section, a state
agency shall make purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions
regarding price, availability, .support services and delivery are most

24
25
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1

2

advantageous to the agency." LC. § 67-5718A(3). Subsection (3) obviously
intends, for the benefit of tq.e taxpayers, that the multiple bidders who are ,
awarded contracts will remain as competitors, which will only occur. if they are
furnishing the same or similar property.

3

Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 61,305 P.3d at 505. Clearly, DOA erred in dividing the RFP
4

work into separate contracts for dissimilar services. DOA could not make Qwest the exclusive
5

6
7

provider of the backbone. Just as clearly, DOA could not make ENA the exclusive provider for
E-rate services.

8

a. The Court's ruling applies to all work under the awards

9

Apparently, DOA and Q'Yest have been providing non-IEN goods and services under

10

SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 to other public agencies. In an affidavit filed April 22, 2014, Greg

11

Zickau, the Chief Technology Officer of the State ofldaho and the Chief_Inf~rmation Officer of
12

DOA, explains that both ENA and Qwest have received substantial income from other public
13
14

agencies for work and services not related to the IEN project. April 22, 2014 Affidavit of Greg

15

Zickau at ,r 41, Exhibit 4. According to Exhibit 4, in 2013, it appears that ENA utilized SBPO

16

1309 to receive $1,720,000 from schools and districts for non-IEN services. In the same

17

timeframe, it appears that Qwest received $1,974,000 from other state agencies for non-IEN

18

services.

19

DOA and Qwest argue that the Court should clarify its ruling and limit its decision to

20

the work performed for the IEN project. In the Court's view, because DOA improperly
21

amended the awards to divide the scope of work, the amended awards are void regardless of
22
23

whether that work was done for the IEN project or not. There is no basis for differentiating the

24
25
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non-IEN work from 'the IEN work. All of the work has be~n done on the basis of awards that
1
2
3

violate state procurement law:
b. SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 were awarded as the initial step in a flawed
process that violated several provisions of Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57

4

DOA, Qwest and ENA argue that the Court should have gone no further than to
5
6

invalidate the amendments which divided the scope of work. DOA, Qwest and ENA argue that

7

the proper result would be a ruling that tq.e original awards to Qwest and ENA should be

8

restored, allowing Qwest and ENA to complete the balance of the IEN project under the

9

original awards. The Court does not agree.

10

The IEN RFP was for the entire IEN project. DOA did not solicit separate RFPs for the

11

"separate contracts that described the property to be acquired in accordance with the amended
12

contracts ultimately awarded." Syringa Networks at 62. The award process improperly
13
14

15
16

deprived the State of open competitive bids for the same property, and improperly divided the
IEN work between ENA and Qwest.
Idaho Code§ 67-5718A(2) requires the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing to

17

issue a written justification at the time of a multiple award. As the Supreme Court noted, no

18

such written justification was made at the time of the original awards, or at the time DOA

19

divided the work between Qwest and ENA. Syringa Networks at 60. DOA did not issue a ·

20

written justification until after DOA received a public records request from Syringa for a copy
21

the written determination. Id. The Administrator of the Division Purchasing stated that on
22 ·

23

December 3, 2008, prior to issuing the IEN RFP, he and the state purchasing manager had a

24
25
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discussion and agreed that "no one vendor had the capability to service the State of Idaho and
1
2

its geography to enable the network." Id. (quoting from the Administrator's determination.) ·

3

However, DOA did not d~vide the work geographically. Instead, after making identical awards

4

to both ENA and Qwest, DOA then improperly divided the work between Qwest and ENA.

5

DOA's written justification, which was not made until after the work was divided, did not, and

6

could not, override state procurement law.

7,

The essential facts are not in dispute. The stat~ solicited bids for the entire IEN project.
8

DOA made a multiple award, but did not make the required written justification. The written
9

10

justification, which came after the fact, cannot be used to avoid, ove!fide or negate procurement

11

law which forbids 1) changing the RFP after the ~ids were submitted; and 2) making a multiple

12

award that divides the work between competitors who bid for the entire project. As noted by

13

the Supreme Court, the award of the original SBPOs was the first step in a two-step award

14

process that is prohibited by law. The Supreme Court characterized the award process as

15

"scheme to evade law" which the court should ~'[sweep] aside as so much rubbish." Syringa

16

Networks at 62, 305 Idaho at 506. For this reason, the awards as amended violated state law
17

and are void. 11
18
19
20
21

In addition, as a practical matter, ENA likely is no longer ible to provide the technical scope of work that was
awarded to Qwest, since ENA's bid was based upon the teaming agreement with Syringa for such work ENA
admits that it does not provide physical connections to the internet, but purchases such services through companies
like Qwest and Syringa. See Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration Re
Memorandum Decision and Order Re Pendinig Dispositive Motions at p. 3.
11

22

23
24
25

.

.
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The_ Court determined that Syringa is estopped from asserting that the original awards
1
2

are void because Syringa conceded on appeal that the original SBPOs were lawful. DOA

3

argues that this determination is the law of the case and precludes Syringa from arguing, and the

4

Court from finding, that the original awards are void. Consistent with the Court's estoppel

5

ruling, Syringa modified its summary judgment request for a ruling that the original awards, as

6

'

amended by the amendments dividing the work, are void. See Fourth Amended Notice of

7

Hearing filed August 21, 2014. This is precisely the ruling made by the Court. The problem is
8

that DOA made the original awards as part of a flawed process to divide the work between
9

10
11

ENA and Qwest.
Further, as the Court explained in granting summary judgment, "In Idaho, a court has an

12

affirmative duty to raise the issue of illegality at any stage in the litigation, regardles.s of

13

whether the issue was pleaded by a party." See November 121, 1014 Decision at p. 11. (citing

14
15

Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997)). This case presents
the issue of iHegality squarely. As detailed above and in Syringa Networks, the bid process

16

employed by DOA does not comport with state procurement law Should any clarification be
17

needed, the Court will find that because the original awards were part of the process DOA used
18

19
20

to violate procurement law, those original awards as amended are void.
Citing Knowlton v. Mudd, 116 Idaho 662, 775 P.2d 154 (Ct. App. 1989), the Defendan.ts

21

argue that where parties enter into a void amendment to an otherwise proper contract, the

22

proper remedy was to ignore the amendment and enforce the contract according to its terms. A

23
24
25
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different situation is presented here. In this case, the original awards were part of the process
1
2
3

used to make an illegal award.
DOA argues that a severability clause in the original awards requires reinstatement of

4

the original awards. The Court does not agree. DOA's contract language does not supplant

5

Idaho Code Title 67 Chapter 57. Because the original awards were part of a process used to

6

make an illegal award, the process itself was flawed. The severability clause does not override

7

the award process mandated by Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57.
8
9

10

c. Except to declare that the awards are void, no other issue under Idaho Code
§ 67-5725 is before the Court

Idaho Code§ 67-5725 provides as follows:

11

12
13
14

15

All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of this chapter
shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in
consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith. In the
event of refusal or delay when repayment is demanded by the proper officer of
the state of Idaho, under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have
been made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying, together with
his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at law for the recovery of
such sum of money so advanced."

16

Idaho Code§ 67-5725. The Court has determined that the awards to Qwest and ENA violate
17

several provisions ofldaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57. As a consequence, the awards are void.
18
19

20

The statute also has. financial consequences. However, any such issues are not presently before
the Court.

21

d. ENA had notice and opportunity to be heard.

22

The Court rejects ENA's argument that it was not given notice and opportunity to be

23

heard. In a prior ruling, the Court recognized that ENA was a necessary party to Syringa's

24
25
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summons and a copy of its post-appeal complaint. Syringa served ENA with a summons and a
1

2

copy of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. See July 8, 2014 Affidavit of Service.

3

ENA elected not to file an answer. ENA did not file any response or opposition to Syringa's

4

motion for summary judgment. Instead, ENA filed a motion to dismiss. In the Court's view,

5

ENA had actual and ample opportunity to respond to Syringa's motion for summary judgment.

6

The Court granted summary judgment against ENA finding there were no genuine issues of

7

material fact concerning the validity of the awards, as amended . In the Court's view, the
8

decision fairly states the Court's analysis and upon what the Court relied in deciding summary
9

10

judgment.
Conclusion

11

12

As explained above, 1) the Court's ruling applies to all work under the awards; 2) SBPO

13

1308 and SBPO 1309 were awarded as the initial step in a flawed process that violated. several

14

provisions ofldaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57; 3) except to declare that the awards are void, no

15

other issue under Idaho Code§ 67-5725 is before the Court; and 4) ENA had notice and

16

opportunity to be heard. The Court will enter judgment in favor of Syringa as to Count Three
17

of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint.
18

19
20

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DatedtbisJLdayofFebruary,2015.

~

ll-..,

~

21
22
23

Patrick H. Owen
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1

2·

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed

3

(faxed), by United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice

4

pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes

5

addressed as follows:

6
7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
MELODY A. MCQUADE
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W BANNOCK ST
POBOX2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720

~-1 '?>e,o

/

MERLYN W. CLARK
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 MAIN ST, STE 1000
PO BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701-1617
STEPHEN R. THOMAS
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, 10TH FLOOR
POBOX829
BOISE, ID 83701-0829
B. LAWRENCE THEIS
STEVEN J. PERFREMENT
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 LINCOLN STREET, STE 4100
DENVER, COLORADO 80203

21

22
23
24
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1

2

PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 BANNOCK, STE. 950
BOISE, ID 83702

3

4
5

ROBERTS. PATTERSON
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 DIVISION STREET, STE 700
NASHVILLE, TN 37203

6

7

8.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho

9

10

Date:
11

z/u I{~
---.-+,-.----
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14
15
16
17

18
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20
21
22
23
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FEB 11 2015
CHRISTOPHER ·

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRI

.

SON

• Cler

1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD

2
3

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

4
5

Plaintiff,

6

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757

vs.

JUDGMENT AND I.R.C.P 54(b)
CERTIFICATE

7

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRA,TION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company;

8
9

10
11

12

Defendants.
13
14

JUDGMENT IS HEREBY ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
15
15
. 17

1. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1308

I

2. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1309 to ENA Services, LLC, as amended

20

amended by Amendment One, is void.

I!

I

I

I

I

'.j

,/.

I

18

29

tJ Qwest Communications, LLC, as

I
I

by Amendment One, is void.
IT IS SO ORDERED

this Jl ofFeb~: ??• ~
day

21
22

Patrick H. Owen
District Judge

23

24
25

.26
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RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
1

2

With respect to the issues determined by the Judgment entered on February 11,

3

2015, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has

4

determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that

5

the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be. a final

6

judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the

7

Idaho Appellate Rules.
8

IT IS SO ORDERED.
9

10

DATED this

1l-

day of February, 2015.

11
12
13

Patrick H. Owen
District Judge

14
15
16
17

18 .
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1
2

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, ·do hereby certify that I have

3

mailed, by United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice

4

pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in

5

envelopes addressed as follows:

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
MELODY A. MCQUADE
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W BANNOCK ST
POBOX2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720
MERLYN W. CLARK
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 MAIN ST, STE 1000
PO BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701-1617

14
r

15

16
17

STEPHEN R. THOMAS
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, 10TH FLOOR
POBOX829
BOISE, ID 83701-0829

18
19
20

21

B. LA WREN CE THEIS
STEVEN J. PERFREMENT
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 LINCOLN STREET, STE 4100
DENVER, COLORADO 80203

22

23

24
25

PHILLIPS. OBERRECHT
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 BANNOCK, STE. 950
BOISE, ID 83702
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1
2

ROBERTS.PATTERSON
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP.
1600 DIVISION STREET, STE 700
NASHVILLE, TN 37203

3

4

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho

6
7
8

Date:

?}It/I~
--=;---,~-------

9

10
11

12
13
14

1s·
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
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~M -·- ::3':-fc:
NO.

FES 1·1 2015
CHA18TOPHSP1 C), RICH, Cieri<
Sy JAMI! MAmlN

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
.
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

Del'UTV

Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
NOTICE OF APPEAL
Filing Fee: Waived pursuant to I.C. § 672301

)

Defendants.

)
)

-------------TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1
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1.

The above-named Appellant, Idaho Department of Administration (hereinafter

"Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in the above-entitled action,
District Judge Patrick H. Owen, on February 11, 2015, including the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order re Motion to Reconsideration entered February 11, 2015, and the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order re ~ending Dispositive Motions entered on November 10,
2014.
2.

That the Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule ll(a)(l).
3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Qwest were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa's
Complaint pre-appeal.

(b)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following the

Appellant's rescission of Amendments No. 1 to the Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three was moot and not ripe.
(c)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Court's holding on the first appeal on the limited issue that Syringa had standing to pursue its
claim under Count Three of the Complaint ·also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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(d)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court previously concluded that
Syringa had conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the District Court even
subsequently holding that Syringa was judicially estbpped from challenging the original SBPOs.
(e)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the severability clause in

the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.
(f)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."
(g)

Whether the District Court erred in adding ENA as a party defendant to

. the seco~d amended post-appeal complaint and voided a contract to which ENA is a party with
Appellant even though all claims against it had been dismissed with prejudice, which were
affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the award of costs and fees to ENA was
satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.

4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the

reporter's transcript:
(1)

The reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate

Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
(a)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the October 10, 2014

hearing on pending dispositive motions,
(b)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to Appellant's, ENA's and

Qwest' s motions for reconsideration.
6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter;

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid

within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e) ·

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
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DATED THIS

ll

day of February, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

M£~Cl!.ls~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Jl

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of February, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
CJ.))vernight Mail
OE-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
9vernight Mail
~-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601

p

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9vernight Mail
~-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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Phillip S. Oberrecht
ISB # 1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601
Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN Ti-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF
APPEAL

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT, ALL PARTIES TO THE CASE, AND THEIR COUNSEL
OFRECORD.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL- 1
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1.

The above-named Defendant~ ENA Services, LLC (hereinafter "Appellant"), by and
through its counsel of record, appeals against the above-named Plaintiff, Syringa
Networks, LLC (hereinafter "Respondent"), to the Idaho Supreme Court from the
February 11, 2015 Judgment and I.R.C.P 54(b) Certificate entered by the District Court
in the above entitled action, and including the February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision
and Order Re: Motions to Reconsider and the November 10, 2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order Re: Pending Dispositive Motions, Honorable Patrick H. Owen
presiding.

2.

Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments and orders
described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 1l(a)(l).

3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal is as follows:
a. Whether the District Court erred in denying Appellant's Motion to Dismiss and
treating it like a motion for summary judgment.
b. Whether the District Court erred in ruling that Appellant had an actual opportunity to
respond to Respondent's motion for partial summary judgment.
c. Whether the District Court erred in adding Appellant as a party to the post-appeal
matter and granting summary judgment against it where all of the claims against
Appellant had been dismissed with prejudice and affirmed by the Idaho Supreme
Court on appeal, Appellant had been determined the prevailing party in the District
Court and on appeal, and the awards of costs and fees to Appellant at the District
Court and on appeal were satisfied by Respondent.
d. Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over Appellant when Appellant was not
joined as a necessary party to Count Three of Respondent's Complaint pre-appeal.

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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e. Whether· the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following· Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration's ("DOA") rescission of Amendment No. 1 to
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") 1309 because the issue asserted in
Count Three was moot and not ripe.
f.

Whether the District Court erred in deciding SBPO 1309 was not severable from
Amendment No. 1, when Amendment No. 1 was not signed or agreed to by
Appellant, and was unilaterally issued by DOA.

g. Whether the District Court erred when it ruled that the Severability Clause in the
State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever Amendment
No. 1 from SBPO 1309.
h. Whether the District Court erred in deciding that SBPO 1309 was void, where the
Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court had previously held that Respondent had
conceded that the original SBPO 1309 was lawful, and the District Court ruled that
Respondent was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPO 1309.
1.

Whether the District Court erred in ruling that original SBPO 1309 was void because
it was an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."

4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? NO

5.

a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES
b. Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's
transcript: THOSE PORTIONS AS IDENTIFIED IN DOA'S FEBRUARY 11, 2015
NOTICE OF APPEAL.

6.

Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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.

.

.

DOCUMENTS AS IDENTIFIED IN DOA'S FEBRUARY 11, 2015 NOTICE OF
APPEAL.
7.

I certify:
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter of whom a
transcript has been requested;
b. That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for preparation of the
reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the
amount of the estimated fee;
c. That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and
d. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 20.
DATED this

)1''a;;, of February, 2015.
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT, P.A.

By

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the IJ!:day of February 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL, by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
AmberN. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1300

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
Email

Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
Email

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
Email

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
Email

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5
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Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326

: __....r;-4((

MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@moffatt.com
24462.0000

FEB 1 7 2015
CHPIISTOPJ:IIIA D. RICH, Clerk
lily STEftHANtE VfOAK
112PUTY

Steven J. Perfrement (Admitted Pro Hae Vice)
BRYANCAVEHRO

1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest
Communications Company, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. OC 0923757

NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

vs.

Filing Fee: $129.00
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.

TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD

Client:3760493.3
NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC - 1 002054

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
1.

The above-named Appellant, Qwest Communications Company, LLC

(hereinafter "Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC
("Syringa"), to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in
the above-entitled action, District Judge Patrick H. Owen presiding, on February 11, 2015,
including the court's Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motion to Reconsider entered
February 11, 2015, and the court's Memorandum Decision and Order re: Pending Dispositive
Motions entered on November 10, 2014.
2.

That the Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and

the Judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 1l(a)(l).
(

3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether the district court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Appellant were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa's
Complaint pre-appeal. .
(b)

Whether the district court erred by deciding that Appellant was still

a party to the action, even though the affirmative claims asserted against it had been dismissed.
(c)

Whether the district court erred by dec~ining to limit the scope of

its November 10, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order to work done by Appellant for the
Idaho Education Network ("IEN") project, as distinguished from work done by Appellant for
other state agencies.
(d)

Whether the district court had jurisdiction over the matter

following the Idaho Department of Administration's rescission of Amendment No. 1 to the

NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC - 2

Client:3760493.3
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Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three
was moot and not ripe.
(e)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Court's holding in the first appeal, on the limited issue that Syringa had standing to pursue its
claim under Count Three of the Complaint, also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.
(f)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs

were void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the district court previously concluded, and
Syringa had conceded, that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the district court subsequently
held that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.
(g)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the severability

clause in the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.

(h)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs

were void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."
(i)

Whether the district court erred in adding ENA as a party

defendant to the second amended post-appeal complaint, and voiding a contract to which ENA is
a party with the Idaho Department of Administration, even though all claims against it had been
dismissed with prejudice, which were affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the
award of costs and fees to ENA was satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.

4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC - 3

Client:3760493.3
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(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions

of the reporter's transcript: the reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate
Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.'
5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the

clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
(a)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the October 10,

2014 hearing on pending dispositive motions, and
(b)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the Idaho

Department of Administration's, Appellant's and ENA's motions for reconsideration, dated
November 18, 2014, November 24, 2014, and December 8, 2014, respectively.
6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

reporter;

preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be

paid within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served

pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.

NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC - 4
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DATED this 17th day of February, 2015.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELD , CHARTERED

By~~---iJl"E,,LJLibt~~.............,~;q,,....'lr-~~-

Steph n .
Atto
s for Defendant Qwest
Communications Company, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of February, 2015, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintif!Syringa Networks, LLC

(v) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(0E-Mail
drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givensursley.com

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration

( {u.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
CefE-Mail
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 319-2601
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
()JE-Mail
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

Robert S. Patterson (Pro Hae Vice)
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

(/u.s.

(1U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(,1 E-Mail
bpatterson@babc.com

Client:3760493.3
NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC - 6 002059
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk

David R. ~ombardi, ISB #1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

By KATRINA

H:JLDEN

OtPUTY
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

Case No. CV OC 0923757
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S
FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS
TO RECONSIDER
ORAL ARGUMENT NOT REQUESTED

Defendants.

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), by and through its counsel of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, hereby moves this Court pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e)
for an order amending the Judgment entered on February 11, 2015. In the alternative, Syringa
I

hereby moves this Court pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (a)(2)(B) for partial
reconsideration and/or clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and
Order Re: Motions to Reconsider.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S FEBRUARY
11, 2015 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 1

002060

In particular, the Court should amend the Judgment to include the following:
The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department of
Administration, shall demand repayment forthwith of all sums of
money advanced by the State of Idaho in consideration of SBPO
1308, as amended by Amendment One, and in consideration of
SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One.
This paragraph was included in Syringa's Proposed Judgment as paragraph number 3.
This motion is made and based upon the pleadings and documents in the file in this
matter together with the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or
in the Alternative, For Partial Reconsideration of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum
Decision and Order Re: Motions to Reconsider, and the Affidavit of Melodie A. McQuade in
Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, For Partial
Reconsideration of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order Re:
Motions to Reconsider, filed contemporaneously herewith. Oral argument is not requested.
DATED this 25th day of February, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By

11M4~
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
MELODIE A. McQUADE
Attorneys for Plaintiff

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S FEBRUARY
11, 2015 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I here.by certify that on this 25th day of February, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
__JL__ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
_ _ Email - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
\/Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
_ _ Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
j shipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

_y_ U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
- - Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

- - U.S. Mail
_\,LHand Delivery

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

______0J .S. Mail

_ _ Fax (385-5384)
_ _ Email - srt@moffatt.com

_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)
_ _ Email
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com

Melodie A. McQuade
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S FEBRUARY
11, 2015 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 3
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
8y KATFilNA

HOLDEN

U[PIJTY
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

AFFIDAVIT OF MELODIE A.
McQUADE IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S
FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS
TO RECONSIDER

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
ss.

County of Ada.

)

MELODIE A. McQUADE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofldaho and am one of the
"

attorneys of record for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").

AFFIDAVIT OF MELODIE A. MCQUADE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 1
002063

2.

I am filing this Affidavit in support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or

in the Alternative, For Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification.
3.'

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a letter and proposed

judgment submitted to the Court on November 18, 2014.

MELODIE A. McQUADE

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 25th day of February, 2015.

Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires:_~7_-~t~J::~-l.~&:.,..·_ _ __

AFFIDAVIT OF MELODIE A. MCQUADE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 2
002064

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 25th day of February, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

- - U.S. Mail

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S. Mail
~ a n d Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
_ _ Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

1./U.S.Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

- - U.S. Mail

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

~U.S.Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)
Email
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com

~ a n d Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
_ _ Email - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

i---iiand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)
_ _ Email - srt@moffatt.com

Melodie A. McQuade
AFFIDAVIT OF MELODIE A. MCQUADE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
RE: MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER - 3
002065

GIVENS PURSLEYLLP
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
601

w. Bannock Street

GayG.Altan
Polet G. BO/Ion
Chllslopher J. Beeson
Cllnl R, 8olindOI
U•ik J. Bolinder
JeffW, Bowor
Proston N. carter
Jeremy C. Chov
WiHiom c. core
Mlcl\Oel C. Creamer
Ambor N. Dino
ThOmm E. Dvorak
Jetfroy C. Foroduy

PO Box2720
noise, ID 83?01
1elephone: 208 388-1200
Focslmllo: 208 3813· 1300
www.!]lvonspviiley.com

David I\, l.ombardi
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November 18, 2014

VIA HAND DELIVERY
Patrick Owen
District Judge
Ada County Com1house
500 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
Re:

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept of Administration, et al.
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0923757
GP File 5821-79

Dear Judge Owen:
Attached is a proposed Judgment in the above referenced case. A copy of this proposed
Judgment was sent to counsel by email on Friday, November 14, 2014. If it meets with your
approval, please sign the Judgment and return conformed copies to counsel in the enclosed,
stamped envelopes.
Thank you.

David R. Lombardi
DRL/lkb
Enclosure
cc: Counsel of Record (via facsimile)
2277988_1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV QC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.

JUDGMENT
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

JUDGMENT IS HEREBY ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1308 to Qwest C_ommunications, LLC ("SBPO

1308"), as amended by Amendment One, is void;
2. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1309, to ENA Services, LLC ("SBPO 1309"), as
amended by Amendment One, is void;
3. The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department of Administration, shall
demand repayment forthwith of all sums of money advanced by the State of Idaho in

JUDGMENT-1
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consideration of SBPO 1308, as amended by Amendment One, and in consideration of
SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this _

day of November, 2014.

PATRICK OWEN
District Judge

GLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this _ _ day of November, 2014, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Syringa Networks, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (388-1300)

Merlyn W. Clark

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (954-5210 & '954-5260)
_

Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Depi. ofAdministration
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Phillip S: Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

Steven Perfrement
Larry Theis
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)

Deputy Clerk
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tio. _ _ ___,..,,,..,..,,..-;1-,...,...-.----

"'_'L~.~~ : l, 1

A.M. _ _ _ _

FEB 2 5 2015
David R. Lombardi, ISB # 1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA

HOLDEN

OG.f>UTY
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

Case No. CV OC 0923757
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S
FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS
TO RECONSIDER

Defendants.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), by and through its counsel of record,
Givens Pursley LLP, hereby moves this Court pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e)
for an order amending the Judgment entered on February 11, 2015 ("Judgment"). The Judgment
should be amended to include the language proposed by Syringa relating to the mandatory
repayment provisions of Idaho Code§ 67-5725.
In the alternative, Syringa hereby moves this Court pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 1
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Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B) for partial reconsideration and/or clarification of the Court's February 11,
2015 Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions to Reconsider ("Reconsideration
Decision"). To the extent the Court determined it did not have the ability to order full
compliance with Idaho Code § 67-5725, Syringa respectfully requests that the Court reconsider
and/or clarify its decision on that point.

BACKGROUND
This Court issued a Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Pending Dispositive Motions
on November 10, 2014 ("Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision").

In its Dispositive

Motions Memorandum Decision, the Court granted summary judgment to Syringa as to Count
Three of. the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. (Dispositive Motions Memorandum
Decision, p. 13.) The Court ruled that "[t]he Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to Qwest (SBPO
1308), as· amended by Amendment One, and the Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to ENA
(SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment One, are void." (Dispositive Motions Memorandum
Decision, p. 13.) The Court further directed counsel for Syringa to submit an appropriate form
of judgment. (Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision, p. 13.)
Syringa submitted a proposed judgment to the Court on November 18, 2014 (the
"Proposed Judgment"). A true and correct copy of the Proposed Judgment is attached as Exhibit
A to the Affidavit of Melodie A. McQuade in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment,
or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification, filed concurrently
herewith .. The Proposed Judgment contained three paragraphs, the third of which (referred to
herein as "Proposed Paragraph 3") reads as follows:
The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department of
Administration, shall demand repayment forthwith of all sums of
money advanced by the State of Idaho in consideration of SBPO
1308, as amended by Amendment One, and in consideration of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 2
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SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One.
(Proposed Judgment, pp. 1-2.)
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") filed a Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification on November 18, 2014. Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC ("Qwest") filed a Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration on November
24, 2014.

Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") filed a Motion for Reconsideration on

December 8, 2014.
The Court issued its Reconsideration Decision on February 11, 2015, denying each of the
Defendants' motions for reconsideration and/or clarification of the Dispositive Motions
Memorandum Decision. In particular, the Court confirmed its earlier ruling that SBPO 1308, as
amended by Amendment One, and SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One (the "Amended
SBPOs") are illegal and void. (Reconsideration Decision, pp. 15-20.) The Court also ruled that
the Amended SBPOs are void under Idaho Code§ 67-5725. (Reconsideration Decision, p. 19.)
Also on February 11, 2015, the Court entered Judgment, stating:
1. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1308 to Qwest
Communications, LLC, as amended by Amendment One, is void.
2. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1309 to ENA Services, LLC,
as amended by Amendment One, is void.
(Judgment, p. I.) The Judgment did not include Syringa's Proposed Paragraph 3.

ARGUMENT
A.

This Court Should Amend the Judgment Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 59(e) To Include a
Statement Directing DOA to Comply with the Mandatory Requirements of Idaho
Code § 67-5725.
1.

Standard of Review.

I.R.C.P. 59(e) addresses motions to amend judgments. I.R.C.P. 59(e) states that "[a]
motion to alter or amend the judgment shall be served not later than (14) days after the entry of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, .FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 3
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judgment." IRCP 59(e). The text of the rule does not provide a substantive basis to guide the
Court as to the propriety of altering or amending a judgment. Case law has filled this void.
According to our Supreme Court, IRCP 59(e) is intended to be used as a mechanism by which
the trial court can correct legal and factual errors occurring in the proceedings before it.

Slaathaug v. Allstate Insurance Company, 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d 107, 109 (1999). The
decision to alter or amend a judgment is one that is committed to the sound discretion of the trial
court. Id.
When a trial court's discretionary decision is reviewed on appeal, the appellate court
conducts

amulti-tiered inquiry to determine: (1) whether the lower court correctly perceived the

issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the lower court acted within the boundaries of such
discretion and consistently with any legal standards applicable to the specific choices before it;
and (3) whether the court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. Sun Valley Shopping

Ctr., Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).

2.

This Court Should Order DOA to Comply with Idaho Code§ 67-5725.

Syringa requests that this Court amend its Judgment for the following reasons. First,
Proposed Paragraph 3 gives effect to the mandatory provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725, and
thus the Court should amend the Judgment to include Proposed Paragraph 3. Idaho Code § 675725 contains two mandatory provisions that are relevant to this case.

The first provision

mandates that contracts or agreements made in violation of Chapter 57 of Title 67 of the Idaho
Code are void. The Court has ruled that the Amended SBPOs are void under Idaho Code § 675725. (Reconsideration Decision, p. 19.) The second provision requires the proper officer of the
state of Idaho under whose authority an unlawful contract or agreement was made to demand
repayment of "any sum of money advanced" under the void Amended SBPOs. Those duties are

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
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clearly set out in the statute as follows:
All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of
this chapter shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the
state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement
shall be repaid forthwith. In the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the state of Idaho,
under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been
made ·or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying,
together with his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at
law for the recovery of such sum of money so advanced.
I.C. § 67-5725. Proposed Paragraph 3 should, therefore, be included in the Judgment.
Second, inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 is consistent with the Idaho Supreme Court's
decision, which noted the applicability of Idaho Code § 67-5725. Syringa Networks, LLC, v.

Idaho Department ofAdministration, 155 Idaho 55, 60, 305 P.3d 499, 504 (2013). Thus, the
Proposed Judgment directing DOA to comply with the mandatory provisions ofldaho Code§ 675725 is within the scope of the Idaho Supreme Court's remand instructions.
Third, the Court has an affirmative duty to sua sponte address and refuse to enforce
illegal contracts. This Court's ruling that Idaho Code § 67-5725 has been triggered is consistent
with its affirmative obligation to address and to refuse to enforce illegal contracts. If the Court
fails to instruct DOA to make the demand required by Idaho Code § 67-5725 and requires no
corrective action by DOA, it is in practical effect ratifying the unlawful payments advanced by
'

DOA under the void contracts. See Hyta v. Finley, 137 Idaho 755, 757-58, 53 P.3d 338, 340-41
(2002); Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997); Stearns v.

Williams, 72 Idaho 276,290,240 P.2d 833, 842 (1952).
Fourth and finally, given that DOA has a mandatory obligation to comply with Idaho
Code§ 67-5725 and that Proposed Paragraph 3 tracks the language of the statute, there can be no
reasonable opposition to inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment. Courts have the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
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'power to rule that a statute imposes mandatory duties of performance upon an executive branch
official, even though the "details of the performance of the duty are left to the [official's]
discretion." See Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 395, 871 P.2d 809, 812 (1994) (addressing
official's duty in the writ of mandate context) ("The director's duty pursuant to I.C. § 42-602 is
clear and executive. Although the details of the performance of the duty are left to the director's
discretion, the director has the duty to distribute water.") abrogated on other grounds by Rincover
v. State, Dep't of Fin., Sec. Bureau, 132 Idaho 547,976 P.2d 473 (1999).

Proposed Paragraph 3 does not impede any discretion vested in DOA because it follows,
verbatim, the wording ofldaho Code§ 67-5725. The plain language of the statute makes it clear
that the contracting official must make demand for repayment of monies advanced. Proposed
Paragraph 3 directs the proper officer to make that demand. Proposed Paragraph 3 does not,
however, ·state whether any money was, in fact, "advanced" and, if so, what amount should be
demanded.

Whether money has been "advanced" as used in the statute and, if so, the

determination of the amount to be demanded are, in the first instance, matters to be determined
by the proper officer of the DOA.
This Court has given effect to the first mandatory provision of Idaho Code § 67-5725.
This Court must also give effect to the second mandatory provision of the statute by ordering
DOA to discharge its duty to demand repayment of any monies advanced in violation of the
statute.
B.

This Court Should Reconsider or Clarify its Reconsideration Decision To the Extent
the Court Determined it Could Not Order Compliance with Idaho Code § 67-5725.
1.

Standard of Review.

Motions for Reconsideration are addressed under IRCP 1 l(a). It states:
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial
court may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - 6
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but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final
judgment. A motion for reconsideration of any order of the trial
court made after entry of final judgment may be filed within
fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order ....
IRCP 1 l(a)(2)(B).
Rule ll(a)(2)(B) "does not expressly contain a new evidence requirement." Johnson v.
N Idaho Coll., 153 Idaho 58, 62, 278 P.3d 928, 932 (2012). Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) motions may be
use to correct "errors of law or fact in the initial decision." Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,
473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (Ct. App. 2006).

"A decision to grant or deny a motion for

reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court." Spur Products Corp. v.
Stoel Rives LLP, 143 Idaho 812, 815, 153 P.3d 1158, 1161 (2007). Accordingly, the same multitiered appellate review inquiry applicable to motions to amend judgments applies to
reconsideration motions.
2.

This Court Should Rule that DOA Must Comply with Idaho Code§ 67-5725
Because the Statute Applies and Compliance with the Statute is Mandatory.

In its Reconsideration Decision, the Court stated that "[e]xcept to declare that the awards
are void, no other issue under Idaho Code § 67-5725 is before the Court." (Reconsideration
Decision, p. 19.) The Court went on:
The Court has determined that the awards to Qwest and ENA
violate several provisions of Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57. As
a consequence, the awards are void. The statute also has financial
consequences. However, any such issues are not presently before
the Court.
(Reconsideration Decision, p. 19.) At the time the Court issued the Reconsideration Decision,
the Court was in receipt of Syringa's Proposed Judgment that the Court had ordered Syringa to
submit arid which included Proposed Paragraph 3. To the extent the Court believed that issues
related to DOA's mandatory obligation to demand repayment were not before the Court when it

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
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issued the Reconsideration Decision, Syringa respectfully requests the Court to reconsider and/or
clarify its ruling because the Proposed Judgment containing Proposed Paragraph 3 was before
the Court.
DOA filed Objections to Plaintiffs Proposed Form of Judgment on November 18, 2014,
specifically objecting to including of Proposed Paragraph 3 (at~~ 3-4). Qwest filed an Objection
to Proposed Judgment on November 18, 2014, also challenging inclusion of Proposed Paragraph
3. Qwest further challenged inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in its Brief in Support of Its
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision and Order Re
Pending Dispositive Motions, filed November 24, 2014 (at pp. 6-14). Syringa responded to
Qwest's argument concerning Proposed Paragraph 3 in Plaintiffs Response to Qwest
Communications Company, LLC's Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration, filed
December 23, 2014 (at pp. 7-11). Finally, ENA filed Objections to Form of Proposed Judgment
on November 19, 2014, also challenging inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3. Based on the fact
that all parties objected to the form of the Proposed Judgment, Proposed Paragraph 3 was before
the Court.
For the reasons discussed supra at Section (A)(2), this Court must give effect to both
mandatory provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725 by ordering DOA to comply with the repayment
requirements of the statute.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons discussed herein, Syringa respectfully requests that the Court amend the
Judgment' to include Proposed Paragraph 3. In the alternative, Syringa requests that the Court
reconsider and/or clarify its Reconsideration Decision to require DOA to comply with the
mandatory provisions of Idaho Code§ 67-5725 as stated in Proposed Paragraph 3.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
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DATED this 25th day of February, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY

By

LLP

~~
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
MELODIE A. McQUADE
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 25th day of February, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID. 83701 ·
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S. Mail

___JL_ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
_ _ Email - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
j ashby@hawleytroxell.com
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
_ _ Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
j shipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

~

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

v'U.S. Mail
--

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_JL_ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)
_ _ Email - srt@moffatt.com

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

~U.S.Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)
Email
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com

_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Melodie A. McQuade
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

fl·: ?:> s:

N0. _ _ _ _7,';c-;e:--":'""1-,...----

'

A.M. _ _ _ _,._-,L~M.

MAR O2 2015
;

•

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA HOLDEN
DEPUTY
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED AND
SUPERSEDING VERIFIED
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants.

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") submits this Amended and Superseding
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees. It is supported by the Amended
and Superseding Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, the Amended and Superseding Affidavit
of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, incorporated herein by reference and filed
contemporaneously herewith, and the record on file with the Court in this matter.
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED AND SUPERSEDING VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES -1
002080
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I.

PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT PURSUANT
TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(d)(l)
($30,132.34)

The Court entered Judgment in favor of Plaintiff on February 11, 2015. As the prevailing
party, Plaintiff requests its costs as a matter of right under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
54(d)(l) as follows 1:
1.

2.

Court Filing Fees - IRCP 54(d)(l){C)(l)
Complaint Filing Fee
Fees for Service of Any Pleading or Document
IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(2)

Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Idaho Department of Administration
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Idaho Department of Administration
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

3.

4.

Witness Fees:-- IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(3)
Melissa Vandenberg - Deposition witness fee & mileage

77.00
35.00
77.00
35.00
35.00
77.00
64.00
15.00

$24.00

Charges for Reporting And Transcribing of a Deposition IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(9) and (10)

M&M Court Reporting - Fee for Copy of Greg Lowe Deposition
M&M Court Reporting - Copy of Lowe Deposition (Volume II)
M&M Court Reporting - Jody Marie Hinton Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - J. Michael Gwartney Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Teresa Kae Luna Transcript
1

$88.00

631.60
148.82
290.72
1,504.00
845.78

Receipts are available upon request.

PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED AND SUPERSEDING VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
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M&M Court Reporting - Mark Allen Little Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Gwartney
M&M Court Reporting- Jack G. "Greg" Zickau Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Laura Lou Hill AudioNideo Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Teresa Kae Luna
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Mark Allen Little
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Laura Lou Hill
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Zickau
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Collie
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Gayle Nelson
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript and Attendance Fee; Collie
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript & Attendance Fee; Nelson
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee; William Finke
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript Fee; Jui-Long Hung
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee; Reininger, Jr.
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript Fee; Randy Gaines
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee; Robert Hough
M&M Court Reporting - Video 'ifechnician Fee; Bill Bums
M&M Court Reporting - Ryan Stephen Gravette Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Bums AudioNideo Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee for Lowe Depo
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript Fee & Video; Zickau
M&M Court Reporting - Clinton D. Berry Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Brady N. Kraft Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - James M. Schmit Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Berry
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Zickau
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Brady N. Kraft
M&M Court Reporting - Original Transcript, Attendance Fee;
Gwartney
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Schmit
M&M Court Reporting- Video Technician Fee; Vandenburg
M&M Court Reporting - AudioNideo Transcript; Vol. I
M&M Court Reporting- Orig Transcript, Attendance Fee, Exhibits;
Robert M. Collie, III
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Collie
Brentwood Court Reporting Services, LLC - Deposition,
Transcript, Video
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. - Transcript Fee for
Deposition
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

1,486.64
562.50
968.05
1,020.40
450.00
581.25
506.25
562.50
581.25
506.25
1,103.35
1,039.00
408.35
290.45
482.60
594.70
377.70
450.00
402.95
809.05
479.69
1,531.80
1,713.00
1,223.05
1,036.34
750.00
562.50
600.00
1,183.00
412.50
375.00
827.50
767.60
338.25
811.05
389.90
$30,132.34
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II.

PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO DISCRETIONARY COSTS PURSUANT TO
IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(d)(l)(D).
($58,308.90)

The following discretionary costs were necessarily and reasonably incurred by Plaintiff,
were exceptional to this litigation, should in the interests of justice be assessed against the
adverse party, and are claimed as discretionary costs in accordance with IRCP 54(d)(l)(D), as set
forth in the Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs
Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, filed
concurrently herewith2 :
1.

Documents Obtained from Government
Public Records Request Costs
State ofldaho, Department of Administration - Costs for
response to public records request
Federal Communications Commission - FOIA Request
Molly Steckel - Legislative History Research, Copy
Charges
Molly Steckel - Legislative History Research
Federal Communications Commission - FOIA Request No.
2009-571A
Federal Communications Commission - cost associated
with request for information under the Freedom of
Information Act
Idaho Legislative Services - 86 copies

2.

484.25
355.25
406.25
275.01
325.48

8.60

Hearing Transcripts
Transcript of OSC Hearing - Syringa Networks v ID DOA
Obtain a transcript ofMSJ Hearing on 5/25/10
Kasey Redlich, Court Reporter - Fee for Hearing
Transcript
Kasey Redlich, court reporter - transcript of 6/14 hearing
Kasey Redlich - Transcript amended
Kasey Redlich - copy of transcript of January 14, 2014
hearing
Kasey Redlich - Preparation of transcript of 5/6/2014
hearing

2

2,305.10
441.20

100.00
225.00
137.50
162.50
26.00
100.00
275.00

Receipts are available upon request.
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3.

Expert Witness Fees
Arnold & Porter, LLP - Retainer for Christopher Yukins
Bond & Pecaro - Professional Services
Hooper Cornell, P.L.L.C. - Professional Services
Bond & Pecaro - Professional Services
Hooper Cornell, PLLC - Professional Services
Bond & Pecaro - Professional Services
Hooper Cornell, P .L.L.C. - Assist with Analysis of Claim
Arnold & Porter LLP - legal services rendered through
2/28/11
Arnold & Porter LLP - legal services rendered through
2/29/12

TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS

5,000.00
3,400.00
2,598.75
5,242.43
8,602.50
19,563.97
13,306.25
382.50
212.50

$58,308.90

An itemized, detailed listing of costs and expenses incurred by Givens Pursley LLP is
attached to the Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi as Exhibit 4.
Plaintiff requests an award of its costs in the total amount of $88,441.24, which includes
$30,132.34 total costs as a matter of right and $58,308.90 total discretionary costs.

III.

PLAINTIFF IS ENTITLED TO RECOVER ATTORNEY FEES
($866,015.00)

Syringa is entitled to recover attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3) and 12117 (1) and (2), as more fully set forth in Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Memorandum in
Support of Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request
for Attorney Fees.
The fee arrangement between Syringa and Givens Pursley was on an hourly basis. The
Plaintiff incurred attorney fees related to Count Three on which it prevailed in the amount of
$866,015.00.
The rates of Givens Pursley' s attorneys and paralegals who worked on this matter are
contained on pages 3 and 4 of the Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi,
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which is a true and correct summary of Givens Pursley's billing records for this matter
incorporated herein by this reference. Electronic Research Fees which are recoverable under
I.R.C.P. 54 (e)(3)(K) are itemized in Exhibit 3 to the Amended and Superseding Affidavit of
David R. Lombardi.
Givens Pursley Attorney Fees
Givens Pursley Electronic Research Fees
TOTAL ATTORNEY FEES INCLUDING
ELECTRONIC RESEARCH FEES:

IV.

$866,015.00
$ 14,748.83

$880,763.83

CONCLUSION

The costs and attorney fees claimed herein are reasonable and contemplated under Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure 54(d) and (e) and Idaho Code Sections 12-117(1) and (2) and 12120(3). Plaintiff should, in the interest of justice and under the laws ofldaho, be awarded its
claimed costs and attorney fees in this matter as follows:
Costs as a Matter of Right:
Discretionary Costs:
Attorney Fees:
Electronic Research:

$ 30,132.34
$ 58,308.90
$866,015.00
$ 14,748.83

TOTAL COSTS & ATTORNEY FEES:

$969,205.07

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED This

~ a y of March, 2015.

GIVENS PURSLEY L

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

I, DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and say:
I am one of the attorneys representing Plaintiff in the above-captioned action and as such I
have knowledge of the cost amounts itemized in the Amended and Superseding Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees and the circumstances under which they were
incurred.
I have reviewed the foregoing Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs
and Request for Attorney Fees. The costs described therein are true and correct and were
reasonably and necessarily incurred in the prosecution of this action. To the best ofmy
understanding, the costs shown herein are requested in compliance with
Procedure.

David R. Lombardi
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this :)11.L day of March, 2015.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at Boise, Idaho
/~_~f'.
__
My Commission Expires: __7__
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. ..
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

-2!._

_ I hereby certify that on this
day of March, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
~Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
_ _ Email - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S. Mail

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
- - Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

- - U.S. Mail

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

~.Mail
- - Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-__ 6-0200)
Email /

~dDelivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
_ _ Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

c.---tfs.

c---Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)
_ _ Email - srt@moffatt.com
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David R. Lombardi, ISB # 1965
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
:facsimile: (208) 388-1300

MARO 2 2015
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA HOLDEN
DEPUTY

.

"'.

2379584_1

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

AMENDED AND SUPERSEDING
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
AMENDED AND SUPERSEDING
VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS
AND REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

County of Ada.

)

ss.

DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho since 1976. I am

and have been the lead attorney for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") with primary
responsibility for management and prosecution of the above matter since it was filed in 2009.
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2.

At all times during the course of this litigation I have been a senior partner at

Givens Pursley LLP ("Givens Pursley") with extensive experience managing complex civil
litigation in state and federal courts. I also have personal knowledge of the matters set forth
herein and am competent to testify thereto.
3.

Syringa retained Givens Pursley to prosecute this matter and agreed to pay an

hourly rate for services provided. The rate charged varied depending upon the knowledge and
experience level of the attorneys and paralegals involved and the ongoing market for legal
services during the relevant time period. Syringa Networks also agreed to pay reasonable out of
pocket expenses and costs incurred in the litigation.
4.

Each attorney and paralegal that provided services in connection with this case

maintained records which described the particular legal services performed, the date the services
were performed and the amount of time devoted. These time entries were and are collected

.

electronically, compiled on a regular periodic basis, multiplied by the applicable hourly rate and
totaled monthly for submission to Syringa with a bill for legal services performed.
5.

The time entries logged into the Givens Pursley accounting system and billed to

Syringa for this matter are compiled on Exhibit 1 attached hereto.
6.

This matter was designated in the Givens Pursley accounting system as Matter

5821-79. My standard hourly rate at the time this matter was commenced in July, 2009, was
$280.00 per hour. That rate was charged to Syringa until it was adjusted to $300.00 per hour for
this matter in September 2009 where it remained, despite subsequent changes in my standard
hourly rate, until December 31, 2014. My current standard hourly rate and the rate charged for
this matter effective January 1, 2015 is $330.00 per hour.
7.

I was assisted throughout the litigation by other partners, associates and paralegals
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practicing at Givens Pursley. The names, initials, and respective hourly rates for each of those
partners, ~ssociates and paralegals who rendered legal services in connection with this matter are
set forth in the table below:
Timekeeper

Initials

Rate(s)

Effective Date
1/1/2010

Alison S. Berriochoa, Paralegal

ASB

100

Jeffrey W. Bower, Associate

JWB

175

1/1/2014

Jeremy Chou, Partner

JCC

200
225

1/1/2009
11/1/2009

Amber N. Dina, Associate

AND

165
175
185
200

1/1/2009
1/1/2010
1/1/2011
1/1/2013

Elizabeth Donick, Associate

EMD

185

1/1/2014

Justin Fredin, Associate

JMF

165
195

1/1/2011
1/1/2009

Susan M. Heneise, Paralegal

SMH

100
120

1/1/2009
1/1/2011

Tami L. Kruger, Paralegal

TLK

100

1/1/2009

David R. Lombardi, Partner

DRL

280
300
330

1/1/2009
1/1/2010
1/1/2015

Emily McClure, Associate

ELM

155
160
165
175
180

1/1/2010
4/1/2010
1/1/2011
1/1/2013
1/1/2014

Kenneth R. McClure, Partner

KRM

325
350

1/1/2009
1/1/2010

Alex McLaughlin, Associate

APM

190
210

1/1/2014
1/1/2015
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Melodie McQuade, Associate

MAM

Cynthia A. Melillo

CAM

250

1/1/2010

PJM

265
280
285

1/1/2011
1/1/2013
1/1/2014

Kelsey Nunez, Associate

KJN

160

1/1/2010

Mark R. Scoville, Associate

MRS

165

1/1/2013

Patrick J. Miller, Partner

8.

1/1/2013
1/1/2014
1/1/2015

170
175
185

Brief biographies of each of the attorneys and paralegals identified above are

attached as Exhibit 2.
9.

Syringa's Complaint in this case sounded in five counts. The underlying factual

and legal premise for all counts of the Complaint was that the Idaho Education Network (JEN)
procurement process violated provisions of the Idaho Code governing procurement by the State
of Idaho. The failure by the State of Idaho Department of Administration (DOA) to comply with
the requirements of Idaho's procurement statutes was an essential element of each and every
cause of action, including particularly Count Three.
10.

This court granted summary judgment dismissing Syringa's Complaint on March

7, 2011 and Syringa appealed. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of all of
Syringa's causes of action except the core claim contained in Count Three that challenged the
JEN contract, as amended, to Qwest. That claim was remanded to this Court on August 29,
2013. This Court subsequently allowed the complaint to be amended to include ENA to the
extent of its interest in the JEN contracts that were the subject of Count Three.
11.

I have reviewed the time entries reflecting attorney and paralegal time and
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services p~ovide4 to Syringa Networks in connection with this matter that are contained on

Exhibit 1 and have stricken those entries that do not relate to the issues presented in Count 3 on
which Syringa prevailed.

The total amount of those fees, and the amount requested hereby, is

$866,015.00.
12.

The factors described in Rule 54(e)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure

support the award of attorneys fees requested hereby for the following reasons:
a.

The Time and Labor Involved: The time and labor required to prosecute this case

was extensive as a result of multiple factors, including, but not limited to the following:

(1) The DOA defended vigorously with multiple jurisdictional and procedural defenses,
two Motions for Summary Judgment that required Syringa to obtain relief under Rule
56(±) and two substantial post remand Motions for Reconsideration; (2) The parties
produced 53,603 pages of documents (16,458 pages by Syringa, 19,442 pages by DOA,
11,323 pages by ENA and 6,380 pages by Qwest) that required review and analysis; and
(3) Extensive deposition discovery concerning the details and lines of responsibility and
decision-making concerning the development of the IEN Request for Proposals (RFP),
the evaluation of proposals, the contracts and contract amendments and reassignment of
state agency contracts was required and complicated by numerous witnesses whose
recollection was incomplete until they were provided specific documents to aid their
recollection.
b.

The Novelty and Difficulty of the Questions. The question ultimately presented

by Count Three was relatively straightforward at the beginning and became very
straightforward after remand. Questions concerning Syringa's standing, the alleged
existence of administrative remedies and the alleged lack of jurisdiction by the Idaho
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Supreme Court were novel, difficult and required extensive effort.
c.

The Skill Requisite to Perform the Legal Service Properly and the Experience and

Ability of the Attorney in the Particular Field of Law. This matter involved complex,
multi-party, high-stakes litigation, a type oflitigation that requires extensive resources
and expertise. My experience and skill at handling this type oflitigation is reflected on

Exhibit 2 attached hereto.
d.

The Prevailing Charges for Like Work. The hourly rates charged by Givens

Pursley to Syringa are consistent with the hourly rates generally charged in the Boise,
Idaho market for the legal services provided. In my experience, attorneys in this market
with experience and background similar to mine and to Mr. McClure charge in the range
of $250 to $400 per hour or more. Attorneys with experience and background similar to
Mr. Miller, Mr. Chou and Ms. Melillo charge in the range of $200 to $300 per hour or
more and associates charge in the range of $150 to $225 per hour or more. The rates
charged by the Givens Pursley attorneys are also consistent, before discount, with the
rates reflected in Paragraph 14 of the Affidavit of Merlyn W. Clark in Support of Motion
for Costs and Attorneys Fees filed March 21, 2011. Paralegals with the knowledge and
experience of the Givens Pursley paralegals providing services in this matter generally
charge $75 to $150 per hour in the Boise market.
e.

Whether the Fee is Fixed or Contingent. Fees charged to Syringa were not

contingent and were based on actual time and effort expended.
f.

Time Limitations Imposed by the Client or the Circumstances of the Case. The

circumstances of the case required that the wrongful nature of the IEN contracts be
determined and the IEN procurement be set aside as quickly as possible in order to limit
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the damage sustained by Syringa and the disruption that would result by invalidation of
the IEN contracts after protracted litigation. We were sensitive to these issues and
worked to resolve the litigation as quickly as we could in spite of the formidable
resistance presented by the Defendants.
g.

The Amount Involved and the Results Obtained. Syringa's objective was to

eliminate the unlawful, monolithic award of broadband services to Idaho schools and
state agencies that was brought about by the JEN contracts, as amended so a fair and open
competitive procurement process for broadband services could occur. It obtained that
objective.
h.

The Undesirability of the Case. This case was undesirable for Syringa and its

counsel who were depicted as trying to destroy a popular statewide educational program
whose successes were frequently heralded by state spokesmen as vital to the future of
education in the state.

i.

The Nature and Length of the Professional Relationship With the Client. Givens

Pursley has a long relationship with Syringa Networks, was instrumental to its formation
and has provided legal services to Syringa from its inception.
J.

Awards in Similar Cases. The most available comparison for the award of fees in

similar cases is the award made by this Court to ENA. The fees allowed in that award
were similar and based on similar principles as requested by Syringa in this case.
Syringa's request for fees is also similar and based on similar principles as previously
requested by DOA.
k.

The Reasonable Cost of Automated Legal Research. Givens Pursley negotiates

the most favorable contract it can with Westlaw for automated legal research and believes
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that the amounts charged pursuant to its contract with W estlaw are reasonable in amount.
The cost ofWestlaw electronic research is billed to clients without markup. Itemization
of the amounts charged Syringa monthly for electronic research in this matter is attached
as Exhibit 3.
13.

It is my opinion that the hours expended by the Givens Pursley attorneys and paralegals
on this matter were reasonable and necessary, especially in light of the serious harm
brought about by DOA's wrongful amendment of the JEN contracts in derogation of the
competitive bid process. That harm clearly affected Syringa, which, according to Syringa
CEO Greg Lowe resulted in the loss of approximately $87,000 per month of existing
contracts with state agencies and afforded Qwest the ability to enter new markets with
fiber optic cable that was paid for by the JEN program. (See July 22, 2010 Second
Affidavit of Greg Lowe, ,r 18; see also February 25, 2010 Affidavit of Greg Lowe, ,r,r 31-

36).
14.

Costs that were incurred and are allowed as a matter of right under Rule 54(d)(l )(C) are
detailed in Syringa's Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and
Request for Attorney Fees filed contemporaneously herewith. They are also set forth on

Exhibit 4 attached hereto. These costs were all reasonably and necessarily incurred. The
amount of costs claimed as a matter of right under Rule 54(d)(l )(C) is $30,132.34.
Copies of invoices will be provided upon request.
15.

Syringa's Rule 54(d)(l)(D) Discretionary Costs were all necessarily and reasonably
incurred, are also set out on Exhibit 4 and total $58,308.90. These discretionary costs are
extraordinary only because they would not have been incurred if DOA had followed the
clear mandate of the Idaho procurement statutes when it was brought to the attention of
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DOA by Syringa in July, 2009. Notably, DOA made no argument and no contention that
the IEN contracts, as amended, complied with those statutes and even attempted, late in
the game, to "rescind" the unlawful amendments. These facts, and the fact that schools
served by the IEN will eventually have the benefit of contracts that are the result of truly
competitive pricing, demonstrate that Syringa should be awarded its discretionary costs
"in the interest of justice". Copies of invoices for Syringa's claimed discretionary costs
will be provided upon request.
16.

Syringa's claims for attorneys fees, including electronic legal research, for rule
54(d)(l)(C) costs as a matter of right and Rule 54(d)(l)(D) are summarized as follows:
Costs as a Matter of Right:
Discretionary Costs:
Attorney Fees:
Electronic Research:

$ 30,132.34
$ 58,308.90
$866,015.00
$ 14,748.83

TOTAL COSTWTTORNEY FEES: $969,205.07
DATED this

day of March, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

d:w!_day of March, 2015.

a:£, J:~

~foridaho
Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires:

7-1 ,)- 1 ?
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this ~ y of March, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
,/Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
_ _ Email - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
;:::;iJand Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
_ _ Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
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Date
07/14/09

ID
JCC

Hours
1.60

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

200.00

Note:.Time:entries)ha(have been adjusted are highlighted in ~ellow. : :

Original
Amount

320.00

Adjusted
Amount

]

Description

320.00 Attend teleconference with client and members of Syringa's Board; strategy conference with

client; review correspondence between Syringa and ENA regarding discussions with
Department of Administration personnel.
07/14/09 KRM
1.25
325.00
406.25
406.25 Conference call with Syringa Board re: litigation on IEN; telephone conference with G. Lowe
re: same; conference with J. Chou re: process.
07/15/09 AND
2.90
165.00
478.50 Office conference with K. McClure and J. Chou to discuss litigation strategy and necessary
478.50
research prior to drafting complaint; review Idaho Tort Claim Act and related caselaw; draft
short summary of 180 day notice requirement; office conference with K. McClure and J. Chou
to discuss research.
07/15/09 KRM
325.00
1,137.50
1,137.50 Conference with J. Chou and A. Dina; direct research on Tort Claim and when 180 days runs;
3.50
meeting with M/M Gwartney and G. Lowe.
07/16/09 JCC
3.70
200.00
740.00
740.00 Conference with client regarding meeting with Department of Administration officials;
research tort claim notice requirements; conference with Department of Administration
counsel regarding meeting.
325.00
243.75 Conference call with client re: litigation.
07/16/09 KRM
0.75
243.75
07/17/09 AND
165.00
3.70
0.00 Review treatise materials and caselm,1 to determine pleading requirements for claims for
3.70
610.50
violation of due process under US Code Section 1983 and RICO; research elements of
criminal law charges for racketeering, bribery and corrupt practices; review Idaho law re firing
1
.._------------------------------=-st::::ac:.::te=-e=m..:.:iployee for whistle blowing; review pay to play regulations.
~
07/17/09 DRL
1.80
280.00
504.00
504.00 Conference with K. McClure and J. Chou re status (.3); Review and suggest revisions to
Notice of Tort Claim.
07/17/09 JCC
2.20
440.00 Draft preliminary Notice of Tort Claim; conference with client to receive comments on tort
200.00
440.00
claim; review correspondence from client regarding ENA's interaction with Department of
Administration.
325.00
07/17/09 KRM
0.25
81.25 Brief conference with D. Lombardi and J. Chou re: Notice of Tort Claim.
81.25
07/18/09 DRL
280.00
280.00 Complete revisions to Notice of Tort Claim.
1.00
280.00
07/19/09 JCC
80.00 Review and revise Notice of Tort Claim for filing.
0.40
200.00
80.00
07/19/09 KRM
162.50 Review 7/18/09 Tort Claim Notice; conference with J. Chou re: same.
325.00
162.50
0.50
07/21/09 AND
165.00
247.50
1.50
1.50
0.00 Review research on civil and criminal RICO claims; review Idaho Code provision re bribe
··]
and corrupt influence and other criminal claims; office conference with K. McClure to discuss'.
research and factual background for RICO analysis; office conference with J. Chou to
.__-------------------------------=d.:c:is-=c-=-us=-=s:...r:...=e=s-=-ea=r-=c:..ch-=s-=-tr-=-at=eg)1..:.'·----------------------_..
07/21/09 JCC
200.00
200.00
1.00
200.00 Meeting with Melissa Vandenberg, Deputy Attorney General for the Department of
Administration regarding Syringa Notice of Tort Claim.
07/21/09 KRM
325.00
487 .50 Conference with M. Vandenberg re: Notice of Tort Claim and her initial review of same;
1.50
487.50
research conference with A. Dina.
0.60
168.00
168.00 Consult to K. McClure re presevation of testimony and recollection of key witnesses.
07/22/09 DRL
280.00
162.50
162.50 Conference with D. Lombardi re: preservation of testimony and means of dealing with "failing
07/22/09 KRM
325.00
0.50
memory" of witnesses.
214.50
0.00 Review caselaw re RICO elements and analyi!e the interstate commerce requirement; draft
07/24/09 AND
165.00
1.30
1.30
b1:1llet point s1:1mmary of research and email same to K. McCl1:1re.
0.75
243.75
243.75 Review research memorandum; telephone conference with T. Moss; telephone conference
07/27/09 KRM
325.00
with G. Lowe.
200.00
0.20
40.00
40.00 Review correspondence from client regarding analysis of evaluation scores.
07/28/09 JCC
002099
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Note: Time:entries)hat have been:adjusted are highlighted in }fellow.

]

FEES
Rate
200.00

Original
Amount
60.00

325.00

568.75

·0.25
0.40

325.00
165.00

81.25
66.00

DRL

4.10

280.00

1,148.00

08/03/09

JCC

2.90

200.00

580.00

08/03/09

KRM

4.00

325.00

1,300.00

08/03/09
08/04/09
08/04/09

KRM
AND
JCC

2.50
1.60
4.60

325.00
165.00
200.00

812.50
264.00
920.00

08/05/09

AND

4.00

165.00

660.00

08/05/09

SMH

0.90

100.00

90.00

08/09/09
08/11/09

DRL
KRM

0.80
0.75

280.00
325.00

224.00
243.75

08/12/09
08/12/09

AND
KRM

2.80
1.00

165.00
325.00

462.00
325.00

08/15/09 AND
08/17/09 AND
08/17/09 DRL
08/18/09 AND
08/19/09 AND
[ 08/19/09 '" DRL:

2.10
0.50
0.20
3.70
0.60

0.60

165.00
165.00
280.00
165.00
165.00
280.00

346.50
82.50
56.00
610.50
99.00
:168.00

0.60

200.00
325.00
165.00

Date
07/29/09

JCC

Hours
0.30

07/29/09

KRM

1.75

07/30/09
08/03/09

KRM -

AND

08/03/09

08/19/09
08/19/09

ID

JCC

KRM

[08/20/09=-AND :

08/21/09

KRM

::

Adjusted
Hours

1.75

0.60:
1.10
0.50
0.60'~

1.25

~

~

325.00

~

220.00
162.50
99.00
406.25

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
60.00 Continue review of correspondence from client regarding analysis of evaluation scores;
review correspondence from client regarding whistle blowing provision.
0.00 Meet witl:1
Mess aRd M. l=laws; telept:ieRe seRfeFeRse witt:i G. b71e~Fe: saFRe; Fei.•:w~
"FRisdiFested" S9FRFRURisatieR; telepR9R9 69Rf.eF9RS9 witR G .• bewe rn: saFRe.
.
81.25 Review letter from M. Gwartney.
66.00 Office conference with K. McClure, J. Chou and D. Lombardi to discuss research needed re
E-rate and USAC; email standing research to D. Lombardi; analyze related issues.
1,148.00 Prepare for meeting with K. McClure and Greg Lowe (1.0); pre-meeting conference with J.
Chou (.5); conference with K. McClure and Greg Lowe (2.6).
580.00 Meeting with client regarding case update; strategy conference and distribution of
assignments in preparation of litigation.
1,300.00 Prepare for and meet with D. Lombardi, C. Ward, J. Chou; conference with D. Lombardi,
Chou, and A. Dina re: research, FOIA, etc.
812.50 Conference with G. Lowe and D. Lombardi.
264.00 Review articles and regulations related to E-rate procurement and USAC.
920.00 Draft Freedom of Information Act request to federal government fore-rate funding materials;
draft public records request for e-rate funding materials delivered to the federal government
and for other materials; Conference with the Secretary of State's office regarding political
contributions made by Qwest;
660.00 Review articles and regulations related to E-rate procurement and USAC; review IEN's form
470.
90.00 Conference with J. Chou regarding managing documents in file; prepare documents for
review by D. Lombardi.
224.00 Review materials concerning bid - powerpoint from State and bid submission.
243.75 Emails with client and State re: public records request; emails and telephone conferences
with R. Williams re: CableOne.
462.00 Draft memorandum summarizing E-Rate Program and E-Rate procurement process.
325.00 Work on narrowing public records request; emails and telephone conferences with client
M. Vandenberg; emails with client re: IENTAC and IPRAC.
346.50 Draft Memorandum re E-Rate program funding.
82.50 Draft memorandum re E-rate program funding
56.00 Conference with Molly Steckel re puchasing contacts with ITA members.
610.50 Draft memorandum re E-rate program funding
99.00 Draft memorandum re E-rate program funding
o.oo:ee9iR liaeilty aRalysis ef stat1:1te
QQ3) aRd diFest A~ 9iRa Fe liaeility ef 9e11eFRFReRt eF
9e11eFRFReRt eFRpleyee "wt:ieFe a pFi,,ate peFseR we1:1ld ee liaele"
220.00 Review memorandum regarding E-Rate overview; research and review IRON background.
162.50 Review FCC reply; emails with M. Vandenberg and client.
0.00 Gffise 69Rf8F8RS8 witR 9. b9FRB8Fdi te diSSl:ISS FeseaFSR stFate9y Felated te ldat:ie +eFt GlaiFR ]
Ast; F8'Jiew ldat:ie TeFt GlaiFRs Ast aRd aRalyze iss1:1e Fe peteRtial slaiFRs.
406.25 Emails with C. Creason; emails with M. Vandenberg; obtain and review P. Lowe Tort Claim;
emails and telephone conference with G. Lowe re: same; direct work re: public records.

+.
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Note:=Time entries)ha(have been:adjusted are highlighted in }fellow.:: :

FEES
Date
08/21/09

ID
SMH

Hours
0.40

[ 08/24/09- AND

0.40

Adjusted
Hours

~

0~40

Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
40.00

165:00

66.00

08/24/09

JCC

1.10

200.00

220.00

08/24/09
08/26/09

KRM
DRL

0.25
0.70

325.00
280.00

81.25
196.00

08/26/09

SMH

0.50

100.00

50.00

[08/27/09= AND

1~0:

Adjusted
Amount
Description
40.00 Strategize regarding handling of 13,000 pages produced in response to public records
request; follow up with D. Lombardi regarding possible public records request to Idaho
Transportation Department.
o.oo·omoo oonferonoo with·J. Chou regarding E rate and Tort Claims~,ot researoh; analyze •
]
related issues.
_
.
_
220.00 Review clarification to FOIA request; research documents for information to be used in
response to clarification of FOIA request; draft, review and finalize response to clarification of
FOIA request to FCC.
81.25 Brief update telephone conference with G. Lowe; email to S. Celeski.
196.00 Conference with S. Heneise re handling documents and email to team re terms and
descriptors for same and outlining basic document control approach.
50.00 Conference with D. Lombardi regarding strategy for database of documents, players list ·
key terms, and public records request to Department of Transportation.
O.OO~Researoh issues re Idaho and Federal Tort Claims Aot; review treatise re preving·governmentj,

1.10
165.00
181~50
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ a g ~ y was liability f.or improporl~g~g'...:b:.:.id=-=a'~.v-=a:..::rd:..:..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81.25 Emails to arrange meeting with client and S. Celeski.
81.25
325.00
-=-"'=-=-----=-"-=-=-------=c-=c-----=o,....o:=-:o=-=R:-o-oo-:i-ve-a-nd"7""""""'reviow
artiole'""'t=---ro-m---...;-ld..,..a-;"h-o-=s:=-:t-at:-e-s-m-a-n-re-g-a-r-cdi:-n-g--=-in-s-u-re-r--:-b-a-n-n-ed-:"":"fr-o-m-s..,.ta-:-t:-e--.-1
0.00
0.20
0.00
mooting.
0.00 Review treatise materials re Federal Tort Claims Aot; review USAC audit prooedures.
165.00
165.00
1.00
132.00 Review research re Tort Claims act and potential claims (.5); office conference with D.
132.00
165.00
Lombardi to discuss research (.2); email communication re additional standing research (.1 ).

08/27/09
08/27/09

KRM
SMH

0.25
0.20

08/31/09
09/01/09

AND
AND

1.00
0.80

09/01/09

DRL

1.60

300.00

480.00

09/01/09

JCC

1.30

200.00

260.00

09/01/09

SMH

3.70

100.00

370.00

09/02/09

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

09/02/09

JCC

3.20

200.00

640.00

09/02/09

SMH

1.20

100.00

120.00

09/03/09
09/03/09

JCC
TLK

6.00
0.50

200.00
100.00

1,200.00
50.00

09/04/09

JCC

7.00

200.00

1,400.00

09/04/09

TLK

1.00

100.00

100.00

09/08/09

AND

0.20

165.00

33.00

480.00 Review standing memo, email to A Dina re same and 9th Circuit law, work on analysis of
issues and conference with J. Chou.
260.00 Strategy conference with co-counsel regarding litigation; review documentation regarding
standing.
370.00 Conference with D. Lombardi regarding strategy for litigation; conferences with vendor
regarding processing of documents for creation database; create document database;
organize document files for review by J. Chou.
180.00 Conference with S. Heneise and J. Chou re handling of documents received from State and
design of database for same.
640.00 Strategy conference with co-counsel and paralegal regarding document organization and
review; review documents.
120.00 Strategy conference with D. Lombardi and J. Chou regarding items to be completed; upload
image files to document database.
1,200.00 Continue review of documents received from Department of Administration.
50.00 Meeting with vendor regarding issue with load file; complete uploading of load file into
database.
1,400.00 Continue review of documents and marking of documents received from Department of
Administration.
100.00 Meeting with vendor regarding additional issues with load file; begin uploading of load file into
database; attempt to troubleshoot issues with load file.
33.00 Discuss additional angles for standing research with D. Lombardi and analyze related issues.
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Note: Time:entries tha(have been:adjusted are highlighted in }fellow.

]

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
900.00

7.70

200.00

1,540.00

KRM
TLK

1.00
1.70

325.00
100.00

325.00
170.00

09/09/09
09/09/09
09/09/09

DRL
JCC
KRM

0.20
5.00
0.50

300.00
200.00
325.00

60.00
1,000.00
162.50

09/09/09

SMH

0.90

100.00

90.00

09/10/09

KRM

0.25

325.00

81.25

09/12/09
09/14/09

AND
AND

2.00
2.00

165.00
165.00

330.00
330.00

09/14/09

DRL

0.90

300.00

270.00

09/14/09

JCC

6.00

200.00

1,200.00

09/14/09
09/14/09

KRM
SMH

0.50
1.20

325.00
100.00

162.50
120.00

09/15/09

AND

0.20

165.00

33.00

09/15/09

DRL

0.20

300.00

60.00

09/15/09
09/15/09
09/16/09
09/16/09

JCC
SMH
JCC
SMH

0.70
0.80
2.30
0.20

200.00
100.00
200.00
100.00

140.00
80.00
460.00
20.00

09/17/09
09/22/09

KRM
JCC

0.50
3.00

325.00
200.00

162.50
600.00

Date
09/08/09

ID
DRL

Hours
3.00

09/08/09

JCC

09/08/09
09/08/09

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
900.00 Conference with J. Chou re progress on document review and theories for litigation (.8);
follow up with Amber Dina re progress on standing research (.1 ); draft communication for ITA
re communications from State or Qwest re project (.6); brief update with K. McClure and
conference with J. Chou, Sal Celeski and Greg Lowe re progress to this point, public
relations strategy and agree to meet next week to continue progress and review (1.5).
1,540.00 Continue review and marking of documents; meeting with co-counsel regarding litigation
update; meeting with client and public relations specialist regarding strategy; continue review
of documents with client.
325.00 Conference with client, D. Lombardi, J. Chou, and S. Celeski.
170.00 Additional trouble shooting of database with vendor (images 12096-13013 not loading
correctly); review/organize DOA documents (boxes 3-5)
60.00 Reivew and finalize Molly note to ITA re potential lawsuit.
1,000.00 Continue review and marking of documents.
162.50 Review and direct revision of notice to Idaho Telecom Alliance companies re: information on
contacts and price inquiries.
90.00 Conferences with D. Lombardi and T. Kruger regarding status of matter; conference with J.
Chou regarding key documents, terms, and players identified to date; organize file.
81.25 Email from C. Creason re: Mt. Harrison no quote request from Qwest; forward same to D.
Lombardi.
330.00 Review treatise materials and Ninth Circuit caselaw re standing.
330.00 Review caselaw and treatise materials regarding standing and causes of action for wrongfully
awarded government contract (1.6) office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss research
(.3); telephone conference with J. Chou to discuss complaint strategy (.1 ).

270.00 Conference with A. Dina re standing (.5); conference with S. Celeski, G. Lowe, J. Chou, K.
McClure re status (.4).
1,200.00 Meeting with client regarding status of litigation; review date for filing complaint; review and
revise second public records request; continue review of documents from Department of
Administration.
162.50 Follow-up meeting with S. Celeski.
120.00 Conference with J. Chou regarding additional documents to request from Department of
Administration; research document database regarding existence of documents.
33.00 Telephone conference with D. Lombardi re supplemental jurisdiction research and analyze
related issues.
60.00 Direct A. Dina re supplemental jurisdiction in federal court and ability to include state law
defendants like Qwest.
140.00 Continue review of documents.
80.00 Draft supplemental public records request to Department of Administration.
460.00 Continue review of documents.
20.00 Receive and review letter from Department of Administration notifying of additional time
needed to respond to public records request.
162.50 Emails from and to FCC re: FOIA; email with G. Lowe re: USAC documents.
600.00 Continue review and marking of documents from Department of Administration.
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FEES
Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Description
30.00 Search document database for documents related to media response per J. Chou;
conference with J. Chou regarding same.
09/23/09 AND
363.00
363.00 Office conference with J. Chou to discuss strategy for drafting complaint (.2); review caselaw
2.20
165.00
and treatise materials re claims to assert in complaint (.4); research and review caselaw re
claims by lowest bidder for improper award of public contract (1.6).
264.00 Review cases re claims against state for failure to award contract to lowest bidder.
264.00
09/25/09 AND
1.60
165.00
150.00 Complete organization of documents received from Department of Administration in response
150.00
09/27/09 SMH
1.50
100.00
to public records request.
2.00
330.00
330.00 Review caselaw and begin drafting outline of claims for complaint.
165.00
09/29/09 AND
90.00 Receive and review letter from Department of Administration regarding documents
90.00
09/29/09 SMH
0.90
100.00
responsive to public records request; electronic correspondence with Department of
Administration regarding pick-up of documents; coordinate pick-up of documents; receiv1
and review documents.
160.00 Create binder of documents of interest per J. Chou.
160.00
10/02/09 SMH
1.60
100.00
162.50 E-mail exchange with FCC re: FOIA request; report to G. Lowe re: same.
162.50
10/05/09 KRM
0.50
325.00
20.00 Conference with J. Chou regarding additional documents received from State.
0.20
100.00
20.00
10/05/09 SMH
20.00 Draft correspondence to G. Lowe regarding binder of documents of interest.
10/07/09 SMH
0.20
100.00
20.00
100.00 Import additional documents into database for review in preparation of drafting complaint.
1.00
100.00
100.00
10/08/09 SMH
165.00 Research and outline claims for complaint.
165.00
10/09/09 AND
1.00
165.00
162.50
0.50 --.c:.=---=-===.::.::.----c..::==--:--...:0:.:c.O~O=-~._:_T.=el=ephone
325.00
[10/09/09 =KRM
: :o.5o
conference with I)~ Venturi; report to client re: same.
3.10
511.50
511.50 Outline claims for complaint.
10/10/09 AND
165.00
990.00
990.00 Research caselaw and draft claims for complaint.
10/11/09 AND
6.00
165.00
165.00 Draft claims for complaint (.7); discuss complaint strategy with J. Chou (.2); discuss strategy
10/12/09 AND
1.00
165.00
165.00
with D. Lombardi (.1 ).
60.00 Telephone conference with A.Dina re approach and progress on complaint.
0.20
300.00
60.00
10/12/09 DRL
40.00 Review outline of Complaint.
0.20
200.00
40.00
10/12/09 JCC
429.00
165.00
[10/13/09=AND=----===---=-=c::.---..:..:::.:=::.----=c.:==------=O:.:c.O~O:..:.:..:R=e-=se~a:::.:.r-=chc:...=:a:..:.nd::..:..:re:.:v.:..:ie:..:''.:..'
2.60: 2.60
-=-=ca=-=s:. :e.:. :la:.:.' .:. ':.=.re,g~g lost profit damages and injunctive relief.
:]
220.00
220.00 Preliminary draft of Complaint.
10/13/09 JCC
1.10
200.00
33.00 Analyze and discuss issues re drafting complaint.
10/14/09 AND
0.20
165.00
33.00
:
with D. Venturi; telephone' conference with" G. Lowe re: same.:
650.00
325.00
[10/14/09=KRM-=-----==--=-=----=-=--=-----=--=-==--=-=-----=-=---=-=c-----=o:--.0::--:0::-:-=c-o---::nference
::
2.00 :: 2.00
680.00 Review documents for attachments to Complaint; continue draft of Complaint.
10/15/09 JCC
3.40
200.00
680.00
82.50 Email communication with J. Chou re Syringa Complaint; review IEN and other code
10/16/09 AND
0.50
165.00
82.50
sections.
1,600.00 Continue draft of Complaint.
200.00
1,600.00
10/16/09 JCC
8.00
243.00
0.75
0.75
0.00: Coordinate}focument submission tO:D. Venturi.
:
]
325.oo:
[.10/16/09 =KRM
1,560.00 Continue draft of Complaint.
1,560.00
10/17/09 JCC
7.80
200.00
247.50 Edit Complaint and email communication with J. Chou re same.
247.50
1.50
165.00
10/18/09 AND
1,400.00 Continue draft of Complaint; review case law regarding causes of action.
7.00
200.00
1,400.00
10/18/09 JCC
1,320.00 Review U.S. Code for additional claims related to E-rate funding; review requirements for
1,320.00
10/19/09 AND
8.00
165.00
claim under False Claims Act; research and review treatise materials and caselaw re antitrust violations; draft and edit complaint.
132.00 Discuss complaint strategy with J. Chou and analyze related issues (.5); draft and edit ,
132.00
10/21/09 AND
0.80
165.00
complaint (.3).
240.00 Review and revise Complaint; review state and federal statutes regarding
causes of action.
200.00
240.00
10/21/09 JCC
1.20
002103
Date
09/22/09

ID
SMH

Hours
0.30

Original
Amount
30.00

Rate
100.00

:
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Note: Time:entries tha(have:been adjusted are highlighted in }fellow.

FEES
Date

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

10/22/09
10/22/09

AND
JCC

2.20
2.30

165.00
200.00

363.00
460.00

363.00 Draft and edit complaint.
460.00 Continue revision of Complaint; conference with client regarding FCC public records request.

10/23/09
10/23/09
10/25/09
10/26/09

AND
JCC
AND

2.70
·o.3o
1.30
2.10

165.00
200.00
200.00
165.00

445.50
60.00
260.00
346.50

445.50
60.00
260.00
346.50

11/04/09
11/08/09
11/09/09

AND
KRM
SMH

0.50
0.50
2.30

165.00
325.00
100.00

82.50
162.50
230.00

(1.7).
82.50 Review treatise materials regarding antitrust claims.
162.50 Emails to client; review proposed letter to Governor Otter; email to client re: same.
230.00 Begin review of materials received from Department of Administration in response to pub

11/10/09

SMH

0.20

100.00

20.00

[11/11:09 ~~SMH

0.20

100.00

~ 20.00

JCC

Draft and edit complaint.
Conference with FCC regarding public records request.
Continue review and revision of Complaint.
Email communication with J. Chou (.1 ); review revised complaint (.2); research and review
treatises and caselaw related to bringing 1983 claim for violation of Telecommunications Act

records request.

20.00 Draft electronic correspondence to FCC requesting status of response to Freedom of
Information Act request.

0.20

.

o.oo:gFaft fell_ow 1:1p eoFr:espoAee~e to FGG Fe§aFeiA§ st~1:1s of FespoAse to FFeeeoFA'.of
IAfeFFAat10A /\et rnq1:1est.

: ~: J

11/16/09

AND

3.70

165.00

610.50

610.50 Review and analyze caselaw and treatise materials to determine strength of 1983 claim for

11/17/09

AND

0.80

165.00

132.00

132.00 Telephone conference with J. Chou re status of litigation, prior research, and filing separate

11/17/09
11/24/09

0.50
0.50
0.50

325.00
0.00

11/24/09
11/24/09

KRM
KRM
KRM
SMH

0.60

325.00
100.00

162.50
0.00
162.50

11/25/09

AND

2.00

165.00

330.00

11/25/09

SMH

0.40

100.00

40.00

violation of Telecommunications Act; review treatises re anti-trust claims.

0.50
0.50

60.00

complaint under False Claims Act; revise and edit complaint.
TelephoAo ealls to g_ V0At1:1Fi aAe M. Haws.
TelophOAO GOAfeFOAGO witt:1 M. Haws, g_ VoAtl:IFi, aAe J. MasoA; FOpoFt to elioAt FO: saFAo.
Telephone conference with M. Haws and D. Venturi; email to G. Lowe re: same.
Telephone conferences with FCC regarding status of Freedom of Information Act request;
receive and review documents from FCC.
330.00 Review email communication re FOIA request (.2); review documents received from Idaho
Department of Administration to determine whether they failed to provide the same
documents as the FCC (1.7); review Idaho Code re suit to enforce public records request

0.00
0.00
162.50
60.00

40.00 Conference with A. Dina regarding documents from FCC and Department of Administration;

11/30/09

AND

0.80

165.00

132.00

132.00

11/30/09

DRL

1.10

300.00

330.00

330.00

11/30/09
11/30/09
12/01/09

JCC
KRM
AND

1.80
0.75
2.50

225.00
325.00
175.00

405.00
243.75
437.50

405.00
243.75
437.50

12/01/09
12/02/09

KRM
AND

0.75
2.70

325.00
175.00

243.75
472.50

243.75
472.50

draft electronic correspondence to FCC confirming agreement to pay additional fees to
complete response to Freedom of Information Act request.
Discuss review of documents produced by DOA and in response to FOIA request with J.
Chou (.2); review documents produced by DOA and draft email summary of same (.6).
Extended conference with J. Chou re complaint and approach to litigation (.8); conference
with K. McClure re status (.3).
Conference regarding complaint draft and FCC documents; review FCC documents.
Review complaint; conference with D. Lombardi re: contents and strategy.
Research and analyze caselaw related to sovereign immunity, the false claims act and waiver
of immunity by the state.
Emails with client; email to S. Celeski; conference with D. Lombardi; prepare for meeting.
Research and analyze treatise materials and caselaw to determine strength of 1983 claim.
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Note:)ime:entries)ha(have been adjusted are highlighted in }!ellow.:

FEES
Date
12/02/09

ID
DRL

Hours
3.90

Adjusted
Hours

Rate
300.00

Original
Amount

1,170.00

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

1,170.00 Continue analysis of case (.8); brief conferences with K. McClure and J. Chou (.6);
conference with Greg Lowe and Sal Celeski re outline of issues for complaint and follow up

(1.5).

JCC

12/02/09
12/02/09

3.20
2.25

225.00
325.00

720.00

KRM

12/03/09

AND

1.30

175.00

227.50

12/03/09
12/03/09
12/04/09

JCC
KRM
KRM

1.20
0.25

270.00
81.25

1.50

225.00
325.00
0.00

12/05/09

AND

2.50

175.00

437.50

437.50 Research and analyze Ninth Circuit caselaw regarding standing and analyze whether to fiie

12/06/09
12/06/09
12/10/09

DRL
KRM
AND

2.00

600.00

0.80

300.00
325.00
175.00

12/10/09

DRL
AND
DRL

4.50

300.00

1,350.00

0.20

175.00
300.00

420.00

600.00 Work on draft complaint (2.0); forward to J. Chou for comment and discussion (2.2)
325.00 Review complaint; telephone conference with D. Lombardi re: same.
140.00 Office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss research strategy for contractual breach of
RFP procedure (.4); analyze related issues (.4).
1,350.00 Continue analysis and work on draft complaint.
35.00 Discuss research with J. Chou (.1 ); discuss research with D. Lombardi (.1 ).
420.00 Continue analysis of legal issues presented by conduct in context of draft complaint and
translate into revised complaint (1.0); conference with J. Chou and request that he send to G.
Lowe and S. Celeski for comment (.2); follow up telephone conference with Greg Lowe (.2).

C12/12/09 =..:::AND
12/14/09 AND

2.70
0.90

731.25

720.00 Conference with client regarding complaint; review and revise complaint..
731.25 Conference with D. Lombardi and J. Chou; conference with G. Lowe, S. Celeski, D.
Lombardi, and J. Chou.

0.00

227.50 Review caselaw re 1983 claims and violation of due process (1.0); office conference with J.
Chou re same (.3).
270.00 Continue review and revision of complaint.
81.25 Telephone conference with J. Kreizenbeck.
0.00 Prepare for and attend strategy meeting with G. Lowe, D. Lombardi, J. Chou, and S. Celeski.

case in state or federal court.

12/11/09
12/11/09

1.00

1.40

140.00

35.00

472.50
157.50

12/14/09
12/15/09

0.60
4.00

300.00

180.00

JCC

225.00

900.00

0.00 )~,eseaFGR aREl Fe,.•iew easelaw Fe eFeael=l ef iFR13lieEl eeRtFaet GFeateEl ey Ri;'.P.
157.50 Review caselaw re reliance damages for breach of implied contract (2.); office conference
with D. Lombardi to discuss research (.1 ); office conference with J. Chou to discuss
complaint revisions (.3); research law re whether RFP is incorporated into contract award
(.3).
180.00 Consult with J. Chou and sign complaint.
900.00 Meeting with client regarding filing of complaint and press release; review and revise

12/15/09

JCC

1.00

225.00

225.00

225.00 Review articles; conference with client; review draft correspondence to submit to USAC along

12/15/09

SMH

2.50

100.00

250.00

250.00 Prepare summons and complaint for service on all defendants; research Idaho Code and

DRL

2.70

325.00

175.oo:
175.00

complaint; review and revise press release and prepare for filing.
with the complaint.

12/16/09

AND

1.50

175.00

262.50

12/16/09

SMH

0.40

100.00

40.00

court rules regarding service on state agencies; telephone conferences with Tri-County
Process Service regarding same.
262.50 Review issues re submitting complaint to USAC (.5); telephone conference with compliance
reviewer at USAC to discuss submitting complaint to USAC to alert them of the false
certifications and inappropriate use of E-Rate funds (.3); draft letter to USAC enclosing
complaint (.7).
40.00 Telephone conferences with Tri-County Process Service regarding status of service of
summons and complaint on all defendants; provide status update to J. Chou.
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FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
210.00

3.60

225.00

810.00

SMH
AND

0.20
2.20

100.00
175.00

20.00
385.00

12/18/09
12/21/09

SMH
AND

0.20
0.50

100.00
175.00

20.00
87.50

12/21/09

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

12/21/09

JCC

0.60

225.00

135.00

12/21/09

SMH

0.30

100.00

30.00

12/22/09

AND

5.70

175.00

997.50

12/22/09
12/22/09
12/22/09

DRL
JMF

SMH

2.00
4.10
1.60

300.00
195.00
100.00

600.00
799.50
160.00

12/23/09

AND

4.60

175.00

805.00

12/23/09
12/23/09

JMF

SMH

1.80
1.70

195.00
100.00

351.00
170.00

12/28/09
12/29/09

SMH
DRL

0.40
0.60

100.00
300.00

40.00
180.00

Date
12/17/09

ID

DRL

Hours
0.70

12/17/09

JCC

12/17/09
12/18/09

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
210.00 Conference with J. Chou re service on Gwartney and Zichau and initial discovery (.5); call to
Kay Chistensen re service on Gwartney and Zichau (.2).
810.00 Strategy conference with counsel regarding Judge disqualification, discovery plan and
service of process; review expert affidavit and resume; conference with potential
consultant/expert; draft correspondence to client attaching resume.
20.00 Conference with J. Chou regarding status of matter.
385.00 Finalize letter and corresponding exhibits to USAC compliance reviewer H. Squire (.7); email
communication with H. Squire (.5); draft letter and email communication with C. Yukins re
scheduling conference call (.5); discuss issues re litigation strategy (.2); review news articles
re litigation and email same to H. Squire (.3).
20.00 Receive and review Affidavits of Service in preparation for filing.
87 .50 Telephone conference with C. Yukins to schedule conference call (.1 ); review issues re
discovery plan (.2); office conference with J. Chou re discovery plan (.2).
90.00 Voicemail to Kay Christensen and prepare acceptance of services for Gwartney and Zichau
(.3).
135.00 Conference with co-counsel regarding discovery plan; conference with paralegal regarding
correspondence to FCC; review correspondence.
30.00 Correspond with FCC regarding status of response to FOIA request; telephone conference
with Tri-County regarding affidavits of service.
997.50 Review C. Yukin's bio and prior testimony on behalf of DOA and final complaint in
preparation for conference call (1.1 ); telephone conference with C. Yukins and D. Lombardi
(.6); office conferences with J. Fredin to discuss research of IDIQ contracts (.3); review RFP
and IEN Alliance Proposal and publications and rules governing Idaho procurement
determine whether award of co_ntract to ENA and Qwest could be considered a IDIQ contract
(3.5); discuss same with D. Lombardi and coordinate production of documents to C. Yukins
(.2).
600.00 Prepare for and participate in telephone conference with consultant C. Yukins.
799.50 Research regarding potential arguments under Federal Acquisition Regulations.
160.00 Telephone conference with FCC regarding status of FOIA response; provide status upda
attorneys regarding same; identify and prepare documents for review by expert Mr. Yukins;
telephone conference with Tri-County regarding affidavits of service.
805.00 Office conference with J. Fredin to discuss federal acquisition regulations and IDIQ contracts
(.5); office conference with D. Lombardi re same (.3); telephone conference with D. Lombardi
and C. Yukins to discuss litigation strategy (.4); review, analyze and discuss email
communication and documents related to amendments to purchase orders (3.2); email
communication with C. Yukins re same (.2).
351.00 Research regarding potential arguments under Federal Acquisition Regulations.
170.00 Telephone conference with FCC regarding status of FOIA response; research and identify
additional documents for review by expert.
40.00 Update electronic database with documents received from FCC.
180.00 Telephone conference with Merlyn Clark re HTEH representing State and individual
defendants and requesting 1/15 extension (.2); call to Greg Lowe re same (.2); trade calls
with ENA counsel and email to counsel for Qwest re 1/15 appearance date.(.2).
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Note:.Time entries)hat have been:adjusted are highlighted in }!ellow.

FEES
Adjusted
Hours

Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
630.00

1.80

300.00

540.00

JCC
SMH

0.70
1.50

225.00
100.00

157.50
150.00

01/04/10

AND

1.80

175.00

315.00

01/04/10

DRL

1.70

300.00

510.00

01/04/10

JCC

1.10

225.00

247.50

01/04/10

SMH

2.00

100.00

200.00

01/05/10
01/06/10

SMH

AND

0.40
3.00

100.00
175.00

40.00
525.00

01/06/10

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

01/06/10
01/07/10

SMH

AND

1.50
4.70

100.00
175.00

150.00
822.50

01/07/10
01/08/10

DRL
AND

6.00
1.70

300.00
175.00

1,800.00
297.50

01/08/10
01/08/10
01/11/10

JCC
SMH

0.80
2.60
6.00

0.00
100.00
175.00

0.00
260.00
1,050.00

Date
12/30/09

ID

AND

Hours
3.60

12/30/09

DRL

12/30/09
12/31/09

AND

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
630.00 Telephone conference with C. Yukins (.7); review and organize documents in preparation for
conference call (1.0); conference call with D. Lombardi and C. Yukins re litigation strategy
(.7); coordinate analysis of statewide BPO contracts (.3); email communication with M.
Steckel re compiling legislative history of.multiple bid award statute (.2); analyze issues re
litigation strategy (.4); review caselaw re awarding multiple contracts under RFP to ensure
fair competition (.3).
540.00 Telephone conference with consultant Chris Yukins and Amber Dina (.8); follow up with J.
Chou and work on continued analysis and strategy (.8); communicate with defense counsel
re time for response to complaint (.2); voicemail to Greg Lowe.
157.50 Conference with counsel regarding consultant and opposing counsel.
150.00 Draft Players List in preparation for drafting discovery; create CDs of DOA documents to b
referenced in discovery requests.
315.00 Office conference with D. Lombardi and J. Chou to discuss litigation strategy (1.0);
coordinate organization of binders of statewide contracts for C. Yukins (.5); review issues re
revising complaint (.3).
510.00 Conference with J. Chou and A. Dina re status of analysis, document review of selected
documents in response to comments from C. Yukins and strategy and design of basic
document database parameters (1.1 ); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re status and
proposal for use of C. Yukins and Yukins visit to Boise for meeting (.3); call to Yukins re
same (.1 ); confer with K. McClure re status and Lowe response to request for comment from
Freedom Foundation (.2).
247.50 Strategy conference regarding discovery, amending the complaint and conferences with
expert.
200.00 Conference with D. Lombardi, J. Chou, and A. Dina to strategize on expert retention,
amending complaint, and discovery; receive and review statewide contracts and work with
vendor for inclusion of documents into electronic database in anticipation of production to
expert for review.
40.00 Process statewide contracts and incorporate into electronic document database.
525.00 Draft amended complaint and organize additional exhibits (2.5); review documents produ
by DOA re IEN phases (.5).
180.00 Telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht, local counsel for ENA re status of litigation and
potential issues of cooperation (.6).
150.00 Review statewide contracts in preparation for creating spreadsheet for use by expert.
822.50 Office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss amendments to complaint (.9); draft amended
complaint (3.8).
1,800.00 Meet re amended complaint, work on same and analysis of case.
297.50 Office conference with D. Lombardi (.2); draft amended complaint and email communication
with G. Lowe re same (1.5).
0.00 Conference with client regarding contacts with Governor's administration and strategy.
260.00 Create spreadsheet of statewide contracts and amounts for use by expert.
1,050.00 Prepare for telephone call (.3); conference call with C. Yukins (.9); discuss same with D.
Lombardi (.1 ); revise and edit amended complaint (4.1 ); research law re involuntary party
plaintiffs (.6).
0
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]

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
660.00

1.00

350.00

350.00

AND

4.20

175.00

735.00

01/12/10

DRL

2.20

300.00

660.00

01/12/10

KRM

0.50

350.00

175.00

01/12/10
01/13/10

SMH
AND

0.40
3.10

100.00
175.00

40.00
542.50

01/13/10
01/13/10

DRL
SMH

1.00
1.70

300.00
100.00

300.00
170.00

01/14/10

AND

5.60

175.00

980.00

01/14/10

DRL

5.60

300.00

1,680.00

01/14/10
01/14/10
01/14/10

ELM
KRM
SMH

0.20
0.50
3.10

155.00
350.00
100.00

31.00
175.00
310.00

01/15/10
01/15/10

AND
DRL

0.30
0.50

175.00
300.00

52.50
150.00

01/15/10
01/15/10
01/15/10

ELM
ELM
ELM

1.70
0.10
1.30

155.00
155.00
155.00

263.50
15.50
201.50

01/15/10

ELM

0.50

155.00

77.50

01/15/10

KRM

0.50

350.00

175.00

Date
01/11/10

ID
DRL

Hours
2.20

01/11/10

KRM

01/12/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
660.00 Continue refining analysis of complaint and strategy (1.5); participate in portion of call with C.
Yukins and Amber Dina (.3); review research results re standing and Idaho case rejecting
"zone of interest" test (.4).
350.00 Conference with D. Lombardi re: conversations with State officials and re: coordination with
litigation timing and strategy.
735.00 Discuss strategy for review of statewide contracts (.1 ); review caselaw and treatise materials
re joining an involuntary plaintiff (.8); review and analyze legislative history of Idaho Code re
award to multiple bidders (.8); continue work on amended complaint and analysis of issues
presented by conduct of defendants (2.0); telephone conference and email communication
with C. Yukins (.5).
660.00 Continue work on amended complaint and analysis of issues presented by conduct of
defendants (2.0); email to defendants re allowing Qwest extension to 1/25 and extending
same to all (.2).
175.00 Conference with J. Chou; conference with D. Lombardi; both re: State's disqualification of
Judge Wilper.
40.00 Prepare documents for review by expert.
542.50 Review legislative history and revised amended complaint (.7); telephone conference with C.
Yukins and D. Lombardi (.9); review Qwest proposal and Qwest email communication with
DOA and analyze related issues (1.5).
300.00 Call with consultant Chris Yukins re liability analysis.
170.00 Review and revise requests for production to Department of Administration; draft
interrogatories to Department of Administration; electronic correspondence with Faye Baxter
regarding processing documents.
980.00 Office conference with D. Lombardi, G. Lowe, and R. Asche to discuss strategy (4.3);
analyze issues related to conference with clients including teaming agreement and IEN
website (1.1 ); office conference with E. McClure to discuss breach of contract and mitigation
research (.2).
1,680.00 Conference with Syringa at Syringa to learn functioning of network and place in context of '-'d
proposal
31.00 Office conference
175.00 Conference with D. Lombardi; conference with A. Dina re: contract claim.
310.00 Review and revise draft discovery for review by J. Chou; revise spreadsheet of statewide
contracts per comments from expert.
52.50 Discuss contractual research issues with E. McClure re the Teaming Agreement.
150.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re concerns for public relations side of equation with
Sal Celeski and email to K. McClure re same (.2); meet with associate re analysis of effect of
material breach on obligations of Syringa under Teaming Agreement (.3).
263.50 Research point of law on breach of contract and potential mitigation.
15.50 Office conference.
201.50 Research for legal memorandum regarding Syringa's interest in pursuing contracts potentially
in competition with ENA.
77.50 Draft legal memorandum regarding Syringa's interest in pursuing contracts potentially in
competition with ENA.
175.00 Review proposed amended complaint; conference with D. Lombardi re: same.
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Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
560.00

Adjusted
Amount
Description
560.00 Analyze issues re 2010 E-Rate funding and school districts choosing provider (1.0); email
communication with C. Yukins re spreadsheet of statewide contracts (.1 ); discuss contract
research with E. McClure (.2); office conference with K. McClure and D. Lombardi (.8); review
Idaho Code and rules re school district procurement and E-Rate funding (1.1 ).

300.00

240.00

1.00

155.00

155.00

ELM

2.20

155.00

341.00

01/18/10
01/18/10

JCC
KRM

1.00
1.25

225.00
350.00

225.00
437.50

01/19/10

AND

1.70

175.00

297.50

01/20/10
01/20/10
01/20/10
01/20/10
01/21/10

AND

DRL

0.20
0.20
1.10
0.50
0.90

175.00
300.00
225.00
350.00
300.00

35.00
60.00
247.50
175.00
270.00

01/21/10

JCC

2.30

225.00

517.50

01/22/10

DRL

1.30

300.00

390.00

01/22/10

SMH

0.40

100.00

40.00

01/24/10
01/25/10
01/25/10

DRL

AND
DRL

3.00
0.40
1.00

300.00
175.00
300.00

900.00
70.00
300.00

01/26/10

AND

7.50

175.00

1,312.50

01/26/10

DRL

7.00

300.00

2,100.00

01/26/10
01/26/10

KRM
SMH

1.75
2.70

350.00
100.00

612.50
270.00

0.00 Follow emails, oonf.erenoe •.t1ith A. Dina and K. MoClure re results of ENA oontrast breaoh
analysis and tele!:)hone oonferenoe with Gre!iJ bowe re same.
155.00 Research and draft legal memorandum regarding Syringa's interest in pursuing contracts
potentially in conflict with ENA.
341.00 Draft legal memorandum regarding Syringa's interest in pursuing contracts potentially in
competition with ENA.
225.00 Strategy conference regarding amending of complaint.
437.50 Conference with D. Lombardi; conference with J. Chou; review emails all re: Judge Owen;
(.5); conference with D. Lombardi and A. Dina re: strategy for litigation, timing, discovery,
etc.; (.75).
297.50 Discuss and analyze issues re school district procurement for use of E-rate funds; draft email
summary of same.
35.00 Review email communication and discuss litigation strategy.
60.00 Circulate query re reassigned Judge Owen, review and evaluate responses.
247.50 Conference with B. Whitlock regarding executive branch reaction to lawsuit.
175.00 Review emails re: Judge Owen; conference with D. Lombardi re: same.
270.00 Update from K. McClure and call to Greg Lowe re same (.2); conference with Greg Lowe and
K. McClure re meeting by K. McClure with governor's staff re potential terms of resolution
(.7).
517.50 Conference with client regarding settlement options; attend meeting with Governor's staff
regarding lawsuit.
390.00 Conference with K. McClure re outcome of conference yesterday evening with Governor's
staff (.3); update with J. Chou (.2); continue analysis of case and prepare for Motions
expected Monday, 1/25 (1.0).
40.00 Coordinate with vendor processing of client binder for inclusion in electronic document
database.
900.00 Review materials in preparation for meeting with consultant and for continuing analysis.
70.00 Review and analyze answer filed by DOA, Gwartney and Zickau.
300.00 Receive and review Answer from Department of Administration, Gwartney and Zickau and
prepare for meeting with consultant.
1,312.50 Conference with D. Lombardi, C. Yukins and G. Lowe re strategy (6.5); office conference with
D. Lombardi re discovery plan (.7); analyze related issues (.3).
2,100.00 Prepare for and meet with consultant Chris Yukins, Greg Lowe and A. Dina re procurement
analysis.
612.50 Conference with D. Lombardi, A. Dina, and C. Yukins.
270.00 Research and identify documents for use by D. Lombardi and A. Dina in meeting with Mr.
Yukins and Mr. Lowe; process and incorporate documents from client binders into electronic
document database.

Date
01/18/10

ID
AND

Hours
3.20

01/18/10

DRL

0.80

01/18/10

ELM

01/18/10

DRL

JCC
KRM

Adjusted
Hours

0.80
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Date
01/27/10

ID

AND

[01/27/10~~ SMH
01/28/10

DRL

01/28/10 KRM
01/29/10 AND
[01/29/10=JCC
01/30/10 KRM

Adjusted
Amount
Description
507.50 Analyze issues from meeting with C. Yukins and draft litigation strategy outline (.5); email
communication with C. Yukins enclosing documents (.3); review ENA answer (.4); review
Qwest answer and motion to dismiss (.4); analyze standing, exhaustion of remedies and
other issues raised in answers to complaint (1.0); telephone conference with C. Yukins re
multiple awards and pricing schedules and analyze related issues (.3).
Qwest Motion to Dismiss; researc.:-h~a-nd-=-=-id-=-e-n"":-:tif1-::--/---~---·""]
100.00
0.40 -c:--::-::----:-=-:=--=-=------:c::--::-:::------:o:---.0::-:0=-=c:-o-nf~·e--re-n-c-e-·.•-:,i:-:-th-J~.--=ctiouregarding
0~40
:: 40.00
-------------------=d-=-oc::..:u::.:.m::.:.e::.:.n.:.:ts=....:.:to:..:b::..:e=--=-se::.:.n.:.:t..:cto::....::.:.:exp::..:e::.:.rt.:..f:..::o.:..r.:.:re::..:v..:..:ie::.:.·1:..:.1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"'___
"
,__
150.00 Brief conference with K. McClure re public relations issue involving refusal to wholesale to
0.50
300.00
150.00
Qwest (.2); brief conference with A. Dina re response to Motion to Dismiss and discovery (.3).

Hours
2.90

::
:

Adjusted
Hours

Rate
175.00

Original·
Amount
507.50

~~

175.00 Conference with D. Lombardi re: C. Yukins' report, strategic direction, etc.
175.00
0.50
350.00
962.50 Draft interrogatories and requests for production to DOA, ENA and Qwest.
175.00
962.50
5.50
and Memorandum in Support of Qwest's Motion to Dismiss.
1.20
225.00:
: 270.00
f20 -":"":::-::---=::--:::c=------==--::-::=------::0:---.0::-:0:-:-=R:-e-:vi:-e-w-=)~Ao-::tion
525.00 Review answer from State, M. Gwartney, and G. Zickau; review answer from ENA; review
1.50
350.00
525.00
answer, motion, and memorandum from Quest; re-review complaint and exhibits.
240.00 Review and annotate draft discovery to Department of Admin (.6); email to K. McClure & J.
0.80
300.00
240.00
Chou re wholesale and NDA.
1,560.00 Work on finaliziing first discovery requests to defendants (4.0 ); begin work on analysis of
5.20
300.00
1,560.00
Show Cause Option (1.0); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re appointment with
Statesman reporter, Colleen LeMay on Friday (.2).
90.00
Review emails from Greg and email to K. McClure re no contact from counsel for DOA,
300.00
90.00
0.30
intention to initiate contact and Greg Lowe pending appointment with Idaho Statesman
reporter.
40.00 Research and identify documents for inclusion with pleadings per D. Lombardi.
40.00
0.40
100.00
227.50 Office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss strategy for motion for order to show cause
227.50
175.00
1.30
(.3); analyze issues re drafting memorandum in support of order to show cause (1.0).

01/31/10

DRL

02/01/10

DRL

02/02/10

DRL

02/02/10
02/03/10

SMH
AND

02/03/10

DRL

2.10

300.00

630.00

02/04/10

AND

2.50

175.00

437.50

02/04/10

DRL

1.30

300.00

390.00

02/04/10

ELM

1.30

155.00

201.50

02/05/10

DRL

3.30

300.00

990.00

02/05/10

ELM

4.10

155.00

635.50

1

630.00 Outline Show Cause strategy to A. Dina and direct re research (.6); update K. McClure re
Statesman interview and thoughts re initiating contact with M. Young (.5); conference with
Greg Lowe re same and related media and strategy issues (1.0).
437.50 Outline strategy for motion for order to show cause (1.3); office conferences with D. Lombardi
and E. McClure to discuss strategy (1.2).
·
390.00 Direct A. Dina and Associate Emily McClure re research on E-rate and related issues for
show Cause (.8); emails with K. McClure re counsel for Cable One and meeting to discuss
common issues and share information (.3).email to Ron Williams with copy of Syringa
complaint (.2);.
201.50 Begin researching federal regulations governing E-Rate to determine whether State violated
federal law.
990.00 Outline issues for research to associate (.5); telephone conference with Merlyn Clark,
counsel for DOA, report to K. McClure re same and email outline of conversation to client
(.8); begin work on OTSC analysis (2.0>
635.50 Continue researching federal regulations governing E-Rate to determine whether State
violated federal law; make notes regarding potential loopholes in federal regulations.
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Note: Time:entries)ha(have been:adjusted are highlighted in ~ellow.

l

FEES
Date

02/05/10

L02/07/10

ID
SMH

=

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

0.90

Rate

100.00

Original
Amount

90.00

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

90.00 Research and identify whether email from Zickau to DOC produced by DOA in response to
public records request; research and gather standard terms and IDAPA for review by D.
Lombardi.

::

::

DRL
DRL

3.oo: :3.00
4.50

300.00
300.00

900.00_
1,350.00

02/08/10

ELM

2.10

155.00

325.50

02/08/10

KRM
SMH
DRL

1.50

ELM

0.20
2.00
3.30

350.00
100.00
300.00
155.00

525.00
20.00
600.00
511.50

02/09/10

ELM

1.10

155.00

170.50

02/09/10

SMH

4.20

100.00

420.00

02/10/10

DRL

0.50

300.00

150.00

02/10/10

ELM

3.00

155.00

465.00

150.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re interview (.4); telephone conference with Merlyn
Clark re settlement discussions and who initiated same (.2);
465.00 Finish drafting memo regarding federal E-Rate regulation and how state may and may not

02/10/10
02/10/10

JCC

SMH

0.30
3.80

225.00
100.00

67.50
380.00

67.50 Review e-mails; conference with client.
380.00 Complete mark-up of Complaint to reflect Answers of all defendants for use by D. Lombardi.

02/11/10

AND

1.00

175.00

175.00

175.00 Review email communication and research re motion for order to show cause and analyze

02/11/10

DRL

4.50

300.00

1,350.00

02/11/10

SMH

1.90

100.00

190.00

02/12/10

AND

7.60

175.00

1,330.00

02/12/10

DRL

3.20

300.00

960.00

02/12/10

ELM

2.90

155.00

449.50

960.00 Direct paralegal re preparation of materials for use by K. McClure at legislature (.4); direct
associate re work on OTSC (.5); work on OTSC (2.0); emails to Greg Lowe re same (OTSC
and related issues arising during the say (.3).
449.50 Research Idaho and federal law to determine if federal funds for IEN must be appropriated by

02/12/10

JCC

1.70

225.00

382.50

382.50 Review packet of information for Sen. Goedde; draft white paper identifying significance of

02/12/10

SMH

1.40

100.00

140.00

140.00 Research and identify documents for use by K. McClure in meeting with representative of

02/08/10

02/08/10
02/09/10
02/09/10

: 0.00
1,350.00 Meet with Ron Williams and clients, K. McClure and Greg Lowe re IEN (1.5); work on brief
and analysis (2.0); review E-Rate analysis by associate (1.0).
325.50 Outline findings on likelihood that State violated federal E-Rate regulations; report findings to
partners.
Conference with G. Lowe, David Lombardi, R. Williams, et al.
Follow up with FCC regarding status of pending FOIA request.
Work on OTSC brief.
Outline memo regarding federal E-Rate regulations and where state may and may not ha
violated federal statute; begin drafting memo.
170.50 Continue drafting memo regarding federal regulations governing E-Rate and where state may
or may not have violated federal regulation.
420.00 Create illustration of geographic distribution of Idaho statewide contract vendors for review by
D. Lombardi; modify spreadsheet of statewide contracts to include geographic information;
begin mark-ups of Complaint to reflect the Answers of each of the defendants.

525.00
20.00
600.00
511.50

have violated it; revise memo; report findings to partners.

related issues.

1.90

1,350.00 Second telephone conference with Merlyn Clark re Kreisenback asked us to contact Meli
and related issues (.3); email to all re same (.2); work on OTSC issues (4.0).
0.00 Research and identify documents for review in preparation for drafting opposition to motion to1
dismiss.

1,330.00 Office conferences with D. Lombardi to discuss strategy for motion for order to show cause
and necessary research (1.6); draft OTSC brief and research related caselaw (6.0).

Idaho Legislature.
packet; deliver to Sen. Goedde.
Governor's Office.
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Note: Time entries that have been:adjusted are highlighted in Y-ellow.

FEES
Date
02/15/10

ID

AND

Hours
7.10

Adjusted
Hours

Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,242.50

02/16/10

AND.

8.00

175.00

1,400.00

02/16/10
02/16/10

DRL
ELM

4.00
4.30

300.00
155.00

1,200.00
666.50

02/16/10

ELM

1.50

155.00

232.50

02/16/10

JCC

1.50

225.00

337.50

02/16/10

SMH

0.70

100.00

70.00

02/17/10

AND

4.30

175.00

752.50

02/17/10

DRL

2.00

300.00

600.00

02/17/10

ELM

2.70

2.70

155.00

418.50

02/17/10

ELM

0.40

0.40

155.00

62.00

02/18/10

AND

4.00

175.00

700.00

02/18/10

DRL

2.30

300.00

690.00

02/19/10
02/19/10

AND
DRL

4.50
3.00

[02/19/10=ELM

: 0.20

175.00
300.00
155.00

787.50
900.00
31:00

02/19/10

SMH

1.10

100.00

110.00

02/21/10

DRL

5.00

300.00

1,500.00

02/21/10

KRM

1.00

350.00

350.00

02/22/10

AND

7.20

175.00

1,260.00

1.50

0.20

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,242.50 Review legislative history of multiple bid awards (.5); review RFP and ENA and Qwest
proposals (1.0); research caselaw re statutory construction and timing of written
determination (1.0); research waste as grounds for preliminarily injunction (1.5); draft OTSC
brief (3.1 ).
1,400.00 Draft OTSC brief (5); office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss research and strategy
(2.3); revise OTSC brief (.7).
1,200.00 Work on OTSC brief.
666.50 Draft memorandum regarding Department of Administration's lack of authority to expend
federal E-Rate funds without state appropriation.
0.00 ReaEI b>efeAElaAt's MetioA to b>ismiss Go1:mts FOl:IF aAEI Fii.•e; make Rotes feF MotioA iA
G@.J:lOSitioA to b>efeAElaAt's MotioA to b>isFAiss.
337.50 Conference with counsel regarding effect of litigation on E-Rate designation and
representations made to Universal Services Corporation.
70.00 Review statewide contracts to determine years in effect; summarize findings of same for D.
Lombardi.
752.50 Office conference with E. McClure to discuss research issues re motion to dismiss (.4); office
conference with E. McClure and D. Lombardi to discuss OTSC brief(.2); draft OTSC brief
(3.7).
600.00 Conference with Amber Dina re further research and drafting on OTSC (.5); telephone
conference with Greg Lowe re analysis (.2); work on and edit draft brief (1.3).
0.00 Re FeaEI b>efeAElaAt's MotioA to b>isFAiss; Fe FeaEI GoFAJ:)laiAt; make Rotes to EIFaft 1=21aiAtiff!s
G1=11:1ositioA to b>efeAElaAt's MotioA to b>isFAiss; offise GOAfeFeAGe.
0.00 BegiA rnseamh foF G1:11:1ositiOA to b)efeAElaAt's MotiOA to rnsFAiSS, foGl:ISiAg OA appliGatioA of
feEleFal law iA state so1:1Ft.
700.00 Research and analyze standing issues (.5); research legal support for state contracts being
void if outside statutory authority (.5); draft OTSC brief (3.0).
690.00 Review draft brief and direct associate re revisions (.5); review subsequent draft, indicate
areas for affidavit support and outline afffidavit of Greg Lowe (1.0); telephone conference
with Greg Lowe to rview points for affidavit (.8).
787.50 Review and edit G. Lowe affidavit and OTSC brief and draft S. Heneise affidavit.
900.00 Work on analysis and drafting of brief on Motion for OTSC.
: 0.00 GoAtiAl:le FeseaFGhiAg feF G1:11:1ositioA~to b)efeAElaAt's M7ioA to b>ismi~~feGl:ISi~ OA Gases
DefeAdaAt sites to arg1:1e federal law sho1:1IEI be 1:1sed iA state so1:1Ft.
110.00 Research and determine whether joint price proposal exists in our document database as
requested by D. Lombardi; retrieve and review State Archive database system to identify
whether archive database exists for DOA; telephone conference with archivist regarding
same; research state requirements for DOA retention of documents at State Archive; provide
summary of research to D. Lombardi.
1,500.00 Work on finalizing Memo on OTSC and email same to client, (4.6); KRM, JCC & AND (.2);
receive and review comments from client and KRM (.2).
350.00 Review Memorandum and Affidavit of G. Lowe; comments to D. Lombardi and G. Lowe re:
same.
1,260.00 Edit and revise OTSC brief and supporting affidavits.
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Date
02/22/10

02/22/10
[ 02/22/10
02/22/10
02/23/10
02/23/10
02/23/10

Adjusted
Amount
Description
1,410.00 Complete affidavits and memorandum re Motion for OTSC (3.0 ); telephone conferences and
meet with Greg Lowe re his affidavit and where the process goes from here (1.0); telephone
conference with Merlyn Clark re discovery and related issues (.2); recveived 2 letters and call
to Phil Oberrecht re discovery and OTSC and related ENA issues and email to Greg lowe re
same (.5).
ELM
1.20
155.00
186.00
186.00 Edit Plaintiff's Motion to Show Cause for grammatical errors, typos and substantive clarity.
155.00
279.00
O.OO~Continue research for Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss; outline argument thats~
1~80 : =1.80
E~M
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . : . : : l a : . : . \ ! . : . . . . 's::.:h.:.::o:..=u::.:ld:..b::..:e::...::Japplied rather than federal law.
_____j
0.50
350.00
175.00
175.00 Emails from and to D. Lombardi and G. Lowe re: Affidavit revisions; conference with D.
KRM
Lombardi re: same.
1.10
192.50 Edit OTSC brief and affidavits and coordinate filing same with court (.8); discuss strategy
175.00
192.50
AND
issues with E. McClure (.3).
180.00 Finalize and direct filing of Motion for OTSC.
DRL
0.60
300.00
180.00
ELM
10.00
155.00
1,550.00
10.00
0.00 Draft portion of Opposition to Motion to Dismiss arguing federal case law shou: Id n;ot be
applied to this case in state court; continue research regarding tortious interferense with
contract; outline argument that Count Four should not be dismissed; begin drafting section

ID
DRL

=:

Hours
4.70

Adjusted
Hours

Note:'Time:entries)ha(have been:adjusted are highlighted in y_-=e=llo=w=.,__ _...

Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
1,410.00

j

----------------..J

------------------------------.=-:.,~ar~g~u!':in~g~C~o~u~n~t!'.F~o~ur~s=!!:h~o~u~ld~n~o:l!t~b~e~d~is~m~i~ss~e~d~.
02/23/10 SMH
0.30
100.00
30.00
30.00 Review and sign Affidavit in preparation for filing.
'-;-;c;---o-:-~--;------;---=--:-=--02/24/10 ELM
10.80
10.80
155.00
1,674.00
0.00 Review complaint Count Five and Defendant's Motion to Dismiss concerning Count Five;
outline and draft section of Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss on Count Five
tortious interference with prospective oconomic advantage.
0.00 Review and edit opposition to motion to dismiss (1.1 ); office conference with E. McClure to
02/25/10 AND
3.30
3.30
577.50
175.00
discuss revisions to and research for opposition (.7); draft portion of opposition re Syringa's
------------------------------ec-'---o'-n-'o-'---m-'---ic.:....:..:.in_te_r..c...e.c..st:.cic..:..n..:c.th-'--'e'--1'-=E-N_a=··-'---"a=r...:.:...,d( 1 . 5 ) ' - ' - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 240.00 Conference with associate re response to Motion to Dismiss (.4); emails and telephone
02/25/10 DRL
0.80
300.00
240.00
conference with Steve Thomas, counsel for Qwest re discovery responses and OTSC (.4).
02/25/10 ELM
2.80
2.80
155.00
434.00
0.00 Complete drafting section of Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss regarding tortious
interference with contract.
02/25/10 ELM
0.70
0.70
108.50
0.00 Re read Complaint, re read Defendant's Motion to Dismiss; revise draft Opposition to Mc.
155.00
to Dismiss.
02/25/10 SMH
0.20
100.00
20.00
20.00 Telephone conference with Hawley Troxell paralegal regarding documents produced by
DOA.
665.00 Office conference with D. Lombardi and S. Heinese re document review strategy (.5); review
02/26/10 AND
3.80
175.00
665.00
documents produced by DOA through public records request (3.3).
~~-=:.:..:.:...--..:0,:.:.2=.:0:::.--~0.=2:.:,:0
_ _ : 155.00
-::0:.:.:.0~0=--==D.:.::i
s=--=c-=-us::.:s:..d:::.:r:..::a:.:..:ftc..=..Oeposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss with co.7."11-ea_g_u_e_;-m-a--:-k-e~c.,..h-an_g_e_s-.--.
[ 02/26/10
=ELM
31.00::
02/26/10 SMH
100.00
160.00
1.60
160.00 Strategy conference with A.· Dina and D. Lombardi regarding document database and
research; revise doc~ment database pursuant to discussion.
5.30
927.50
927.50 DOA document review.
02/27/10 AND
175.00
2.00
350.00 DOA document review.
03/01/10 AND
175.00
350.00
1.50
450.00
450.00 Review letters from M. Clark re settlement and contact with state officials and forward to K.
03/01/10 DRL
300.00
McClure and J. Chou (.2); conference with Greg Lowe, Charlie Creason, K. McClure, J. Chou
and Molly Steckel re meeting with legislative leadership at 2:30 (1.0); draft letter response to
M. Clark re asserted prohibition against communicating with "State Officials" (.3).

-..:..:=~----=:...:...:.:::.::----:
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FEES

Adjusted
Amount
Description
0.00 Begin revising draf.t Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Counts Four and Five;
0.00 Continue revising Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss; amend citations to
si,>ecifically reference Complaint.
870.00 Conference with G. Lowe, K. McClure, J. Chou and Charlie Creason re meeting at request of
870.00
2.90
300.00
03/02/10 DRL
Legislative leadership (.3); call and email to M. Clark and telephone conference with Steve
Schossberger re same (1.0); follow up with K. McClure and others re same (1.0); calls to G.
Schroeder and T. Lukens re acting as mediators (.4); telephone conference with Merlyn Clark
(.2).
--o-=-3-:10-=-2...,.,1-o--=E=-L-M----3-_5.,--0___
3_-5_0___1_5=5=--.o=--o=-----=5-4:-::-2-.5=-=o,__ _--=o~.o=-=o=---='rns·-c-u-ss-=P::-la-:--in-:-cti=ff'=-s~O=-p-p-o-s-:-:-iti:-o-n~to--=-M::-o-:ti-on~to-D=-=-is-m..,.is-s-\-.,,i=th-pa-rt-n-e-r;-r-e-se-a-r-ch,_a_nd..,...,...id.,..e-n-:tifi-=-J-=f:-u-rth=-e-r-]
Date
03/01/10
03/01/10

ID
ELM
ELM

Hours
0.90
2.00

Adjusted
Hours
0.90
2.00

Rate
155.00
155.00

Original
Amount
139.50
310.00

citations and add to federal law/state law paragraph; make additional revisions to facts
section.
03/02/10 JCC
3.70
225.00
832.50
832.50 Meeting with client regarding settlement; conference with legislature regarding settlemenl
--o-=-3-,o-=-2-,1-0-:-=~A.~-N-=D--~---:-~~2-.:3-o--2-_-3..,.0___1-,--7-5-.o=--oc-----4,.-0-2-.5--=o----_.-:o-.o=-=o=--~=E-=-di=---t-opposition to motforitodismiss and discuss revisions with E. McClure(.9); DOA
]
[
..
~---~--~-~~...-~~---~~-~-...~~-~~~~---......- - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ -......~----~--'-'-do_;,_c_u_m_e:..:..nc..:.t.:..re_\_'ie_v~'(,1.4)c.·~~-------~----~----------~~~----~_......__..............___._
03/03/1 O DRL
1.20
300.00
360.00
360.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re new information concerning Gwartney and
approach to mediation (.3); complete review of response to Motion to Dismiss and direct
associate re same (.5); calls to M. Clark and P. Oberrecht (.2); telephone conference with
office of Mediator T. Lukens (.2).
0.00 Continue revisions to workingd·ra--f.t-o_f_O~p-p_o_s-iti_o_n-to-Q-.,,-,e-st-·s-~-A-ot-io_n_t_o~D-i-sm-is_s_;-di-s-cu_s_s_\_•,i-th155.00
790.50
03/03/10 ELM
5.10
5.10
partners; make final revisions, including adding citations to state/federal law paragraph and
changing formatting; file Opposition.
0.00 Review and re 11iew memorandum in opposition to motion to dismiss; conference with co
225.00
945.00
03/03/10 JCC
4.20
4.20
counsel regarding memorandum; review and research documents regarding motion to
dismiss.
20.00 Telephone conference with Hall Farley paralegal regarding DOA documents.
100.00
20.00
0.20
03/03/10 SMH
980.00 DOA document review.
980.00
175.00
03/04/10 AND
5.60
900.00 Work on terms for mediation and related issues (1.0); review multiple emails re ongoing
900.00
300.00
03/04/10 DRL
3.00
issues and continue work on case (2.0).
1,225.00
1,225.00 DOA document review.
7.00
175.00
03/05/10 AND
150.00 Receive and review emails re mediation (.3); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re status
150.00
300.00
0.50
03/05/10 DRL
(.2).
945.00
Finalize DOA document review and discuss same with S. Heneise and D. Lombardi (5.2);
997.50
175.00
03/08/10 AND
5.70
0.30
scheduling conference call (.2); review Qwest reply brief in support of motion to dismiss (.3).
03/08/10

DRL

3.10

300.00

930.00

930.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re listening in to status conference, redraft M. Clark
Stipulation to Mediate and email with request for comments to all (.6); participate in status
conference (.5); extensive follow up and negotiation concerning stipulation to mediate and

related issues (2.0)=-.----:---=-:-=-::c---=--:---==---=--:---=--c-:---:---=:-:--:----=--,--,
-=o-=-31-:::o-=-a,-:-:1-=o-=E:-:LM=-=---":"1.-=9'='0---="1.-=9-=-o---1=-=5=-=5:'":.0:--::0:----2=-:9=--4-=-_5=::o=----=o-::.O:--::O:-;R="e-a-d;-;D="e-;f:-en-El-;-ant'sReply to Plaintiff's Opposition te DefenElant's Motion to Dismiss and review]'
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss to determine whether there is any
merit to Defendant's Reply; begin preparatien fer eral argument en Defendant's Motion te
DisFHiss with partner; begin researching 12(b)(€i) standarEI for drawing inferences from fasts
---------------------------~a::.::l~l:.::ie~g~eEl§!::.:--------------------------.......l
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Note: Time:entries)hat have been:adjusted are highlighted in }!ellow.

J

FEES
Date

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

03/08/10

SMH

0.60

100.00

60.00

03/09/10

DRL

3.30

300.00

990.00

03/09/10

ELM

3.80

3.80

155.00

589.00

03/09/10
03/10/10

JCC

AND

0.70
0.30

0.70
0.30

225.00
175.00

157.50
52.50

03/10/10

DRL

3.80

300.00

1,140.00

03/10/10

ELM

1.80

155.00

279.00

03/11/10

AND

3.40

175.00

595.00

03/11/10

DRL

3.00

300.00

900.00

03/11/10

ELM

0.50

155.00

77.50

03/11/10
03/12/10

KRM
AND

1.50
3.70

350.00
175.00

525.00
647.50

03/12/10

DRL

5.60

300.00

1,680.00

[ 03/12/10 ~ ELM

0:20

155:00

31.00

03/12/10

JCC

1.40

225.00

315.00

03/12/10

SMH

6.00

100.00

600.00

03/13/10

AND
AND

6.90
0.20
4.00
1.50

175.00
175.00
300.00
350.00

1,207.50
35.00
1,200.00
525.00

03/14/10
03/14/10
03/14/10

DRL

KRM

1.80

~

0.20

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

60.00 Telephone conferences with vendor regarding splitting database costs among parties; draft
letter to Merlyn Clark regarding same and providing disc of DOA documents.
990.00 Work on scheduling mediation and relted issues (.5); prepare for hearing on Motion to
Dismiss (2.8).
0.00 ReseaFsl=l anEI EIFaft mema Fe9aFElin9 stanElaFEI :faF EIFawin9 infeFenses fFam fasts alle9eEI in a
samplaint faF p1:1Fpeses ef ~ ~(eHe) te l=lelp paFtneF pFepaFe faF era I aF91:1ment en Gppesitien te
DefenElant's Metien te Dismiss; Eliss1:1ss witl=l paFtneF.
0.00 GenfeFense witl=l se1:1Asel Fe9aFElin!iJ aF!iJl:IFflents iA FfletieA te ElisFfliss l=leaFiA!iJ.
0.00 rnss1:1ss FfletieA te ElisFfliss l=loaFiA9 aAEI strategy :far FfleEliatieA witl=l E. Msl1:1Fe aAd D.
beFfleaFEli.
1,140.00 Review events in Legislature, including testimony of Melissa Vandenberg and note to
Vandenberg witness file re same (1.0); prepare for hearing on Motion to Dismiss (1.0); atl
hearing on Motion to Dismiss (1.8)
0.00 ReseaFGl=l wl=letl=leF fasts alle!iJed "eA iAfaFFflatieA eF eelief!' aFe tFeated diffeFoAtly ey a se1:1Ft
tl=laA etl=leF fasts; Re>Jiew seFflplaiAt, DefeAElaAt's MetieA te DisFfliss, PlaiAtiff!s GppesitieA te
MetieA te DisFfliss, (;)ofeAElaAt's Reply, GeFflplaiAt, anEI e*l=!ieits attasl=!eEI te G9FflplaiAt in
pFepaFatieA faF eral aF!iJl:IFflOAt eA MetieA te rnsFfliss; atteAEI l=!eaFin9 eA Ffletien te ElisFfliss.
595.00 Analyze issues and email communication re mediation and discuss and form strategy for
document organization (1.5); discuss mediation strategy with D. Lombardi and K. McClure
(1.9).
900.00 Follow emails and news regarding JFAC consideration of IEN budget and begin organization
of issues and needs in preparation for mediation.
77.50 Phone call with partner regarding definition of "lowest responsible bid"; research definition;
email definition to partner; report to partner on Motion to Dismiss hearing.
525.00 Conference with D. Lombardi and A. Dina re: mediation strategy.
647.50 Meet with D. Lombardi and S. Heneise to discuss document database organization (.9);
telephone conference with C. Yukins (.1 ); discuss and analyze issues related to mediation
with D. Lombardi (.7); review documents, prepare exhibits to mediation statement, and be ·
drafting mediation statement (2.0).
1,680.00 Meeting with A. Dina and S. Heneise re document organization and administrative
management of litigation (1.0): work on flow charts re SBPO's, forward for review and revise
(3.5); review and revise mediation exhibit package and arrange for transmission to mediator
(.6); prepare for mediation (1.5).
0 :00: R~searst:i KA~wleEl9e ele_FfleAt :far tertie1:1s iAterfereAee witl=I eaAtrast aAEI tartia1:1s iAterfeFeAG~]
w1tl=! Ji>Fespeetr,e eeenem1e aEl¥aAta!iJe.
315.00 Conference with client regarding mediation strategy; review correspondences regarding
litigation.
600.00 Conference with D. Lombardi and A. Dina regarding management of key documents and
litigation strategy; pull documents to be provided to mediator in preparation for mediation;
create key documents binders for use by D. Lombardi and A. Dina per A. Dina review.
1,207.50 Draft mediation statement.
35.00 Telephone conference with D. Lombardi re mediation statement.
1,200.00 Work on mediation statement and case analysis.
525.00 Review and comment on mediation statement; conference with D. Lombardi
re: same.
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]

FEES
Date
03/14/10
03/15/10

ID
SMH
AND

Hours
2.00
5.40

03/15/10

DRL

3.20

03/15/10

ELM

0.60

Adjusted
Hours

0.60

Rate
100.00
175.00

Original
Amount
200.00
945.00

300.00

960.00

155.00

93.00

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

200.00 Begin uploading key document into Case Notebook in preparation for mediation.
945.00 Edit and revise mediation statement and conferences with D. Lombardi re same (5.1 );
telephone conferences with C. Yukins (.3).
960.00 Communicate with Chris Yukins re report and get signed copy (.2); work on mediation
statement and mediation preparation (3.0)
0.00 ReseaFGR kAewleEl§e eleA:ieAt ef teFtie1:1s iAteFfeFeAee witl:l eeAtFaet aAEI teFtie1:1s iAteFfeFeAee
witl:l prnspeetive eeeAeA:iie aElvaAta§e; FepeFt pFeliA:iiAal)' rns1:1lts te paFtAeF; rneeive foFtheF
iAStFl:IGtieAS.

03/15/10

SMH

3.40

100.00

340.00

340.00 Research Syringa pricing information per A. Dina; continue uploading key documents into

03/16/10

AND

1.60

175.00

280.00

280.00 Review email communication and report from C. Yukins (.3); discuss mediation and discovel"'

Case Notebook in preparation for mediation.

03/16/10
03/16/10

DRL
DRL

0.30
2.30

03/16/10

ELM

3.80

03/16/10

SMH

03/17/10

AND

strategy with D. Lombardi (.4); analyze issues and edit flow charts in preparation for
mediation (.5); analyze issue re discovery (.2); watch PBS news clips re Syringa litigation ana
JFAC (.2).
90.00 Review C. Yukins revised report and email asking for signature (.3).
690.00 Meet with A. Dina re tasks 1) in preparation for mediation and 2) preparation of second
installment of written discovery for the day after mediation (.4); emails to C. Creason and G.
Lowe re mediation and related issues (.6); Review C. Yukins revised report and email asking
for signature (.3); prepare for mediation (1.0).
0.00 j;:iAish FeseaFehiA§ staAElaFEI WF satisfyiA§ kAewleEl€)9 eleA:ieAt WF teFti9l:IS iAteFfeFeAG9 witR
eeAtFaet aAEI teFtie1:1s iAteFfeFeAee •Nith pFespeetii.•e eeeAeA:iie aEl•JaAta§e; e1:1tliAe A:ieA:ie; EIFaft
meme; watel:l 12BS Aews slips Fe!iJaFEliA§ le§islative aAEI p1:1elie peFeeptieA ef SyFiA§a's ease.

300.00
300.00

90.00
690.00

155.00

589.00

3.60

100.00

360.00

360.00 Research and identify master scoring sheet for use by J. Chou; research and identify scoring
sheets indicating Syringa as bidder for use by J. Chou; continue uploading key documents

5.50

175.00

962.50

962.50 Discuss and analyze issues in preparation for mediation (.5); review legislative history of
Idaho Code that states purchasing contracts made in violation of code are void (1.0 ); revi

3.80

into Case Notebook in preparation for mediation.

03/17/10
03/17/10

DRL
KRM
SMH

3.00

300.00

900.00

0.75
12.30

350.00
100.00

262.50
1,230.00

03/18/10
03/18/10

AND
DRL
ELM

11.00
11.00
11.00

175.00
300.00

1,925.00
3,300.00

03/19/10

AND

3.50

175.00

03/17/10

03/18/10

0.00

900.00
262.50
1,230.00

0.00

1,925.00
3,300.00
0.00

612.50

612.50

and analyze DOA mediation statement and cited law including standing analysis in
preparation for mediation (4.0).
Work on legal and factual analysis and mediation preparation.
Conference with D. Lombardi re: mediation preparation.
Identify members of evaluation team for use by J. Chou; research and identify references to
evaluation team recommendations for use by D. Lombardi in preparation for mediation;
complete uploading key documents to Case Notebook in preparation for mediation.
Attend mediation.
Attend mediation.
Attend Mediation between Syringa and Qwest, DOA, and ENA; take notes; learn details of
case for later reference; learn strengths of our case; learn areas in which more research is
necessary and why from perspective of mediator.
Discuss and analyze issues re mediation (.5); review and analyze DOA briefing on summary
judgment and research caselaw related to standing issues (2.5); review Idaho code and
research caselaw re public attorney general doctrine and standing (.5).
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FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
787.50

0.70
0.30

300.00
155.00

210.00
46.50

DRL

3.40
1.40

175.00
300.00

595.00
420.00

03/23/10

ELM

3.20

155.00

496.00

03/24/10

AND

3.80

175.00

665.00

. 03/24/10

DRL

2.70

300.00

810.00

03/25/10

AND

1.50

175.00

262.50

03/25/10
03/25/10

DRL
ELM

0.20
0.30

300.00
155.00

60.00
46.50

03/26/10

AND

5.40

175.00

945.00

03/26/10

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

03/29/10
03/29/10

AND
DRL

8.00
0.20

175.00
300.00

1,400.00
60.00

03/30/10

AND

7.50

175.00

1,312.50

03/30/10
03/30/10

DRL
SMH

1.50
0.70

300.00
100.00

450.00
70.00

03/31/10

AND

3.00

175.00

525.00

Date
03/22/10

ID

AND

Hours
4.50

03/22/10
03/22/10

DRL
ELM

03/23/10
03/23/10

AND

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
787.50 Review and analyze DOA opposition to OTSC briefing and summary judgment briefing and
outline research and briefing strategy in response.
210.00 Begin review of State briefing in opposition to OTSC.
46.50 Discuss questions raised in summary judgment motion and response to motion to show
cause; consider other upcoming research projects; discuss potential routes research on each
could take, and how they could be helpful or harmful to our case; allocate workload; listen to
message from partner relaying directions for research assignment regarding whether state's
attorney enjoys attorney-client privilege with former state employee.
595.00 Draft outline of research issues and analysis for reply OTSC brief.
420.00 Review Qwest responses to discovery and letter to counsel for Qwest asking for documents
they said they would produce (.4).telephone conference with mediator re list of schools
should be coming directly from Qwest and follow up to mediation (.3); dictate and note
discovery ideas (.3); email from M. Clark re date for MSJ and respond (.2); direct AND re
isssues on briefing (.2).
496.00 Research whether attorney client privilege applies to communication between state attorney
and former client regarding facts relevant to this case; discuss with partner for clarification.
665.00 Office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss reply brief strategy (1.5); review and analyze
hot docs to prove specific elements in complaint (1.1 ); research and analyze issues re reply
brief (1.2).
810.00 Complete review of DOA response to Motion for OTSC (.5); conference with A. Dina
developing response to DOA position (1.7); telephone conference with P. Oberrecht re
document production and ENA position re OTSC (.3); telephone conference with mediator
(.2).
262.50 Review documents produced by DOA and organize computer database to link documents to
key facts and issues (.5); research and analyze issues re OTSC reply (1.0).
60.00 Voicemail to Merlyn Clark re need to have numbered documents for Little affidavit.
46.50 Research Idaho statutes regarding corporate counsel privilege searching for precedent to
assist in obtaining information from state attorney regarding July conversation with Mike
Gwartney.
945.00 Review documents produced by DOA and organize computer database to link documents to
key facts and issues.
300.00 Review Qwest's discovry responses and letter to Greg Lowe re same (.8); telephone
conference with Phil Oberrecht re discovery and protective order (.2).
1,400.00 Draft discovery (1.0); draft OTSC reply brief (7.0).
60.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re plans against ENA (.2); follow up with A. Dina re
reply in support of OTSC (.1 ).
1,312.50 Research caselaw re standing, third-party beneficiaries, agreements to agree and multiple
other issues and draft reply brief (6.0); office conference with D. Lombardi to discuss reply
brief strategy (1.5).
450.00 work on analysis and conference with A. Dina re Reply in support of OTSC.
70.00 Telephone conferences with David Brown and Julie Shipley regarding document
management issues; electronic correspondence regarding same.
525.00 Draft OTSC reply brief.
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FEES
Rate
175.00
300.00

Original
Amount
1,137.50
300.00

2.30

100.00

230.00

AND
AND
DRL
AND

7.70
7.50
2.00
7.60

175.00
175.00
300.00
175.00

1,347.50
1,312.50
600.00
1,330.00

04/05/10
04/06/10

ELM
AND

0.70
3.30

160.00
175.00

112.00
577.50

04/06/10
04/06/10

DRL
SMH

0.30
0.50

300.00
100.00

90.00
50.00

04/07/10

AND

0.50

175.00

87.50

04/07/10

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

04/08/10

AND

4.00

175.00

700.00

04/08/10
04/08/10

DRL
JCC

0.30
2.30

300.00
225.00

90.00
517.50

04/09/10

AND

7.20

175.00

1,260.00

04/09/10

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

04/09/10

JCC

2.80

225.00

630.00

04/09/10
04/10/10
04/11/10

SMH
SMH
SMH

6.30
0.30
2.30

100.00
100.00
100.00

630.00
30.00
230.00

Date
04/01/10
04/01/10

ID
AND
DRL

Hours
6.50
1.00

04/01/10

SMH

04/02/10
04/03/10
04/04/10
04/05/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,137.50 Draft OTSC reply brief.
300.00 Review HB727 and email to J. Chou re same (.3); review A. Dina first draft of introduction
and follow up telephone conference re same (.7).
230.00 Conference with David Brown (HTEH), Julie Shipley (Hall Farley), and Shane Sawyer
(Ascensio) regarding strategy for cost sharing, process, and management of future document
productions; draft summary of meeting identifying issues for resolution for review by D.
Lombardi.
1,347.50 Draft OTSC reply brief.
1,312.50 Draft OTSC reply brief and opposition to motion to file over length brief.
600.00 Review and edit reply brief re OTSC.
1,330.00 Discuss OTSC reply brief with D. Lombardi (1.0); finalize reply brief (6.4). review DOA
discovery responses (.2).
112.00 Edit Reply to Motion to Show Cause in preparation for filing.
577.50 Discuss and analyze issues related to discovery (.3); review documents produced by Qwest
(3.0).
90.00 Receive and review email from M. Clark refusing to allow discovery under Rule 56(f).
50.00 Receive and review DOA and ENA discovery responses and correspondence from Hall
Farley regarding document management procedures.
87.50 Discuss and analyze issues related to OTSC hearing, filing rule 56(f) motion and filing
opposition to Qwest joinder.
90.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re status, email exchange with M. Clark re 56(f)
Motion and discovery (.2); circulate M. Clark email string (.1 ).
700.00 Review documents and discuss issues in preparation for OTSC hearing (1.0); review motion
to strike and motion to shorten time filed by DOA and research related issues (3.0).
90.00 Work on rescheduling status conference.
517.50 Conference with counsel regarding order to show cause hearing; review motion by opposing
party opposing order to show cause and alternative conversation to preliminary injunction
hearing; review Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding show cause and preliminary
injunctions; review memo in support of motion to show cause.
1,260.00 Draft objection to DOA motion to strike and objection to Qwest joinder in DOA opposition
(5.0); review documents to designate as exhibits for hearing power point (.6); research case
law related to same or similar argument and multiple awards in other states (1.6).
180.00 Receive and briefly review state motion to strike Syringa Motion for OTSC and direct
associate re response (.6).
630.00 Review opposition to motion to show cause; review State's memo in support of summary
judgment.
630.00 Begin creating PowerPoint presentation for use at OSC.
30.00 Revise Powerpoint presentation for hearing on Order to Show Cause.
230.00 Revise PowerPoint presentation for hearing on OSC.
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FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,067.50

1.80

300.00

540.00

ELM

0.20

160.00

32.00

04/12/10
04/13/10

SMH

AND

2.20
5.00

100.00
175.00

220.00
875.00

04/13/10
04/13/10

DRL
SMH

4.00
4.30

300.00
100.00

1,200.00
430.00

04/14/10

AND

2.00

175.00

350.00

04/15/10

AND

5.00

175.00

875.00

04/15/10

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

04/15/10

ELM

1.00

160.00

160.00

04/15/10

JCC

2.30

225.00

517.50

04/16/10
04/19/10

JCC

AND

2.60
3.20

225.00
175.00

585.00
560.00

04/20/10

AND

3.00

175.00

525.00

04/20/10

DRL

2.30

300.00

690.00

04/21/10
04/21/10

AND

8.00
0.90

175.00
160.00

1,400.00
144.00

Date
04/12/10

ID

AND

Hours
6.10

04/12/10

DRL

04/12/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
1,067.50 Discuss and assist with exhibits for oral argument (.4); draft rule 56(f) motion to continue
summary judgment hearing and supporting memorandum and affidavit of counsel (2.6);
review DOA response re motion to strike and research related law for oral argument (1.4);
discuss oral argument strategy with D. Lombardi (.6); reseach case law re bond amount and
whether injunction is a legal excuse for non-performance of contract (1.1 ).
540.00 Review first draft powerpoint and revise in preparation for hearing (.5); review most recent
DOA brief (.3); prepare for hearing (1.0).
32.00 Discuss burden of proof for motion to show cause in contrast to motion for preliminary
injunction with A. Dina and potential arguments in preparation for hearing on Motion to Show
Cause; search for 2004 version of IRCP 6(c).
220.00 Revise presentation per comments from D. Lombardi and A. Dina.
875.00 Meet with D. Lombardi to discuss strategy for oral argument and analyze related issues (1
assist with preparing power point presentation (.5); review caselaw related to bond amount
and irreparable injury (1.5); attend oral argument on order to show cause (1.5).
1,200.00 Prepare for and argue OTSC.
430.00 Complete revisions to presentation in preparation for hearing; run through presentation with
D. Lombardi and A. Dina in preparation for hearing; revise and finalize presentation for
hearing on OSC; set up equipment and presentation in Courtroom and attend hearing on

osc.

ELM

350.00 Review caselaw regarding issues pertinent to preliminary injunction and opposing motion for
summary judgment.
875.00 Draft rule 56(f) memorandum and supporting affidavit (3.5); work on and discuss deposition
and summary judgment strategy (1.5)
300.00 Work on litigation strategy for depositions and Motion for Summary Judgment defense,
assign deposition responsibility and email to counsel re same.
160.00 Research law regarding attorney-client privilege to determine whether speaking with former
state employee about facts related DOA contracts would be permissible; take notes for
upcoming memo.
517 .50 Strategy conference with counsel regarding discovery depositions; conference with client
regarding discovery; conference with Laura Hill regarding meeting.
585.00 Review files in preparation of discovery.
560.00 Review caselaw re standing (1.5) ; discuss same with J. Chou (.5); research caselaw related
to procurement contracts (1.2).
525.00 Research and review caselaw re standing and other issues for summary judgment
opposition.
690.00 Review emails from M. Clark refusing to allow depositions of evaluators and offering
deposition of Mark Little (.3); Analyze strategy relating to suit following denial of OTSC on
procedural grounds and in light of state position expressed in M. Clark emails (1.0); review
files concerning evaluators, work on scheduling depositions and email to M. Clark re
proposed depositions of evaluators (1.0).
1,400.00 Research standing of joint venture member and standing of subcontractor.
144.00 Work through current arguments that Syringa has standing; discuss relative strengths and
weaknesses with associate; brainstorm potential new avenues and their likely strengths and
weaknesses; strategize about further research to pursue.
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FEES
Rate
225.00
175.00
175.00

Original
Amount
742.50
717.50
122.50

175.00
175.00

437.50
770.00

0.80

225.00

180.00

AND

2.80

175.00

490.00

04/29/10

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

04/30/10
05/03/10

AND
AND

4.00
3.80

175.00
175.00

700.00
665.00

05/03/10

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

05/04/10

AND

3.70

175.00

647.50

05/04/10

DRL

1.60

300.00

480.00

05/04/10

SMH

2.30

100.00

230.00

05/05/10
05/05/10
05/06/10

AND
DRL
AND

3.70
1.30
8.00

0.30

175.00
300.00
175.00

647.50
390.00
1,400.00

05/06/10
05/06/10

CAM
DRL

0.20
0.50

0.20
0.50

250.00
300.00

50.00
150.00

05/06/10

ELM

0.70

0.70

160.00

112.00

05/07/10
05/07/10
05/09/10

AND
DRL
AND

4.20
1.00
6.50

175.00
300.00
175.00

735.00
300.00
1,137.50

Date
04/21/10
04/22/10
04/23/10

ID

JCC
AND
AND

Hours
3.30
4.10
0.70

04/27/10
04/28/10

AND
AND

2.50
4.40

04/28/10

JCC

04/29/10

Adjusted
Hours

3.80

Adjusted
Amount
742.50
717.50
122.50

Descrietion
Review RFP and evaluation materials in preparation of meeting with Steve Wagner.
Research standing (3.5); revise 56(f) motion and related documents (.6).
Coordinate filing rule 56(f) motion and email communication re same (2); review standing
research (.5).
437.50 Research standing and breach of implied contract related to count one of complaint.
105.00 ReseaFGA 9RfeFG9Fl'l9Rt ef teamiR§ a§F99Fl'l9Rt, staRetiR§, imf:)lieet G9RtFaGt GFeateet ey RFP
Sf:)esifisatieRs aRet §eneFal rules relateet te f:)rosuremeRt (3.8); discuss Rule 56(f) motion and
summary judgment research with D. Lombardi (.4); review stipulation re Rule 56(f) motion
proposed by ENA (.2).
180.00 Conference with client regarding update on litigation; conference with counsel regarding
stipulation; review stipulation.
490.00 Telephone conferences with D. Lombardi and S. Schossberger to discuss Rule 56(f)
stipulation and revise stipulation (1.0); begin drafting opposition to motion for summary
judgment and research related caselaw (1.8).
300.00 Review and revise draft stipulation regarding Rule 56(f) motion and summary judgment;
telephone conference with Steve Schossberger re same, negotiate resolution and finalize to
limit hearing on May 25.
700.00 Draft opposition to motion for summary judgment.
665.00 Scheduling conference with court and counsel (.3); draft opposition to motion for summary
judgment (3.5).
300.00 Prepare for status conference and attend telephonic status conference (.8); follow up with
staff re trial date of April 11 and deadline issue re need to move for leave to designate
rebuttal experts (.2).
647.50 Draft opposition to motion for summary judgment (3.2); discuss strategy with D. Lombardi
(.5).
480.00 Review draft brief in opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment (.6); conference with
A. Dina re realigment and revisions to briefing and analysis (.5); call to Phil Oberrecht re
documents promised by ENA have not yet been produced (.2).
230.00 Research document database regarding ENA pricing information; research status of ENA
document production; provide findings to D. Lombardi; upload additional documents into
electronic document database; continue manual coding of electronic database.
647.50 Draft opposition brief (2.2); discuss briefing strategy and revisions with D. Lombardi (1.5).
390.00 Review draft response to MSJ and work session with A. Dina re same.
1,347.50 Telephone conference with C. Yukins (.2); review Order re Qwest motion to dismiss and
discuss same (.3); draft opposition brief (7.5).
0.00 Qffise senfereRGe witl=l A QiRa Fe§aFetiR§ +eamiR§ A§reemeRt.
0.00 Reseive aRet review etesisieR eteRyiR§ Qwest MetieR te rnsmiss aRet email te G. Lewe re

same-:
0.00 Reaet Qistrist Geurt Greter eteRyiR§ Qwest's MetieR te Qismiss GeuRts i;;eur aRet Fi 11e ef
ayFiR§a's Gemf:)laiRt; etissuss eriefly witl=l f:)artReFs; etissuss witl=l assesiate aRet Rete f:)ertieRs efJ
GFeteF tl=lat seulet ee useet iR makiR§ argumeRt fer welimiRaF)' illjuRstieR.
735.00 Draft opposition brief (3.2); office conference with D. Lombardi re brief (1.0).
300.00 Review draft response to DOA MSJ and conferncd with A. Dina re same.
1,137.50 Draft opposition brief.
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FEES
Date
05/10/10
05/10/10
05/10/10

ID

AND
DRL
SMH

Rate
175.00
300.00
100.00

Original
Amount
840.00
600.00
600.00

Adjusted
Amount
840.00
600.00
600.00

5.50
2.70

175.00
300.00

962.50
810.00

962.50
810.00

1.50
0.30
0.10
0.80

160.00
100.00
175.00
300.00

240.00
30.00
17.50
240.00

240.00
30.00
17.50
240.00

0.20
0.60

175.00
300.00

35.00
180.00

Hours
4.80
2.00
6.00

Adjusted
Hours

05/11/10
05/11/10

AND

05/11/10
05/11/10
05/12/10
05/12/10

ELM
SMH

05/14/10
05/14/10

AND

05/14/10
05/17/10

SMH

AND

0.20
4.50

100.00
175.00

20.00
787.50

05/17/10

DRL

0.70

300.00

210.00

05/18/10

AND

2.00

175.00

350.00

05/18/10

DRL

3.90

300.00

1,170.00

05/19/10

AND

0.90

175.00

157.50

05/19/10
05/19/10

DRL

1.00
0.50

300.00
225.00

300.00
112.50

DRL

AND
DRL

DRL

JCC

Descrietion
Draft opposition brief (4.5); discuss revisions with D. Lombardi (.3).
Work on reply to State MSJ and prepare redline of brief re same.
Manual coding of descriptive document information in database in preparation for anticipated
discovery.
Finalize and file opposition brief and Lowe affidavit in support.
Review draft of response to MSJ and edit (1.6); telephone conferences with Greg Lowe re
affidavit (.2); direct associate re preparation of final response (.7); telephone conference with
opposing counsel re no need to re-produce IEN Alliance proposal (.2).
Edit Syringa's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction.
Research information regarding Qwest proposal; provide findings to A. Dina.
Review proposed protective order.
Review Stipulation for Protective Order proposed by defendants and telephone conferenc1
with associate of P. Oberrecht (Leslie Hayes) and email to Greg Lowe re same (.8).

35.00 Review additional terms to RFP from S. Schossberger.
180.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re protective order stipulation and related issues,
including discovery from ENA (.3); receive and review email from S. Schossberger requesting
agreement to file affidavit introducing new evidence into the record and analyze same - wait
until Monday to deny request (.3).
20.00 Receive and review supplemental documents related to RFP.
787.50 Meet with D. Lombardi (.3); review DOA discovery responses and draft letter to DOA counsel
demanding substantive discovery responses (4.2).
210.00 Respond to Schossberger email re supplementing the record, review authority cited in brief
we propose to send to court and counsel re government procurement and direct A. Dina re
analysis of discovery responses from the defendants (.3); review and edit A. Dina draft letter
re discovery responses to reflect the principle that production in response to Public Records
Law does not excuse duties under Rules of Civil Procedure and identifying basis for
requirement of a "privilege log" in IRCP 26(b)(5). (.4).
350.00 Revise letter to DOA counsel re discovery (.4); review issues related to discovery and
protective order (.5); review email communication (.1 ); review and analyze reply brief and
affidavit filed by DOA (1.0).
1,170.00 Work on analysis and edits to Stipulation for Protective Order, call to Greg Lowe re issues on
same and proposed solution and forward draft email to Phil Oberrecht to Greg Lowe for
comment (1.5); telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht (.2); review and edit letter to
counsel for DOA re inadequacy of discovery responses to satisfy meet and confer
requirement (1.0).; brief review of Reply in support of MSJ (. 7); review DOA reply brief in
support of MSJ (.5).
157.50 Analyze issues related to summary judgment (.3); discuss same with D. Lombardi (.4); review
ENA's discovery responses (.2).
300.00 Address MSJ issues.
112.50 Strategy conference and review documents in preparation for oral argument for State's
summary judgment motion.
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]

FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
700.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
700.00 Review ENA and Qwest discovery responses (.5); review motion to strike, research related
issues, and draft opposition (1.0); research whether ENA could be considered a promoter for
the IEN Alliance (.6); review DOA summary judgment reply and cited cases (1.9).

2.40

100.00

240.00

AND

7.50

175.00

1,312.50

05/21/10

DRL

3.50

300.00

1,050.00

05/21/10

SMH

2.30

100.00

230.00

05/22/10

AND

3.80

175.00

665.00

05/22/10
05/23/10
05/24/10

SMH
DRL
AND

1.00
1.20
1.30

100.00
300.00
175.00

100.00
360.00
227.50

05/24/10

DRL

1.80

300.00

540.00

05/25/10

AND

5.00

175.00

875.00

05/25/10

DRL

5.80

300.00

1,740.00

05/25/10

SMH

0.40

100.00

40.00

05/26/10
05/26/10

AND
DRL

1.40
0.50

175.00
300.00

245.00
150.00

240.00 Begin updating Case Notebook with key documents produced by Qwest, additional key facts
and code for issues in preparation for hearing.
1,312.50 Draft opposition to motion to strike (2.5); research and review caselaw related to standing,
DOA privity argument and declaratory relief (3.5); office conferences with D. Lombard to
discuss oral argument strategy (1.5).
1,050.00 Begin preparation for hearing on DOA MSJ and direct associate re response to Motion to
Strike Affidavit of Greg Lowe.
230.00 Continue to research, review, and update Case Notebook with key documents in preparati
for hearing.
665.00 Research caselaw and analyze Idaho Code related to administrative remedies, standing and
tortious interference with contract in preparation for SJ oral argument and draft outline of
research.
100.00 Continue updating Case Notebook with key documents in preparation for hearing.
360.00 Work on argument for MSJ and extensive update email to Greg Lowe re same.
227.50 Draft notice of intent to rely on additional authority (.2); review email communication, discuss
strategy with D. Lombardi re oral argument and organize research for oral argument (.6);
review proposed protective order (.2); review reply in support of DOA's motion to strike and
discuss with D. Lombardi (.3).
540.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe concerning approach to argument on DOA MSJ (.6);
conduct initial review of filings made today by DOA (.5); receive second draft stipulation for
protective order from Phil Oberrecht, note missing language requested 5/18 and call to
Oberrecht re same (.2); work on preparation for hearing (.5).
875.00 Review DOA briefing on motion to strike first Lowe affidavit and draft opposition (2.2); review
argument outline and discuss oral argument strategy with D. Lombardi (1.0); attend oral
argument and conference with G. Lowe re same (1.8).
1,740.00 Prepare for argument on DOA Motion for Summary Judgment (4.0); attend hearing and argue
motion (1.8).
40.00 Electronic correspondence with paralegals from Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley and Hall
Farley Oberrecht & Blanton regarding quality of scanned documents and status of ENA
document production; provide information to D. Lombardi.
245.00 Draft revised protective order and email communication and discussions re same.
150.00 Follow progress on Stipulation for Protective Order and direct associate re revision of same.

05/26/10
06/01/10
06/02/10

SMH
DRL
DRL

5.00
0.10
0.60

100.00
300.00
300.00

500.00
30.00
180.00

06/02/10
06/03/10

JCC

AND

0.40
0.20

225.00
175.00

90.00
35.00

Date
05/20/10

ID

AND

Hours
4.00

05/20/10

SMH

05/21/10

Adjusted
Hours

500.00 Continue to research, review, and update Case Notebook with key documents.
30.00 Receive and reply to emails from mediator Terry Lukins.
180.00 Telephone conference with Molly Steckel re contact from Dean Cameron re request for
meeting by Qwest CEO Jim Schmidt with Syringa (Greg Lowe and Charlie Creason) (.2);
receive email re same, confer with J. Chou re political context and call to Greg Lowe (.4).
90.00 Conference with counsel regarding Qwest contact with Dean Cameron.
35.00 Email communication regarding status of protective order and review related
issues.
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: :1

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
90.00

0.10
0.30

175.00
175.00

17.50
52.50

DRL
AND
AND
SMH
AND

0.20
0.20
0.20
3.00
0.30

300.00
175.00
175.00
100.00
175.00

60.00
35.00
35.00
300.00
52.50

06/16/10

DRL

2.70

300.00

810.00

06/17/10

AND

4.40

175.00

770.00

06/17/10

DRL

2.80

300.00

840.00

06/18/10

AND

1.70

175.00

297.50

06/18/10

DRL

0.50

300.00

150.00

06/21/10

AND

1.50

175.00

262.50

06/21/10

DRL

2.50

300.00

750.00

06/21/10

JCC

0.40

225.00

90.00

06/21/10
06/22/10

SMH

0.20
2.30

100.00
175.00

20.00
402.50

Date
06/03/10

ID
DRL

Hours
0.30

06/07/10
06/08/10

AND
AND

06/08/10
06/09/10
06/14/10
06/14/10
06/16/10

AND

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
90.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe and follow up with Molly Steckel re contact in
response to Dean Cameron request re Jim Schmidt (Qwest CEO) request for meeting
facilitated by Cameron.
17.50 Follow up on status of proposed protective order.
52.50 Telephone conference with ENA counsel re discovery issues and follow up (.2); review email
communication (.1 ).
60.00 Letter to counsel for ENA re discovery.
35.00 Review issues related to status of discovery responses.
35.00 Email communication with ENA counsel regarding status of protective order.
300.00 Continue coding electronic document database in preparation for discovery.
52.50 Review email communication regarding discovery issues and discuss strategy for filing
motions to compel with D. Lombardi.
810.00 Receive and review emails re 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa and details for document
productions (.5); telephone conference with M. Clark re State failure to produce documents
and Syringa unwillingness to wait for decision on State MSJ before filing Motion to Compel
(.2); draft reply to Clark email for purposes of Motion to Compel (.5); work on discovery
issues (1.5).
770.00 Review email communication re discovery issues (.2); draft motion to compel DOA discovery
responses and discuss same with D. Lombardi (4.0); review revised protective order
proposed by Qwest and email re same (.2).
840.00 Follow up email to M. Clark re State response to discovery and Syringa Motion to Compel
(.4); direct A. Dina re Motion to Compel (.3); Review newest version of Stipulation for
Protective Order, note discrepency between paragraph 2 and final paragraph change by
Qwest and agree but note interpretation that would require production and direct A. Dina re
same (.4); receive and review follow up emails (.3); review draft Motion to Compel State
production (.4); work on discovery issues re other defendants (1.0).
297.50 Review email communication re revisions to protective order (.2); finalize and file motion to
compel discovery from DOA (.8); review discovery responses from ENA and Qwest in
preparation for drafting motion to compel (.7).
150.00 Re-review and annotate Stipulation re Protective Order re issues for discussion and call to
Qwest counsel Steve Preferment.
262.50 Review key documents produced by Qwest (.5); Discuss Qwest documents and protective
order issues with D. Lombardi (.3); discuss document organization and related issues with S.
Heneise (.2); review revised protective order and discuss related issues with D. Lombardi.
(.2); analyze issues re filing motion for partial summary judgment (.3).
750.00 Direct associate re Motion to Compel against ENA (hold pending final discussion re
Protective Order (.2); and checking elements for partial summary judgment on second SBPO
(.2); telephone conference with Qwest attorney Steve Preferment re Protective Order (.6);
redraft stipulation for Protective Order (1.5).
90.00 Review draft protective order regarding treatment of confidential information during discovery.
20.00 Conference with A. Dinar regarding hot documents in Case Notebook.
402.50 Discuss discovery strategy with D. Lombardi and research caselaw re premature Rule
002123
30(b)(6) deposition and contention interrogatories.
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FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
240.00

0.60

175.00

105.00

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

06/24/10

AND

0.80

175.00

140.00

06/24/10

DRL

1.90

300.00

570.00

06/24/10
06/25/10

SMH
AND

4.00
3.50

100.00
175.00

400.00
612.50

06/25/10

DRL

1.10

300.00

330.00

06/25/10

SMH

5.30

100.00

530.00

06/28/10

AND

0.40

175.00

70.00

06/29/10
06/30/10

AND
AND

0.50
0.30

175.00
175.00

87.50
52.50

06/30/10

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

07/08/10
07/09/10
07/09/10
07/12/10
07/13/10
07/14/10

SMH
AND
SMH
SMH
AND
SMH

0.20
0.50
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.60

100.00
175.00
100.00
100.00
175.00
100.00

20.00
87.50
20.00
50.00
52.50
60.00

07/15/10

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

Date
06/22/10

ID

DRL

Hours
0.80

06/23/10

AND

06/23/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
240.00 Review and analyze Qwest 30(b}(6) deposition notice and telephone conference with Steve
Preferement re same and Stipulation for Protective Order (.5); update Jeremy Chou and
double check analysis on 30(b)(6) for credibility (.3).
105.00 Review email comunication re 30(b)(6) deposition (.2); review email communication re
protective order and finalize same (.4).
300.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re status, Protective Order, stipulation and consultant
(.3); email to S. Thomas re 30(b}(6) deposition (.3); telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht
re related issues (.2); telephone conference with Steven Perfrement re Protective Order and
30(b)(6) deposition (.2); direct associate re finalizing and draft letter to counsel (.3).
140.00 Discuss strategy with D. Lombardi (.1 ); review letter from Qwest counsel re 30(b)(6) Motion
and review caselaw re Rule 11 (.7).
570.00 Receive letter from Steve Preferment re reason for 30(b}(6) deposition based on failure to
comply with Rule 11 and begin analysis of issue presented (.6); work on meet and confer
letter and issues for motion to compel against ENA (1.3).
400.00 Continue coding electronic document database in preparation for discovery.
612.50 Office conference with D. Lombardi and S. Heneise re document review; research caselaw re
premature 30(b}(6) deposition and ways to challenge a deposition scheduled for improper
purposes.
330.00 Brief research re Rule 11 sanctions (.3); confernce with S. Heneise and A. Dina re document
control and issue categories (.5); direct A. Dina re research on 30(b)(6) issues and Rule 11
(.3).
530.00 Continue coding electronic document database in preparation for discovery; conference with
A. Dina and D. Lombardi regarding status of document management and use of hot
documents in Case Notebook.
70.00 Follow up on issues re obtaining hearing transcript and scheduling hearing on MTC; review .
research related to 30(b}(6) depositions.
87.50 Discuss strategy with D. Lombardi re protective order; review caselaw re same.
52.50 Discuss issues re protective order; review related email; follow up on obtaining copy of
scheduling order.
90.00 Receive email from Greg Lowe re date for decision and respond, including information
concerning hearing on Motion to Compel and probable Motion for Protective Order against
Qwest 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa.
20.00 Telephone conference with vendor regarding Hall Farley request for DOA documents.
87.50 Follow up on issues re outstanding discovery requests.
20.00 Telephone conference with paralegals of opposing counsel regarding DOA documents.
50.00 Update electronic database with newly received DOA documents.
52.50 Email communication and follow up on various discovery related issues.
60.00 Update electronic database with supplemental DOA documents not included in recent
production; electronic correspondence with paralegals regarding DOA documents.
180.00 Call to Phil Oberrecht re ENA failure to respond to produce documents promised in discovery
and failure to return Stipulation for Protective Order (.2); direct associate re Motion for
Protective order re 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa and related issues (.4).
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FEES
Original
Amount
525.00

1.20

300.00

360.00

ELM

2.70

160.00

432.00

07/16/10

KRM

0.25

350.00

87.50

07/18/10

AND

2.20

175.00

385.00

07/18/10

DRL

2.00

300.00

600.00

07/19/10
07/19/10

DRL
ELM

1.00
5.70

300.00
160.00

300.00
912.00

07/19/10

JCC

8.00

225.00

1,800.00

07/19/10
07/19/10
07/20/10

KRM
SMH
DRL

0.75
2.60
1.50

350.00
100.00 .
300.00

07/20/10

ELM

6.90

160.00

1,104.00

07/20/10

JCC

7.00

225.00

1,575.00

07/20/10
07/20/10

KRM
SMH

1.00
1.60

350.00
100.00

350.00
160.00

350.00 Conference with J. Chou; conference with D. Lombardi; both re: reconsideration.
160.00 Receive and review court decision on motion for summary judgment; research and identify
documents for use by J. Chou and E. McClure in drafting motion for reconsideration.

07/21/10

AND

3.20

175.00

560.00

07/21/10

DRL

0.40

300.00

120.00

560.00 Review issues re motion for reconsideration and related drafts; draft memorandum in support
of motion for protective order from 30{b){6) deposition.
120.00 Follow developments on news re Owen mistake and press release from Governor's office
and direct A. Dina re Motion for Protective Order.
002125

ID
AND

Hours
3.00

07/16/10

DRL

07/16/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
525.00 Office conference with D. Lombardi re strategy; draft motion for protective order; review
court's decision on failure to exhaust administrative remedies and analyze related issues.
360.00 Receive decision from Greg Lowe by email, review same, conference with K. McClure and J.
Chou and telephone conference with Greg Lowe.
432.00 Draft Motion for Protective Order; begin drafting detailed outline for memo in support of
protective order.
87.50 Telephone conference with D. Lombardi re: revised decision; email from D. Lombardi re:
same.
385.00 Review issues related to the need to draft a motion for reconsideration; related email
communication; draft memorandum in suppport of motion for protective order.
600.00 Re-read decision in detail, annotate and review transcript of hearing (.7); emails to K.
McClure and Greg Lowe and telephone call to Greg Lowe (.5); extended email to J. Chou
and A. Dina re points for argument (.8).
300.00 Review and develop analysis for Motion to Reconsider with J. Chou (1.0).
912.00 Read Memorandum Decision and Order; review email exchange on same; discuss
assignment with J. Chou; discuss with A. Dina; research legal standard for motion for
reconsideration; draft legal standard section for memorandum in support of motion for
reconsideration; draft Motion for Reconsideration; discuss MOO and Motion with J. Chou;
conduct further research and drafting for legal standard; research whether requirements for
exhaustion of administrative remedies.
1,800.00 Review Memorandum Decision and Order; review case law; review affidavits; conference
with client; conference with counsel; preliminary draft of memo in support of motion for
reconsideration.
262.50 Review revised decision; conference with J. Chou re: reconsideration.
260.00 Update electronic database coding.
450.00 Receive and review letter from Judge Owen re mistake on decision in failing to take 56(f)
agreement into consideration; follow up with K. McClure and others re same and telephone
conference with Cynthia Sewell of idaho Statesman re same (1.0); consider and direct
activity re Motion for Protective Order re Qwest deposition and analysis effect of Judge's
error on Count 2 and Count 3 (.5).
1,104.00 Continue researching exhaustion of administrative remedies; discuss with J. Chou; strategize
potential arguments and uses for affidavits; begin drafting affidavits; review large volume of
discovery to select information for use in affidavits.
1,575.00 Continue draft of memo in support of motion for reconsideration; review letters for affidavits;
draft e-mails to client regarding affidavits; conference with client regarding IEN e-mails.

Rate
175.00

Date
07/16/10

262.50
260.00
450.00
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FEES
Rate
160.00

Original
Amount
912.00

6.50
0.30 ·
8.40

175.00
300.00
160.00

1,137.50
90.00
1,344.00

SMH

1.70

100.00

170.00

07/22/10
07/23/10

TLK
AND

0.50
1.80

100.00
175.00

50.00
315.00

07/23/10
07/23/10

DRL
ELM

0.40
1.40

300.00
160.00

120.00
224.00

07/26/10

AND

1.00

175.00

175.00

07/26/10

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

07/26/10

ELM

0.70

160.00

112.00

07/26/10
07/27/10

JCC

AND

0.40
0.70

225.00
175.00

90.00
122.50

07/27/10
07/27/10

DRL
ELM

0.60
1.60

300.00
160.00

180.00
256.00

07/28/10

AND

2.10

175.00

367.50

07/28/10

DRL

1.50

300.00

450.00

07/28/10

ELM

4.90

160.00

784.00

07/28/10

JCC

3.20

225.00

720.00

07/28/10

KRM

0.75

350.00

262.50

Date
07/21/10

ID
ELM

07/22/10
07/22/10
07/22/10

AND
DRL
ELM

07/22/10

Hours
5.70

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
912.00 Continue drafting affidavits to accompany forthcoming motion, and reviewing discovery for
this purpose.
1,137.50 Finalize protective order brief; draft and edit supporting affidavits.
90.00 Review and edit first draft of Motion for Protective Order (.3).
1,344.00 Complete draft affidavit of Greg Lowe; discuss with J. Chou; draft affidavit of David R.
Lombardi; discuss with A. Dina; locate and attach exhibits to affidavits; make revisions to
both exhibits; discuss with A. Dina; file.
170.00 Telephone conference with paralegal at Hall Farley regarding request for DOA documents;
prepare exhibits to court filing.
50.00 Assist in finalizing documents in order to meet filing deadline.
315.00 Follow up on correcting errors in Lowe affidavit; office conference with D. Lombardi re
strategy; review issues related to motion for protective order.
120.00 Review filings and update email to Greg Lowe.
224.00 Fix errors in affidavit of Greg Lowe; discuss with A. Dina and D. Lombardi; draft and file
Notice of Errata.
175.00 Draft letter to client re C. Yukins bill; discuss litigation strategy with J. Chou; review revised
decision and issues related to motion for reconsideration.
180.00 Receive decision from court and direct staff to forward to Greg Lowe and email to Greg with
summary (.3); telephone conference with Greg following review of inaccurate Statesman
article and follow up with J. Chou (.3).
112.00 Review Court's Substitute Order; discuss with D. Lombardi; prepare Amended affidavit with
exhibits.
90.00 Review and analyze Substitute Memo Decision and Order.
122.50 Review issues re motion for reconsideration; review related email communication; review and
coordinate filing amended third affidavit of G. Lowe.
180.00 Review and analyze IDOA recent filing in opposition to Motion to Compel.
256.00 Revise and prepare Amended Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe and accompanying exhibits for
filing; strategize on motion for reconsideration with J. Chou and A. Dina; discuss
requirements and receive assignment for Response to Motion to Compel.
367.50 Review opposition to motion to compel; research Judge Owen's litigation background; attend
strategy meeting.
450.00 Analyze issues presented by DIOA Motion to Continue and Response to Motion to Compel,
potential Motion for Reconsideration and email to K. McClure, J. Chou, E. McClure and A.
Dina re same in preparation for meeting to divide labor (.5); conference re same and 30(b)(6)
deposition at end of day (10).
784.00 Find Rule for timing of Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel; email exchange regarding
Response to Motion to Continue with strategy on how to proceed with Response; research
and draft Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel; meet with D. Lombardi, K. McClure, J.
Chou, and A. Dina to strategize regarding replies, responses, Motion for Reconsideration,
30(b)(6) depositions and chart course of action.
720.00 Review State's response to motion to compel; review motion for continuance; strategy
meeting with co-counsel and assignments.
262.50 Email from D. Lombardi; conference with D. Lombardi, J. Chou, A. Dina, E. McClure re:
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]

FEES
Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
30.00

0.50

175.00

87.50

ELM

4.10

160.00

656.00

07/30/10

AND

2.50

175.00

437.50

07/30/10

DRL

3.20

300.00

960.00

07/30/10

ELM

5.80

160.00

928.00

07/30/10

JCC

3.80

225.00

855.00

07/30/10

KRM

1.25

350.00

437.50

07/30/10
07/31/10
07/31/10

TLK
AND
JCC

0.20
3.70
4.10

100.00
175.00
225.00

20.00
647.50
922.50

08/01/10
08/02/10

JCC
AND

0.20
4.80

225.00
175.00

45.00
840.00

08/02/10

DRL

4.20

300.00

1,260.00

08/03/10

AND

4.00

175.00

700.00

08/03/10

DRL

4.40

300.00

1,320.00

08/03/10
08/03/10
08/03/10

,ELM
JCC
KRM

0.20
0.30
1.25

160.00
225.00
350.00

32.00
67.50
437.50

Date
07/28/10

ID
TLK

Hours
0.30

07/29/10

AND

07/29/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
30.00 Telephone conference with vendor regarding distribution of documents to Hall Farley and
agreement approving same.
87.50 Review briefing filed by Qwest and DOA re request for protective order; analyze related
issues.
656.00 Finish drafting and revise Reply Memo; review DOA's Motion to Continue; integrate Syringa's,
Response to Motion to continue into Reply Memo; Review DOA's joinder in Qwest's
Opposition to Syringa's Motion for Protective Order.
437.50 Attend group strategy meeting; review Qwest and ENA briefing re protective order; review
case law to support protective order.
960.00 Work on analysis of issues involving Qwest 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa and prepare
compilation of allegations from complaint for use in preparation of witness designeee (2.5);
meet with JCC, ANDand KRM re same (.8).
928.00 Discuss Reply and Response with J. Chou; revise reply and response and attach email
exhibit; review Qwest's opposition to protective order; meet with D. Lombardi, K. McClure, J.
Chou, and A. Dina to discuss Reply and Response and strategize on motion for protective
order, motion for reconsideration, and upcoming hearing; make further revisions to reply and
response; prepare for filing.
855.00 Review Rely and Response for Motion to Continue discovery; strategy conference regarding
pending motions.
437.50 Conference with D. Lombardi re: G. Lowe deposition; conference with J. Chou, A. Dina, and
E. McClure re: tasks; telephone call with G. Lowe and conference with J. Chou re: press
package.
20.00 Telephone call to L. Hays regarding coordination of obtaining documents with Ascensio.
647.50 Draft reply in support of motion for protective order.
922.50 Preliminary draft of press releases; review, and send to consultant for comments; review
comments and conference with consultant; review revisions.
45.00 Revise press release and send comments to consultant.
840.00 Draft reply brief in support of motion for protective order; analyze issues in preparation for
hearing; review calendars produced by DOA; discuss strategy with D. Lombardi.
1,260.00 Review and revise draft of reply in support of Motion for Protective Order(. 7); review
documents and issues for 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa (1.5); meet with Greg Lowe in
preparation for 30(b)(6) deposition and discuss preparation of documents (like provided to C.
Sewell at beginning) to present and use at deposition. (2.0).
700.00 Review supplemental discovery responses produced by DOA; discuss hearing strategy with
D. Lombardi; draft motion for reconsideration; attend hearing on motion to compel and motion
for protective order; discuss litigation strategy with J. Chou and D. Lombardi.
1,320.00 Receive and review three new filings by counsel for DOA in connection with Motion to
Compel and outline argument on same (1.0); review positions of each defendant on Motion
for Protective Order and prepare for argument on same (2.0); argue (1.4).
32.00 Strategize with A. Dina regarding Motion for Reconsideration.
67.50 Conference with co-counsel regarding hearing on discovery issues.
437.50 Conference with G. Lowe re: deposition preparation; email from A. Dina re: motion arguments
and disposition; conference with J. Chou and G. Lowe re: same.
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FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
787.50

0.40

100.00

40.00

DRL
ELM

1.00
1.50

300.00
160.00

300.00
240.00

08/04/10

JCC

3.80

225.00

855.00

08/04/10

TLK

4.70

100.00

470.00

08/05/10

AND

5.80

175.00

1,015.00

08/05/10

DRL

7.50

300.00

2,250.00

08/05/10
08/05/10

ELM
JCC

1.40
1.20

160.00
225.00

224.00
270.00

08/05/10
08/05/10
08/06/10

KRM
AND

0.75
1.50
5.50

350.00
100.00
175.00

262.50
150.00
962.50

08/06/10

DRL

4.00

300.00

1,200.00

08/06/10

ELM

0.70

160.00

112.00

08/06/10
08/06/10

JCC
TLK

7.20
1.40

225.00
100.00

1,620.00
140.00

08/07/10

KRM

3.50

350.00

1,225.00

08/08/10
08/08/10

AND
JCC

1.50
4.00

175.00
225.00

262.50
900.00

08/08/10

KRM

4.50

350.00

1,575.00

08/09/10
08/09/10
08/09/10
08/09/10

AND

0.40
6.00
2.00
1.50

175.00
300.00
300.00
225.00

70.00
1,800.00
600.00
337.50

Date
08/04/10

ID

AND

Hours
4.50

08/04/10

ASB

08/04/10
08/04/10

TLK

DRL
DRL
JCC

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
787.50 Draft objections and notice of designation of Rule 30(b)(6) witness; draft motion for
reconsideration.
40.00 Review electronic database for Outlook Calendars in preparation of J. Chou meeting with
client.
300.00 Complete preparation for 30(b)(6) depositon of Syringa.
240.00 Search discovery for outlook calendars for DOA employees; review and sign deposition
notices for filing.
855.00 Meeting with client in preparation of discovery; draft correspondence to client; review
documents prepared by client and attend strategy conference with client regarding
documents for use during deposition.
470.00 Review database and hard documents re Outlook calendars; prepare Lowe 30(b)(6)
deposition materials; organize documents re same; prepare privilege log re same.
1,015.00 Draft motion for reconsideration; attend court decision re motion to compel; send litigation
group email summary of decision.
2,250.00 Meet with Greg Lowe for final preparation and defend 30(b )(6) deposition of Greg and
representative of Syringa.
224.00 Edit Motion for Reconsideration; discuss and strategize with A. Dina and D. Lombardi.
270.00 Attend meeting with client prior to deposition; conference with client and co-counsel
regarding deposition.
262.50 Conference with J. Chou re: structuring argument on reconsideration brief.
150.00 Additional preparation for 30(b )(6) deposition.
962.50 Draft motion for reconsideration and research related case law; discuss strategy with D.
Lombardi and J. Chou; address issues related to discovery.
1,200.00 Complete deposition of Syringa (3.0); draft additional discovery to defendants, including
discovery of deleted emails, etc. (1.0).
112.00 Strategize with D. Lombardi and A. Dina regarding Motion for reconsideration; discuss
deposition dates and result of deposition of G. Lowe with same and strategize on upcoming
depositions; research definition of "final judgment" and report to D. Lombardi.
1,620.00 Review and revise memo in support of motion for reconsideration.
140.00 Voicemail to Kasey Redlich (Judge Owen's court report) requesting copy of hearing
transcript; upload ENA_PROD001 to database; review database relating to State's recent
production.
1,225.00 Review G. Lowe deposition documents and privilege documents; review affidavits of G. Lowe
and of D. Lombardi; review other documents in file.
262.50 Review email communication and issues re motion for reconsideration; edit motion.
900.00 Review revised outline to be used in memo in support of reconsideration; continue revision of
memo.
1,575.00 Review email and time line history to begin preparation for anticipated deposition; respond to
D. Lombardi re: litigation hold.
70.00 Review draft motion for reconsideration; discuss issues re document review.
1,800.00 Work on Motion for Reconsideraton and follow up on 30(b)(6) depositon of Syringa.
600.00 Begin review of ENA Hot Docs and work on Motion for Reconsideration.
337.50 Continue revision of memo
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FEES
Rate
350.00

Original
Amount
787.50

1.10

175.00

192.50

TLK

2.00
1.30
0.75
0.30

300.00
225.00
350.00
100.00

600.00
292.50
262.50
30.00

08/11/10
08/11/10

AND
JCC

0.30
3.20

175.00
225.00

52.50
720.00

08/11/10

TLK

1.20

100.00

120.00

08/12/10
08/12/10
08/12/10
08/12/10

AND

5.70
5.00
4.10
1.60

175.00
300.00
160.00
225.00

997.50
1,500.00
656.00
360.00

08/13/10
08/13/10
08/13/10
08/13/10
08/16/10
08/16/10

AND

DRL

4.70
1.80
1.10
1.90
0.40
1.20

175.00
160.00
225.00
100.00
175.00
300.00

822.50
288.00
247.50
190.00
70.00
360.00

08/16/10

TLK

0.50

100.00

50.00

08/17/10

AND

3.70

175.00

647.50

08/17/10

DRL

0.90

300.00

270.00

08/18/10

AND

1.20

175.00

210.00

08/18/10

DRL

0.40

300.00

120.00

08/18/10
08/19/10

SMH

0.20
4.50

100.00
175.00

20.00
787.50

Date
08/09/10

KRM

Hours
2.25

08/10/10

AND

08/10/10
08/10/10
08/10/10
08/10/10

DRL
JCC

ID

KRM

DRL
ELM
JCC

ELM
JCC
TLK

AND

AND

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
787.50 Conference with J. Chou; review brief; conference with D. Lombardi and J. Chou re: outline
and presentation of argument; work on salient facts.
192.50 Review and edit motion for reconsideration; discuss related issues and strategy; review
discovery issues.
600.00 Begin review of ENA documents.
292.50 Review and revise second request for production of documents and interrogatories
262.50 Review draft of memorandum; comments to D. Lombardi re: same.
30.00 Multiple voicemails to/from Casey Redlich (Judge Owens' Court Reporter) re transcript
request; email to A. Dina regarding same; coordinate production of blowbacks re DOA005
with vendor.
52.50 Address and discuss discovery issues.
720.00 Draft, review and revise second requests for production to ENA and QWEST; review
correspondence regarding deposition availability.
120.00 Upload recent DOA production (DOA005) to database; coordinate production of hard copies
of same with vendor; organize documents for J. Chou review.
997.50 ENA document review; draft proposed order granting motion to compel.
1,500.00 Complete draft Memorandum re Motion for Reonsideration.
656.00 Review ENA discovery production.
360.00 Due diligence review of documents received from the Department of Administration in
response to request for production.
822.50 Review ENA documents; edit and revise motion for reconsideration.
288.00 Complete ENA discovery document review.
247.50 Review and review memo in support of motion for reconsideration.
190.00 Organize documents received in ENA production.
70.00 Follow up on issues re motion for reconsideration.
360.00 Review J. Chou and A. Dina edits to brief of Motion for Reconsideration memo, edit and
finalize.
50.00 Upload deposition transcript of Greg Lowe 30(b)(6) (Volumes 1 and 2) and exhibits to Rea
Legal Binder.
647.50 Edit and finalize memo in support of motion for reconsideration; review ENA document
production and discuss same with D. Lombardi; email to ENA counsel re discovery issues.

270.00 Finalize Motion for Reconsidedration (.3); direct staff re notice of Hearing (.2); communicate
re timing of filing of memorandum and press release (.3).; direct A. Dina re letters for meet
and confer obligation with ENA and Qwest and obtain report of first run-through of ENA
documents( .4)
210.00 Review and analyze issues re discovery and deposition schedule; discuss strategy with J.
Chou; edit motion.
120.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re depositon and related issues and advise staff re
depositions of defendants, etc. (.4).
20.00 Research and confirm deposition dates for creation of witness files in preparation.
787.50 Review issues re protective order in context of ENA hot docs; draft letters to ENA and Qwest
counsel re discovery issues; review ENA document production; discuss strategy with D.
Lombardi.
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]

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
1,320.00

2.50

100.00

250.00

AND

2.60

175.00

455.00

08/20/10

DRL

3.30

300.00

990.00

08/20/10

JCC

0.90

225.00

202.50

08/20/10
08/21/10

KRM

0.75
0.20

350.00
300.00

262.50
60.00

08/23/10
08/23/10

AND

DRL

0.20
3.80

175.00
300.00

35.00
1,140.00

08/23/10
08/23/10

JCC
SMH

1.20
6.80

225.00
100.00

270.00
680.00

08/23/10
08/24/10

TLK
AND

0.20
6.00

100.00
175.00

20.00
1,050.00

08/24/10

DRL

2.00

300.00

600.00

08/24/10
08/24/10

ELM
JCC

2.40
3.40

160.00
225.00

384.00
765.00

08/24/10

KRM

0.50

350.00

175.00

Date
08/19/10

ID
DRL

Hours
4.40

08/19/10

SMH

08/20/10

DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,320.00 Work with A. Dina and S. Heneise re document organization, timeline constructions and
preparation for depositions (.8); direct A. Dina issues on Highly Confidential documents (.3);
meet with K. McClure re contact from AP and finalizing brief on Motion for Reconsideration
(.6); telephone conference with Todd Dvork from AP (.5); telephone conference with update
to Greg Lowe (.2); finalize brief (2.0).
250.00 Review, identify, and list all documents produced by ENA designated a "highly confidential" in
preparation for motion to remove designation; conference with D. Lombardi regarding witness
documents in preparation for depositions.
455.00 Finalize and edit memorandum in support of motion for reconsideration; discuss strategy with
D. Lombardi and J. Chou re same; review Qwest documents.
990.00 Meet with Greg Lowe to review changes to deposition (.7); receive feedback on changes t"
brief on Motion for Reconsideration and finalize (2.0); forward materials to Cynthia Sewel
and Todd Dvorak (.6).
202.50 Conference with co-counsel regarding final draft of memo in support of reconsideration and
depositions; final review of memo in support of memo for reconsideration.
262.50 Conference with D. Lombardi re: brief structure and argument.
60.00 Dictate letter to state attorneys re redactions in calenders need to be on privilege log and
requesting full daily entries for calendars shown in weekly view (.2); email to Oberrecht re
Exhibit A to Protective Order (.1 ).
35.00 Review email communication.
1,140.00 Work on chronology and master deposition outline (4.0); correspondence with Qwest counsel
re confidential documents (.2).
270.00 Review documents received from ENA and Qwest.
680.00 Review and prepare documents from Lowe 30(b)(6) deposition for inclusion in document
database; conference with vendor regarding same; conference with D. Lombardi regarding
Lowe documents and preparation for depositions; research and identify correspondence
produced by Qwest for review by J. Chou; organize documents produced by ENA; review and
revise letter to counsel requesting unredacted calendars; create chronology of key event: ·
Case Timeline per D. Lombardi; research and identify key documents produced by Qwes
and ENA to update binders for D. Lombardi and A. Dina in preparation for depositions.
20.00 Review documents relating to 30(b)(6) of Greg Lowe.
1,050.00 Discuss deposition strategy with Syringa attorneys; revise meet and confer letters to Qwest
and ENA counsel; review and research information re deposition prep; review highly
confidential docs and draft letter to ENA counsel re same.
600.00 Meet with staff to plan tasks for deposition preparation (.8); review and revise letter to
counsel for ENA re "Highly Privileged" documents (.3); finalize lettters to counsel for State
and Qwest re "meet and confer" on discovery (.3); work on preparation for depositions (.6).
384.00 Research for Deposition Preparation.
765.00 Strategy conference regarding depositions and discovery issues; continue review of ENA
documents.
175.00 Conference with Litigation Team re: deposition preparation.
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FEES
Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
1,300.00

5.50

175.00

962.50

DRL

1.40

300.00

420.00

08/25/10

SMH

7.50

100.00

750.00

08/25/10

TLK

0.40

100.00

40.00

08/26/10

AND

3.50

175.00

612.50

08/26/10

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

08/26/10
08/26/10
08/26/10

ELM
JCC
SMH

2.90
2.10
6.00

160.00
225.00
100.00

464.00
472.50
600.00

08/27/10

AND

4.50

175.00

787.50

08/27/10

DRL

2.00

300.00

600.00

08/27/10
08/27/10
08/29/10

ELM
SMH

0.60
1.00
2.00

160.00
100.00
300.00

96.00
100.00
600.00

08/30/10
08/30/10

AND
DRL

0.80
3.30

175.00
300.00

140.00
990.00

08/30/10

JCC

3.10

225.00

697.50

Date
08/24/10

ID
SMH

Hours
13.00

08/25/10

AND

08/25/10

DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,300.00 Conference with D. Lombardi, K. McClure, J. Chou, and A. Dina regarding strategy for
deposition preparation and deposition exhibits; update hot documents index and chronology
of Email communications and events in preparation for depositions.
. 962.50 Draft additional discovery requests to DOA: review documents and analyze issues for
deposition preparation.
420.00 Analyze need for expert witnesses and email to J. Chou re same (.4); review draft RFP re
implementation in light of Judge Owen Order and direct redraft (.4); review and approve Hot
Doc Chronology format (.4); receive and briefly review DOA supplemental response to
discovery identifying communications (.2).
750.00 Continue updating hot documents index and chronology of email communications and events
in preparation for depositions; revise master chronology per D. Lombardi comments;
research and identify additional documents from Greg Lowe for potential inclusion in
chronology; draft witness chronologies for Clint Berry, Jim Schmit, and Mike Gwartney in
preparation for first series of depositions.
40.00 Telephone conference with Judge's Court Reporter regarding hearing transcript; coordinate
delivery of same; assist with deposition preparation.
612.50 Review email communication re experts; review motion to compel hearing transcript;
research M. Gwartney background to prepare for depositions.
90.00 Receive and review email from J. Chou re expert witnesses, analyze and reply with
additional thoughts on the issue.
464.00 Research Jim Schmit in preparation of deposition.
472.50 Review of Qwest correspondence documents.
600.00 Begin creating hot documents binders for use by D. Lombardi in preparation for depositions.

787.50 Participate in conference call with ENA counsel re highly confidential docs; review discovery
issues; review G. Lowe deposition transcript and deposition prep.
600.00 Telephone conference with associate, Meredith from Holme Roberts re Qwest documents
(.2); letter to Steve Preferement cancelling depostions of Berry and Schmidt due to
unavailability of Qwest documents (.7); conference call with Bob Patterson, AND and Phi
Oberrecht re ENA "Highly Confidential" documents (.7); work with SMH re document
chrnology (.4).
96.00 Research in preparation for deposition of Jim Schmit.
100.00 Complete hot documents binder for use by D. Lombardi in preparation for depositions.
600.00 Work with Hot Docs binders in preparation for deposition of Mike Gwartney and overall
depositions.
140.00 Review discovery served by state defendants; discuss strategy re same with J. Chou.
990.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re technical questions (.6); conference with K.
McClure re DOA structure in connection with telecommunications and issues for Mike
Gwartney deposition (.7); continue preparation for depositons (2.0).
697.50 Conference with co-counsel re: discovery issues and depositions; review discovery requests;
research potential experts for designation.
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FEES
Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
100.00

4.60

175.00

805.00

DRL
ELM
JCC

7.00
6.40
4.10

300.00
160.00
225.00

2,100.00
1,024.00
922.50

08/31/10

KRM

0.75

350.00

262.50

08/31/10

SMH

3.80

100.00

380.00

09/01/10
09/01/10

AND
DRL

0.40
7.00

175.00
300.00

70.00
2,100.00

09/01/10

ELM

2.80

160.00

448.00

09/01/10

JCC

8.30

225.00

1,867.50

09/01/10

SMH

9.00

100.00

900.00

09/02/10
09/02/10
09/02/10

AND
DRL
JCC

6.50
8.00
9.00

175.00
300.00
225.00

1,137.50
2,400.00
2,025.00

09/02/10

SMH

6.00

100.00

600.00

09/03/10
09/03/10

AND
DRL

8.50
3.50

175.00
300.00

1,487.50
1,050.00

09/03/10

ELM

4.50

160.00

720.00

09/03/10

SMH

2.30

100.00

230.00

Date
08/30/10

ID
SMH

Hours
1.00

08/31/10

AND

08/31/10
08/31/10
08/31/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
100.00 Receive and review information from court reporter for live viewing of videotaped depositions;
upload new Qwest documents into electronic database; electronic correspondence with
vendor regarding Qwest documents in preparation for review by J. Chou.

805.00 Discuss discovery strategy with J. Chou; discuss litigation and deposition strategy with
litigation team; review DOA opposition to motion for reconsideration and cited case law;
research case law for reply brief.
2,100.00 Prepare for the deposition of Mike Gwartney ad other state witnesses.
1,024.00 Review Discovery and make outline to create timeline in preparation for depositions.
922.50 Strategy conference regarding timeline; confidentiality order and motion for rule 26 privilege
log; review response to motion for reconsideration; continue review of expert disclosure;
conference with possible damages expert; conference regarding telecommunication
economist.
262.50 Conference with D. Lombardi re: Department of Administration organizational chart and
responsibilities; assist with M. Gwartney deposition preparation.
380.00 Review chronology and documents and identify and list dates of possible meetings,
conversations, and key events for use by E. McClure in creating timeline in preparation for
depositions; review chronology mark-ups by D. Lombardi and A. Dina identifying beginning
deposition exhibits.
70.00 Discuss and address issues re motion for reconsideration and deposition preparation.
2,100.00 Work on preparation for depositon of Mike Gwartney; draft outline and send to Greg Lowe.
448.00 Draft timeline and discuss with D. Lombardi; research caselaw regarding plain language of
statute to use in Reply brief.
1,867.50 Meeting with G. Lowe regarding Gwartney deposition preparation; conference with potential
damages expert; review Qwest discovery; research documents in preparation of Gwartney
deposition.
900.00 Prepare master exhibits; create index of deposition exhibits; draft sanitized version of
chronology of hot documents for use by Greg Lowe.
1,137.50 Review DOA brief and related caselaw; draft reply brief.
2,400.00 Complete preparation and depose Mike Gwartney.
2,025.00 Continue review of Qwest document production; conference with potential valuation expert
regarding qualifications and retainer; view Gwartney deposition on line.
600.00 Complete preparation of master exhibits for use at depositions; review and revise index of
deposition exhibits; research electronic communications regarding Mark Little for review by J.
Chou.
1,487.50 Draft and file reply brief in support of motion for reconsideration.
1,050.00 Work on response brief re Motion for Reconsideration (1.5); direct staff re review of Qwest
documents and analyze direction for case based on Gwartney deposition (2.0).
720.00 Create timeline to insert in Reply brief; confirm dates; research burden of proof for Reply
brief; research legal standard for Reply brief; edit Reply brief; discuss edits with A. Dina.
230.00 Review and revise demonstrative timeline for inclusion in Reply Brief; revise and finalize
timeline graphic per A. Dina and D. Lombardi comments; receive, review and process draft
transcript of Gwartney deposition.
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Note: Time:entries)ha(have:been:adjusted are highlighted in Y-ellow.

]

FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
437.50

3.30

300.00

990.00

ELM

1.80

160.00

288.00

09/07/10

JCC

1.10

225.00

247.50

09/07/10

SMH

9.00

100.00

900.00

09/07/10
09/08/10

TLK
AND

0.30
2.50

100.00
175.00

30.00
437.50

09/08/10
09/08/10

DRL
ELM

6.00
4.00

300.00
160.00

1,800.00
640.00

09/08/10

SMH

3.00

100.00

300.00

09/08/10
09/09/10
09/09/10

TLK
AND
DRL

0.10
1.50
10.00

0.00
175.00
300.00

0.00
262.50
3,000.00

09/09/10

ELM

0.40

160.00

64.00

09/09/10

SMH

6.70

100.00

670.00

09/10/10
09/10/10

DRL
JCC

8.50
3.40

300.00
225.00

2,550.00
765.00

Date
09/07/10

ID
AND

Hours
2.50

09/07/10

DRL

09/07/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
437.50 Attend discovery and hearing strategy meeting; review discovery issues; assist with hearing
preparation for reconsideration argument.
990.00 Meet with and direct J. Chou, A. Dina, E. McClure and S. Heneise re preparation for
depositions, hearing argument and discovery motions (1 ;O); Prepare for hearing on Motion for
Reconsideration (1.0); attend hearing (1.0); briefly discuss with Greg Lowe and return to
office (.3).
288.00 Office conference discussing hearing on motion for reconsideration, strategize regarding
upcoming depositions, and assign workload; begin reviewing pricing proposals.
247.50 Strategy conference with counsel regarding hearing on motion for reconsideration; discovery
issues; expert disclosure.
900.00 Strategy conference with D. Lombard, J. Chou, A. Dina, and E. McClure regarding hearing on
Motion for Reconsideration, discovery responses, and preparation for upcoming depositi<
of Little and Luna; update Chronology; research and identify pricing documents for
comparison by E. McClure and J. Chou; update deposition exhibit list to cross-reference hot
doc tab numbers; update sanitized Chronology; draft Luna chronology in preparation for
deposition; research pricing provided in E-rate documents for use by D. Lombardi in
preparation for depositions.
30.00 Revise timeline for attorney review.
437.50 Research deponents' background for deposition prep; review discovery deadlines and
discovery dispute issues; discuss litigation strategy; discuss implementation issues related
to monthly recurring charges.
1,800.00 Work on preparation for depositions of Teresa Luna and Mark Little.
640.00 Compare Qwest and IEN Alliance pricing proposals, Qwests second pricing proposal,
Syringa's subsequent pricing proposal, and Updated Implementation numbers; review RFP
and amendments; discuss with J. Chou; phone calls with G. Lowe discussing technical
information, goal, and specifications for spreadsheet.
300.00 Research and identify documents from Qwest that appear to have been redacted and where
document states "no tiff provided"; draft correspondence to Qwest counsel regarding
redacted and "no tiff provided" documents for review by J. Chou; review and revise Luna
chronology in preparation for deposition.
0.00 Telephone conference with Annie at M&M re upcoming deposition of Teresa Luna.
262.50 Research whether lobbying can fall within attorney-client privilege.
3,000.00 Complete preparation and depose Teresa Luna (6.); prepare for deposition of Mark Little
(4.0).
64.00 Review email and accompanying spreadsheet comparing pricing proposals; discuss with D.
Lombardi; email to client.
670.00 Create binders of deposition transcripts for use by legal team; draft chronology of Little in
preparation for depositions; prepare exhibits for use at Luna deposition; review and update
master chronology; review and update index of deposition exhibits; research deposition
transcripts for references to Little in preparation for deposition; research names of evaluators
for use by J. Chou; research Local Access Charges spreadsheet for review by E. McClure
and D. Lombardi
2,550.00 Complete preparation (1.0) and depose Mark Little (7.5).
765.00 Review of discovery received from Qwest in preparation of Little deposition.
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FEES
Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
430.00

0.90
3.00

225.00
175.00

202.50
525.00

ELM

1.80

160.00

288.00

09/13/10

JCC

2.20

225.00

495.00

09/13/10

SMH

4.90

100.00

490.00

09/14/10

ELM

0.80

160.00

128.00

09/14/10

SMH

0.80

100.00

80.00

09/15/10

AND

6.00

175.00

1,050.00

09/15/10

DRL

2.60

300.00

780.00

09/15/10

ELM

1.00

160.00

160.00

09/15/10
09/15/10

JCC
SMH

0.50
0.70

225.00
100.00

112.50
70.00

09/16/10
09/16/10
09/16/10
09/16/10

AND
DRL
ELM
SMH

5.50
0.30
4.30
1.70

175.00
300.00
160.00
100.00

962.50
90.00
688.00
170.00

09/17/10

AND

5.50

175.00

962.50

09/17/10

DRL

2.40

300.00

720.00

Date
09/10/10

ID
SMH

Hours
4.30

09/11/10
09/13/10

JCC

AND

09/13/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
430.00 Prepare exhibits for use at Little deposition; receive and review correspondence regarding
ENA inadvertent disclosure of privileged communication; update master chronology; update
index to deposition exhibits.
202.50 Conference with counsel regarding qwest discovery and use in Little deposition.
525.00 Strategy meeting; review discovery issues; finalize letter to counsel re deposition dates for
evaluators; review and edit expert witness disclosure; review experts' cvs.
288.00 Office conference; draft letter proposing deposition dates; discuss with A. Dina; email
exchange regarding this week's tasks.
495.00 Draft notice of expert disclosure; review materials sent from valuation expert; conference with
counsel regarding Little deposition.
490.00 Receive, review and process draft transcript of Little and final transcript of Gwartney; manaae
electronic document database in preparation for discovery responses.
128.00 Email exchange regarding evidence obtained thus far and how it relates to each element o,
the case; begin review deposition of Mark Little; retrieve statute for J. Chou.
80.00 Review and revise letter to Qwest counsel regarding discovery responses for review by J.
Chou.
1,050.00 Review discovery issues; strategy meeting with D. Lombardi; another strategy meeting;
review Gwartney depo.
780.00 Conference with A. Dina re discovery issues and preparation of elements checklist for
depositions taken and to be taken (1.0); telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht re
outstanding discovery issues involving ENA (.4); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re
Oberrecht conversation and advising ENA to re-consider its position (.2); conference with E.
McClure, A. Dina and J. Chou re tasks to prepare for next week (.6); revew and edit evidence
check sheet (.4).
160.00 Office conference; email exchange regarding deposition summaries and discuss elements
with A. Dina.
112.50 Strategy conference regarding Zickau and Hill depositions.
70.00 Review and process redacted privileged documents from ENA; receive, review and proce-transcript of Luna deposition.
962.50 Review and analyze Gwartney deposition transcript.
90.00 Review and edit evidence review sheet and conference with A. Dina re same.
688.00 Review and analyze Luna deposition; begin documenting in spreadsheet format.
170.00 Update binders of deposition transcripts for use by legal team; receive and review
correspondence from ENA regarding redesignated documents; update electronic database
with ENA redesignated documents; research and identify documents for review in preparation
for depositions.
962.50 Review deposition transcript of M. Gwartney and draft summary outline; discuss same with D.
Lombardi.
720.00 Telephone conference with J. Chou and expert witness on market impact and related
economic issues (1.0); conference with A. Dina and review draft element sheet (.5);
conference with J. Chou re Mark Little deposition and element sheet (.4); telephone
conference with K. McClure and Greg Lowe re response to repeat Jim Schmidt set up letter
requesting NDA, etc. (.5).
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)

FEES
Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

Hours

09/17/10

ID
JGC

2.30

225.00

517.50

09/18/10
09/19/10
09/19/10

JGC
DRL
SMH

6.00
3.00
4.00

225.00
300.00
100.00

1,350.00
900.00
400.00

Date

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

517.50 Conference with expert valuation witness regarding materials for review; review Little
deposition

1,350.00 Continue review of Little deposition; draft deposition summary.
900.00 Prepare for Zichau deposition.
400.00 Research documents for use in preparation for Zickau deposition; draft chronologies for
Zickau and Hill; update chronology of hot documents with newly redesignated ENA
documents; update index of deposition exhibits; update electronic database with DOA
documents.
910.00 Review DOA document production; review Qwest document production and discuss related
strategy; review email communication.
3,000.00 Complete preparation and depose Greg Zichau (8.0); prepare for Laura Hill deposition (2.m

09/20/10

AND

5.20

175.00

910.00

09/20/10

DRL

10.00

300.00

3,000.00

09/20/10

ELM

6.10

160.00

976.00

976.00 Review DOA discovery documents; review Qwest discovery production; continue taking

09/20/10
09/20/10

JGC
SMH

1.10
6.50

225.00
100.00

247.50
650.00

247.50 Review supplemental discovery from DOA for use in Zickau deposition.
650.00 Prepare exhibits for use at Zickau deposition; research whether unredacted calendar pages

notes on Luna deposition.

09/21/10

AND

5.00

175.00

875.00

875.00

09/21/10
09/21/10
09/21/10
09/21/10

DRL
ELM
JGC
SMH

7.50
2.50
6.50
2.00

300.00
160.00
225.00
100.00

2,250.00
400.00
1,462.50
200.00

2,250.00
400.00
1,462.50
200.00

09/22/10

AND

2.50

175.00

437.50

437.50

09/22/10
09/23/10

SMH
DRL

0.50
1.60

100.00
300.00

50.00
480.00

50.00
480.00

09/23/10

DRL

0.20

300.00

60.00

60.00

09/23/10
09/23/10
09/23/10

ELM
JCC
SMH

0.20
0.50
3.00

160.00
225.00
100.00

32.00
112.50
300.00

32.00
112.50
300.00

09/24/10

AND

3.50

175.00

612.50

612.50

received from DOA; receive, review and process transcript of Little deposition; receive,
review, process and update electronic database with new documents from DOA and Qwest in
preparation for use at depositions; research documents and transcript excerpts in preparation
for Hill deposition; electronic correspondence with paralegals regarding DOA documents;
update index of deposition exhibits.
Follow up on discovery issues; review Qwest document production; review email
communication; discuss strategy with D. Lombardi.
Complete preparation (1.0); depose Laura Hill (6.5).
Complete Qwest document review.
Attend L. Hill Depa.
Prepare exhibits for use at Hill deposition; update index to deposition exhibits; prepare
examples of redacted documents and omitted tiff images to address with Qwest counsel
deposition.
Review discovery issues and discuss strategy re document production; research related case
law.
Research regarding missing calendar pages from DOA.
Analyze impact of facts to date through depositions of Gwartney, Luna, Little, Zichau and Hill
(.7); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re Hill plan no. 1 (.2); review allegations of
complaint v. facts supported by evidence and difficulties with standard against Gwartney and
Zichau with J. Chou (. 7).
Receive email from M&M re streaming to Teresa Luna and recommend position to client et.
al.
Discuss logistics of Syringa document production.
Meeting with co-counsel regarding preliminary injunction and discovery issues.
Receive and process thumb drive of emails from Greg Lowe in preparation for attorney
review.
Review discovery issues and research treatise materials related to tortious interference
002135
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Date

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

09/24/10

DRL

2.00

300.00

600.00

09/24/10

SMH

0.80

100.00

80.00

09/26/10
09/27/10

AND
AND

4.50
6.00

175.00
175.00

787.50
1,050.00

09/27/10
[09/27/10

DRL
ELM

2.00

300.00
160:00

600.00
192.00

Adjusted
Amount

Note:)ime:entries that have:been adjusted are highlighted in

y_.;c_e=llo"'"""'w"'-.'-:_ _ _
:)

Description

600.00 Review and respond to email traffic re NOA and depositions of evaluators (.3); email to
Schossberger re deposition of Bill Burns (.1 ); telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht re
ENA position in suit (.2); reply to M&M re streaming deposition (.2); direct A. Dina and S .
. Heneise re discovery issues and Syringa responses (.6); continue analysis of case (.6).
80.00 Receive, review and process transcript of Zickau deposition; update binders of deposition
transcripts for use by legal team; search Lowe emails in preparation for attorney review;
begin processing 7,000 page search report for review by A. Dina.
787.50 Draft discovery responses; review Syringa documents for production.
1,050.00 Meeting with E. McClure re research; meeting with D. Lombardi to discuss strategy for partial
summary judgment; review Syringa documents for production; draft discovery responses.

work on preparation for Bob Collie deposition.
Begin researehing elements of intentional interferenee with eontraet and outline findings;
• J
1:20
begin researehing_potential to reeover eonsequential damages and outline findings.
a _
520.00
5.20
100.00
Continue processing 7,000 page search report for review by A. Dina; receive and download
09/27/10 SMH
deposition transcript and email bundle into Case Notebook in preparation for trial; draft
chronologies of Nelson and Collie in preparation for depositions.
:-:-:--::--:-:--:-=----=-=---=--=-=----:c===--=-=------=-:-=-:=-=-------=o=-.o::-co=-=R,....e-:vi:-e-·~~researeh
re tortious in~erferon~e-\,..,..,•it.,...h_G_o-nt_ra_G_t_;s--t-ra-te-g-~-,m-ee_t.,...in-g-·,-·:.ii...,.th...,:D=:--,.L-~-m-b_a_'.f-:-di-;--)
612.50
3.50
175:00
3:50
~9/28/10 AND
1.20

600.00
- 0.00
_
520.00

=

---------------------------_:::.d:..:ra::..:.:ft:...:d::.:.1s::..:G:..:o:..:..v=ery~ponses; review S~g~a....::d=-=o~e=.:um~e:..:..ntc:...- - - - - - - --------·----'09/28/10 DRL
6.00
300.00
1,800.00
1,800.00 Strategy meeting and review of discovery status (1.0); prepare for deposition of Bob Collie
(5.0).
Com'--p-=-1e..,.te-re_s_e_a-re-=-h-o-n-=i-nt:-e-n~tio_n_a...,..l"""in-te-rf--=-e-r-en_G_e_\-,•1i:--:cth_G_o_n_tr_a_G_ts-t-an_d...,..a-r-:-ds_;_o...,,ffi=-e-e_G_e_n-=-fe-r-en_G_e-.--)
:-:-:--::-'"='..,....,----,-=-=----:--=-=-----,..=-=---=-=-----==-c=-=------=o=-.o::-co=---':
1.70
160.00
272.00
1.70
=ELM
[ 09/28/10
225.00
495.00
495.00 Meeting with co-counsel regarding discovery and strategy issues; review and revise
09/28/10
JCC
2.20
responses and answers to interrogatories from DOA.
280.00 Prepare documents for review by expert Tim Pecaro; electronic correspondence with Mr.
100.00
280.00
09/28/10 SMH
2.80
Pecaro regarding same; Bates number documents for production with discovery responses.
09/28/10

TLK

09/29/10
09/29/10

AND
DRL

09/29/10

SMH

09/30/10 AND
09/30/10 DRL
[ 09/30/10=ELM
09/30/10 SMH

[10/01/10=DRL

30.00 Search deposition transcripts regarding "Collie" and "Nelson"; prepare reports relating to
same.
175.00 Finalize discovery responses and coordinate service; analyze discovery issues.
175.00
175.00
1.00
2,700.00 Complete preparation and depose Bob Collie (7.0); prepare for deposition of Gayle Nelson
300.00
2,700.00
9.00
(2.0)
650.00 Prepare exhibits for use at Collie deposition; exhaustive research regarding ENA calendars;
100.00
650.00
6.50
receive, review and process transcript of Hill deposition; continue processing 7,000 page
search report for review by A. Dina.
35.00 Review email communication.
175.00
35.00
0.20
2,100.00 Depose Gayle Nelson.
7.00
300.00
2,100.00
160.00
128.00
: : o.oo:LoeatS::exhibit for D. Lombardi; read ease reg~g eonsequential damages.
0.80
0.80
]
150.00 Receive and process DOA documents; electronic correspondence with paralegals regarding
1.50
100.00
150.00
Lowe 30(b)(6) documents; receive and review correspondence from Qwest counsel regarding
production; research Smyser related documents per D. Lombardi.
11:..:..1it.::..h:..:E=-.:m.=.=.ily_ MeClure re analysis'of ENA legal defenses.
300.00
1.00
1.00
:300.00
-.:.:.=-=--..:.::..::-=---.::...=...:::..:..::..=-----=~.c..c:..:.:.----:O:..:..O::..:O=-=--=C-=-o:..:..nf::...:e.c..re:..:.n.:..:G...::.e-.:..:
100.00

0.30

:

30.00
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Adjusted
Hours

Original
Amount
360.00

: Note: Time:entries)hat have been:adjusted are highlighted in y_.-=e=llo=-w:.:.:-.:_ __

Adjusted
Amount
Description
360.00 Telephone conferences and electronic communications with court reporting office regarding
exhibits used to date; electronic correspondence with paralegals for defense counsel
regarding Lowe 30(b)(6) deposition; electronic correspondence with vendor regarding same;
receive and incorporate Syringa produced documents into electronic documents database;
research documents related or referring to evaluators in preparation for evaluator
depositions; conference with vendor regarding Excel spreadsheets produced by Qwest.

Date
10/01/10

ID
SMH

Hours
3.60

10/03/10
10/04/10

JCC
ELM

10/04/10
10/04/10

JCC
SMH

517.50 Review documents in preparation of deposing evaluation witnesses.
256.00 Begin analyzing potential for summary judgment motion against ENA's affirmative defenses;
draft standard of review.
900.00
900.00 Continue review of documents in preparation of evaluation depositions.
4.00
225.00
410.00
410.00 Continue researching information regarding evaluators in preparation for depositions; prr
100.00
4.10
exhibits for use at depositions per J. Chou.
262.50 Review Syringa documents for production.
262.50
175.00
1.50
~~~-----------,--=------..---,--=------=o~.o=----0-:-=c-o-nt..,..in-1:.J_,o:rosoarohing
breaoh of oontraot law.
::
]
96.00
0.60
160.00:
o'.60
225.00
1,125.00
1,125.00 Prepare exhibits for use during depositions; draft outline for deposition; review notes on
5.00
evaluators.
· 100.00
480.00
480.00 Receive and review documents provided by Greg Lowe to J. Chou; prepare exhibits and
4.80
index of exhibits for use by J. Chou at evalutor depositions; research and replace evaluator
documents misidentified by DOA.
360.00 Receive report concerning outcome of first two evaluator depositions (.6); analyze strategy in
1.20
300.00
360.00
light of evaluator testimony, including adding Mark Little as a party (.6).
-:::-:c=---=--=-=----:-::-::-::-:::----:::-:-:~:-------::0:--:.0:c-:O:-:,;;;:Researoh
and oontin1:.Jo drafting draft s1:.Jmmar~_'._j~gment against E N / \ . ' - , - - - - - - -...)
544.00
3.40 :: 3.40 : :: 160.00
2,070.00 Prepare and take depos of B. Hough and R. Gaines.
225.00
2,070.00
9.20
100.00
280.00
280.00 Update deposition exhibits in preparation for Gaines and Hough depositions; receive, review
2.80
and process deposition transcript of Collie.
175.00
350.00
350.00
Review Syringa documents for production; discuss discovery strategy with S. Heneise.
2.00
300.00
960.00
960.00 Review depositions of evaluators (1.8); notes to J. Chou re additional areas of inquiry an-'
3.20
conference re same (1.5).
90.00 Review Hough depo; assist in preparing for J. Reininger and Hung depos.
225.00
90.00
0.40
472.50 Prepare for depositions of J. Reininger and A. Hung.
472.50
2.10
225.00
360.00
360.00 Hyperlink native Excel spreadsheets produced by Qwest to electronic document database;
100.00
3.60
prepare exhibits and update index of depositions for use at Reininger and Hung depositions;
receive, review and process rough transcripts of Hough and Gaines; research and identify
transcript excerpts for use as exhibits at evaluator depositions.
962.50
962.50 Review Syringa documents for production; review email communication re discovery issues.
175.00
5.50

=

10/05/10
( 10/05/10
10/05/10

AND
ELM
JCC

10/05/10

SMH

10/06/10

DRL

=

L10/06/10
10/06/10
10/06/10

ELM :
JCC
SMH

Rate
100.00

2.30
1.60

225.00
160.00

517.50
256.00

:

10/07/10
10/07/10

AND
DRL

10/07/10
10/07/10
10/07/10

JCC
JCC
SMH

10/08/10

AND

10/08/10

DRL

2.50

300.00

750.00

10/08/10

JCC

8.20

225.00

1,845.00

750.00 Brief conference with J. Chou re handling issue from Evaluator's Instructions concerning
recommendations re award (.2); debrief re depositions of evaluators and analyze strategy
resulting (1.0); work on analysis of outstanding discovery due from defendants (.7); emails to
State re re-deposing Mark Little (.3); email to Oberrecht re deposition of Greg Lowe (.3).
1,845.00 Continue deposition preparation; attend and take A. Hung and J. Reininger depositions.
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Date
10/08/10

ID
SMH

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

3.30

Rate
100.00

Original
Amount

Adjusted
Amount

Note:'Time :entries)ha(have:been:adjusted are highlighted in 'l:.:::e:.:.::11.::.ow..:. :.:. ._ _ __.

Description

330.00

330.00 Electronic correspondence with defense paralegals regarding Qwest Excel spreadsheets;
revise and code electronic document database.
10/11/10 AND
5.50
175.00
962.50
962.50 Review email communication and analyze discovery issues; draft responses to ENA
discovery requests; discuss production strategy with S. Heneise and J.Chou; review Syringa
documents for production.
10/11/10 DRL
1.50
300.00
450.00
450.00 Review draft discovery responses prepared by A. Dina (.3); draft further response to Rags 8 13 (.7); follow up with J. Chou re same and liability analysis re ENA (.5).
0.00 Discuss material breach concerning E~U\ and litigation strategy with A.'::D:::-in_a_;_a_n_a,-ly-ze-=E::-~J-:--:/1'""',
10/11/10 ELM
0.90
0.90
160.00
144.00
affirmative defenses •1,<ith J. Chou; review E~JA's affirmative defenses.
-..:1:.:::0.:../1:..:1..:../1.:..::0::.-...:J:.:::C:..::C::.-_ __,o:..:.8=-0=-·-=-0.:..:::8..::.0___2=2=.:5:..:.0=-0=-----1.:..::8:..:::0..:..:.0:..:0,__ _--:o:.:.::.O::..:O:....::.S..::.tr=-at=e,g_y session reg~g E~J.I\ breach of contract claim.
10/11/10 SMH
1.50
100.00
150.00
150.00 Begin pulling documents related to discovery in preparation for status meeting; receive,
review, and process transcript of deposition of Gayle Nelson.
5.70
175.00
997.50
997.50 Strategy meeting; discuss research re ENA affirmative defenses; finalize discovery
10/12/10 AND
responses to ENA; review Syringa documents for production.
r-:1:-::07/1:-=2:-;-/1::-::0:-r::D:-::R::-:L---1:-.8~0=--":"1.-=8-=-o---3~0=--=o=--.o~o=----=5::-c4:-=o--:.o:-::o:----::o'"'.o=--=o:--::;:c-o"n-f;;--e-re_n_G_e_·1-=-1it::-h-J:..c..-=c:::-h_o_u_,,A--=-.. •Dina and E. McClure -re~S::::---~-,r-=-in_g_a_d::-is_G_o_•.
1e_F1_/_re_s_p_o_n_s_es-a-nd-,--to--

-1

10/12/10

ELM

4.80

4.80

160.00

768.00

assign responsibility for analysis of all potential ENA defenses and provide analysis of
timeline of events establishing ENA liability (1.2); receive and re•;iew G.Lowe damages
analysis (1.6).
0.00 Office conference regarding breach of contract ease against ENA, strategize possible
opposition to EN.'\'s affirmative defenses and re11iew draft interrogatories; research doctrine
of impracticability and doctrine of impossibility relating to E~JA's affirmative defenses.

0.00 Strategy conference regarding breach of contract claim against ENA; review and revise
responses to E~J.!\ request for discovery.
10/12/10
KJN
5.00
5.00
160.00
800.00
0.00 Review summary judgment issues with E. McClure and A. Dina; research mutual mistake of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f : . : : a : . : : o . : . . . ta=n:.:.::d::_f:.:.ru=s:.:t:.::ra:.::ti..::.o:.:.n~o.:..f.: :Go::.:m.:.:.m:.:.: :.: e:. : FG:.:.:ia: .:. .Ipurposes defenses; draft inserts regarding same.
560.00 Review Syringa documents for production; discuss discovery strategy with S. Heniese;
560.00
175.00
3.20
10/13/10 AND
discuss ENA affirmative defense research with E. McClure.
10/13/10 DRL
330.00 Receive and review Jim Schmidt renewed letter to Greg Lowe with forward from Bob Coll
330.00
300.00
1.10
(.3); Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re same (.3); and analyze impact of testimony of
evaluators (.5).
1,040.00
6.50
160.00
6.50
10/13/10 ELM
0.00 Research ENA Affirmative defenses Impracticability and Impossibility; analyze mutual
mistake and frustration of purpose; discuss with D. Lombardi.
144.00
0.90
160.00
0.90
10/13/10
KJN
0.00 Research frustration of corporate purpose; review issues regarding same and mutual mistake
of fact with E. McClure.
370.00
100.00
3.70
10/13/10 SMH
370.00 Electronic correspondence with defense paralegals and vendor regarding Qwest Excel
spreadsheets; distribute transcripts of key depositions to Greg Lowe per D. Lombardi;
electronic correspondence and telephone conferences with court reporter regarding status of
outstanding transcripts, exhibits, and bundles; research correspondence with Syringa
regarding amended SBPO per D. Lombardi; prepare exhibits for use at next evaluator
depositions; draft index and create binder of discovery documents and related
correspondence in preparation for discovery status meetings.
262.50
175.00
10/14/10 AND
262.50 Review email communication and Syringa documents for production.
1.50
10/12/10

JCC

1.90

1.90

225.00

427.50

l
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]

FEES
Date

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

10/14/10

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

10/14/10
10/14/10

JCC

2.00

225.00

SMH

2.40

100.00

450.00
240.00

Adjusted
Amount

10/15/10

AND

1.40

175.00

245.00

245.00

10/15/10

SMH

1.20

100.00

120.00

120.00

10/16/10
10/17/10
10/18/10

AND
DRL
AND

1.40
1.00
1.50

175.00
300.00
175.00

245.00
300.00
262.50

245.00
300.00
262.50

10/18/10

DRL

5.00

300.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

10/18/10

ELM

6.70

160.00

1,072.00

0.00

10/18/10

JCC

1.80

225.00

405.00

405.00

10/18/10

SMH

5.80

100.00

580.00

580.00

10/19/10

AND

6.20

175.00

1,085.00

1,085.00

10/19/10

DRL

7.10

300.00

2,130.00

2,130.00

10/19/10

ELM

5.40

160.00

864.00

0.00

10/19/10

JCC

2.20

225.00

495.00

495.00

6.70

5.40

Descrietion

180.00 Receive and review email from Patterson re discovery responses and issues and forward to
Greg Lowe for comment (.3); follow up with Greg (.3).
450.00 Review materials in preparation of B. Finke deposition; depose B. Finke.
240.00 Receive, review, and process documents newly received from DOA; distribute same to
litigation team for review; follow up with court reporters regarding status of transcripts and
bundles; update deposition exhibit index.
Review discovery requests served by Qwest; review communication re discovery and analyze
strategy; review Syringa documents.
Follow up with court reporters regarding transcripts; receive, review, and process transcript of
Gaines deposition; create chronology of hot documents related to Burns for use by D.
Lombardi in preparation for deposition.
Review Syringa documents for production.
Work on preparation for Bill Burns deposition.
Review email communication; discuss impracticability research and ENA SJ strategy with E.
McClure; prep for discussion re discovery status; meet with Syringa team re discovery
strategy.
Meet with team re status on discovery and issues for analysis (1.0); prepare for deposition of
Bill Burns (4.0).
ReseaFsl:! aRa e1:1tliRe tFeatises aREl eases iR aREl e1:1tsiae laal:!e Fe13aFEliR§ aestFiRes ef
lmprnstisability, impassibility, frnstrntieR ef p1:1Fpese, aREl m1:1t1:1al mistake ef fast; aRalyze as
a~liea te pFeseRt ease.
Review IDAPA rules regarding acceptance of partial bids; strategy conference regarding B.
Burns deposition.
Draft index and create binders of evaluator deposition transcripts; update discovery binders
in preparation for discovery status meetings; research Burns letter to Vandenberg per D.
Lombardi; research and identify all appendices to final IEN Alliance and Qwest proposals;
receive, review, and process Reininger, Hung, and Finke deposition transcripts; update
evaluator transcripts binder; receive, review and process Qwest documents; electronic
correspondence with defense paralegals regarding documents produced by Qwest;
conference with A. Dina and D. Lombardi regarding status of discovery from defendants;
update deposition exhibit index; create binder of video deposition DVDs; research deposition
transcripts where Luna, Hill, Gwartney, and Little testify they did not read technical proposals
per J. Chou.
Draft action strategies for ENA and Qwest discovery and analyze related documents; meet
with D. Lombardi and ENA counsel to discuss outstanding discovery issues; draft follow up
email to ENA counsel summarizing our meeting; review evaluator deposition transcripts;
review Syringa documents for production.
Depose Bill Burns (6.0); conference with Phil Oberrecht and Bob Patterson re discovery from
ENA (.8); analyze impact of testimony on case (.3).
GeRtiR1:1e FeseaFsl:!iR§ aREl e1:1tliRiR§ aestFiRes ef imprnstisability, impassibility, fF1:1stFatieR ef
p1:1Fpese aREl m1:1t1:1al mistake bet!:! iR laal:!e aREl e1:1tsiae laal:!e feF 1:1se asaiRst EN/\'s
affiFmati1.ie aefeRses.
Conference with counsel regarding B. Burns deposition; strategy conference regarding
discovery matters.
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FEES
Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
360.00

175.00

752.50

0.30

300.00

870.00

5.30

160.00

848.00

4.40

225.00

990.00

SMH

2.60

100.00

260.00

10/21/10
10/21/10

AND

0.20
2.30

175.00
300.00

35.00
690.00

10/21/10
10/22/10
10/22/10

SMH

1.00
0.20
2.00

100.00
175.00
100.00

100.00
35.00
200.00

10/23/10
10/23/10
10/24/10
10/25/10

AND
AND
AND

4.20
0.60
4.40
2.00

175.00
225.00
175.00
175.00

735.00
135.00
770.00
350.00

10/25/10
10/26/10
10/26/10

ELM
AND
DRL

0.40
7.40
2.30

160.00
175.00
300.00

64.00
1,295.00
690.00

10/26/10

ELM

4.50

160.00

720.00

Date
10/19/10

ID
SMH

Hours
3.60

10/20/10

AND

4.30

10/20/10

DRL

2.90

10/20/10

ELM

5.30

10/20/10

JCC

10/20/10

DRL

AND
SMH

JCC

Adjusted
Hours

2.00

1.50

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
360.00 Research information related to Idaho multi-vendor contracts per D. Lombardi; prepare
exhibits for Burns deposition; research ENA productions per A. Dina; follow up with court
reports regarding transcripts and bundles; receive, review, and process Qwest Excel
spreadsheets; begin uploading deposition bundles; update deposition exhibit list; update
binders for discovery status meetings.
752.50 Review discovery issues; review research re claiming lost profit damages; draft letter to DOA
re missing discovery responses; review discovery issues re Qwest; re.view Syringa
documents for production.
780.00 Conference with J. Marshall re strategy and transferring representation of Assent to John
Miller (.3); conference with K. McClure and J. Chou re overall status of case (.8)[entry
missing].
0.00 Complete researching and outlining law on doctrines of lmpraotioaeility•, lmpossieility•,
Frustration of Purpose, and Mutual Mistake of i;:aot; analyze as applied to the present oasc,
discuss with D. Lomeardi; strategize with D. Lomeardi regarding satisfying elements of
tortious interference with contrast.
990.00 Strategy conference regarding ENA contacts; prepare for deposition of evaluator; depose
evaluator.
260.00 Prepare exhibits for evaluator deposition; follow up with court reports regarding depositions;
receive, review and process Gravette and Burns exhibits from court reporters; update
deposition exhibit index; electronic correspondence with defense paralegals regarding Qwest
spreadsheets.
35.00 Review email communication.
90.00 Receive and review Schossberger letter re Syringa discovery responses and direct associate
re response (.3); continue overall oase analysis on issues of ereaoh of contrast and defenses
to same and suffioienoy of e1,1idenoe to get to ju~· on Qwest interference (~.Q).
100.00 Continue to update deposition bundles.
35.00 Review email communication and letter from DOA counsel.
200.00 Compare deposition exhibit index with court reporter's master exhibit binders; update ind
accordingly.
735.00 Review Syringa documents for production.
135.00 Conference with experts regarding information required for analysis.
770.00 Review Syringa documents for production.
350.00 Review discovery requests from Qwest; review RFP and responses to draft additional
discovery for defendants; review Syringa documents for production.
64.00 Review email exchanges regarding discovery; discuss with A. Dina.
1,295.00 Review Syringa documents for production; analyze and discuss discovery issues.
240.00 Conference call with defense counsel re modifying dates for disclosure of expert witnesses
(.5); follow up emails re same (.3); Conference with e*pert witness Dennis Reinstein, CPA,
and Jeremy Chou, re damages analysis.
720.00 Draft Third Requests for Production to ENA and Qwest and Fourth Requests for Production
to DOA; draft Second Interrogatories to ENA, Qwest, and DOA; phone call to USAC
researching funding to individual school districts; discuss with D. Lombardi; revise Requests
for Production and Interrogatories.
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]

FEES
Rate
225.00

Original
Amount
427.50

3.60

100.00

360.00

7.80
1.50
6.50

175.00
160.00
100.00

1,365.00
240.00
650.00

SMH

3.90
2.70

175.00
100.00

682.50
270.00

10/29/10

AND

2.10

175.00

367.50

10/29/10

DRL

1.40

300.00

420.00

10/30/10
11/01/10

JCC
DRL

2.70
2.20

225.00
300.00

607.50
660.00

11/01/10

JCC

3.50

3.50

225.00

787.50

11/01/10
11/02/10
[: 11/02/10
11/02/10

JCC
AND
DRL
ELM

2.80
3.00
3.00
3.10

2.80

225.00
175.00
300.00
160.00

630.00
525.00
900.00
496.00

11/02/10

JCC

1.10

225.00

247.50

11/02/10

SMH

3.50

100.00

350.00

11/03/10

AND

3.50

175.00

612.50

11/03/10

DRL

0.50

300.00

150.00

Date
10/26/10

ID
JCC

Hours
1.90

10/26/10

SMH

10/27/10
10/27/10
10/27/10

AND
ELM
SMH

10/28/10
10/28/10

AND

=

Adjusted
Hours
1.90

2.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
0.00 Meeting with expert regarding damage calculation; conference v,<ith D.C. expert regarding
additional infermation.
360.00 Receive, review, process and distribute additional documents from DOA; receive and process
Gravette deposition transcript; research Syringa employee names for privilege review;
continue tagging and coding documents and emails in preparation for production.
1,365.00 Review Syringa documents for production; discuss production strategy with S. Heneise.
240.00 Revise Interrogatories; discuss with J. Chou; add to Qwest Interrogatories.
650.00 Begin electronic tagging and coding of emails provided by Greg Lowe per A. Dina review and
organization in preparation for production in response to discovery requests.
682.50 Review Syringa documents for production; discuss production strategy with S. Heneise.
270.00 Research and identify attachments to emails for review by A. Dina in preparation for
production in response to discovery requests; conference with A. Dina regarding status o
document review.
367.50 Review Syringa documents for production; review email communication re expert report
disclosures.
420.00 Schedule meeting with Board 11/16 per G. Lowe request (.1 ); receive and respond to C.
Creason question concerning Motion for Reconsideration (.2); review status of damages
analysis with J. Chou and consider impact of Bill Burns testimony and addition of Mark Little
as a defendant (.5); review Perferment redraft of stipulation concerning expert witness
disclosures, make redine and send back to counsel (.6).
607 .50 Review Burns depo; strategy conference with counsel regarding additional defendants.
660.00 Analyze Mark Little amendment issue with J. Chou in light of Bill Burns testimony (.4);
conference with Greg Lowe (1.8).
0.00 Meeting with client with expert; conference call with expert; meeting withclient regarding
strategy and discovery issues.
0.00 Meeting with client and experts regarding damage calculations.
525.00 Discuss discovery and briefing strategy; review Syringa documents for production.
300.0(Work:on:discovery issues (1.0); continue analysis of case and damages (3.0).
496.00 Office conference strategizing about discovery and responses to Defendants' motions fo1
summary judgment; read Qwest's Motion for Summary Judgment; Read Qwest's Undisputed
facts; assign workload.
247.50 Conference regarding discovery, motions for summary judgment and responses to motions
and statement of facts.
350.00 Manage certificates of compliance with regard to protective order; draft Requests for
Admissions with regard to IEN Alliance and Qwest proposals; Bates number final Qwest
proposal for inclusion with Requests for Admissions; conference with litigation team to
strategize management of discovery issues.
612.50 Discuss discovery strategy; discuss designating documents as confidential with client; review
order denying reconsideration; review Syringa documents for production.
150.00 Receive, review and analyze decision denying Motion for Reconsideration.

I

1
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FEES
Rate
160.00

Original
Amount
928.00

1.40
3.00

160.00
175.00

224.00
525.00

DRL

3.90

300.00

1,170.00

11/04/10

ELM

5.90

160.00

944.00

11/04/10

JCC

4.00

225.00

900.00

11/04/10

KJN

1.40

160.00

224.00

11/04/10
11/05/10

SMH
AND

0.80
5.00

100.00
175.00

80.00
875.00

11/05/10
11/05/10

DRL
ELM

7.00
6.30

300.00
160.00

2,100.00
1,008.00

11/05/10
11/05/10

KJN
SMH

5.00
6.00

160.00
100.00

800.00
600.00

11/06/10
11/06/10
11/07/10
11/07/10

AND
JCC
AND
JCC

3.00
7.00
5.50
2.70

175.00
225.00
175.00
225.00

525.00
1,575.00
962.50
607.50

11/07/10
11/07/10

KJN
SMH

3.20
0.50

160.00
100.00

512.00
50.00

11/08/10

AND

7.60

175.00

1,330.00

11/08/10

ELM

6.90

160.00

1,104.00

Date
11/03/10

ID
ELM

Hours
5.80

11/03/10
11/04/10

KJN
AND

11/04/10

Adjusted
Hours
5.80

1.40

1.00

7.60

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
0.00 ReseaFsl=I eleFReRts sf +srtis1:1s IRteFfeFeRse witl=I GsRtFast; s1:1tliRe Qwests aF§l:IFReRts iR
Sl:IFRFRafY dl:IS§FReRt MstisR FelatiR§ ts Gs1:1Rt IV; Sl:ltliRe QQA's aF§l:IFReRtS iR Sl:IFRFRaFY
d1:1e§FReRt MstisRs FelatiR§ ts Gs1:1Rt 1).£; ReseaFsl=I eleFReRts sf +srtis1:1s IRteFfeFeRse witl=I
i;!Fss13estii.ie essRsFRis Ae 1.«aRta§e; G1:1tliRe Qwest's aF§l:IFReRts iR S1:1FRFRaFY d1:1e§FReRt FRstisR
FelatiR§ ts Gs1:1Rt V; ssRtiR1:1e rnseaml=I sFiFRiRal iRteRt 1:1ReeF leal=ls +srt GlaiFRs Ast; eiss1:1ss
witl=I d. Gl=ls1:1.
224.00 Review research tasks with J. Chou; review pleadings.
525.00 Discuss strategy and research; email communication re same; review syringa documents for
production.
1,170.00 Review and analyze decision on Motion for Reconsideration (. 7); brief meet with Greg Lowe
and C. Creason re strategy change that could result from decision (.4); Meet with Greg Lo·v~
in preparation for deposition and review of damages issues with Reinstein (2.5).
944.00 Review depositions of evaluators to match with elements of tortious interference to use in
statement offacts; discuss with J. Chou and strategize about how to use other helpful
evidence; continue research on criminal intent.
900.00 Review memoranda in support of defendants' motions for partial summary judgment; begin
draft of response.
0.00 Rei.iiew Q•,vest FReFRsFaRel:IFR ISG FRstieR feF 13artial s1:1FRFRaFY j1:1e§FReRt; FeseaFsl=I sites ease
taW:80.00 Upload Gravette and Burns deposition transcripts to Case Notebook.
875.00 Review Syringa documents for production; analyze briefing by Qwest and state defendants
and outline additional research needed.
2,100.00 Meet with Greg Lowe and defend deposition.
848.00 GsFR13lete FeseaFsl=I aRe FReFRS SR SFiFRiRal iAteRt FeEJl:liFeFReRt l:IRSeF leal=ls +ert GlaiFRS Ast;
complete review of evaluators' testimony and organize relevant portions by legal element;
review Little deposition and organize by element, noting contradictions with other depositions.
800.00 Research and analyze case law cited by Qwest and the State.
600.00 Code and print documents from email database for review by A. Dina in preparation for
production in response to discovery requests; pull teaming agreement and audited financial
records for use by J. Chou.
525.00 Review Syringa documents for production.
1,575.00 Continue draft of Statement of Facts in response to motions for partial summary judgment.
962.50 Review Syringa documents for production.
607.50 Continue draft of Statement of Facts in support of client's responses to defendants' motions
for partial summary judgment.
512.00 Research and analyze case law cited by Qwest and the State.
50.00 Pull financials for use by J. Chou; follow up with A. Dina regarding status of production in
response to discovery requests.
0.00 ReseaFSl=I ease law aAe tFeatise FRateFial Fe eRfeFseal:lility ef teaFRiR§ a§FeeFReRt aRe 13rnef ef
tertie1:1s iRteFfeFeRse; eiss1:1ss stFate§y witl=I e. MsGl1:1Fe; fellsw 1:113 sR iss1:1es Fe eissei.iefY.
1,104.00 Continue researching and drafting Statement of Facts.
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Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
650.00

175.00

962.50

5.20

300.00

1,560.00

ELM

6.10

160.00

976.00

[11/09/10-· KJN

4.80

160~00

768:00

Date
11/08/10

ID
SMH

Hours
6.50

11/09/10

AND

5.50

11/09/10

DRL

11/09/10

Adj.usted
Hours

5.50

4.80

Adjusted
Amount
Description
650.00 Draft correspondence to counsel for state defendants to claw back inadvertent production of
confidential electronic documents; telephone conferences regarding same; receive returned
disc from counsel for state defendants; electronic correspondence with vendor regarding
same; follow up with A. Dina regarding status of production; receive and process Lowe
deposition transcript; continue coding email database and printing documents for final review
by A. Dina in preparation for production in response to discovery requests.
0.00 Research case law to sblpport claims for tortiobls interference; discblss briefing strategy with
E. McClllre and D. Lombardi; review Syringa docblments for prodblction.
1,560.00 Meet with A. Dina and E. McClure re staffing and preparation of briefs, etc (1.2); work on
review of depositions and preparation of statement of facts (4.0).
976.00 Continue reviewing depositions to include in Statement of Facts; discuss with A. Dina anc
Lombardi.
0.00 • Research improper means as an elemen~:f t~blobls int~rference; review same wit~~ Di~a.]

700.00 Review Lowe 30(b)(6) documents to prepare to re-produce; conference with vendor in
preparation for production; receive and review updated master index of exhibits from M&M
Court Reporting; correspond with D. Brown regarding status of production; research and
identify documents requested by E. McClure for use in opposition to summary judgment;
complete printing documents for final review by A. Dina in anticipation of production.
--=-=--=----r=--=-=----==----:-:=-=--=--=-----=--=-c=-:=-=-----=oC"".O::-:O=""':-:::R:-e-se.,_a_r---,ch:-'-a-nd...,-,-:-'draft
Qwest opposition brief.
:
7.50
175.00
1,312.50
[.11/10/10=AND :
::7.50
1,710.00 Prepare to complete Zichau deposition.
1,710.00
300.00
11/10/10 DRL
5.70
1,360.00 Continue reviewing depositions, emails, and other documents and drafting Statement of
1,360.00
160.00
11/10/10 ELM
8.50
Facts.
1,125.00 Conference with co counsel regarding status of statement of facts; continue draft of
1,125.00
225.00
11/10/10 JCC
5.00
statement of facts.
288.00
o.oo:Research inferencetaf inte0(to)nterfere;:review same:with),.:Dina. :
160.00
[_11/10/10=KJN
1.80: :1.80
200.00 Update deposition transcript binders for use by litigation team; update chronology of hot
200.00
11/10/10 SMH
2.00
100.00
documents for use by D. Lombardi.
_:O.oo :Draft Qwest oppositio'--n_b_r-ie--:cf;_r_e-vi-e·-...,-L-o-\\-,e-d_e_p_o-si,...,ti-on-tr-a-ns-c-ri-p~t.---------~:...
)
6.50
6.50
175.00
: 1,137.50 : :
C11/11/10=AND
2,250.00 Second day of the deposition of Greg Zichau.
2,250.00
7.50
300.00
11/11/10 DRL
1,328.00 Continue pulling from discovery and depositions and drafting statement of facts.
1,328.00
8.30
160.00
11/11/10 ELM
1,575.00 Draft Rule 56(f) motion, memorandum in support and affidavit in support of motion; continue
1,575.00
225.00
11/11/10 JCC
7.00
draft of statement of facts; review deposition transcripts and documents for use in statement
of facts.
300.00 Prepare exhibits for use at Zickau deposition; update exhibit binders for use by D. Lombardi;
300.00
100.00
11/11/10 SMH
3.00
pull all Zickau documents and meet with D. Lombardi and J. Chou during Zickau deposition
break.
682.50 Draft Qwest and DOA opposition briefs.
682.50
175.00
11/12/10 AND
3.90
540.00 Review and edit draft discovery and conference with J. Chou re same (.6); review ENA
1.80
300.00
540.00
11/12/10 DRL
spreadsheet enlarged for visibility and correlate with Qwest detailed pricing summary
delivered to Zichau 2/10 (.8); work on 30(b)(6) NOD of State of Idaho re changes in SBPO
11/09/10

SMH

7.00

100.00

700.00

(.4).
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FEES
Rate
160.00

Original
Amount
1,024.00

6.00

225.00

1,350.00

SMH

2.50

100.00

250.00

11/13/10
11/13/10

JCC
SMH

4.00
4.00

225.00
100.00

900.00
400.00

11/14/10
11/14/10

AND
DRL

5.00
6.70

175.00
300.00

875.00
2,010.00

11/14/10
11/14/10
11/14/10

JCC
KRM
SMH

8.00
1.25
13.00

225.00
350.00
100.00

1,800.00
437.50
1,300.00

11/15/10
11/15/10
11/15/10

AND
DRL
ELM

10.60
7.50
10.50

5.25

175.00
300.00
160.00

1,855.00
2,250.00
1,680.00

11/15/10

JCC

5.20

4.00

225.00

1,170.00

11/15/10

KJN

5.00

11/15/10

SMH

10.40

11/16/10
11/16/10

AND
DRL

8.00
5.30

11/16/10

ELM

9.80

11/16/10

JCC

3.10

Date
11/12/10

ID
ELM

Hours
6.40

11/12/10

JCC

11/12/10

Adjusted
Hours

1.50

Adjusted
Amount
Description
1,024.00 Finish draft statement of facts: work on draft 56(f) motion, memo and accompanying affidavit;
review exhibits for attachment.
1,350.00 Review Zickau, Lowe and Burns depositions for inclusion in statement of facts; revise Rule
56(f) documents.
.
.
250.00 Prepare Qwest spreadsheets and coordinate delivery to Greg Lowe for review; draft
correspondence to Mr. Lowe regarding same; receive and process draft Zickau deposition
transcript; draft chronology of hot documents related to Kraft.
900.00 Continue draft of statement of facts.
400.00 Review Kraft documents in preparation for deposition; provide summary and documents to D.
Lombardi.
875.00 Draft Qwest and DOA opposition briefs.
1,560.00 \1\/ork on response to Motion for Sllmmary Jbldgment analy2:ing Restatement of Torts and
Jensen case re reqllirement that condblct of party interfering with contract be "improper" anu
email to A Dina re same (1.5); review drafts of briefing and motion under Rule 56(f) (.8); work
on preparation for deposition of Brady Kraft (4.0); telephone conference with Greg Lowe (.4).
1,800.00 Review and revise statement of facts.
437.50 Review draft statement of facts; conference with J. Chou re: same.
1,300.00 Research Kraft documents related to pricing and visios per D. Lombardi; review and revise
Statement of Facts: research deposition transcripts and identify citations referencing
meetings; incorporate citations into Statement of Facts; begin pulling exhibits to be filed with
court.
1,855.00 Draft Qwest and DOA opposition briefs.
2,250.00 Depose Brady Kraft.
840.00 Continue drafting and revising Statement of Facts, Opposition to Qwest's Motion for
Sllmmary Jbldgment, and Opposition to DOA's Motion for Summary Judgment.
270.00 Continue revision of statement of facts; review, revise and finali2:0 responses to Qwest's
reqblests for prodblction; review memo in opposition of Qwest's motion for partial sblmmar ·

----------------j~gment.
160.00
800.00
800.00 Research privileges for "honest advice" and "business competition"; draft inserts for brief
regarding same.
1,040.00 Prepare exhibits for use at Kraft deposition; receive and process Zickau deposition transcript;
100.00
1,040.00
review and revise Statement of Facts in preparation for filing in opposition to summary
judgment.
1,400.00 Finalize statement of facts and opposition briefs.
175.00
1,400.00
1,590.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re case analysis and board meeting (.3); participate in
1,590.00
300.00
telephone conference with board (1.0); Prepare for deposition of Clint Berry and Jim Schmidt
(4.0).
1,568.00 Revise and finalize Statement of Facts, 56(f) Motion, 56(f) Memo, 56(f) Affidavit, Opposition
160.00
1,568.00
to Qwest's Summary Judgment Motion, Affidavit in support of Opposition, and Motion for
Overlength Brief.
697.50 Draft motion to exceed page limitation; meeting with co-counsel regarding Kraft deposition;
697.50
225.00
conference with client regarding settlement and price sheet received from the State
Defendants.
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FEES
Rate
100.00

Original
Amount
800.00

3.10

175.00

542.50

DRL
SMH

9.00
2.00

300.00
100.00

2,700.00
200.00

11/17/10
11/18/10

TLK
AND

0.30
3.50

100.00
175.00

30.00
612.50

11/18/10

DRL

7.80

300.00

2,340.00

11/18/10

SMH

2.00

100.00

200.00

11/19/10

AND

1.00

175.00

175.00

11/19/10

SMH

3.00

100.00

300.00

11/22/10
11/22/10

AND
JCC

1.00
1.40

175.00
225.00

175.00
315.00

11/23/10

AND

3.30

175.00

577.50

11/23/10

ELM

1.00

160.00

160.00

11/23/10

SMH

11.00

100.00

1,100.00

11/24/10 AND
11/24/10 · DRL
11/24/10 ELM

5.50
0.60
6.70

175.00
300.00
160.00

962.50
180.00
1,072.00

11/24/10

KRM

0.75

350.00

262.50

11/26/10
11/28/10
11/28/10

AND
AND

1.40
4.30
2.00

175.00
175.00
300.00

245.00
752.50
600.00

Date
11/16/10

ID
SMH

Hours
8.00

11/17/10

AND

11/17/10
11/17/10

DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
800.00 Review, revise and finalize citations in Statement of Facts; draft Affidavit of D. Lombardi in
Support of Opposition to Motions for Summary Judgment; prepare exhibits to Affidavit of D.
Lombardi; receive and review exhibits from Kraft deposition; draft chronologies of hot
documents relating to Berry and Schmit in preparation for depositions; update deposition
exhibit index cross-referencing hot documents.
542.50 Draft motion to modify protective order and supporting affidavit and review related email
communication; review discovery issues and discuss strategy with S. Heneise.
2,700.00 Complete preparation and depose Clint Berry.
200.00 Prepare exhibits for Berry deposition; receive and review updated master index from M&M
Court Reporting.
30.00 Prepare documents in anticipation of deposition.
612.50 Review Syringa documents for production; discuss strategy with D. Lombardi; discuss
discovery issues with S. Heneise;email communication with client.
2,340.00 Complete preparation for deposition of Jim Schmidt (1.5); depose Jim Schmidt (6.0); review
ENA materials re date ENA advised it was listed on 471 form (.3).
200.00 Prepare exhibits for use at Schmit deposition; receive and review highly confidential exhibits
from Berry deposition; receive and process Berry deposition transcript.
175.00 Revise motion to modify protective order and discuss same with S. Heneise; review
documents from ENA designated as Highly Confidential.
300.00 Research and identify whether any documents produced by Qwest are designated highly
confidential per A. Dina; receive and review updated master exhibit index from M&M Court
Reporting; receive and process Kraft deposition transcript; receive and review highly
confidential Kraft deposition exhibits; receive and review Schmit exhibits; process
supplemental documents produced by Qwest.
175.00 Review Syringa documents for production.
315.00 Review reply from State Defendants; review motions to strike and response to 56(f) motion;
conference with co-counsel regarding response.
577.50 Draft discovery responses to Qwest; address discovery issues; review DOA reply briefin
d
various motions and affidavits.
160.00 Read State's Responses and newly filed motion; strategize regarding potential response and
reply.
1,100.00 Receive and review updated master exhibit index from M&M Court Reporting; complete
coding email database with production codes and confidentiality designations; complete
printing and flagging confidential documents in preparation for review by Greg Lowe.
962.50 Review briefing; draft opposition to motion to strike; edit and discuss reply on 56(f).
180.00 Direct E. McClure and A. Dina re response to defense motions.
1,072.00 Read documents filed by Qwest; review documents filed by State; draft outline for Reply to
56(f) motion; discuss with D. Lombardi, A. Dina, J. Chou, and K. McClure; draft Reply.
262.50 Review Rule 56(f) Motion and Memorandum in Support of Motion; conference with E.
McClure re: same.
245.00 Finalize and file briefs.
752.50 Review Syringa documents for production.
600.00 Review briefing re 56(f) continuance and DOA MSJ.
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FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,015.00

300.00

420.00

1.70

160.00

272.00

0.90

225.00

202.50

7.30

100.00

730.00

AND

5.40

175.00

945.00

11/30/10

DRL

5.00

300.00

1,500.00

11/30/10

ELM

3.80

160.00

608.00

11/30/10

SMH

4.50

100.00

450.00

12/01/10
12/01/10

AND
DRL

1.00
5.30

175.00
300.00

175.00
1,590.00

12/01/10
12/01/10

ELM

SMH

5.30
2.20

160.00
100.00

848.00
220.00

12/02/10
12/02/10

AND
DRL

0.40
4.70

175.00
300.00

70.00
1,410.00

12/02/10

SMH

2.60

100.00

260.00

12/02/10
12/03/10

TLK
AND

0.30
5.00

100.00
175.00

30.00
875.00

Date
11/29/10

ID
AND

Hours
5.80

11/29/10

DRL

1.40

11/29/10

ELM

1.70

11/29/10

JCC

0.90

11/29/10

SMH

11/30/10

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,015.00 Review Syringa documents for production: discuss same with client and S. Heneise; discuss
strategy with D. Lombardi; review ENA summary judgment briefing.
420.00 Conference with Greg Lowe re analysis and status of suit (.7); review document production
issues with Amber Dina (.4); call to HFOB re briefing on ENA MSJ (.3).
o.00 Read e~A·soiiii,ma,y jwd§meRt bReliAQ; re,iew resear<R already soAdHO!e<l eA F,sstFa!ioA
GemmeFGial pt1Fpese aRG G9RGitieR pFeGeGeRt.
0.00 GeRfeFeRGe Gall witl:i Q.G. Gamage expeFt; GeRfeFeRGe Gall witl:i leGal Gamage expeFt;
GeRfeFeRGe witl:i GlieRt FegaFGiRg Gamage aRalysis; rnview GeGtimeRts feF pFi 11ilege.
730.00 Print and organize missing attachments for review by Greg Lowe in preparation for
production in response to discovery requests; review, revise, and update privilege log for
review by A. Dina; code database with changes in confidentiality designations per Greg Lowe
and A. Dina; receive, review, and process deposition transcript of Jim Schmit; print privile
documents for final review by A. Dina in preparation for production of documents.

oil

945.00 Follow up on discovery issues and issues re ENA summary judgment; attend oral argument
on summary judgment motions; discuss strategy re new briefing schedule; analyze ENA
briefing and related case law.
1,500.00 Prepare for and argue Motion for postponement of hearing pursuant to IRCP 56(f) and
related Motions for Summary Judgment by Qwest and State.
608.00 Research whether lack of witness memory raises fact issue sufficient to withstand summary
judgment; revise and send chronology chart to D. Lombardi; research law on failure of
condition precedent.
450.00 Research deposition transcripts of state defendants for objections relating to attorney-client
privilege per D. Lombardi; research electronic document database for all Gwartney calendars
produced by state defendants per D. Lombardi; prepare documents remaining with questions
for review by A. Dina in preparation for production in response to discovery requests;
electronic correspondence with vendor in preparation for production of documents.
175.00 Strategy meeting with E. McClure and D. Lombardi; address discovery issues.
1,590.00 Meet with A. Dina, Emily McClure and S. Heneise (1.5); prepare for Gwartney deposition
today (3. 7).
848.00 Continue researching law on condition precedent; begin outlining argument.
220.00 Discovery strategy conference with D. Lombardi, A. Dina, E. McClure; meet with vendor to
transfer electronic documents and coordinate method of production to defendants.
70.00 Discuss discovery issues; follow up on hearing dates.
1,410.00 Complete the deposition of Mike Gwartney (4.5); direct associate re anti-retaliation provisions
in applicable federal law (.2).
260.00 Update exhibit binders and index and create exhibits for use by D. Lombardi at Gwartney
deposition.
30.00 Review documents relating to Gwartney calendar; email to group re same.
875.00 Participate in meetings and conference calls re Qwest discovery; discuss strategy with D.
Lombardi; review memo and research re partial waiver of privilege.
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y_,-=e=llc::co=wc.c.._ _ _..)

FEES
Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Description
660.00 Conference re work distribution and discovery issues (1.0); meet with Ken McClure and
telephone lobbyist re issues raised in litigation (.5); emails re depositions of Skip Smyser and
Ed Lodge (.2); extended telephone conference with Steve Maloney (.5).
o.oo Mooting with client and local expert regarding additional inforrnation;oo·-n-::fe-r_e_n-ce-ca--:lc-1,-.v:-:cith:-~-....
1,147.50
5.10
225.00
12/03/10 JCC
5.10
client and DC export regarding additional inforrnation.
0.00 Research regarding statutory and regulatory protection for E Rate whistleblowers;
1,482.00
7.60
7.60
195.00
12/03/10" JMF
conversation with legal counsel for Universal Service Adrninistrative Cornpany; discuss
findings with 0. bornbardi.
262.50 Conference with David Lombardi.
262.50
350.00
12/03/10 KRM
0.75
520.00 Conference with D. Lombardi and A. Dina regarding Qwest documents in preparation for
520.00
12/03/10 SMH
5.20
100.00
meet and confer with Qwest counsel; prepare deposition search reports on Vandenberg,
Lodge, Smyser, McClure, Chou, and Creason in preparation for upcoming depositions;
prepare chronology related to Vandenberg and beginning coding Vandenberg documents in
electronic database in preparation for deposition.
1,200.00 Prepare for deposition of Melissa Vandenberg.
1,200.00
4.00
300.00
12/05/10 DRL
500.00 Code electronic document database with regard to Vandenberg related documents; create
500.00
5.00
100.00
12/05/10 SMH
report of documents related to Vandenberg; update D. Lombardi regarding same in
preparation for Vandenberg deposition.
1,800.00
Complete preparation (1.0); depose Melissa Vandenberg (6.0).
300.00
1,800.00
DRL
6.00
12/06/10
::..:...::-.=:.:..:..:...----=--:..:.::...--.::::..,..::.---.:.:=::..::...---..:::...::....:.:.::=-----...:Oc:..:.0:..:0:.....:=B.=.,ogin
drafting portion of brief pertaining to failure of condition,~p-re~c-e-cd-en-t-.- - - - - - - ]
160.00
544.00
3~40
3.40
C12/06/10 ELM
45.00 Conference with co-counsel regarding waiver of attorney client privilege and discovery issues
225.00
45.00
12/06/10 JCC
0.20
related to Vandenberg testimony.
0.00
Additional
rosoar~h ro'-g-ar-d-in_g_s_,ta'--t-u-to_r.,_•-a-nd~ro-g-u-la-to_ri_J_p_ro_t-ec-t-io_n_f_o_rE~R-a-te_w_h-is-tl-eb_l_o,-N-e-rs-.-~J
4.80
[12/06/10
195~00
936:00
:4:80
~J~F
Date
12/03/10

ID
DRL

Hours
2.20

Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
660.00

l

=

60.00 Search electronic document database for handwritten notes of Vandenberg per D. Lombardi;
electronic correspondence with vendor regarding upcoming production.
35.00 Review email communication re depositions.
35.00
175.00
12/07/10 AND
0.20
1,230.00 Conference with Steve Maloney (1.5); telephone conference with Steve Schossberger re
1,230.00
300.00
4.10
12/07/10 DRL
30(b)(6) deposition of state and related issues (.3); follow up email to counsel re same a
deposition of Rex Miller (.3); prepare for continued depositon of Bob Collie (2.0).
0.00 Finish drafting section of brief on condition precedent; outline section on frustra·ectio_n_of=-·:--~-)
768.00
160.00
4.80
[1:2/07/1:0 ELM
.~_4:80
_ _...
_ _~:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.purpose; begin drafting section on frustration of purp:..:o:,::s:,:::e_:..- - - - - - - - - - · - ·____._
210.00 Research whether calendars and/or event records have been produced by ENA; udpate D.
210.00
100.00
12/07/10 SMH
2.10
Lombardi regarding same; update exhibit list with cross-references to hot documents for use
by D. Lombardi in preparing for continued deposition of Collie; conference with vendor
regarding new production database and tagging confidential/highly confidential designations;
upload production database.
122.50 Discuss briefing strategy; follow up on discovery issues.
122.50
175.00
12/08/10 AND
0.70
300.00
Work on preparation for completion of deposition of Bob Collie
300.00
300.00
DRL
1.00
12/08/10
160.00
400.00
2.50
2.50
[.12/08/10=ELM
::..:...::-.=:.:..:..:...---=::..::...--==---'-'=-=.c=-=-----:..:~~---=...:O:.cc.O=-=O=-:.=cc_::.oc.cnt:c:.in.c.::u;,,e;;e-.:d=-:.r,::caftc::i:n_:..,g_portion of Response to ENA concerning frustration of purpose.
: ]
400.00 Begin identifying and coding confidential/highly confidential documents within new production
400.00
4.00
100.00
12/08/10 SMH
database due to information lost in processing.
437.50 Discuss Collie depo questions; review related discovery issues; review ENA briefing;
175.00
437.50
12/09/10 AND
2.50
telephone conferences with D. Lombardi.
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FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
1,650.00

5.80

100.00

580.00

AND

2.00

175.00

350.00

12/10/10

DRL

1.30

300.00

390.00

12/10/10

SMH

4.30

100.00

430.00

12/12/10
12/13/10

DRL
AND

1.00
4.00

300.00
175.00

300.00
700.00

12/13/10

DRL

4.40

300.00

1,320.00

C12/13/10~ELM
12/13/10 JMF
12/13/10 SMH

2.20
0.20
4.70

160.00
195.00
100.00

352.00
39.00
470.00

12/14/10 AND
C_12/1~/10=ELM
12/14/10 JCC

6.50
3.50
6.80

3.50

175.00
160.00
225.00

1,137.50
560.00
1,530.00

7.10

195.00

1,384.50

Date
12/09/10

ID
DRL

Hours
5.50

12/09/10

SMH

12/10/10

Adjusted
Hours

2.20:

12/14/10

JMF

7.10

12/14/10

SMH

5.80

100.00

580.00

12/15/10

AND

7.00

175.00

1,225.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,650.00 Complete preparation for continued deposition of Bob Collie (1.5); complete deposition (4.0).

580.00 Conference with D. Lombardi in preparation for continued deposition of Collie; prepare
exhibits for use at continued deposition of Collie; continue confidentiality designation review
and marking of new production database.
350.00 Discuss discovery issues with S. Heneise; email communication with client re Qwest
discovery; discuss strategy with D. Lombardi; begin drafting oppositions to motions to
compel.
390.00 Conference with A. Dina re responses to Motions to Compel and Motions for Summary
Judgment (.9); direct S. Heneise re preparation for Rex Miller deposition (.2); email to
counsel re depostions of lobbyists (.2).
430.00 Complete marking of documents in new production database; electronic correspondence
vendor regarding same; prepare chronology related to Rex Miller and identify additional M1m:::r
related documents in preparation for deposition; receive and process additional documents
from ENA and DOA; distribute same to litigation team for review.
300.00 Work on preparation for deposition of Rex Miler.
700.00 Draft Lowe Affidavit to refute allegations raised in Qwest motion to compel; discuss research
issues with J. Fredin; telephone conference with client to finalize affidavit; draft opposition to
motion to compel; review email communication.
1,320.00 Complete preparation for depositon of Rex Miller (1.5); depose Rex Miller (2.4); review
Affidavit of Greg Lowe re Motion to Compel and participate in conference re same (.5).
0.00: Continue drafting Response to E~J/\'s Motion f.or Summary Judgment.
39.00 Discussion with A. Dina regarding issues to research.
470.00 Receive and process Vandenberg deposition transcript; correspond with Vendor regarding
inability to access Qwest documents; draft Affidavit of D. Lombardi in Support of Opposition
to Motion to Extend Discovery; revise affidavit per comments from D. Lombardi.
1,137.50 Draft opposition briefs; discuss research with J. Fredin; address discovery issues.
: 0.00: Continue drafting Response to EN/\'s motion f.or summal)'_judgment.
1,530.00 Review deposition of Melissa Vandenberg; review case law and Idaho Rules of Evidence
regarding waiver of attorney client privilege; draft meet and confer correspondence
requesting additional materials from State Defendants; conferences with expert regarding
additional information for review.
0.00 Researsl=I regarding Qwest's Elefense eased on Syringa's allegeel inaeility to perf.orm sontrast; J
Elissuss findings with A. Dina.
580.00 Receive and process new Qwest document acces information from vendor; receive and
process Collie deposition transcript; review and revise affidavit of D. Lombardi per comments
from D. Lombardi and A. Dina; research documents for review by experts per J. Chou.

J

1,225.00 Draft oppositon to state's motion to compel; draft opposition to motion to extend discovery
deadline; draft supporting affidavits.
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FEES
Date
12/15/10

ID
DRL

C12/15/10=ELM
12/15/10 SMH

Hours
1.70

::

4.50
4.60

Adjusted
Hours

4.50

Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
510.00

160.00
100.00

720.00
460.00

175.00

1,137.50

12/16/10

AND

6.50

12/16/10

DRL

4.20

1.00

300.00

1,260.00

12/16/10
12/16/10

ELM
JMF

2.60
3.50

2.60
1.75

160.00
195.00

416.00
682.50

12/16/10

SMH

3.30

100.00

330.00

12/17/10

DRL

0.90

300.00

270.00

12/20/10

DRL

1.30

1.00

300.00

390.00

12/21/10

AND

4.00

4.00

175.00

700.00

12/21/10

DRL

2.40

2.00

300.00

720.00

12/21/10

ELM

4.90

4.90

160.00

784.00

12/21/10

JMF

0.30

0.30

195.00

58.50

12/21/10

SMH

0.40

100.00

40.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
510.00 Telephone conference with counsel for Qwest re deposition of C. Creason (.3); email to
Charlie (.1 ); review draft memos regarding response to Qwest Motion to Compel and DOA
Motion to Extend Discovery deadline and conferences with A. Dina re same (1.0); telephone
conference with Jerry Piper re cost to Salmon High School (.3).
__J
0.00:Continue drafting Response to EN/\'s summal)_'._judgment.
460.00 Create tables summarizing document production by defendants for inclusion into affidavit of
D. Lombardi; review, revise and finalize affidavit of D. Lombardi in preparation for signature
and filing; upload documents to internet share folder for access and review by expert
witnesses; electronic correspondence with expert witnesses regarding same.
1,137.50 Finalize opposition to Qwest motion to compel and related affidavit; finalize supplemental
responses to Qwest discovery; telephone conference with ENA counsel re timing of motiofor summary judgment as to damages.
960.00 Re11iew draftFRemo apposing Qwest Motion to Compel and telepl=lone eanferenee witl=I
Dennis Reinstein re materials provided fer expert review (1.0); Finalize response to Qwest
Motion to Compel (1.0); conference with A. Dina, S. Heneise and E. McClure re overall
briefing and related issues for January 4 deadline and commencement of trial preparation
(1.2); begin analysis for same (1.0).
0.00 Continue drafting response to ENA's motion fer summary judgment; offiee eonferenee.
341.25 Conversation and correspondence with D. Lombardi regarding research to date; additional
researel=I regarding proof af finaneial ability to perferm as element of tartious interferenee
Glaim-:
330.00 Conference with D. Lombardi, A. Dina, and E. McClure regarding discovery status and
additional documents to be produced; draft list of documents reviewed by experts to be
produced for inclusion in discovery responses; identify and collect all documents reviewed by
experts in preparation for production to defendants; upload documents to internet share
folder for access by vendor in preparation for processing and production; electronic
correspondence with vendor regarding same.
270.00 Telephone conference with Jerry Piper re analysis ongoing and context of his request re.
Salmon High School (.3); direct staff re organization of materials for analysis (.3); telepho
conference with Steve Preferment re Qwest position in litigation, deposition of C. Creason
and related issues (.3).
90.00 Prepare fer eanfereAGe witl=I loeal damages expert D. Reinstein (1.0); receive and review fax
from Schossberger re Motion to Compel (.3)
0.00 Diseuss E~JA apposition briefing strategy; review Syringa daeuments fer produetion and
witl=ll=lolding as privileged; draft apposition briefs.
120.00 Conferenee witl=I Dennis Reinstein (2.0); fellow up on damages analysis (1.0); extended
telephone conference with S. Preferment re deposition of Charlie Creason and discovery in
case (.4).
0.00 Continue drafting Response ta ENA Motion fer Summary Judgment; diseuss seetian
regarding frustration of purpose witl=I D. bombardi; revise argument.
0.00 Additional researel=I regarding proof af finaneial ability to perferm as element af tartiaus
interferenee elaim.
40.00 Research original Syringa email forwarding local access pricing to ENA; electronic
002149
correspondence to Greg Lowe regarding same.
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FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,137.50

300.00

1,500.00

160.00
195.00

784.00
234.00

1.00

350.00

350.00

SMH

0.80

100.00

80.00

DRL

4.40

300.00

1,320.00

Date
12/22/10

ID

AND

Hours
6.50

12/22/10

DRL

5.00

12/22/10
12/22/10

ELM

JMF

4.90
1.20

12/22/10

KRM

12/22/10

12/23/10

C12/24/10=-AND:
12/27/10 SMH

Adjusted
Hours

4.90
1.20

4.00
0.40

4.00

175.00
100.00

700.00
40.00

1.25

300.00

750.00

12/28/10

DRL

2.50

12/28/10

SMH

0.90

100.00

90.00

12/29/10
12/29/10
12/30/10
12/30/10

DRL
SMH
DRL
JCC

4.50
2.70
3.50
1.10

300.00
100.00
300.00
225.00

1,350.00
270.00
1,050.00
247.50

12/30/10
12/30/10

JMF

SMH

0.50
5.90

195.00
100.00

97.50
590.00

12/31/10

DRL

5.00

300.00

1,500.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,137.50 Review privileged docs; discuss disclosure of lobbying communication with K. McClure and
D. Lombardi; discuss motion to compel hearing strategy with D. Lombardi; attend hearing;
discuss and edit motion to modify protective order; email communication re same.
1,500.00 Prepare for hearing on State and Qwest Motions to Compel and Motion to Extend Discovery
deadline (1.5); appear and argue same (1.5); conference with A. Dina re status of MSJ
responses for Qwest and DOA (.4); work on obtaining spreadsheet with pricing for RFP and
follow up on damages analysis with Reinstein (.5); review supplemental discovery materials
to be provided by Syringa (.5); address issue concerning lobbyist v. attorney client privilege
and McClure and Chou emails (.6).
0.00 GeRtiRl:19 EIFaftiRg F9Sj39RS9 te eNA's FRetieR feF Sl:IFRFRai:y j1:1ElgFReRt.
0.00 AEIElitieRal FeseaFGh mgaFEliRg 13mef ef fiRaRGial ability te 13eFfeFFR as eleFReRt ef tertie1:1s
iRteFfeF9RG9 GlaiFR.
350.00 Conference with A. Dina re distinction between law and lobbying; review documents for
disclosure or claim of privilege regarding same; conference with D. Lombardi re same.
80.00 Conference wit D. Lombardi to review and approve production of documents reviewed by
expert witnesses; receive and review email and local access pricing spreadsheet with D.
Lombardi; receive and review confidential Vandenberg memorandum produced by DOA.
1,320.00 Telephone conference with Jerry Piper re pricing for Salmon H.S. (.4); work on continued
analysis of case and opposition to MSJ's (4.0)
o.oo:graft G1313esitieR te e!'IJA s1:1FRFRar~!J1:1ElgFReRC: :
40.00 Electronic corresondence with court reporter regarding Miller deposition out-of-state;
electronic correspondence to expert witnesses regarding local access pricing spreadsheet.
375.00 Begin review of Melissa Vandenberg report and work on damages issue; tele13heRe
G9RfeF9RG9 with l;)eRRiS ReiRsteiR Fe saFRe.
90.00 Research whether CableOne/ENA Teaming Agreement was produced by ENA per D.
Lombardi; upload Vandenberg memorandum to internet share file for access by Greg Lo1··-·
upload RFI and IEN Alliance Response to RFI for access and review by expert witnessei
Work on damages and overall story.
Update databank of deposition transcripts and related exhibits for use by litigation team.
Work on response to defense Motions for Summary Judgment.
Conference with co-counsel regarding possible affidavit; depositions of Lodge and Smyser;
review Vandenberg report.
97.50 Research whether credibility questions preclude summary judgment.
590.00 Research ENA documents designated Highly Confidential and create report for use by D.
Lombardi; research and identify documents related to Smyser and to Lodge in preparation for
depositions; draft chronology of documents related to Smyser in preparation for deposition;
begin drafting chronology of documents related to Lodge in preparation for deposition;
correspond with court reporter regarding Miller transcript and exhibits.

1,350.00
270.00
1,050.00
247.50

1,500.00 Work on supplemental response to Motions for Summary Judgment and pull deposition cites.
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Rate
195.00
100.00

Original
Amount
175.50
270.00

1.00
0.50

300.00
165.00

300.00
82.50

DRL
AND

6.00
6.00

300.00
185.00

1,800.00
1,110.00

01/03/11
01/03/11

DRL
ELM

8.00
3.60

300.00
165.00

2,400.00
594.00

01/03/11

JCC

1.90

225.00

427.50

01/03/11
01/03/11
01/03/11

JMF
PJM
SMH

0.50
0.50
3.00

165.00
265.00
120.00

82.50
132.50
360.00

01/04/11

AND

7.50

2.00

185.00

1,387.50

01/04/11

DRL

7.00

3.50

300.00

2,100.00

ID

Date
12/31/10
12/31/10

JMF
SMH

Hours
0.90
2.70

01/01/11
01/01/11

DRL
JMF

01/02/11
01/03/11

Adjusted
Hours

1.90

Adjusted
Amount
Description
175.50 Research whether credibility questions preclude summary judgment; summarize findings.
270.00 Complete chronology and identification of documents related to Ed Lodge in preparation for
deposition.
300.00 Prepare for Smyser deposition. (no charge)
82.50 Research whether credibility questions preclude summary judgment; correspondence with D.
Lombardi regarding the same.
1,800.00 Work on response to Motions for Summary Judgment.
1,110.00 Draft supplemental briefing in opposition to Qwest and DOA motions for summary judgment;
discuss strategy with D. Lombardi and E. McClure re same.
2,400.00 Work on supplemental responses to defense Motions for Summary Judgment.
594.00 Office conference regarding many filings this week; research law on damages; review and
comment on draft supplemental statement of facts.
0.00 Reviei.v ENA second motion for summary judgment; conf.erence with counsel regarding
potential affidavit.
82.50 Research regarding grant of new trial based on witness credibility.
132.50 Begin review of summary judgment briefing; conference with D. Lombardi.
360.00 Conference with Pat Roden regarding video clips to be filed with court; electronic
correspondence with Mr. Roden regarding additional clips; prepare exhibits to be attached to
affidavits; draft Affidavit of D. Lombardi in preparation for filing.
1,017 .50 Finalize supplemental briefing in opposition to Qwest and DOA motions for summary
judgment; discuss strategy f.or opposing ENA motions.
1,050.00 Complete briefing and related supplemental filings in opposition to DOA and Qwest Motions

J

-~----------

------------------------------:...::fo:.:.r-=S=-=u:.:.:m:..:..m:..::a=ry Judg:.:.:m.:.::e:.:.:n=t.-----------------------1,171.50
1,171.50 Revise supplemental statement of facts; edit and add to supplemental opposition to Qwest
01/04/11
ELM
7.10
165.00
and DOA Motions for summary judgment; office conference; finalize in preparation for filing;
office conference regarding damages briefing and opposition to ENA motion for summary
judgment.
.-[--::::071/-:::-0-:-4/-:-:--f":"1:-:-J:-::C:-::c-:--1":".-::coo=-~1:-:.0=-::0:----:2=-::2:--=-5--::::.0-::-0-----=-22:::-:5=-_o:::-:o:----:-:o=-.o::-::-"O:Conference call with expert.
]
01/04/11
PJM
4.00
265.00
1,060.00
1,060.00 Review all summary judgment pleadings; provide input on opposition to state defendants
motion for summary judgment; briefly research immunity statute.
720.00 Draft, revise, and finalize Affidavit of Pat Roden and exhibits per D. Lombardi language;
720.00
120.00
6.00
01/04/11 SMH
electronic correspondence with Mr. Roden regarding same; coordinate video clips to be
attached to Affidavit of Pat Roden; revise and finalize Affidavit of D. Lombardi and exhibits;
electronic correspondence to experts re teaming agreement for review.
1,128.50 Draft opposition brief to ENA motions for summary judgment and discuss related strategy.
1,128.50
185.00
6.10
01/05/11
AND
2,700.00 Work on opposition to ENA motions.
2,700.00
300.00
9.00
DRL
01/05/11
1,551.00
0.00 Research Idaho law on damages; office conference regarding damages erief; outline
165.00
9.40
9.40
01/05/11
ELM
argument regarding damages; eegin drafting opposition to EN.'\'s motion f.or summary
judgment on damages; office conference regarding ENA's first motion for summary judgment;j
mal(e revisions to opposition to laNA's first motion for summary judgment.
-.::0:..:.1:..:./0:.::5::..:/1:...:1--=-J=C=C----=-0.:.=5-=-0--=:0.:.:.5:.::0---:2==2=-=5::..:.0:.::0,__ _-.:.1..:.::12::.:.·.::.:50::----=0::..:.0:.::0:..~:.:.:A.=.e.::.:et::..:.oing with client and expert reg~g validation of eertain assumpc::..:t::.::io~n-=-=s·:------....
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Date

I

01/05/11

ID

PJM

Hours

3.00

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

3.00

265.00

Original
Amount

795.00

Adjusted
Amount

Description

l

0.00 Assist with daR1ages analysis in order to respond te E~JA's suR1R1al)' judgR1ent R1etion
regarding daR1ages; briefly review Idaho ease law regarding required proof to take daR1ages
out of realR1 of speoulation; provide GOR1R1ents on suR1R1al)' judgR1ent responses to ENA's
------------------------------:.:R1.:.:oc::ti-=-on:..:...:..=:.re.garding existenoe of a oontraot and whether oontraot terR1inated.
01 /05/11 SMH
3.30
120.00
396.00
396.00 Update transcript database; correspond with court reporter regarding additional electronic
files needed; receive and review updated exhibit list from court reporter.
1,406.00
185.00
0.00 Draft oppositions to ENA R1otions for suR1R1al)' judgR1ent.
- - - - - - - - -.....
]
7.60
01/06/11 AND
7.60
2,400.00
0.00 'Nork on opposition to ENA R1otions.
8.00
300.00
01/06/11
8.00
DRL
0.00 Continue drafting Response to ENA's R1otion for SUR1R1al)' judgR1ent on daR1ages; offioe
1,699.50
10.30
165.00
10.30
01/06/11 ELM
oonferenoe oonoerning saR1e; oontinue researoh for Response; begin drafting 56(f)
doouR1ents.
945.00 Conference with client regarding pricing; draft K. Johnsen affidavit; review exhibits for
945.00
225.00
4.20
01/06/11
JCC
inclusion in affidavit.
[....::0:..:1:...::/0:.:::6:....:/1:..:1-=-=-J:.:.:M:.:..F_ _--=-o:=--=6-=-0-=-=--=-o.:..:.6:.:::0_:_ _1..:..:6:..:5:..:.:.0:..:0:.--:_:_:_:....9:c..:9::..:..0.::...0=-----=0:..:.:.0:...:0:....=:...:R.::...es:c..:e:.:::a:.:.cro:.:.h::..:r.::.,eg~g oontraot enforoeR1ent in°ldaho; disouss findings with A. Dina.
]
01/06/11
PJM
2.50
265.00
662.50
662.50 Review summary judgment response drafts; provide comments and suggested edits; draft
inserts for brief.
01/06/11 SMH
4.10
120.00
492.00
492.00 Research documents in preparation for filing; prepare exhibits to affidavits in preparation for
filings.
[..--=o---'-1.:..C:/0'--'-7.:...../1'-'1-=-'---'AC...:N=D_ _-.:....7.=0--"-o_:_"'""7c._;:.o_:_o_ _:_1.:.....8:...:5..c...o:...:oc.-_ _1"'-',_29.:.....5'-.-'-oo'------'o_.o.:.....o_:_D_ra_ft_o,pposition to ENA R1otion for suR1R1al)_j~gR1ent and related affidavits.
DRL
6.00
300.00
1,800.00
1,800.00 Defend deposition of Charlie Creason (4.0); complete briefing, etc. re response to ENA
01/07/11
motions (2.0).
01/07/11 ELM
7.20
7.20
165.00
1,188.00
0.00 CoR1plete Response to ENA's Seoond Motion"fo~r SuR1R1al)' JudgR1ent; finalize:f.or filing; draftJ
Motion for 56(f); draft R1eR10 in support of Motion for 56(f); draft Affidavit of Dennis Reinsteinfor 56(f); revise affidavit of Kevin Johnsen; R1eet with Glient.
-.:0::..:1:....:/0::..:.7..:./1_,_1:...-..::J:.:::C:..:C:.-_ _1.:.:·-=-oo=---..:.1.:.:.o-=o----=22=--=5::..:·-=-oo=------=2=2:.::5:.:.:·o:...:o:.-_ ___,o:.:. o:c. :o: .-.:. .R:.=e:. :.:vi:.: :e_:_:v,. .:s:.: :e:.: :G-=-On:. :.:d=--=dr:.: :a:.:.:ft:. .:o:. :.f._:_:c_re,port froR1 looal expert.
01/07/11
JCC
1.80
225.00
405.00
405.00 Review and finalize draft of K. Johnsen affidavit for filing.
01/07/11
PJM
2.50
0.50
265.00
662.50
530.00 Continue to review and revise briefs; draft conclusion to summary judgment brief; brieflyJ
researoh oontraot oases for fundaR1ental nature of oontraot rig,-=.:h-=ts:.:....- - - - - - - 01/07/11 SMH
4.00
120.00
480.00
480.00 Prepare exhibits to affidavits in preparation for filings; coordinate supplemental productio
documents to defendants.
[.....:::0..::1/:.:::.0~8/..:.1.:..1=.....::J:..:::C:..:::C:.-__0=·=50:::.-.....::0:.:.:.5:...:0:----=2=2=5-=--=.0-=-0-:_:_-.:..1..:.:c12=.5=-=0=----=-:O=-=-.O=O::. . .: . . cR-=-e'-:. :._'ie: . .:.v.:. .1d=r..:::.aft:..:.:..::..report froR1 looal expert. :
:
' )
01/10/11 AND
0.60
185.00
111.00
111.00 Review opposition briefing to motion to modify protective order and discuss strategy with D.
Lombardi.
360.00 Telephone conference with Charlie Creason re emails requested in discovery and during his
1.20
300.00
360.00
DRL
01/10/11
deposition (.2); receive and begin review of Hooper Cornell damages analysis (.6); direct
associate re preparation for hearing on Confidentiality Order (.2); telephone conference with
Karen Ginnet re same (.2).
33.00 Review docket and email exchange confirming briefs were filed.
0.20
165.00
33.00
01/10/11 ELM
555.00 Review documents to produce for Qwest; discuss discovery issues with S. Heneise; discuss
185.00
555.00
3.00
01/11/11 AND
issues re damages analysis and review related provisions in RFP; review briefing in response
to motion to modify protective order.
01/11/11
DRL
5.00
5.00
300.00
1,500.00
0.00 VVork on Syringa d:-.ca,_R1_a_g-es-.,--is-s-ue-s-.---------------------i
01/11/11 ELM
0.60
0.60
165.00
99.00
0.00 Review expert report on daR1ages and disouss possible iR1pro11eR1ents and weaknesses.
01/11/11
JCC
0.90
0.90
225.00
202.50
0.00 Conferenoes with D.C. expert regarding additional sohools and disoount 002152
rate.
--=:...:.:..~.:...:---=:..=..::=----c::..:.::..=----=..:.:-=----==::..:.::..=----==-=-=:.:..::..:=-------='-'-=-:.-.:...C..C.C..c.c..;_~...c...:_-..c.."-'-..--=--'--'--"
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Date

I.

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

2.00

265.00

530.00

120.00

720.00

01111111

PJM

2.00

01/11/11

SMH

6.00

01/12/11

AND

3.50

1.75

185.00

647.50

01/12/11

DRL

7.30

6.60

300.00

2,190.00

01/12/11

ELM

1.60

1.60

165.00

264.00

Adjusted
Amount

l

Description

Review Dennis Reinstein's damage analysis; review ldahe ease law on damages for
purposes of identifying proper measure of damages in lost opportunity eases {sueh as
eonstruetion eontraets) as oeposed to lost profits from ne11,1 business.
720.00 Research, identify, and pull emails and documents related to minutes and member
companies; research Operating Agreement; conference with A. Dina regarding documents for
final review in anticipation of production to defendants; research, identify, and pull all ENA
documents designated Highly Confidential for use by A. Dina in preparation for hearing on
Motion to Amend Protective Order.
323. 75 Review Syringa documents for production; re11iew reply SJ brief filed by Qwest; discuss
litigation strategy, ineluded expert reports; attend court decisions on Qwest motion to compel.
210.00 Conferenee with Reinstein, Pinkerton, Ginnett & Lowe at Syringa re damages (3.0);
telephone eonferenee with Bond & Peearo re damages {.7); detailed review of Bond &
Peearo report {2.0); follow up telephone eonforenee re same {.6); attend court hearing re
Motion to Compel (.7); fellow up telephone eonferenee with Reinstein (.3).
0.00 Read Qwest's Reply to motion for summary judgment; diseuss remaining diseovery
organization with /1.. Dina; read Supreme Court advanee sheets to assess impaet on Syringa
sase,.

a....::o:...:.1.c..:,1:..:::2::..,1:..:1:-..:.P...'.'.J:.:.::M.:-_-:2:.:..5=-:0::-_2::::·:..:::5_::.0___2=.:6::.:5:.:..o=-:o::.-_ ___,6:..:6:.::2:.:..:.5:..:0:.----.:0:..::.0::.:0:-.:..:R=e.:.:vi_::.e'.:.:IJ...:d:.=a:.:..:m.:..=.a,g~ports and provide eomments to D. Lombardi.
01 /12/11
SMH
0.80
120.00
96.00
96.00 Pull documents for review by A. Dina; conference with A. Dina regarding possible document
production; correspond with vendor regarding same.
462.50
Draft
email summarizing mtn to compel decision; review documents for production; review
462.50
01/13/11
AND
2.50
185.00
and edit supplemental expert disclosure; email communication with C. Yukins re same.
-=oc--:1-:c/1:-=3:-:-/1::-c1:-"=D=-=R::-:L---4:-.6-=-o=---=-3_--=6-=o---3-=-0::-:0::--.0-=-o=----=1-=,3=-=8=-=o-=.o=-=o,__..._,3::-:0=-=o:-:.0::-:0::--=R,-e"""'vi,_e,-,.,-a~nd·~edit final damages reports and telephone eonferenee with cl oh n Sanders re same,
{3.0); review Reinstein report, telephone eonforenee with Reinstein and telephone
eonforenee with Greg Lowe re use of Bond & Peearo report (.6); finalize Supplemental Expert

1

-----------------------------~W-'-it.:....nc..:.e-=-ss.:..._D_;is-"c.:.C:lo~s=urc..::...ce(1Q)c:...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 609.50 Meet with D. Lombardi; review summary judgment response briefs.
609.50
265.00
01/13/11
2.30
PJM
72.00 Receive and review information regarding court-ordered production of documents; receiv
72.00
SMH
0.60
120.00
01/13/11
review, and process Creason deposition transcript.
222.00 Follow up on discovery issues and review email communication re same.
222.00
AND
1.20
185.00
01/14/11
750.00
750.00 Begin preparation for argument on MSJ's.
2.50
DRL
300.00
01/14/11
397.50
397.50 Work on preparation for summary judgment hearing with emphasis on damages case.
1.50
01/14/11
265.00
PJM
129.50 Discuss oral argument strategy with D. Lombardi; review issues re expert reports and
129.50
185.00
0.70
01/17/11
AND
discovery and discuss same with E. McClure.
478.50 Review defendants' discovery requests; review plaintiff's responses to discovery requests;
478.50
165.00
ELM
2.90
01/17/11
draft emails to experts concerning documents needed to respond to discovery requests;
begin compiling documents to respond to discovery requests.
397.50
397.50 Work on preparation for summary judgment hearing.
265.00
1.50
01/17/11
PJM
92.50 Review reply briefs and discuss strategy and discovery issues.
92.50
185.00
0.50
01/18/11
AND
1,200.00 Work on preparation for argument in opposition to defendants' motions for summary
1,200.00
300.00
DRL
4.00
01/18/11
judgment.
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ID

Rate
165.00

Original
Amount
792.00

165.00

1,089.00

6.00

265.00

1,590.00

0.10
6.00

100.00
185.00

10.00
1,110.00

Date
01/18/11

ELM

Hours
4.80

01/18/11

JMF

6.60

01/18/11

PJM

01/18/11
01/19/11

TLK
AND

Adjusted
Hours

2.00

Adjusted
Amount
Description
792.00 Compile list of documents produced to experts; compile documents; determine which
documents have been produced, and which still need to be produced; begin searching for
alternate Bates numbered documents.
759.00 Draft motion to strike affidavits; draft supporting memorandum; discuss issues with A. Dina
and D. Lombardi; research whether oontraot may be held as tenano~,.__'i:.:..:n:...:o::.::o~m.::..m:.:.:o::.:n.:.:·----...
1,590.00 Work on summary judgment hearing; work on PowerPoint slides for hearing; review Idaho
case authority.
10.00 Review documents in anticipation of production re experts.
1,110.00 Review reply briefing and research related issues for oral argument; discuss strategy with D.
Lombardi and P. Miller regarding oral argument; address discovery issues regarding experts.

-----,....--~------------,,.------------:--::--=-~---~-c-=-'---:------'
01 /19/11
01/19/11

DRL
ELM

8.00
4.80

3.00

300.00
165.00

2,400.00
792.00

--...,.-~-----

2,400.00 Prepare for arguments on all defendants' motions for summary judgment.
297 .00 Researoh damages oase law outside of idaho to analogize to Syringa's lost profits argument;
continue compiling documents provided to experts and determining what has been produced
and what needs to be newly produced; read reply briefs for summary judgment argument.

0.00 Researoh whether oontraot may be held as tenanoy in oommon; disouss findings with D.
Lombardi; summarize findings.
0.00 Prepare damages argument; oomplete PowerPoint presentation; oontinue to review oases;
6.00
1,590.00
01/19/11
PJM
6.00
265.00
meet with D. Lombardi.
660.00
Prepare powerpoint for presentation at MSJ hearing; review database and review/organize
01/19/11
TLK
660.00
6.60
100.00
documents in preparation for upcoming production re experts.
925.00 Research case law and discuss strategy for hearing; attend hearing on summary judgments;
925.00
01/20/11
AND
5.00
185.00
discuss strategy re discovery and pretrial briefing; review discovery issues.
2,010.00 Complete preparation for argument ( 4.0); argue motions for summary judgment (2.5); report
2,010.00
01/20/11
DRL
6.70
300.00
to client (.2).
1,590.00 Final preparation for oral argument and attend argument.
1,590.00
01/20/11
PJM
6.00
265.00
590.00 Continue to prepare materials for summary judgment hearing presentation; attend summ
590.00
01 /20/11
TLK
5.90
100.00
judgment hearing and assist with powerpoint presentation; continue to review document:
relating to previously produced records.
01 /21 /11 AND
0. 70
185.00
129.50
129.50 Review and discuss issues re discovery production and upcoming deadlines.
01/21/11
ELM
1.50
165.00
247.50
247.50 Complete first response to RFPs concerning experts.
..::o...:.:1/~2...:.:1/~1..:.1=-=P~J:..:;M:.:-_-.::o;.:.:.8:.::0c.:_..::o..:.:.8:.::.0_ _. : 2:.;: 6:.: .5.:. : .o:.: .o_ _ _..::2:.:.1.::.2.:.::.0..::..o_ _ _
::...::o;.:.:.o:.::o:-.:c.:::..o::..:n.:..:ti.:..:n.::.ue::..·.:..:1,1.;:.;or;.:.:k..=o.:..:n-=d=am=ages analysis.
_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
01/24/11 AND
3.00
185.00
555.00
555.00 Review Syringa documents for production to Qwest.
300.00
300.00 Direct and review status of compliance with order compelling Qwest discovery requests (.5);
01/24/11
DRL
1.00
300.00
work on organizing preparation for trial/appeal (.5).
66.00 Exchange emails with experts concerning documents for response to RFPs.
66.00
165.00
01/24/11
ELM
0.40
180.00 Research electronic email database and begin identifying political communications and
180.00
120.00
01/24/11 SMH
1.50
member communications.
1,239.50
1,239.50 Review Syringa documents for production and discuss same with D. Lombardi.
6.70
185.00
01/25/11
AND
570.00 Review Syringa compelled production and direct A. Dina re redactions etc. (1.5); draft
570.00
1.90
300.00
01/25/11
DRL
response to Qwest email re NDS (.4).
01/19/11

JMF

6.10

6.10

165.00

1,006.50

C
...
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FEES
Rate
120.00

Original
Amount
972.00

5.00
3.30

185.00
300.00

925.00
990.00

SMH

1.10
7.80

165.00
120.00

181.50
936.00

181.50 Assist in document review for discovery.
936.00 Continue redacting non-responsive and privileged information from Operating Agreement,
Meeting Minutes, and Meetir,g Agendas in preparation for production; review and crossreference political communications and member communications approved for production oy
A. Dina with electronic email database to create subset for production; work with vendor to
process and Bates number communications and attachments; review Bates numbered
communications and attachments to correlate and provide confidentiality designations;
conference with E. McClure regarding production of materials reviewed by experts; electronic
correspondence with paralegals from all counsel regarding production of documents.

01/27/11
01/27/11

AND
DRL

0.60
1.70

185.00
300.00

111.00
510.00

01/27/11
01/27/11

PJM
SMH

0.40
6.20

265.00
120.00

106.00
744.00

01/28/11
01/28/11

AND
DRL

0.20
0.60

185.00
300.00

37.00
180.00

01/28/11

SMH

1.20

120.00

144.00

111.00 Review caselaw and articles regarding E-rate violations.
450.00 Receive and review Qwest response to yesterday's edits to NDA, analyze and respond with
explanation and analysis of tension between participating in discussions re IEN connectivity
and Protective order in litigation (1.5); +ele13l=leRe eeRfeFeRee witl=I Jel=IR SaREleFs Fe
Fes13eREliRg te rnquest feF expert witRess files aREI mateFials (.2).
106.00 Conference with D. Lombardi regarding trial strategy issues.
744.00 Update electronic document database with Syringa materials produced January 26 and 27;
review expert materials to identify items previously produced in preparation for supplemental
production to defendants; telephone conference with expert John Sanders regarding
production of expert's materials; provide status update to E. McClure and A. Dina; updati
and organize document files with recently produced documents.
37.00 Review email communication re NDA with Qwest.
180.00 Receive and review email from Qwest re accepting previous Syringa NDA proposal (.2);
analyze impact of same and forward to G. Lowe and K. McClure with comment (.3); receive
Greg Lowe response (.1 ).
0.00 Electronic correspondence with vendor regarding status of production of expert documents;
electronic correspondence with John Sanders regarding materials for production; telephone
conference with Mr. Sanders regarding same; manage documents and review file.

01/31/11
01/31/11

AND
DRL

0.10
2.30

185.00
300.00

18.50
690.00

Date
01/25/11

ID
SMH

Hours
8.10

01/26/11
01/26/11

AND
DRL

01/26/11
01/26/11

ELM

Adjusted
Hours

0.20

1.20

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
972.00 Research and identify member communications and political communications from email
database for review by A. Dina in preparation for production to defendants; begin processing,
reviewing, and redacting board minutes, agendas, loan documents, and operating
agreements in preparation for production to defendants.
925.00 Review Syringa documents for production and draft supplemental discovery responses.
990.00 Review and annotate proposed Qwest NDA (1.0); draft email to Qwest counsel re same and
review with client before sending (.4) receive and review edited NDA and forward to client
and others with comment (.7); draft revisions and forward to all (1.0); forward to Qwest (.3).

18.50 Review email communication.
690.00 Review and make minor edits to NDA sent by counsel for Qwest on Friday and telephone
conference with Greg Lowe and K. McClure re same (.4); email to counsel for Qwest re same
(.1 ); receive and forward copy signed by Syringa to Qwest counsel (.2) receive signed Qwest
agreement, communicate with G. Lowe re same and send email to Qwest re authority of
unknown person signing NDA (.6); work on overall story for trial, etc. {1.0).
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Date
ID
01/31/11
ELM
01/31/11
PJM
01 /31 /11 -~SMH

Hours
0.30
0.30
2.00

Adjusted
Hours

Rate
165.00
265.00
120.00

Note: Time:entries)ha(have been:adjusted are highlighted in y_:. :=ec.:. :11.: : .ow.:. :. :. _ _ __.J

Original
Adjusted
Amount
Amount
49.50
49.50
79.50
79.50
240.00 ,
0 .00

Description
Follow up concerning discovery responses on expert witness documents.
Follow-up research regarding jury consultant.
2.00
Conference with vendoc...r_re_g_a=-rd~i-n.'-g_u_p-co_m_i_n_g_p_ro_d~u-c-tio_n_;_e...,.le-c-tr_o_n:-ic_c_o-rr-e-sp_o_n_d_e_n-ce~\t,-,it.,...h--1
[
expert John Sanders regarding production of expert materials; receive and re 1.iie•,•,i materials
------------------------------:..:_fr.::::.om:.:..:..:.A.:..:Ar:.:..--=S-=a.:..:nd.::..e::..:r.::::.s.:.:in.:.Jpreparation for production to defendants.
02/01/11
DRL
3.50
300.00
1,050.00
1,050.00 Correspond with counsel for Qwest re date for conference call re arranging connectivity
through Syringa (.3); coordinate with Greg Lowe (.2); work on opening statement summary
(3.0).
0.00 Revie\t~ documents to produce as documents seen by experts; phone calls with J. Sanders
148.50
02/01/11
0.90
0.90
165.00
ELM
regardmg same.
0.00 Research, identify, and cull expert documents and correspondence in preparation for
780.00
02/01/11 SMH
6.50
6.50
120.00
production to defendants in response to discovery requests; telephone conference with P
"-------------------------------=S-=a.:..:nd::..:e::.:.r.::::.s.:_.=.,reg~g documents reviewed.
18.50 Email communication re discovery issues.
18.50
0.10
185.00
02/02/11
AND
1, 170.00 Review expert witness discovery disclosures (.4 ); prepare for and attend meeting with Greg
300.00
1,170.00
02/02/11
3.90
DRL
Lowe and Kevin Johnson re pricing for Qwest and conference call with Qwest (.5); attend
conference call and return (1.0); work on opening statement summary (2.0).
756.00 Complete culling of expert documents and communications; review and identify documents to
756.00
02/02/11 SMH
6.30
120.00
be withheld for privilege and documents to be designated highly confidential; review and
revise discovery responses; review documents and correspondence with D. Lombardi in
preparation for production; organize production for vendor; conference with vendor regarding
production; follow up with D. Lombardi regarding confidentiality designations of expert
reports; follow up with A. Dina regarding status of privilege log.
420.00 Review issues for status conference (.2); receive and review notice from Judge Owen re
420.00
300.00
02/03/11
DRL
1.40
status conference vacated (.1 ); telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht re defendants'
expert witness disclosures and agreeing to extend disclosure for him to 30 days after
Ascensio releases our expert discovery documents (.3); continue work on opening statement
analysis (.8).
720.00 Review documents processed by vendor in preparation for production; revise and finaliz,
120.00
720.00
02/03/11 SMH
6.00
discovery responses; electronic correspondence with expert witnesses regarding production;
conference with D. Lombardi regarding production; draft, review, and finalize privilege log.
02/04/11
DRL
3.00
300.00
900.00
900.00 Work on opening statement/story.
02/04/11 SMH
1.00
120.00
120.00
120.00 Update and organize binders of video depositions.
02/07/11
AND
0.30
185.00
55.50
55.50 Review and analyze email communication regarding discovery issues.
--=oc::2-::,oc::7c:"'./1:-:1-=--'=o-=Rc:"'L---:-(--=4-=-o-~1-:.4c::o---3=-=o::-::o,..-:.o::-:o~----=-42=-=o=-.o:::-co=------=o,..-:.O::-:O:-,":"A,n-a-;-l}-'i!:-e-:Q;:-\-t/e-s":"t-;elemanel for Reinstein elocumerrtsanEI use of el:-o-cu_m_e_n_ts___
at-!-=ri-alc-a-:A""'El_a_tt_e_m_p_t

rL----~--.
... -------------------------':::
02/07/11

ELM

2.50

165.00

412.50

02/07/11

SMH

1.00

120.00

120.00

-1

of stip1::1lation re same (.€1); multiple emails to and frolfl expert witness~s"re depositiions

412.50 Email exchange with opposing counsel regarding expert privilege log; research lawful scope
of cross examination of expert witness regarding another witness's opinion, which he has
neither reviewed nor relied upon.
120.00 Follow up on expert discovery matters per D. Lombardi in response to correspondence with
defense counsel.
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Note: Time:entries)ha(have:been adjusted are highlighted in ~ellow.

:)

FEES
Rate
185.00

Original
Amount
37.00

300.00

120.00

165.00

115.50

1.50

120.00

180.00

DRL

3.40

300.00

1,020.00

02/09/11

SMH

2.00

120.00

240.00

02/10/11

AND

0.70

185.00

129.50

02/10/11

DRL

3.30

300.00

990.00

02/10/11

PJM

1.50

265.00

397.50

02/11/11
02/11/11
02/14/11
02/14/11

AND
PJM
AND
DRL

1.10
2.50
1.00
4.60

185.00
265.00
185.00
300.00

203.50
662.50
185.00
1,380.00

02/14/11

PJM

2.50

265.00

662.50

02/14/11

SMH

0.70

120.00

84.00

02/15/11

DRL

1.10

300.00

330.00

02/16/11

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

02/17/11

DRL

0.20

300.00

60.00

02/18/11

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

Date
02/08/11

ID
AND

Hours
0.20

02/08/11

DRL

0.40

02/08/11

ELM

0.70

02/08/11

SMH

02/09/11

Adjusted
Hours

0.70

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
37.00 Review email communicaiton re deposition of C. Yukins and other expert discovery issues.
120.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re meeting at Statehouse re IEN and follow up with K.
McClure re same and advise re NOA in connection with meeting.
0.00 GeAfeF8AG9 Gall witA +im PesaFG aAEl JeAA SaAEleFS, Elama§eS e*13erts Fe§aFaiA§ tl:ieiF Fei.«iew
aAEl rnliaAGe eA ElesumeAts; email e*Gl:ian§e Fe§aFElin§ woausin§ furtheF Elosuments to
ElefeAElants.
180.00 Coordinate production to defendants of expert documents previously withheld for privilege;
electronic correspondence with defense paralegals regarding supplemental production and
updated privilege log.
1,020.00 Work on opening statement issues (2.0 ); receive and review decision on MSJ and telephorie
conference with Greg Lowe re same (1.4).
240.00 Run PeopleMap program for corporate affiliations and personal information on Berry, Burns,
Hill, Little, Schmit, and Zickau per discussion with D. Lombardi.
129.50 Discuss litigation strategy and review memorandum decision on motions for summary
judgment.
990.00 Email to expert witnesses re summary judgment and to stand down (.3); work on analysis and
review of Judge Owen decision, options for client, and issues for appeal (3.0).
397.50 Review Judge's decision on summary judgment and provide comment to D. Lombardi and K.
McClure.
203.50 Research attorneys' fees exposure.
662.50 Analyze court's opinion and strategize next steps.
185.00 Research attorneys' fees exposure.
1,380.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re offer to each defendant to exchange appeal for
costs and fees (.2); analyze conditions to be placed, if any, on each such offer to ensure
ability to appeal against non-settling defendant (.5); calls to counsel for each defendant and
conversations with M. Clark and P. Oberrecht (.4); work on analysis of decision, options and
appeal for client (3.0); follow up with K. McClure and J. Chou and follow up telephone
conference with Greg Lowe (.5).
662.50 Re-review our briefs on contract issue; review prior summary judgment rulings; evaluate
merits of appeal.
84.00 Review and identify provisions for attorney fees and costs within terms of RFP and
Amendments; conference with A. Dina regarding findings.
330.00 Telephone conference with Steve Perfrement re settlement by waiving appeal in exchange
for no claim of costs and fees, subject to board approval (.2); telephone conference with
Steve Thomas and follow up email re form of judgment not appropriate (.3); conference with
P. Miller re objective analysis of issues in case and viability of appeal (.6).
90.00 Draft letter to Judge and draft judgment for all three defendants in support of objection to
Qwest form of judgment.
60.00 Receive voicemail from Greg Lowe; telephone conference re status of discussions re
exchange of costs and fees for appeal, entry of judgment and timing for post-judgment
motions and appeal .
300.00 Work on appeal recommendation letter to client.
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FEES
Rate
185.00

Original
Amount
92.50

1.70

300.00

510.00

PJM

0.70

265.00

185.50

02/28/11

AND

2.50

185.00

462.50

02/28/11

DRL

1.30

300.00

390.00

02/28/11
03/01/11
03/02/11
03/02/11

PJM
DRL
AND
ASB

1.20
3.00
0.80
0.60

265.00
300.00
185.00
100.00

318.00
900.00
148.00
60.00

03/02/11

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

03/02/11
03/03/11

PJM
AND

1.00
2.00

265.00
185.00

265.00
370.00

03/03/11

DRL

1.70

300.00

510.00

03/03/11

PJM

2.50

265.00

662.50

03/07/11
03/07/11
03/07/11

AND
PJM
SMH

0.20
0.60
0.20

185.00
265.00
120.00

37.00
159.00
24.00

03/08/11
03/09/11

PJM
PJM

0.10
0.30

265.00
265.00

26.50
79.50

03/10/11

SMH

0.20

120.00

24.00

26.50 Email correspondence with client.
79.50 Conference with K. McClure regarding attorney fees and appeal; conference with Phil
Oberrecht to convey offer.
24.00 Electronic correspondence with M&M Court Reporting regarding original deposition exhibits.

03/14/11
03/18/11

AND
PJM

0.30
0.70

185.00
265.00

55.50
185.50

55.50 Discuss and analyze issues regarding attorneys' fees.
185.50 Conference with Phil Oberrecht and conference with counsel to discuss settlement with ENA.

03/21/11

PJM

0.40

265.00

106.00

03/22/11

AND

1.50

185.00

277.50

106.00 Conference with D. Lombardi to discuss response to fee request and offer to compromise;
follow-up with K. McClure.
277 .50 Review motions for attorneys fees and analyze and research related issues.

Date
02/24/11

ID
AND

Hours
0.50

02/24/11

DRL

02/24/11

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
92.50 Discuss attorneys fees strategy with D. Lombardi and review email communication and
issues re same.
510.00 Review article from Idaho Statesman re state intends to seek attorneys fees from Syringa
and analyze issues concerning exposure for costs and fees (.6) draft email re same to Greg
Lowe and follow up telephone conference with Greg re same and re-contacting Qwest to
determine their position (.5); work on audit letter request re same (.5); call to Perfrement (.1 ).

185.50 Revise attorneys' fees analysis and briefly research issue; conference with D. Lombardi on
my analysis of attorneys' fees.
462.50 Review issues regarding attorneys fees; discuss strategy with D. Lombardi and P. Miller re
same.
390.00 Conference with A. Dina and P. Miller re preparation for attorneys fees awards and gettin
initial analysis and research prepared due to short time to object.
318.00 meet with D. Lombardi and A. Dina to discuss strategy.
900.00 Work on analysis of decision and post-decision timeline for client.
148.00 Research case law re award of attorneys' fees.
60.00 Research Judge Winmill decision and order regarding attorneys fees; review same with P.
Miller.
90.00 Receive and review Oberrecht letter re judgment, revise proposed judgment and letter to
Judge Owen re same.
265.00 Research fee awards in other cases, particularly with reference to out-of-state attorneys.
370.00 Strategy meeting re attorneys fees and appeal; review case law re attorneys fees exposure;
review and edit letter summarizing lawsuit status.
510.00 Brief conference re preparation for post-decision claims for fees and costs (.3); review letter
from Steve Thomas to Judge Owen expressing no objection to DRL proposed form of
judgment (.1 ); complete draft letter re status and appeal to Greg Lowe (1.2).
662.50 Conference with D. Lombardi and A. Dina to discuss appeal and to discuss opposition to fee
award; review and provide edits to D. Lombardi's letter to clients.
37.00 Review letter regarding litigation strategy.
159.00 Review and revise letter to client.
24.00 Electronic correspondence with M&M Court Reporting regarding original deposition exhibits.
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]

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
360.00

0.20
0.40

185.00
300.00

37.00
120.00

DRL

1.30
1.30

185.00
300.00

240.50
390.00

03/24/11

JMF

1.10

165.00

181.50

03/24/11
03/25/11
03/28/11

PJM
DRL

AND

1.00
0.80
0.50

265.00
300.00
185.00

265.00
240.00
92.50

03/28/11

DRL

4.50

300.00

1,350.00

03/28/11

JMF

0.70

165.00

115.50

03/29/11

DRL

3.30

300.00

990.00

03/29/11

JMF

4.90

165.00

808.50

03/30/11
03/30/11
03/30/11

AND
DRL
JMF

0.50
5.00
3.50

185.00
300.00
165.00

92.50
1,500.00
577.50

03/30/11

PJM

2.00

265.00

530.00

03/31/11

AND

0.30

185.00

55.50

03/31/11
03/31/11

AND
DRL

2.00
0.30

185.00
300.00

370.00
90.00

03/31/11

DRL

5.40

300.00

1,620.00

Date
03/22/11

ID
DRL

Hours
1.20

03/23/11
03/23/11

AND

03/24/11
03/24/11

AND

DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
360.00 Receive and briefly review requests for costs and fees from each of the defendants (.8);
direct associate re identification of issues (.2); telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht re
missing itemization of attorney time in submission (.2).
37.00 Email communication re attorneys fees strategy.
120.00 Voicemail to Greg Lowe re claims for costs and attorneys fees, direct preparation of summary
and forward pleadings and summary to Greg (.3); receive and respond to email re meeting
with BOD re same (.1 ).
240.50 Strategy meeting regarding attorneys fees and analyze related issues.
390.00 Conference and work session with P. Miller, Justin Fredin and A. Dina re analysis and
allocation of work re defendants' requests for costs and fees.
181.50 Conference with A. Dina, D. Lombardi and P. Miller regarding defendants' claims for
attorneys fees and strategy for response.
265.00 Meet with D. Lombardi and A. Dina to discuss attorneys' fees issues.
240.00 Analyze issues presented by potential Syringa 9ppeal and rate structure for same.
92.50 Review email communication and issues re stipulation for dismissal; review case law re
attorneys' fees in context of tortious interference claim.
1,350.00 Review law concerning recovery of attorney fees for commercial transactions and prepare for
meeting with BOD (2.0); participate in meeting with BOD (1.0); draft email and consider
stipulation to memorialize acceptance of proposed Syringa offfer to waive appeal in
exchange for waiver of claims for costs and fees (1.5).
115.50 Review defendants' claims for attorneys fees; research law governing prevailing local rates.
990.00 Receive and review emails from Clark re State and Perfrement re Qwest refusing Syringa
offer and each demanding $300,000 plus forbearance on appeal; emails to Greg Lowe re
same. (.3); begin detailed analysis of State claim for attorneys fees (3.0).
808.50 Review defendants' claims for attorney fees; research law governing discretionary costs;
research prior cases where Hawley Troxell has sought attorney fees on behalf of the State
under Idaho Code§ 12-117 rather than Idaho Code§ 12-120; correspondence regarding··
same.
92.50 Discuss strategy on attorneys' fees with D. Lombardi and P. Miller; analyze related issues.
1,500.00 Research, analysis and work on objection to State request for attorneys fees.
577.50 Review defendants' claims for discretionary costs; research law governing discretionary
costs; research prior cases where the State has sought attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12117 rather than Idaho Code § 12-120.
530.00 Research 12-120(3) standards; draft section of attorneys' fees opposition on these sections;
follow-up with D. Lombardi regarding same.
55.50 Review case law re attorneys' fees under Idaho Code Section 12-121 and email
communication re same.
370.00 Research and review case law to challege ENA attorneys' fees.
90.00 Receive and review email recommendation to BOD by Greg Lowe re counteroffer to
defendants, receive and review responses from BOD and telephone conference with Greg
Lowe re same (.3).
1,620.00 Work on objections and briefs in support of objections to defendants' claimed costs and fees.
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FEES
Rate
165.00

Original
Amount
693.00

1.00

265.00

265.00

DRL

6.30

300.00

1,890.00

04/01/11

JMF

5.70

165.00

940.50

04/01/11

PJM

6.00

265.00

1,590.00

04/01/11

SMH

0.60

120.00

72.00

04/02/11
04/03/11
04/04/11

PJM
DRL
DRL

3.50
5.00
7.20

265.00
300.00
300.00

927.50
1,500.00
2,160.00

04/04/11

JMF

3.80

165.00

627.00

04/04/11

PJM

5.00

265.00

1,325.00

04/05/11

DRL

1.20

300.00

360.00

04/06/11

DRL

3.10

300.00

930.00

04/07/11
04/07/11
04/08/11
04/11/11

DRL
PJM
DRL
DRL

0.40
0.30
0.70
2.20

300.00
265.00
300.00
300.00

120.00
79.50
210.00
660.00

04/13/11

DRL

0.40

300.00

120.00

04/13/11

SMH

0.60

120.00

72.00

Date
03/31/11

ID
JMF

Hours
4.20

03/31/11

PJM

04/01/11

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
693.00 Research whether clerical work must be excluded from claims for attorney fees; review
defendants' claims for discretionary costs; review billing rates of defendants' attorneys.
265.00 Work on review of Hawley Troxell's attorney fee application and look for clerical work; brief
conference with D. Lombardi to integrate my part of brief into his.
1,890.00 Receive and review Qwest request for extension of $200,000 settlement proposal, forward to
Greg Lowe, receive response from State rejecting proposal and decide to hold firm on
deadline in light of State rejection (.3); work on Objections to Defendants requests for Costs
and Attorneys Fees and Memorandum in Support (6.0).
940.50 Conference with D. Lombardi and P. Miller regarding response to defendants' claims for
attorney fees and costs; draft argument against award of discretionary costs; related
research; research whether statutory standard prevails over rules of procedure; research
effect of partial performance on an agreement to agree.
1,590.00 Work on opposition to attorney fees applications; review 12-120(3) analysis; research cases
on I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) (reasonableness test and proof requirement); draft section of brief on
reasonableness.
72.00 Research and identify draft versions of Syringa-ENA Teaming Agreement to identify earliest
draft with attorney fees and costs language for use by D. Lombardi in opposition to
defendants' memoranda of costs; conference with D. Lombardi regarding same.
927.50 Work on revisions to opposition to ENA, Quest and State's attorney fees applications.
1,500.00 Work on briefs in support of Objections to Costs and Attorneys Fees.
2,160.00 Complete all Objections to Costs and Attorneys Fees and Memorandums in Support and file
(7.0); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re inclusion of "ALL-OR-NONE" in MSJ briefing,
filing of cost objections and appeal (.2).
627.00 Multiple conferences with D. Lombardi and P. Miller to review issues and briefing; research
effect of partial performance on an agreement to agree; research frivolity standard for award
of attorney fees; revise argument against defendants' claims for discretionary costs and
insert into briefing.
1,325.00 Work on portions of the briefs supporting our opposition to attorneys' fees, with emphasi
12-120(3) and IRCP Rule 56(e)(3); review and comment on all briefs.
360.00 Confirm filing of cost objections and memos and ensure copies are sent to Greg Lowe (.2);
begin working on issues for appeal - review MRIA brief and decision (1.0).
930.00 Work on designation and analysis of issues on appeal (2.9); follow emails re MSA with Qwest
for litigation issues (.3).
120.00 Follow emails with Qwest for litigation issues.
79.50 Conference with D. Lombardi regarding appellate issues.
210.00 Follow emails for litigation issues (.2); work on issues on appeal (.5).
660.00 Complete DRL Notes re Issues on Appeal memo and send to PJM, KRM and JCC for
comment (1.3); telephone conference with Baci re letter of credit v. supersedeas bond (.2);
begin drafting Notice of Appeal (.7).
120.00 Telephone conference with Phil Oberrecht re supersedeas (.2); telephone conference with
Greg Lowe re status and fact that defense counsel has been told we will appeal (.2).
72.00 Pull online repository docket for comparison against current draft notice of appeal in
preparation for meeting with D. Lombardi.
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:: Note:}ime:entries)hat have been adjusted are highlighted in }!ellow. : :

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
90.00

0.30
0.20

265.00
165.00

79.50
33.00

DRL

5.30

300.00

1,590.00

04/25/11

JMF

3.80

165.00

627.00

04/25/11

PJM

3.00

265.00

795.00

04/25/11

SMH

0.20

120.00

24.00

04/26/11

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

04/26/11

JMF

5.10

165.00

841.50

04/26/11
04/27/11

PJM
DRL

1.50
0.60

265.00
300.00

397.50
180.00

JMF

DRL

3.70
0.20
0.20
0.30
0.20
0.30
1.60

165.00
265.00
165.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00

610.50
53.00
33.00
90.00
60.00
90.00
480.00

DRL
PJM

4.00
0.40

300.00
265.00

1,200.00
106.00

Date
04/21/11

ID
DRL

Hours
0.30

04/21/11
04/22/11

PJM
JMF

04/25/11

04/27/11
04/27/11
04/29/11
05/05/11
05/11/11
05/25/11
05/26/11

05/27/11
05/27/11

PJM
JMF
DRL
DRL
DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
90.00 Telephone conference with Merlyn Clark re state interest in settling and email to Greg Lowe
re same (.3).
79.50 Conference with D. Lombardi regarding attorney fee response from State of Idaho.
33.00 Review pleadings filed by the State and Qwest; discussion with P. Miller regarding the same.
1,590.00 Review papers filed by defendants on 4/22 , identify issues and review material cases (1.5);
receive and review State supplemental and amended Motions re Attorneys Fees and
Memoranda re same, identify issues and begin review of material cases (2.0); conference
with P. Miller and J. Fredin re division of labor and issues presented by filings received today
(1.3); draft Affidavit of DRL in opposiiton to Qwest request for attorneys fees (.5).
627.00 Research case law construing Idaho Code§ 10-1210; conference with D. Lombardi and P.
Miller to review defendants' arguments regarding attorney fees and costs; research case
regarding fees and costs awarded to state agencies under Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3) and 1..::121.
795.00 Review State's brief on attorneys' fees (which is really its first brief given that it origin.ally
failed to address applicable statutes); review case authority; conference with D. Lombardi to
discuss.
24.00 Identify Affidavit outlining discovery of all parties for use by D. Lombardi; conference with D.
Lombardi regarding timing of Qwest production of documents.
300.00 Receive, review, circulate and respond to emails from Court Clerk, Angela, re hearing on fees
and costs vacated (.4); receive new date of June 15 and telephone conference with Greg
Lowe re status of same and discussions re setttlement with Merlyn Clark; call to Clark (.2);
analyze impact of schedule change on strategy for presentation at hearing and whether to
submit additional materials to court in advance of hearing (.4).
841.50 Research case law regarding fees and costs awarded to state agencies under Idaho Code §§
12-120(3) and 12-121; research case law regarding apportionment offees and costs between
defendants.
397.50 Conference with D. Lombardi to discuss attorney fees' strategy and strategy on appeal.
180.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re status of settlement discussions (.2); follow up
Merlyn Clark x2; receive and review offer from State, telephone conference with Greg Lowe
re same and reply with rejection of $250,000 plus dismissal of appeal against state demand
(.4).
610.50 Research case law regarding apportionment of fees and costs between defendants.
53.00 Brief conference with D. Lombardi regrading state's settlement offer and our reply.
33.00 Discussion with D. Lombardi regarding additional work to be done.
90.00 Receive and review State Notice of Cross-Appeal re standing and forward to client.
60.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re status.
90.00 Brief analysis re filing opposition to State's Motion to Amend Costs Memo (.3).
480.00 Review State supplemental filings re costs and attorneys fees, direct J. Fredin re research on
basis for exercise of discretion by court and dictate outline of responsive brief in opposition.
1,200.00 Complete brief in opposition to State Defendants Motion to Amend Memorandum of Costs.
106.00 Assist in drafting/editing brief in response to State's Motion to Amend their Application for
Attorneys' Fees.
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Note:.Time entries that have been adjusted are highlighted in }!ellow.

::

:]

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
60.00

0.20

300.00

60.00

DRL
DRL
PJM
PJM

1.00
8.00
0.80
2.50

300.00
300.00
265.00
· 265.00

300.00
2,400.00
212.00
662.50

07/17/11
07/18/11

SMH
SMH

2.00
3.00

120.00
120.00

240.00
360.00

07/21/11
08/05/11
08/08/11
08/08/11

PJM
AND
AND
DRL

0.20
0.30
0.30
1.70

265.00
185.00
185.00
300.00

53.00
55.50
55.50
510.00

08/09/11
08/10/11
08/11/11

PJM
PJM
DRL

0.30
1.20
1.50

265.00
265.00
300.00

79.50
318.00
450.00

08/16/11

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

10/04/11
10/12/11

DRL
AND

0.10
0.20

300.00
185.00

30.00
37.00

10/25/11

DRL

1.50

300.00

450.00

12/07/11

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

12/08/11
12/12/11

DRL
DRL

0.20
0.40

300.00
300.00

60.00
120.00

01/31/12
04/02/13

DRL
DRL

0.20
3.50

300.00
300.00

60.00
1,050.00

Date
06/08/11

ID
DRL

Hours
0.20

06/09/11

DRL

06/13/11
06/14/11
06/14/11
06/30/11

Adjusted
Hours

0.20
1.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
60.00 Receive and review vociemail from Steve Perfrement, counsel for Qwest, re settlement on
attorneys fees and costs; forward to Greg Lowe for direction.
60.00 Receive and review Greg Lowe response to email from Qwest counsel re Syringa
approaching $600,000 in negotiations over legal fees for settlement, call to Qwest counsel re
same and leave voicemail suggesting Qwest come close to $300,000 if it wanted any
possibility of movement from Syringa.
300.00 Work on preparation for hearing on costs and fees.
2,400.00 Prepare for and argue against Defendants' Motions for Costs and Fees.
212.00 Assist D. Lombardi in preparation for attorney fee hearing.
662.50 Conference with D. Lombardi and A. Dina; follow-up review of D. Lombardi's draft statement
of case.
240.00 Review file and gather deposition excerpts included in record on appeal.
360.00 Create binder of deposition excerpts included within record on appeal for review by A. Dina.
53.00 Comment on next steps.
55.50 Review issues re attorneys' fees in light of new Idaho case law.
55.50 Review decision on attorney's fee and costs and email communication re same.
510.00 Receive and review decision concerning Defendants Costs and Attorneys fees (.7); break
· decision down and apply to requests to approximate amount due (1.0); dictate summary for
email to Greg Lowe (1.0).
79.50 Review attorney fee ruling.
318.00 Strategy meeting with D. Lombardi and A. Dina.
450.00 Review new attorneys' fees case in light of decision granting fees to Qwest (.4); draft
Amended Notice of Appeal (1.0); dictate Stipulation concerning addition of 6/14/11 hearing
transcript and documents to the record (.5).
300.00 Review email from Leslie Hayes re breakdown of fees incurred by Bob Patterson and work
into analysis of costs and fees exposure to Syringa (.4); review email from Perfrement re
same issue and letter to Perfrement re discrepancy between his figures and mine and
analyze impact of both results on total exposure (.6).
30.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re judgment proposed by ENA.
37.00 Review email communication from court and Qwest's counsel regarding form of judgment for
attorneys' fees and discuss same with D. Lombardi.
450.00 Receive and review email from Steve Perfrement regarding status of "litigation support" and
proposing 50/50 split (.2); email to Greg Lowe re same and follow up telephone conference
re same (.5); prepare spreadsheet re final fees and costs and send.with email to client (.8).
90.00 Review Qwest proposal re Amended Judgment, call to Perfrement re same and email to Greg
Lowe (.3).
60.00 Telephone conference with Steve Perfrement regarding judgment.
120.00 Review Perfrement redrafted Judgment re Costs and Fees in advance of call to Greg Lowe,
call Greg Lowe and letter to Court stating no objection to form of judgment.
0.00 Email to awditor GOAserniag sealasl iRfeFFRatioa !Gr expert wllaesses.
;
750.00 Work on analysis and strategy for going forward (2.5); aaal1= rules re m•U•• to ameaG
eeR'l~laiRt a€JaiRst GwaFtRey (1.Q).
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Date

04/03/13

ID
DRL

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

300.00

3.00

Original
Amount

900.00

Adjusted
Amount

Description

900.00 Review IAR 13 and IRCP 60 and memo to team concerning motion to amend (.6); work on
analysis of how to proceed (1.0); telephone conference with Greg Lowe (.4); conference with
K. McClure (.3); schedule meeting with all to discuss strategy and memo to all re same (.7).

1,050.00 Conference K. McClure, P. Miller, J. Chou and Greg Lowe re strategy (1.5); work on refining
analysis of contract, Petition for Rehearing and Amended Complaint (2.0).
0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to addaoause'-o-:--f-ac-=t:-io_n_a_g_a-:-in-s-:-t-

300.00

1,050.00

3.60

165.00

594.00

6.70

6.70

165.00

1,105.50

DRL

1.00

1.00

300.00

300.00

04/08/13

MRS

10.80

10.80

165.00

1,782.00

0.00 Research Rule 60(b) in order to obtain leave to amend Complaint to add a cause of action TOrj

04/09/13

MRS

9.50

9.50

0.00

0.00

0.00 Research Rule 60(b) in order to obtain leave to amend Complaint to add a cause of action forl

04/09/13

MRS

5.60

5.60

165.00

924.00

0.00 Research Rule 60(b) in order to obtain leave to amend Complaint to add a cause of action for

04/10/13

MRS

4.60

4.60

0.00

04/11/13
04/11/13

DRL
MRS

2.50
4.50

2.50
4.50

04/12/13
04/13/13
04/13/13

DRL
DRL
MRS

2.30
4.00
6.70

04/14/13
04/15/13
04/15/13

DRL
DRL
MRS

04/15/13

SMH

04/04/13

DRL

3.50

04/05/13

MRS

3.60

04/07/13

MRS

04/08/13

Mike Gwartney.

0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against
Mil~e Gwartney.

0.00 Conference with M. Scoville re Amended Complaint and 60(b) motion (.5); work on
supporting affidavit (.5).
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage against Mike Gwartney.
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage against Mike Gwartney.
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage against Mike Gwartney.

0.00

0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against

300.00
165.00

750.00
742.50

0.00 Dictate Affidavit for Rule 60(b) motion and work on brief.
0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against

2.30
4.00
6.70

0.00
0.00
165.00

0.00
0.00
1,105.50

0.00 '.'\fork on Rule 60(b) Memo.
0.00 VVork on Rule 60(b) and Rule 15 Motion to amend complaint.
0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against

6.00
3.00
2.50

6.00
3.00
2.50

300.00
300.00
165.00

1,800.00
900.00
412.50

0.00 Continue work on memo supporting Rule 60(b) and Rule 15 motion to amend complaint.
0.00 V\lork on 60(b) analysis and motion.
0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against

4.30

4.30

0.00

Mike Gwartney.

Mike Gwartney.

Mike Gwartney.

Mike Gwartney.

0.00

0.00 Gather and prepare exhibits to Affidavit of D. Lombardi in support of Motion to Amend; review
and re 11ise Affidavit to include exhibits.

04/16/13
04/16/13

DRL
ELM

4.00
3.50

4.00
3.50

0.00
175.00

0.00
612.50

04/16/13

MRS

7.10

7.10

165.00

1,171.50

04/17/13

MRS

8.20

8.20

0.00

04/18/13

DRL

5.00

5.00

300.00

0.00 Continue work on 60(b)(6) motion.
0.00 Review latest draft memorandum; offer revisions; office conference on strategy regarding
60(b) motion.

0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) Motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action for
tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.

0.00

0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against

1,500.00

0.00 Complete and file Rule 60(b)(6) motion to amend, affidavit in support and file (3.0); work on

Mike Gwartney.
memorandum in sue_port (2.0).
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Note: Time:entries)ha(have been adjusted are highlighted in y_~e!.!:llo~w=-=-·=----....

FEES
Date
04/18/13

ID
ELM

Hours
5.90

04/18/13

MRS

3.20

04/19/13

DRL

6.00

04/22/13

DRL

2.00

Adjusted
Hours
5.90

Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,032.50

Adjusted
Amount
Description
0.00 Draft section of Memorandum in Support of 60(b)(6) motion regarding public policy; review
draft; make revisions and edits; review accompanying affidavit and provide revisions.

0.00 Research and draft Rule 60(b) motion to amend Complaint to add a cause of action against
Mike Gwartney.
6.00
0.00 Complete and file Memorandum re 60(b)(6) motion (5.5); receive State Petition f.or Rehearing
1,800.00
300.00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( , = . 2 ) ; email to Greg Lowe re status and follow up telephone conf.orence (.3)...:..._ _ _ _ _ __.
600.00 Direct paralegal re information needed for E-rate FOIA re payments made to IEN (.2);
300.00
600.00
conference with E. McClure re contract issues (.8); review contract cases re severability (1.0).
3.20

165.00

528.00

04/24/13 SMH
0.00
0.00 Draft FOIA to Department of Education for E-rate payment information.
0.30
0.00
900.00
900.00 Work on Memorandum re Petition for Rehearing (2.8); finalize Objection to Costs (.2).
04/25/13 DRL
3.00
300.00
0.10
300.00
30.00
[--=-..:.:.:::.=...:c..::..--..::.:-=:---.-=.c:-:..=.---=-:.:....=.---===-==-=------.=--::..:..=..:::.-----=O..:..:.O:..::Oc..c:R:...:e=spond
04/26/13 DRL: : : 0.10
to J. Miller request f.or copy~(Q.)_(§_) Motion.
-0.00 Receive and review response from Department of Education that e-rate payment information
05/02/13 SMH
0.60
0.00
0.00
is available through FCC; draft FOIA request to FCC regarding same.
------------.
-=:-::-:c:-::-:-:--=--=:-=-:----==---=-=----=--=-=----=---=-=-"-----::::--=:----=o,..,.o::--::o:-=R-e-ce-ci•-,e~an-d-:--re--c"view
State objection to 60(b)(6) Motion. 05/10/13 DRL
0.30
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00 Work on Reply In Support of Motion to Amend Complaint (4.0); analy-ze impact of
5.00
0.00
05/13/13 DRL
5.00
0.00
subsequently filed Petition for Rehearing by State (.5); telephone conference with M. Clark,
counsel f.or state, and agree to stay motion pending resolution of Petitions f.or Rehearing and
draft proposed stipulation (.5).
0.00 Research law outside Idaho regarding using f'RCP 60(b) in combination with f'RCP 15(a);
4.50
0.00
05/13/13 ELM
4.50
0.00
research timing of combination motion; office conference regarding same; report findings to
partner.
-.::0:.::::5.:...c/1:...:4:.:.../1:....:3:-....:D::.:.R..:.:L=----=0::.:..3=-0=---=-o.=-=3-=-0---o::..:.--=-oo=--------=o..:..:.o:..::o:-----=o:.:.:.o::...:o::...:...:A--=-d·:..:.1i-=-se=-=-co:.:.:u=-=-rt..:..r:..::e:...:h..:..:e::.::a:.:.:ri:.:.c:ng vacated and email to Greg Lowe re same.
05/31/13 SMH
0.80
0.80
0.00
0.00
0.00 Receive and review response from FCC to FOIA request fore-rate payment information;
retrieve funding summaries from FCC website per instructions included in FCC FOIA
response; electronic correspondence with FCC regarding extension of time to respond to
FOIA response.
0.00 Review press release re DOE RFP, obtain same and send email to Greg Lowe, receive
0.00
06/04/13 DRL
0.20
0.00
response and clarify.
0.00 Evaluate FOIA correspondence re choice of renewing request later or making now ... decide to
0.00
06/13/13 DRL
0.20
0.00
wait.
0.00 Electronic correspondence with Federal Communications Commission FOIA officer regarding
0.00
0.00
06/13/13 SMH
0.30
pending FOIA request.
0.00 Review original opinion and begin analysis of issues (.8); conference with JCC and KRM re
0.00
08/30/13 DRL
1.30
0.00
possible issues arising at Governor's Cup (.5).
102.00 Discussion with D. Lombardi re Syringa remand research. ,
102.00
170.00
09/04/13 MAM
0.60
1,105.00 Research and draft memo re remand.
170.00
1,105.00
09/08/13 MAM
6.50
480.00 Receive memo and report from associate re issues on remand (.3); telephone conference
480.00
09/09/13 DRL
1.60
300.00
with Merlyn Clark re meeting to discuss (.3); call to Phil Oberrecht re same (.3); analyze
issues on remand and email to KRM et. al. re same. (.7).
476.00 Research and draft memo re remand; discussion with D. Lombardi re same.
476.00
09/09/13 MAM
2.80
170.00
60.00 Receive voicemail from Greg Lowe, email response with update re conversations with State
60.00
09/13/13 DRL
0.20
300.00
and ENA.
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FEES
Adjusted
Amount
Description·
450.00 Work on analysis of options following remand.
420.00 Briefly re-review Supreme Court decision; review our existing amended complaint and work
on strategy/options for pursuing claim (and monetary award) based on violation of purchasing
laws.
.
450.00 Work on analysis of options under remittitur.
450.00
300.00
09/19/13 DRL
1.50
392.00 Meet with D. Lombardi and telephone conference with Emily to explore "civil conspiracy"
392.00
1.40
280.00
09/19/13 PJM
theories and to present this as a way to influence state, ENA and Qwest.
0.00 Conference with E. McClure re civil conspiracy theory.
300.00
60.00
0.20
0.20
09/23/13 DRL
0.00 Office conference regarding strategy and requested research.
175.00
87.50
0.50
0.50
09/23/13 ELM
0.00 Research Idaho la•N regarding civil conspiracy; rei.1iew elements of tortious interference with
472.50
2.70
2.70
175.00
09/23/13 ELM
prospective economic advantage; review procurement statute; research Idaho la,.,., fer
examples of and standard fer private right of action against state where statute is silent.
0.00 Conference with E. McClure reg~g civil conspiracy claim.
56.00
0.20
0.20
280.00
09/23/13 PJM
682.50 Research case law outside Idaho for examples of private right of action against state where
682.50
175.00
09/24/13 ELM
3.90
statute is silent; research case law outside Idaho for examples of private right of action
against third party where statute is silent, particularly in regards to procurement law and
regulations; outline findings; office conference regarding same.
-[~0-9-/2-4-/1-3-=~P-J-M~--1-.2-0~--1.-2...,..0----=-,,---.-,--.---~-:---=-=-----~0-.0=-=oc-.:-:::-'conference
with D. Lombardi and E. McClure to further d'-:-:i,-sc_u_s_s-·c.,..i•,--:-:•il,_c_o_n-sp'"'i_ra_c_y...,,th:-e-o_n_/_--336.00
280.00
Date
09/17/13
09/18/13

ID
DRL
PJM

Hours
1.50
1.50

09/25/13
09/25/13

MAM
PJM

7 .1 O
1.30

Adjusted
Hours

Rate
300.00
280.00

Original
Amount
450.00
420.00

1,207.00 Research re remand and contracts; draft memo re same.
0.00 Continue to work on civil conspiracy analysis; review possibilities of a direct action against
ENA for interference with contractual relationship.
90.00 Email to Greg Lowe re moving forward options.
300.00
90.00
09/26/13 DRL
0.30
1,088.00 Continue research re remand; draft memo re same.
1,088.00
6.40
170.00
09/26/13 MAM
0.00 Review cases on civil conspiracy and direct actions against state fer violations of purchasing
280.00
1.00
1.00
280.00
09/26/13 PJM
statute; conference with D. Lombardi.
09/27/13 DRL
90.00 Email to Greg Lowe re status and meeting to review potential strategy.
90.00
300.00
0.30
09/27/13 MAM
289.00 Continue research re remand.
170.00
289.00
1.70
09/28/13 MAM
629.00 Continue research re remand; drafted memo re same.
170.00
629.00
3.70
300.00
240.00
0.80: 0.80:
...
[..:0:..::9.:.,::./2:..:9:.:../1.:..:3:...=-=D:..:R..::L=---'::..:..::..=----=-=-=-=----.:e..=..e::..:..::..=-----"::.-.:...::...;._:_:c-----=O--'---.O"---O=--:-R_e_vi,,..e•_N_a_n_alysis,
case law and draft amendment to· Complaint re Civil Conspiracy.
_J
09/30/13 DRL
570.00 Conference with Greg Lowe, P. Miller, J. Chou, and K. McClure re strategy for proceeding
570.00
300.00
1.90
(1.0); follow up (.2); review memorandum by M. McQuade re material amendment (.5);
conference re same (.2).
119.00 Research re remand; discussion with D. Lombardi re same.
119.00
170.00
09/30/13 MAM
0.70
420.00 Meet with Greg Lowe; conference with D. Lombardi regarding scope of amendment.
420.00
280.00
1.50
09/30/13 PJM
765.00 Research issues re remand; draft memo re same.
765.00
170.00
4.50
10/01/13 MAM
180.00 Conference with Merlyn Clark re settlement and status.
180.00
300.00
0.60
10/02/13 DRL
51.00 Research re unjust enrichment; emails with D. Lombardi re same.
51.00
0.30
170.00
10/02/13 MAM
600.00 Work on analysis of options following meeting with M. Clark.
600.00
300.00
10/04/13 DRL
2.00
0.00 'Nork on analysis of false claim act case agai.,_ns_t_E_~-J.1~.
1 -a-nd~G-\t,-,a-rt_n_e~-,f-~-ic_h_a·-11-;c_o_n_fe_r_e-nc-e-,-11-ith~:,
280.00
560.00
2.00
2.00
10/04/13 PJM
D. Lombardi; review documents regarding whether ENA submitted claim.
0.00 Research elements of false claims act case outline elements of the claim, the standard of
280.00
1,120.00
4.00
4.00
10/07/13 PJM
proof, the difference between false certification and false statements, the potential fer a
._..----------------------------~"c_o_n_sp._i_ra_cy" claim and when qui tam actions may be broug,:_.:h:..::t._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
1.30

170.00
280.00

1,207.00
364.00

1
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FEES
Date

l

10/08/13

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

0.60

300.00

180.00
136.00
336.00
204.00

DRL

0.60

MAM
PJM
SMH

0.80
1.20

1.70

170.00
280.00.
120.00

10/09/13

DRL

0.70

300.00

210.00

10/09/13

MAM
PJM

8.20

170.00
280.00

1,394.00

0.50
2.00
0.20
1.20

300.00
170.00
280.00

10/11/13

DRL
MAM
PJM
PJM

1.20

280.00

150.00
340.00
56.00
336.00

10/15/13

PJM

1.50

1.50

280.00

420.00

10/16/13

PJM

0.50

0.50

280.00

140.00

10/17/13
10/17/13
10/18/13
10/19/13

DRL
PJM
DRL
MAM
DRL

0.80
0.30
3.50
1.80
1.00

0.80

300.00

0.30
3.50

280.00

240.00
84.00
1,050.00
306.00
300.00

10/23/13
10/23/13
10/24/13

MAM
DRL
PJM
PJM
DRL

1.20
4.00
1.50
0.40
1.20

10/24/13

PJM

10/28/13

10/08/13
10/08/13
10/08/13

10/09/13
10/10/13
10/10/13
10/10/13

10/22/13
10/22/13

10/23/13

-

1.20

1.20

1.80

1.00

300.00
170.00
300.00

336.00

1.20

170.00

4.00

300.00

204.00
1,200.00

1.50
0.40

280.00

420.00

1.20

280.00
300.00

360.00

1.20

1.20

280.00

336.00

DRL

0.70

0.70

300.00

210.00

10/28/13
10/28/13

MAM
SMH

1.40
0.20

1.40
0.20

170.00
120.00

238.00
24.00

10/29/13
10/29/13

DRL
ELM

1.00
0.40

300.00
175.00

300.00
70.00

112.00

Adjusted
Amount

Descrietion

0.00 GeAfereAse witl:l P. Miller re eleR'!eAts ef False GlaiR'ls Ast (.4); Elirest S. l=leAeise re furR'ls
aAEI aeplisatieAs fur e Rate f1:1AEliAsj.2) .
136.00 Research re unjust enrichment.
336.00 Organize research; conference with D. Lombardi.
204.00 Research FCC webpage regarding forms and processes related to E-Rate; summarize
information for D. Lombardi.
210.00 Conference with associate re availability of equitable defenses to state action for refund of
monies paid under void contract and briefly analyze cases cited (.4); direct associate re
locating authority re standing of state taxpayer (as distinguished from municipal taxpayer) to
require government to pursue refund (.3).
1,394.00 Research re unjust enrichment; discussion with D. Lombardi re same.
0.00 GeAtiA1:1e te ei.1al1:1ate :false slaiR'l ast ease; R'!eet witl:l g_ beR'learEli te Eliss1:1ss existeAse ef
"slaiR'l" vers1:1s ":false stateR'!eAt."
150.00 Draft FOIA letter re ENA signed certifications for payment.
340.00 Research re unjust enrichment.
56.00 Brief conference with D. Lombardi.
0.00 e 11al1:1ate wl:letl:ler slaiR'l was s1:1eR'litteEI te se1•1erAR'leAt, wl:lisl:l is a seAElitieA ef aA FGA slaiR'l
eilliAS se11erAR'!eAt S8Atraster Elees S9AStit1:1te Sl:IBR'littiAS a slaiR'l.
0.00 GeAtiA1:1e ta reseaml:l FGA iss1:1es witl:l spesifis atteAtieA ta wl:letl:lm sevemR'!eAt f1:1AEls
iAvelveEI.
0.00 giFest Fesearsl:l eA :false slaiR'!s ast saA we estaelisl:l tl:lat tl:le :false slaiR'l fer payR'!eAt sa1:1seEI
iAjmy ta tl:le feEleral fiss; seAfereAse witl:l attemey Jee Millm eA l:le•,1,1 tl:le 1:1Aivmsal servises
seR'!paAy is str1:1st1:1reEI.
0.00 Review rnseaml:l resarEliAS False GlaiR'ls Ast eases.
0.00 Briefly review R'!eR'!e freR'l M. MsQ1:1aEle.
0.00 AAalyze "ElaR'lase ta feEleral fiss" iss1:1e 1:1nder FGA.
0.00 Researsl:l Fe :false slaiR'ls ast; Elraft res1:1lts ef researsl:l te P. Miller.
0.00 GeAfereAse witl:l P. Miller aAEI M. MsQ1:1aEle re False GlaiR'ls aAalysis (.5); Elistate draft errr"
re saR'!e te dieAt (.5).
0.00 Researsl:l re :false slaiR'ls ast; Eliss1:1ssieA witl:l g_ beR'!earEli aAEI J:2. Miller Fe saR'!e.
0.00 i.iverk eA :fast1:1al stateR'leAt aAEI aAalysis fur False GlaiR'ls Ast slaiR'l.
0.00 Werk eA e1:1tliAe ef peiAts fer :false slaiR'ls ast.
0.00 Meet witl:l g_ beR'!earEli aAEI diss1:1ss wl:letl:ler a "slaiR'l" was s1:1eR'litted.
0.00 CeR'!plete :fast1:1al statemeAt re False Claims Ast (1.Q); senferense witl::i P. Miller re same (.2).
0.00 Re•.iiew Q. bemearEli memeraAEl1:1m anEI e1:1tline tl:lese :fasts in a fermat tl::iat •1,•e1:1ld seFYe as a
fe1:1nElatien fer a semplaint.
0.00 CeAferense witl:l P. Miller re elements anEI aE1eei1:1asy ef :fasts fer False Claims Ast slaim (.4);
telepl::iene seAfeFense witl::i Gres bewe re stat1:1s aAd plans (.3).
0.00 Researsl::i re False Claims Ast; ElraftiAS meme re same.
0.00 CenfereAse witl::i g_ bemeardi resarElins Ferm 471 anEI penElins FOIA reei1:1est ta gepartment
ef ed1:1satien.
300.00 Draft amendment to Paragraph 94 of complaint and outline factual statement.
70.00 Syringa office conference regarding litigation strategy and necessary research.
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Note:_Time:entries that have been:adjusted are highlighted in Y..,.=ecc.:.l o=-w:.:. =-.. .:_ ___,

FEES
Date
10/29/13

ID
MAM

Hours
3.50

10/29/13

PJM

0.70

Adjusted
Hours
3.50

Rate
170.00

Original
Amount
595.00

0.70

280.00

196.00

Adjusted
Amount
Description
0.00 Research re False Claims Act; draft memo re same; discussion with D. Lombardi and P.
Miller re same.
0.00 Conference with D. Lombardi on strategy; review whether case can be brought against state

- aGtor&:
750.00 Work on Statement of Facts for Motion to Amend Paragraph 94 of Complaint.
840.00 Research Idaho case law regarding 15(a) motion to amend; research Idaho and extrajurisdictional case law regarding 15(d) motion to amend; outline findings; email exchange
regarding same.
600.00 Complete statement of facts for Motion to Amend Paragraph 94 of Complaint.
10/31/13 DRL
2.00
300.00
600.00
122.50
122.50 Email exchange regarding motion to amend and research; review draft statement of facts and
10/31/13 ELM
0.70
175.00
email exchange regarding same.
70.~370---.-::-::-::--::=------...-::-:=-=-==-------=o~.O~O~~~A-ee-=t-v~,it~h~P:--',ssociateriA."ri:4~cQ=-ua-d~e-r-e-a-n-a~ly~si~s-o~f=Fa~l-se-=c~1a~im-s--=-A-ct-.------~-----~--==.,.....,..._~-::--::--=---11/01/13
DRL
0.30
300.00
90.00
1.00
0.00 Review secondary materials re False Claims Act (1.0); conference with Emily McClure re
11/04/13 DRL
1.00
300.00
300.00
Motion to Amend Paragraph 94 of complaint (.5).
_
11/04/13 ELM
87.50
87.50 office conference regarding motion to amend, statement of facts, and litigation strategy.
0.50
175.00
-:-:-=-=-=-:------:--::--=---""'."'1
"'=.5:-c-O---=-=:-::-:=--=------:-==-=-=------=o--=.o=-=o:-:
--- -...,
1:-:-N:-o-:rk-o-n-F=a-:l-se--=c:-1a-::-'imJ\otcomplaint.
450.00
11/08/13
300.00
DRL
1.50
272.00
1.60
0.00 Research re False Claims Act.
11/08/13 MAM
170.00
1.60
1,120.00
4.00
0.00 'Nork on draft of qui tam complaint.
280.00
11/09/13 PJM
4.00
300.00
450.00
11/11/13
DRL
1.50
;...:...::-=-=--=---..c..:.=--=---..:.1.:..::.5--=0---=:..::..:..:=-=-----~::..:.ccc::-----=O:.:..:.O:.:O:....'.:.:ll/--=o..:.:.rk-'-o=--=n_:_..a:::..:n-=--=.:alysis
of False Claims Act case.
560.00
560.00 Research Rule 15(a) standards; research case law in support of arguments; outline
175.00
3.20
11/11/13 ELM
memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend; office conference regarding same.
0.00 Research re False Claims Act; discussions with D. Lombardi and P. Miller'-r-e-s-am-e.---.,....
]
3.50
3.50
11/11/13 MAM
170.00
595.00
5.00
5.00
11/12/13 DRL
300.00
1,500.00
0.00 'Nork on ~ctual analysis for False Claims Act complaint and Motion to Amend Paragraph

10/30/13
10/30/13

DRL
ELM

2.50
4.80

300.00
175.00

750.00
840.00

l

94

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - o = - - = f . . . . : C : : . . : : o : . : . . : . : m , p _ l a _ 1 _ n t ~ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -...
1,207.50 Draft Memorandum in support of motion to amend.
11/12/13 ELM
6.90
175.00
1,207.50
11/12/13 SMH
0.20
120.00
24.00
24.00 Follow up with Department of Education regarding status of FOIA request.
o.oo:work:on factua(sectioA})f draft False Claims Act comp_la_i_nt~._:_::_:_:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _]
3.00
900.00
300.00
[_11/13/13=DRL
:3.00
24.00 Receive response from Department of Education regarding status of FOIA request.
24.00
11/13/13 SMH
0.20
120.00
2.00
300.00
600.00
[_f1/1~/13=DRL
.:....:...=-=-=--==---=--=---=2-=-=.0-=-0---=:..::..:..:=-=-----..::....::..c::..:.ccc=-----=O..:.:.O:..:O:....:c--=-o.:..:n.c...:tcc..in"'--u-=---e..:c'"-='o..:.:.rk.:....o::..:.n.:-a:::..:n.:.=alysis
of facts and drafting fact section for False Claim Ac~tc_o_m_p-la-i1 _J
105.00 Office conference to discuss revisions to draft Memorandum in support of Motion to Amend
105.00
11/14/13 ELM
0.60
175.00
Complaint.
: : 0.00 }inalize factual statement for inclusion in False Claim Act complaint.
1,440.00
4.80
4.80
300.00
[.1:1t15/13=DRL
]
647.50
647.50 Draft memorandum section regarding futility; draft facts section; incorporate quotes from
11/15/13 ELM
3.70
175.00
supreme court opinion.
o.oo:conference with D. Lombardi regarding fact statement.
0.30
84.00
]
0.30
280.00
[{1/15/13=PJM
300.00
300.00 Review draft Memo re amendment of paragraph 94 of complaint (.4); conference with Emily
11/19/13 DRL
1.00
300.00
McClure re same (.6).
630.00 Revise Memorandum in support of Motion to Amend paragraph 94; draft introduction; add
630.00
11/19/13 ELM
3.60
175.00
citations; office conference regarding strategy and contents of additional motion to amend.

:

:

11/20/13
11/21/13
11/22/13

DRL
DRL
DRL

0.40
1.00
1.70

300.00
300.00
300.00

120.00
300.00
510.00

120.00 Work on memo in support of Motion to Amend Paragraph 94 of complaint.
300.00 Work on Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Paragraph 94 of Complaint.
510.00 Finalize Motion to Amend Paragraph 94 of Complaint (1.2); draft letter to M. Clark re
mediation (.5).
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FEES
Adjusted
Hours
0.30
1.00
1.80
5.00
4.50
0.40

Rate
280.00
300.00
175.00
280.00
280.00
300.00

Original
Amount
84.00
300.00
315.00
1,400.00
1,260.00
240.00

Adjusted
Amount
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
120.00

5.00

5.00

280.00

1,400.00

0.00

MAM
PJM
ELM
MAM
PJM
DRL

0.80
0.40
0.50
0.90
0.40
1.40

0.80

170.00
280.00
175.00
170.00
280.00
300.00

136.00
112.00
87.50
153.00
112.00
420.00

0.00
112.00
87.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

12/03/13
12/04/13

MAM
SMH

0.80
0.20

170.00
120.00

136.00
24.00

0.00
24.00

12/05/13
12/06/13

SMH
DRL

0.20
1.00

120.00
300.00

24.00
300.00

24.00
300.00

Date
11/23/13
11/25/13
11/25/13
11/25/13
11/26/13
11/27/13

ID
PJM
DRL
ELM
PJM
PJM
DRL

Hours
0.30
1.00
1.80
5.00
4.50
0.80

11/27/13

PJM

12/01/13
12/01/13
12/02/13
12/02/13
12/02/13
12/03/13

0.90
0.40
1.40
0.80

Description
1Nork on qui tam complaint.
1Nork on FCA complaint issues.

Review revised draft; add additional statutory ref-erenoes.
1Nork on qui tam complaint.

Continue to revise qui tam complaint.
Finalize motion re paragraph 94 (.4); email to Greg Lowe with FCA complaint and related
materials (.4).
Work on qui tam complaint (focus on actual statement of claims, review fast statement); draft
explanation email.
Review False Claims Ast complaint.
Meet with D. Lombardi to discuss strategy.
Review and edit Memorandum and Motion in preparation for filing.
Review False Claims Ast complaint.
-------Meet with associate to discuss qui tam complaint.
Review and annotate draft False Claims Ast complaint (1.0); oonferenoe with P. Miller naming
Gwartney and Ziokau and strategy for approaching State (.4).
Research re False Claims Ast; discussion with P. Miller re same.
Research and pull DOA documents from electronic document database for review by D.
Lombardi.
Receive and review Department of Education no response to FOIA request.
Email to Greg Lowe, receive response (.2); telephone conference with Merlyn Clark and
arrange meeting for Monday (.3); review issues for meeting (.5).
Finalize letter to Clark.
Assist in preparation of letter re False Claims Ast.

l

90.00
90.00
12/08/13 DRL
0.30
300.00
0.00
0.30
170.00
51.00
12/09/13 MAM
0.30
56.00
12/09/13::.-....:....::.:..:..:..---=--.:=-=----=-=---=-=-=..c.-=..----'~=--=-----.:0:...:..0-=-0=--D-'--'is'-'o..c.u-'-ss.:......;_st'-ra;_;t--'-'eg_y
PJM
0.20
0.20
280.00
with D. Lombardi reg~gJ!!!!:!_g~ui tam oomp'-la_i_nt-'-.- - - - - - - 455.00 Research waiver of argument regarding contract illeg~ty~port findings to p_a_rt_n_e_r._ _ __
12/11/13 ELM
2.60
175.00
455.00
edits to False Claims Ast draft oomp::.:.l=aic:.:n.::.t._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
300.00
150.00
0.50
[.12/16/13=--..:=..:.-=-----==-=--...:::=----=:.:::..:c.:.=-=-----:..:::..::..:.:::..::.-----=0:..:.:.0::..::0:...:--=c-=-o=mplete
DRL
90.00 Receive and briefly review communication from counsel for State concerning their contra-L
300.00
90.00
12/17/13 DRL
0.30
analysis precluding recovery by Syringa (Thomas v. Med Ctr Physicians).
48.00 Receive and review FCC response to FOIA request; draft response to FCC.
120.00
48.00
12/18/13 SMH
0.40
90.00 Receive and review letter from FCC in response to FOIA and authorize $315 to obtain
90.00
12/19/13 DRL
0.30
300.00
requests for payment submitted to USAC.
90.00 Status update telephone conference with Greg Lowe.
90.00
0.30
300.00
01/06/14 DRL
300.00 Receive and review opposition to motions to amend.
300.00
300.00
01/07/14 DRL
1.00
270.00 Review memoranda in support of motions to amend complaint; analyze response
180.00
270.00
01/07/14 ELM
1.50
memoranda in opposition to motions; note arguments and points requiring further research.

=

:a.so

01/08/14

AND

4.00

200.00

800.00

01/08/14

DRL

3.00

300.00

900.00

01/08/14

ELM

5.40

180.00

972.00

800.00 Attend strategy meeting with D. Lombardi and E. McClure; research case law re Rule 60(b)
after remand and futility of motion to amend for reply brief.
900.00 Review 2 State briefs and outline response (1.0); allocate research tasks for associates
(1.0); begin research on scope of remand (1.0).
972.00 Research law regarding scope of remand and limited remand; note findings and provide
cases for partner; research case law regarding court's obligation to raise void contract; office
conference regarding same.
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Rate
185.00

Original
Amount
851.00

0.20
7.00
5.90

200.00
300.00
185.00

40.00
2,100.00
1,091.50

DRL
ELM
LMD

7.00
1.80
3.80

300.00
180.00
185.00

2,100.00
324.00
703.00

DRL
DRL

1.00
3.50

Date
01/08/14

ID
LMD

Hours
4.60

01/09/14
01/09/14
01/09/14

AND
DRL
LMD

01/10/14
01/10/14
01/10/14

01/13/14
01/14/14

Adjusted
Hours

: Note::Time:entries that have been:adjusted are highlighted in y_.-=e=ll-=--ow=..:...._ _ _..)

Adjusted
Amount
Description
851.00 Meet with E. McClure regarding necessary research for reply brief regarding judicial estoppel;
begin research and analysis of judicial estoppel standards in Idaho based on case law;
review recently filed pleadings in present case to assess role of judicial estoppel arguments;
research secondary sources discussing judiQial estoppel to determine elements of judicial
estoppel; review briefing from opposing counsel and legal authority cited therein; prepare to
meet with D. Lombardi to discuss research status.
40.00 Discuss research with D. Lombardi.
2,100.00 Work on reply brief re Motions to Amend.
1,091.50 Continue analysis of case law regarding judicial estoppel in Idaho and research the policies
behind judicial estoppel; research case law and legal articles describing exceptions to the
application of judicial estoppel; meet with D. Lombardi to discuss research status; research
and analyze relevant case law to determine the application of judicial estoppel under pre
post remand circumstances such as the present case.
2,100.00 Finalize and file Combined Brief in Support of 60(b )(6) Motion and Motions to Amend.
324.00 Provide additional research regarding limited remand; edit and revise briefing.
703.00 Continue assisting D. Lombardi with research and analysis to be incorporated into responsive
pleading; analyze judicial estoppel standard to determine whether it is an equitable doctrine
upon which the court will exercise discretion; draft research summary of judicial estoppel for
D. Lombardi; research and analyze case law discussing the theory of whether acting on the
advice of counsel can serve as a defense; meet with D. Lombardi to discuss research.

300.00 Prepare for hearing.
1,050.00 Prepare for argument on 60(b)(6) motion, motion to amend to include tortious interference
with prospective economic advantage against Gwartney and Zickau and motion to rename
and amend paragraph 94 (2.0); argue in court (1.5).
,.r·--=.o:--:17:/1:-::5:-:-/1'""4=-=-=D::-::R::7L---.:-=2=-.3:::"'.o=--2=-.-=3--=-0--:-.3:::"'.0:--:0::-.0:::"'.0::----:6::-::9:-:::0-:.0::-::0:----=o:-:a:o:-:O:--.-=--r,,-na-=1-y:z.-o-t:-:-im-i:-n-g~for establishing demand on modiati._on-o-=ff-or_a_n_d:--d7 r-aft-:::-o-m-a-:-:-il-ro-p-o-rt.,..t:-o---..-.]
Grog Lowe re hearing on Motions to Amend and rosoipt of FCC data for qui tam somplaint
300.00
300.00

300.00
1,050.00

-----------------...._------------~_(.8);

work on baskup inf.ormation for qui tam somplaint (1.5).
36.00 Follow up on status of FCC FOIA request; conference with D. Lombardi regarding same.
0.50::
O.O(Work:on refinement of Falso Claims Ast somplaint.
36.00 Electronic correspondence with FCC regarding pending FOIA request.
210.00 Prepare bullet point description of status and email to Greg Lowe re same (.4); conference
with K. McClure and J. Chou re developments in legislature (.3).
24.00 Electronic correspondence with FCC regarding pending FOIA request.
01/28/14 SMH
0.20
120.00
24.00
0.00 Rosoii.10 and review nows reports re FCC witholding funds f.or E rate sinso Marsh 2013 and
01/30/14 DRL
3.00
3.00
300.00
900.00
analyze impast on Falso Claims Ast suit and state sourt suit.
0.20
175.00
35.00
0.00 Dissussion with P. Miller re false slaims rosoarsh.
01/30/14 MAM
0.20
60.00 Draft FOIA request to FCC/USCA; revise and finalize FOIA request per D. Lombardi
01/30/14 SMH
0.50
120.00
60.00
comments; electronically file FOIA request with FCC.
~c-:-:-::-:-:-:-:--=c=:-----::-:::"'.=--~~--=::--=-:::---r:-:=:::--::-::::---:=:::~:---=----c::------::'-;;--.--;-----'
01/31/14 DRL
4.00
3.00
300.00
1,200.00
300.00 Continue following news reports concerning withholding of E-rate funds since march 2013
and revise FCA somplaint.
175.00
315.00
0.00 Rosearsh re false slaims ast.
01/31/14 MAM
1.80
1.80
24.00 Receive and review FCC response to FOIA request.
01/31/14 SMH
0.20
120.00
24.00
300.00 Work on briefing materials for press and conference with K. McClure re same.
02/07/14 DRL
4.00
3.00
300.00
1,200.00
002169

01/15/14 SMH
[01/27/14=DRL
01/27/14 SMH
01/28/14 DRL

0.30
0.50
0.30
0.70

120.00
: 300.00
120.00
300.00

36.00
150.00
36.00
210.00

:J
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Note:.Time:entries)hat have been:adjusted are highlighted in yellow.

]

FEES
Rate
120.00

Original
Amount
96.00

0.40

300.00

120.00

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

03/04/14
03/08/14
03/11/14

SMH
DRL
SMH

0.30
1.00
0.30

120.00
300.00
120.00

36.00
300.00
36.00

03/12/14

DRL

1.80

300.00

540.00

03/14/14

DRL

6.00

300.00

1,800.00

03/16/14

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

03/17/14

DRL

1.60

300.00

480.00

03/17/14

MAM

4.60

175.00

805.00

03/20/14
03/20/14
03/28/14

DRL
SMH
DRL

2.00
0.30
1.30

300.00
120.00
300.00

600.00
36.00
390.00

04/01/14
04/03/14

DRL
DRL

0.30
1.00

300.00
300.00

90.00
300.00

04/09/14

DRL

0.60

300.00

180.00

04/10/14

DRL

3.00

300.00

900.00

04/11/14

DRL

1.50

300.00

450.00

Date
02/13/14

ID
SMH

Hours
0.80

02/19/14

DRL

03/02/14

Adjusted
Hours

5.00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
96.00 Follow up on status of FOIA request to FCC; research and identify USAC payments to ENA;
summarize findings for D. Lombardi.
120.00 Pull second package of documents for K. McClure use in preparation for IEN meeting
Wednesday evening (.4); locate and skim FCC Full Recovery Order and check on status of
FCC FOIA (.4)
300.00 Review decision re amendment, identify new discovery to undertake and issues for Motion for
Summary Judgment.
36.00 Receive and review new documents for processing.
300.00 Work on Motion for Summary Judgment.
36.00 Telephone conferences and electronic communications with FCC in follow up to FOIA
request.
540.00 Prepare Amended Complaint (.8); outline Motion for Summary Judgment declaring contra
void ab initio (1.0).
300.00 Letter to Clark & Schossberger re Melissa Vandenberg memo to Kay Christensen (1.0y,fiRalii!:e 13aska9e, fReQAG+eQ).
300.00 Edit memorandum in support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment concerning the validity
of the IEN Contracts.
480.00 Review research re contractual defenses and remedies potentially available to State (1.0),
complete Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and brief conference with associate re same
(.6).
805.00 Research contract issues, including research at the law library; discussion with D. Lombardi
re same.
600.00 Finalize and file Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting materials.
36.00 Prepare exhibits to Affidavit of D. Lombardi in preparation for filing.
390.00 Receive and review DOA Motions to change caption and to strike (.5); check rules re caption
and find no clear application to requested motion and analyze motion to strike in terms of
substantive factual allegations (versus conclusions) in the complaint (.8).
90.00 Prepare and serve request for copy of documents obtained by DOA from Qwest.
300.00 Receive and review letter from Qwest counsel re IEN Service Agreement with Syringa ar
Qwest and email to Greg Lowe re same (.4); email to Qwest counsel requesting copy of
service agreement and documents to be disclosed (.3); continue email communication re
subject and receive service agreement (.3).
180.00 Draft discovery request to DOA re communications and documents exchanged with USAC.
900.00 Dictate Memorandum in response to DOA Motion to Strike (1.0); receive, review and analyze
impact of 6 notices of hearing re extending time for MSJ to conduct discovery and to
reconsider the Motion to Amend (.6); finalize memo re motion to strike (.8); review anticipated
argument re MSJ and briefly search transcripts re Syringa refusal to subcontract with Qwest
for IEN (.6).
450.00 Review and analyze response to Motion to Change Caption and redline amended complaint
(.50); review Qwest documents and emails to Greg Lowe and Qwest counsel re same (1.0).
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J

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
870.00

0.70
1.40
2.30

175.00
300.00
175.00

122.50
420.00
402.50

DRL

3.00

300.00

900.00

04/16/14

MAM

6.20

175.00

1,085.00

04/17/14
04/18/14

MAM
DRL

7.70
4.00

175.00
300.00

1,347.50
1,200.00

04/18/14

MAM

4.30

175.00

752.50

04/18/14
04/20/14
04/21/14

SMH
DRL
DRL

0.20
1.50
3.00

120.00
300.00
300.00

24.00
450.00
900.00

04/21/14

MAM

5.60

175.00

980.00

04/21/14

SMH

0.50

120.00

60.00

04/22/14
04/22/14

DRL
DRL

3.00
2.00

300.00
300.00

900.00
600.00

04/22/14

MAM

5.50

175.00

962.50

04/22/14

SMH

0.30

120.00

36.00

04/23/14
04/23/14

DRL
ELM

7.00
8.30

300.00
180.00

2,100.00
1,494.00

Date
04/14/14

ID
DRL

Hours
2.90

04/14/14
04/15/14
04/15/14

MAM
DRL
MAM

04/16/14

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
870.00 Receive and review email from Steve Schossberger re continuing the MSJ to allow discovery,
review Syringa 56(f) motions from before and respond (.8); receive reply indicating they will
file motion and intend to depose Syringa, Qwest, ENA and Syringa's board (.2); analyze
potential issues, review previous research concerning waiver of contractual claims and direct
associate re refinement of research to reply to motion that will be filed tomorrow (1.0); email
to Qwest counsel re Protective Order, receive response and reply (.3).
122.50 Discussion with D. Lombardi re motion briefing.
420.00 Receive and review DOA Rule 56(f) Motion to Continue hearing on MSJ.
402.50 Discussion with D. Lombardi re scope of research; review opposing motions; conduct case
law research.
900.00 Receive and review Qwest documents pursuant to subpoena (.8); email exchange with G
Lowe re DOA filing Motion to Enlarge Time, Continue MSJ hearing, etc. (.2); work on
opposition to motion for continuance (2.0).
1,085.00 Perform research re opposition brief; review pleadings re same; discussions with D.
Lombardi re same.
1,347.50 Draft opposition brief; perform case law research re same.
1,200.00 Review research re 56(f) continuances and law of the case and work on memorandum
opposing DOA motion for continuance and related motions.
752.50 Research re 56(f) opposition brief; discussion with D. Lombardi re same; draft brief section.
24.00 Research document in electronic database.
450.00 Work on brief opposing 56(f) motion.
900.00 Gather exhibits and dictate Affidavit of D. Lombardi in Opposition to 56(f) Motion for
Continuance of MSJ (1.0); work on text to final Memorandum in Opposition (2.0).
980.00 Review and edit Rule 56(c) and Rule 56(f) opposition brief; discussions with D. Lombardi re
same; perform legal research re same.
60.00 Receive estimate of costs to latest FOIA request to FCC; conference with D. Lombardi
regarding pending FOIA requests to FCC; submit revised FOIA request in an effort to red
estimated cost for response.
900.00 Finalize briefs in response to DOA Motions.
600.00 Receive and begin to review DOA papers re Motion for Reconsideration and Motion for
Summary Judgment and telephone conference with Merlyn Clark re no opposition filed to
MSJ.
962.50 Review and edit opposition brief; discussions with D. Lombardi re same; review DOA's
reconsideration motion and related filings.
36.00 Calculate total documents produced by all parties in litigation; summarize information for D.
Lombardi inclusion in brief.
2,100.00 Work on analysis and response to DOA filings; telephone conference with Greg Lowe.
1,494.00 Read papers newly filed by Defendant; office conference regarding opposition to defendants'
filings; research case law, statute and rules of civil procedure regarding joinder of necessary
and indispensable parties in declaratory judgment action; outline findings; analyze strategy;
office conference regarding same.
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FEES
Adjusted
Hours

Original
Amount
1,540.00

Adjusted
Amount
Description
1,540.00 Review DOA motions and filings re same; discussions with E. McClure and D. Lombardi re
same; draft opposition brief re amendment; perform legal research re same.
1,350.00 Work on opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.
1,350.00
. 774.00.
774.00 Draft section for Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to change Caption
.
pertaining to joinder of necessary and indispensable parties to declaratory judgment action.

Date
04/23/14

ID
MAM

Hours
8.80

04/24/14
04/24/14

DRL
ELM

4.50
4.30

. 300.00
180.00

04/24/14

MAM

3.90

175.00

682.50

04/25/14
04/25/14

DRL
ELM

5.00
4.70

300.00
180.00

1,500.00
846.00 .

04/25/14

MAM

4.30

175.00

752.50

04/26/14
04/27/14
04/27/14

DRL
DRL
MAM

4.00
8.00
2.50

300.00
300.00
175.00

1,200.00
2,400.00
437.50

04/28/14
04/28/14

DRL
ELM

4.00
9.80

300.00
180.00

1,200.00
1,764.00

04/28/14

MAM

7.10

175.00

1,242.50

04/29/14

DRL

7.00

300.00

2,100.00

04/29/14

ELM

6.00

180.00

1,080.00

04/29/14

MAM

8.10

175.00

1,417.50

04/29/14
04/30/14
05/02/14
05/04/14

SMH
MAM
DRL
MAM

0.50
0.30
0.50
3.50

120.00
175.00
300.00
175.00

60.00
52.50
150.00
612.50

05/05/14
05/05/14

DRL

ELM

2.50
2.90

300.00
180.00

750.00
522.00

Rate
175.00

682.50 Draft Opposition to Motion to Change Caption; discussions with E. Mclure re same; draft
emails re same; research re same.
1,500.00 Work on opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.
846.00 Revise Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Change Caption; research case law and statute.
regarding statute of limitations and relation back of amended complaint; outline findings;
email exchange regarding same.
752.50 Research re Opposition to Motion to Amend Caption; discussions with E. McClure and D.
Lombardi re same; Review Motion for Reconsideration Opposition and meet with D. Lombardi
and E. McClure re opposition brief and related research.
1,200.00 Work on opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.
2,400.00 Work on Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.
437.50 Research re Reconsideration Motion opposition brief; review reply brief re Rule 56 motions;
draft emails to D. Lombardi re same.
1,200.00 Work on opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.
1,764.00 Research and draft sections for Response Memo; reorganize; revise; find cases; email
exchanges and phone calls; office conference.
1,242.50 Research re Reconsideration Motion Opposition brief; draft sections of same; perform
research re same; meetings with D. Lombardi and E. McClure re same.
2,100.00 Finalize opposition to Motion for Reconsideration and related filings; appear and argue 56(f)
motion, return and identify issues for hearing 5/6.
1,080.00 Revise and edit Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration; add case citations; review and
revise Opposition to Motion to Change Caption and add section pertaining to Amended
SBPO; research final issues regarding statute of limitations and draft insert to Opposition
Memorandum; Office conferences regarding same; email exchange regarding same.
1,417.50 Perform research re Reconsideration Motion Opposition; discussions with D. Lombardi and
E. McClure re same; edit and finalize opposition brief; finalize Caption Motion Opposition with
E. McClure; draft affidavit of D. Lombardi in support of Reconsideration Motion Opposition;
attend Rule 56 motion hearing with D. Lombardi; follow-up meeting with D. Lombardi and E.
McClure re scope of additional research.
60.00 Research and locate documents and information for inclusion in brief to be filed.
52.50 Review DOA filings.
150.00 Brief review of new filings by DOA.
612.50 Review filings re Reconsideration motion, Caption motion, and Motion to Strike; research re
same; draft email to D. Lombardi re same.
750.00 Prepare for Motion for Reconsideration argument.
522.00 Review and analyze arguments in DOA newly filed pleadings; research arguments in
opposition.
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Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,400.00

6.50

30Q.OO

1,950.00

ELM

6.70

180.00

1,206.00

05/06/14

MAM

6.10

175.00

1,067.50

05/07/14

DRL

0.40

300.00

120.00

05/14/14

DRL

0.50

300.00

150.00

05/14/14
05/28/14
05/29/14

SMH
ELM
ELM

0.30
3.50
3.90

120.00
180.00
180.00

36.00
630.00
702.00

06/02/14 SMH
06/03/14 SMH
[06/17/1~=ELM
06/18/14 DRL

0.20
0.20
0.40
1.50

120.00
120.00
: 0.00
300.00

24.00
24.00
0.00
450.00

300.00

690.00

Date
05/05/14

ID
MAM

Hours
8.00

05/06/14

DRL

05/06/14

06/19/14

DRL

2.30

Adjusted
Hours

0.20

0.40

Note: Time:entries)hat have been:adjusted are highlighted in ~ellow.

:

Adjusted
Amount
Description
1,400.00 Research re Reconsideration motion and Caption motion; draft memorandum to D. Lombardi
re same; discussions with E. McClure and D. Lombardi re same; draft objection to untimely
affidavits.
1,950.00 Prepare for and argue Motion for Reconsideration, Motion to Change Caption and Motion to
Strike.
1,206.00 Conduct research in opposition to DOA arguments in Reply pleadings; office conference
regarding same.
1,067.50 Draft objection to untimely affidavits; perform research re motion argument; discussions with
E. McClure and D. Lombardi re same; attend motion hearing.
120.00 Direct M. McQuade re preparing for likelihood of filing 60(b) motion re ENA and impact of
SOL on same.
90.00 Review response re FOIA for documents re USAC halt on IEN funding and email to Gre~
Lowe re same [REDACTED] (.3); receive response, reply and order FOIA documents (.2).

36.00 Follow up regarding pending FOIA request to Federal Communications Commission.
630.00 Research law regarding joinder of parties and statute of limitations.
702.00 Research law regarding joinder of party named in original complaint but subsequently
dismissed and effect of statute of limitations.
24.00 Follow up regarding FOIA request to FCC.
24.00 Electronic correspondence in follow up to pending FOIA request to FCC.
'.
]
0.00
:
450.00 Telephone conference with M. Clark and S. Schossberger re mediation; analyze scope and
logistics; receive follow up voicemail and email re same and further analysis re options and
implications.
690.00 Telephone conference with Merlyn Clark and Steve Schossberger re State interested in
mediating and they understand from Brian Kane that Syringa is as well (.3); receive follow up
email and voicemail re same and analyze impact and issues capable of being settled

" " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ , [ R E D A C T E D L ( 2 . 0 ) , . : . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 300.00 Further analysis of issues capable of being settled, methods for same and conference w
300.00
300.00
06/20/14 DRL
1.00
Jeremy Chou and Greg Lowe re mediation; email to HTEH asking for possible dates in
second half of July. (2.0).
24.00 Follow up regarding FOIA request to FCC.
120.00
24.00
06/20/14 SMH
0.20
105.00 Perform research re 60(b) motion.
105.00
06/22/14 MAM
175.00
0.60
750.00
Receive and review decision of Court on State Motion to Reconsider and related motions (.8);
06/24/14 DRL
750.00
2.50
300.00
email and telephone conference with Greg Lowe re same (.5); analyze impact on case
prosecution, [REDACTED]and prepare Second amended post-appeal complaint per order
(1.0); email to Clark re July 30 mediation date and nominating Bart Davis as mediator (.2).
06/24/14
06/24/14
06/25/14

ELM
MAM
DRL

0.80
0.70
0.80

180.00
175.00
300.00

144.00
122.50
240.00

144.00 Review court's decisions; office conference concerning necessary research.
122.50 Review memorandum decision and discuss same with E. McClure and D. Lombardi.
240.00 Work on Second Amended Post-Appeal Complaint following the direction of the decision of
the Court on State's Motion to Reconsider; letter to counsel re same.
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Adjusted
Hours

Note: Time:entries)ha(have:been:adjusted are highlighted in y_,-=e=llo=w~·=---...

Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
690.00

1.30

300.00

390.00

DRL

0.30

300.00

90.00

07/07/14

DRL

0.70

300.00

210.00

07/07/14
07/08/14
07/08/14

MAM
ELM
MAM

1.20
2.80
4.50

175.00
180.00
175.00

210.00
504.00
787.50

07/09/14

DRL

0.80

300.00

240.00

07/09/14

ELM

6.20

180.00

1,116.00

07/09/14

MAM

3.30

175.00

577.50

07/11/14
07/11/14
07/15/14
07/15/14

DRL
MAM
ELM
MAM

0.40
0.30
0.50
2.50

300.00
175.00
180.00
175.00

120.00
52.50
90.00
437.50

07/18/14
07/21/14

MAM
MAM

0.30
0.20

175.00
175.00

52.50
35.00

07/23/14
07/23/14

ELM
MAM

0.50
1.30

180.00
175.00

90.00
227.50

07/24/14

MAM

1.30

175.00

227.50

07/26/14
07/27/14
07/29/14
08/03/14
08/04/14

DRL
MAM
DRL
MAM
DRL

1.00
0.20
0.20
1.70
1.20

300.00
175.00
300.00
175.00
300.00

300.00
35.00
60.00
297.50
360.00

Date
07/01/14

ID
DRL

Hours
2.30

07/02/14

DRL

07/03/14

Adjusted
Amount
Description
690.00 Review decision of Judge Owen re reconsideration in close detail and quick review of relation
back issue (1.0); analyze impact on involvement of ENA and call to Phil Oberrecht re
reservation of rights and related issues (.3); draft summons with reservation of rights and
non-waiver (.6); begin analysis of allowable conduct under original contracts and form of
proposed injunction (.4).
390.00 Direct associate preparation for opposing Motion by ENA to dismiss amended post-appeal
complaint (.4); analyze potential outcomes and directions for litigation and intended order
(.60); receive and review email from Merlyn Clark and forward with comment to client (.3).
90.00 Cancel Mediation prep meeting and begin consideration of discovery to Qwest and State re
charges.
210.00 Receive and review email from Merlyn Clark with new mediation date proposals; meet with K.
McClure and J. Chou re same (.3); receive and briefly review motions to dismiss, etc., ba
on false assumption that ENA had not been served (.4).
210.00 Review filings re motion to dismiss; review court's decision.
504.00 Research law regarding joinder, relation back of claims, and outline findings.
787.50 Review motion to dismiss and memorandum decision and order; draft opposition to motion to
dismiss; discuss same with D. Lombardi.
240.00 Review case re void contracts not being subject to SOL and analyze impact of challenging
the Qwest contract singly rather than in conjunction with ENA contract; review and edit
opposition to Motions to Dismiss.
1,116.00 Review motion for reconsideration briefing; review courts decision; research law pertaining to
relation back of claims; research void contract rule.
577.50 Discussions w/ E. McClure re research and motion practice; draft opposition to motion to
dismiss.
120.00 Review and edit response to Motion to Dismiss and affidavit in support.
52.50 Discussion with D. Lombardi re opposition to motion to dismiss; draft email re same.
90.00 Analyze strategy regarding response to motion to dismiss.
437.50 Revise draft of opposition to motion to dismiss; discuss same with E. McClure; draft emai' ·~
D. Lombardi re same.
52.50 Telephone discussion with D. Lombardi re pending motions; draft emails re same.
35.00 Review email from D. Lombardi; draft emails to D. Lombardi and review proposed edits to
opposition brief re motion to dismiss.
90.00 Analyze strategy regarding response to motion to strike.
227.50 Review emails re rescheduled motions and discuss same with assistant; review pending
motions.
227.50 Review pending motions; conference call with D. Lombardi re same; discuss analysis with E.
McClure re same.
300.00 Draft analysis of mediation issues.
35.00 Review correspondence from D. Lombardi and respond to same.
60.00 Email to M. Clark re September 17 is available for Syringa to mediate.
297.50 Draft opposition to motion to strike.
360.00 Conference with J. Chou re use of Randy Smith as mediator and issues for mediation (.2);
draft proposed email to Merlyn Clark asking whether DOA would object to use of Judge
Randy Smith (.2); review ENA Motion to Dismiss (.8).
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Note::Time:entries that have:been adjusted are highlighted in Y.ellow.

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
600.00

5.20

175.00

910.00

DRL

1.20

300.00

360.00

MAM

4.20

175.00

735.00

120.00
300.00
175.00
300.00

24.00
300.00
332.50
600.00

Date
08/05/14

ID
DRL

Hours
2.00

08/05/14

MAM

08/06/14

08/06/14

08/06/14

=

Adjusted
Hours

SMH
DRL
MAM
DRL

0.20
::1.00
1.90
2.00

08/11/14

ELM

1.30

180.00

234.00

08/11/14

MAM

2.10

175.00

367.50

08/12/14

DRL

2.20

300.00

660.00

08/12/14

ELM

5.10

180.00

918.00

08/13/14
08/13/14

DRL
ELM

2.00
3.40

300.00
180.00

600.00
612.00

08/14/14
08/14/14
08/14/14

APM
DRL
ELM

0.30
1.50
5.10

190.00
300.00
180.00

57.00
450.00
918.00

08/15/14
08/15/14

DRL
JWB

4.50
1.30

300.00
175.00

1,350.00
227.50

08/18/14

DRL

2.00

300.00

600.00

08/18/14
08/18/14

ELM
MAM

1.40
0.50

180.00
175.00

252.00
87.50

C::: 08/07/14
08/07/14
08/11/14

1:00

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
600.00 Review issues in ENA Motion to Dismiss and related motions with associate and begin work
on opposition.
910.00 Draft brief in opposition to DOA motion to strike; review case law research re same;
conference with D. Lombardi re pending motions and analysis and strategy re motion
opposition briefing; review and draft emails re same.
360.00 Conference with M. McQuade re ENA Motion to Dismiss; direct research into uniform laws re
declaratory judgment and review interim results re same (1.0); follow up on FOIA re DOA
communications with USAC (.2).
735.00 Draft opposition brief to motion to strike; update opposition brief to DOA motion to dismiss;
review case and statutory law re opposition brief to ENA motion to dismiss; discuss same
with D. Lombardi.
24.00 Follow up with FCC on status of FOIA request.
0.00: [REDACTED]
332.50 Review and analyze documents related to ENA motion to dismiss; draft opposition points.
600.00 Brief conference with Jeremy Chou re use of Randy Smith and obtaining cont~ct; receive and
begin review of DOA Motion for Summary Judgment (1.0); begin analysis of same (1.0).

.

234.00 Review ENA memorandum in support of motion to dismiss; outline and begin researching
arguments in opposition.
367.50 Draft opposition points re ENA motion to dismiss; draft memo and email to D. Lombardi with
analysis re same.
660.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re preliminary analysis of DOA Motion for Summary
Judgment (.2); complete review of DOA moving papers and locate Zickau deposition
testimony that demonstrates actual state of facts re allocation of work and begin analysis of
motion (2.0).
918.00 Research cases in opposition to DOA motion for summary judgment; review ENA Motion to
Dismiss; research arguments in opposition to ENA motion; office conference regarding same.
600.00 Work on analysis of DOA Motion for Summary Judgment.
612.00 Idaho case law concerning judicial estoppel; research law outside Idaho regarding same;
outline section of brief pertaining to judicial estoppel.
57 .00 Analyze issue associated with necessary and indispensable party doctrines.
450.00 Work on analysis of response to ENA Motion to Dismiss.
918.00 Draft section of legal argument for opposition to ENA motion to dismiss pertaining to illegal
void contract; draft section pertaining to necessary and indispensable party.
1,350.00 Work on opposition to ENA Motion to Dismiss.
227.50 Analyzed the Idaho Supreme Court's 2013 opinion in light of DOA's motion to dismiss on
remand.
600.00 Work on opposition to ENA Motion to Dismiss (1.0); analyze risks and potential benefits of
cross motion for summary judgment, draft notice of hearing and email to Greg Lowe
recommending same (1.0).
252.00 Research Idaho law regarding res judicata and outline legal arguments.
87.50 Discussion with D. Lombardi re pending motions; review emails re same.
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Note: Time:entries)hat have been adjusted are highlighted in }!ellow.

:: J

FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
900.00

2.10

180.00

378.00

MAM

5.40

175.00

945.00

08/20/14

DRL

3.70

300.00

1,110.00

08/20/14

SMH

2.80

120.00

336.00

08/21/14

DRL

2.80

300.00

840.00

08/22/14
08/25/14
. 08/27/14

DRL
DRL
DRL

0.20
1.30
0.40

300.00
300.00
300.00

60.00
390.00
120.00

08/28/14
08/29/14
09/01/14
09/02/14
09/03/14

DRL
DRL
DRL
DRL
DRL

3.00
1.30
1.50
1.00
2.00

300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00

900.00
390.00
450.00
300.00
600.00

09/04/14

DRL

2.60

300.00

780.00

09/05/14

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

09/06/14
09/07/14
09/08/14
09/09/14

DRL
DRL
DRL
DRL

3.00
4.00
4.50
5.00

300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00

900.00
1,200.00
1,350.00
1,500.00

09/09/14

ELM

5.80

180.00

1,044.00

09/09/14

MAM

3.50

175.00

612.50

09/10/14
09/10/14
09/16/14
09/17/14

DRL
MAM
ELM
DRL

0.60
1.50
1.50
7.00

300.00
175.00
180.00
300.00

180.00
262.50
270.00
2,100.00

Date
08/19/14

ID

DRL

Hours
3.00

08/19/14

ELM

08/19/14

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
900.00 Work on response to outstanding motions; review Zickau affidavit for motion to strike and to
make record clear for final hearing.
378.00 Office conference to determine strategy and divide work on pending motions; review previous
briefing regarding necessary and indispensible parties and court's duty to raise illegal
contract issue; compile and revise for use in pending memoranda.
945.00 Review pending motions; perform legal research re same; conference with D. Lombardi and
E. McClure re pending motions.
1,110.00 Receive and review emails re scheduling of all pending motions in case for October 1O (.2);
work on sections of briefing re striking paragraphs of Zickau's affidavit and contention that 1st
Amendments are ineffective because they are not signed (2.0); further work on rebutting
Zickau statements re Syringa wanted it all, the NDA and related topics relevant to Motions
(1.5).
336.00 Review FOIA-related communications and create chronology of all FOIA requests to
Department of Education and Federal Communications Commission for D. Lombardi.
840.00 Continue working through issues in Zickau affidavit and dictate response re DOA doesn't limit
subcontractors and Lowe refused to participate (2.5); review FOIA chronology and
communicate with [REDACTED] re hel~ on FOIA from FCC (.3).
60.00 Emails to Merlyn Clark re mediation.
390.00 Review record for issues in mediation statement; call and email to Schilling re same.
120.00 Receive and review information concerning service of subpoena on State by FCC and
receive and review email from Schossberger re mediation at his offices.
900.00 Work on preparation for mediation; emails re location.
390.00 Work on mediation statement.
450.00 Receive and review Schilling email re mediation and work on mediation statement.
300.00 Work on mediation statement and analysis of how to proceed.
600.00 Conference call with board members and Greg Lowe re mediation strategy and follow up
(1.0); work on mediation statement (1.0).
780.00 Conference with K. McClure and J. Chou re how to implement client desire to obtain
[REDACTED]J6); continue work on mediation statement (2.).
300.00 Work on mediation statement - locate excerpts from testimony to provide to mediator on
issues raised by DOA.
900.00 Work on mediation statement.
1,200.00 Work on mediation statement.
1,350.00 Work on mediation statement and complete second draft.
1,500.00 Seek and receive feedback re draft mediation statement from J. Chou and K. McClure (1.0);
revise and finalize mediation statement and email to Greg Lowe. (4.0)
1,044.00 Research law regarding rescission of void contracts and equitable estoppel for government
and third parties; email findings; office conference regarding same.
612.50 Review case law concerning rescission; draft email to D. Lombardi with analysis and findings
re same.
180.00 Review comments and finish Mediation Statement.
262.50 Review and edit mediation statement.
270.00 Review mediation statement; email exchange regarding same.
2,100.00 Participate in mediation.
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FEES
Rate
175.00
300.00

Original
Amount
1,225.00
180.00

3.10

175.00

542.50

DRL
ELM

1.20
3.80

300.00
180.00

360.00
684.00

09/19/14

MAM

3.50

175.00

612.50

09/20/14

ELM

5.60

180.00

1,008.00

09/22/14
09/22/14

DRL
ELM

3.00
4.00

300.00
180.00

900.00
720.00

09/22/14

MAM

7.20

175.00

1,260.00

09/23/14

DRL

3.00

300.00

900.00

09/23/14

MAM

7.10

175.00

1,242.50

09/24/14

ELM

3.60

180.00

648.00

09/24/14

MAM

4.60

175.00

805.00

09/25/14
09/25/14

DRL
MAM

1.00
7.40

300.00
175.00

300.00
1,295.00

09/26/14
09/26/14

DRL
ELM

3.00
2.00

300.00
180.00

900.00
360.00

09/26/14

MAM

7.10

175.00

1,242.50

09/28/14
09/29/14
09/29/14

DRL
DRL
ELM

1.00
4.00
3.30

300.00
300.00
180.00

300.00
1,200.00
594.00

09/29/14

MAM

8.50

175.00

1,487.50

Date
09/17/14
09/18/14

ID
MAM
DRL

Hours
7.00
0.60

09/18/14

MAM

09/19/14
09/19/14

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
1,225.00 Attend mediation.
180.00 Review and edit J. Chou update re IEN mediation (.5); receive report re Schilling call
concerning potential cash offer from State (.1 ).
542.50 Review DOA and ENA motions and related affidavits and analyze potential opposition
responses; review case law re same.
360.00 Meet with associates and work on response to DOA MSJ.
684.00 Review briefing already filed for 5 different motions; review our current draft briefs in
response to same; office conference regarding briefing and remaining work to be done.
612.50 Conference with E. McClure and D. Lombardi re opposition briefing; review case law re
same; review DOA motion for summary judgment and related affidavits.
1,008.00 Research cases outside jurisdiction regarding inability to rescind void contract; outline
section of memorandum pertaining to same.
900.00 Work on opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment based on rescission.
720.00 Research effect of rescission on mootness; draft section of opposition to defendant's motion
for summary judgment pertaining to duty to address illegality; email exchange regarding
same.
1,260.00 Draft opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment; discuss same with D. Lombardi and
E. McClure; review case law and documents re same.
900.00 Work on introduction and factual section of opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment
based on rescission.
1,242.50 Draft opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment; review and analyze case law re
same.
648.00 Draft additions to draft opposition brief; review draft brief; suggest revisions; office
conference regarding same.
805.00 Draft opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment; discuss and analyze same with E.
McClure; review case law re same.
300.00 Work on draft opposition to DOA Motion for Summary Judgment re rescission.
1,295.00 Revise and draft opposition to DOA motion for summary judgment; review case law re sa
discuss same with D. Lombardi.
900.00 Edit, finalize and serve brief in opposition to DOA MSJ.
360.00 Review and revise opposition to DOA motion for summary judgment; office conference
regarding same.
1,242.50 Revise and update opposition brief to DOA motion for summary judgment; conferences with
D. Lombardi re same; review and analyze DOA response to Syringa motion for summary
judgment.
300.00 Draft introduction to reply.
1,200.00 Work on reply in support of MSJ.
594.00 Review DOA Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment; note potential adverse
arguments; office conference regarding same; research case law on res judicata; email
exchange regarding arguments relevant to Reply briefing.
1,487.50 Conference with E. McClure and D. Lombardi re briefing; draft opposition to ENA motion to
dismiss; review case law re same; review and analyze DOA opposition to Syringa summary
judgment motion.
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FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
300.00

9.20

175.00

1,610.00

DRL

5.00

300.00

1,500.00

10/01/14

ELM

5.40

180.00

972.00

10/01/14

MAM

8.60

175.00

1,505.00

10/02/14
10/02/14

DRL
MAM

7.00
7.50

300.00
175.00

2,100.00
1,312.50

10/03/14
10/03/14

DRL
ELM

4.50
3.00

300.00
180.00

1,350.00
540.00

10/03/14

MAM

4.90

175.00

857.50

10/06/14

DRL

3.00

300.00

900.00

10/06/14

MAM

5.60

175.00

980.00

10/07/14
10/07/14

DRL
MAM

3.00
4.60

300.00
175.00

900.00
805.00

10/08/14
10/08/14
10/08/14

DRL
ELM
MAM

3.00
0.40
2.80

300.00
180.00
175.00

900.00
72.00
490.00

10/09/14
10/09/14

DRL
MAM

5.00
10.20

300.00
175.00

1,500.00
1,785.00

10/10/14
10/10/14

DRL
MAM

6.00
8.00

300.00
175.00

1,800.00
1,400.00

Date
09/30/14

ID
DRL

Hours
1.00

09/30/14

MAM

10/01/14

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
300.00 Receive and review draft analysis of res judicata and collateral estoppel from associate,
comment and direct changes.
1,610.00 Draft opposition to ENA motion to dismiss; draft reply brief in support of Syringa's motion for
partial summary judgment; discuss motions with D. Lombardi; review case law concerning
both motions.
1,500.00 Work on reply in support of MSJ and opposition to ENA Motion to Dismiss and Objection to
DOA affidavits.
972.00 Incorporate facts with legal analysis in opposition brief; revise and restructure brief; perform
additional legal research on issue of judicial estoppel and outline findings; draft additional
legal analysis regarding judicial estoppel; office conference and email exchange regarding
same.
1,505.00 Draft reply brief in support of Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment; discuss san
with D. Lombardi; review and analyze case law re same.
2,100.00 Work on reply and opposition memos and filings for 10/10/14 hearing.
1,312.50 Draft reply brief in support of Syringa's motion for partial summary judgment; review and
analyze case law re same; review and update draft opposition to ENA's motion to dismiss;
review case law re same.
1,350.00 Finalize and file all pending motion replies and oppositions.
540.00 Final review and revisions to Response to ENA Motion to Dismiss and Reply in support of
Syringa's Motion for Summary Judgment.
857.50 Update Syringa's motion in opposition to ENA motion to strike, DOA motion to strike, and
DOA motion to dismiss or for enlargement of time; revise Syringa's reply brief in support of
Syringa's motion for summary judgment; discuss same with D. Lombardi.
900.00 Review and annotate DOA reply in support of its recission motion for summary judgment
(1.0); begin preparation for hearing (2.0).
980.00 Review and analyze DOA reply brief in support of DOA motion for summary judgment;
discuss same with D. Lombardi; review and analyze case law concerning contract
amendement, rescission, and illegal contracts.
900.00 Work on argument notes for hearing.
805.00 Review and analyze case law regarding contract ambiguity, void contracts and contract
ratification; draft summary emails to D. Lombardi re same; discuss same with D. Lombardi.
900.00 Work on outline for argument at MSJ hearing.
72.00 Read Defendant ENA's Reply to Motion to Dismiss.
490.00 Review and analyze case law re pending motions; draft emails with research results to D.
Lombardi; review and analyze new filings from defendants re motions; discuss same with D.
Lombardi.
1,500.00 Prepare for hearing.
1,785.00 Prepare argument outline for ENA motion to dismiss; discuss same with D. Lombardi; review
and analyze ENA reply brief and corresponding case law.
1,800.00 Prepare for hearing and attend hearing on MSJ and related motions; call to Greg Lowe.
1,400.00 Outline argument for motion in opposition to ENA motion to dismiss; prepare for hearing;
attend hearing on all motions.
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FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
450.00

1.00

120.00

120.00

DRL

0.20

300.00

60.00

10/16/14

DRL

0.50

300.00

150.00

10/22/14
10/31/14
11/03/14

DRL

MAM
MAM

0.30
4.40
4.10

300.00
175.00
175.00

90.00
770.00
717.50

11/04/14
11/04/14

MAM

0.60
3.10

300.00
175.00

180.00
542.50

0.20
2.50

120.00
300.00

24.00
750.00

175.00
175.00
300.00

157.50
472.50
1,200.00

Date
10/13/14

ID
DRL

Hours
1.50

10/13/14

SMH

10/15/14

DRL

Adjusted
Hours

11/06/14
11/10/14

SMH

11/10/14
11/11/14
11/12/14

MAM
MAM
DRL

0.90
2.70
4.00

11/12/14

JWB

0.90

175.00

157.50

11/12/14

MAM

4.20

175.00

735.00

11/12/14

PJM

0.40

285.00

114.00

11/13/14

DRL

3.10

300.00

930.00

11/13/14

JWB

2.10

175.00

367.50

11/13/14

MAM

4.20

175.00

735.00

11/14/14

APM

0.20

0.00

DRL

0.00

Adjusted
Amount
Descrietion
450.00 Review and edit J. Chou email response to Clark's letter stating previous J. Chou email to
legislator was "misleading".
120.00 Research and identify documents and quotations for inclusion in J. Chou memorandum in
response to Merlyn Clark's and Teresa Luna's memorandum.
60.00 Brief conference with J. Chou re potential public remarks re suit by client and impact of same.

150.00 Receive, review and respond to J. Chou emails re response by Legislators to news coverage
and reports re mediation and related issues; email to J. Chou with suggested detail for
interested legislator.
90.00 Telephone conference with Cindy Meillo re status.
770.00 Research statutory history at legislative library; review and analyze same.
717.50 Review legislative history and discuss results of research with D. Lombardi; review case
regarding void contract repayment requirements.
180.00 Review Qwest/ENA emails and draft contracts re service to the IEN (.6).
542.50 Review case law pertaining to void contract requirements; discuss results of research with D.
Lombardi.
24.00 Follow up on status of FOIA request pending six months.
750.00 Receive and review decision from Judge Owen granting Syringa MSJ; email to client, K.
McClure and J. Chou; telephone conference with J. Chou re statement to press; telephone
conference with Greg Lowe.
157.50 Review district court decision on dispositive motions.
472.50 Review case and statutory law regarding writs of mandamus.
1,200.00 Work on judgment issues and analysis of path from this point; work on analysis and creation
of public message; begin work on attorneys fees issue.
157.50 Review Judge Owen's grant of summary judgment. Review D. Lombardi's draft judgment for
compliance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a). Discuss the need to minimize the
appearance of having a legal conclusion in the draft final judgment.
735.00 Research case and statutory law pertaining to stays and injunctions; review cases relate, · ·
writs of mandate; discuss same with D. Lombardi.
114.00 Consult with D. Lombardi regarding attorney fee issues; explore ways to get fair award given
the fact case was unfavorable.
930.00 Meet with Sal Celeski re public messaging (1.0); review issues re judgment and draft (.5);
telephone conference with Clark and Schossberger re settlement and report to Greg Lowe re
same (.8); work on settlement strategy (.8).
367.50 Review and analyze district court's memorandum decision on summary judgment motion in
order to draft Rule 54 judgment. Draft final judgment in compliance with Rule 54. Review and
discuss draft judgment with D. Lombardi and M. McQuade. Research and analyze Idaho
Code sections dealing with the Department of Administration and which DOA officer has
contracting authority. Discuss contracting authority issue with J. Chou.
735.00 Perform legal research related to final judgments; assist in preparing final judgment for
submission to court; participate in discussions with D. Lombardi and J. Bower re same;
research law related to advancement of money.
0.00 Analyze legal issue associated with content of judgment.
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FEES
Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
750.00

1.10

175.00

192.50

MAM

2.60

175.00

455.00

11/16/14

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

11/17/14

DRL

4.10

300.00

1,230.00

11/17/14

JWB

1.20

175.00

210.00

11/17/14
11/18/14

PJM
DRL

1.20
3.50

285.00
300.00

342.00
1,050.00

11/18/14

MAM

0.60

175.00

105.00

11/18/14
11/19/14

PJM
DRL

0.20
2.00

285.00
300.00

57.00
600.00

11/19/14

MAM

2.80

175.00

490.00

11/19/14

PJM

1.40

285.00

399.00

11/19/14
11/20/14

SMH

0.20
3.00

120.00
300.00

24.00
900.00

11/20/14
11/21/14

SMH
DRL

0.20
2.00

120.00
300.00

24.00
600.00

11/21/14
11/21/14

MAM
PJM

2.40
1.30

175.00
285.00

420.00
370.50

Date
11/14/14

ID
DRL

Hours
2.50

11/14/14

JWB

11/14/14

DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
750.00 Analyze settlement options and attorneys fees (1.5); analyze enforcement mechanisms and
language for judgment (1.0).
192.50 Review and analyze Idaho law on the enforcement of judgments entered pursuant to Idaho
Declaratory Judgment Act. Review draft Rule 54 Judgment. Review and analyze the statutory
scheme of the Department of Administration in order to determine which "official" had the
authority to enter into the SBPOs.
455.00 Review case law and statutes related to advances and repayment under void contracts;
analyze same.
300.00 Email to J. Chou, K. McClure and Greg Lowe re taking inititiative on settlement discussions;
follow up re same.
1,230.00 Conference with Greg Lowe, K. McClure and J. Chou re settlement options and analysis
(1.5); telephone conferences with Clark and Schossberger re settlement issues, includin1
$1.5 million offer of attorneys fees and report to client et. al. (1.5); discuss and review
confidentiality agreement drafts (.6); review legislator emails and related materials
concerning case (.5).
210.00 Discussion with D. Lombardi and P. Miller regarding the reservation of right to seek attorneys
fees in a Rule 54(a) judgment. Research and analyze Idaho law regarding attorney fees and
whether to include them in a final judgment pursuant to Rule 54. Draft email summarizing
law.
342.00 Work on attorney fee application.
1,050.00 Finalize and submit Judgment to Judge Owen; discuss and finalize confidentiality agreement
concerning settlement negotiations; receive and quickly review Motion for Clarification and/or
to Reconsider; analyze settlement and strategic options and telephone conference with Greg
Lowe re same; call to Rebecca Rainey re Public Records Request.
105.00 Review correspondence from opposing counsel; discuss same with D. Lombardi; review
DOA's motion for reconsideration.
57.00 Work on Work on attorney fee request.
600.00 Review current reports and editorials re case (.4); conference with P. Miller re preparatio
claim for attrorneys fees (.4); telephone conference with Greg Lowe re DOA motion for
reconsideration and conference with M. McQuade re preparation of opposition (1.2).
490.00 Review DOA, ENA, and Qwest filings; discuss approach for response with D. Lombardi;
outline response brief.
399.00 Work on attorney fee motion; review Department of Administration's attorney fee motion;
begin drafting; review our attorney fee history.
24.00 Follow up with FCC regarding pending FOIA.
900.00 Work on response to DOA statement that Amendment No. 1 does not concern state
agencies; telephone conference with Greg Lowe re same (2.7); emails with DOA counsel re
addition of AGs to Confidentiality Agreement, sign and return same (.3).
24.00 Receive and review response from FCC regarding pending FOIA request.
600.00 Conference with Greg Lowe, JCC and KRM re developments over the week and continue
working on analysis of potential solutions.
420.00 Outline response to DOA motion for reconsideration; review filings re same.
370.50 Work on attorney fee motion; analyze recent cases interpreting I.C. Section 12-120.
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FEES
Rate
175.00

Original
Amount
1,067.50

0.50

300.00

150.00

MAM

1.00
6.90

300.00
175.00

300.00
1,207.50

11/25/14

DRL

1.00

300.00

300.00

11/25/14

MAM

1.70

175.00

297.50

11/26/14

MAM

4.10

175.00

717.50

11/29/14
11/30/14
12/01/14

MAM
MAM
DRL

5.20
6.70
1.30

175.00
175.00
300.00

910.00
1,172.50
390.00

12/01/14

MAM

7.70

175.00

1,347.50

DRL

MAM

4.00
5.50
3.00
7.00
2.10
2.00
3.00
6.50

300.00
175.00
300.00
300.00
175.00
300.00
300.00
175.00

1,200.00
962.50
900.00
2,100.00
367.50
600.00
900.00
1,137.50

12/09/14

DRL

4.00

300.00

1,200.00

12/09/14

MAM

3.10

175.00

542.50

12/10/14
12/11/14
12/12/14
12/12/14

SMH

MAM

0.20
0.30
4.00
3.50

120.00
120.00
300.00
175.00

24.00
36.00
1,200.00
612.50

12/12/14

PJM

1.20

285.00

342.00

Date
11/23/14

MAM

Hours
6.10

11/24/14

DRL

11/24/14
11/24/14

DRL

12/02/14
12/02/14
12/03/14
12/05/14
12/05/14
12/06/14
12/08/14
12/08/14

ID

MAM
DRL
DRL

MAM
DRL
DRL

SMH
DRL

Adjusted
Hours

Adjusted
Descrietion
Amount
1,067.50 Draft response to DOA motion for reconsideration/clarification; review and analyze case law
re same.
150.00 Conference with K. McClure re legislators looking for solution - vett idea of using third party to
address claims of undue influence re agencies; conference with JCC re same and draft to
Bart Davis.
300.00 Receive and review Qwest Motion for Reconsideration and forward to client.
1,207.50 Draft response to DOA motion for reconsideration; review and analyze Qwest's motion for
reconsideration.
300.00 Telephone conference with client re dismissal versus judgment; analyze issue and telephone
conference with Merlyn Clark advising we will dismiss case in exchange for acceptable
settlement.
297.50 Review federal regulations concerning competitive bidding; review Qwest's motion for
reconsideration; discuss same with D. Lombardi.
717.50 Perform legal research related to contract amendments; draft response to DOA motion for
reconsideration.
910.00 Draft response to DOA motion for reconsideration; review case law and analyze same.
1,172.50 Draft response to DOA motion for reconsideration; review and analyze case law re same.
390.00 Conference with M. McQuade re Motion for Reconsideration (.6); review State memorandum
and annotate additional issues (.3); draft email to Clark & Schossberger re termination of
confidentiality agreement (.4).
1,347.50 Draft response to DOA motion for reconsideration; discuss same with D. Lombardi; review
and analyze case law re same.
1,200.00 Work on opposition to DOA Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification.
962.50 Draft response to DOA motion for reconsideration; review case law re same.
900.00 Work on brief in opposition to Motion for Reconsideration.
2,100.00 Work on opposition to DOA Motion for Reconsideration.
367.50 Review Qwest motion for reconsideration; review case law re same.
600.00 Review and revise draft opposition and email for comment.
900.00 Complete memo in opposition to DOA Motion for Reconsideration.
1,137.50 Review and edit Syringa's response to DOA motion for reconsideration; discuss same with D.
Lombardi; review case law concerning Qwest's motion for reconsideration; review ENA's
motion for reconsideration.
1,200.00 Finalize brief in opposition to DOA Motion for Reconsideration (3.0); begin detailed review of
ENA memorandum (1.0).
542.50 Review and edit various drafts of response to DOA motion for reconsideration; discuss same
with D. Lombardi.
24.00 Follow up on status on pending FOIA request with FCC.
36.00 Research and pull documents for D. Lombardi.
1,200.00 Work on reply to ENA and Qwest motions for reconsideration.
612.50 Review ENA and Qwest motions for reconsideration; discuss same with D. Lombardi; discuss
approach for responding to motions with D. Lombardi; draft outlines of responses to motions.

342.00 Work on attorney fee application; review attorney fee history and review prior
orders/decisions in this case regarding attorney fees.
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FEES
Adjusted
Hours

Rate
300.00

Original
Amount
1,590.00

6.30
0.20
4.50
2.60
2.10

175.00
120.00
300.00
175.00
300.00

. 1,102.50
24.00
1,350.00
455.00
630.00

MAM

3.40

175.00

595.00

DRL

2.00
5.00

300.00
175.00

600.00
875.00

2.20
2.00

300.00
175.00

660.00
350.00

MAM

0.30
5.30

300.00
175.00

90.00
927.50

12/23/14

DRL

0.80

300.00

240.00

12/23/14

MAM

3.70

175.00

647.50

12/23/14

MAM

2.40

175.00

420.00

DRL

MAM
APM

2.00
1.50
4.60
2.00
5.80
0.20

300.00
185.00
185.00
330.00
185.00
210.00

600.00
277.50
851.00
660.00
1,073.00
42.00

01/05/15

DRL

1.40

330.00

462.00

01/05/15

MAM

3.90

185.00

721.50

01/06/15

DRL

0.80

330.00

264.00

Date
12/15/14

ID
DRL

Hours
5.30

12/15/14
12/15/14
12/16/14
12/16/14
12/17/14

MAM
SMH
DRL
MAM
DRL

12/17/14

12/18/14
12/18/14

MAM

12/19/14
12/19/14

MAM

12/22/14
12/22/14

12/31/14
01/02/15
01/03/15
01/04/15
01/04/15
01/05/15

DRL

DRL

MAM
MAM
DRL

Adjusted
Amount
Description
1,590.00 Telephone conferences with J. Chou, Greg Lowe and Ednetics re rebidding, etc. and
management of the process moving forward (1.5); work on opposition to Qwest Motion for
Reconsideration (3.8).
1,102.50 Draft response to Qwest motion for reconsideration .
24.00 Electronic communications with FCC regarding pending FOIA request.
1,350.00 Work on opposition to Qwest Motion for Reconsideration.
455.00 Draft response to Qwest motion for reconsideration.
630.00 Work on response to ENA Motion for Reconsideration and briefly review DOA reply brief in
support of Motion for Reconsideration (1.9); review standard State of Idaho
Telecommunication Contract Provisions and email to J. Chou and K. McClure re contracts
terminate if there is no appropriation (.2).
595.00 Discuss scope of government contracting statute research with J. Chou; review cases re
response to Qwest motion for reconsideration; draft response to motion for reconsideratio, ,,
discuss same with D. Lombardi.
600.00 Continue work on opposition to ENA Motion for Reconsideration.
875.00 Draft Response to Qwest motion for reconsideration; review and analyze case law re same.

660.00 Work on opposition to Qwest Motion for Reconsideration.
350.00 Discuss response to ENA motion for reconsideration with D. Lombardi; draft outline to
Syringa response to ENA motion for reconsideration.
90.00 Meet with M. McQuade re final addition to brief opposition to Qwest Motion to Dismiss.
927.50 Review case law re Qwest motion for reconsideration; update and edit Syringa's response to
motion for reconsideration; discuss response with D. Lombardi.
240.00 Final review and revisions of brief opposing Qwest Motion for Clarification and
Reconsideration.
647.50 Update and edit Syringa's response to Qwest motion for reconsideration; discuss same with
D. Lombardi; draft outline of response to ENA motion for reconsideration and discuss same
with D. Lombardi.
420.00 Research debarment and suspension statutes; analyze same; discuss research results v
J. Chou.
600.00 Work on opposition to ENA Motion for Reconsideration.
277.50 Draft response to ENA motion for reconsideration; review case law re same.
851.00 Draft response to ENA motion for reconsideration; review case law re same.
660.00 Work on response to ENA Motion for Reconsideration.
1,073.00 Draft response to ENA motion for reconsideration; review case law re same.
42.00 Strategize regarding state court rules on whether a court must convert a motion to dismiss to
a summary judgment when it refers to matters outside of the pleadings, but which a court
could properly take judicial notice of.
462.00 Receive and review settlement offer letter from M. Clark and forward to client (.4); finalize
response to ENA Motion for Reconsideration (1.0).
721.50 Update Syringa's response to ENA's motion for reconsideration; discuss same with A.
McLaughlin and D. Lombardi; review case law re same; finalize brief for filing.
264.00 Telephone conference with client regarding settlement proposal from M. Clark and follow up
emails re same.
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FEES
Date

ID

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Original

Rate

Amount

Adjusted
Amount

Description

610.50 Research federal government contract debarment regulations and state statutes re
debarment; draft memorandum re same.
148.00 Review and edit Syringa's settlement counterproposal; discuss same with J. Chou.
0.80
185.00
148.00
01/07/15 MAM
990.00 Conference with J. Chou; review DOA offer and draft counterproposal and redraft same.
990.00
330.00
01/08/15 DRL
3.00
129.50 [REDACTED] discuss results of research with D. Lombardi; review Syringa's proposed
407.00
01/08/15 MAM
2.20
1.50
185.00
counterproposal.
330.00
495.00
396.00 Telephone conference with Ken McClure re [REDACTED] (.3); email to Greg Lowe re same
01/09/15 DRL
1.50
0.30
and whether to change or reconsider position (.2); analyze options (.6); follow up with Greg
and email to group (.4) ..
2.20
2.20
185.00
407.00
01/09/15
MAM
.:....:..::.-.:..:..::....:.:..:.:..----==-=-----==-=----..:..::..::..:..::...::....----..:...:::...:...:..::....::.------=0:..:._.0:....:0=----=-D.c..:ra:.:..:.ft.:..;mc.:.::..::.e::.:..m:...:co.c..:ra::.::.n=d:..::u::.:..mc...:r..::..e[
REDACTED]; review statutes re same.
660.00 Work on settlement issues; telephone conference with Schossberger.
01/12/15 DRL
2.00
330.00
660.00
0.00 Draft memorandum regarding [REDACTED]; review statutes and case law re same.
01/12/15 MAM
3.80
3.80
185.00
703.00
660.00 Consult with K. McClure re [REDACTED] (.5); forward settlement letter for review by DOJ
825.00
2.50
330.00
01/13/15 DRL
0.50
with comment (.4); receive response and edit letter as requested (.5); finalize and send to
Clark and Schossberger (.8); report to lient (.3)
0.00 Draft memorandum re [REDACTED]; discuss same with J. Chou.
2.70
185.00
499.50
01/13/15 MAM
2.70
74.00
01/14/15
MAM
0.40
0.40
185.00
.:....:..:c-.:..:..::....:.:..:.:..---.=.;...:..c..-~c...:..::..--.....:-::..::..:..::...::....----"-'"'-'=--=-----....:0:..:._.0:....:0:....;:_U,pdate
and finalize memorandum re debarment and suspension of federal contractors.
203.50 Review ENA reply in support of motion for reconsideration; discuss analysis of same with D.
01/14/15 MAM
1.10
185.00
203.50
Lombardi; review and analyze Qwest reply in support of motion for reconsideration.
132.00 Receive and review response to Syringa counterproposal and email to client, J. Chou and K.
330.00
132.00
01/15/15 DRL
0.40
McClure with comment (.4).
99.00 Conference with K. McClure and J. Chou re response to State reply to counterproposal (.3).
330.00
99.00
01/16/15 DRL
0.30
01/06/15

MAM

3.30

185.00

610.50

"--,-------

01/20/15

DRL

0.60

330.00

198.00

01/21/15

DRL

1.80

330.00

594.00

01/22/15

DRL

0.30

330.00

99.00

01/23/15

DRL

0.80

330.00

264.00

01/26/15
01/27/15

DRL
DRL

0.30
0.60

330.00
330.00

99.00
198.00

01/29/15
02/03/15

DRL
DRL

0.70
0.30

330.00
330.00

231.00
99.00

02/04/15

DRL

0.90

330.00

297.00

02/09/15

DRL

1.90

330.00

627.00

198.00 Receive and review email from JCC to Bart Davis, research source of footnote and advise
JCC re same.
594.00 Conference with Charlie Creason and replacement re status and settlement prospects;
research record for evidence of press releases and related material at time of Letter of Intent
for K. McClure to use with D. Cameron.
99.00 Conference with J. Chou re developments in legislature and response to Clark letter of 11
264.00 Draft response to Clark letter of January 15 and share for comment; receive comments and
edit.
99.00 Finalize and send letter to Clark re settlement.
198.00 Receive and review John Goedde/K. McClure email exchange re RFI; review RFI and Q&A
cited by Goedde.
231.00 Receive and review letter from Merlyn Clark and draft email re same.
99.00 Brief conference with JCC re RFP and challenge to specifications; telephone conference with
Greg Lowe re same; email to Greg' Lowe re same.
297.00 Review 1TB re IEN; obtain FCC 470 filed by state yesterday and email to Greg Lowe re same.
627.00 Review emails re 1TB and questions concerning protest; telephone conference with JCC re
same; review and analyze 1TB, IDAPA re ITB's in general and Purchasing Desk Manual from
standpoint of fairness and potential objection to specifications and email to Greg Lowe re
same (1.5) review RFI response (.4).
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FEES
Date

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

Hours

02/09/15
02/10/15

ID
MAM
DRL

1.50
4.00

185.00
330.00

277.50
1,320.00

02/10/15

MAM

4.80

185.00

888.00

Adjusted
Amount

Description

277.50 Review and analyze bidding statutes and regulations related to invitations to bid.
1,320.00 Review 1TB, telephone conference with Greg Lowe and work on questions to clarify and limit
interpretation of 1TB;

888.00 Review and analyze DOA invitation to bid and related documents; discuss statutes and
regulations regarding challenges to specifications with D. Lombardi and J. Chou; phone

02/11/15

DRL

4.00

330.00

1,320.00

1,320.00

02/11/15

MAM

3.20

185.00

592.00

592.00

02/12/15

DRL

5.60

330.00

1,848.00

1,848.00

02/12/15

MAM

2.10

185.00

388.50

388.50

02/13/15

DRL

0.30

330.00

Total Fees

99.00

99.00

$995,483.75

$866,015.00

conference with G. Lowe; review previous RFP and create questions related to invitation to
biid with D. Lombardi.
Receive and revbiew memorandum decision concerning Motion for Reconsideation; anzlye
and discuss with client (2.5); work on claim for attorneys fees (1.5).
Review court's memorandum decision and final judgment; analyze same; discuss same with
D. Lombardi; analyze attorney fee issues with P. Miller; review and analyze statutes and case
law pertaining to attorney fee awards.
Begin to address analysis of attorneysfees under 12-120(3) (.6); review and annotate gross
fees listing in preparation for affidavit for fees claim (4.7).
Review and analyze case law and statutes related to attorney fee awards; discuss research
results with P. Miller.
Receive and review Notice of Appeal from ENA.
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Jeffrey W. Bower

Education
• J.D. University of Idaho College of Law (2012). Magno Cum Laude
- Idaho Low Review. Lead Articles Editor
• B.A. In Biological Science. University of Idaho (2009). Magna Cum Laude

Admissions
• Idaho State Bar

Professional Experience
• Law Clerk - Justic es Joel Horlon and Jim Jones, Idaho Supreme Court (2012-2014)
• Summer Associate - Holl. Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton. P.A. (Summer 2011)
• Legal Extern - United States Attorney. Idaho Branch (Summer 2010)

Memberships & Affiliations
Rocky Mountain Mineral Low Foundation
Idaho Bar Association

Profile
Jeff joined Givens Pursley following a clerkship with Justices Joel Horton and Jim Jones of the Idaho Supreme Court.
While in law school. Jeff held on externship with Chief Justice of the Idaho Supreme Court Roger Burdick. Jeff was a
summer associate

at Holl. Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton during the summer of 2011.
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Jeremy C. Chou

Education
• J.D. Washington College of Law. American University 1996
• B.A. Baylor University 1992
• Beijing Language Institute 1991

Admissions
• Idaho 1997-present

Memberships & Afflllatlons
•
•
•
•
•
•

201 2 Member Camp Rainbow Gold Advisory Council
2011 Denise O'Donnell-Day Pro Bono Award recipient
201 1-201 2 Leadership Boise
2010 Vice President and Boord Member, Idaho Licensed Beverage Association (ILBA)
2009 Kempthorne Institute for Public Polley and Philanthropy
2008 Pro Bono Counsel. TWIGA Foundation

Profile
Jeremy began his low career in Idaho in 1996. In 1999, he relocated to open the first Washington D.C. Office of the
Governor tor the State of Idaho. Jeremy then Joined a regional firm in D.C. In 2003. he returned to Idaho to work in the
Office of the Attorney General. Civil Litigation Division. Jeremy has advised the Idaho Slate Legislature on
constitutional Issues including abortion, gambling. tribal compact/relations. and represented state entities including
the Office of the Governor, Idaho State Legislature. Idaho Supreme Court, Idaho State Lottery Commission. Idaho
State Bar Association, Idaho Department of Correction, Idaho State Police, Idaho Department of Health and Welfare,
Idaho Department of Administration. Idaho Department of Labor and Commerce. Idaho Department of
Transportation and the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licensing . His past experience also includes cases Involving the
Idaho Tort Claims Act. Idaho's Open Meeting Law. license revocation proceedings, employment law. breach of
contract. administrative proceedings, government procurement. construction litigation, and insurance coverage
litigation.

Publlcatlons & Presentations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheeler v. Townsend, 100 Fed.Appx. 670 (9th Cir. 2004)
Planned Parenthood v. Wasden, 376 F.3d 908 (9th Cir. 2004)
Planned Parenthood v. Wasden, 376 F.Supp.2d 1012 (D. Idaho 2005)
Panhandle Area Council v. State of Idaho. 393 F.Supp.2d 1038 (D . Idaho 2005)
Gonzales v. Idaho Deportment of Correction, 2006 WL 851121 (D. Idaho March 29. 2006)
Young v. J. Hoff. 2006 WL 2873572 (D. Idaho Oct. 6 2006)
Strong v. Director, Idaho State Department of Corrections, 2006 WL 3355005 (D. Idaho Nov. 16, 2006)
Sons and Daughters Inc. v. Idaho Lottery Commission, 144 Idaho 23, 156 P.3d 524 (2007)
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• Marlin v. Idaho Department of Corrections, 2007 WL 1667597 (D. Idaho Jun. 7, 2007)
• Jomes v•.Adams County, Idaho, 2008 WL 731098 (9th Cir, 2008)
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Amber N. Dina

Recognition
• Recipient, Tribute to Women in Industry (TWIN) Award, Women & Children's Alliance. 2014

Education
• J.D. Regent University School ot Law. 2007, summa cum laude
• B.S. Pensac ola Christian College, 2002 , summa cum laude

Admissions
• Idaho
• U.S. District Court (Idaho)
• U.S. Court of Appeals (9th Circuit)

Profile
Amber has focused her practice on commercial litigation and credit recovery. She also assists clients with financial
and business transactions, including related litigation, and advises creditors In the c ontext of debtor bankruptcy.
While in law school. Amber was awarded a full-tuition, academic scholarship and was a member of the Regent
University Law Review. where she held the positions of Managing Editor and Symposium Director. Upon graduation.
Amber was recognized for outstanding academic achievement by Regent University School of Law and received
the 2007 Outstanding Law Student Award from the National Association of Women Lawyers .
Amber was a summer associate with Givens Pursley during 2005 and 2006.
Amber ls a member of the Commercial Low & Bankruptcy Section of the Idaho State Bar and a member of Idaho
Women Lawyers. Inc.

Publlcatlons & Presentations
• Our National Foreclosure Crisis - Bankruptcy and District Court Solutions. presented creditor perspective at 2012
District of Idaho Bench Bar Conferences (October 26. 2012 in Idaho Falls, ID and November 30, 2012 in Boise, ID) .
• Mortgage Fraud Litigation. presented at Idaho State Bar 30th Annual Bankruptcy Seminar (February 17, 2012) .
• The Advocate. Idaho State Bar Association (January 2012) . Book Review: "The Complete Gulde to Credit and
Collection Law" by Arthur and Joy Winston .
• Credit and Bankruptcy Issues, presented at NBI seminar on Real Estate Law: Advanced Issues and Answers
(December 15. 2010).
• Guaranties and the Relationship of Anti-Deficiency and One-Action Rules. presented at seminar on Distressed
Loons - Issues in Creditors Rights and Workouts (July 22, 2010) .
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Reported Decisions
• Heodwoters Construction Co. v. Notlonol City Mortgage Co., 720 F. Supp.2d 1182 (D. Idaho 2010).
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Elizabeth M. Donick

Education
• J.D. Vermon1 Low School, 2008
• M.S.E.L. Vermon1 Low School. Master of Studies in Environmen1al Law, 2005
• B.S. Allegheny College. Environmental Science, 2004

Admissions
• Idaho
• Supreme Court State of Idaho
• U.S. Dis1rict Court, District of Idaho

Professional Experience
• Summer Clerk, U.S. Department of Justice, Environmental Enforcement Division, Son Francisco. CA, 2007
• Internship, Givens Pursley, 2007

Memberships & Afflllatlons
•
•
•
•
•
•

Idaho State Bar Water Low Seclion
Idaho Stale Bar Environmenlol end Natural Resources Section
Boise Young Professionals
Urben Land lnslilute
U.S. Green Building Council Green LEEDers
Idaho Environmental Forum

Profile
Elizabeth joined Givens Pursley following graduation from law school in the summer of 2008. Her practice focuses
primarily on environmental and natural resources, energy and land use low. While ot Vermont Law School, Elizabe1h
studied renewable and sustainable energy developmen1, wove energy practices and future viability, and also
worked with the VLS Energy lnstutite.
Prior to joining the firm Elizabeth worked as a Summer Clerk for the U.S. Deportment of Justice, Environmental
Enforcement Division in San Francisco in 2007. She Is a member of the Idaho State Bar Water Law Section, Idaho Stole
Bar Environmental and Natural Resources Section, Boise Young Professionals, Urban Land Institute, U.S. Green Building
Council Green LEEDers and the Idaho Environmental Forum.
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Justin M. Fredin
Education
•
•

J.D .. with distinction, University of Iowa College of Low, 2004
B.S., cum laude, in Plonning and Resource Management,
Brigham Young University. 2001

Bar Admissions
•

tdoho

Professional Profile
Justin's practice focuses primarily on land use. He joins the firm
ofter beginning his legal career in Illinois. Where he represented
municipalities and other local government entities.
While in law school. Justin was awarded a College of Law Merit
Fellowship (full-tuition scholarship) and was elected President of
the J. Reuben Clark Law Society. Justin has also served on the
Local Government Law Section Council of the Illinois State Bar
Association and on the board of directors tor a noMor profit
corporation that provides child care. food assistance. counseling
and other social services.
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Susan Heneise

Recognition
• Certified Paralegal. Notional Association of Legal Assistants

Profile
Suson Heneise joined Givens Pursley in 1999 and has more !hon 20 years experience In both transactional and
litigotion practices. She supports attorneys at Givens Pursley in the employment law. creditor's rigt1ts and bankruptcy.
land use. litigation. corporate. real estate, and water law practice areas. Susan drafts and reviews employee
handbooks, prepares documents for corporate entity formation and mointenonce. and conducts transactional due
diligence. She is involved in all aspects of litigation, including drafting pleadings, preparing discovery (including ediscovery). document management, pre-trial preparation, and courtroom presentation involving litigation
management and presentation software.
Susan is a Certified Paralegal by the Notional Association of Legal Assistants. She is a member of the National
Association of Legal Assistonts ond Idaho Women Lawyers. Susan enjoys spending free time with her family and
friends, camping, cooking, and reading.
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David R. Lombardi

Recognition
•
•
•
•
•

Certified Civil Trial Specialist
Chambers USA, America's Leading Lawyers tor Business (Litigation: General Commercial)
Martindale-Hubbell - Highest Ranking (AV)
Best Lawyers in America (Medical Malpractice Law and Personal Injury Litigation)
Mountain States Super Lawyers (Business and General Litigation)

Education
• J.D., University of Santa Clara, 1976 • magna cum laude
• B.A.. Stanford University, 1971

Admissions
• Idaho
• U.S. District Court (Idaho)
• Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

Memberships & Affiliations
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Board of Trial Advocates (A BOT A)
American Inns of Court
Federal Bar Association
International Society of Barristers
Idaho Supreme Court roster of Civil Case Mediators
Federal Court Mediation Panel

Profile
The greater part of David's practice has been devoted
experience, David now offers civil mediation services.

to major and complex civil litigation. Building on that

David's litigation practice has included the successful defense of claimed groundwater contamination in a case
brought by the United States under the Safe Drinking Water Act, the recovery of RCRA remediation costs by the City
of Boise, the successful prosecution of a claim that amendments to statewide tetecommunlcations contracts violated
Idaho competitive bidding statutes, the successful prosecution of a claim that the Payette Notional Forest
Management Plan was issued In violation of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) , litigation concerning
minority ownership interests in closely held businesses, litigation concerning the existence. scope and validity of
decodes old urban railway easements, recovery of greater than $3.0 Million for a notional bank in an Insurance
coverage dispute: the defense of multiple professional liability and negligence cases involving physicians. hospitals,
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attorneys and others; successful appeals resulting in the reversal of arbitrary administrative actions; and a variety of
other litigated cases involving real estate and commercial transactions. physicians' rights. personal injury, property
damage and environmental compliance.
David is listed as a mediator by the Idaho Supreme Court and the Idaho Federal District Court. David also provides
extensive counseling and representation to a variety of individual and instilutlonal clients In matters involving
professional and general liability, risk management, construction disputes, commercial transactions, and litigation
planning.
David has lectured for the Idaho Law Foundation, Notional Business institute, Catholic Health Initiatives, the Idaho
State Tax Commission, the Idaho Trial Lawyers Association. the Fomlly Practice Residency of Southwest Idaho,
hospitals and others on matters relating to trial practice, litigation, professional liability, and related topics.
David is President and one of the founders of Idaho 2 Fly, Inc., an Idaho based 501 (c)(3) organization that provides
support and fly fishing retreats to Idaho men with cancer. David Is also a member of the Community Advisory Boord
of Boise State Public Radio. an NPR affiliate.
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Emily L. McClure

Education
• J.D. Boston College Low School
• B.A. Willamette University. Honors in Political Science

Admissions
• Idaho
• U.S. District Court. Idaho
• Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

Proflle
Emily Joined Givens Pursley in January 2010 following a clerkship with the Honorable Stephen S. Trott of the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals. During her clerkship Emily also assisted the Honorable B. Lynn Winmill of the United States
District Court for the District of Idaho. In law school. Emily served as an extern to the Honorable Edward J. Lodge of
the United States District Court for the District of Idaho. Additionally, she spent one semester in The Hogue working for
a three judge trial chamber at the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.
Before she went to law school, Emily worked as a Legislative Assistant to U.S. Senator Mike Cropo in Washington D.C.
Emily volunteers with o local refugee organization. mentoring families who move lo Boise from refugee camps around
the world.
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Kenneth R. McClure

Recognition
• Morlindole-Hubbell - Highest Ranking (AV)

Education
• J.D. University of Idaho 1980
• B.A. (High Honors) College of William And Mary 1977

Admissions
• Bar Admission: Idaho
• U.S. District Court (Idaho)
• U.S. Court of Appeals 9th Circuit

Profile
Ken's practice focuses on governmental relations and administrative low. He serves as a registered lobbyist for
businesses and professional associations ond frequently appears in administrative hearings and contested coses
before deportments and commissions of state government.
With more than thirty years of experience In government affairs, Ken hos extensive experience with a variety of
complicated public policy issues, including public utility laws, healthcare issues, agriculture, municipal policy and lax
issues.
Ken acts as an advisor, lobbyist and general counsel to several companies and professional associations. He plays a
key role in policy analysis, business development, public relations and the development and implementation of
government affairs policies tor his clients.
Ken has been an Adjunct Faculty Member of Boise Stole University where he taught graduate courses in Lobbying
and Legislative Process. He frequently lectures on the Idaho Legislature and the politicol londscope in Idaho.
Before joining Givens Pursley, Ken was an Idaho Deputy Attorney General with the State Tax Commission, Chief of the
Attorney General's Legislative and Administrative Affairs Division, and Acting Idaho Chief Deputy Attorney General.
Ken is active in both civic and political affairs. He is a Co-Founder and post Director of The City Club of Boise ond is a
Founder of the Idaho Liability Reform Coalition. He hos served on the Board of Directors of the American Tort Reform
Association, a notional organization supporting civil justice reform . He has held several leadership positions In the
Boise First United Methodist Church, as well as with other charitable organizations.
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Alexander P. McLaughlin

Recognition
• Chambers USA, America's Leading Lav.,yers for Business (litigation : General Commercial)

Education
• J.D. (Cum Laude). University of Idaho, College of Law, 2008
• B.S. (Magna Cum Laude). College of Idaho, 2004

Admissions
• Idaho 2008
• US District Court (Idaho) 2008
• 9th Circuit 2008

Memberships & Afflllatlons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Idaho State Bar, Litigation Section, At Large Council Member
Idaho State Bar, Appellate Law Section
Idaho Slate Bar, Commercial Law and Bankruptcy Section
American Inns of Court No. 130
Idaho Association of Defense Counsel
George Wolfe Scholarship Selec tion Committee. Former Committee Chairman
Idaho Volunteer Lav.,yers Program. Woll of Fame from 2009 to the present
International Rescue Committee and YMCA, Biweekly volunteer and mentor for African refugees
Boise Weekly. Former Guest Opinion Writer

Profile
Alex's practice focuses primarily in civll llligation. tronsactlonal and real estate matters, and credit recovery.
An honors graduate from the University of Idaho College of Law and high honors graduate from the College of
Idaho. Mr. Mcloughlin hos received eight academic awards and scholarships for outstanding scholastic
achievement.
Prior to Joining Givens Pursley, Alex gained legal experience serving as on intern with the low firm of Hepworth, Jonis &
Kluksdol. a summer law clerk for the Honorable Kent Merica, and a litigation associate with Davison. Copple. Copple
& Copple .

Reported Decisions
• Wasden ex rel. State v. Idaho State Bd. of Land Com'rs. 150 Idaho 547, 249 P.3d 346 (201 O) (Amicus Curiae)
• Smith V. Corlett. ID.S.CI. Docket No. 37060-2009
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•
•
•
•
•

In re Spurwlng Lid. Partnership, APPEAL NO. 09-A-1004
In re SpurWlng Lid. Partnership, APPEAL NO. 10-A-1095
Carter v. Carter. 2009 WL 3242095 (D.ldoho)
Golden West Holdings, LLC v. BBT Holdings, LLC, 2011 WL 1598649 (D.ldaho)
I-lap Taylor & Sons v. Kromann, 2010 WL 3735607 (D.ldoho)
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Melodie A. McQuade

Education
•
•
•
•

J.D ., The Catholic University of America, Columbus School of Law (2011 ), magna cum laude
Lead Articles Editor, Catholic University Law Review
International Business and Trade Summer Law Program, Cracow, Poland
B.A.. Mount SL Mary's University (2007) . English and French, magna cum laude

Admissions
• Idaho
• Virginia (inactive)
• U.S. District Court for the District of Idaho

Memberships & Affiliations
• Idaho State Bar. Litigation Section
• American Inns of Court No. 130

Profile
Melodie Joined Givens Pursley In 2013 and her practice focuses on litigation. Prior to Joining Givens Pursley, Melodie
worked as an associate attorney at Bode & Grenier LLP in Washington. D.C.. and as a law clerk to the Honorable
Marcus D. WIiiiams of the Fairfax Circuit Court In Virginia . While In law school. Melodie was Lead Articles Editor of the
Catholic University Law Review. She also interned In the Civil Division of the U.S. Deportment of Justice. the U.S. Small
Business Administration. and the Superior Court of the District of Columbia .

Publications & Presentations
Nole. Opening the Umbrella: The Expansion of the Prosecutorial Vindictiveness Doctrine in United Stoles v. Jenkins. 59
CATH . U. L. REV. 855 (2010).
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MELILLO

CYNTHIA A. MELILLO
•

J.D. University of Arizona College of Law (Summa Cum
Laud~ 1998, Order of the Coif

•

Teacher Certification, Chatham College, Pittsburgh
1989

•

M.A. Political Thought, University of Kent, Canterbury,
England 1988

•

B.A. Political Science (Magna Cum Laud~, Phi Beta
Kappa, University of Southern California 1984

•

Bar Admissions: Idaho 1998; U.S. District Court
(Idaho) 1998

Cynthia's practice focuses primarily in the areas of corporate and
business transactions.
Her corporate practice involves organization of business entities,
Including partnerships, corporations and limited liability companies.
Cynthia also represents clients in the purchase and sale of real estate,
In the development of residential subdivisions, and In the purchase and
sale of assets and ownership Interests In business entities. Cynthia has
participated as a presenter in continuing legal education seminars
regarding business entities and also In employment law topics.
Whlle In law school, Cynthia served as an Executive Note Editor on the
Arizona Law Review and as a member of its Executive Board.
Prior to beginning her law practice, Cynthia worked in the education
field as a classroom teacher, curriculum developer and community
education specialist.
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Patrick J. Miller

Recognition
•
•
•
•
•

Boise Best Lawyers Health Core Lawyer of the Year (2015)
Martindale-Hubble - Highest Ranking (AV)
Best Lawyers in America (Health Care Law)
Boise Best Lawyers Health Core Lawyer of the Year (2012)
Mountain State Super Lawyers (Health Care Law)

Education
• J.D., University of Idaho. 1984 - cum laude
• B.A in Economics. University of Idaho, 1981 - cum laude

Admissions
• Idaho
• U.S. District Court (Idaho)
• Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

Professional Experience
• Partner, Givens Pursley LLP ( 1986-Present)
• Adjunct Professional of Law, University of Idaho College of Low, Health Law (2001)
• Low Clerk, Honorable Ray McNichols, United States District Judge ( 1984-1985)

Memberships & Affiliations
• Idaho State Bar, Founding Member of Health Law Section
• American Health Lawyers Association ( 1987-present)

Profile
Pat's practice emphasizes commercial law and litigation with a particular emphasis in the healthcare field.
Pat has extensive experience in healthcare compliance issues including Medicare fraud and abuse, tax exemption
and antitrust issues. Pat also has extensive experience in healthcare related controversies including peer review
Investigations and hearings, partnership disputes and exclusive contract disputes.
Pat has lead many complex healthcare transaclions including acquisition of hospitals, physician recruitment.
acquisition and formation of medical practice groups, formation of ancillary service joint ventures and negotiation
and termination of physician-hospital contracts.
In addition to Pat's healthcare focused practice. Pat continues to practice in commercial and securities litigation and
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assists client In resolving disputes in federal and state court and through arbitration and mediation.
Pot was born and raised in Coldwell, Idaho.
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Kelsey J. Nunez
•

•
•

J.D. (cum laude). Pepperdine University School of Law (Literary
Editor for the Journal of Business. Entrepreneurship, and the Law).
2007
Moster of Public Policy, Pepperdine University School of Public
Policy. 2007
B.S., Biology, University of Idaho (Honors Program Certificate,
Alumni Award for Excellence) , 2003

Bar Admissions
•
•

Idaho 2008
U.S. District Court (Idaho) 2008

Professional Recognition
•

Recipient, Woman of the Year Award (2011) from the Idaho
Business Review

Professional Publications and Presentations
•

•
•

•

Going Green: Current Trends in Business Law: a presentation to
the Idaho State Bar Annual Conference on legal and policy issues
ossocioted with green business and social entrepreneurship,
including green marketing guidelines, the effects of pending
climate change laws, green building contracting issues. and
renewable energy trading schemes (June 9, 2009)
THE AMBITION FOR NEW ENERGY TRANSMISSION. 52 The Advocate
32 (Moy 2009)
Kelsey Nunez. "Gridlock on the Road to Renewable Energy
Development: A Discussion About the Opportunities & Risks
Presented by the Modernization Requirements of the Electricity
Transmission Network." 1 J. Bus. Entrepreneurship & L. 137 (2007)
Janet E. Kerr. "Sustoinabilfty Meets Profltobility: The Convenient
Truth of How the Business Judgment Rule Protects Cl Board's
Decision to Engage In Social Entrepreneurship," 29 Cardozo L.
Rev. 623 (2007) (research assistant)

Professional Profile
Kelsey joined Givens Pursley following graduation from low school
in the winter of 2007. Her practice emphasizes renewable energy
and sustafnobility through land use, energy, ond environmental and
natural resources transactions and litigation. While in law school,
Kelsey spent a summer In London at Wilmer Hale and a summer
In Washington, D.C. at the American Council On Reriewable
Energy (ACORE). At ACORE, her research focused on government
interventions ln the energy market and culminated with a report titled,
"There's No Such Thing as a Free Market in Energy." At Pepperdine,
she volunteered with the Advocates for Public Interest Low and was
a research ossistont concentrating on social entrepreneurship and
business low.
Kelsey partlclpotes In a variety of energy ond environment related
organizations ir:l Boise, including serving as~ o board member for
Sustainable Community Connections of Idaho: a member on the
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Kelsey J. Nunez
Page2

U.S. Green Building CouncU Idaho Chop1er's Advococy Commfttee;
Cl rrleml:'.ter of the ldoho Energy Colloborotive: dnd d member of the
8iogas Tqsk Force for the Idaho Strategic Energy Alll,mce. In addition,
Kelsey is the S~cretory/Treasurer of the Envrronmentol and Natural
Resot.Jrces Section of the Idaho State Bor ond a member of the Boise
Rec F~st Leadership Tedm. the University of ldoho Alur-r'ini As~9clotlon.
ldah9 Wotrren Lawyers, Inc., Urban Land lnstltute-'foung Ledders,

and the 6qise Yo'ung Professionals.
Kelsey was Cl summer associate wflh Givens P1:1rsley during the

summer of 2007.
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MARK SCOVILLE
rmuc::;ATTQN
JD Expected 2013
-Michigan Jour11;1l of Ptivaic E<1uil)' and Vcnrnrc Cnpi1n) 1 Crmtti/111ti11g /J,diror
-Michignn Joumnl of Lnw Rcfotm, Co1111ilmti11g Editor
-Hcl'l:icrtJ, Wcclwlcr Nnl'I Cri.tninnl Lnw Moot Coml Compclilimi, f>f111id('mll

University of Michigan Law School

Western W11shlngw11 Univcr11lty 1 BA, Politicnl Science
-Cum J.nudl!
-Univctsily Hono1·~ Gmlunrc
-Polilicnl Science Dl!pnrlmcmt Outslnnding Clrnduntc (One Awnl"d Civcn Annunll>•)
-Denn's List (9 'fri.tnestcrs)
-'l'enching Assistnnt to Drs. l<l'istcn Pnrris,John Tnml>C>rnino, nnd Snrn Weir

May 2008

HXPERIENCll
Sidley Austin LLP, Los Angeles, CA
Mnr 20·12-Aug. 2012
S11111111ar /Jmiirilt
-Dn1ficcl 11ume1•ous memos on mntte1·s l'clndng to bnnkmptcy, executive compcnsntion ngrccmcnts,
enforcement of 11rbi1rnl nwnrds, mnlprnctic:e linbility, nnd RICO clnims.

US Fcdernl District Court, District of ldnho, Boise, ID
Mn)' 2011-Aug. 2011
Bxtm1 lo Hon. Ed1wml Lodg11
-P1·nftcd m1mc1·ous comt Ol'dtt'$ on motions for dis111isanl 1 summnry j11dgmcnt1 nml remand, Also
nllencled hcnl'ings nncl sc11lem1:nt conferences.
Civil Rights Litigntion Clearinghouse, Ann Arbor, Ml

Mnrch 2011 - Aug. 2011

Stll(/mt Rmmr/)qr
-Prcpnrccl summntics of unpublished civil rights cnscs for publication in the Clendnghouse onlinc
clntnbnsc,
Michigan Unemployment Insurance Project, Ann Arbor, MI

l">ct. 2010 - May 201 ·1

Studml Attomo•
-Rcprcgc111cil clicnls seeking \memplo)'mcnt insurnnce benefits by drafting hearing requests, filing
benefit~ documcnlntion, 1111d delivering oral arguments.
Office of Senator Derck Kilmer, Olympia, Wt\
Jnn. 2009- June 2009
l..tt,1'rl11tive Aide
-Managed constituent conesponclence, trnc:kccl bills, nml wtotc hearing re(Jucsts.
Committee to Elect Kevin Van Oc Wege, Sequim, WA

June 2008-Nov. 2008

C,1111p,1if.11 lv/(1//(lf.CI'
-Developed c11mp11ig1J messngc nncl votet· tnrgcting strategy, recruited nnd orgnnized volunteers, and

rni~1:d tnmpnign f\tn1ls.
Wuahington Stntc Senate, Olympfa, WA
/>o/ifJ /111m1

.Jnn, 2008- Mar. 2008

-C:omluctccl bill rcsi;nrch, trnckcd lllgislalio11 1 composed consliluem re.~ponscs, attended stakeholder
meetings nnd bill hcnrings.
-Solo-hikecl the App11lnchi1111 Trnil in 2003.
-'l'nught English in South Korea.
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PARALEGALS

Alison S. Beniochoa was a paralegal at Givens Pursley from October 2008
through February 2014.

Tami L. Kruger was a paralegal at Givens Pursley from October 2008 through
February 2011.
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EXHIBIT 3
ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

07/31/09
08/31/09
09/30/09
09/30/09
10/31/09
11/30/09
12/31/09
01/28/10
02/26/10
03/31/10
04/30/10
05/31/10
06/30/10
07/31/10
08/31/10
09/30/10
10/31/10
11/30/10
12/31/10
02/08/11
03/31/11
05/13/11
05/13/11
05/31/11
06/30/11
08/31/11
04/30/13
05/31/13
09/30/13
09/30/13
10/31/13
11/30/13
12/31/13
01/31/14
02/28/14
03/31/14
04/10/14
04/30/14
05/30/14

July Westlaw Research
August Westlaw Research
September Westlaw Research ·
PACER Research
October Westlaw Research
November Westlaw Research
December Westlaw Research
PACER Client Electronic Research
February Westlaw Research
March Westlaw Research
April Westlaw Research
M_ay Westlaw Research
June Westlaw Research
July Westlaw Research
August Westlaw Research
September Westlaw Research
October Westlaw Research
November Westlaw Research
December Westlaw Research
January Westlaw Research
March Westlaw Research
Client Research
Client Research
Westlaw Research
June Westlaw Research
August Westlaw Research
April Westlaw Research
May Westlaw Research
September Westlaw Research
September Westlaw Research
October Westlaw Research
November Westlaw Research
December Westlaw Research
January Westlaw Research
February Westlaw Research
March Westlaw Research
PACER - 1st Qtr Client Electronic Research
April Westlaw Research
May'Westlaw Research

195.92
62.57
55.50
31.04
625.36
114.27
574.86
2.48
336.38
39.41
649.67
361.41
100.20
63.15
207.54
455.64
176.85
1,819.09
2,250.88
938.88
261.21
38.67
284.83
678.28
43.25
8.67
397.21
158.95
249.50
233.95
332.60
428.81
54.17
733.17
19.44
30.79
7.60
245.10
121.30
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06/30/14
07/31/14
08/31/14
09/30/14
10/31/14
11/30/14
12/31/14
01/31/15

June Westlaw Research
Client Electronic Research for July
August Westlaw Research
September Westlaw Research
October Westlaw Research
November Westlaw Research
December Westlaw Research
January Westlaw Research

TOTAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

68.90
34.91
83.52
310.37
235.67
124.99
337.67
164.20

$14,748.83
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EXHIBIT4
COSTS DETAIL

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT:
1.

2.

Court Filing Fees -IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(l)
Complaint Filing Fee
Fees for Service of Any Pleading or Document
IRCP 54(d)(l )(C)(2)
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Idaho Department of Administration
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Idaho Department of Administration
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Tri-County Process Serving- Summons, Verified Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial; Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

3.

4.

$88.00

Witness Fees -IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(3)
Melissa Vandenberg - Deposition witness fee & mileage

77.00
35.00
77.00
35.00
35.00
77.00
64.00
15.00

$24.00

Charges for Reporting And Transcribing of a Deposition IRCP 54(d)(l)(C)(9) and (10)

M&M Court Reporting - Fee for Copy of Greg Lowe Deposition
M&M Court Reporting- Copy of Lowe Deposition (Volume 11)
M&M Court Reporting - Jody Marie Hinton Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - J. Michael Gwartney Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Teresa Kae Luna Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Mark Allen Little Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Gwartney
M&M Court Reporting- Jack G. "Greg" Zickau Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Laura Lou Hill AudioNideo Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Teresa Kae Luna

631.60
148.82
290.72
1,504.00
845.78
1,486.64
562.50
968.05
1,020.40
450.00
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M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Mark Allen Little
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Laura Lou Hill
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Zickau
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Collie
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Gayle Nelson
M&M Court Reporting -Transcript and Attendance Fee; Collie
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript & Attendance Fee; Nelson
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee; William Finke
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript Fee; Jui-Long Hung
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee; Reininger, Jr.
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee; Randy Gaines
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript Fee; Robert Hough
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Bill Burns
M&M Court Reporting - Ryan Stephen Gravette Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Bums AudioNideo Transcript
M&M Court Reporting-Transcript Fee for Lowe Depo
M&M Court Reporting - Transcript Fee & Video; Zickau
M&M Court Reporting - Clinton D. Berry Transcript
M&M Court Reporting - Brady N. Kraft Transcript
M&M Court Reporting- James M. Schmit Transcript
M&M Court Reporting- Video Technician Fee; Berry
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Zickau
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Brady N. Kraft
M&M Court Reporting - Original Transcript, Attendance Fee;
Gwartney
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Schmit
M&M Court Reporting- Video Technician Fee; Vandenburg
M&M Court Reporting - AudioNideo Transcript; Vol. I
M&M Court Reporting - Orig Transcript, Attendance Fee, Exhibits;
Robert M. Collie, III
M&M Court Reporting - Video Technician Fee; Collie
Brentwood Court Reporting Services, LLC - Deposition,
Transcript, Video
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. -Transcript Fee for
Deposition

TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT

581.25
506.25
562.50
581.25
506.25
1,103.35
1,039.00
408.35
290.45
482.60
594.70
377.70
450.00
402.95
809.05
479.69
1,531.80
1,713.00
1,223.05
1,036.34
750.00
562.50
600.00
1,183.00
412.50
375.00
827.50
767.60
338.25
811.05
389.90

$30,132.34
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DISCRETIONARY COSTS:
1.

Documents Obtained from Government

Public Records Request Costs
State of Idaho, Department of Administration - Costs for
response to public records request
Federal Communications Commission- FOIA Request
Molly Steckel - Legislative History Research, Copy
Charges
Molly Steckel - Legislative History Research
Federal Communications Commission - FOIA Request No.
2009-571A
Federal Communications Commission - cost associated
with request for information under the Freedom of
Information Act
Idaho Legislative Services - 86 copies
2.

484.25
355.25

'

406.25
275.01
325.48

8.60

Hearing Transcripts

Transcript ofOSC Hearing- Syringa Networks v ID DOA
Obtain a transcript of MSJ Hearing on 5/25/10
Kasey Redlich, Court Reporter - Fee for Hearing
Transcript
Kasey Redlich, court reporter - transcript of 6/14 hearing
Kasey Redlich - Transcript amended
Kasey Redlich- copy of transcript of January 14, 2014
hearing
Kasey Redlich - Preparation of transcript of 5/6/2014
hearing
3.

2,305.10
441.20

100.00
225.00
137.50
162.50
26.00
100.00
275.00

Expert Witness Fees

Arnold & Porter, LLP - Retainer for Christopher Yukins
Bond & Pecaro - Professional Services
Hooper Cornell, P.L.L.C. - Professional Services
Bond & Pecaro - Professional Services
Hooper Cornell, PLLC - Professional Services
Bond & Pecaro - Professional Services
Hooper Cornell, P.L.L.C. - Assist with Analysis of Claim
Arnold & Porter LLP - legal services rendered through
2/28/11
Arnold & Porter LLP - legal services rendered through
2/29/12
TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS

5,000.00
3,400.00
2,598.75
5,242.43
8,602.50
19,563.97
13,306.25
382.50
212.50

$58,308.90
I

I
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MAR 10 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HALEY MYERS
DEPUTY

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschoss berger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF)
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S
FEBRUARY 11, 2015
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: MOTIONS TO
RECONSIDER

COMES NOW Idaho Department of Administration, by and through its attorneys of
record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or
Clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions to
Reconsider [hereinafter "Motion to Amend/Reconsider"].
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION -1
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I. INTRODUCTION
Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") Motion to Amend/Reconsider must be denied,
because this Court did not err in omitting paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment from the
Judgment it issued on February 11, 2015.
Syringa never pleaded in any version of its Complaint for the relief it now seeks in
paragraph 3 of the Proposed Judgment; Syringa never argued for such relief under its Partial
Motion for Summary Judgment; this Court never ruled on the issue; and the Defendants have
never had a meaningful opportunity to argue against the purported relief. Syringa cannot now
"finesse" the issue into a Judgment announced by this Court.
Two other reasons also demonstrate that Syringa's Motion to Amend/Reconsider should
be denied: (1) Syringa does not have standing to seek enforcement of the "financial
consequences" of I.C. § 67-5725; and (2) any attempt to do so would be a violation of
constitutional principles of separation of powers.
Therefore, Syringa has identified no error of fact or law by this Court that needs
correcting. Syringa's Motion to Amend/Reconsider should therefore be denied.
II. BACKGROUND
1.

Count Three of Syringa's Verified Complaint sought a "declaratory judgment

against the DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring its award of the IEN Purchase Order to
Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725 and/or permanent injunctive
relief prohibiting the State and Qwest from performing under the IEN Purchase Order." Verified
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial at 17. Syringa' s Complaint then went through a number
of iterations. Ultimately, Count Three of Syringa's Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION -2
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sought "a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring the February
26, 2009 IEN Amended Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest were issued in violation of Idaho
Code§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 are void and permanently enjoining the state from performing
thereunder." Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial at 17.
2.

Following this Court's grant of summary judgment to Defendants on all counts,

Syringa filed an appeal with the Idaho Supreme Court. Although the Idaho Supreme Court
affirmed the dismissal of five of Syringa' s six claims, it decided that Syringa could pursue Count
III of its Complaint, because Syringa (1) had standing to "challenge the amended contract to
Qwest," and (2) did not have "any administrative remedies to challenge the amendment to
ENA's [Qwest's] contract." Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. of Admin., 305 P.3d 499,506
(Idaho 2013). In reaching its conclusion on standing, the Court also stated that the amendments
made by the DOA to the Purchase Orders violated LC.§ 67-5718(2) and IDAPA 38.05.01.052.

Id.
3.

Syringa filed a motion for partial summary judgment on March 20, 2014, and this

Court granted Syringa's motion on November 10, 2014. See Memorandum Decision and Order
re: Pending Dispositive Motions at 1. The Court held that "[t]he Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order to Qwest (SBPO 1308), as amended by Amendment One, and the Statewide Blanket
Purchase Order to ENA (SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment One, are void. Because these
contract awards are void, the provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725 now apply." Id. at 13.
4.

On November 18, 2014, Syringa filed a proposed judgment. See Affidavit of

Melodie A. McQuade in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, Exhibit A. The
proposed judgment declared each Statewide Blanket Purchase Order, as amended, void. In
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION -3
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addition, the proposed judgment also sought to command the Administrator of the Division of
Purchasing, Department of Administration, to "demand repayment forthwith of all sums of
money advanced by the State of Idaho in consideration of SBPO 1308, as amended by
Amendment One, and in consideration of SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One." Id.
5.

All Defendants opposed Syringa's Proposed Judgment and filed motions for

clarification or reconsideration. On February 11, 2015, this Court reaffirmed its November 10,
2014 decision, but also provided clarification: "The Court has determined that the awards to
Qwest and ENA violate several provisions of Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57. As a
consequence, the awards are void. The statute also has financial consequences. However, any
such issues are not presently before the Court." Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions
to Reconsider at 19. In so holding, the Court emphasized that it "did not come to its conclusions
casually." Id. at 14.
6.

With the February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions to

Reconsider, the Court also entered judgment on Count III of the Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint. See Judgment and I.R.C.P. 54(b) Certificate at 1. The Judgment declared (1)
"Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1308 to Qwest Communications, LLC, as amended by
Amendment One, is void"; and (2) "Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1309 to ENA Services,
LLC, as amended by Amendment One, is void." Id. Tellingly, the Court omitted the third
paragraph of Syringa's Proposed Judgment seeking to enforce the "financial consequences" of
I.C. § 67-5725.
7.

On February 25, 2015, Syringa filed the Motion to Amend/Reconsider. Though

having never before pleaded or argued this position, Syringa now claims that this Court should
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION -4
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enforce the "financial consequences" of I.C. § 67-5725, because (1) doing so would be consistent
with the Idaho Supreme Court's decision; (2) the Court has an affirmative duty to sua sponte
address and refuse to enforce illegal contracts; (3) doing so would not impair any discretion
vested in the DOA; and (4) the issue was properly before the Court. The DOA will respond to
these contentions in turn. See generally Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to
Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification
[hereinafter "Memo in Support of Motion to Amend/Reconsider"].

III. ANALYSIS
A.

Standard of Review
This Court has discretion to amend a judgment under I.R.C.P. 59(e) to "correct legal and

factual errors occurring in proceedings before it." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 979 P.2d 107,
109 (Idaho 1999).
Similarly, this Court has discretion to reconsider or clarify an interlocutory order under
I.R.C.P. ll(a)(2)(B). "'When considering a motion for reconsideration ... the district court
should take into account any new fac~s or information presented by the moving party that bear on
the correctness of the district court's interlocutory order."' Johnson v. N. Idaho College, 278
P.3d 928, 932 (Idaho 2012) (quoting Rocky Mountain Power v. Jensen, 300 P.3d 1037, 1045
(Idaho 2012)). Thus, while there is not a "new evidence" requirement, the focus of a motion
under Rule ll(a)(2)(B) is the same as under Rule 59(e), that of correcting legal or factual errors.
See id. ("A motion for reconsideration is a motion which allows the court-when new law is

applied to previously presented facts, when new facts are applied to previously presented law, or
any combination thereof-to reconsider the correctness of an interlocutory order.").
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION - 5
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B.

The Court Correctly Concluded that Paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment
Should Not be Adopted, Because Syringa Failed to Plead the Relief Sought Therein.
This Court properly concluded that the "financial consequences" of J.C. § 67-5725 were

"not presently before the Court." Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions to Reconsider
at 19. Syringa did not plead the issue in its Complaint, nor was it raised in Syringa's motion for
summary judgment.
"Without a clear and concise statement sufficient to place a reasonable attorney on notice
of the plaintiff's theories of recovery that must be defended against, whether in the body of the
complaint or in the prayer for relief, it cannot be said that a cause of action was sufficiently
pied." Brown v. City of Pocatello, 229 P.3d 1164, 1170 (Idaho 2010) (emphasis in original).
Where a party claims that an issue not raised by the pleadings was nevertheless impliedly tried
by the parties, the Court must "consider the record as a whole, including whether the issue was
mentioned before the trial and in opening arguments, the evidence on the issue admitted at the
trial, and the legal and factual support for the trial court's conclusions regarding the issue."

Dewey v. Tacoma Sch. Dist. No. 10,974 P.2d 847,852 (Idaho 1999). Indeed, "[a] party who
does not plead a cause of action or theory of recovery cannot finesse the issue by later inserting
the theory into trial briefs and contending it was in the case all along." Id.
Section 67-5725 of Idaho Code provides, in part, that
All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of
this chapter shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the
state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement
shall be repaid forthwith. In the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the state of Idaho,
under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been
made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying,
together with his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at
law for the recovery of such sum of money so advanced.
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Although Syringa' s Complaint has taken many forms, through Count Ill it has
consistently sought only a declaration that the Amended Purchase Orders are void. See, e.g.,
Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial at 17 ("Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment
against the DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring its award of the IEN Purchase Order to
Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-5725 .... "); Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint at 17 ("Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of
Purchasing declaring the February 26, 2009 IEN Amended Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest
were issued in violation of Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 are void .... "). Syringa's
representations to this Court and the Idaho Supreme Court have been similarly mute on any
claim for relief under the "financial consequences" of Idaho Code§ 67-5725. See, e.g.,
Plaintiff sfAppellant's Opening Brief at 32 (representing to the Idaho Supreme Court that "[t]he
only remedy available to Syringa, as a subcontractor to the holder of a state SBPO harmed by
post-contract conduct, was to sue and seek a declaratory ruling that the amended SBPOs violated
the law."); Plaintiffs Response to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification at 11 ("The only remedy available to redress the injury
sustained by Syringa as a result of the material change made to the IEN Scope Work by the First
Amendments is a judgment declaring the IEN Contracts, as amended, to be void.").
Indeed, prior to Syringa's Proposed Judgment, it never claimed relief under Idaho Code
§ 67-5725 beyond a declaration that the Amended Purchase Orders were void. The only
reference made by Syringa to the "financial consequences" of that provision was direct quotes of
the text of the statute that were never paired with any argument as to their meaning or effect. See,

e.g., Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at 6 (quoting
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language from§ 67-5725 regarding the financial consequences of that provision, but arguing
only that the Amended Purchase Orders should be declared void); Plaintiff's Opposition to Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment at 9 (same). As a direct result
of Syringa' s failure to plead or argue for relief under the "financial consequences" aspect of
§ 67-5725, the DOA has been severely limited in its ability to address whether such relief is
available. See DOA's Objection to Proposed Judgment at 2; DOA's Reply in Support of Motion
for Reconsideration/Clarification at 13-14. Thus, Syringa's claim now that somehow it is
entitled to enforce the financial consequences of § 67-5725 epitomizes the problem warned
against by the Idaho Supreme Court in Dewey. Syringa has attempted to "finesse the issue by
later inserting the theory into [a proposed judgment] and contending it was in the case all along."
See Dewey, 974 P.2d at 852.

Because paragraph three of Syringa's Proposed Judgment was neither properly pleaded
nor argued in the motions for summary judgment, this Court should deny Syringa' s motion to
amend or reconsider the February 11, 2015 Judgment.
Syringa's contention that adopting paragraph 3 of its Proposed Judgment would be
consistent with the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Syringa Networks is unfounded. See
Memo in Support of Motion to Amend/Reconsider at 5. In its opinion, the Idaho Supreme Court
did not make any definitive statement as to the "financial consequences" of section 67-5725.
Instead, the Court simply summarized the text of the statute as it introduced the statutory
framework. See Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 504. Since the Court did not opine on the
financial consequences of 67-5725 in this case, it is equally true that declining to adopt
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paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment is consistent with the Idaho Supreme Court's
decision in Syringa Networks.
Further, Syringa's claim that this Court's duty to sua sponte refuse to enforce invalid
contracts somehow makes up for Syringa's failure to plead or argue the "financial consequences"
of I.C. § 5727 is unsupportable. See Memo in Support of Motion to Amend/Reconsider at 5.
Syringa has cited no case for this unprecedented proposition. Instead, it argues that by declining
to reach an issue that has not been properly pleaded or argued, the Court is essentially ratifying
payments advanced under the Purchase Orders. See id. at 5. In addition to being incorrect, this
contention by Syringa in and of itself conclusively assumes issues that have not been addressed
by the parties or this Court, including, for example, what "advanced" even means under I.C.
§ 67-5725. And although this Court has interpreted certain Idaho cases to require it to sua sponte

invalidate unlawful contracts, that proposition does not in turn require the Court to sua sponte
grant relief that Syringa has never requested prior to its Proposed Judgment, that the parties
never argued at the summary judgment stage, and that this Court has not ruled upon. "The
adversary system at once permits and requires parties to pick their battles." Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
v. Cadbury Adams USA LLC, No. 04-CV-346, 2010 WL 1325732 at *9 (N.D. Ill. March 30,

2010) (citing Allen Engineering Corp. v. Bartell Indus., Inc., 299 F.3d 1336, 1355 (Fed. Cir.
2002)).
Syringa must own up to the litigation strategy it has adopted and pursued. Requesting
this Court to adopt paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment without that relief every being
pleaded, argued, or decided, would contravene the most basic principles of due process
embodied in an adversarial system.
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
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Therefore, Syringa's Motion to Amend/Reconsider should be denied, as the Court
correctly concluded that the issue of the "financial consequences" of LC. § 67-5725 was not
properly before it.

C.

The Court Correctly Concluded that Paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment
Should Not be Adopted, Because Syringa Does Not Have Standing to Pursue the
Relief Embodied Therein.
Even if Syringa had pleaded and argued for relief under section 67-6725 's "financial

consequences," Syringa does not have standing to enforce them.
"A citizen or taxpayer may not challenge a governmental enactment where the injury is
q

one suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction." Koch v. Canyon Cnty., 177
P.3d 372, 374 (Idaho 2008). This "general rule holds even if the citizen or taxpayer alleges some
indirect harm from the governmental action." Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court's decision that Syringa had standing pertained only to
Syringa's challenge to the validity of the First Amendments. Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506.
Through that standing, Syringa has obtained the remedy it sought, namely declaratory relief that
the Amended Purchase Orders are void. However, that's where Syringa's standing absolutely
runs out. Its injury beyond that is no longer particularized; there is no harm to Syringa that
would be remedied by granting the relief it is now requesting (for the first time). While
invalidating the Amended Purchase Orders creates a need to rebid, which will provide Syringa
with an opportunity to participate in that process, enforcing the "financial consequences" of
section 67-5725 is of no particular benefit to Syringa. It is as general of an injury as that faced
by any other taxpayer in the state of Idaho. As such, the implications of the "financial
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consequences" of section 67-5725 is an injury "suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the
jurisdiction"; Syringa has no standing to pursue that relief.
Therefore, the Court's decision to omit paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment
from the February 11, 2015 Judgment was correct. Sryinga's Motion to Amend/Reconsider
should be denied.

D.

The Court Correctly Concluded that Paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment
Should Not be Adopted, Because So Doing Would Violate Principles of Separation
of Powers.
·
Adoption of paragraph 3 of Syringa' s Proposed Judgment would violate constitutional

principles of separation of powers. Therefore, the Court correctly excluded that paragraph from
its February 11, 2015 Judgment.
Article II of Idaho's Constitution forbids "judicial review of the discretionary acts of
other branches of government." In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 912 P.2d 614, 629 (Idaho 1995).
Section 67-5725 places enforcement of its "financial consequences" first in "the proper
officer of the state of Idaho, under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been
made or entered into." I.C. § 67-5725 (emphasis added). If a person refuses to follow this

demand, then he "shall be forthwith prosecuted at law for the recovery .... " Id. Both the initial
demand and the follow-up prosecution (if necessary) are discretionary decisions vested in the
Executive. Just as the Court cannot review those discretionary decisions, it cannot compel such
decisions either.
Syringa's citation to Musser v. Higginson, is not to the contrary. See 871 P.2d 809, 812
(Idaho 1994), abrogated on other grounds in Rincover v. State, Dept. of Fianance, 976 P.2d 473,
475 (Idaho 1999). Musser stands for the proposition that "[t]he fact that certain details are left to
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN
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the discretion of the authorities does not prevent relief by mandamus." Id. (internal quotation
marks omitted). There is no application for writ of mandamus before this Court. Therefore,
Musser does not necessitate granting the relief Syringa is now requesting.
In addition to Syringa' s failure to plead and argue the relief it has requested in paragraph
3 of its Proposed Judgment, Syringa does not have standing to seek such relief. Even ignoring
these two points, adoption of paragraph 3 into the Judgment would be improper as a violation of
principles of separation of powers. Therefore, the Court has not erred in declining to adopt
paragraph 3 of Syringa's Proposed Judgment.

IV. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the DOA respectfully requests that Syringa's Motion to
Amend/Reconsider be denied in its entirety.
DATED THIS

Jr day of March, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

ByMe:!~~i~~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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COMES NOW Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Memorandum in
Support of Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Syringa Networks LLC's ("Syringa") request for costs and attorney's fees is fatally
flawed in every respect.
First, the Court's February 11, 2015 judgment was certified under I.R.C.P. 54(b). A
judgment certified under Rule 54(b) cannot serve the basis of an award of costs or attorney's
fees. See Asbury Park, LLC v. Greenbriar Estate Homeowners' Assn., Inc., 271 P.3d 1194,
1201-02 (Idaho 2012). Therefore, Syringa's request is premature.
Second, even were Syringa's request not procedurally defective, it merits no relief,
because Syringa is not the prevailing party vis-a-vis the DOA. Considering the relief sought by
Syringa, namely monetary damages, declaratory relief, and injunctive relief through six different
claims (four against the DOA or state officers), and the judgment obtained, namely declaratory
relief on one claim, Syringa is not the prevailing party. This conclusion is buttressed by the fact
that the Court must also consider the DOA's successes, including defeating all of Syringa's
claims seeking monetary damages, and all but one of Syringa's claims seeking declaratory relief.
Because both the DOA and Syringa prevailed in part, there is no "prevailing party" for purposes
of costs or attorney's fees.
Third, even if Syringa could be considered the "prevailing party," the costs it seeks as a
matter of right are unrelated to Count Three. Furthermore, S yringa has failed to show how the
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discretionary costs it seeks are exceptional, and, therefore, should not be allowed. See Hayden
Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 109 P.3d 161, 168 (Idaho 2005).

Fourth, even if Syringa could be considered the "prevailing party," it has failed to
demonstrate how it is entitled to attorney's fees under LC.§ 12-120(3). A commercial
transaction must be integral to the claim upon which the party prevailed and "constitute[] the
basis of the party's theory of recovery on that claim." See Sims v. Jacobson, No. 40474, 2015
WL 416552 at *3 (Idaho Feb. 2, 2015). No commercial transaction was integral to Count III, nor
did one constitute the basis for Syringa's theory of recovery. Instead, Count III was premised on
a violation of Idaho statutory competitive bidding law, and attorney's fees are not awardable.
See Scott v. Buhl Joint School District No. 412, 852 P.2d 1376 (Idaho 1993). Therefore, LC.

§ 12-120(3) is inapposite.
Fifth, even if Syringa could be considered the "prevailing party," it has failed to
demonstrate how it is entitled to attorney's fees under LC. § 12-117. The DOA' s defense was
not without a reasonable basis in fact and law. To the contrary, DOA has prevailed on all but
one claim against Syringa, and its defense of Count Three involves an issue of first impression.
See Hobson Fabricating, 294 P.3d at 179. Therefore, LC. § 12-117 is inapplicable.

Sixth, even if Syringa could be considered the "prevailing party," it has failed to
demonstrate how it is entitled to attorney's fees under I.C. § 12-121. Since the DOA's defense
of Syringa' s lawsuit was not frivolous, as substantiated by the presence of an issue of first
impression and the fact that this Court granted summary judgment in the DOA's favor on all
claims at one point, Syringa has no claim to attorney's fees under LC.§ 12-121.
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Seventh, albeit I.C. §12-120(3), I.C. §12-117 and I.C. §12-121 cannot act as a legal basis
upon which to award Syringa attorney's fees, the law precludes Syringa's generalized request for
$866,015.00 in attorney's fees because it is unable to distinguish between the attorney fee's
incurred in pursuing the other three claims on which it did not prevail from pursuing Count III.
Rockefeller v. Grabow, 39 P.3d 577,584 (Idaho 2001).
Finally, Syringa's request for attorney's fees in preparing its request for attorney's fees
and costs must be rejected, because it is not entitled to attorney's fees and costs in the first
instance.
II.

BACKGROUND

Certain procedural points in time prove helpful in understanding the impropriety of
Syringa' s request for attorney's fees and costs.
1.

Syringa's Verified Complaint filed on December 15, 2009 pleaded six claims:

Count I - Breach of Contract against the DOA (seeking damages); Count II - Violation of I.C.
§ 67-5726 against Mike Gwartney, Greg Zickau and Qwest (seeking declaratory relief that the
IEN Purchase Order to Qwest was void); Count III - Violation of I.C. § 67-5718A against the
DOA (seeking declaratory relief that the IEN Purchase Order to Qwest was void); Count IV Tortious Interference with Contract against the DOA, Mike Gwartney, Greg Zickau, and Qwest
(seeking damages); Count V - Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage
against Qwest (seeking damages); and Count VI - Breach of Contract against ENA (seeking
damages). Syringa's Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint modified only Count III, seeking
declaratory relief that the IEN Purchase Orders to Qwest and ENA were void.
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2.

In its July 23, 2010 Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order, this Court held

that because Syringa failed to exhaust available administrative remedies, Counts I, II, and III
were dismissed on summary judgment. Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order at 19.
3.

This Court granted summary judgment to the Defendants on the remaining Counts

in the Complaint on February 9, 2011. See Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motions for
Summary Judgment at 1. The DOA, Gwartney, and Zickau prevailed on Count IV on immunity
grounds, id. at 42; Qwest prevailed on Counts IV and V on the basis of Syringa' s failure to show
improper or wrongful conduct on the part of Qwest to support claims of tortious interference
with contract or with prospective economic advantage, id. at 38; and ENA prevailed on Count
VI, because the Teaming Agreement was not a valid contract, but rather an agreement to agree,
id.at 41.

4.

Syringa appealed both of these decisions on summary judgment motions to the

Idaho Supreme Court (although on appeal it did not challenge this Court's conclusion as to the
DOA's immunity under Count IV). The Idaho Supreme Court largely affirmed, with exception
only to the District Court's conclusion as to Count III regarding exhaustion of administrative
remedies. Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept. ofAdmin., 305 P.3d 499, 512 (Idaho 2013).
The Supreme Court also addressed the issue of attorney's fees. First, it held that "there was no
commercial transaction between Qwest and Syringa, and Syringa's claims against Qwest did not
allege that there were." Id. at 510. Therefore, Qwest was not entitled to attorney's fees under LC.
§ 12-120(3) against Syringa. Second, the Supreme Court found that J.C. § 12-117(1) was not the

exclusive basis for recovering attorney's fees against a state agency or political subdivision. See
id. at 511. As to attorney's fees on appeal, the Supreme Court concluded that (a) Syringa was
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not entitled to attorney's fees on Count VI, (b) ENA was entitled to attorney's fees on Count VI,
(c) Qwest was not entitled to attorney's fees, "because there was no commercial transaction
between Qwest and Syringa, nor was one alleged," and (d) because the DOA and Syringa "both
prevailed in part on appeal," the DOA was not entit!ed to attorney's fees on appeal. See id. at
511-12.
5.

Because Syringa and the DOA now find themselves on different sides of the coin

as to the attorney's fees and costs issues, representations made by DOA as to the propriety of
awarding it attorney's fees when it initially prevailed against Syringa, are counterbalanced by
Syringa's prior representations in opposition that are now contradictory to its current position.
Indeed, Syringa has argued, for example, that (1) the only commercial transaction at issue in this
case was the Teaming Agreement between Syringa and ENA, see Syringa's Opening Brief in
Idaho Supreme Court Appeal at 67-68; (2) "Given the uncertainty in the law concerning the
obligation to exhaust administrative remedies following the amendment of a state contract or
SBPO, it cannot be said that this action was brought 'without a reasonable basis in fact or law,"'

see Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to the State Defendants' Memorandum of
Costs and Attorney Fees at 7; (3) because Syringa's Complaint presented a matter of first
impression, indeed "a central, undecided issue of law," no attorney's fees could be awarded
under 1.C. § 12-121, see id. at 10; and (4) the DOA was not entitled to discretionary costs,
because its "costs may have been reasonable and perhaps necessary, but-for a procurement
case-they were not exceptional in the least," see id. at 13. Each of these representations now
run counter to claims made by Syringa in its instant Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees.
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6.

On March 20, 2014, Syringa moved for Partial Summary Judgment. Syringa later

amended this Motion to account for this Court's decision disallowing Syringa to challenge the
original SBPO awards to ENA and Qwest. However, the amended Motion was still a Partial
Motion for Summary Judgment.
7.

This Court granted Syringa's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment on

November 10, 2014. See Memorandum Decision and Order re: Pending Dispositive Motions at
1.
8.

On February 11, 2015, this Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order re:

Motions to Reconsider. In accordance with this decision, this Court issued its "Judgment and
I.R.C.P. 54(b) Certificate" on the same date.
9.

Syringa filed the instant Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for

Attorney Fees on February 25, 2015, seeking costs as a prevailing party, discretionary costs, and
'

attorney's fees under I.C. §§ 12-117, 12-120(3), and 12-121.

III.
A.

ANALYSIS

Attorney Fees and Costs May Not Be Decided under a Rule 54(b) Judgment.
Because this Court certified its February 11, 2015 Judgment under Rule 54(b), an award

of attorney's fees and costs is premature. In Asbury Park, LLC v. Greenbriar Estate
Homeowners' Assn., Inc., 271 P .3d 1194, 1201-02 (Idaho 2012), the Idaho Supreme Court made
clear that a judgment certified under Rule 54(b) cannot serve as a basis for determining the
prevailing party or attorney's fees and costs. See Bagley v. Thomason, 149 Idaho 799, 804-05,
241 P.3d 972, 977-78 (2010). "The trial court is to take the issue of attorney's fees and costs for
... into consideration when it addresses all fees and costs at the conclusion of the case." Fuller v.
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Dave Callister, 150 Idaho 848,856,252 P.3d 1266, 1274 (2011). Therefore, Syringa's request
for costs and attorney's fees is not yet ripe for adjudication.
That Syringa's request for costs and attorney's fees is premature is further substantiated
by the fact that Syringa filed a motion for partial summary judgment. Thus necessitating the
Rule 54(b) certification.
In the event this Court does not follow the Asbury Park precedent, then the DOA resists
Syringa's request for costs and attorney's fees as set forth below.

B.

Because Syringa is Not the Prevailing Party, It is Not Entitled to Costs.
Syringa's six-count complaint seeking millions of dollars in damages and declaratory

relief has been whittled down to one claim and no damages; it is not the prevailing party.
In Idaho state court, the prevailing party in a civil case is allowed an award of costs as a
matter of right. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(A). To determine the prevailing party, "the trial court
shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the
relief sought by the respective parties." I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). In making this inquiry, the Court
',

may in its discretion "determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in a fair and
equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved in the action and the
resultant judgment or judgments obtained." Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court has provided additional guidance to determine what party, if
any, is the "prevailing party" in a civil case. See Hobson Fabricating Corp. v. SEIZ
Construction, 294 P.3d 171 (Idaho 2012). In Hobson a subcontractor sued its general contractor
and the Idaho Department of Administration, Division of Public Works ("DPW"), when the
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DPW terminated the contract between it and the general contractor under a termination for
convenience clause, which in turn led to the contractor terminating its contract with the
subcontractor. See id. at 173. The subcontractor asserted claims against the DPW for breach of
contract, breach of implied warranty, and termination for convenience. Id. In turn, the
contractor asserted cross-claims against the DPW, and the DPW filed counter- and cross-claims
against the contractor and subcontractor. Id. Finally, the subcontractor also filed suit against six
state officials, which action was consolidated with the action against the DPW. Id.
"Over the next thirty months, the district court had the opportunity to rule on multiple
motions from the parties." Id. Ultimately, after numerous motions for summary judgment, a
mistrial, and many evidentiary motions, the parties settled, except as to fees and costs. Id. at
174. At that point, the DPW' s counter-cross-claims had been dismissed and the contractor and
subcontractor had obtained a monetary award through settlement and had ultimately prevailed on
about two thirds of the causes of action contested between the parties. See id. at 173-75. The
Supreme Court gave the procedural posture of the case this description: "The litigation in this
case spanned more than five years 'Yith both the Contractors and DPW successfully narrowing
the claims of the other before DPW eventually settled with the Contractors without admitting
liability." Id. at 177. Under these circumstances, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the District
Court's decision holding that neither party was a "prevailing party," because each prevailed in
part. See id. at 177. The Court buttressed this holding by articulating a number of rules which
are pertinent to the case at bar.
First, the Court indicated that "the trial court has discretion to decline an award of
attorney's fees when it determines that both parties have prevailed in part." Id. at 175 (citing
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Oakes v. Boise Heart Clinic Physicians, 272 P.3d 512,517 (Idaho 2012)). Another important
consideration was the principle that "[b]oth a party's successes in bringing claims and in
defending against them are important to the prevailing party analysis." Id. at 176 (emphasis
added). Thus, even though the issue is not "who succeeded on more individual claims," the
Court must determine "the extent to which each party prevailed relative to the 'final judgment or
result."' Id. at 175.
A clear application of these principles to the facts of this case indicates that Syringa is not
a prevailing party. The DOA successfully defeated Syringa's breach of contract claim (Count I),
claim for declaratory relief under I. C. § 67-5726 (Count II), and tortious interference with
contract claim (Count IV). In Counts I and IV Syringa sought damages against the DOA;
through Counts II and III, Syringa sought declaratory relief that the Amended Purchase Order to
Qwest was void. Understanding this as the relief sought by Syringa, and comparing it with the
relief Syringa actually obtained in the February 11, 2015 Judgment issued by this Court, it is
readily apparent that Syringa is not a "prevailing party."
The DOA prevailed over Syringa as to all claims seeking damages. In fact, Syringa
sought $60,254,640 in damages. Compl. at <JI 104. For prevailing party purposes, this is
equivalent to a plaintiff winning a money judgment. See Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord

Excavating & Paving, Inc., 117 P.3d 130, 133 (Idaho 2005) ("In baseball, it is said that a walk is
as good as a hit. The latter, of course, is more exciting. In litigation, avoiding liability is as good
for a defendant as winning a money judgment is for a plaintiff.") The DOA (Zickau and
Gwartney) also prevailed over Sryinga on one of the two claims seeking declaratory relief. In
essence, Syringa and the DOA both prevailed. The DOA was able to defeat two damages
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claims, one of which Syringa purported to amount to up to $60 million dollars over twenty years,
and a claim for declaratory relief, while Syringa ultimately obtained declaratory relief as to one
of its claims, which the district court set up for an immediate appeal by its I.R.C.P. Rule 54(b)
certification. Because this Court is obliged to consider the entire case and the relief requested,
not just individual claims, and also to consider successes in defending against claims, Syringa is
not a prevailing party.
The veracity of this conclusion is cemented by the Idaho Supreme Court's decision on the
appeal already taken in this case. There, the Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of five of the
six counts in Syringa's Complaint; reversing only the narrow issue in Count III of Syringa's right
to challenge the first amendment to Qwest' s SBPO 1308. Yet, the Supreme Court nevertheless
concluded that "[b]ecause the State and Syringa have both prevailed in part on appeal," there was
not a prevailing party on appeal. See Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 512. The posture of this
case mirrors that same pattern now: the DOA has been successful in defending against most of
Syringa's claims; Syringa has succeeded under the Court's February 11, 2015 certified judgment
on one. Under such circumstances, Syringa cannot be the prevailing party.
Syringa's citation to Idaho Military Historical Society, Inc. v. Maslen, 329 P.3d 1072
(Idaho 2014), does not support its position. There, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the trial
court did not abuse its discretion in determining that the plaintiffs were the prevailing party,
because the plaintiffs prevailed on "the primary issue during litigation." Id. at 1078. That issue
was the unlawful possession of their airplane by defendants, although defendants asserted
counterclaims and the plaintiffs unsuccessfully sought damages surrounding the unlawful
possession. See id.
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The case before this Court now presents a significantly different "overall view." Of the
six counts in Syringa's complaint, only two sought a declaration that the Amended Purchase
Orders were void. The remainder sought damages in contract and tort against the Defendants.
Furthermore, those claims seeking damages did not turn on whether or not the Amended
Purchase Orders violated Idaho law (as alleged in Counts II and III). Rather, Counts I, IV, V,
and VI, independently hinged on different issues. Count I sought to establish a contract between
the DOA and Syringa through the IEN RFP process; not the Awards or Amended Purchase
Orders. Count IV sought damages from the DOA for tortious interference with the Teaming
Agreement between ENA and Syringa. This Teaming Agreement existed prior to and had
nothing to do with the Amended Purchase Orders. Count V sought damages from Qwest for
tortious interference with Syringa' s expected relati~:mship with the DOA had Syringa been
awarded the contract-focusing on conduct taken by Qwest, not the DOA. Finally, Count VI
sought damages against ENA for breaching the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa.
These issues are degrees removed from the unlawful actions alleged in Counts II and III.
Although Syringa ultimately obtained declaratory relief from this Court that the Amended
Purchase Orders were void under Count III, it cannot legitimately say that these remaining
claims for damages, all of which were dismissed, were not at least equally important or more so
in its lawsuit. Therefore, Idaho Military Historical Society's "primary issue" inquiry does not
support Syringa's instant view of the case. Rather, it demonstrates that Syringa is not the
prevailing party in this case.
S yringa' s claim that seeking the invalidation of the Amended Purchase Orders was the
primary issue in this case is instead the direct result of Syringa' sfailure to prevail on all of its
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other claims. The fact that this Court has been fixated only on Count III is not because that claim
presents the primary issue in this case. It is because that is the only leg Syringa has left to stand
on. All other claims being dismissed, the parties poured their remaining efforts entirely into this
one claim post remand. However, Syringa should not be considered the prevailing party in this
case because this Court and the Idaho Supreme Court weeded out Syringa's meritless claims at
an earlier stage of the proceeding. Seeking declaratory relief to void the Amended Purchase
Orders was only one aspect of this case at its outset and cannot now be framed as the "primary
issue" due to the Defendants' success in defending against Syringa's other claims. Syringa is not
the prevailing party.
Since Syringa has failed to demonstrate that it is the prevailing party, it has failed to
demonstrate that it is entitled to costs as of right. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(A). Moreover, a review
of the "costs as a matter ofright" listed by Syringa further illustrates this point, i.e., other than
the fee to file the Complaint and service fee on DOA, all of the other fees (service on Mr. Zickau
and Mr. Gwartney, witness fee of Melissa Vandenberg, and deposition transcripts) all relate to
those claims which were dismissed on summary judgment in favor of the DOA and affirmed on
appeal.

C.

Because Syringa is Not the Prevailing Party and Its Discretionary Costs are
Unexceptional, It is Not Entitled to Discretionary Costs.
As has been clearly established above, Syringa is not the "prevailing party" in this case.

Therefore, it is not entitled to discretionary costs. Even were it the prevailing party, however,
discretionary costs must not be allowed.
According to Rule 54(d)(l)(D), costs in addition to or not provided for in the costs as of
right discussed above, "may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were necessary and
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exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the
adverse party." Syringa has failed to show that the discretionary costs it seeks are necessary and
exceptional.
'
In applying this rule, the Idaho Supreme Court
has required that an award of

discretionary costs be supported by facts in the record demonstrating that the costs were
"necessary, reasonable, exceptional and should be awarded in the interests of justice." Hayden

Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 109 P.3d 161, 168 (Idaho 2005) (emphasis added). Further,
whether such costs are exceptional depends on a comparison of the case with others of a similar
nature. City of McCall v. Seubert, 130 P.3d 1118, 1126 (Idaho 2006).
As to this issue, it is difficult to say it any better than Syringa said it when it objected to
the DOA's attempt to obtain discretionary costs: Syringa has "discussed the extent of [its] costs,
but [it has] failed to distinguish these costs from the standard overhead in a procurement case.
Procurement cases routinely have millions of dollars at stake, and they typically involve
extensive depositiqns, expert testimony, travel, copy and other expenses. [Syringa's] costs ...
were not exceptional in the least." See Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to the
State Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees at 13.
Aside from a conclusory claim by counsel for Syringa in an affidavit that its discretionary
costs were "necessarily and reasonably incurred," Syringa has failed to substantiate this
contention. Further, Syringa's only basis for claiming that the discretionary costs are exceptional
is "because they would not have been incurred if DOA had followed the clear mandate of the
Idaho procurement statues when it was brought to the attention of DOA by Syringa in July,
2009." This post hoc justification for its discretionary costs in no way demonstrates their
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exceptional nature. If such an argument merited discretionary costs, then every prevailing party
would be entitled to discretionary costs. Syringa bears the burden of showing that its
discretionary costs were incurred for exceptional reasons as compared to other cases of a similar
nature; a burden Syringa has not even attempted to carry, nor could it. See, e.g., Scott v. Buhl
Joint School Dist. No. 412, 852 P.2d 1376, 1379 (Idaho 1993) (affirming decision of district

court, in which district court held that discretionary costs should not be not awarded in dispute
over competitive bidding statute, even though "'the case involved legal matters that were
complex and not easily resolved,"' because such was "part and parcel" to a case of this nature).
Therefore, even assuming Syringa is the prevailing party (which it is not), its discretionary costs
should not be allowed.

D.

Because Syringa is Not the Prevailing Party and There was No Commercial
Transaction between the DOA and Syringa, Syringa is Not Entitled to Attorney Fees
under I.C. § 12-120(3).
Syringa is not the prevailing party in this case. Therefore, it is not entitled to attorney's

fees under LC.§ 12-120(3). However, even assuming arguendo Syringa is the prevailing party,
it is not entitled to attorney's fees under this statutory provision, because there was no contract or
commercial transaction pleaded as a basis for relief in Count III between the DOA and Syringa.
Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) authorizes an award of attorney's fees to a prevailing party "[i]n
any civil action to recover on [a] ... contract relating to the purchase or sale of goods, wares,
merchandise or services and in any commercial transaction." The Supreme Court has provided
ample guidance on this provision:
[T]he award of attorney's fees is not warranted every time a
commercial transaction is remotely connected with the case.
Rather, the test is whether the commercial transaction comprises
the gravamen of the lawsuit. Attorney's fees are not appropriate
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under I.C. § 12-120(3) unless the commercial transaction is
integral to the claim, and constitutes the basis upon which the party
is attempting to recover. To hold otherwise would be to convert the
award of attorney's fees from an exceptional remedy justified only
by statutory authority to a matter of right in virtually every lawsuit
filed.

Browerv. E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co., 792 P.2d 345,349 (Idaho 1990).
Additional clarification on the manner in which to conduct this inquiry was provided by
the Supreme Court in Rockefeller v. Grabow, 39 P.3d 577,584 (Idaho 2001). There, the
defendant (1) defeated the plaintiffs claim for sales commissions; (2) prevailed on its
counterclaim for breach of fiduciary duty by the plaintiff; and (3) did not have its "best efforts"
counterclaim against the plaintiff submitted to the jury. See id. at 584-85. The Court engaged in
a claim-by-claim analysis and concluded that the defendant was entitled to recover attorney's
fees under section 12-120(3) for defeating the plaintiffs claim for sales commission; was not
entitled to recover attorney's fees under the same section for prevailing on its breach of fiduciary
duty claim, which sounded in tort; and was not entitled to recover attorney's fees on its "best
efforts" counterclaim, because it was not submitted to the jury. See id. However, because "the
district judge could not apportion those fees that were incurred in using the breach of fiduciary
duty issue as a contract defense from those incurred in using the breach is as a tort
counterclaim," the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Trial Court's decision not to award any
attorney's fees. See id. at 585.

Brower and Rockefeller make clear that section 12-120(3) requires a claim-by-claim
analysis in determining whether a contract or commercial transaction was "integral" to the
specific claim upon which the party seeking attorney's fees prevailed. This conclusion was
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recently reaffirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court in Sims v. Jacobson, No. 40474, 2015 WL
416552 at *3 (Idaho Feb. 2, 2015):
We have interpreted [LC.§ 12-120(3)] to require courts to consider
the gravamen of each claim within the lawsuit. When a lawsuit has
multiple claims, courts look at each individual claim to determine
what statutory basis allows attorney's fees recovery on that
claim .... In other words, courts analyze the gravamen claim by
claim.
In looking at each claim and whether there is a statutory basis under which a party could recover
attorney's fees on that claim, "the Court must analyze whether a commercial transaction (1) is
integral to the claim and (2) constitutes the basis of the party's theory of recovery on that claim."
Id.

No commercial transaction was "integral" to Syringa's claim against the DOA under
Count III-the only claim upon which Syringa prevailed-nor was a commercial transaction the
basis of Syringa's theory of recovery on that claim.I Indeed, this issue has already been
addressed by the Idaho Supreme Court in the context of Idaho competitive bidding law in Scott
v. Buhl Joint School District No. 412, 852 P.2d 1376 (Idaho 1993).
Scott involved a lawsuit filed against a school district that had requested bids on school

transportation and the party who ultimately won the bid. See id. at 1377. The plaintiff (the

The DOA recognizes that it argued a contrary position when it sought attorney's fees and costs from Syringa.
See State Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Request for Costs and Attorney Fees at 3-8. However, the
DOA made these arguments at a time prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Sims v. Jacobson, which clarified
the claim-by-claim approach this Court must apply now. Further, Syringa also made arguments against the
presence of a commercial transaction in this case that are inconsistent with the position it has taken now. The
same goes for other attorney's fees and cost issues under other Idaho Code provisions and Court rules
implicated in this case. As a result, the DOA submits that Syringa's current request for attorney's fees and costs
cannot be decided on the basis of representations made by the parties earlier in this case which were never
decided on the merits. In essence, those arguments cancel each other out.
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unsuccessful bidder) claimed that the bidding process was unlawful and sought (1) a declaratory
judgment that the bidding process was invalid; (2) an injunction to stop the opposing parties
from proceeding on the contract; (3) for mandamus to award the bid to plaintiff or relet the bid;
(4) violation of Idaho procurement law; and (5) violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983. See id. at 1378.
The plaintiff was unsuccessful in obtaining the relief it sought, and the successful bidder and
school district sought attorney's fees under J.C.§ 12-120(3).
The Idaho Supreme Court concluded that attorney's fees were not warranted, because
there was no commercial transaction around which the claim revolved. See id. at 1383. Indeed,
the plaintiff alleged in the declaratory relief claim that the school district "failed to follow a
competitive bidding statute, J.C.§ 33-1510, in awarding a contract to [the successful bidder]."
Id. There was no contractual relationship between the plaintiff and the school district or

successful bidder, and the plaintiff did not seek relief as against the defendants on the basis of
contract or commercial transaction. Id.
The facts of Scott are on point with those at bar. Indeed, no contract or commercial
transaction is integral, or was ever even alleged, to Count III of Syringa's Second Amended Post
Appeal Complaint, the only claim upon which Syringa prevailed. Rather, Count III alleges a
violation ofl.C. §§ 67-5718A and 5718, Idaho competitive bidding laws. There is no allegation
of contract or commercial transaction, and it is the violation of Idaho competitive bidding law
which forms the theory of recovery on the claim. As a result, Sims, Scott, Brower, and
Rockefeller make clear that Syringa is not entitled to recover damages under J.C.§ 12-120(3).

To allow Syringa to recover attorney's fees under J.C.§ 12-120(3) when the only claim upon
which it prevailed did not involve a contract or commercial transaction "would be to convert the
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award of attorney's fees from an exceptional remedy justified only by statutory authority to a
matter of right in virtually every lawsuit filed." Brower, 792 P.2d at 349.
Syringa' s attempt at conjuring a vague and general flavor of a commercial transaction in
this case is insufficient to implicate I.C. § 12-120(3). Indeed, Syringa claims simply that since
ENA and Syringa had a Teaming Agreement2 that "entwined ENA and Syringa," that in tum
"entwined" the DOA. See Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Verified Memorandum of
Costs and Request for Attorney Fees at 8. The claimed existence of a contract between two of
the parties to a lawsuit, although not integral to the claim upon which a party seeks attorney's
fees, is insufficient to authorize a fee award under I.C. § 12-120(3). Syringa's attempt to
analogize this case to the facts of In re University Place/Idaho Water Center Project, 199 P.3d
102 (Idaho 2008), should be rejected.
The facts of University Place included the existence of "eight contracts involving six
separate entities," each contract coalescing around the common goal of transferring property for
the construction of the Water Center. See id. at 119. Although one of the claims upon which a
party prevailed did not involve a contract to which the non-prevailing party had specifically
signed, the Idaho Supreme Court concluded that attorney's fees were nevertheless warranted
because the commercial transaction around which all of the contracts were coalescing (many of
which the non-prevailing party was a party to) was integral to the claim against the nonprevailing party. See id.

2

The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the District Court's decision that the so-called Teaming Agreement is
unenforceable.
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Syringa' s purported commercial transaction could not be more different from that in

University Place. One purported Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa, which was
ultimately unenforceable, and totally independent Purchase Orders between the DOA, ENA and
Qwest are not part of an overarching commercial transaction akin to that in University Place.
Rather, Syringa has always sought to obtain declaratory relief under Count III of its Complaint
that the DOA violated Idaho competitive bidding laws, which cannot amount to a commercial
transaction. See Scott, 852 P.2d at 1383. It never pleaded under this claim that it was ever a part
of an overarching commercial transaction. Instead, it sought "a declaratory judgment against the
DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring the February 26, 2009 IEN Amended Purchase Orders to
ENA and Qwest were issued in violation of Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718 are void and
permanently enjoining the State from performing thereunder." Second Amended Post Appeal
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial at 17. Idaho competitive bidding law, not a commercial
transaction, "constitutes the basis of the [Syringa's] theory of recovery on that claim." See Sims,
2015 WL 416552 at *3. Therefore, Syringa is not entitled to attorney's fees under I.C. § 12120(3).

E.

Because Syringa is Not the Prevailing Party and the DOA's Defense was Grounded
in a Reasonable Basis in Fact and Law, Syringa is Not Entitled to Attorney Fees
under J.C.§ 12-117.
Syringa is not the prevailing party in this case. Therefore, it is not entitled to attorney's

fees under I.C. § 12-117. However, even assuming Syringa is the prevailing party, it is not
entitled to attorney's fees under this statutory provision, because the DOA's defense was wellgrounded in fact and law.
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According to § 12-117, a court may award attorney's fees to the prevailing party if the
Court "finds that the non-prevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law." I.C.
§ 12-117(1). However, "[a] party did not act without reasonable basis in fact or law if it raised an
issue of first impression in Idaho or presented a legitimate question for this Court to address."
Hobson Fabricating, 294 P.3d at 179.

It cannot reasonably be argued that the DOA's defense of Syringa's lawsuit lacked a
reasonable basis in law or fact. Indeed, the issue of administrative exhaustion presented in this
case was one of first impression. See Syringa Networks, 305 P.3d at 506 (reaching conclusion on
exhaustion issue by statutory analysis as opposed to citing case that already decided the issue);
Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order at 15-19 (reaching opposite conclusion on issue of
exhaustion although similarly reaching conclusion under statutory analysis); Memorandum in
Support of Plaintiffs Objection to the State Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys
Fees at 5 ("The existence of a central, undecided issue of law precludes an award of attorneys'
fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117."). As a result, the DOA's defense of the lone issue upon which
it did not prevail against Syringa is per se supported by a reasonable basis in law and fact.
This Court's conclusion on the DOA's motion for summary judgment prior to the appeal
further confirms that the DOA's defense was supported by law and fact. Indeed, the defense was
so supported by law and fact that this Court held in favor of the DOA, not Syringa. Although
this Court's decision on Count III of the Complaint was reversed on appeal, that does not
undercut the reasonableness of the DOA's defense. If the DOA's defense was persuasive
enough for this Court to agree with the DOA prior to appeal, then I.C. § 12-117 is simply
inapposite.
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In his affidavit supporting Syringa's request for attorney's fees and costs, counsel for
Syringa even concedes that this case involved "novel, difficult" legal questions that "required
extensive effort." Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees at <J[ 12.b. Mr. Lombardi makes this
representation in order to support the reasonableness of the fees billed in pursuing Syringa' s
case; however, this statement severely undercuts the contention Syringa is trying to make at the
same time, namely that the DOA should be subject to fees under LC.§ 12-117. However, the
representation made in Mr. Lombardi's affidavit and the contentions made in the memorandum
in support are mutually exclusive. Syringa is not entitled to a fee award under J.C. § 12-117,
because the DOA's defense was per se grounded in a reasonable basis in fact and law.
F.

Because Syringa is Not the Prevailing Party and the DO A's Defense was Not
Frivolous or Without Foundation, Syringa is Not Entitled to Attorney Fees under
I.C. § 12-121.
Syringa is not the prevailing party in this case. Therefore, it is not entitled to attorney's

fees under LC. § 12-121. However, even assuming Syringa is the prevailing party, it is not
entitled to attorney's fees under this statutory provision, because the DOA's defense was not
frivolous or without foundation.
Section 12-121 vests the court with discretion to "award reasonable attorney's fees to the
prevailing party." LC.§ 12-121. However, an award of attorney's fees may only hold under this
provision where '"the court determines the case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously,
unreasonably or without foundation."' Phillips v. Blazier-Henry, 302 P.3d 349,356 (Idaho
2013) (quoting Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M. & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 177 P.3d 965-66
(Idaho 2008)). In making this determination, the court must consider "the 'entire course of the
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litigation ... and if there is at least one legitimate issue presented, attorney's fees may not be
awarded even though the losing party has asserted other factual or legal claims that are frivolous,
unreasonable, or without foundation."' Id. (quoting Michalk v. Michalk, 220 P.3d 580,591
(Idaho 2009). ~inally, "[w]here a case involves a novel legal question, attorney's fees should not
be granted under I.C. § 12-121." Campbell v. Kildew, 115 P.3d 731, 742 (Idaho 2005).
Because the DOA prevailed on all but one of th~ claims alleged against it by Syringa,
attorney's fees under I.C. § 12-121 are per se unavailable. Id. In addition, as clearly set forth
above, the DOA's defense of Count III of Syringa's Complaint, the only claim upon which
Syringa prevailed, involved a question of first impression. Therefore, again, attorney's fees are
improper under I.C. § 12-121.
Further, Syringa's attempt at making a distinction between a "procedural" defense and a
"substantive" defense in terms of determining whether attorney's fees are available under I.C.
§ 12-121, see Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Verified Memorandum of Costs and

Request for Attorney Fees at 13, is without support. Indeed, the Idaho Supreme Court made
clear in Campbell that a matter of first impression regarding an issue of standing, a defense
Syringa would term "procedural," was sufficient to prohibit an award of attorney's fees under
I.C. § 12-121. Therefore, Syringa's argument that all "procedural" defense are a violation of I.C.
§ 12-121 must be rejected.

In like fashion, this Court should reject Syringa's attempt to frame the I.C. § 12-121
inquiry into a window of time within the case. See Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees at 14 (focusing solely on the
litigation after remand from the Idaho Supreme Court). The Court is obliged to consider the
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"entire c.ourse of the litigation." Phillips, 302 P.3d at 356. Since the DOA prevailed on its
defense of every claim except one, and since that one exceptional claim involved an issue of first
impression, Syringa' s arguments that the DOA should for some reason be subject to attorney's
fees under LC. § 12-121 is indefensible.

G.

Syringa is Not Entitled to Attorney's Fees, Because It Cannot Differentiate between
Work Performed on Claims on which It Did Not Prevail and Count III.
Even assuming (1) that Syringa is the prevailing party (which it is not), and (2) that it is

entitled to some portion of an attorney's fees under one of the cited statutory provisions (which it
is not) no fees may be awarded to Syringa, because it cannot distinguish between time spent
litigating the other claims and time spent litigating Count III.
In Rockefeller, the Idaho Supreme Court reaffirmed the general rule that attorney's fees
are not available where the district court cannot differentiate between time spent on a claim to
which attorney's fees are not warranted and time spent on a claim to which attorney's fees are
warranted.3 See 39 P.3d at 585. Instead of making an effort to distinguish between time spent
on Count III and the other claims, Syringa has simply requested $866,015 in attorney's fees, and
asked the Court in its discretion to consider the undesirability of the case and uphold the amount
notwithstanding anticipated arguments "that some of the time could be apportioned to other
claims in the case." Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs and
Request for Attorney Fees at 18. In essence, Syringa admits that it has failed to properly

3

As discussed above, Syringa cannot even establish that attorney's fees are awardable by statute on Count III.
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differentiate between attorney's fees sought for pursuing Count III, and the time it spent pursuing
its five other unsuccessful claims.4 Sanctioning such a request would be an offense to reason.
Because Syringa has concededly failed to distinguish between attorney fee's incurred in
pursuing claims on which it has not prevailed from others incurred in pursuing Count Ill,
Rockefeller dictates that Syringa is not entitled to any attorney's fees. See 39 P.3d at 585. Even if

this Court concludes otherwise, there is no basis in law or reason to conclude that Syringa can
recover the attorney's fees it incurred in pursuing five unsuccessful claims, simply because it
obtained relief on one. Syringa has cited no case for this unreasonable and unsupportable
proposition; it must be rejected.

H.

Syringa is Not Entitled to an Attorney's Fees in Connection with Preparing Its
Request for Attorney's Fees and Costs.
Although "courts may award reasonable attorney's fees incurred in connection with the

effort to secure a reasonable amount of attorney's fees," the party seeking such fee must be
entitled to an award for attorney's fees in the first instance. BECO Const. CO., Inc. v. J-U-B
Engineers, Inc., 233 P.3d 1216, 1220 (Idaho 2010), overruled on other grounds in Keybank Nat'l
Assn. v. PAL I, LLC, 311 P.3d 299,308 (Idaho 2013). Because the DOA has clearly

demonstrated that Syringa is entitled to neither costs nor attorney's fees, Syringa is not entitled to
recover attorney's fees for preparation of its request for attorney's costs and fees.

4

A fine review of Givens Pursley's time entries reveals that Syringa is seeking an award of attorney's fees which
are totally unrelated to any aspect of this state court litigation.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, the DOA respectfully requests this Court grant its Motion to Disallow Costs
and Attorney Fees, thereby denying Syringa's request for costs and attorney's fees in its entirety.
DATED THIS

Jft_ day of March, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

MbCli~:trt~
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC: An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S RESPONSE
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION

Defendants.
Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENN'), by and through its counsel of record. submits

this memorandum in response to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the alternative, for
Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum
ENA SERVICES, LLC'S RESPONSE ro PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
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Decision and Order re: Motions to Reconsider (''Motion"). The motion fails on both procedural
and substantive grounds. The motion does not qualify as a motion to reconsider pursuant to
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (a)(2)(B) because the issue to be considered has never been
before the Court. The issue of whether the State can be required to seek reimbursement from
ENA and Qwest of monies that it paid for services that it received bas never been presented to
the Court. Accordingly, a motion for reconsideration is improper when the issue has never been
considered in the first place.
ENA opposes Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") attempt to force inclusion
of its Proposed Paragraph 3 into the Court's February 11, 2015 Judgment. ENA previously
objected to the inclusion of this Proposed Para.graph when Syringa filed its Proposed Judgment
with the Cou~ stating that it, inter alia, ''[e]xceed[ed] relief requested in the Complaint and
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; [sought] a remedy that has not been litigated before the
Court; [and attempted] to usurp the authority of the Executive Branch of the State of Idaho."
(ENA Services, LLC's Objections to FoJ;In of Proposed Judgment, p. 2.) ENA continues to
object on these principles and argues the same below.
I. DISCUSSION

A. Sy.-inga Cannot "Amend" its Judgment to Include Relief on Issues that Have Neve.Been Before the Court.

Syringa is not entitled to amend its judgment to include relief on issues that are not before the
Court. As this Court noted in its February 11, 2015, decision:
The Court has determined that the awards to Qwest and ENA
violated several provisions ofldaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57. As
a consequence, the awards are void. The statute also has financial
consequences. However, any such issues are not presently before
the Court.

£NA SERVICES, LLC'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTlON TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
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(Memo. Decision and Order Re: Motions to Reconsider, p. 19 (emphasis added).) In asking the
Court to award relief that has not been sought, Syringa violates both substantive and procedural
laws, as will be -demonstrated below.
Syringa is, in effect, asking the court to reconsider a finding that the court never
considered the "financial consequences" of a finding under Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57 that
the awards were void. The issue was never before the court; there is nothing to reconsider.
B. The Proposed Amendment to the Court's Judgment E}:ceeds the Relief Sought by
Syringa in its Com.plaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
1. Syringa's Complaint did -not seek an Order demanding repayment of any money
advanced under SBPO 1309.

Post-appeal, this Court granted Syringa pexmission to amend Count Three of its
Complaint, which it did without presenting to the Court for argument by the parties a request for
the relief that it now asks be entered. Syringa presented to the Court an amended claim seeking a
declaratory judgment against the DOA that the February 26, 2009 Amendments to both Qwest
and ENA to be void. (See Post Appeal Complaint, p. 17.f Neither the original claim nor the
amended claim expressed any intention to seek retrospective relief, such as the repayment of any
sums advanced by the State of Idaho-claim three has always been limited to declaratory relief.
Additionally, Syringa's prayers for relief did not seek any order demanding repayment, but
sought only

a

finding that the amended contracts were void and an order enjoining Qwest's

involvement in the IEN. Syringa did not present to the Court an issue related to the plu"ase in
'

'

I.C. § 67-5725 stating "any sum advanced by the state of Idaho in consideration of any such
contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith."

1 ''Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring the February 26, 2009
!EN Amended l)urchase Orders to ENA and Qwest were issued in violation of Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A and 675718 are void and permanently enjoining the State from perfonning thereunder."
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Generally, a court cannot grant a type of relief that was not pleaded in the complaint.

Martin v. Soden, 81 Idaho 274, 281, 340 P.2d 848, 852 (1959) (stating that it is ''fundamental"
that a judgment be responsive "not only to the prayer, but to the issues tendered by the
pleadings"). This basic rule guarantees all parties are given adequate notice of the relief which is
sought by the claimant. See, e.g., Gardner v. Evans, 110 Idaho 925, 939, 719 P.2d 1185, 1199
(1986) (declining to rule on a claim when "nothing within the pleadings'' gave the parties
adequate notice). Syringa did not seek the relief it expresses in the Proposed Paragraph 3 in its
original complaint and it did not seek the additional relief when it was given an opportunity to
amend and update its claims and prayer for re}jef post-appeal. ENA was not on notice that
S.yringa would attempt to seek the additional relief as expressed in Proposed Paragraph 3 as this
was not expressed in Syringa's previous pleadings and filings. Therefore, the Court should deny
Syringa's Motion to Amend Judgment.
2. Syringa's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment did not argue for a declaration
that DOA was required to demand repayment.

Similarly, neither the Court nor the parties were on notice of Syringa's intent to pursue
the relief expressed in its Proposed Paragraph 3 when Syringa failed to argue for this relief in its
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. A court will normally not consider an issue on summary
judgment not raised in the party's pleading, and must decline to rule on a new issue at the
summary judgment stage. Edmondson v. Shearer Lumber Products, 139 Idaho 172, 178-79, 75
'

P.3d 733, 739-40 (2003). This general principle is analogous with a court refusing to consider a
cause of action on summary judgment not raised in the pleadings, or an appellate court refusing
to consider any matter first raised on appeal. See Beco Constr. v. City of Idaho Falls, 124 Idaho
859, 865, 865 P.2d 950, 956 (1993). Here, Syringa did not raise the jssue until after its partial
summary judgment motion had been granted and it submitted its proposed judgment to the
ENA SERVICES, LLC'S RESPONSE TO PLAJNTJFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL R£CONSIDERATlON AND/OR CLARIFICATION- 4
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Court. Accordingly, this Court should limit the judgment to the relief sought by Syringa in its
partial smnmary judgment motion.
Prior to serving ENA with its Post Appeal Complaint, Syringa filed a Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment seeking a judgment against the Idaho Department of Administration
("DOA'') finding that SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309 were void by operation of §67-5725.
Accordingly, Syringa argued in its accompanying memorandum that "Partial summary judgment
should be entered . . . declaring, as a matter of law, that the IEN contract with Qwest
(SBP01308) and the IEN contract with ENA (SBPO 1309) violate Idaho procurement law and
are void by operation of Idaho Code § 67-5725." Syringa sought no relief in its motion for
partial summary judgment similar to the additional relief it has proposed in its Motion.
Therefore, the judgment should not be amended to add the Proposed Paragraph 3.
C. Syringa Seeks A Remedy That Has Not Been Litigated Before the Court.

Because Syringa failed to frame this issue for resolution, neither the Court nor the parties
have had an opportunity to frame the issues that must be resolved prior to entry of a judgment of
the type sought be Syringa through amendment of the judgment order. Because Syringa failed to
frame those issues for the, Court, the court should not, indeed cannot, rule on this issues by
peremptorily ordering the State to recover monies paid under this award.
Syringa has failed to seek a remedy requiring repayment of advanced funds at any time
prior to its proposed judgment in this matter. Syringa argues in its Motion that the Court should
give effect to all provisions of J.C. § 67-5725, but must conceded, as this Court has ruled, that
the financial consequences of the statute have never been presented to this Court. Not even
equity will provide Syringa with relief it has not pleaded or argued at any time in this matter, as
entitlement to relief (whether legal or equitable) must be consistent with the pleadings and
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arguments introduced by a party. Fort Hall Indian Stockmen's Ass'n, Inc. v. Thorpe, 82 Idaho
458, 465, 354 P.2d 516, 520 (1960). Syringa's Proposed Paragraph 3 seeks a remedy that has

not been argued in this litigation and, therefore, must not be allowed in the Judgment. Further,
Syringa has no standing to seek the relief, there are no advances to be repaid. the proposed

amendment usurps the executive branch's authority, and Syringa's Motion deprives ENA the
opportunity to present defenses and counterclaims to any forced repayments.
1. Even if Syringa had pied for the relief now sought, Syringa does not have standing
to seek such relief.

Under Idaho Code § 67-5725, it is clear that the decision to recover monies ·~advanced"
under the a void contract belongs to the State. Only upon "the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the state of Idaho," does the statute provide a
remedy. I.C. § 67-5725 (emphasis added). Syringa does not have standing to assert that claim.
At best, Syringa has standing to file a suit for a writ of mandamus to order the "proper officer ...
under whose authority such contract ... shall have been made .... ' 1 LC. § 67·5725.

2. The question of whether payments made under the awards for services that were
1.1.lldeniably rendered are "advances."

It is undisputed that ENA won the award and has provided services to the State. It is also
undisputed that ENA has not been paid for the services that it has rendered. Far from holding
"advances" for services to be rendered, ENA is owed money for services that have been
rendered. According to conunents made by Governor Butch Otter, "We haven't been paying
anybody. Now they have been providing a service, but we haven't been paying for it. ... We
owe that money. We received that service."

(
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3. The Proposed Amendment to the Court's Order Usurps the Authority of the
Executive Branch.

Even if the Court were to find that the provisions of Proposed Paragraph 3 were properly
before the Court in this matter~ the Court must deny the relief sought as it is not within the
jurisdiction of the judicial branch to provide such relief. Syringa seeks enforcement of the
Judgment that was issued on February 11~ 2015; such enforcement is a duty which is left to the
discretion of the executive branch. Requesting this Court to order this relief is improper, and
usurps the authority of the executive branch.
Syringa argues that this Court has the power to rule that a statute imposes mandatory
duties on the e2eecutive branch.

In support of this argument, Syringa cites to Musser v.

Higginson, but acknowledges that the case addresses a mandamus proceeding. 125 Idaho 392,
395, 871 P.2d 809, 812 (1994).

While the Musser Court did recognize that "under some

circumstances" an executive officer could be compelled by writ of mandate to perform their
official duties (id.), this is not a mandamus proceeding. In addition, this Court does not have the
authority to determine the policies of DOA officials related to collecting money advanced under
a void contract. State v. Moore, 150 Idaho 17, 20, 244 P.3d 161, 164 (2010) (holding that the
Court had no authority to determine the Department of Justice's record retention policies).
Under LC. § 67-5725, it is mandatory that money advanced to the State be ''repaid forthwith,"
but it is not mandatory that the State demand repayment. In fact, the statute specifically dictates
that only "[i]n the event'' that repayment is demanded and compliance is refused or delayed that
a remedy at law is available. I.C. § 67-5725. The demand for repayment by the executive
branch is not mandated; the only related mandate is that money advanced is to be repaid. Thus,
the decision to obtain repayment by an official demand is within the discretion of the State
executive branch~ and, under the separation of powers doctrine, the judicial branch has no
ENA SERVICES, Ll..C'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
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authority to detennine how the State is to proceed. Therefore, the Proposed Paragraph 3 usurps
the authority of the executive branch and should be rejected by this Court
4. The failure to frame this issue for the court bas deprived ENA (and Qwest) of the
opportunity to present any defenses to the return of monies that it has earned, and
to assert any counterclaims for the recovery of the monies that are due.
In detennining whether Syringa can obtain through the amendment of an award relief that
it has never sought, it must be noted that there is no allegation that ENA did anything in this
matter other than submit a winning bid. The State - in its own words - unilaterally determined
which services that it would publish from each of the vendors obligated to provide the full range
of services required by the RFP. Even if the a.wards are ultimately found to be void, the fact that
the State's actions, and not ENA's actions, were the basis for that ruling will provide ENA (and
Qwest) ~efenses that have never been presented to the Court.
5. As is evident from the sampling of issues identified above, Syringa's failure to frame
for resolution by the Court the "financial consequences" of the Court's ruling
nquires denial of its motion to amend the judgment already entered in this matter.

The Court cannot rule on issues that have not presented to it. Syringa failed to present
this issue to the Court.

The DOA, ENA and Qwest have not been heard on this issue.

Accordingly, Syringa must be 'denied its request to "amend" the judgment.
II. CONCLUSION

With this motion, Syringa seeks relief that it has never sought. This is not a case where
the Court overlooked an issue or misread facts; Syringa asks the court to make a substantive
ruling of law on an issue that has never been before the Court. Syringa seeks an amended
judgment that includes a provision that improperly exceeds the relief Syririga has requested in its
pleadings and its motion for partial summazy judgment, as well as any arguments it has presented
in this matter. The proposed amendment also improperly asks this Court to usurp the authority
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

Case No. CV OC 0923757
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION OF THE COURT'S
FEBRUARY 11, 2015 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTIONS
TO RECONSIDER

Defendants.

INTRODUCTION
DOA 1 objects to the inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment in this case that
implements the provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725:
The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department of
Administration, shall demand repayment forthwith of all sums of
money advanced by the State of Idaho in consideration of SBPO

1 The terms used herein have the same meaning as the terms defined in Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, For Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification.
·
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1308, as amended by Amendment One, and in consideration of
SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One.
Idaho Code§ 67-5725 applies, by its terms, when a violation of Chapter 57, Title 67 of the Idaho
Code has occurred. Those terms establish two mandatory requirements. First, Idaho Code § 675725 requires that "all contracts or agreements made in violation" of Chapter 57, Title 67 "shall
be void." The Reconsideration Decision and paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Judgment satisfy this
requirement.
Second, the statute requires that "any sum of money advanced by the State of Idaho in
consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith" and provides for
prosecution at law for the recovery of monies advanced "in the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the State of Idaho, under whose authority such
contract or agreement shall have been made or entered into .... " This language in Idaho Code §
67-5725 creates a mandatory duty on the part of the proper officer of DOA to make the demand
described in the statute.

By directing the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing,

Department of Administration to demand payment, Proposed Paragraph 3 addresses as much of
the second requirement ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 as can be presently addressed by this lawsuit.
This Court can, and should order DOA to discharge its mandatory duty under Idaho Code
§ 67-5725 to demand the repayment of "any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in
consideration of' the void Amended SBPOs.

How DOA makes that demand, how DOA

determines whether and how much money has been "advanced" under the void contracts, and
whether there has been a refusal or delay to pay monies due are matters that are not presently
before the Court that must be determined, in the first instance, by DOA. The Court cannot, in
other words, tell DOA how to make the demand required by Idaho Code § 67-5725. But it can
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require DOA to determine if money has been advanced under the void contracts, and, if so, to
demand its return as required by the statute.
DOA does not, and cannot argue that Idaho Code § 67-5725 is inapplicable to this case.
Instead, DOA argues that this Court cannot order DOA to comply with the statute because the
Court lacks authority and because Syringa lacks standing or failed to give DOA adequate notice
that the demand for repayment provision of the statute is at issue in this case.
These contentions fail because (1) Syringa has standing in this case, (2) Syringa put DOA
on notice that Idaho Code§ 67-5725 applied to Count Three when it filed its Complaint in 2009,
and (3) this Court has authority and an obligation to give full effect to its decision that DOA
violated Idaho law when it issued the Amended SBPOs. Moreover, now that DOA has informed
the Court it believes its obligations under Idaho Code § 67-5725 are discretionary rather than
mandatory, the Court has a clear duty to order DOA to comply with the mandatory provisions of
the statute. 2

ARGUMENT
A.

Syringa is Not Precluded From Requesting Inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in
the Judgment.
1.

Syringa Has Consistently Argued for the Application of Idaho Code § 675725 and Has Not Raised a New Theory of Recovery Against DOA.

DOA asserts that Syringa did not specifically mention the repayment aspect of Idaho
Code § 67-5725 in its Complaint or summary judgment briefing, and that by moving for

ENA filed a response to the instant motion on March 13, 2015, that generally tracks DOA's opposition. Syringa's
reply is directed at both ENA and DOA, though the focus is on DOA with rebuttal points to ENA where appropriate.

2
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inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment, Syringa has raised an entirely new cause of
action or theory of recovery against DOA. (DOA Opposition, pp. 6-8.)3 This is not the case.
· Syringa's theory against DOA in Count Three is, and always has been, that DOA violated
Idaho's competitive bidding statutes during the course of the IEN procurement. Syringa has
prevailed. on this theory.

As a result of Syringa prevailing on its theory, the mandatory

provisions ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 have been triggered and "now apply." (Dispositive Motions
Memorandum Decision, p. 13.) Proposed Paragraph 3 does not constitute a new cause of action
or theory of recovery; the statute applies automatically as a consequence of the Court's decision
on Count Three.
Furthermore, Syringa has cited to Idaho Code § 67-5725 within the context of Count
Three since the beginning of this case. Syringa cited the statute in Paragraph 94 of its Verified
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed December 15, 2009. DOA acknowledges Syringa
included this reference in its original Complaint. (DOA Opposition, p. 7.) Syringa's Complaint
also requested "[s]uch further relief as the Court determines is warranted" in the Prayer for
Relief, putting DOA on notice that the Court might award relief warranted by the ultimate
disposition of the case. The Idaho Supreme Court also put DOA on notice that the demand for
repayment provision of the statute applies to this case when it cited Idaho Code § 67-5725 in its
decision. Syringa Networks, LLC, v. Idaho Department ofAdministration, 155 Idaho 55, 60, 305
P.3d 499, 504 (2013).
Syringa noted the applicability of the demand for repayment provision of Idaho Code §
67-5725 to the void Amended SBPOs multiple times in its briefing on the post-appeal cross
ENA likewise argues that issues related to the demand for repayment provision have never been before the Court
(ENA Response, pp. 2-3), that Proposed Paragraph 3 exceeds the relief sought by Syringa (ENA Response, pp. 3-4),
that ENA did not have adequate notice that the demand for repayment provision was at issue (ENA Response, pp. 45), and that Syringa seeks a remedy that has not been litigated (ENA Response, pp. 5-6). Syringa's argument in this .
section, though primarily directed at DOA, also rebuts ENA's arguments.

3
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motions for summary judgment and in opposition to ENA's Motion to Dismiss, including the
following:
•

March 20, 2014 Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, pp.
2, 5, 6 (quoting the repayment provision of the statute), and 7.

•

September 26, 2014 Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 1 (quoting repayment provision and noting it is
mandatory), 10 (quoting repayment provision), and 13.

•

October 3, 2014 Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment, pp. 2 (noting applicability of repayment provision) ("DOA has a mandatory
duty to obtain repayment of the money paid to ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") and Qwest
Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") under the void First Amendments and to
undertake a new procurement that complies with the law."); 3, and 15 (citing repayment
provision).

•

October 3, 2014 Plaintiffs Response to ENA Services, LLC's Motion to Dismiss, p. 14
(quoting repayment provision).
Notwithstanding mention by the Idaho Supreme Court and multiple citations by Syringa,

as demonstrated above, DOA protests that "[a]s a direct result of Syringa's failure to plead or
argue for relief under the 'financial consequences' aspect of § 67-5725, the DOA has been
severely limited in its ability to address whether such relief is available." (DOA Opposition, p.
8.) The truth is DOA declined the opportunity to weigh in on the consequences mandated by the
statute at the summary judgment stage.

DOA did not respond to Syringa's statements

concerning Idaho Code§ 67-5725 in connection with the post-appeal cross motions for summary
judgment and focused instead on its rescission, mootness, ripeness, and jurisdictional arguments.
(See September 26, 2014 Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in

Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; October 3, 2014 Reply
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment.)
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DOA then declined its second opportunity to address the impact ofldaho Code§ 67-5725
by failing to address this Court's conclusion in the Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision
that the provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725 "now apply" when it asked the Court to reconsider
or clarify its decision.

(See November 18, 2014 Memorandum in Support of Motion for

Reconsideration and/or Clarification.) Instead, DOA filed a terse, unsupported objection to
Proposed Paragraph 3 in its Objection to Plaintiffs Proposed Form of Judgment, filed November
18, 2014.
After Syringa raised the demand for repayment issue in its Response to Idaho Department
of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification (at pp. 10-11), DOA finally
provided a substantive response to the issue in its reply brief, making largely the same arguments
it makes in opposition to the instant motion. (See December 17, 2014 Reply Memorandum in
Support of Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions, pp. 2, 12-15.)
This procedural history demonstrates that DOA was on notice that the demand for
repayment provision of Idaho Code § 67-5725 was implicated by Count Three at the post-appeal
summary judgment stage, at the reconsideration stage, and could be addressed in the Judgment.
If DOA was "severely limited" in its ability to address the applicability of the statute, the

limitation came from strategic decisions made by DOA and not from the absence of notice.
ENA chose, like DOA, to focus its briefing on res judicata and estoppel instead of
responding to the substantive allegations of Count Three or the. statutory consequences
associated with Count Three. (See July 17, 2014 Memorandum in Support of ENA Services,
LLC's Motion to Dismiss; October 8, 2014 Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services,
LLC's Motion to Dismiss, pp. 7-8; December 8, 2014 Memorandum in Support of ENA
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Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending
Dispositive Motions.) ENA, in particular, chose not to participate in the summary judgment
briefing because it hoped it could obtain dismissal from the action.

Syringa's pleadings,

however, gave notice to ENA that the demand for repayment provision ofldaho Code§ 67-5725
was applicable to Count Three and implicated by the cross motions for summary judgment.
Syringa has not asserted a brand new cause of action or theory by requesting the Court to
order DOA to comply with Idaho Code § 67-5725, and all parties had ample notice that the
demand for repayment provision of the statute was at issue. Furthermore, because compliance
with Idaho Code § 67-5725 is mandatory (see infra), it is unclear why DOA, ENA or Qwest
believe they needed any notice that DOA might be ordered to comply with the statute in the
event the Amended SBPOs were ruled illegal.
2.

Syringa Has Standing in this Action.

DOA argues Syringa lacks standing to pursue the inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in
the Judgment because there is no harm to Syringa that would be remedied by the inclusion of
Proposed Paragraph 3.

(DOA Opposition, pp. 10-11.)4 DOA is wrong because the Idaho

Supreme Court ruled that Syringa has standing to pr~secute Count Three. See Syringa Networks,
155 Idaho at 61-62, 305 P.3d at 505-06. DOA cites no authority for its position that a plaintiff
such as Syringa, who has been ruled to have standing, must thereafter continually establish
standing on a piecemeal basis for every aspect of a final ruling or judgment.
Syringa prevailed on Count Three, which sought a declaratory judgment that the
Amended SBPOs are void. Count Three of the original Complaint specifically cited Idaho Code

ENA also asserts Syringa lacks standing to demand inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3, but further argues that
Syringa may be able to bring a suit for writ of mandamus to obtain its order. (ENA Response, p. 6.) A separate
action for mandamus is unnecessary at this time because Syringa has standing and inclusion of Proposed Paragraph
3 is consistent with Syringa's claims.

4
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· § 67-5725, Syringa has argued for application of the statute, and the Court has ruled that the
Amended SBPOs are void under the statute. Additionally, in its original Complaint and in its
Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint (at Prayer for Relief, 5), Syringa requested "[s]uch
further relief as the Court determines is warranted." Proposed Paragraph 3 tracks the language of
Code§ 67-5725 and its inclusion is warranted as a result of the Court's ruling that the Amended
SBPOs are illegal and void pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-5725.

B.

This Court is Authorized and Obligated to Order DOA to Comply with the Law.
Significantly, even if the Court finds that Syringa is somehow precluded from demanding

inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment for one of the reasons raised by DOA, this
Court must still order DOA to comply with the mandatory provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725
in order to give effect to its decision on Count Three.
1.

This Court Can Order Compliance With Idaho Code § 67-5725 Without
Violating Separation of Powers Principles.

DOA argues that this Court does not have authority to order DOA to comply with Idaho
Code § 67-5725 because courts cannot review discretionary acts of the executive branch and
because DOA is vested with discretion under the statute. (DOA Opposition, pp. 11-12.)5 The
statute provides in relevant part:
All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of
this chapter shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the
state of Idaho in consideration of any such contract or agreement
shall be repaid forthwith. In the event of refusal or delay when
repayment is demanded by the proper officer of the state of Idaho,
ENA similarly argues that this Court cannot "usurp the authority of the Executive Branch" and cannot rule that a
statute imposes mandatory duties on the executive branch. (ENA Response, pp. 7-8.) ENA's argument fails for the
same reasons DOA's argument fails.

5

ENA also argues that Governor Butch Otter has acknowledged that the State owes ENA money (ENA Response, p.
6), and that ENA's actions did not lead t.o the issuance of the void contracts (ENA Response, p. 8). Though ENA
may ultimately make these arguments against DOA if DOA determines ENA received money advanced in
consideration of the Amended SBPOs and demands repayment, it is unclear how these arguments relate to the
instant motion.
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under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have been
made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying,
together with his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at
law for the recovery of such sum of money so advanced.
I.C. § 67-5725 (emphasis added).
In interpreting statutes, Idaho courts "repeatedly [have] construed the word 'shall' as
being mandatory, not discretionary." Henry v. Ysursa, 148 Idaho 913,916,231 P.3d 1010, 1013
(2008) (citing State v. Tribe, 123 Idaho 721, 726, 852 P.2d 87, 92 (1993)); see Rife v. Long, 127
Idaho 841, 848, 908 P.2d 143, 150 (1995) ("When used in a statute, the word 'may' is permissive
rather than the imperative or mandatory meaning of 'must' or 'shall."'). Idaho Code § 67-5725
contains no words indicating that DOA has discretion to decide whether to comply with the
statute. In fact, the Idaho Supreme Court discussed the demand for repayment provision of an
earlier version of Idaho Code § 67-5725 in compulsory terms, stating, "it has been provided that
it is the duty of the state official under whose authority a void contract has been made or entered
into to demand repayment of the sums of money advanced by the state on such contract." State
ex rel. Parsons v. Bunting Tractor Co., 58 Idaho 617, 77 P. 2d 464,468 (1938).
Courts have authority to order executive branch officials or agencies to comply with a
mandatory statute. DOA argues that cases involving writs of mandate are inapplicable to this
case because Syringa has not filed a petition for a writ.

(DOA Opposition, p. 12.) Cases

involving writs are, however, entirely on point because they show that the judiciary has authority
to order governmental officials or entities to comply with the law. It is unsurprising that issues
of executive branch actions frequently arise in the writ context because writ cases involve courts
ordering governmental officials to take or not take particular actions. For instance, in Henry v.
Ysursa, the petitioners filed a petition for a writ of prohibition in the Idaho Supreme Court to
prevent the Idaho Secretary of State from placing a certain person's name on the election ballot
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for United States Senator. 148 Idaho at 914,231 P.3d at 1011. The court examined the language
of the statute, which provided that if a candidate met certain requirements, "the proper officer
[the Secretary of State in this instance] shall cause the name of each independent candidate who
has qualified to be placed on the general election ballot." Id. at 916,231 P.3d at 1013 (emphasis
'

in original) (brackets in original). The court ruled that because the statute required the Secretary
of State to place a person's name on the ballot if certain conditions were met, the Secretary had
no discretion under the statute. Id. at 916, 231 P.3d at 1013.

Similarly, the fact that the

Amended SBPOs have been declared void in this case has triggered the application of the
mandatory demand process of Idaho Code§ 67-5725.
Further, courts can rule that a statute imposes mandatory duties upon a government
official or entity while leaving certain details of performance to the official or entity's discretion.
In Wood v. City of Lewiston, the ld~o Supreme Court considered whether the defendant city
improperly assessed certain parcels that were located within a local improvement district. 138
Idaho 218, 220, 61 P.3d 575, 577 (2002). The court explained that although the city, as a local
government entity, was afforded great deference in making tax assessments, the entity was
nonetheless required to strictly comply with "mandatory statutory procedures." Id. at 222, 61
P.3d at 579 ("the municipal power enjoys broad discretion, so long as mandatory statutory
procedures are followed"). The court ultimately reversed and remanded the case to the district
court because the city failed to follow the mandatory procedures. Id. at 228, 61 P.3d at 585.
In Twin Falls County v. Idaho Commission on Redistricting, the Idaho Supreme Court
considered a petition challenging the constitutionality of a legislative redistricting plan. 152
Idaho 346, 347, 271 P.3d 1202, 1203 (2012). In ruling that the commission had failed to comply
with mandatory constitutional provisions concerning division of counties, the court considered
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the commission's argument that its plan fell within the commission's discretionary powers. Id.
at 351,271 P.3d at 1207. Rejecting the argument, the court explained:
This constitutional provision is a restriction on the commission's
discretion, not a grant of discretion. The commission can certainly
exercise discretion to the extent that it is not limited by the
Constitution or by statute, but it does not have the discretion to
exceed the limits imposed by either the Constitution or a statute.

Id. (emphasis added); see also Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 395, 871 P.2d 809, 812
(1994) (ruling that certain details of an official's mandatory duty can be left to an official's
discretion).
Thus, the fact that a governmental entity or official is afforded some discretion in
carrying out mandatory duties does not render those mandatory duties discretionary. In this case,
though DOA has an obligation to comply with the mandates of Idaho Code § 67-5725, the DOA
may have some discretion in how it carries out that obligation. For example, while the statute
requires the proper officer to demand repayment of monies advanced under a void contract or
agreement, the officer must initially determine (within the parameters of the law) whether money
has been "advanced" and the amount to be demanded. And, the statute does not mandate a
particular form of demand, leaving that detail to the officer's initial discretion.

Similarly,

although the statute requires that persons refusing such demand shall be prosecuted at law, the
details of that prosecution are not set out in the statute and are discretionary. See LC. § 67-5725.
Proposed Paragraph 3 tracks the mandatory demand for repayment provision of Idaho
Code § 67-5725 and does not impede any discretion DOA may have in carrying out its
mandatory duties. This Court, therefore, will not violate any separation of powers principle by
including Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment.
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2.

This Court Has An Obligation to Address Illegal Contracts Sua Sponte and
Inclusion of Proposed Paragraph 3 is Consistent With th~t Obligation.

As this Court has recognized, courts in Idaho have an affirmative duty to address and
refuse to enforce illegal contracts. (Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision, p. 11.) The
case law is clear on this point. See Hyta v. Finley, 137 Idaho 755, 757-58, 53 P.3d 338, 340-41
(2002); Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 566-67, 944 P.2d 695, 701-02 (1997); Stearns v.
Williams, 72 Idaho 276,290,240 P.2d 833, 842 (1952).

The Supreme Court did not analyze the meaning ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 in its decision
in this matter, but it set out the pertinent statutes found in Chapter 57 and stated that "[a]ll
contracts made in violation of these statutes are void and any money advanced by the State in
consideration of such contracts must be repaid." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 60,305 P.3d at
504 (citing I.C. § 67-5725). Even though the Supreme Court did not discuss the demand for
repayment provision of the statute, the court noted that the provision applies to contracts that
violate Idaho's competitive bidding statutes.
This Court built on the Idaho Supreme Court's observation concerning the statute when it
issued its Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision. After ruling that the Amended SBPOs
were void, the Court ruled, "[b]ecause these contract awards are void, the provisions of Idaho
Code§ 67-5725 now apply." (Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision, p. 13.)
Despite the unambiguous language of Idaho Code § 67-5725 and the Court's statement
that the statute's provisions apply, DOA asserts: "Both the initial demand and the follow-up
prosecution (if necessary) are discretionary decisions vested in the Executive. Just as the Court
cannot review those discretionary decisions, it cannot compel such decisions either." (DOA
Opposition, p. 11.) DOA's position is unsupportable in light of the plain, mandatory language of
the statute and the Court's direction that the statute applies.
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This is not the first time DOA has misinterpreted, or sought to avoid the mandatory
provisions of Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code. In ruling that DOA violated Idaho Code §
67-5718A, the Supreme Court pointed out:

It is apparent from the record that the State Defendants believed
that the statute only controlled the initial award to multiple bidders.
If they were initially awarded contracts to furnish the same or
similar property, amending those contracts so that the successful
bidders were no longer furnishing the same or similar property
would not violate the statute. They believed the State could do in
two steps what was prohibited in one.
Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 61, 305 P.3d at 505.

DOA has informed the Court that it believes the provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5725 are
discretionary, meaning that DOA will determine whether to follow the statute. If this Court was
not persuaded to include Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment before DOA advanced this
argument, DOA's position has provided additional support for Syringa's position. Now that this
Court is aware that DOA believes the mandatory procedures of Idaho Code § 67-5725 are
discretionary, this Court must include Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment. As the Idaho
Supreme Court explained in J & J Contractors/0. T. Davis Construction, A.J. V. v. State by Idaho
Transportation Board, "there is a strong public policy against the enforcement of governmental

contracts that violate competitive bidding laws." 118 Idaho 535, 536, 797 P.2d 1383, 1384
(1990) (ruling that government contractors could not recover in quantum meruit for work
performed under contracts that violated Idaho's competitive bidding statutes).
If the Court omits Proposed Paragraph 3 from the Judgment, the Court will be, in effect,

sanctioning DOA's incorrect interpretation.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant Syringa's motion to amend and include
Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment. To the extent the Court believed it could not order DOA
to comply with Idaho Code § 67-5725, Syringa respectfully requests that the Court reconsider or
clarify its ruling.
DATED this 201h day of March, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
MELODIE A. McQUADE
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
VS.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION, et al.
Defendants.

Case No. CV OC 0923757
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
AMEND JUDGMENT, OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION

Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration
and/or Clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order Re:
Motions to Reconsider ("Motion to Amend").
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INTRODUCTION
The Court has already considered and rejected the proposed language that Plaintiff
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") again requests that the Court include in its Judgment
("Judgment") through the Motion to Amend. 1 Syringa's proposed amendment is inappropriate
for a host ofreasons, most of them previously presented in Qwest's Briefin Support oflts
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's Memorandum Decision and
Order Re Pending Dispositive Motions issued November 10, 2014.
Most importantly, Syringa is asking the Court to include in its Judgment relief on issues
that are not before the Court and have never been litigated on the merits, which the court
recognized in its February 11, 2015, decision. Moreover, the Court did not commit any legal or
factual error by omitting Proposed Paragraph 3 from the Judgment, and Syringa's Proposed
Paragraph 3 seeks improper relief relating to "money advanced" when no such advancements
have been made. For these reasons, Qwest respectfully requests that the Court reject Syringa's
Proposed Paragraph 3 and deny Syringa's Motion to Amend.

BACKGROUND
On November 10, 2014, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order re:
Pending Dispositive Motions ("Dispositive Motions Decision"), granting summary judgment on
Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint. The Court ruled that "[t]he
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to Qwest (SBPO 1308), as amended by Amendment One, and

Although Syringa also requests that the Court "reconsider" its February 11, 2015 Memorandum
Decision and Order re: Motions to Reconsider ("Reconsideration Decision"), a motion to
reconsider is a Rule 59(e) motion to amend judgment, where, as here,judgment has been entered
pursuant to Rule 54(b). Dunlap v. Cassia Mem 'I Hosp. Med Ctr., 999 P.2d 888,891 (Idaho
2000); _see also Shelton v. Shelton, 225 P.3d 693, fn. 4 (Idaho 2009).
1
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the Statewide Blanket Purchase Order to ENA (SBPO 1309), as amended by Amendment One,
are void." Id. The Court also directed Syringa to submit a proposed form of judgment. Id
On November 18, 2014, Syringa submitted a proposed judgment that included Proposed
Paragraph 3. See Syringa's Proposed Judgment at 1-2. On November 24, 2014, Qwest filed its
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration ("Reconsideration Brief''), requesting that the
Court clarify/reconsider portions of the Dispositive Motions Decision, and objecting to Syringa's
Proposed Paragraph 3 ~n grounds that it sought improper relief.2 On February 11, 2015, the
Court issued its Reconsideration Decision, entering Judgment as follows:
1. Statewide.Blanket Purchase Order 1308 to Qwest
. Communications, LLC, as amended by Amendment One, is void.
2. Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 1309 to ENA Services,
LLC, as amended by Amendment One, is void.

See Judgment at 1. The Court declined to include Syringa's Proposed Paragraph 3, stating:
The Court has determined that the awards to Qwest and ENA violate several
provisions of the Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57. As a consequence, the
awards are void. The statute also has financial consequences. However,
any such issues are not presently before the Court.
(Reconsideration Decision at 19).

ARGUMENT
A.

The Court Properly Concluded That It Could Not Grant Relief On Issues That
Have Never Been Litigated
Syringa's Motion to Amend should be denied because the Court did not commit any
1

factual or legal error by omitting Proposed Paragraph 3 from the Judgment. Rule 59(e) provides
.

. 2

In addition, Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") filed its Motion

for Reconsideration and/or Clarification on November 18, 2014, and Defendant ENA Services,
LLC ("];:NA") filed its Motion for Reconsideration on December 8, 2014. Syringa filed
responses to each of these motions.
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the Court with a "mechanism to correct legal and factual errors occurring in proceedings before
it." See Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 979 P.2d 107, 109 (Idaho 1999); see also First Sec. Bank

ofIdaho, NA. v. Webster, 805 P.2d 468, 472 (Idaho 1991) ("The purpose of motions under [Rule
59(e)] is "to allow the trial court ... to correct errors both of fact and law that had occurred in its
proceedings.") (quotations omitted). Rule 59(e) is not a mechanism for inserting relief into a
judgment that is premised on issues that have not been fully litigated.
Here, the Court's omission of Proposed Paragraph 3 was not predicated on any legal
error, but on the Court's fully-informed conclusion that the relief Syringa seeks was never
litigated. The Court noted that "Syringa argues ... that the Court can order DOA to discharge its
mandatory duty under [LC.§ 67-5725] to demand repayment" (Memorandum Decision at 9), and
the Court analyzed Section 67-5725, but it excluded Proposed Paragraph 3 on grounds that "such
issues are not presently before the Court." (Id. at p. 19). For this reason alone, the Motion to
Amend should be denied. See Vega v. Neibaur, 903 P.2d 1303, 1305 (Idaho 1995) (motion to
amend judgment improper "[b]ecause there was no recognizable error in the district court's
original order of judgment."); Musgrove v. State, No. 37407, 2011 WL 11037672, at *5 (Idaho
Ct. App. May 16, 2011) (affirming the denial of a Rule 59(e) motion where "[t]he district court
considered the circumstances surrounding the hearing and reached its conclusion that it provided
proper notice of its intent to dismiss through an exercise of reason.").
B.

. Syringa's Proposed Paragraph 3 Misconstrues Idaho Code § 67-5725, Which
Applies Only To Advancements, Not Payment For Services Rendered
. Syringa nevertheless contends that "there can be no reasonable opposition to inclusion of

Proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment" (Motion to Amend at 5). But Syringa itself has
previously admitted that the meaning and applicability of the Idaho Code§ 67-5725 repayment
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provision has never been litigated by the parties: "[i]t is neither appropriate nor necessary for
Syringa to litigate the meaning ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 in this case because the issue is not ripe
for review and does not involve Syringa." See December 23, 2014 Response at 11. Thus, the
Court properly found that the Idaho Code§ 67-5725 repayment issue was not before it.
Moreover, Qwest has demonstrated that Section 67-5725's "money advanced" provisions
are irrelevant here.3 In short, the plain, usual, and ordinary meaning of the term "advanced"
encompasses money loaned or paid before it is due or for work only partly completed, not
compensation for services rendered. Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'! Med. Ctr., 151 Idaho 889,
893,265 P.3d 502, 506 (2011) (Court "must begin with the literal words of the statute; those
words must be given their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning").
Here, it is undisputed that all payments to Qwest (as well as all payments to ENA) under
the SBPO's at issue were made for services rendered. Payment for work performed is not an
advance. Cooper/T. Smith Stevedoring Co. v. Liuzza, 293 F.3d 741, 746 (5th Cir. 2002) (holding
that the word "advance" is commonly understood to indicate payments that take place prior to a
specific event and that "advance payments" are "payments made in anticipation of a contingent
or fixed future liability or obligation"). see Allnuttv. U.S. Dep't ofJustice, No. CIV. Y-98-1722,
2000 WL 852455, at *7 (D. Md. Oct. 23, 2000); Durm v. Am. Honda Fin. Corp., CIV. WDQ-130223, 2013 WL 6490309, at *3 (D. Md. Dec. 9, 2013).

incorporates the arguments made in in Section C (pp. 6-10) of its November 24,
2014 Reconsideration Brief, as well as the arguments made in Section 2 of its January 14, 2015
Reply Brief (pp. 4-5) as if fully set forth here.
3 Qwest
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,Syringa's Proposed Paragraph 3 Asks The Court To Overstep Its Jurisdiction By
Ordering The DOA To Demand Repayment.

Syringa's Motion to Amend should also be denied because its Proposed Paragraph 3 asks
the Court to overstep its jurisdiction. As explained in Qwest's reconsideration briefmg,4 nothing
in Idaho Code§ 67-5725 authorizes the Court to order the DOA to do anything at this stage.
Instead, the provisions of Section 67-5725 apply if, and only if, the DOA has determined that the
State of Idaho has advanced money and repayment should be demanded. The Idaho Supreme
Court "has consistently recognized that the separation of powers provided by Article II of our
constitution prohibits judicial review of the discretionary acts of other branches of government."
In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 912 P.2d 614,629 (Idaho 1995). Here, a judgment mandating that
the DOA demand repayment of non-existent advancements "would be substituting [this Court's]
.

judgment for that of another coordinate branch of government, when the matter was one properly
entrusted to that other branch." Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 778 P.2d 757, 761 (Idaho 1989).
D.

Syringa Does Not have Standing To Seek Relief Under Section 67-5725

Section 67-5725 provides in relevant part:
[A]ny sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in consideration of any
[void] contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith. In the event of
refusal or delay when repayment is demanded by the proper officer ofthe
state ofIdaho, under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have
been made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying, together
with his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at law for the
recovery of such sum of money so advanced.

Qwest hereby incorporates and reasserts the arguments made in in Section D (pp. 11-14)
of its November 24, 2014 Reconsideration Brief, as well as the arguments made in Section 3 of
its January 14, 2015 Reply Brief (pp. 5-6) as if fully set forth here.
4
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(Emphasis added). Syringa is not an officer of the State ofldaho, and the contracts at issue were
not made under its authority. As a result, Syringa has no standing to make any demands with
respect to Section 67-5725, even setting aside the fact that there is no "money advanced" here.

CONCLUSION
Qwest respectfully requests the Court reject Sy~nga's Proposed Paragraph 3 and enter an
order denying Syringa's Motion to Amend.
Respectfully submitted this 30th day of Marc , 2015.

Steph
MOFFA. , THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384

srt@moffatt.com
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hae Vice)
BRYAN CAVE LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200

steven.per.frement@bryancave.com
Attorneys for Defendant
Qwest Communications Company, LLC
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INTRODUCTION

The Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") contends, on the basis of outdated
authority and a myopic view of the scope of the Judgment declaring the Idaho Education
Network ("IEN") contracts, as amended, void that Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa")
should receive no award of costs or attorneys fees.

This contention is unsupported by the law

and the record in this case.
Syringa was forced to bring this action against DOA, Qwest Communications Company,
LLC ("Qwest") and ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") after DOA issued Amended Statewide
Blanket Purchase Orders ("Amended SBPOs") for the IEN that made Qwest the exclusive
provider for IEN and state agency broadband services. Syringa was forced to bring this action
because DOA violated the law by amending IEN SBPOs 1308 and 1309 to divide and
exclusively assign work for which the multiple award contractors were to "remain as
competitors." Syringa Networks, LLC, v. Idaho Department of Administration et. al., 155 Idaho
55 at 61, 305 P. 3d. 499 at 505 (2013).
All of Syringa's claims concerned and arose out of the IEN procurement.

All of

Syringa's claims also proceeded from its fundamental assertion that the IEN contracts violated
Idaho procurement law and were void. After years of litigation, Syringa obtained a ruling that
the Amended SBPOs violated the law. This ruling cleared the way for Syringa to bid to provide
broadband services to Idaho schools and agencies. Syringa prevailed on the primary issue in this
case. There can be no doubt that Syringa prevailed over DOA in this action.
DOA's defense of Count Three has never been reasonable because DOA had no defense
to Syringa's allegations. DOA never claimed that the relevant provisions of Idaho Code §§ 675718A and 67-5725 concerning awards and contracts were ambiguous and never provided any
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cogent explanation for why it divided the IEN work between Qwest and ENA in violation of
those statutes. Instead, it persistently refused to acknowledge that the IEN procurement "was
and remains fatally flawed"; persistently failed to present a legal or factual defense of its actions;
and finally, at the end, "trie[d] to fix what cannot be fixed." (November 10, 2014 Memorandum
Decision. and Order Re: Pending Dispositive Motions ("Dispositive Motions Memorandum
Decision"), p. 12.) DOA, in other words, pursued a litigation strategy that was designed to delay
or prevent review of its unlawful manipulation of the procurement process. As a result, Syringa
is entitled to attorney fees under Idaho Code§§ 12-117(1) and/or (2) and 12-121.
Syringa is also entitled to attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3) because Syringa
prevailed on Count Three and the gravamen of Count Three was a commercial transaction.
ARGUMENT
A.

Syringa's Request For Costs and Fees Was Timely Filed and Appropriate Under the
Circumstances of this Case.
The analysis of the issues presented by DOA's Motion to Disallow begins with DOA's

argument concerning the timing of Syringa's request for costs and fees.

DOA asserts that

Syringa' s request for costs and fees is premature in light of the Rule 54(b) certificate, citing to
Asbury Park, LLC v. Greenbriar Estate Homeowners 'Association, Inc. The certified judgment

in Asbury Park did not dispose of all of the parties' claims and no fees could be awarded. 152
Idaho 338, 345-46, 271 P.3d 1194, 1201-02 (2012). Asbury Park, however, has no bearing on
this case because the judgment disposed of the remaining claims in this case.
Syringa filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on March 20, 2014. DOA filed a
cross Motion for Summary Judgment on August 11, 2014.

This Court granted summary

judgment in favor of Syringa on Count Three in its Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision
and reaffirmed that decision in its February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order Re:
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Motions to Reconsider ("Reconsideration Decision"). Also on February 11, 2015, the Court
entered a Judgment and I.R.C.P. 54(b) Certificate ("Judgment"). Syringa subsequently filed a
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees in accordance with Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 54(d)(5).
The Court's Reconsideration Decision disposed of Count Three and the Judgment
disposed of the remaining claims in this case (notwithstanding Syringa's motion to amend or for
partial reconsideration and/or clarification). In the absence of remaining claims, the Rule 54(b)
certificate may not be necessary and, in any event, should not preclude consideration of
Syringa's request for costs and fees.

B.

Syringa is the Prevailing Party Based on the "Overall View" of the Case.
1.

Syringa's Success is Not Measured in Dollars But in the Ability to Fairly
Compete.

DOA contends that Syringa is not the prevailing party because "Syringa's six-count
complaint seeking millions of dollars in damages and declaratory relief has been whittled down
to one claim and no damages .... " (DOA Opening Brief, p. 7.) This contention overlooks the
fact that Syringa attained its primary objective and the motivating reason for the litigation.
Syringa's victory on Count Three extinguished Qwest's monopoly control over the provision of
broadband services to Idaho schools and agencies.
Syringa sought estimated monetary damages of $60,254,640 in the event the Amended
SBPOs remained in effect for the twenty year period contemplated by the IEN Request for ·
Proposals ("RFP").

(Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial,

,r

104.)

Syringa

alternatively sought a declaratory judgment that the Amended SBPOs violated the law and were
void. (Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, ,r 94.) The purpose
of declaring the Amended SBPOs void was to allow Syringa to participate in a new, lawful,
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competitive bid process to provide broadband services to Idaho schools and agencies.

By

obtaining the alternative relief of setting aside the Amended SBPOs, Syringa is now able to
compete to provide broadband services to state agencies and school districts, which services
were estimated at the outset at $60 million.
Far from negating the importance of Count Three, the amount Syringa sought in Count
Four demonstrates the significance of the relief sought and obtained by Syringa in Count Three.
Although Syringa did not obtain monetary damages from DOA as a result of winning on Count
Three, Syringa can and has begun to enter into contracts with Idaho school districts for the
provision of broadband services. It was impossible for Syringa to compete for such contracts
before Syringa prevailed on Count Three because Qwest was the broadband gatekeeper under the
Amended SBPOs.
Syringa's ability to compete for the provision of broadband services is not the only result
of Syringa' s win on Count Three. As a consequence of this Court's ruling that DOA violated the
law in the course of the IEN procurement, broadband prices for schools previously served by the
IEN have been dramatically reduced. 1 Though these consequences were not necessarily within
the scope of the relief sought by Syringa in Count Three, they nonetheless show that Syringa's
win on Count Three was significant and had far-reaching effects that benefitted Idaho taxpayers.

2.

Syringa Is the Prevailing Party Because an Overall View Demonstrates it
Prevailed On the Primary Issue in the Case.

DOA contends that Syringa is not the prevailing party and relies heavily on the 2012 case
of Hobson Fabricating Corporation v. SEIZ Construction, LLC, 154 Idaho 45, 294 P.3d 171
(2012), for support. The Hobson court upheld the district court's determination that both parties
prevailed in part where the parties narrowed the claims of the other party and ultimately settled
1 See Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support ofSyringa's Opposition to DOA's Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney Fees, filed contemporaneously herewith.
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the case without a determination ofliability. 154 Idaho at 51, 294 P.3d at 177. In reaching that
decision, the Supreme Court stated that a court making a prevailing party determination must not
just consider "who succeeded on more individual claims" but must consider "among other
things, the extent to which each party prevailed relative to the 'final judgment or result.'~' 154
Idaho 45, 49,294 P.3d 171, 175 (citing I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B)).
Despite Hobson's admonition that the prevailing party determination is not reduced to a
numbers game wherein each party's winning claims are tallied against the other's winning
claims, DOA counts the claims on which Syringa did not prevail. (DOA Opening Brief, pp. 910.) More importantly, Hobson is not the final word of the Idaho Supreme Court on the
determination of who is a prevailing party. Syringa is the prevailing party because it prevailed
on the "primary issue" in this case. In Advanced Medical Diagnostics, LLC v. Imagi,ng Ctr. of
Idaho, LLC, the Idaho Supreme Court took the "overall view" approach to determining the
prevailing party and held that the defendant was the prevailing party because it prevailed on the
"primary issue" in the litigation regarding breach of contract, even though the defendant failed to
prove any damages in connection with its counterclaim of misrepresentation. 154 Idaho 812,
815, 303 P.3d 171, 174 (2013). The court explained that "[t]he determination of prevailing party
is not decided merely by counting the answers on the special verdict form and holding that
whoever received more answers in its favor is the prevailing party." Id.
Idaho Military Historical Society, Inc. v. Maslen, 156 Idaho 624, 329 P.3d 1072 (2014),
is even more to the point. Idaho Military Historical Society represents the most recent and
applicable Supreme Court guidance concerning the prevailing party determination. The plaintiff
in Idaho Military Historical Society was the owner of an aircraft who was forced to file a
complaint for claim and delivery against the defendants who refused to deliver possession of the
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aircraft and filed a claim of lien for alleged aircraft storage and maintenance fees. 156 Idaho at
628, 329 P.3d at 1076.

The plaintiff also asserted claims for slander of title, quiet title,

conversion, trespass to chattels, breach of fiduciary duties, and breach of contract in addition to
its claim for claim and delivery. Id. at 629, 329 P.3d at 1077. The district court ordered the
defendants to surrender possession of the aircraft to the plaintiff and ruled that the plaintiff was
the prevailing party in the case. Id. at 630, 329 P.3d at 1078. The district court "recognized that
avoiding liability was a significant benefit to the Defendants, but it found that the primary issues
oflitigation arose from the dispute relating to possession of the [aircraft]." Id.
The defendants argued on appeal that the plaintiff was not the prevailing party because
the plaintiff failed on all of its claims except its quiet title claim and was unable to prove
damages against the defendants. Id. The defendants further argued that they were successful
"on the majority of the claims, because they avoided damages on three of [plaintiffs] claims."
Id. The plaintiff argued that it brought the case primarily for possession of the aircraft and it

obtained title to the aircraft, and that it was the prevailing party even though it lost its damages
claims. Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court agreed with the plaintiff

The court confirmed that "[t]he

prevailing party question is examined 'from an overall view [of the action], not a claim-by-claim
analysis."' Id. (citing Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903,914,204 P.3d 1114, 1125 (2009)). The
court upheld the district court's determination:
The district court did not abuse its discretion when it found IMHS the prevailing
party in this action. While the Defendants were successful at avoiding a finding of
damages, the district court found that this action was primarily precipitated by
Defendants' refusal to surrender possession of the Fairchild airplane. IMHS's
causes of action were brought against the Defendants because of their refusal to
surrender possession of the Fairchild. IMHS attempted to contact Maslen to
arrange surrender of the aircraft to which they held proper title, but the
Defendants wrongfully prevented IMHS from obtaining possession, requiring
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initiation of this action. Maslen asserts that IMHS could have obtained possession
of the aircraft by posting a bond. That expense should not have been cast upon
IMHS by the wrongful withholding of possession of the aircraft. No bond should
have been sought. No lawsuit for possession should have been necessary.
156 Idaho at 630,329 P.3d at 1078 (emphasis added).
Just as the lawsuit for possession of the aircraft should not have been necessary,
Syringa's lawsuit to challenge the Amended SBPOs should not have been necessary. It became
necessary because DOA refused to acknowledge that the Amended SBPOs unlawfully divided
the IEN SBPOs into separate contracts for dissimilar services that deviated from the contracts
sought by the IEN RFP. Syringa's lawsuit was "primarily precipitated" by DOA's unlawful
actions involving the IEN procurement. By succeeding on Count Three, Syringa achieved its
primary objective in this litigation-the ability to fairly and competitively bid to provide
broadband services.
In addition, it is important to note that the other counts in Syringa's Complaint all related

to the substance of Count Three, as follows:

•

Count One - Breach of Contract: Syringa alleged that DOA breached a contract with
Syringa when it accepted the IEN Alliance Proposal submitted by ENA and Syringa and
then changed or failed to follow the process and criteria contained in the IEN RFP.
Similarly, Syringa's claim in Count Three was that DOA failed to follow Idaho's
competitive bidding statutes, which required DOA to make an award consistent with the
IENRFP.

•

Count Two - Claim for Declaratory Relief under Idaho Code § 67-5726: Syringa
alleged that DOA employees and Qwest conspired to deprive Syringa of participation in
the IEN contracts, and that DOA issued an unnecessary multiple award when the IEN
Alliance Proposal could have served the needs of the entire state. Syringa also alleged
that individuals at DOA conspired to keep Syringa from receiving IEN work. These
allegations are similar to Syringa's allegations in Count Three stating that DOA failed to
follow the statutory limitations delineated for multiple awards, that the multiple award
was not necessary, and that the resulting IEN contracts were void.

•

Count Four - Tortious Interference with Contract: Syringa alleged that DOA, its
employees, and Qwest knew of Syringa's Teaming Agreement with ENA yet instructed
ENA to work with Qwest during the IEN implementation. These allegations relate to
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Syringa's allegations in Count Three that DOA made and amended an unnecessary
multiple award and ultimately gave Qwest the JEN broadband work in order to prevent
Syringa's involvement in the JEN.

•

Count Five - Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage: Syringa
alleged Qwest conspired with DOA employees to prevent Syringa from receiving JEN
work. These allegations relate to Syringa's allegations in Count Three that DOA made
and amended an unnecessary multiple award and ultimately gave Qwest the JEN
broadband work in order to prevent Syringa's involvement in the JEN.

•

Count Six - Breach of Contract: Syringa alleged it had a Teaming Agreement with
ENA pursuant to which Syringa and ENA submitted a joint proposal to the JEN RFP and
under which Syringa would provide broadband services. This claim relates to Count
Three because ENA breached the Teaming Agreement after DOA illegally amended the
SBPOs to give Qwest the JEN broadband work. ENA could not have performed under
the original JEN SBPOs without Syringa because ENA does not provide broadband
services and was able to perform under the Amended SBPOs only because they
designated Qwest as the exclusive broadband provider.

(See Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, pp. 11-19.) DOA's unlawful JEN

procurement process was the common denominator of all six claims. If DOA had followed the
law, Syringa would not have needed to bring any claims against any party.
The "overall view" of this case establishes that Syringa is the prevailing party.2

C.

Syringa is Entitled to Attorney Fees Under Idaho Code § 12-120(3) Because the
Gravamen of Count Three Was a Commercial Transaction.
DOA relies on outdated case law to support its contention that the gravamen of Count

Three was not a commercial transaction and that fees should not be awarded under Idaho Code §
12-120(3). 3

The determination whether the gravamen of Count Three was a commercial

2

Syringa is, therefore, entitled to its costs as a matter of right under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l)(A ).
DOA argues that if Syringa is the prevailing party, it is not entitled to its discretionary costs under Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 54(d)(l)(D). (DOA Opening Brief, pp. 12-13.) Syringa aclmowledges that its discretionary costs
"are not 'exceptional' in the sense previously applied by this Court." (February 25, 2015 Memorandum in Support
of Plaintiff's Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, p. 2.)
3

For instance, DOA relies on Rockefeller v. Grabow, 136 Idaho 637, 39 P.3d 577 (2001), for statement a concerning
apportionment that is no longer good law with respect to Idaho Code § 12-120(3). See Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co.,
152 Idaho 741, 756, 274 P.3d 1256, 1271 (2012) (ruling a prevailing party may be entitled to fees for tort claims
related to commercial transaction at center of lawsuit); Goodman Oil Co. v. Scotty's Duro-Bilt Generator, Inc., 148
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transaction should be made, as the determination of prevailing party should be made, upon the
\

most recent applicable case law. Syringa is entitled to attorney fees under current law pertaining
to Idaho Code§ 12-120(3).
In Sims v. Jacobsen, the Idaho Supreme Court recognized "that Idaho Code section 12120(3) applies when 'the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit."' 157
Idaho 980, 342 P.3d 907, 911 (2015) (citing Brower v. E.l DuPont De Nemours & Co., 117
Idaho 780, 784, 792 P.2d 345, 349 (1990)).

The Sims court confirmed, however, that it

interpreted the Brower rule "to require courts to consider the gravamen of each claim within the
lawsuit." 157 Idaho 980, 342 P.3d at 911-12. Sims further clarified the meaning of gravamen
and the standard for determining the gravamen of a claim:
A gravamen is "the material or significant part of a grievance or complaint."
Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 509 (10th ed.1993). To determine
whether the significant part of a claim is a commercial transaction, the court must
analyze whether a commercial transaction (1) is integral to the claim and (2)
constitutes the basis of the party's theory of recovery on that claim.
157 Idaho 980,342 P.3d at 912.
As Syringa has pointed out, the Idaho Supreme Court has given broad meaning to the
term "transaction" and has stated that "Idaho Code § 12-120(3) does not require that there be a
contract between the parties before the statute is applied; the statute only requires that there be a
commercial transaction." University ofIdaho Foundation, Inc. v. Civic Partners, Inc., 146 Idaho
527, 541, 199 P.3d 102, 116 (2008) (quoting Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline

Corp., 136 Idaho 466,472, 36 P.3d 218,224 (2001)).
Syringa was involved in a series of commercial transactions to which DOA was an
integral party. These transactions included Syringa's agreement to become ENA's principal

Idaho 588, 592, 226 P.3d 530, 534 (2010) (prevailing party entitled to fees where tort and contract claims arose out
of commercial transaction).
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subcontractor to provide broadband services to ENA so ENA could submit a responsive proposal
to DOA; ENA's submission of the IEN Alliance Proposal which relied on Syringa's broadband
capabilities; DOA's acceptance of the IEN Alliance Proposal; and DOA's amendment of the IEN
SBPOs that made Qwest the exclusive IEN broadband provider and excluded Syringa from IEN
contract work that was not approved by Qwest. See Civic Partners, 146 Idaho at 541A4, 199
P.3d at 116-19 (upholding the district court's award of attorney fees to defendant CCDC because
the gravamen of the lawsuit was a commercial transaction in which CCDC "was an integral
party"). '
DOA and Syringa were both integral to the IEN procurement.

Also, the IEN

procurement was a commercial transaction that was integral to Syringa's claim in Count Three.
But for Syringa's involvement in the IEN procurement process and DOA's illegal amendment of
the IEN SBPOs, this claim (and case) would not have been brought. In fact, the commercial
transaction involving the IEN procurement process at issue in Count Three provided the
foundation for Syringa's standing to assert Count Three. The gravamen of Count Three was,
clearly, a commercial transaction.
DOA previously argued, in reliance on Civic Partners, that in addition to Count One,
"[ a]11 other claims against the State Defendants arose out of the same commercial transaction."
(March 21, 2011 State Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Request for Costs and Attorney
Fees, p. 6.) DOA admits it previously contended that Count Three involved a commercial
transaction, but asserts that Sims has changed the analysis. (DOA Opening Brief, p. 16 n. 1.)

Sims clarified the claim-by-claim approach to Idaho Code § 12-120(3) determinations and further
defined the meaning of"gravamen." DOA does not make clear, however, how the determination
whether a commercial transaction existed would have been different had Sims been decided
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before DOA made its argument.
DOA also argues that Syringa "made arguments against the presence of a commercial
transaction in this case that are inconsistent with the position it has taken now." (DOA Opening
Brief, p. 16 n. 1.) DOA cites to no such inconsistent statements however, and leaves Syringa and
the Court to guess whether and where they exist in the record. DOA then argues that its
inconsistent arguments and Syringa's (unidentified) inconsistent arguments "cancel each other
out." (DOA Opening Brief, p. 16 n. 1.)

DOA presents no legal authority for this novel

proposition.
Finally, DOA abandons Civic Partners, upon which it previously relied and argues that
instead, Scott v. Buhl Joint School District No. 412, 123 Idaho 779, 852 P.2d 1376 (1993),
controls in this case. (DOA Opening Brief, pp. 16-19.) Notably, DOA did not cite this case in
its prior application for fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3). Presumably this is because DOA
knew that the premise underlying the Scott decision was expressly abrogated by subsequent case
law.
Scott was decided in 1993 and focused on the lack of a "contractual relationship" among

the parties. Subsequent case law has clarified that a contractual relationship is not a prerequisite
to the existence of a commercial transaction. Scott is at odds with the recent decision of Civic
Partners,· which represents the current approach of giving "broad meaning" to commercial

transaction determinations. Civic Partners, 146 Idaho at 541, 199 P.3d at 116. Civic Partners
confirmed that Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) "applies to declaratory judgment actions if the gravamen
of the action is a commercial transaction." Id. (citing Freiburger v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 141
Idaho 415, 424, 111 P.3d 100, 109 (2005)). A contractual relationship is not required.
Moreover, in the 2007 case of Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, LLC, the Idaho Supreme
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Court explained that "[t]he commercial transaction ground in J.C. § 12-120(3) neither prohibits a
fee award for a commercial transaction that involves tortious conduct [] nor does it require that
there be a contract. Any previous holdings to the contrary are overruled." 143 Idaho 723, 728-29,
152 P.3d 594, 599-600 (2007) (awarding fees for fraud claim) (internal citation omitted).
Subsequent cases have followed Blimka. See Carrillo, 152 Idaho at 756,274 P.3d at 1271 (ruling
a prevailing party may be entitled to fees for tort claims related to commercial transaction);

Goodman Oil Co., 148 Idaho at 592,226 P.3d at 534 (prevailing party entitled to fees where tort
and contract claims arose out of commercial transaction).
The court's inquiry under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), therefore, focuses on the nature of the
claim and on the allegations rather than on the stated cause of action. As DOA has stated, "[t]his
case ... involved multiple alleged agreements that constitute one single 'transaction."' (March
21, 2011 State Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Request for Costs and Attorney Fees, p.
6.) Under Blimka, Sims, and related case law, it is insignificant that Count Three sought a
declaratory judgment because the determination under Idaho Code § 12-120(3) is made by
looking at the gravamen of the claim.
The gravamen of Count Three is, consistent with the rule of Sims and Civic Partners, acommercial transaction. Syringa prevailed on Count Three and is entitled, as a matter of law, to
attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3).

D.

Syringa is Entitled to Fees Under Idaho Code§ 12-117 Because DOA Never Had a
Defense for the Actions Challenged by Count Three.
1.

DOA's Administrative Exhaustion Defense Does Not Preclude a Fee Award.

DOA argues Syringa is not entitled to fees under Idaho Code § 12-117 because "DOA
has prevailed on all but one claim against Syringa, and its defense of Count Three involves an
issue of first impression" that precludes a fee award to Syringa. (DOA Opening Brief, p. 2.)
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With respect to DOA's first point, Syringa has demonstrated it is the prevailing party in this case.
With respect to DOA's second point, DOA's administrative exhaustion defense did not render its
defense of Count Three reasonable.
Syringa's opening memorandum on this issue identified many reasons why this Court
should conclude that DOA defended this action without a reasonable basis in fact or law:
•

Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A and 67-5718(2) plainly prohibit DOA from issuing split
awards and from changing the RFP scope of work after bids are opened.

•

DOA attempted, before and during this lawsuit, to circumvent the requirements of
Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A and 67-5718(2).

•

DOA did not make the required findings for a multiple award until months after the
SBPOs were issued and amended. Despite basing the multiple award on Idaho's
geography, the Amended SBPOs did not divide the work geographically.

•

After the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in this case, DOA refused to put forth a
substantive defense of its contracting process and repeatedly tried to convince this
Court to ignore the Supreme Court's decision.

•

DOA attempted to rescind Amendments No. 1 to the SBPOs in July of2014 and then
argued to this Court, unsuccessfully, that its rescission precluded review of Syringa's
case.

• . DOA never contended or attempted to explain how the Amended SBPOs complied
with the law.
(Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for
Attorney Fees, pp. 10-13.)
DOA has not responded to the list of reasons identified by Syringa. Instead, DOA argues
its defense was reasonable because the administrative exhaustion defense it raised was an issue
of first impression and because DOA prevailed on its theory pre-appeal. (DOA Opening Brief,
pp. 19-21.) The fact that DOA temporarily prevailed on an issue that had not been previously
addressed by an appellate court is not, however, dispositive and does not, as recently noted by
the Idaho Supreme Court, insulate DOA from liability for fees under Idaho Code §12-117. In
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fact, the Supreme Court recently stated that "[a]lthough this Court typically does not award
attorney fees in matters of first impression, [t]he purpose of LC. § 12-117 is to serve as a
deterrent to groundless or arbitrary action and to provide a remedy for persons who have borne
unfair and unjustified financial burdens against groundless charges." Arnold v. City of Stanley,
No. 41600, 2015 WL 797971, at *7 (Idaho Feb. 26, 2015) (citations omitted) (awarding attorney
fees on appeal despite appellants' argument that their issue on appeal was one of first
impression). DOA's argument that its administrative exhaustion defense was one of first
impression does not give DOA a "free pass" for its unreasonable defense of the unlawful
Amended SBPOs and does not foreclose a fee award. Id. Syringa had the burden of proving (and
in fact ultimately proved) that the Amended SBPOs were unlawful. DOA's substantive defense
of those contracts has always been unreasonable. Syringa's efforts since the start of this case
have been necessary to have the unlawful contracts addressed, and temporary success on a
procedural argument does not insulate DOA from its unreasonableness since the start of this
case.
Additionally, scrutiny of DOA's contention that the administrative exhaustion defense
was one of "first impression" reveals that there was really very little new presented by the
defense. (See DOA Opening Brief, pp. 19-21.) The Idaho Supreme Court had already decided
in Lochsa Falls, L.L.C.

V.

State, 147 Idaho 232, 207 P.3d 963 (2009), that the failure to exhaust

administrative remedies is not a bar to litigation when there are no remedies to exhaust.
The only "new" issue presented by the DOA administrative exhaustion defense
concerned whether Idaho Code §67-5733(1)(c) applied to post-contract amendments. DOA's
briefing before the Idaho Supreme Court on this issue reveals that DOA had no support for its
position that Idaho Code §67-5733(1)(c) applied to the Amended SBPOs.

In fact, DOA
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characterized the issue in its briefing before the Idaho Supreme Court as a "red herring" and
provided no argument in support of this Court's determination that Idaho Code §67-5733(1)(c)
provided a remedy for post-contract amendments. (See State Respondents' Brief and CrossAppeal Brief, p. 25 ("Syringa's secondary argument that the District Court erred because I.C.
§67-5733(1)(c) provides no post-contract administrative remedy is a red herring and is
irrelevant.").)
DOA's administrative exhaustion defense was unsupported by Idaho Code §675733(1)(c) and was, in fact, unreasonable. Had there been any reasonable argument that could
have been made in support of the defense, DOA would have made the argument. But DOA
made no such argument. DOA's administrative exhaustion defense was unsupported by the plain
language ofldaho Code §67-5733(1)(c) and was properly rejected by the Idaho Supreme Court.
Eyen if the Court finds that DOA's administrative exhaustion argument was reasonable,
the vast majority of the work done pre-appeal with respect to Count Three was not related to
DOA's administrative exhaustion argument. Syringa, of course, had to defend and rebut DOA's
exhaustion argument, but most of Syringa's work was focused on proving the allegations made
in Count Three. Thus, if the Court firids that the administrative exhaustion defense somehow
precludes a fee award, the Court should award Syringa all of its Count Three fees that were
unrelated to Syringa's defense of the administrative exhaustion argument. See Idaho Military
Historical Society, 156 Idaho at 632, 329 P.3d at 1080) (ruling that "[a]pportionment of attorney
fees is appropriate for those elements of the case that were frivolous, unreasonable, and without
foundation" and upholding fee award under Idaho Code§ 12-121).
DOA's administrative exhaustion defense must also be considered within the context of
DOA's overall defense of Count Three. The administrative exhaustion defense was just one of
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many procedural arguments advanced by DOA to avoid arguing the substance of Count Three.
DOA also raised justiciability arguments concerning Syringa's ability to pursue Count
Three and the Court's ability to hear the merits of Count Three. DOA argued pre-appeal that
Syringa lacked standing to bring claims against DOA. That argument failed pre-appeal (July 23,
2010 Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 15) and on appeal. See Syringa Networks,
155 Idaho at 62,305 P.3d at 506.
Post-appeal, DOA tried to rescind Amendments No. 1 to the SBPOs and argued that the
rescission rendered Syringa's case moot or unripe. DOA also argued, repeatedly, that this Court
lacked jurisdiction to hear Syringa's case. (See August 11, 2014 Memorandum in Support of
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 5-9;
September 26, 2012 Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, pp. 5-9, 11-18.) This Court
properly rejected DOA's arguments and DOA's attempt to avoid defending the merits of Count
Three, stating: ·
To date, DOA refuses to acknowledge that its bid process in this case was and
remains fatally flawed. Even after the Supreme Court decision, and despite further
rulings from this Court rejecting DOA's post appeal arguments, DOA continues
to fund these contracts. DOA even tries to fix what cannot be fixed.

***
The attempt to revitalize these agreements by purportedly "rescinding"
Amendments One is futile. There is no genuine issue as to whether these contract
awards complied with state procurement law. As detailed above, the contract
awards, as amended to divide the scope of work, do not comply with Idaho law.
(Dispositive Motions Memorandum Decision, pp. 12-13.)
Further, the fact that counsel for Syringa stated that this case involved novel, difficult
legal questions does not render DOA' s defense per se reasonable, as DOA argues. (DOA
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Opening Brief, p. 21.) Counsel for Syringa stated the following in support of Syringa's request
for costs and fees:
The question ultimately presented by Count Three was relatively straightforward
at the beginning and became very straightforward after remand. Questions
concerning Syringa's standing, the alleged existence of administrative remedies
and the alleged lack of jurisdiction by the Idaho Supreme Court were novel,
difficult and required extensive effort.
(March 2, 2015 Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney
Fees, at

1 12(b).)

Syringa had to respond to each of DOA's procedural arguments despite the

fact that the statutory violations alleged in Count Three were straightforward from the beginning
of the case.

Syringa does not concede that DOA's arguments were reasonable.

Syringa

concedes only that the rebuttal of DOA's repetitive, difficult and sometimes novel arguments
was time consuming and expensive.

2.

DOA Acted Without A Reasonable Basis in Fact or Law in Defending Count
Three Because it Never Had a Substantive Defense Against Syringa's Claims.

DOA never presented facts or legal argument to defend the actions challenged by Count
Three. The fact of the matter is that DOA had no defense to the allegations of Count Three and
DOA knew or should have known it had no defense in light of the plain language of the
competitive bidding statutes. DOA nonetheless litigated vigorously against Syringa's claim and
fought review of the IEN procurement process for years.
Where a litigant persists in a position that is contradicted by the plain language of a
statute, a fee award is appropriate.

The Idaho Supreme Court, for example, considered a fee

award under Idaho Code§ 12-117 where the plaintiffs' position with respect to the open meeting
statute at issue was clearly wrong under a plain reading of the statute, even though it had not
been previously addressed by an appellate court in Arnold v. City of Stanley. 2015 WL 797971,
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at *7. The court ruled that "although the Court has not before addressed the scope of who may
bring an enforcement action under Section 67-2347(6), the plain language of that section is clear
enough that we believe the Arnolds' appeal was made without a reasonable basis in fact or law."

Id.; see also Jayo Dev., Inc. v. Ada Cnty. Bd. of Equalization, No. 41668, 2015 WL 798033, at
*7 (Idaho Feb. 26, 2015) (awarding fees where tax exemption statute was unambiguous) ("In
instances where parties to appeals before this Court have advanced arguments based upon a
disregard for plain language, we have found them to have acted without a reasonable basis in
law."). Unlike the plaintiffs in Arnold, DOA cannot even try to argue that its position with
respect to Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A, 67-5718(2) and 67-5733(1)(c) had a reasonable basis in fact
or law, because DOA took no position with respect to its actions under Idaho Code§§ 67-5718A
and 67-5718(2) and because its contentions under Idaho Code§ 67-5733(1)(c) were unsupported
by the plain language of the statute.
DOA acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law throughout the course of this case
because every one of its procedural and justiciability arguments failed as a matter of law and
because it had no defense that the IEN procurement was legal. That conduct justifies an award
of fees under Idaho Code § 12-117(1) and/or (2).

E.

DOA Should be Required to Pay Fees Under Idaho Code § 12-121 Because Its
Unlawful Amendment of the IEN SBPOs Necessitated this Lawsuit and Because Its
Defense of Count Three Has Been Unreasonable and Without Foundation.
DOA argues it should not be required to pay fees under Idaho Code § 12-121 for the

same reasons it argues Syringa is not entitled to fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117. (DOA Opening
Brief, pp. 2, 21-23.) DOA's arguments are as unavailing against its liability under Idaho Code§
12-121 as they are under Idaho Code § 12-117. See I.C. § 12-121; I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l).

As

explained supra with respect to Idaho Code § 12-117, DOA' s defense of Count Three has never
been reasonable, notwithstanding the fact that DOA temporarily prevailed on its administrative
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exhaustion argument.
DOA supports its position concerning Idaho Code§ 12-121 by citation t~ the inapposite
case of Philips v. Blazier-Henry. 154 Idaho 724, 731, 302 P.3d 349, 356 (2013) (following rule
set forth in Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District \v. Washington Federal Savings, 135 Idaho
518, 524-25, 20 P.3d 702, 708-09 (2001)); see DOA Opening Brief, p. 22. The Philips case is
inapposite because it was abrogated by Idaho Military Historical Society.
The Idaho Supreme Court revisited "the question of continued adherence to the strict
limitation articulated in Nampa Meridian that attorney fees will not be assessed if there is 'a
legitimate, triable issue of fact' even though a party has asserted claims that are frivolous,
unreasonable, or without foundation" in Idaho Military Historical Society. 156 Idaho at 632, 329
P.3d at 1080 (citing Nampa Meridian, 135 Idaho at 524-25, 20 P.3d at 708-09). The court
departed from the Nampa Meridan rule as a result of that revisitation, stating:
Unfortunately, the standard articulated in Nampa Meridian can lead to the result
that a party who makes claims or defenses that are clearly frivolous, unreasonable,
or without foundation may avoid the consequences of that conduct and cast the
burden of attorney fees on the other party, even if the overall view of the case
establishes the unreasonableness of the conduct requiring the lawsuit. Arguably, a
single, triable issue of fact may excuse a party from the aggregate of misconduct
that necessitates or dominates the conduct of the lawsuit. This Court does back
away from and clarify the overly strict application of Idaho Code section 12-121
set forth in Nampa Meridian. Apportionment of attorney fees is appropriate for
those elements of the case that were frivolous, unreasonable, and without
foundation. Apportionment of costs and fees is common even for district courts,
and this step back from the language of Nampa Meridian is consistent with the
general principles of apportioning costs and fees.
'

156 Idaho at 632,329 P.3d at 1080 (emphasis added).
The Idaho Military Historical Society court went on to uphold the district court's award
of attorney fees to the plaintiff where "the district court apportioned attorney fees, awarding fees
for the frivolous, unreasonable, and foundationless claims by the Defendants that created the
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need for the lawsuit." Id. (emphasis added). The court explained:

The record in this case is clear that litigation to obtain possession of the aircraft
should never have been necessary. The litigation was necessitated by factual
claims that were indefensible. The Plaintiff asserted some legal theories it could
not prove. Those assertions were in response to factual claims by the Defendants
that were unsupportable and which were known by the Defendants to be
unsupportable. The Defendants had no legitimate triable claims of fact on the
question that necessitated the initiation of this action. The district court did not
abuse its discretion in awarding the attorney fees for the claims of the Defendants
necessitating this lawsuit that were frivolous, unreasonable, and without adequate
foundation.
Id. (emphasis added). Thus, even though the Idaho Military Historical Society plaintiff did not

prevail on all of its theories, the court focused on the actions of the defendants that necessitated
the lawsuit and the fact that the defendants had no "legitimate triable claims of fact" on the
central issue that caused the plaintiff to file suit (the defendants claimed to have an interest in the
airplane or to reimbursement expenses).
Idaho Military Historical Society is instructive to this case.

Syringa's action, which

centered around its claim that DOA's IEN procurement process violated the law, "should never
have been necessary" but was necessitated by DOA's indefensible, illegal actions. Id. Just like
the defendants in Idaho Military Historical Society, who "had no legitimate triable claims of fact
on the question that necessitated the initiation of this action," DOA had no defense of its IEN
procurement process and never presented a defense of its actions. Id. DOA's defense was,
therefore, frivolous, unreasonable, and without foundation from the start.
DOA also argues that Syringa's distinction between a procedural and substantive defense
is unsupported, and that Syringa's argument concerning DOA's procedural defense is wrong.
(DOA Opening Brief, pp. 22-23.) DOA cites to Campbell v. Ki/dew for support. The Campbell
court ruled that attorney fees were not warranted under Idaho Code § 12-121 where the "case
involved the novel issue of whether a non-party has standing to challenge the confirmation of an
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arbitration award." 115 Idaho 640, 651-52, 115 P.3d 731, 742-43 (2005). As demonstrated
above, DOA's administrative exhaustion argument was unsupported by the plain language of
Idaho Code§ 67-5733(1)(c), was unsupported by DOA on appeal, and was rejected by the Idaho
Supreme Court. Campbell does not stand for the proposition that a party can avoid an adverse
fee award by raising an incorrect procedural theory that temporarily prevails during a portion of
the litigation.

In any event, Idaho .Military Historical Society constitutes the most recent

statement on the law and it controls in this case.
DOA further insists this Court must consider the entirety of this case in reaching its
decision and consider the fact that "DOA prevailed on its defense of every claim but one."
(DOA Opening Brief, pp. 22-23.) Under Idaho Military Historical Society, however, the Court
may apportion fees "for those elements of the case that were frivolous, unreasonable, and
without foundation." 156 Idaho at 632, 329 P.3d at 1080. DOA's defense of Count Three was
frivolous, unreasonable and without foundation and the fees Syringa has requested relate to
Count Three, therefore Syringa is entitled to its requested fees.
The "overall view" of this case "establishes the unreasonableness of the conduct
requiring the lawsuit." Idaho Military Historical Society, 156 Idaho at 632, 329 P.3d at 1080
(emphasis added). This conduct by DOA justifies an award of attorneys fees to Syringa under
Idaho Code§ 12-121.
F.

Syringa Differentiated Between Work Performed on Count Three and Other
Claims.

DOA states that Syringa has not made an effort to distinguish between time spent on
Count Three and time spent on other claims, and therefore fees are not available. (DOA Opening
Brief, pp. 23-24.) DOA cites to Rockeller v. Grabow in support of its position. The defendants
in Rockefeller defeated the contract claim brought against them by counterclaiming for breach of
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fiduciary duty and prevailing on the tort claim. 136 Idaho 637, 644, 39 P.3d 577, 584 (2001).
The district court in Rockefeller denied attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3) because it
was unable to "separate the fees spent on the contract defense from the tort counterclaim." Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court found that because the district court "could not apportion those fees
that were incurred in using the breach of fiduciary duty issue as a contract defense from those
incurred ~n using the breach issue as a tort counterclaim," the district court was correct in
denying fees. Id. at 645, 39 P.3d at 585. Rockefeller is inapplicable to this case. This case does
not involve a situation where a defendant's counterclaim and defense are inseparable, making it
difficult for the court to apportion fees. 4
DOA's statement that "Syringa admits that it has failed to properly differentiate between
attorneys fees sought in pursuing Count III, and the time it spent pursuing its five other
unsuccessful claims" is not true. (DOA Opening Brief, pp. 23-24.) Counsel for Syringa clearly
stated in support of Syringa's request that:
I have reviewed the time entries reflecting attorney and paralegal time and
services provided to Syringa Networks in connection with this matter that are
contained on Exhibit 1 and have stricken those entries that do not relate to the
issues presented in Count 3 on which Syringa prevailed. The total amount of
those fees, and the amount requested hereby, is $866,015.00.
(Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Amended
and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, ,r 11 (emphasis
added).)
Syringa never conceded, as DOA argues, that it failed to differentiate its fees. Further,
DOA has not challenged a single entry that does not relate to Count Three. DOA has simply

as noted, the Rockefeller statement on apportionment is no longer the law with respect to Idaho Code §
12-120(3). See Carrillo, 152 Idaho at 756, 274 P.3d at 1271 (ruling a prevailing party may be entitled to fees for
tort claims related to commercial transaction at center of lawsuit); Goodman Oil Co., 148 Idaho at 592, 226 P .3d at
534 (prevailing party entitled to fees where tort and contract claims arose out of commercial transaction).

4 Moreover,
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stated in a footnote that "[a] fine review of Givens Pursley's time entries reveals that Syringa is
seeking an award of attorney's fees which are totally unrelated to any aspect of this state court
litigation." (DOA Opening Brief, p. 24 n. 4.) Because DOA challenged no particular time entry,
it is impossible for Syringa to respond to DOA's contention. Similarly, DOA has provided this
Court with no basis to strike any particular entries from the fee award if the Court determines
Syringa is entitled to its fees under one or more statutory provisions.
CONCLUSION

This was an important and difficult case that needed to be brought. The case, however,
could only be brought at enormous expense to Syringa, which had to litigate for several years
against a government entity and two businesses with significant resources. Although Syringa did
not prevail on every claim it brought, Syringa prevailed on the "primary issue" at the heart of this
case that DOA's IEN procurement process violated the law. Syringa achieved its objective to
have the Amended SBPOs declared void.
DOA minimizes the impact of the Court's decision on Count Three, but the Court's
decision had important consequences. The Court's ruling gave Syringa the opportunity to bid for
broadband work and put an end to Qwest's monopolistic control of broadband services to Idaho
schools and state agencies. This was a good result for Syringa and a good result for Idaho
taxpayers.
DOA's defense of Count Three was disingenuous from the start. DOA never had a
defense for its actions and never explained how its issuance of the Amended SBPOs complied
with Idaho law. DOA presented several procedural defenses in an effort to avoid any discussion
of the merits of Count Three throughout the course of this case. These defenses failed. DOA
also attempted to rescind Amendments No. 1 to the IEN SBPOs after years of performance under
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the Amended SBPOs and after the Idaho Supreme Court called DOA's award process a
"scheme[] to evade law." Syringa Networks, 155 Idaho at 62, 305 P.3d at 506. DOA's further
attempt to evade the law and the consequences of its actions failed. Even though DOA had no
substantive defense to Count Three, Syringa was forced to litigate against all of DOA's losing
arguments and against DOA's continued manipulation of the Amended SBPOs.
DOA should have followed Idaho law when it conducted the IEN procurement and
· should have recognized that its procurement was "fatally flawed." (Dispositive Motions
Memorandum Decision, p. 12.) This entire case should never have been necessary.
Syringa respectfully requests a ruling that Syringa is the prevailing party in this action
and is entitled to costs and its attorney fees under Idaho Code §§ 12-120(3), 12-117(1) and/or
(2), and 12-121.
DATED this 6th day of April, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
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Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK J. MILLER
IN SUPPORT OF SYRINGA'S
OPPOSITION TO DOA'S MOTION TO
DISALLOW COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
ss.

County of Ada.

)

PATRICK J MILLER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho and I am an

attorney for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.
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2.

I am filing this Affidavit in support of Syringa's Opposition to DO A's Motion to

Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees.
3.

On March 27, 2015, I submitted a public records request to the Idaho Legislative

Services Office asking for a document that was submitted to the legislature entitled Current
Broadband Costs at School Districts vs. Costs Under the IEN's Void Contract, Summary by
Vendor. Exhibit 1 attached hereto is a true and correct copy of the public records request.

4.

I received a response to the public records request on March 30, 2015, Exhibit 2

attached hereto is a true and correct copy of the response email from Eric Milstead, Director of
the Idaho Legislative Services Office, and the document, entitled Current Broadband Costs at
School Districts vs. Costs Under the IEN's Void Contract, Summary by Vendor that was attached

to Mr. Milstead's email.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 61h day of April, 2015.

taryPublicfor Idaho
Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires:

2 --/ .}_-[ ~
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From: Cathy Tomlinson

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2015 3:41 PM
To: 'Idaho_Legislative_Services_Office.2083342125@fax2mail.com'
Cc: Jeremy C. Chou; Patrick J Miller
Subject: Public Records Request [IWOV-GPDMS. FID387282]

TO:

Idaho Legislative Services Office

RE:

Public Records Request

Please see our request attached. Thank you.

Cathy Tomlinson, Legal Assistant
Patrick J. Miller •Jeffrey A. Warr• Brian J. Holleran

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W Bannock St, Boise, ID 83702
main 208-388-1200
direct 208-388-1231
fax 208-388-1300
cathytomlinson@givenspursley.com
www.givenspursley.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you have
received it in error, please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and any attachments
without copying or disclosing the contents. Thank you.
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GIVENS PURSLEY

LLP

Attorneys and Counselors at Law
601 w. Bannock Strool
PO Box 7,7:20
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: 208-388-1200
fm:simlle: 208-388· l 300
www.glvonspurnay.com

Palrtck J. MIiier
208-388·1238
PolMlllor@givonspur!.ley.com

Gory G. Allon
Polor G. Ooslor\
Chri>topher J. Beeson
Clint R. Bolinder
Erik J. Aollnder
Jettw. Bower
Proslon N. Corlor
Jeremy C. Chou
William C. Colo
Michael c. creamer
Amber N. Dino
Thornns r:. Dvorak
Jeffrey C. Forocloy
M0<lir1 c.11endllckson
Brion J. Holleran

Don r:. Knickrehm
Neal A, Koskolto
Dobolo K. Kri>fc,,ser1
Michael r. Lawrence
Fronkltn G. Loo
Dovld R. Lombordl
Kimberly D, Moloney
Kcnnelh R. McClure
Kelly Greene McConnell
Alox p. McLOU!JhHn
Melodie A. McQuode
Chrlslophor H. Moyor
L. Edward MIHer
Patrick J, MIiier
Judson a. Montgomery

Deborah E. Notson
W. Hugh O'Rlordon, LL.M.
Michael 0. Roe
P, Mork Thompsor\
Jetrrey A. Warr
Roberl B, Whllo

An!Jolo M, Reed, ot cournel

Rel~ed:
Konnolh L. Pursloy
Jomes A. McClure fl92HOI IJ
Raymond D. Givan; 1)911-20001

March 27, 2015

Via Facsimile (208-334-2125)
Idaho Legislative Services Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0054
Re:

Public Records Request

Dear Sir or Madam,
Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-338, I respectfully request that you provide to the
undersig11ed, either via email or via telefacsimile, the "Current Broadband Costs at School
Districts vs. Costs Under the IEN's Void Contract, Summary by Vendor" recently submitted to
the Legislature.

I very much appreciate your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,

/

~1~;
PJM/ct
2405969_1

cc:

Jeremy C. Chou (via email)
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EXHIBIT 2

002330

From: Eric Milstead [mailto:emilstead@lso.idaho.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Patrick J Miller ·
Subject: Public Records Request
Dear Mr. Miller,
This is in response to your public records request this office received on March 27, 2015. Please find
attached the document that you requested. I would appreciate your acknowledgment of receipt of this
email. Thank you.
Eric Milstead, Director
Idaho Legislative Services Office
Rm. W125, Capitol Building
Boise, Idaho 83720-0054
208-334-4858 (office)
208-559-7517 (cell)
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Current Broadband Costs at School Districts vs. Costs Under the IEN's Void Contract
SUMMARY BY VENDOR
School Districts

Current

Previous: ENA (as of 12/31/2014)
..

93 of 129 (72%) School Districts reporting to the

One-time

State Department of Education as of 4:00 pm on
Dist.#

Friday March 6

135 NOTUS DISTRICT
312 SHOSHONE JOINT DISTRICT

Broadband Service Provider

Cable One
Cable One

Bandwidth

Cost Per

One-Time

Bandwidth

Cost Per

Costs

(Mbps)

Month

Costs

(Mbps)

Month

(Amortized)

75 $
75 $
150 $

256
256
512

$

3.41

per mbps

83 WEST BONNER COUNTY DISTRICT

Concept Communication Corp.

100 $
100 $
200 $
per mbps · $

432 CAMBRIDGE JOINT DISTRICT
13 COUNCIL DISTRICT

58
148
149
201
382

ABERDEEN DISTRICT
GRACE JOINT DISTRICT
NORTH GEM DISTRICT
PRESTON JOINT DISTRICT
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

CTCTelecom
CTC Telecom, Inc.

DIRECT COMMUNICATION
Direct Communications
Direct Communications
Direct Communications
Direct Communications

so
so

$
$
100 $
permbps
$
60 $
60 $

so

$

permbps

271
84
273
272

COEUR D'ALENE DISTRICT
LAKE PEND OREILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
POST FALLS DISTRICT
LAKELAND DISTRICT

Ednetics
Ednetics
Ednetics
Ednetics Connect

200
200
1000
100
1500
per mbps

71 GARDEN VALLEY DISTRICT

Education Net.works of America

$

100 $
100 $
370 $

$
$
_$
$
$
$

20 $

$
$

so
-

-

$
$

554
554

32.45

98.59

45 $
45 $

8,605
8,605

$

191.21

3 $
6 $
9 $

$

per mbps

$
$
$
$
$

99

60 $
18 $

65
1,950

35.74

12 $

66 $
20 $
176 $
per mbps

1,500 $
8,500 $
4,000 $
2,000 $
16,000

-

$

-

.$

200
135
95.
54
484
per mbps

10.67

12,479

$

per mbps

52.00

1,785
3,700
3,000
1,200
3,540
13,225,

2,110
5,285
7,394

per mbps

5,200 $
5,200
10,400

1,622
1,622
3,245

30 $
45 $
7~ $

-

$
$

3,830

$

-

4,023 $
4,731 $
8,753.

-

972.57

6,193
4,530,
4,201
8,970
6,066
29,959

$
$
$
$
$

303
3,661
3,762

25

170.22

12,716 $
24,172 _$
12,245 $
12,107 $
61,239

$
$
$
$
$
$

126.53

20 $

12,447

$

002332

42

-

-

32

School Districts

Previous: ENA (as of 12/31/2014)

Current

93 of 129 (72%) School Districts reporting to the

One-time

State Department of Education as of 4:00 pm on
Dist.#

370
476
365
121
181
455
242
342
221
215
282
305
73
795
709
771
490
596
466
283
3
11
768
134
193
418
302
171

371
25
285
291
60

52

Friday March 6

HOMEDALE JOINT DISTRICT
ANOTHER CHOICE VIRTUAL CHARTER DISTRICT
BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMAS COUNTY DISTRICT
CHALLIS JOINT DISTRICT
COMPASS CHARTER SCHOOL
COTTONWOOD JOINT DISTRICT
CULDESAC JOINT DISTRICT
EMMETT INDEPENDENT DIST
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND SCHOOL DISTRICT
IDAHO ARTS CHARTER SCHOOL
IDAHO DEPT JUVENILE CORRECTION
Idaho Digital Learning Academy
IDAHO DISTANCE EDUCATION ACADEMY DISTRICT
IDAHO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND BLIND
iSUCCEED VIRTUAL HIGH SCHOOL
KENDRICK JOINT DISTRICT
KUNA JOINT DISTRICT
MEADOWS VALLEY DISTRICT
MERIDIAN TECHNICAL CHARTER DISTRICT
MIDDLETON DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN HOME DISTRICT
MURTAUGH JOINT DISTRICT
NEZPERCE JOINT DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT DISTRICT
PAYETTE JOINT DISTRICT
POCATELLO DISTRICT
POTLATCH DISTRICT
SALMON DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT DISTRICT
SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT

Broadband Service Provider

Education Networks of America
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA.
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA

ENA
ENA

ENA
ENA

ENA
ENA
ENA

Bandwidth

Cost Per

One-Time

(Mbps)

Month

Costs

95
10
30
10

so
30
36
12
100

so
36
18
20
30
18
20
49
15
20
6
300
20
60
200
300
3
15

45

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100 $
300 $

18 $
35 $
50 $

80 $

6,131
2,298
13,622
3,998
5,563
2,739
10,896
7,862
2,547
11,836
7,955
8,191
4,971
2,110
9,473
2,047
8,839
3,898
2,303
3,272
4,758
5,011
2,767
3,172
3,787
1,834
9,052

9,213
2,547
6,188
6,252
5,422
2,235
2,422

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

500

-

-

2,113

-

-

-

-

Bandwidth

(Mbps)
100
10
30
10

so
30
36
12
100

so
36
18
20
30
21
20
49
15
20
6
200
20
60
200
300
3
15

45

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100 $

-

200 $
18 $
35 $

1,500

50 $

-

80 $

-

Cost Per

Costs

Month

(Amortized)

5,435
1,797
4,925
3,897
5,563
2,110
5,058
4,201
2,547
11,836
7,955
4,530
4,722
2,110
9,010
2,047
8,341
4,385
2,047_
3,272
3,172
4,722
2,297
3,172
3,787
1,834
4,385
9,213

2,547
3,172
6,252
5,422
2,235
2,422

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

263
501
3,684
101

629
3,722
3,661

-

3,661
249

463

498

289
470

-

.$
$

3,661

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

002333

School Districts

Dist.#

292
322
461
401
463
431
202
462
72
139
453
422
151
161
59
231
458
136
451
393

93 of 129 (72%) School Districts reporting to the
State Department of Education as of 4:00 pm on
Friday March 6
SOUTH LEMHI DISTRICT
SUGAR-SALEM JOINT DISTRICT
TAYLORS CROSSING CHARTER SCHOOL
TETON COUNTY DISTRICT
VISION CHARTER SCHOOL
WEISER DISTRICT
WEST SIDE JOINT DISTRICT
XAVIER CHARTER SCHOOL
BASIN SCHOOL DISTRICT
VALLIVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT
RICHARD MCKENNA CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL
CASCADE DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT DISTRICT
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT
FIRTH DISTRICT
GOODING JOINT DISTRICT
LIBERTY CHARTER
MELBA JOINT DISTRICT
VICTORY CHARTER SCHOOL
WALLACE DISTRICT

Current

Broadband Service Provider
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA
ENA (IEN)
ENA Broadband Service Provider
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services LLC
ENA Services, LLC

Previous: ENA (as of 12/31/2014)

Bandwidth
(Mbps)

9
100
30
100
40
50
24
20
30
300
50
20
200
10
33
54
20
42
20
27
3380
per mbps

373 FRUITLAND DISTRICT
372 NEW PLYMOUTH DISTRICT

Farmer's Mutual Telephone Co.
Farmer's Mutual Telephone Co.

Filer Mutual Telephone Service

First Step Internet
First Step Internet LLC

$

7,673
2,547
2,110
19,391
2,733
2,235
8,435
2,510
8,719
3,787
2,011
4,920
3,202
4,833
5,008
8,662
2,047
5,165
2,581
6,696
302,952
89.63

One-Time
Costs
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-

$
$

$

$

600
600
12.00

50 $
50 $

500
500

$
$

$

50 $
50 $

Bandwidth
(Mbps)

9
100
30
100
40
50
24
20
30
300
50
20
200
10
33
54
20
42
20
27
3188
per mbps

100
100
200
1.00

permbps

287 TROY SCHOOL DISTRICT
304 KAMIAH JOINT DISTRICT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100 $
100 .$
200 $
permbps

417 CASTLEFORD DISTRICT

Cost Per
Month

65
1,810

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

100 $
30 $
130 $
per mbps

-

4,012
2,547
2,110
19,358
2,172
2,235
4,773
2,047
4,925
3,787
2,235
4,722
3,172
4,296
5,008
8,662
2,047
5,165
2,047
5,952
254,133
79.73

One-time
Costs
(Amortized)
$
3,661
$
$
$
34
$
561
$
3,661
$
$
463
$
3,794
$
$
$
198
$
30
$
$
$
$
$
$
534
$
-

6,788
4,925
11,713
90.10

$
$

-

$

-

$

5,165
5,165
122.96

15 $
24 $

6,172
4,773

$
$

-

$
42 $
42 $

per mbps

-

Cost Per
Month

25

3,661

002334
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Previous: ENA (as of 12/31/2014}

'

93 of 129 (72%) School Districts reporting to the

One-time

State Department of Education as of 4:00 pm on
Dist.#

Friday March 6

Broadband Service Provider

Bandwidth

Cost Per

One-Time

Bandwidth

Cost Per

Costs

(Mbps)

Month

Costs

(Mbps)

Month

(Amortized)

100

per mbps
243 SALMON RIVER JOINT SCHOOL DIST

Frontier

40

555 CANYON-OWYHEE SCHOOL SERVICE (COSSA)

Frontier Communications

20
60

per mbps
391 KELLOGG JOINT DISTRICT

J&R Electronics

45
45

permbps
1 BOISE INDEPENDENT DISTRICT

Level3

250
250

per mbps
487 FORREST M. BIRD CHARTER DISTRICT

Northland Cable Television

100
100

permbps
150 SODA SPRINGS JOINT DISTRICT

Silver Star Communications

100
100

per mbps
93 BONNEVILLE JOINT DISTRICT
233 HAGERMAN JOINT DISTRICT

City of Ammon/ Syringa

250

Syringa

40

91 IDAHO FALLS DISTRICT

Syringa

300

61 BLAINE COUNTY DISTRICT

Syringa Networks

500

421 MCCALL-DONNELLY JT. SCHOOL DISTRICT

Syringa Networks

100
1190

per mbps
465 NORTH VALLEY ACADEMY

Tek Hut

40

415 HANSEN DISTRICT

Tek-Hut

so

$

1,000

$

10.00

$
$
$

1,560
3,120

$

52.00

$
$

5,400.

1,560

$

10,945

$

280.65

$
$
$

12,447

$

445.16

$
$

6,252

$

347.33,

$
$

3,787

$

12.62

$
$

3,500

$

116.67

$
$

4,385

$

292.30

200

$
$
200 $
100 $
100 $
636 $

3,172

36

5,058

20,278

$

31.88

$
$

4,925

39

per mbps

$
'$

-

20
20
40

per mbps

$

-

18

5,400

$

120.00

$
$

1,163

$

4.65

$
$

1,520

$

15.20

$
$

900

$

9.00

18

permbps

$

500

1,163

300
300

per mbps

$

1,800

30

1,520

900

$
$
$
$
$
$

12,925

$

10.86

$
$

1,250

30

permbps

$

6,780

per mbps

$
$
1,850 $
2,925 $
1,150 $
2,000

27,270

5,000

2,500

1,000

15
15

500

500

per mbps

$
$

-

20
30

5,360

$
$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

3,661

32

17,807

6,252

3,787

3,500

4,385

3,172

2,547
6,328

2,047

-

$
$
$
$
$

$
$

-

200

463
3,937

002335

...

School Districts

,, '

'
,,

.

Current

Previous: ENA (as of 12/31/2014)

a

One-time

93 of 129 (72%) School Districts reporting to the
State Department of Education as of 4:00 pm on
.

Dist.#

Friday March 6

Broadband Service Provider

414 KIMBERLY DISTRICT

Tek-Hut

363 MARSING JOINT DISTRICT

Tek-Hut

261 JEROME JOINT DISTRICT

Tek-Hut, Inc.

232 WENDELL DISTRICT

Tek-Hut, Inc.

491 COEUR D'ALENE CHARTER ACADEMY DISTRICT

Time Warner Cable

Bandwidth

Cost Per

One-Time

Bandwidth

Cost Per

Costs

(Mbps)

Month

Costs

(Mbps)

Month

(Amortized)

$
$
200 $
75 $
443 $
per mbps
$

2,350
2,600

so
so
per mbps

2 MERIDAN JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2

Zayo Group

$
$
1,200 $
1,000 $

18

60

$
$
$

-

21.22
370

$

$
$
100 $
so $
278 $
per mbps
$

-

$

8.40

4,530
4,297

18

7.40

4,200

18

60

18

370

4,200

per mbps

1,500

9,400

$
500 $
500

-

per mbps

$

-

$
$
$

2,547
2,235

$

-

$

-

74.03
7,577
7,577

420.94
4,966

$

9.93

per mbps

-

20,580

$
500 $
500

$
$
$
$

4,966

Total Reporting Districts= 93 of 129

LSO Budget & Policy Analysis

3/9/2015
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CHRISTOPHE
By INGK.JClHN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST
1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND'FOR THE COUNTY OF

2
3
4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company~

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE:
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT, ORIN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION AND/OR
CLARIFICATION

Defendants.

13
14
15

Background and Prior Proceedings

Following the decision of the Idaho Supreme Court, this case was remanded for further

16

proceedings relating to Count Three of Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC' s ("Syringa;')

17

Complaint in which Syringa sought a ruling that Defendant Idaho Department of

18

Administration's ("POA'') award of Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") 1308 to

19

Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") was void. On February 25,

20

2014, the Court granted leave to permit Syringa to amend Count Three to include a challenge to
21

the award of SBPO 1309 to Defendant ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"). Count Three of
22
23
24

(

25

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION -PAGE
1
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Syringa's First Amended Post Appeal Complaint filed on March 14, 2014 challenged the
1

2

awards to both Qwest and ENA.

3

On March 20, 2014, Syringa moved for pruiial summary judgment as follows:

4

1. That the Idaho Education Network contract with Qwest Communications

5
6

Company, LLC, also known as Qwest Communications Company, LLC
d/b/a Century Link QCC (SBPO 1308) violates provisions of Title 67,
Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code and is void by operation of ldal10 Code § 675725.

7

8
9

10

2. That the Idaho Education Network contract with ENA Services, LLC, a
division of Education Networks of America, lnc./ENA Services, LLC (SBPO
1309) violates provisions of Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code and is
void by operation ofldaho Code§ 67-5725.
March 20, 2014 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at p. 2.

11

The Court later reconsidered an aspect of the decision granting Syringa's motion to
12

runend. As a result, Syringa filed a Second Amended Post Conviction Complaint on June 25,
13
14

15

2014. In Count Three of the Second Amended Post Conviction Complaint, Syringa sought a
declaratory ruling that DOA's runended awards to Qwest and ENA were made in violation of

16

state procurement law and void. See June 25, 2014 Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint

17

and Demand for Jury Trial at p. 17, ~ 94, and Prayer for Relief at p. 20, ~ 1 ("WHEREFORE,

18

Syringa requests the following relief: 1. Declaratory judgment including a finding that the

19

February 26, 2009 runended contracts and/or purchase order(s) between DOA, Qwest and ENA

20

are unlawful and void").
21

9n November 10, 2014, the Court issued a ruling granting Syringa summary judgment
22
23

24
25

as to Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint, declaring that the awru·ds to

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT, OR
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION - PAGE
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Qwest and ENA, as amenqed on February 26, 2009, violated state procurement law ·and were
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

void. The decision directed Syringa to submit an appropriate form of judgment from which an
appeal could be taken.
On November 18, 2014, Syringa submitted a proposed form of judgment that contained
the following language in Paragraph 3:
The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department of Administration
shall demand repayment f01thwith of all sums of money advanced by the State of
Idaho in consideration of SBPO 1308, as amended ·by Amendment One, and in
consideration of SBPO 1309, as amended by Amendment One.

See Proposed Judgment included as an attachment to N~vember 18, 2014 letter to the Court
from David R. Lombardi. DOA, Qwest and ENA objected to inclusion of this language in any
judgment. See Qwest Communications Company's Objection to Proposed Judgment filed

12

November 18, 2014, Idaho Department of Administration's Objections to Plaintiffs Proposed
13
14
15
16

form of Judgment filed November 18, 2014 and ENA Services, LLC's Objections to Form of
Proposed Judgment filed November 19, 2014.
On November 18, 2014, DOA moved for reconsideration/clarification of the ruling

17

granting Syringa summary judgment as to Count Three. On February 11,201.5, the Court

18

issued a decision denying DOA's motion to reconsider the award of summary judgment in

19

favor of Syringa. On the same day, the Court entered a Judgment declaring the underlying

20

contract awards void. The Judgment did not include the language of the above Paragraph 3 as
21

proposed by Syringa.
22
23
24

25
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On February 25, 2015, Syringa filed a motion to amend the judgment, or in the
1

2

alternative for partial reconsideration and/or clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015

3

Memorandum Decision and Order. Syringa's motion addressed the absence of Syringa's

4

proposed Paragraph 3 in the Judgment. The motion was supported by a memorandum, and an

5

affidavit of counsel. DOA filed an opposition on March 10, 2015. ENA filed a response on

6

March 13, 2015. Syringa filed a reply on March 20, 2015. Qwest filed an opposition on March

7

30, 2015.
8

The Court has reviewed and considered the motion and the submittals. As an exercise
9

10

of discretion, the Court will decide Syringa's motion without a hearing.
Standard of Review

11

12

A motion to alter or amend the judgment is authorized by I.R.C.P 59(e) which provides

13

that: "A motion to alter or amend the judgment shall be served not later than fourteen (14) days

14

after entry of the judgment." I.R.C.P. 59. This rule has been construed to provide a method to

15

correct legal and factual errors in a proceeding. Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705,

16

707, 979 P.2d 107, 109 (1999). The decision on such a motion is committed to the discretion
17

of the trial court.
18

19
20

Discussion

Syringa's motion seeks to amend the Judgment to include the language of Paragraph 3

21

of the form of judgment proposed by Syringa. Syringa argues that the proposed language is

22

mandated by the requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 which provides as follows:

23
24
25
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1

2
3

4

All contracts or agreements made in violation of the provisions of this ~hapter
shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the state of Idaho in
consideration of any such contract or agreement shall be repaid forthwith. In the
event of refusal or delay when repayment is demanded by the ·proper officer of
the state of Idaho, under whose authority such contract or agreement shall have
been made or entered into, every person so refusing or delaying, together with
his surety or sureties, shall be forthwith prosecuted at law for the recovery of
such sum of money so advanced."

5

Idaho Code§ 67-5725. Because the Court has determined that the awards are void, Syringa
6
7

8
9

10
11

argues that the statute creates a mandatory requirement that DOA demand payment forthwith
for any money advanced in consideration of the awards to Qwest and ENA.
The arguments by DOA, Qwest and ENA largely reiterate and expand on the objections
to Paragraph 3 of Syringa' s proposed judgment which were filed· on November 18, 2014 and
November 19, 2014. The Defendants argue that Syringa failed to assert a claim for any relief

12

except for declara,tory relief that the awards were void. The Defendants argue that Paragraph 3
13

of Syringa' s proposed judgment was their first notice in the litigation that Syringa was seeking
14
15

an order requiring DOA to pursue remedies under Idaho Code§ 67-5725. The Defendants

16

argue that it would be improper to grant such relief which exceeds the relief sought in the

17

complaint. The Defendants also argue that Syringa does not have standing to enforce Idaho

18

Code§ 67-5725. The Defendants argue that the relief sought by Syringa usurps the authority of

19
20

the executive branch of the government. ENA also argues that the Court should not adopt the
proposed language because there are significant disputed factual and legal issues which require

21

resolution. DOA argues that Syringa's proposed paragraph 3 is based upon an incorrect
22

und~rstanding of the meaning of the phrase "money advanced" as used in Idaho Code§ 6723
24

25
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5725. In reply, Syringa argues that the language of Syringa's proposed Paragraph 3 should be
1
2

included because the S1.;1preme Court discussed the financial consequences ofldaho Code§ 67-

3

5725 in its decision, that the parties have been aware of Syringa's reliance on this statute, that

4

the prayer for relief includes a broadly worded catchall for "such further relief as the Court

5

determines is warranted" (Prayer for Relief at ,r 5), that Syringa has standing, and that such

6

language should be included because DOA asserts that its obligations tmder the statute are

7

discretionary.
8

. In the Court's November 10, 2014 decision granting summary judgment t(? Syringa on
9

10

Count Three, the Court declared the awards void due to violations of state procurement law. As

11

a consequence, the Court stated: "Because these contract awards are void, the provisions of

12

Idaho Code§ 67-5725 now apply.". November 10, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order Re:

13

Pending Dispositive Motions at p. 13. In the February 11, 2015 decision confirming summary

14

judgment in favor of Syringa, the Court discussed the potential consequences of its ruling by

15

stating the following:

16
17
18
19

The Court has determined that the awards to Qwest and ENA violate several
provisioi;is of Idaho Code Title 67, Chapter 57. As a consequence, the awards
are void. The statute also has financial consequences. However, any such issues
are not presently before !}le Court.
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions to Reconsider at p. 19.

20

The Court's decision that the awards are void necessarily implicates the other
21

consequences ofldaho Code § 67-5725. Money advanced in consideration of such contracts
22

23

24
25

"shall be repaid forthwith". In addition, if there is delay or refusal when repayment is
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demanded, the State is commanded to prosecute those responsible for full recovery. In the
1

2

Court's view, the application of this provision involves development of factual and legal issues

3

that have not been presented to the Court. Fmiher, whether the State will comply with its

4

obligations to demand and prosecute also involve development of factual and legal issues which

5

are not presently before the Court.

6

In the Court's view, the Judgment entered on February 11, 2015 provides Syringa the

7

full relief Syringa requested in Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal Complaint.
8

The Court has determined that the amended awards to Qwest and ENA are void, and to the
9

10

Court's knowledge, this ruling has put an end to any work under SBPO 1308 and SBPO 1309.

11

This ruling complies with the requirements of the Remittitur and grants complete relief as to the

12

remaining substantive claim as pied in Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal

13

Complaint.

14
15

As an exercise of discretion, the Court will not amend the judgment to add the language
of Paragraph 3 of Syringa's proposed fo1m of judgment.

16

Conclusion
17

As explained above, Syringa's motion to amend the judgment is denied.
18
19
20

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this

__h_ day of April, 2015.

21
22
23
24
25

trick H. Owen
District Judge
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO BARRIOS
OEPU'f"Y
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
: OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANTS, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC, A DIVISION OF EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC.; QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, AND TO THEIR ATTORNEYS, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL -

1
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1.

The above named Cross-Appellant Syringa Networks, LLC, an Idaho limited

liability company ("Syringa"), appeals against the above named Respondents to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Plaintiffs Motion to Amend
Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification dated April 7,
2015, Honorable Judge Patrick Owen presiding.
2.

That Cross-Appellant Syringa has a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme

Court, and that the Order described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to
Rule 1l(a)(7), I.A.R.

3:

Cross-Appellant will respond to Issues on Appeal raised by Appellants

and also asserts the following Preliminary Statement oflssues on Cross-Appeal:
(i)
Whether the District Court erred and/or abused its discretion in
determining that issues concerning DOA's compliance with the
requirements ofldaho Code§ 67-5725 were not before the Court in its
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions to Reconsider dated
February 11, 2015 and failing thereafter to address the issue when it was
raised by Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for
Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification in its Memorandum Decision
and Order Re: Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the
Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification dated April 7,
2015.
(ii)
Whether the District Court erred and/or abused its discretion by ·
denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for
Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification by refusing to amend the
Judgment to include an order directing the DOA to comply with
mandatory language contained in Idaho Code§ 67-5725 in its
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Plaintiffs Motion to Amend
Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or
Clarification dated April 7, 2015.
4.

I certify:
(a)

Is an additional reporter's transcript requested? No.

(b)
The Cross-Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of
the reporter's transcript. None.
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5.

The Cross-Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the

clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b) and those
designated by the appellants in the initial notice of appeal:
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial
(a)
Reconsideration and/or Clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015
Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Motions to Reconsider, filed on February
25, 2015;
(b)
Affidavit of Melodie A. McQuade in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to
Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or
Clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order
RE: Motions to Reconsider, filed on February 25, 2015;
(c)
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or in
the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification of the Court's
February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Motions to Reconsider,
filed on February 25, 2015;
(d)
Idaho Department of Administration's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to
Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or
Clarification of the Court's February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order
RE: Motions to Reconsider, dated March 10, 2015;
(e)
ENA Services LLC's Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Judgment,
or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification, dated March
13, 2015;
(f)
Plaintiff's Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, or
in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or Clarification of the Court's
February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Motions to Reconsider,
filed on March 20, 2015; and
(g)
Qwest Communication Company LLC's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion
to Amend Judgment, or in the Alternative, for Partial Reconsideration and/or
Clarification, dated March 30, 2015.

6..

The Cross-Appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures offered

or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court in addition to those requested
in the original notice of appeal. None.
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7.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of cross-appeal and any requests for additional

transcripts have been served on each reporter of whom an additional transcript has
been requested as named below at the address set out below: None.
(b)

That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency will be paid

the estimated fee for preparation of any additional documents requested in the
cross-appeal after notice of the amount of the estimated fee.
(c)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

(d)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to I.A.R. 20.
DATED this 20th day of April, 2015.
GIVENS PURSLEY
L
!'\

P

'
By
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 20th day of April, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. l\4ain Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
__)'ax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
~i/- EEmail - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID. 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
___;Fax (319-2601)
___iL_ Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for· ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~Fax (615-252-6335)
~Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

_ _ U.S.Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
------i'Fax (385-5384)
_.LL Email - srt@moffatt.com

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

- - U.S. Mail

- - Hand Delivery
---1'Fax (303-866-0200)
JEmail
erfr

David R. Lombardi
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

Case No. CV OC 0923757
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S EX
PARTE MOTION TO SEAL EXHIBIT 1
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R.
LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants.
FOR GOOD. CAUSE SHQWN, the Court hereby grants Plaintiffs Ex Parte Motion to
Seal Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees.
IT IS ORDERED that Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees be sealed.

DATEDthis~dayof

~
p

ORDER GRANTING EXPARTE MOTION TO SEAL EXHIBIT 1 TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF002351
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day of ~ n (
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David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Syringa Networks, LLC

. / U.S. Mail
- - Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (388-1300)

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration
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U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
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- - Hand Delivery

Phillip S. Oberrecht
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OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
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Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

/ U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Fax (319-2601)
_ _ Hand Delivery

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
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Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

4u.S.Mail
- - Overnight Mail
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_ _ Hand Delivery
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRI
1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
3

4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

5
6

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757

vs.

7
8

9

10
11

12

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION ·
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company;

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants.

13
14

For determination is Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") motion for an award

15

of costs and attorney fees against Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"). As

16

explained below, the Court will grant the motion.

17
18
19

Background and Prior Proceedings
On February 11, 2015, the Court entered a Judgment as to Count Three of the Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint, the only remaining claim in this case. On February 25,

20

2015, Syringa filed a Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees. This was
21

supported by an affidavit of counsel and a separate memorandum. On March 2, 2015, Syringa
22
23
24

~

25

filed an Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney
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Fees, along with a corresponding an1ended and superseding affidavit of counsel and a
1

supporting memorandum.

2

On March 10, 2015, DOA filed a Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees with a

3

supporting memorandum. Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC, joined in DOA's

4
5
6

1

motion on March 11, 2015. Counsel for ENA Services, LLC ("ENA") has filed an affidavit
stating ENA takes no position on Syringa's motion because Syringa is only seeking an award of

7

costs and fees against DOA. Syringa filed an opposition to DOA's motion on April 6, 2015.
8

The Court has reviewed these matters, and has dete1mined, as an exercise of discretion,
9

10
11

that it will not hold a hearing.

Discussion

12

A. Syringa is the prevailing party and entitled to an award of costs

13

When the Court entered judgment as to Count Three of the Second Amended Post Appeal

14

Complaint, the Court added a certificate pursuant to LR. C.P. 54(b) because the judgment directed

15

judgment upon only one claim. DOA argues that because the judgment did not resolve all claims,

16

any cl~im for costs and fees is premature, because the case is not concluded. Syringa argues that
17

the judgment disposed of the remaining claim in this litigation and its motion for fees and costs is
18
19
20

21
22

timely. Syringa suggests that no certificate was necessary when all of the other claims were
resolved by the trial court and affirmed by the Supreme Court.
The judgment as to Count Three granted complete relief as to the remaining claim in this
case. There is no substantive matter remaining for the Court to decide. However, because the

23
24

25
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judgment only addressed Count Three, as an exercise of caution, the Court included a Rule 54(b)
1

2

Certificate. As far as the Court is concerned, the entry of judgment as to Count Three constitutes
'

3

coming to the conclusion of this case. As a result, the Court will find that Syringa's motion for

4

costs and fees is properly before the Court.

5
6

A prevailing party generally is entitled to an award of costs. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l). The
guidance for determining the prevailing party issue is supplied by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) which

7

provides as follows:
8

9
10

11

12

In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs,
the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result
of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial
court in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in
part and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs
between and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering
all of the issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or
judgments obtained.

13

14
15
16

17
18
19

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). The determination of who prevailed is committed to the discretion of the
trial court. Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 538, 224 P.3d 1125, 1127 (2010) (citing

Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903, 915, 204 P.3d 1114, 1126 (2009)).
DOA argues that Syringa is not the prevailing party because DOA prevailed on three (3)
of the four (4) claims that involved DOA. According to DOA, where each party prevailed in
part, there can be no prevailing party. The Court does not agree. Where, as here, there are

20

multiple clai~s, the Court must determine the prevailing party issue from an "overall view" of
21

the case, not from a claim by claim analysis. Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating &
22
23

24
25

Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 719, 117 P.3d 130, 133 (2005).
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In the Court's view, Syringa's claim in Count Three that the awards to ENA and Qwest
1
2

were void due to DOA's violation of state procurement law was ·the most significant claim

3

presented in this case. As an exercise of discretion, the Court finds that Syringa prevailed by

4

obtaining a judgment in its favor, and against DOA, as to Syringa's most significant claim.

5

The Court recognizes that Syringa did not prevail on.the claim that DOA breached a contract

6

by failing to award the work to ENA/Syringa (Count One), or on the claim that DOA's award

7

to Qwest was the result of improper influence by Qwest, the Director of DOA and DOA's
8

Chief Technology Officer in violation ofldaho Code§ 67-5726 (Count Two), or the claim that
9

10

DOA and others tortiously interfered with the ENA teaming agreement (Count Four).

11

However, from the overall view, while Syringa lost a number of preliminary battles, in the end,

12

Syringa won the war that mattered decisively, after a lengthy and expensive challenge to a state

13

agency willing and able to devote significant resources defending its conduct. Syringa's

14

challenge effectively terminated a significant and long term State initiative to design and

15

implement internet connectivity to all schools in Idaho.

16

As the prevailing party, Syringa is entitled to art award·of costs. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)
17

provides a list of costs that a prevailing party may recover as a matter of right as follows:
18
19
20

1. Court filing fees.
2. Actual fees for service of any pleading or docun1ent in the action whether
served by a public officer or other person.

21

22

3. Witness fees of $20.00 per day for each day in which a witness, other than a
party or expert, testifies at a deposition or in the trial of an action.

23
24
25
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1
2
3

4

4. Travel expenses of witnesses who travel by private transportation, other than
a party, who testify in the trial of an action, computed at the rate of $.30 per
mile, one way, from the place of residence, whether it be within or without
the state of Idaho; travel expenses of witnesses who travel other than by
private transportation, other than a party, computed as the actual travel
expenses of the witness not to exceed $.30 per mile, one way, from the place
of residence of the witness, whether it be within or without the state of
Idaho.

5
6

5. Expenses or charges of certified copies of documents admitted as evidence in
,,,
a hearing or the trial of an action.

7
8

9

10
11

12

6. Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs,
or other exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an
action, but not to exceed the sum of $500 for all of such exhibits of each
party.
7. Costs of all bond premiums.
8. Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a depoJition or
at a trial of an action not to exceed the sum of $2,000 for each expert witness
for all appearances.

13

14
15
16

9. Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation
for trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the trial of an
action.
10. Charges for one (1) copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties to the
action in preparation for trial of the action.

17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Notwithstanding the determination that a particular party is entitled to costs
as a matter of right under this subparagraph (C) in an action, the trial court in its
sound discretion may, upon proper objection, disallow any of the above
described costs upon a finding that said costs were not reasonably incurred; were
incurred for the purpose of harassment; were incurred in bad faith; or were
incurred for the purpose of increasing the costs to any other party. The mere fact
that a deposition is not used in the trial of an action, either as evidence read into
the record or for the purposes of impeaclunent, shall not indicate that the taking
of such deposition was not reasonable, or that a copy of a deposition was not
reasonably obtained, or that the cost of the deposition should otherwise be
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1

2

disallowed, so long as its taking was reasonable in the preparation for trial in the
action.
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C).

3

Syringa seeks costs as a matter of right in the amount of $30,132.34 and details in its
4

Memorandum of Costs how this total was derived. See Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding
5
6

Verified Memorandum of costs and Request for Attorney Fees at pp. 2-3. DOA argues that

7

except for the filing fee and the service fee for DOA, all of the other costs relate to counts that

8

were dismissed and should be disallowed. DOA's argument is not persuasive because it is

9

entirely conclusory. The Court has reviewed excerpts from many of the depositions in the case

10

and does not agree with DOA's characterization that the testimony related solely to the

11

dismissed counts. For the most part, the Court will overrule DOA's objection to the requested
12

costs as a matter of right. However, the Court will not order DOA to pay the service fees
13
14
15

requested for Jack G. "Greg" Zickau and Michael "Mike" Gwartney. The claims against Mr.
Zickau and Mr. Gwartney were dismissed and the Court finds it would be unreasonable to

16

require DOA to compensate Syringa for these costs. The Court otherwise approves the request

17

for an award of costs as a matter of right.

18
19

In addition to costs as a matter ofright, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D) provides for the award of
discretionary costs as follows:

20

21

22
23
24

25

Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed
in [I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l(C)], may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were
necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of
justice be assessed against the adverse party. The trial court, in ruling upon
obje_ctions to such discretionary costs contained in the memorandum of costs, shall
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1
2

make express findings as to why such specific item of discretionary cost should or
should not be allowed. In the absence of any objection to such an item of
discretionary cots, the court may disal.low on its own motion any such items of
discretionary cots and shall make express findings supporting such disallowance.

3

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). The decision to award discretionary costs is committed to the discretion
4

of the trial court and the decision will not be overturned absent an abuse of discretion. E.g.,
5
6

Fish v. Smith, 131 Idaho 492, 493, 960 P .2d 175, 176 (1998). However, as the rule provides, the

7

trial court will only award discretionary costs if the prevailing party showed that they were

8

necessary, reasonably incurred, exceptional, and assessable against the adverse party in the

9

interests of justice. Inama v. Brewer, 132 Idaho 377, 384, 973 P.2d 148, 155 (1999).

10
11

In its Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for
Attorney Fees, Syringa requested $58,308.90 in discretionary costs. Seep. 5. However, in its

12

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for
13

Attorney Fees, Syringa states the following:
14
15
16

Syringa has claimed discretionary costs as exceptional under the circumstances
of this case, but acknowledges that those costs are not exceptional in the sense
previously applied by this Court.

17

See Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Verified Memorandum of Costs and Requ~st for

18

Attorney Fees at p. 2. Syringa does not offer any other argument as to the discretionary costs.

19

The Court will deny Syringa's request for discretionary costs because Syringa has not

20

adequately demonstrated that such costs are warranted.
21

B. Syringa is entitled to an award of attorney fees
22

23
24
25

The award of attorney fees is governed by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) which provides in part:
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1
2

In any civil action the court may award reasonable attorney fees, which at the
discretion of the court may include paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or
parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(l )(B), when provided for by any statute or
contract.

3

I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l). If the court can make an award of fees, the court has discretion to include an
4

award for paralegal fees.
5
6

7

As to the amount of any fee award, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) provides a number of factors the
Court must consider:
'

8

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16

(A) The time and labor required.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions.
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law.
(D) The prevailing charges for like work.
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case.
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained.
(H) The undesirability of the case.
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client.
(J) Awards in similar cases.
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal
Research), if the court finds that it was reasonably necessary in preparing a
party's case.
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case.

17

The Court has discretion to decide what constitutes a reasonable fee and is to be guided by the

18

above criteria. Sanders v. Lankford, 134 Idaho 322,325, 1 P.3d 823, 826 (Ct. App. 2000). No

19

one factor should be given more weight than the others. Electric. Wholesale Supply Co. v.

20

Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 827, 41 P.3d 242, 255 (2001).
21

1. Idaho Code § 12-117
22
23

24
25
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In Count Three, Syringa sought a declaratory ruling that the amended awards to Qwest
1

2

and ENA violated state procurement statutes and were void. DOA moved for summary

3

judgm~nt arguing that: 1) Syringa lacked_standing, and 2) Syringa h~d failed to exhaust its

4

administrative remedies. The Court fo~d that Syringa did have standing, but that its challenge

5

was barred because Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies. ·on appeal, the

6

Supreme Court agreed, albeit on different grounds, that Syringa had standing. However, the

7

Supreme Court determined that there was no administrative remedy for Syringa to exhaust, and
8

reversed the contrary conclusion of the trial court. In the course of making its ruling, the
9

10

Supreme Court also determined that DOA violated state procurement law by dividing the :;cope

11

of work between Qwest and ENA. The Supreme Court's conclusion that dividing the work was

12

unlawful is the entire.basis for this Court's conclusion on remand that the amended awards to

13

Qwest and ENA were void.

14

15

Syringa argues that fees can be awarded pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-11 7. Idaho Code

§ 12-117 provides as follows:

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any proceeding involving as adverse
parties a state agency or a political subdivision and a person, the ·state
agency, political subdivision or the court hearing the proceeding, including
on appeal, shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness
fees and other reasonable expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party
acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law.
'
(2) If a party to a proceeding prevails on a portion of the case, and the state agency or
political subdivision or the court hearing the proceeding, including on appeal, finds
that the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law with
respect to that portion of the case, it shall award the partially prevailing party
reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable expenses with respect
to that portion of the case on which it prevailed.·
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1

Idaho Code§ 12-117. An award of fees against an agency is mandatory if the agency acted

2

without a reasonable basis in law or fact. Fischer v. City ofKetchum, 141 Idaho 349, 356, 109

3

P.3d 1091, 1098 (2005). DOA argues that its defense had a reasonable basis in fact and law

4

and that its defense presented an issue of first impression.

5
6

Idaho Code § 12-117 has two purposes: "(l) to serve as a deterrent to groundless or
arbitrary agency action; and (2) to provide a remedy for persons who have borne an unfair and

7

unjustified financial burden attempting to correct mistakes agencies should never have made."
8

Ralph Naylor Farms, LLC v. Latah Cnty., 144 Idaho 806, 809, 172 P.3d 1081, 1084 (2007)
9

(overruled as to the standard of review only by City of Osburn v. Randel, 152 Idaho 906, 277
10
11

P.3d 353 (2012) (quoting Rincover v. State ofIdaho, Dep't. ofFinance, 132 Idaho 547, 549,

12

976 P.2d 473 (1999)). If an agency acts without any authority, it is acting without a reasonable

13

basis in law or fact. Id. "However, if an agency's actions are based upon a 'reasonable, but

14

erroneous interpretation of an ambiguous statute,' then attorney fees should not be awarded."

15

Id. at 809 (quoting Russet Valley Produce, Inc. Idaho Potato Comm'n v. Russet Valley Produce,

16

Inc., 127 Idaho 654, 661, 904 P.2d 566, 573 (1995) (citation omitted)).
17

In the Court's view, prior to the decision by the Supreme Court in this case, DOA's
18
19

defense can be characterized as a reasonable, but erroneous interpretation of an ambiguous

20

statute. However, after the Supreme Court reversed, finding that DOA acted unlawfully, the

21

Court concludes that DOA's continued defense of these awards lacked a reasonable basis in law

22
23

24
25
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or fact. As a result, the Court will award attorney fees to Syringa pursuant to Idaho Code § 121
2
3

117 from and after March 29, 2013, the date of the Supreme Court's decision.
The Court has reviewed Mr. Lombardi's March 2, 2015 Amended and Superseding

4

Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs

5

and Requests for Attorney Fees ("Lombardi Afffidavit"). The fee request is explained in detail

6

I

including the date of service, the timekeeper, the hourly rate, any adjustment, and the

7

description of the work. Syringa has provided biographical information on each timekeeper.
8

The Court has reviewed all of the entries and fees requested from and after March 29, 2013.
9

10

The description of the work is detailed. It appears that Plaintiff is not seeking any fees related

11

to the appeal. It also appears·that Syringa is seeking only fees related to its pursuit of Count

12

Three, on which Syringa prevailed. See Lombardi Affidavit at ~ 11. It appears that Syringa is

13

not seeking fees for its attempt to amend the Post Appeal Complaint to state a new claim

14

against Mr. Gwartney, or to research other potential new claims.

15

The Court has considered all of the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors. As an exercise of

16

discretion, the Court concludes that the requested fees for the entries after March 29, 2013,
17

represents a reasonable fee request. Accordingly, the Court will award these fees to Syringa
18

19
20

under Idaho Code § 12-117.

2. Idaho Code§ 12-120(3)

21

Idaho Code § 12-120(3) provides as follows:

22

In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill,
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale o~

23
24
25
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goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs.

1

2

The term "commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except
transactions for personal or household purposes. The term "party" is defined to
mean any person, partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the
state ofldaho or political subdivision thereof.

3

4
5

Idaho Code§ 12-120(3). Where this provision applies, an award of fees to the prevailing party
6

is mandatory. Action Collection Servs., Inc., v. Bigham, 146 Idaho 286,290, 192 P.3d 1110,
7

1114 (Ct. App. 2008). Syringa asserts that it is entitled to an award of fees as the prevailing
8

party under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) because this case involves a commercial transaction. DOA
9

asserts that Syringa is not entitled to fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) because there was no
10

transaction between DOA and Syringa. 1 Since this transaction does not involve a personal or
11

household matter, it clearly is a commercial transaction. The question is whether this is a
12

commercial transaction for which fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) can be awarded.
13

The commercial transaction must be "between the prevailing party and the party from
14

whom that party seeks fees." Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156,335 P.3d 1, 12 (2014)
15

(citing Harris, Inc. v. Foxhollow Const. & Trucking, Inc., 151 Idaho 761,778,264 P.3d 400,
16
17
1 After

18

19
20
21
22

initially prevailing in this action, in 2011, DOA asserted that this action involved a commercial transaction
and requested an award offees against Syringa pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-120(3). See DOA's March 21, 2011
Memorandum in Support of Request for Costs and Fees at pp. 3-8 ("The State Defendants are Entitled to an Award
of Attorney Fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3).") Syringa argued, and the Court agreed, that Idaho Code§ 12117 was the exclusive statute that could be used to award fees to DOA. See Syringa's April 4, 2011 Objection to
the State Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees at p. 2 and August 4, 2011 Memorandum Decision
and Order Re: Costs and Attorney Fees at p. 20. On appeal, the Supreme Court ruled that Idaho Code § 12-117
was not exclusive, and that fees could be awarded under any other applicable provision. Syringa, 155 Idaho at 67.
Now, DOA disavows its prior position and argues that the current motion for fees should not be decided on the
basis ofDOA's earlier submission. See Memorandum in Support ofDOA's Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney Fees at p. 16, n. 1.

23
24
25
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·'

1

417 (2011) (quoting_Soignier v. Fletcher, 151 Idaho 322,327,256 P.3d 730, 735 (2011)).

2

While there was no contract between.DOA and Syringa, the Supreme Court has mled that an

3

award of fees under Idaho Code §12-120(3) does not necessarily require a contract between the

4

prevailing and nonprevailing party. In re Univ. Place/Idaho Water Ctr. Project, 146 Idaho 527,

5

541, 199 P.3d 102, 116 (2008) ("Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) does not requi_re that there be a

6

contract between the parties before the statute is applied; the statute only requires that there be a

7

commercial transaction." Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466,

8

472, 36 P.3d 218,224 (2001)). Moreover, a fee award under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) is

9

appropriate in an action for declaratory relief if the gravamen of the action is a commercial

10

transaction. Freiburger v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 141 Idaho 415,423, 111 P.3d 100, 108

11

(2005).

12

The Supreme Court has explained that a gravamen is ."the material or significant part of

13

a grievance or complaint." Sims v. Jacobson, 157 Idaho 980,342 P.3d 907, 911-12 (2015)

14

(citing Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 509 (10th ed.1993)). Moreover, "[t]o

15

determine whether the significant Pru:t of a claim is a commercial transaction, the court must

16

analyze whether a commercial transaction (1) is integral to the claim and (2) constitutes the

17

basis of the party's theory ofrecovery on that claim." Id (citing Great Plains Equipment, Inc.,

18

v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466,471, 36 P.3d 218,223 (2004). The Supreme Court

19

has given the word "transaction" a broad meaning. In re Univ. Place/Idaho Water Ctr. Project

20

above at 541, 199 P.3d at 116.

21

Viewed in this light, the Court concludes that a commercial transaction is the gravamen

22

of Count Three. The commercial transaction is the solicitation and award of the design and

23

implementation of the Idaho Education Network. Due to DOA's unlawful division of the scope

24

25
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1

of the work between Qwest and ENA; Syringa has standing to challenge the awards. Syringa

2

Networks, 155 Idaho at 61,305 P.3d at 505. As the prevailing party in the challenge to the

3

award_process, Syringa is' entitled to.fees under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3). ·

4

As noted above, the Court has concluded that Syringa's fee request from and after

5

March 29, 2013 is reasonable. The Court has reviewed all of the entries and fees requested

6

prior to March 29, 2013. The description of the work is detailed. It appears that Plaintiff is not

7

seeking any fees related to the appeal. It also appears that Syringa is seeking only fees related

s

to its pursuit of Count Three, on which Syringa prevailed. See Lorn bardi Affidavit at ~ 11.

9

The Court has considered all of the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors. As an exercise of

10

discretion, the Court concludes that the requested fees for the entries prior March 29, 2013,

11

represents a reasonable fee request for that time frame. Accordingly, the Court will award these

12

fees, and the fees from and after March 29, 2013 to Syringa under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3).

13
14

3. Idaho Code§ 12-121

15

Idaho Code§ 12-121 provides as follows:

16

In any civil action, the judge ·may award reasonable attorney's fees to the

19

prevailing party or parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal or
amend any statute which otherwise provides for the award of attorney's fees. The
term "party" or "parties" is defined to include any person, partnership,
corporation, association, private organization, the state of Idaho or political
subdivision thereof.

20

Idaho Code§ 12-121.- This provision is limited by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) which states:" ... attorney

21

fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the court only when it finds, from

22

the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously,

17
18

23

24
25
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unreasonably or without foundation ..." I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l). Ail award of fees pursuant to Idaho
1

2

Code§ 12-121 is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Pocatello Hosp., LLC v. Quail Ridge

3

Med. Investor, LLC, 157 Idaho 732,339 P.3d 1136, 1146 (2014) (citing Idaho Military

4

Historical Soc'y, Inc. v. Maslen, 156 Idaho 624,629,329 P.3d 1072, 1077 (2014)).

5
6

Syringa asserts that an award of fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121 is appropriate because
DOA's defense of Count Three has been unreasonable and without foundation. DOA argues

7

that a fee request under Idaho Code § 12-121 must take the entire case into account, and
8

because DOA had legitimate defenses to other claims, it would be inappropriate to award fees
9

10
11

12

13
14

15

under this section.
In discussing this provision, the Supreme Court stated:
When deciding whether the case was brought or defended frivolously,
unreasonably, or without foundation, the entire course of the litigation must be
taken into account. Thus, if there is a legitimate, triable issue of fact, attorney
fees may not be awarded under LC. § 12-121 even though the losing party has
asserted· factual or legal claims that are frivolous, unreasonable, or without
foundation.

16

Idaho Military Historical Soc'y, Inc., 156 Idaho at 631,329 P.3d at 1079 (quoting Nampa &

17

Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Washington Fed. Sav., 135 Idaho 518, 524-25, 20 P .3d 702, 708·-09

18

(2001)). Moreover, "[a]pportionment of attorney fees is appropriate for those elements of the

19

case that were frivolous, unreasonable, and without foundation." Id. at 632,329 P.3d at 1080.

20

The Court concludes that DOA had a meritorious defense to one or more of the dismissed
21

claims implicating DOA. For that reason, the Court will decline to award fees under Idaho
22
23
24

25

Code 12-121 for DOA's defense prior to March 29, 2Q13. After that date, the only claim to be
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determined was Count Three, the main focus of the litigation, Syringa's request to declare the
1
2

awards to Qwest and ENA void. Given the Supreme Court's determination that DOA's awards

3

were unlawful, the Court concludes that DOA's post remand defense of the remaining claim

4

was frivolous, unreasonable and without foundation. As an exercise of discretion, the Court

5

will award Syringa the fees it requests from and after March 31, 3013.

6

Conclusion

7

As explained above, the Court concludes that Syringa is the prevailing party. The Court
8

will award Syringa those costs and fees as set forth above. The Court directs Syringa to submit
9

10
11

an appropriate form of supplemental judgment within fourteen (14) days of the entry of this
decision.

12

IT IS SO ORDERED.

13

Dated this

Jb

day of April, 2015.

14

15
16

District Judge

17

18

19
20

21
22
23

24
25
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL
VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS
AND REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
(Re Costs and Fees Incurred in Fee
Application)

Defendants.

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") submits this Supplemental Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees related to the costs and fees incurred by
Syringa in submitting its cost fee request. It is supported by the Affidavit of David R. Lombardi
in Support of Plaintiffs Supplemental Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney
Fees, incorporated herein by reference and filed contemporaneously herewith, and the record on
file with the Court in this matter.
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I.
SUPPLMENTAL MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES
0

COSTS:

$

ATTORNEY FEES:

$42,081.00

TOTAL:

$42,081.00

II.
BASIS FOR AWARD

Syringa is entitled to recover its attorney fees incurred for the work performed in
connection with its request for costs and fees pursuant to Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746,
185 P.3d 258 (2008), and BECO Construction Company, Inc., v. J-U-B Engineers Inc., 149
Idaho 294,233 P.3d 1216 (2010). As Syringa stated in its Memorandum( in Support of Plaintiffs
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, filed February 25, 2015, these
cases authorize the Court to award reasonable attorney fees related to fee award litigation to the
prevailing party in an action. Syringa indicated at page 15 of that Memorandum that it would
file a supplemental affidavit listing such additional fees as appropriate.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this deft.day of April, 2015.
GfVENS PURSLE~P / /

(7

BY: _ ____,..C..-------=-----""'-=----DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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. .

VERIFICATION
STATEOFIDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

I, DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and say:
I am one of the attorneys representing Plaintiff in the above-captioned action and as such I
have knowledge of the cost amounts itemi~ed in the Supplemental Verified Memorandum of Costs
and Request for Attorney Fees and the circumstances under which they were incurred.
I have reviewed the foregoing Supplemental Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request
for Attorney Fees. The costs described therein are true and correct and were reasonably and
necessarily incurred in the prosecution of this action. To the best of my understanding, the costs

David R. Lombardi

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this ;:Jcr'aay of April, 2015.

N ARYPUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires: 7-I d-[,;f".
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.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

:J-q{'1

I hereby certify that on this
day of April, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

- - U.S. Mail
- - Hand Delivery
_ p a x (954-5210 & 954-5260)
- mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
- 7Email
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S. Mail

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

- - U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
/fax (615-252-6335)
~Email
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID. 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (385-5384)
mail - srt@moffatt.com

__A_

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ J a x (303-866-0200)
- /Email
b

_ _ Hand Delivery
___.tFax (319-2601)
__/_Email - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

David R. Lombardi
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I

APR 2 9 2015
David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Patrick J. Miller, ISB #3221
Melodie A. McQuade, ISB #9433
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P .0. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HALEY MYERS
DEPUTY

2433368_3

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
SUPPLEMENTAL VERIFIED
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

County of Ada.

)

ss.

DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. ·

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofldaho since 1976. I am

and have been the lead attorney for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") with primary
resp,onsibility for management and prosecution of the above matter since it was filed in 2009 .

..
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL VERIFIED
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES - 1
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2.

I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and am competent to

testify thereto.
3.

Each attorney and paralegal that provided services in connection with the cost and

fee applic~tion in this case maintained records which described the particular legal services
performed, the date the services were performed and the amount of time devoted. These time
entries were and are collected electronically, compiled on a regular periodic basis, multiplied by
the applicable hourly rate and totaled monthly for submission to Syringa with a bill for legal
services performed.
4.

My current standard hourly rate (as of January 1, 2015) and the rate charged in

connection with the Supplemental Verified Memorandum is $330.00 per hour.
5.

I was assisted in the cost and fee application by other partners, associates and

paralegals practicing at Givens Pursley. The names, initials, and respective hourly rates for each
of those partners, associates and paralegals who rendered legal services in connection with the
cost and fee application this matter are set forth in the table below:
Timekeeper

6.

Initials

Rate(s)

Susan M. Heneise, Paralegal

SMH

120

David R. Lombardi, Partner

DRL

330

Alex McLaughlin, Partner

APM

210

Melodie McQuade, Associate

MAM

185

Patrick J. Miller, Partner

PJM

295

Effective Date
1/1/2015
1/1/2015
1/1/2015
1/1/2015
1/1/2015

Brief biographies of each of the attorneys and paralegals identified were

previously submitted to the Court with my affidavit filed March 2, 2015.
I

7.

As explained in Syringa's Supplemental Verified Memorandum of Costs and

Request for Attorney Fees, filed concurrently herewith, Syringa is entitled to fees incurred for

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL VERIFIED
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES - 2
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the work performed in connection with its request for costs and fees.
8.

Additional time entries related to Syringa's request for costs and attorney fees

logged into the Givens Pursley accounting system and billed to Syringa for this matter are
compiled on Exhibit 1 attached hereto.
9.

To the best of the undersigned's knowledge and belief, the items of attorney's

fees stated in Exhibit 1 are correct and in compliance with Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure. Additionally, the fees reflected at Exhibit 1 were reasonable and were necessarily
incurred in pursuing an award of fees and costs in this case.
10.

I have reviewed the time entries reflecting attorney and paralegal time and

services provided to Syringa in connection with the cost and fee request that are contained on
Exhibit 1 and have stricken those entries that do not relate to Syringa's request for costs and
attorney fees. The total amount of those fees, and the additional amount of attorney fees
requested hereby, is $42,081.00.
11.

Relative to the I.R.C.P. Rule 54(e)(3) factors (as applied to the fees incurred in

applying for costs and fees), the fees requested reflect the actual time required to submit and
establish Syringa's entitlement to costs and fees in this matter which included establishing that
Syringa was the prevailing party and that it was entitled to fees under Idaho Code§§ 12-117, 12120(3) and 12-121. The law on attorney fees requires careful and detailed analysis and requires
the skill of experienced lawyers in commercial litigation. The charges, as previously established,
are consistent with prevailing charges for like work. The fee was not contingent. The time
limits provided by rule and the court were reasonable, but required due diligence. The amount
involved is very significant. As previously established, the case was not desirable. Undersigned
counsel previously testified and established that the factors described in Rule 54(e)(3) of the

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL VERIFIED
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES - 3
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Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure support an award of attorney fees in this case. See Amended and
Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, filed March 2, 2015, at 112,
incorporated herein by this reference.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this di~ay of April, 2015.

&~

N ARYPUBuc FOR IDAHO
Residing at Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires: -~7_-_l~d~-f~K~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ~ a y of April, 2015, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)
:::::-€mail - mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
smontosa@hawleytroxell.com;
lhiggins@hawleytroxell.com;
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER
OBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Pepe: (319-2601)
- - ~ -mail - poberrecht@greenerlaw.com;
jmau@greenerlaw.com;
jshipley@greenerlaw.com;
ktouchstone@greenerlaw.com;

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)
-~mail
bpatterson@babc.com; lclothier@babc.com;

Stephen R. Thomas
U.S. Mail
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS . _ _ Hand Delivery
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Fax (385-5384)
P.O. Box 829
~ a i l - srt@moffatt.com
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)
- ---Email
-

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL VERIFIED
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EXHIBIT 1
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Syringa Networks, LLC / Litigation ( 5821 / 79)

Note: Time Entries that have been adjusted are highlighted in yellow.

FEES
Date

Timekeeper

Hours

Adjusted
Hours

Rate

Original
Amount

2/13/2015 David R. Lombardi

3.60

0.30

330 .00

1,089.00

2/ 13/2015 Melodie McQuade
2/13/2015 Patrick J . Miller

0.20
3.20

0.20

185.00
295.00

37 .00
944.00

2/15/2015 Melodie McQuade

2.30

185.00

425.50

2/16/2015 David R. Lombardi
2/16/2015 Patrick J. Miller

0.30
4.50

0.30

330.00
295 .00

99.00
1,327.50

2/17/2015 David R. Lombardi

2.10

1.10

330 .00

693.00

Adjusted
Amount

Description

990 .00 ~eseive aRa Fe•,•iew Netise ef .A.1313eal frnm l:e~I.A, (.d) ; design spreadsheet for allocation of attorney
work on different issues in case and test same (1 .5); direct staff re same (.3); analyze options in light
of Rule 54/b) certificate and iudament /1.5).
_,
_,;
==.
,:c.1 /\
- '· - 0.00
944.00 Continue to work on fee applications; direct research on private attorney general doctrine ; outline
affidavit; outline memorandum in sunnort of fee award .
425.50 Review and analyze case law pertaining to private attorney general doctrine attorney fees ; draft
memorandum re same.
.
•r-• . ....... II
I
·-··_.
.,
0.00 •~
...... .., _ ......
·- ·- - ·1,327 .50 Review private Attorney General law; review prior fee award in the case; revise case law on
commercial transaction; draft commercial transaction section; begin work on 12-117 analysis research case law.
330 .00 ,l\aaFess issues seR seFRiR§ Fe(:luiFemeRts uRaeF MS,/\, Yeisemail aRa email te GFe§ bewe Fe samE
aRa aa•,ise d. Gl=leu aRa K. MsGluFe Fe aRalysis (.!:!) ; complete review and edit of adjustments on
attorneys fees to prevailing claims (1 .0) ; rnseive email frem Grn§ bewe aRa follew u13 witl=l Grn§
1 . . . . . . : .....

__ ------

··-·

-

1, -· ·- -- --

2/17/2015 Patrick J. Miller

5.00

295.00

1,475.00

2/18/2015 David R. Lombardi
2/18/2015 Patrick J. Miller
2/19/2015 David R. Lombardi

2 .00
2.00
3.00

2.00

330 .00
295.00
330 .00

660 .00
590 .00
990 .00

2/19/20 15
2/20/2015
2/22/2015
2/23/2015

Patrick J . Miller
Patrick J . Miller
David R. Lombardi
Melodie McQuade

0 .30
6.00
2.00
6 .80

2.00

295.00
295.00
330 .00
185.00

88.50
1,770.00
660 .00
1,258 .00

2/23/2015 Alex P. Mclauchlin
2/23/2015 Susan M. Heneise
2/23/2015 David R. Lombardi

1.20
0.20
3.30

0 .20
1.10

210.00
120.00
330.00

252 .00
24.00
1,089.00

295.00

1,180.00

2/24/2015 Melodie McQuade

9.20

185.00

1,702.00

2/24/2015 Alex P. McLaughlin

0.80

210 .00

168.00

2/24/2015 David R. Lombardi

3.80

330 .00

1,254.00

2/24/2015 Patrick J . Miller
2/25/2015 Melodie McQuade

3.00
7.40

295.00
185.00

885 .00
1,369 .00

2.50

4.50

•-

_, . _, _,_ , _ I"'.>\

.

-

: .... ........ £

-

A

-

..

-

I

--

I

: _

•w-

,v -

I

C \
,v .

88.50
1,770.00
660.00
888 .00

Conference reqard inq attornev fee brief.
Work on attorney fee brief; work on 12-117 analvsis ; work on 12-121 analvsis.
Work on D . Lombardi Affidavit re Costs and Fees .
l=leFfoFm le§al Fesearnl=l Felatea te a13i:ieal aeaaliRes aRa metieRs foF FeseRsiaeFatieR (~ .Q) ; discuss
memorandum in support of verified memorandum of costs and fees with P. Miller; review and
analyze memorandum in support of verified memorandum of costs and fees ; review pleading
throuohout case and court decision related to same .
252.00 Analvze issues associated with whether client can recover fees under 12-120(3).
: ,t
,...,....,...
- _,
0 .00 ,~ "

·-

-~-·

=

""

726 .00 Complete D. Lombardi Affidavit re costs and fees (2 .0) ; conference with P . Miller re same (.2);
semi:ilete aRalysis rn 6Q(b)(6) metieR aRa seRsluae Ret te rnRew (.a) ; seRfornRse witl=l d. Gl=leu re
I -- / " '
... _ ·- ... -~~ - .·-·
....... ""'-''--4
·1,180.00 Confirm and revise and check authorities on attorney fee application ; review and edit D . Lombardi's
affidavit; meet with M . McQuade to revise brief.
... . - .
r,
-- --- .__
. - ,_ - - - ·-- ..
- 1,239.50 •~
"
review aRa aRalyze sase law i:iertaiRiR§ te same; review memorandum in support of verified
memorandum of costs and fees; discuss same with P . Miller and D. Lombardi; review early case
briefing and decisions re same; review and analyze case law pertaining to memorandum and
discuss case law aoolication with A. Mclauchlin and P . Miller.
168.00 Analyze and edit Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees and supporting
affidavit.
1,254.00 Complete Affidavit and Memo of Costs (2.0); review and edit memorandum (1 .0); telephone
conference with Greq Lowe /. 2) .
885.00 Continue to work on and mod ifv attornev fee brief; revise 12-120/3) section .
. ,.
.. ..... ~ ~~r...,
. . ·- ' ...,,, -.. _
'.-- ·
_., _
536 .50 I'"\ u
......... ,.....-- --,v - - :_ " '"''"'
review and edit memorandum in support of verified memorandum of fees and costs ; ais suss betl=l
L · .... £ ....
:&L f""\
I
' 0
~A '. 11 - 'I\
- ·-'-",..... ' .... ,....
... - · --

.....

4 .00

V

1,475.00 Work on 12-117 analysis ; work on prevailing party analysis and recent case law - compare and
contract this case to recent ISC case.
660 .00 Work on attorneys fees allocation and cla im for costs /2 .0l .
590 .00 Work on attorney fee brief.
330 .00 Work on costs and fees (1.0) ; seRfeFeRse witl=l GFe§ bewe aRa BF>yaR GlaFk (:J .Q) ; follew u13 (.a);

·--· .

2/23/2015 Patrick J. Miller

~-

.1. ....

·-"~

~

~

-

·- -

~

-· -

_

- --

,V

·-

- -'

··~--

~~

'

·~
·-

. -· ·- -

..........
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210 .00

357.00

210.00
330.00
295.00
210 .00

105.00
495.00
737.50
63.00

210 .00

252 .00

5.10

185.00

943.50

1.00
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.40

0.20

295.00
120.00
185.00
185.00
330 .00

295 .00
36 .00
55.50
37.00
132.00

3/4/2015 David R. Lombardi
3/4/2015 Susan M. Heneise
3/5/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.30
0.20
1.30

0.30
0.20
1.30

330 .00
120.00
185.00

99.00
24.00
240.50

3/6/2015
3/6/2015
3/6/2015
3/9/2015

0.30
0.90
1.80
0.50

0.30
0.90

185.00
330 .00
295.00
330 .00

55.50
297.00
531 .00
165.00

2/25/2015 Alex P. McLaughlin

1.70

Alex P. McLauqhlin
David R. Lombardi
Patrick J . Miller
Alex P . McLaughlin

0.50
1.50
2.50
0.30

2/27/2015 Alex P . McLaughlin

1.20

2/27/2015 Melodie McQuade

5.10

Patrick J . Miller
Susan M. Heneise
Melodie McQuade
Melodie McQuade
David R. Lombardi

2/25/2015
2/25/2015
2/25/2015
2/26/2015

0.50
0.50

357 .00 Strategy meeting regarding edits to Memorandum of Costs and Request for Fees and supporting
affidavit. Analvze and edit our brief supportinq our fee request.
·~
0.00
- -· - ·r-- , .. L. -= ,_,e,
·-··- ,_ .. - ·-·
330.00 Finalize Memo of Costs & Fees :-: • :::':- ~~ • -:-: "
737.50 Work on attorney fee brief.
63.00 Analyze new cases discussing the 12-117 standard and which support Syringa's position on its
request for fees .
252 .00 Analyze prevailing party cases that state that where a party prevails on part of its cla im , but the cl aim
is the primary count, that party is nonetheless the prevailinq party.
0.00 l:;)Faft A'letieR te seal e*l=lisit; ElFaft eFEleF te seal ; Fe•,ise aREl u13sate affisa•,it iR su1313eFt ef A'letieR ;
rr•
_ .:
r
. .. n
A .
:a...:.&."' .1:6..
·--...
" - - L . . - - . . J '. - - ·=-·

.

....

-

-

..I'.--

2/27/2015
2/27/2015
3/2/2015
3/3/2015
3/3/2015

Melodie McQuade
David R. Lombardi
Patrick J . Miller
David R. Lombardi

0.50

~·-

·-"

-

-

_,.

r,

·--

·:-1

__

-

-

.

-

--

r•

-

Assist with attorney fee aPolication revisions .
Research records for P. Miller w ith reqard to Motion for Fees.
Review and discuss amended attorney fee pleadinqs with D . Lombardi.
Discuss pleadinqs to be filed with D. Lombardi.
BFief oeRfeFeRoe J . Gl=lou aREl K. MoGlum m City Clti&-J:)feSeRtatioR rn IEN (.2) ; conference with
associate followinq up on costs (.2).
,e,_
L..-:
- ., -- ·~· ,_ ··-- ~ L.
0.00
- _,.
- r'\T,,..._ -- :- ·,-·-- ··n
_,
-· - .... - A
- :.a.L.. . --0.00
·n
·- 0.00 l:;)Faft sti13ulatioR aREl oFEleF 13eFtaiRiR§ to sealiR§ affisa•1it e*l=lisit; sisouss saA'le witl=I g _bOA'lSaFSi.

295.00
36.00
55.50
37 .00
66 .00

... ,A

-

-1

-

__

-

·- ·-

-

...I

-

---'

-~
__ _,. --- ·- - ·-

- --

.

. ..J:_
,. "- . - - ~0.00 D ·-nr,•
--- , __ "--~
---·
·-' -0.00 _
-~
531.00 Follow-up on fil inq of attorney fee brief.
0.00 FOiiow Fesults of SGROOI GOR!FaotiR§ feF srnassaREl Fe130Ftes iR Rews (.2) ; GORfeFeRGe witR J. Gl=lou Fe
status iR le§islatum aREl ste13s Reoessary to ooRtiRue OF eRRaRoe 13ositieR of SyFiR§a iR le§islaturn

·-· ·- -- --A --

...

·-

·-· ·- ·- .
314.50 Re•,iew l:;)QA 01313ositioR to A'lOtioR to aA'leRS jUS§A'leRt OF foF FeGORSiSeFatioR; aRal~e Fe13ly SFief Fe
,...,,,;,1. I ' ) \

3/10/2015 Melodie McQuade

3.30

3/10/2015 David R. Lombardi

0.70

3/10/2015 Patrick J . Miller
3/11/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.40
4.10

3/11/2015 David R. Lombardi

1.60

185.00

610.50

330 .00

231 .00

2.00

295.00
185.00

118.00
758 .50

2.80

1.80

330 .00

924 .00

3/12/2015 Melodie McQuade

7.20

3.60

185.00

1,332.00

3/12/2015 Alex P. McLaughlin

1.30

0.70

210 .00

273.00

126.00 Strategy conference regarding fee and cost objection aREl l:;)QA's Fes130Rse to ouF a9(e) A'lotioR.

3/12/2015 David R. Lombardi

2.40

1.40

330 .00

792.00

330 .00 Conference re response to objection to attorneys fees and costs (1 .0); oeRfeFeRoe witl=I M. MoQuase
Fe Fe13ly to 01313ositioR te MotioR to AA'leREl JuS§A'leRt (.4); Feoeive aREl Feivew iRfeFA'latioR GORGeFRiR§
olaiA'ls sy E~JA aAEl Qwest uAEleF l+G/l,, tele131=!0Re ooAfeFeAoe will=! olieRt Fe saA'le aREl fellow u13 H.Q) .

3/13/2015 Melodie McQuade

6.20

6.20

185.00

1,147.00

Alex P. McLauqhlin
Susan M. Heneise
Patrick J. Miller
Melodie McQuade

0.40
0.20
1.20
2.70

0.40
0.20
2.70

210.00
120.00
295.00
185.00

84.00
24.00
354.00
499 .50

3/16/2015 Alex P . McLaughlin

0.30

0.30

210 .00

63.00

3/17/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.90

0.90

185.00

166.50

same; review and analvze DOA motion to disallow costs and fees.
231 .00 Receive and skim DOA objection to request for costs and fees (. 2); telephone conference with Greg
Lowe re same and remainina issues in litiaation (. 5\ .
118.00 Conference with D . Lombardi reqard ina attorney fee follow-up .
388.50 Office conferences with D. Lombardi and P. Miller re responding to DOA briefing re attorney fees
; research and analyze case and statutory law re same.
....... .... . '..... ..... '··"·330 .00 [REDACTED] (1.0); [REDACTED]( .8); review DOA Motion to Disallow Costs aREl G1313ositioR to
(1 .0) .
....... ".. .......... "·"666.00 Interoffice conferences with P . Miller and D. Lombardi re briefing in response to DOA briefing ; 4
-- , __
,_
·--..J ..
· - - " -& - - •
·- =- -

·-

·-·
·-

-·

·-

-·

'"-

3/13/2015
3/13/2015
3/13/2015
3/16/2015

0.00 l:;)Faft Fe13ly iR su13130Ft of A'lotioR to aA'leREl OF feF FeooRsiseFatioR ; Fe•,iew a Rs aRal~e ease law Fe
same-,
,. ,_

...

__

·-·- -· ,,, ___ , ---- ...

....... _ : ......... L..:1:,. ·- ·--...1 ---·
' . - - ·- ............
·-'
0.00
__ ,, .
........ ,.._: ..... , &..... r\ I
.L. - - " ' "
0.00
354.00 Meet with team to discuss attorney fee response ; work on outline.
0.00 l:;)Faft Fe13ly A'leA'leFaRSUA'l iR su13130Ft ef A'lOtieR to aA'leREl OF foF FeooRsiseFatieR ; aRaly2e law Fe saA'le;
,,.
. ,,.
n,
,h.,... .........i ·
..
"'
... "

-

-·

·--

-

-

-

'

.

·- ··- ....

"
·- --

-

-·

·-- - .

0.00 ARal~e issue assooiates witl=I aF§UA'leRt tl=lat SyFiR§a laoks staREliR§ to rnquirn 130FtioR of tl=le
0.00

-

"

- ---

...

•:-,

-

_, ,.
-·- - -

~-

·- =- - ·---~

_,e -

,_

--..J

--

,e __

'"-
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Note: Time Entries that have been adjusted are highlighted in yellow . •

3/18/2015 Melodie McQuade

6.60

6.60

185.00

1,221 .00

3/19/2015 Melodie McQuade
3/19/2015 David R. Lombardi

2.40
2.20

2.40
2.20

185.00
330 .00

444 .00
726 .00

0.00 QFaft Fe13ly iA s1c11313er:t ef metieA te amem:l eF foF FeseAsiseFatieA ; Fe•,iew a As aAal~e e~J,A.'s
e1313esitieA bFief rn same ; F0\1iew aAs aAal~e sase law rn same ; rnview aAs aAal~e sase 13leasiAgs
Fe same .
._
_, ._,_ r\
I
·' · ,. __
'~·--'
---·· -0.00 I
'-''"° I ....,
.
0.00 AtteAs Gity Gl1c1b te "1eaF Geesse 13FeseAttieA; emails te Grng bewe s1c1FiAg 13FeseAtatieA (~ .G);
tele13"1eAe seAfeFeAse witA Grng bewe Fe rnmeF ef sefamatieA slaim by e~JA & GeAt1c1ry biAk (.2) ;
F0\1iew aAs 13m13ese esits foF Re13ly iA £1c11313er:t ef 59(e ) MetieA sirnstiAg QOA te semaAs Fe13aymeAt

4.00

4.00

185.00

740 .00

3/20/2015 Alex P. McLauahlin
3/20/2015 David R. Lombardi

0.40
1.00

0.40
1.00

210 .00
330.00

84.00
330 .00

3/23/2015 Melodie McQuade

7.20

185.00

1,332 .00

3/23/2015 Patrick J . Miller
3/24/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.80
6.30

295.00
185.00

236 .00
1,165.50

3/25/2015 Melodie McQuade

4.90

185.00

906.50

3/26/2015 Melodie McQuade

7.20

185.00

1,332 .00

3/27/2015 Melodie McQuade

8.30

185.00

1,535 .50

3/27/2015 Patrick J . Miller
3/29/2015 Melodie McQuade
3/30/2015 Melodie McQuade

2.50
5.10
0.40

295.00
185.00
185.00

737 .50
943.50
74.00

-

..

--

.

·-

- ·-·- ·-

,u

-

·

..... ...,

-

·--· ,. ·- .
-0.00 Re•,•ise rn13ly memernAs1c1m iA s1c11313er:t ef metieA te ameAs eF k>F rnseAsiserntieA ; rnview bFief witA A.
............... .., ..... ·-.
·~·
_,,_.
,._ . ·-0.00 "--··
·0.00 Re•,iew Am~t te final srnft ef rn13ly rn 59(e), rnvise ans foFwaFs te M. MsQ1c1ase te be fiAalizes ans
(\\

L

3/20/2015 Melodie McQuade

--~ ·- ·- -

-

- ·II.A-I

n

-''

-

1

,

.-..J · . , .

·

,.._,._...._..I

,..,,1:4.

- -

,

'-

·

r r

$:1: .........

---' .

file4

0.20

3/30/2015 David R. Lombardi

4.40

330.00

1,452.00

3/31/2015 Melodie McQuade
3/31/2015 David R. Lombardi
4/1/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.30
3.00
6.10

185.00
330 .00
185.00

55 .50
990.00
1,128.50

4/1/2015 David R. Lombardi
4/2/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.70
2.70

330 .00
185.00

231 .00
499.50

David R. Lombardi
Patrick J. Miller
Patrick J. Miller
Melodie McQuade

0.50
2.50
0.40
4.00

330.00
295.00
295.00
185.00

165.00
737 .50

4/3/2015 David R. Lombardi
4/6/2015 Patrick J . Miller
4/6/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.80
2.00
2.60

330 .00
295 .00
185.00

264.00
590.00
481 .00

4/8/2015 Melodie McQuade
4/13/2015 David R. Lombard i
4/20/2015 Melodie McQuade

0.30
0.30
2.30

0.30

185.00
330 .00
185.00

55.50
99.00
425.50

4/20/2015 David R. Lombardi
4/22/2015 Melodie McQuade

1.50
1.30

1.50

330 .00
185.00

495 .00
240 .50

4/2/2015
4/2/2015
4/3/2015
4/3/2015

2.30

740.00

1,332.00 Draft opposition to DOA motion to disallow fees and costs; discuss same with P. Miller; review case
law re same; review case plead inas re same .
236.00 Conference with M. McQuade reaardina orevailina oartv analvsis; work on resoonse brief.
1,165.50 Draft Syringa's opposition to DOA motion to disallow attorney fees and costs; review and analyz1
case and statutorv law re same .
906.50 Draft Syringa's opposition to DOA motion to disallow attorney fees and costs ; review and analyze
case and statutorv law re same; discuss same with A. McLauahlin and D. Lombardi.
1,332 .00 Draft Opposition to DOA motion to disallow costs and fees ; review and analyze case law re same.
1,535.50 Draft opposition to DOA motion to disallow costs and fees ; discuss same with P. Miller; review and
analvze case law oertainina to same; review and analvze oleadinas re same.
737 .50 Review and comment on attornev fee brief; make oublic records reauest.
943 .50 Draft oooosition to DOA motion to disallow fees and costs.
37 .00 Discuss opposition brief to DOA motion to disallow fees and costs with D. Lombardi ; FO¥iew Qwest's

·-·-

,__

·- - "-

·~ -·

,.

--·~

-- •=
=
1,452.00 Conference with M. McQuade and follow up with P. Miller re reply brief re attorneys fees (.4); work
on edits and revisions (4.0).
55.50 Discuss brief in onnositon to DOA motion to disallow with D. Lombardi.
990 .00 Comolete revisions and ed its to reolv brief re attornev fees.
1,128.50 Review updated version of Syringa's opposition to DOA motion to disallow fees and costs; discuss
changes with D. Lombardi; revise opposition brief; discuss brief with P. Miller; draft affidavits in
support of Syrinqa's oooosition brief.
231.00 Review and edit reply brief re attv fees with M. McQuade.
499.50 Conference with D. Lombardi and P. Miller re brief in opposition to DOA motion to disallow; draft
updated brief.
165.00 Continue finalizinq oonosition memo re fees .
737.50 Revise attorney fee brief and meet with D. Lombardi and M. McQuade reaard ina chanaes.
Provide information for affidavit; conference with M. McQuade.
740.00 Update brief in opposition to DOA motion to disallow; discuss same with D. Lombardi and P. Millier.

·-··- ·- -

~

264.00 Finalize reply re attorneys fees .
590 .00 Revise and comment upon attornev fee brief; work with M. McQuade on final edits .
481 .00 Discuss revisions to Syringa's response to DOA motion to disallow costs and fees with P. Miller; edit,
revise , and finalize Syrinqa's resoonse brief.
,;;;- · -- _,_
0.00 In-. ,
,................
99.00 Telephone conference with Grea Lowe re status.
0.00 ,A,ssist iA sFafting aAs esitiiAg SyFinga's netise ef srnss a1313eal ; Fevie•,•, aAs aAalyze a1313ellate F1c1les Fe
-

sam&.

-

.. .

,.,.4,1 ,..

.

... ..

-

-

.

_,,..
_,
0.00 n .-eJ.,.,....,.,.,a .
- '-' - ....,,vv
240 .50 Review and analyze court's memorandum decision on attorney fees ; discuss next steps with P.
Miller and D. Lombardi
1-

-

-

,-
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Note: Time Entries that have been adjusted are highlighted in yellow. ,

4/22/2015 Alex P. McLaughlin

0.20

210 .00

42 .00

4/22/2015 David R. Lombardi

2.20

330 .00

726.00

4/22/2015 Patrick J. Miller

1.00

295 .00

295.00

4/23/2015 Melodie McQuade

3.40

185.00

629.00

4/24/2015 Patrick J. Miller
4/24/2015 Melodie McQuade

1.70
2.50

295.00
185.00

501 .50
462 .50

4/24/20 15 David R. Lomba rdi

2.20

330.00

726 .00

4/27/2015 David R. Lombardi
4/28/2015 Melodie McQuade
Total Fees

1.50
2.50
242.80

330 .00
185.00

495 .00
462.50
57 123.50

1.50

42 .00 Analyze issue associated with attorneys' fees incurred as part of our fee and cost motion and how to
Ipresent those to the court.
726.00 Receive and review decision by Court awarding attorney fees to Syringa and call to client re same
(.8); draft email summary to client re same (.6); review fees incurred since 2/13 and prepare rough
draft recao of fees for sunnlemental submission /.8\.
295.00 Revise attorney fee brief and consult with M. McQuade regarding filing supplemental memorandum
of costs and fees.
629.00 Draft supplemental memorandum in support of request for costs and fees ; draft affidavit in support
of supplemental memorandum ; review register of attorney fee filling for deletions and redactions.
501 .50 Revise sunnlemental affidavit and memorandum ; draft iudament; draft letter to Judae P. Owen .
462 .50 Edit and update draft documents re lated to supplemental memorandum of costs and attorney fees ;
discuss same with P. Miller and D. Lombardi.
231.00 Telephone conference with Greg Lowe re decision on attorney fees (.2); work on supplemental
submission for attornevs fees /.5\· rREDACTEDl.
495 .00 Finalize attorney fees exhibit and submission .
462.50 Review attorney fee reQister for redactions; uodate and finalize sunnlemental attornev fee filinas .
42 081.00
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF)
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED
SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT

COMES NOW Idaho Department of Administration (00.P{), by and through its attorneys
of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and submits this Objection to Proposed
Supplemental Judgment (Objectiorl).1

1

DOA submits this Objection without waiving any challenges to the District Court's Apri'l 20, 2015
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Plaintiffs Motion for an Award of Costs and Attorney Fees .

.....
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT - 1
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The DOA objects to Syringa Networks, LLCs {'Syringa') proposed Supplemental
Judgment because (1) this Court has not concluded that $14,748.83 in electronic research fees
were'teasonably necessary in preparing' Syringa's case, see I.R.C.P. 53(e)(K); and (2) Syringa is
not entitled to recover attorney fees in preparation of its request for costs and attorney fees,
because it has failed to argue, let alone satisfy, the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors.

II.
ARGUMENT
A.

Absent a Finding that Legal Research Fees are "Reasonably Necessary in Preparing
a Party's Case," Legal Research Fees May not Be Recoverable as Attorney Fees.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 53(e)(3)(K) allows for'lt]he reasonable cost of automated

legal researcli'to be included in an award of attorney fees only'li'the court finds it was reasonably
necessary in preparing a party's case:'
This Court did not find that Syringa's cost for legal research was'teasonably necessary in
preparing' Syringa's case, even though Syringa sought to recover this cost in its Amended and
Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees {'Superseding
Request). Instead, the Court's Memorandum Decision only"award[ed] Syringa those costs and
fees as set forth above'.'Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Plaintiffs Motion for an Award of
Costs and Attorney Fees {Memorandum Decisiorl') at 16. Since there was no finding"set forth
above'that Syringa's cost for legal research and writing could be recovered as part of the attorney
fee award, Syringa's proposed Supplemental Judgment is improper.

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT - 2
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B.

Syringa is Not Entitled to Recover Attorney Fees in Preparation of Its Request for
Costs and Attorney Fees.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3) itemizes the factors a court should consider in

determining the amount of an attorney fees award:
In the event the court grants attorney fees to a party or parties in a
civil action is shall consider the following factors in determining
the amount of such fees:
(A) The time and labor required.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions.
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the
experience and ability of the attorney in the particular field of
law.
(D)The prevailing charges for like work.
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances
of the case.
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained.
(H) The undesirability of the case.
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the
client.
(J) Awards in similar cases.
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer
Assisted Legal Research), if the court finds it was reasonably
necessary in preparing a party's case.
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the
particular case.

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT - 3
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With respect to a Court's consideration of these factors, the Idaho Supreme Court has clarified
that'lt]he bottom line in an award of attorney fees is reasonableness'.' Lettunich v. Lettunich, 185
P.3d 258, 262 (Idaho 2008).
Syringas contention that its 174.6 hours and $42,081 in legal fees were necessary in
requesting attorney fees and costs is incredible. A review of the relevant factors confirms that
Syringas attorney fees incurred in requesting attorney fees and costs is unreasonable and
excessive.
(A) The time and labor required. DOA is baffled by Syringas contention that its attorneys
spent 174.6 hours to request attorney fees and costs. This is much in excess of the time and labor
necessary to prepare a request for costs and attorney fees.

(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. Syringas request and the
DOA's opposition thereto involved legal argument. But the parties focused around
the dispositive issues and the handful of cases discussing the relevant points.
Unlike the merits of this case which all agree did involve novel and difficult
questions, a request for costs and attorney fees is not novel or difficult.

(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the
experience and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. The
preparation of a request for costs and attorney fees is as much administrative as it
is legal in nature. Yet, somehow Syringas attorneys found the opportunity to
squeeze nearly 175 hours of attorney time into its preparation.

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT - 4
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(D) The prevailing charges for like work. The effective rate for Syringas
174.6 hours spent in requesting costs and attorney fees is $241. This is indicative
that a significant amount of the work on the request was done by a timekeeper
with a substantial hourly rate. Though the prevailing rate for attorney hours in
general may be at or near this figure,

(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. As already stated
above, Syringa claims to have spent 174.6 hours preparing the request for attorney
fees. While the result of their request was, in their view, successful, that small
victory hardly justifies an award of attorney fees of over $42,000, which rivals the
amount of fees necessary to litigate most cases through discovery.

(J) Awards in similar cases. The two cases cited by Syringa do not support
its request for attorney fees in preparing the underling request. Indeed, the entire
amount of fees awarded following remand from the Supreme Court in Lettunich
was $15,193.13. See 185 P.3d at 264. The focal issue in that case on remand was
the attorney fee award. Id. Likewise, in BECO Construction Company, Inc. v. JU-B Engineers Inc., 233 P.3d 1216 (Idaho 2010), the award of attorney fees for

preparation of a request for attorney fees was $5,540. Id. at 1220. Thus,
consideration of awards in the cases cited by Syringa in support of its contention
demonstrate that its attorneys have spent an unreasonable amount of time
preparing its request for costs and attorney fees.

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT - 5
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Consideration of the relevant Rule 54(e)(3) factors demonstrates that Syringa's attempt to
recover over $42,000 in additional attorney fees by way of its proposed Supplemental Judgment
is unreasonable and must be disallowed.

III.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the DOA objects to the inclusion of $14,748.83 (legal
research costs) and $42,081 (attorney fees incurred in preparation of request for costs and
attorney fees).

DATED THIS ----'t'---day of May, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By--1.~~~-1L.!.L-J~~~'.:..=.~~~~
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No.
Steven F. Schossberger, IS No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

_l

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of May, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
[SIIE-mail: drl@givenspursley.com

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
flS} E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
DE-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
Telecopy: 208.385.5384

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

~lodiemcquade@givenspursley.com

lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

JJ

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
)<I E-Mail:
~-~rrecht@greenerlaw.com
~'elecopy: 208.319.2601
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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JUN 24 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HAlEY tJYERS
DEPUTY

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschoss berger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRING.A NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
•'

Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
Defendants.

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL
Filing Fee: Waived pursuant to LC. § 672301

)
)
)

--------------TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1
01152.0105.7466418.l

002394

1.

The above-named Appellant, Idaho Department of Administration (hereinafter

"Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in the above-entitled action,
District Judge Patrick H. Owen, on February 11, 2015, including the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order re Motion to Reconsideration entered Febmary 11, 2015, and the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions entered on November 10,
2014.

2.

That the Appellant has tl1e right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule 1 l(a)(l).

3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether tl1e District Court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Qwest were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa's
Complaint pre-appeal.

(b)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following the

Appellant's rescission of Amendments No. 1 to the Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three was moot and not ripe.

(c)

Whether the District Court e1Ted in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Comt's holding on the first appeal on the limited issue that Syringa had standing to pursue its
claim under Count Three of the Complaint also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
01152.0105.7466418.I
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(d)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court previously concluded that
Syringa had conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the District Court even
subsequently holding that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.

(e)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the severability clause in

the State of Idaho Standard Contract Tenns and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.

(f)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."

(g)

Whether the District Court erred in adding ENA as a party defendant to

the second amended post-appeal complaint and voided a contract to which ENA is a party with
Appellant even though all claims against it had been dismissed with prejudice, which were
affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the award of costs and fees to ENA was
satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.
(h)

Whether the District Court ened in awarding attorney fees and costs to

Syringa as the prevailing party in the litigation under I.R.C.P. 54, LC.§§ 12-117, 12-120(3), and
12-121.

4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the

reporter's transcript:
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(1)

The reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate

Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.
5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
(a)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the October 10, 2014

hearing on pending dispositive motions. Please see Attachment A.
(b)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to Appellant's, ENA's and

Qwest' s motions for reconsideration. Please see Attachment A.
6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter;

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the rep01ter's transcript within the time required by mle after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid

within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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d
DATED THI~f day of June, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By-.e..----~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. Me n W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

' I HEREBY CERTIFY that on th~
.'?~#
-aiiy of June, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOT! E OF APPEAL by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:

David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720 .
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9,vernight Mail
~E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9v'ernight Mail
@E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Qxemight Mail
rn'E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9Nemight Mail
ffE-Mail:
pobenecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D ~might Mail
l!I" E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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ATTACHMENT A
List of Filed Documents to be Included in the Clerks Record in Addition to Those
Automatically Included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28
DOCUMENT TITLE
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Supp01t of Motion for Pmtial Summarv Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Motion for Partial Summary
J udl!lllent
Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Greg Zickau in Supp01t of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary

DATE FILED
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
04/22/2014

04/22/2014

Judgment
Affidavit of Sarah Hilderbrand in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary

04/22/2014

Judgment
Affidavit of Gregory Lindstrom in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

Judgment
Second Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary

04/25/2014

Judgment
Affidavit of Bob Collie in Support of Defendants Motion for Reconsider~tion
and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
JudJ:?;ment
Second Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Third Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Third Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Pmtial Summary Judgment

05/02/2014
05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014
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Affidavit of Elissa Homenock in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and for Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Defendant Idaho Depmtment of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bill Burns in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Summary Judgment
Joinder in Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment and Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Motion for Summary
Judgment
Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Opposition to Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Joinder in Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and Order re
Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Support ofldaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Brief in Support of Its Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision and Order
re Pending Dispositive Motions
ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dis positive Motions
Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration
re Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Response to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for

05/05/2014

08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014

09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/29/2014
10/03/2014
10/03/2014
11/18/2014

11/18/2014

11/18/2014
11/24/2014

11/24/2014

12/08/2014
12/08/2014
12/09/2014
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Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiff's Response to
Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Reply Memorandum in Support of Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Response to Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/14 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Response to ENA Services, LLC' s Motion for Reconsideration re
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for
Reconsideration
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Reply Brief in Support of Its
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions

12/09/2014
12/17/2014
12/17/2014

12/23/2014

01/05/2015
01/14/2015
01/14/2015
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Fi~!:ti LJ ,"'°1
A.M. _ _ _ _
l'.M.:J#----,.._,,._ _

JUN 2 4 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA

HOLDEN

DEPUTY

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757

)

Plaintiff,

)

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

vs.

)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
A.MERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Filing Fee: Waived pursuant to J.C. § 672301

)

. TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
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1.

The above-named Appellant, Idaho Department of Administration (hereinafter

"Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC to the Idaho
.

Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in the above-entitled action,
District Judge Patrick H. Owen, on February 11, 2015, including the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order re Motion to Reconsideration entered Febmary 11, 2015, and the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions entered on November 10,
2014.
2.

That the Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule ll(a)(l).

3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Qwest were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa's
Complaint pre-appeal.
(b)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following the

Appellant's rescission of Amendments No. 1 to the Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three was moot and not ripe.

(c)

Whether the District Court ened in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Comt's holding on the first appeal on the limited issue that Syringa had standing to pursue its
claim under Count Three of the Complaint also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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(d)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court previously concluded that
Syringa had conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the District Court even
subsequently holding that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.

(e)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the severability clause in

the State of Idaho Standard Contract Tenns and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.

(f)

Whether the District Court e1Ted in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."

(g)

Whether the District Court erred in adding ENA as a party defendant to

the second amended post-appeal complaint and voided a contract to which ENA is a party with
Appellant even though all claims against it had been dismissed with prejudice, which were
affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the award of costs and fees to ENA was
satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.
(h)

Whether the District Court ened in awarding attorney fees and costs to

Syringa as the prevailing party in the litigation under I.R.C.P. 54, LC.§§ 12-117, 12-120(3), and
12-121.

4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of tl1e following portions of the

reporter's transcript:
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(1)

The reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate

Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.
5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:

(a)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the October 10, 2014

hearing on pending dispositive motions. Please see Attachment A.
(b)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to Appellant's, ENA's and

Qwest's motions for reconsideration. Please see Attachment A.
6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been se1ved on the reporter;

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the repmter's transcript within the time required by mle after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid

within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)
(e)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and
· That se1vice has been made upon all parties required to be se1ved pursuant

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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d
DATED THI~f day of June, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~-.J>!.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Me n W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

#
ll~Y~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on
of June, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOT! E OF APPEAL by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:

David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720 .
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9Nernight Mail
l!a"'E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@gi venspursley .com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven J. Pe1frement
BRYAN CA VE HRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D pvernight Mail

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9,¥emight Mail

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D (pemight Mail
~E-Mail:
pobe1Techt@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601

&'E-Mail:
s teven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

IY'E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D ~might Mail

~ E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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ATTACHMENT A
List of Filed Documents to be Included in the Clerks Record in Addition to Those
Automatically Included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28
DOCUMENT TITLE
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Greg Zickau in Supp01t of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Sarah Hilderbrand in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Gregory Lindstrom in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Second Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bob Collie in Support of Defendants Motion for Reconsideration
and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Second Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Third Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Third Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
Pmtial Summary Judgment
in Oooosition to Plaintiff's Motion

DATE FILED
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/25/2014

05/02/2014
05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014

for
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Affidavit of Elissa Homenock in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and for Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Sumniary
Judgment
Defendant Idaho Depmtment of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bill Bums in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Summary Judgment
Joinder in Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment and Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Motion for Summary
Judgment
Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Opposition to Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Joinder in Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and Order re
Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Supp01t of Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Brief in Support of Its Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision and Order
re Pending Dispositive Motions
ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration
re Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Response to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for

05/05/2014

08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014

09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/29/2014
10/03/2014
10/03/2014
11/18/2014

11/18/2014

11/18/2014
11/24/2014

11/24/2014

12/08/2014
12/08/2014
12/09/2014
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Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Comt's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiff's Response to
Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Reply Memorandum in Support of Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiffs Response to Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/14 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Response to ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for
Reconsideration
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Reply Brief in Support of Its
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions

12/09/2014
12/17/2014
12/17/2014

12/23/2014

01/05/2015
01/14/2015
01/14/2015
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JUN 29 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

By KELLE WEGENER
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

TO:

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL
Filing Fee: Waived pursuant to I.C. § 672301
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CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
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1.

The above-named Appellant, Idaho Department of Administration (hereinafter

"Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in the above-entitled action,
District Judge Patrick H. Owen, on February 11, 2015, including the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order re Motion to Reconsideration entered February 11, 2015, and the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions entered on November 10,
2014.
2.

That the Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule ll(a)(l).
3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Qwest were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa's
Complaint pre-appeal.
(b)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following the

Appellant's rescission of Amendments No. 1 to the Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three was moot and not ripe.
(c)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Court's holding on the first appeal on the limited issue that Syringa ~ad standing to pursue its
claim under Count Three of the Complaint also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.
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(d)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court previously concluded that
Syringa had conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the District Court even
subsequently holding that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.
(e)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the severability clause in

the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.

(f)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."
(g)

Whether the District Court erred in adding ENA as a party defendant to

the second amended post-appeal complaint and voided a contract to which ENA is a party with
Appellant even though all claims against it had been dismissed with prejudice, which were
affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the award of costs and fees to ENA was
satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.
(h)

Whether the District Court erred in awarding attorney fees and costs to

Syringa as the prevailing party in the litigation under I.R.C.P. 54, I.C. §§ 12-117, 12-120(3), and
12-121.
4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the

reporter's transcript:
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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(1)

The reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate

Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.
5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
(a)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the October 10, 2014

hearing on pending dispositive motions. Please see Attachment A.
(b)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to Appellant's, ENA's and

Qwest' s motions for reconsideration. Please see Attachment A.
6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter;

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid

within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
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DATED THIV,( day of June, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~r-~~~~~~~~~~~~

Me n W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on
of June, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:

David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720 .
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9,:vemight Mail
1!2(E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
D Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D 9'1emight Mail
~E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
D Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D ()xemight Mail
CY'E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
D Telecopy: 208.385.5384

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D ~might Mail
~E-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
D Telecopy: 208.319.2601
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]
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D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D~might Mail
(!1' E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
D Telecopy: 615-252-6335
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ATTACHMENT A
List of Filed Documents to be Included in the Clerks Record in Addition to Those
Automatically Included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28
DOCUMENT TITLE
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Greg Zickau in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Sarah Hilderbrand in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Gregory Lindstrom in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Second Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bob Collie in Support of Defendants Motion for Reconsideration
and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Second Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Third Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Third Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 8

DATE FILED
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/25/2014

05/02/2014
05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014
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Affidavit of Elissa Homenock in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and for Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bill Bums in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Summary Judgment
Joinder in Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment and Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Motion for Summary
Judgment
Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Opposition to Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Joinder in Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Plaintiff's Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and Order re
Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Support of Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Brief in Support of Its Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision and Order
re Pending Dispositive Motions
ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration
re Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiffs Response to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 9

05/05/2014

08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014

09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/29/2014
10/03/2014
10/03/2014
11/18/2014

11/18/2014

11/18/2014
11/24/2014

11/24/2014

12/08/2014
12/08/2014
12/09/2014
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Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiff's Response to
Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Reply Memorandum in Support of Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiffs Response to Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/14 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Response to ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for
Reconsideration
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Reply Brief in Support of Its
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
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12/09/2014
12/17/2014
12/17/2014

12/23/2014

01/05/2015
01/14/2015
01/14/2015
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Phillip S. Oberrecht

JUN 3 0 2015

ISB #1904; poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: (208) 319-2600
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TENIUE GRANT
DEPUTY

Robert S. Patterson (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY, ARANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, An Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
ENA SERVICES, LLC'S AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT, ALL PARTIES TO THE CASE, AND THEIR COUNSEL
OF RECORD

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - l
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1.

.

.

.

The above-named Defendant, ENA Services, LLC (hereinafter "Appellant"), by and
through its counsel of record, appeals against the above-named Plaintiff, Syringa
Networks,
LLC (hereinafter
"Respondent"),. to the Idaho Supreme Court from the
.
.
February 11, 2015 Judgment and I.R.C.P 54(b) Certificate entered by the District Court
in the above entitled action, and including the February 11, 2015 Memorandum Decision
and Order Re: M~tions to Reconsider and the November 10, 2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order Re: Pending Dispositive Motions, Honorable Patrick H. Owen
presiding.

2.

Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments and orders
described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 1 l(a)(l).

3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal is as follows:
1) Whether the District Court erred in denying Appellant's Motion to Dismiss and
treating it like a motion for summary judgment.
2) Whether the District Court erred in ruling that Appellant had an actual opportunity to
respond to Respondent's motion for partial summary judgment.
3) Whether the District Court erred in adding Appellant as a party to the post-appeal
matter and granting summary judgment against it where all of the claims against
Appellant had been dismissed with prejudice and affirmed by the Idaho Supreme
Court on appeal, Appellant had been determined the prevailing party in the District
Court and on appeal, and the awards of costs and fees to Appellant at the District
Court and on appeal were satisfied by Respondent.
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4) Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over Appellant when Appellant was not
joined as a necessary party to Count Three of Respondent's Complaint pre-appeal.
5) Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration's ("DOA") rescission of Amendment No. 1 to
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") 1309 because the issue asserted in
Count Three was moot and not ripe.
6) Whether the District Court erred in deciding SBPO 1309 was not severable from
Amendment No. 1, when Amendment No. 1 was not signed or agreed to by
Appellant, and was unilaterally issued by DOA.
7) Whether the District Court erred when it ruled that the Severability Clause in the .
State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever Amendment
No. 1 from SBPO 1309.
8) Whether the District Court erred in deciding that SBPO 1309 was void, where the
Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court had previously held that Respondent had
conceded that the original SBPO 1309 was ·1awful, and the District Court ruled that
Respondent was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPO 1309.
9) Whether the District Court erred in ruling that original SBPO 1309 was void because
it was an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."
4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? YES, APRIL 20,
2015 ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S EX PARTE MOTION TO SEAL EXHIBIT 1

5.

a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES

ENA SERVICES, LLC'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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b. Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's
transcript: THOSE PORTIONS AS IDENTIFIED IN DOA'S JUNE 24, 2015
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL.
6.

Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
1) THOSE PORTIONS AS IDENTIFIED IN DOA'S JUNE 24, 2015
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL;
2) ENA SERVICES LLC'S MOTION TO DISMISS FILED JULY 17, 2014;
3) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES LLC'S MOTION TO
DISMISS FILED JULY 17, 2014;
4) PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION TO
DISMISS FILED OCTOBER 3, 2014; and
5) REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES LLC'S
MOTION TO DISMISS FILED OCTOBER 8, 2014.

7.

I certify:
1) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter of whom a
transcript has been requested;
2) That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for preparation of the
reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the
amount of the estimated fee;
3) That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and
4) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 20.
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-DATED this ~~fJune, 2015.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1!'Jc('ay

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of June, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing ENA SERVICES, LLC'S AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL, by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
. Telecopy: (208) 388-1300
Email

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy: (208) 954-5210
Email

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy: (208) 385-5384
Email

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy: (303) 866-0200
Email
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST
1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD

2
3

4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

5

6

Plaintiff,
vs.

7
8
9

10
11

12

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES,
LLC, a Division of EDUCATION
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a
Delaw~e corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company;

Case No. CV-OC-2009-23757
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: SUPPLEMENTAL
JUDGMENT FOR COSTS AND
. ATTOR.t"\1EY FEES

Defendants.

13
14

In a decision entered April 20, 2015, the Court awarded costs and fees to Plaintiff

15

Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") as the prevailing par1.y. The decision directed Syringa to

16

submit a proposed fonn supplemental judgment for costs and fees. On April 29, 2015, Syringa

17

submitted a proposed supplemental judgment. In addition to the fees and costs addressed by the

1s

Court in the April 20, 2015 decision, Syringa requested 1) an award for electronic reseamh fees

19

amounting to $14,748.83; and 2) an award of additional attorney fees in the amount of$42,081

20

for preparing the motion for costs and fees. The request for additional fees was supported by a

21

Supplemental Verified Memorandum of Costs and Requests for fees, and an affidavit of

22

counsel, both filed on April 29, 2015.

23
24

MEMOR.ANJ;>UM DECISION AND ORDER RE: SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES-PAGE 1
002432

1

On May 1, 2015, Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") filed an

2

objection to the proposed supplemental judgment. Syringa filed a reply on May 15, 2015. The

3

Court has reviewed the submissions of the parties and conclude.s that a hearing is not needed.

4

The Court has taken these matters under advisement.

5

A. Electronic Research Fees

6

I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K) authorizes an award of the reasonable costs of automated legal

7

research "if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case". Syringa

8

requested an award of electro~ic research fees as part of its fee request. See Plaintiffs

9

Amended ar1d Superseding Verified Memorandum of Costs and Requests for Attorney Fees

10

filed March 2, 2015 at p. 6. The request for an award of $14,748.83 is further explained at

11

paragraph 12.k., pp. 7-8, and Exhibit 3 to the March 2, 2015 Amended and Superseding

12

Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified

13

Memorandum of Costs and Requests for Attorney Fees. DOA raised numerous objections to

14

Syringa's requests for an award of fees and costs, but did not specifically address this item. The

15

Court did not specifically address this item in the April 20, 2015 decision.

16

DOA argues that the Court cannot make ap. award of electronic research costs because

17

the Court failed to make any finding that such costs were reasonably necessary in preparing that

18

party's case. DOA is correct that the Court did not make such a finding in its earlier decision.

19

The Court has now considered Syringa's requests for an award of electronic research fees, as

20

documented and explained by Syringa in its March 2, 2015 filings, and, as an exercise of

21

discretion, will find that such costs were reasonably necessary in preparing Syringa's case. The

22

Court is well aware of its own use of electronic research tools throughout this case. Syringa' s

23

use of similar research tools was reasonable and undoubtedly the most efficient means of

24

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT FOR COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES - PAGE 2
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25

1

researching a multitude of issues presented in this case. The Court will award $14,748.83 for

2

automated legal research costs.

3

B. Additional Attorney Fees Incurred in Preparing Cost and :Fee Request

4

Syringa requests an additional award of $42,081.00 for attorney fees incurred in

5

preparing and defending Syringa's motion for an award of costs and fees. It is settled that a

6

trial court can make an award of reasonable attorney fees incurred in efforts to recover an award

7

of attorney fees. BECO Const. Co. v. J-U-B Engineers Inc., 149 Idaho 294, 298, 233 P.3d

8

1216, 1220 (2010) overruled in part on an unrelated issue in Keybank Nat'! Ass'n v. PAL I,

9

LLC, 155 Idaho 287, 311 P.3d 299 (2013).

10

The determination of what constitutes a reasonable attorney fee request involves the

11

exercise of discretion guided by consideration of the factors set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3).

12

Applying these standards, the Court has reviewed Syringa's request for additional fees related

13

to the preparation and defense of its fee request and concludes that while Syringa is entitled to

14

an award, a reasonable fee for these fees is $20,000.00. The Court will award $20,000.00 for

15

fees incurred in preparing and defending the fee request in this case.

16
17

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this

3.o._ day of June, 2015.

18
19

PaickH. Owen.
20

District Judge

21

22
23
24
25
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CERTJFICATE OF MAILING
1
2

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed,
by United States Mail, a true and correct copy of the within instrument as notice pursuant to

3

Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause in envelopes addressed as
4

follows:

5
6

7

8

DAYID R. LOMBARDI
MELODY A. MCQUADE
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W BANNOCK ST
POBOX2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720

9
10
11

12

MERLYN W. CLARK
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 MAIN ST, STE 1000
PO BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701-1617

13
14

15
16

STEPHEN R. THOMAS
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, 10TH FLOOR
PO BOX 829
BOISE, ID 83701-0829

17
18

19

STEVEN J. PERFREMENT
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 LINCOLN STREET, STE 4100
DENVER, COLORADO 80203

20
21
22

PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 BANNOCK, STE. 950
BOISE, ID 83702

23

24
25
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1

2

ROBERTS.PATTERSON
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 DIVISION STREET, STE 700
NASHVILLE, TN 37203

3

4
5
6

CHRISTOPHER D. IUCH
Clerk of the District Court

7
8
9

}/t // ~

Date: ---'---1(--,{~__;c_----
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11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
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22

23
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.

SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
Defendants.

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1. ·

Supplemental Judgment is entered in favor of Syringa Networks, LLC and against

the Idaho Department of Administration in the amount of$9I0,593.l 7 for costs and attorney fees
incurred prior to February 14, 2015.
2.

Supplemental Judgment is entered in favor of Syringa Networks, LLC and against

the Idaho Department of Administration in the amount of $)R)IJ(fb •tn:>

for attorney fees

incurred on and after February 13, 2015.
ITIS SO ORDERED this

~

dayof~2015.

Pa

SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT-1
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this_/_ day of
Tulv1 2015, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method ~ l o w , and addressed to the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Syringa Networks, LLC

~U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (388-1300)

../

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F .. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210 & 954-5260)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENERBURKESHOEMAKEROBERRECHT
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 950
·
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

/ U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_·__ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (319-2601)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

../ U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID: 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

../ U.S. Mail
- - Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

Steven Perfrement
BRYAN CAVE
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO· 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
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'1,S) IS'~t-\ Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829 ·
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@moffatt.com
24462.0000
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TENfU.E GRAm
DEPUTY

Steven J. Perfrement (Admitted Pro Hae Vice)
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest
Communications Company, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. OC 0923757
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL BY
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
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TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
1.

The above-named Appellant, Qwest Communications Company, LLC

(hereinafter "Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC
("Syringa"), to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in
the above-entitled action, District Judge Patrick H. Owen presiding, on February 11, 2015,
including the court's Memorandum Decision and Order re: Motion to Reconsider entered
February 11, 2015, and the court's Memorandum Decision and Order re: Pending Dispositive
Motions entered on November 10, 2014.
2.

That the Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and

the Judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 1l(a)(l).
3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether the district court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Appellant were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa's
Compl~t pre-appeal.
(b)

Whether the district court erred by deciding that Appellant was still

a party to the action, even though the affirmative claims asserted against it had been dismissed.
(c)

Whether the district court erred by declining to limit the scope of

its November 10, 2014 Memorandum Decision and Order to work done by Appellant for the
Idaho Education Network ("IEN") project, as distinguished fro~ work done by Appellant for
other state agencies.
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(d)

Whether the district court had jurisdiction over the matter

following the Idaho Department of Administration's rescission of Amendment No. 1 to the
Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three
was moot and not ripe.
(e)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Court's holding in the first appeal, on the limited issue that Syringa had standing to pursue its
claim under Count Three of the Complaint, also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.

(f)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs

were void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the district court previously concluded, and
Syringa had conceded, that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the district court subsequently
held that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.
(g)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the severability

clause in the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.

.
(h)

Whether the district court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs

were'void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."
(i)

Whether the district court erred in adding ENA as a party

defendant to the second amended post-appeal complai_nt, and voiding a contract to which ENA is
a party with the Idaho Department of Administration, even though all claims against it had been
dismissed with prejudice, which were affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the
award of costs and fees to ENA was satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.

4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC - 3
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(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions

of the reporter's transcript: the reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate
Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.
5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the

clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
(a)

All documents filed ·with the Court applicable to the October I 0,

2014 hearing on pending dispositive motions, and
All documents filed with the Court applicable to the Idaho
Department of Administration's, Appellant's and ENA· s motions for
reconsideration, dated November 18, 2014, November 24, 2014, and December 8,
2014, respectively.
(a)

Those p011ions as identified in Idaho Department of

Administration's ("IDA") Notice of Appeal filed on February 11, 2105, and IDA's Amended
otice of Appeal filed on June 24, 2015; and those portions as identified in ENA Services,
LLCs Notice of Appeal filed on February 13, 2015 and ENA Services. LLCs Amended Notice
of Appeal filed on June 30, 2015.
(b)

Those portions as identified as the following:
1.

[Qwest Communications Company's] Joinder in Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion to Dismiss Second
Amended Post Appeal Complaint or, in the Alternative, for
Enlargement of Time to Respond to the Second Amended
Complaint, filed July 7, 2014;
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11.

Qwest Communications Company's Objection to Proposed
Judgment, filed November 18, 2014;

6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy ofthis Notice of Appeal has been served on the

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

reporter;

preparation of the reporter' s transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee ;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk' s record will be

paid within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served

pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.

~

DATED this

_f_ day of July, 2015.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

eys for Defendant Qwest
Communications Company, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF~VICE

.

_t

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of July, 2015, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL BY QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC to be ~erved by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintif!Syringa Networks, LLC
Merlyn W. Clark ·
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration
Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER 0BERRECHT, P.A.
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 950
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile (208) 319-2601
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, Inc.
Robert S. Patterson (Pro Hae Vice)
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, Inc.

( (u.s. Mail, Pos.tage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givensursley.com

(tu.s. Mail, Post~ge Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com

vftJ.s.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com

0u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-Mail
bpatterson@babc.co
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CMRISTOPHEA o. RICH
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Clerk

By TENILLE GRAN/
DEPUTY

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
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Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of Administration
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
vs.
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC,)
a Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LCC, a Delaware limited liability,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

TO:

Case No. CV OC 0923757
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF
APPEAL
Filing Fee: Waived pursuant to I.C. § 672301

CLERK OF THE COURT
PARTIES TO THE CASE AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:

'
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1.

The above-named Appellant, Idaho Department of Administration (hereinafter

"Appellant"), appeals against the above-named Respondent, Syringa Networks, LLC to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered by the district court in the above-entitled action,
District Judge Patrick H. Owen, on February 11, 2015, including the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order re Motion to Reconsideration entered February 11, 2015, the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions entered on November 10,
2014, the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order re Plaintiff's Motion for an Award of Costs
and Attorney Fees entered ori April 20, 2015, and the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order
re Supplemental Judgment for Costs and Attorney Fees entered on June 30, 2015.

2.

That the Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule ll(a)(l).

3.

The issues on appeal include:
(a)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter where

Defendants ENA and Qwest were not joined as necessary parties to Count Three of Syringa' s
Complaint pre-appeal.

(b)

Whether the District Court had jurisdiction over the matter following the

Appellant's rescission of Amendments No. 1 to the Original Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPO") because the issue asserted in Count Three was moot and not ripe.
(c)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the Idaho Supreme

Court's holding on the first appeal on the limited issue that Syringa had standing to pursue its
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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claim under Count Three of the Complaint also became the law of the case with respect to the
substance of Syringa's claim in Count Three.

(d)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, even though the Idaho Supreme Court and the District Court previously concluded that
Syringa had conceded that the original SBPOs were lawful, and the District Court even
subsequently holding that Syringa was judicially estopped from challenging the original SBPOs.

(e)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the severability clause in

the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions did not sever the invalid
Amendments to the original SBPOs.

(f)

Whether the District Court erred in deciding that the original SBPOs were

void, because they were an (otherwise lawful) "initial step in a flawed process."

(g)

Whether the District Court erred in adding ENA as a party defendant to

the second amended post-appeal complaint and voided a contract to which ENA is a party with
Appellant even though all claims against it had been dismissed with prejudice, which were
affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal, and the award of costs and fees to ENA was
satisfied by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC.

(h)

Whether the District Court erred in awarding attorney fees and costs to

Syringa as the prevailing party in the litigation under I.R.C.P. 54, LC.§§ 12-117, 12-120(3), and
12-121.

4.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.
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(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the

reporter's transcript:
(1)

The reporter's standard transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate

Rule 25(a), which recorded the pending dispositive motions hearing on October 10, 2014.
5.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28:
(a)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to the October 10, 2014

hearing on pending dispositive motions. Please see Attachment A.
(b)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to Appellant's, ENA's and

Qwest' s motions for reconsideration. Please see Attachment A.
(c)

All documents filed with the Court applicable to Plaintiff Syringa

Networks, LLC' s motions for costs and requests for attorney fees. Please see Attachment A.
6.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter;

(b)

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the reporter's transcript within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant
of the amount of the estimated fee;
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(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be paid

within the time required by rule after notice to Appellant of the amount of the estimated fee;
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Idaho Appellate Rule 20.
DATED THIS

/tJ

dday of July, 2015.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

ark, ISB No. 1026
teven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration
l\JJ,;;r:.1-<rrrw.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on th,/ulaay of July, 2015, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing SECOND AMENbED NOTICE OF APPEAL by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:

David R. Lombardi
Melodie A. McQuade
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-mail: drl@givenspursley.com
melodiemcquade@givenspursley.com
lkb@givenspursley.com
O(Telecopy: 208.388.1300

Steven J. Perfrement
BRYANCAVEHRO
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
l)a'E-Mail:
steven.perfrement@bryancave.com
~ Telecopy: 303.866.0200

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail: SRT@moffatt.com
~Telecopy: 208.385.5384

Phillip S. Oberrecht
GREEN BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT, PA
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste 950
Boise, ID 83702
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
'&1_ E-Mail:
poberrecht@greenerlaw.com
rrTelecopy: 208.319.2601
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Ste 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]
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D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
~E-Mail: bpatterson@babc.com
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ATTACHMENT A
List of Filed Documents to be Included in the Clerks Record in Addition to Those
Automatically Included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28
DOCUMENT TITLE
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Greg Zickau in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Sarah Hilderbrand in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Gregory Lindstrom in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Second Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bob Collie in Support of Defendants Motion for Reconsideration
and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Joel Strickler in Support of Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Second Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Third Affidavit of Brady Kraft in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Third Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions
of the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
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DATE FILED
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
03/20/2014
04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/22/2014

04/25/2014

05/02/2014
05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014

05/02/2014
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Affidavit of Elissa Homenock in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and for Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Bill Bums in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Summary Judgment
Joinder in Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Summary
Judgment and Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Motion for Summary
Judgment
Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Summary Judgment
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Opposition to Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Joinder in Defendant Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Idaho Department of
Administration's Motion for Summary Judgment
Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and Order re ·
Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Support of Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for Clarification
and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum Decision and
Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Brief in Support of Its Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision and Order
re Pending Dispositive Motions
ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration re Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration
re Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiffs Response to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion for
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05/05/2014

08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014
08/11/2014

09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/26/2014
09/29/2014
10/03/2014
10/03/2014
11/18/2014

11/18/2014

11/18/2014
11/24/2014

11/24/2014

12/08/2014
12/08/2014

.

12/09/2014
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Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiff's Response to
Department of Administration's Motion for Reconsideration and/or
Clarification
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration and/or Clarification
Reply Memorandum in Support ofldaho Department of Administration's
Motion for Reconsideration and/or Clarification re the Court's 11/10/2014
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiffs Response to Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Motion for
Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Court's 11/10/14 Memorandum
Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiffs Response to ENA Services, LLC' s Motion for Reconsideration re
Memorandum Decision and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Reply Memorandum in Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for
Reconsideration
Qwest Communications Company, LLC's Reply Brief in Support of Its
Motion for Clarification and/or Reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision
and Order re Pending Dispositive Motions
Plaintiff's Amended and Superseding Verified Memo of Costs and Request for
Attorney Fees
Amended and Superseding Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of
Plaintiffs Amended and Superseding Verified Memo of Costs and Request for
Attorney Fees
Idaho Department of Administration's Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney
Fees
Idaho Department of Administration's Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees
Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho Department of Administration's Motion to
Disallow Costs and Attorney's Fees
Affidavit of Patrick J. Miller in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Idaho
Department of Administration's Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney's Fees
Plaintiffs Supplemental Verified Memo of Costs and Request for Attorney
Fees
Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Supplemental
Verified Memo of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees
Idaho Department of Administration's Objection to Proposed Supplemental
Judgment
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12/09/2014
12/17/2014
12/17/2014

12/23/2014

01/05/2015
01/14/2015
01/14/2015

03/02/2015
03/02/2015

03/10/2015
03/10/2015
04/06/2015
04/06/2015
04/29/2015
04/29/2015
05/01/2015
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TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT IDAHO SUPREME COURT
451 WEST STATE STREET, BOISE, IDAHO 83702

PHER

'Z.:

20/5

By KELLE D. RICH C
01:pt~GENEA' le

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

)
) Supreme Court No. 43027
)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

) Case No. CVOC-2009-0923757
)
)
)

vs.
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division
of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
INC., a Delaware corporation;
Defendant-Appellant,
And

)NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT
)LODGING
)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC,
)
)
a Delaware limited liability
company,
)

________________
Defendants.

)
)
)

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on June 4th, 2015, I
lodged the following transcript(s): Hearing dated: October
10, 2014, for a total of 78 pages, in the above-referenced

appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County of _Ada,
in the Fourth Judicial District.

Kasey A. Redlich,
Certified Court Reporter

.

Date

002455

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent-Cross Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 43027
43028
43029

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION;

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

Defendant-Appellant-Cross Respondent,
and
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
Defendants-Cross Respondents.
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.·
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation,
· Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

002456

SYRJNGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corpora~ion,
Defendants.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court.of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State ofldaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into· evidence during the
·
course of this action.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record:

will be submitted as

1. Exhibit 1 to Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Plaintiffs Verified
Memorandum of Costs and Request for Attorney Fees, filed April 29, 2015.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to
the Record:
1. Exhibit D [CD] to Second Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Defendant's
Motion for Reconsideration, Motion to Change the Caption, Motion to Strike Portions of
the First Amended Post-Appeal Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, and in Opposition
to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, filed May 2, 2014.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

002457

iN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court
this 10th day of August, 2015.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

002458

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent-Cross Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 43027

43028
43029

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION;

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Defendant-Appellant-Cross Respondent,
and
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
Defendants-Cro~s Respondents.
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINIS.TRATION; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

002459

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
- Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company,
'
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
Defendants.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
'

.

'

MERLYN W. CLARK
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
-CROSS RESPONDENT BOISE, IDAHO

DAYID R. LOMBARDI
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
-CROSS APPELLANT
BOISE, IDAHO

PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
-CROSS RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO

STEPHEN R. THOMAS
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
-CROSS RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO

~UG 1 O20\5
Date of Service:

---------

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent-Cross Appellant,

Supreme Court Case No. 43027
43028
43029

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION;

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

Defendant-Appellant-Cross Respondent,
and
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
Defendants-Cross Respondents.
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware limited .
liability company,
Defendants.
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

002461

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
l

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company,
Defendant-Appellant,
and
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
Defendants.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as those requested by Counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
11th day of February, 2015.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

002462

